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ADVERTISEMENT.

TaE matter contained in the four following Letters, ineIuding the two sheets of Tables* sub.

joined to them, was written, it will be observed, at d._ff_rent tlme_ in the course of the years 180_
and 1507.

In the mean time, a variety of incidents has taken p]ace, and the face of the whole business_ as
laid bet'ore Parhament, has undcrgmac a variety nf changes, igttt, a_, to the matter of the e._suing

Letters, if dtere be anything in it that presents a pro,_pect of being of u_e, that use a, ,1 not he

found to have received any diminution t¥om any of tho-e changes.

A continuation is in the press, eomlmsmg the originally proposed C]_,_ml,er of Pcz'icw ¢ the two
arrangemenr_ proposed, one or other of them, to serx e in_tead of it, by :he L._d l'rc,'id,'*_t and ten
nthers out of the fifteen Lords of Session : and the BilI sa'.d to have t:een la_d u a the table of the

I-/ou_e by the Lord Ch.*m'.. 1£." (L_rd Eidon.) at_d print_,d by .r,ler, dated lot}, August 1!_t7.

In a separate work_ is intended to he hnmbly subrmtted to J?arliamen'. and ,n p,trticular to the

House nfLord_, a plan for enabting the Iinu_t to ten&r, to sattors of all the three kingdoms_
that justice, its inability of rendering wh,.ch_ has now lot so many )'ears been so severely felt by uh_

pubhe, and so exphcifly acknowledged in the House.

A Summary lritw of the plan Is already begun to be put into eirculatmn.

• _roIc. _Four additional Tables accompanied the second Edition_ which contained no other
Mteration on the first, except the addition o£ ]better V.
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1TIO TABLES SHEET IDELAY AND COMPL! CA ..... •
i i i [_ ,.| i

TABLE L_NATURAL SOURCES (a) of COMPLICATION (b) and DELAY in JUDICIAL PROCEDURE :--exhibiting the CAUSESof those Evils, in so far as they are natural (c), necessar 9 (c), unavoidable (c); with EXamPLES, showing some of the principal Cases
referable to the respective Sources. _ TABLE II._MISCHIEFS of DELAY. _TABLE III.--CAUSES of FACTITIOUS (c) I)ELAY:_containing a brief Indication of some of the principal CAuses of the factitious, superabundant (c), unnecessary (c), and

avoidable (c) Delays, fabricated (c) trader the TECHNICAL or FEE-GATHERING System of" Procedure--in England, Scotland, and other Countries. . .TABLE IV.--DISPUTABLE CAUSES of DELAY: i. e. of which it may be Matter of Dispute, whether,
or how fiir, they arc avoidable (c) or unavoidable (c).- TABLE V.-- BLACKSTONE S FALSE CAUSES of DELAY; viz. Circumstances falsely stated by him as Causes of those English Delays which, in truth, are factitious and avoidable, but by him _..

are falsely styled " unavoidable."_ TABLE VI.--Uses of the foregoing Tables. ll!

TABLE I. i

j. II. IlL IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X.
_ • , ;_Nonforttwomi,_nes._ (d) on the Multitude of [Vitm'_s'e__.c_r_ources Lcn_'lh. or Mullitudc of Opcrutwn8 ne- Multitude of Ewdent_ary Facts, Multitudinous Masses of Evi- Multitude of clc_,wntamj collative Multitude of Parhes-- PmmLff[s, Multitude of Co-Defendants, or Subdect-3/atter of the Deman,3 Multitude of Demam/s -- on one _"

Part of Person.s'('e),_whether of Real or tVrith'p_ Evidence. ce,_,ary, in relation to Sources of to prove, or disprove, a Habit donee, each applicable to any Facts, to eon_,titute one effhe- or Defendants. Persons liable to become De- complex, or both Sides of the Cause.
Witnesses, Defbndants, Plain- Evidence. tire Title. fendants. _(_'-or Custom. sort of Suit.
tiffs--or of ThinN's. EXAMPLES__

EXAMPLES -- EXAMPLES of Operations -- EXANPLES. EXAMPI.ES.
EXAMPLES _ I. -- co;tuna, to divers Sources of Evidence EXAMPLES--

of different Kinds, viz. Testimonial, Real, I. Facts constltut_.'e or destructive I. -- where the Whole is demanded. EXAMPLES--
of the Causes of Nonforthcoming- _of Suits more particaTarly apt to am| Written ;viz. to two or all of them-- EXASIPLES _ EXASIPLES. of Title inl_lec:;xmCauses; such 1. HusbandatM I|)tk. L--in Non-Criminal Cases.

ness -- afibrd a multitude of Witnesscs_ 1. E, tr_/, (for tlte purpose of Search.) as those relati,e to the several 1. _llass of moveable Property due

2. S_al oh, £Ibr the lmrposc q]'.Inspection, Offices of 2. Guardian and IVard. I. ProprietOrSonwhieh°r "_I'#h_sOcc_q_a_tSorofLands,Fee.farm on a Bill of Sale. I. _ of Demands, simply.
L---on the Part of Things or Persons-- Suits r_qative t_ ('_.c.) I._of Habits to be thus evide,ced-- 1. Alibi Evidence. 1. illember of Pa,liament. 3. Committee and Idiot or Lu_mtic. lgents are claimed by the same 2. Lands or Buildings, in the Pos-

3. I, spectio_, (when per dudiccm, styled
1. Expatriation (f) precedential, vie. Vk,w.) 2. Sheriff (of Z_don.) 4. Trustee, or Trustees. and Priaeit>('l, Tute. (See Cal. ix. 5.) _ession of divers Occupants.

to the cause of l)emand. 1. l?ou_&,'ie,s. 4. Id,._t(//c_ttiom 2. Character Evidence---( Facts tend- 3. Coroner. (Cestuy que Trust. ) 2. ])rawer, Dr, wee, aad I_Morsers of 3. Estate, yieIdin 9 s_weessive masses I. Action for (r) Goods sold. and de.

2. Expatriation -- consequential, or 5. ( ;q,t,m, (Arrest, or Seizure.) 1. h_sanily, (as f," the Purposes of in9 to the depression or exaltation 4. Borough Mag_:trate. 5. Perso_s respectively eb_i_:_i_,(/m"po_'sess- a Bdl of Exclu_ge. of hwome, in one or _wre qf a livered, at various Times or

simnly, subse_luentiaL (g) 2. R;ghts of. ( bmmo,. 6. Det, _t,m. subjecllo_ to Gaurdianship, in- of the Character of a Party or II. Facts eonstitutve of natural Re- ingEeelesiasacal__inanO[fice_Eech, siastwal,theeharacter°rNOn-of 3. Prineipal and Sureties. varietyof Shapes; sueh as Tithes,° Plates.
3. Exprovineiation (h) precedentiaL 7. Add,cti, m, (ciz. to the Judgment Seat, validatiov_ of Contracts, exemp- IIqtness.) lationship, in ts several modes Collator, (Patron), and Nominee, f'ee-farm Rents, _Ianerial Quit-

_g.r.) tionji'om Punishment.) and degrees. (I_wumbent, or other Occupant.) 4. Co-Freiqhters, in the ease of a t_ents, FbwsorHeriots,--Tdh', 2. Action for (r) IVork and Labour
4. Exprovinciation _ consequential, 3. I_iyhts of Way. S. Commitmo, t. or Seqaestration. Loss vpon a Ship's Cargo.

or subsequentiaL II.--pecahar to Persons and Things having III. In eriminali, :uccessive distin- 6. Executor or Executors, or Administrator _ Fees of 02[lice, _;c. don6 at various Times and
4. Tithes. L;fe _ _. Cruelty, (on the part of a _]Iaster, 3.17acts, tendb_g to the Proof or Dis- guishable acts.of Delinquency, or Administrators, to a ParOj deceased. 5. Co- bS_derwrito's, in a ease of In- Places.$_?'alte&

5. I.atentcy (i), [Place unknown. ] 9. Alimen&_tion. Father, Guardian, or Itusband, proof, of a Circumstance operating on the part _:" the same delia- 7. Partners in a 3lass of Manufacturing or II._where a Share only is demanded.

6. Zatitantoj (k), [Abseonsion._ 5. Legitimacy a_M Fihatbm. Iii.--peculiar to real Evidence- for the purpose of Separation. ) in diminution or augmentation of quent, trading St_k, or in the Exercise of a 3. Action van xlloneys received by

10. IiLrld_,q (of 3Iachine_ T _ Trial of a the IVeight ofa Man's Testimony: proft-seekiny Art or Profession. II. -- in Criminal Cases. 4. STtare in a mass of Property ca. Defendant as Trustee : (ex. gr.
Itorse, _.e.) such as connexion or diseomwxion EXA3I?'LES. 8. _tIembers of the same Corporate Body, 6. Co. Off;,mlers in respee¢ of uni- ea_rt by Death. See Col. vii. 6. Guardian. Baili.ff; Steward,

I [.--on the Part of Persons only-- 6. IITlls _ their authe:didty orJhir- I 1. Imi/atire Representation, ( by Drauqh&, 3. loose h_tercourse, (on thepart of in the wm/of pecuniarq Interest, 1. Offwces natur,,_ly concatenated ; sui_g or sued as such. versally-emj,yated (n) JIodes of• • " Ddinquem'y, vie. in the way Of 5, Share in a mass of Property pos- Commercial Agent, _¢fc.)
7. Incarceration. hess. _lIo&ls, gyc.--el Land, BuiMb_cjs, Husband m' lVife, jbr extenua- natural llelationshi}), },ivcdity, or such as acts ,f Preparation _ 9. Persons jointly b_terested, as to-ace,pants l, stiyation, Po'j_ctration, Assist- sessed in common, on the foot&y

8. Injirmity of _llind, incurable. _Ilachb_e_, @c.) tion in Adultery.) any other cause of Amity or L';'z- of Attempt_ of Consumnu_tion or expectants, simulta_wously or succes- ance, subsequentiat Proteetion._ of Partnership. Nee Col. vii. 7. i
• _ in relatio_ to the same Jbr- sivebj, in amass of' _mmowable Pro- See vi. iii. 1. II.-- of Demamts with Counter-

9. Infirmity of ;_Iind, not incurable. 7.1)eper_tion, or Dd_rioratio_ of IV. -- peculiar to writte_ Evidence_ ratty, as towards a l_urly to the bidden ])csigm perry--( Co-Legatees, Remaindcr-3ie_6 6, _hare in a mass of Property, [
10. lnJTrmity orB(My, incurable. ]JaiMb_ys, or _mws,able l'es_el,_ 12. Tca_seription, (including Printing.) Suit. 2. O{f_wes casua'ly co_watenated; _'c.) 7. Co-O_ndersin respectofspecial|y sulffected to Divisim_ (p), o_ the Demands.
1 I. Infirmity of Body, not inewrable, or their (2b,tettt_, o_tthe oceasion 1B. Extraction, (m_d:i_9 Extracts.) II. _ of Customs -- (Habits on the and in virtue of such their acci- and casualIy-co_juyaled (o) De-

12. Infancy. of ]nsura_we. 14. Abbreviaticm, ('mahi_ 9 Abridgme_ts. ) part of a _tlultitude of Persons.) dental Connex:on, of a nature to 10. l_ersons havb_q an Interest i_ a complex ground of Insolvencv or Bank-15. Collations, (t?f a Tt'a_s( ri2d.._ e. with the 4. 1Tacit, allayed as Excusegdfor Non- be eomj)r+ed b, the .s'ar_eI_tsgru- _S)tbject-,]latter, as per No. ix. linquencj/.--Examph,s of Crimi- .hal (__zsesparticularlk_apt to af- ruptcy. (q) 4. Action roa (r) t/ae I]ulance of an
v[e_[tqf Accus_lion: ex. gr. Ira- 11. t3osscs,,,r of a Thb_g claimed by divers Jbrd Co-Offfemttrs in multitudes,

13. _P,esidences, _xed or transitor_j - 8. Corporate l?;yAts ( tbghts pos- 16. Transkttio_,Orisnat',/.fromt°asccrtab_a_reiqn Lang_tage. )theide_titff. ) 4. Customary Occupati(_n, of(Land,, forthcomingness -- on the Part 1wachment , lndictme_t, lntbr-. CTaimantx : as in case of. I, terpteader, are, 1. Treason or Rebellior_---2. 7. Share of a mass of Proper_j, Account _tot liquidated. :
of Pers_ms, as between whom in- sessed, or claimed, by l'ersons, as 17. Computation, ° ( tabi,_ or casting Ac- I for the purpose of t'assage , Pas- of I)erso_s or Thb_ys. -- See marion, ItL& ndbr Attachme_d. Garnishment, Foreign Attachment _edition-.3. Riot-.4. 5"muggling. . captured in lVar, gcnerallq by
tereourse is necessamd--d_spersed . (m) See Co, viii. _Anglice ;i ¢Uultiplepoindi_ 9 (Scottice.) ,bYeCol. vi. iii. Sea. 5. Action, eneou_tered by Set.off. (s)
in diffbrenljudi_iat districts. (t) _]lembers of a Corporate Body.) counts.) I tare, Exfodiation, _'e.) ] Col. i. iii. _ ' . _ - ............... i|

n im it , n __ i



t t.,.,. ...... , _ ,. _g, Attachment i _dition--3.tgiot--4. ,%nugg&_j. I captured in IVar, gencralt U by

] Col. i. iii. l (m) See Co/, i_i. f CAnglice;)JluItitdepoinding (Scottice.) i Nee Col. vi. iii. f Sea. : 5. Action, encountered by Xet,off. (s"_..joauttzon, 1 --- ' ! ..... ii i iIi i 'u ii i i

EXPLANATORY )OTEg
. ) (5) (6) i7)(1) i (o, I (s) (4) _ [

t,wa e_, _e eanf, l, lr.d :!_, f _h,, h 1: pe_p,,tllallv leod[1]_ to errnr_ of the [ 22. ID,-,, a_ .",'e_tlnt k_pt for fifteen -_ear_ together, in the Court of Con- in proportion to its quantltv, they are pa_d : partly as affordin_ ro0a_tnd I point of view. Among. the suit% uhlch nedher oemlp)', _o: reqmre to Is to itt cause. When an Enghshmau. for example, on whom a |_.el/nlary In an ImpeaehmenL the aet_ charged m the aeverM arhcle_ are, or pur-

EXPLANAT1ON_ Tf) TIIE T[TI.E OF THESE TABLE ¢, _ h ,,h( -r p.a, tteal Jm ).yt.t_,',., art, e,,nt,mJ,dl_ apt hlt)e _,,of, mnded, _i_ scl(q_e_ _,'c tr,,, _,,,_all-Deht Uottrl_ at Bmnmel_am, 150 eau_e_ are stated oc_a.s]o n_ t%r frceh _ne_dents, prodtmtlveofre.*son% or pretence% te _l_te* { hmlr_.Ceeup% e mboforex en notthem.'moremanYmm_te_t_an[.m,_smalIN_)tePOrt_ou(,,LNo.°fgI.a] day,therev_t.willahaxfCWe moveddemandthereur°a conslderabh'amonnt_onfront England tohaSlFranee_beenormade'toe,eotland,is knOWnor tot°thehave%re-e_t per t to be, so m_ly distract oltL*nees.

t!,t ('.i_e Gt ],,)_eQ_...*,a11(l the e lse ot pt t_dt'ttfa_' il_lpr;_etlc.,hlllty, i) 71it. it, ._,p, t * On t]_¢ ]/_trltzttt,_,]tgl,¢ztS*t_rl of i_t'qtltgl$ ; B?F'tlltt_ho*?ll, tier ope_dOo.s : par t}Va_ _ervmg t. nwrease the 7_lt?aber and ZL.*__l_of ]3eci_ m_.nv, n_ e._di tlf _hleh eomphcoh._t n/a_ have had plat.-', and that wlilli](ll¢%rreqqemlv°rts nothav6anvwherettad,andt°therelurebefoUndmayOrhea_dal_,ay_°fbe,SUChnaturallyt?usappearaneeenough,a'a,In:atanother/ndtcDnenttlmesthe;"eathevarethePt_rp°rtsameoffence.rebe : inde.¢.xlbedtr;;th,illmmetn'ae_solitany. (hl_erertt_°they
I.._c.*tree* %¢Delay dilTt_renlh] arranged, o 17_7, Pp l 1-;,7.'1 a. the a_ crave mmit×,r or e.tu.s¢._of th*a or(hoar) tit %'rq*- sult_. _',, lmttln_ into the halM_ ot Jiah *llest n3elh o]1 the detendal : _jde, ] fro i1 stwh 't multi lit' tx f,-_,t roe- t., t pre.en,ed m that xlew, mlg t and not unre:L-oLabl_, tho_,'ht to have had. for it. cause, the deraand, L e. ways a_ the m.[ruo,e}_t contains arbores, here failed counts 2 re]avoid-

• " ' , lVhalta)e\ t r I_ ill the l,hv_w_1 _t il<e i.apracl.eabh'. _s m the same sellsc *l,l-, dlqla*ch{,t :li the compass el a "aeek ; _. c. of a do% the court aKtlI_g tile ,, eli,i, el Ma_ ;n_ ii.f_pa}lrlent, and on the pla.Iotlfl% _}lie_ the iv,_1_of [ (,olLl_I>e a IOrlll,d.Lb[." [i.t. In I w hchnaa! ._ _tt Ill el t rol_{ t r{_,romp t-(a) [ gm,tee,.'i In the order given m thl_ Tahl_, te_ t_e general Fh,, b _,,_p, _dge.
oxpre%l_ v afthe%e_eral Cau*e$ _r ,%_ree_ ,if t',,mpl_calio** or f)cla_, tb ,., [ ..h,,,,t one: a-_,ttk, plul]derlllg, or otherwl._e oppres.lng, an adver_wv, *he state of _1 .lgl,e- } eat" tl _ ",t r,_ b.e- t.d)_le,ltt_! l,,i the lqlr )o.e _lt delax, and delay f_lr i11o the fear of h_'ttl_ eoll'q)elle_ to a o_rnphanee wK]i $t. But the eotieiLt_lotl, able urmertamrv being dl.glllSed tinder a cover ai mendamm, s eertamtv.

, euznary elreum_tanees deprive> hlnl of th," meal> of defenet, yr _,,_" } .... _ "
are put fir_, the (._ielellev of which, lit the cba-.!eter _f Cau_e_ of l_ 're,/ l _. i_ re-_ It ;_h_,'h, m a ptti/_*t,zg s( ,'1o. '_ n,_t i mw_e;w,_lA', HlaV he ira- 23, [-]¢ the hl:h..t authority in Scotland, viz. that of the Lord President e.,'e_ica&_,l i_. IIrl other words, nta_'tng 5usz,aes¢. Faet/twu* co {_ea- _ 1)_dpo_t, o e n lp] M,*lon-- e, O _ h it- att_ Dd,ult nhaa* t_f x{*X,_Nolland *h°wtanl*atura]._achs°{xelter'-e,edh_qeon°t'aremeontmualiye_C:Ym_taneC,lreE]oVlhffbea3u_tfrolltOneeach,smeetot _lth-those e_seOna&l]ordsmOtio*tlzr}tforalltlerear&Chanv.,,ent.wHtlentheanstru._entaeeu=-atmnof _wcu_a/wnl_'m_"made tv*t'athev.eGoffence%the(0_thP ?_0 e_!to,the Ohi{'titleo| whwh tht,Irllqehh,fI_ ]ntrlllSle,]_)q,-

dlate, and itlvarlah] _.tett, i Is apt to be rues L'OIISder th e. { p_ac t triable 111d t,ru,ze "tl_ol _ells*', lh.*_ Dr' /,r'vl""t.a/qY _:r*l,rdcDcabt¢* bdl,*th>iepwhoft)ftl_e ( _*nr_of _,e._lontlme,vlz.thenalltol nOWeaehcausenoino_hoe {_hFl_,orethallRtA'hl/if,m.afraet'_onof/;auCanep-a la_*ers of ahela_e_,tl°n'so much mcztZebusi_t'_s.mall age%liene%have beellUnderere pio_ ed lu gl v]nt_ ext(_ce.thats3_tem, the exer: I_ of I eXl)vrl_c'_llfftlt,ltlf'lrthetlmhal*d-.ts[:Reof tho_c.'_ll{,_t lah,l_etxtrattll)lt:ahdreO'atm*'fthetl:''pr-ti'e'Yen"etrllm--theahu_vtitt"h*t ! _lt ...._ ll]oD_ to e t ry other Vvhat makes the hs _zlet a nater al ozle to if ,_ever,d, art" b_ nn olhtr _ c'm* t _ be di-%l_gvtl4hed tit,_lx ).,_ meaTl_ o_ the
To a*<i.t mn_pt_ml, here folh_w_ a l.,st of iliads, imder which t)-,,, 11.1ii ]whcatnre and lo_IJatl,)rl, th( h!t'2- O? i,rt, de.ttial impr, tetieaSihto day, 1_ _*,ittd a_ lielOg SOgenerally suflieie_lt for lhe purpose, that ¢' it I_ eontHlUal)(.e, a_l(t llwrea.e, to the 1lilT(lost fl_d;J.l)t]t%"of superahumiai t_] ix gccu_e_ t mr ex_rt_o . p, t- d_Z_nec, o_nst!tutd a /cry pow_rfl_l fallaex_ : t .std_e'aue'nt¢4t,tm pt_q.,-t nOWbutlne£_vseql.,r{ i_£_tlog_lt_/1,_thattotile"v_e_/ldemau,]thcd_._l_p(ara_)e*ti_t]el:gth oft_th_.'l/°tdN_z_,°nl_ill)eliden¢e,ther on.hope_ ]tLth,_alhth,thmvt)onztot C[fl*gal'gt}" fir *Hl!lud(?x,delzee;v_llleh:*e,:dy-u,rdto*evderby: i_ I re_nte{lebttD]olly_u1

ta*,-xem_tter may be rangel m an order th.:t .a,em_ mrne natural and.. ' .m ! p_a(l.,d,,,,t_/are iOO.e ard vdfftl., -- -,l ire.. _£ cont'l,ual d_q_ute allot IlOTwithout .omc _erl, go&i rea..am as.lgned that tile t ot, rt i_,o he dela}ed and eomf,hcauo; b tllat the smeregu dud the people could be hra _ t_ a lalLlev of a myth le_. flin]_) texture tll_l the small-talk employed by 1 alld q{,antlty of the com/dwat/ou, wilI naturally be llaueh greater than m sanctioned ba .m oattl or ti_ cquli,_lellt.
_truoq_ e. Tile "Flgtlre_ ref_ r to the lteads elnplo}ed lit tile body of it.. ' error-- l,nt_l t:xed b) a reference t_ the ve_ era1 en.'a o'jtzat,cc, fr.loq _me day t:, ,moth.r, but each day'_ roll ought, if po<_lhlc, to lm do- eudur£. Biack_lonc.---ste Table KY, the other ease.

, termwcd at oat order*tot" (sitting.) [llatehin_on'a Justice, i. xiv. and ! Ylll. (n) _U:th'ey _a?:,d-et,w:',_ale,2
Tuble. ) I2. Ill the e_-e ¢,f mdl(ual I_r, ee,h_-e, x_here,'cr I <i*eak _)f arl act a_ pru- 157, v_l_¢r_,m _ct Letter I.] 50. Unltlug the power to the ui/t, thee have aeaordmglv labour(' Wdh Y. Nece_ar, l Comp_t_atwn and Dalai'-- lho_ mai_* Source** (5} [Exprovtne/aH0n*'l Re_noval to a spot which, though not' otlt of *

]. l)ema_d, (Plamtit_'s Demand,) the Sld_ectoMatter of it comt_ex [ e_.'nte,td_¢ zmpr.l_( _'_t,_. I _pc,tt_, *_'t /,*,7t/,,,¢/*'." *(gtltrml p,ct,t,nd'*,lrl[ z,t- sue_ -t,oo:.. e_, madlht_on to the qu._nt_tv of natur,d,'mvemar, and tit(* do/vtni, n_' of tile s-tale in whwh ttlej;*dgmcn_-sea? in questmn 1_ VIII. (at [Ca._aa!}/-o,,'Q,*a*c_tgd.]un,', v.v ,et,/e del re 11]each instance, to h,lx e f.tbrle.tted .k ( ,hll!tit ' O_ _'Lgt "tY"

eel. Ix. x. _"l,orIv.-c"qvrl,tt,an_*_'t:-opt, o_l)]crcl_c,,nntz, a: el"it/tree e"'q c'v l('N_n_'[e't_'*'_n't',:,, , _._ Y.,¢ ,,_t en_,._,al)1 el In*>,1¢#* I1(.1[h(•r[omoretlto dLIr,tEu),lg|",g,ar(,t3]"_'g_"at_' ,_Mtl[_ansear_Iv{leek( _lilllgfrolllbegrated a._ it.netemn .l_nee_'tentfidbngq_,_rt oftothPtt atfin,/avelage 1,0 igadcMv Lqa r(.'f reqLIvll11_ ( I_ dh,_%ftl _oII)t. h_*_u/. ed, nell t{} aayYt/z_,saadt, _lderable_!f ta*cc&tY/rlydcgrev,C.r,q_he'ation._dA,ost the ord}'a_t:mm.,dmte'/l:_ /Yeeg_!*s.uree,thePhlef,ll.iR3and.he,see_1111al_ytohee°9]n"i Is,*_'],vz!aated'l rol]lbe'oIlc_ 8/&.-iff.l*'_c,_'ltt_ft 1 ' terr totofiala.,aher:P_riadictbmori|] E nff/ay_°fthat m$("I*_spLrlttla|;as. lneause,Sco/- The nlu(tt . (,I o ,**-,_-a ted del "_ql:el_ev ak_)_e _peelfle tlwd! be fotmd ap-

_. _roltl_F_ nf Demon !. com,_Iex : 1!1 a e:t_e p_lr.,lx ch.d seat of e_p- i -*-_t,F,d rnd_" _1 1e_/;_c: x,/ .l[,_d ri_z,ii t,) {h,' ,.(-'_t,]. e _)_ *lie el,L, Moe /¢td_l*leTl_, the ]_e\r _t_ ) (O _hl(q) lq eecc_th,m.) whe!_ ea-r*_,l ,m lrl t]D2 (,r- thall ODI, .o,.C .era'c, or s,)me doze,,, tlInoq a8 great, the lCvv&;tce, troPd otle splrRual dv,cese or pI*ovHz¢_"{o auorher, pbeJ)ie_ ".v]{h io,v ,i. h', t xct'pH,q)% to _d)_qlc¢'s of evegv drseraptiam ln-
lp}exlty tile PimDtif_. 7Pale, a_ tl)l)_tt1,1ted hi, the r dlaDve e'eellt or e_ en!% _,r lt_e o'_tei .. l_/t'e, re e,f J_.&:e (t,) the Drvl, ,)fie _)f rile p)a,ht'tg'a -ad_-,. ', mar? t*)tl_m_)lt Jt_ (i. e. J,m-Trla ) Illodc of l¢c,?t*_iel_/ I ro':,'durv, of Ot _lw L'_-_rl[l_t'l]ta, or rllea'l_ e,:,idc,_ ed hy them in the prOseellol_ of

7), ,,zu. I'exati..*. ,,. E_p¢'n_e to t )t).'r _v],, : h+ ete)t lit*_ oleh e _,I]- 11lnAV Q_e eah_eS v,,qch, m the B_rmi_t4.haat, ( r an\ othvr ('t , t o_ tk,-,_c*enc*, stlc/l thelr dea_Tl), a pretty:*.q_f)]c _pe(,,;lleU i_gi_e)l ill Table 111. Thxl- if, _ hgn a w_ttltude o_. d,2:_lOtlt'_rv c.Ne./ll*_' evetlT% oY qtato_ of 111the. Broil ,I'. E_/] t_e tot example (not to speak af other state%) ae- qlll_*t- % ill I_ !HIh 1hi ._pt _qdv ,1: [be o,_en-..' to atTt),_d dl_el's eo-of_.Dder_
stare or *tales of thlt)g_ _ qere))} it ]_ ,,_eatcd.) ( eL V. I ]: ;; .:'co I,, h,., m re'at, ,n a, the tnne ot 1he act ii1 que_tzull, pr¢& nt or re- ll,mF_ % dlt, 11_ce_.a_ _ t,, _t,,>u1_l(. ,_i/(. ( fl_heN_e (}ue (AS In c/e:tz. _,,ltl-_ . ' <'_,rll*Ild t_ t(,,' )},_tt_'re _)f the eonnexh)ll between the dlflbrel_t portlo_s of of°rthee°'dehnquc)a_'$3qlc'e_{q_ lGtl'._i¢--¢°u_'Ib_ll"]11_in _lflksen? _a_, t,._ t|t_ prodttettoladTP dl_p.tteh,'d..l. _)) _e, one with another, IT]ll._. thai! Jtve mt_H_lra, |l/,t

3.1_.rcmndofDomande.mpTe,<: ,maca_eparttveri,ol,wl, xiz mre_r,0et " ,,_ I,,.r/,z_norc..,h,*zq, nt. o) t'lhA(.h,ld d h ell eoml_lene_d 1_1theab,)xe rt,gtdar nlo, ie {whlch, but I _l. "['O _Ahlch ¢)ft_o eorzff/ctt'*_e(ldgofjn:t).°e to give the }re_re_ce, the dMax i_roitl{_d }," 1he ('{qlddIcat (Ill 1, t°DSltter,d_lL, ]T l'. [_ev',_l'.__.L_P_ H m,t_r],,dT,*lz amto'o_ Wtd--Ila_,ffrd11_lltrOhqt',Iet_>al]dlhe_ PidLe'aY_L_r_.
t,r.he_o,_tl+oo_ mot havlng or_g._lat_']tll oneof 1he., or sol_P G1h*.l ] x,z, prev,m_l,m of ?l*l_dC('l,_uD, _.F g . bv adl)wdlloe (f tHt]etorllt'_D'z sttelle_e_lH,_._tat,,,_'t]:qlg_,r'cqul_eaadlstlnetlha_ofev*aevccIoaatLq" t,,,h> _u-p-..<. HI _ kn_dof oa,:dte ' .rote, i)ez.._tn thai *ff txtuz/*_t_on (}tT_zle,_ of thell_,nre,_f Forjerb, _hether tt!e _ubjeet of It Im morw_y

o(tn:urv, talh_ro:P"','_*,_'z('_th<P_amt_ff,_eago_theeoR%t'lexlt_.,'_¢ - tbeludgeo_l_atx_-tt.'et. .mit it _ 't'A'*,'_tL'dtl,l', a_.dJa_eeKemtq_t,,'d tlelwea.,)rtof an]- ora,,ure_twrtlt,,.,t,,q_,..,.t_:ha_.tborv.,&c.:theeo-of_ender_,

natt_reofthe¢_ren_e No. lV. ) ln..V,'o_¢sdtv, iu.,_farasapphedt_hn_P_n ae'_ or th_reon.:qne_eeg, .lt,s:u]ar)_ fa.,.,r(ddl_trmts, it mh_t h,lve been, 9r not a[ all,, _oUhllhl_e i from a d>.t_}ee a st,pi),_cdmat,:ll,,)u_tnc.. , ,_)vlpret'o_lzoaoi lh dg]a,l, _ome eol_t=lb_'affx u),tg*,_*l&/t4oA oI ]a.'aU'*catlo*G ,_o[ne to ut{eranego
'. °IH''I_D_I'_, ,,rnc rtl >'). t,) _'_o_ ,@,1(1_*'(:a]-t) it) t},a| of V.)'Itll Ill-2 b_hdl_ioatchtdlhanylea_qlLtntltyoftlllt.ethaotheab,);e,_i.ema*zlll_. } ?'_',v,7lt¢,*t.allde_'[y_n_¢,lvee_.,_rll} ltl,t,dlt, d to that opcraLiOll--{ irt ellth* Tile ggtlle O[;_or_dHOFI _vtil hv found applicable to ahnost aH the othe alq_-oP>at_b'<mtx'"ar*wh,on¢.._pla_tLtLt_,_s,pr.lttt_a| eL-ca*lOll.:, wotdd require to ire elLared up by •

{. gfllITee Or k_)llvPi_ Or ¢.be _?+{_6"_10,?,e¢_mplex t _at of erq*qp)e%1%-- " v,_rl!r_rv t_ _,.,7,r,! l_e,.A _:--n.f ,.-_e,sa* u. to that v._)),.)l l. dl,,,t laL.¢, ab.o ot t,,.lt c,,l/.hv_, _t,,t_ of tnc.nt,}'ytt:_:c% _az. Ii;)del tile ltol)fffl of]- _ll) head_. I i]etween o_tnoe_ of eontt,,,d# deinlqt:enev ag ab_we, atld otTenee* nat_l-
_,el:._lrdtl_gto the llaVl_re of tlp' E_uienr% te_trmo.,&ff. _¢nt, orwr_thu-- 5, !I'At ufwh th tl)e c, altlary )n._vbeed/terpraetlcableori)_l[)raetlcahieo 25. Hel)('i. ar,.e two diSCreet modes of _tatlngtbe quantatv of _nper- I Prsmmlet'lng)--_dl _oll]utwP(2% he matter of great dLrheu]ty. .ke /1_- I]] nlat,on td _'orghcomt'lKnes's, _lwtherotlthe;_art ofper_m_orfl/ing_. , ralIv e..*ta/cn,dea, but &*ITql/It(ed bl rue'and the aame lndt.ddu.tl, the

" abundant a_lrl /d, td_ou._ ddav which, under the _eaat ddato, y lllt_d'ge,lli_)ll ] a_rahce .tl)d _o t,_rti), it will alwa_ h- 11,Rter ot ea!eulatloll, at, _lnc- T e onl_ _ol=r(,e of e _l_lp ,ea ,m tt at _ee1/ls n)'0_, a_to_c:her lt_dt,pp1_de,d ,tltd i t b)th 1_.I 1 ec_ _ w cr i1 the ehare0te_ ot aourJs of eHdenee, or Ponizexloll is t)D_ ]ol|_]v ,L!l ]zltllz_.tte O._le*
muth_d_ed_., or.lon-_ ,'t4c-mm_.te*% of l)_e l'erw._, or _l, tn_ (n)T,_tltt, , : i I t ]n rt,ytrd to DtG_tt, ag ill retard to ant o+her _._i]e h,dPe to be pro- of l'l)gll_tl teeamL l preCede/re, t,iKe_ pl,iet, ID S'/.a/I-De'M (+f/?G'Q--eOll-t]. I Of the ev_dvllce. I_ that *_hl_ I1 I,a. plqee, '._hcl] a lar,m .:ul c_,,_,d'e_ ma.- el U_(,_>_'*lIl_lE _%g he mdgt*r qf *atLLf,lctlotz the t_ature add ex,eut of "
the _ot_rttt>.--.M_a_tl{ bt:i"3 of the Opcr_t_,.,,_ lreql_,_lt_-. No_. _ _[|. IX , k. I d))t,e 1 t_ _ttt_t,red to ex)-i h_ Iltllyldll d<LD('V, wh.t%l)('x cr I. IIr)t 1w('(s.ar_ tu InS a great lga,l_rltv *it*tilt' _ho]e number, 112d_%IdualQ taken, ot ca.es, t£)llt'b that calot;L_dOll V.lH be i_ttie better than Tandolll eonjeeture, of r)l ertx e(_me Io he dlvit!td a_-1DO, _t a ilinltiltltle Of Lo-_lell..llda11;a, yld/e a p,,_er ,x'ing c_er_*_here )cell settled or ef tl!_ett{(,(i hv A #,r[

- *,t,tr /m*tt, u)t hFat'Itt.lll_ ilrod_at_l b_., h_llnali ageitc}, /acldtvub at- liable, ill th)¢(,r.t v _;theret_!tized ageor country, to eali for deelalOli at , ]Zxpcnee (f teteh n6T the w tm_% _a'¢ _10; and, for the vex /on at* p { _' " _ - t, Astotheeaseszff_p,,c_tvandeasual:/.eonlu_a_d de Inqiwney, brought. , . elalmnlgunt'_crtlesan,ettlle, oft_hnd ser,tlntl,: -t_ ee_t'mcc waiousx am] ti)dl)OP, _th httte'regard to x lLW ill tht- I¢XI. the) a)c not e--entml!gd_stmet from the" m_vae- ofv)_ h5.. I ojevt-Ma°ter of t..e Deetsi,m, lfi_lal .In4Eme_a! or Drer_e) coml'L x tat ),ed t i ht* at,clld hi*u,, sati¢/actwn, _t he _ld_l(ieney of w|neh 1,_t'-at_.-
In so far as tile demand 1_ e(mtldl(_l v.lth h*. _t. the eomp/ex_tv uf th .... i t, oc_q,', tat, r*(ated, the harld._ oI Judaea.lure. . .b]l_l]ett t)_ Ill. ,,v,n {u)rl_¢l]t.) _ ll. i*l_alddll, t_ot. cecil where the,_,lue (11 When. a-g hl ilk' ease nf t_nkrupt_*l or jrltt?*rg_lol/, they (,lama Icy d,i- f_,r tl_e cnl_s qf mstFce, awl 1_o,'OiBl_lFehell$$_e _',t_.'\ _d tac n_a<l. _st)k'h c_wmCatc (_c :uq;_euc,. abo_e spokelt of_ the_ are bttt _o matt) exeln[_hfi-

ti/,* qdtP e(-_p _trer lh (!l_pdtU i _ Dlr(%01'l ',_qumated, who _haIl esti _ the fert,rtt td e., _N,1. _,dccd. o,te _oll)eL,, a_ lea.t, hc_ tll th( _ ('_,,d,,.lo,: and, It,:d to thLll: * he:lee, to ai_ phrpo-es I1_ gelw a. a:,d Io tho_e )'[IIIL|D&I e&t'ton_ of theist, "

plexltye'eei_l)toftheeOrre_pOmldeereeWAbmayhaee_ee,,mp)_xlrvottleraou:rcx's.(ff the drt, aml; but the ¢.+1,., ne_e_ltql) "I"]h'a_di'tlnctlOlllI_p_t "&._,*b,',lab_t_e(.n_.dph_/_realz,u:_a_tat*cd_tltt)/_lprll_fe,t_ldlert&zb,/il,q.qDplle_{ar_tdab_e.a._we|l ta dt_7_j_l"Ordma_a_l_tDebY't.L a whole day, /aclitioua to*reees*g_ff, and e_ezl to or- _ah*e ol that _ho.c_ f,n the (Io_gl].'l]II-_I_. WB_(h depends--fir_, on the ill r)rolul_tllp) to 1he q,.t ntlt_/lit ¢'vt.,/t**el'that requ,_e_ tt_ be catJve[:d, th_ pu_D,1, s 111llaruollar, jddleattl_e t_. ei.erywhele, more u_ Je_ 1._l_leahd '1,_ FDzviq.a _ [11 these ease-, the aetuat Nu_ tg0l of the division L_
r ne_ _and o?et'll6_,Iet/u ,tt_l*_'d,[etO;¢?t#a$, _uztgr G tLcn on 1lie exentual znflue'aC¢, ofhl_ c* ldcnee ? necessity el a eorrc._i_,ndollt q_antitp ,'1 c_mphvatton _ oh_ loq_. ll,t ti.e_ellt. , ,

11. Cnmph_zhoa, in whM Reweet_ a*t EeH, $ g. Or(ira _rv Iklay, 130thpart of a day, _wlilious, to necessary, al*d fi* ;L :te.tc,z 1 [ _ the ease of a persm_, hlq ,,,,we unkn,,-_ n, x'z, a. r,e n*_[ th_ W.u.rl!, _t_df but the *_vn_y g_cn tbr _ ,_hen e,qu_ea to _ale.

(.5) [Cr,,_p_ieat*or_2 '.et a.vie +is e*m-eq_mnce% C.m_td,catio*_ i¢ not ib.,! ]r [ner P,dv//l,y _..,I Impracti,',ahdd_e, w'th their reslu, cti_e rqq>+_lte% evm_ to or&nit* V, _ lbg × 150 = 25,1:+,O,'to l. p,v .: lar :_ ]__,._t which h:. pre.t'llt_. ' or agenm_ _+1a:.', p ,!t_., d fl- v.,
5_ Of the delay-el!get, derail. Inqt_tL_;OlqS exet'np]itled in Tahh Ili. the But whether, a. ;_'_'_e the dvmand¢ ate glou[lded reepcct,_ c,i_ on dt[L

c,_.'_crat.m i. t_._t nc_m_h,w, dw_t_ ,_ s _eh 41f/lcu_te_. |r,aonoof fercnthtle_ t_r xQl,-,herlt b.'_n_ thc-d_IIP Gl/o, A_ 111{t,e (%-. _,, 'e'a ,A.'. } _¢qtvre¢lf); t_t mrp_sesm lustier; LIl_kll_wl_ h_ ti_tpo-,%- b . _ * [ _q_ [I*_wr, y_c¥_r B, zn{'r_G_t¢l_ ] A dL-tmetmn, repbgloai_t to justice_P]tltl, _aetztJon, al}_1e*'_Wetet" lt:(h an {%1i. "l' *ke into ;l_x_lt.llt IL._eo+,v , ire e\D-ps.i, 1z_ t_+,t _,2t,l/1 ._1,1£,wt,,!t _ ]e'ii_,r nnd more at,p _%'e (b..l] .'V¢- To#roulld rbe rmactleat conclusion, the former of thesetwo propel/tie11= (h¢t_o mst.,.,_v- it,* ,her_ Detn dill,, or ro,_{Ii for allv. _uch c.nfl& Of the {I iHidoY _tle _d]lle ,r a'--e, ee a t_ . lhe (?d_( t_f b[i.,]_l as ;_.rt. llot to _ued xo
qaene_lt_nattgra] ¢,r)n,_oq_lene(_ aod con.tanr tcndttIh'X--lt IsalP{,,' ' t`_`[`_`1',dl_`_l-p`_`It':therc`.(r6_l_tt°ht_`t`a_lact)(q_h'`l))2_p°r_`d_`1_net _eel)l_,|_llteqt,zt,,eot. codatera/¢'lA_o(ul-tl_ {f_vt'xeBtl')ll of -_upcral¢,'a_d,tllt deiaT, _2"_4v)lG po.se_.loTlt)ntihe, n,_e_t_cll_,t,,A-npllm],vr,_fe_enf%topt qge_.tapd p, ic. m: 1. ,['a, _ .su.h,r_c_we _r agtmev _*oi_d Deto be*el re]; u*" i ,d-* lot,pd, d ,_ tb:_ c,rcdrn.tant_'- l!l Emd,vvL t_-rttm elastic, of the

," ];t OH;I*%. )i,*_l'g e tl )v-r ot the tx_ttDtr_ It) their lla1_d>_ seeured to

root ot ,_ evl) : l_s teqdene_ beln<, in pro_)rth}lt to the' q,'*antlty of I:. ' , : at_,i I r , ,_rl_,,,. t 'vd_ .*d_z/d, _. ,lt%o)til;]tt) tht' _._,*F) t,I,,!Do_ t *l }}} l)lack- aild (t'_ K'II_L_ta '_aerlfi'-+_*hd._ l"_each Hlst_llt_.'e1R_COma_le. [ltR'thv .,-_r_fi¢_ ilnltelv ten)ore |D rc_tv et ot 1ill (' OV,ht:Oe_ _thw//(.te ttIE,' or _a .,*, *¢_ -- m [ ..q m_Lzt_a m_h_nd_s, |l't the ¢,_e of _. Udng'. ' h rl _('lI t_ I_*o u,t _il_ (*f ( _,iat_%_"their crcdztve$, a prvole_e regalSed _y

IT)(TtMIlIL-'Pand malt, lain dda,/, mt_deet,ton fl,_ _*t¢ ,;] _teDee t,eXegDon , .,o:le. a- m T d,h _.., l_,t b,,t tha_ rhf _, ;d _,g(l',s,,, i.', e'_,t, in )tg a p(l- og. If, Ill!dot the leehnical mode, after the 1,ql days wasteut, nu the lg"d has i)t._11])qlt.l% _]_t1"dll()og: to the maDi end {pre_cntlon of inL_{lo]_ Oht-- [ _th (_'g_es the 11 _'r t}p{r,qtll)tl el d._Ddmtl.n Illay hl',o*)e- a *or 3 e,m-l- b_-'.'n more hG_,t't, or ie_s fortul,at{.
pt'¢k_e{i_lt]od}llg l_Irne_,% pr,,_/) ; _t_a a_orlt, the ab,;ic t_._.I|} of e l_ '1_* ' *- I (*'tl[)i] trl )lUtl_d|l ;:"HOil* a.'ad their cohst'tlden e*, _¢el*h tO be at east a- day more tmw ,ae'e allowcvi for the pn)ees- ot Ilearlng alad (lc_e, |(1ti*1,,_r, J'](i_crr,'ee ll&_ "heeTldol*e, or vver emleax otlled, or mtend_ {_to be :lae On ] derahh de_ree *,fcm _wat .n, .m4 o m_er Hent deltla*)d ot t_lI]v he I "if' _- _'1 [ff.ah/angem] PiacG _ aboxe, unkno_n_ alv| moreover the ¢'*erttv]l_ their _uoe*._.or< -,s too _a'u_.ble to he g|.,cll 11p.--_[ii S¢ol a_ld_ i/leli ha_e
re_l_m4ent an,t _'_l'_)2_'gttt' tJ_ t{1,' erttl._ t,t _?l_t&e: arid Ih_, l_t Ca/iy thr( _ , t(a]3111_,I].
_tlP nl_*um (if ,l_'.a_,. h_,t thro, IIg.h the m#,-c oh-(q_rc alltl toltuous e'_a - _ t. _. reflecting hefiae deterRlinattotl, according to thv qU&lltltv req,.red t,x the contrar_, much dtaaert,ice: *or tile partleularsof "oh*oh, see q .l_e 11. i tlo_ ; _) h[.ewl*p inhere the <_ _}'e"<it dt_ iMoll, heq]d c:nllplex, eorDe. D_* o_ tbt _htrsola n) qdea[lot) ein[flo_¢d m t te rodeos.mr tg] _.t(,_l it trollz I)¢; L_-
ne_--u_cer*ai_ittt aLul u_C',_rtoactAhitff On the part (ff tile law. } ]7. P') vgi,*1?'_/.l.o'¢,oqe*_ ;q that of which the oppo_,te ,_ i,np,,_¢J?de. Add the hat,ire _1 th_ _se in each intttvldltal eau,_., and nl tlh_ or oil\' _tt'er imports prc_lous aaL', _ith the prq_araturv opcra&Ona, ' I_enu' (qa' t*f :hL' n _E_)_ _n_ts _,f .tllatK*_ htt_eetl |aw)ers of all sort_

t,¢r< t*_ the _-,* :,t,_,._.,,,/% pot'a)t(1-tdD,_II1 a t_,l' _',*at'r._D_/),lAl)e_': Int. re,poet a better sreuriD/afforded against mzedeei_z,m, than in the .atnra/ 3,% To prevent the so_er('i_l a)ld the people from drawing in ,_ea, and the purpose of 0]e dlx *MOIl, tit be reduced tt t • • ape ok" _n.neq _--which }.lio_ti. Vllo,eas11rah:t' as the 1:q-_¢_of oomp]ieatlol] connected with thl_ h_one_.
. cat,. *, I , * 1. :;1 el ee r_t _ot_lt_[lc_Lt|o_l_ eon-,.t,n.= ill .(lzl_e oh.tack, t,, ,,i_(i the ll_thoIlt-[ ,tnloil d tile other c).L_.se.Aemrdinglv, to fabrwate and keep o11fc)ot the,, ex !|, ff._d in the _rm*, -. by 1,h, Da..,,,u, , n 1 .it, '4 nl _T,_)l_ t,f cq¢}h:t;+_)t-, 1he -{ K})t*'_* d_//_euttu _ mode. here IiD_h[ be 8_)lTleadvant@e ID respeet of the on; enlt ,ff JqM[ce_ thence the sl,_ertlgn fr,_m dr'twnM H1 pr w&ce, the hile ot ,*gflg/ t_yn !16.- ,q D _trl 'it. q For lhe ._exeral (,a_e_ p_rtleulav_ed usder tllt_ head, lhr

)_qblequantltv, 1. am*;_lg the d, v, ce_)f the tech ll(al _v_tel_l .'--.4 _aa_te, .,pt !(, 0e e\ag2 "raft d lr_t, ,it) ?qlp,_alb¢/tt_/. %o far a- l/tOwed] lit ee_-lt__ to S' t agalD_t tilt, meonvenienee m respect of the other ; hut the pre_tpl- tween the _1o d] (ttlallllt_ _haeh *• tocFK_ffrq, liD{1 the ]Fl]/_el]*t loal]ln_/ ]
d.e_';e¢, to_h;cl_ma_.toflheart_fice_ofdetall,.poken_ffLmderthetl,,Ih, elhe_)Idbl}tt\ I.g_dl)lHI(,! t,_t Kttq_d, t}leproprletyotdta*v,*hl)texpt>ed tattoo aridtheeoll_a_tlentfaelil_ou$ znseeur_lq agalnhtmt._dgct,z,,tz, I_lD) v,hletl, bplI'l*r faetltlou- 1_ 8ttlw-d],*a,*t_/zlzt, VIi. as _}ot [_,lIl_" _,re%_ary b,_,t _ I1_.I,(_% oi_ {hc _,rt oi nersmt% and t],tiice ii!(tDlelltallx on tht _rt _For'_ _¥hL'o pr;Dttd m eapl:al_, a_m No.._,md {, ileal mdleatt_

• eAher ill th-e_ph,;**cat or_ln the pru#ent_a_ _en_t'--two it)nits ha_ tail along be.: i_m_ l.t,m po•_ble for t_m m _,r(.ommg'of the obstacles, will natur_i) 3 ._ in %o_ ] )_¢t L', Utc ,_'t,dnd Of (_'*"ne,'l,and, tre it; t" u _ tv "
of drY=eft, nuty by seen to lie buh_L'li'ieilL O, ee Letter L) [ t,_,]l_*,tl>i31Dr,4dtI,tl&',ret_,hel,,t*t,*)}(a_*l)'_l)(_.+.q.[t_fre(itlellt]_°rnle'.t_lu'-*dltahhtxto)lilt(lg¢ ''II, th_dqlie*llt_IltID°¢t'andn°ttoHht_n)t }re l_ ltagrant and uoeohtroverdh]e than thed'rtze*RtOUS de aS. _bee Lett, D. ] been la smn_i by l)]e_ll, ar_( hith(-i{o wllh t ]e mo_t di_,_strous _,#e_.s_: -- EXPLANATIONS- TO Tt)E BODY OF TtfIS TABLL', tlze_e],t to th(2 eollsidcratton ot tht legislator :-- dclrlaod I- gH qi;]d_'d.

IlL Import c,f tcadi_r Te_m. fix.d, t _'._h ,,h, m _3u 'w,e.I v, mvem, the u_t:,re .l tht ca-v air w,t- _._ u_ean, of 27. A do(t, though so much too great, being taken for tt_e ordlnar(/, 1, By ,ar_zon .rod ,]allaeq, m alI n,lagn,alPe .hal,c_ , to _re*ent r*en flora

.... .,,: ............. k ............... t ..... han the ,d....... t,r,'Fmn,te, ant .............. d ord,,,athl ,,e,,e,*ar@l, quantity ofdclay--thereup ...... hvr,. the q....... bt ...... _, by ref ...... t ti,: end ,Tut ............... ,t ......... _A,, -ifi " * • '" " " - ........ Une-.]damcd ........ h,_ui ....... !; a. ttq. i..uffieient to lllvoHe ....to) "_A',:tural--N ........ ,Tna,,aidaSe--I_;v,t/i ....... _,,perabunda, t-- n ..... fixed a,,,l l,arti,ul .... d a_ aho, e, b_" r_l........ to tt ..... ds o[ t,t, ofdei ..... tta[l, havmgtLac ........... ierth ...... fea't-adda,/ ......... 't .................... ,,/............. r ............ u/dA" ...... id ..... praCt,, wt{ed_h ,;_ 'rl;_ga:,_era_e_,Y_u_NOsn l_pt{_m{ng'_grnt_l,'herl_g_ _P,aur_'c:_', I, Tot ..... ppheabie i ......... to all ....... f Non-fortt ...... 0g-
A_,_da/./e--Fabrmaltcl_.) On the d_,lno.nt_as ,_f th_ n,_tloD_ a_l_exe,, ; ' , j,._&, e abovc dl_tlngu_ ed _ all delay belng so lmlch e_ ll) -- thel_ee lt *%"that cabte, and =mFraetteab/e, a_ ahove. 2. lopreventnlenlroale,lrertanalng dcl,lg than of c_,q.,wat.vt_ :___ _a_sool_ tht. p,wt ol thl_a, m thccharaetvr l_Gas:-- 0iotu_.n]ipel, t.tt,thietotnaa,'_,ine;c, thelnatterofavQlole_'ezenee" Thus.I_'¢ %" f _'t-_ fl_t" _holt' phtll d1 the _ork l_ _foulRtcd orl the (bye(loll of
thcvq* vpahet_, as a }pli£utz to the a+_me t_o vnbD ct_ will depend Ill* i -' whe_t_.er b_x,o)l,es instrumental m the product/on or ail,,wam'_ of II --t,e a tqear e,)necpllon ot the dlfl_rellee I)_*twpt,n tile tt_o _tdelv d)_fU/¢llt.lense_ ofsour_; of' teat or ,if w,'zlt_n e_ lance; delay being tile e_ZU*Geumph- L The obstacle, whether _urmomdahle or unsurmotmMbie? *ie_l. _ to rt_Tht_ t Pe-_ , • nd r*4hN *q' Thntg_ : the same pront_uI1

notlfms, and t lenee their en_ldm_t, in rt_p(*t t)f lu*D, e aI)d inj*_*?we. I 1;. Natural, _,rv,._ to dent/re the opw_tte to _qcflf,ou_. *latu.at, re- he a judge_be he a egislator--lt seems incumbent on I_m!, lln,r,tl]v In- (the/,hvqealantl the prudenttaU m _hu h tho_e terms are apt to be but eatlon the easua2 e_ect, w "
-tdt,t)z_ Irolll th(' $!,J,,rt (.f t)llh '% and. II_the ca_c h,,.t tit (/l&..tl(,,t, w_thout (unt_llt to _how ea,_e--to lie prepare(l, at lea_t, to _tlow (,alt_e tohm;_elf, too n,d,.cr/mmate_y emph)yed ; that .x_. seeln_ tha% el man_ ot file eas*_ _, If _urn_otmtahie, ill vehat fi_ _ t_t _emvio\ed m ol,e ease t_ zndtoate the pt_o_,,r, lrt tile other the aao-

1. (In*.hoc#,_a-_ionofJ,otlcature, a_oqe_er_ other_ wilaL_verlsd, n'c, ,9+,, a,d fr_ql; t u_,.*d _1 h_ ir5; t,rfllt.ltsthc rc_dt ot h,¢rmln_,,ffl*_try_t and, ui)onoex,asloq_ toothers__lt,h?tltls _ thatheis thlls cootl_but, r_ to li whle aem,..iderthle lc,g h f_t vtake_ T ,et.. that deta_,zetee#soar¥ ]n theolher m_tanee% lhe sotlroe indicated 1¢ more d_rt_._tl} a source 3. Andb_ _hat,mean,_ icet.,mttt¢_ .beo}gs_tlonymough.t one_xse tob ;.ng-,n_-to , in theother to
re,tolre_ tm.e to do it nl. " ; t ,* u, t(w Dr_ e,_* , :_-. *h_ t_ldll-!r_ of .)*./_L ,e Ft_t,l oltt,2_ t{ttt,lter% (ipe- the exlstene,, ,f ]L It is only by so don)g, that he oan prow. to hl,ql_elf_ ID the p!ql_iCai .elt'_e, and therlce, ill the _iille _ellsl, tllt.Jl'otdo_tc )tie(1 nla) of eomphcallen lhan of dHu_d :--cm*_ptlca&tm the ea_G dday the casmd " _lee_ rt,*l_.

",.',ht, tnvl-rtL,_.rlc,.,r_ftho!e-ha,cat_y_ttnl_ lrl pulsult or" th_.aznLs/er o;_tl .r% that tht _,j] i% with r_peet to hlsowl_ partln thel)u.ll_es_ nt'. lot' led to e(_lh'lude, or perslhxded to I_,lc_e. that in _hdbta,_er other e_et't, iI. Toplcspe_uhar to theeaseaof/_a'i0atrtat_onalld Rxpret'iacmflm_:--
[_. lJelau *_F_ellt_ t)H_ idea of _}%m¢: )*_tt e¢_D),h'd with the addRi,q' d , ,hts ,,* j<cl,cdtl,,_¢, _eo "] ahte IIL t'P*g¢l?y and _tnav ddable, Alld not auIyerabundanl; _Ild* ]I"1_-_ far &s hl_ case_ a)Y_ gl*eh _orlt a_ neeea_tzr_t ma', by applied t( dela,_, w 1bout an) _'o tvMem Of plc*MD1K e-an be tcderahi_ inteU:_bie, in v,,_wh o_/wctg M)

i(*'a _f a_._;ltnrl_nt of reeret ¢.:h,i f -_i _ _e (_n&elopiatl l) of re, exertl_m%orexenht_n_lgenee, ha_e heeoemltrlbtltorvtolt, fltel,tv,_s, mlmudl[ttcl_ )eree ,td_te falselm(_d or'vie)tiler totallg_lag_ lt_& _c'ttLx'- DyNon.fnrthconing_was eepeei.qty when accompanied with ren_otine-_s, " luatty _zn,_vt,vla!Ag as t/i the nth(.r ease. All example of bur i confusion, {vtz. v,-tth referetkee tt) tile ludgment-_cat), dda_ ,. hable 1o be produced, I. DiManee of the ,forcig_ spot from the judgment-seat ill qtle_t;on v d _t rle_ 1 tl{e __l_,ivt_ &_ the so* tvL tte_ rd the demalld, a_.t the
1-f):¢_T.ittldt-of the port)on c_ t*ttt¢ +.x[,,.nd,_l, 1q. L 'nL.u,_._.r thv. bx.*'d, h.t ns appl} it now to Pro.her. B_. o_dinarff T,_ a._$15,hllll in t)te l_l"forman(-_' of tills took, is amollg tile _tse8 (_.eeTahle a_ studlc,usly propagated by IJlac/csto_te after Monleaqule_ G limits'Ix)seen m to an imqouz]t aRogetht r tndelintte aud unst_seel)td)ie el i]n]ltatlolL [o_N.B',tsa &moll_orc4g.neotllltr_.]N_'atghlaw_t-r_ /.;m.fi_ng xs, to pxirpo'ae_ t_ ttit* t.orL, _poken _troundtem,the)'°faretheeontlnuall_dv'na°d"arepoll_oo:ll_d . ;e'ar_h.,L_ _tl_&llnlnatt d i the _ 1_ Qz .) _-

))*) 13, 1 _m'ai* tit tT ,olt,,)n W!,leh a* tnA]]'_ )_;t_ D)d,'P Ili "rtlett*?r_ case. ; and _ l.) ot thi: _l.*b.t,. Table V. - " c_,y)'t r_
7. In the ea_of jqdn-._tl_re, the£.roun4s, and thence the justice of _,w', , ,. to. tin: p_rl_)., ,f qt-tm; a>hm_ a!t _d_vo that p,#tam hy the aptmlM- (el [Plaintiff;,] On the part of the plantttff; es _eelaltv at the ot_tset of 2..%_tsta t_ t) 1)e expected from the .m'vereik'n of a f,,rm_r_ state, _r . •

re_r* t, are .q,own ,'n "Iab[L' II. : L¢,;, Id rxtraoTtta,u:r*y g, &.*1-- '-'.q e_.tra/te!ay, 28. If evtm tt_e ort.ltn_t_, q_lant_ty of delay i% in respect of its being so the cause X¢;n-fo_tl,eommgtw*sl_d_ '*,_t_cq.(,ntJve-m(: robeexemt_llfied the jqd_t ,It' the foreign (hstr*tl, toward_ the ert_x.tuattott o tie ]orlh* (*) [S*t-o/rJ --a reehnl_val -_)_,_dw_ t_ ,, ,-?m-_t,mam: orf_al,q. E.xa_.,l)le_ [nl_tl[ h,l_ hi', t_ iT'd' :pi _l dd ;_ n:,.,t,_',,, ,m. th_ ca.e.
I mdubitahl) a, t_)i matter of lust regret, much more 1._mery exD a quan- IV. Co_._lo_ _ttw£e_ _7o?a_ielt_)r_ aTtd _,l(1_. " ' nl -_hldl, raider the _ n,2),.l_ h a ,h,,Y -_ _t.,),,. ( ,n.),:er-d,q_ .mq- .w_ sd-

"L Wh-_t_oe__.c_r_* do_e lP. the _ay<_f j,ullea_ure, o_u)d it. hheref,r,,, , _tLBvurd_n_trt/*a*¢¢.Imeantho_e, ln_h_ehthemaj:mtvofthew)lole tlt¥. But. It in _isexlraqtiantltythere iv2 any portion that is _uper thauont e pa_-t <ffthedeieu,t.ud. Undtrth,,nat.ral,._em, thcapl_:ar- c_mm_lws_, or olthe purpo_st'or whiehit ittlequtr_d ?
" ab_t_tant _n hia $_t _*_blJl_t portlol_ _zctitlou_--the _ork of aoy Betveeeo Comphcalion aad. Detay, though in the-m_e_ve_ dYtinet, the anee of tt e p anl if/' ,it th¢,j*Jd_lne!lt*-eal tam • _i,u,e of ¢,ottlse. _, h ,n ,xt_r _ttl[d, and tho_,' m _I1_, h tl'e_ .re ..,,d a h_.[i_ i, I,tt _i.h_t,D_:_ ,'h_L P.at_

tvltb_tt Dr_lgh_: to _'ecl_t_l.le of d_el_yoo, b_"digit(2 10 the eorl_pa._ o) _ ' Inlll,ht.r,)f qnltL el ,all kln,l*, aetnalJy c,_tnm_'/_ced eb_rl/)_ a _lven pel'}od _'le[zeahte: htlt, on J.(ddll_ t)_,r tbl. h.t. exalnple_ _,il he -t ell, ill _l/llcfl _¢J -_*t _o' o'c'_l¢l_ld. ,I
_/_ littoral, .<¢_1)nleh tile t_ytter. (,_:edhln_._i@l[]_rdslt_],no[_p,,c/fgofMllt_]areltwhldt.d. humanhand_--rothi_ntlulentofregr_wtl Btura ybe _tlnexed_ i/i eonne_lOll is lt)(_t Intlrgl_te. _ha_,oever tend_ to produce¢ompaeation, IIL Tople._peeuhar to theea_e of /aflrmffy, nnder its _eveFat niod|f _t- the re_ldernl_ of jtt_tl(w twe,l tnc ,)*_[_% 1;_ '_l'at_\([ ca.c ._l_ p,,rHo_l

) e_ err h_ne_t natal, a tv*gh to gee LI'I__L_:_- dOIle awry-, all(] a t'_tltl_lflttt Of ha5 a proportionable tendet_¢y to _rc_toce delay ; blD_ b_2 the _r_ of wt_ k It will llOt be [rr_atc_dld//q, add evt.il in v,hK.h tl ,flaP.' _ ,Olt*lll_le,_ no[ _, _) Ca[lOlls. _ ot the nuttler of wealth. 111a)]_ qh _tP. _.lt_ t.l,_ *-tAq_ _dt the n_atter ot
_ndt_rm_htm l,_wards every hatld t_at shah be fotmd-- through lt[_llgerJee, what _t may, the more there is ol it to (io, the greater tile ouant_tv of tlme mLteh as pt t_st_a/tu pr let cable Under the t¢ch',it' _t ._y.t_nl. onc oDleet

:'. _.t_f_r:z'nlncha_no_wheomDre._i*_ I_ everl_ll-rl¢, theoee[t,, i 21 }]) e-<perlc_+(_,, a_ _ll)presently be_tat¢_t, th('q_mn*dtvoford_nary wheteattc_ .n_matter(fduty, much m_reifwl]fully, esp(-_laliyfffor reqmslt_for domglt: )et either evil nmybelnerea_ed. _l]hout _ff)yaueh ben_thekbq_ng'b_th p_rtv2, exelud_d a-e'msta'_ttua_llo_'A_h'fi°_!. _the 1. Tlemo_a ft e nd_idual in qut_stlon to the jl_dgment-seat, ornny eounte,-dcmand, havtn_ for lt_ _tflLce_a"d-_ _ >
• . x_eltlth_ ill that s_me or al _ v/_e _ _hat_ at t )_'_%& dr, ,-I lht, p_._t_t_,

_:_Z.t,* mav t_, -&hl_ a_lld With _trlvt _ro}_rl_ t •, tit;it. Irl the _'a)" of judlca. _ (gqa';, as 1h,l_ ¢_ f,la'l/_ _ • 1_ hA_;l(] tl¢_l tO gtr_'tvh bev¢3nd the el_lllp&.,_ of a lucre --eollttlh_lttiIg t'o the er_tlon or privation Of it, ]'£1eted_ in the other_ a_ ahail, m a practical vie_, be ma_ta], pre_eno2 o_ the _ladge_ _Iztt another the folxqt_g then_ ll_nl tho h,lnds oi the /tt er _pot at wbl(*i) has preseBee I_ leqtllr_ b_tlrtg e,ther ptz_lcaL'*/ or and on whate_,er erem_lrt_ al:,l_ to _hatevc r a_ol_td, ]e_ or gre _[er, v._)l ]_
tare. nothing e_el" i_, or ever [:an be done, v4_1tl,_ut delay. ' _,_.le etov.. 1,_olff, _ u. (,f t.t)Tl_d¢,tll)_{ the _liDlvet, n',)t e-,en bey_rtd a smatl other lllem _r_ of t )e lxartller.Q_i h no casual or attdtlio_utg eolnpht'dtl_It prudc,dbzi/]_ lr_lprdctl*._ble, shall the jttdgel_ i-equlw_L to rel'_alr_ m person, trove bee _ode. tt_ :--else _,h_le a ula)l _'_ _ "_ lr_t P_tiut_ fr._,_ [ l_'. _hat

_; })lit a_), f¢_r_qml/_" a'_ all d,.la¥i_l an ew), h(._ee eome.fthelm, I fr;t(.t_ot, ol:_s,r_.lcd,t_', trl acqur_ of myl_tralDrc_'edurc, vlz. anEn¢li_h caae_erlssucfrnmthl_ourt_'. =_'et, lllsof, tl &_It ivlayhappento:lplam_ totho illdp.ldual'sr_Mden_ _ is doe to h_lh t_/avI )e]O_t i')V m_olx, el_ev o_theothers_de- 8_t theohiect, _,,,i rt _,/ e,m.¢'i,n,'% no f,,wer than ! "_¢)I.[_¢1_e_f)( ttvs d£N*rlDtlf}n, or ._J_DO ttfftq remove hlilfl_]t' to [t distill(X, dtlr/n_ the proere_ of a _uit, what ida)
_oMetlme_ happen, is--that, nl Stleh a e*_e,e,_a$¢tat delay shall be produ(_.,d, _erfortn. the ttu)etlon m Ills stead ?

1. Complication may have place -- _(I oot from one alone of x:qsource_,
•29 Onthvparto_tlmaeot_who_epartiti_factitious,allsuperaSu*tdant asbroughrtovu'_em theTable, butfrorn_everaltoggether_eaut_el_m

delay 1.¢ so nueh tllal lfe_t i_juatice. (BI the part of those, in whose in- ,- _. Or shall he be permlttedo or required, to employ anothel" person to ha_*n)g I_,L.n -- t )_ _he rendert _e _ff u.[h,c, b_._ttht, extraetxo_t of fete, at_t
atu}, r,)) the dart of the I¢_i_)at,ar_ the dlltv--tn 8,*__ar as the idea of llli l, i _,*1),._._tf(.h ItT_e /_llH;h' T, l'd'ttl_ r hahltnalt'_ dl- ,atci_( d _ I1hin that tllne : S_llt_ the ll_ju.iti_ ha_ po_'er for i_ support, it is so rtl_veh opp_e*_itya, neee_s)t), physical or prudgatw.1, for eaelra dday, a* al/ove defiu_d_ be the thence the 1_eedles_ multlpheatton of _u_ta, It Ig on v ttl hts or that f.arti-
•&nl_eer, n_,ler(n a.a,pticaiderortla*stttlon_thodutyofe_deavoorv", g_',_w, attez_hou,,,,tt.d, enfiwthe,tverao_etnfn, of_llling, ie_.tt)an]/,*e Toerc_te,_ruiq;l_|d_orL_eate_tdttphold_thi_tnjust_ee_thl_Oltpre_._iton _)nvequeoee. hyanmetdenteldernandforeonamunleatlonbetwc_en theptamtllt mtdh_s euiare_._v a aset-qffl, altowt_t, hlthe_-'cofanlwd_t_a_,x e'_ana'._r_ 'i'd
•m a)'r_'e'a .,n_. ,u ,*mem*t,,,n, am*then,_m praetie_, todrawthe t:_.... .*en.h*forthcqun_tttv,,f tnneat't:*_,li_ expe),d..d_qatme_chtvtus¢: But. --h:t_be,:,liwm,inohjeetamtoeeupatlmioflawyers, of all elasst_% in all own lawy_ma. 3. In the ea_. where theobstade dtmsnotappe_r to he un_urmountahle aet_mnt, them_o_t!_ewt_utd ha_et_en t,3o uagrani totw_upmie_{_e_ (._°

bet ......... dela_ ............ &,bt .... d-_,ct ....... _qazb/e ........ t,r,nT, ',l,.,*.: _,_them,, ...... t thd-e part ..... tu_.t.c ..... ......... n age,° Uu,ltr z,etm,adproee(lure, lawyer',fm'titf(thatofl]?e-_;_id3,tu_geg _. W,thout any con*,derable,legre_ of eompti_titm, ezfra de/a?,may via. the infirmity i ..... b/e,) shatltt notre_ ..tth the jud_,e, at iu, d)s- asultmav bemultipbedbvt ..... three: 2fOor,,00 ...... d ...... • ,Ilave place roan) amouott to aD amo_mt beyond the greater[ that otll| _ [Eayocttr_ttio_,_ }_emov.,Itoa_potoutnfthedomlmon_'ofthestatt', etx,t oil, whether to walt UII the attetl_L_ of the m(]t';ldual at th_ jtt_- htgha m{llhplier:--hut there ts Oo [_tt_r t_x_On for exe±udnlR col.lger
t._.t, a* *Pd_l,,,c _ iJ tn,a_o_dab}v (.ontn)uo to the (',,n_hi.Ion of tile ,.ittlng, lh_.qmted) rt_ev and l_ere it e;'er st)tiered to "d_i ou d ia wl(I the ever he pnMtlt'e(t by a)ay degr_ of eemplk'ativm--[See 'l'al)le | Col, l.] F dct,_a_ld_ II1 a.n)" olhtr e_se, LIlan i1) t_

7..|'olda, h. _ that. the' a_o_'lalvp_' f)f _hr_ h i¢ Fraet_ealda'." Er_tav'_".'- : :',,,i ,_,mqdv-m L,how )_.,v!erate, "ztz_dahzl ,_t e**alle-xx_!t, thl TMaver:,_e qi_al_- quemtltv Ot Lcm',/diea*}tnz mid dela_ :_wlth eomptiegtllo_t Iii a more _|treet 1_ whieh t|_e .7_g'm_._t_tt in questmn ts httl_atgd_a_ trom ._,,g,a,ld ( t n_ent-_x_l% ix_ prae_tl_x_blo, or tt_ tl_ke the I_1o_ expeehhoua eoure_ ?
a_'% i_ t)l_t, tt,e avo,dan*.e of which i_ im/:ra*t_c,_lde. ',_ - ,ff *t(-).t', ,-, ttl !I t;d_ i(aol it, Ih('_ /)arllr&] _Latt. of tlll_lg., let e_ery "_av, ea:l_op{iv_tioti bettlg c_ropo_ed prineipa t r ofoperatioa,_ porformed Dv In regard to co_upl_¢at*.ou_ ifs capacity Of _;Kistlng in a _lqa_tit_ appa- Seo£/aml to/&_a_ee. " ' 'I' ,rt.m .f jmll_ _al d( )av. _{uc.h (m) [ Altachmelff._ Instruments of aeeu_tio_, distinguished from eneh It i_ to disti_etm_s t_ts generated, that taw is lndebhxl for its ennmtude

! doe. m)t exlen,I h,',y.m] the t't_t:pa_ of a th(m (meluam¢ the e_hibitio_ of written in3tr,ataent* drawn try. them,') rently xely eous,derahle_ flowing at the same tm_e from" a varmtv o£ [
g, Jn Ir_atl._l, m }t,d,cat,_re, *_ *n, v'-_"3" _hertg'eagigro in wi,,ct; ,L,,¢. )_*(*,:_td*rtda_¢rfetil&/rfl, aTLI, JO that qttab[v_ a_ not bering inany a_,dt'o,gwh_ehth_m_el_t4t_wtthdg_af.t, t_rtly asa-_mposed of timeem- _ouree_, aodvet withottt produein_anyrme_atv, ph_lsbralor ftr=d_m'_/, [ Or) [&_tq_en*ia/,] Simply ,ub¢cqucnlta/0 posterior in polttt of time: other b_ umle_x_arydtff_reu_, the work _ the Et_gll_ mode nf the Remedy, ev_'_,whea'e _e-aoty; Verbv_ge, everywhercauperabund,aR,

| r,_mmt aget_ 7 t_ ltr, q.e_l(,n, v;i,e_* at_y aet t', :_<,ken of a_ _mpraeZ_eaL4e -- ' ta -% _n ahy part of it, SUl_'ra'YmndanL " plu) ed, or _upl,_ to be employ_l by them, _md for which, In either ease, {
lot extra dday, premolars a partmul_r claim t_ attt6Jtmn in'a pr_mtmal _.,_e_/ato notonty fm'stertor in point of time, but rdated, as ml efft.et tedmie_d %v0em of ptx_ure.
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LETTERS TO LORD GRENVILLE,
ON '_tlE

PROPOSED REFORM IN THE ADMINI,_TRATION OF

C1VIL JUSTICE IN SCOTLAND.

hahit can be regardfat as capable of aiding the
LETTER I. effect, or supplying the deficient:y, of*other

5h" lx, n.,-- In the account given in the qualifications--neither the Scotush bar, nor
public p_,nt,-, of a _i,eech of your Lordship's, any other description of t,erson_ could pro-
vn the occa.i,m of the propo-ed reform, " re- bably afford a pen, the suggestions of which

14alive to the administration of civil justice in would be less exposed to the imputation of
: Scotland." I ob.erved a passage inviting sag- temerity, titan the_e, how small soever may
_.gestions fr.m without-doors. Should these be their value, which are now courting the
)imy bumble endeavours be tbund productive honour of your Lordship's notice.
_ef any useful light-, it is to that invitation Two not;le and 1earned lords, in whose wi_-
4_hat, t]_e _-uhject will be indebted for them. dom and experience your Lordship finds, day
. If Scotland feels, as no doubt she will, and by day, ml ew'r-increa.mg treasure, wait ou
.does already, her obligation, to your Lord- thi_ occasion, as on all others, your Lord-
_'_hip for the proposition itself, so ought the ship's signal for pmmng out the stores of' it.
_:_hreekingdoms, with their dependencies, for Some time before those illustrious persons
,:the invitation coupled wilh it. In this they ] halt, either of them, beguu to make his profit
._maybehold a constitutional comment on the ], of the imperfbetion_, or. as some would say.
_tt)r_mttt_etext, de _.riba¢ principe.s eoasu- the abuses, with which the rec/_lar system of
_tttat, & m_,/(,r_,buset_tms: i" this, the consti- procedure is spotted, or of which, as some
:_utional and only rational application of the would say, it is composed, thc obscure inter-
_princil_le of nni,_'ersal suffrage: ialbrn,atimt loper, whosebowisnownmkingtoyourLord.
"accepted from every source ; suggestion, the ship, bad oracle it the business of his litb to
work of the understanding, .pen to all; de- inquire rote the means of remedyir, g them.
eision, the w_rk of the will, confined to the As to the measure itself', viz. that of en-
comparatively tow. among whom, without deavouring to infuse the spirit of reform into
Polish confitsion, it can pos..ddy he shared. Scottishju&cature, preeedingadministrations

Accordinff to the terms of the speech, as reckoned thi% it seems, in the number of their
stated in the paper tl'at lies bet'olc me, in the velleities: what they had been thinking of do-
designation made of tilt. persons from whom ing, your Lordship iaas done.
communication_ were called for, the memb,,rs In the sort of relation )our Lordship bears
of the Scotti,h Bar were the only persons to the rnea_ure, 1 find a relief from art un-
pam,'ularly mentioned. If, from the letter {ptea_nt difficulty. In your Lordship it be-
t3f _he invitation, rely such Iitmtatiou could holds its patron and introducer ; the author,
xxtth propriety be deduced, it was doubtless it is matter of ease to me not to know. To

he_mse, at tt_e moment the siruatmn so de- the Athemans their legislator presented (such
slgnated presented itself to your Lordship's was his plea) the best of all plans that would
_mtiee, as the onh" _uree from _hieh, on have been borne with: to Scotland, under a
such a suhjeet, rely useful informatum could most crying urgency. Lord Grenville presents
naturalt;- be expected. De_'iations ir_m the the best, or perhaps the only plan that was lx_
-ordmarb; state of things could not, in so go- be had.
neraia surrey, have naturally been taken into As to the general complexion of the plan,
the account. But a_ Attica of old was noted to prevent temporary misconceptions, permit

_:: tP_,_ie:c:'_it,_Oesb_,:tp_;ehB;_:_tc:_t:,itd;l{:e_ me. my Lord, to subm,t to your Lordship, attJais early period, the general result of my
ties. Hence it is, that, so far as the habit of researches, in two very simple propo_tio_m :
contentplafing the lield of law in the poi_ t that in point of utility, there i_ enough in i_
of vi_w in question, that of a field of refbr- to afford an ample j'u.tification to the pro-
marion and mq_rovement Ithe very point of visional acceptance your Lord-hip has been
view. in which, on the present occasion, it ptea-ed to eive to it : that at the same time,
lull in yemr Lordship's wsyto bestows glance when n;inutelv silted by a not ur:exereised
*q_onit)_ I mean, so far as the length of that tu_nd, and wit'h that eo_{tinuity of atttmticm
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which it was impossible, in your Lordship's much higher degree to sharp-sighted artifice;
place, to spare for it, it will be found to fM1 that to enable themselves to extract from it
extremely short of the professions, and per- that profit which constituted theirrecompense
haps expectations, of the learned author, not and inducement for taking their part intt, and
to speak of your Lord_hip's indubitably sin- ttmt with as mm'h ca_e to them¢elves as the
eere and generous wishes and intentions, task of gathering in the profit admitted of. it

In the track of improvement, by a rare wasnece,-ar) tbr the founders, m,d successive
coincidence, for a certain part of the way, the supp_)rters of the s5stem. to give to it a all-
interest of the suitor, that is, of the commu, reetiov, oppo-ite at every turn to the ends of
nity at large, and the interest of the lawyer, .lu.-tiee ; that aumng the leading teatnre_ or
happened to go hand in hand :--just so tar main pillars of thi, s_stem, were lhe exclu-
I observe the interests of the community stuns put upon the mo_t instructive and in-
really pursued. But, a httle fllrther, the in- dispensahle,_ourtes of e,ideate; andin regard
_erests divide : and there it is that 1 see that to _uch in_brmation as wa_- not in it._elf ex-
separation taking place, which, in my view eluded, the preference given to a variety of
of the matter, emdd not but take place, the i artifieml and less trustworthy shapes, in which
interest of the eommuulty pursued in demon- t they found mean_ to clothe it, to tile exclu-

stration only--the opposite interest of the [ sion of the more natural and more trust-
lawyer being carefully protected, and even worthy ; but that these were but a part of a
advanced, in reality and effect, numerous and complicated system of dewees.

Before I proceed any further, I find my- ' all tending to the same altogether natural,
self under the necessity of stating a little I but not the less sinister end : and that, in a
personalineident, the mention of which would i word, on these points, as on all others, the
not have been thus obtruded on your Lord- I, reason why tile system was and i_ so bad as
ship's" patience, but for its indissoluble con- I men fi_el it rather than see it to be, is, that
nexion with the present enterprise. Your I the power tbund itself m company _ith the
Lordship's invitation found me employed in ! interest, and eon-equently the will, to pro-
putting, as I had flattered myself, the last ! duee as bad a system as the people, with
hand to awork ofasomewhat newcomplexion ! the lezislature at their head, could in their
on the subject of EVmENC_; a work which, i primeval, and as yet but little mneliorated,
though of greater hulk than I could have i state of relative i_znoranee and helplessness,
wished, was itself but an off-set, of a still i' be brought, by the utmost stretch of artifice,
larger one, not wanting much of its eomple- I to endure.
tion, and designed to give a comprehensive Thus it was, that the delincatio_ of the
view of what, in that extensive subject, , inslruments employed in the planting and
taken in all its branches, appeared fit to be I culture of the predominant system (I say pre-
(lone in the way of law. Of that off-set, the dominant--for there exists mmttmr of very
object was-- to bring to view the reason% different complexion, of which presently, and
by which I had been satisfied that whether I which, howsoever overpowered, has nowhere
_(.JaeRoman, the English, or any other sys- I been altogether killed by it,) constituted a
tern, were resorted to, the established rules sort of episode, though, for the full compre-
of evidence, occupied principally in putting hcnsiun of the subiect, not an unnecessary
exclusions upon the light of evidence, were, episode, to the work having for its main sub-
almost without exception, adverse to the ends ject the e:_ehlsi,m._put upon evidence. Find-
of justice ; a conclusion facilitated, in no ing. then, in the system of retbrm put into
small degree, by the observation, that there )our Lordship's hands, what l could not but
is not one of them, in English practice at expect to find in it as a matter of course--
least, that is not departed from, and, without that the profit and ease of the man of law
inconvenience or suspicion of inconvenience, were as earefiltly provided for as ever, the
set at naught, and that fbr reasons that can interests of the people, in their character of
have no weight or truth in them, on any other suitors, as completely sacrificed as ever to
supposition than that of the impropriety of those original, and, with reference to the mart
the rule, in every instance in which it i_ ob- of law, so much nearer ohjects--and that all
served, the advantage given to the suitor was that

In looking for the causes of this inconsis- comparatively small, though in itself not in-
tency (.tbr where, in the dep_rtment of legis- considerable portioit, in which the licensed
lation, a full light has been _chrown upon a plunderer would be a sharer wit.h him : find-
subject, eauees are a topic that can never have ing, in a word, that of all the devices above
been pa¢sed by,) I saw reason to suspect-- spoken ok there was not one, the lull rots-
and that reason gaining strength at every ehiefofwhiehwasnot reserved to the suitor,
step--that what at first view had presented the hill benefit, to _y no more, reserved to
itself a.=the result of primeval blindness and } the nmn of law, it was mv original intention,
imbecility, was referable, perhaps, in a certain for the more complete elucidation of the pro-
degree, to those causes, but prubably in a t posed plan of reform, and the resolution_ by
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which the outllne of it is delineated, to have the ordinances of the substantive branch of

subjoined the epi,ode above mentmned---_ the law (the utility of which must, on this
sort of picture of the law of procedure--by oceasnm, be assumed,) aud thence of the di-
way of appendix to this address. But this rect ends of justice. Interest of the judges
picture not being yet in a state of complete (the authors of the system of procedure,)
readiness for the pro<s, and at the same time max.mum of profit and ease ; profit, as much
the bulk of it (according to tlte mea._ure taken as couid be extracted, with a._mueh ease as
of it by my fears) too large for the prr,portion was consistwnt with the extraction of it.
of)our Lordship's time, which, even upon the Profit and ease increased by the same cause
mo_t sanguine calculation, could be exs)eo_-d --the increase of the aggregate quamity ot
ibr it ; the only feasible course seemed to be fees. Justice thus deified to the poor, to the
to submit to your Lord--hip, instead of the labouring classes, to the great majority ot
picture itself, a sort of table of the e_nZents ] the pe(_ple, as being unable to pay the fees ;
of it ; a table bearing about the same re_,ution ! thence the troubl_ ofadministerin_ justice to
to the work at large, as in the ca_e of tho,e i them _-aved.
rude sketches, which, according to pan,_ram,c ] Limit s set by various causes to the qaan-
custom, are distri[mted for the accou:modatlon i turn of the fees exigible on each occasion :
of the curious, whose visi_ are recm_cd or I aggree'ate of i_es thence IDOlotherwise in-
expected, tbr the picture of the chief seat of I creasable, than by increasing the number of
Scottish judicatme as exhibited in Leice.,ter- I the occastorts on which fees were exacted :
square, tor the purpo.-e of assisting their re- [' factiTiOus delay, vexation, and expense, the
conections or anticipations, t re.-ults or aceonlpamment_ of the increase _o

In Scothmd, as il_ England. amt elbewhere, I given te _he nmuber of those occadons. Ag-
the system of.lmhcial procedure has been, in i gregate mass ofjmige,' profit, increasing with
the main, the work, not of leai.lators but of ] tire agg_cgale mas._of delay, vexation, and
jadge_: mmm_mturcd, ehlefl_ in the tbrm-- [ expen.e ; hence tile actual ends of judicature,
not of real statutory law-- but of jurispru- i the intere.-ts, and consequently the exertitms
dential law:--imaginar_ law, consi-ting of i of j_ldgc.-, maintaiD_ed m a state of constant
general inferences deduced from partwu!ar oppo-ttmn to theinterest, of the people, and
decisions. By primeval indigence, mat inex- the ends, viz. thus tar onl.vthe collateral ends,
perienee on the part of the sov_.reign judge_ I of ja_tice. But, flora delay, vex;ilion, and
left without salaries, but left with powm expen.e, result, m various wa}s, ti_flure of
to pay themselves by fee_. Itence, a_ will ju_rict, and mi,deei.-mn, to the prejudica
be _een, a con_.tant oppo-Ation between tide eithm ot tin, plamtiff'_ sidleor the detendant'_,
ends ofjast_ee, and the end_ _the o_iginal, and wlnchever be in the right : hence a complete
thence the actual end--) of iudi('alurc, and con,tan_ oppo_itimD between the ends of

Proper direet end or obaeet of the system judicature, mid the ab,fregatc of the several
of proeedme (or artteetlve branch of the law,) end.- of 3ustiee.
giving execution and effect to the predictions 3!ultiplication of the occasions of extract-
delivered, to the eng-agcments taken, by the in_ fees. the cause oftactitious complication,
other bnmeh, the lnain or ._ubstaativc branch intricacy, obscurity, unmtdligibdit), uneog-
of the law: vlz. by d.'eisions pronomu'ed in no_cibility, in the _ystem of procedure. By
eonformity to it.--Direct ends o! justice, this complication a .-err of sham science pro-
preventmn of nusdecision (decision uneon- duced, and with it, on the part of the suitors,
tbrmable to the regulatmns and arrangement.- the necessity of having recourse to the mem-
behmging to the substantive branch of the hersofadistinet ctassor fi'aternity thus raised
law,) and .failure of justice. Failure ofjus- up, sole professors of that science, m_dof the
rice the same thing in effect asrni.,decisim, to arts belonging to it. Profig of these profes-
the prejudice of the plaintiff's side. but taking sional, as well as of the official, lawyers, arising
place without decismn, and, fi)r w,mt of it, out of the ma.ss of t_tetitious delay, w'xation,
frequently, without leffal demand made, and and expense, and merea_ing along with it. the
for want of it. -- Collateral ends of ]ust ice, profit of the one etas_ going hand in hand with
prevention of delay, vexation, and expense, that of the other. IIenee the closest eommu-
in so far as saperfluou.-, or preponderant (vDz. nity and general identity of interests ;--a
over the mischief from nil.decision or *?ore wrtual partnership, which may be called tha
failure of justice.) Mi.-decisiun, when to law partaersl**p--with the judges, as ran-
the prejudice of the detlmdant's _ide, may be na_ng partners, at the head of it.
considered either as comprised under the head On the part of rnal,_fide suitors on both sides
of vexatzon, or as constituting a sepea'ate head (suitors conscious of being in the wrong,) an
of collateral inconvenience, and the preveo- interest in increasing tide qmmtity of theti-
tion of it as constituting a separate end of tious delay, vexation, and expense: this mass
justice, of abuse their only instrument to work with ;

Interest of the people, in the character of employed by malofide defendants for staving
suitors, perpetual and complete fulfihnent oft off, and oftentimes finally eluding, complim_ea
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with the just demands on the other side : by clared, supposed of course to be the judge
rnala fide plaintiffs, for forcing compliance himself.
with unjust demands, or, on the occasion of i Under this state of things, the member_
some trifling demand, grati_'ing enmity, by of the law partnership, natural and irresis
the distress or ruin of the object. Commu- tible enemies of the rest of the commmfity.
nity of interests thus effected, between rnal,} Judges, azid the other official members, re-
fide suitors, i. e. dishonest men in general, concilable enemies : reconcilable, viz. by the
and the members, official and professional, substitution of salaries to tees ; but not unless
of the law partnership, the con_'ersion extm_ds, without exception,

Mal_ fide cause, a cau-e in which a party through M1 _he offico, : on the_e terms, and
on either side is in mal;_fidc. Proportion of on these alone, would the partm,rship be di_-
mal_fide to bon,:J_de cau,e-_, in some instances solved. The prot_,sioaal members, enemies
as great as that of 89 to 1. In England, tt_e ab_-otutelylrreconeilable;bccauseprofesslonal
Exchequer Chamber an authoritatively re- pr,_fit admits v_ot of any such compensation.
ported and notorious example. The moral diseases cndemial to this bram'h of

Truth, the handmaid of justice; mcnda- the partnership, not, like those of the other,
city, of injustice. Interest which the judges capable of a complete cure: --but yet of a
had and have, in encouraging to the utmost very eon_idera_,le remiss-ion ; viz. by crowd-
the vices of mendacity on the part of suitors, ling the _nendacity-/i,'en.% _ranted at tuesent
that is, of the body of the people. Propensity to them and thmr clie_ts, in the manner ex-
to injustice being the source of'rnal,;fide s_fits, plaincd t,clow.
and ntal_ fide suit- still more profitable that,. Were the ma_s of _-ufferlng, inflicted on the
bun,Tilde suit% h:nce the intere,t which the p_ople by &.lay, vexa_mn, expense, and con-
partnership ha-, in placing and keeping in a ,equcnt mi,de,-i,ion, a_ above, no more than
state of corruption this the nmst iml,ortant equal to the ma*_ of enjoyment accruing to
part of the mor,ds of the people. Injustice the law partne:_hip by profit gained, there
being the great source of lawyer,' profit, hence _ ould be no n_e in the _ubstitution of salaries
love of injustice, hatred of justice, pa-sions to fees; no use in re:cuing non-lawyers from
unnatural toall other men, natural toiawyers oppres;ion and pillage under tawycr__. But,
of alt classes. Tile lawyer, but more par- be_ides that the sum being given, andeireum-
tieularly tbe 3udge, being trader rhe constant _tance* on both sides equal, enjoyment from
necessity of concealing his passions and vices, _,ain is never equal to sutS_riu_:from loss ; and
as well as the interests- by which they arc tl_ar the portiun which, bein_ added, converts
generated--of cloaking the vices under the at_luem'e into opulence in the bands of the
semblance of the opposite vierue*-- hence, ]awym, bein_ taken away, converts, as to the
under the influence of the stil!-cxi,ting mode grcates_ part of it. indigence into absolute
of remuneration, insincerity, hypocrisy, and ruin. in the per.-on of the distressed debtor,
lawyeIcraft, become natural, and in a manner aud hi.- frequently no less di,tre_scd creditor ;
necessary, to the appointed guardians of the that part ot the f,_c,qtions expense w!_ich goes
public morals. ' te the account of lawyers' profit, i- hut a part,

A man being the better qualified fi_r con- and that commonly but a small part, of the
coaling his own vices trom others, the more _imle lo_s. cxclu.-ive of the other evil_ that
perfectly he has succeed,'d in con,'ealiuglhem *aecompanyi_. Hence. altt_nugh (whichis ira-
from himself, hence a _ort of imheeility --a . pose;hie) profcs-ional lawyer.-' profit were to
relative and partial imbecility-- a dJ.-ease of . be done away altogether, the welt:are of the
the understanding.--an_*ttmr vice endemial whole community, la_vvm- and non-lawyers
among lawyers, tfenee a generalprop_qlsity included, would in a i,rodigious degree be

and aptitude, to mistake for justice the injus- i promoted by the change.
tlee by which they profit. Separate!y tuken, so minute in many in-

Fees thus rendered tile matter of corrup- stances arc the parcel, in which the matter
tioa. Various channels, some open, some of corruption, in the shape of fees, flows into
more or less disguised, through which this the pocket of the.judge, as to be, to appear-
matter has been taught to flow, into the pocket anec. mcapab]e o.*creating any efficient sinister
and bosom of tile judge. Examples: -- Re- interest, in a bosom so strongly strenffthened
ceipt pre,pri_ man,u; -- Sale of a tee-yielding agah,st its influence by reamneration in the
office for fall value ; -- Fine or bonus on ad- . shape of salary : but, the degree of seductive
mission ; -- Fee-yielding office given in lieu, force, being as the quantity of the ayyreyate
and to the saving of the expense, of other mass, and not affected by the minuteness of
provision for a son, or other near relation, or ' the component parts, this minuteness serves
dependent, he doing the duty- or else not but to disgatise the force of the seduction,
doing the duty, but paying a deputy ;-- Fee- without diminishing it.
yielding office given, or the profit of it made Sys_en: of procedure generated by the in-
payable, to persons standing as trustees for fll:_nce of this sinister interest, the technical

priaeit,al , declared or undeclared ; if u::de- _,rfee-3a'l, erim) _ystem : _eehrtical, from it_
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nature; fee-_athering, from its obje_ and its I periodical sessions, bu_ act_tg _mmarily uu-
cause. Courts in which this system is acted I der the name of small-debt courts: in el-decant

upon, courts of technical procedure. Teeh- i France, the consular courts, courts composed
nical procedt_e, styled at present regular : t of mercantile men, sitting on causes of a

courts in which it is acted upon, courts of I mercantile nature : in the Danish dominions,
regular lrrocedure, i the recently established, more extensively

System of procedure, which has for its I operating, and justly celebrated reconciliatioa
object the ends of justice, and for its model [ cOurts.
the eour_ naturally pursued for the disco- i With us, again, in a higher sphere, the
very of truth and administration of jusHce, as ] committees of elther House of Parlianmnt)
towards chihtren, servazlts, or other depen- I sitting in the character of courts of inquiry:
dants, in the bosom of a private family, the t the several courts instituted of late years by
dora,.stic or natural system of procedure; ] the legislature thr such a variety of purposes;

requiring nothing but appropriate powers for I -- _tfiement of public accounts -- liquida-
the extension of it, with its benefits, over the ) tion of ['laims -- investigation of abuses, or
whole field of political judicature: to whtch other objects of reform;--and, though last
head belong, in some, but not in all instances, mentioned, yet not least, that noble and he-
the modes of procedure, which at present, in cessary bulwark of the constitution, which
contradtstinction to rerlalar, are designated owes to your Lordship's illustrious father its
by the name of su,tmal_1. Courts in which existence and its name.
this sy.-tem is pursued[ Courts of IVataral Were it on thisoceasion worthwhile, other
Pr,Jcedure. cases might be found, in which justi_.e has

System of tee._ldcalproeedure, the work of broke loose from the shackles forged tbr her
judges, executed by them in the form-- in the cavern of chiemle; but these may, 1
partly of stat*tt,,r!+law (as in the case of Eng- should hope, suttive to prove, and to the
lish rules and orders, Scotch acts of sede_u)_t, conviction of' all hut those who, by interest
&c.) partly of,p*r*+gradent_a[ law --with or or interest-begotten prejudice, stand hound
without o,'ca.mnal patches in the form of never to be convinced, that in no sphere oi
statutory law, stuck on by tlte h:md of the judicial inquiry, from the lowest to the
le_*islator, bat nto,tl3" under the cuidance of highest, can tht+ charge, either of imprac_i-
the member- of the law part_,cr,hip, ot!icial eahd_ty or dangerousness, a(tach npon the
and p,.oie,,i_,ua!, co-operatina in c<mcert ; h*mest pursuit of the ends of justice, by the
¢onse<pt(q_tl) trader the influence of the sl- bght of corn,non sct_sc.
nister mterc,t, oppo-ite, a_ above explained. ]{ttt the further this only honest system is
to the i_wrcsts of the community and the from being either dangerou_ or impracticable,
ends of,td<ticc, rite more complete (,as I flatter inwelf your

System of _n!ur¢d procedure, the work of Lordship will perceive) the moral'_mpossibi-
the h,gislaror, *the leg_,tiroate and acknow- l',t; tlmt any further extcr_ion of it should
ledg,.d lc_.-]a_or aerial m pursuit of the ] meet the wi_hes, or so much as the coda-

interests of thc community, and the ends of I r',tn,'_e,of the man of' law : -- a s) stem umlerjustice, which there is no factit*ous dela._:,vex_twn, or
Courts in which tl; _ system of natural pro- [ exl,cnsc ; nor consequently /'act_twu.; pr*fit,

eedure i_ exclusively or prineip:flly pur,ued I parcel of that expense ; in _;hich mg,_d_ciswu
-- In crhu,,ab, the courts martio'[ and prepa- ] is bur an accident, instead of being, as under
ratorv courts ,f,nquir*_. in both branches, land ] the hitherto predominant system a fi'equent
and maritime, of the nfilitary service : in cri- ] and probable, not to say predominantly pro-

rninatintim,ri, courts composed respectively of l bable result, prepared by the operation of a
commissioners in matters of excise, customs, I variety of assi_gnable, and peculiarly appro-
stamps, a_sessed taxes, hawkers and pedlars, i prrate'eauses : a system under which .failure
London hackney coaches : in crimbmti minori ] o¢"justice man scarcely find a place, instead
et cirili, the eom'ts composed o_ justices qt"I (_fberng, as under the predominant system,
peace, acting singly or in numbers, disengaged I in virtue of the arrangements *aken tot the
from the technicaltrammelswhich awaitthem I reconeitiatron of emse with profit, the inert-
in their permdical great sessions: in rig,ill, the t table lot of the great hod)" of the people.
courts of requests culled courts of conscience, Devices. a denomination that may serve to
the courts composed of commissioners in mat- characterize the several arran_cements, prin-
ters of bankrupt¢T ; the courts, primary and ciples, and practices, peculiar to the technical
of appeal, recently instituted for the roller- system, in contradistinction to the natur'A ;
lion of taxes on property and income ; the all of them being so many modes of action,
arbitration courts, composed of judges nomi- conducive at anvrate to the ends qfjud_co.
hated by the partws, but acting under powers tare ; arid there!bre, upon the t_ce of them,
given to them by regafiar courts, by authority contrivances suggested by the de_re ot giving,
from statute-law.-- In Scotland, the courts to the greatest pracficahie extent, ihllihnent
composed of justices of the peace, sitting in to those sinister ends.
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Follows a llst of those devices. For greater cial influence of the natural system, an extent
perspicuity, two columns are placed side by commensurate with thatof the whole field o_
side, one containing a brief designation of the judicature.
dev,.ce, theinstrumentoftechnicalprocedure; In the work at large, under the head of
the other, the correspondent state of things each device, explanations are given, where
under the natural system of procedure, they appeared necessary, under four subordi.

Logically speaking, the quality of the ha- na_ heads : -- nature and description of the
rural system will be seen to be chiefly of the device ; examples of the employment given
negative east ; constituted by the absence of to it in the established system; it_ repugnaalcy
those devices, which constitute so many cha- to the ends of justice ; its subservie,'_ce to the
racteristic features of the technical system, ends of judicatare. These elucidatmns, all

The arrangements here referred to the ha- of them applicalde to the English, most of
rural system, arc--partly so many arrange- them (but, tmppily fl*r Scotlmid, not all of
meats actually in use and practice in the them) appticabletothe Scottish, modificatioil
courts of natural procedure, in some, in most, of the technical s) stem, pruned and sheltered
or in all of them. -- partly so many ulterior , by yo_rr Lordship's learned adviser, would
arrangements, such as, being conducivc to the occupy too much room here, but renmin,
ends of the natural system, that is, to the upon occasion, at your Lordship's command
ends of justice, would be necessary, to the at any time.
purpose of giving, to the power aml benefi-

I. Arrangements of _'atural Procedure. II. Corresponding Devices of Technical
Procedure,

1. At the outset of the cause, and after- 1. Parties excluded, from first to last, as
wards, where necessary, the parties, willing effectually as possible, from the presence of
or unwilling, heard in the character of wit.- the judge : in Englith practice, not adnfitted
nes_es as well as parties, faceto £_ce ; except till the trial or other ulr.imate hearing: nor
in so far as, byreason of distance or otherwise, then, but because the court being open to
such confrontation and mutual explanation individuals in general, parties may, if they
is, pl*ysicatbl or pr_tdentlall!/, impracticable ; please, come in with the rest :--an exclusion
prudentially, i. e. without preptmderaJtt ntis- thus put upon that species of evidence, which,
chief in the shape of delay, vexation, and cx- in respect of its sotJree, is in general most
pense : preponderant, viz. over the mischief in instructive, and would most frequently super-
the shape of increased danger of lrfisdeci-ion, sede tbe necessity of having recourse to other
for want of the security against deception, evidence, putting an end to the suit within
afforded by such personal appearance, and the same day that _._avecommencement to
consequent explanations and examinations ; it. U--es of thl- t_tit,,_lmeeting, as well for
inch conjunct appearance, preceded or not prevention of dcla), vexatitm, and expense,
by ex parte appearance of tim plaintiff, ac- as for security against mis*decision, stated in
tording" to the nature of the case. detail.

2. By or ill the name of a party, no writing 2. Abuse of writing, pushed to the greatest
except in the character of evidelwe; nor in cndarabh, length :--in English practice, in
that character, except in the shape of minutes ' respect of dtscour_es, delivered in the name
taken of the vivl voce testimony, delivered of the parties (_ee articles l0 and 1] ;) in
by the parrie¢ respectively on such their per- Scotch practice, in re.-pect of additional dis-
sonal appearance as above, when either party courses, delivered (as in case of decreets) in
thinks fit provisionally to take upon himself the l_ame of the court, containing u_eless re-
the necessary expenqe: or where tcqtimony petiticms, in te_mr (,r purport, of discourses
in the ready-written form becomes necessary, already delivered in the nmne of the parties:
either in the character of a supplement or that the abuse always carried to the same excess,
of a suc_'edaneum to vi_'_ivoce testimony, as without regard either to the importance of
per article 3. For the use of printing as a the cause, or the capacity of the parties to
sncceda_teum to writi_g in the case of the in- bear the expense.
strument of demand, see article ll.

3. Testimony receivedin none but the best 3. Testimony received, in some causes,
shape: viz. rivet voce testification, subject when it could not be helped, in the best
to counter-interrogation, ex adverso and per shape, as on jury-trial, in English practice :

judieem : except in so far as the necessity bat. in others, in various inferior, but (to the
of time for recollection, arrangement, in ves- partnership) profitable shapes, to the exclu-
tigaiion, perusal of written documents, &c., sion of the best shape ; ex. gr. 1. Answers
requires a supplement in the form of ready- (in EaglL-h equity) ready-written testimony,
written testimony ; or the impracticability extracted from a defendant, by interrogation
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(physicalor prudential)of personalappear- administeredby theplahltiff'slawyer,inthe
mice produces a demmld for testimony in that epi*tolary mode alone, when in the t,iv_zvoce
written form, in the character of a suece- mode it might have been extracted wilh in-
daneum ; subject always to counter-interro- comparably less delay, vexation, mid expend,
g'ation, ill the ,_a'itten form and mode (the as welt as better security against deception
epistolary, mode,) in the fi_t instance, and _nd consequent misdecisiou. 2. Depositions,
eventually ill the vivgt voce form besides, i.e. testimony collected in the i_omml mode

(adupursuedin En_hsh equity ecclesiastical, and
niralty practice ; m Scotch practice, as well

as that of the continent of Europe, as the
ordinary mode ;) collected vzvgt vo,'e, perju-
dicem ad hoc, in secrete judici,, without coun-
ter-interrogation ex adverse ; and thereupon

. ._ or castrated, pure or interpolated, consigned
," _._ ...... " ." " to minutes, with lawyers' profit, increasing
" t_ __ with their length. 8. A.[fidavit evidence, i. e.

"@_t'%_'_'i_'_ testimony ready-written, not subjectible to.... counter-interrogation, from any quarter or in
_._ V _ _ !_ any shape: in English practice, received, to

" "*_'_*_"_.:_'" _ _ the exclusion of every better _hape, in every
instance in which it was in the power of
judges to receive it in this bad shape; viz. in
bankruptcy petition causes before the chan-
cellor, and in motion causes, principal and
incidental (see article 15,) in "allthe court_:
with lawyers' profit, a.a above.

4. Tribunals within reach ; consequently 4. Tribunals put out cf reach; viz. by the
distributed ovet the century a_ equally as immoderate extent gnven (and in great, mea-
lmssible, regard being had to geographical sure by powers usurped by the metropolitan
ciremnatances, and to the state of the popu- judges themselves) to the geographical field
lafion at the time:--objeet to be aimed at. of jurisdiction of the inetroputitan courts;
faeihty of rcpairinz to the seat ofjnstwe (lor partly tbr the lmrpose of rendering the bur-
the imrpose of al;pcarancc eoram jud_ce" as then of attendance intolerable, and thereby
above, article 1,3 and returning the same day, forcing suitors into the hands of the profes-
on the In,rt oI those whose abode is most dis- sinnal members of the partnership, partly for
rant flora it gdving in this way a ibrced increase to the

multitude of profit-yielding suits. Instru-
ments of usurpation, in English practice, pone
an d certiorari; in Scottish, bills of advoeatmn.
In both countries, primary jurisdiction thus
usurped, in direct contempt of still existing
acts of the legislature.

5. After the first meeting, if the stilt be 5. Blindfi.ration of times by general rules,
not then terminated, a.s under natural proce- excluding all regard to individual exigencies,
dm'e it actually i- in the m_j ority of individual in respect of nature and quantity of business
instances, time or times Àbr subsequent ap- to be performed, diversities of distance, &e.;
pearmices and operations, settled pro re ham, -- of times, not for personal appearance of
regard being bad to the disposable time of parties (that beingexeluded,) bat tbr exhibi-
the court, mid the convenience of aI1 parties, tion of v,'ritten instruments, and performance

of other operations, by hireling representa-
tives, connected by a common interest with
the judges. Sinister use and objects of the
fixation ; necessitating applications fbr dispen-
sation (as per article 15,) making business in
that shape; creating occasions and pretences
for nullification, as per article 9.

6. Sittings uniatcrrupted: as at the London 6. Sittings at tong intervals ; ex. gr. : terms,
police offices : or at short and equalintcrvals ; with intervals of from a fi_wweeks, to ahnose

in the courts c_fennsc_ence. ' five months: czrcuits, with intervals of six
or twelve months; with no more t!mn a t?w
da)s, or u single day, allowed to a place,
whaVever may be the qaartdty of business.
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Sinister use_-- creating dday, to sell to th*.
rnala ,fide suitor; wiving bint an interest in
availing himself of the principle of nulhfiea.
lion, &e. ; affording ease and holiday-time for
lawyers; necessitating trials at subsequent
times, in different modes, wi4h fresh fees.

7. The cause beard fi'om beginning to end | 7. Ban*hlt_tq the cause from court to court,
by the same judge : he, by whom the e_dence | (m a varietY, of pretences, before the decision
has been collected, deciding upon it the in- i_ given : role judge to collect the evidence
stunt the collection i_ eompleted. Divi_inn --to hear and receive _he testimony--with-
of jurisdiction (a few ea.es excepted fbr _-pe- out power to decide on it ; anmher jud_w to
t'iat rea_onst performed purel) oDthe #eoyra- decide on it witG')ut havin;r heard it. _inis-
t)hical, not on the nwtapk!/_i*al .or say Io{/waf) tcr nee<---makl._r hu-me_s, i. e..eeadon ibr
principle. No such distinction, a_ between fee-; making eon,|,!ieation, thenee confiMon,
pleas of the crown and common pleas; be- um.crt,dntv, uneo_no._eibfiity, materials for
tween law and equity. _haln _eien'ee, Kc. &c. Example_:- In Ene-

li.h eommmt law. eau_e_ ,-eat fl'om Kin_'_
Bench, Cvmmon Plea-, or Exchequer, to Nid
Prius, or A_izes, and hack again: in Equity,
from Chancery. or Exchequer, to town exa-
miners" office, or country eommissioner_, and
back again : and from the <uperior to ;_-_ub.r-
dinate iudae: -- In Scottish practice, vibra-
tion_ between the provincial courts and the
metropolltaa; ai:d in the mmropoliran, be-
tween oqtm and inner house: in both, as
well as m the provincial courts, between the
d_ ci&ny and some e_'_d(nce-c,dlectilql jud,..e.

8. No deciG'm, but upon appropriate 8. Deci.ion w_tt.,ut ttwuRht, and upon s_e-
ground_ ; viz. on the join_ con._M,,,ralicmof el_.n,i"a/pci_,ci/,les: a conscqm,nee, and sinis-
the law (the article of suh.tannvc law in ! t_.r u_-e.of' 1,h_MJixati,n of times: the jud_ze
question)'mld of the evidelwe:--ot the temJr knowin;r nmlfimz of the eau-e, nor of the
of the htw. where it has a t,,nor, av in the ] Crmmds of the decision to which he lairds his
case of real, i. c. stat_*tory law : of the put- ! autb:wiry : the parr_ ruined, because his law-
juorl, i. c. suppn-ed purport, as in the case of t yer riffled to comptv with an intimation ira-
imaginary, sham,fictitious, i.e.jurisprudcntial pa.-_bh, to be complied with, or never made :
]_W. pre_ence, tt:e presmnption that the party on

who_e side the faihu'e i-, i._ in the wrorig:
1 wherea_, under the toad of factitious expert*e,
[ compared wl'ch t!,e pecuniary fiwuhies of the

bulk ofth, people, in dtfilltv through indigence

L-a cause much more probable. Imprison-
ment l,w d, bl, (,_ me,_ueprocess, that Is, be-
fore j_;dgment, for an unlimited time, r,erhaps

I tbr l{tk', one of the exemplifieation_ o(meeim-
nical judicature : the judea, with his profit

I upon the jail, and upon_the instrument of
t arres_ation, sanetionin_ it by his sitznature ;
I refusing to see either party, ibr fear of being

obliged to see, tither that there is no _,:rouad
for th_s affliction, or no r,ec_s,,._tyfi_rit : while,
under natural procedure, a justice of peace,
havin_ rm profit on any jail, never subjects
a man to any sttch affliction, but for a limited
time. nor without seeing both parties, m_d
thence satisfying himself on both these points.
Outl_rwrv. another instance: any man, who

is abroad, consi¢nable to ruin, tbr non-com-
pliance with a demand, of which it has been
rendered impossible for him to be apprised :
his property a prey to professional and otti-
vial men, to the number of a score and up-
ward:.
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9. NO decision, but ul_on the merits, as 9. Principle of nultificatim_ ; decision on
above, grounds avowedly foreign to the merits : --

a mere cloak for iniquity, and that a thread-
bare one, in every application made of it. the
suitor punished for the failure, real or imagi-
nary, of his lawyer. Sinister uses, making
two causes out of one : -- encouragement to
maldfide suitors, never to regard the worst
cause as desperate :--arming judges Mth an
instrument of arbitrary power: sufficient of
itself to render the supposed checks illu-
sory : -- keeping up complication, confusiou,
um'ertab_ty, un,.ognoseibility, matter of sham
science. &e. &c.

3: B.--The use and benefit of this devic_
carried, under tin, En#ish branch of the tech-
nical system, _o an extent altogether without
example in any other, and in particular in the
Scottish.

10. Not a s3llable ever received from any lO. Mendaci@ licence ;--to parties onboth
person, witnes_ or party, ci,',, v.cc or in win- sides, ageneral permission of falsehood, grant-
ling, without a _eeurtty .fi,r vcractt//, equiva- ed by the judge, to extend so t:nrforth as may
lent to that wlm'h ha- been attaehed to the he necessary to the giving birth and conti-
ceremony of an ¢,at/:, or to whatever is pru- , nuance to racdd fide demands and defences:
vided in the ea,-e of an extraneou_ witness, i -- tbr this purpose, by a distinction purely

i factitious, allegations distinguiahed into
i phad_nv- and acid, nee: _he licence grmtted to

ph.adinFs, denied to evidence:---in English
eqt it)" irzwtiee, the lieenec withdrawn, but
from the defendant's side alone, _or the line-
pose of giwng birth tu such suits as could
not h:tvebeen instituted, but on the prospect
of hi. evldenee : the permit-ion ofmendadty,

I backed to a great, extent by compulsion, il_
be'all branches (law and equity) of Engli-h
practice: --in that, and to a greater extent
than in any other, the tieence granted, more-
over, by judges to themselves; and acted

, nnder (as ilJ judicial writ- and records). ,_nd
to a vast extent, by a-.ertiou_ which, when
they eea_-e to work de,'eit and injury, do so
by accident only, and in _-ofi_r a._their taMty

' has become too notorious to be any longer
produetive of this effect.

11. The general natm'e ot the plabltiffs I 1l. Pleadings, in writing, at common law,
demand, and of the grounds ou whi_ h it ! called special pleadings, whenever the reply,
re_qs, an re.peat of title, in point of fact as I called for by the plaintiff's declaration, is not
well a_ law. eon*igned, as far as consignable, i understood to be comprisable under one or
to printed .fi,rms: and so in regard to the I other of the :four or five excessively abridged
defence : the allecations individualized, by i expressions, called general issues ; altogether

names, places, times, &e,, inserted in the i void of meaninG but byreferencetodemands,
blanks: as in the forms provided by divers grounds of derrJand, defences and groundb ot
statutes, and those _.dvenin Burn's Justice : ! defence, never indicated : expressions imper-
the demand, viz. the payment or other ser- i feetly mid discordantly understood by lawyers
vice demanded at the charge of the defendant I themselves, rendered completely and mani-
through the intervention of the judge, and ! lastly unintelligible to everybody else. Under
the ground or grounds of the demand, hi re- [ favour of the mendaeity-heenee, the instru-
spear of title (events or situations, eo!lative of i meats so COntrived, as to give little or no
the right) on _he one hand, and (the defence i information, or worse than none : principal
not consisting in mere deIfial) the grounds of I in_edients, falsehood, nonsense, and sue-
the defence in respect of counter-title (events i ptusage.
orsitnations, collatlceofthedeiendant'_right) I in defau!t of the information, wh:ch the
bearing reference l,o corrcspondLag articles of i pIaintiff'n declaration m_dthe defendant's plea
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the substantive branch of the body of the law, Itthus profess and tkil to give, a supplemental
by which such effects are given to such events set of pleadings, invented within the last half-
and situations ms ahove : the substatmve centm'y, arid employed, though not to an ex-
branch of the body of the law being so or- I _ent equal to that of the deficiency, under the
ganized, as to qualify it for being made the name of particulars : -- addm¢ of course to

subject of such reference.--_V. 13. Reference delay, arid profit-yielding expg_se.thus made to the tenor of the law, supposes
the rule of action to cxk-t in tLe shape of
real, not of sham law.

12. Means of securing .fi)rtl_comS.lness, on 12. Means of seeurmgforthcomingness, sub-
the part of persons and things, tot legal put- jeer Loendless thversineations, drawn from
poses, provided on an uniform and compre- the stile and tide of the court, and other
hen-_ive plan, adapted to the advances made inelevan_ sourcev:--in detail, frequently
by the age and country in the arts of hfe : of" oppre._sive ; in the aggregate, scanty and in-
persons, whether in the cl_aeter of p,_rues adequate:--forthcomingness of written evi-
or witnesses : of thinq.% whether in the cha- dence, for example, vainly aimed at, through
racter of subjects of properzy, arid as _aeh a course of months or vcars (a_ by a suit m
portions of the matter of satt_fi_ctioa, as ibr equity,) when it might ]_e cff_ctu',dly secured
injury, &c. or sources qf evidence: with di- iu as many hours, by a warrant from a jus-
versifies, adapted to the condition of the per- rice of the peace.
son, the nature of the thing, the purpo-_es fc,-
which, in each instance, _he forthcomin_.me_
is requisite.

13. The parties once met in the face of the 13. Chicarreries about notice. -- In regard
judge, a plaaaf imereoar,_e settled between to notice, two objects:--viz, that he who
them, to continue so long as 1he suit con- should have received it, may not receive it,
tinues:--the mtercoar,e to be carried on. and thereupon stiffer as if he had received
in the promptest, least expensive, and most it : and that, when conveyed and received, he
certain mode, that the state (d _ociety at the who conve?ed it may suflhr as if he had not
time affords: the arrangcmcn/_ of tile letter- conveyed It. Ineffectual modes of convey-
postaceordinglyadaptedtojudieial, a, alrcady ing notwe prescribed in the first instance,
they are so convenieml_ adapted to eommer- that busme,s ma_ be made by application for
eial purposes, e!feetual ones. Modes of conve_ing, or pre-

In regard to notice, sole que_tien, _eccircd tending to convey notice, divers{fled ad infi-
or not receired._ If" trot received, the failo u_tam, mostly on iIrelevant grounds, such as
ure, is it the result of pure ml--iortune, or of the style and title of the court, and so forth.
blame? If of blame, on the part oi whom? Que:t'ion, not whether rccewed or not, but
-- of him .from whom, or of him throu::ll whether good or bad:--not the less good fur
whom, ir should have been received? not having been received, not the less bad

for hating been received.
14. Neither time nor place exempt from th., 14. As!th,m,_, local and chronolopical; with

remedial powerofju_-tiee:--exemptimnlonc, diversitications, grouuded on the diversity of
ou any other ground than this ; viz. that, in court_ and other in elevaut circumstances:--
the individual t_t._eIn questton, the wxatwn, the power of securing obedience to ju,tiea;
necessary to secure folthcoufingaes% _ould confined in tiffs case to the day-time, ex-
beallevil, prepoaderant over the evil attached tended in ttmt ease to the night-tiara: end-
to the failure of justlce, fined in this case to week-days : extended in

that case to sundays : one part of the empire
rendered a place of security arid triumph, to
the delinquents of another.

15. No incidentalapplieation to the jud,,zc. 15. ,li[otwu business ;--all madc-business:
but by the party lnmself oil whose behalf It --business made by and for Jndge and Co.,
is made : -- the testimony on which it i_ by the exclusion of parties from the presence
grounded, being delivered, as in other ,_'a,e_, of the judge.
viv i vote, to the judge, or in the form of ad_- Money received for nmtions of course, so
davit evidence : but in this form, only where much money received on false pretences.
the ground of the appheatmn comes _qthin t)ceasion._ tbr motions not of course, made
some case in frequent occurrence, ,'rodas such by defaalts, re,}l or pretended, the result of
provided for by printed forms :--the affidavit- the 5h,,d fixat_c,n _f times, seconded by the
maker(deponent) remainingsuhjecttoexami- principle of nultifieatbm.
nation in the vivd voce mode, w_th or without Motions not of course, always grounded
the previous intervention of the epistolary on testimony, delivered in no other than the
amde (as per article 3.) The demand tbr in- affidavit shape, and when opposed, astd wxth
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eidental application% being mostly factitious, counter-evldence, opposed by evidence in that
fabricated under the technical system, by blind same and no other shape. Motion business,

fiaZatloa of days, and so forth, will mostly be including incidental motions and motion
nticipated, b'y the explanations, produced of causes, almost peculiar to English practice.

course, by the initial meeting corarnindite.
16. Language of the instruments as familiar 16. Use of_argon; principle and practice of

as possible : composed, as far as possible, of jargonization. Jargon, its shapes : -- foreign
words in ordinary use : terms not in ordinary language, obsolete language, technical tan-
use, employed as sparingly as possible,and then guage undefined, nonsense, fiction, ordinary
never without explanations composed of term_ language perverted: -- its uses, to produce_
in ordinary use. 1. On the part of the law, uncertainty, un-

e%nmscibility, matter of sham science; 2.
On the part of the non-lawyer, conscious igno-
rance, thence consultation and advice(opinion-
trade,) or misconception, thence misconduct,
litigation, lawyers' assistance or vicarious ser-
vice. with advice at every step; 3. On the
part of the legislator, conscious ignorance or
experienced misconception, thence disgust, or
groundless awe, propensity to regard reform as
hopeless, or undesirable ; 4. In favour of the
protbssionM lawyer, monopoly of the faculty
of succeeding to judicial offices : -- as ifa mo-
nopoly of the tacalty of serving as boarding-
schools to girls, were secured to brothels ; or,
of carrying on wholesale trade, to s_qmd-
lers. -- Analogy between jurisprudential and
ot her jargons.--- astrology, palmistry,alchemy,
thieve_' cant, &e.

17. Truth, unremittingly and exclusively 17. Use of fictions; in the character of
sought for: -- trulh, the whole truth, and no- grounds and reasons. Fiction (in law) a wilful
thing but the truth. FaL-ehood. from no per- falsehood, uttered by a judge, _br the purpose
sen, on no occasion, wilfully endured, much of giving to injustice the colour of justice.
tess uttered, by the judge. General uses of fiction to the partnership,

(whether the decision grounded on it be other-
wise lawful or unlawful) its uses in the cha-
racter of jargon (as per article 16,) and (by
holding upthe vice of mendacity in an honour-
able light, in the character of a necessary in-
strument of justice) iis efficacy, in the way
of example, in corrupting the morals and un-
derstanding of the people. Special uses, the
particular advantage, compassed on each par-

: ticular occasion, by the injustice of which it
i,_made the instrument.--/_x, hr. stealing
conveyancing business, as, under English taw,
in the case of common recoveries ; steaJing

: jurisdietioh, as in the case of the battle royal
among the Westmhlster-Hall courts. English
judicature polluted with this vice, to a dega.ee
altogether without example in the judicature
of Scotland, or any other country upon earth.

18. Magnification of fltrisprudenthzl law,
the work of judges, pursuingthe partnership
interest :-- this imaginary law, represented
as entitled to more respect than real law, the
work of the legitimate leffislator, pursuing,
after appropriate m_dcomprehensive inquiry,
the interest of the people. Blackstone's at
tempt to pass off upon the people this sham
law, as their work, sanctioned by their con-
tr.

19. Contempt manifested, on all favourable
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occasions, towards real law :-- sometimes by
d_wnright disobedience; sometimes by di._-
coarses, undervaluing it, and speaking of it
as if less entitled to popular attachment and
respect (asper article 18) than jurisprudentiM
law.

9_. JDoublc:fiJu;_taD_pri_.ciple ;--a contri-
vance for exe_cisir, g arbitxary power, by em-
t,i_ylng or rLjecting, ad hbttut_, this or that
one of the instrumcnt_ of injustice above
mentioned. E_*. 9r. cxchtding the parties
(as pet' article 1,) or admlttmg them : -- re-
ceiving testimony in a bad shape iasper ar-
ticle 3,) or in a good one : -- under the notion
of stare d¢.c_,.i_, appl,,ing the principle of
nulhfication ka, per reticle 9,) vr, under the
n,,:[_:_ of liberutit.,, refusing to apl,ly it:--
pursuin_ the ficttm* (ab per article 17,) or
refl_in: to pu.,.-ue it:--in the ease of an
article of _tatu_e law halntually disobeyed,
_as per procedure of the Seot_i-h Court of
Session passim) continuing or ceasing to dis-
obey it.

Shoffld the following sheets be found to profit, the interest of the whole commuraty
resent any claim to attenti_,,, it ma) per- may he thought fit to be eulti_'ated, in pre-
aps be matter at convenience to yam Lord- fi'renee to the interest of that small but do-

ship to see, at this early stage, and at one rainecriug part at it, and the ends of justice
glance, the general result of the inquir} :-- pursued, in preti_renee to the endo ofjudiea-
My Lord, it is this-- ture.

1. That, so ti_r as concerns the breal,'i_tg 4. That the other arrangements proposed,
down q/" tile court iateJsections (as per reso- apparentlyin thecharacterofremedlesa!:ainst
lutions 1, 2, 3, 4,) the result, in respect of delay, vexation, and expen<e (as per resolu-
the ends of justice, and _he interest of the tiou._ 10, 11.12, 13, 14.15,)--viz. (,ptional
people in the character of _uitors, is all pare substitution of appeals to advoeatmn_ and
benefit :-- but so ts it to the law-partnership, suspen,ions, interpo-ition of a Chamber of
2. That what eoneern_ the _od_ qtplead- Revtew hetween _he Court of Session and

ins (as per resolution b,) bein:nothing more the Lords. prohibitmn ofitppeal- against in-
than a repetittmt it_ tcrmi,_is of what has been terlocutors, allowance of']_'enal costs in the
law these twenty years, _s far as an act of House of Lord,, and retrem'lunent of super-
the Court of Se,_ion could make it so, pro- fluou, judicial wrmngq.--tnd t;airer, when
raises no better ti'uit ; and that the protbs- _aken together, for iucreasiag than dimini.,h-
sion, if they have not much to hope, have ing the aggregate mass at _hat fired of suitors"
quite as little to apprehend fi'om it. I misery aml lawyers' prolit : and that the spe-

3. That, in Scotland, of the proposed in- eiilc remedies, which could .-.eareehave tMled
troduetion of,i_r.q trial in eivd eases (as per to present themselves to an experienced eye,
resolutions 6, 7, 8, 9,) the probable mi.-.chief, have with congenial delicacy been put aside,
in the shape of iner_se of delay, vexation, in consideration of their too extensive and
and expense, seems greater than its probable too draatic efficacy.
good effect, in the shape of a seeuri'_y against ,5. That of the system of disorder, to which
misdeeisiou : that the proper stage for that the plan upon the carpet applies its powder
species of judicature is that of appeal, after _of po_t, there is not any part that does not
e r'iv_ race explanation, upon oath, between ' admit of a perfect eure: which cure eonsists
the parties, and decision tlaerenpon ; and not i in nothin_ mo, e than an extended application
after a series of written ple_Mings, not upun of remedies that, a: already submitted in the
oath, in the first instance: alwa}s under the preceding pages, have over and over again
_upposition--(learned lords and gentlemen-- I received the sanction of the legislature : and
but, good mylord, do not join them--will ; that, in that part of the field of procedure,
smile at the simpfieity of it) _that, on the 'zto which those efficient remedies have not yet
demesne, hitherto, on account of the richness I been upplied, there is nothing that can ren-
of the soil, reserved for the ehace of lawyers' ] dcr them less applicable to it, than to thotlll
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to which, with so complete though untrum- I standing resources o_ all those intestine tor-
peted a success, they have been applied al- mentors of the body politic, whose prosperity
ready, depends upon the preservation of ahuse, in

Before I close this introductory letter, I all or any of its forms, ag-ainst the at.t_ks
will beg leave just to hint at a circumstance, of the probe, or the recision-knife, in the re-
which, to a statesman of your Lordship's di.,- forming hand.
cerlmmnt and experience, cannot, I think, Would your Lordship wish to see, mad ill
but have suggested a suspicion at least, not a still clearer and stronger point of view, the
urifavourable to the conceptions above sub- signification and value of this quiettsra _ Com-
mitted. Among so large an assemblage of pare it, my Lord--contrast it with the sort of
acute and vigilant minds, whose interests are ' emmtenance shown to tim act (4 G. I[. c. 26)
so materially concerned, your Lordship has for consigning to the language of the people
received marks of satisfaetinn from many-- the tenor and history of those proceedil_g_-by
ofdissatisfaction, lbelieve, tromnom_. Now. which their lives and fortunes are disposed of.
that Titius or Sempromus should oribdnate , My Lord, the opposition it underwent from
or even, without the merit of origination, learned lords and gentlemen, -- underwent
support a measure, by which, to a limited in both houses, wa_ alianimous. So, at least,
amount, his own interest, in _be gross sense Chandler in his account ot the debates as-
of the word interest, would be prejudiced, is sures us: Chandler i_ termirds; and with
by no metals without example : and that per- Timberland for his support.
sons of this generous frame of mhid are even By the English patricians of those days,
now to be fouitd at no great distance from the same _ense of inj ary was felt., as was felt
your Lordship, the present parliament has at Rome by the learned lord_- and gentlemen
already testified. But that any be@ ot men, of that time, when the book of procedure,
especially so large and domineering a body, so reti_.dousl) kept under lock and key, was
should, withe,it the pressure of necessity, stolen and pubhshed by the arch-thief Fin-
manifest either active approbation, or _o much viu%* in such sort as ibrced them to compose
as an)thing like patient acquiescence, under another, placing it under better guard : it, the
any measure, which by _uch a_'ceptance would one case, the rule of action was locked up
he converted into a self-de_?]tng ordb*a**ee,is, bodily m a box, in the other, it was locked
] am inclined to think, absolutely _thout tip _[uritually in a dead hmguage : -- the same
exa,npte, certainly out of the ordinary cuur_e sense of injury, that is felt by the same learned
of hmnan nature. Yet the plan has been per,ons, and as constantly, howsoever co-
in their hands these six momhs, and such i_ vertly, testified, by sonic of them, as often
the countenance, goner,ally, ii not tmiversally, a-, b3 a _icked m,l jury-less court of con-
turned to it bylearned [zentlemen : they ad- ,cieucc act, the pos_-ii)filty of obtaming.lus-
mire. _hough as _et in the air, the beautie_ lice m certain eases has been extended to
of this _New Jerusalem: they con_atulme thi.,, or that other minute po_t;on ul the pen-
one another, and even in print, on the fresh pie :--the same sense el injury, in a word,
prospects opened _o them : and, under these a_ was felt by the shark, who carried off one
circumstances, .o wonder that the ,pirit of ut Sir Brook Watsen's legs, at the thoughts
the umon, that younger brother t(_ the or*. of being obliged to leave the other in its
glnal contract, remains still inviolate. But, place. A shark is still a shark, in Britain as
should any plan present itself, pursuing, upon at Iiome, after the Christian _era as before.
the only terms on which, to any considerable The ocean breeds them with triple rows of
extent, it could be pursued, the interest oi teeth; the technical system with teeth not
the whole community-- I mean, at the ex- les_ sharp, mid bushy manes like sea-lions,
_nse of this predatory part of it -- no sooner My Lord, when a shark is seen wagging his
would any such plan excite an apprehension tail in the wake of a ship, it is a sign (so the
of its acceptance, than the union would be _Llors Say) that there is prey in preparation
no less in danger than the church at one time for him in the belly of it.
used to be. Such is the discovery a man By means of the above key, compressed and
might venture to predict without the gift of imperfect as it is, should the execution have
prophecy : mid that without any other re- fulfilled in an)- degree the wishes and humble
serve than this, viz. that as there are some endeavours of the workman, your Lordship
predictions which by invitation wilt some- . may perhaps find it rather easier than at first,
times produce, so there are others which by to come at the real tendency and probable
shame wilt some*Ames prevent, their own a¢- effects, of the plan already put rote yoltr
eomplishment, hands by the learned reformer : such at least

To place their system under the protection, is the el;jeer of the attempt [ am thus making
and the country beyond redemption, under upon )-our Lordship's time.
the tyranny of dead men, legislating on a state In the sequel of these pages I propose to
of things, of which no conception had ever
_resented itself to theii minds, is antong the * Liv. Dec..L lib. 9._Plim _qat. Hi_t. lib. &
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myself, in the distribution of the parts, to the true meaning and spirit of the articles of
pursue the following order :-- union.

Part I. The proposed plan, as delineated " 2. That it will greatly conduce to the
in the resolutions, exaialned, -- i. e. con- better administration of justice in the Court
fronted with the ends of justice. Title used of Session, and will be for the evident utility
for shortness, Proposlta. of Scotland, that the said court, instead of"

Part It. Indication of a few of the most sittingin one collective bodyoffitteenjudges,
prominent abuses, and other imperfectwns, shall sit in such number of separate chambers
observed on the face of the existing system ; as may be found most convenient ; and that
being such as appeared capable of being re- the Lords sitting in such chmnbers raspec-
medied without any material change in its tively, shall exercise the same function% and
technical character, but are not noticed in shall enjoy the same attthority and privileges,
the resolutions--Omhsa, as are now exercised and enjoyed by the

Part III. Outline of a different plan of re- whole Lords sitting together.
form, grounded on the natural _ys_em : tbl- " 3. That in each of the said chambers,
lowed by observations, designed to operate one of the judges belonging to such chambers
in support of it, and an md_cation of certain shall preside, such presiding judge to be ap-
au.cilia_?! meus;ir_.% designed principally to pointed by his Majesty to the said office,
promote the efficiency of the natural system, during good behaviour.
as above applied, but not altogether inappli- '" 4. That causes coming in the first in.
cable to the existing system, in it._ present stance into court as Inner-house causes, may
technleal state. Title, used for shortness, and be brought befbre any one of the chambers,
for the mere purp¢*se of reference, casting It- at the choice of the party instituting the suit;
self upon your Lord,hip's indulgence, for its and that causes coming into the Outer-house,
unintentionally dictatorial garb, Facienda.* before any one of the Ordinary Lords of Ses-

sion, and there decided, may be removed by
reclaiming petition, or otherwise, into that

LETTER II. chamber only of which such Lord Ordinary
PROPOS:ED DIVISION OF THE COURT OF shall be a member."

s_sslo._. Substance of the proposed arrangements
as follows :-- The existing court divided into

Tnr: explanations in my fi)rmer letter tmlng several chambers, number not yet fixed, eaeh
premi-ed, I proceed to _ubmit to your Lord- possessing the authority of the whole;--pre-
ship in detail my remarks on the plan, as sident in each, not removable at pleasure;--
delineated in the seventeen resolutions passed plaintiff to chvose his chamber.
in the House of Lords. So far, so good, my Lord. --'Reasons un-

In the present letter, I propose to consider controvertible--
in one group, the four first, the subfict of 1. Benefit of dispatch---Degree of dispatch
which lathe division of the one existing Court increasing in certain respects _ath the hum-
of Session into severalcoarts---andthe object, bee of the chambers.
the providing at any rate a remedy against de- In how many diffcrent wav.-_delay increases
lay; and perhaps an additional remedy against with the number of judges'-- at least when
misdecisiou, in so far as thcse mischiet_ may they are understood to lie all under an equal
respectively have the multiplicity of judges obligation to take an efficient part -- (for
for their eause. I repeat the resolutions here, your Lordships, with respect be it spoken,
to save the trouble of reference : -- know how to make thete things easy to you)

" RESOLVED,-- I. That it appears to this it were almost superfluous to inquire.
committee, that the increase of manufactures, Time for settling the opinion of each--
extension of trade, improvements of agricul- thence of the slowest and most accomplished
tare, and consequent multiplication of trans- in the science of dubitation: for in a court,
actions, have varied the nature, and greatly as in a convoy, the pace of the whole is re-
increased the number of suits brought before gulated by that of the slowest vessel. Think
the courts of law iu Scotland, and thence by of , my Lord : and ff the whole world
appeal into this house; could furnish them, conceive fifteen s.

" And that it has therefore become neces- Decorum forbids, notoriety renders unneces-
sary that some alterations should be made in sary, the fiiling up of these blanks.-- Time
the establishment of the courts of taw in that spent in discussions -- in bolting out miscon-
part of the united kingdom, adhering as much ceptions, and clearing them up, not to speak
as possible to the forms and p_hucipies of the [ of wanderings, andin supportingopposite opt-
laws of Scotland, and maintaining invariably nlor_s. This, even where everything is purity,

_ _ and _onafides. But should a mat_fide suitor
* The design seems not to have been fnl- have need of delay, and a single judge out

lowed out farther than to tim extent of exhausting of the fifteen be disposed to give it him, then
Part I. leqd¢Letter Y. p. 47.-- Ed. what end of doubts aml misgivings, and new
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= pcmt*_art_d, m_l_ljournments? Bat, my verypartieular_rtottr_deherelnqu__tton, ::i:f_
Lord, I am trespassing all this while upon the g'vest law-pattnership_the competition S

your Lord_ip's time, and, like the fat man so neatly resembling that between the two _f_
in tim erowd, con_tuting the very nuisance shops kept by the same cabinetmaker, one
I am denouncing. _ I ¢onelade. Benefit of in the city, the other in BomLstreet _ the
di_tch produced: --Ends of)_sticeserved, process for extracting the true value of this r_x
the eo//atem/ ends _ prevention of super- branch of the benefit d_es not appear q_"ce
fluous delay, vexation and expense, so simple. In some instances, indeed, I think =

2. Benefit of economy: _ saving of delay I see a positive value. Bat in others, ff my
and expense, by expense of printing struck calculation be correct, the value of it is what ":_"
off:--viz, printing pleadings: for, to the the value of z is so apt to be, neftative. Think, "__
abuse made in this way in England and else- my Lord, of the competition between B. IL _
where of the art of writing, in Scotland they and C. B. and the fruit of it-- imprisonment
have found means to add the abuse of print- for debt on means process ; upon the me- "_
int. Yes, law-presses broken up : at least if chanic_a]principle above explained, the judge
the number of chmnbers (as your Lordship taking care to see neither patty, and to know
has been stated as inclining to propose) be as nothing about the matter, for fear of being
great as tl_ree. Three chambers give five obliged to stop a man in his way to jail, and
judges to a chamber : only one more than so losing his profit upon the jail, besides so
iu our Westminster-Hall common law courts much time, and so many other of his fees.
at present; not one more than we had in On this part of the problem, therefore, the
them in former times : no printing of plead- calculation being somewhat intricate, and
ings ia England, nor the want. of it ever felt running up into the higher algebra, I _ill not
or imagined, attempt to trespass on the time of Cmsat with

But, my Lord, I am running wild again, so long a sermon• Agreed about the measure,
and outstripping your learned Reformer in I see no practical use in rummaging among
the career of reformation. For, upon look- the reasons for points of difference. But,
ing once more, I find this economy is my own should any occasion present itself, in which
imaghmtion all the while, not his proposition, the benefit looked for from this source should
The printing trade he has indeed noticed, but be proposed, in opposition, and in the cha-
fer what purpose ?-- for the purpose of en- raster of a substitute, to any arrangement,
eouraging it, not cramping it. For in reso- promising benefits, to my view of a less
lution the 12th, for the use of the proposed equivocal and more substantial texture, then
new court of appeal at Edinburgh, printing would be the time for weighing the value of
is enacted : nowhere is it repealed, this part of the acknowledged benefit in die-

S. Benefit of competition : viz as between mond scales. Such as they are, I have a pair
chamber and chamber, among all these cham- for the purpose, and they are at your Lord-
hers. Ends of justice served, all together, ship's command at any time.
collsterg anddireet. Saving of delay, vexa- But, my Lord, as in some companies the
tion, and expense ; seeurity against misdecl- more the merrier, so in all competitions, the
sion likewise. _ Oh my Lord! how straight more the brisker. Setting down this benefit
and how pleasant, wt eu once a man has learnt at whatever it may be worth, this and the
to travel in them, are the ways of justice [ _st together (I mean dtspatch,) from three,

On the field here in question, in the be- do they not bring us on tofifleen f
netlt of competition, my eyes, weak as they But at number 15, or before, if any ins-
are, have served me for distinguishing two quality of numbers be admitted, eomessingle.
branches. One consists in the multiplica- seated judicature, and with Jt a new, and in
tionofthe shops, and the choice given to the my view, ia comparison of either, I must
customer, that is, to the p"laintiff,as between confess, a still more important benefit ; viz.
shop and shop : the plaintiff, if he is bona fide individual responsibiBty.

if his wishes ate honest, as, in the ordinary A board, my Lord, is a screen. The
state of things those of the plaintiff ate, for lustre of good desert is obscured by it; ill-
bi_ own sake picking mit the best. So far as desert, _linking behind, eludes the eye of
this branch of the benefit is concerned, to be censure : wrong is covered by it with a pre-
sgthfied of the reality, mid at the same time sumptlon of right, stronger and stronger in
to understand the value of it, I see no need proportion to the number of the folds : and, _
to look further, my Lord, than to Cocker's each member having his eirele of partial
Arithmetic. friends, wrong, in proportion again to the

The other branch of the _enefit consists number, multiplies its protectors.
in the inguenco of this multiplicity on the Of the several branches of the public set',
disposition and conduct of the dealers. In vice, I would not positively undertake to say
ordinary trades_ in trades not subject to a that judicature is, without exception, the one

o1_, the nature and efficacy of this in which the advantages of individual respon-
ewise is dear enough. But in the eibility operate in the strongest foree_, b_

VoL V. B
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where thi_ force is at its h-ast dimension, it t advantage in respect ofjudioa_ure is of itself
can never be too inconsiderable for regard. | capable of accotmting, remains certain : and

Other departments, for aught I know, ] thus much may at any rate be inferred, that,
there may be---the treasur_., for example--in ] from this soy-often-repeated experiment, no
which, emu!ation finding no place, and the _ indications were ever afforded, sufliclen_ to
scene lying necessarily in a closet, board me- I produce a tendency anywhere to call, in that
nagement may upon t]ae whole be preferable. I instance, for the permanent substitution of

In Lord Coke's time, the treasure being in a _ treble-seated, or in any other degree many-
single band, and that armed with a staff, Lord _seated, to single-seated judicatore. Of any
Coke finds a use for the staff: and says it is t sueh tendency. [, for my own part at least,
for keeping off sturdy beggars. But, um|er I never met with any traee.

thesoftermanne,'sofmode_ntimes, thescreen But, without crossing the Tweed, the
mav be found, for aught I know, (but your _home-bought stock of experience might, in
lor_lship knows exactly) the more convenient ! Scotland, one should have thought, have at-
implement. Imagine a commander-in-chief l forded indications sufficiently conclusive in
stalking in to the treasury, in full costume _ favour of the proposition, that no superior
coat. of mail and helmet -- crying out. Your prospect of advantage to justice is held out
rt_oney,oryourplaee! Coming to elosequar- bymany-seated, in comparison ofsingie-_e_ted
ters, a Lord Treasurer might find the staff judicature.
break, sooner than the helmet : -- but the Eight-and.twenty sheriff's courts, l_ext in
screen might have its uses, -- But, my Lord, authority to the Court of Session, and in the
what has all this to do with law and justice ? aggregate covering the whole extent of the

" Oh but, sir, this is all theory."-- Well kiugdom, all single-seated courts. Even in
then, my Lord, let us refer the matter to the Court of Session itself, everything, with-
experience, out any limitation worth adverting to, comes

tn Westminster Hall, two courts of Equity: in the first instance under single-seated judi-
_one, the Exchequer, with four judges in it : cature : and what advantage has been derived,
the other the Cimncery, with but one. Thus or so much as been thought to be derived,
to outside appearance ; but in fact the Chart- from the transference to many.seated judi-
eery includes two courts : sometimes both on cature, let experience testify. On this he_l,
a level, sometimes one above the other: us whatever has been done, has been done in
theplainti.]]'sattorneythial_sfit to place them : the way of reduction :--I speak of the rid-
in the one the Chancellor: in the other the dance made of the Lords Extraordinary in
Master of the Rolls. Now should this. my George the First's time.
Lord---shouht it, in your I,ordship's opinion, In Edinburgh itself; close under the eye
be among the "secrets worth knowing ?" Call of the same publie that calls so loudly for
(for your Lordship has power) call for the the decomposition of the many-seated court,
number of quits instituted in a year in each there exists one of these single-seated therii_s
of the three respective courts. Mean time, courts. No call has ever been made for the
one thing I can take upon me to certify to substitution of complication to simplicity in
your Lordship-- 1 who have no power-- viz. this instance : and how should this be, if any
that, of the two single-seated courts, the one inconvenience were felt for want of it,
which has fewest causes, has more by a great Ever since the Union, indeed--almo_t_hese
many -- and not only now has, but ahvays hundred years--Scotland, as well as England,
had _ (and I speak of those suits alone, in has had a court of Exchequer ; in England,
relation to which the competence stands on a four-seated court ; in Scotland a five-seat-
an equal footing) more, by a great many, than ed : t--and of this experiment, too, as far as
the many-seated court, it goes, the result is in favour of simplicity.

In the English court of Chancery, the Compared with the fifteen-seated court, ge-
authority has from time to time been vested nerat suffrage appears t_ be in its favour:
in three judges, under the name of Corarais- for no complaints against it have ever been
aioners of the Great Seal. But, so often as heard, and now a slice of jurisdiction (I
this treble-seated tribunal has been set tip, mean that which regards the teind_, AngEleS.
so often has it been recognised as no better tithes) is proposed to be cut off from the
than a makeshift ; and still the many-seated many-seated court, and given to the few-
_aasgiven place to single-seated judicature, seated one. Many-seated, to be sure, it is,

So miscellaneous arc the fimcfions of the m comparison of the single-seated courts.
Lord Chancellor, that, to the maintaining of
this constant recurrence to simplicity, other . • By 2 & 3 Will. IV. ¢ 54 (23d June 1_,)
considerations may have lent their influence, the court of Exchequer in Scotland mm pro.
besides that of its subser_dencv to the ends spectively abolished_ the duties, o_ the deathc_t

resignation of any of the judges_ being appeimed
_f justice. But from this surmise of other to. be performed by thtme remaining, _ _r
possible concurrent causes, no clear inference .the neath or resignation of the last remaining
can be deduced: the effect, for which the judge, by ajudge of the Court of Set_isru--_&
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Bat thls Fro_es nothing against simplicity: this case there would be no harm done. The
tot in Scotch Exchequer judicature, there judge whose learned leisuce remained thus
h_ been no tingle-seated court to try against undisturbed, would be virtually in the condi-
the many*seated one, a_ there has been, and tion of one to whom his salary is continued
is, in English equity, in the character of a pension of retreat :--and
Theresreindeedthefourteensingle-seatedto formaa anomaly,notaltogetherdevoidof

courts,witha Lord Ordinaryin each: but curiosity,inthemtturalhistoryof pensions,
suchisthemode ofbeingofthesecourta-- herewould be so many of thesearticlesof
sometimesdetachedfrom the fifteen-seatedexpenditure,the proprietyof whichwould
court,sometimesabsorbedintoit--thatthe lhlditselfattestedby universalsuffrage.
distinetnes_neeessary for comparison is not Another thing :--Two additional manly-
there to be found, seated courts require each a president : and

Out of five causes brought before the Lord the Scotch as well as English of president is,
Ordinary, he does not, it is said, pronounce a if my dictionary inform me right, additional
deeisaou on more than one : the rum' others salary. This additional salary, your Lord-
being, for mere want of time, handed np by ship, in your quality of presiding guardian
him to the Inner Itouse, betbre an), consider- of the public purse, would find a delight in
able portion of his labour has been expended saving : besides the correspondent burthen of
upon them. patrouage, which, by right honourable persons

At its institution, anno 1532, why was the in your Lordship's high and highly raspon-
court so crowded as we see it "_ Beeat_e sible station, has always been felt to gravitate
France was the model for everything, mad with so severe a pressure. But a tingle judge
in France, judicature was thus crowded. In would no more admit a president, than, after
France, how came judicature to be thus a critical examination, the largest elephant in
crowded ? Becau_ the sale of the seats was the world was found to admit of either a
an object of finance. From this sinister in- superior, or a rival, in himself.
terest came the custom : frmn the custom, I dwell on this topic the more distinctly,
the prejudice: and that prejudice so strong, because in the suc'cedaneous or supplemental
that it became a sort of axiom -- that if in plan, which I propose to myself the honour
auy instance the ends of judicature failed of of submitting to your Lordship among my
being fulfilled, it was for want of a sufficiently Faeienda, additional _ "laries are so unhappily
great multitude of judges. We have a book and inevitably abundant : I mean for the ex-
my Lord, on this subject, by Condorcet : a isting local judges, to draw them off from the
quarto volume with 460 well-filled pages in service of the technical Mammon, and pur-
it : all algebra, all demonstration ; and this chase the whole of their time, for the ser_dee
axiom (preface, p. 24) a basis of it. and benefit of justice : provincial judges,

Sieyes, in one of his plans_ improved upon obscure but useful drudges _28 (if I do not
this: and, to combine learning with popula- miscount ) in number-- who, from so high an :
rity, and compose a substitute for reason out observatory as your Lordship's, being too tier
of two blind prejudices, he set up in every distant to be viewed without a telescope,
little town, down to I forget what degree of such as your Lordship's learned assistant has
minuteness, a jury-bor stuffed with lawyers: not presented you with, found no one to
but, t_ feed this receptacle, and keep it con- endeavour to bring them under your Lord-
stantly filled, after the requisite allowance ship's notice, but a drudge still obscurer than
for rotations, and radiations, mad challenges, themselves.
the quantity of learning (not to speak of But to return from this digression. If
probity) with which he proposed to enrich England be so fit a model fur Scotkand, in
the territory of the republic, and by what respect of multiplication of juries, why not
means the learning itself was to find the in respect of reduction of judges, and redan-
necessary pabulum, must be left for imagina- tion, or rather avoidance of increase, of _.-
t-ion to conceive, laries ?

Now then, my Lord, supposing that, by The argument might be pushed further, by
the evidence of experience, or, in a word, observing, that in the many-scared courts,
by evidance of all sorts put together, single- almost the whole of the efficient and honest
seated judicature were proved to stand no _art of the business-- I mean the conduct of
h_her than upon a par with many-seated the trlal_is performed by tingle judges ;-
judicature, would not its title to preference that, of the business done in fall court, by
be complete ? ,, 1l ne fautpas multiplier les far the greater part is made bus_ness, business
e'tees sans _cessit_,'" says a good French pro- that, had the ends of justice been the ends
verb : Is not this, my Lord, among the eases of judicature, would never Lave come to be
that fat1 within it ? done: and that. out of every three of the four

If, in guch a multitude of shops, there judges, the best that can at any timebe said,
should chance to be here and there one that and more than can at all times be said, iw
ahodd find itself without customers, even in that they do no harm.
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Take a man o£ commanding eloquence and the Welsh courts, each of t]lem serving, up_m
elmraeter (such, for instance, as Lord Marts- occasion, to prevent the other from doing
ftetd was); give him conceits (such as Lord anything: a result that has now and then
Mausfield was said to have had) of putting manifested itself in the other courts having
himself in the place of King. Lords, and seats, as above, in even numbers.
Commons, and then see whether there may 4. Moreover, if number three were regarded
not be a convenience to such a chief, in having as possessing any properties peculiar to itself
for his supporters a train of ever-obsequious --number three, though unsanctioned by any
puisne judgos. Then comes Sir James Bur- particular precedent that I know of (unless
row's triumphant unaniulity,--an unanimity the three seats occasionally substituted, in
not so flagStious indeed, but in other respects the character of a temporary makeshift, to
not much dissimilar, to the unanimity so regu- the higher single seat in the court of Chan-
larly, and with so little expense, in addi- tory, be considered m that light) might find
tion to that of perjury, produced by torture, its exemplification along with any two of the
among juries, numbers already mentioned.

To speak plainly, my Lord, I really see In each case, there would still be learned
'but two reasons, if reasons they are to be materials enough left for courts more than

called, for the putting of so many judges in [ one, with single seats in them: and foras-
each chamber :--one is, that there is a stock I much as a course of experimental judicature
of lounged materials that sem_qlow or other is intended to be delivered, it were a pity
must be disposed of: the other is, that here that, if the joint evidence of theory and ex-
are so many situations, which may be con- perience in favour of single-seated judicature
tinued without complaint, bec_ause they exist be uot accepted as conclusive, the experiment
already, and which it would be so delightful should not be diversified under as many forms
for a multitude of learned persons to look up as it is _usceptibte of.
to, and for some one learned person to have, Thinking three degrees of jurisdiction,
as at present, the disposal of. whereof two of appeal, numerous enough ;_

As to the first reason, I feel what is due sheriff's courts and others in the provincial
to public decormn, combined with individual towns, metropolitan courts in Edinburgl',
sensibilities. But, amidst such a number of with coneurrentjurisdiction as proposed, and
persons at such a time of life, if there are not House of Lords in the imperial motropatis
already, in the nature of things there cannot (one more than in ordinary cases we have in
but soon be several, to whom repose wouhl England) quite sufficient ;---the existir_ In-
be more ae,.'eptaide than labour, especially nerHouse, thesefore, atthebestasuperfluity;
labour so unremitted as theirs is universally which, in de.qrees qfjnrisdtction, each swarm°
_escribed to be: and, without insisting on ing with delays, vexations, and expenses, is
/aeirbeing killed q_; at may rate the supernu- as much as to say a nuisance -- your Lordship

meraries may be suffered to d_e off. sees already what my conceptions cannot hut
As to the other reason, unibrtunatcly it is be, of the proposed 5th degree of jurisdintion

nc¢ the less persuasive, for being incapable of -- the chamber qf review.
being avowed : and to this, 1 must confess, I But of this hi its place : after which, and
have no better reply to make, than what is after I have humbly represented to your Lord-
contained in that project of my own, for ship what representations are, I propose to
improving the condition, mid increasing the myself (I believe _t will be in the Ora/ssa) to
dignity and utility, of the provincial Sher_lf_s submit to your Lordship by how many pohlts
Courts. the existing Inner House always has been,

If what has been said in behalf of indivi- and, in whatever number of chambers it were
dual responsibility mid single-seated judica- to come to be divided, still would be worse
ture, should not yet be found conclusive, than useless.
materials arc not wantiltg for ulterior and di- Meantime, at the hare idea of such a dis-
versified appeals to experience ; none of them solution, I see their whole Lordships up in
without a precedent already in existenee--all arms. Actually existing Inner House, three
of them without addition to expense, projected Inner Houses-- all vanished | No

1. In one court, five learned lords, as in houses left but Out-houses .'- each learned
the e.xL_ting court of Exchequer --the court lord reduced to the condition of a mere Lord
whieh, in respect of the number of the seats, Ordinary ! the Lord President left with no-
seems to have been taken as the model for body to preside over but himsetfl the two
the three proposed chambers, bonuses, the use and function of which was,

2. In another eourt,.fbur learned lords, as to produce, on the part of the two leaders
in each of the three common-law courts in among their learned lordships, a conviction
Westminster Hall. of the utility of the plan, an utility so tran-

3. In another court--or, in one of the scendent asto outweigh even the mischief of
above, instead of the number above proposed, innovation _ thase two all.composi_ ano.

learned lords, neither more nor tess, as in dynes both gone !
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So redundantisthe population of theInner In our splritua] courts, the same learned
House found to be, when onoe any principle person is found, I have heard it remarked, to
o_"reason or experience comes to be applied act alternately the part of judge and advocate,
to it--so large the proportion of the mass coming upon the theatre of justice sometimes
that runs into seor/_, when once put into this in the one eharaeter, sometimes in the other,
test--so raging the disease, so urgent the with the most amiable condescension, and
pressure, that even Mr. Malthus, with his in- with that facility and promptitude which is
flexibility, and his bitter remedy, might find acquired by practice. But that, on that or
himself at a loss to cope with it. Submitting any other theatre of justice, any such eus-
mine, I submit it rather for illustration, than tom has ever prevailed, as that eta judge ad
for any serious hope of seeing it carried into q_em descending and coming on in the eharae-
prae_iee. To give reception to it, the interest tee of a judge d quo, is more than I recollect
_f suitors wouhl be to be preferred to the an instance of: especially where the descent
e_nourpropre of so many judges: the whole has not been occasional, alternating with re-
interest of 1,500,0(ed unlearned, to that dell- ascent, but permanent m_d definitive.
eate and tender part of the interest of fifteen The misfort nne is--it is impossible fo
pre-eminently learned persons : the ends of disguise it-- that, not only on the exist.
justice to the ends of judicature:--_nd, in ing plan, but on my plan, jurisdiction in the
Scotland in particular, not to speak of other first instance is sheriff-depute's [substitute's]
countries, was ever any such preference, to work; and. while any one of their lordships
any extent worth speaking of, so completely had appellate-juri_dwtion work to do, and
without a precedent ? that alone, to expect that any other of their

As to the persuading a le:_rned lord to sit equally learned lordships should set his hand
in a court, in which he would be sole judge, to sheriff-depute's [substitute's7 work, would
instead of sitting in a court of no wider nor be an expectation about as extravagant, as
higher an extent of jurisdiction, in which he that the housekeeper of any of their lordships
would be but one out of five. it is not there, should set her hand to kitchen-maid's work,
if that were all, that I should be apprehensive and undertake to wash the dishes.
of much difficulty. In the mditary department, indeed, how

The misfortune is, that of the jurisdiction often have we not seen, in his_torles at least,
at present exercised by the Court of Session, one general serving as volunteer under tm-
a great part, and, if I apprehend it right, by other, a senior even under a junior? But how
far the greatest, is jurisdiction in the first in- different-- how opposite, or rat her disparate,
stance; so small being the proportion of the in every point--are the two hues of service I
number of causes that receive a decision from In the one, a man hazarding his own life, to
the Lords Ordinary: and the business of the save life and everything to his fellow-sub-
Bill-Chamber, it is to be hoped, not being jeers: in the other, sitting upon a cushion to
sufficient, when added, to place the majority dispose of theirs ; not forgetting to secure a
on that side. few pickings out of their fortunes to his own

At present, the population of this upper f use. Honour the endowment of the soldier,
stOry of the College of Justice, with the ex- learning that of the man of law. Are south
ception of the Lord President, standing, the and north more opposite than honour and
whole of it, upon one level, here would be a ; law-learning- law-learning, with falsehood

_meessitv for disturbing the equilibrium, and I for the basis of it?fixing it'on two different levels, dividing it This, then, beir_ghopeless_and whatever
between an upper and an under sclwol: and i else may savour of sell-denial, or sacrifice
_ere it is not, as in the ease of the two of personal profit or vulgar pride, t_ _ublie
additional proposed chambers, in which two good, or to more refined and suhtimateU _ride,
learned persons are to gain, each a remove, : from members of a body so placed, and so
their fellows remaining as they were ; but a habituated, alike hopeless-- (your Lorddkip
sort ofturnlng down or degradation would he will comprehend without difficulty with how
to he effeeted, of those who at present do much greater satisfaction I should see an_"

oper as well as under-school exercise, some such conception confuted than confirmed)
ing abased, and confined to under-school it remains, that, for doing sheriff's work, we

exercise alone, seeing their fellows at the should be reduced to men as yet unlorded_
same time exalted, and set for ever above to men upon uo higher a level than that of
such inferior exercise, sheriffs-depute [substitute.]

Here, then, would be the rub. In some Yet a time there was _ and that at
schools, where a pill of the hitter kind has great distance -- at which a Curtius of this
been to be swallowed, lotshave been east to stamp might not improbably have been to be
know to what part out of the whole number found. There lived an honest man once, ever
R shall be administered. But that has been among their learned lordships, whom the_
pr_4_ delictum; which takes it out of the called Swinton_Lord Swinton _the secret
prese_ ease and unfits it for a precedent, whom, on a pilgrimage made by him to EnS_
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land _llke that of Herodotus to Egypt, or Let any number of courts be set to pro-
the fabled one of Anaeharsis to Greece--to eeed in the way of natural procedm'e. L_t
England, as to the seat of more antique and any other number (for shortness, let us speak
mysterious learning, Judge Bulter, perceiving as i£ in each ease there were but one) be left
in the man a sort of an excrescence li_keyour to proceed in the way of tecJ_aical procedure,
love of justice, and looking upon him for it as aecor_ling to the existing practice.
an oddity, a species of Howm'd, like a man Such being the experiment, now as to the
with two thumbs, or a calf with five legs, result. The result will be, my I,ord, a se-
took upon himself to quizz : telling of him paration of plaintiffs into two groupes--
a good story, which I choose rather to leave aYon_fide plaintiffs -- every one of them,
for a Bulleriana, or Kt_tq's.Benchiana, than without exception, will go to the court of ha.
to entertain your Lordship with it. turalproeedure.

In this man, jndgdng of him from his pare- Mat4 fide plaintiffs _ every one of them,
phlet, whieh perhaps your Lordship may have without exception, will go to the court of
seen, and which is all 1 have to judge him teehnicalproeedure.
from, except the small-debt act, for which, if Every one of them --that is, if there be
it be his, as it is said to he, thousands and any :_if, with his umtives upon his iorebead,
tens of thousands, born and unborn, are bound any lawyer -- advoeJate, writer to the signet,
to bless his name--in this man I should have agent -- whatever be his nature, or his name
expected to find a sort of Scrub, a judge-of -- should be to be found, hardy enough to
all-work, ready to serve justice in any capa- lend himself to a procedure, of which, where
city in which he eoald be made useful to her ; there is any other to be had, the oppresaion
and (like another honest man far beneath of the detkndant will be the sole object, as
him, whom, tbr different odd jobs, I may, in well as manifest result.
the course of these letters, have occasion to To the e_urt o4"natural procedure will be-
present to your Lordship's notice) without take himself every man who, wishing to have
aeratehing his head for something to drink, his due with as little delay, vexation, and ex-
or calling for increase of wages, pease as possible, is content, for the benefit

Not but that-- could the plan of so unqaa- of seeing the obligation of vecaeity imposed
lifted a refi)rmer, as be who thus presumes to upon his adver_ry, to face him before the
obtrude himself upon your Lordship's notice, judge, and take that same obligation upon
present any title to acceptance -- work, and himself.
that ofakind not to be disdained by al_y hand, To the court of technical proeeduee will
wmdd be to be found, for one at least of these betake himself every man who, having a de-
indubitably learned, and stlpposed superfluous mand for the power of imposing upon his
distributors of justice : work, in ':ts nature adversary a quantity of expense and vexatiml,
somewhat different from £heir present oceu- and wanting delay as an instrument for letting
parian, but in dignity not inferior, and with in and laying on the vexation and expense_
an appropriate title. I mean that of inspee- whether it be for the simple purpose of in.
tor-_eneral--say, le,rd inspeetor_ of Scotch flicting torment, or for the purpose of onto-
law : hut of him and his functions, in my pelting, by the terrors of such torment., or the
short _ist offaeienda, inability of enduring it longer, a surrender

Moreover, if another of them would con- of the Naboth's vhmyard, by which hi8 Con-
descend to take l_aflish, and another again cupiscence has been provoked;_hafiag an
Irish judicature under his care, they would effectual demand, I say, for thisjus aoeeadi,
neither of them, I would venture to say, find and being t_ontent to torment himself for the
in either field any want of matter meet for advantage of applying corresponding torment
observation, to his adversary, goes of course to the _anlyo_'-

I have already venttrrt_d to confess to your cina justiclae where jus nc_endi is to be sold.
Lordship, that, under the existing.fee-_ather- As to the court of natural procedure, and
in//system, my expectations from the benefit the destiny that will await tJae _auses ingra-
of competition, so far as concerns one branch duced into it, I can venture to submit an
of that benefit, are far from _anguine. But, estimate, not unworthy of your Lordshlp'a
my Lord, since upon my plan we have so many notice.
pre-eminently learned persons, each of himself A little less than a third, or some other
a court, and in the habit of being one, upon such large proportion of the whole number
our hands, I will venture so much further as of causes, will receive their decision on the
to submit to your Lordship one experiment, first day, and after one appearance on both
which, although there could be Frosort of corn- side_ : _ a little less than anot/ter t/l/rd_ on
petition in it, wmdd be but the more instruc- the next day, the defemlant ba_ag made d_
give. And, in proposing the experi_nent, so fault the first ; but still w/th but one a/z_oear-
bold am I for this once, that without any sort ! anee on each side, or with but one appenrmaee,
of pretension to the gift of prophecy, I will and that on the plaintiff's side :_a lithe
moreover venture to predict the result, than the remaining third, still on the second
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day; though, in this case, by adjournment ;-- orders a set of acts ofsederunt, to which I will
• nd thus with two appearances on each side. not do any such injustice as not to suppo_

I speak from a twenty years' experience, them better than his own, and read ia her
acquired in a court _fconscienee, of which in fair hands his improved book of practice.
another place : and presently your Lordship Should that course of schooling, in the in_
shall see--if not an estimate, an expectation stance of this or that learned tyro, fail, o¢ be

from much higher, indeed from the very found insufficient, let him follow the prece.
highest authority, and still more i_avourable, dent, though not literally, set as above by the

Other suits there doubtless are, to the de- good Lord Swinton. I_t him betake himself
lay and expense of which, as resulting from -- not to ajury-l, ox, as Lord Swinton did_
_ome assi_mble cause or causes of cotaplica- he will not find there exactly what he stands
tion, a table of which is hereto subjoined, even in need of-- but to the nearest Scotch small.
_mdernatural procedure, no such limits as the debt court : -- or it, looking upon a visit to
above, nor even any determinate limits, can any such neighbouring school, as a sort of
be assigned. But these would most assuredly remedy ibr his leprosy, ton near akin toadip
not amount to a tenth part of the whole num- in the river Jordan, he does not, any more than
bet of civil c_uses of all sorts, those included Lord Swinton, grndge crossing the Tweed,
,_rhieh cannot now come, as well as those let him repair to ]3ir_d,.qham, and put him-
which can and do come, under the jurisdie- self under the tuition of Mr. tIutton, whose
finn of the courts of conscience, or say of the amusbtg as well as instructive account of the
,_,all-debt court._, proceedings of the court of conscience there,

Among these suits, there are some in which as carried on under his presidence, is lying
the use of writing, in the first instance, will on the table hetore me ; and who, if aplflied
be necessitated by the circumstance of dis- to by any man in that elevated station, will,
tahoe. But that the exercise of the fits men. I mn certain, not rethse that intbrmation,
tiendi is not necessarily attached to that of which in my obscure and humble station he
the art of writing, is known even to English has granted to me.
equity. For all these extraordi_ary cases (for But. not to impose on every one of their
such they are, in comparison of the bulk of learned lordships the necessity of any of these
causes that would come for justice, if it were wild pilgrimages, there exists (if on a hasty
to be had,) full provision is accordingly made glance I comprehend this part of the carte
in the plan, the outline of which will be sub- du pays right)--there exists in that spacious
mitred to your Lordship in the Faclenda. mansion called the Outer H_)use, including in

But here another difficulty presents itself, itself so many mansions, one h_ which there
After travelling, and so much at their ease, sits a learned lord, called the Lord Ordinary
and through the whole course of the learned on Oaths and I_$taesses. On him is imposed,
part of their lives, in the road that leads to I see, on particular occasions, the degrading
the ends of judicature, their Lordships would fimction of sitting to receive, in theirown pro-
be apt to find themse]ves a little awkward, it per, or rather improper persons, the canaille
may be feared, when set to travel in so new of suitors.* There he finds himself nowand
and strange a road, as tha" which leads by the then obliged--for I believe he finds it ira-
shortest cut to the ends of justice, possible to escape from them altogether -- to

My Lord, t feet the force of the difficulty ; hear them and examine them, and thus to get
hut nothing but absolute necessity shall make !from them the truth, in its native crude and
me regard it as insuperable, impure state, without having it refined, and

Various expedients present themselves :-- double-refined, and treble-refined, by being
There are schools in which grown gentlemen percolated through the lips and pens of corn-
may learn to dance : there are schools in which missioners and commissioners' clerks, and
grown judges might learn to do justice, agents, and writers to the signet, and aden-

Each learned lord has servants : most of cates, and Court-of. Session clerks of so
their learned lordships have or have had cM1- many sorts and sizes. In this ergasterium, if
dren : to whom, in case of any little trans- I understand the m_tter right, it falls to the
gressions or disputes, such as will sometimes lot of each of their lordships (the presiden_
present themselves in all families--to whom, excepted) in his turn to drudge. If, then,
at any rate (I speak of the children,) if not after drawing the truth, or whatever is given
to the servants, he will have been desirous to for truth, in this crude state, and from what°
do, and will accordingly have done, justice, ever sources it is to be had from, and that a$

Each learned lord, or at any rate almost the very outset of the cause, and from both
every learned lord, has or has had a lady, parties at onee, and withottt a syllable pre-
whose learning, let us hope, if she has any, viously written by pl,,_essional lawyers of
bears no resemblance to his own. If in that either side, or atany other time, unless it be
domestic tribunal he has not been in the habit worth while, as the parties and witnesses if
of exercising the _udiclal office himself, or
even if he has, let him put himself under her * BelPs Forms of Deeds, 1st Ed.; _ 179_,
tuition fern while: behold in her rules and 1804_ vi, 107_
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anY. speak, to set down what they say, _if, justie_ below the line, mendacity is neees.
wi_h these little variations, tie can prevail sary above it. The mode of inquiry pursu,_d
aport himself to decide upon the evidence at in the system of procedure, is one thing; the
once, instead of setting it, or something that description of the hands, by or under which
passes for it, to he committed to writing, to the inquiryis conducted, and justieeor some-
be decided upon by some other judge, who has thing that is called justice is admhfistered
heard nobody, seen nobody, and knows no- under that system, is another. Whatsoever
thing about the matter, he will have j udged, repugnancy learned l_fi_s may feel at the idea
under the system of natural procedure, whe- of pursuing, with truth before them, the only
ther he knows it or not, as truly and scien- eourse leading to the discovery of it, the bar
tifically as it ever happened to 3[m_szeur is of their own making: learned feet, could
Jordan to talk prose, they be prevailed on, are no less capable of

Can the utility or the practicability of the pursuing that track than unlearned ones.
natural system admit of doubt ? Let us call So in regard to space and t/me. In the one
authority then to solve it, my Lord, and let us case, there is a straight road of a mile long,
look up at once to the highest in this line :-- and without a turnpike in it : in the other

Even Mr. Hutchinson*-- I should have said ease, you may go to, or at least towards,
his right honourable eorrector uf the press -- t he same place by a road of a hundred miles
(p. xiv.) --the Lord President--speaking iu length--full, accordingly, of turnings and
(p. t16) of the Scotch small-debt courts windings--full, moreover, of quieksands aml
(courts of natural procedure,) admits, that pit-falls, and equally full of turnpikes. In
*he mode of procedure there pursued, parties conducting the traveller, nothbrg obliges the
present, no mendacttT/.licence, is " MUSTEX- conductors to avoid the straight road, and
¢l_LLr:_'r" (pp. 116, 120. 123, 125;) meaning drag him along the crooked one: nor would
for a debt of £5 : --of course tot a debt ot they ever have given themselves any such
£50, if incurred at ten different times. The trouble, had it not been for the turnpikes,
same learned gentlemen are indeed equally the tolls of which are so regularly settled,
clear, that the self-s_me mode of procedure, and the tills in such good kceping:--learned
or at any rate that the self-same courts, are feet, could they be prevailed on, are no less
stark nanght for a debt of .£5 : Is. -- "' It is capable of treading the short road than an-
plain," say they. p. 1_9, "that in _his country learned ones.
the sum could net at present, with propriety, As to our learned author, so long as the
be raised above £5 sterting."f Add a shfllhlg travellers are "lou, peopb;," and unable to
to the £5, thereupon comes the necessity of a pay turnpikes, he is content that they _all
determination on the part of the judge never be let into the one-mile road, where there
to set eyes on the parties, coupled with a de- are no tunlpikes. But, as everything that
termination to read or pretend to have read begins must begin somewhere, his e_lculatiou
lawyers' scribble, heaped together in vohunes, is--that where the value of the article to be
printed with the benefit of the mendacity- travelled in quest oi; begins to rise above £.5,
licence. As to the distinction itself, nothing there begins the influx of your respectable
can be clearer : hut as to any g_ound for it, sort of people, who are able to pay the turn-
relation being had to the ends of justice, pikes. Then accordingly comes the time for
nothing of this sort is attempted to be given, shutting up the bowling-green one-mile road.
nor ever will, _he ta._k being upon the face of which i_,without turnpikes, and opening the
it an impossible one. bone-setting or bone-breaking hundred-mile

In vain would it be to say, when you get road, crowded all the way with turnpikes.
above .£5, learning is necessary, and learning " It is not," says he, p. 137, "without same
i_ not to be found unmng non-lawyers, the very good reason ass(qned, that the court is to
noblemen and gentlemen, who sit and act as be delayed from one day to another, but each
justices of peace in these small-debt eourts, day's roll ought to be determined, if possible,
This being admitted-- (not that the con- at one sederunt: as the loss of time, besides
nexion between height of value and demand the injury to the community, is a very se-
.for learning has place in so many as a fifth ¢ious evil to persons in the lower ranks of life,
part even of the causes alwve that value)- .for whose benefit this act was principally i_
this however being admitted, still the ground tended."
would be never the stronger: draw the boun- Every day, every mile, beyond the first,
dary line where you will, still it would remain is grudged (your Lordship sees) by the hums-
to be proved, that while truth is sufficient to nity and justice of these learned gentlemen,

where the persons detained are low people,
• Hitehimmn's Justice of Peace, 1 Ed. ; Ed. out of whom noting, or at least nothing

1806. worth stooping for, is to be got, and the per-
"1"By t0 Geo. IV. e. 55 (repealed by 1 Vic- sons detaining, are unlearned people, bywhomsofia, r_41, which consolidated the taw on the

subject,) jurisdiction was given to sheriffs to de- nothing is ever got, and for whom nothingia
_ide summarily in debts not exceeding J_'8: _ : 8, intended. But no sooner do your respectable
vi_ £I00 Scots.) -- E& people e_me up _ bang goc_ the gate of th¢
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one-mile ro_ in _heir faces, and they find tween j_stlce and llber_ is in_md'_d: a _eee
themselvesthrust intothe hundred-mile road of sophistry, which, _.hetberin _ orno.

with more propriety l might have called it may be set down as bei_, in tendency, ¢me
he ,500, or I000 mile road.)whilehumanity of the most mischievous that wit was ever

and justice are as fast asleep as ever L_ndon employed in varnishing ; and which, before
watchnmn was at his stand. In the one I close this address, I feet myself atrongty
ease, not a single day's delay will learned tempted to strip of its varnish, that lawyera

gentlemen endure to hear of, "without some in general, mtd espeeitdly _wyers to whose
vet 9 good reason assigned :" _ in the other authority height gives weight, may, by shame,
case, days of delay by hundreds, not to say andfearof publleindigrmtion, fmdthemsetve_
by thoumnds, insisted for, mtd not an attempt estopped from using it.
to assign so much as the shadow of a reason. Four - and - twenty thousand six hundi_l

But _emo dat tined non tmbet, causes in little more than eight years, making
Thus it is. that, till that explanation shall 3,075 causes in a year, is the number stated

come, of which your Lordship will judge whe- by the Mr. Hutchinson and his right honour-
ther it can ever eome, your Lordship has not able collaborator (i. 144,) as determined in
only reasoning, which (being my reasoning, one alone of two small-debt courts "in the
and without any intrinsic authority for its Edinburgh districts alone of the county of

stlppot_,) is worth so little, but authority, Edinburgh, exclusive of the two other corm.
which (including, as it does, the authority of try districts : "-- population 82,500, as per
the right honourable president,)is beyond all returns printed by the House of Commotm;
price, for being persuaded, that the natural viz. if my conception of the districts metmt
system of procedure is "most excellent," and to he designated by him be right, of which I
even for causes of all sorts and sizes : at any can form no assurance ; but, take it in troy
rate, if administered with the benefit of that way, to the purpose of the conclusion, there
_carning, which, if properly commissioned, will be little difference:_

nothing but its own diffidence, (shall I say ?) Number of causes of the same deseriptintt
at any rate its own reluctance, can prevent afforded by the whole population of Scot-
from administering justice in this " most ex- land, setting down at 0 the causes deter-
cellent'" mode, in which unlearned gentlemen mined by the other Edinburgh small_leht
administer it without diffieuhy, and so much court, but supposing the whole population
to the satisfaction of their |earned superor- of Scot "]mtd equally fertile in suits _9,540
dinates. Nmnhers of " new causes introduced

Their satisfaction--yes, my Lord, and their per week into the Court of Sea-
delight. For it would do your Lordshi f, good

sion," (as per Edinburgh Review,
to turn to Mr. Hutchinson's book, and see January 1807, p. 469) "about 150
with what. energy these learned persons, over or 200," (say then) - - - 17_
and over again, plead the cause of Natural Maklng, peryear, supposkng260fthese
Procedure, as personified in these small-debt weeks in a year (vacation times ex-
courts, always supposing that at the exact

sum of £3 she makes a full stop : by how ' cluded,) - 4,330
rich a fund of virtue, in the shape of candour, Now then, my Lord, if the mode of pro-
disinterestedness, devotion to the laws, love I eedure pronounced "most excellent," by that
of justice, and 1 know not how many other ! right honourable and most competent judge,
shapes, all that eloquence has been fed. But, I be not to his belief most exeenent, how eaa
until that explanation shall come, which can ] he justify himself (ask him, my Lord) in vet-
never come, it may be worth your Lordship's tilting it to be most exeeUent in these 59,540
while to consider, lest the force of such high eases ? But if it be so excellent (always saving
attthority should act in a wrong direction, and reserving to him the benefit of that di_-
whether necessity was not the material of tinetion which will never come,) how can he
which all that virtue was composed, and justify himself in opposing Cube inet_ble and

whether the real object were not (seeing unsurmountable bar to the extension of this
that what was done could not be undone,) to most excellent mode to the 4@ e_t_e_?
stop the unprofitable system from going fur- One observation more, my Lortl, to save
ther; and, for that purpose, upon the strength 1 learned gentlemen the trouble of seeking sup-
of so much virtue, to obtain credit for the in- port in a straw, which would break in their

superability of that inestimable bar, of which hands as soon as touched. In vain would it
no description was given, because it was not be to p!esd in bar tothe.perso_/appear _a_ee.
to be _oun_L of parttes, the vexation it wouto De ltte_

A cirenmstanee which does not tend to I with.
weaken this suspicion, is the care taken to [ 1. The vexation which you grudge not to
bolster_tpthisbar,by the hack epigram,made _impose on 59,640 persons,_ you grt_e

by Montasquieu, and retailedby Blackstone,_ the imposing iton 4,550 ?

in which the idea of incompatibility as be. [ 2. The vexadon which does not prepen-
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dexate mgglnstthe adrantage in so many other n_'T eases. There is the ?ta/f(hst lu_ been
shapes where the value at stake is no more already given : the other half, that remains
than _, shall it preponderate whore the value to be given, consists in an estimate of the
at stake is 10, 100, 1000-times us much ? number of days, minimum, maximum, and me-

3. The vexation which you never grudge diem, which the same individual cause, that
imposing upon a man where the cause he is to ought to be, and commonly is, dispatched in
attend upon is one in which he has no con- a small part of a day, by unlearned judges
eern (I speak of extraneous witnesses,) shall (parties being present at the outset,) would
you grudge the imposing it upon him where be drawn through, in the hands of those
the cause is/_ own _ learned persons over whom he presides :

4. Thus the matter would stand, asbetween be drawn through _ I mean, in the several
_e man in the character of a party, and an- cases of its visiting the let, the 2d, the 3d,
other man in the character ofa witoess. But, and the 4th, of those deyrees ofjurisdictioa,
my Lord, who does not know, that frequently to the number of which, as not beiug yet
the appeaxance of a single man in the charec- sufficient, it is now proposed to add af_0/_.
ter of a party, will save the appearance of nny It is not without pain, believe me, my Lord,
numbo" of men in the character of witnesses _ that I feel myself obliged to come to stw_

5. The vexation attached, under natural pro- close quarters with my learned adversaries,
eedure, to the personal attendance of a party if such they are to be, and to apply a scrutiny
before the jadye, is less than that portion of so rough a texture to a book which corn-
alone, of the vexation attached to technical mends my admiration by so many titles. But,
procedure, which consists in the attendance if I thus treat them as adversaxies, it is for
necessary to be paid to his oum lawyers, the purpose of converting them into allies:

6. Vain and groundless will be seen to be _ and, labouring under such a load of disad*
every use that can be made of the article of vantage, contending against principalities and
vexation, in the character of an objection to against powers, having a great battle to fight,
natural, as opposed to technical procedure, and but one pair of hands, and those very
when it is considered, that of the vexation we_k, to fight it with, prudence _11 not suf-
attached to litigation in general, and in patti- fer me to neglect an advantage so eminent
cuter of the portion attached to attendance and so rare.
of parties, little less than the whole wasJac- Nothing, my Lord, do I impute to these
tltio_s_the produce of the industry ot the two learned persons, or either of them, that
predecessors of learned judges, made by them I do not find myself equally obliged to ira-
in conjunction with one set of their partners, pute as the effect of the original sln of the
viz__za/dfide suitors; who, for the part borne whole race, to all the Inns, whether of Court

them in it, get payment _ plaintiffs, as or Chancery, as weli as to the whole Colleye
ve_ defendants, also as above, besides of Justice.

the benefit of delay :--factitious mischief, Ah, my Lord!--if your Lordship could
made by the rnanngin9 partners on purpose, but prevail on the Lord High Chancellor, or
in order to force men, as they did, injured the Lord Chief-Justice of all England, to
and injurers together, into the hands of an- write u book, or, what comes to the same
other division of the partnership, _ the hire- thing, to give a " regular revisal" to one,

and naturally treacherous assistants and "sheet by sheet, without one exception,"----
substitutes of the parties, to a book, I mean, showing how everything

The effeetwas produced -- partly by swal- isas it should be, and, in pa_iculer, how
lowing up the local judicatures, and thus jury-trial, placed and ordered as it is, is a
enhancing the vexation and expense ofjour- boon so perfect as to "excite astonisl_me_t at
_s ;_partly by encouraging sham excuses the bhndness that can hesitate about accept-
for non-appeazance, called essoiyns, and multi- ance :'--eould your Lordship, by any entre_ty,
plying incidents adinfw_m, and so enhanchlg obtain for England a lecture ex catt_edrdI
the vexation and expense of demurrage; _all correspondent to that which has been so
this in u state of society which afforded net- generously and spontaneously bestowed upon
ther roads, nor carriages, nor lodging-places, Scottand_ah, my Lord, what sport should
not safety anywhere, you then see !

In my first letter, in hanging up the two But to return to my experiment ;_a eom-
eompa_inn-sketches of natural and technical petition, if such it must be called _ not be-
pronedure_ I had occasion to state this; _ twcenjadye and judge, both under the same
and now, to prove it, I call the right hon- system, but between _4stem and system, tecl_
o_rable the Lord President. nieal procedure and natural procedure. Here

But, my Lord, his evidence (your Lordship would be an experiment indeed, my Lord:
s,_"_s)is already ha/f given:_a s/ng/e day, a true experimentum crates. Has your Lord-
viz. & few minutes in that d_y, is all the timo ship nerves for it ? ,'_'_t exper/ment_m" was
he says (as above) that a cause ought to last the favourite dictum of that Chancellor, who,
in general, and setting aside the extraordi- I presume, had his seat in the cabinet of tl_
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day, and who was at once the father of philo- happens where a man is heard _nd examined, _'
mphyandthelegisfatoroflegisiators. "'Fret and cross-examined, in the character of an
e=_erime_ttum'" was the language of Lord extraneous witneas:_and (what inmate,)
CJ_neellor BaCon : would it be the language along with the d_t/aetness you wUt get tr_h:
of Lord Chancellor Erskine ? at least as surely as you could expect to gt_

it from an extraneous witness ;_ that truth • •
which would so ill accord with the interest

LETTER IlL of the learned framer of the resotutioo, mul
• I_ROPOSEDSYSTEMOFPLEADING. his learned purtners, and which necordingty

he does not so much as profess to aim at.
Is the present letter I propose to say what What !-- put an end to wr/tten p/bm_slt
little there seems at present any use in saying _ rob us of our business ? m knock up our
on the little that, on the subject of Plead- profession ? _ substitute Turkish to Svoteh
iags, I find said in resolution the 5th, _ the and English justice ? Whence comes this
resolution which takes that subject for its man ?_ from the Jacobin Club, or from S_.
theme. Luke's ? Loud taughteramonglearoedIoTds

" RESOLVEU,_ 5. That in all causes, and gentlemen :-- but wiI1 Lord GTer_vilie
whether origimdly brought before the Lord join in it ?
Ordinary, or before the Chambers as Inner- The defendant sha//,(says the learned re-
House Causes, the defender shall, in his de- former) be "distinct _ in his '*admissiolm
fence, distinct_ admit or deny all relevant and denials." What ! does it depend upon
facts alleged ia the summons, or other writ him, then, my Lord, to give distinctness to
by which the cause is brought into court." the language of a man l_e never he_s ? Ind,

Further on, my Lord, I observe profession in a word, of every man ? Yes, if he were a
ample, and yet performance scanty : _ but judge, with the defendant before him: _bnt
where what is professed is nothing, what can that is the very thing which no learned lord
be expected of performance ? or gentleman can ever bear to think of. And

Of this profession, the manifestly pro- yet he commands, and, in commanding, un-
fussed object is diminution of factitious delay, dertakcs for, and predicts distinctness. Now
vexation, and expense: viz. in so far as the then, myLord, let us see what ure the chanc_
defendant's share in the process called, in his prediction has of finding itself fulfilled.
English law, pleading, is concerned. As often as the defendant is in mat_ fide,

Now, my Lord, were it really an object to which in the most common sort of cease
do sway, or diminish, the factitious part of (debt) is most commonl]tthe case, it is the
that aggregate mass ofinconvenienee, learned interest of that one of the parties that there
gentlemen would not, could not, be at a loss. shall be no such distinctness: be he in mebt or
Admit, compel even, both porties, in the first in bon_fide, such, at any rate, is the interest
instance, into the presence of the judge: ofhis/awyer: andon these twoitis_bu:t
sendlngthem, however, not fromthe Orkneys in an infinitely greater proportion (taklngthe
to Edinburgh, but from the Orkneys to Kirk- suitors in the aggregate) upon the lawyer,
wall. Scotland has the happiness of possess- that distinctness depends. Now then, as to
ing already a set of local courts, by which the the chance of fulfilment, how stands the natt-
Scot_ metropolitan courts stand divested of tcr at present f No distinctness at present;
the pretence, which the English ones have -- for it is the want of it that is the very
made to themselves, for turning a deaf ear to grievanee to be remedied : _ how as to the
that first principle of justice. Admit them ; future f -- though distinctness is the sole ob-
_but under that security for veracity which jeet, nothing is somuch as proposed for pro-
is never refused, in the case where tempta- meting it in future: _ami yet the learned
tions to the opposSte vice have no existence : reformer, with his prophetic as well as in_
_which is never refused in the case of the putative shall, makes sure of it.
most un_xceptionable extraneous witness :-- The learned gentleman, who has dis_met_
takeaway, inaword, tbemendocity-licence, as hess nt his command, had he begun with
it is already taken away in those civil courts giving it to his own conceptions and expee.
where justice, in all its shapes, is really the rations, might it nut have been of use ?
object--in the English courts of conscience, On neeasions of this sort, my Lord, there
and in the Scotch small-debt courts, is n something, which, without the aid of

Do this, and all " relevant facts" will learning, common senseis pretty much in the
really be either "'.admitted or denied :" and habit of doing, towards securing d/_as
on eseh oecaslon, with whatever " distinct, in respect ofadm/ss/ons and deni_ds: and that
_e_" the ends of justice, i_the opinion of is--whatever, having been asserted onone
the judge, require : if the first word is not side, is not der_ed on the other, to set down
distinct enough, he calls for a second : am] as admitted: and whatsoever, being attempt-
so_on, _ he gets one that he looks upon as ed to be denied, is not denied with suflleient
anequate to the purpose : being exactly what distinctness, to set down that too, upon oee_
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me_ as not deuled but admitted. Such is the recent a date M ltth Augu_ 1787, m the_
practi_e, my Lord ; and that not only where terms: _ '" When the defendant receive_ the
common sense is happy enough to continue summons, he shall therewith return, upon a
lmoppreased by learning, but even in the separate paper, his whole defences, both di-
midst of learning, and in spite of it : --for latory and peremptory, stating the facts he
example, in all reciprocating a_davit-work, _s to insist upon, and explicitly admitting or
not to mention other instances, denyln 9 the several facts set forth in the pur-

Had he gone thus far, and said--Whatso- suer's libeL"
ever relevant facts, being alleged in the To be sure, the tenor is not precisely the
(plaintiff's) summons, &c. are not denied (or same :-- anne 1787, explicitly ; anne 1806,
are not distinctly denied) by the defendant distinctly : -- but whether, in purport, there
in his defence, shall be regarded as admitted be any material variance, your Lordship will
_ by so dolng, something might perhaps have judge.
been done : done, | mean, towards the appe- Now then, my Lord, this law of the Scotch
rently professed object--the abridgment of judges, is it acted upon , or not? If acted
these written pleading, with their _o, mio, upon, your Lordship sees what has come of
and re'rio of delay, vexation, and expense :-- it : if not acted upon, but neglected, what
and this, too, though perhaps not altoge- security does the resolution give _ what se.
ther without cramping, yet certainly without entity is it in the power of the learned author
knocking up, the learned trade, to give --that the neglect will not continue ?

I speak, my Lord, taking the matter upon As to neglect, your Lordship will please to
_he footing d the French chevalier d'indus- observe, that it is no more than has happened
tr/e's position--" Monseigneur , il faut que to many and many a law, of more substantial
je v/re :" and _ettingaside, as surplusage, the texture. For, my Lord, in the Court of Sea-
lieutenant depolice's reply--" Monsieur, J_ sion, the very carpet they tread upon is made
n'en vois pus trop la necessitY." of shreds of' laws, enacted, broken to shivers,

The case is, my Lord -- as, I hope, I may lying one upon another in heaps, unabrogated,
z_ow_ay your Lordship sees -- that, so long unremoved: -- a carpet, than which none was
as written pleadings, especially in the Scotch ever softer, to the foot of a corrupt or partial
ttyle, continue to be received -- without oath judge. But of this among the Om/ssa.
or equivalent security, or faculty of counter- All this while, if by pleadings are to be
irderro_tien_it is the interest of those on understood demand, with particulars and
whom it depends, and it depends on those 9rounds of demand, on one side -- adm/sd_ms
wheze interest its, that there shall be no or deduces, with grounds of defence on the
end to them on either side, nor therefore any other-- think not, my Lord, that if it de.
distinctness in them or truth :_ and it is in pended upon me, written pleadings would be
this state of things that the learned reformer no more. On the contrary, printin9, where
undertakes, by hisfiat, to infuse distinctness properly managed, being a cheaper mode of

all conceptions and all per.-s, writing, great and constant use would be made
My Lord, on this subject there is a sup- of them : though, unfortunately for their re_

position which I really know not how to get ception, upon such terms as would he of little
rid of, and which is_that in presenting to use to pleaders.
_m_.rLordship this his recipe for the cure of But, my Lord, without a body ofsubstan-

stinetness, the learned practitioner must tire law to stand upon, a system of pleading _s
have represented himself as doing something [ a superstructure wit/tout a founda_n. With-
which had not been done before. Never, t out this basis, an edifice fit for any better
surely, could he have said to your Lordship ] purpose than that of a labyrinth, for harpies
_this my nostr_t is one of the powder.of- to burrow and fatten in upon the blood of
posts which the Pharmacopeia Juridien Edin- suitors, is an impossible work :-- on this
burgensis is full of--which we have been basis, foundation and superstrneturetogethec,
mimiaistering every day for these twenty comparatively an easy one : _ but of this in
years, and which has never yet been found to the Facienda.
have any more effect than it was designed to Yes, my Lord : speak the word, and a body
have. No, my Lord ; this eouid never have of law, with a system of pleadi,W raised upon
been his hmguage :-- what he must have said, it, youshall have. C(azyns, title p/under,
is_this is a new preparation, which will shall be taken into the laboratory. It shall

come to be tried for the first t_e, along he thrown into the roasting furnace ; the ar-
_with the other novelties, se_ie, 60 per cent., will fly off'in fume: _it

SUCh was the eharaetor I had of course as- shall be consigned to the cupel; the lea_
_bed to it. Judge, my Lord, of my surprise 30 per cent., wiI1 exude out, sad repose fur

a surprise in which I should expect your everlasting in the powder of dead men's
Lo_dshlp would not be altogether without a bones. The golden button, 10 per eel,
tbare_ when, in rummaging among the Acts shall be gathered up, my Lord, zmd
q_fSederunt, I found a part of one, and of so the most of.
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Oa the present oeeesion, with the benefit nary, or on the clreuit, or presidi_ 5_ _he :'_"

of seeond thought_, I spare your Lord,ship's chambers."* "_
indulgence no Hght load, which, under a first Before 1 proceed upon the learned Re_.

impulse, I had destined for it, about /ssues, reef's plan about jury trial, permit me, my _
gensral and special, summonses in the Scotch Lord, to submit in the first place, and _
style with libels in the belly of them, and Scotland, not England, being the proposed :
Scotchpetitions, and English declarations and scene of action _ without reserve, the use

pleas, and Englishassumpsit, trover, andeject- which, on my plan, would be made of that .=
meat, and Scotch rankin 9 and sa/e : and the seeurlty, in civil suits.
exidtence in Scotland of the equivalent of In the second instance, or degree -- eaU it
English declarations, and the non-existenes new tr/a/, ms being after a former one, though
of the equivalent of English pleas: _ and the before another judicature-- call it appe_ as
original old English Castle of Chicane, and being from the decision pronounced by my
the new wing added to it in Lord Mansfield's single judge, on the trial carried on by sad
time (for in business, addition is as welcome before himselfa|one--I would have u/l_as_
as subtraction is invidious,) to wit, under the so far at least as concerns the question of
name of "particulars," and so forth. How fact, capable of being brought before this
fortunate is it, for one of us at least, that spedes of tribunal : the first trial being, of
the discovered nihility of this part of the course, supposed to have been carried on ia
learned improver's basis, saves me from the the natural mode ; as in the English ¢our_
task of seeking to load it with any such su- of conscience, the Scotch small-debt courts,
perstructure ! the courts in both countries composed of_u_

tices of the peace, acting on cwil oceamona
(as in some instances they do) out of general

LETTER IV. sessions-- and so forth.
PROPOSEDTRIALBY JURY. In the first instance, I would not have amy

civil canoe ever brought before a jury: either
WRITTI_Npleadings, my Lord, with the be- of course, or, as proposed in the resolutioz_,
nefit of the mendacity-licence _the assumed at the instance of a party, or by order oftha
necessary foundation of jury.trial_beiug thus court.
provided for, we come to the superstructure. And now I will submit to your Lordship,

" RESOLVED, _. That if the defendant as shortly as I can, why I would have jury-
shaH, in whole or in part, deny the fasts sta_ed trial in all causes in the second instance, and
by the pursuer, or shall in his defence make at the same tlroe why | would not have it in
any averments, in point of fact, which shall any civil eases, in the first instance : it being
subsequently be denied by the pursuer, the all along understood, and carefully remem-
Court or Lord Ordinary respectively, on the bered, that the deelsiou in the first instance
requisition of either party, or the Court at has been come to in the natural mode.
their own discretion, shall order that theissue I. Trial by a _udge, a single judge, is the
of fact shall be tried by a jory, except in such original, domestic, natural, most simplemode:
cases as it shall be gourd proper to except as such, it ought not to be departed lama
from this rule. without some special reason.

" 7. That when it appeas_ to the chamber, 2. Trial with the addition of a jury has for
or to the Lord Ordinary, ressonable that such its inseparable a_ompaniment more or less
issue so directed shall be tried in that part of additional inconvenience, in the shape of
of the country where the evidence can be delay, vexation, and expense.
most easily obtained, it shall be competent 3. Jury trial, therefore, cannot be sulmer_
to remit the cause to the nearest cireuit, to vlent or reconcilable to the ends of justice,
be there tried by a jury. any further than as it affords an additionds_-

" 8, That whenever, in the inferior courts, carity against misdecision, including, what is_
proofs shall have been allowed, it shall be in equivalent to misdedsion,faitare ofjustice..
the option of either party to apply to the 4. That it is capable of being made to
Court of Session, in order that the issue may a highly valuable security mjoin_ _iom
be tried by a jury, if thecourtshall so think
fit. But if neither party apply for the trial ." Jury-trial in dvil muses was extemied.m
by jury, the c_sc may be decided by the in- F_'otlandin a limited form by&_Oeo. IIL e. _g.(_t May 1815,) ap_intinga Chief_
ferior courts, according to the forms now in and twoP_mmisalcoersof theJury-Ceu_ The
n_e, and aPcerwards in review by the Court operation of theaystem was extended by _ GSO,

III. c.35(,19th May 1819,)aad _/mis b_e
of 8esslon by jury, orotberwise, asthecourt Geo. IV. c.i_(_hJuly 18_,)_hid_shall think fit_

ed twoadditiomd Commi_c_m_ Previe_ wu
" 9. That it shall be competent to part_ made b_l W. IV.c _(_dJuly 18_0) for ab_

to complain against verdicts of juries, that li_hing the jury.m_rt ass _pasate t_ihunai, and
the same were given contrary to evidence, or for uni_ng im authozity tOtl_e _

mhdireetion of the judge siring as Ordi. tiouof the Court of I_sion,--EK
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I admit, or rather I aver, and am ready upon which he can, be arrested _ in a word, the
occasion to maintain : but, as this is admit- total annual number of civil actlor_ of all
ted on all hands, to argue it here would be sorts commenced,-- must therefore have been
superfluous, much more considerable.

_. That it affords a general persuasion of se- But in that same report (p. 30) the whole
entity against misdecision, is also admitted on number of civil causes of all sorts annually
all hands: ezld therefore need not here be ar- tried in Middlesex, in the King's Bench and
gaed. And this advantage, though intimately Common Picas together, is stated at 750 :
connected with the other, is perfectly distinct which, adding those tried in the Exchequer,
from it, and abundantly more valnable, would unquestionably not have amounted to

6. Its afl'ordlng any additional security, de- so many as 1000.
pearls upon its being thought to do so, by Takingthisfor the proportion, here then are
one or other of the parties : they being, as for every disputed cause about 10 undisputed.
to this point, in each individual instance, the In the same page, the number of actions,
only persons competent to judge. If, in the annually terminated by writ of inquiry be-
decision pronounced by a single _udge, there fore the under-sheriff of London, is stated at
be not in the opinion of either party any mis- about 924. But in this number the London
decision, i.e. if neither of them be dissatis- as well as the Middlesex causes are included:
fled with it, no other person can have any those commenced by bailable writs, as well
reasonable ground for supposing any : and if as those commenced by writs not bailable ;
am misdecision, no additional security against and the undisputed as well as the disputed
miadecision can be of any value, ones : these must therefore be thrown out of

But'neither a suitor, nor any one else, can the account.
have any rational ground to be dissatisfied II. In whatever cases, ff in any, jury-trial
with any decision -- with a deci:_ion formed in the second instance, and not before, being
by a single judge -- till he knows what it is. not only phy._ically bat prudential_/ practi-

7. Upon the same causes, will the general cable, jury-trialin the first instance is physi-
persuas/on or opinion of security against mis- eally impracticable, in all such cases jury-trlal
deeision, asobtainablefromjury-triat, depend, in the second instance, and not before, is

8. Therefore, in respect of security ag_nst better than jury-trial in the first instance :
lafiadecision, j ury-trial, in the second instance meaning by prudentially practicable, practi-
and not before, is not less good than jury-trial cable without additional and preponderant
in the first instance, inconvenience, whether in the shape of in.

And now I will submit to your Lordship creased probability of misdecision, or of in-
why, in respect of security against miadeci- creased delay, vexation, and expense. But
sion, jury-trial, in the second instance and there are several of these sorts of cases; and,
r_otbefore, is better than jury-trial in the first in the whole, to no inconsiderable extent.
Instance. III. So where, beingin the second instance

L In whatever cases, if any, it is neither prudentially practicable, as before, in the first
necessary nor possible that jury-trial should instance, though not physically, it isprud_-
contribute anything in the way of security tlaIIy impracticable. But there are also several
against mlsdecisioo, in all such cases jury-trial of these cases : and here, too, in the whole,
in the first instance is purely bad : eonse- to no inconsiderable extent.
quently, in all those eases, jury-trlal in the IV. So where, being in both instances
second instance, in so far as it imports ex- prudentially practicable, it is, in the second
eluslon of jury-trial in the first instance, is instance, and not before, practicable to more
preferable, advantage than in the first instance, whether

But cases of this description exist, and in the way of saving of delay, vexation, and
in the whole to a very considerable extent: expense, or in the way of security against
probably much beyond all the others put to- misdecision, or in both ways.
gether. For the purpose of conception, eases where

Inthis predicament stand uadisputedcauses, jury-trlal in the first instance is physieal_
In the Report of the committee of the impracticable, and those in which it ia onh/
House of Commons (order for printing dated prudentially impracticable, may, as above, be
_1 of April 179'2,) on imprisonment .for debt considered separate_ :--'But, for the purpose

_p. 27,) the number of bailable writs annually of exemplification, they can no otherwise be
:; msued in Middlesex alone, is stated at 9,500. considered than together.

So many writs issued, so many actions corn- Why ? Beesuse to exhibit the forms of
menced. But the writs included in this jury-trial will in every case be physletlly
emlmeration are such only in virtue of which practicable, whatsoever becomes of justice.

: tile defendant is or may be arrested and held In a civil case, not to speak of crimi/ml
to bait. The total number of writs issued, cases, whatever cause is decided by a jury,

_ iaelmiing those in virtue of which the de- such cause, if tried under that condition whiel_
_. $end_t can not, as well as those in virtue of is regarded , and justly, as essential to jur_

i},_
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trisl_tlutt is, to whatever superlor security, l in less time than several days, perhaps even _ _
real or apparent, against misdecisio_a, it may _weeks. As often as this state of _ halt
be capable of affordlng--must be tried in the ] taken place, the employment of jury.trial in :. _
compass of a single sittin 9 : or, what comes I the first instance has thereby been proved to . _
to the same thing, if any adjournment take 1be prudent/al/_ impracticable.

place, that adjournment must be performed t /Y_ys/cal/y impracticable, however, if nom such a manner that the jurors shall not regard be paid to the ends of justice, it can _.-
any of them, have any communication with not in a_y such case, it can not in any ease,
the world at large : in a word, they must be be ssid to be. If, the mass of relevant lind -_
in a state of seclusion, as in a Roman con- not superfluous evidence being of _aeh a mag.
clave In civili, no instance of a jury sleeping nitude that the delivery of it cannot be per.
before verdict ever reached my knowledge, formed in less than ten day_, no more than
In criminali, in the case of Elizabeth Can- ten or twelve hours be allowed for the re.
ning, who in 1754 was convicted of perjury, eeption of it, but at the same time the farms •
the trial lasted ten days : during all which of jury-trial are observed, and a decision
time, if in this respect the trialwas properly a verdict _ extracted from the jury, in this :.
conducted, the jury must have been kept in case jury-trialis not physically/mpract/_,
a state of seclusion : though in the sceount for it is practised.
oF the trial (State Trials, vol. x.) 1 see no- In this case, the best thing that can hap*
thing mentioned on that head. pen to a cause, is _ that jury-trial shell in

The operations for which, in everyinstance, that instance have been deemed m_dallowed
time either is, or eventually may be, neces- to be impracticable. For then the attempt
sary, areal. Delivery of the evidencc--whe- to try it in that mode is given up, and it is
ther testhnonial, written, rcal_whatsoever sent offto a reference, or otherwise diapo_
the cause affords. 2. Observations prelimi- of.
nary and subsequential, by or in behalf of Ifthisbe not itsfate, acausethusincapahle
the parties on both sides. 3. Charge of the of receiving a trial by jury, in the first in_
judge, including recapitulation of the evidence stance, in a manner consistent with the ends
where necessary, and observations. 4. Dis- of justice, receives it notwithstanding. As
casslons among the jurymen, when withdrawn often as this happens, the party who is in the
to their private chamber for that purpose, right is divested of that superior chemce of

But the cases (the individual cases) in success, which, if the cause were tried p_w.
which the complete performance of those se- perly, he would possess: his chance of 2, S,
veral operations is physically impossible, are 4, or whatever it be, to I, is reduced to a
very materially numerous_bearaverycen- chance ofl to 1;_isanaffalrof crnssa_
siderable proportion to the whole number of pile.
causes destined, in appearance at least, to Remalntobe spoken of the ca_es in whleh,
this mode of decision, as being commenced though when absolutely considered, jury-tr_
in a mode which admits not of any other, in the first instance cannot be said to be,

Of these four operations just mentioned, either in the physical or prudential _ense, ira-
three are comparativelyimmaterial: viz. obser- oracticable, it is yet ineligible: ineligible, to
vat/ons by or on behalf of the parties, charge wit, in comparison of jury-trialin the seminal
by the judge, and discussions among the jury- instance, and not before : _ and that for ape.
men: and the two last, either or both, are not cial reasons, over and above the already.mea-
unfrequently omitted in practice, tioned general ones.

But the delivery of the evidence.--of what- Causes thus circumstanced, there will pre-
soever information, being presented in that sently be found reason for distributing into
e._ by either party, is neither irrelevant two clasps : both of them, however, agree.
nor superfluous, is essential to the affording ing in this _ viz. that, if (according to the
the requisite security against mladeeision _is standing supposition) commenced in the
essential to justice, rural mode (by conjunct appearance of the

Numerous are the causes which receive parties,) they would be incapable ofrecelving,
their deeisio_ from arbitrators : _ in some consistently with the ands of justice, their
instances, without litigation in the regular termination on the same d_ on which they
mode : in other instances, after litigation in thus receive their commencement. Whether
the regular mode: the cause, coming on in or no the cause can or van not receive its
its turn to be tried by a jury, is, in this case, termination, at a period thus pure from de_,
instead of being so tried, referred, somehow vexation, and expense, cannot be known till
or other, to arbitration ; if not otherwise something in relation to it is known, viz.
di_een of. from the only authentic souree_till the 1_'-

, in this way, instead of being tried ties, beingthuamettogether, havcbeenhcard:
by a jury, a e_tuse is tried by arbitrators, the and as a considerable proportion of the whole
mass of evidence is not unfrequenfly of such number of causes may and do receive thor
it bulk, as to be incapable of bein8 delivered termlr_tion at this early period, the meut_e
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taken for the attainment of the ends of jus- under a permanent judge might be avoided:
1gee would be imperfect, jury-trlai being era- tor, under a permanent judge, each article of
ployed in the first instance, if, at the very evidence naturally will be, as it ought to be,
commencement of the cause, a jury were received on the earliest day on which, with-
not in waiting to receive it. But, as before out preponderant inconvenience, it can be
observed, when once they have begun their had.
business, a jury, to remain a jury, cam_ot part I come now to speak of the two classes of
till they have gone through with it. As often, cases above alluded to, both comprisable uno
therefore, as it turns out, that, from the jury der the above description, but, in a highly
before whom the cause has thus been com- material point of view, standing upon very
menced, it cannot receive its termination, this different grounds.
jury must be discharged from it ; and, if de- One case, and the more common of the
clded in the way of jury-trial, it must receive two, is when the mass of the evidence which
its commencement and termination together, the cause furnishes, having been delivered in
before some other jury, at some other time. part, viz. so much at least, if any, as had

Here then, besides so much of the labour of fallen within the cognizance of the parties,
twelve men in the character of jurors thrown or either of them, the remainder, though
away,thereissomuchtimeandtabourthrown known to the parties by whom it is respec-
away on the part of aH other persons who tively to be produced, is not forthcomin 9 at
bear any part in the cause: --judge, sub- the time. " My demand," says the plaintiff,
jadicialofficers, parties, and, if they have any, " will be provedby Oculatus: but helives
their professional assistants, with the money at a distance, and it requires the power of
expended in affording a retribution to those the court to secure his attendance : or it will
amistants, be prored by such or such a written document:

Moreover, of a cause thus circumstanced, but that is in the hands of Custos; and Cus-
another jury could not take cognisance, with- tos would neither bring it nor trust it out of
out further manufacture of useless delag, vexa. his hands."-- Say then,
tion, and expense. Whatever evidence had Case 1. ]Evidence, all known, but not all
been sobmitted to the first jury would have fortheomin 9:--or rather, to contrast the bet-
to be submitted over again to the second, ter with the other case. -- ]_niclence, though

Meantime, for want of taking it at the not allfartkcoming, all known. Say now,
earliest period, some of the evidence, which Case 2. Ewdence, the existence of it more
but for this second jury-trial might have been or less o.fit nnknown : requiring to be brought
had, may have been lost: and thereby decep, to light ; viz. by mvestigatorial procedure.
tion and misdeeislon generated. Investigation or investiyatorial procedure_

Moreover, of the first crop of evidence, more a new and necessary name, for a practice in
or less of the freshness and instructiveness common use. but not as yet sufficiently dis-
may have been lost : time having intervened tinguisbed.
for premeditation, opportunity of receiving un- Investigatorial power -- power for tracing
dtte i_._truetion, intbrmation from experience out evidence, in the way of investigatorial
what falsehoods stand most exposed to de- procedure :-- for the discovery of evidence
tention or contradiction, what others may be ultimately employable (evidence fit to be
hazarded with less risk. Then too comes, received into the budget of evidence, as par-
perhaps, an inconsistency, real or supposed, eel of the mass on which the decision may
between thefirst edition of the evidence and with propriety be grounded,) by means of
the _cond: and discussions eerrled on, and other evidence, whether itself ultimately em-
llme consumed, in the endeavour, suecessfhl ployable or not. From his connexion with
_' unsuccessful, to dear it up. one or other of the parties, or from any other

These, it is true, though not altogether relative situation, real or supposed, A is sup-
without their concomitant advantages, are posed to he capable of furnhhing relevant
inennveniences inseparable from the sort of evidence. When convened, A, of his own
appeal called a new trial, if conducted with knowledge, knows not anything about the
that full liberty of confrontation and discus- matter : but, through him, the judge hears of
fd4m, which is necessary to the taking the B, whodoes. So, in regasdtowritten orreal
best chance for the discovery of truth. But evidence, A has not the document sought :
their being in that ease unavoidable, i_ no but he indicates B, who is supposed to have
I_amcmfor innttrrLugthem where they may be it. B, being convened, if he has it, produces
Iccoided. it : if not, he indicates C, who, if he has it,

Many, llkewi_e, are the inJtanees in which produces it : if not, he indicates D : _and so
it would be impossible to fix a particular day on through the alphabet.
fro"another jury, unless it were at a venture, In what precise shape the assistance ten-
gulfing the greatest length of time that in dered to jusLiee by this power shall show

event can be necessary. Here, then, is an itself_ against which of two evils oppc_te
qunntity of d¢ta_yproduced, that to the ends of justice it shall afford a remedy
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_fmil_we ofjaftlcoor_on_deponds _ve termir_tion to the _e on" that day, is
ineachcaseuponcircumstances, anarrangement,theimprantleabilityofwhich

Suspecting, nay', assured of the existence will scarcely be thought to stand in need of
of the requisite mass of evidence ; but, for proof.
want of this necessary instrument, feeling To warrant the jud_,e in causing the mass
his inability to bring it to light, in many in- of evidence to be laid before a jury, whether
stances the plaintiff, despairing of success, summoned for that special purpose, or alreody
forbears to present his demand to a system in waiting for general purposes, there must
of judicature, of whose inability to give of. be a sufficient assurance on his part, that all
fecttoit heis thus pre4Lpprised, in these the evidance which, inhisjudgment, thec_ause
eases, failure of justice takes place: but no- iscapableof furnishing, or such part of it as
thing worse, is necessary and sufficient to ground a deei-

In other cases, assured of having right on sion on either side, is already forthcoming, or
his side, but not sufficiently attentive to the will be so time enough for their takir_g cog-
obtaining a timely assurance of the means of oizanee of it.
_al_dvlngeffect to it, he commences his suit, On this oeeaslon, let it not be forgotten,

afterwards, with an article of neeassary that, till an article of evidence has actually
evidence in his view, understands, when too been received, there can never be any perfect
late, his inability to produce it. In this ease, assurance of its being forthcoming: to what.
the mischief takes the shape of misdeeislon : ever class the evidence belongs, testimonial,
mlsdacisinn, to the prejudice of the plainti_s written, or real, aceident or design -- miseon.
side, for the wemt of necessary evidence, ex- ception or tight eoneeption_may, when the
isting but not producible. And here, to the time comes, have kept it at a distance: -- and
mzffering attached to the failure of justice, is to all these eont_ngeneies, the jarls capacity
added the vexation of dlsappointment, and of fulfilling th_ purpose for which they are
the e_e_se of the costs on both sides, brought together remains for ever subject.

Thus stands the matter, where the mls- But, in the case of the permanent judge,
chief that takes place for want of this power if the whole mass of the evidence has thus

fallson theplairdi_sside. But thedeles- been reallygot /n_got in by himself_he
dentsside,thoughnotquitesomuch exposed perfectlyacquaintedwithit---havingreceived
to it as the plaintiff's, is far from being ex- it in its original and freshest shape _ the
erupt from it. When it falls on this side, it I qrounds of the deelsinn which the case e_lls
is in the more afflictive shape that it fails :_ for being thus completely known to him
m_sdecision, aggravated by burthen of costs. ! the case in effect already tried by him_to

Be the ease criminat or civil, your Lordship what use try it over again, if, of all the per-
how necessaryan instrumentthispower sonsconcerned,thereisnotone who desires

isto thehand of justiea:how lame,how tohaveit so?
paralytic,thatsacredhandcannotbutbe,if To parties,towitnesses,tojuries,tojudge,
deprivedofit.A fewpagesfurther,andyour to everybody,doubletrouble: uselessand
Lordship shall s_e_ if notjustice, judicature factitious del_y, vexation, and expense: and
_technieal judimture--stonding with her (fee-fed lawyers always excepted, to whom
shriveiledhand" lame of that palsy. The right everybody's suffering brings advantage,) not
hand,--the hand by which justice should be a particle of advantage, in any shape, toany-
distributed, may be seen, from a variety of body.
_he_ causes, subject to those fits: while the In every case, no sooner is the cause be-
kfl hand _ the hand which, hy a pre-eata- come ripe for decision, than my single judge,
biidmd mec/mxism, gathers in and closes upon my sheriff-depute, uuincumbered with a jury,

feet, as the Dio_ea upon flies, is ever _ eircwmduees the proof (as a Scotch lawyer
alert and vigorous, might say,) doses the budget, as I would say,

When, at the outset of the cause, any part i and pronounces _ not an _interloeator -- but
of the me_ of evidence which it affords is final judgment. Nowfrom this decision, pro-
tmkaown, the trucia 9 it met thus from hand nonnced without an atom of time or money

lumd nmy, considering that the hands may wasted, what po_ble pr_udiee can result to
at any distance from each other, occupy justice ? The party to whose disadvantage
/em)tAof 6me: the evidence of witness A it operates, is he satisfied with the decision ?

e_m obtainable on one day, of witness B not Nothing better could be wished for, had theanother day, week, month, or even year, cause beeu dragged thrmtgh athousand jury*
Imdlo onwithout anycortaln limit: helfa boxes, ls he dissatisfied? Hehuajury:
dozen witnast_s not examinable but at Qo he has it, in that ease, and in that case alone,
many different days: on each day it being in which he desiresto have it :_ in which it
uncertain whether the next day may not corn- will be _ not an aggravation, but a remedy.

_devetethe mass of evidence. That on each Supposing jury-trial, or the forms of it,
_ya jury should be in waiting, for the put- forced upon the parties in every case in the

pine of taking the chance of being able to first instance, the bad etfcots of thii fores
Vot. V. C
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are not cantoned to the/oadi_g the cause with of witnesses ; 5. Heabea_'s ¢_el_ _ow_
this cumbrous addltsment where it is worse the wife, hablt provable oS_u , per_ by
than useless ; your Lordship has seen it de- another set.
priving the cause of the benefit of this seeu- But, of the time oceupled by each such irt.
rity against misdeeision, in cases in which it tegr_nt portion of the mass of evidence, meb
would be of real use : w howfrequently these sure, complete measure, has been already
cases come to be exemplified in practice, is taken;_takenbyeverybodycon_med--by
a point which I shall have occasion to speak judge and parties. It is therefore a peiut
to preaezitly, pre-escertained, and to as great a degree ef

At present, what I have to submit to your accuracy as is material, what _ d time
Le_ship is _ that when grafted on malural the delivery d the whole and each part of
_rocedure, as above, the utility andeffum_ the mass will occupy, when repeated before
of the proposed postponement is riot more a jury.
signs], in narrowing the application of this Separating it into masses of competent
mode of judicature where it is usel_ss and length, as many as the extent of it requires,

eitudicial, than in extendin 9 the application he distributes it to so many juries, giviw_ to
w_erever it is of real use. For, though each jury one or any greater number of issues.

there ere cases, and to a very considerable One, to try the entrance into the marris_,e-
extent, in which, in thefirst instance, the use contract, for example, if it be matter of
of it is impracticable, and even generally re- pute; as in Scotland, where the contract amy
e_gnised as being so, there is no case in which he made, as it were, by habit: another, to try
it is notpractieable in every sense, when post- the fact of the adultery, and so on.
ported as above to the second instance. But, after the evidence has been ones gone

For this purpose it rests with the judge thro*tgh -- gone through in all its /integer
(in the first instance the same judge, even- parts -- it will seldom indeed happen that
tually, in case of appeal for that purpose, the the disagreement in opinion _ I mean that
snperlorjudge) to decompose the mass of evi- between the losing party and the judge_
deuce. If _as will generally be the case) the will extend over a// the parts_ So manlyas
whole of it (that is, so much as one Jr other the disagreement does not extend to, so many
of the parties insists on having repeated) be I _e evidence to which need not be repeated.
not too much to be ]aid before one and the By the party by whom the decision is com-
sutmejury, so much the better : but if, in the plained of, of the number of facts, and coro
whole, there happens to be more than a jury responding integrant parts of the evidence
san receive on such terms as to do justice to on which it was grounded, a greater or Ie_
it---receive in the compass of one sitting--the part will commonly, if not before, at least
cause being in such sort and degree complex after the delivery of the evidence, be admh-
as to contain at the same time (as, when of ted. Thus in adultery, suppose the fact of
aneh bulk, it can scarce fail to do,) divers the marriage once put out of doubt, by the
integraat parts, independent of each other, uncontradieted and unquestioned testimony
it may in such case be distinguished and re. of the clergyman or other person by whom it
solved into its integrant parts and different was celebrated, or by evidence of cohabitn-
integrant parts, or assemb]ages of integrant tion under the same name and the _me roof
parts, given to so many d_rentjuries, for years ;_ to what use, after witoc_.a_esom_

By integra_ part, I understand so much of heard, and the matter put out of doubt, drag
the m_ss as is delivered by witnesses, whose them from their homes_ to put it out of doubt
¢estimon/es respectively have a eoanezion with a second time ?
each other : the testhnony of each witness If, then, in such a ease, for the purpose of
operating either in conftrmatio_tor information vexation, a party should insist upon such re-
of that of the rest. petition of proof in the second instance, of

The mode and degree o£complexity just de- a fact put out of doubt in the first instance,
seTibed will frequently be exemplified, where let him do so, but at his peril: the judge
the ease includes a number of facts (whether quo marking it as vexatious, it will rest with
individual or habitual) having, in respect of the judge ad quota, with or without the son-
probability or improbability, no connexion eurrence of the jury, to mark it out for pu_
with each other : 1. Debt, founded on goods nishment : to punishment in the shape, mid

_told and delivered at different times; 2..De- to the extent of costs, at any rate.
_ta_tdou one part, set.offon the other; 3. Pro* Instead of being distrib_ed among d/_ers
mine made at one time, broken at another. _ jur/es, to be dee_ded upon, all at the
Thus, in adultery :_I. Marriage celebrated time, the integrant and distinct parts of the
at ov_ time; 2. Alleged adultery (of course) mass of fact may be given to different juri_
at another ; 3. ]_$fe's loose intercourse with or even to the samejury, to be decided upmz
other men, habit provable _ one set of wit- at die, rent times: _ to the same jury not so
zteasos ; 4. Husband's loose intercourse with well, onaecountofthedavs_o_m_p_onef
other women, habit provable by another set embracery, and so forth.
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InonecaN, the trylng these different parts for trlal inayear, onepart (who can ever_v
of the cause at different times w_l be attended how large a part ?) tried badly: another part,
with particular advantage. This is where, as yet unknown, but not incapable of being
l_onounced in one of the two opposite ways, known (it rests with your Lordship to kno_-
a decision given on one of the several com- it,) and: ia the mean'time, known not to
panent parts of the cause thus decomposed, be a small one, not tried at all When this
renders the trial of the rest, some or all of is the result, there are three madificatinns,
them, superfluous. Thus, no contract, no among which it takes its chance, _ll of them
breach: no marriage, no adultery, repugnant to justice.

Such are the advantage_ which jury-trial, I. One is, the going off in the character of
/_ t/re second instance, possesses over jury- a remanet, or remanent : i.'e. to be tried at

/_ tkefirst instance, even when grafted the rzvxt sittiays or assizes. Consequence of
on the best possible mode, upon the best and the postponement as follows :
soundest stock_ I mean natural procedure, l. Delay. C_use (suppose) pecuniary

I will now beg your Lordship's notice for (plaintiff in the right, as in general he is)
the advantages of jury-trial in the second in- loss of interest on the principal representing
stance, as compared with jury-trial in the first the value of the property adjudged by the ver-
instance, grafted, as under the husbandry of diet: amount of interest, if at the _itti_ls,
learned gentlemen, upon the corrupt aztd can- : say three months ; if at the assizes, elsewhere
kered stock of technical procedure _ stock _than in one of the four northern counties, six
and graft together, the tree of good and evil, months : if in any of those counties, twelve
not to say of evil without good _ factitious months. For tiffs is among the punishment_
delay, vexation, and expense, the fruit of it. a man is loaded with, for the o_nee of living

The conception entertained by Seotchmen, in the eountr!l, and the doubly heinous offence
of common-law procedure in civil cases, with of living in the northern parts of it.
_ury.trial in the English mode, wi[| be very 2. Expe_*e. Expense of triA somewhat
incomplete, if, to excess of delay, they do not less than doubled, on the second _ (trial, it
lutd excess of precipitation : for, in the com. cannot be called, the cause not having been .
p0sifion of it, vices of this opposite nature tried when it should have been tried, bat--)
meet and embrace in the most perfect hat- ssttin 9 down of the cause upon the list of
runny. With the help of vacations (that is, causes that ought to be tried_some _bate-
pre-estab]isheddenial of justice for weeks mtd meat, perhaps, in the professional £ees : in
months together,) m_dfixed days , and mecha- the official, scarcely.
w.calj_dicet_re (of which in my first letter,) 3..Danger of n_isdecislon, or eqtdvalen_
instead of a small part of one day, or a small .fail_re ofjustive, in consequence of the de_
]_art ofcach of two days (for where the ends of lay : dcperition of necessary evidence, depe-
justice are the objeets--I speak of the courts rition of the matter of wealth, in the hands
of conscience--s great majority of the whole of the adverse party, in the character ofevan.
number of causes actually take no more,) s/x trod matter of satisfaction : _deperition, viz.
months or twelve months, or a great many more with reference to the party in the right _ by
months_inacanseas simple as any that evef dissipation, by concealment, or by exporta_
came before a court of conscience _ consumed tion.
ia doing nothing, or worse than nothing :_ II. Another mode of termination is by what
delay, the stap|e commodity of Judge and Co., is called a compromise : which, being inter.
manufactured in this wholesale way, for the preted, is denial of justice.
accommodatinn of their best customers, the By the terrors of vemanentc_l, as above
sud_fide suitors. Then come ¢/rcniL_, one or explained, the plaintiff consents to accept a
e,oo in a year, according to the latitude: from part of what is his due, giving up the rest.
i_wt of one day, to the whole of three or four By consent, the travell_ gives up to the _-
days, allowed to a place, whatever be the lieeaeedplunderer what money he has about
laumber of c_asee to be tried at it, and what- him, in order to save his life. By co,eat, the
ever the quantity of time required by each : plainti_gives up to the mal_fu_ defendant,
_a short and//m/ted length of time, and that armed with delay, put into his hands by his
frequently abort in the extreme, for an esdi- learned partners, value to any amount, via. to
m/ted quantity of bu_/m_ss, whatever can be agreed upua, with extortion

Alas ! where, my Lord, is the wonder ?_ on the one part, and distress on the other, to
That for which sulllcient time cannot in any settle the account.
essebewant_ng, is_reeeiptoffees:thatfor IIL The third and lest remainlng mede of
wtdeh it matters not how short the time, is termination is by reference. Reference is eio
the serv/ce to be performed in con_deratmn ther to one referee, agreed up_mon both sides,
of those fees. or to two or more referees, called arb/trator_

Has delmj its profits ? Precipitation is not framed, one or more, sehtom more than one,
into productive. But yourLordship wi_lsee :-- on each side.

Of the whole number of causes set down ]Referees may be either lawyer_ or lumo
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lawyers : lawyers, very frequently :--whether The virtue of candour _ your Lordship _ees
most frequently or not, is more than [ can (for, if this be not the proper name oftlre vir-
take upon me to pronnuffce : 1¢is among the tue thus displayed, I must cont_ss myinsbility
thousand things in and about law, worth to find for it any other) -- the virtue ofea_.
knowing and not knowable, dour (for this is the virtue I have heard named

In this case, this is what a man gains by a hundred times on similar occasions) _ in
having recourse to technical procedure ; to short, whatever the virtue displayed on this
that which by courtesy passe_ among lawyers occasion was,-- was displayed by learned geno
by the name of justice:--the advantage of tlemen: and, lest virtue shonhl fail of its
finding himself, at the end of the suit, in the reward, the praise of this virtue, whatever it
same situation as he was at the commence- was, was, with accustomed liberality (virtue
merit of it, always excepting what concerns for virtue,) bestowed upon them by the noble
the delay, vexation, and expense :--licence and learned lord.
to obtain justice, if he can, at the hands of biy Lord, though of my own knowledge I
non-lawyers, or lawyers-- after l_a_ing for it, know nothing respecting the correctness of
and not getting it, at the hands of lawyers, this account, I should find no sort ofdifllculty

Does your Lordship feel any such curiosity, in crediting it. In the state of things in ques-
as that of knowing the number, absolute and finn, it is natural that learned gentlemen
relative, of these causes in which justice is should display such virtue: it is natural that
paid for, and not done ? In your Lordship, learned lord_ should bestow such praise on it:
will is volition, clothed and armed with power not unfrequently has it happened to myself,
_in me, it is bare inert velleity:--meantime to hear like virtue rewarded with like praise.
accept at my hands what chance presents to i Without any loss of fees, the whole bedy of
them : -- i learning, lord and gentlemen together, gains

Times Newspaper, 16t/_December 1806._ [ so much ease: the whole b_dy of learning goes
" Yesterday morning, in the Court of King's f so much the sooner to its dinner. Ever a_d
Bench, Guildhall, e_ght causes tot special I anon. learned gentlemen, one or more of them,
juries appeared on the list for trial. They _ acquire the t_aeultyof disptavlng other virtues

• were all referred : in one only, a verdict w_ I in the character ot' rt:ferees :'the virtue ofjus.
taken, pro formal, for the plaintiff." [ tier, in the award when made : the _-irtue of

The whole number n'ithout exception --in [ imtience (for fees de die. in diem are no slight
all of them justice pa_d.for--in all of them i pledge of patience) by the care taken not to

• , I be precipitate making it. '/'he whole bodyjustice denied r This where time for trying in
them, for pretending to try some one of them of learned gentlemen acquire ulterior chances
at, least, could not be wanting. Sent off an- ] for ulteri,r displays of virtue : by motions for
tried? For what reason? To all appearance, sett#tg aside the award when made: by ran-
because, in the instance of each such cause, tions for atlm'l_rnent for non-performance of
there was somethit_g in its complexity, and it: _ two species of motion-coarses, setting
thence in its lengtl_ or intricacy, that rendered out from opposite sides, but meeting at the
it incapable of being so tried, even by select same point.
men, men of euhivated minds, to any good Here, then, we see a species ofjudiextnce,
purpose. The causes, Lo:tdon causes, and of which the disting_fishing characteristic is
those special.fur!/causes ; therefore mercautde the being altogether inapplicable in e_ct, in
causes of the hiyher order: -- c_ausesnaturally a large proportion of the instances in which
atteiMed with a large measure of complication, it is applied in demonstration and pretetwe: s

Here, no _t'angof time: the causes therefore feature of deformity altogether without par-
capable of being tried, one or more of them, allel in the worst mode ofjudieatore that can
that same dab", howsoever badly How then be found in the same country or any other.
must it be at the _sizes?_where, to any And this is the species of judicature, which,
degree of complication, and thence of prnden- in u plan of reform, it is proposed to introduce,
tial impracticability, is so frequently added and without any change, into a country as yet
absolute physical impracticability, through unvexed by it.
denial of necessary time. Day by day, this mode of judicature is seen

In another case _ the date of which I must to stand in point-blank repugnancy to the ends
beg to stand excused from mentioniog_whlle of justice: practicable, only in demonstr_on
the pleadings are opening, counsel for defen- and grimace: impracticable, prudentially, and
d_t proposes a reference, which the plaintiff, even physically, in effect. In every imeh
hei_g present, at length assents to. A re- instance, the real effect of the institution is
force, really above all exception, and pro/i.le to serve the partnership, and particularly in
trice s non.lawyer, is agreed upon. The noble the higher branches, in the character ofa fidse
and legrr_ judge, having perused the plead- pretence for receiving money -- rtmeivlng

¢ertiiie_ them to be very intricate, highly without earning it.
pproves of tke reference, and declares that But the oftener the repugnm_ey is brought

does credit to tlte _'ounsel _n bot/t sides, to view by experience, the oftener _ pilla8_
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is repea_l, the more abundant are the occ_ this less direc_ and the more direct or imme-
sinus on which this mead of praise is earned diate mode, of obtaining ultimately.e_ploya_le
on one part, bestowed on the other. The evidence.
murmurs of suitors are &owned in a concert The case is --that it requires art and con.
ofpralses : a concert, in which lawyers, all trivance---science and regularity--to bereave
amateurs, are sole performers : a concert per- the hand of justice, of an instrument at once
formed b9 them, for their o_a benefit, mxd at so natural aml so necessary.
the expe_se of justice. Such ingenuity is not wanting to Emjlldl.

I speak not here of the ca_es, numerous bredtechnlcalism. The effect is produeedby
and extensive as theyare, in which the jurors confining the efficient part of the course of
are mere puppets, their minds no more applied _rocedure within the compass of one single
than that of the Emperor of Morocco to the sitting. A, who knows nothing, indicates
decision given in their name :-- _pecial ver. B, who knows everything. But before B
d/ct found for them by learned gentlemen, can be so much as sent for, the jury-box is
jurors contributing nothing but a stare:-- emptied.
verdict taken for them on this or that one of As little is it wanting to Rome-bred tech-
half-a-dozen or a dozen counts ; said counts nicallsm. A, who knows nothing, indicates
all lawyers' lies but one: -- one of the twelve B, who knows everything. No want here of
taken in vision oat of the jury-box, that the time : sittings in any number : judge'_ pay
absence of the plaintiff, who stands be|bre (for an examiner or examining commissioner
them, may be recorded by order of the judge is a judge)_judge's pay per diem ; other

(Alas ] I was confoundlng-- though in per- learned persons' pay per number of words :
feet innocence -- lie with lie ;-- withdrawing words and sittings consequently not scarce.
a juror, to make a drawn battle ; and calling -- A, who knows nothing, indicates B, who
the IJaintif_ that, by saying Iam not here, he knows everything. But the s_'ene t_.s in the
may, under the loss of that cause, console indge'swhisperingocloset: from which all who
himself with the prospect of losing another.) have any interest in the discovery of the truth
These, with instances in plenty that might are carefully excluded. The persons to be exa-
be added--more apposite, more impressive, mined are predetermined : and, by the solem-
if they were worth looking for _ would, if nity of an oath, the seal of secresy is applied
detailed, make it necessary for me to attempt to the lips of the judge. -- A, v_,ho knows
to drag your Lordship's cenception, almlg with nothing, imticates B, who knows everything.
my own, through the filth offietion :_ and But B, who knows everything, is unknown
sufficient to the day is the evil thereof, to t]_e persons without whom he cannot be

To those whose love for the system rests had.
on the imposture mixed with it, all this up- Such being the imbecility of the tru:tk (I
pears right and proper : the appearance of a speak of }iotas.bred procedure,) such is it
jury, and the people deluded by it, which is in four at least of its branches:- Contincn-
all that is wanted. But my jurors, my Lord, tal law in general :--English equity law:-
are not puppets. I wish not to trouble them English (coinciding in this point _v_th coati-
often ; but when they do cmn_, they come for nental) spiritual law: -- English (coinciding
use, and not for show. with continental) admiral_/law.

All that mockery would vanish of course, If everywhere the hand of justice labour_
were the cognizance given to the jury re- under this palsy, it is because everywhere she
served, as proposed, for the second instmtce, has found such regular-bred practitioners to

On this occasion, a word or twe more may tie up the nerves.
perhaps be not ill bestowed on the practice An occurrence, that happened not many
and power of invest_atlo_. In natural pro- years ago_one of a thousand that are happen-
cedure, there being no bars to shut it out, it ing every year -- may help to place in broader
takes place (your Lordship has seen how,) light the two companion pictnres_of real
of cuurse, justice, in her native vigour, and sham justice,

Without any special authority (for there in her straight w_istccot. _ A man dropped
needs none,) every justice of the peace ex- out of his pocket hank-notes to the amount
ercises it, whether sitting out of general sea- of about £500. They were found by another
_ons, aud thence free from technical tram- man, who, being poor and illiterate, was un-
reels, on matter submitted definitively to his conscious o£the value of his prize. The value
cognizance, or carrying on, under the statute, opening to him by degrees, he fell into negv-
apreparator# examination in a case of felony, tiations with Jews and Gentiles, and disposed
Under the like iibe_y, every committee, and of it, or a part of it, at an under value. It
every commission of inqmry, pursues, for the was a case ibr trove:' : out of the multitude of
discovery of truth, the same necessary course: instances in which the action so denominated
_pursues it, through any numberof inter- is brought, o_e of the very few in which it
veninglinks or channels; regardless (nothing can be brought without a lie. No one to
calling for regard) of the difference between make oath of felony, or cause of suspicion ol
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felony. No felony, therefore no legal ground £2i00 : _ deducting, /nter _ for merit
for examination by a justice of the peace, crowned with learning and nobility, a alight
]But among unlearned judges in general, and retribution, of which Lord Elleaborough can
among those of the London police in patti- give your Lordship a much more partieula_
cular, strange as it may seem to learned ones, account, than it is in my power to do at my
there does exist a sort of prindple or whim, humble distance. But of this in another
whatever be the proper name for it, called the letter, in which your Lordship may take a
love ofj_stice. It is by this principle, or this nearer view of the difference between the/one
whim, that they are led, on such a variety ot ofjustlee and the love of fees.
occasions, to " do good by stealth,"-- your As to Scotch judicature, though another
Lordship wi]! see how: and as they never find twig of the old stock, I should hope to find
it " fame," that being a monopoly iu the that, somehow or other, she has escaped this
hands of their learned betters, whatever is palsy ; or, at the worst, that it has its inter-
done by them in that way, is without any ex- missions. No jury : therefore no necessary
pense to any body in the article of" blushes." compression of a trial into a space of time
In the particular instance in question, at the incapable of holding it. At Edinburgh, the
Queen-square police-ofiSce, Mr. Colquhoun, Lord Ordinary _ that i% not he, but a clerk,
hearing of the loss, took the business in hand : or a clerk's assistant (Lawr/e, p. 110,) takes
and, layiugabout him, with his so well known the evidence ; and, if he proceeds in the
activity, in this irregular way- hitting the manner of the Lord Ordinary on oaths and
mark by pushing in quart, where learning witaesses, he admits "parties and their ad-
would have missed it by pushing in tierce-- vocates" to be present (ib. 105 :) and in the
got back for the loser his £500, except a country " before commissioners, the deposi-
small part that had been spent. From link tines are taken (ib. 107) in the _tme man-
to link, he followed up the chain of informs- nor as before the Lord Ordinary." Though
tion, as if it had been by an examination, learned lords know better than to allow, to
carried on under the statute in a case of felony, any such one of their deputes to whom they
Warrant none, there being no legal ground intrust this vital part of judicature, the
for any such coercive instrument : no witness culty of pronouncing any decision, onthe eel-
convened but by a summons; to which, had deuce that nobody but himself has heard,
the impotence of the technical system, to or will hem'-- his door (I see) is not always
this, as well as so many other gvod purposes, shut against parties, or at least not against
been known, no regard would have been paid. parties' lawyers ; and, seeing no limit to the
Fortunately for justice, poverty, or simpli- number of his sittings, the conclusion I draw
city, or terror, withhel_ the confederates, is -- that when A, who knows nothing, indi-
one and all, from applying to an attorney. If ceres B, who knows something, it may happen
justice be a friend to man, the omission was to B, in that event, to be heard.
fortunate : since it is to that she owes that Diligence , Scotlco-jargonic_, means, inter
technical judicature, or its terrors_did not tie ab'a, an order to a man to appear in the cha-
up her hands, racter of a witness: for among Scotch, as well

All the learning in Westminster Hall, armed as English lawyers, it is a rule, that when a
by all its power, would not have got for the word in use among the people is employed,
man a single f_rthing of this £500. The it may be employed to mean anything but
finder, with the money in his pocket, would what the people mean by it. Diligences are
have movedoff, or spentit, or shifted it from the nets employed in Scotland to fish for
hand to hand. To the loser, the best thing witnesses ; and, seeing nothing to hinder but
that could have happened would have been, that, from the beginning to the end of the
to be apprised in the first instance of the ira- career offaetitlons delay, diligence may fol-
possibility of recovering the money, and so low upon diligence, I see nothing to hinder
to have sitten down quietly with the loss. butthat when it happens to anignocant wit-
.4nother result would have been, the corn- ness to have pointed out a know_ng one, the
mencing the action, and for want of that knowing one may be heard.
power of investigation which in a civil case But, under the management of your Lord-
teeltnical procedure doesnot give, su._rvrimya ship's learned reformer, English is to be the
mousait, or judgment as in case of a nonsuit, model of Scotch justice :_ Juries, for ever!
with three or £our or five score pound to'pay, and in the true English style ! And thence
for costs on both sides. Another, and still comes my apprehension, that, either for want
worse misfortune, would have been the get. of thought, or from thought twisting itself
tin 9 a verdict, and thereupon, by a sort of a to the sinister side, this 'palsy may be tenon-
vehicle called a writ of error, find himself luted into Scotch justice, along with so many
set down, and then hung up, in a place called others from the _'ne source.
the F_cAequer chamber, where he would have Thus stands the ii_atter, in respect of the
had a year to cool his heels, while the finder provision made for the discovery of sources
was spending orseeuriug the remsinder of the of evidence as yet k_.nown. If it this de*
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fleleney in the syetem, the situation of the to cover but a small fragment of the extent _
attthors eonddered, there appear not much of the demand.
ease for wonder, there will appear still less, No such remedy, where the persm, of the
when it is observed how, by another of its plaintiff, or of any one else, through whose
vices, sources of evidence already, known are person h/s mind is wounded-- none where
exposed to perish without remedy. During his reputation is the subject of the injury.
the six or twelve months, or any greater No such remedy, where, the subject of the
number of months, of the factitious and un. injury being this or that individual article of
ebrldgeable delay, fortune is notalways idle. specific moveable property, the injury cow
A necessary witness, whose testimony would, sists in destructimt or deterioration, the result
under the natural system, have been collected of negligence or malice. "
the first day w this necessary witness (sup- I_o such remedy, in a word, beyond the
pose) dies: thereupon, along with him, pc- eomparatlve_, scanty range ofequi_juti_fic.
risbes the plaintiflr's or the defendant's right : tion ; of the imperfe_ion of which, in peint

for in aU that time, the system has af- of extent, this sample w_y serve : for, as to
forded no po_ble means of preserving his the marking out its limits, a mystery, whi_
evidence, remains such to the most learned eyes, wilt

For _e relief of this disorder, under Eng- not be undertaken to he revealed, especially •
I_shlawso carefully inoeninted and nursed by in a parenthesis, b'ythis unlearnedhancL
one sort of lawyer _ the common law judge But, even within this narrow range, it
-- up comes 8nother sort of lawyer _ the he a question, whether, upontbe whole, jm_
equity judge _with his sham remedy : bill tice, so far as jury-trlaI is eoncerneO., is an?-
in equity for examination /_ perpetuam rei thing the better for it.
memor/cm, or examination de hens esse. Excepting (for special reasons, too _,ci_

In both these instonces, a previous suit to be here detailed) the case of a will, the
m equity is necessary : _ with its attendant validity of which it is meant to secure against
train of extra delay, vezatio_, aad expense, dispute _ without some apparent danger of

In both instances, the evidence is collected death, as likely to ensue before the witnes_
in the bad mode _ put into the bad s_ape can be presented to a jury-box, a man will

attached to that modification of technical not be apt. even where equity and comment
procedure :-- with its attendant da_ger of law join in allowing it, to betake himself to
m/sdecis/on, so expensive a security. Were such preem_-

In the case of the examination in perpe- taon natural, the use of it would be general,
t_am rei memoriam, the suit has no other oh- in all cases in which the importance of the
ject :-- and. admitting of no decision, ends cause presented a warrant for the expense.
when that object has been obtaiued, or found The case of a will (as above) excepted, the
unattainable, use of this security is in a manner confined tc

In the case of exar_nation de bene ease, a the case where hnmlnent danger is certified
suit having an ulterior object being already by old age or particular infirmity.
instituted, the effect of the applic_tinn for an The suitor, then (say the plaintiff,) having
examination in thismode, or ,uther upon these notice of the indisposition of _he witness, if
terms, is only to procure the examination so it be that he has law and reflection enough
of this or that witness to be accelerated; _ to be aware of the peril that awaits him,
performed before the defendant's answer has repairs accordingly to his attorney. _The
come in, though not before he ha_ appeared scene lying most probably in the ce*mtry (the
(i. e. without appearing, has submitted to country containing seven or eight times as
employ an attorney in his defence ;) _ per- many inhabitants as the metropolis) while he
formed at tlutt premature period, antecedently is occopied in procuring an/nterv/ew with the
to the stage appointed by the genera| rule i attoraeyo or the attorney in correspondin 9 on
for the e_unlnatlon of a//the witnesses, the subject with his ayent in town, and the

In both eases, there is a chance _ but, on one or the other in clrc_.in9 instructioni for
this occasion, it were far ton much to under- the bill Lnequity, and counsel in town or
take to explain what chance _ that the evi- country in pe_in 9 and set_ting the bill or
denee so collected under the authority of a drawing the intffrogatories, or the agent in
court of equity may come to be employed in _own in performing the operations prepara-
a trial at common law, and laid before a jury. i tory to the taking out the comm/_s/on for the

But in neither ease can it he so employed, examination of the witness, or while the com.
unless the witness so examined be, by death, mission or the commissioners are upoa their
or perhaps by incurable infirmity, disabled travels _ the patient dies, or loses his reonl-
from attendance. Moreover, in both cases, lection, or does not choose to be disturbed,
besides thetthis remedy, even when admitted on the subject of a dispute which to him is
to be applied, ia thus inadeqnate, and no le_ a matter of indifference : _ not to mention
apt to afford a_ravntion than rellef, soscanty that menare apt to die at short notice, that
is it in its application to the field of law, as t disorder which proves mortei is not _lways
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at the o,ltset known to be so, and that it does mekne_ or other i1_rmity; it shall be Isw_l
not neeesse_ly follow, that because it happens by rule of court, f_r the plaimifl _or defen_t
to me to stand in need of a ma_l's testhnony, to exhibit interrog_torles to such witneas_
his manner of life, and the state of his to be examined thereunto, upoll oath, before
health, lie all along within my knowledge, one of the judges of the said court, or before
Of thisiucident_leq_dtysuit,thustobe commissionerstobeappointedm_darthe

squeezedintothebellyofa lawsuit,thecer- ofthecourt;whichdepositionsmay bereade
tainexpenseis,in the greaternumber of useofat thetrial,incasethewitnesses_m-
instances,greaterthanthe whole valuein!notbe there; and saiddepositionsshallbe
demand inthelawsuit: greaternotonlyin afterwardsenteredor enrolledin the
themajorityofthesuitsthatwosZdbeiusti-court."
lutedunderthe mzturalsystem,but inthe The mischiefhavingltsrootintheeseonee
majorityofthesuitsthatareinstitutedunder of thetechnicalsystem,no remedy,leaving
the tecllnicalsystem,notwithstandingthe thebasisof thatsystem untouched(relator
exclusionputby ituponso greata majoritytobearpartiesand witnessesattheoutset,)
ofsuitsand suitors, couldoperateasanythingbetterthana feeble

Of thisincidentalsuit,thecostson oneor mlliative:--but thisremedyfellshorteven
bothamesareborneby thepartywhosemis. of thatfeeblepalliative.A casetowhich
fortuneitis to standin_eedof testimonyitapplieditself,besidesthesomewhat less
thuscircumstmwed:and thisnot onlyinthe excelrtionablegroundof " sicknessorother
firstinstance,andwhileasyetitisunknown infirmity,"was thecaseof a design,on the
whetherhisdemand be _ustornotbut even partofthewitness,to90 abroad: a caseto
afterthedefinitivejudgmentgiven,and the whichitdid not extendwas thatofd_atil.
justiceofhisdemand establishedby it. To savehimselffromtheordealofcross-ex-

If the patientrecovers,in suchmanner amination,a man engagedby corruptionab
thathistestimonyiscapableofbeingdeliverede_rtraorabiatratogivefalsetestimony,may
atthetrial,somuch theworseforthe party feign(andwhatmore easythantofeign,and
who standsinneedofit:forinthatcasethe m a manne¢nocto be detected?)'"sickness
testimonymust be collectedon thissecond orotherinfirmity?"--or,whatismuch more
occasionintheonlymode inwhichitought simple,ifitbe worthhiswhile,he may pre-
to havebeencollectedon any occasion,and tendobligationtogo abroad,takeatripfrom
the expenseof collectingih includingira- DovertoCalais,and sogoahro_u]onpurpose:
veilingexpenses,deraurrage,and soforth,is but tono suchpurposewilla man eitherdie
repeated, orfeignhimselfden& Examination,takenin

All theseconsiderationslaidtogether,it eitherof the modesthusproposedby Lord
wouldbe matterof satisfactionratherthan Somers,mighttherefore,ifundercondition
regret,shoulditbe found,as Iam confidentofnotbeingusedbutincaseofdeath,have,
itwould,thatincomparisonof thenumber comparativelyspeaking,beenlegalizedwith
of instancesinwhichitmightbe employed, littledanger:and in thiscase.theearlier
theinstancesinwhichthisinsidiousren_edy taken,themore effectualtheremedy. But
isactuallyemployedareextremelyrare. thestageofthecauseproposedfortakingthe

In Queen Anne's reign, on the occasion examination _ not till after issue joined;
of the act which afterwards passed for the that is, not till after two, three, or any greater
amendment of the law (4 _ 5 Ann. ch. 16.) _umber of months after the commencement
this defect, in jury-trial, as then and still con- of the cause.
stituted _ a defect _ not in the composition Of the body of objections, which operated
of the tribunal,butinthecourseof proca-to theconvictionoftheirlordships(Comm.
dureanteriortotheday on whichthecause Journals,xv. ]98,)an indisputablepartwas
isbroughtbeforethattribunal_ cameunder:composedof suchashaveno forcebutupon
the view of parliament, and was attested by the supposition of the radical impropriety of
the recognition of both houses. Under the equity practice : of an essential part of the
glfidanee of Lord Somars, the Lords propos, d practice of the court, of which the noble and
apalliative,aton_eiaadequateanddangerons: learned lord their spokesman, the great Lord
underthe guidanceofMr. Pulteney, the Corn- Somers, was sole judge: the impropriety (I
mona rejected, and prevailed upon the Lords mean) of employing one judge to hear and see
to join in rejecting, this palliative, but for witnesses-- another, ami without the first, to
reasons, a material part of which operates in I apply their testimony or supposed testimony,
condemnation of the still subsisting practice. [ to its use : _ an impropriety most explicitly

The proposal of the Lords (Journals, xvili, confessed by the Lord Chief.Baren Gilbert
69) was, that" aflerissuejoi_d, inany action I in the book called Bacon's Abridgment, title
to be brought in the courts of Westminster, Evidence, voL iL p. 6"25: and which, I have
upon oath made that any witnesses cannot ] not the least particle of doubt, would with
be present at the trial, by reason of their equal frankness be eo_tfessed, or rather pro,
bei_y to 90 beyond the _*as, or by reason of claimed, by Lord Someri's _tub|_ m,l learned
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0ue_Nor, should it occur to your/.aa_lsbip to sorting to it, is matter of aceoaat, the sta(_-
pat the question to him accoss the convivial meat of which is beyond my competence.
table, tn some other ptaco, I propose to myself to

Meantime, supposln_ the admission, thus submit to your Lordship some _ort of appe_u
proposed to be given to the testimony in this of the price paid _ paid by the people _ paid
make-shlft shape, had been confined to the in the several shapes of de/wy, expense, and
case o_ which, in the most perfect shape, tea- den/a/of justice, not to speak of m/ea_e_a'm*
timony from the source in qu_tmn is not to _fot the benefit of jury-trial, at its present
be lrad--on this supposition, the proposed stage, grafted as at present on the technical
amendment (it is evident) would have been system ; -- and for the services rendered by
a real improvement : I mean, in so far as it learned lords and gentlemen -- to somebody,
eoosisted in allowing the application to be doubtless, but to whom I cammt find, except
made in the common-law court, in which the to learned lords and gentlemen wby the
suit was already lodged. The use of it might upholding of that, together with the other
in that case, and of course would have been, branches: --as likewise what are not, as well
co-extensive, in civil matters at least, with as what are, the considerations, by which
the jurisdiction of the court, in which the this popular branch of the technical mode 6f
evidence was to be employed : and, except procedure has never ceased to command their
the radical inconvenience of committing the eulogy, any more than the natural mode their
decision to a judge, by whom the witness, at silence. But, fearing to diverge too far from
the time of his examination, was neither seen the more immediate subject of this letter, I
nor heard-- au inconvenience which, how- dismiss these topics for the present.
ever, cannot always be avoided--the mode tLaving thus submitted to your Lordship
of collection would have had, or might have the only plan, upon which, in my view of the
had, in every other particular, the advmltages nmtter, jury-trial in civil cases can in Seat-
which jury-trial possesses in common with land be rendered, in any considerable degree,
the natural mtnie : -- viz. cross-examination subservient, upon the whole, to the ends of
by or on behalf of the adverse party, with the i justice, I proceea to consider so much of the
benefit of questiop.sazisin_/out of the answers, proposed plan On this subject_ as appears on
and so forth, the ftwe of the resolutions.

But, in this proposed amelioration of the From the very little that is there stated,
technical system, whatsoever good there w_ what 1 see distinctly enough is, in what way
or could have been, what is it but an approxi- this supposed remedy avo_iost factitious delay,
_aotioa, and that a remote one, made towards vexation, and expense, ff that be among the
the natural mode ? objects of it, presents a probability of giving

On all such occasions, what care, what increase to that aggregate mass of inoonve.
tender care on all side_, to avoid seeing the nience: what 1 am unable to discover is_
object-, the unexceptionable, the perfect by what means it presents a probability of
system--all the while standing close under making any defalcation from that mass.
their eyes ! No particldars being given, concerning the

In respect of the occasion ant_the purpose, mode in which the several questions of fact
correspomlent to the English practice of exa_ are designed to be brought before the jury,
minations in perpetuam rei memoriam, and de to speak of this and that and t'other mode in
bane ease, is the Scotch practice of examina- the character of possible ones, and then to say
lion of witnesses to lie /_ retentis. But, --this will not diminish delay, &e_,nor this,
whereas the jurisdiction of English equity nor that--is a sort of exercise that would be
extends over but a part, probably _chesmaller little better than fighting shadows.
part, of the field of what, in one of the four What I see beyond doubt is-- that, to lay
arrive senses of the word e/v/l, is celled civil the points in question before a jury, abun-
/too, the applicability of the Scotch practice dance of new formalities must be introduced:
of taking depositions/n retentis is eo-exten- what I do not see any probability of, is
sire (I take it£or granted) with the jurisdie- that, upon the introduetmn of this new mall
ties of the Court of Session; an authority of formality, any such portion of the existing
which, in one way or other, covers the field mass, as shall be equal to it, will be cleared
of civil law in its whole expanse : -- not to away. In England, a cause ha which a jury is
mention a considerable portion of the field of employed, is sooner terminated (it has been
er/miaallaw, said,) than, without a jury, a cause of the

Scotland not being me&clad by any such same nature would be in Scotland. Be it
distinction as that between taw and equity _ so:- but it does not follow, that by the
to the application of this remedy, such as it application of jury-trial, even in the best
is, no additional suit in another court is in mode in which, under the existing system of
Secttand _y: hut even there, whether, technical procedure, it could be applied in
upon the whole, justice finds most matter of Scotland to that same ause, the esuse would
0atisfaction or of regret in the facility of re- receive its terminat/_a there sooner than it
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doesnow, In the midst of so much faetl- byLhebaycmet, belnglaetlmbleoftakingroa t
lions delay, what little ahbreviatim, there is in any other than English ground, along with
in the English mode, deperahupon the_ste_ it vanishes all the advantage, looked for. e_
ofpleadia 9 taken in a mass: and I have no pretended to be looked for, on t]mt s_re.
more apprehension of seeing the Scotch nation But this prop, in the chara....terof a teekaieal
submit to defile itself with any such abomi- support for the jury-box, bei_g thus fumed
nation, than I have of seeing the port of Leith eaten up by the dry rot, there remains an
opened, for the importation of a pack of mad other regular commou-law support than that,
dogs, or for a cargo of cotton impregnated the rottenness of which is conveyed toevery
lecundnm artem with the plague, ear by the name of special plsudia 9: a rmum

In English pleading, what little abbrevla- of corruption, on which a stigma is reg_darly
ties -- defalcation (I mean) from factitious imprintedm I will not undertake to say ex-
delay _what little abbreviation of that sort actly how many times--some dozen of times
there is--and that purchased at the expense at least _ every year, by the hand of the
of intelligibility and cognoscibility, speaking legislature: _ as often, I race1%as allowance
with reference to the body of the people _ is given to plead the 9eseral is_ze, and give
consists in the use of those general proposi- the act in evidence.
lions or forms of averment, on the part of the Remain (it may be thought) for supports
defendant, calledgeaeralissues:--notguilt9; to the jury.box, the papers 0/part/ca/at,
_.on-assampsit, and four or five more ; some above alluded to, or whatever else, under the
of which include others, so logically have name of "relevant facts alleged in the sum-
they heen framed. But these propositions mona or other writ," &c, or "admissions or
have not, any of them, any meaning, but in the denials thereof," may be proposed to be sub-
way of reference : and their meaning varies stituted to them on Scottish ground. But
ed infinitum, according to the object to which these, so far at least as they extend on F_ng-
they are reihrred : _ it varies, according to lish ground--the only ground on which they
the genus of the action, as characterized by have ever been placed--are but fragmentsof
the declaration (the instrument of demand a new system of specialpleading, already dry-
exhibited on the part of the plaintiff,) and rotted, serving no other purpose so assuredly
the counts, the spat/tic demands and aliens- and so completely, as that of a certificate,
tlons contained in it. _'ot gudty, for example, bearing witness to the rottenness of the old.
the most changeable of all these Proteuses, in- Call them (these conflicting ma.cses of alia-
volves two chsters of propositions, which are gatian) _ call them by any rmme _ English
altogether different, according as the action it or Scottish _ eou.ts and spatial pleas _ or
applies to is an action of trover or cjeetment, counts on one side, wilh papers of particulars
In one of the instances it entitles the defen- on either or both sides ; "s.mmoas'" (with
dant to prove, by way of defence, one or more the Z/be£in it) on one side, "whole defences.'"
of one llst of facts ; in the other, one or more distinct or indistinct, on the other -- the same
of another list of facts, and so on : lists to- religious care is observable, on both sides of
lerably welt settled (viz. among lawyers) for' the Tweed, to prevent their cutting the
ordinary purposes, by arbitrary, and absurd, thread of the suit too soon--to prevent their
and inconsistent decision, but altogether un- answering any other purposes, to the preju-
discoverable by the light of common sense, dice of the ends ofj.chcatare: _the same
and thence incapable of being understood, effectual care to shut out that simultaneoe%
even by the enlightened part, of the body of reciprocal, complete, and correct explanation,
the people, which nothing but the presence of both par.

The two general issues here mentioned, ties faring'each other under the eye of the
corresponding to threeformnlari_s, or 9enera judge, can give _ to prevent the stemming
of actions (non-a_umpsit corresponding to the of that torrent of learned and indefatigable
action of assumpsi U are mentioned, because raendaci_., which spreads such fertility over
under one or other of these actions, but in the ancient demesnes, attached to /mu of
by far the largest proportion under assumpsit, court and colleges of justice.
sine tenths at least of the whole number of Another support indeed, capable of being
causes, commenced in the regular way in the provided, is a suit i. eqail9 : as where, in the
common-law courts, would be found to be language of English equity, an /_*ee is said
eomprLQed, to be directed. Upon the hearing of the catme,

But it is to the use of these abbreviations, on the ground of the mass of evidence already
one advantage of which (professionally speak- delivered in another shape, the comparative
inn) is, that they are so frequently found untntstworthi.ess of which is thus recog.
to stand in need of re.dilatations, m_der the nised, an allegation or set of allegations are
mtme of papers of particulars (with fees for fixed o._ aml, by the help of a//e, dictated
the same,) that everything that savours of by the judge, the truth of it is sent to be
dlspoteh is confined in English practice: and inquired after, on the ground of testim_y,
this ire'gun, unless, as in British India, planted delivered in that more tnmtworthy shape ,/It
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which alone(except now and then in a c_se One actual, and therefore possible, though
of necessity) it is ever suffered to be pre- even rarely exemplified, technical substratum
tented to the jury-box, for jury-trlal (I am sensible,) still remains ;

To the adoption of this basis, no objection and that is the sort of cause, to which, finding
on the score of probable repugnance seems no name in use for it, though in every techni°
opposable. Unfortunately, by the same causes, ca! court they are heard every day in swar_,
and in the same proportion, as the practlea. [ have been obliged to ma_e a name, and
bility of it is increased, the utility is dimb it a motion-cause ; a cause carried on upon
nished. The cause is first to be tried in some no other than the favourite sort. of evidence
one or other of those bad modes, to which, already mentioned--a_davltevidenee. Pe-
iu consideration of their acknowledged bad- titioas to the Chancellor in matters of ban&.
l_ess, jury-trial is proposed to be substituted: ruptcy form the most strlking-- and probably,
under the name and notion of a substitute, in respect of average quantity of value at
jury-trlal would, on this plan, be erected as stake, the most important-- exemplification:
a superstructure, on an edifice, the immo- --petition, a sort of motion, upon paper. In
derate bulk of which is the very subject of the ease of these petilion causes, an issue is
complaint, now and then directed ; and, even in other

At the end of a course of spec/al pleading, motion-causes, in other courts, reference has
in the original mode, the points in question been known to be thns made to a jury, though
are somehow or other brought to an issue, much more rarety.
without the application of any such instru- But, to the _urking after this model, there
ment as human reason, on the part of the are two objections: one on the ground ot
judge. In the new-invented mode, by papers justice and utility, the other on the ground
of particulars, the use of that ingrument, in of practical Frobabilify of adoption.
that learned hand, is, or at any rate might _I _ On the ground of justice and utility, the
should suppose) be, alike spared. But, m objection is _tbet, under this mode of trial,
the case where an issue is directed, nothing the encouragement to perjury is so great, that
that is to be done being predetermined by the facts, capable of being extracted out of
any pre-estabtlshed forms, whatsoever might the mass of testimony for the purpose of be-
by possihility be done, in practice nothing ing taken for the subject of the issue, will be
ever zs done, without a previous settlement liable to be concealed or overwhelmed, by the
of the tenor, the very words, of the issue, mass of false facts advanced, under the pro-
under the eye of a judge. This function -- te_ion afforded by that mode of trial against
being, likesomanyotherofthe most essential the scrutinizing power of couater-interroga.
function_ of judicature, beneath the dignity tion : not to speak of its dilatoriness in corn-
of so great a personage as the judge so called parisun of the naturalmode, and its furnishing
-- is turned over, that is, turned down, to a no witnesses but w////ag ones. It presupposes,
subozdimtte sort of j odge, called a master :_ therefore, the universal extension of a mode
more delay, more business, and more fees. of conflicting testifieation, alike favourable to

This practice of directing issues, were it the generation of perjury, and unfavourable
imported into the port of Leith, the same to the direct ends of justice.
incompatibility with superior j udieial dignity I throw out this objection, ralher as mat*
would _thongh not necessarily, but too na- ter for consideration, if it were worth while,
rurally _ be imported along with it. than as being assured of its not being upon

Meantime, this operation of directing an the whole an advantageous sneeedaneum to
/ssaeor issues is not materially different from the existing system. -- But what renders it
that which my judge would have to perform, not worth insisting on, is its failure on the
in the case where jury-trial were eaUed for ground of practical probability. A motion.
by either party, after a decision pronounced cause, though, in comparL_n of a cause carried
in the character of a definitive decision, _v on under the natneal system, enormously/nag,
himself. And, unless the instances, in whlcl_, is, in comparison of a cause carried on under
under the existing practice, reference is thus any other branch of the technical system, as
made to a jury, are much fewer than they conspicuously short. It moreover imports a
ought to be (which, under the recognised withdrawing of the men&wity/-ilcenee, and a
enormity of the addition to the expense, may substitution of a meagre and comparatively
not improbably be the ease,) your Lordship dose discourse, purporting at least to be the
may conceive by anticipation, how few the discourse of the party himself, to the exu-
instances would be, in which, on my plan, berant and inexhaustible effusions of profes-
the good men and true of Scotland would siena] and learned eloquence,
find themselves saddled with this burden, in In the ease of an incidental a17plleatlon,
eomparisun of the instances in which they springing out of a cause already introduced
would have to submit to this vexation, on and carried on in regular form, such abbrevia-
any plan which the learned reformer could tiou may be admitted. But, to apply to the
approve, bo&j of every cause any such short method,
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would be an infringement ot the prerogative I --your ma/dfide defendant, for example, with
of the college, a contempt for the wisdom of another man's estate or money in his hands
ages, and a violation of the act of u_/o_, if --admitting the existence of this best sort
not totidem syllabis, at any rate totidem literis, of customer, observe, my Lord (but I think
Indeed, be the occasion what it may, and the your Lordship _hll not bepleased to observe,)
arra_gement proposed what it may, to be as- in how many slmpes nourishment is provided
saved of its being a violation of the act of for him, by these four resolutions about juries.
union, there needs no more than the assurance i He forms his calculation ; and, if mesne
of its being a defalcation from the mass of profits, or interest of money, promise to out-
delay, _exation, and expense, and thereby from weigh the eventual addition of expense -- or
the reward allowed by the wisdom of ages to without any such trouble of calculation, if
learnedindustry, hisaffmrsbe desperate--afterallanterior

Accordingly,itismerelyin thecharactersourcesof delayare exhausted,takingcare
of& modelalreadyexistingintheEnglishre- towalttillthelastmoment, he fliestore_-
poaitor$,tb_tImentionthispossiblesupportl_ionthe6th,asto thehornsof thealtar,
forjury-trialinScotland--andthatnoarticle,and callsforhissharein thisnew-lmported
inthe listof thesemodels,may be omitted stockofEnglishliberty.

andnotwithany thesmallestexpectation, If,asperresolution7th,"thatpartofthe
any morethanwish,ofseeingitrecommended countrywheretheevidencec_ bemoste_ily
toyourLordship'snoticeby yourLordship'sobtained"happensfortunatelyto liewithin
learnedreformer,oranyotherlearnedadviser,therangeofa circuit,andthecommencement
forany speciesof cause;--meaningalways of thatraceagai_ttimehappenstobe, or
priy_ci],al not incidental causes, can be made to be, at a convenient degree of

By what means, therefore, this additional remoteness, the further off-the point of time,
formality is likely to be made to operate in so much the better for malafidcs.
the character of an instrument of dispatch, Moreover, the principle of circum.oyrating
passes my comprehension : but how it may justice, conslstingin the allotment of a limited
be, and is likely to be, made use of as an en- quantity of time for an unlimited quantity of
gine of deta_, to that question answers offer business, another chance he thus gets into
themselves in abundance, the bargain is _ that of finding, that when

Occasion has already presented itself--not the cause has got to the circuit town, there
marely of informing, but, however, of humbly is no time for trying it as it should be ; where-
reminding your Lordship, that there are such by he gets the benefit of cross and pile : --
sorts of causes as ma/_ fide causes. Of the or there is no time for trylng lt at all ; whereby
existence of such iniquity, the innocence of he gets either the benefit of a fitrther re-
the learned reformer, if his language were to spite to the nexi circuit, or that of finding his
be believed, has need t_ be informed. In the adversary content to give up half his right,
lOth resolution he speaks of dissatisfaction rather than see the other half exported to fur-

of a party's being "dissatisfied with the ther perils.
judgment of any court," meaning subordinate Is it a cause that has taken its commence-
court : --and proceeds, as if a real dissatis- meat in Shetland or the OrkneysY-- a cause
faction with thejndgmentofsuchsubordinate about a hovel, for example, or a few yards
court were the only motive, which, in his _uare of potatoe-grnund adjoining to it, or
experience, any man ever found, for making the boundary between one such scrap of
application to a super-ordinate court, ground and another ?_ he lays hold on reso-

Supposing Scotland to be this sort of Uto- lution the 8th, and up goes the cause to Edin-
p'm--from the power which he gives to burgh, and there breeds another cause, the
either party, for referring the matter with or object of which is to know, whether the
without reason to a jury, so very considerable Court of Session there shall or shall not think
mass of mischief might arise. But in Eng- fit, that when the cause is got back again so
land, as your Lordship may have seen, and far in its way to Norway, it shall receive the
will see a little more distinctly a little fur- benefit of its share in the new imported stock
ther on, we have a chamber, in which the of English liberty.
vermin that spin out such causes are bred in And note, that the power, of thus giving
swarms, as llce and fleas are said to have been exercise to the faculty of locomotion, may be
bred in Turkish hospitals, and nurseries, no less useful in the hands of a ma/a fide
_unded and stocked for the purpose: and one suitor on the plaintiff's, than on the de_
of his improvements, as your Lordship will dant's side.
tree presently, consists in the building of just As for example--in a situation tlke I_
such another receptacle at Edinburgh, spick Selkirk's, should it happen to a man to be
a_d span new. actvr_ted bya disposition, such as nobody c_a

Admitting, then, _he existence of the breed be further than I am from meaning to att_
of maid fide suitors, without which his nut- lmte to that noble lord, it might not be tm-
tery for them would be without inhabitants worthy of your Lordship's condder&tion, how
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much might be deme in such hands towards _ fore theCourt of Ses_ionat Ed/_bu_jMn the
ridding the country of its superfluous popula- first instance -- in that case, by resolution
Lion, by actions judiciously introduced into the 7th, the idea occurs (I perceive) to the
the local subordinate court, and thereupon learned reformer, that there may be one part
set to vibrate, as above, in an are of 200 or of the country in which " evidence may be
300 miles length, between the subordinate more easily obtained" than in another; and
court and the super-ordinate, power is accordingly given to the Court of

Over and over again I have had, or shall Session, to place the scene of action in that
have, occasion to confess, that were there venue. But, to the case where the cause is
any such instrument as aspeeulum mentis that in the first instance brought before the coon-
would suit the purpose, astutia, rather than try court in the Orkaeys, this power is not
innocence, is the state in which I should extended. Had resolutions the 7th and 8th
expect to find the learned reformer's mind : changed places, this doubt would have been
should this conception, on the other hand, be removed: but, whatsoever may have been the
erroneous, it may be of real use to him -- in cause, the monopoly of this benefit seems to
his office or in his professinn--to be informed, have been intended for the suits commenced
what wicked people there are, in this wicked at Edinborgh : suitors, perverse enough to
world, wish to have justice administered to them

The mention made in resolution the 6th near to their own homes, not being thought
and resolution the 9th, of the Lord Ordinary's worthy of it.
court (in the Outer-house) and the court True it. is, that. for aught I know, the in-
or chamber (meaning, I presume, the entre- tention may have been, that wl_m a cause,
spendent Inner-house,) reminds me on this which from the Orkneys has a_cendcdtoEdin.
oceaslon, as on so many others (of which burgh, has re.descended to the Orkneys, re-
hereafter) of the enigmatical and mysterious ceives the benefit of jury-trial, it shall not
state of that court, which is at the same thne be at any circTdt court, but at the s_ationary
two and one. Our ma/d fide suitor, when, court from which it came: I mention this,
with the help of one jury or succession of therefore, not as matter of opinion on n_y
juries, he has exhausted the stock of delay part, but as matter of doubt.
purchasable at the Outer-house, is it pro- Be thisasit may, lf I comprehend the mat-
i_kse_ that, with the help of another jury or ter right, my Lord. suitors who wish to re-

e succession of juries, he shall be admitted eeive justice, x_dthout being sent 200 or 300
to the purchase of a flash stock in the Inner- miles for it, are a bad set of people : their
house ? and this in the two cases-- of the wish is _o cheat superior merit, the exclusive
causes breaking out of his lordship's hands growth of the metropolis, out of the reward
and getting into the Inner-house (viz. by re- so richly due to it: _tbe practice of bringi_g
claiming petition,) whether he will or no, causes before these paltry little efforts is
and that of its being gently wafted thither acoordingly a bad practice, and ought to be
by Ida diffidence ; viz. in that easy sor_ of discouraged. Else why is it that, when a
vehicle, called a great mrisandum, in the cause is brought in the first instance befm'e
construction of which his lm Jship shows a one of those petty e_mrts, neither party can
degree of expertness so far above the compre- have the beneft of j uryotrial, without trying
hension of any English jedge? These are the eausa first at Edinbargh, toknowwbetber
questions, to which, from the first, an answer it shall he tiled afterwards in the jury mode,
_a 9 have been provided, though, upon the in the Edinburgh court, there or elsewhere?
face of the resolutions, no trace of any such -- to be tried, viz. in the court it came from,
thing should be to be found, or in the circuit court, or in God knows

As to resolution the 9th._relative to causes and perhaps the learned reformer knows
brought on in an inferior court, including the what other court ? while, if the plairttiff has
country courts at all distances, -- whether it but the sense to commence the cause in the
be considered in itself, or confronted with re- proper place, in the only place in Scotland
solutions the 6th and 7th, relative to causes where any sort of cause ought to be cam-
brought before the Court of Session in the moaned, to wit, at Edinburgh, where persons

t instance, it calls, in my view, for ques_ of superior learning and merit may extract
tions and observations more than one. their due out of it, he, as well as the defen-

When, under resolution the 8th, proofs dant, may put themselves in possession of
lutvlug been allowed in a court in the Or/_- this new and matchless benefit, each of them
aeys, application is made from the Orkneys at his own will and pleasure, without being
_o J_diaburgh, for trial by jury, where is it beholden for it to the Court of Session, or

posed that the trial will take place ? -- in anybody e_lse, and without being obliged to
e Orkneys, from whence the cause came, join in the trial of a prellmilmry and addi-

where most probably the residences of tional cause, as above.
It4imessesand parties are _ or at Edinburgh ? In England, centuries ago, the_e little

/_ the case where the cause is brought be- country reptiles were either swallowed up,
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sucked dry -- nothing left but a husk -- by ¢/al verdlet, or a verdict subject to the old.
the great _erpents in Westminster-Hall:--nion oft he court--or in deciding by/ot_
the wisdom which gave success to the design 3. Notorious partiality of a juror,--evi.
was, if I mistake it not, a prototype, and per- deuced, for example, by previous declarations
Imps a model, to this the learned reformer's on his part, of a determination to cause the
grand scheme of reformation, verdict to be given in favour of one of the

All this while, lest injustice be done to parties--
jury-trial_ and a matchless remedy put upon 4. Mistake or miscondact on the part oft he
the List of pare poisons, let it not, my Lord, judge , -- in excluding evidence that ought to
be forgotten, that in jury-trial all this crab- have been admittod--orin adminin 9 evidence
bedness is not innate, but comes of its being that ought to have been excluded--or ha
grafted upon n cankered stock, instead of giving an erroneous direction respecting the
a sound one: upon the teel*nical--and, in matter of law_
particular, upon the Scotch branch of the 5. On the part of the evidence, a defieieney
technical--instead of the natural system of on one side--whether produced by fraud
proeedare, on the opposite side --by pure aceide, t -- by

And moreover, in respect to removal in misconception or neglect on the first side ; viz.
general -- removal for whatever purpose, and on the part of the professional agents of the
under whatever pretence--ff it be so well party on that same side--
adapted as at present it appears to be, to the 6. Absence of any other of the dra=at/s
convenience of the maldfide suitor, it would perso_ whose presence was regarded as he-
not be so in the smallest degree, under that cessary -- a.%for example, of an advocate on
modification of the natural system, which I one side-- the absence produced by fraud on
propose to submit to your Lordship, in the the opposite side-
Facie_ta. If it is so now, it is only because All these have, in English practice, been
(as I proceed to state in my next letter) sustained as grounds for the a11owanee of n
learnedlords and gentlemen find it convenient new trial.
to have it so : finding, in the mnFtfide suitor, These, in the course of about a eentory
for whatsoever stock of delay, vexation, and and a half (the time during which the prae-
ezpense they can contrive to manufacture-- ticc of granting new trials has been in use,)
in the _/dfide suitor (the latchet though not have been brought to light, bythe fortuitous
dormant partner in their firm,) besides a part- concourse of the parent atoms of litigatien :
net, their best sort of instrumenL and in the more, for anght t know, there may be, though
mode and couditinns of removal, one of their I should not expec_ to filld many, presenting
best channels of conveyance, an equally good title, but as yet lying unex-

On this occasion I know not whether there truded in the womb of time. Were it to pre-
be any adequate use in hinting, that, of the sent any prospect of being of use, I know of
two modifications, of which misdecision on one hand at least, by which,weak as it is, the
the part of a jury is alike susceptible -- viz. labour of exploration would not be grudged.
misdecision which calls for reversal, and mis- On this as on so many other occasions, a_m-
decision which, respecting qu:mtity only, calls lngy, if properly comn_issioned, would, in the
only for mo&'fieation --viz. aag_watatioa or course of a few days or hours, produce in use-
dimiaution_ (say, misdecision pro torn, and rid abundance eases calling tbr regulation, and
mirdecision pro tanto)--the eye ofthelearned regulations adapted to those eases.
reformer seems to have pitched but upon one. But it is among the maxims of learned po-
A verdict requiring correction--for example, liey. that all such anticipations are an injary
on the score of excessive damages-- and given to the profession, and as sueh ought to be
without any direction from the judge, or di_ountenanced:--thattbeoulyfitshapefor
against his direction -- was it considered, and law to appear in, is that of ear post facto law:
meant to be included under the description _ that providence is rashness: -- that punish.
of a verdict given contrary "to evidence?" merit, especially when without delinquency,

But the occurrences--specified as above, is better than prevention : _ that legislation
in the character of fit grounds for _em trial is usurpatien upon jurisprudence:--amlthat
_are they a// that required to be than spe- to shut the stable door, before one steed at
rifled ? least has been stolen, is defrauding thieves

]. Vieiouseompositionofthejury,--by the and lawyers of their due.
admission of a juror who had gained admis- From this cause it is, among others, that
don by fraud after his disqualification had cases--which to so vast an extent might, by"
_n pronounced _ the light of analogy, be at once brought out

2. M_stahe or misconduct on the part of the and provided for _and, by the hand of tim
jary, --in giving a verdict contrary to evi- /eg/s/atoe, in the best moderate le_ to bs
deuce, or contrary to the &'reetion of the dragged out, one by one, time after time, each-
judge respecting matter of law-- or in giving time at the expense of numy a pang, by tim
a$wueral verdict, the judge requiring a _o afllictedsaitor, and providedfot, iatA¢com_
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of_,bytbe hind of the y-.dge--proceeding of shops where l_jma_e, in the shape d &-
/n his everimperfect and inanfficlent mode. lay, is sold to all who waql paytheprice,

But to return to the 9roumts for new tr/aL in the character of Mexican temples, pollated
Of the above, upon which English practice by humma _crifiees, this feeble hand wQtdd
has already put its seal, few, ifsmy, wmdd, | re_rd itself as employed, not like that of
am ineiim_tot_uk, he regurded by a Scotch Erostratus, but like that of Daniel, if, in ad-

as insufficient, ditlon to the model of the projected Scotch
Yet, out of the whole number, two and edifice of that name, it were able to coa_

no more -- c_trariety to ev/deace, and mls- those antique receptacles of corruption to a
decisi_ of the judge--are specified by your consuming fire.
Lordshi_'s learned adviser in the resolutions. Though always a respectful observer, your
_I have the honour to be, with all respect, Lordship never has found, never can find, in
my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient ser- me, a flattering one. Had I a vote, and at
v_lt, JE_EMY BENTHAM. the same time no other option than between

the plan prepared by your Lordship's learned
adviser, and the new one now placed upon

LETTER V. the carpet by another learned scribe, howso-
ever it fared with my wishes, my judgment

ON THE RILL CALLED LORD ELDON'$. wou_d find itself obliged to decide--that, in
MY LoaD,-- I resume the pen. Times have that perpetual competition for public favour,
_uged ; but the address of these letters shall on which, under the best, and, at the same
not change. Your Lordship's was the mark time, the most improvable of all governments,
first stmnpt upon the measure. There I hope all hope of ulterior improvement depends, the
still to see it; by me, at any rate, it shall latest bidder has, in the present instance,
not--byyour Lordship, I hope, it will not-- shown himself the best. Do not let the lot
be obliterated. Be thefundatorperficle_ who be knocked down to him, my Lord. That,
he may, to the character of.fu_dator inripiens if not on the present, on some future contin-
your Lordship's title is beyond dispole. Be gent occasion, brought on by some new turn
the profit of the piece to the public what it of the wheel of fortmlc, your Lordship, after
may, your Lordship may claim to the last an being enabled, may be prevailed upon to bid
author's share, above him, is amongst the objects aimed at

Your Lordshlp's edition of it was the sub- by this renewed address.
of the four preceding letters. When the In the former instance, after a leading step
of them was concluded, the plan of ob- or two, the direction pursued appeared to my

servatiou I had set out upon wanted much of weak judgment, such as it was, a wrong one.
having been completed. My intention, how- In regard to this new plan, what I have now
ever, was to have gone through with it, and to notice resolves itself into this, viz. that
that intention wanted at length but little of after a few uncertain and tottering steps,
having been executed. But when the text though the di,'ection he in the main a right
was fully understood to have been laid upon i one, yet so small is the advance, yards or
the shelf, the comment could do no less than _ inches, when furlel_gs were necessary, tlmt
follow it. Should the text ever find its way when the moving power is exhausted, the

aintotbeearpet, itwiltthenbetimeenough me_sure will find itself, by a vast interval_
the comment tofollowitinitscourse, shortof thepropermark.
Not thatthelabourbestoweduponthedoro The easeand comfortitgave me, not

mant planisaltogetherlost.It can be no merelytofindmyselfatliberty,but,by the
_ret toyourLordship,that,to my humble natureof thecase,compelledto ascribethe
•iewof thematter,thetowerofjudicaturedetailsandtechnicalpartsof theplantoart
was alreadyhighenough,and,toallbut the inferior,and thatsn unknown hand,was,on
favouredfew,towhom a goldenticketopens the formeroccasion,representedinmy first
theway, the summit ofitsufficientlyinac- letter.
cesslble, without any such additional stage as Happily, on the present occasion, the same
your Lordship's learned architect had planned good fortune still attends me. To outward
for it. My intended globe of compression appearance, and in common parlance, the bill
shares, ofcourse, thefateofthefortressagainst which lies before me presents the image and
which it was designed to serve. But if, of the superscription of the noble and learned lord
stock of projectiles originally destined for that whose seat (to use a flower culled from his
service, it should happen to a splinter or two own bouquet, of which presently) is " at
to glance that way, without prejudice to the the head of the" taw-- the second person in
_',v service to which they are now destined, dignity after royal blood _ the Lord High
so mneh the better for economy, and not the Chancellor of Great Britain. As to the ac-
worse, 1 hope, for justice. To us in England, tual penmanship, I ascribe it without heslta-
intermediate chambers of review are no no- tion to Some other, and consequently infe-
Velty. Viewi_ them at once in the character riot: hand. The proof is no tess simple than
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conclusive. I.enulatloa is, in every public grop_gfor, madam at leith arrlwd _t, k_
station (unless that of the Chancellor of the this argument. The time d the noble and
F_xchequer be an exception,) matter, either learned person, whosemeat is sometimt_ upon
of mere supererogation, and not, in any degree a beach, sometimes upon a _ohack, is immt-
or point of view, of oblination , or, a_ the ut- ficicot for the discharge of the duties of per-
most, of what, according tothe distinction so feet obligation by which he is pre_ed :--&
familiar to morall_s and jurists, is danomi, fortiori, for imperfect ones. Clearip4gthe pa-
hated imperfect obligation. Judicature, i. e. on per of the causes is, so far as time mid powers
the part of a judge (to borrow a term from serve, matter of perfect obligation; drawing
the same authoritative vocabulary,) "dispatch this bill, or any other bill, is matter either
of business," and with the utmost degree of of no obligation at all, or, at the utmtkt, but
celeri_/which, consistently with rectitvde, the of an imperfect one. In the noble and learned
powers of decision on the Imrt of the judge ad- bosom here in question, consdeae¢ is at once
mitot; matter of perfect obligation. How far too delicate and too enlightened, to sacrifice
in the highest source of that purest kind of perfect obligations to imperfect ones. There-
law, which, in the only eomitry that, has any fore, it was not by the band of the noble and
conception of it, is distinguished by the name learned lord that this bill was drawn. There-
of equitn, the rate of dispatch is from keeping fore, again, it was drawn by some other, and
pace with the demand, is a point that could consequently by some inferior hand: which
_o otherwise be ascertained in proper mode hand, saving its inferiority, is unknown,
and form, than from the renister books, and which is all that I do know, or, so long as it
such other documents as, in either house of is in my power not to know, will know, con-
parliament, any member who should think cerning it.
it worth knowing whether equity gets on or Hence, my Lord, my comfort: and now,
stands _iI], might command at any time. But with a tranquillized mind, I enter upon my
that, in a general view, it is such as to present, new task.
"to the eye of superficial observation at least Your Lordship will be apt to smile -- other
symptoms of debility in the extreme--and readers, ff I happen to have any, will stand
this whether the standard of comparison be aghast--at seeing a lettrr divided into e_up-
taken from anterior, or eotemporary and colin- Sets, and those chapters perhaps into sections.
teral examples--is a fact, which, since the time But having no share in that profit which has
of the chancellorship of Lord Loughborough, uaintelligibilit!t forits source, nor interest em_-
has, with little interruption, been rendered sequently in manufacturing a chaos, without
but too notorious by the daily lists of causes, " distinguishable f_atnre, shape, or limb,"
as well as by the groans of suitors, and the such as the laws of this one country (this pro-
unvaried cloud that has been seen sitting upon posed law among the rest) are doomed to be,
the brows of advocates, whom famine has --more particularly in their first eeacaetion,
driven, along with the causes (corpora rum when (for the purpose of reference, confroo-
eausis,) out of the two great banqueting halls ration of Farts, methodization and discussion,)
ia Palace Yard and Lincoln's Inn, into the division and distinction are most necessary
great audience hall at the rolls. Of this in- having no such profit, I say, nor consequently
adequacy of the supply to the demand for ju- any such sinister interest, even the/aw of
dlcature, what the e_'eient causes may be, is custom -- to so many noble and learned per-
a subject of too much delicacy, not to speak sons, and on such good and va/uab/e conside-
of danger, for so weak a hand as mine to at- rations, the dearest and most sacred of all
tempt to dive into. Whether it be, that in laws _ has not been able to prevail upon me
mere spite, the powers which should have to forego the use of those instruments of dis-
been the powers of harmony, have metamor- tines conceptmn, as well as unambiguous and
phosed themselves into powers of discord, and uneireumlocutory reference, which have the
notwithstanding, and even by virtue of, that rules of division and amaeration for their
very discord, entered into a conspiracy to dis- source.
turb the quiet of the bench, and in the rage of
their hunger and thirst after equity, to keep CHAPTER L ANALYSIS OP THE ELLL CALLED

equalling and knocking for it at a door, which LOaDELnoN'S aXLL.
they deserve not to see open to them : _ § l. D/st/affu/s/m/de Parts.
whether .... But it would be no less super- For the purpose of such observations as 1
Iluous than perilous to attempt prying into may have to submit, I shall take the liberty
cauls0 when the effects which, for the purpose of considering the matter of the bill as divided
ofthe argument, are so indisputably sufficient, into four parts:
are themselves beyond dispute. Part tbefirst, taking for its subject the in-

My Lord, what, tike an innocent and sus- dieial establishment.of the Cou_ of Smminn,
peered queen, I have been thus long groping and the course of procedure in that court.
for blindfold, in a labyrinth composed of red- and for its declared object, ,' dispatch of ira-
hot ploughshares _ what 1 bare thus been siness," oceupias itself io making regutatioM
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outrlgliL by the _o]e wisdom, as we_l u by § 2. Part ]. PARLIAMENTARYRegulations y
tire authority of parliament, touching the Judicial Establishment.

Of the nineteen sections that may be found 1.-- Section 1. The Court of Session to be
on numbering the paragraphs in the bill (for, cast into two Divisions: in Division the First,
as already intimated, it would have been un. the Lord President and seven other judges ; /?
parliamentam2 to have put them into a state inDivisionthe Seeund, theLordJustice.Cter]_
already fitted for _umerical reference, i.e. and sL_ other judges•
into a state in which they would have been 2.--Section'2. Theidngto"appaint"which
capable of being referred to, other_se titan of the judges shall sit in the severedDivisions.by a constantly tedious and oftentimes mnbi- (The appointmentfir_t made, quere, is it to
guous circumlocutory designation,) this part be susceptible of variation ?)
embraces, or at least touches upon sections

ten, viz. 1, 2, 3, 7, S. 9, 10, I l, 12, 13. i 3.-- Section 2. The Lord President of thewhole court to preside in Division the First ;
Part the second, taking in hand the same the Lord Justice-Clerk in Division the Se-

subjects, and (it may be presumed) looking eond : in the absence of such permanent pre-
to the same object, not to speak of other oh- sident, an occasional president to be elected
jects, occupies itself in giwng to the Court ou each occasion by"thej*ldgesthenpresent;"
of Session powers of subordinate legislation, (quere if by " to sit at the head of such Di-
to be exercised on the subjects mentioned visions respectively," be meant, to exerdse
above.-- Sections touched upon four, viz. 5, the functions of president _.) [_. B. In no
6, 9, and II. one of the three tbur-seatcd courts in Vfest-

Part the t/tird occupies itself in giving to minster Halt, does the judge who presides sit
a set of special commissioners authority! (but at the head of the hue ofjudges.]
without power) to make inquiries relative to 4.--Section 3. Each Division to contain the
the course of procedure in that court and the same number of "Judges of the Court of Jus-
sheriff's court, as carried on at present, and ticiary," reckoning fur one the Lord Justice-
thereupon to propose any such alterations

Clerk-- (who always is one.)
as, in their judgment, may seem proper to be 5. -- Section 7, undel_aking to give a qua-
made by parliament ; _LSalso to another spe- rum nmnber to each Division (the same tocial commission, the operations of which are
confined to the particular purpose of report- ca,'h,) leaves a blank for it.t (In the caseof the entire court, as often as a quorum num-
ing concerning the utihty and proper extent her is mentioned, the blank is filled up.)
of jury trial, and the most advantageous mode 6. -- Section 8. Except in cases herein ex-
of engrafting it upon whatsoever system of cepted (see Part II.) each Division is to have
procedure may have been proposed by the set "'the like duties, powers, and funetinns...
of commissinnersfirst mentioned.--Seetions, authorities and privileges" as are now exer-two, viz. 18 and 19.

Part the fourth takes for its subject the ci._edor erJjoyed by the whole court.7. -- Section 8. This section takes for its
appeal presented from the Court of Session object, the securing a decision in the ease of
to the House of Lords ; and for its object (to difference of ot,i_zion among the judges, with
judge by inference, in default _f express de- equal numbers on each side• But of this part
claration,) _for its principal, at least, if not of the bill, I find mjself unable to give any
SOleobject--the reducing the "' burthen" ira- tolerablv correct accotmt, in any other words
p_-ed by those applications "on the time of than its'own.$
the House of Lords." Such is, at any rate, 8. _ Section 9. Liberty to the plaintiff to
the principal declared object of the plan coo*
rained in the memorial presented to the House which appointed permanent Lords Ordinary of
of Lords by eleven out of the fifteen judges ! the Outer-House. By 1 Will IV. c. 69, §'20,

the number of Judges was reduced from 15 to
of the Court of Session, headed by the Lord 13; four Judges, including the President, sitting
President : which memorial was followed by in the First Division of the Inner-House, d_e
a bill, and that by a second, having for its same number, including the Lord Justice-Clerk,
reputed author the same right honourable in the Second. and five Lords Ordinary sittingin
judge: which bills, taken together form, upon the Out_r-Houze.--Ed.
the face of them, the basis of this, which since "t"In the Act (§ 7,) four Judges in each Divi-

sion were to be a quorum.
that time we have seen issuing from a still _ By the original Bill, in ease of an equality
higher source. _ Sections, four, viz. |6, 14, of voices in either Division, the President of the
15. and 13. other Division was to vote. By an amendment

I proceed to sketch out the contenta, or at suggested by LordEldon_in ease of such equality,
any rate the topics of the biU, Considered as the matter was to be again discussed, and in case
divided into these four parts :*_ of equality a second time, judgment given for
-- the defendant. By the act as -passed (§ 9,) on

art equality after a second conslderatio_ of the* The Bi]l (with alterations alluded to iny?a,
p. _1, note _,) was _ on the 4th July 1_08, case as above, a Lord Ordinary of the DiCasion
(48 Geo. III. ¢. 151 ) The Court of Session wan was to be called in from the Outer.House m
tm_Jed by 6 _. IV. ¢_120 (fi_hJuly 1825,} vot_--Ed.
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choose under which Division he will corn- ! Inner-House: with the exception,- pa,die_y
mence his suit. !of Ordinaries, in the Outer-House and Bill.

9. -- Section 9, Cases of remitter excepted Chamber, as at present.)
Qee Part II.) no removal of a suit from Di- 19.--SeetiorrY. So, to regulate concerning
vision to Division. (Words in abundance, the remittal of causes from Division to Dis_
clouds proportionable.) sion, in consideration of a "¢.onne_on" be-

10.--Section I0. Powers for enabling each tween cause and cause.
Division to obtain assistance from the opt- 20.--Section 11. So, toregulate concerning
nions of the other, the "forms of proceedin 9 amt process" in each

1I.-- Section 1l. "Forms ofproccedin,q and Division : ,' arid particularly concerning the
process," to be the same in the two Divisions : mode of conducting the pleadings by writing
no alteration but by the whole court, or viva voce," and that as well in the Inner-

12.--Section 12. Causes depending at the House, as before the Ordinaries.
commencement of this act, how to be distri-
buted between the two Divisions. § 4. Contents of Part III. Authority,

13.--Section 17. On the appointment of a inquisttorial and initiative.
new judge, " the forms of admissions are to l.--Section 18. Power to the king, either
be gone through" in that division only to by letters patent, or by instrument under his
which he " is appointed." " If the admis- s*gn-manual, to appoint commissioners (num-
sion be objected to, the objections are to be ber not limited) to sit at such times and pla_s
judged of by the whole court." as they think fit, ibr the exercise of the func-

tions hereinafter mentioned ; with power to
§ 3. Part II. Powers to Session for sub- choose a prce,cs (z. e. one of their number

ordinate Legislation.* (it is supposed) forpra_ses) as also "aclerk'*
14.--Seetion 5. Powers tothe whole court, (one clerk).

. for determiniug in what numbers in each Di- 2. -- Section 18. Authority (without any
vision the jud.es shall officiate in the Outer- coercive power) to these commissioners, "to
House and Bill-Chamber, sepm_tely or to- make fuU inquiries" (without power for com-
gethcr, pelling answers to mJy such inquiries) " into

15.-- Section 5. So, "in what manner ;" the present tbrms of the court in conducting
whether in the present, or in any different process, extracting decrees, registration of the
one. same, and execution thereon, or upon letters

16. -- Section 5. So, whether "constantly qf ddigenee" (Anglic_; process) " passing the
or usually" some shall sit in the Outer-tlouse signet, or any other matters touching the
or .Bill-Chamber; others in the lnner-Itouse, process or proceedtng of the said court."_

] 7. _ Section 5. So, hi what "' rotation ;" (Process Scotie_ is synonymous to proceeding
for example, " of years, sesswns, months or Anglic&)
weeks ;" regard being had to " dispatch of 8.--Section 1S. Authority "to set down in
business and avoiding of expense." writing,_" amendments," such as " shall

1S.--Section 4. So, to regulate the days of appear to them -- most reasonable mad best
sitting in the two Divisions during the time calculated for the due administration ofjustice
of session: (in which phrase seems to be ira- in that court.'"
plied, thatin vacation times, being four months IV. B. So far as concerns the Court of
and two months, total six months, in the year, Session, every point in which the persona[
neither of the Divisions are to sit ; viz. in the interest of the judges is more particularly

• Since the text was wmten 0ndeed, since it concerned, and in particular that " repose"
wasprinted)cameintomylmndsanotherbillthat to which their determinatiou to saerificethe
tins issued from the same high soure_ Of the interests of justice has been solemnly declared
several alterations contained in it, there is not, (Memorial, Art. ,50,) seems left to the un-
I believe, one of any importune% the demand tbr controuled operation of that sinister interest:
which had not presented itself to my observation, _ the commissioners not authorised so much
and been made the subject of remark, either in as to propose anything in relation t_ it.]_nt or manuscript. So far as this coincidence

taken place, what was matter of censure when _Formsof Pleading _ (a subject sufficient
applied to the first bill, will operate, of course, of itself to absorb the wfiole of a man's time
as matter of justification, when applied to the for mouths or years)--another point which
aecond, the commissioners are not to meddle with :

The regulations which, by the powers given, I reserved for the judges whose determinationas above, would, under the first bdl, have been ] .m tn ,.;.,..,.. _._'_1_ .f tho;. +;_. I_.
nmde definitive, are,under the amended bill, de- _ _" "_ _l_"_a_r "-_._'_*" ...........

_cn _eeLare as _ve /dared to be l_utprovisional, subject to alteration | . _ " . . . .

by parliament, either of Its own motion, or at the [ 4.--Seetton _8. Authority" to mqmre intosuggestion of the eommi._sionersheremabove and I the fees, perquLites, and emoluments, claimed
hereinafter mentioned. In point of effect, the [ by or belonging to the clerks and officers of
difference will be tbund to be prodigious and { the court, and other members of the Cotle_
proportionably beneficial; but the original design } --
ought not to be fcrgottem _ 1 T See note • in preceding column.
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of Jrust/¢¢," (including tho_e called in England 2. Under this term, " sl_eri_f-conrts," (rtot
attornegs stud solicilocs._) " or" (and) " per- very usual in Scotch law) would the ju_lea_
monsconsented with the said court, the faculty tortes filled by the substitutes be understood
ofadvacates excepted." to be included, as well as those filled by the

5.--.Seetion 11. Authority to report " how principals ?
far the same," (viz. the fees, &c,) "are non, 3. In the instance of the judicatodes, in-
reasonable or" (and) " ought to be allowed cluded, as above, in the authority [br making
or increased,'" (Under the words " how far," inquiry, whyeonfinc the inqmryto the subject
would diminution be understood to be-yore- of the " emoluments," excluding the system of
prised, as wen as increase and total disallow- procedure, between which and the system of
anceY) procedure pursued in the Court of Sesswn--

&--Section 18. In case of the abolition of (the judicatory by wlfich the proceedings in
any "enwlaments" by " regulations introduced those subordinate courts are reviewed)--the
by this act," or " by the adoption of any re- cOnnexmu is necessarily so intimate ?
gutations" proposed as above, (nothing said 4. " Tahmy and setting down in writing
of aholitmn by regulation, if any, ma.e by what occurs -- relatin 9 thereto." By this
the Court of Session) authority to report what expression was it meant to denote, or to in-
satisfaction it may be reasonable to make to dude, authority for proposing "alterations or
the persons deprived of such emoluments, amendments," as in the ease of the Court of
(Of satisfaction ibr loss accruing to persons Session ? If so, what can have been the tea-
entitled to nominate to the offices, the emo- son for thus varying the phrase ?:_
luments of which may then come to be abo- 9.--Section 18. Like authority respecting
lished, nothing is said.) " the state of the records in these courts:"

7. -- Section 18. Authority to propose re- viz. the " sheriff courts," and those only, as
solutions ""relative to processe_, or causes aforesaid. (Like queries to this clause, as
to be brought into the Court of Session by to the one last mentioned.)
ad_eation" (Auglie_ by certiorari) " or sos- _f_:depute) generally re_ides at a distance from
,pension" (Anghc_ by writ of error or appeal) the county, and merely deeid.s in appeal a ver£
" or in thefirst instance, or'before the Circuit small propomon ot the cases which have passed
Court ;" i. e. (as explained in the preambula- through the hands of the substitute.--Ed.
tory part of this section) " the Circuit Court _ In the amended Bill is mdaded in the autho.
of)usticiary by appeal." (Procedure in causes ] titans that of "' making inquiry into the proceed.

ings in the Admiralty and Commissary courts,
brought into the Court of Session in thefirst ] and in the interior courts in Scotland, relattve to
instance, having (as per No. 3) been already matters of a clot[ nature, and to report in what
included in the authority given to these corn- manner these may be imuroved." _These indi-
missioners, what is it that can have been in- cates a Scotch hand.) The sheriff-courts-- how
tended by the words, first instance, in this came they on this occasion m be omitted ? On

clause, which appears not to have any other • • ." ' " " . • .' !
ohject than th e opt ion to be mad e as bet ween t tu;nerd!CrsC_2'i_el_i!_luC&d_tmhe_hi_._u 5
one mode of appeal and another ?) i tion of " inferitrr'" courts

8,--Section lS. Authority "to inquire into i _ - •In the amended Ball, m the enacting part rein-
the fees, perquisites, or emoluments, claimed tire to the fees, &e. between the word" sheriff'"
by the clerks and other officers" (judges, it and the word " courts." is inserted the word" other," which of course takes in all courts, the
seems, excepted)in thesherijf'scourtein Scot- small-debt courts not excepted. To dear away
land ,* ,, and to take and set down in writing t _ese uneertainues, would not a schedule of the
what occurs to them relative thereto." courts be of use ?

[1. Of the great variety of inferior judica- arOther authorities added in the amended Billtortes or sheriff:deputes" courts (not to men-
lion their substitutes" courts, which in fact are 1. (To these s:gn-manual commissioners,) to
distinct judieatories with appeal to the re- report in what manner and tbrm_jury-triat couldbe most use/ally established "in that coart_"
spective principals,) justice of peace courts, (not in any other.)
borough halites' courts, dean o_fguilds" courts, . 2. In what manner the present form of process
barons" courts, commissaries' courts, of differ- ,_mthat. " court," (the Court of Sesmon,"as above}
ent ranks one above another, admtralty courts might be improved by conducting more of the
ditto, all liable to have their proceedings re- pleadings viv6 vote."

zt that the inquiry is confined to the "sAeriff.
mutts," meaningthe sheriff-depute's eourt?_'] abomination of representations.)

4. " l_y obviating inconvemenees arising from
-qln the amended Bill are added, '%_tdtaira'J_ the mode now practised in taking proofs by ¢ora.
Caramissary__d other courts." missiom "

"1"In Sea/lanK, the term "sheriff-court" is ge- ft. " By ret_,ulatlonsrelative to proceedings in
nerallya"nside_edapplieabletothatofthesheriff, the Bill Chamber."
Jmbstitu_, The sherfft'(or as he was called at the fThese authorities are to be found in the

wht.__a_e lett_l were published, the she- " Act, § _2.--Ed.]
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lO.-- Section ]8. Injunction to these corn- having a just regard to the interests of the
missioners, to report " the whole of their pro- parties, as they may be affected by the afllr-
eeedings to his Majesty, _-ith all convenient manee or reversal of the decree appealed
speed:" the report " to be laid before both from."
Houses of Parliament, by one of his Majesty's 3.--Section 14. "When anyappeal is lodged
principal Secretaries of State." in the House of Lords, a copy of the petition

11 .--Section 19. Power to " his Majesty, of appeal shall be laid by the appellant or up-
in and by letters-patent under the 9real seal pellants, or by the respondent or respondents.
of the United Kingdom" (i. e. tu _.n*;noble betore the presiding judge," &e. as above.
and learned mover of the bill,) "to noadnate (The word shall, is it to be eonsiderod as
any number of persons not exceeding" (with imperative, or as sirnplyperraissive? If irape-
n blank for the number,) " and such persons rative, on whmn ? Or was it not meant that
being either" (with another blank tbr the it should be, in the first instance, imperative
ffaalifieations.*) upon somebody, and then eventually poem/a-

12. -- Section 19. Authority "to make in- swe to somebody else ? And ffso, at what time
quiry_ by all suel_lau:fill n,a:/san'd means as shall was it understood that the permission should
seem to them ezt, edzent in that behalf, how.far commence ?) &e. &e. &e.
it might be of el'ideal utility to introduce into 4.--Section 15. Of late,ira regulations, so
the proceedings of the Court of Session, or made as above, the exertion is no_ to be
any other court in Scotland, trial byjury" (no stopped by appeal.
authority having been gaven, either to "this or 5. -- Section 15. " Respecting all matters
the o:_herset of commissioners, for making .... done," or " having taken place .... in
any inquiry into the system of procedure put- eonsequenee of such regulations so made as
sued in any such other eo,Jrt,) '" iu ally and to interim-possession,execution, and payment
what eases, in matters of a civil nature, and of expenses or costs," power to the House of
in what manner and form the same could be Lords, on the appeal from the decree, " to
most usefully established." make such order ..... as the justice of the

13.--Section 19. Injunction to report, as in ease shall appear to the said House of Lords
the case of the sign-manual commissioners, to require."

. IOn the occasion of the shadow qfl,ou'er, 6.--Section 13. " From interlocutory judg-
given, as above, to the two sets of eommis- meats .... no appeal, .... except with the
sioners, fur the collection of the requisite leaveoftheDivlsionofthejudgespronouneing
stock of informatinn, quere, what can have such interlocutory judgments."
been the reason of the extmordinar._ _'iffer- 7.--Section 18. " When a final judgment
enee observable in the de'.ineation ot the sha- or decree is appealed from," power "to either
dow, in the two eases? And quere, what party to appeal .... from all or any of the
eouhl have been intended, or suppnsed to interlocutors .... pronounced in the cause,
have been done, by the line of words here so that the whole, as far as necessary, may
printed in italics ?] be brought under the review of the House of

Lords.'"
§ 5. Par_ IV. Regulations touching APPEALS; 8.--Section 13. No appeal to " be allowed

t_. from Session to Lords. from interlocutors or decrees of Loyds Ordi-

1._ Section 16. Power to the House of nary, which have not been reviewed by the
Lords," in its sound discretion,"-- to decree judges sitting in the Division to which such
payment of interest, simple or compound, by Lords Ordinary belong."
any of the parties appellaalt. (The House, bas
it then two sorts of discretion, a sound and § 6. PHRASZOLOGY,a Topic dismissed.
an unsound sor_--the sound not to be brought On the subject of Part the first, as above
into action but. on great occasions ? --or is it marked out, I shall not, on the present oeea-
that, there being but one sort, the soundness sion at least, attempt giving your Lordship
of it is intended to be secured by its being any filrther trouble.
thus enacted to be sound/) So far as concerns thisfirst part of the bill,

2. -- Section 14. " When any appeal is u;eb remarks as I should have to submit,
lodged in the House of Lords". .... power would turn chiefly upon the penmanship.
to " the presiding judge, with the judges of Doubts, for exanlple, eoneer_dng the meaning
the Division to which the cause belongs," of the learned scribe; and, supposing the
or any three of them, to regulate all matters meaning rightly guessed at. doubts whether
relative to interim possession, or exeeution, the words would answer the purpose ofgiving
and payment of costs and expenses already etTeet to it.
incurred, according to their sound discretion, In legislation, though there cannot be any-

thing but what has its impo_ee, yet, ea
a These great se_l Commissionersare removed between style and matter, so far as they areout of the amended Bill. They were knocked on

_e head by the resolutions voted by the whale capable of being separated, matter will, in the
,vaetuty of Aavoeates. order of importanee_ dalm an undisputed pre_
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femnce. Thence it is that, for the present at [ ferent from the sense put upon it by the

least, Part thefirst is put aside. I judge.

The apprehension [ have been all along How happens it--(over and over again
under of tklling into the sm of misrepresea- have I asked myself this questlon, without
ration, and my anxiety under that apprehen- ever having been able to find an answer)
sion, must already have betrayed itself. Of I how happens it, that throughout the texture
misrepresentation, there are two modes : one of this bill, the language is continually varying
is, when. the language of the original being ] -- var_ing, as between clmtse and clause
clear, the representation given of it is unfaith- I between clauses, in which, so far as can bo

ful, arnbiauous, or obscure : the other is, :,rhea, ] cone',uded against the presumption afforded by
the language of the orv]inal being obsc,*re ot t, '/'e variatio}_in the language, the import meant

amb_luaus, the representation given of it is ] to be _,ot_veved _as exactly the same? To
clear and decisive. | v-I at cause s'hall this perI,ett_al departure--de-

In practice, this last mode of misrepresenta- ] part ire of a m tn from hit_self---be ascribed ?_

tlon is the most mischievous. Be the r_rijinal I to t/_.uqht, or to want of thmtqht ¢ Is it thatwhat it may, if the abridgment appear unin- eertaintu was sacrificed; pelpetually anti de-
telligible or doubtful, a man betakc_ l.imself liberately sacrificed, to an imagined beaut!t_
to the original, of course : but if, the oricjtnal beauty supposed _o be produc, d in an act of
being ambiguous, the abridgment be clear, the parhament by variety of st)le? Or is it that
clearer it is, the more perfectly he is satisfied thi. bill, a hill on which the slate m_d &te
with it, aJ,d the less he suspects the danger of justice in one of the three ki'lgdoms de-
be is expourg himself to, hy trusting to the pends --this truly momentous bill, ha i_g. in
abridgment, sad upon the faith of it, ascribing the manner of a _peech spoken, b_ eli dictated
to the orihdnal a sense, which, when the time to an amanuensis, was never looked at after.
comes, may prove, to his dismay, to be dif- I wards?







lO/_l)trCISLE l'Ro_t Ttl_ TabLe.. neous, the imputation (it seems probable) would not have siren
ahogether easily npon the Jndges of that Court. and in particular

J. upon the President, ]_ut if it be in the power of any such impu-
i. The_,ngFl_hbom_dSdcAplmats_erc, as percolumn 1, • 7 tation_ to excite commotions in learned minds, we see the virtue

_ :;,.,,,12 . ] of_7:_a.yeari_thecharacterof_*e._,.._,andi_suchhoits- l ENGL SH AND SCOTCH APPEAL TABLE,  ' c onan nlishcoostitutin ,,tso ectonaScottish onstit .9. 5 tmn wouhl not na_ ,a'alh • be expected to manifest any very consL,
' dergble difference. "

'_--Z_ FOR THE YEARS 1795, 1796, A_*D 1797, re) [Argued 12, not argued 1247.] Bythe Report iust quoted
_. -_ (pp." 27 arid 161.) the profit made in one year by the Chief.

o. The English t_la/aj_d, Appe, lds were, a'_per eohlmn o . 543 SII'EM'IN'G the Number of APPEALS (including the Species of English Appeals called Writs of'Error,) pre- Justice of the King's Bench, irom the eorrespon'ding source,-- 4_ . 1217 was ......... _1434 15 6
-- lo.. 1 sented, on the one hand_ from the one Supreme National Judicatory of Scotland (viz. the Court of Session)-- Deduct profiton the 12bona.fideditto, 13 16 O

ITq--'_ on the otller ban,l, from the.time English National Courts at Westminster Hall, standing on the same level Remain ditto on the 1247na/afide ditto,-[- • £14"2019 6
$. with the said Court of Session, in the scale of Jurisdiction : distin_uishinff, in the instance of each Court,

3, ]'5_glishAppeals_l_na and ms,& _,h. t,,gether,pr,,p,,rti(,n l]w N umber of Appeals 5)d Amued, from the Number of ditto Argued, and- therebv the Number of malafide If J-'73;Ia.year he sufficientto tranquillizea learned and reve.- _ - rend mind nnder the inlputatmn of perpetual error, how much

or want of the distinction bet_,t,tn ,,, ,An,'d ar,d ,.,t .... Appeals (brouzht without hope of fitvourable Decision, and for no other purpose than that of Dehiv,) from more eertainh" ,,zfiicient will A'lSI4 : 15 : g be ?
gucd, anaaeettainable ; but the mala p,h greatl_ predo- _ " The Ciiief$Ju,t_cc of the King's Bench was not, llke his learned
minating,(a) .... " .... 125 the Number ,,f bona .fide Appeals:--Taken from the Documents furnished by tim 27th Report of the br,_ther of the (omn:on Pleas; himself Clerk under himself, to

To(Mot Enghsh Appca_.. l:*t"_ lhms,, of Commons' Committee on Finance, Anno 1798, (pp. 27 & 191 :) And by supplying the omitted pocketthefrultofhi_ownerror_--realor supposed---£150a-vear• (an addhmn to the above) is allowed br h2m w a Clerk, who kith
Number_ ,)f the English Api,eals called IVrits _f Error, designed for obviating the Misconceptions" liable to th,__title bear_ the sole honour el" the Office. wRhout being to any

4. be deduee,l from tile I louse of Lords' Appeal Accounts of tile 11 th of March 1807, in disfavour of'Seottlsh, g'reater extent encumbered with the emolurnenL
4. In the three English interred(hate ('hambers ,,f R,'_ic_, -, d,r On tlu. occasion, a further article of iufbrmation, not altogether

fide Appeals were, to bona flded_tto, a_ 1790 m2o t'],), ors. _9 aS compa,'ed with English Judicature. u')interc_-tin,.r, wou!d be--(di_tingaislnng the severM Courts)_
to I. 1810. being, in three years, tile number of .iudgments to which

•5. error was _m/,.tcd. what waq the number in those same years, by

5. Scottish bona fideAppeals _,crt', a, per ,,,hnu,, 12, 39 APPEALS (INCLUDING _VRITS OF ERROR) PRESENTED which the _,,,,,,,, ....... e_,e',_._ or, in plain Zn_hsh. this• • bein;z the ram:her of &.bn:_c_,t htigants (chiefly dishonest defen.

6. FROM TIlE ENGLISH WESTMINSTER-HALL COURTS AND TIIE COURT OF SESSION. dams wtth other men'_ money in their hands,) by whom the inv_-
6. Scottish malafld¢ ditto were. a. per erdnmn 13, 29 tzti )t m p trcha_e the delay at the price set upon it wa'_ accepted

• by how many others was it dcehnedY deelmed, whether it was
7. (Tile SUPREME NATIONAL JUI)ICATORY OF b('OTLAND), RESPECTIVELY_ wz. -- that the qual_titv purchasable wa_s not worth the purchase, or that

tunney fi)r the phrcha_e of it was not to be tbund.
7. Scottish Appeals. bona and _,.:L,t.lc Wgeth_t. . 68 _ { Ill "the Finance Report above mentioned, the pages in which

8. I I II. FROM THE the matter_ here in question are contained, are pages 27, 160, 161,

8. English Appeals, certainly/,,,'*a/M,, were to Scottl.Q_ ditto, * I. FROM THE ENGLISH CO[HITS. I SCOTCH COURTS. 19o, 191. 236, 237. 272. 273, Taken together, it prcsent_ points
as 25 to ;J!t. ' I of obscurity, which, on the occasion here in question, become

9, { -- sources of proportionable di_tres_ to an annotator, to whom the
i COl]_elttU'_e*_ of an)" material m_srepresentation, however uniuten-

9. nngli,_h Appeal., certainly ,.mt,: Ii,L'. to be(,tu,h Ititt,,, ",,'('re i 1 "/b the se,'cral intermediate COurts do,lal. ,vo,ht t,_a so.... of concernand shame.

as 17'91w 2!_ or a,_ 61¢_'to 1. l -" of lS'vieu;, viz. -"_ 7}) the House &Lords. Zb the House of I_.ords. In p 191. for example,under the head (.f 11duras ,front the] O. _ ('.._ t o;" C.;,';,*on 1'hat. it iq stated as above in so many words :
....... " Tile Lord Chief-Justice ts Clerk of tile Error% and" Stephen10. English Appeals, bona amt real. /;de to-ether, to Scottish

ditto, a_ P341 to 6B ; or ta 28]_ to I. (c) " 1. Frw, l_ t',m,m_m 2. From King's 3. From Excl_e- 4. l:r,,n_ XVe_tmin.,,ter.I/all Courts 5. From the Court of Session Ilough is h_* Clerk nnder him ;" and this is the whole of' the
l'iea, to l':mg'_ Bcm'h to Exehe- quer to Exchequer to the House of Lords, viz. to the House of Lord_. matter given in (3I. It;) under the head of '_ An Account of the

......................... Bench. quer Chamber. Chamber. o[/iee of Cb, rk of the Errors ia the Court of Common P[bas."
In evet'v other instance matter is given under the head of " Ge.ELUCIDATIONS. _,.,,,,_....'

(a) [ 125.] The nunlber of the_ E.ch,¢h Appeals ah,ne (being m., L,t., , 2 7"r.m J:quity. eleven_WralBn¢_,c,'Shead_.subordinate°fthe Office,"to,oraSdeducedWell_ otherfrom,matterthegeneralunderheadsab°ut
the AppeaD that under tile name (,f tl'rU_ t _"J'rrcr ,; ...... _._ -- ---', ....... , of *"11eccipts and l)_sbnrsements." In this instance, nothing is
sentedto the liouse of Lords,) l_ not much less than tr,,u'c the ]. I 2. ; 3. g. 5. 6. 7. ' 8. 9. I0. 11. 12. 13. given under el(her of tho_e heads. It is for thepurpose of doing
)chole nunlber of Neoteh Appeals pre_eeted t. the ._am(' udu'atorr * nothing, and fretting nothing by it. that the Lord Chiefkdustiee is

--more than thrice the number hea_,t : win e of the,c and all Year-;. Argued _Arg,te(l.N<_t: Argtled. Argued.N°( Argued. Argued.N°( am:Ar_m'_m,._. _1sented.Pre" Heard. Bqth- Pro- lteard, lVithdrawn kind enough (it seems) to no_ninate hunself to be Clerk underdrawn, sented, or Dismissed. himself.other _,'nghsh Appeals put together, tile ahole number 4r.rd ( i c
ar_..ued,)ifany at all were argued, wa, at ,ny rate mud_ l,,_,* than --.t That in some way or other the Chlef-Justice of the Common
that of the Scotch Appeals argued ul that same thins-. Of these Pleas gained £733 :',3 : 11 by alleged errors,-- whereof all but the

._Jnh,li_h Appeals, _l small, if an_wa, tht numher heard, that. rather J 795 " 160 4 368 0 0 0( o- o.) ~ 0 _ 5 trifle above mentioned bv the sale of factitious delay,--is certain
on this aeeount_ or snule other Wllleh tenl_lnls tn be explained in tile 1 17 (p. 27 :) but in what Parecular way. baffles all research.
accounts called for and presented, a_ per Tables V I l., VI ll,. and In pages 236, 237_ under the head of "Returns from the Court
IX.. for the purpose of showing the draught_ made on the time or" l'_ .q8 3 170 6 _0S 0 0 3_ 9 _2 0 _3 ] l f_ of E,rebcquo,'" 3Ir. Henry Edgell is stated as being "' Clerk of
the/louse by its appellate_indieature, the A _peal', of th_s de_er p. - _ [he Errors in the Exchequer Chamber.'" and as holding the
lion were not comprised :--though it, tile tides or the B'hole _hoo, office by appointment " from the Lord Chief-Justice of th Court
Table of Standing Oalers. they tare the e_c at the _ame time. | _97 _ 213 2 51 1 1 0 !5 :3 o 1 35 25 16 of Common Pleas :"--£778 t 8 : ll is thereto stated as the "nee

(_mcermng these same 125 Appeal, (called rWrits of Error'_ nee receipt, for three quarters ofa ,_ear," from that office :_but the
"" " " " only'pocket in which any part of it is represented as resting, is

sented to the HOuSe, two other artM_._ i| mf(r na m_ _ould have T(itals, 7 543 12 1:2_7 1 0 ] 2,5 that of' the officer so appointed ; no part of it going_ as in thebeen of use with reference to the pre_ent purpose, vizo_ , 7 _ 1 7_ !]9 _9
I. From which of the tbur Cemn*on-l,aw Westnlin_ter-Hall _ {d) (el i instance of the other Chief-Justtce, into the pocket of the learned

Courts, capable of furnishing AppeaI_ dl,'cctl,/to the Itouse. vie. _ ....... and reverend patron of the office.
the two Courts of immedmte jurisdiction (the King's I_cnch anti. That, io the instance of the ChiefJustiee of the Court of Com.

mon Pleas, as above stated, the alleged errors thus converted into
the Exchequer.land thelwoCotlrk_ofn_tern_ed_a(eapt,eTtlate3uri_" t'LI-CIDA TINS.'-__, (',,m_.t_d,') sources of profit to the Judge, were errors alleged to have been

dictum (the Exchequer Chamber sitting over the King's llench. Appeal_ /?,n, the Adm_r_;_tq Courts_ ,:_e not im'ludcd : the u]ti- The L,,rd Chief-Justice" (viz. o£ the Common Pleas,) t, isand the Exchequer Chamber sitting over the Exchequer,)they -. committed hy the Judge himself, was matter of inference. Should
were respectivcl)! presented, n a eh a_} e//ate fi_ri.(hcti n being m t}c.e ea_e_ mth, Khl this inference be itself found erroneous, the error was ahogcther- _ " if-: ( let/, ot the Errors" (It is there said, p. 191) "of the Court of

2. Of those, ff any, whwh, through the medmm of the KmgN -harass, lo the aceoilnt ot the ,%'ot('h Appeah to the 1,or {s, Ap- ('ommou Plea_ ; and S/ephen ttough is tile Clerk to execllte the unintentional and remains as "vet invincible.
Beneh, were furnish_:d by the Comulon P/ass, how nlany, m their peal_ from the corre_pnndmg Courts, v_:. the 3"/drYm:? ('-urt.., In the Court of Common Pleas, " Errors" constipate the sup..
ascent to the House, _t;nt fnln_ the King's Bench ditto(hie and (called ('omm_¢sary Courts.) and *kpp,'d fro n the 4 b_i_ d_. ottice tot hlill."

u ¢ • • " "" _. ' " " " ' ",- - Tbc er_or_ n" arcs(ion are error_ '_lle,.ed to have been committed posed subject.matter of the supposed business of a Clerk, who i_
how many, not till after they h,-al passed through that on(: of the Co rts. _rc mc udcd : causes pa.ssm_ trom tho_e Court. t,) l};e _3"tt_e' dttdiva_orv_"" ' _'of _lnch the /udge-' Pin question is"the chiefand" at the same nine Chief-Justice : these errors, if not by the Chief-
two ]3xchequcr Chanthers which stt.s over the King's Bench : _ Court of Session, being liable to pa_s m_u. d_cncc to the fhmse of ma_agmg .lud_e : on the occasion of jud_,nnents pronounced in Justice by whom else have they been committed ? Question the
passing thus through two intermediate Chambers of Review_ be_ Lords, same in regard to the still more profitable mass ot errors, the" that _mc )mhc _torv ; and it is hv means of these 550 judgments,
fore their arrival at the uhinlate seat of appellate judicature. (d) [ A r;.ned 7, .o! ar_nol 54,%] Per 271h Re mr( of H ,_._e the error_ _ff "shich2 it' any, are (except in an almost unexampled sOuree nf which is the King's Bench•

of ('onunons F na _ce ('o nmittee, anno 17'_}, pp 27 'rod lq/ tte Meantime, in the way of a corollary, these particulars may(b) [20.] Another artMe of lntbrmation that would here have , ...... ease of diflbreoce of opinion) of his own making, that thi_ _me
had its use, is-- out of these 20 bomt fide Am,eai_ whether annual rot_t m_de by the (hint-Just .c nf t},e ('e,vmon P serve, moreover, as samples of the produce of jurisfl_rudentiat
and it" any how u an), went to the/:louse ot"Lord_', uny. upon _,_ri_s of [:rror uf both deseripti(r,.,. ",iz. argueti a'-d n_th:ia_ .lud_e, m the capacit_ "of Clerk of the Errors under himsdf, trots science : of tttat part of the rule of action which men have beeninto ins o_xn pocket this £733.

_,med, i.e. bon,t,fl,le and mal, t fide put together, wa_ . £733 3 11 kept from knowing, that they might be pillaged for not knowlog it(e) | As 1941 to 68 ] Of the numt er of A ) eal_ from he _ eral In 54"t out of these 550 instances, the imputation of error can
• _ . " _ "_ l P -, t , ' Deduct protit on the seven boaa fidc ones. 9 I_ 0 scarceh" have been otherwise than groun(lle.-_s ; it may lmve been -- samples of the p_rpose fop _vhieh. as well as of the *,node irt]'.ngh, h ( part. a_ above, to that of the one Scotttsh ('onrt on the " r_,hieh, ithas hecn claborat_L "_--" so in any of the remaining seven: but if the_e were any in which

saule level wtth these fuur among the English, which are Cnurts Remain_ ditto on the 543 _ala fide one%* _-7:?.'t 1,5 11 it was _{_t. in so many mu_t he. in his two capacities together,of immediate jurisdictlou, the ratio must bare heen somewhat

greater than as 194(1 to 68 ; to wit. not only by reason of the inter. ,_ It w,i1 be ob_or_ed, that the 5.50Appeal, c_wer a _paeoof t re, vear_ have been deriving a profit from his own wrong.
wbiothesaar_ ,r ed from them s only d_.bc_btct¢ (he,ear 1_ _ ,_ ]n the case of the Cnurt of Session. had any document been '!The same over_ght h-m taken place, whfeh _se,xplamecllnllotc _. In

medmtestage_n-'_a,love, hutl_,caase, mtheaboreacconnt, En_.ffish tbat_'earthema:a_leAtqwal, weretothel_,,!'_lea, t,15toeandt_'eapp_" made publw, by which it had appeared that in the course of three th_ea_,themalafideuretothebonafideAppeal_of1797a_5]ltc2, amttheAppeals to the lmrds, Appeals .from the Spiritual Courts, and cable proportmns of saary w_ be £7_6 :7 : t, a d £, : 16: &--Ed. "'ones, 550 decrees el" that Court had been complained of as erro- applicable propon on_ ,)f_alary £ 14.'9 3 : 7,_, and £5 : 11 :10_,--F_M.
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THE PLAN OF A JUDICATORY,
UNDEE THE N&ME OY THUg

COURT OF LORDS' DELEGATES,

Proposed for the Exercise of those Judicial Functions, the adequate Discharge of

u'Meh by the whole House has, for these six or seven Years, been rendered

confessedly imFracticable, by want of Time.

SECTION I. taken from the bar, or from the bench. But
t_t'_tBER ANY cnoxcz, the need of such assistance will be less and

less thenceforward-- [See § '2, article '2, 3 :]
TrIE Judges, Members of the House (so far -- and all this will, of course, depend, at all
as obtainable z -- viz. so fkr as in that high times, upon the pleasure of the Hmtse.
station it shall happen to a set of fit persons, 4. Election annual : -- viz. at the e_rm-
finding adequate inducements for the accept- mencement of each session.. ..... If, a_ in the
ance of so laborious a duty) to obtain the ease of the king's delegates, vlz. in ecclesias.
preference: -- [ See § 2, article '2._--and with tical and admiralt!t causes, there weJe a fresh
salaries ; . in consideration of their taking election for each *ause, the office wouhl not
upon them the requisite official obligations, be worth acceptance: or, if it were, a per-

2. Puisnes, three :--to be elected, one for petualferment would thns be kept up : at any
each of the three kingdoms, by the Lords rate, the benefit of appropriate experience
sitting for that kingdom, and to be denomi- would be apt to be lost. If the office were
hated respectively the Engl,sh, the Scotch, i for life, as in three of the four Westminster-
and the Irish delegate : in the hope that _ Hall courts, the mind of the delegated body
in each the choice may fall upon some person would not be (as, in this case, not to change
who, being in a special degree conversant the constitution, it ought to be) the nearest
with its pecaliarlaws and local circumstances, resemblance capable of being taken of the
may be considered as in a more particular mind of the delegating body : the supreme
manner charged with its legal concerns. In judicature would be no longer substantially
the two mhmr kingdoms, all danger from local in the House of Lords. The renewal of the
partialities will be excluded by the number of electron every year, will provide, in case of
the votes (three to one) not exposed to any neecssit!/, the gentlest and most decoro_as
such sinister influence, mode of ridding the judieatory of any mere-

3. The President to be elected by the whole bet whose performance may ha ve t_allenshort
house, and to be denominated the Union de. of expectation : while the apprehension of it
legate : _ that the English ascendency, on will be a security ibr propriety of conduct,
its present footing, may be preserved ; and and a preservation against ne.ligence. Nor
thereby this committee rendered the more yet would this pessibilit!/ of amotion destroy
correct a representative of the whole hour. the value of the office: it would be considered
The presumption is, that the president, and as differing .¢.ubstantia@ but little from an
perhaps the three puisnes, or some of them, office for life : as in the ease of theehairntan-

at least, by reason of the peculiarity of ship of the Middlesex sessions, and in that cf
Scotch law, the one for Scotland, _ will, st the chamherlail*ship of the city of London.
the outset, be a professionally-bred lawyer, The former case may be referred to, as ¢me
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in w_ch the utility of periodical election, as ...... Not that right ; -- because to that at •
abo*'e, has in every point, of view received a ] attached whatever imperfections the Lords'
satisthetory exemplification, i judieatory has beers charged with by Zord

5. Mode of election secret, viz. by ballot: I lisle: viz. fluctuation ot nuu,b_t,, wtJence
_that the electors, being free as possible, I 9e ncral deficieaeu cf re, tubers (e_oeciallv of
as agaiust all influence of will over will (no i "minds ac(u_il_ applied to the ]ms'ines_)" al_
influence prevailingbut_ the unpreventibh: and ! left,sting with oceaMonal excess :--occasional
oftentimes salutary influence of under_ta_,d- partialitiesorsuspicionsofpartiality, b? reason
in(l Over uadtr...tamhay,) the _nind _.f the de- of latent interests;--occa_ional defimene_ m
le;med body may. as above, be _he fifithful point of intellectual aptitucL', or al,propr'i.te
copy of tile mind of the con.tituem body, learning9, in the instance of the 1,residing
taken in its permanent and l, abtt*_at,_tatc: member, or of a more or h:ss considerable

and that no elector ma) stand exposed, or proportion of the other w_ters ;-- want of a
conceive himself expo.wd, to the danger ef _ufficiently strong _enae ofrespon_ibd_ty, that
finding himself, b_ at, adverse _ote. rendered gumd to prob_t_/, that securtty for adequate
an object of per.-onal displeasure to a person lair tAgen,.e: a deficienc_ which so natma[1g
to whom it nHy happen to become his judge, lesalts flora the po_cr of enntrilnltit_g, b) a

6. Notwith.-tanding the apprnpriatmn of bare expresston of u'Hi, fo the tornlation of a

the Otto of presl,hat to a single per.on, the decree, without the obligation of giving rea-
fi_nctlons to be exercised by all the judge- in sons.
_urns : each taking his month, or his number St, hmg as it is without lhc right of voting.
of causes, or the causes el his o_ n kingdom : although a Lord were to cart_, with him to
or the above different modes of alternation the judieator_ a!i the partialit[es of a party,
bebJg combined : -- that _nept candidates he uonhl .nly add one unpaid, to the t_o
may keep aloof; -- tbat the sense of re._pon- profe-._mnat, advocates. Fur ages together.
slbditp may be kept alive in all;--fl,at the according tn Lord time, a multitude of asses-
t'acuhi,.s of alt ms) be -_harpened and im'_9o- _-or% w_t[_ light of '" advte_ '" only. tbrmed a
rated by exerc*_e;--that no one of ult fimr part tfftbe jadicatory of the I.t_td.-' ttou_c.
offices may ever degenerate into. much less 2. In _he court _*I Lords'lid .gate% Scotch
be at the timeof the apl,uintmc_l de_i_q_ed to peers, tl_(m_./]_m,t hawnq _eals ot tl_e I]ousc, to
be made. a .ineeure;- m,d that each pm._ne he admitted to the prt_t gcs .f Lords Visi-
jud,ye ma) be the better qualirit.d lot e_eu- tauts: m like manner l;i-t_ l'ects and Btshops.
tually succeeding" to the o/flee ot pre_u#'nt, --The de.igu am[ expect,Men _. that,
thereby adding to all otber element_ ot apti- with the a_d of -o t_umerous a remfnreemen_,
tm]e that el appral,ru_te e_7,erienee, there might he fimnd, tbr ..ub-equent _ae,m-

By the obh/ation of t,res*d, ag, i. e. taking tics. a _ultieient munhcr of persons already
tile lead in causes, and being the mouth-piece invested w_th the peerage, wdLny to charge
of the eourt---_tz. DOt only in the deh_cr) them_elve- w_lh the dutie% a. _ll as able
of the deci.-ion, but, in the conduct of the duly to di_ehar_ze lhc tunettml<, of the office.

whole buahte.-s, doing all that which, in judi- J.dtcature, it is coneeived, at.l eq_eciatly in
eiul bu.me_-, is done by the eham'ell._ in the the particular tribunal ],ere m qttestmn, would
Itoase ofLords,--an effeolual exclusion will be a still mare appropriate preparative than
be put upon M1 pet¢ons manifestly unfit tbr adeoeate_hlp, for3udwature. In the character
the conduct of judicial business in genera _.: of Lords Visitants. w_th every right but that
-- by the more particulm' obligation of pro- of _ntintr, the members at large of' the IIonse
siding in causes craning from the h'_ng(hm_ for of Lords, together with the bee*oh and Irish
which each delegate is respectively elected, aoa-s_ttma Lords. would be what, according
art exclusion will naturally be put upon a to Lord ILde, the C'on.,dmm _IIagmon _as

person m,t particularly competent to the con- i formerly in the ltom.e of Lords -- judges, as
duet of the bu_mes_ "trum that kingdom ; a I to every right but that of voting. The bench
person conversant solely in Scotch law will [ of the court beingopen to them a_ Lords Vi.
not find _t _o easy to be chosen to till an i sitant% a sufiiemnt number ibr each kingdom
Enghsh or Irish delegateship; a person solely mi_tht find adequate bMueements for frequent
emtversant in Enqhsh or lr_.h law will not attendmme, in the mixed and decorously am-
find it so easy to be chosen to till the Scot- biguous characters of u,.sTectors and censors,
ti_h delegate_-hip, students, and future candidates : --nay, even,

on occasion, if sucb be their pleasure, latent;
adcoeates tbr particular interests: --/oF'as-

SECTION II. much as they will not have it in their power

-MEMBERS, LORDS VISITANTS. to gain support to those interests otherwise
than by reason, from which no prejudice can

1. Every Member of the House to bring" ensue tojustwe. Amongthe Scotch aml In_-h
with him into the court of Lord_ Delcgate_ non-¢ittm 9 lord..., such as may have it in con-
ever_ other fight ; but not that. of w,tmg, templation to become eanditiates for seats in
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the tlous_ on future vacancies, will possess Visitant for the o_a_ion : if no one can be
on this bench a theatre, on which their qua- thus agreed on, eaehjudge to propo_e one. and.
lific_adons wilt find much better °PPortunitaes the llouse to choose (viz. as Imfore by batlot,)
of d:splaying themselves, than any that are but without being restricted as to the person
at present open to them, or that eouhl be so proposed.
opened to them by any other means. For
the chancellorship (not to insist on the chief-
jt_sticeship_) this bench, either on thejudjcs' SECTION IV.
side, or on the Lords gL_itants" side, might,
after due probation time, atford at least as PLACEOF SITTING- HABILIMENTI!t _ TITLE.
suitdt)le a nursery as the bar of a common- 1, Place of sitting, as near to the House as
law curet. Tim instances of S_r Chrl#toyher may be : --at any rate, trader the same roof:
11alton, Lo_d Shafte_bury, and even Lord • that, in the pubtiemind, theidea of the
Clarendon, together wllh Cromwell s Fngli_h body delegated may be as closely as possible

judoes in ,Scotland, amy be worth adverting to connected, not to s_y identified, with that of
in this view. Against inaptitude tbr want of the body delegating : and that, in parliament
appropriate learning, a free and periodic,diN- time, whatsoever occasion brings members to
repeated election, an electron by that Iloase, the ltouse, may have its chance of bringing
in whn'h, at the same time, the crown can Lord. Visitants to the Judicatory.
l_cver fail of pos,_essing its due Influence, will '2. Habiliments, such as may serve to eom-
saret_ he at le_t as good a security as call nine in the public mind the idea of tim
be airorded hy the single probity and discern- judicial fimetionwith that of the superior po-
meat of any tnlni_.t_r. litieal station mid dignity : Baron's robes,

3. Power to each judge of the court to for examlde : -- higher ones, of course, if the
appoint for his occasional substitute a Lord judge possesses a higher rank in the peerage.
\q-ita.t ; (such subsmute, hog, ever, not to Thejudge_ofthe court of Exchcquerha_.ing
preside [as per § 1, article (;j without the originally been Barons (probably of parlia-
consent ot all the rest : ), that, in case of mere,) bear, though not the robes, the title

indispoqfi,m, the nmnbcr ofj udges may never I of B.cons.
be incomplete; --and that trom thi_ faculty, , 3. In an ante-room leading to the bench,
Lords, lo_kmg fi_rw,trd to the judgeship, may a Lord Visitant to invest himself with some
derive an additional ol,portumty ot manitest- easily assumed and redeposited ensign of of-
t,g, as welt as acquiring, _uperior aptitude_ , rice (such as a _hort mantle,) to attest to the
The care of his own reputauou wilt (it is _ pubhc eye his right to the plivlleges which
ennceived) prevent the judge from choosing I he may be about to exerei-e:--The dis-

tbrasubs_.ltute anyLord other thanone _ho_e ! tinctionheingtlmssullicientlyexpre_.sedwith.fitness for the station nnght, upon a vacancy, out lhe aid of place, scats leit unoccupied by
be sultieient to point hun out t,o notice, t Lm'ds V_s_tants may, b) sufferance, as at one

In the .ludn'i tl e-Aabh_hment of Svotland, i tmw in the King's I_lench, be occupied by pri-
this power of ._td)stttntt.n is exemplified to a I rare individual..
very co_s_derabte extent : and thou_ h under 4. Each judge, if not a peer, tr_bear before
so much less etticieot security again_.t abase his name the utle ofLo_d, dm'ing his dole-
than here, w_th (it is supposrd) sutllcie_tly gateship.
established and generally recognised advan-
tage.

SECTION V.

DUltATION OF I_tlE ESTABLISHMENT,
SECTION Ill.

DECISION Oie TirE COURT--ITS EFFECT. 1. Duration of the establL-hment, tempo-
rar3, of eourse:--as in the ease of the

l. In respect of irrever,,ibility and immuta- Gtenwlte oct, and the jll_ddlesex police act,
biti2!/, except in the possible, but highly ira- In the first place, a length of time sufficient,
probable, ease of misbehaviour on the part of upon calculation, by means of uninterrupted
a majority of the four judges, of such sort as sittings, for the discharge of the existing at-
to call forth censure, the judgment of the rear :-- to that another fixed length added,
Court of Lords' Delegates to stand on the suffieient for a further trial of the institution,
_ame footing with that of the tlonse : a_ applied to the current influx.
otherwise it would be no better than mr in- 2. At the end of the last fixed length ot_
terpolated and additional stage of judicature, time, the salaries to cease, unless the esta-
affording to the time of tire tlouse lint an blishment be continued on by parliament:
inadequate relief, and to ._uitors a grievous , but with power to tim House to continue the
additional burthen, instead of relief, autboritv beyond the day: _lest causea

2. The Court divided, and the numbers . that h,¢_Tebeen begun be(ore this judicature,
equal, power to the court to cab _ a Lord _hould remain undecided b? it, The salaries,
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unless a day were fixed for their cessation, but between this plan and some other. Of
would, in their tandency, operate as bounties this plan, the first object was, that as//tt_ ;
upon delay change should be made as possible : the he=t,

that whatsoever change were made, should
be for the better• The admission of the non.

SECTION VI. sitting Scotch and Irish Lords to the privi-
leges of Lords Visitants, episodical as it may

OBLIGATIONS. appear inform, is in substam:e not a change,
1. Oath of office, if any, not so general as but a preservative against change. The main

to be nugatory. -- The use of official oaths object was to give the best chance possible
is, in case of misconduct, to expose to lo_s of fur continuing the function in the aristoera.
reputation him, who. by delieiency of legal ticai hands in which it has all along (and,
evidence, or by difficulties standing in the way though not altogether without inconveztienee.
of prosecution, is exempt from legal censure: yet without an: inconvenience on the score
to which purpose, the collection made of the of aristocracy) been lodged: continuing it,
modifications of misconduct should be as viz. so far as could be done without establish.

ample, and the description given of them as ing that indefeasible monopoly, which, in the
particular and pointed, as possible. The bad eyes of the public, might be apt to appear
effect is, by sham security to engage unwar- preclusive of scientific aptitude• The advano
ranted confidence : in demonstration, a bridle ; rages given by the plan to these _nchesen
in effect, a cloak• peers, are therefore given to them, not as

2. A Lord Delegate, if a member of the against their more fbrtunate fellows in the
House, not to speak or vote in the House, or peerage, but as against commoners. Neees°
give proxies, during his delegateship :-- sity,--and that, at the outset more especially,
le_t, of the time purchased for judicature, any a very hard and galling necessity, _ excluded
part be diverted to politics ; -- lest the poll- them, on the occasion of the respective unions,
tician corrupt, or be suspected of corrupting, from by far the most valuable portion of their
the judge ; -- and lest the fear of their leaving hereditary privileges : to the proposed share
their seats in the c,Jurt vacant, while engaged in the supreme j udicial function, this necessity
in the house, should exclude members from has, under the proposed plan, no application :
being the objects of choice, admitting them to it was therefore rather con-

tinuin 9 what might be continued to them of
their ancient privileges, than investing them

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS, with new ones.

The option is (be it observed) not bet ween lance it, it would not reduce to less than _evcnthe
this plan and doing nothing (for either the number of years requisite :--and that, after all,
House will abdicate its appellate judicature, the real arrest must have been considerablygreater than thi_ amount :-- fi_rin these accounts
having first converted it into a manufacture arenotincludcdsuchoftheEngli_happeMswhich
of vendible delay, or something will be done,)* are called writs of error, the number ot which, in

the three years ending in 1797_was (as per 27th
* By the accounts printed by order of the report of HouseofCommons Finance Committee,

House of l,ords----date of die order ]I th of 31arch anno 1798.p. 27:_ half as great again as that of all
1807--it appears, that in the ,pace of thirteen the anpeals called appeals, put together. In these
years, and part of a fourteenth, ending on that three'years, thenumberofwritsofcrrorpresented
day, of 501 appeals that had been pre.¢ented,only wa_ 125 : that of appeals, _cotch and English to.
_56 had been d[sposcd of, viz. by being heard, gether, 82 ; _ that, in respect of the ends ofjus.
withdrawn, or for want of prosecution dismissed: tire, one consequence of this retardation wa._,that
of which only 195 had been heard :-- that e,m- such eau-es as about that time had been heard,
aequently the arrear tha% having in that time mu._t already have been waiting for a hearing,
accumulated, remained undisposed of. amounted and the part'y in the right In,souring under a de-
already to 145:_ that the number of days era- nial of justice, ahot_tthree or four years :_ano
ptoyed in the hearing of those 195 that had been other, that at theprice of costs, composed, as to
heard, had_ in the whole nmnber of fourteen the greater part, of_'esfotheo_'ersofthehousc,
years, amounted to 541 : making upon an ave- in all such eases in which the effect given to up-
rage per year, avr_ealsheard about lourteen : so peal is that of stopping execution, viz. in the ea_• ,e , .
that, to [lear, at the same rate of dispatch, the of the Scotch appeal, and in that of the English
accumulated arrear alone, exclusive of the grow- appeal called a writ of error, every maid fide de-
lag influx, would require ten years, and half of fendant, against wttoih, msbeing in possession of
mother : and that. though, by the number which, property belonging to another, judgment had
_hen the time came for hearing, would be either been pronounced in a court below, then had: and

still has it in his power, to derive; during that
length of time, under the protection of the house,

¢aithdrawa. orfor want of prosecution dismissed,
• corresponding deduction would be made from
the amount of those so requiring to be heard, yet a prqflt .from his own wrong to the amount of
Ahat that deduction would be nearly balanced by common interest (5 per cent.) or commercial
_cinereased length of the timeemplnyed during profit (12, 15, or 20 per cent.) accordmg as he

.)e last seven or eight years in the bearing of each happens to be circumstanced : -- which length of
cause : -- and that, even if it had nothing to ba- time is in a course of unlimited increase.
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As to the ulterior and unllmited door left thereby, the habit of applying to such of the
open for the admission of commoners, vlz. of several ewls correspondent and opposite to
such persons in whose instance presumptive the several ends of justice, all such remedies
evidence of pre-eminent aptitude tbr this su- as, in the nat ure of the case, are capable of
preme iudicial station may have been afforded being applied to them without the exercise of
by ability displayed in a subordinate rank of legislative pou'er. Compared with this stmld-
judicature, or in a course of professional pear- ard, the authority of the House, as at present
rice ;--were the right of election in any other exercised, was found to be deficient, and to a
hands thm_ those of the Lords themselves greater extent than could readily have been
such an admission would indeed be amos imagined.
serious invasion of their privileges : but, that The physical power of the House, as de-
right being in their hands, and theirs alone, pendent on the quantity of applicable time_
the consequence is, that, by the enlargement having already sunk under the load of bust-
of the fieM qfchowe, the power of the House, ness imposed on it by that part of the function
so far from being trenched upon, would be of gvncral superintendence, which has been
enlarged, habitually exercised by it till of late years,

2'o render the mind of the body deputed, is of course still more decidedly unequal to
a faithful representative of the mind of the any ulterior burthen.
body delmtt,*9, it is not necessary that the But of this demand, a part of which ha_
members of the one should be members of thus been found to overdraw the quantity of
the uther. Doing the will of the King, the time capable of being appropriated to the
king's delegates are not kings : -- to do the discharge of it by the tIouse Rself, the wlwle
will of the _Lords, it is as littlc necessar_j, might find an adequate supply in the more
howsoever on other accounts de.,irable, that ample quantity capable of being allotted to i_
the lords' dekgates should be b,rd_,, by the proposed Court of .Lords'Delegates:

Worst of physical power adequate to the --a tribunal clear of all other business, and
d_spatch of a mass of business within the sittillg on such terms, as wotdd render the
space of tune, within x_hieh, to be done eL whole of its official time applicable to the
t_etuatly, it was necessary it should be done one purpose.
--want qftime, in a word, was the infirmity The mass of' remuneration which on other
(for such it iS) by which kinhs were gradu- aceount_ would, it is supposed, be deemed
all)' compelled to commit the judicial part of necessary to be allotted to the members of a
their authority to other hands. Unless lards tritmnal, so arzned with power, and so ex°
in England are exempt fi'om those infirmities alted in digafity, womd be sufficient to entitle
which are theinevitable lot of human nature, the public to call upon them in return, ibr a
and under which there, as weU as elsewhere, degree of assiduity, not inferior to that whi_
hints have bowed, it need not be matter of is seen to be habitual on the part of other
much regret to them to submit, thus late, to judges. And the greater in extent ,'rod value
a necessity, which, for so many ages past, has . the serrice thus rendered, the more secure

been subl_fitted to bv kings. "i'he innovation, I would be the requisite disposition on the
let it be considered, if such it must be called, ] part of the public at large, as well as of the
is not of the number of those which are so i co-ordinate authorities, to submit, without
apt to he called tbr by rival ambition, but of] regret, to the burthen that would be to be
those which are forced on bv the irresistible I imposed by the requisite expense.

A view of the particulars, in respect of
handvator,Ofttme.theuniversal and in_tcfatigable inno- which thcjud,.etal.flnetwn, as exermsed by

Varmus arrangements, which, in the plan- I t he House of Lords, fails of being coextensive
ning of the proposed jndieat _rv, presented ] with the fi_nrt_on ¢_'geueral superintendence,
themselves to the prn[mser, as higbly con- i in the extent above indicated as belonging to
duclvc, not to say necessary, to tim object of ! it, has been already taken. But, under the
it, are for the present omitted, as not being apprehension of awakening those jealousies
applicable to this alone, to the exclusion of' which are so easily awakened, or of over-
other jadicatorie_, loading that patience whwh is so easily over-

By the consideration bestowed for the put- loaded, this part of the plan i_, for the present
pose of the present proposal, on the 3udicial at least, put aside.
function of the House of Lords, reference What on this occasion ought never to be
being all along made to the several ends nf ] out of mind, is, that as to whatever regards

3 " _ofwhieh an exact l,_t has been en- [ the .apcrintendingauthorityof the Houseof
deavoured to be made out,) the inquiry was I Lords in matters of judicature, the existing
suggested, whether, in the exercise habitually practice, whatsoever may be its effects, _wa
given to that funetion, it has been really co- i in its orit.fin the mere tbrtmtous result of a
extensive with what it seems to have been I contest _br power, between two co-ordinate
generally regarded as tmttamount to, vlz. the ] authorities--the l esult of anything rather
function of general s_q_erintendenee : meaning [ than a calm, and eompreheuAve, _ld consti
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tutionally-concerted plan, directed to the ends l error to be guarded against, they may still be
qfjnst_ee. This want of de_,gn, arid cease- I not altogether without their use.
quentlv of conqru_ty, is rio more than lmght t If in this, or any other way, the preeeat
have been anticipated, by a reflection on the / plan should contribute to ttle production of
natural course of buman affairs: and it may ] any other, wbich, issuing from some more
be _een most satisfactorily demonstrated, as ! competent source, should, at the _me time,
well as clearly displayed, in the inetruetive I be le_s open to the charge of uncon,_tituttonal
and interesting preface, prefixed by 31r. Hat- I innovation, arid more highly conducive to the
grave to his edition of the work of Iord Hale ] ends qfjnstwe, the labour here expended will
on the jurisdiction of the tlouse of Lord_. I have received, in the estabhshment of such

Other expedients have t_allen under the ; better plan, its sufficient reward.
notice of the proposer, as having been in i Issuing from hi:th station, the stronger the
t'ontemplation:--an ordinary commltree, to I recommendation a plan of any kind derives
be_n to sit, or to continue to s_t, (hiring the i from the height of the station, the less it is
recess : -- an appellate judicatnru, to sit it, eommonlyimmdto_tandinneedofanyother.
Lon.'on, but to confineitselfto Scotch causes, In one respect, therefore, the present plan
&e. &c. But, reg_arding them as having al- possesses an indisputable advantage over any
ready been found to stand excluded by one other that is at all likely to come in competl-
or other of two bars, viz. impraetP.'abihty or tion with it. Presented antler a name alto-
inexpediency, he gladly discards the conside- gerber unknown, and without any authority
ration of them out of a paper, in which the or consideration in the state, if it were to tlnd
space necessary for any such discussions could acceptance, it cou:.t do so on no other ground
not have been found, than that of its supposed conduciveness to

tie had even set his mind upon an inquiry the object in view.
into the fund of possible expedients, capable To the work at btrye, if published, is in-
of being directed to the same end : on which temled to be added an examiuation that has
occasion, distribution, governed b) prineodes been made of the plan proposed by Lord Hale,
adapted to the nature of the case, or even by fbr an ultimately-appellate judicatory, to be
tot (_ n'.ode of selection less objectionable in substituted to that ot the Hou.e of Lords l--
reality than appearance, and even preferable substituted want.nl_ (one mi_:ht almost say,)
to the modes of blind exclusion hitherto put- and when no such necesstttj had as yet pre-
sued,) did not pass unnoticed. But, nothing sented itsalt, as that which at l,re._ent presses
having thus presented itself tohis conception, upon the House. In the way of illustration,
as promising to be suitable to the end in view. and as serving, by enlarging the view given
in a degree approaching to that of the plan of the field of argument, to afford the more
here submitted, he suppresse_ without reluc- ample satisfaction to a contemplative and cau-
lance everything t.hat had come into notice tious mind, the discussion, it is supposed, may
ureter that head. be foumlnot altogetherunaeceptabte. Aspre-

As to the present plan, even to tho_e ex. seating any the least chance of being preferred
eluswel:/ cornpeteTit judges, whose approba- in practice, either to the plan here submitted,
lion it may not be forttinate enough to be or to any other, the plan of Lord Hale, not-
honoured with, it may, it is humbly hoped, withstzmdingthehlghreputationofitsautbor,
be not altogether without its u_e. Good or will scarcely be found worth notice: for, in
bad, an anterior plan, by breaking as it were the character of an innovation on t_ e eonsti.

the ice of ttle subject, is, to the framer of any I tution, it was no less violent, than, with re-
succeeding plan, commonly found more or less t terence to the ends ofjust_ee, it may be seen
of use, as an object of comparison and refe- t to be unsubservient and unfavourable.
fence : and, as t_ the observations submitted I
in support of it, where, in the character of ] JEREbty BENTHAM.
reasons, they fail of producing the effect en- i Queen-SquarePlace, Westminster,
deavonred at, in the character of sources of _ tOthJanuax_ 1808,
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ADVERTISEMENT TO THE FIRST EDITION.

TtHs work was printed many years ago.
Circumstances prevented its being at that time exposed to sale.
In regard to the author, all that need be said is -- that it was not by him that it was then kept

hack; and that it is not by him, or at his instance, thdt it is now put forth.
If, on either accounts, it were desirable that the causes of its being thus long withheld should be

brought to view, those causes would afford a striking illustration of the baneful influence of the
IrrincipIesand practices it is employed in unveihng_ and presenting in ti_eir true colours.



ELEMENTS OF PACKIN6,
AS

APPLIED TO JURIES.

PART I.

" Can there be a stronger palliation of er-CHAPTER 1. ror, than that the person erring should have
oce.'_stoN OF THIS WORK. I been misled by a man nt such repmation as

1. lt'ork on Libel Law commenced-- Occa- I tile above ; more espeeialI_ when it is eon-, sidered that the Duke of Ymk was himself
sion of it. ! as much deceived a- any one else by these

WttAT _ve rise to this work i< nekher more ! testimonies in favour of ._lajor Itogan? Ills
nor less than a newspaper ariwle-- an article [ Royal Highness, on the strength of them,
in the Ttme_ fb|" the 20th of Fehruar) 18a)9, believed him to be deserving of rank mid
and which, _o t:,rra- it belongs to the pre,,ent elevatio_ in the army, and therefore " noted
purpo.e, and consists of statement_ concern- bzmfi,epromotion.' Others, on the very same
iT,gmatters offllet, isln these word,, :-- authority, supposed only that he might he

Speaking of a clamour against what i_ entitled to common credit, and are, there-
called the lieentioum_ess of the pre_,,, the ar- fore, notwithstanding all their renunciations
tiele goe< on and says -- " Such has been the of that opinion, ' noted .for prosecutwn.' "
dread iaspire_t l_y thi, clamour, .... that of Thus far the newspaper. Facts, in their
the per_-tmsnow under pro-comma, twohave nature so notorious, seemed not likely in
actualtv pleaded guilt?! to infiwmation_ for have been either invented, or so much as
' wdfulhz amt mabci.u.l!¢ ._l,tnderin9 the _lar,- materially mi,repre._ented. I looked out for
t*sh ar_nq,' who nevei, till naan_ days after eontradicticul.or correction, but could hear of
their publication, saw or hea,'d of the hbet none. Whatever I could learn went in con-
with which they were charged ....... , firmation of the statements given as above.

'" The grand fountain of all this mischief." On the suhject of Libel Law, my geueral
it, continues, " seems to be Major llogan's conception had been of some thirty or tbrty
pamphlet ..... : for this very work tht,re are year_' stamling : tbr example, that. in point
now, or recently have been, we believe, szx of actual law. a l_bel is any paper in which
and twen0 printers and publishers under pro- he. who to the wdladds the power ot pum..,h-
seeution, it was only from one of these that in9 for it, sees an., thing that he does not like :
the original pamphlet sprung: the rest, did and, in point of public utiht!/, that it was
no more than extract from or recommend it, neither necessary nor fitting that any part of
and that upon the attested character of its the rule q/' aetio., much less so important a
author, who was no sooner known to have one. should he lying in any such wild and
lled fl'om hi, charge, than every one of them barbarous state. Such on thi_ subject became
retracted his praise of the work, and wa, ! my opinion, ahnost as early as, on the sub-
willing to maintain that the Duke of"York's ject of any part of the law, I could take upon
character stood as fair as if tlns individual me to have any : but those opmmns wouht
arraignment of it had not been published ; scarcely have found any expression, in public
yet is this so far from having produced a dis- at lea_t, mid in any considerable detail, but
position to recede fi'mn puniAdng them, that for the incident above mentioned.
though the inlbrmations were all of them Seeingthu_that. under the mask of a tem-
filed last term, and might have been tried porary occurrence, a battery had been opened
during the present, the oh3ect_-of them are, tn the enemies of the constitution upon the
without any assigned cause, to he kept in a h'bertV t,¢"the press--that a fire of grape shot
harassing state of suspense over the present I had atrbady beer, commenced, and no fewer
to the term ensuing. ] than six-and-twenty persons wounded by it

" And what is the origin of these men's at one discharge, -- I felt myself urged by an

offences? An error common to them with the t irresistible impulse to summon up whatever
prosecutor-- a belief in the respectability of strength I might have left ; and howsoever
Major Hogan's character, which was attested I impotent my own feeble efforts might prove,
oy no fewer or less men than Generals Fox, ] and at whatever personal hazard, to show
Floyd, Whyte, Dundas, Macdonald, Hall. ] the way at least how this battery might be
!tay, Tilson, and Hamilton. t spiked_

Vol. V_ E
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|. Libel law as it stands, or rather as it bility of taelr doing so ?" Such were the
floats, i., incompatible with English liberties, questions suggested to me by the publication

2. To destroy them utterly, and reducethe of the late sheriff, Sir Richard Phillips--
government to a despotism, it requires no- a document which, though it had been tbr
thing but to be consLstently and completely ._o:nc time in circulation, had not, till a con-
executed, sidcrable progress had been made in my own

3. Ill this state it must remain, until either above-mentioned work, happened to fall into
the constitution is so destroyed, or, by autho- my hands. Such were the questmus; and, to
rity of the legislature, certain arrangements my unspeakable a_tonishment, no sooner warn
are made, the ba_i_ of which will be a defini- they formed than they received, each of them,
lion in form, of the sort of thing called a hbel, to my apprehension, a decided neqatLve.
or something that shall he equivalent to it. In common with the generality of my

4. In a fixation of this sort, though there countrymen, no particular incident having
is some difficulty, there is no natural impos- ever happened to point my attention to the
sibility, subject, I had been used to mmex in my

5. It is from the hand of parltameat alone mind to the word jury, the idea of a momen-
flint this crying evil can receive a radical tartly assembled body ot men, cmnposed of
cure. memberb determined by lot, or if by a nmni-

6. Bat, in the intelligence and fortitmle of nation, a nomination not differing in effect;
a jut!l, it may, in each instance, reeeige a fi'om determination by lot,--the nomination
momentary p_llllative, performed ati'esh the the purpose of cad_ cause,

7. Things being on this footing', inthe case the li_t of the members of which the body
of a poltt_eal ldJel, and (to fix conception) in wa: composed in each cause, changing perpe-
the case of a libel for which Mr. Cobhett tually as between cause and cause.
was convicted, and Mr. Justice Johnson suf- In this particular I had indeed understood
fared, had I been upon the jury, I should not the term &peeial jury to be expressive of
have regarded it as cml_istent with my oath some difference: but a difference by means of
and duty to join in a verdict of 9udt/t. which, the advantage attached to a tbrtuitous

8. Applying to this use the power which, assemblage being preserved, further advan-
under the law of primeval barbarism, any rage, resalting from asort of reciprocal choice
one determined juryman has of subduing the as between party mid party, had, by the ma-
eleven other_, I should have taken care that tured sagacity of model// times, been super
no saeh verdict should be found, added.

9. By a few sueee,sive exertion< of such In eommon with saehothersofmyeountry-
fortitude, not only momentary and partial men, whn,e education has conducted them
relief against particular oppression would he through the ordbtary paths of hgstorg, I had
afforded in each particular instance,-- read of a species of judmlal abuse, which,

10. But, by a gentle and truly con_titn- under the name of packu_/ had on this or
tional pressure, measures of complete and that occasion broken out in former times, and
permanent relief might, as from the nn/ust in particular in the proflLgate and arbitrary
judge in the parable, be extorted from the le- reigns of the two last Stuarts.
gislatl/re. My astonishment has not ot'tentimea been

Such were the opinions, in support of greater than it became, when, upon looking
which I wan preparing to _ubmit to the pub- into the book for which, as above, the pub-
lie the considerations by which they had been hc is indebted to the late shrievalty of Sir
produced: when, by another incident, thi_ Richard Phillips, I foumt that this practice
de ign, though it received a cm{.firJnatt,,u, and called packuul, a word which, when thus ap-
that no shght one, received at tile same time plied, had never presented itself to my mind
a collateral turn, and, as to thLs part of it, a but in the character of the denominatmn of a
temporary stoppage, state crime--nor that exemplified hut caleb,

and under a disa._trous state of things long
§ 2. That lVorh whz/postponed to thzs. since past --had been moulded into a system°
"Jnrymcn -- special jurymen -- are the had become ml established praetiee--a sort;

persons you propose to address. But, what- of practice which by the quality of the practi-
ever you had to _y, it being to this effect, tioner_ has, as _hip-money had once, acqnired
is there any the least chance that they would the force of/aw ; and that in that character
listen to }ou? TILe men whom, under the it had found, in the person of the chief judge
name ofjur_/inen, specialjr_rymen, _ou would, of one of the three great common-law courts,
on any such neca_ion, have to deal with-- not only an agent, perhaps an author to avow
arc they in .f_tct what they are said to be, it, but moreover a champion to defend it.
and in goneral sTqq_.,sed to be ') On any nova- For some time I could scarce give credit
sion, such a< that in qm,,tion, are they really to my own eyes. Am I indeed awake ?_ is
fre_" ta t'*,_,w _hc di,'tatc.- ,_t th_,_ ou,n judg- no£thisadream?_What eentury is this ?--.
mcvt _ Ca:_ )'on _-ee an_ the _mallest pr'.Lba- can it be th,' 19_h?--is it not the 17th?_
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Who reigns now?--can it be a Brun_wich_ of jury trial: on what principles th;s gap
is it not a Stuart king come, according to may be most advantag_ouslyfilled up, will be

the prophetic and once loyal hymn, " come matter of inquiry at the conclusion of the
to his own again ?" work.

It is but too true. Under the name of a
ury-- under the name even of that supposed CttAPTER It.
reproved species of jury, a special jury--we ZUaIES--TnEta USEAS A CHECKTOSt't_ES.

have, in fact, avowedly, in that court in which
mo,t use is made of special juries, and at OF the fanctions exercised by the hndy of
pleasure in tile only other judieatory in the unlearned assessors, termed ]urors or ]nrumen,
corruption of which the servants of the crown, the original intention, a< w[dl as experi_qwt.d
and their adherents, _an, as such, have any use, seems to be universally agreed, as well
special interest _ a standing body of asses- as understood, to be -- the serving as a cheek
sors, instruments tenanted in common by the upon thc power of the learned and experienced
leading members of administration, by the judge el judge.-, under whose direction, or
judges, and by the other crown-Lawyers-- guidance at least, they have to act. In name,
troops enlisted, trained, and paid by the the decision pronounced m each cause--that
crown-lawyers--liable to be cashiered, each decision at least to which the nan_e of verdlet
of them, at any time, and without a word of is given, and in which not only the question
explanation, each of them at the instance of of fact is decided upon, but a decision on the
any of the above indefinite multitmle ofznspec- question of law (except in the particular ease
tor_, as well as by the hand of the recruiting of a special verdict) is involved, is ascribed
officerwho enlisted them, and they know not to them, as if it were theirs ahme : but. he-
who besides -- tools, in effect, of the very sides the power of sending file canoe to a ne_t,
power to which in pretence and appearance trial bernie another jury, the effect of the
they are a chech, power exercised by the professional judges i¢

Great would be the error, if it were sup- upon the whole so great, (the verdict havi_lg
posed that, so far ,as concerns the security in no instance any effect until it be followed
afforded by juries, the higher criminal case. by a corresponding decision distinguished by
excepted, we are, under this special jury sqs- the name of the judgment, the fi_rmatioo of
tern, no worse off than our ancestors were in which depends altogether on the profk,ssional
the time of the two last Stuarts. Pact,'uge part of the compound judieatory) -- that a
of]urges was in those times no more than an conception nearer to the truth will be formed,
effort of casual violence and passion, losing by considering the main or principal pea'or
more by the general irritation it produced, as in the hm_ds of thejndge, that of the jury
than b) the particular advantage of the me- serving as a check to tus power, than by con-
meat it could gain. It is now, as will be sideriug the l,rinctpal power in the hands of
seen. become a regular, a quietly estabh._hed, the jury, that of the judge serving as a cheek
and quietly suffered system. Not only is the to theirs.
yoke already about our necks ; but our necks That, of the unlearned body so designed
are alread) fashioned to it. to operate a, a check, the members ought, so

As to the title of this work, Elements of I far a_ concern, the exercise of the funetion_
the Art of Packinq it is not a mere jest. 1'1t[ belonging to their body, to be in a state t,f
the bringing of the system to its present independence--of independence as perfe,'t
state, no small degree of ingenuity, it wilt be a_ possible--is a proposition im'luded in the
seen, has been expended; nor, to the present very (h'nomiJ_atmn of a cheek. To deny the
purpose, could the true nature of it have been truth of l_, is to utter a conttadiction in terms.
sufficiently displayed, without considerable la- To say that there ought not to be any such
hour-- in short, without a pretty ample course independence, is the same thing as to ,ay that
of development --applied to its objects, its there ought not to be any such check.
effects, its motives, and its means. In appearance, this sort of imlepeudenee is,

In brining into view this sinister speeies in modern practice, everywhere, in every pare
of art, the obleet of these pages is--to do of the field of jury-trial, a_tually preserved.
what may be found capable of being done, That which, oo the occasion of each trial, the
by an obscure individual, towards putting judge or 3udges, who constitute the profes-
an end to the exercise of it : and the more sional part of the mixt judicatory, have power
thoroughly the processes employed in it are --say, for shortness, the judge has power
brought to light, the more imperious will the to do, is to compel the non-professional part,
Considerations be seen to be, which call for the jury, to pronounce a decision, termed its
the abolition of it. verdict : that which he has not the power to

By the abolition of special juries, if corn- do, is to determine what that verdict shall be.
plete, and in point of local range rendered Great, however, as is the power of the
_'_-extensive with the whole kingdom, a sort judge, in every ease, over the ultimate re-
_,f gap mi_-ht appear to be left in the system suit of the cause, yet, sr_f'_r _ eancern, the
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deeNi(m pronounced, or supposed to be pro- a pronounced, that influence will have assumed
nouuced, by the jury, it apphes more directly ! a very different character, anti have been pr,.
and certainly to the pret enHou of a veldiet 'duced by causes of a very different de_cri t.
contrary _o l_i- wi-hes.* than to the _bt_imn:_ :_¢m, according as it is to the uuderslandlm¢
at their hund_ a vet'dit't cv.'J'ora.zble to 1,_ ,,r the u,ill that in each bosom it has applied
wishe_. _ itself:

When. the[eft)re, in pursuance of _ AuNter To the understanding of a juryman, as of
interest, in ",Vl_,tt-i_evel' t_o_o_u it ma) have any other man, though influence-_, which, he-
happened to it to originate, -- ht. _J,r.. i'_r ex- ing unfavourable to justice, may be ter.'nul
auwh' , that ot the km_ or that of a_U servant szalster, are liahle to apply themselves from
of the kin_'.- in any other department of the other quarters, yet so iar as it has happened
state, it h_t._ e[une to he an objt.ct with a to any such influence to have been appfied by

jmtge to obm,,'_ at the haml_ of a jury a ver- any act of the judge, it is only by his under-
diet in any wa:, c,)ntrary to j_l-tice, u neces- _tanding--bytheapplieationof hisrelatiw, ly
sary endeavour ha_ been to .htain a ]ur!¢, so stronger lmderstandmg to their relatively
eompo,ed, as that the verdict pronounced by weaker understandings, that if can have been
them may t!e d(q)t'nded upon as about to be applied: in a word, it ean only have been the
eonformahle to his wi-hes: to give, in a word, i_,flueuce _f understandin 9 on, or over, under-
to the judgment, which he ha- _t in his wish standiuq.
and intentmn to pronounce, the apl_earanee When it is to the will of the jurymart that
of being the proper and neee.sary re_uh of an any siui,-ter influence acting in a sinister d_-
antecedent decision, which, under the appro- rection has been applied by the judge, it is

priate name of a verdict, the jury have, b? the by the wdl of the jndge that it has been up-
month of their foreman, prunouneed, or at pbed : it has been the bfluence of wiilon, or
least, been considered as havinz trronouneed, over, will.

If, in consequence of any sinister influem'e tu so far as the prescriptions of duty, the
exercised over their f:aculties by ti_e judge, dictates of l,rob_ty, are taken by the juryman
a verdict, (hfferent from what would other- fbr the rule of h_s conduct, no other will is

wise bare been pronounced by them, ha- been , by hi_ will suffered to exercise any influence
', on it. his will takes for its guidance the die-

" In this case, in the hamls of the jttdg'e, the tater of ultderstandznq purely, of his own un-
mo_t ed:cient instrument of injustice may be seen i der_tanding, if it feels itself strong enough:in the principle and practice of nulli/ic,dh,u : bv
whwh, considered as apphed to verdicts, the ettbc't [ if u[_t, of some other understanding, on the
of them is destroyed, on pretences that do no_ so relative strength of which (relation beinghad
much as profess (o have any relation to the merits [ to the questmn in hand) its rehauee is more
of the cause. The pretence has always been tt_e I as,_ured.

_existence of some rezuhttion, or (as it i_ c._ll:d.
to screen its non-existence from notice) some rule To the dictate._ therefore, of any other will,
which, besides that it was never fit to bay,) ex- the will of a juryman, a_ of any other judge
i,_teuee, had never--so far from having been i (the h_wfully declared will of_ome lawful su-
sufficmntly notified befi)rehand, in such manner perior alone excepted, for _hich, in the ease
as to af[brd to those who were punNhed Ior not of' the juryman, thcre is no place,) cannot so
having obeyed it the possibility of o)_evmg it-- much a. l_sten, but at the expense of probity.
had never _o much as been m existent?', tt wa. Frnm _hat.-oever source it happens to it to
on each occe.s_on invented, and set up _br the flow-- whether fi'om the will ot the judge, or

'_e of the particular injustice that was to
e done. any other will-- the influence, or, as in this
_,Vrappe;t un in this device as in a cloak, the cm-e it is st,,led, ti_e temptation, to the as-

power ¢ff Engl_sh judges has, under the _em- sault_ of _b]ch the ptobit? of the indw_dual
blanee of hm, itatiu;a, been in every p:_[ of the (in the pre-ent case thejur!tman) stands ex-
£eld of iury tri,d (out to look at p-e.ent any posed will apply itself' l_ o_ t or other of two
further) httle le..._ than ari)itrary: and m tiu-_
hot,r, on e,ch o_casion, as ofteu as a ,indge t_ shapes: in the shape of end, viz, ill-applied
_:allcd upor_ to use this instrument of m:quity, it pun[.hment, _'orking by _nt_midatiun ; in the
is in ln_ power to apply it accordingly, or to re- shape of flood, viz. ill-applied reward, work
fuse m apply it, whmhever course h@pens to be ing b) eorrtq_tion.
best a0,apte(t to his sinister interest_ if he has Against these two opposite dangers, pro-
anv; ffoct, to h_s httmour or caprice. [See Se,Jtch vision was made in the prmeiple_ which pre-
ltrfia'm, 1,.,tter L Devices of Technical Proee- sided over the original orgmfization and mode
dure: l)eviees .q and 20.]

And, be_ides beingapplieable as above, in re-of procedure that took place in the case of
pug_ance to the n_aln end of justice, _qz. giving these singularly-constituted ]adiratomes, or
execution and effect to those rights which have rather component parts of jud_eator_es.
been conferred by law, it has, in pursuit of sinis- Against undue tntimidation, they received
ter interest in the shape of lawyer's p_qfit, been, for their protection, in the first place, ex-
and continues to beapplied, throughout the whole emption from any infliction which, avowedly
field of law, in repug-nanee to the collateral ends
of justice, riz. avmdanee of unnecessary delay, and under the name of punishment, might
vexa:wn, and eaTense, other_hse have been applied to any of them
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sclmrateb/* by the arbitrary power ot the tlow it happened that, in England, the
ju'dge : ir-Ithe next place (being that without operations of" the king's ever dependent in-
which tile other would have been of little straments, the official judges (not to speak
_alue,) the veil of _eeresy, to preserve to of the equally dependent instruments of his
them, durin= their conferences, the (aeab_t, imperfectly subjected subordinates, the great
mid _to render it more effectual) tht_ obliffa- barons) tbundth_mselves,lnthe infancyofthe
tb,n, of keeping themselves during their con- constitution, incumbered, and to so great an
ferenees, out of the reach of hi_ ob_,ervation : extent, by the pre_enee mad interference of
and not of his on/y, but of that of all other a determinate number of unofficial assessors,
7,ten, and especially all other men *n power, still more ignorant than themselves; while,
in _hose enmLt.Vthey might be apt to behold in the other part of the same island, the in-
a _ource of d_tn[ler, eumbrance was confined to the erinfinal divi-

A,.'ainst eorr_q,tion, the princilOe employed sion of the fiehl of law, and even there to the
was that of continual chamy : no person being upper parts of the ground ; and while, on the
continued in the exercise of that function for continent, either no such incumbrance _as

an) h,nglh of time: that so neither the sc- ever known, or wasat averyearl) t,eriodgot
dtmtive anifice_ of the judge, tl_eir natural rid of; these are amoug those points of legal
tempter, who in the*r power had befi_re his history, the ob,-c,trity of _hich seems to have
eve_ a torte constantly antagonizing" with l,., _iven thein up beyond red,..ml,tion to the ar-
_,_.n. might have t_me to mouhl into undue bitrary donlmion of e_uljeeture.
ob.equiou.ne-s the weaknes_ of their mind. ; Ttm_ much how ew,r atq_e_trswith tolerable
nor the ea,,_ml tempter--the party uho. in distinetne-_ ;viz. that, over a great part, if
the event of his obtaining anywhere a suf not tiw uhole of that field, over which the
fieientlv steady _Sew of a future juryman, juri_d;eth,n of a limited and even fixt num-
against" whose plobity his operations nfight ber of as..es.s.rs, under the denomination of
be &reeled with a sufficient pro.pert of suc- jur3men (jwttg3arymen,) extends itself, the
tess. might find himself disposed to apply the sort of function now exercised by them was
opportunity to arty such shfister use. exercised by an unlimited and usually much

larger number of the inhabitants of the dis-
tract in que-tion nnder thenameof.l_ceholders:

CHAPTER III. hy _shwh denou,inatmn were di_-tinguished the
THE CHECK HOW DONE AWAY BY INFLUENCE. ",'_hole of that comparatively small number of

persons whose interests, according to the no-
§ 1. Checks are ercr odious to allpersons tiuns morM and legal of that time, had any

checked, claim to rmtice : and that, of this larger and
To the welfare of lbe governed-- of men con- imperfectly determinate body, the part now
sidered as men _ub.iect to power-- it is highly called a y_ry, was a sort of select committee,
eo_due_re at tea.t, if not (as under the British graduall 3 and by general consent, the result
and other nfixed or limited governments, men of general c_mvenience, suhstituted to the
are apt to say) altogether necessary, that in ever fltwtuating and unwieldy whole.
whatsoe_ er hands power be lodged, ckeek,_to But though, in one shape or other, the in-
it, in some shape or other, should, throughout cmnbranee has, from the earliest days of the
the whole field of its exercise, be apptym_" exi.ting con._titution, been clinging to the
themselves: and upon the supposition that shoulders of the official judge, yet, in wbat-
the good whieh, in the shapeofseeurit!ta:lain,st ¢oever ._hapc it clung, it could not have been
rnisruh,, is thus produced by the cheek, is not other_ ise than a troublesome one.
exceeded by the ewl produeeu by the defal- To the fi'ee exercise of his power the ob-
cation made by it from the quantity of power structiml given by it is sufficiently obvious.
necessary to enable the holder of the power for, so otten, and in such proportion, as he
to render, in the highest degree of perfection, tbun'! it necessary to give effect to a will
the service expected at his hands, the utility on their part, which, howsoever expressed,
of the cheek will hardly find any person t.o differed ultimalely from his own wishes, so
dispute it. often, and in the same proportion, was his

But whatsoever be their utility, relation power converted into impotence.
being had to the interests of the peal&" con- Suppo_in_ even his wil! to have been in
sidered as subject to power : to the hands by every instance ultimately and completely pre-
which the power is holden, the sensation pro- vaient,and, notwithstandingtheineumbranee,
dueed by anything which acts upon them in his powtr thus far mfimpaired, even thus, ca
the character of a check, never has been, nor comparing his situation with that of a judge
ever can be, otherwise than unpleasant, the treedom of who_e actions is unrestrained

by any su-h incumbrance, it will be manife-&
In the ca._e of the now obsolete mode of enough, that though his power were ever so

procedure called attaint, a juror could not be
.roeeeded against but in conjunction with all entire, one effect, inseparably attached to the
;.herest. _mture of this incumbrance, is--to a21"ord,ia
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one way or other, perpetual disturbance to his _ille act, of which the record is no where to
case. All their desire is to shape their wills be fbund.

to his, and for that purpose to know what it For securing on the part of this select body
is. Be it so. Yet to this purpose it may be of assessors, whose office was to keep a check
necessary for him to make them know what upon his will, a subservience as constant and
it is ; and simple as it may be, to impress into prompt as possible to that will, thereby ira-

their minds this article of knowledge will, pairing as ihx as possible the use and efficacy
every now and then, require on his part, one of that check, three possible hlstruments, as
of those operations which cannot always be above brought to view, were afforded by the
performed without more or less disturbance to nature of the case : viz. intimidation, corrnp-
the operator's cape. tion, and deception: for such is the name that

On the other hand, suppose on their parts may with propriety be given to the influence
any reluctance towards the adoption of his of understanding over understanding, as of-

will, argument, in some shape or other, would ten, and in proportion as the exert_ise of it is
on his part be necessary to the surmounting of recognised as operating to the prejudice of
that reluctance; and so much argument, so justice.
much time and trouble consumed, so much As to intimidation, in the character of an
disturbmwe given to his ease. Let there even instrument of influence applicable to the pur-
be no reluctance opposed to his will, yet, if pose here in questiun, it must, flora the very
in their conceptions there should be any dtf- first, have been too plainly incompatible with
ficulty in comprehending it, still, to the re- the acknowledged constitution of this corn-
moving or endeavouring to remove any such poundjudicatory, andtooinsupportabletothe
difficulty, explanation, in some shape or other, feelings of the people, to be in anything like
would be necessary: more consumption of constant or even frequent use.*
time and trouble; more disturbance given to Of punishment applied to this sinister put-
ease. pose by the sole power of the judge, in the

But to a man in power, it neither then was, shape of pecuniary fine [br instance, examples
nor to this time is, no, nor ever will be, na- seem to have been not altogether wanting.
rural to submit readily to any such hm_tation But, forasmuch as such a prac_tice could not
to hzs power as he can commodiously get rid have been permanently established, _4thout
of: it neither then was, now is, nor ever _all the utter destruction of the power of juries,
be, natural to him, to suffer his own ease to the existence of that power is a sufficient

remainexposedtoanydisturbance, fromwhich proof, that of that suffering, though applied
he can conveniently keep it clear. To keep under the name of punishment, and byjudi-
it to a certain degree habitualhl clear of dis- cial hands, the infliction could never have
curbance, may, from time to time. cost him been considered in any other light than that
more and more labour, gi_dng to his ease more of a casual act, eoumutted under the spur of
and more disturbance. But, be his expects- extraordinary irritation, by illegal violence._
tions of neat profit, iil that valuable shape,
verified, or not, by the event, his exertions * AtlaDlt was, indeed, terrific enough, in-
will not the less truly have had for their volving the utter ruin of all those whose lot it
motive, the love of ease. was to suffer under it: but to the sinister purpose

here in question it was manitestly unsmtable; for
On both these accounts, therefore, and in it could not be infl_eted on tire refractory twelve_

whichever of the two shapes he ibund the without the concurrence of double the number
weight of this body of assessors pressing upon of other jurors, and those rendered by their rank
him, the endeavours of the judge to shake off still more hxghly proof against sinister influence_
or lighten the incumbrance cannot but have in every one of its three shapes.
been coeval with its existence. "1"In the state trials we have apreeedent of a

In the character of a sinister motive, be- judge, a lord chief-justice of the King's Bench,

coming, in the bosom of the judge, an efficient who_ to help to satisfy the conscience of a juror,treated him with a good shaking-bout. The Ume
cause of injustice, the love of ease seem_ was soon after the restoration, anno 1664: the
hitherto to have almost escaped notice. But chief justie% a Hyde, a relatmn and protcgg of
it has not been the less efficient ; arid of its Lord Clarendon's : the defendant, a libeller, an

efficiency exemplification but too extensive anabaptist : the libel purely of the heretical class,
a "class of libels of which happily much has not

will meet us as we advance, been heard of late year% at least under that

§ 2. Judges' Defences against Checks-- name. It was, however, " seditious and veno-
Corraptzon and :Deception. mous" enough : and the sedition and venom ofit consisted in maintaining, contrary'to the Li-

Itenceforward let us suppose the use of turgy, that the proper age for Christians to be
juries firmly established: and of the part ori- baptized at, was the age the apostles baptized
ginally acted by the promiscuous assembly them at--with other abominations of the like

stamp.
to which this select commtttec succeeded, all The juryman, through the medium of whose
d]stlnct remembrance, as well as desire, ob- conseienee the consciences of the rest received

bterated : obliterat_l by this prhnmv',d Gren- satisfaction in this mud% had made a viait to the
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Corruption, the work of will operating which, from the application at that time but
upun will, and deception, operating by the too frequently made of the practice, and
influence of understanding over understand- thence habitually apprehended from it, has
ing, were therefore the only instruments at- acquired a dyslogistie tinge : serving at pre-
fi,rding any promise of being regularly and sent to express, not merely thepractlce itself,
steadily applicable to this sinister service : hut the sentiment of disapprobation excited
t,&. the securing of undue obsequiousness on by the idea of it, and thus, by the principle
the part of juries, of association, attached to it.

Of the two courses, this ancient one is evl-
§ 3. Corruption- Modes of applying it. dently by far the most simple.
In regard to corruption, the standing pro- In the other may be seen an example of

blem was, and is, so to order matters, that, a degree of refinement reserved for modern
on each given occasion in which it may hap- times :--" A number of persons whose dispo.
pen to the iudge to take on any account an sitions, in regard to the subject in question,
interest in 'the verdict of the jury, it shall are as yet unformed or unknown, being col-
depend upon his will, with the surest effect, leered --required to generate in their breasts
and with the least trouble possible, to mould the disposition requisite." Such is the pro-
it to his own desire, blem, the solution of which was necessary to

To this purpose, on the occasion of each the pursuingof this seeond'ofthe two courses.
verdict, the concurrence of two circumstan- And, with what success it has been aeeom-
ces was, and is, necessary :--1. That, in the plished, will ere long, it is supposed, be not
event of their finding themselves in the situa- indistinctly visible.
twn requisite (mz. that of inhabitants of a For this purpose, the following process
jury-box) there should exist a sufficient hum- stands alike approved by theory and expe-
bet of persons d_sposed, no matter by what rience :-
cause% to manifest the sort of obsequiousness Into the situation in question (it being a
requisite; 2. That matters should so have situation conferring power--legal power)
been ordered, that in that requhite situation cause to be placed the number of persons re-
the persons so disposed shouldin each instance quisite (they being provided with the reqm-
be to be found, site legal qualifications) -- you possessing in

There are two courses or orders of pro- your hands, to a certain extent, the faculty
ceeding, in either of which this supposed un- [of influencing their interest or welfare (that
just, but supposed desired result is capable is, producing in their respective bosoms the
of being produced :-- 1. Finding out persons sensation of pain or pleasure, or the eventual
in whose instance the requisite disposition is absence of either) -- and no preponderant
already.formed, and thereupon placing them ibree acting on tbe same bosoms in an oppo-
in the situation requisite; 2. Going to work site direction: these things being done, the
with a set of persons already stationed in the exercise of that power is thereafter at your
situation requisite, and to the persons, so command: and this, whatsoever be the name
situated, giving the dtsposition requisite, given to the act of power so exercised _ such

The first of these two courses is that which, as verdict, judgment, decree, sentence, vote_
having been invented in the time of our an- resolution, statute, law.
eestors, in a somewhat distant age, has from In the science of psychological or moral
them received the name of packing :-- a name dynamics, of which pohticatis one branch, the

above proposition, though never yet perhaps
bench, and as it should seem by deputation from reduced to any scientific form of words, may
his fellows : permission had been granted, in be stated as a fundamental axiom : and among
consequence of their " desire m know whether public men under whatsoever degree of in-

VL'?:capacityl bouringinotherrespects,noman
doubt "P"' Then tho ,m_, c_all.,to,e_ t ..... [ was ever yet found to any such degree weak
bywhLm nafn'e_3-LmLs";qt'notLiv_'b_eff_yt'h_land incapable, _, not to be sufficiently son-

judge ?) " and he was _t upon the clerk's table, I sible of the truth nf it.
and the judge and he whispered together a great I A man mac receive his ten twent , thirtw" " _ • - " Y Y"
.hde ; and it was observed that the judge, havznz [ any number of thousand pounds a-year, on
ms oands upon his _houtders, would frequently | _retence of his oecunvin_ a writino clerk's
shake him ashe spuke to him. Upontl_isperson;s {r - ...... _f _% _ .,
returnin_ th w]_ole "ur nickl cam i a , I place an_l tills v,-ltnou_ nelng any more aoler,, e J yy "y e n, "nu " " " " ( "
being accov_in_ m custom called over by thear [ than he is u;tllinff to do the tutms of that place
names, the der'_ proceeded :_ " --and yet be no less fully and adequately

"Clerk--ikre you agreed in your verdict _ impressed with the truth of the above pro-
Jury-- ]tes, yes. 2 St. Tr. 553. ' positron, long-winded as ttts, than Bacon was,
x.ne una.mmi_.thus promptly produced,--by and accordingly not only act, but get up and

WIIIeH species OI mnuence was it roaueed _ by " " . .the in_...... ¢_ -P . • . " speak according to h_s mode of speaking, m
tiuence OTW_ over "Y_LL_or oy tile iilrlueoee " -' _ "_ _ ........... h_ _*.:,-

of under_landin_, on understandlntr yt Per,hans exae_ conlormlry ann COII_eL]llt:_ICe : but=ol a.buI
partly by the on_ partly by the urger ' " without parade or peda_atie display of hard-
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worded science, acting psychological d!ma- a disposition duly prepared to yield to the
mics all tile while, and to no less perfection, influence- the obsequiousness, in a word__

nor, if told of it, less perhaps to his surprise, may net always be capable of being produced
than Monsieur Jourdan, when upon being ilk an instmlt, as in the case of casttng or
thereofinfi_rmed by his preceptor, he found stampin.l, but may now and then require some
himself ta!kin_g pro_e, length of time for the production of it, as ia

For effeeting the solution in que_ti_m by the the ease of moddlin 9 or sculpture.
aplflication of the above axiom or rule. rile IIere then we see the difference between
simplest and most elegant of all modes which tile ancient and the modern contrivance tbr

hath asyet been mvemed--perhaps it may be nullif_'ing ehe_hs, azld producing acceptable
added, which the science itself admits of--i_ verdicts. In the ancient mode, it was ne.

--that which you are enabled to put in prac- ces_ary that, in the instance of each juryman,
rice, when the flmctions attached to the sltua- the disposition to obsequiousness should be
tion being, b_ a nmss composed of the matter ready ibrmed. On the other hand, wherever
of wcahh or other otJjects of deslle _in_tru- tlns condition could be, and was flflfilled, the
meuts or efficient _'ause of pleasure (,f any _ort bu_ines_ was the work but of an instant, nor

I,t cmmnand, accor&ng to e,}.C]l nlall'_ ta-tt..) wa,- any application of inltuence necessary
wo:ked up into a eompnmul of ml a_lee,d}le to the aecomphshment of it: in the modern

tl.wour, thecontmuaue,,ofthe per-ohm (pie.,.- ll,ode It i. not necessary, that the disposi-
tion in the situati_m which enahleb him to tlon to obsequiousness should, in the first
feed upon it. ha_ been made del,,,mtent on in-tam'e, be aheady, as in tile ancient mode,

vom' will. So lon_ a _, lie euntllltlo- ill t},e e.mpletcl? tOl reed: nor even that, at that pe-
.:.ituathm, with such his allowance in h_ hand. rind, it should, in any degree, have existence :
he will e_,minne to tbed upon it in Li_ hear_ hut what _ nece_.-ary i., on the part of the
---if'not n'ith thanksgiving hu" having hee_ .:tuatmn in que-tion, a considexable degree
put into the situation-- at all} rate, what i.- of permanence: m_der_tand always eventual
most to tile purpose, with fear of beH,¢ put and defeaAble permanence.
out of it, in the event of his eomportiug hm_- The two mode_- stand thus distinguished by
seif'oxherwise than as expected, the two different principles, on which their

buppose, for example, the situation of a efficiency respectively depend :--the ancient
jnrymaa thus at the same time duleified, and mode, by the principle ofchoice--of_election

(sanng dismissal) .fixed: the power of d*_- -- or, to call it by its e_tablished and proper
mtssal, howsoever disguised (and the mnre name, the principle ofpachaye--simple pac-
effectually disguised the better,) being at the kaye--package toties q.oties, and without
_me time in your hands: upon the very fiu'e _,eed of t,eJ manenee : --the modern mode, by
of this statement it is evident, that (barring the principle of permanence: -- thence pae-
the accident of opposite and preponder,mt kate, once for all. and with the benefit of
force as above mentioned) the verdict of the permanence.
jury, so far as depends upon that juryman, i_ In the last preceding chapter, mention was
altogether at your command.* made of the principle of mutation, or continual

hi this mode of solution, a necessary step, change of persom-, a_ one of the expedients
we see, is the plaein_z the person in question employed ill the original constitution of jn-
in a situation in which he is exposed to the ries, for enabling them to act with effeet in
aetion of the efficient cause of influence: eiz. the character in which they were destined
the matter, the ever pliant and ductile matter, to act, viz. that of a cheek upon the power of
which, ,in your plastic hands, becomes the the judge ; and, in that view, tbr securing
matter of reward or the matter of punishment, them against any sinister znfluence by which
according a_ he behaves himself. But, to the the e,&'ciency of the check, strto be applied,
.qtuarion, as above described, permanence is might come to be zmpaired. The principle
necessary: and this -- partly because without there mentioned, under the name of the prin-
a certaiu degree of permanence, the situation ciple of permanence, consists exactly, we see,
wouht not po_ess sufficient value, nor eonse- in the absence or removal of that tutelary and
quentlv the tbar of losin_ it act on his mind fundamental principle.
in the character of an efficient canse of influ- ! The principle of permanence being thus
euee with a sufficient degree of iblee : partly palpahly opposite to one of the essential and

becuu_ the correspondent disposition-- viz. acknowldged principles of jury trial, to have
_-- established it directly and arowedly would

Corollary. :In the same manner, and with have been plainly impracticable. _;or each
the same m_xt-mathematical certainty, the re- [ court, for instance, a determinate number of
quired degree of obsequiousness may'be gene- ] jurymen, consisting of the number (twelve)
rated, in the bosoms of persons in any number, [ necessary to compose a jury, with or without

in whatsoever other situations placed, and by t a few supernumeraries, added for provisionwhat._oever other names denominated : ex. _r.
commons, lords; members of a conservative, le. / against accidents--to each juryman his si-
g_slauve, or any other sort of senate. J tuation, whether by salary or fees, rendered
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a desirable one -- he, at the same time, pro- ! Apply the principle of permanence, there
nounced removeable--avowedly removeablo they are -- your men--always at hand : and
--at the pleasure of the judge or some other the longer you have had them where they
dependent of the crown ; -- on any sueh plan, are, the surer of them, on each occasion, you
even in the most uninformed and incurious may be.
age, the continuing to the institution the name Juries, packed in the old mode, are like
of jury would scarcely have suffieadto reeon- wood-pigeons, for which tile woads must be
cile men to an arrangement so palpably per- hunted ere they be in a state of requisition
verse-- thus destructive of its manifest and for the cook ; or like those wthl horses which
mardfestly intended nature, a Spanish Creole has to scamper after in the

When a determination to subvert, as far as plains ere he is in readiness to take his fide.
it m_ightbe found practicable and convenient, Juries packed in what will be seen to be the
this part of theconstitution, hadbeen taken, new mode, packed with the advantage of
whatsoever were the eontrivance employed, the principle of permanence, are hke pigeons
it was seen to be altogether necessary there taken out of a dove-house, or hke those well-
should be some disguise or other put upon it. br_&en 9eldzngs which an Engfishman keeps
The business was neither to be attempted in his stable.
ot,,,nlg, nor all at once. In juries, its a word, permanence is exaefly

Four dlstin_.mishahle conditions were seen what it is m armies : it is the work of the
t,_ be necessary :-- l. Power of nomination _me policy in both cases. It was, when as
v2rtually in tbe hands ofthejudoc; 2. J_Smo- yet there were no stan&ng armie% that the
b_ment, sufficient in magmtadc, and thence in coarse and precariou_ operation of extempore
ordlnar.v dnratwn, to render the situation an package, packing without the aid of parma.
aqre,.able one, and thence the lass of it ml nence, was employediu the easeof juries. Aw
object of apprehension ; 3. Power of amp. our armies acquired their stability, so did our
trim, viz. of renloviug a man f¥om that situa- juries : and now that, under the pressure of
tit)n, al,o virtually ill the hands of the judge ; national necessity, our armies, strengthened
4. In each case, the design so enveloped, as by that principle, have vwelled to so unex-
nat to be seen through. All these pomt_ ampled a magnitude; now it is, as will be
were a,'eordhlgly accomplished, seen, that without any such necessity, _rith-

()lie point nlore required to he attended to. out ally ocher more cog,'nt cause thou eonve.
'F,_have attempted to appl) any such plan nlence,nnmbers m jmit'.- slot beinffsuseeptible
of d.,c,,it to all cases, and all at Ollee, ",_ould of increave, this purr of the e¢_abli,hment has
have been incomp,/tihle with the _uecess of received its nlJpro'¢elneut, and that to the
it :-- for, the et]_ct being pr_}duced in ever 3 degree of perfc_'tinn that _111 be seen in the
ilistunee, the e tlfcient principles '¢,'ould have sh_q,e of ]wl"maat_tve: say permanence, but
bar*t through the disguise, never without rememtlering the increased fa,

Applied to all eases in which it was likely e_lities it affords tel package.
that the j,dge, _r al_)' of the servants ot the Cemcc/,t, nee, am1 nothivgmore. But what
crown, his eonfed<_rates, would lmvetlll}',pe- m,n'e w,_s nee(_h_l ? For it was the conve-
trial interest, it _aald be suflicteut t_ their menee, a_ _e -hall _ee, of 9rent characters.
purpt_se. To the object thu- limited, the in tho_c b,,lh ,.:t_._t_ens, in which, in tha
plan was accordin.-ly confined : and thus far c,ancenttttt'e _t" t],e lmliv.taal, there is apt to
it has been accordingly found to he but too be more of o_,jency than ill the necessity of
practicable to carry the design into effect, and nations.
_Sthout prejudice'to the disguise. At the outset, paekhlg having been prae-

Of all these several desiderata, the aceom- tlsed, when as yet there was in juries no
plishment will now be brought to view, as such thing as petmancnce, the principle of
having been effected in and by the eonstitu- package came nnavoidably to be spoken of
lion of the sort of body termed a sl,cc_aljurl! : antecedentl}, and thus far in eontradistittction
hut, for the purpose of this exhibition, a ._e- to the principle ofp_rmanence. But now, at
palate chapter will be requisite, thi_ _tage of the inquir), it will be sufficiently

Compared with that mode, in which the apparent (it is hoped) that of these two pfin-
prim:iple employed L- no other than that of ciples one is included in the other : and that,
simple package, nobody, it is supposed, can by the prit_ciple of I,crmaaerwe as applied to
be at a loss to see howprodi_6ous the advan- juries, _s to be understood permanence and
tage is which is gained by c_21ingin the prin- paekaqe to.qetker : package with the benefi_
ciple of permanence. In the way of simple of permanence, and permm_ence ibr the pur-
package, extempore package, everything re- pose of package.
quires to be done afresh each time :'each time
you have to hunt out for your men : and § 4. Deception--M'odes of applying it_In.
whereabouts are you, if so it be that at the struments for the appheutwn of it.
moment none that will suit you are to be Corruption beingtheinstrumentprineipally
found? emplo)ed on the occasion which gave ri_ to
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this little treatise, deception, an instrument with relation to the matter in hand, in a state
not more in use on this occasion than on any fit for use, that is, capable of being applied to
other ; and the part here played by it no use, he is not only content but glad to bor.
more than a subordinate one-- a very slight row one of the judge, whose care it is that,
mention of it will be sufficient here. Not under the cover of an act of the understand.

that the mention of it will even here be alto- ing, a will of his own, more or less nicely
gether out of place, corruption having among folded up, shall be inclosed.
its effects that of disposing a man not only By the understanding of a person placed in
to deceive others, but, moreover in the first the situation of judge, an influence will, of
place, and for the better quieting of his own course, be exercised over the understanding
conscience, to deceive himself, of every person standing in any such situation

On the presentoccasion, so far as deception as that of juryman : and this influence being
is concerned, the problem stands thus :-- In on all occasions applicable to all purposes good
cases where, if the conception entertained of and bad, is thereby applicable to all bad ones,
the case by the jury were adequate, viz. corn- On this occasion, the part which is open for
plete and correct, their wdl, as declared by deception to act is the giving to this influence
their verdict, would be more or less apt to i a degree of strength beyond what properly
run counter to the wall of thejudoe, so to or- belongs to it-- such a degree of strength as
der matters, as that, by means of some want will enable it, upon occasion, on the spur of
of completeues¢ or correctness, viz. on the sinister interest or passion, to act with ad-
part of the conception entertained by them vantage in a direction opposite to that of the
of that ease, it may happen to their will to dictates of justice.
coincide _ith that of the j_,dge. In another work (Scotch Reform, Letter

There are two ways, in either of which an L) it has already been shown how completely
effect thus desirable may be brought about : opposite the _ntere,,t of all judges, commonly

One is, by causing them to have a will, called by that name, as well as of all other
and that will exactly the same with that of men of law, has, throughout their whole field
the iudge, of action, all along been, and still continues

The other is, by causing them not to have to be, to the duty of judges, which is as much
a will, viz. of their own forming : of which as to say" to the interest of the people, in re-
state of mind the necessary consequence will spect of the ends ofjustice : not only this fact,
be their adoptlng, withmtt more ado, what- but the cause of it, viz. an ill-chosen mode
soever wall may crone to be presented to them of remuneration, has in that same work been
for that purpose by the judge, already brought to view. Of this opposition

Of these two modes, this latter mode is by the cause and influence having as yet in a very
far the mo_t advantageous one. To the suc- small, if in any degree been understood, the
eess of the former, the creative or special, it whole course of action of these fimctionaries
is necessary that fresh labour should be be- has consequently been a course of deceptiori :
stowed upon the subject on the occasion of of deception practised throughout that whole
every cau_-e: by the other, the preventive or course of action, on all sorts of occasions, and
general mode, the business is done once for upon all sorts of persons: upon individuals at
all; and, without any fresh expense in the large, in their character of suztors: upon jurors,
article of labour, a perpetually renewed har- in particular, in their character of jurors.
vest of success is reaped on the occasion of Of the two modes of deception, spec&land
each individual cause : in the one case, the 7eneral, the general has already been shown
busines_ is carried on in the retail, in the to be in every respect by far the most conve-
other, iu the wholesale line. nient with reference to the piesent purpose.

Iu the case of corruption, the willoftbe party The generM consists in forcing the people
corrupted--here the jury--being formed by with whom you have to do, to borrow your
the will of the party by whom or for whose understanding, and under the cover of it, your
benefit the matter of corruption is applied; n'ill, by preventing them from having any un-
the state of the intellectual faculty is im- derstand*n 9fit for use, and thence fromhaving
materi_d, nor is any sort of debility in it ne- any will applicable to the purpose.
cessary to the production of the effect here On this occasion the system of deception
supposed to be desired, divides itself into two branches--the first

But where, in a question of fact or law, a consists in rendering the subject --whatever
will of his own is to be formed by a man, who it be, law, religion, anything--in the present
having no natural interest at all in the busi- instance law, as incomprehensible, or (what
hess, has no interest at all in it, nnless by is the perfection of incomprehensibility) as
means of corruption he has a factitious one, uncognoscible as possible to all whom you
he cannot have a will, other than one to the have to deal with, and that to their own con-
formation of which the use of the under- viction and satisfaction.
standing is necessary : and thus it is, that, if The other consists in doing whatsoever the
soitbe thathisown understandingisnot, natureofthecaseadmitsof,towardsraising
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in their minds, to as high a pitch as possible, Of these corporeal instruments the :roper-
the estimate formed by them respectively of tance is the greater, inasmuch as but for them,
the correctness and completeness of the know-- and the fa,_cinationproduced by them, it seems
ledge possessed by yourself in relation to the not altogether easy to conceive how the first
same subject, branch of the art should have been compatible

To the first end contribute, jargon, rlon* with the second, and how the stock of jargon,
sense, absurdity, surplusage, needle_s eompli- nonsense, absurdity, and so forth, how abun-
t_tion, falsehood-- every kind of intellectual dant soever, should have been conducive to,
nui*ance, in every imaginable form : and thi_ or even compatible with, the design of raising,
the higher in degree and greater in quantit_ in the minds of the persons concerned, the
the better, without any other restriction than idea of the stock of real knowledge possessed
what may be impo_ed by whatever caution by those exalted characters by whom these
maybe necessary to enable you to avoid eoun- incorporealhistramentsofdceeptionhaveever
teracting the other object last above men- been so liberally employed.
tioned. Both sorts of instruments, incorporeal a8

Of these two branches of the art of decep- well as corporeal, may moreover, if not in a
tion, the first-mentioned may be _ermed the strh.tly legal sense, as savouring rather of the
depresswe or humiliatit'e; the other the self- personalty than the realty, yet at any rate,
exaltative, to a common intent, be st_led aud entitled

The instrmnents applying or applicable to heredltaments.
the purpose of deception, as above distin- In relation to the corporeal hereditaments,
guished, may be the more readily compre- the instruments of fascination, two things
hendedbybeingdistingnishedintotwoela_ses, ought, notwithstanding, to be observed: one
Those of the one may be termed the incor- is. that the fascination performed is performed
poreal instruments of deception: and though, by the intrinsic and independent virtue of
upon a principle of division and nomenclature tile instruments themselves, and that to the
already attached to the subject, a cmnplete bearer, nothing being on his part performed,
enumeration of them would perhaps be scarce or necessary to be performed, towards and in
practicable, a tolerably sufficient sample of relation to the effect, no part of the effect
them has just been given; wz. in the words ought to he a_eribed or imputed: the other
jargon, nonsense, absurdit!j, and so tbrth, is, that were it not for the evil company they

For the designation of the instrumeut_ ot are emmeeted with. viz. that of the ineor-
the other class of these instruments. _he term poreal instruments above mentioned, and the
corporeal will of course pre_ent itself to the evil purposes to whieh the whole companyare
mind of every man who has read Blackstoue. so unhappily apt to be applied, the influence

Under the class of corporeal instruments of these corporeal instruments, notwithstand-
may be comprehended, besides the po._ts or ing the nmne of fa_cinatlon so incontestihly
other npri:¢hts by which the level oftlle bench belon_Jnz to it, might well be salutary and

is elevated above that of the jnry-box, the [ beneficial upon the whole. It is only by the
peculiar hahilirnent._ by which the profession I abuse, in so iar as abuse is made of them,
and the office togell_er stand distinguished: i that they operate in the character of instru-
outward and visible signs of _he inward and ] ments of decepti_m--the character in which
invisible graces and virtues, intellectual and / they belong to the present purpose: and if
moral, that dwell within. These last, in ] these corporeal were separated from the in-
consideration of the incalculable influence corporeal instruments and hereditaments
which they are found to exert on the under- above mentioned, viz. the jargon, non_nse,
standing of jurors and oth :rs, through the and so forth, the abuse of the corporeal ones
medium of the imagination, may be moreover would be separated from the use.
termed instruments of f_sc_nati,m: mid as. Of these several instruments of influence,
amongheathen statuaries, tlle circumstance of to whatsoever purpose applied, that of de-
a man's having officiated with his own hands eeption or any other, the efficiency in that
in the character of his own god-maker was not, character will (it may be said) naturally be
found to diminish his devotion t,owards such the same--nearly if not exactly the same,
his god, so if, among the inhabitazlts _,f the whether, in the constitution of the jury in
same jury.box, it should happen to the makers question, the principle of permanence be or
of the several instruments of fascination, v_z. be not emplo}ed.
the furrier, the tailor, and the peruke-maker, This may be admitted. One means of
to find them_lves assembled and met toge- influence, l_owever, there remains, coming
ther, there seems no reason to suppose that, under the head of influence of understanding
upon the minds of these several manufae- on understanding, which is applicable with
turers, the influence of the several articles, peculiar advantage to the purpose of deeep-
in the character of instruments of fascination, tion, and which requires, as a necessary con-
would be less efficient than upon those of the dition to its application, the application of
other "good men and true," their eolleugues, the principle of permaztenee.
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When the judge and the jurymen become ment will be found to have been, and to re-
aequ,hited with each others' persons, being main to this day, completely realized.
in a state of habitual intercourse, a sort of , As of the true and original jury, so of this
comn,xi,n, though it be but in the way of impostrous modern substitute, the origin hes
sympathy, grows up between them: a fi'iend- buried in obscurity. Human craft in every
._hip which, though it be of that kind which shape, and, in particular, in the shape of
h:is been called a .fi'iendship of ineqaallty, a lawyer-craft_human-craft, like the _nole,
fi'iend-hip betwixt the superior anti the infe- hides its ways from the light of (lay, am], a_
rh)r, betwixt wi,-dom and simplicity, is not, completely as possible, from human eye_.
t,_ this purpose at least, the less powerful and The clearest view, as far as it goes, that.
effective. A look of complacency, indicative we possess of this sort of jury, is that which
of oht acquaintance and mutual good under- is afforded to us by the statute-book: and,
stamting, descending, if ever the dignity of in the statute-book, antecedently to the )car
the judge finds itself reduced to de_,cend to 1730, being the third year of the last rdgn,
such benignity, from the heights of the bench no mention of it is to be found. In a slat ute

upon the leading man in the jury-box, the passed in that year (3 Gee. ll. e. 25) the sort
bellwether is gained-- the flock fbllow of of jury in question is spoken of, in the way
course. A sort of compact forms lt_elt, under of reference, as a sort of tribunal actually in
and in virtue of which the man of learning use:--finding it already in existence, all that
enga,es to aiford direction, the child of' sire- the statute does with it is to regulate it.
plicity to follow it : this compact once termed. In the way of amendment, this act was, in
the presumption, which on any particular oc- the course of the same reign, followed b) fi,ur
easimJ should presume to think and act for .others or parts of others : viz. 4 Gee. II. c. 7,

itself, wouhl be an act not only of temerity, 6 Gee. 1l. c. 37; making perpetual 3 Gee. lt.
but of revolt and perfidy, e. 23; 24 Gee. II. c. 18; 29 Gee. II. c. 19.*t

In each judicatory (viz. m each ot the three
Westmin*ter- hall jury- trial courts-- King's

CItAPTER IV. Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer,) in
SPECI,_.L JUR1ES, A SPECIAL ENGINE OF COP.- the hand_ of an officer of the court, the right-

RVPTIO_. hand man and dependent of the chief judge,_

§ 1. The System briefly slated. * The oldest book qfpracti,'e (such i_ the de-
nomination used, among lawyers, to denote the

WE have seen what expedients the nature hooks, in which a statement is g_ren, of the
of the ca.-e affolds, for moulding juries into operations and in_trument_ in u,,e, in the di.r
obsequiousness, principally by means of eel ferent ludicatories, m the course of mthcia] pro-

ruptwn : and thus divesting, as much as may cedur¢:)--the oldest bc<_k of praen_'e, of x_hichan), mention is to be tbund m the law eatalo;,ue_.
be. of all realitTt, the appearance which they is I'ow,'ll's .4ltorm q's .4eadcmy. London. 162;L
exhibit of a check to the arbitrary power of In that book_ no such app_llatmn ec urs as
the judge, that of a spe, i,l ]ur!l, p. 141. _,,_d_lt,,'nce a-

We now come to speak of the instrument hea2. beirg,tated as the tee allowed to the.iurors
or engine, contrived tbr that purpose; apphed at _'i._i err.s, ra (kuiJdhall, Londo_ L/b,_r/.'m'e
tO it. and to this day continuing to be alq,l]ed a-head is.gated as the tee gwen to Tho.e to. wtlom,
to it, and with what disastrous succe.-s will in ca.e of a de'_cmncy in tt_e nmnbcr of regularjuror.- returned m the writ tailed the llJ&'m¢
be seen as we advance. This engine, in no ('or,)ora dl_ratm/tm_ it ha,)pcIts to be athba to
small degree a complicated one. i_ no other t"e_, in the character of _alen-mea : at leng:h
than the sort of jury termed a ._Tmc_al p.'y. lah's de _ tr.'umstant_bn¢.

A special jury is so termed to di.tingui._h .4t ],rc_,'l#. the denomination of tub's-men is
it from a common jury : this last name being applied to mlch comm,,,t "lurer ,. as are employed
reserved for the designation of the only- sort of to fill np casual deqelei:cv s in the number of

• ._pc;i,d ,]a_o_s. hvt, ul /].t/ timG they were but
jury which, till the invention of this special so m_ny m_ u, kcn (._s thmr name Imt'_orts ) _rom
instrmnent of corruption, was in existence, t',e I,_¢-sta!.t r.% to fill up the like dehcmncies in

Above has been brought to view, in tile the r,nn_btr of comm,,_Cl,'t_or., t h_ thi_ oe.asion
character of a po._sible olle_ all arlaDgelneut, iP.eP.tb_n ip?.v be s_e'l I't_.It!t¢_t'nn m_portant off_ce_
by means of which Lbating such rare and v_z. t* _*t,*t'"" .,a L.rd', Ft_vl-('l.th ._'ervaat :'"
casual exceptions as are hab]e to be now and who tff cour-e w,,uld not be lett unprowded w_thIlls tee. _tnd what woold any one lnlagme was
then produced by the irregularities of the v_at lee ? Ansx_er--Hatf as much again as that
human mind) a body of men. be they who ota r,.-_a'lcrjurym,m ; thrice,as much as that of
they may, may be brought into a state of con- a l.lcs2n.,n. For the purlpo_e ot tracing out the

• ; :t merit:on made ot specml turies, it wouht bestant and complete obeeqniousnes,, to the _ill _ r_,
of sonie person or persons (ill the present ill- _ matterof curlo_ity at lea_t, to examine the inter-
stance the judge,) betwecn whmn mid them medmte book, ot practire between 1'123 and 17.30.

the requisite sort of relation has, in the man- t + Vide. for aheratnmssmee n:ade, p. 163._Ed.+, [ Hi_ht=hu_d _nan o¢" the jndg'e. ] In the

her there indicated, been establi.hed. In the j King's Broeh two master_: one on the crownease of a special jury, this l_O_s_ble arrange- mde_ fl_e other on the civil side; in the Commo_
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this cluster of acts (to consider them together) rough outline, and upon a small scale, was and
found the effective nomination of these asses- is the actual state of practice, l_Iow, in re=
sors, by whose power that of the judge was in spect of such matters as influence, corruption,
appearance to continue checked. Such arethe and otJ_equion*ness, let us, upon the same
bands in which King, Lords, and Commons scale, observe the fruits and consequences.
lbund the faculty of reducing to a shadow the By means of the magnitude of thegQ, e, and
co{ttroul supposed to he exercised by a jury: the sltuati,n of the hands, on whmh, on the
and in the same hands, under the dil cotton oecasion of each individual cause, it was thus
of their learned and essentially treacherous made to depend by what individuals this mass

guides, in these same hands It has been left. of emolument should be received, a regular
In the hands of the agents qf the parties, corps had thus gradually and secretly been

in crown causes, the solicitor of the crown, established -- the members nominated in all

acting under the dircetmn of other servants eases by the dependent of the judge; that
of the crown, his superiors, they fmmd the is, in effect, by the judge himself-- paid in
faculty, and the practice, of giving to each private cau:es by individuals, but in crown
special juryman a fee, to an anaount alto- causes by the servants rf the crown: a body
gcther nMtm*ted, whether it was or was net. of troops, taking its orders, in prwatc causes,
m their practice, or in their power, to keep from the judge alone--in crown cau,_cs, also
back the fee, till alter he had earnt it to their immediately fl'om the judge, but in effect from
satl-faction, does not appear, the judge and the other servants @ the crown

Iu one of these acts (24 Gee. II. c, 18, in conjunction, according to any agreement
sec. 2,) reciting that " complaints are fi'e- which in each instance it happened to them
queutly made of the great and extravagant to have made. And thusit is that, in aWest-
fees paid to jurymen under the authority of ndnster-hall court, ha a crown cause, including
the said recited acts," parliament did indeed alinost all causes in which the members of
attempt to limit this fee, viz. to the sum of government, as such, are liable to take any
a guinea: but with how little success may real interest--the fate of the defendant rests
in due season be observed. (Part 11I. oh. 2,) altogether in the hands of the dependent set
This guinea, however, wa, not merely a of jurors thus picked out from the rest. So
guinea tar each da?/of service, but a guinea much as to the fact of the dependence : now
Ibr each cause tried in the compass of that as tothe degree. Of the occupier of any luera-
da 3 : and to the number of such causes there tlve situation; of the plaeeman who, by any
wa- no certain hmit : nor therefore to the formal notification, is liable to be at any time
number of daily guineas.* removed from his situation-- removed by an

officer, who himself is hable, in the same man-

§ 2. The Corruption briefly indicated, her, to be dismissed by the king or any of his
Such, so far as coldd be exhibited by a servants, the dependence is commonly consi-

l",,s, twoprothon_ t_ri_'s : m one branch of the dered as standing at the h_hest point in the
l'.lth, quer, a dcput!/-rcnwmbrune,'_ : in another, scale of strict and perfect discipline. But a
a d,Tul_/-elcrk at'the Plca._, called also me ma,- point still higher is occupied by the sort of
t,_. For, in ihe jud_cmI chaos, as all man= dependence which, in the manner we have
vet of d_fferent things go by the _me name, so seen, has place in the case of a special jury-
d-_ the same thing go by all manner of diffe- alan. For, by the formality of express dis-rent names.

" [D,,ilu C,nineas._ Times newspaper, 16th mission, the attention of the public mind is
December 1806--" _ csterday mormng, in the naturally, with a degree of force depending
court of King's Bench, Gmldhal], c_ght causes on existing circumstances, pointed to the
fi)r specicd jurm_- appeared m the hst for trial, incident ; and in some cases, disapprobation
They were all referred : m one only a verdict was , from that, quarter is in a greater or less degree
taken, p7 o L'_rm _. tbr the plamtiff_. '' See Scotch liable to be incurred : but, in the case of a

R_Jblm, Lcttcr IV. special juryman, let drop out of the list for

a The _llou4ng note occurs at Chap. 8 of the lack of obsequiousness, the right hand of the
or_&daal'edition :_ official agent of corruption scarce knows the

'* I embrace this opportunity of correcting a deed, the negative deed, thus committed by
rots-statement, the cause of which lies, in some his left.
measure, in my present inability m supervise the
press : a misstatement which, thnughwith refe- § 3. The System further developed.

fence to the argument altogether an immaterial Such is the general result. By a few ex-
one, ml g_ht perplex, the re.,der by the ineonsis-.,
teucy it presenu% it not set right. When, w)th planations, the conception obtainable of this
allusion to the sort of busil_e.,s done by '.Palley- mystery of iniquity may be rendered more
rand under Napoleon, I designated d,ese master distinct and particular, though, to any prae-
paekersbyt_.e appellation ofgrandelc,'tors_ and rival purpose, the proof need scarcely, nor
with the number six before them, (,ee p. 7!),)
it was in pursuance of a false recolleetmn, which, perhaps can it, be rendered more conclusive.
at that time, represented the num[ er of protho- The choice made, as above, by the imme=
notaries as no more than two." diate instrument of the judge, is not abso-
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lutely without its limits ; but, by the limits this master packer, as he may be termed.
which it finds, no bar whatsoever, it will be chooses on the occasion, and for the purpose
seen, is opposed to such a choice as can ever of each cause, 48. H Of these 48, the list may
fail to be fully adequate to every desirable be distinguished by the name of the 9ross oc-
purpose, easional list.

1. In the first place, forming the basis of 4. From thisgross occasional list, the agent
all subsequent operations, comes what may of the party or parties on each side of {be
be termed The qualified list. cause, has the power of discarding 12 : whieii

On the foot of the primeval practice, set- #acultv (the agent having of course his fees
tled before the distinction between common for it) will, in the natural order of things,
and special jurymen was devised, the mem- of course be exercised.§ But if, to this no-
bets of the list which served as the general rural order of things, so on any occlusion it
fund out of which jurymen were draxsna for should happen, that an exception should take
the purpose of each cause, were, and are, in place, then, and in such case, it is by the
each township, named by the constable of the master packer that the defect is supplied, aud
township, on the supposition of their being the operation of discarding performed.
possessed of certain pecuniaryand other qua- I 5. Be this as it may. of the remainin_ 24
lilications, fixed upon by law. By the sheriff is constituted what may be termed the re-
of the county, these elementary lists were, duced hst.
and are, collected into one aggregate, which, Of each of these 24 the attendance is, or
as above, may be termed the q_tal!fied list_ at least ought to be, required by the sheriff
the common and special jury qualified list. by a summous, issued in obedience to an order

2. By the same hand, out of this list ase- or precept, which contains the whole reduced
lection is made of such persons as, under the list, and has been previously transmitted to
clauses in the acts relative to special juries, him from the court.
are regarded as being provided with the 6. The number actually serving on a jury
special qualifications appointed by these acts. being no more than 12, the object in view in
The minor and included list, thus formed, summoning the 24 is to secure the appear-
may he termed the special jury qualified list. once of half that number. Of those who, on
The persons thus distinguished from their any given occasion, actually make their ap-
fellows, and by the distinction qualified for pearance accordingly, the list may be termed
being, in the character of special jurymen, the actually appearing or attending hst.
employed by the master, the judicial officer
above mentioned, are inthe constable's books bill are, every one of them,paid : and to what
designated by the title of esquire. * pf_rposemake the inquiry, if the official person

of whom it is made were not, by his acquaint-
3. Among the members of this special jury oncewith the " connexlons," &c. of these jurors,

qualified list, persons whose names are lying in a condition to answer it ? Possessed of th_s
constantly before him, and with whose cha- knowledge, and therefore capable of g_xfng the
racters, their number being so much smaller benefit of it to all such persons, in "high situa-
(1 speak of those for Middlesex, about 400_) tion," to whom it may be agreeable to produce
he is at least as well acquainted as the Chan- a proper title to it ? In " high situation," sue%

for example, as the constellation of lmninaries,
cellor of the Exchequer with those of the tbr the barking at whom Mr. Cobbett and 51r.
members of the House of Commons--this Justice Johnson were prosecuted and convicted.
right-hand man of the judge, 3; this master, See further on, chap. 8.--Note, that, in this bill

of costs, the cause is supposed to be a country
• Phillips, p. 153, 160. douse: yet, forlearning the "conncxwns,'" _c. gf
"1"Ibid. the jurors, it is not in the country, where the1-r re-
* In Edmunds's Solicitor's Guide to the Prac. sidence is, but in town, viz. at this packingq_ce,,'_ .

tiee of the OJficeofPleasm the Exchequer, Lon- that " the inquiry" is stated as being made.
don 1794_are di'{rers bills of costs ; in one of If the office be thus capable of serving as an
which the case of a special jury is introduced, intelligence office in the case of country gende-
In this part of the bill (ik ll9) one of the items i men, whose residence is in Corn_all or in Cure.
runs thus :-- '_Paid the master," (the familiar berland, how much more complete may not the

inibrmation be expected to be when the subjectsname here given to the officer whose proper of-
ficial tide (see 27th Finance Report, p. 210) is of it are g'uinea-mea, all living in, orin the near
deputy-clerk qfthe pleas)--." Paid the master, on vicinity of, the aggregate metropolis ?
naming;'fhe 48 special jurors, £2, 2s." Another tl Crompton and Sellon's Practice of B. tL
runs _us :--'_ Attending and inquiri_@ into the (civil side)and C. B. 1. 437. Tidd's Practice of
connexlons, _;c. of the 48 jurors, 6_ IM." These B.R. (civil side) p. 725. Impey's Practice of
48 are the 48 nominated by the master packer, B. 1L (civil side) p. 239. H_nd's Practice of
and composing, as above explained, the gross B. 1L(crown side) 1805, p. 10. Edmunds's Prae-
occasional llst, from which the deductions of 12, rice of the Exchequer (pleas side) pp. 73-119.
by the agents of the parties on each side, are § The solicitor for the treasury having a so-
allowed to be made. But of whom should the lary, receives, iris supposed, no fees, but, t_ the
inquiry be made but of tbe'master packer, who exercise of the faculty in question, adequate in-
is thus attended ._ For it is at hit officethat the dncements_ in other shapes, do not in that quarter
several ottendanees charged in this part of the seem very likely to be wanting.
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7. Be the number actually appearing what each of them, a separate list of _ kind ?
it may. the 12 whose names standfirst upon or does one such list serve for them in eom-
"_hereduced list, are the 12 that serve. Of moil? The answeris among those mysteries
these the list may be termed the serving list. which must, in a great degree, remain in-

If not so many as 12 make their appear- volved in their original darkness. What, as
mace, then so many as do appear being put will hereafter be seen, + is certain is, that in
upon the serving hst, the rest are taken from and for the use of the JExchequer, a list of
among such persons as happen to be in at- this sort exists ; -- exists with or without a
tendance in the character of common jurors.* name : what will appear probable is, that if

On the face of this statement, nobody there be not a distinct list of this sort kept
surely can be at a loss to understand how in mad for the use of the King's .Bench, the
nugatory the power of discarding, though el- Exchequer list is occasionally resorted to for
lowed to both sides, is, in the character either King's Bench service.
of a bar, or so much as a check, to any sinis- Of these secretly enlisted, and, though
ter choice, which the right-hand man of the without words of command publicly delivcr-
}udge, the master packer, under all the si- ed, not the less perfectly disciplined troops,
nister influence to which, in some cases, his the number is of course not known.
principal stands exposed, may be disposed to But so well is the nature of them known,
make. that it has obtained for them a familiar name :

The whole 48 being alike at his devotion, the corps being termed, the Guinea Coeps :
alike the creatures of his choice, what mat- the members of it collectively Guineamen : *
ter_ it to him which of them are the twelve and, if taken separately, this or that one is
that serve ? familiarly spoken of as being concerned and

8. Of all these several lists, though not as interested in the Guinea trade. [I
yet distinguished, any of them, by names, viz. Of the degree of dependence in which the
neither by the above nor by any others in cur- situation places a man, no unapt token may
re_t use--the existence is neither unknown be found, in the multitude of the persons
nor disavowed, nor so much as endeavoured whose desire of being placed in it is mani-
to be concealed, rested within a given district, in a given

But another list, the existence of which, length of time.
though it scarcely would be avowed, is not In 1808, number of persons, inhabitants of
the less real, and to which suspicion has, it Middlesex, actually upon the qualified list,
will be seen, already fastened a sort of nich- 1100.§ Number of those who in part of one
name, is a list which, in the style of sober year applied to be put upon lhat list, address-
sadness, may be distinguished by the appel- mg their application to one of the sheriffs,

tation of the select and secret qualified list. grand electors ormaster packers, two: in the lat-
It is a list, composed of such members of the ter. three. See above_p. 76, note t
gross qualified list, as bv the grand elector so [In the orginal edition, the "Common Pleas"
often mentioned--the'Talleyrand of the re- having been accidentally omitted_ the number
speetive courts-- are regarded as sure men : was made " s_x:" See p. 77_sub-notea]
men who, being .+ Part If. Chap. 2 and 3.qualified

for dependence,_:avm II [Guinea trade.] Of this same Guinea corps,
accordingly be themselves depended uf on'; the existence is, by a learned correspondent of
and from among whom, upon each occasion, the late sheriff Sir Richard Phi/lips, v/z. the
the gross occasional list, required for that oc- gentleman whom we shall see presently dating
casion, may be securely taken without fresh trom Lincoln's lnn) and in a letter destined for
expense of thought, _ublieity, certified as matter of notoriety : and_

hough many a fact not true is spoken of as true,
§ 4. The Corruption and D_pendence deve- re:, that a fact neither notorious nor true should

loped, by a man of character be certified as notorious-- by a man whose name, though not published,
These seven _ grand electors, have they, must have been signed _does not seem to be in

the ordinary course of things.
Speaking (p. 175) of " persons who from low

" These_ with reference to the special jury in situations in life have crept into a little inde-
question, are called tales-men. But the per_ns pendenee, and by artifice and collusion with the
to whom the denominatmn is on this occasion inferior ot_ieers,get their names placed upon the
applied, are very differently circumstanced from freetwlders' llst with the proper additi_s_ ....
tfiose to whom it was originally applied ; _qz. in I know several (says he) of this description who
the case of the original body of jurors before the arc ludicrously described as being deeply con.
innovationgave rase to the distinction between cerned and interested in the Guinea trade." ....
speeialand commonjurors : the tales-men of those Letter, dated from Lincoln's Inn, September
days weremeu actually taken from the crowd 1808, to SheriffSir Richard Phillips, printed m
of casual by-standers- as, when given at length, his Later to the Livery qfLondon on the duties
their Latin denomination, tales de circumstan_ qfSheriffs: London, 1808, 2d edition) p. 175.
t/bu_, imports. See the Letter at length in Part 1L Chap. 7, of

4: Courts three: King's Bench, Exchequer, this work.
and Common Pleas: in each of the two former, § Phillips, p. 160,
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under the erroneous notion of its being in his matter of indifference. No matter : if to the

power to put them upon it, upwards of lO0* remaining sixth it be matter of anxiety, the
---all spoken of by him by the description of liberty of the guinea-man is as effectually
" respectable person_ "-- not to speak of killed by this single one, as it could have
others, t been by all six.

Two other sources require here to be Memttime, neither with any ofthe phantoms
brought to view, from which the complete- behind the curtain, nor with either of the two
hess mid abjectness of dependence, and the mas_esofhuman flesh subsisting, is it possible
correspondent arbitrarine,_ of tile correlative for the guinea-man ever to come to any sort
power, are capable of receiving im'rease :-- of explanation. With the right-hand man of
1. The .facility and securit?t, with which tile tile judge it is scarce possible, with the crown
correspondent power created by _uch depen- solicitor it is neither neeessary nor natural,
dence is capable of bein_ exerel_-cd ; 2. The tlia_ lie should ever have any sort of inter-

number of the persons, by any role of whom coarse tits s:n, the joining in a wrong ver-
the power in question is, with that same diet, is committed openly inthe jury-box : Ills
degree of fiieility, eapab]e of being exercised pmlishment -- removal out of the ,elect qua-
over the one dependent in question. On both I!ficd li,t-- will be inflwted in .-cclet : 3el,
these accounts may be seen, in tile instmlce amt _n secret, a_ not to be at any determinate
of the Guinea co@s, a degree of d_pcndcnce I tmw made known even to the .-.inner him,elf.
--in that of their secret rulers a de_zree of Offended powers inexorable, were it only

arbltra_l power-- such as it may not be easy becau:e uncognoseible : repentance rendered
to match in rely other in,tam'e, utterly unavmhng by the very nature of the

Consider, in the first place, the nmnber ea,e._
and quality of the person-, ill wtmm the de- Think now of the.faciBty and sccurit*j, with
pendent will be apt to view tile arb;ter_ of which the enmspondent pnu'cr, created by
his fate. Visible and iramcdialc pt,sse_or- of this sort of dependence, may be, ave, and ever
this power, tun--and two onl? : thcsv will mu,t be, exercised. Say rather, profited by,
be, in the first instance, the ma-ter paeker without tlem_,'.rcr,'i_cd. To power, that need
by whom the 9ro_s oecasi_,nal h._t is tbrmed never make then" appearance, neither aetu,n.
--and, in a crown ca.-e, the clnwn solicitor no, nor so mueh ab cxt,_te_tcc, is neee-_ary to
by whom the candidate for a place in the the production of the n,ost tmreservcd ohe-
serving list is liable to be dl._carded, dienee : exl,tenee _uffielent to the purpose is

But these are not, either of them, per- lent In thtm b_ the dependent's Ii_ar_,. On
soils by whom, in ease of any siniqter interest, the part of the invi.ii,le potentate, no pre-
the original sinister interest willnaturally he vious mand_tmus, no tattles de jusswlt, are
possessed : it is from other persons behind the ever neces,ary : the effect is produced with-
curtain--persons in quality and numher nn- I out all atom of resporMbflity in ally such high
known to tile continually-employlnent-seek- quarter, in arty the ,lightcat shape.
ing and everlastingty-dependellt guinea-man, How delightfid, _es, even in comparison of
that, in ease of any such siltister interest, and what it is at present, would be the bituation
correspondent notifieation of supermr will, of a Chancellor of the Exchequer, were the
those o._tenszble and apparent officers will I corps underhi,_ command subject to all equally
have taken their direction or their cue. In [ ettiewnt mntm*l law, and thenee m a state of
these unknown occupants of the reglon st- i equally pert'eel di.ciphne. No need of letters,
tuated behind the curtain, tile trembling no, nor so much as of hints or winks, sug-
gminea-man will behold so many phantom_, ge,tive of the moral duty cfresignatton. No
to the will of every one of which, so t:ar as it Whitbreads, no Madoxes, to encounter : no
can be guessed at, and to him pre_ent.- itsel_ votes qf irm,,eem'e to trame after co_!fi,.,si¢,ns
as reconcilable with that of tile rest, it will qfgudt : no pr¢ vious questnm, _o move, and
be necessary for him to _hape his part in the entry hy main fl)ree. The thorns that pierce
verdict. Among half-a-dozen of the_e high- thewell-compaeted bench he sit-. upon would
seated spectres, tofive, for example, the ver-
dict he joins in may, in his conception, be _ Thus, in a political libel cause, the persons

" in whom the trembling guinea.man will behold
* Phillips, p. 173. so many eventually avenging angels, eaeh of
t [Speakofolhera.] ToSir Richard Phillips, them a flaming sword in hand, ready to drive

a considerable time before the expiration of his him oat of his paradisc, are not only tt'le master

shnevalt_,, '_ more than a hundred applications" on the erozvn side_ the ero',tn s,lici'tor, and tt_e
had, as ne himself assures as, p. 173. been re- iud£e.* of the court, but, among per.ons in hi ch
eeived_ soliclting to be put upon " what they situatiom, all those who have been eidler struck,
called the special jury list." All these from per- or struck at, by the instrument thus rnlne_,:rv
sons termed by him _* respectable persons :"-- to sentmlentalfeeling'*. For a knot of them. see
whether to these were added any other appliea- the case of the Kbi¢agrainxt Cobbrtt, as reported
tlons, viz. from persons to whom that denamma- in Cobbett's Regi_r, 2d .Jane lg04.--the grand
tinn eould not, in hisjudgment_ be with propriety modern edition of the grand aar-eham_,cr_a_e de
applied, is not mentioned, llbell_sfamo_is, as hereinafter brought to view.
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not then be so Imngent, but that it might be ] the nomination s_oukl be completed as weR
•' in the _ even of money," dross as it is I as begun, by the officer of the court, the sabot-
(so there were but enough of it) to assuage dinate of the then removeable and completely
the smart. _ ] dependent judge._

Itow perfect soever the discipline of this I Thustheordinar,jcourseofpracCteeatth_t
corps, I speak of the guinea corps, may be at !j time was _ not to allow any such faculty ;
present, its existence in any such degree of I and it was only where, having been imporo
perfection cannot have been of any very an- tuned for, it could not for shame be refuc_<l,
dent date. Point d argent, point de Suisse. that it was granted.
Before the situation was capable of beiztg Throughout the system of technical prue.
moulded into an instrument of corruption-- rice, so universal is the practice of misre-
an efficient cause of sure obsequiousness_it presentation and deceit, that it is matter of
was necessary that a quantity of saccharine continual uncertainty by what hand this or
matter, sufficient for the dulcification of it, that branch of business is actually performed.
should have been secreted and combined with Thus, in equity practice, of the mass of bu_i-
i_. But, even at present, keen and numerous ness stated in the books as being performed
as we have seen the appetites to be that are by the master, azl indefinite and ever variable
excited by that matter, the q_lantity of it fur- proportion is really performed by some dark
nished in a year is no greater (I speak always of his, the master knowing nothing of the
of Middlesex) than that whleh is extracted matter. In any of these offices, intimate on
from 200 causes, any oeeasiona suspicion of anything not ex-

At present, as already observed, the whole actly correct, whether in the article of pro-
of the gross occasional list (48) being, on the bity, attention, or capacity, yunr month is
occasion of each cause, chosen in the first in- stopped at om'e by a reference to the dignity
stance by the master paeker, all taken out of and character of the learned person, whose
the select and secret list, with whose " can- office is held nomin',dly during gnod behaviour,
nexions, &e.'" he is so perfectly well aequaint- virtually for life, and who, attired in such
ed:--in this regular and well.ordered state resplendent robes, takes, in the Court of
of things, which of them are left to constitute Chancery, in Westminster-hall, his periodical
the reduced list (24,) of whom the 12 whose seat by the side of the Lord High Chancellor
names stand first upon the appeartn 9 list will himself; whereas in truth, on the occasion
constitute the serving list, will, to him anti in question, the business was performed, the
his high-seated superiors, be, as already ob- power exercised, apower over the property of
served, matter of complet_ indifference. But suitors to any amount in point of importance,
at an early period of the special jury system, exercised--not by this learned person, bug
no such entire security could have been pos- by some underling who is known to nobody,
sessed. Of those _Sth whose dispositions he whose name appears nowhere, andwho being
was sufficiently acquainted, they being at the there to day, may be gone to-morrow.
stone time such on whom, /f attending and Thus in the ease of the jury-packing lmsi-
_erviug, dependence might be placed, there hess. In every of the five packing officesbut
might not be above a dozen of whose attend- one, the person by whom the business is done
aneehe could be sure ; and of the whole of this is, in the several books of practice above re-
dozen, supposing the right of discarding ex- ferred to, gravely stated as being the master:
ereised, he might find himself deprived. In and, in each of those four instaneos, so it may
such a state of things, the command of aver- be or may not be. But in one of them, viz.
diet, even fromspeeialjurymen, seems toheve in the King's 23each office, cro_m side, of the
been matter of anxiety: and though, when once practice of which there was no account till so
established, the faculty of Eisearch'ny could late as in the year 1805, the public happene_l
not, as it was thought, consistently with pru- to be favoured with one by Mr. Hands, the
denee, be absolutely taken away, yet what in packing business, it appears (p. 10) is per-
this way was thought capable of being done,
without a toe complete removal of the mask, "1"To facilitate conception, the word r_gu/ation
a too barefaced act of injustice, was done. has hitherto been eanployed, as abeve: the elfect

Accordingly, in the 3d of King Williara, not being readily conceived, unless a tangiblecause, adequate to the production ot it, be con.
anno 1690, Holt being Lord Chief-Justice of ceived along with it. But the plain truth is, there
the King"s Bench, "a standing regulo_ion," if was no regulation in the case: in the existing
not at that time made, was a* any rate found edleetioea, at least_ nothing of this _tt is to be
to be in existence :" a regulation whereby it found. Here, as elsewhere, there was nothing
was provided, that unless a Sl_4al order were in the ease but what, in/an,/angnag% is called
made for the purpose, giving to the parties on praetlce: that is_a series of arbitrary act,, hams

tha_bothdd_'andconsequentlyt°thedefendant' which every man is left to frame his own con-aaeutty, it should not be exercised; but eel?tionof a/a_, vlz. such a law as, had it hadextstenes_ would, in his conception, have formed
a sufficient warrantfor tho_ act_ but whlch_ i_

• 8slkeld. reality, had no exigeaca
Vol. V. F

L..
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formed, as it may happen, sometimes by the of London and Middlesex. But. by causes not
_ster sometimes by his clerk, necessary to be here particularized, within

This being the case in a crown cause, a this sphere are brought, with scarce an ex-
libel cause, for example, whosoever it may ception, all causes that belong to this most
happen to, to see reason for wishing to make important class.
himself master of that useful article of know- But this mischief, though the principal,
ledge, which, in the Exchequer, according to forms but one ingredient, in a e_>mpoundma_
Mr. Edmunds, as above, persons concerned of mischief, in which, at least, fo_r distin.
arc so regularly solicitous to acqltire, vlz. in- guishable component elements may be roe-
formation concerning the " eounexions, _fe." koned up :--
of persons qualified for being special jurors, 1. First comes the injustice--the base and
has his choice of two of these intelligence- sordid injustice--out of the common pockets
offices, one of them inferior in dignity, and of rich and poor, an allowance given by the
thence, perhaps, superior in obsequiousness and rich to the rich, ill compensation for a bur-
tractability, to what is likely to be commonly then which, to those to whom the compen-
known or imagined, sation is given, is as nothing, but, to those

For, according to Mr. Hands (p. 10,) after to whom compensation is refused, a serious
•' the solicitor has got the master's appoint- oneAt
merit on the rule to name the jury,"..., it _- In 1778, so considerable was the Fressure
is "the master's clerk" that "extracts, out of of that vexation and expense, that, for a long
the sheriff's book of jurors, the names and course of years, a species of traffic, that had
additions of forty-eight ;"and afterwards, "if been invented by one of the bailiffs to the sheriff
either party does not attend the master's ap- of6Middlasex, v_z. the _ale of a species of in.
pointment," it is "the master or his clerk"that dulgence._, exempting men from that burthen,
" strikes out for the absent party." had composed a regular branch of his revenue.

• Having beenproceeded against in the way of at-
§ 5. Aggregate Misckief of the System. tach_nent, as for a contempt of the authority ofthe court, and self-convicted by answers to inter-
Of the ndschief capable of resulting to the rogatories, he was sentencedto pay a fine of £'200,

couptry fi'om the application of this en_ne of and committed toprisen, there to remain till
sinister influence, the qtmntity will, of course, the fine was paid. King versus Whitaker, B. R.
depend on the extent oi which the application 12th February 1778. Cowper's Reports, p. 7,_2.Such was the pressure in the small county of
of the instrument is susceptible. 31iddlesex: what must it have been, and still be

Cases of felony excepted, this extent co- in the large ones ?
incides with that of jury trial : at least with When the class or rank in society, to which a
that of jury trial in cauls originating in any man belongs, is to a certain degree inferior, his
of the great Westminster- hall courts. On interest has either no claim to any degree of con-
every occasion, it rests with either party to sideration, or, if to any, to norm but a propor-

tionably inferior degree of consideration: wllen
have a special jury for asking for.* What is his rank in society uses to a certain level, his
r_erved to the court is only to say_ and that claim to have his interest taken, to this or that
at a subsequent stage, by which of the par- effect, for an object of consideration, rises along
ties the extra expense shall be borne. Among with it. Such is the maxim which, from the
the causes in which the king is nominally the earliest times down to thepresent inclusive, has,
plaintiff-- in those to which the name of though seldom very explicitly avowed, been not
Crown causes is more commonly understood the tess steadily and extensively acted upon andapproved.
as being confined-- I mean those in which the A collection of the instances, in which this
_ervants of the crown, as such, being sub- maxim has received its application, would be no
stantially prosecutors, having the prosecution uninteresting article ; no unfit object_one of these
under their care--the expense being borne days, for the industry of a committee. In the
out of the taxes, all causes, it may well be statute book they might be found in deplorable

abundance. The present instance may serve for
imagined, become special jury causes: and on_ Of the extra aptitude looked out for, as
among these are King's Bench hbellaw causes, above, the only criterion" employed was extra
m_d, in comparison of these (of which pre- opulence. Toleave without compensation for this
sently) all other crown causes will, to the burthen thatgreatmass ofqua]illedpa_sous, who,

in comparison, were least able to bear it, was no
purpose here in question, be seen to he of injustice : to leave without compensati_ menlight importance.

And here, then, we have not only the selected fur their extra opulence, distinguir_edby no other mark than that opulence, and"thence
tmssible and probable, but actual extent of by their superior abilhy to bear the burghs,
a_nister influence, would have been an intolerable injustice. To

Of the sinister influence of which the in- eammo_jurymen, accordingly, the com_
_titution of special juries is thus the engine, has never been given • it has been eonfined to
the local sphere is indeed confined, perhaps speviai juror_Whatsoever may have been the c_u_e (for it
at least in a great degree, within the bounds remains involved in darkneaQ such had been the

liberality which on these occasions had come to
• phillips , p. 1_ ; ,__ IL ©h,2& see.. l& exercise it_lf_ that_ in the decl_cd opinion of
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2. Then c_mes the pension fund- thus
secretly formed, and, though not altogether § 6. Views of the Lawyers whopero_d the Acts.
without the formal allowance, yet, as to its The confirmation gieen by the series ofsta-
nature and application, completely without tutes, all of them statutes of the la_ reign,
the actual cognizance of parliament, to the use made of _pecial juries, this con-

3. In the third place comes the application firmation, and the prodigions extent to which "
of this fund to a purpose undeniably hostile, the practice has in consequence been spread,
sad in its tendeacy_and, if not remedied, in have been already mentioned.
its sure ultimate effect--destructive to the Of the hwyers with whom this series of
constitution ; destroying altogether, to the ex- statutes ori{_6.uated,or through whose hands
tent of its influence (and under its influence it passed, the treacherousness, though in this,
are included, we see, the most important any more than in any other instance, trea-
oases,) the check which the power of the cherousness of this sort ought not to excite
jury was designed, and is supposed, to apply surprise, has not the less claim to notice.
to the arbitrary power of the judge. The everlastingly vaunted use, and, if not

4. Lastly-- though, after mention of the the sole, at least by far the principal use of
preceding abuse, the mention of this la_ is juries, was the serving as a cheek to arbitrary
ba_ an anti-climax, comes the t_aeility which, power, that otherwise would have been in
by the permanence already become notorious, the hands of judges. But, the mode of up-
is afforded to the casual corruFtor : to any in- pointment considered, in proportion to the
dividual to whose improbity it may occur to extent to which i_ prevailed, by the subs't-i.
take advantage of the facility thus afforded, tution of this new-invented to the original

To extlngatlsh this facility was the declared species of jury, the efficiency of this check
and principal object of the first of the series

of statutes above mentioned ; declared in two open to dispute ; vlz. that this sarae $elect and
places (3 Geo. IL c. 9_5,§ l, § 4.) Carrup. secret qualified li_ is a sort of sh_k_ a county
tion of jurors is, in thefirst of the two places, sink, a common sewer, iuto which whatsoever
spoken of as the notorious effect : perraanenee, haman matter, if any sneh there be, "is rotten
the continuance of the same man in that si- in the state of Middlesex"_wbatsoeverhuman
tuation, is in the last of the two places spoken matter, endowed with the requisite pecuniaryqualifieation_ i_ in the scantiest degree, pro.
of as the cause.* vided with any such quaIifieations as those of

probity and capacity, has a natural tendency to
l_rhament, it was become necee_saryto set limits gravitate. Far be it from me to assert--foreure
to it : _ '_XArhereasgreat complaints," says the I am, it does not happen to myself to knor¢_thatt
statute [_4 Geo. II. e. 18, _ 2) "are frequontlv in tbatwhole list somuch as a single person defi-
made of the great and extravagant fees paid tb cient in either of those respects would be to be
jurymen returned under the authority of the said fannd: all I mean to say is, that if arty such per-
recitedacts." Limits were accordingly set to it son or persons do exist_if, in the w'holequail.
hythe designation of a fixed sum, viz. a _aznctq tied list, any such peecant matter have existence_
which it should not be lawful toexeeed, the select and secret list, if any such there be,

eaunot hut, of all places, be the properest place
to look for it. Forin the character ofan ade-

So long ago as the year 1623, 8d. per cause,
the same in town and country, was the fee (as
wehave ssen) that used to he given to each jury- quate substitute to all other requisites, stands
trmn,before the distinction between special and this one, viz. ob*equio*_nesst obseqaiousneu,
common had come into existence. How long the experienced or presun_ble. Bat to make proof
fee had stood at that amount_ at that time, does i either of the, or of an), other qualification, to
not appear. At that amount it stands at this da no one of them_ unl_-s it he theforeman_ can it
in the'easenfcommonjurers. Gent/cinch andy everbe necessary, so much as toopen hislips:
_quires found gentlemen and squires to take care no, nor to give any sign of life, other than an
of them, as well as judges (See Part 1II. ch. 3} agsenting nod. Neither by iml_robitl/ in any
tosympathizewiththem. Farmers,shopkeepers, shape, so L,mg as it be not to a _,aegve_
anctmasterhandicrafts, found no such friends, notorious, nor by i neapacitg, so long. as no cam-

mLet not any such misconception take place, roLls/on of lunacy has as yet been _sued, can
as t_at it is among the designs of these pages to any bar be opposed to admisslon upon this list:
.l_r_..h in any unfavourable point of view, if no, nor so much as to the blameless _grge of
individually taken_ the charaete_ of such per- the functions of the office. And henge it is, that
son_to whose names it happens to have a place : the office, such as it i_ has become to the degree
intbe numerous fi_t in queatlon: Imcan the ag- that has been seen (p. 79. note J[) ev_
g_'egateli_ of _s, to the number of about it be not a sinecure, a _tural objectof intrigue;
400_ set down m the books as quaffed to serve nor that above the reach of c_ata_m_ m every
._ _ jurym_ in the ¢otmty of feliddlc#ex._ resist _ so their, worthl_ness be not ,notre,mong them the only personh to whom somuch themost wormie_ Wnatmore promising in.
_f the shadowof sta_pieiantan attacah, are those, s_'ument can power wish for when placedin weakif on, such there be, whose names h_ve been or_ek_hands? Totbe_asofeotmtryca_u_,

_mm up_ the se/e_ _d_fled//st: and of th_,e so much of the mi_hief of this hugitutlon as lanamea are neces_fdy a t¢cret_and that confined to the anti-constitutional ahuse has mm-
_!_. onlyto the pub/_ at /arge, bah in many pa_tivelyhatlittleappllc_tion. Thegrea_e
_, _ to t/_m_wll_, m me metroL_olisenjoys aamo_ a mon0pol_,o_memuch, haweve_, seen_ t_m:ely to be polifie_dlibel law cauls.
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was, in the first instance, greatly debilitated,
and left exposed to be at any time utterly CHAPTER V.
destroyed. For the healing of the wound thus JURYUNANIMITYINCREASESTHE CORgU_,
given to the constitution, nothing whatever Ttos.
was done by these unfaithful trustees and un-
worthy representatives of the people. § 1. The effect of Corruption, hc_ secured

In the hands of the dependent subordinate by it.
of the judge, to whose power the function of Or the efficacy of the system of corruption,
those his assessors was in pretence designed of which the institution of a special j ury is the
to operate as a check, these pretended re- : instrument, our conception would be veryin.
formers found the nomination of those same
n_essors: -- in those hands they found it, and in the Court of Exchequer, p. 119, as containing
in those same hands they left it. a failer account than r have found in any bod_delineative of the practice of any of the other.

By such practised eyes, the fiaud was by courts. In these particulars, the difference be.
far too palpable to have passed unnoticed, tween court and court, if any, cannot be con.
As to the reraedy, nothing could have been siderabl_

I. To " t]w master," (meaning the master
more obvious. In a selection made by hu- packer) for packing, £_2: 2s.
man judgment, under the influence of human N.B. The " master," is the deputy-clerk o/
selfishness and improbity, there _s in any the pleas, called master in current language.
hands more or less danger : in a seleetion made, The deput_: for, on this side of the court the
in the first instance, by chance, corrected at- principal, tt_e clerk of the pleas has no more to
terwards by human judgment, under the influ- ao with this or any other part of the busine_,
tnco of impartiahty, a neutral power, formed than the other Principal master packer, the re-

membrancer, has on the other.
by the combination of opposite partialities, From this and other sources, anna 1797, the
there could be no such danger. The expe- principal clerk of the pleas (appointed by the
client was too much in use, and too ob_5ous i Chancellor of the Exchequer to prevent jnstice
to escape notice. Use will be made of it fur- from being sold in that office too cheap) p_

£31B : 12s : 6 a-year for doing nothing: his de-
ther on, in the composition of the proposed puty (appointed by the principal) £318 a-year,remedy.

The extent they found it occupying (I mean for doing what was done ; 27th Finance Report,anna 1798. To a barrister for pretending, to
the specialju_ system) was not only bound- have moved for a special jury_ 10s. 6d.
ed, but extremely narrow. They rendered it 2¢. B. Moved_ L e. appliea to the court for
boundless : and, by this new-tangled and car- rule, ordering that there shall be a special jury,
ruptly-constituted tribunal, all causes that and by the act of signing his name expressing
are considered as coming under the denomi- the assurance of his having made such applica-

tion : whereas, in truth, except the signing of
nation of important ones, have accordingly this false certificate, nothing has been done bybeen swallowed up. him_ the rule being made out by an officer, fee

To the party in the wrong, to the maldfide of course received for it, under the judiceto_y,
suitor, as often as be sees his advantage in without the cognizance of the judicatory, or
substituting, they gave the power, the inde- any one of its members. (See Scotch Reform,
feasible power, of substituting this unconsti- Letter L Devicos.) For their parts, in this ope-
tutionat tribunal to the old constitutional one; ration of obtaining money on false pretences, the

clerk in court, and the solicitor, between them,
and, amongst others, to the servants of the (the judge, where needful, lending of course his
crown, and to the judges themselves, as often power) extract (extort would not be the pro-
as it should happen to them to have any ma- per word, extort/on being a punishable erlme)
levolent passion to gratify, or any sinister in- 4s. 10d. ; whereof 2s. 8¢1.to the clerk in court_
terest to promote, at the expense of justice. 2s. 2d. to the solicitor.

Givin_ to their new tribunal a cha-a,'*o- o- The form in which their part of the system of
different from that of th_ _1_ .... _:__ :. lse pretences _ expressed_ is m these words:--
. . _ ...... , wu_.cu _t . Drawing a brief, and nm_ng a fair copy
has to so great a negree elbowed out--gaving ] t_reo_to move for a sveeialjury," so much :-
to a boar.d, secretly composed of commission- ] " Paid _fee to c_unse[to m_e,, same," (true) soera, prod, placed, and displaceahie by the ser- I much: .4nd attending him, (true) "al_d tke
rants of the crown the respected and almost ] conrt"(not true) "for ¢_at purpote," so mn_.
lacred name of jury, they thus contrived to Pa/d _y.s ono..i,tem)to thc,_nder_./w_/ff's
transfer to the eo, m_or¢o;*I_; _oi_ _, I a_em_ au_atng w_n_enota_rs oooK,_: zag_
a . T_ o guineas to a man for retending to hold sttachmentandconfidenee, sojnstlypossessed ] bonk_a book consis*;-_ o_400 ]i-M eada co_-
by the genuine one which it supplants, talning a man's hat-band abode l_ngced

Finally, nor, in tlae extent, as well as con- [ plande_, su_justice to have been the
.flr_at/on, given to this abuse, did they _orget, [ what wonld ha_ been tbe,com_? A paper with
that which Judge and Co. never have forgot- | me n_es on _t g.ept.1_. !rigup m the.ot_ce: on
ten ,,_,_ �t_tho;_ ,¢_ * I anycmmgemaeemmelht, nottcoo_tneetumge_

,r ............ J .... I or else a fresh papcr, sent by the post. Two
[ guineas per taut., m_tiplicd by 200, the mL_m-

_,tu_un_ voa_wr S Um_te tOtheotfice ofPIe_ | (philli_b p. I_}_ mak_ o_ this ectwe
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adequate, if the force given to that engine by in question, whatever declarations of optnto_a
the obligation of what, in the case of a jury, came to be made should be true-- such was
is called unanimity, were not taken into the the expedient invented in the I3th or 14th
account. But for this feature, for any par- century-- such the course which still in the
pose of corruption, a majority, or, at least, half nineteenth continues to be pursued.
of the twelve, all corrupted, would have been Here, then, as often as in the number of
necessary : under and by virtue of this feature, twelve jurors, any difference of opinion has
one, an)- one, .gained and properly armed-- had place, so often has an act of wilful fahe.
armed with the necessary degree of patience, hood, of mendacity, had place : viz. in the in-
suffices, stance of some number, from one to eleven.

If the mode of farming verdicts had been included in the twelve, if not (as in the case
the work of ea]m reflection, working by the of sinister influence may at any time happen)
light of experience, in a comparatively mature in the instance of all twelve. For that it i_
and enlightened age, some number, certain of in the nature or power of torture -- one and
affording a majority on one side, viz. an odd the same torture--as being applied at the
number, would, on this as on other occasions, same time and place to twelve persons, A, B,
have been provided ; and to the decision of C, D, and so forth, to produce a real eha_ge
that preponderating number would of course of opinion in any one of them -- or if it were,
have been given the effect of the conjunct de- to render it more likely, that the opinion of
cisian of the whole : witness the course taken A should change into that of B, thau that of
for sacnrie_g a decision under the Grenville B into that of A, and so forth --in a propo-
Act. sition which, upon reflection, will not, it is

But the age in which the mode of forming supposed, easily find any person either to sign
verdiet_ was settled, being an age of remote or so much as seriously to say it: excepting
antiquity, of such high antiquity, that nothing always the ease of his being placed under the
more is known of it, except that it was an action of any of those mac.hines for the pro.
age of ffross and cruel barbarism, the course duction of peace, concord, unanimity, or u_-
taken for the adjustment of that operation fortuity, under the pressure of which anything
was different, and, compared with anything whatsoever--any one thing as well as any
that was ever exhibited in any other nation, other, is either said or signed.
no less extraordinary than it was barbarous. But though what never can happen is, tlmt
The whole body of these assessors, twelve in by a quantity of bodily pain or uneasiness, any
number, being confined together in a certain real change should be produced in the opinion
situation, and in that situation subjected to formed by any human being on a subject tk_
a mode of treatment, under which, unless in has no natural connexion with that pain or
time relieved from it, they would, at the end uneasiness, yet what may very easily, and will
of a more or less protracted course oti torture, naturally happen is, that either by the even-
be sure to perish : subjected to this torture, tual assurance of any given quantity of plea-
but inthecaseofthisasofother torture, with sure, or, what comes to the same thing, by
power to rehere themselves from it : in the the a_sorance of having at command a given
present instance by declaring, each of them, quantity of the instruments ofpleasure in any
the fact of his entertaining a certain persua- shape-- or by the eventual apprehension of
sion (the persuasion expressed by their cam- any given quantity of pain or uneashless_a
man verdwt,) whether really entertained by disposition may, in a bosom soothed with that
him or not : in this way it was that a joiDt assurance, or galled by that apprehension, be
decision, called a verdict, expressed by a pro- produced-- a disposhion -- yes, and more-
determined word or form of words, was oil over, an effective determination--to submit
each and every occasion extorted from the to that pain, for a greater length of time than
whole twelve. Such, for the declared pur- any during which the same pain wilt be sub*

pose of securing trnth, veracity, ver3 dicta _ mitted to by a bosmomnot acted upon in either
for making sure that, on the sort of occasion way as above.
£420 a-year, pocketed by the under-sheriff for From this st_e of things follow two prac_
doing nothing, tieal results : --

To Judge and Co. (the attorney Imrt of the l Sum_ose no sinister influence (viz. ofwill
pa tnershlp included) total profit made up m thin over wilt) to have place, the verdwt will gl-
_y up.pea.ca,upon eastang up, to be £7 : B:8, ways be conformable to the opinion declared

bythatoneofthe uro:,mwhos
the country attorney is not included in it. this prospect of the uneasiness to winch, until
overand alcovethe&/wr expenses, which eq'ually the ibrmation of _he verdict, they will all be
have place whether thejury be a special or cam- ] subjected, operates with least force--more

o_e : and to this account remains to be I shortly, by him whose sensibility to the tor-
a_aectas ex2aense to the individual suit_r in a I _ "- 7 _ -_'- whose _wer of _a/_.
_t . - _llre 7s tease, _u, uIJc--.me between A. and B., to the p_bhe, m a ] . _
political libel cause, the twel_gfulneaz given_ at I ranee is 9rea_es_. " ..... h
a guinea a-piece, to the special2urors, l 2. Suppose any smm_ermauence to ate
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place--an influence acting on the bosoms of Treasury Bench, it will be time enough for
any one or more of them in the same dircc- a smuggler to despair of meeting with it upor,
tion-- while no sinister influence has place the roll of attorneys,) his sohcitor (the same
in the bosoms of any of the rest ; -- there are sort of gentleman who, afewyeassago, would
two cases, in each of which the efficiency of have answered to the name of attorney.) par.
the sinister inlluenee, and the delivery of a suing the instructions given to him as above
corresponding verdict, will take place of by Mr. Solicitor Edmunds (p. 119,)"attends'"
course : -- viz. if on both sides the power oI at one of the fire pachin 9 o_ees above men.
endurance (with reference to the torture) be tinned, addresses himself according to clreum.
equal; or if in the bosom operated on by the stances, either to the noting master pacher
sinister influence in question (say the fear of him_lf, or to the clerk, who to this purpose
losing the situation at the guinea board,) the officiates occasionally as the master packer's
force of the fear produced by the sinister in- deputy--and, according to instruction, as
tluence be anything more than equal to the above, makes hi_ " inquiries into the connex-
quantity by which what would otherwise be ions, &c. of the jurors.". .....
the power of endurance on that side falls Alas! what a round-about course is this
short of the actualpower of endurance on the I was about attempting to delineate ! as it
other, a solicitor in the smuggling line did not know

his duty.
§ 2. Corruptors, requler or casual_ both The du_y of an advocate is to take fees,

served by Unanimity. and in return for those tees to display to the
Two sorts of corruptors have above been utmost advantage whatsoever faI._ehoods the

indicated and distinguished : the reyular cur- solicztor has put into his brief: the duty of
ruptor, Judge and Co. : the casualcorruptor, the solicitor is to put into such his brief,
any inehvidual, to whom it may occur to take whatsoever l_,dschoods promise to be so made
advantage of the facilities, afforded by the use of to the best advantage. It is for this
institution of the guinea corps, for securing a amongst other purposes, _/z. for giving scope
verdict favourable to his cause, and effect to such tklsehoods, that, by a kna

In whatsoever shape, and from whatsoever of the modern _ledes and Persians, suitors
quarter, the matter of corruption be proposed stand for ever excluded from the prcsenee of
to be administered, for securing the effect of the judge.
it, no other contrivance so effectual as this In the great system of delinquency, the
of unanimity-- forced and mendacious unani- smugglers' branch, as it has its pr/ne/pah, v/z.
ratty--eould possibly have been devised, the smugglers themselves who are called by

On so simple and easy a condition, as the that nmne, so has it amongst its aecessarles
being prepared to endure, longer than any of --its licenced necessaries after the rant--
his fellows, a degree of bodily inconvenience the learned a/ders, abettors, receivers, and
which no persons so circumstanced were ever comforters, of the aforesaid smugglers.
known to e_ulure long, it gives to any one of In virtue of that division of labour, which,
these jurors, that chooses thus to purchase by the fortuitous concourse of talents, dispo.
if, the power of all twelve, sition, and opportunities, has been produced

Two different sorts of causes, each with its in the court of Exchequer, besides advocates
RpproprJate judieatory, may serve as exam- of the inferior order, there is alwa 3s a title-
pies of the assistance derivable by the two gownsman or two, regularly established, as
different species of corruptors from this one anybody may see, in the smuyyliny line.
common _ource. Can it be otherwise among solicitors?

I. A pohtical libel cause --sole judicatory In the ease of any or each such solicitor,
the Kim2's .Bench -- is in a peculiar degree let us then make that supposition, the con-
adapted to afford exercise, or rather does of trary of which would be alike invidious and
course and of itself afford exercise, to the sure tmnatural : let us suppose him to know, and
and safe and silent trod iral_reeptihle opera- knowing, to fulfil, in this behalf, his duttl:
tion of the regular corruptor, or rather corps his duty towards man : and, of his duty to-
of corruptors, whose hedd.quarters are at wards man, that more specially imperative
the crown office belonging to that honourable branch, which is composed of his duty towards
court, the smuyyler.

2. A smuggling cause, -- ordinary, and In speaking of the master packer, and his
among the courts of technical procedure in lists, a list mentioned--as oue that he ought
practice, almost solejudieatory, the Exchequer to have, and having, to keep hung up, is

is, under the invitation held nut by the per- (speaking of special jurors) the gross quah'fied
thanent establishment of the guinea corps, in list ; -- as a list which it is natural he should
a peculiar degree adapted to the finding exer- have, but not natural that he should keep
else for the dexterity of the casual corruptor, hung up, another, under the name of the

His solicitor (for, when the disposition to select and secret qualified list, or, to give it itli
COrruptand be corrupted is banished from the other denomination, the guinea corps,
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The solicitor in the smuggling llne, can he In the libel line it can never happen : for,
be said to fulfil his duty as towards each or as every man that either writes or reads is by
any of his clients, if he has not, either in his law a libeller, there is no such person ss a
bureau or in his head, a list of the several solicitor specially established in the//bet tire.
members of this corps-- as correct and corn- The regular corruptor -- or rather the piton,
plete as it is in the power of " inquiry" and tom of the regular corruptor -- for (as we
industry to make it ? have seen) the phantom is quite sufficient

If in the whole flock of gttlnea-men there this regular phantom, havinghere no Compe*
be but a single scabby sheep to be found, that titor, walks over the course.
one individual sheep is his man : -- under the In the smuggling line, it can almost as
v.nan_mitysystem, that one individual secures little happen. The solicitor for the smuggler
the verdict, is solicitous for the smuggler, because, and/B

As to the arguments by which he, who_e I so far as, in being solicitous for his client,
duty it is to ofr't,r the bribe, satisfies the con- [ be is solicitous for hin_elf. Here, then, we
science of the habitually obsequious guinea- have the casual corruptor. The solicitor for
mau of its being his duty to accept it, any the crown is not solicitous for what is called
attempt to display them in detail wmdd he the crom_ : his solicAtude, if he has any, is
alike superfluous and irrelevant. _ecessi_. more likely to be for the smuggler : beemtN
qf sn_uqgt_ng-- imposs_bihty of carryi_g on the more of them escape a first time, the more
o'ade without it--inforn_ers, perjurers--never there are that remain to be prosecuted
believe one qfll_em ---prosecution is perseea- second time ; and whether the smuggler be
tion...... caught or escape, the solicitor remains soil-

" Is it for any such purpose as that of hi- citor as before.
assing a gentleu_aa'sjud_ment, that the little Here, then, provided the fee be lmndsor_u_
compliment -- the small retribution for his enough (for proportions, it will be seen, must
trouble_is ready to be presented ?.... Good not be forgotten) _here it is the casual cot-
heavens ! no !_ it is only to engage his at- ruptor that walks over the course : as to the
tention--his strict and unbiassed attention regular corruptor, everywhere but a phano

of which his detection of the system of tom, he is here a phantom by much too weak
perjury, which it is known will be brought Lto oppose to flesh and blood any effectual
forward, will be the certain consequence." ,.. resistance, In the E.vcbequer, he is bug a

But to what purpose go on ineumberir.g pigmy : it is in the K, nq's .Bench only, and
the section any further with any the slightest there in the field of libel law only, that he is_
hints ? Our solicitor has hcarcl with due at- as he will presently be seen to be, a giant,
tendon the speeches delivered from learned But suppose, be it possible or no, a real
si/k: he has read debates in newspapers:-- i eompetitioo: a solicitous casual corruptor on
poorly qualified indeed must he be tbr the one side, a solicitous regular corruptor on the
exercise of this pm't of his duty, if on the other: how (it may be asked) would matters
occasion of any such diplomacy he ever finds be settled in this case?
himself at a loss. Come the worst to the In the guinea trade, as in any other trade,
worst, he can but go up to the gminea-man, they would be settled upon the principles of
with his piece of paper in his hand, and in a trade. Compliment offered, so much down.
tone of blunt frankness speak out and say-- Per contr,, on taking stock, situation in the
•' Look here, Sir! look at this five hundred guinea trade, gross value, so much: situation
pound: this very note shall be yours, the very ]not being insurable, either at the J_quitabl¢
day a verdict of not guilty is pronounesd.-- or the Amicable, say loss of value, by peril
Good Sir! you need not stare so: it is but of false brethren, and shipwreck, in ease of
corruption, make the worst 9f it : and it's all non-obsequiousness, so much : balance, for or
for the good of trade. In short, Sir, without against accepting compliment, so much.
Corruption, nogovernmeut canbecarried on-- " But at this rate," says somebody, " we
it's a known fact, agreed to on both sides of should have bowjht acquittals, especially/_
thehouse_and if government can't, I should smuggling causes, as plenty as sham pleas or
be glad to know, Sir, how can trade ?" sham bail-- and of any such degree of fre.

" Well, Sir, we won't differ about names: quency, or anything approaching to it, are
if corruption is not to your taste, let us say any indications to be found?"
influence :--and pray,'Sir, where's the dif- Have patience:_things must have time
ference ?" to ripen. It is only within these few years,

But, in one and the same cause, suppose and under the auspices of the present learned
the re_ndar corruptor on one side, and the chief, that the system has been raised to that
casual corruptor on the other :_in a ease of height in the scale of perfection, at which it
this sort, bow will the matter be settled ? will presently be seen to stand. Earth mus_

Fret not thyself about any such case : it is have time to bring forth her increase : espe.
a ease that can never happen : nor, if it were cislly in such a field az that of judicatures
to happen_would there be any diflieulty in it. where if, of those things which yield profit
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to the husbandman, the growth of every thing
is sore, yet even of those things the growth CHAPTER VI.
of almost everything is slow. PuRposes TO WHICH |NFLUENCEONJURI_

True it is, that, after fighting off till jadg- _tAY_E _AnE SU_SgSVIE_T.
meat, the sw,ndler, with another man's money
inhis pocket, goes to eight of the twetve judges § 1. JBliad Confidence in Judyes not war.
in the Exchequer chamber, or to.four of them ratable.
in the King's Bench, as the case may be, and It', for confining the exercise of it within the
says to them (they appearingin the only mode paths of justice, the power of the jmlge stood
of appearance which they admit of, viz. by not in need of any kind of cJaeek, the destrue.
this or that agent of theirs)--" The delay tion of the sort of check which was designed,
you have upon sale is cut out, I find, in pieces and is supposed to be applied to it by the
much of a length ; let me have one of the functions of"the jury, would not. afford any
longest: make out your account : i know you just cause of complaint, any demand for re_
deal for nothing but ready money; here it is formation.
for you." Here we see perfection-- the very if, in the situation of judge, a man were
summit of the scale, not liable to stand exposed to the action of

Expect not, however, that a*,the guinea any sinister interest, or delusive passion, op-
office, even at that which is under the Ex- posite to the interest of tile public, in respect
chequer, business of this sort should, at so of the ends oj_iu*t*,'e, viz. neither on his own
early a period of the institution, be alread individual account, nor on account of any
to be transaeted upon any such pleasant and other individuals or e.lasses of men, whose
easy terms, as with the old e,tablishedfirn,, interests or passions, by whatsoever tie con-
Judge and Co., the business of which has for netted with his own, it may happen to him
so many hundred years been conducted upon to espouse--were such the real state of
the true principles of trade, things, on that supposition, the exercise--

Expect not therefore to find already esta_ the independent and well-considered exercise
blished, by the side of each delay-shop, a --of the functions of the jury would not, in
verdict shop, at which, addressing himself to the character of a check to the power of the
a clerk of the guinea board, with as much judge, be of any use ; nor, therefore, would
frankness as if in an error-office it were a any diminution of that independence present
solicitor to a swindler addressing himself to any just cause of complaint, any demand for
the clerk of the errors, a solicitor in the reformation.
smuggling line may say--" The king against Not that, even on this supposition, the pro-
such an one -- i am for the defendant : secure priory of continuing the use of juries, whose
me a verdict I penalty, so much : 5 per cent. obsequiousness were thus regarded as certaln,
upon that sum, so much ; here it is for you." would, in this or in any other part of the field

No: --to the prosperity of this branch of of jury trial, be the practicalinference. No:
the trade, one limit there is, which is set by the practical inference would be- that, in
the very nature of the trade, this part at least, of that field, juries ought to

The regular corruptors are here the .fair be abolished.
traders : casual, such as smugglers, are hitt For sure it is, that if so cumbrous and
interlopers: between the fair trader and the expensive an appendage as is the jury-box to
interloper there exists an everlasting jealousy, the official beach were not useful, it would
'/'his being the case, suppose this branch of be much worse than useless. To the course
trade re'rived even at its highest possible pitch of judicature, in the character of a source of
of improvement--no one guinea-man could factitious complication, and thence of faeti-
expeetto sell any more verdiets than one. His fious delay, vexation, and expense, it is, as
comrade would peach of course : he would of it is, an enormous _ as at best it would be
course be let drop out of the list, and there a considerable incumbrance: while to such
would be an elul of him. Therefore, unless individuals as are loaded with the duty of
the ease be such that the price offered for the filling it without recompense, the vexation
verdict is more than a place at the board is is such as to constitute, as we have seen,* no
worth, the guinea-man is no less ineorrup- inconsiderable part of the aggregate mass of
tible than C_esar's wife was chaste, public burthens._

ExpeCt not everything at once. Arm your-
self with patience. A few pages more, and • Supra, Chap. IV. § &

though you will not find the curtain that .p [Public burthens.] I twas in these sentiments
Screens the verdiet-o_ice so completely drawn i that, inanotherwork(ScotehReform, Lett_IV.}
tp, as that which once screened the delay- on an oec_ion on which a show had been made

of a disposition to improve, partly by imports
offlces has now been for these eleven years _ from England, so far as concernedthe c/_/(L c.
yet. should your patience serve you till Part non-penal) branch of law, the system of jadic_.
IL chap. 3, a slight peep behind this curtain tore m Scotland, considerations were brought to
you shall have. view, tending to thow_ _ in the way of up-
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In _y:a_g abolisl_d_jm_es mujht to be ei_eienteau_eoffelieltylnt_aisshsl_msykave,
abo//shed_ I mean, of course, abolished by the effect of serving as a security or means _[

proper authority _ abolished by parliament: increase for it in any of those others _ repu-
not redu¢_l to coltectiwas of puppets by tatlon, how well or how ill soever deserved,

the machinations of judges, may be set down as indicative of the several
But of the several propositions, thusbronght interest_ by which, when a_ing in the direco

to view, for the purpose of the argument, the tion of sinister/nteresta, t_he conduct of publle
eoutraxies will, it is supposed, be foundtrue, functionatiesin genera_ and of judges in par-

Throughout the whole field of special jury ticular, is, in a more partictdar degree, liable
trial, for confining the power of the judge-- to be warped.

(meaning the exercise of it) within the paths Partiality -- t, iz. in favour of the interests
of justice, there exists much need of a check, of this or that ether individual or class of men
and that an efficient one. -- will be apt to present itself as another

For, in the situation of judge, throughout interest _ and eertaitdy not an inefficient
the whole of that field (whatsoever is situated interest -- distinct from the above. Such
without that field belongs not to the present it is, the indication of h may, however, in
purpose), a man is continually exposed to certain sense, be comprised in the above fist.
the action of sinister interest, mtd delusive since by that one word are indicated the so.
passion, acting in directions opposite to the veral sorts of interests already spoken of as
inte_ est of the public, in respect of the ends comprehended in that llst; the only difference
of iustice : to silfister interest and passion, being in the personality of the individual or
casually on his own individual account, much individuals, whose interest is considered
more frequently on account of other indivi- being at stake. The pecuniary or money in-
duals or classes of men, whose interests or terest, to the action of which, in the character
[_ssions, by whatsoever tie connected _vith of a sinister interest, I stand exposed, may
his own, it may happen to him to espouse, have for its exterior cause a sum of mOney

Throughout the whole field of special jury which I myself am in a way to g_in or lose,
trial, obsequiollsnes_ on the part of juries _ or a sum of money which another person,
obseqAous_ess (secured, asabove, by corrupt whose interests I espouse, may be in a way
iufluencJe) is therefore, if the above proposi- to gain or lose: and so in regard to po_er,
tions be true, prejudicial, in a high degree, to ease, vengeance, m_d reputation, as above.
the interest of the public in respect of the Oftheseobje_sof degire, w.o_ey and power,
en& qfjustice. I say obseq_dousaess thus espe_mlty if considered with reference to no
secured: and if so, then so therefore are its other person than the functionary himself,
above-mentioned efficient causes -- viz. pack- present, on the present occasion, cOmpara-
ing and permanence, tively speaking, but little matter for atten-

§ 2. Interests, to the action of which Judges finn. To the judge himself, money and po_er
are liable to be exposed, are secured by office : secured and fixed, out

3$oneu, power, ease and veaqeauee, the_e, t of the reach of receiving augmentation, anymore than diminution, at the hands of juries:
}og_e}her____withrez, utation, so far'at least as the i so far as power is concerned, those eases ex-
peal from the decision pronounced by a single ] eepted, if any such there happen to be (for
_dA_c, after hearing and examining the pawns they are but of casual occurrence,) in which,
"tkce to face (as in a case determined by a court
of e_scicnce in England, a smalLdebt court in the affections of the judge, taking an interest
_e0tland, or a _ust_cc of the peace in either king- (in the way of partialities') in the event of
dora,) aU the adz_t_ta_es derived from the use of
jury-trial might be introduced into Scottish judi- " I remember hearing partialities, and even
nature [no_ to speak of En_Kst, ) and with great habit of partiality, imputed by many _to Lard
im_rovenwnt_all the iueourenlcnces avoided. Mansfidd : I cannot take upon me to _y with

xo those by whom jury-trial is considered in what troth, partly by situation, partly by dis-
the character of an cud than which nothing fur- position_ exposed to party enmit}, so he aecerd-
thee need to be looked _c_,_or, if as a means_ a mgly was to calumny. "Lord Mansfield," _id
means having, _gits so/e end,- creation, prefer- his everlasting rival _nd adversary Lord Camden
cation, orincre_e oflawyers'pr_t.._andwhere once_-" Lord Munsfietd has a way of saying_
is the man by whom it is con_demd in any more It is a rule with me _ an inviolable rule _never
ratmnal or honest point of view ?) the attachment to hear a syllable said out of court about any
mardfested towards the institution on th_s occ_ cause that either i_, or is in the smallest deg_

likely to come, before me. _ '_ Now I _ for
part"_observed Lord Camden--" I could h_

sion will be apt to present itself as inconsistent
with the l_rn|ts provosed for it on that ot/_r.

V "" - --eri]y_ verily_ boththe defence on thiso_ca- as many people as choo_e it talk to me about the_r
ainu, and the proposed limitation in that other_ cause_ it would never make any me dlghte_f
are l_rtandl_rcel of one and the same plan_ impression upon m_". .... Such wastheanec-
in which, to the exclusion of all other ends, the dote whispered to me (Lord Camden h_mself at
,s_veral end_ of justice have all of them been di- no great distance) by a noble friend of ht% ny
figently looke_d out for_ and con_unctly, and _ as whom I was bid to receive it as condmdve esi-
tar as co_r_tenz_ could be _cured by endea- donee of heroic varity.
ee_rs_istcA_y pursued. In the d_ys of chi-v_y, when it _ tO
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the cause, it may happen to his power, in the For the operations of the sinister interest
event of his ende_vouring to afford to that created by the/ave of ease, every sort of cause,
}rartialitv a-gratification at the expense of and everysortofjudicatory, presents, almost

justice, to find, in the power of the jury, an in equal degree, a favourable theatre.
opposing check. Instead of love of ease, say, for shortness,

Love of ease and desire of vengeance may sloth : which, though under the Pagan dis_
therefore be set down as the two passions or pensation, neither god nor goddess, not rank.
affections, from the influence bf which, for ing higher than with _rens,t is not in our
want of such check as the power of a jury days the less powerful ; whatsoever might
was intended to apply, the interests of justice have been her influence in those early times.
are most exposed to suffer in such hands. It is to sloth that, by official persons of all

Lore of ease applies, and applies alike, to sorts and sizes, but particularly the highest,
all sorts of causes: vengeance, unless by mere sacrifices are made continually, and in all
accident, to but one, and that comparatively a _hapes : in all shapes, and in particular in that
narrow one, via. libel causes ; but that, with ofju._tice, the only one which belongs to the
reference to the interest of the public, so ira- present purpose. Of a sacrifice of this sort,
portantaouc, that all others shrink as it were a sketch, taken pretty much in detail, has
to nothing in comparison of it. already been given in another work, Scotch

Not, only money and power, but dignity and Reform, Letter IV. Bewitching syren ! A
respect, being secured by office, the chief oh- little while, and even betbre these pages are
jeet of solicitude and pursuit remaining to at an end, we shall see a pre-eminently learn-
the judge, is ease. But, so far as jury-trial ed and most reverend person confessing his
is concerned, the ease of the judge is as the passion for her. with scarce a gauze before his
obsequiousness of the jury. These volunteers face. Part II. Chap. 4.
so different from some others, being by the Plutas is apt to betray his votaries : to him
very m_mre of their Eituation, and without _ cannot readily be sacrificed but in a
Deed of exertion anywhere, kept in a state tangible shape. Syren De*idia keeps her
of constant preparation amd established dis- secrets better: so _ ell indeed, that without
elpline, waiting and wanting for nothing but hard labour in other quarters, and in no small
tim word of command, and drilled into that quantity, sacrifices made to her can seldom
sort and degree of intelligence, which is suf- be bronght to light. Even when a mischance
fieient for the understanding it, labour, on of this sort happens to them, the mischief, be
the part of the judge, is reduced to its mini- it ever so enormous, finds the public--tbe
mum, ease raised to its maximum. If eireum- English public at least -- comparatively in-
stances be to such a degree favourable, that different to it. John Bull--the representative
not so much as the show of explmmtiun is of this most enliglitened of all publies--is a
found necessary, so much the betters--at person smne what hard of hearing, and unless
the worst, all m_iety, and with it the greater by the chink of money, and that a good round
part of the labour, is removed by the pre. sum -- the irascible part of his frame is not
established harmony, easily put into a ferment : and, even then, it

Nor, in this way, is the reputation of the is not so much by the mischief which the
judge worse provided for than his ease. Be public suffers, be it ever so heavy, as by the
the man in power who he may, what tan be sum of money which the wrong-doer pockets,
more flattering to him -- what, to a superfi- be it ever so light, that his fire is kindled.
cial view at least, more honourable, than the Mischief, if the truth may be spoken, does
known fact, that under the name of opinion, not much disquiet him, so long as he seea
upon all whose lot has fixed them within the nobody who is the better for it.
sphere of his intercourse and his influence, The love of ease is too gentle a [russian to
his will has habitually the effect of law.. be a very active one : but what it wants in

energy it makes up in extent : for, there is
t_ Imi_ht Lnd his _ to find themgelves neither cause nor judicato_j in which there
ffte-d-_t_ _ their travels, and the place of is not place for it. As to venice, it is only
_ose, as would sometimes happen, offered but now and then, and by ueciden_that it comes

tiou,°nebed'adra_n_°rd'plaeediuapr°perdireC'sufficedtopreserve whatever was proper to upon the stage of judicature: but when it
be preserved. This was in days of yore, when does, such is its force, that, in the ch_'acter

were swine, and so forth. In these degene-
rate days_ the security afforded by a brlck-wall heard," exclaimed one of his puisnes once, Mr.
would, in the minds oft he censorious multitude, Justice Wille_ At the distance of some five-
be a_ to command more confidenc_ and-thirty or forty years, the feminine scream,

• This was among the well-known glories of issuing out of a manly frame_ still tingles in my
Lord. Manafleld_ this the finale of his praisc_h ear& Whether any note is to be found of it in
rounded in his ears, in such dulcet accents_by the.repe.rts of Sir J_amesBurrow_may be left to
his sergeant trumpeter (who was moreover one ne ]m_gmeo.

his ma&ter packers) _h"James Burrow. t" ........ lmpmba Syron
" I have not been ce_utted= and I w4//be DeaidiL /fo.r_e_.

- v
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of a sinister interest, no interest, to the ae- country--in Engtand at least, so far a8 con-
finn of which that situation is ordinarily ex- cerns pecuniary interest_the most uniformly
posed, can compare with it. For the exhibition active and generally irresistible of all sinister
of the triumphs of this tyrant passion, and of interests-- the degree in which the probity
the sacrifices made to it, the King's Bench is, of a judge has ever stood, and still continues
by potent, the great and sole king's theatre; to stand, exposed-- in mechanical lanffuage,
the liberty of the press, its victim ; libel lau,, I to the action of sinister interest --ill chemical
the instrument of sacrifice, language, to the action of the mutter of

Behind this sinister interest links, ire- corruption _ is such as cannot anywhere be
quently at least, if not constantly, another, viz. exceeded.
sdf-pre_ervatw, : an interest, than which, to Paid as he is paid-- and were he even paid
_udgeof it from thi, its general name, nothing on any purer principle _ trained as he has
should he more innocent and uncensurable, been trained_draughted from the corps from
But s_,lfprcsercatlon i_ preservation of one's which lie has been draughted--not only his
self from evil in anyt _hape : a species of evil, interests, but the prejudices begotten by those
wh'ich will be presently seen to be impending interests, are in a state of constant, univer-
--and that, too, an evil from which, by so sal, and diametrical apportion to his duty_
pleasant an operation as that of the gratifi- to every branch of that duty--to ever)" oxm,
cattail at_ vengeance, a judge, in that situa- without exception, of the ends of justice--
finn. feel._ himself every now and then called (Scotch tteform, Letter l.)--to the several
upon to preselve himself, and with himself, most immediate ends, not to look out for
his partners in the firm of Judge and Co., any remoter ends:--to the collateral ends
to_ether with abundance of his friends, is-- -- avoidance of unnecessary delay, vexation,
the loss of an indefinitely ex_ensive lot of and expense--to the ma/n ends, avoidance of
money or power--whether in possession, or, de,tat of justice, and of undue decision to the
though not in possession, regarded as within prejudice of the plainti_s side, and avoid-
reach :-- vlz. whatever portion of either is ante of undue de,finn to tim ln_judi_ of
not recognised as being the offspring of any the defe_dartt's side. In a word, in exae_
species of abuse ? proportion as by or under the mJthority of

Of the several departments of government, this Dives the suitors are tormented, he him-
howsoever carved out and distinguished-- self--not only in his preceding character of
judicial, financial.military, naval, and soforth advocate bad been used to be, but in his pre-
_. suppose that in all. or any of them, abuses sent character ofju@e continues to be _ cam_
exist--abuses, from which the persons, or farted!
some of the persons, by whom those depart- Not a delinquent, high or low--but cape-
meats are respectively filled, derive, each of cially not a htgh and powerful delinquent_
them, in _ome shape or other, a sinister ad- with whom he is not linked by the bands of a
vantage. In this star e of things, if there be common interest. Not a wrong, from which,
any such thinz as m_ instrmnent, by the ape- if not certainly and immediatebt, at rely rate
rations of which all su,'h abuses, without dis- in respect of its natural and frequently effi-
tinction, are liable to tie exposed to vien,, the caeious tendency, he does not derive a prq_t.
tendency of it is thereby to act with hostile The more wroagn, the more causes; and the
effect against the several sinister interests of more causes, the more fees /
all these several public functionaries ; whom Not an imagi'nahle channel (that of punish*
thereupon, by neees_ry consequence, it finds able bribery alone excepted) in which, in the
engaged, all of them, by a common interest, shape of the matter of corruption, the matter
to oppose themselves with all their metals, of wealth does not, under the name of fees,
sad all their might, not onl_ to its influence, flow in daily streams into the pocket and
put to its very existence. An instrument of bosom of the judge : -- 1. Receipt of fees in
this all-illuminating and all-preserving ha- virtue of his own office, under his own name.
tare, is what the country supposes itself to 2. Fee-yielding office, given in appearance to
possess in e free press ; and would actually a clerk, out of whose hands the profits of it
l_ssess, if the press were free as it is sup- are squeezed. 3. Sale of a fee-yielding office
vosed to be. for full value. 4. Fine or bonus on admission.

5. Fee-yielding office given in lieu, and to
3. Interests, to the sinister action of wMch the saving of the expense, of other provision
English Judges stand actually exposed. for a son, or other near relation or dependent,
Thus much as to the interests, to the or- he doing the duty. 6. Or else not doing the

lion of which (in the direction and character duty, but paying a deputy. 7. Fee-yielding
_f sinister interests) the probity of a judge, office given, or the profits of it made payable,
n every age and country, is liable to stand to persons standing as trustees, for a princi.
xposed, pal, declared or undeclared; if undeclared,

But _not to speak of the footing on which supposed of course to be the judge himself.
matter may stand in this or that other :No other country upon earth, in which.
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among judges w (I speak always of those of I procuresses were regularly to write herself
the hiyhest rank, to whom alone the name is t over her door--yuardlan of re-untie ehaslityl
given, and by whom the great and happily an- [ In the character of an instra_ment of cow.
corrupt body of those functionaries is ruled,) i caption, for the depravation of the moral part
_no other country upon earth in which, in [ of man's frame, fMsehood has been scarcely
this highest rank, amongst these monopolizers t more useful to them, more actively employed,
of the honour so justly due to the function, [ or more deservedly prized by them, than in
eorruption_has place to sat extent approaching that of an instrument of deception, for the
to that to which it has spread in this country debilitation, per_ersion, confusion, and depra.
of pretended purity, or in which it is pos_ibte ration of the intellectual faculty.
that anything like equal profit should be made Fiction, accordingly, has scarcely been more
by it. In other colmtries, not being praeti- serviceable, in the character of an engine, for
cable but in the shape of bribery or extortion.-- the accumulation of undue profit and illegal
practices proscribed by law, and necessarily •power, than in the character of a species and
open to detection--it is but casual: in Eng- source of nonsense, by which the eye of the
land, being, in all these other forms that have lmderstanding, being blinded or bewildered,
been mentioned, either legalized, or seated is thus prevented from seeing the absurdity
above the reach of punishment, it is, in that and wickedness which is at the bottom of it.
highest rank, constant and universal. In every one of these paths of depravity,

By means of sine-cures in general, and ]u- the most depraved system that can be found
&'cial sine-cure offices in particular, whatso- in any other count ry is left fitr behind. "Swear-
ever money is levied upon the subject is so inf/," says one of the characters in a Frm_ch
much extracted from him on false pretences : drama, " constitutes the groundwork of Eat-
the _ranny of extortion, and the turpitude of lish conversation :'" Zyin9, he might have said
swindliny, are combined in it. In the ease of witltout any such h3 perb,la, lying amt non-
jud_ciat'sine-cures, bythe very men by whom sense compose the ground_vork of English
these enormities are poldshed -- punished in judicature. In Rome-bred law in general_
cases in which they derive a profit from the pu- in the Scotch edition of it ill particular_
nishment, and none from the practice-- these i fiction is a wart, which here and there deforms
stone enormities are not tufty eonnivedat, but i'the face of justice : in English law, fiction m
participated in, and the profit pocketed, i a _tphilis, which runs in every vein, and car.

Falsehood w corrupt and wilful falsehood ries into every part of the system the pri_-
--mendacity, in a word--the common instru- i eiple of rottenness.
ment of all wrong -- was, in the instance of Let us steer dear of exaggeration. In this,
all those judicatories (as any alan may see, as in other parts of the field of law, to plant
even in Blaekstone,) among the notorious new abuses is not even now so easy as to pre-
foundations or instruments of their power : serve the old: and as the resisting strength
and, in every one of them, from the begin- of the public mimt increases, the difficulty
ning of each cause to the end, sometimes by cannot but increase.
the lips or the hand, always under the eyes But if the stock already in existence be in
of the judge, matter of constant and univer- any degree greater than what is desirable, and
sal praetiee. Not one of them, in which it is especially ff among them there be any of so
_not merely allowed of, but encouraged; hardy a nature as, without need of further
and not only encouraged, but forced, inexo- care, to keep on growing of themseltes, no
rably forced. Without so much as an attempt very powerful plea, it is presumed, will by"
at argument, in the very teeth of common this admission be afforded in favour of any
sense, falsehood, the irreconcilable enemy of such unbounded confidence as must be be-
justice--falsehood, under the name offictioa spoken for judges, by any person to whom the
-- is passed off by them upon the deluded cheek, supposed to be applied to their power
people--passed offas the true friend and ne- by that of juries, is regarded as superfluous.
eessasy instrument of justice ! Keeping our minds fixed on jury trial, and

In such a state of things, behold two pro- the extent to which it is capable of operating,
positions, between which the perplexed and in the character of a check to the enormitgea
deluded people are left to make their choice : above mentioned, and thence on the amount

I. That falsehood_ wilful, deliberate, and of the mischief liable to be produced by the
ra4meions falwehood--isnota vica; or 2.That destroying or weakening of that check; an-
it is in the power of man _ of every man who other observation which, in the way of ad-
has the power of ajudce_to wash away the mission, it may be of use to make, is_that,
faith of vice, and transform her into virtue, so far as concerns sinister profit, by far the'

Hence, ff mendacity and rapaeity be vices, greater part of the work of corruption has
the very sink of vice is the seat of the titled been executed by means of a set of devices
lawyer, who, to his other titles, blushes not (see the list in Scotch Reform, Letter 1.) to
to add that ofcv.stoe moram _yuardian of the the sucr_ss of which the concurrence of ju-
paM/e "awra/s: as if the most noted among ries neither is nor ever lms b_n neee_ar/o_
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]htt neither are instances by any means want- nature is capable of being rearded, thece be
inS, in which, whatever be the purpose-- any one which, being prob/b/ted by law,
profit, ease, vengeance, or whatever other made punishaMe, is, upon occasion, actuall_
sinister advantage may be the object of the punished,--then it is, that in case of his being
day--complete success, even with the aid of known or suspected to have done any such
the whole host of those devices, may, in one act, his reputation will be more or less of-
way or other, depend on the obsequiousness, footed. But let that same act be allowed by
so effectually secured, as above, on the part law, and legalized, his reputatinu renmins
of juries. (Scotch Reform, Letter IV.) untouched.

Upon the whole, under the feeHatheria 9 Now there are two sorts of law, by either
system, as above glanced at, of which system of which, or by a mixture of beth, a judL
packed juries and sham jury.trial have come cial practice may be leyahzed: one is con/-
to make a part, the result is _ that, uxdess mon, alias unwritten law ; and this is the sc_t
in an English judge the nature of man be of law which (in so far as a rule of action
totally opposite to what it is in every other which has no determinate set of words be.
human being, unless this be assumed, every- longing to it can be said to be made) has for
thing at all times, rather than nothing at any its makers the judges themselves ; since it is
time, ought in common prudence to be appre- by their own practice that it is made. The
hended at the hands of an English judge, other is statute law ; and in the making of

this, through the means of their partners in
§ 4. Exiain 9 Popularity no su_cient Ground trade in both houses, they have at all times

for Confidence. possessed and exercised a most baneful, and,
"But amidst, and in spite of, all this romp- if not altogether irresistible, scarce ever re-

ration, the purity of English judicature, is it sisted influence.*

not in fact so exquisite, and so universally * 1. For an example of profit legalized by
recognised, as to have become in a manner their own practice solely, and thence by theLr
proverbial ? And in this experience is there own sole and sufficient authority, take the ea6e
not that which suffices for the confutation of of ,ham writ_ of error.
all that theory ?" ]By sole of delay_ in pieces of about a sear*s

Universall._:_ Not much short of it.--Pro- length, to swindlers and others,deflmdants with
• other men's money in their pockets, on pretence

verbial.q There or thereabouts. But note of error*, known klike to thepurchaser and the
well the causes :-- vender to have no existence _tbe judges lending,

1. Impurity, to appearance washed away every one of them, his sanction to the imposture,
by legalization, annual profit., anno 1797, as per 27th Finance

2. Impurity, covered over by perpetually Report, anno 1798 :-
renewed coatings of interested praise. To the Chief Justice of the

King's Bench, ....... £1420 19 6
3. By intimidation, impm'ity protected To the Chief Justice of the

against disclosure. C_nmon Pleas, ...... 733 3 11
These causes understood, the popularity Aggregate raiuimura amount of corrupt pro-

will be seen to be the result-- and, as such, fit, derived in 15 years ending 1807, by the whole
an indlcation--not of purity, but of depra- firm (Judge and Co.) from _hat Source alone,

" (according to a computation made from a book of
vity. practice, viz_ Palmer', Tablet of Co*t#, 5th edit,

Thus much for hints :--follow a few elu- ]Jondon, 1796, applied to " An Account of the
eidations, number of Writs of Error made out by the Cund.

1. Impurity. to appearance washed away tots of the Courtof Chancery fromthe year 1793,"
by legalization, presented to the House of Commons in pumuanee

Be the system what it may, and let impurity of an order,dated June 14th, 1808,)--aggregate
have risen under it to evzr so high a pitch, amount for the 15 yeax% .... £442,046 10 2

_nltal _oant o_ all average
yet if the system be but of old standing, the (bating fractions) ...... _9#69 0 0
sanction lent to it by antiqui_ is sutraeient to Number offamilie, (plaintiffs' familits, not
prevent the impurity from fastening any the to reckon defendants) thus tormented, for the
slightest stain upon the reputation of the sys- space of a year each, in these same 1_ yea_
tern : as also, so the sy_t_embe but legalized, 9,2 _26.
upon the reputation of the judges, be they Whereof to (wouldit betoomueh toasy, f_)

the comfort of Lord Kel_you, about . . 6,_a'_.
who they may, who act under it. Do. to Do. of horn ElleaDorougn_about _,oe#In the way of sa/e, or in any other way,
suppose the judge to derive an advantage from
an office, the profits being composed of fees, Here we see one stmtimen of the vorntgtion.
the aggregate amount of which it depends which now for these_leven years last pasf(re¢_
upon himself to increase, or preserve from di- konmg from the puhlieatlou of the above-me_

tioned Finance Reports)--fo_ theoe eleven yea_
minutlon : for example, by increasing or pre- bat past (not to go any farther back)--hun eamti.
nerving t_om diminution the number of the nued on foot, with the full knowledge and _onni2_
eecadoas on which they shall be,received. If vance, if not of all the members, at any rote eE
Smong the ants by which su advant%_eof this a]Ithela_ycr.mem_rs, of both Hous_ "
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Of the effect of the sinister interest under call it the system of procedure, has beel

which the judicial wstem of this country, or throughout its whole texture, mid all along

The elementary data, from which the above professed by it: half a dozen different channels
calculation has been made, are as follows :m have above been indicated, through any one of

1. Co_ts of a writ of error frern Common which, advantage may be extracted by a judge
Plea: to King's Bench, exclusive of those which from the increase, disadvantage sustained by him
take place where the writ of error is not a sham from the decrea*e, of the mass of emolument at-
one. t. e. when it is argued _which it scarce ever taehed to an office, which he has at his disposal
ts_perhape not once rathe |5 years,.4;SS:0:& Shut up any one or more, leaving any one os

2. This_ multiplied by 2,660, being the num- ] more open, what is the consequence ? Whatever
be_ of do. writs in the 15 years, I parcel of the matter of corruption would have
gives .............. £145,805 4 2 I flowed into his pocket and his besom, through

the channels thus shut up, flows in through thOse3. Costa of a do. from King's
]Bench or Exchequer to Exche- that remain open : aggregate mass of corruption
quex Chamber, £43 : 13 : 6. just the same after t_e law as before.

4. This, multiplied by 59_3, But besides being useiess, tile effect it would
being the number of do. (ex- have had, had it hadany, would have been worse
elusive of 46 argued, those than none. A ffordingtheappearaneeofsecurity,
argued making not so much it would have increased confidence, diminished
ask in 130) gives ......... 259_997 5 6 suspicion and vigilance: but, the security being

& Costs of do. from King's false, and the confidence iU-ffronnded, incresse_[
Bench or Exchequer Chamber security to corruption woutdhave been the effect
to the House of Lords (dedue- : of the diminished vigilance.
:ion made of expenses attend- The only means, but that a most effectual one,
ing argument) £58:3:6. b_ which the matter of corruption, in the shape

6. This, multiplied by 6'23_ o_ pecuniary profit, can, from the source here in
the number of do. gives ..... 36,243 0 6 question, be prevented from flowing into the poc-

ket and bosom of the judge, has been already
Total, . £442,045 10 2 indicated_ (Scotch l?¢/orm, Let. I.) vi_ con.

In some instances, by the variable nature of version of the varlable mass of emolument into a
the expenses, in others by the obscurity tlatt
overhangs such accounts of them as have :ran-

fixed ooe: i. e. of income composed of fee*, into
income in the shape of salary. Connivance at

wpired, errors in the above figures cannot but non-feasance or mis[_asance--at neglect or mal-
l/ave here and there been produced. But the ut- practice, whether the result of m_probity or inca-
most possible amount of them is not considerable paeity, is the only mode in which, in thai case,

it could be either in the inclinalion, or in theenough to warrant the expeuditure of the quan-
tity of letter-press that would be necessary for the power, of the judge to participate by connivance
indication of these dark spots. For the s,_ne rca- in the misconduct of an unlit subordinate.
Ion, the indication of a large mass of articles by Not:hat, byanysuch parelvprospectiveehange,
which the totah of profit are increased, riz. as the existing depravity of tile system would be
well of profit to the use of thefirm of Judge and washed away, or so much as redfaced :--it would
Co. at large as of Do. to the use of the nvJnuglng be only prevented from rce_.iving increase.
_Jartners in partleular, is omitted. (Of tlus IlL /:'or an e._ample of corroption legalized
nraneh of the trade of Judge and Co. a particu- by a ecmjunct o]-,eratio:_, viz. t,artly hy h_w of the
lar account, extracted from the FiTmnce Report judges' own roaring, partly bv statute law, made
above mentioned, together with other documents under their influence, as abt_ve, a ease already
furnished by the House of Lords, and illustrated
h_ elucidations, has been digested into the form
or a Table, which, under the name of E_OL _sH

brought to view may serve.
Under the special jury system--
1. To a ncm-luw_/er, though a man of opulence,

atsD Scorch ArrZAL T_LE for 1795, 1796, distinguished by the title of"esquire, and accord-
and 1797, may be had of the publishers of this in_ to the assumed principle, extra paid, in con-
work.) sisera:ion of his extra opulence--to every such

IL For an example of corruption legalized non-lawyer, for serving in the character of apeciai
under the influence of lawyers by statute law, juryman, in a state of confinement tbr an lode-
take the ease of the statute 5 and 6 Edw. VI. finite length of time, amounting to any number
c. 16, " against buying and selling qf'offwes." of hours--5, 10, 15, or '20--as it might happe%

Object, as declared in the preamble, " avoid- a sum which, after having under their manage-
tog of corruptions .... in the officer .... in those ment been subjected to such a degree of irregular
pheea .... wherein .... is requisite .... the true excess as had beceme scandalous, was at length
ildministmtion of justice, or services of trust." by the legislature limited to 4'1, Is.

Then comes a wordy section, prohibiting "the 2. To one sort of lawyer, an attorney --in his
_a/e" and so forth, " of any office .... which situation of under slwriff of _]llddle_ea', a con.
siudl in any wise .... concern the administration stant dependent of theirs__to this sort of lawyer,
er execution of justice." by their own uncontrolled fixation, for doing

nothing, £2 : 2s.
3. To another dependent of theirs, theiz Ma*ter

Lastly comes a section which the C_- Justice i
ef the King's Bench and Common Pleas (not to
_eak of the tlwn "Justices of Assize") had the Packer, for doing, in point of labour, next to
ea_amtery and good fortune to get inserted, ex- nothing_in point of effeeq much worse than

._nptin_ them, -(with their successors) and them i nothing, £2 : 2s..
awn¢, from me operation of the statute. ] Total of factltlou_ e_gense and do. _a_m2/er'#

Not that, had _t even been purged of this ex- prÜÊt, _ cause, _om ihat _ingte t_rce, via
.eruption, it was in the nature of this am:ate, to subsutuuon of special to common jury tt.ial, as
llano t_eatributed any thing to the ob._ect thtut above--of factious expense having foe it_
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manufactured, the mLmplesgiven in the note more flagrant its defects, the gre_ter the de.
are but as so many handfuls of tares (let us mand for the only sort of covering of which
not say wAeat,) taken at random out of the they are susceptible. (Scotch Reform, Let-
con_ents of the whole granary. In a paren- tar IV.)
thesis as it were, as here, more wilt surely i 1. In regard to the system, the more att_Ae-
not be expected, tire it is to the people in the character of

Such is the mode, and such the hands, in suitors, the_nore profitable it is to the
and by which, upon a careful computation, of law: and the greater the profit he derives
the mass offaetitzous expense and delay (not _rom it, the greater the quantity of praise
to speak of vexation,) with which the ap- which it is his interest to bestow upon it,
proacbes to justice are clogged, have, accor- and which accordingly he ever has bestowed,
ding to circumstances, been increased to some and ever will bestow, upon it.
wores, and even to some hundreds of times ! 2. So in regard to the persons, by whom,
what would otherwise have been its amount, ! for the time being, it is administered ; the
and the great mass of the people --- from nine- persons themselves being liltked together by
tenths to nineteen.twentieths or more_fixed the tie of one common interest, and all who

with only here aud there an exception either dare to publish any account of their
produced by inconsistency _ fixed in a state t proceedings, or are quahfied to publish anyto.
of' perpetual outlawry: exposed without re- 1lerably correct one, being candidates for their
dress to i_jury, in every shape in which it I favour, the consequence is _that, with the
is not deemed criminal, besides a multitude ] rare and casual exceptions producad by party
in which it is. _jealousies, the sa_ne picture of scarcely diver-

But this system of general proscription, l sifted excellence has served for all of them at
this system of general outlawry, being the !all times. The portrait is the same: and all
work of law, is according to law: the creators that remains for this and tha'_ _ew limner is
and preservers of it, being all men of law to write under it this and that new name.
are ', all honourable men :" and in the words In this happy state of things, the system,
of Blackstone, "everu thing is as it should be." and those by whom it is administered, afford

'2. Impurlt), covered over by perpetually reciprocal demonstrations of each others"
renewed coatings of praise, excellence : the excellence of the system is

Partly by the imbecility, partly by the proved by the excellence of those by whom it
interested artifice of the makers, the rule is administered: and the excellence of those
of action, unwritten and w'ritten law together, by whom the system is administered is proved
having been worked up into a chaos, of which by the excellence of the system by which they
it is impossible for the people to form to them- were formed and under which they act.
selves any tolerable conception : hence such Up to the instant which sees him mounted
conception as they have of it, is grounded, on the pinnacle of the bench, the man of law
exclusively, upon the reports made of it by is recognised by every body, as being of the
the manufacturers themselves. But the wor_ number of those to whom right and wrong_
they have made it, the greater their appre- truth and falsehood, would be matter of com-
hension, lest its depravity should be disco- plete indifference, were it not for the pre-
vered, The less deserving it is of praise, ditection naturally e_dertained for the best
the greater the need it has of praise: the customer: and in whom the minister of the

day, through whose hands in his way to that
effect sale of justice to those that pay the price, finnacle he must first have passed, has foum:l

denial ofja_tice to all such as cannot _Ty _ _ an instrument no less ready, for the wages ofabove .............. " corruption, to do the work of corruption up_t
Add feestothe specialjury._en_ who the largest scale, thma the individual wrong.

being at length rendered permanent, doer has found him to do the work of iniquityand placed under the dependence of
the judge, are thereby became a sort upon any smaller scale, Yes, and although
of official lawyers ......... 12 12 0 his interest remains at least as opposite as

ever to the interests of the community, ix*
Total minlmun, of extra expense respect to the ends of justice, no sooner have

ofasl_ecialjurv - ....... .. £20 0 8 the tbrm and substanee of his robes undergone
_ In a tab_teof actual co_tsgaven by Palmer, pp. the customary tran_qgaration, than the heart,12 and 13, instead of the £7 :8 : 8, I find for

'sprofit£12:2:ll. Inthis total is in- : which they so well cover, is universally uader.included _ charge of £2 : 2s. as paid to the : stood to have undergone the correspondent
_.erL_fersummoningthespeeiatjury:audttr-_e change. The corruption has pot on iaeor-
being 24 in number, and their abodes, for any- ruption: and the w///, the training of which
th'.mgthat apl_ears, scattered over the country, towards the paths of iniquity, had till then
this part of/l_e expense cannot assuredly be set been so generally recognised, is now secured
_rn Mpt_fit, unless Jr'be so much ovexand agaiustMl danger oftakingawrong dLrectios,snore wlaat the sheriff, i. e. the under sheriffs
weald have _ved, had the jury been a con*. being itself become the sta_lard of reeCi.
ram,mae. tad,.
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3. By intimidation, the impurity protected I and its uses. If judgments are *_apt, it i_
_nst disclosure. }because, by the pre-established meehlmis_

While, under the spur of every excitement (Scotch Reform, Letter I. Devices 5 aJid 8,)
which avarice or ambition can apply-- (every they were framed as they are, to fit them for
thing that is said of the law and its admi- being snspt, l_ow mid then, in great eere-
13istrators, being a sort of prlze-essay on their mony, in the character of seape-ooot , or, to
perfections) -- while, by the 4"oree of this speak in modern language, in the character
stimulus, whatsoever features of excellence of tiRman, in expia*ion of the sins of the
it possesses are raked together, and held up whole tribe, a miseralde attorney, the c]fild
go view, decorated with every embellishment i of the system, is sacrificed on the altar of
that interested eloquence can bestow-- its offended justice: but the chief profiter byall
defects, were they still more flagrant than those sins, is the eMef priest, who, with in-
they are, would be, as they ever have been, digitation on his brow, and laughter in hi_
kept covered up attd protected against diselo- heart, offers up the sacrifice.
sore, by every force that either authority or By the inferior branch of the profession--
power _ influence of ulJd*_'standi_tyover un- by the attorney branch -- the system has all
derstanding, or influence of will over will-- !along been taken such a_ it has been found:
can bring to bear upon the subject. :it is by the two superier branches-- composed

Point out a defect in the system, all ears of judges and advocates--advocates in the
are stopped against everything you can say, seuate, judges occm_ionally in the senate, con-
_all eyes shut against everything you can stantly on the be_wh- that it has been made
tarite : or if haply indiqnation breaks the bridle such as we see, or rather as we fed it.
set upon the tongue and the pen by prudence, Of the three branches, the inferior, as it is
hatred and contempt in all their forms-- the most populous, so is it in its nature the
sincere hatred, accompanied with simulated least impure. To an attorney -- those ope-
contempt--are poured upon your head. Ja- rations m_d instruments excepted, in which
eobin, leveller, enemy of social order -- the- the part he takes is compulsory and una-
orist, speeulatist, visionary -- compose the ] voidable, having been imposed upon him by
arguments you have to encounter--together judges--to an attorney, as such, the lau-
with whatsoever other appropriate epithets guage of insincerity is never necessary. On
and phrases, substitutes to truth mid reason, the part of the advocate, the necessity and
are furnished by the courtier's and lawyer's consequently the practice, is constant : the
gradus, only choice there is tbr him, is between the

Touch upon those who act under the system more and the less.
under it-- or, if so it please them, over it Sucb is the mind of the advocate : and the
point out any defect in their conduct in mind of the advocate is the stuj]'of which the

respect of it, millstones still better adapted mind of tbejudge is made.
to the purpose of crushing, than either hatred Filling the bench fi'mn no other fund than
or contempt--ruin in the shape of proseea- the bar, is it not exactly such a mode as if
$ion--and, if that be not enough, in the boarding-school-mistresses and governesses
shape of imprisonment _ millstones ready to were never to be chosen but from brothels ?
beletfalleverymoment, at the nod of eapriee Yet, by giving to the matter and language of
or vengeance _hang aloft over your head. the law, a texture nauseous to every liberal

Victims of the system, or sympathizing mind, and impenetrable to every mind not
with those that are, whatsoever complaints sharpened by hunger, an exclusive admission
men have ventured to give vent to on this to the bench has been secured, in i_avour of a
ground, terror and prejudice have combined profession which, if either love of justice or
to point to the wrong mark. The system is of truth had been considered as necessary
faultless ; the creators and upholders of it are qualifications, would for ever have stood ex-
faultless: but, in the shape of wicked attor- eluded.
trays, evll spirits creep in now and then, and Obvious as they are, against all the_e con-
convert into poison the salutary remedies it siderations the non-lmcyer has learnt to shut
affords, his eyes. At an early age, the picture of the

No representation was ever more opposite law drawn by Blaekstone had been put into
to the truth. The quantity of mischief pro- his hands : a picture in which all deformities
dueed by anything which, under the name and turpitudes are plaistered over with the
of irregular practice, is either punishable or most brilliant colours. To pry into the ori.
censurable, is as nothing in t_mparison of ginal would require bard labour: to glance
Chat which is produced by regu/ar practice over the picture requires but a glance. Set

by that which has been legalized and or- before him the original, he turns aside from
$qmized for the purpose : and even the loop- it : to an insight into the origin_ he prefe_
]tales, at which the irregularities have crept a dream over the picture.
in, are amongst the works which the regu- Thus it is that, when rightly considered,
hrity of regular practice has had for its objects tbepopularilyofthe_stem--parado_tslm
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at f_t sight the proposition cannot but ai_ brous ground : L/berry of the press by la_ f
pear_the popularity of the system, so fa_ No. That sort of liberty excepted, which
frombeing a conclusive proof of its excel- consists in the non-exlstence of a safety-shop,
lenee, affords a proof, inasmuch as it is among in the shape of a licenser's o_iee, no such
the resa/ts, of its depravity : the depravity thing either has, or ever has had, any exist-
being the cause, of which, through the in- ence. So, embodied in the person of Lord
tervention of the intermediate causes that Mansfield, the soul of the custos morum ecr-
have been brought to view, the popularity tiffed to some of us in 1770.* So, embodied
has been the effect :_ in the person of Lord Etienborough, the same

1. Depravity, viz. in respect of .factitious gamrdian spirit of good order confirmed to us
de_y, vexatwn, and expense ; 2. l:_rofitable- in 1804.t
_ess to lawyers, in respect to their profit upon Liberty of the press de facto _. Yes : viz.
the expense ; 3. Popularity among lawyers ; that which, being contrary to law, proscribed
4. Praises by lawyers ; 5. Popularity among by law, has all 'along maintained a sort of
the people at large, but more particularly i rickety, and still maintains a momentary
amongthe ruling classes, connected in so many half-existence, in the teeth of consistency as
points of sinister interest with the la_v)-ers, well as law, by means of breach of the law
_in three out of the above five we see the in low situations, and non.execution of the
intermediate links, by which a cause and of- Law in high ones.

feet, to a first view so wide of each other, Hence it was, that in the place of any such
have been brought into connexion, words as destruction or destroying -- which

Important as these topics are_viz, the otberwise wotdd have been so much more ob-
_oodness of the system, and the virtue of those vioas--it was necesskry to look out for some
who act under or by virtue of it, to the pre- other of a less determinate import, such as
seat purpose they belong m no other point crushing, as above. For of any such word as
of view than this : -- of the packing system destroying, the effect wotdd have been to
_being a system which, it has already been bring in with it, and keep attached to it, the
seen, is established, and. as it will soon be idea of existence : than which, as above, a
seen, has been avowed, the effect _ (quoth more dangerous heresy could not, by any
the argument against it _ _y, in lawyer's Englishman, Protestant or Catholic, be en-
"argon, the declaration) _ is to destroy this tertained.
part of the constitution, by destroying the But, fi_rasmuch as, in neglected bodies,
check which the power of the jury was in- vermin of all sorts will be apt to crawl into
tended to keep applied to the power of the existence, hence comes the necessity which
judge : -- nay ; but so transcendently pure, persons in " h(yh situations" are under, of
(quoth the argument in favour of the pack- keeping in their hands the means of crushing
age _ eay the plea) so transcendently pure, _ as often as in any such shape and stature
under and by virtue of the system, is the vir- as to render itself troublesome, it happens to
tue of the judge, that no such check is or it to show itself--the liberty--but, forget
ever can be necessary. Such being the plea, not for a moment, the de facto liberty _of
it became necessary to traverse it: and if the press.
the plea itself be no departure, so neither is In the first place, while pen and ink re-
the trat'erse, main still at command, I shall endeavour to

bring to view a sketch _an extremely slight
and temporary one-- (for that is all that can

CHAPTER VII. here be given)--a sketch, or rather as before
CIIIEYPURPOSE,CRUSHINGTHE LIBEB.TYOF a sample _ of the interest which not only

TH_ PREss. i Judge and Co. as above, but moreover the
high eonnexious of thcfirm, have, in keeping

§ I. Liberty of the Press _ has it any and the liberty of the press in the sort of abortive
what E.vlstenee f embryo state in which it has so effectually

W_ come now to the grand and paramount been preserved ; viz. by the hands by which,
use of the packing system--the crashing the had convenience prescribed, and possibility

liberty of the press_destroying whatever * "Thelibertyoft/wpres:consistsinnomo_remains of it undestroyed. than this--a liberty to print now wit/umf a Iio
• To prevent indistinct or erroneous eoneep- cence, what formerly eottld be printed only a_h

tion, a few words of explamttion may here, one." Per Lord Mansfield, in IL v. _rnodfall,
once for all, be of use. as quoted in a note in the trial, K. v. Almon. 9d

King de jure and king de facto, is a dis- June 1770, p. 62.
tinction familiar to every eye, that h_ ever _ " Gent2emco, the law of England h a/a_
glanced over English history. The same dis- _ofliberty, and consistently with this liberty, weliave not an imprimatur: there is no such pre.
tinctlon must he applied to the liberty of the liminary lieenceneceasary." Lord Ellanborout_h
press, by whosoever would be saved from in K. v. Cobbett, &zreportedin Cobbett's Regi_
failing into error and heterodoxy or_this sc_ ter for Jane 4_ 180t.

Vow. V. G
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permitted, it would have long ago been no 7 too little extent to admit of notice in th/_
less effectually destroyed. I shall then, but { . ( .'fit_place,--would be found. See SeotchRe o
rather in the way of recapitulation and re- [ Letter I. and eisewhere.)
terence, than in any other, add the little that / The quantity of money, taken from a man

*can be necessary to show the assistance that I on this account, hein_.,. "in the mathematical
may always be depended upon fi'om the zeal | sense, given, L e. determined-- what the
of the master packer's o_ce, mid the disei- appellation employed on that occasion may
pline of the guinea corps on the occasion of happen to be--for example, a tax or a fee_
so necessary a service, as well as what the poch'et may happen to

In the catalogue of abuses, judges have be. in which it finds its resting-place after it
their peculiar articles, other high-seated per- has gone out of hi_,own-- whether that of
sons have theirs. But, towering above all the pJ, h'c, for example, or that eta.fudge, or
the rest, one abuse there is, in the profit of other man of law--is to k_m, and in respect
which Judge and Co. find their partners, in of the quantity of sufferb_g, of which, in his
the very highest and most impregnable situa- instance, the dei;dcation is productive-- a
tlons : in the one House, in the other tlouse, matter of indifference. Yet so it happens,
in the Cabinet, in the Closet : yea, even that though the quantity of money so raised
among those whom "the king del(qhteth most being 9_ven, a tar on law procee&ngs is by
to honour." I speak of that congeries of fhr tht: worst of all po-sible taxes, yet, by
abuses, the component elements of which are the money raised on law proceedings under
law sine-cures, the name of fees, miscbiet, to an incomparably

So tar as judges alone are concerned, it greater amount has been produced, than by
has been slightly touched upon already : but_, money raised on the same occasion trader the
in consideration of the prodigious increase of name of taxes.
atrength given to the alliance bipartite be- The reason is altogether simple. By the
tween judges and wrongdoers, by the acees- man of finance, at whose instance the money
sion of court favourites, and the trt?le albanee is exacted in the name of a tax, the oceasio;s
thus formed for carrying on with irresistible on which it is exacted are not created, but
force the predatory war against the common taken as they are found. But of the man of
enemies, viz. liberty and justice, a few ulte- law, especially in the station of 3ndge, by
riot elucidations, respecting the nature and whose power, and, in some shape or other,
cementing principle of the al/iance, may have tbr whose benefit, the money is exacted in the
their use. name of afore, it has been in the power to

Create the occasions on which it is exacted,
§ 2. Improbity in Judges, and their high al- which accardL_,gbj he has doee. And in this

lies--its Hostility to the Press. difference, the immense load of misery, so
Some years ago,* on the examination of a regularly manufhetured by jud,/es, their con-

question of finance, I tbund occasion to in- nexions and dependents, has found its cause.
quire in what way, by the taking out of the The amount of this mischief has in some sort
pockets of the people a given sum of money, found its expre.-sic,n, in the diffLrence between
the greatest possible quantity of mischief the amoutxt of.factitious dela!/, rexatton, and
was produced. '/'he result was_byasse_sing cxpense, habitually created in the technical
it, in the form of a tax, on the several opera- mode of procedure, _t) led on this account
tions and instruments, the performance and the fee-_cathering, a_ eontradistinguished fi'om
exhibition of which were rendered necessary that natural mode, which, witlmut a total
to a man to enable him, whether in the shape dissolution of the bonds of society, could not
of plaintiff or in that of defendant, to take have been by its overbearing antagonist ut-
his chance for ju_iee, terly expelled. (See Scotch Iie/brm, Letter I

A_ietion heaped upon qBtiction, in the ease throughout.)
of him who has where_6thal to comply with Of these fees, by the concourse, as usua/,
the exaction _denial of all relief, exposure, of _inister design and accident, masses of
or rather subjection, to all imaginable wrongs, Iemolument, of different bulks, from that of
in the case of him who has not wherewithal a bare subsistence, to ten, twenty, or even
to satisfy the exaction--such are the shapes, thirty thousand pounds a-year and upwards,
in one or other of which, or both, the mis- exacted by so many different persons, have
chief manifests itself; and in the latter ease, i been composed ; and here comes the comma-
being the case of virtual outlawry, a vast ma- nlfy of sinister interest, by which the judges
jority of _he subjects of the British empire, of all the high j udieatories without exception
_say nine-tenths, say, more likely, nineteen- _ and in particular the Chief Justice of the
twentieths, subject to limitations and excep- King's Bench--the master-manufacturer of
lions too particular, and, upon the whole, of libel law--and in effect the absolute master of

the pre_s_have been linked together: linked
" Anne 1796. in the _pamphletentitled Protest with each other, and with some of the most

_'_i_t Law Tan intlo_ntial members of those supreme assem-
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tdie_, from which a_one remedy to abuse, in would be experienced: they would befiz_
rids or an_ other shape, can come. sums in the nature of pension.

Where. of the masses of emolument thtv Of those ever increasing masses of emo _
formed, the, bulk has been to a certain de- lament, not only the possessors but the ex-
tree moderate (being received in all eases in pectants, know of course much better than
the name of reu'ard for _rvi.ee,) the reward to submit to any commutation, so long as, blr
has been suffered to remain in the pocket of any means not punishable, it appears possible
him by whom the service has been performed, to avoid it.

Where it has happened to ttre mass to Pitlaging the future as well as the ore-
swell to such a bulk as to attract the notice sent, the Gavestons and Sponsors of sue.
of irresistitAe rapacity in a higher sphere, eessive ages_nor let the present be for-
it has been fastened upon as a prey: and, a gotten--contrived to obtain in expectancy
cou_p_zrattvebjsmall pittance, though b) the these masses of ill-collected and ill-bestowed
ezpcrtment ploved to constitute an adequate wealth, life after life. Passion and polio71
compensation for the burthen of the service, have here acted in alliance. Passion seized
being left to the low-scared individual by on the booty: policy rendered it the more
whom the service was peribrmed, the re- secure. The more enormous the prey, the
matador has been seized by the high-seated greater and more burthensome would be the
personage, by wiaom in that shape no ser- compensation necessary to be given for it un-
vice whatever has been rendered, e_en in der the name of an equivalent. So long as the
prct once: and to whom, in many instance_, bur¢hen falls on men whose afflictions are pro-
it has never been neces.,arz1, that he should ductive of no disturbance to the ease of the
have rendered to the pubiie an)' the smallest man of finance, it tells for nothing. [See
service whatsoever, in that or any other Protest against Law l'axes.] So long as the
shape, burthen continues to be imposed by a tax

Of these enormous massesofmisery-making which, though beyond comparison more rots-
emolument, outstripping by tkr in magnitude, chievous than any other, was not of his ira-
if not in mi_hievousness, whatever has been position, the man of finance had no personal
produced by the judicial system of any other concern in the matter, and how enormous
the most outrageously misgoverned country, soever may be the mass of misery produced,
some have been seized by judges, and above it formed no object ot his care. But to pro-
all by the Chief Justice of the King's Bench vide the compensatien, if that came to he
_othersha_ingbeen left in thebandsof the )rovided, was so much ha_ labour to him:
crown, have fallen a prey to the vultures that while of those he ha._to deal with and to ca-
hover about a court. And here we see a ha- jole, the great crowd is composed of such as
tural band of the closest union between Court care _mt what mischief is produced by a taw
and .Bench. or anything else they are used to, but cry out

At present (it may be said)- whatsoever of course against everything of that sort, as
may have been'the erasetbrmerly -- at present of any other .sort, when it is _-w.
_o such sinister interes_ is created tW any of ]'he law mereover is a sort of bl_eh lottery,
these masse._ of emolumeltt. For, at present a lottery of atl prizes indeed without blanks,
-- the maxim having been established, that but the prizes so many negati_'e quantities;
no mass of emolument in possession, and oh- in_tead of so much progil, so much loss ; and
rained without breach of law, shall be taken the stone confidence in fortune which secures
from an)" man without an equivalent--no toaman'simaginationtheaequ_sttionofprizes
m_mhas any interest in the retention of them in the state lottery so called, secures to it the
-- neither a judge nor any one else. avoidance of them in the lottery of the law.

To this observation the _'olour of reason is And thus it is that by every eontlnuanee
not wanting, but the substance is. Allow- given to this species of depredation a fresh
ances which, nmler the spur of re_brm, have obstacle to the abolition of it is opposed.
lhu_ been given by the legislature under the '" You t_all this economy, do you ? Know
name of eq_dvalents, have scarce ever been then, that, by this economy of yours, the mass
camplere, of public burthen, so tiar f_om being _limi-

Ot the masses of emolument in question, nished, will be increased," cries the iron°
viz. those attached to sine-cure or .overpaid hearted sophist, in whose balance the heaviest
judicial offices, it is the nature to go on in- load of mise,'y, in which he and his confede-
creasing, as population and wealth increase, rates expect opt to bear a share, weighs b_
from year ¢o year: and tiffs, even in _he way as a feather.
of natural increase, and setting aside what'- T_rtt now to tire despot of the Imess_
soeverfaetit_ousinerease may be contrived to consider what in this state of things the plal
be given to them by the combined ingenuity of policy is which iu his situation a man may
of the partnership. But, by any allowances be expected to pursue. His first object would[
that should be given in tieu el them, under of course be the affording the most effectual
the name of effaivalents, _ra such inerease proteetiontoabuseintho_imd_teeslawhldk
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the benefit of it is in the whole, or in part, I quent, whose gituation had not elevated him
reaped by himself and his own immediate above the reach of justice.*
connexions. But by the same cause, incapacit9, by

But to protect that same abuse with its which a free press is thus rendered an old-
benefit _inst limitation, and even reduction, ject of hatred and terror to a fitoctianarv
imder the name of compensation, might reqtare seated in the situation of judge, it would of
support and alliance elsewhere. To protect course be rendered an object of the like emo.
with effect the abuses, the benefit of which tions to a functionary in any other situation :
accrued immediately to himself, it would to a functionary, to whose apprehension
therefore be necessary for him to extend his any the least danger were to present itself

protection without distinction to all esta_ _ One shape, and perhaps the only shape, in
bllshed abuses from which any other man so which, in the station of judge, the existence
situated as to be capable of giving him the of incap_wlt_l can be seen standing out of the
needful support, derived or could conceive reach of doubt, is indecision. For, if habilual,
himself to derive in any shape a benefit: in a it may in this shape stand expressed anddemon.
word, to act in the character uf protector- strated in J/guret. Thus, suppose, m a given
general of all established abuses, single-seated sittmtiou, three judg_ occupying

that situation successively for the same tengdl of
The//berry/qfthepress being their common time. The first leaves no arrear: the second

and irreconcilable enemy, the liberty of the legvas an arrear: the third dears off the arrsar
press became the necessary object of their that had been left by the second, and himself
common and interminable war : existing, it leaves none. Suppose now, on the part of the
was to be destroyed: not existing, it was, so second, the degree of indeei_m_ such, that the
long as possible, to be prevented from coming number of littgsted cases decided upon by him

was not a tenth, not an eighth, not a slxth, or
into existence, suppose it were as much as a fburth, or even ai

And here we see the _u_l_t's service looked a third, of the number despawhed by his prede-
to at the hands of the guinea corps and its cessorin the same length of tima Insuehacase_
squires, not only must the unfitness of such a judge ibr

Of the energy, and effect, with which this the situation be clear to everybody else to whom
conspiracy among governors against good theseproposidons areknown, but it is impo_ible
government has been carried on, diverse ex- that it should be matter of doubt to the inca.pablejudge himself. Bat the judge being thus
emplifications will present themselves as we necessarily and fully conscious of his incapacity
advance, to discharge the duties of the office, the result in

point of mi_ehievo_r_ess and _ro_tg,f__l p,'_t is
§ 3. Ineapacltt/in Judges, and their high _ besides the infinite and inappreemble mass of

allies--its t[ostih_ to the Press. ndsery produced on the part of suitors_p_cu-

By this copartnership in the profits of mis- lalion to theamount of the undue profit extracted
rule, the bond of union, formed as above, from the omee, the duties of which werethusleftunpertbrmed.
between judges and the other leading mem- lncat_cityiu a shave thus palpable, swollen
bets of government, is a constant one. But to a pitch which_ on the part of him who reads
besides this, there is another which, how of it. puts behei to the stretch, is among the cno
frequently soever exemplified, may, in corn- demical diseases of the present thee, and not the
parisoo of the former, be termed an occasional least bitter of the bitter fruits of l_l law. Notlong ago one case of this sort came out in_iden-
one: I speak of that in which ineapaeity_ tally in the Ilou_e of Commo_u: (See the Times
congenial and mutually sympathizing incaps- Ne_rapaper, 4th July 1_07, Cob&'tt's Parlia-
city--is the cementing principle, mentary Debates, VoL IX. _ 731,) and in the

Suppose a judge -- no matter in what par- profound indifference with which the facts were
tieul_r respect_incapable of discharging the heard, though exhibited in _um/_r# (to avoid

ambiguity, let us say inflgureg) may be seen an
duties of his office: discharging them ill: or argument, a stronger th'anwhich can hardly be

what constitutes the most paipaple of all looked for, by those to whom a recurrenceto first
exemplifications of incapacity- not at all. principles in the constitution of that a_embly is
If on the part of the suitors to whom such regarded as a necessary measure One instance
his incapacity has been a source of injury_ happened thus to transpire in print, from theonly
or, on the part of other persons, promptedby place, from which it is possible for grievance_of
sympath 9 for their sufferings, or by the pure that sort so to transpire: everywhere else, l_bel
love of justice, facts indicative of this incapa- /a_v keeps them from the j_resswith the degreeof certainty, for the secunng of which libel"law
city, or complaints grounded on those facts, with its terrors was and is intended. But it would
were made public, the consequence migl_t be be informing him of the existence of the sun at

an obligation on his part to withdraw from noon-day, were it to be s_d to a man of busineSS
the situation, his continuance in which had I in the profession, that the one here alluded to is

nat the only instance in which, but for the in-
rendered him an instrument of such extensive [ terested connivance which scala up lips withininjury.

] doors, and the terrorwhich chains down all
To any such unfit judge, a free press would | without doors,incapacity not le_ palpable would

_natu_lly be an object no less odious and for. [ long ago have been brought to public/_ at
mld_ble than a _ to an ordinary delin. [ |_t_ ff not toj_g/ce.
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of his seeing such his deficiency exposed to presslon may be allowed,) being thuc,, among
view. persons ,, in high situation," in these days

Men who, to all practieal purposes, are of unexampled purity, the common object_
seated above the law (and the existence of the one, and almost the only one, h_ the at-
an indefinite mulritude of men self-seated in tachment to which the agreement is among
the situation, is a fact unhappily but too in. them constant and _lmost universal --come
contestible,) men so circumstanced as they-- we now to the convenience afforded by the
have nothing to fear from any other quarter chief jury-packing office for so necessary an
--so, as far as they have anything at all to operation.
fear from an 9 quarter,--have everything to By the chief jury-packing office I mean, on
fear from the liberty of the press, this occasion, that one of the seven which

Accordingly where, on an occasion already has for its master packer the deputy-remem-
spoken of, the recent grand attack was made brancer of the Exchequer. To this distinction
uponthat branch of English liberties, and for the title of that office is rendered incontes-
the more effectual accomplishment of those tible by two considerations: -- 1. The perma-
purposes (if of any _rposes at all) the ran- hence, and thence the operations of which it,
dern case de famos_s" libellis was displayed is the result, are, in the instance of that office,
to view, and the fundamental principles of avowed by the judge , and defended by him
libel law developed, and adapted to existin 9 upon principle; 2. The number of juries thus
drcumstanees--among the propositions lind nominated in that office is equal to little less
down upon that occasion was--that in speak- than that of all the juries nominated in like
mg (v/z. in print) of any man "placed in a manner in all the other ofl_ces put together.
high situation,'" to say any hing meanin9 to The proposition to be proved is-- that
infer that" he "/s ill-placed" in (such) "his though the Exchequer --the indicatory to
h_./i situation" is "a libel:'" and this, even whle_n this office belongs, is not itself the
although his unfitness for that high situation indicatory in which the operation of crushing
be of no worse sort, than that which is not the liberty of the press is carried on, yet, for
incompatible with his being ".fit for the or- the purpose of that operation, the system of
dinary walks of llfe.* package, and the collection of permanent spe-

ll there be any way in which it is possible cial jurymen which compose the produce of
for the hand of power to afford protection that system, are no less effectually sufficient,
and encouragement to mis.rule _ to mis-rule than if the scene of the chief part of the jury-
in a//its branches --it is surely this: viz. the packing business were an office immediately
threatening with the vengeance of the law under the judieatory in which the business of
all such as shall do anything towards holding crushing the liberty of the press is carried on.
it up to public view : and towards this end, On this head little remains but to recapi-
whether anything, which it is possible to do tulate. Here may be seen the grand house
by the exercise of judicial power, has been of call for guinea.men : here the rece/v/n 9-
1eft undone, let this doctrine, together with house in which the recruits are _listed : here
_be sentences with which in other proseeu- the parade on which they are drilled: here
tions it has been followed up, declare, the grand muster-roll_ the select and secret

But the persons, at whose instance and for qualified list--on which they are entered: here
whose protection these sacrifices were made the register-oj_iee, in which their"coane_cions,"
--these sacrifices of public welfare to private _'e., and thence their qtmlifieations, are regis-
convenience _ were a junto of " great cha. tered, and accordinglyinquired after by alllips
factors"-.-some learned, some uMearned _ to which the information can be of use.
"placed" (but whether well or i// let him But why (it may still be said) lay so much
pronounce to whom liberty and imprisonment emphasis on the Exchequer ? If the Exche-
are matters of indifference) "placed," at any qucr has its two master packers, has not the
rates somehow or other, "in high sitaations :" King's Bench as many ?
and, in the instance of some of these great Yes : but in the Exchequer, the perma-
e/mracters, how urgent the demand was for nonce, which but for actual packing could not
this sort of sacrifice, will, at the peril of ira- have place, is, as hath just been mentioned,
prisonment, appear in another place, irrevocably confessed, or rather professed: in

the King's Bench, no such avowal can be
produced. It is in the Exchequer alone that

CHAPTER VIII. themainbodyofthiscorpsbeinginconstant
THE EXCHEQUERPACZX_GOr_IC_ SU_FICES. service, it is there and there alone that, with

certainty, and without effort, the trust.wor-
KgEPZSGthe liberty of the press, as it were, thiness _ the degree of discipline-- of each
m a state of constant annihilation (if the ex- member is known to the whole staff._

• The King v. Cobbett. Cobbett's Register, _ Special jury causes_in a year, in the Exche°
2d June 1804, p. 853. Cha_ge given to t.hejury quer, 84 : in the King's Bcach_ crown side_ but
byLordEUen_orough_I_r_{ChiefJustice. 15, Philliplb p.169.
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To this office, therefore, it is, that in ease But, if in the King's Boneh there be no
of need (when n libeller, for example, is to be such deficiency, then so it is that, in the King's
punished for calling a man, in " high situa- Bench, the mischief in question exists already
finn'" by his father's title, or for questioning in its full force.
hisfitn_:_s for his office,) a solicitor to the crown Ina cause in the Exchequer, inquiry at the
would send his order--saying, " Pick me on t hands of the offiegr by whom those jurors are
a good dozen for King's Bench service." selected, it is in the hooks of practice stated

" Oh -- but all this -- so far, at least, as (we have seen) as being, on the part of the
concerns King's Bench, and libel law-- is but solicitor on each side, a magter of duty/, reen_.
mere surmise; the worh of audacious imagi- tarlv recurring, and regtth_rty fulfilled. That
nation, lr_ the Exchequer, be it as y_ni say: which, in the Exchequer, it is matter of du_v
but in the King's Bench no such packing can to the solicitor to be inquisitive about, can i(.
be proved ; no such purposed selection ever in the King's 1Jench, be matter of duty to
yet took place. There, at least, all is sire- him not to know ?
pllelty ; there, all is purity." tn the Exchequer, the permanence being,

Thus far my objector. But, could even by the daiefjudge, avowed and justified, the
any such negative be demonstrated, still the selection _in a word, the packing- without
leasons for the pulling down of all jury- which the permanence could not have been
packing offices _ for tbe complete abolition established--is thereby avowed and justified
of the guinea trade-- for the disbanding of along with it. Of the matter of just_eatzen
this stun&rig army _ this noble army, not of which, in the judgment of the chief judge, is,
mar_lrs but of rnar_rlzers--would not lose in the Exchequer, so conclusive, i_it credibln
any thing of their force. Down to this da_¢ that there should be any defieienql_andin a
nothiTrg of the kind has been done. ]Be it so: ease of libel law too-- in the 1ring's Bench
hut why ? Because down to this da?¢nothing To conf,und social order -- to destroff the
of the kind has beem nec_essary. Come to. characters of all pablie men--to defame the
morrow, mid the necessity may come along justice of the country--to bri_g government
with it : and so sure as the necessity of the itself into hatred and contempt-- Conslnracy
practice comes, so sure the practice eovaes todnallthisaadmore--neCessltyqfdefeating
along witch it. it: _ Ferment raised by wicked and artful men

Conven&nce -- slight convenience -- has --necessi_! of altay_ng it: _Respect for ever_t
long since sufficed to establish the practice in thing that is respectable, on the point of being
onejudicatory, the .Exchequer : and the united shahen off-- neees.vity ,f fastening it on. All
fore_ o£ self.preservation and vengeance, will these topics-- with a thousand others equally
they not. in case of need. suffice to establish conclusive--all of them in such well-ex-
the same practice in the King's Bench ? ercised and skilful hands--can they fail of

In the King's Bench. as well as in the .Ex- furnishing a_ument enough, to justify the
chequer, the officer, whose practice is thus adopting, in one court, a practice, which, with
open to suspicion, aetualty exists : by him the so complete a success, has so long been es-
selection is actually made--made in every tablished in anether?*
individual instance : by him, whether he will
or r_, a certain quantity of information, re- *Sinee the matter of the text was transmitted

to the printers, accident has thrown in my way
lative to the characters and dispositions of a pamph]et_ bearing date in 1794, and entitled,

,he individuals, out ofwhomheh_stochoose, :fAtheV_rdiict_triOo_thf:,hl_eCwTdU_:_ddPrinciple_is possessed. Thus much is matter of noto-
riety : and the only proposition, liable to be Daniel Holt, Printer of the Newark Herald'"
made a question of, is -- whether, in the view In page 19, I read, in tbrm of a note, a piece of
of gaining additional information, it be likely history, which presents itself as not altogether

inapposite to the present purpose. To any one,
that, in case of need. he or those whose inte- by whom any degree of credence is given to the
rest in the business is more immediate --for statements contained in it, it will serve to prove
example, in a state libel case the solicitor of two things: 1. That at the timein question, viz.
the crown--will seek for it at the hands of anne 1777, no_ninea corpshad, for Kiag'sBeneh
the correspondent officer of that other court, service, received _s yet any such organiz_tiou, as
in which the opportunities of obtaining that we have seen, and shall see again and again, a
sort of information are more abundant, corps of that description and character to have

To such a question, can there be any other received tbr Exchequer service: 2. That thoughin the King's Bench, and for Kin_'s Bench _cr-
answer than this ? If, of the sort of infer- vice, no such regular corl_ had b_en as yet pu_
marion in question, there be. in the judgment upon the establishment, a strong sense of the
of those whose interest it is that the judgment need which the service had of such a corps was
be correct, a deficiency in the King's Bench, entertained, and that honourable court had ace
to that other court, and that q/_ee in it which eordingly found extra work for one of thoseflc-

' tion.mints, without which not one of nil the 11o-
is best able t_ sopply the deficiency, applica- nourable courts in Westminster-hall would hold
tion will accordingly be made. If no such itselfcompetenttogothrough itst)usine_s. The
deficiency, then no such application, note is a_ follows: the passage which it quot_
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Were it possible that, for such unclion, the quenee should ever fm_i--fmll when addremed,
cruise for example, of Mr. Justice Grose's elo- if needful, to hls own subordinate _ addressed

is here in_rted at second-hand_ the original not chant (if merchant was opposite to his name_ of
beh_g at p_nt w_tlfin reach, a course he was a special juryman,) but a woollen-

" As the nature of forming sve_ial _nrles," draper, a silver_mith, &¢. he said that there were
begins the note_ " is not genera_[ly unc_er_tood, persons who were working men of those trade%

l_t in the country, I shall make no apology and there were others in a situation of life fitto be
forintrodueing the following curi.ous ant[ inte- taken. How then did he distinguish ? lqoother_
re_tmg account of the manner m wluch they are wise than this _ If he personally knees them to be
s_ected, to the notice of my readers. It is taken men in eeputable circumstances_ he said, he took
from the trial of John Home Tooke, _sq. for a ttwm ; if tie did not know them, he passed them
libel, m the year 1777:-- . by. _qow, gealtlemen, what follows from this?

r, t t s is not alL The sheriff's officer"'Thespecialiury,' saysSir. Tooze, _you may _" T'u_ hi "
imagine, are takcn indifferently_ and as it may stands by, the'solicltor of the treasury, his clerk,
l_at l_en, from a book containing all the names of and so forth ; and whilst the names are taken_ if
ti_.(;._ewho are liable to serve. [thought so when a name (for they know thekdistinction) if a name
1 read the act of parliament appointing the man- which they do not like occurs and turns up, the
_er m which they should be taken ; bu when [ sheriff's o_icer says, _ O, sir, be is dead.' The
c,m)e to attend to"strike the special jury, a book defendant_ who does not know all the world, and

_th names was produced by the sheriff% officer, cannot know allthc names in that hook, does not
I m_uie what 1 thought an unexceptionable pro- desire a dead man for his juryman. ' Sir, that
iv_! : I de_red the master of the crown office man has retired.' ' That man does not live
I who_ 1 do enurelv acquit, and do not mean the any longer where he did.' ' Sir, that man is too
sitg_teq charge upon)-- I desired the master of oltL' ' Sir, this man has failed, and become a
the crown ot_ce that he would be pleased to take bankrupt.' ' Sir_ this man will not attend," _ Of
thefthc_,k ; open it where he wonld; begin where it is said very reasonably, _let us have men that
hex_ould, atthetopor at the bottom; and only will attetad, otherwise the purlmse of aspeeial
rakcd_efirstfort_-c_ghtnamesthatcame. Isaid, jury is defeated.' Itseemcdveryextra.ordinary.
1 t,_,l_ed that to such a proposal the solicitor of to me, I wrote down the name% and two of
_,e _l're_._urv could have nothing to object. I them which the officer objected to, I saved. _ I
x_a, m_._:ake,.'_; he had something to object. He begged him not to kill men thus withoutremor_,
t"ol_ghr, that not a fair way [turninground tod_e as they have done in Amerlea, merely because
a_t,r_cv-genetal.) Ther_ were witnesses enough he understood them to be friends to liberty!
l,r_se _(: vnd I s muht surely be ashamed to m_s- that it was very true, we shall see them alive
represent what eight or nine people were present i again next week, and happv; but let them be
at. He thought trial not a fair way. He thought [ ahve to this cause2 The ffrsi name I took nott_
and 9ro _osed as the fairest way, (hat two should I of was Mr. Sainsbury, a tobacconist on Ludgate
_eta_ken out of every leaf. Tl_at I objected to I [ Hill. The sher_'s o_er sat& 1_ had be_a dead

called that picking_ and not striking, the jury. [ seven months. That struck me. 1 am a snuff-
To what end or purpose does the law permit the i taker, and buy my snuffat his shop ; ther_for_
parties to attend, _f-two are to be taken by the i 1 knew bit. 8ainshury was notsolongdead. I
master of the crown office out of every leaf ? _ asked him strictly if he was sure Mr. 8ainslmry
Why then need I attend ? Two may as well be i was dead, and how long he had beed dead ? 'Silt
p_ck_d in my absence a_ in my presence. 1 oh- , or seven mouths.' ' Why, I read his name to-
)ected to that methed. The toaster of the erow_* day ; he must then be dead within a day or two ;
otEce did not seem to think that I had proposed ' for 1 saw in the new.,papers that Mr. Salon-
anything ur_re_nable. He began to take the _ bury was appointed by the city of London, one
tame,; but objeeted that he could not take tt, e I of theeommittee" (it happened to be in the very
first _orty-eight that came. beeause they were not ',
all _pecial 3urymen • and that the names of eom- I same day) 'to receive the toll of the Thames Ne-
w,on and speJial iurymen were nnxed togeti_er, i vagation : and as the city of London does notutica appoint dead men for these 13urposes,I con-
and that it would'be a hard case that the party I eluded that the sherifl'soffieer was m_staken;
_houl, i pay the exuense ofa specialaurv and not 1.... and Mr. Sainsbury was permitted to be put
_,.t_e one; that they were e.'neeted to be persons _ do_namongstyou,geratl_men,appoinledlor_is
of a superior rank to common jurymen. ]I could [ special jury.
have noob_ectmn to that_ provided they were indii-

book sand he h_ed 1 think m Puddle Dock.recently token. I said, Take then the first tbrty- t " ' Another gentleman was Mr. Territ. Thg
eigt_t special jurymen that come. He _emed m , The sheriffs officer s_id, "That .q_ateman was
me as If he meant to do it. He began, but as I I _'eti, ed; he was gone into the eouotr_ ; he did notlooked over the book, f desired him to inform me f

how I shottld know whether he did take the iS_tst tile in town.' It is true, he does ( as I am told)frequently go into the country (for I inquired.)
forty-eight special jurymen that came, or no ; 1 ti_s name was hkewise admitted, with some
and what mark or description or qt.ahrication _ struggle. Now what followed _. This daadmaa
there was m rite book, to distinguish a special [ arid this retired man weie both struck out by thn
_rom a _otomon juryman ? He told me, to my [ solicitor of/he treasury : the very men whom
great surprise (and he said ne supposed I should I
wonder at it,) that there was no rule by which he f the sheriffs oi_ieer had killed and sent into the
took them. Whythen, how can 1 judge? You I country were struck out, and not admitted to be
must go bw_me method. What is vonr method ? { ¢1 the jury. Now, gentlemen, what does that
At last the method was this: that _'hen he came t look like _. There were many other names of

to a nmn a woollen-draper, a silversmith, g hues- { leftmenoat,that were,l heredead'_ssomethingmoreandhad retired, which wereurt fo_tnnat_

in the ease of thespecial jury. Th_spet4.atjury-
me, b i_ th_b' joil to attemi that trial for wl_
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i_ form to none but the culprit libeller, who Thus, then, in respect of law and practice.
tbr his better instruction in the art of deco- in the field of libel law, and in respect of the
rum, is about to be sent to school for a few liberties disposed of by it, stands the result.

years at Dorchester or Gloucester _ ad- In a case (let us now return to ',d_straction_)
¢lressed in form to none but this one scholar, in which the personal interests and passions of
but moreover in effect to the master packer, the judge, or of any of his closest connexioas,
who is sitting under the head master all the are most deeply affected, the selection of
while _ were it in the nature of things that the individuals, by whom, in the character
such a fountain should run dry, is not the of jarffmen, a check is supposed to be con-
eloquence of Mr. Bowlcs, published and to be stoutly applied to the power of the judge, is
published, or even though it were not pub- as constantly in the power of the very per-
lished, always at command ? son or persons, to whose power the authority

of these assessors is supposed to operate as a
cheek : and this with the fullest and freshest

they are appolnted_ are never textured, J_ned.
nor puuiahedb!l thejlM_e. In the trim of one of in/brmation, not only of their characters and
the printers, onlyfoorofthespeeialjuryattended, elrcumstmices in every respect, but also of
This is kind in the chief justice, but it has a very their disposition in relation to this, as well
unkind consequence to the defendant, especially as all other points of jucheature that come
in a trial of this nature ; for I will tell you what under their cognizance.
thecomequenceis. Thebestmen and the worst If this statement be correct, what are
men are sure to attend upon a special jury where lurers, in all such eases, but mere puppetsthe crown is concerned; the best men_ from unite
sense of their duty; the worst men, from a sense _jury.trial, but a solemn indeed, but disas-
of their interest. The best men arekno_mby trouspuppet-show? The judge but showman,
the solicitor of the Treasury: such an one cannot who, with the intervention of a system of
b_ in above one or t_ro verdict#; he tries rm more machinery more or less complicated, moves
c_u_# for the croton. There is a good sort of a the wires : the judge, who in the sort of case
man_ who is indeed the most proper to try all this
kind ofcauses_ an imtmrtial, moderate, prudent in which his interests and passions are most
man_ who meddles with no opinions. That man deeply affected, is in effect judge, sole judge,
wiK not attendg for why should he get into a in his own cause.*
ca'ape ? He need not attend; he is sure not to I spoke of decorum, Yes, it is for breaches
e censured ! why should he attend ? The con- of decorum that, under a judicatory thus con-

sequence follows, that frequently only four or live _ g 1 1 ere a• , . ", _t'tuted, libclers (and who's th th t is
men attend, and muse such as particularly ought n_t a li_q _- _ _ _v o o_ r.... tl,, been crushed
not to attend in a crown cause. I do not say that ._ ?'._ _'" _ "_o _ °_. ..... : _ • •
it_ban_pens now Not that I ........care. I do not mean oy pumsnmems el such unexamp eft rigour :
to coax you, _entlemen t I have nothing to fear. for a libel on the king, Imprisonment for two
Youba_;e me'fete fearin theverdict thanIhave, years: for libels on judges (and let not the
became your consciences are a.t _in_vstake " the er- climax pass unnoticed)--for libels on judges,
dict. I will do my duty not for the sake of the hurtles and _, ,_ i_ *hol. _wn -_, _ im
verdict. Now what follows.thin permmszon to r's m .......• * _ _ _.. D 10 en_ [or _nree vents WI_Het c_eteras :
special jurymen to attenu or not_ as they nKe : . . _ ." . .. o ,. _.
---_ _.._ _ .L .. • e _ lmprtsonmen_ to the flesrrnc_lon oI flVell-
east t wny, every man mat _s gaping tpr a con- I ...........
true% or who has one_ is sure to show his eager. I noou m a scene ot secmueo pemtence. T t_or
heSS and zeaL'" [

Thus far the speech of Mr. Home Tooke. ] * That, for the purpose of enforcing obedien¢_
anne 1777, as quoted from his trim in Dantel [ to his own judicial order_ he ever ha* /meu #o,
Holt's wmphlet of 1794. I and (subject always to eventual check from some

Turning to a psmphletbearing date the present ] sti!! higher tr_bunal)-ever ought tebe, is most
year 1809_ and entitled, Rep?rt of the Triatin { mmsputaole :. hence tne practwe anct propriel_l
an Action for a Libel, coutain_l in ' A Review of ] of attachment .for contemp.t. . .
the Portraiture of Methodism :'" tried at Guild- In Lord Mansfield's re_gn_ unaer tile conve-

hall_ before tlm Ri_ght Honourable Lord Ellen- nient laxlt¢ of the word contempt, an attempt was
borough_ and aspecialjury_ Saturday, March 11_ made to extend procedure by attachmentto the
1809_ I read in the charge of the I_ord Chief. case of a libel, when oLrectea a_..mst a ouu_e_
Justice, a pMsage, from which an inference, The _erve# of Lord _[ansfwld ihiled h._m : mat

though of itself certainly not a conclusive one_ project was abandoned. At ]_resent_ wl_att_ver
maybe thought to arise, that in this line of set* other.wants may be suppeseo, o_ nerves at east
vice the fatvantage of pet'ma_z_We is not more there ks none. But, so long as juries are what_
fUlly undel_d, _nd experienced in the E_'che. according to _.rchequer doctrine, they not only

qtwr_ than it is already in the Ki,,ngf_ Bench : _ are but ever o_ght to be, to what use should a
"' As to the measure of damages_ concludes his project so full of trouble, if not of hazard, be
Lordship, _' it is so entirely and properly in ] revived ? ......
your province, and #o_ are so Cn the haMt _f ex. [ _" That on me propriety ot mis c_imax a juag.
erci*ingyour dl,eretio_ upon the_e_u_jeet_, that [ment may be form.ed, _ the following brief oh.
I shall not say a word about it." _serwtlons be constaereu: _ . .

Thus far the Lord Chief-Justice. The rune- [ 1. In the whole field of government, there 1_
tions of special jurymen had therefore, it should [ not an abuse which could not, without any re-
seem, become habitual tothe genden_cn to whom [ fle ction on the personal condu .ct of the king; be
he was addressing himself_ and that to hi_ Lord° J laid completely .op_., and receive _ts corre_ton :
_hip'_ knowledge. I in the particular field of judic.tturc, _i_ reare tew,
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let this be unremembered-- viz. that in the there needs not, on the part of any one indl-
most recent of those cases, perseverance _ vidual breathing, anything which anymaa can
perseveranCe in this novel track of rigour w reasonably be expected to be ashamed of.
is announced.* But, for the reader to be the more effec-

,' But, under libel law as it stands--and toally impressed _-ith the truth of this pro-
now that the punishment awaiting a detin- position, three other matters of fact present
queut is understood to be thus destructive, themselves as necessary to be borne in mind:
--can you really regard it," it may be said, 1. That, with libel taw in its freshest state
,, a probable event, that a special jury of --the state in which it is declaredly ready
Englishman (who cannot, allofthem besuw and about to be enforcedw mfforced by Im-
posed to be regardless of English liberties) nishments, the rigour of which has just been
will persevere in pursuing a course which, in brought to view--the existence of a de facto
your view of it, would be so completely de- liberty of the press, in any sense in which it
structiveofEngtishliberties? For admitting is capable of operating as a check to ntis-
that, under the influence of a sinister interest conduct in any shape, on the part of public
so constituted, obsequiousness will carry a men, is perfectly incompatible: I mean if the
man a certain length, it follows not by any intentions, declared as above, be, with any
means that, to the sinister effect of such in- tolerable degree of_teadiness and consistency,
fluence, there should be absolutely no limits, pursued.
Even from persons thus unhappily exposed _. That, by the mode in which judges are
to temptation, can depravity, such as that in use to direct--and, without exposing
would be, be seriously to be apprehended ? themselves to reproach, or so much as cam-
In English bosoms is there an such sense as a plaint, may for ever continue to direct juries,
sense of shame .... _ '" it is rendered difficult, to a degree of hope*

I answer -- that, to destroy the de .facto lessness, for a jury, without setting its face,
liberty of the press, as completely as the de in a style of marked opposition, against the
jure liberty of it has for ages been destroyed, opinion of the judge, to avoid convicting a
there needs not any sort of conduct, to which man as ibr a libel, be the paper of a sort ever
any such word as depravity, or anything like so necessary to the preservation of English
it, is wont to be applied:--in a word, that liberties.

.......... 3 That, the fixation of the punishment :lotif any, anuses, mat coum oe IU[ty nrought to , . " .....
light, without reflection, in some shape or other, lying, wlt_.m the prownce of the jury, no
u_on the oersonal conduct of the judge, consi{teratlon grounded on its magnftude_ cart

"2, The*king, let tdm conduct hi_self as he operate in sueh a manner as to afford, to the
may_ cannot, while the constitution stands, be pub|isher of" any, the most, meritorious eom-
t_moved or suspended ; at least not without the position, any chance of acquittal at their
concurrence of both houses of parliament : a hands
judge, if he misconducts himself, may he re- " • . .• - . A small sam le of hbcl law m its freshestmoved, on an address, by either house of narha. P ,
ment." Canvassing the personal conduct'of the state, will form the business of the next
kt_g has therefore a mischie_oustendency with chapter
ontanyuseful one: while canvassmg the personal i
conduct of a judge has_ on the other hand, a
u*eful tendendy, without any pernicious one. To CItAPTER IX.

applies to his conduct the only efficient check of I oF THE I'_ESS.
which in *,'ae_ice it is susceptible_the attention o • _ . ,-. ,
of the pu_iic ey_ _ T_o years imprisonment for [ _ l. l]octmne, and z_utes.
a !thai on the king: fhr( y e._rs !mprisonmenh [ & w_w of libel law as it is, confronted with
WRn et twtera$_ tar g pair OI llOels an a pair or ....]. a__., { a view of what zt ouoht to be. is destined f_

"'_bZserver,flt. Ia_' 7,1809--" 3r-.,,y6, 1809. In, a separate publicatio_n : slight., indeed, and

the court of Kmgrs Bench, George Beaumont, tc_nseq_en_ly Imperfect and inadequate, mthe printer and publisherofa Sunday newspaper, t e on y v'ew that can be given of it here.
was sentenced for a libel on the king to be im2 i But, without something under this head, of
prisoned two years in Newgate, to pay aflne of the most fatal of all the effects of the pack-
£m_i_on:m?ndt_oeC_es:ta_Ae _xp_re_,on _h_s !ing system--of that, in comparison of which

Y9 all others pot together are asaaothmg notan_twosure_, in __00_. m Jaslie; " ' " --
Gross, previously to passing sentence, declared any even the slightest conception could have
that, from the frequency of this offence,it became been conveyed.
n_ry to punish it with exemplarvseverity." Even the slight sample or two, which have
Two years is not more but less than/brae years: incidentally presented themselves, may have
bat in the two years case it was o_dy the king been sufficient to induce a suspicion, and thatthat was libelled.

not a tight one _that the treatment which,
By 12 & lBW. III. c.,_, _3, judges are only under the notion of law, has been given

removable on the address of l_othHouset._Ed. and at this moment is ready to be given _ to
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the pres_, is, if persevered in with any toleo constituting the warrant for regarding the
rabie degree of steadiness, incompatible with doctrines as having by competent authority
everypolitical--not to say moral--use of it. been delivered, and the rules as being by like

A fimdamental sophism, fi'om which every authority about to be pursued, they are taken
other role, doctrine, or maxim, draws its mis- from the report, as published in Cobbett's
chief, is one that, from having never been lVeeklg Political Register, for the 2d of June
announeed in words, is not the less, but the 1_)8, of the trial in the cause entitled., The
more, mischievous. It consists in confounding Kin 9 against Cobbett :" being an information
on this ground demand for punishment with filed ex oJflclo by the Hen. Spencer Perceval,
demand for disapprobation _ or, what comes his Majesty's attorney-general, against the
exactly to the same thing, assuming, that defendant, " for publishing, in the Weekly
the one being established, the other follows Political Register, of the 5th of November,
of course. " Is this proper _. Is this decent? andthe 10thofDecember 1803, certain libels
Is this endurable ?" Ask the orator. Re- upon the Earl of Hardwieke, Lord Lieute-
inferring at every step the intensity of the nant of Ireland ; Mr. Justice Osborne, one of
disapprobation which the appealthus made to the judges of the court of King's Bench in
the passions is calculated to 'call forth : at the Ireland ; and Mr. Marsden, under secretary
same time, in _hatever degree, if in any, that of state for Ireland : on which in_brmatlon
hostile sentiment be actually called tbrth, vet- the defendant was tried in the Court of King's
dice of gudt!/is the verdict, the necessity of Bench, atWestminster, on Thursda_ the 24th
which is thus constantly assumed, and which of May 1804, before the Lord Chief-Justice,
by the delusive force of the assumptmn is but Lord Etlenborough, mid a special jury."
too constantly produced. The words of the several passages quoted

Reducing this notion to a determinate pro- are c_lpied from that Report.
position, with a correspondent practical rule, .'¥. t1. This libel is the same, on account
let us add to it a f_w others, expressive as far of which Mr. Justice JohnsoI_, Judge of the
as they go, of the actual state of hhcl law : court of Common Pleas in 1roland, was after-
stating, under the head of each. the documents ward_, to wit, on the 23d of November 1805,
from which it has been deduced. Taken to- convicted in the character of the author, on
gerber, they will suffice, it is apprehended, to a trial at bar, in the Court of King's Bench
establish- and with a degree of evidence in .E,igland.
sufficient, at least, to the present purp_se--
that, under libel law as it is, prosecution and § 2.--1. Rule concerv,lng Disesteem.
conviction are the same thing : and that, when Proof of the Rule. -- Ch. Justice, p. 854._
a political libel is the offence, the form ofjury " It is no newdoct_ine, that ifa pubhcatlon
trial is but a melancholy farce, be calculated to alienate the affec_ion_ of the

I. A written and published discourse is a people, by/ brimti,_g the govermuent _to dis-
libel, and every person who contributes to the esteem, whether the expedient tie r_cIic,lt, or
communication of it, puuishablein respect of obloquq, the person so conducting himself is '
it, if there be to be found in it any passage exposed to the il_flictions of the law. It is a
or passages, the tendencq of which is, in any cr_me. It has ever been considered as a crime :
degree, to expose government, L e. any mere- whether it be wrapped up in one form or
ber or members of the governing body-- con- another The case of the King v. Tutchin,
sidered in that character--to " disesteem." decided in the time of Lord Chief-Justice

-l:lole--Punishwhatevertendstobringaman Holt, has removed all ambiguity from this
in power into " dzsesteem." question."

2. or, in relation to any person in any Thus far the Lord Chief-Justice. While
ldgh situation, affording any inference, repro- these page_ are writing, persons out of num-
ser ting hem as ill.placed in it, and questioning bet are amusing themselves _fith rendering
his fitness for it. Ru/e-- Punish whatever what. I hope, appears to themselves, at least,
imputes unfitness to rely man in office, good service to the country, by complaimng

3. or which has had, or has tended to of abuses, which to them appear as if existing
have, any such effect as that of"prejudtciag," in the government of it : and, to some at least
'" hurtiuq," " injuring," or " violating," the of these persons, these abuses appear to have
feehngs qfany indit,idual:" more especially if swelled to such a magnitude, as that nothing
his " situatwn" be a " hioh'" one. 2_ule-- short of ms alteration in the mode of repre-
_anhh whatever hurts anyb°dy's "feelings." sentatiml in parliament, can operate as a

4. In any written and published diseourse, sufficient remedy. Have or have not such
whatsoever pas_ge constitutes just cause for proceedings, and such publications, a tendency
dislike, constitutes just and sufficient cause for not only to " bring the government into dis-

esteem," but " to alienate the aflbctions of the
punishment, l_ute _ Punish whatever you people" fi'om something or otber--forexample,dislike.

As to the grounds of these doctrines and " fi'om a parliament composed as at present ?
the_e rule_ _ viz. the grounds relied on ms If yes, and if, to any person so occupied, it
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_hould happen to east an eye upon this page, mean this-- viz, that it is a or/me for any
iwmddbeseeehhimtoaskofhimselfwhether to write anything which it happens to an_t
a cell _ Dorchester or Gloucester jailbe orbe other man not to like : or more shortly, that
not a _-abode for him -- to consider whether ifa mart publishes what he writes, under Lord
be be in a s_ate of fit preparation for a visit _llenborough at least, it is a crime to u.rite,
ot some _ears length to either of those then- For, what published book was ever written
tres oi lau:thl reform -- and m what manner -- and, being written, rend---in which some-
accommodation may in the most emtvenient body or other has not found something or
manner be provided, in those or some other other that he did not lihe:--in plain lan.
b_trding-houses of the _ame class, for himself guage, that he did not like ; or, in the lan-
aJidthe quantity of company whom he ought guage of avenging sentimentality, that xva_snot
to Lave there. '" b!jnrinus," "prejudicial, .... hurtful," or

Another hint to reformers : -- Among the " violational ?"_ add, for further enrichment
fituation_ at the disposal of this noble and of the language, vulnerary to him or to hia
learned teacher of the arts of decency mid can- feelings ?
dour -- situations, the profit of which helps And how am I to know whether what I am
to constitute that part of his Lordship's re- writing, and memfing to publish, wilI, or will
muneratlon _hich is composed of patronage, not, meet with any mail to whose "feelings"
is o1*e,which, in 1797, produeed from £1200 it will be " injuriou*," ax*dso forth ? Why,
to £i300 a-year,* part of the profit of which by his prosecuting me or neJt proseeuting me.
cmJslsts in the letting of lodgings, for which And if he prosecute me, _hat will he the
it is part of his lordshlp's occupation to pro- consequence? Why, that I have committed
vide lodgers. Amidst the demands, which the a crime, and must be convicted of course: for
exeeuuou of the law thus delineated wonhl, if his taking upon himmlf the expen_ and
ii executed with anything hke impmtiality, vexation of earryit_g oa a criminal proseeu.
be p_oduetive of, for accommodations in this tion be not a proof that his feelings have been
and other such schools of reformation, would injured, prejudiced, hurt, or violated, nothing
not foreCast suggest, the endeavouring to else can be. There!hie, as alreadyobserved,
secure some of the most convenient of these admit but this doctrine to be good law_
lodgings by a suitable retailfing fee ? (and, coming finin the source from which it

3.- o Rule. concermn.q Feelin.qs. come.-, how can it be otherwise ?) --prosecu-"" tion for a libel is in every case itself evidence
Proofs.-- Ch. Justice, p. 854.--1 .... "' By that the paper proeeeuted tbr is a libel, and

Ihe law of England there is no impunity to that evidence is eonclu.,*ce.
any per,on publishing an)thing that is _n/u- The criterion--it mn_t be eonfessed_the
r,,us to the Jeelinys and happine_-s of an an- criterion thus afforded, is an extremely simple
dividual."..., one. -No man can iait--or, at least, no man

2. /b. '" If a man publish a paper, he is can long fail--to kilow, whether he is. or is
exposed to the penal consequences, as he is not, nnderproseeution. It; then, for anything
in every other act if it be illegal ; and _t is that I have written, I am not yet prosecuted,
i?l*'9*d,if it tends to the prejudtce of any in- what I have written is not as yet a libel : it,
dividual." for anything in that. way, I am already under

3. Ib ..... " The qnestion for your eon- pro_eeutmu, then it is a libel. Sm'h being
siderafion is. whether this paper is such as the criterion, to the noble attd learned inven-
would be injurious to the individuals, and tor, nothing--it may well be presumed--can
wt_ether," &e. be more satisfactory. But to u_ without doors,

4. P. 8.3_. " It has been observed, that who are as yet out'of jail, and who, if we did
it is th- right of the British subject to exhibit but know how, had rather continue at large
thefoil!! or zmbeciht_t of the members of the than be locked up in one, is there any and
government. But, gentlemen, we must con- what course left open, for learning, at any
fine ourselves within limits. If in so doing, earlier point of time, whether thi_ or that
indirid_tal.feelinqs are violated, there the line article, which it would be satisfactory to us
of interdiction b%dns, mrd the offence be- to see made public, will or "_ill not be pro-
comes the subject of penal visitation." d'active of an effect which to us would be so

5. I5. '" If you are of opinion that the serious a one.
publications are hurtful to the individuals or A hlgh-sheriff, for example, or other chair-
to the govermnent, you will i_ld the defen- man, of a eoumy or other meeling, in which
dant gttitty." a set of resohmans are voted, imputing either

On putting together these passages, all out "jolly or imbecd_ty," or corruption, to any of
of the same speech -- out of the stone charge, tl_ose right honourable persons to whom those
and that not a very long one -- it, seems evi- qualities, or some of them, have of late, _ tree
dent enough, that if they mean anything, they or other meeting of that sort. bee_ now and

then imputed-- any such presiding character,
Finance Committee of 17_. Report, 27, though not a" great character," wishing to-P.164-&
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give to these resolutions a certain degree of
publicity, and at the same time not wishing _ 4. -- 3. Rule concernin_j Unfitness in high
to pass his time in a pr/son, though it were Situations.
for no more than three, or even for no more Ch. Justice, p. 857. -- After having, on
than two years--what is he to do ? the occasion of a sentence, mentioned above,

For knowing what, on a given occasion, undertaken, as above, to enumerate the "tio
a man's feelings will be-- or rather, and to bels" contained in that one sentence, coming
eome somewhat closer to the point, what on to that which in this list happens to occupy
that occasion he will declare his feelings to be the second place--" He admits," says hh
w I know of one eourse, and but one, which Lordship, speaking of the libeller--" he ado
isnto put the question to himself. On this mits this noble person" (Lord Hardwicke)
principle, to save circumlocutory description, " to be celebrated for understanding the too-
l will venture to submit to the consideration dern method of fatting a sheep, as well as
of such gentlemen as it may concern, the form any man in Cambridgeshire."--" Now, gen.
of a Note, which, short and simple as it is, tlemen," continues the Lord Chief-Justice,
may, it is humbly hoped, be found to be not " what does this mean ? Does it not clearly
the less well adapted to the purpose:-- mean to infer, that Lord Hardwieke is ill.

placed in his high situation, and that he is
Circular. onlyfit for the common walks of life."

Mr. or Sir presents his respect- Thus far the Lord Chief-Justice.--Among
fill compliments to Lord Castlerengh, and the persons just spoken of as being suspectedbegs the favour of being informed, whether
the " exhibition" of his lordship's folly, or --and surely not altogether without apparentcause -- of endeavours used to bring the go.
his lordship's imbeciliC., or his lordshlp's vernment into disesteem, I have observed
corruption, should it take place, would be
• ' prejudicial," " hurtful," " injurio_,'" or some, by whom declarations have been made,expressive of an opinion--and that, too, pro.
" violational" to his lordship, or to his lord- nounced still more "clearly'than in the way
" ship's feelings." The like to the right ho- of " inference'--concerning Lord Viscount
nourable Spencer Perceval, &c. &c. &c. Castlereagh, and the now right honourable

To any such chairman, who, though not Spencer Pereeval the same right honourable
"'a great character," will, at any rate, be a person whom we then observed officiating, we
distinguished one, shordd it happen to be have seen how, in the character of his Ma-
apprized of the qualification which, from cer- jesty's attorncy-general_as being respectively
tain exemplifications (whereof presently*) somewhat "ill-placed" in one of their "high
that have been given of the magnanimity of situations." After passing eighteen months in
the said Mr. Perceval, may by implication be prison for one of the two libels thus uttered,
understood as being allowed to be, in a and made public, the libellers, of whom I am
certain sense, and under certain restrictions, speaking, are they prepared to pass another
capable of exempting a man from the lot to eighteen months, in the same place and c_n-
which a liberty of this nature would other- ditlon, for the other of these same libels ?
wise so justly doom him--should it happen Being a man that writes, or even though
to him, accordingly, to be capable of making he be but a man that thinks--whosoever pre.
the proper responses to the catechism formed fers liberty to imprisonment, safetyto destrue.
by that no less religious than high.born and tion, " let him think of these things."
high-seated gentleman--and in pattieular to " To doubt the fitness of him whom the sore.
his grand Latin question, Quo patre natus-- reign hath chosen, borders near on sacrilege."
wrapping himself up in Mr. Perceval's virtue Such is the rule laid down by some learned
as if it were his own ; what may also happen law- lord, Chief- Justice of the Emperor's
to him is--to turn aside with disdain from Bench, in the time of the Emperor Justinian
this humble but well-mean t endeavour to save --" Sacrilegii enirainstar est dub_tare an is dig.
him from what it may happen to him not to nus sitquem eleyerit imperator." C.ff.9, 29,3.
like. But whatsoever may happen to be the Of the constellation of "great characters"
security, real or imagined, of a person so dis- in "high situations," by whom the rule thus
tinguished, the resource may not be altol,_e- copied, and those others that match so well
ther beneath the attention of those who, like with it, have been called for and laid down,
myself, belong to the undistinguished herd : let any one who dares, and who (to use the
I mean the pril_ters who propose to print, the words of the Lord Chief-Baton) ,, tidahs it
booksellers who propose to se//, any such re- worth while," say--that they, or any of them,
solutions, as well as the readers, to whom in are "ill-placed" in, or "unfit" for, those their
reading of them it might happen not to take respective situations.
anffieient care to keep their tenor mid purport Thus much, however, may be a question
to themselves, though alas t it is but a speculative and har_

ten one-- whether, for their own feelings at
" See Ch. XL _ 2, least, they are not, more particularly some oil
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them_ rather unfortunately/Jaccd in point of Follow now the correspondent l_t_
time, In England, in these our days, at this serving as grounds of rids doctr/ne_proof_
early part of the nineteenth century, their of the existence of the corresponding rule:
- fieli_gs" are forced to content themselves It cannot with reason, and therefore, it is
with comparatively scanty gratifications: gra- presumed, it ud// not be expected, that, on
tific_tiens, such as may be afforded, for ex- the occasion of every one of these qualities,
ample, by the spectacle of a judge driven off either the chief-justice, or, under his allow-
the bench, and a few yeara'--as yet no more mace, the attorney-general, shall, in precise
than a few years' -- imprisonment bestowed logical form, be seen exhibithlg, and re-exhi_
upon a few paltry booksellers, biting to the jury, an argument in any such

And without seeking to send them, or any words asthase--viz, this quality exists in the
of them. so far back as to those imperial times discourse in questlon-- the quality, mad, in
from which this rule of theirs was with so i respect of it, the discourse, will be regarded
much fidelity transcribed, or even of those by you with disapprobation or dislike--there.
of our own first Defender of the Faith, who fore, in consideration of such disapprobation
even without the benefit of the act. called, in or dislike, even although the discourse should
the newspapers, sometimes the cutting act, be found to contain no other passage in it,
*ometimes the Ellenborough act, enjoyed in having the effect of exciting, in your breast,
the course of his life the deaths of no fewer the like sentiment, you will regard yourselves
than 70,000 of his subjects in the character as bound to join, in pronouncing against the
of crlminals--had the noble and learned god- defendant, the verdict ffMlty.
father of that law been as free to choose the That such, throughout, was their intention,
tim as he is the place of his circuits, would may surely be regarded as placed suflidently
not the western circuit, anna ]6_5, have been out of doubt by the following considerations:
a choice more congenial to "feelings" such as The purpose, and sole purpose, for which,
his, than any circuit can now be in these on that occasion, the defendant was brought
degenerate days, ubi pro duritis temporum, as ! before the jury, was --that it might be ascer-
the learned anatomist so feelingly laments, : talned, whether, in respect of the discourse
mvos _emincs dlssecuri non licet, when, in in question, he was, in the character of a li-
plainEnglish,suchisthehardness,rdchthe beller,gusty,and assuchpunishable.Inany
fermentofand inthetimes,thatmen cannol otherviewthanthatof contributingto this
be ioundtobe cutup aliveforthe amuse- effect,hadanythingbeen,eitherby thechief-
mcnt of learnedeyes: so thatnoblelordsjusticeor the attorney-general,saidof the
andhonourablegentlemen,who havea tastediscoursein question,itwould have been

for torture (understand for witnessing it, not irrelevant : and not merely irrelevant, but i_-
for feeling it,) are reduced to content them- sidious and injurious; having, for its object
selves with such inferior, yet never-to-be- and tendency, the causing a man to be con-
paRed-with gratifications, as the agonies of victed, as if it were criminal, on account of
bulls, dogs, cats, and horses can afford, a portion of discourse which, in their own

opinions, was not criminal. Not but that, on
§ 5.--4. Ru{e concerning Disl_e. several of these occasions, the passage taken

Follows a llst of qualities, which, on the for the subject ofanimadversionis, in express
supposition of their being to be found in a terms, pronounced, by one or other of these
discourse of any kind, have been stated as official persons, " a libel" or "libelloas:"--
being of a nature to excite, in the breast of and since, in this respect, no line of distinc.
any person by whom it is heard or read, a tion is drawn between any one of the pus-
sentiment of disapprobation or dis/ike : the sages so animadverted upon, and any otl_er, it
existence of which sentiment has, by the chief- will surely not be regarded by anybody as a
justice of the King's Bench, or by the attar- question open to dispute, whether, among all
ney-general, with the concurrence of the said these several qualities, and all these several
chief-justice, been stated as constituting a corresponding passages, there were any one,
_ufficient warrant for pronouncing such dis- in respect of which it was not part of the de-
course (it being consigned to writing) libel- sign and endeavour, of the official persons in
lous, mad for punishing with any number of question, to cause the passage to be by the
years imprisonment, besides other punish- juryreputed libellous, andthe defendantdealt
ments, every person who, in any way, has with accordingly in respect of it.
contributed to the communication of it :-- The qualities, successively ascribed to the

1. Want of fairness. 2. Want of liberally, various parts of the printed discourse, and, in
$. Flippancy. 4. Deviation from decency. 5. respect of which, it is supposed to be the de-
Unbecomingness. 6. Impropriety. 7. Slander- sign and endeavour of the spoken speech, to
o_raets. 8. Ill.nature. 9. Want of candour, cause the discourses to be considered as libel.
10. Tendency to ridicule, ll. Contradictorl- lous, are hereinal_r desigratted and intro.

_ess _ viz. with reference to matter of opi- duced by the words quality or qualities.
Idm_advancedby anotherperson. The passagesrespectivelyadducedtoserve
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m proofs, that, on the occasion of each such tm'ad to attack such a character.". .....
respective quality/, such was the design and " Gentlemen, you must shut your eyes--i/
endeavour, are designated and introduced by you do not see that these amiable qualities
the words proof or proofs, are attributed to Lord Hardwieke, with a

1. QUALYIIES. --l. IVant of fairness. 2. slaTWlerous,with an ill-natured meamng."
Want of liberality. V. QCA_TIES.--9. Want qf candour.

P_oor.--Attorney-general, p. 827. "Now, PlmoF.--Attorney-general, p. $30. " Will
Gentlemen, is there anything in all thi_ that any man believe that there is navydegree of
can be called a fair and liberal description of candour in saying, that all that has been dune
a pabtic character ..... ?" by the British government tbr Ireland, is t_

ll. QUALITt£S.----8. Flippanc U. 4. Dedation send them a sheep-feeder from Cambridge.
d'_O_ decency, shire, and a strong-built chancery-pleader

PRoor.--Attorney-general, p. 827. " Gen- from Linculn's-hm, when ] tell you that ....
tlemen, I have already adverted to the inde- Irchmd .... is defended," &c. &c.
cenqt and flippancy of many expressions made Learn we hence, that. whatever " degree
use of in this libel. If this libeller had been of candour" there may happen to be in any
hurried away with the temptation of saying given discourse, it is in the power of the he.
a flippant thing, I should not have thought nourable Spencer Perceval--(but whether in
it a subject of criminal prosecution. But, in his character of Spencer PereevA, or m his
the case before you, it is criminal, as indi- character of attorney-general, that we are leK
eating the spirit with which it was _Titten, to learn as we can)--_t any rate in the power
and as being descriptive of the mind of the ofsomebodj---andthe safest conclusmnseems
manatthethnehewasmakingtherm l wonld to be, in the power of any and every man
not, however, be understood to say, that even that is in power-- to divest the discourse of
in the warmth of discus-.ion upon public men such its candour, and thereby subject the
mid public measures, deve_cy of language attthor and publi_mr of it to punishment:
ouffht not to be preserved, and that any de- arm this by ,o easy a process as " telling" the
viatim_ therefrom is not punishable ..... " jury anything that shall have the effect of a
[Here the doctrine in question is directly contradiction to this or that part of the dis-
avowed: by the attorney-general avowed, course.
and by the chief-justice never contradicted : On this head, not a particle of Mr. Attor-
viz. that for every written discourse to which ney-general's law, howsoever objected to (as
a deviation from decency can with propriety we sh_l see) by the defendant's counsel,* is
be imputed, a publisher is punishable.] dissented from by the Chief-justice: on the

lIl. QUALITIES.--5. Unbecomingness: and contrary, fi'om what immediately follows, let
ag_dn .Flippancy. any man judge, whether, by itaplication at

PItooF.--Attorney-generat, p. 820. '" Surely lea,t -- b) necessary implication--it has not
no one who has the least h'beratity of feeling, the whole of ,.t, been confirmed.
could think it becoming to taunt such a gen. VI. Q_:ALJTI_s.--IO. Tendency to ridicule.
tleman as Jilt. Addington." [Taunt him, viz. PRoov. -- Chief-Justice, p. 849. Upon the
by naming him by his father's title.] P, 825, above and other passages, the ob._ervation of
" I again _y, that ibr any publit_ltion call- tim defendant's counsel (Mr. Adam) had
ingMr. Addington, Doctor Addinyton, or any been, p. 842, that "' if the doctrine _ laid

flilapancy of that nature, standing @ itself, do_m were admitted .... the ii'eedom of
I should think it beneath the digltitff of that discussion, relative to public men arm public
right honomabte gentlemml to make it the measures, would depend--not upon a point
subject of a prosecution." N.B.--Beneath of right, but upon the taste of the attorney-
his dignity only, not above his power. Learn general :" and that " the controul which the
we hence, that if at this moment tbere exists attorney-generul is" [thus] "desirous of put-
out of a jail any such person as a newspaper thug upon it [the liberty of tim press] would

"editor, or a political _iter, on any other than go to extinguish it tbr ever," p. 842.
one side, it is owing to the joint maomnimity " Ridicule," he had afterwards contended,
of "' suoh a gentleman" as Mr. Percevat, and p. 849, " is a weapon which may be fairly
"' such a gentleman" as 2lit. Addington. and honourably employed, especially when it

IV. QUALITIES.--6. Impropriety (as inti- is in the true spirit of English humour, and
mated by the word ought.) 7. Slanderous- for an object purely of a public nature."
hess. 8. Ill-nature. After speaking of the _fick-narne of Carlo

Paoor.--Attorney-general, p. 829. After Khan, tbrmerly given to Charles Fox, and
speaking of divers passages in which Lord the print of a colossus, comprehending all
Hasdwmke had been spoken of as being " a Scotland within the stride of its patronage_
good father, a hind husband, fond of litera- when, after adducing these examples, he goes
ture, and agricultural pursuits--" " Quail on to say, " Lord Hardwicke is again repre-
ties like these" (eonthmes he) " ought to
hare made the libeller pause, before he yen- * See Chap. X.
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seated as devoted to agricultural pursuits." by the Hen. Speneer Perceval, a_td_mvieted,
.... he finds himself thus interrupted by the as of course, by one of Lord Ellenborough's
Lord Chief-Justice-- juries.

,, Do you mednt_dn that a person has a right Signing a notorious falsehood--is this
to ridicule his neighboar ?'-- Mr. ADa._. -- pouring a broadside upon fact ? If so, is there
This is an information for a public libel, and a term, in which broadsides are not poured
not for private ridicule. Load ELLE_BO- upon faets by hundreds, not to say thousands
aoroa. -- " t suppose you have some autho- -- poured by the very hand of this very judge,
nty, I do not wish to restrain your arguments, (.with fees for the same) or to his profit, and
but it is a doctrine which never was, and under his orders?
never can be, n_aintained." By the smoke of these t_roadsldes, have not

VII. QvAmrlEs.--ll. Contradictoriness; thepathsofjudicialproeedurebeeneonverted
eL:. when manifested, in terms of a certain into--what they were meantto be converted
degree of strength, towards some propositmn into -- a jungle, penetrable to the eyes of
or propositimls, that. have been advanced by tigers, impenetrable to the eyes of suitors,
some one else. [_'v2 B.-- In the instance hi who, such of them as do not perish in it, are
question, it was a mere matter of opinion, dragged throtvgh it ?
relative to the state of the nation : not any Before he was what he is _this noble and
.7,eei/_cmatt*r of fact.] learned Lord Chief-Justice _ was he not

Pl_'ooF.--Chief-Justicc, p. 856. Afterwards, advocate ? Does not the occupation of an
in his charge, speaking of one of the scnten- advocate consist in pouring broadsides upon
ees m the paper, his Lordship says, p. 856, the truth of.lacts_ of whatsoever facts are
" Now the hbeh in this sentence are these" set up forhim asammk by the attorney, who
_thcreupon, coming to one of them, he pro- brings him his brief with this or that number
ceeds, and exclaims, " ls it to be endured, of guineas marked on the back of"it ?
that it shotdd be said of any person, but more Was not he a special pleader ? Knows he
especially of a person sitting in the capacity not what a sham plea is ?
of a j_Mge, that he had poured a broadside The distinction between the cases in which
upon the truth of the .fact ?"--Pc:. 11. Sitting falseho6d is either allou'ed of or compelled, and
in the capacity of a judge. Yes : so the judge those in which it is made punishable, had it
in question, Mr. Justice Osborne, was : but ever--has it to this day _ an) better object,
he,w ? not hearing a cause, but haranguing than the enabling welLpaid marksmen to pour
upon pohtics, broadsides upon the truth <f facts ? (Scotch

The di_approharion cxeited by this expres- Reform, Letter I. Device 10. _lendacity-
sion, in the bosom of our Lord Chief Justice, licence.)
_ as, it :-eems, of such a strength as to be past What is endurable-- yes, and endeared, and
endurance. A similar, if not exactly equal, with as much eomplacene) as if vice were v/r-
sentin_nt i_ what he assures himself of find- tue, andJalsehood necessary tojn_tice, is.--that
ing prevalent, in the bosoms of the jurors (the by these guardians of pubhc mcrral_,broadsides
guinea-men,) to whom he is addressing him- should be poured without ceasing---poured
self: mid on this sentiment it is that he relies upon the truth of fliers: -- what is not endu-
as sufficient of itself to entitle him to expect, table, is--that they should be told oi it.
at their hands, a verdict of " guilt.)," en- I)eeen_ and candour! What important
abting him to subject the victim to any num- words ! ttow necessary is correctness to the
ber ot years" close imprisonment in a scene of conceptions which it may happen to a man to
solitude, have annexed to them! What is there that

The word "'fiction" _ill of itself suffiee to does not, depend upon it ? Open one report
satisfy any person, who can endure to look more, which shall be quoted presently, and
Into Blackstone's Appendix, with the eorre- you may see the whole fabric of English li-
sponding Chapters, in this view, that in the berry hanging upon the import of these trio
universal scramble for fees, of which the ju- sounds. Note well the fineness of the hair :
risdiction of the Westminster-hall courts in observe welt the thinness-- the mathematical
its present state is the result, the war was thinness, or rather phantasmagorical tenuity
carried on in no other manner, andby noother of the partitions, whieh at this hour divide
arn_% than by broadsides, which then were, hberty from thraldom. Observe how plea-
and still continue to be, " poured upon the santly the hair, if not sufficiently cut through
truth of facts." If, then, anything like con- alread_¢, may be cut through at any time ; no-
slstency were to be expeeted among persons body, butthoseemployedincuttingit, know-
n*such "high s/tuat_bns,"so far exalted above ing or caring maything about the matter.
all need of consistency, and all f_ar of shame, (Campbell's Nisi Prius Reports, Easter
long ago would every man, who has ever Term, 48 Geo. IlL 1808, p. 359, Rex v.
vended, or in any other way contributed to White, and mmther, London sittings after
the dissemination of the contents of Black- Easter Term, 48 Geo, II1. Before Mr. Ju_
stone's Commentaries, have been prosecuted tier Grose.)
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Information (e_ o_do) "by the Attorney- correction, or, peradventure, under the name
general against the proprietor and printer of of correction, destruction, comes first ; mid
a Sunday Newspaper , called The Independent it is from this correction or this destruction,
lYMg, for a libel upon Mr. Justice Le Blanc, that, for the first time, and without the pos-
and the jury before whom the captain of a sibility ofleaxlfing it from any other source,
merchant ship had been tried for murder at or at any earlier period, the scholar derives
the Old-Bailey ..... the satisfaction of lear_fing how he ought to

Grose J. said it certainly was lawful, with have behaved himself.

IaECE_CYand CANDOUR,to discuss the pro- § 6.priety of the verdict of a jury, or the decision Terror issuia.q from the Darkness of the
of a judge ; and if the defendants should be Doctrines.
thought to have done no more in this instance, If, by competent and acknowledged legls.
they would be entitled to an acquittal : but on lative authority, and in and by any determi.
the contrary, they had transgressed the law, hate assemblage of determinate words, such as
and ought to be convicted, ff the extracts are the words of every act of parlzament,
from the newspaper set out in the information maxims, even such as those that we have bee[l
contained no reasoning or discussion, but only seeing, were consigned to writing and esta.
declamation and invective, and were written blished-- established though it were in these
not _4th a view to elucidate the truth, but to very words--the very words that we have jast
ilCjure the characters of individuals, and to seen--the condition of Englishmen would be
bring into hatred and contempt the adminis- a condition of security, in comparison of
tration of justice in the country." what it is at pre_ent.

" The defendants were found guilty on But by no such authority, in no such deier-
this and a similar information, mid sentenced mioate form of words, has this part of the
to three years' imprisonment." Thus far the rule of action as yet been, or will any part of
reporter. The similar ioformation was for a it ever be. established andfixed, tt_at Judge
similar libel on Lord Ellenborough, the Lord and Co. are able to prevent from being thus
Chief-Justice. fixed, t

You, to whose imagination any such ira- Under such law -- (the abuse here made of
prudent fancy should at any time present the term law must be tolerated, for it is in-
itself as that of taking for the subject of free evitable) -- under such law, security may be
•' discussion," under favour of any such li- talked of, and even fancied, but, for any mau
cenee, as above, the "decisions," or the con- who either publishes a newspaper (not to
duct of an English "judge," would you know speak of pamphlets,) or contributes to the
whether the expressions that have presented communication of its contents, security itself
themselves to your pen are consistent with cannot, with truth, be said to have existence.
the rules of" decency and candour .t" Go to Thus much for actual danger.
thehouseofpeniteneeatDorchesterorGlou- Now as to alarm--terror--the insepa-
eester -- repent there for three years, or any rable consequence of opinion of dmlger, on
such increased number of years, as for the this as on every part of the field of law, m
allaying of the increasing ferment shall have which the legislator--dupe or accomplice
been deemed necessary *-- repent, and when of Judge and Co. -- has refused to act, fear
your course of penitence has there been run makes law, as among the heathen it made
through, perhaps even at the commencement Gods._
of it, when beyond hope of mercy, it has by The Lord CMef-Jastlce of the King'sBench
your sentence been announced to you--then _ would he think this " decent ._becoming ?
it is that you will be informed, andknowall proper ?"-- would he "endure" it? Might
thatit is intended you shall know. And what not his " feelings" be " hurt." wounded,
is that? Notby whatmeans those rules may, " violated,;' '" prejudiced," or " injured" by

in all cases, be observed, but by what means, _" When, on any part of t'ae field of law, the
iu one instance, they have been violated, security of the subject is at its lowest, then it is

Behold then, in the King's Bench, the royal that the delight with which it is contemplated
school of decency : a school, the discipline of by learned eyes is at its hlghest pitch.
which has however this to distinguish it from Accordingly libel law, such as we have been
ordinary school_--for example, from the other seeing it, having, in a very high piaee, been but
royal school within view of it-- viz. that t'other day brought m view, absolute perfectionwas declared to be among the number of its
whereas, in Dr. Carey's school, instruction attributes Declared ? and by'whom ? This is
comes first, and then, in case of transgression, of the number-of those things which it may be
if the transgression be wilful and perverse, rather more easy to learn, than safe to indicate,
perhaps correction afterwards, -- stripes, say The sincerity of a class of men, half whose
halfa dozen: in ZordEllenborough's school, lives are employed in the exercise of high.re-

warded insincerity, has found itself now and then
e See above, Chap. VIII. p. 99 -- Speech of exposed to doubt : but here at least there need

Mr. Justice Grose, in The Kt_g ugalrut Beau. ! be none.
mont. _ Primus in orbe Deos fecit timor.
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it? Mr. Attorney-genersl_Mr, CItancelic_ t3[i_Dl-mg,a plan a_oh __ tim
or"the Exehequer_the Fwst Lord of the .wu tately consecrated _ered
Treasury _ any of thc "greut characters"_ penitence, with MI_NE Tk:KEL alK] UTItVM

their hioh dtuated connexions_anv one of Hoauu in flaming capitals, garnished with
these exalted persons, to whose ear arumour fragments of sentences about contempt of
concerning any part of the contents, or of the 9over_zment, high situation, et evetera, _,nd so
_trposed design, of this or that passage in my forth, scrawled upon the walls.
projected p_nphlet, should happen to have After such warnings _ and where is the
found its way, may it not happen to them, or literary pillow that is not visited bythem?_
any of them (Mr. Attorney-general excepted) suppose for argument's sake---and it is only
to intimate as much to Mr. Attorney-gene- for argument's sake _ suppose Lord Ellen-
ra]; in which case prosecution may, and, if borough to have done any of those things
prosecution, conviction and perdition will, to which Lord Macele_fleld, or even any of those
a certainty, be my doom. To publish, or not things which, alas ! Lord Bacon did before
to publish ? To write, or not to write ? Of him -- suppose him to have squeezed clerks
this sort _ll be the question, which, under as Lord Macclcsfield did masters :_suppose
the darkness visible at which we have been him, like Lord Macelesfield, to have sold
taking a glance, any man, into whose mind places under himself which it belonged to him
any such speculative, theoretical, and jacohi- to check -- or (supposing it moreover unlaw-
nical conception should have entered, as that ful) -- suppose him, instead of selling them
of attempting to bring to light any abuse, the to a disadvantage, to have listened to the
theatre of which is to be found in any part suggestions of a more improved economy,
of the system of judicial procedure, will of and pocketed the v,hole profit in the lump.
course be tormenting himself. The answer Suppose --but what end would there be
will be determined--partly by the incidents to s,_ch suppositions ?
which chance has presented to his notice, In such a state of things, among those
partly by the strength or weakuezs of his elected guardians of justice, if any such there
_erves. be--to whom economy, so displayed, and on

In this state of law, bribery excepted, such a theatre, would appear a _tter object
amongthose which conceca the administration of reform than imitation or confirmation, ia
of justice, exists there that enormity which there any one that would hear of it?_is
a judge- I mean art English judge, one of there any one that, in print at least, would
the legislating twelve- by committing, or tell of it? Not unless a situation in Glou-
even by confess_ag, woutd expose himself to cesterorDord,esterjail_andthatasafea_ld
any the slightest danger_ 1 do not say of permanent one- safe as sefe-custody could
pumshment_the supposition would be too make it--permanent as a lease for years
extravagant --but so much as of any expres- could make it _ had become the 'object of
sion--any the faintest expressiou of regret his choice.
-- such as majorities know so well how to This, then, is among the effects -- and is it
frame--that it had not been otherwise ? not among the uses -- not to say the objects
Confessing, would he obtain cr_'denee? --of libel lau:f

Not long ago comes out a newspaper, an- The purity of the Bench an article _a for-
noancing a sene_ of letters, to be addre.-sed to tieth article -- in the creed of Englishmen :
the Lord Chief-Justice of the King's Bench : -- orthodoxy, on this ground, even where

letters, which were to have presented to unpaid, umversal. Yes: but behold the cause
his lordship's notice abuses upon abuses, the of it.
scene of which was to have been laid in his Such being the bar opposed to beneficial dis-
lordship's court, or ill which, at any rate, covery by universalterror, suppose itbroken
practitioners in that court were to have been through at all, by whom wilt it have been
represented as actors. In the character of broken thlough ? By the c_midid,the correct,
an introduction, the first of the announced the moderate ? Possibly;--should haply
letters crawls out : _no other follows it. _ these virtues be found at any time in corn-
Whence this sudden death ? That which his- pan} with almost unexampled tbrtitude. But
tory refuses to disclose, must be supplied by how much more likely by the uncmldid, the
another hand. Between the first letter and incorrect, the violent ? Vices like these,
the day which should have brought forth the when exemplified in the supposed libel, have
second, in the hour which should have been they. or have they not, any such effect as
that of repose, the pillow of the publisher that of enhancing the mischief, if any, which
receives a shake, the united curtains sepa- is liable to be produced bY it ? The aJ_swer
rate, and behold! at the bed's feet a grisly is not altogether clear: but, at mty rate, it
spectre _ _rapt up in clouds of artificial hair, is on the supposition of the affirmative= that
ill concealing the streams of gore which are the proportions, generaaly given to the intro,
Seen issuing from wounded feelings. In its sity of invective, seem to be grom_ded.
uplifted hands is displayed a terrific scroll, But it i_ truth, not violence, that ha_ bee_

VoL. V. H
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the real object of terror and hostility, to the any rational hope or prospect, of witnessing,
creators and preservers of English libel law: on the part of any such juryman, any such
and thus it is, that while, under the spur of forbearance ?
indiglmtion and desperation, violence and The degree of probability in question can.
exaggeration burst forth, truth--gentle and not, it is evident, hut be, in a high degree,
simple truth _ remains at the bottom of her influenced, even if not in one event converted
well, without daring to peep out. into moral certainty, by the mode of address

pursued by the directing judge: by the degree
of freewill which it may please this creator to

CHAPTER X. have left or not left to his habitually obedient
creatures. To learn, if possible, a thing sa

WANTOF ADEQUATEOBSEQUIOUSNESS necessary to salvation, ler_ us open the book
MOKALLYIMPOSSI_$LE. ofhtstor_, that in it we may behold the words

of prophecr/, and read in it the eventual doom
§ 1. Obsequiousness .found unavoidable by a that is in store for us.*

veteran Advocate. " No question is made," says the Lord
IN any published written discourse, taking for Chief-Justice, " as to the publication itself
its subject the propriety of public measures, being s libel :" -- the fact is incontestable,
or of the conduct of public men, whatever but the cause, what can it have been? The
merits disapprobation, presents an adequate inquiry is a curious one: and in the answer
demand for punishmeut. This principle being may be seen a confirmation of the moral in_-
either expressly laid do_q_ or assumed, and possibility of any verdict other than that of
juries habituated to accede to it, and act in guilty at the hands of a jury of guinea-men,
conformity to it, it seems not very easy to not to say of any men, so directed.
conceive what that published discourse can _ On the trial of the other defendant, in re-
be, to which, if written on any such subject gard to some parts at least, if not the whole,
as that in question, a jury, even though it of this multilarious libel, a " question" of
were not a draught from the select and secret this sort had, as we have seen, been made :
qualified list, would, on any tolerable ground made, and by the same learned gentleman,
of probability, be expected to refuse to attach who, after having been leading counsel for
a verdict of conviction. Yes: if so it he that, the political writer, officiated now in the same
in the alleged libel that lies be[bre them, character for the culprit judge. The ques-
there be not one of them that can find an tion having been made then, how comes it
expression or a word which he feels himself not to be made notof
disposed to disapprove: viz. neither on any Onthatforraeroecasion, theauthoritywhich
such score as decency, or tiberalitv, or can- the learned counsel had to contend with, was
dour, or proprist!/, and so forth, as above :__ no other than that of a single judge : on this
and what if he can not? Only that in that present occasion, the authority before which
case, for supporting a verdict of conviction, he has to plead, is that of the entire judica-
then some other ground must be looked out
for, of which, while such doctrines as have " • Report of a trial at bar of the Hen. Sir.
just been seen are acceded to, whether it be Justice ,Johnson, one of the justices of his Ma-

jesty's Court of Common Pleas, in Ireland_ for
possible there should be any deficiency, the a libel, in the Court of King's Bench, on Satur-
reader may now judge, day the 23d dayof November 1805. Taken in

If, in the event of his entertaining, in re- short-hand by T. Jenkins and C. FarquharsOn,
lation to any passage thus brought under his London, 1_6:" _ being the same hbel of the
review, any such emotion as that of disappro- publication of which Mr. Cobbett had been con-
bat/on or dislike, it would afford to his feelings vieted as above.

Extracts from the charge given to the jury (a
any yratifieati°n t° be contributory to the sub" 8_eeial one) by Lord Ellenborough, LordChiff.
jetting the delinquent to punishment, in such Jusuce:_
case, whether a juror will not find, in these 1. P 117. "No question is madeastothe pubti-
established doctrines, an amply sufficient cation itself being a libel: nor indeed cou/d any
waerant, for the affording this gratification to question be agitated upon that subject ..... "
the irascible pas_ of his frame, may be seen 2. P. 117. " There can be no doubt in t1_

world_ but that it is a very greys and scandalous
already, libel ..... "

But, whether inclined or not inclined, will 3. P. ] 17. " No question has been made with
It be in his pon, er to avoid it ?-- In his power ? regard m its libellous tendency: if it had been
physically or metaphysically speaking, yes:-- raised, you could ' sot have hesitated one
but, to keep dear of metaphysics and every meat.'"
thing that ends in ---/sin, practically speaking 4. P. 121. "If you believe this to be the hand-

writing of Judge Johnson..Vent _#ill have no
whatever be the state of a juryman's in- fuestion to decide, as to the qfi_dityof the publi.

el_ations, can there, for any proposed _witer cation, but you will.find him guilty."
on politics or legislation, which is as much as Such arethe word_ _ taken in s_t-iiond,
to say for any propo0ed _/beRer_can there be the Lord Chief-Juice.
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tory:__ajudicatory, eomposedoffourjudges, habituated) to regard in every word that
of whom the judge in question, though in cometh t_om the mouth ot one of the reverez_d
authority the ehief_ was in number no more and learned twelve, the rule of legal faith
than one. the unerring start "dard of rectitude ?

,' Do you maintain that a person has a right
to ridicule his nci.qhbour .... ?"

Ill the report given of this trial, the word._ CHAPTER Xl.
pronounced by the noble and learned Lord
Chief-Ju_tiee,_are reported, or pr(fessed to be st'cl4 acnIEs woasz a'tt&s I_o_E.
reported, by the reporting scribe:--the tone,
the cou,tenance, the deportment, by which the § l. Star.Chamber preferable to a covertly.
interruptive interrogation was accompanied, pensioned Jury.
wele not--any ot tiiem--nor could they have To a mixed tribunal, containing, along with
been -- included in the report, the judge, a jury thus constituted, and thus

Whatsoever was the cause-- whether an directed, two other tribunals, each of them
acquaiutance with the persons and disposi- more simple in its composition, might, in
lions of the guinea-men to whom the defence eases of libel law, _ long as libel law stands
would have been to be addressed -- a con- as it is at present, v_z. without any deter-
seiousness that under such direction obse- minate set of words for the expression of it,
quiousness was a virtue not confined to the be substituted (it should seem) and with no
jury-box-- or a casual deficiency of nervous inconsiderable advantage to liberty and jus-
power, such as learned advocates for liberty, tiee.
no less than the unlearned, are liable to -- or 1. One of them is -- a Star-Chamber: in a
that, even where there is nothing da:_gerous, word, the ancient indicatory of that name,
there is something unpleasant, and to polished revived, with or without, amendments.
feelings, oratlog, in "kicking against the pricks, It was in that indicatory that libel law,
and pressing against the .feelings of official as it stands at present, received its form and
superiors, whose countenances are day by day tenor : viz. in so far as forn_ and tenor can
to be encountered-- so it is that there being, be attributed to a species of law-- viz. us-
according to the learned counsel's own state- written, alias common, alias judge-made law--
meat at least, nothing more at stake than of which the essential character is the not
" the liberty of the press " -- that liberty having any tenor at all belonging to it, nor
which, as he had observed, " has ever been consequently any purport of any such solidity"
held as oue of the first principles of the eon- as that certai,_ and sqfety can be built upon
stitution"---nor from the doctrine_, against it. It was in that judicatory that the ear.
which, on that former occasion, he had with so l&st cases extant -- being those which, in the
little truit been contending, any worse effect character of the foundations of libel law, are
to be apprehended, than the extinguishiug of continually referred to-- were determined.
"that liberty for ever " -- whatsoever may Of that tr_mscendent judi__atory, the so-
have been the cause of the abandonment, so knowtedged frnit of which was "the keeping
it is that before this reinforced, and de jure of all England in a state of quietude," pure
at least superior, judicatory, the contest _as ofatl fermenting matter, one great advantage
not renewed, was the being composed altogether of persona

in " high situations "--" great characters "'--
§ 2. On the part of a trained Juryman, [rnob- whose greatness, so long as it pleased the

sequiousness still more hopeless, fountain of all greatness, was placed out of
But, if such was the no-resistance made all daalger of failing, being fixed by office.

by a sturdy veteran, _ Oossessing, too, in the Though, under special jury law, it does
plea of professional duty, ml excuse such as belong to the defendant to choose, out of 48
might have been expected to disarm resent- persons fixed by a very different choice, by
meat, eall forth sympathy, and eduteorate what 12 he shall not be tried, it does not,
feelings in the bosom even of the most oh- under any law, belong to a defendant to make
durate judge --what, under such direction, choice of any of the judges by whom he shall
could have been or ever can be -- expected, be tried. But, for my part, supposing, tbr are
for the relief of a defendant libeller, or for the gument's sake, that it rested with my choice,
preservation of the about to be "extinguished more willingly would I be tried, and (being
liberty"_ what, I ask, can, to any such put. of course convicted) senteacad, by a Star-
po_e, be, with any the least colour of reason, chamber composed of the _e great eluu.ae-
expected, from the firmness -- let us not say tern as heretofore, than, under such direetlon,
of the craving guinea-man, who, in one un- tried before a jury, of whom it should happen
acceptable verdict, beholds the extinction of to me to know thus much and no more
the race of his expected guineas --but of any via:. that they were so appointed and so paid:
gentleman habituated (as by the discipline _a sentence all the while awaiting me from
of the Black, stone school all gentlemen are such a source, and of such a nature, as by tahm
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examples that are under everybody's view, of the public eye : weak as every check must
has been rendered so intelligible, be, the action of which is to be conveyed

In the case of the libel in question-- the up into so high a sphere, SOme check, m_d
libel composed of the letters signed Juverna that a real one, they would have : whereas, in
-- the "great characters," mentioned ill the the existing case, while the phantasmagoric
title of Mr. Cobbett's trial as objects of that vision of a cheek displays itself, of the reality
libel, are "the Earl of tIardwieke, Lord- no signs have ever yet been visible.
Lieutenant of Ireland ; Lord Redesdale, Lord
High Chancellor of Irelmtd ; Mr. Justice § 2. A Jury.less Judge preferable to a covertly
Osborne," (the alleged "pourer of broad- pensioned Jury.
sides") " one of the judges of the court of 2. The other sort of judicatory to which,
King's Bench in Ireland ; and Mr. Marsden, in my own ease, as above, in comparison with
under-secretary of state for Ireland." a jury so constituted and directed, 1 should

To these may be added--as so many nothesitatetogivethepreference, isasingle.
persons, over whose wrongs a veil had been seatedjudicatory, consisting of a judge, with.
drawn, partly by their own magnanimity, out a jury : and this even without excepting
partly by that of" the Attorney-general of the noble and learned judge, under whose di.
our present Sovereign Lord the King, who rection the jury.box, for the reasons already
for our said Lord the King was then and there so distinctly stated, would, in my mind, op.
in that behalf in his proper person prose, pose so insuperable a bar to hope.
euting," (and on such an occasion what more To those, if any such there be, to whom
proper prosecuting " person could there have an object of such inconsiderable importance
been ?") viz. " the honourable Spencer Per- as the actual state of judicature, when dell.
eeval,"--" the Hobarts,'" (meaning, doubt- neated by so obscure a pen as the present,
tess, the then commonly called Lord Hobart, may have already presented itself to view,
nowproperly called Earl of Buckinghamshire) the considerations by which, in the character
_" the Westmorland_," (meaning the then of reasons (see Scotch Reform) this choice is
and present Earl of Westmorland) -- " the dictated, will, if'not already brought to view,
Camdens," (meaning the then and present Earl at any rate be sufficiently apparent--it being,
Camden) --and the then right honourable in one word, of the nature of respOnsibility
ltenry Ad&ngton, now Viscount Sidmouth, (in the burthensome sense of the word) to
and in the said libel so " unbecomingly go on diminishing ad infinitum, in proportion
tannted" by being called by the title of his as the number of those who are sharers in the
father " Doctor Addington." burthen is increased: not that from the same

The purpose for whxch this constellation learned judge, by whom the jury would, in
of great characters is here introduced, is no the case supposed, be directed, and of course
other than that of saying, that it being, by directed to convict me, I could, as .far as
the supposititm, my misfortune to be under conviction goes, entertain any rational ex.
prosecution for a libel against all those sere- pectation of any better fate. But, the fate of
ral great characters--and at the same time the defendant being, in the case supposed,
my a&:antage and privdege to have, for my placed _ manifestlg as well as eomplctely in
trial and sentence, the choice of a star-chum- his hands, what in that case I should hope for
her, in lieu of a jury so constituted and di- is-- some mitigation in the rigour of my sen-
reeted _s aforesaid--my choice would be in tenee. Not that, by the non-existence of a
favour of the said star-chamber: and this, jury--not that, by a circumstance so corn-
even supposing the constitution of it to have pletely foreign to the consequences a:td ten-
received this _ 1 know not whether to call I dency of the offence -- any dei_alcation could
it confirmation or amendment-- to wit, that I be made fromtherealdemand forpunishment:
of its being composed, in the character of t but that, in some way or other, more readily
judges, of the _ery same persons, neither more I felt than described, the like effect might, in
nor fewer, as those whom, bv the hvpothe- ] some degree, be produced by prudential con-

ileal and argumentative montion thus made t siderations.of their names, it may, for aught I know, at I " You have had a fair trial : you have been
a time when to write is to write libels, have I tried by a jury : by a jury composed of your
already happened to me to have libelled, f equals and fellow-subjects : you have been

Neither caprice nor rashness dictated the t convicted by that jury.".... In this strain
choice thus made. I rum regularly the eloquence, by which, when

Judging thus openly and avowedly in their ] a convict is about to receive his doom, in an
own cause -- exeeutiI_g the operation of con- [ oration addressed in form to his oum, but in
t_iction and punishment, at the same time and I design to other, the surrounding, ears (not to
with the same hands--this apparent, as well I speak of penS,)intimation isgiven to h/m, that

real union of functions, at present so er- I is, to them, to recognise the justice of it.
roneouslysupposed to be disjoined, would be _ In this way it is, that the satisfaction,
sugiei_nt to point towards them the attention ] whattmever it be, which it is the lot of the up,
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start "censor"* to afford, by his sufl'erltg', a certain quantity of dust licked up, by in.
to the injured excellence of " great charae- tereession of friends, by vows of good beha-
ters" placed in "high situations," is enjoyed viour, and other et e_e_eras of penitence and
without abatement : while, of any dissatis- humiliation, it might then happen to a man to
faction that may chance to be raised by it, a find "feelings," where feelings, other than
portion, more or less considerable, is turned : those which are but springs of vengeance,
aside upon the jury.box, the inhabitants of are not now to be fumed, and where, except
which find, in the constitutional darkness in of that sort, the printers of The Independent
which their operations have been involved, Whiq found none.
an effectual protection against all assaults to But suppose me prosecuted, and, before
which visible d_jeets stand exposed, such a jury, of course convicted, what would

Were it my lot to be tried for a libel _ a be then the language : " Fool," or " weakest
lot that may t_dllto me at any time, as well maz_ that walks over earth without a keeper
as to every other man in the country, who _what would you have ? You have been
can either write or read, and whose endea- tried by a jury of your country : you have
your is to afford, in any shape, he being not been convicted. There _go and write libels,
a man of .family, " instruction to mankind," if you can do it within fbur walls, without

I had rather, a hundred time_ over, be communication from without, in the welt-
tried by Lord Ellenborough, sitting alone in ordered jail of Glouces_r, for six years : for
his proper place, whatever it might be-- the three, as is proved by your transgression after
King's Bench, the Star_chamber, orthe Privy- the examples you have had before you, are
chamber--by Lord Ellenborough without not sufficient." Who, in a word, who had
a jury_than by a jury trained under the to stand fire from an adversary, would no_
direction of, as well as directed by, Lord rather have the adversary before a screen than
Ellcnborough. By tears, by prostrations, by behind one ?

* Conelude we now with the catechism_the asthenameofthismanoffamilyisremenabered,
Perceval catechism _ already glanced at. this latinity brought tbrward on such an occasion,

" Gentlemen (Ix 830,) who is Mr. Cobbett ? Is --ought never to he forgotten. Two casts of men
he a n_auof.family in this country ? ..... Quis in this country : _zenof/a_nil!/, to whom, in case
ltomohic est.2 Quo l_tre natus.2 He seems to of delinquency, impu'_tit_ is due : men of no fa.
imagine himselfaslfedesofees_or , who, elevated rally, to whom, in the hke case, punishment is
to the solemn seat of judgment, is to deal about due. One cast. who have a right to plunder: an.
his decisions for the instruction of mankind."_ _other cast. who have a right to beplundered, and
Speech of the Hon. Spencer Pereeval, in his cha- J to be punlcl_d ff they emuplain of it.
raeterof Attorney.general, leading counsel for I _gas it not by the original edition of this ca-
the prosecutions in the trial of _lr. Cohbett, as | techism, more "thanby anything else, that the
above, i French Revolution, with its horrors, was pro.

Who Mr. Cobbett _s_was to this man offi_, dueed ?
mily _ matter, even at that time, not allot'ether And here we see one use of a _peeialand ,_'ell-
unknown, and is somewhat better known at pre- _leeted jury : men em_nbledby the " Esquire"
lent. _rhat he is _wt is--one who having secured tacked by the cow,stable to their name._ Wbh a
to himself some *'1"2,000or £13,000 a-year of the pedigree"reaching down. though it were from
substance of the people--raised, _wt by taxes but 1V_;t/cn, _s it po,slble that tl e umted force of• _. . s

by means, m comparison of which the most op- pride and w_nity _.hould_ eomFletels"have gt,t
pressive of taxes would be a relief-- has made it the better of common prudevce, as ti_represent

as completely his interest, as t_is prosecution, t the question gnatty1o_ m_t L_tt'tlt?/.as turning upon
_ith the doctrines which it afforded occasion to I the question "]_m#!tm. _,_,fomii!/_ had _t t,een ta
promulgate_ have proved it to be his o*deavour_ a jury ot the'o¢_inal. the con_ti/at_,naL the ,_
to contribute what may be in his power, towards garbled, the nnem ruptrd stamp ? Did ever mat
destroyingwhatsocver re_ains undestroyed of the think m better his cause, by _' __¢dat_u¢" in this
libertyof the vresg i or any other way, the "'fc_hngn oi i _,_udge ?

Qui* homo hc est S Quo tmtr¢ natu_._ 80 long I
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PART II.

STATE OF THE PACKING SYSTEM, ANNO 18C8.

patrons : aud of the general result of this srJ
CIIAPTER I. rangement a tolerably adequate conception

INTRODUtTION-- TWOREFORMING may be ibrmed from nne individual case, in
SHRIEVaLTIES. which, according to the report given of it by

these sheriffs, the value of the property so
§ t. Turner and Skinner, anno 1783-4. taken, being aboutfice times the amount of

Is the year 1784, Sir Barnard Tarner, and the debt, and the whole having been taken
Mr. Tt[omas Skinner (See City Characters,) from the debtor, no more than a tithe of it,
the late celebrated auctioneer, afterwards viz. half the amount of the debt, had found
alderman of London, finding themselves She- its way into the pocket of the creditor; the
riffs of London and 3ltddlesex, charged as other nine-tenths having, in some regular and
such with duties of no inconsiderable impor- established, but unascertained or at least un-
tance, conceived what to many grave and divulged proportions, been shared between
learned persons of that time, "friends tosoeial the minister of justice, and his official nominee
order and our holy religion," wa_looked upon and associate above mentioned.
of course as a theoretic and speculative fancy ; To this grievance the remedy they applit-d
viz that of making things "better than well," was one which, though in pnnciple, and m
by applying their minds to the fulfilment of the character of a reguhnly-established re-
those same duties. The state of things apper- reedy, applicable by all persons on all occa-
taining to that department having presented sions not altogether an unexceptionable one,
ifself to their eyes as being in divers part]- proved, in the trolly]dual hmlds in questiou,
culars susceptible of improvement, they made there is reason to think, a beneficial one: the
in that view what arrangements had occurred nomination which they had found, as above,
to them as being in their own power, and in in the hand_ of their officers, was taken out
a tract of ibrty 8go pages*--gave an account of those low-stationed and impure hands,
of what they had done themselves, together into their own: and forasmuch as in that sta-
with a statement of such other things as, if tion men are not only too highly and conspi-
done by others, presented, in their view of cuouslyelevated, but moreover too frequently
the matter, a prospect of being of use. changed, to be much in danger of engaging

In addition to some regulations, part]) exe- with success in the organization of any re-
outed, partly recommended, having for their gular plan for the extraction of lucre from so
objects the health and good behariour of pri- impure a source, the mischief, if not altogether
soners, the changes thus spoken of under the eradicated, must naturally have been cons]-
name of " alterations and amendments,'" con- derably diminished.
sisted of three innovations--one respecting On what footing the matter stands at pre-
the disposal of goods taken in execution in sent. it has not fallen into my way to learn.
civil actions, the two others respecting the At that time, as the evil genius of the dis-
place and mode of putting criminals to death, carded flmctionaries wouhl have it, both

1. On their entrance into the shrievalty, sheriffs were uprlvht as well as public-spirited
they had found lodged, by customary negli- men : and Skinner, being, in relation to the
gence, in the hands of the sheliff,' oVficer_-a branch of business in question, in a pre-emi-
class of men, whose hearts are universally nent degree an intelligent one, knew where
recognised as standing, in a peculiar degree, to find his like.
exposed to the inroads of hard-heartedness At present, the magnificent edifice, now
and corruption--the function of nominating erecting in the centre of the city under the
persons, at whose disposal, in the name and name of the Auction Mart, presents the idea
character of appraisers, goods taken in exe- of a more radical 'eure.
cutton were regularly placed by these their 2. On the ground of capital pnnid_ment,

the place and mode of execution furnished to
* The title of it is--" An Account of some these reformers two other opportmdties ior

Alterations and Amendments attempted in the casting their honest mite into the treasury of
Duty and Office of _Vherifl"of the County of i _ti_o
_! ddlegearand Sherfff._of the Cltv of London, : _ -" _ _o1_1,1 ...... ;....... t,;ol.
dunng the _henffalty of Sir Barnard Turner, i ........
and Thomas Skinnrr_ Esa. -- London- Printed i to save the troume oI remrmmg tnem, anu
by Stephen Clark, No. 15",Brokers Row_ Moor- adjusting punishment in quality as well as
ti_lds_ 1784." .Nobooksdle_'s name. quantity to delinquency, nudetactors of th_
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radar diversified descriptions are involved in property in question, any errors were ever
one indiseriminatlng destruction, the opera- committed by any one of these inferior mini-
tion was in those days regularly preceded (it stets of justice, no Chief-Justice of the King's
seems not easy to say why) by a procession Bench had ever considered himself as having
of two or three mi!es length, in the course of i gained, or conceived him_lfas being in a way
which, whatever effect could have been ex- togain, totheamountof£14M:lb:6s.ye_r,
peered from the concluding tragedy was more or any part of that sum, nor any Chief-Justice
than countervailed by the intervening dis. of the Common Pleas, £733 : 3 : I l a-year,
orders. Struck with the incongruity of this or any part of that sum, nor any attorney-
surp|usage of locomotion, our reformers fixed general that or any other sum by contributing
the ceremony to the well-assorted spot to to the memafacture, or effecting or permitting
which it remains attached at present: a spot : the correction of any of these errors: 2. That
immediately contiguous to the place of con- : neither did there exist among any of those
fummeut from which the victims then used exalted personages, any individual whose
to be, as they still are, t_ken for the up-pridehadfounditselfbya_yaccidentengaged
pointed sacrifice, i in the protection of the abuses or inconve-

At that same time, the fatal operation being niences thus removed.
performed, as mechanicians say, by hand. was 3. As to the procession from Newgate to
performed in that coarse and uncertain man- Tyburn, the thieves, whose practice found it-
ner, by which the sufferings of the patients self diminished by the abolition of this cere.
were exposed to receive unintentional in- runny- these unlicenced depredators_not
crease. It was to this happily associated pair oneofwhomeverhadoreverwouldhavefound
of humble and unambitiou_ reformers, that any dili_culty, other than from want of money,
the machinery, now applied to that purpose, in his endeavours to purchase a tos_up for
and still known by the almost buTlesque but impunity on pretence of some error, bearing
sole existing name of the zVew Drop, owed no more rational relation to his case than to
its establishment. Under English justice, that of thefirst homicide_ found themselves
the intended object, as well as effect of it, unable in their conjunct capacity to make any
corresponds exactly with that of the {/ui[[o- sucheaseasonthegroundofpreeedentwmddt
tine, under the anarchies| tyranny of revolu- in point of decency, have warranted any gen-
tionary France. For, in the dcsigu of the tleman of the long robe, in the character of
humane, as well as scientific, inventor, whose judge, cuunsel, or member of parliament, to
name it has perpetuated, that inserument (a stand up il_snpport of it.
French edition of ol_r Hal!fa.r Maiden) had 4. As to the new drop, tbe d_ing agonies
no other object than that of diminishing, in of the patients destined to be relieved by it,
each instance, the s_lt"Ferbtgprodiwed by those not baying found, in a long robe or in any
executions, the ntul_itude of which depended high situation, any person possessing any such
on other hands, interest in their _tinuance, as is possessed

To any one who has been accustomed to by sooh a multitude of personages in high
observe how slow, in every del_rtment of situations and long robe% in the continuance
g_vernment, from the h_ghest down to the of the living ag_nies of so many thousands
lowest, the pace of reform is, and how thickly who are kept so regularly immured in forced
beset with obstacles the paths which it has idleness, by their authority and for the sake
to traverse, it may be apt to appear difficult of their profit and their ease, and the only
to com.eive by what strange accident, even persons whose co-operation towards this re-
in so low a sphere, a chan_e, which had for form was necvs_ry, being the surveyor and
its result, as welt as for its object, the good the carpenter, whose sensibility to the ad-
of the many, should have been suffered to vantages of it was be3ond dispute, thus it
take effect, was that this reform too found its way into

As to the innovation which consisted in existence unopposed.
the disturbance given to the official arrange- In a word, barring opposition from supo-
ment_ by which so quiet and regular a divi- rior power, accomplishment being within the
sion had been made of the property of the power of the reformers themselves, and no
debtor between the officer and the appraiser interest intervening in any tangible shape to
_in the fact of its having been suffered to call dou'n opposition from above, the reforms,
take effect, and that too without opposition such as they were, were carried into effect.
from above, he may behold a certain proof of By these circumstances, when rightly con°
two things : wz. 1. That there was no in- sidered and put together, the known facts of
dividual existing in any such station as that the _ase may be found to stand divested of
of a judge or other considerable law-officer, I that air of fable, by which, to s first gtanee,
into whose hands _ much as a single penrxy _ they may have seemed obscured.
of the profit that used to be thus extracted, [
waseverfelttohavefoundixsway; andthat, § 2. ]_hillips and x. Anno 1807-8.
in particalax, if in the disposal of any of the From that year (1784"_t0 1807, r*ature tae_
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time to rest herself: and, in all those three- In the artificial and involuntary fraternity
and-twenty years, though of abuse, in at con. contracted by him on this occasion, it was not
siderablc varlet y of shapes, there could not, the lot of Sir Richard to find any such felicity
during any part of that time, have been any as that which had attended Sir Bastard and
deficiency, it appears not that in the series of Mr. Skinner.
worthy and respectable gentlemen, who sue- Bishop Burnet -- or, if not he, some other
eeeded each other in that office, there had self-reported eye-witness, whose name, if
been so much as one, to whom the idea had found, would not, to the present purpose, add
occurred, of occupying himself in any such much to the stock of our useful kno_Gedge,
theoretic and speculative task, as the attempt- tells us of a pair of twins whom he saw tiwng
h_g to make any defalcation from the mass : in Holland, and whose mistbrtune it was to
no--not a thought about any such matter, in stand connected by bonds of tkaternity closer
the breast of any one of the unfits in so many by much than either of them wished ; viz. by
pairs of functionaries, any more than if, in- anadhesion of some sort or other, in the region
stead of paying his £2000 or £3000 for the of the back-bone, constituting thence, instead
privilege of diseharging the functions of his of two bipeds, one unfbrtunate quadruped.
offiee, he had, like a pair of tlonourable At the age of about twenty, one person of
.Km_xe.,, received his £10,0"28 a-year ; or like this unhappily-connected pair paid the debt
an Earl qf 21uchi_bam_hire, his £11,094, or of nature. The condition of the survivor is
like a pair of £ord ,b'cymours, his £1'2,511, too deplorable to be dwelt on anywhere, espe-
or hke a pair of Percevals (one behind the cially in this place. All that is here wanted
_:her) his £38.574 (" subject" alas ' to " de- of him is to serve as a type of one-halt of oar
ductum,") for the trouble of bearing the taft- quadruped, or double biped shertff.
eial title of at: practwe not being, in any part In his pilgrimage through the thorny region
of all this time, in any degree, or by any body, of reform, Sir Richard was not long ere he
neglected _practiee, to wit in essentials, such found himself in the disastrous plight above
as going to court, ridingaboutinagiltchariot, alluded to. Into the body of his twin col-
giving and eating dinners, and the like. league, Mr. x, either the beneficent spirit

Africa, in times of old, had the reputation above spoken of had never made its entrance,
of producing such singularities as could be or had soon made its retreat, leavingit in the
exhibited on tbur legs. In modern times, condition of a carcase, which, if not dead _n
Ealgland has among nations been noted tbt law, was dead to the purpose of rendering, in
producing singularities on half th_ number of any degree, less pernicious the condition of the
legs. law. At every step he took, our klfight found

In the shrievatty year 1807-8, the spirit of himself with this everlasting colleague at his
reform having i_sed, as hath been seen, three- back, exhibiting, in no other form than that
and-twenty years of repose on the pillows, or of the ris inertia, except now and then a kick
in the graves, of _ir Barnard and Mr. Skin- or two, any signs of life.
her, made its appearance, m the character of As to Mr. x, I borrow, on this occasion for
&giant refreshed, in the body of Mr. Phillips, his use, one of the names employed by mathe-
a publishing bookseller of the first eminence, matieians for the designation of their unknown
who. ou receiving from his Majesty's sword quantities, not thinking it necessary to him to
the customary honour, changed hi_ appella- possess any other introduction to " Pr_nce
tion into that of Sir Richard Phillips. Posterity" than what he has secured to himself

In the nature of the shrievalty there is a by his o_n picture, as drawn by himself and
sort of mystery, in consequence of which he, published by Sir Richard, in that work of his,
who does not look well to his words, and even of which mention has been already made.
he who does, will be m continual danger of As to Sir Richard _ what things he did--
fallingintooneorotheroftwoheresies, which, what other things he tried to do, and wmdd
like Sc!dla and Char!¢hdis, lie in wait for him, have done, but Ibr the giants and dragons he
one on the side of .qrammar, the other on the had to em;ounter in his way -- all the while
side of leqalaud curious learning. In London with this mass of proud flesh at his baek_
and Middlesex, taken together, there is never matters of that sort belong not exactly to this
one sher_fl'only; there are ahvays two sberiIIL place: any more than the sort of requital he
The same two respectable gentlemen who, in met with, iu another character (see p. 111,)
the eity of London, eonstitutetwosheriffs, and from a pair of learned brethren, whom he
thereby two persons, constitute, in the county found so much more perfect in the art of
of Middlesex, but one sheriff, and thereby, in "dwelling together in unity," than he and his.
legal abracadabra, like man and witi_, but one Of the list of his achievements and less sue-
person ; -- or else vice versa ; -- for, such is cessfhl endeavours, one alone belongs, by any
the frailty of unlearned memory, that as often direct title at least, to this history ; riz the
as, in relation to this article, one minute finds discovery, made by him, of the pitch of per-
me in possession of orthodoxical truth, the fection, "at which the art of packia 9 (that
ttext ufinute finds me dispo_essed of it. m_ter art of which the elements have be_n
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endeavoured to be delivered as above,)has of the learned judge whom he wa_addrem_g_
been carried in the application made of it to either direction or connivance. This was in

special juries. April 1808. But in September to|lowing, we
Beholding in the Court of EzeheTter, as shall see him relating facts, by which, oo the

above, the great manufactory or workshop, in part of the judge, eonniranee _7_s rendered
which it, was carried on, and seeing more to I certain, and direction (the system of perma.
admire in the ingenuity displayed in it, than i hence being in the judge's answer openly de-
in the purposes to which he saw it applied, he fended) httle short of it.
a_ldressed a letter to the chief conductor of 7. The other x_nts-- that among the causes
that important branehof business, noticingthe was either neqligenee or indifference, on the
state of the art, together with such observe- part of the official persons by whom the in-
lions as had been suggested by it. rots are fixed upon:_which persons, as the

At this time he was either charitable enough Lord Chief Baron could not but know, though
to sup_ose--or, (what seems the more pro- the sheriff does not state who they were,
bable interpretation of the two) decorous were officers acting under the authority of
enough to seem to suppose, that the mode in the learned judce. But of this breach, not
which the basiness was conducted was a secret only of constitutional principle, but, as vir-
to the pre-eminently learned as well as skilful tually admitted, of positive taw, neither De.
person, under whose auspices and authority 91igenee nor ind_tlbrenee had been the cause.
he found it going on. But, if" such was ever And the proof of its not having had either
realhr his beliet; it was not. long before he [ for its eau,e, is given by the sheriff himself
found himself obliged to take his leave of it. a little further on. For, on receipt of a re.

monstrance made by hiln, we shall see the

master packer giving up for the moment the
CHAPTER II. supposed illeffal practice, but afterwards re-

THE SHERIFF TO THE LORD CHIEF BARON-- suming it.

NOTICES. _ 2. The Letter in its own wo_ds--w_th

§ 1. Substance of the Letter. { Observations.

PEw, simple, and important, will be seen to t Here follows the letter in its own words.
he the statements made by this sheriff to the Phillips, p. 166.
Ixnd Clfief Balon. After the substance of " TO THE LORDCIIIEFBARON.
each statement, tallows an iutimation of the " MY Loins, _ In obtruding upon you
sort of answer given to it. Lordship, on a question which has arisen in

1. That in the judieatory, over which the the exercise of the high office which I have
Lord Ctnef Baron presides, juries are become the honoor to fill, and which appertains, in
_artual!y permanent : and that the Lord Chief an important degree, to the practice of the
Baron knows they are. Of this state of things court over which your Lordship so hmmurably
the Lord Chief :Baron admits the existence ; presides, I ant emboldenod by that urbaldty
and moreover, as will be seen, justifies it. _ and liberality, which 1 have discovered to be

the lending and actuating traits of your per-
Say. admitted and justified, sonal character.

_. That this permanence is contrary to an " Your Lordship is doubtless aware, thatacknowledged principle of the constitution,
the public have viewed with peculiar interest,

and considered by the public as such. -- War for man_/ years past, the manner in whichdenied.
3. That it is contrary to the express pro- 'specialjur_s are brought together, and par-

ticularly the eireumstmme that they have con-
vision of an act of Parliament [4 Geo II. stated, with little variation, of nearly the samee. 7, § 2.]-- Not deni,'d.

4. That the permanence has packin 9 for its indwiduots in every cause, for terms anti,years
cause, together.*

N.B. The word packing not employed : * For terms and year_ together.] Here we
but the modes of operation indicated, and see the notice given of the pern_a_wuev.

The fact #tared by the sheriff: and adm_tt_a
eertma official persons indicated as operators, andjusti_b'd (as we shall see) bvthe Lord ChiefNot denied.

5. That of the interference of the solicitor Baron, is--not merely that m _e speeiM juri_
serving in his Lordship's court, there have helm,

on one side, viz. the solicitor for the crown, out of the twelve, an individual, or a few indici-
a _eleetion, ehaxgeable with partiality, is the duals, in who_ instance this perraanenee has had
habitual result. _zVot denied, place :_hut thatit is the _ho/e body of _eeial

Partly by a regard to decorum, partly by jurymen that, for the indefinitely long number
the want of that experience which was yet to of years in question_ has been in this state of

pcnnanenc_
Come, the sheriff was betrayed into two other i n the composition, given in each ins'lance, to
assertions which proved erroneous, the jury taken from this permanent body of ju°

6. One was_that this permanence had no_ rors, Teasevarmtion, though that but a " little
mno_ the number of its c_nses, on tile _t ' variation1" i_ admittxd by the sheri_': bttt, lat_
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" In causes between individuals, this is a defect in the law ; but it arises solely, as I

matter of minor consequence ; but in causes am Cold, .from the negligence or indi_breaee_
between the crown end the subject, your Lord- with wk/ch the juries are struck/_ the pro.
ship will readily conceive, that it is a practice per officers, and from the interference, ia e.er.
vie*oed _ith jealousy, and does not accord with rain eases, of the sohcitors for the crow_._

those other features of our jurisprudence which -- not to the " dlrectinn '" of the judges ? _ just
axe so much admired at home and abroad, possible ; _ not to their " connivance _"_ not

" The evil is not attributable to the con- possible.
I_/m_nce or direction of the judges,* nor to any The state of things here in question is that

very state of things the existence of wh/ch (it ha4
ject to this limitation, the non-variation is ad. so often been observed) is not only admitted but
mltted by the Lord Chief Baron. justified by the chief judge_ to whom that lett_

Of the differenCe between the _veral distin- is addressed. That it had his ingenuity and
Uaishable lists, seven or thereabouts in number, industry for its efficient cause is not certain:

t have place in the case of special jurors, an but that its existence was known to him is cer.
expla_tion has been given above. [ Part L Ch. loin : since, in declaring his approbation of it, he
IV, § 4.] Of the "little" ear,alien in question, grounds that approbation on an experience of a_
what, in the language of that explanation, is the long a standing as his own existence in the cha.
result? Only that,tomake allowanceforcasual rasterofa publicfunctionary.
non-attendance,and at thesame timeprovidefor Of such connivancedoesthe existencerequire
general convenienCe (the convenience m wit of all confirmation ? Require, surely not : but eonfir.
persons who belong to any of tho_e classes whose marion, if a t_et so firmly established can be ren.
convenience is considered as entided to regard, i dered firmer, we shall find it receiving furtheron;
_i. e. all persons concerned but the suitors,) viz. where the permanent system having, at the
the select and secret qnalified list is constantly ] instance of this shet iff, been for the moment
larger than any actually serving list; m a word. broken in upon, by the most fully employed of
that it contains some number above twdve: or. the Lord Chlef Bafon'_ two _Tzaslerpackers, was
lest the arrangement should ever find it.self dis- _ reslored as soon as the sher_'s back was turned.
turbed by the intervention of casual interlopers, q :_'egllgence or indlj]crcnee in the proper
if put upon the reduced lisq say tbur.and-twenty, o3_<'ers.] Another rots-statement ; but Mike par-

This select amt secret qual_ed li*t is, to such donable. By the chief judge, to whose authomy
actually serving llst, what, in the East India di- the master packer is subjec% the system having
rection thelist eompased of "the directors actually been, according to the judge's own declaratmn,
in the direction at any given point of time, with contemplated bj¢ him during a l_eriod of twenty.
the addition of all wh_ ever have been in the tbur year% andat the end of mat term openly
direction, is to the hst composed of the actual defendeds whether, on the part of this subordt.
directors alone : with only this difference, v[:. hate, the acting up to tiffs system couhl have been
that the exclusion of supernumeraries, which, in the result of " negligence.'" or altogether matter
the ease of the IEast India direction, is deter- of _' indiffere_we_" might be left to any one to
mined by rotation, (subject to a prolongation of pronounce. But whatsoever might, at the time
the exclusion in the instance of this or that indi- of this letter, viz. 4th April 11108, have been the
vidual, in so rare an event as a determination state of the official mind in question, that it was
taken to that effect by a majority of proprietors,) not long befbre a state altogether oppo, item that
is, in the ease of the _'nlnea board, determined of indijfL'rence hadplace, is demonstrated by the
p*trtly perhaps by seniority upon the list, but fhct just spoken of, viz. the restoration oftht_
lmrdy, at any rate, by chanee_ as wall as partly state of things_ so shortly after the day wben, at
by choice, the instance of the author of this letter, it had

Rendering the select and secret llst no larger been suspended.
than the serving list, is an arrangement that * The solicitor {of the crown) is permitted

q" - " " " rstood prohibited by divers eonsiderations:_ to interpose.] In relatmn to the mctdent be e
1. It would have rendered the duty loosevere! spoken of. I suspect some want of clearness, if not

it would have converted the bonus into a burthen o'f correeme_, in the information, on which thts
_in the instance of every such member of the part of the statement, thus made by the _herifl_
corps, with whose business or amusements such was groundexl :
regular and unremitted attendance would not 1. Not only in this, but in all the other paeki_tg
have suited: and it would thereby have excluded afflees (according to the practice, as stated in
this or that useful member in whose instance the d_l the books,_) the solicitor, a_ well on this side
requisite obsequiousness, so often as it suited him
tokttend_ might be depended upon. a l. For the King's Bench_ civil ol_ce, see

2. The imposition would, in this form, have T/rid and Cromptm_ by Sdton.
2. For the King's Bench, crown office, seebeen too barefaced: _ twelve person_ under the

name ofjnryra*_ sitting at all times w_thout any Hands.
variation, and thus forming a board no less ms. _ For the Common Pleas, master packers, the
nifealy permanent and uncq_anging than that of two protbonotaries.
die twclvejud_ges, could neverhavepassed thus 4. For the Exchequer, ple_ office, master
long under die name of a j_ry: no, not even packer, the clerk of the pleas.--see Edmund*.
under the habitual blindness, almost universally & For the Exchequer, remembraneer's office,
manifested to every the most flagrant abuse, master packer, the deputy remembrancer, there
which, having ]u_dges for its authors, is screened is no book of practice as _et extant _ but that in
from scrutiny _y die nnme of/aw, the respect in question, tile practice of this office

Cannfva_we or direction of the judges.] -- agrees with that of the four other offices, may
This, as already intimated, turns out to be a be. well inferred by analogy, and is in substance
ro_plete rots.statement: diongh, as already in- affirmed, as will presently appear by the lvarnvg
•dmated t a very pardonabl_ one, Attributable _endeman who d_f_s from Lincoln's Inn.
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The freeholder's list is full, and tolerably I solicitor is permitted to interpose, and to sa_
perfect ; but in calling over the names, the 1 who will aad wilt not attend: so that instead

as on the other, has, to one purpose, a right J I supposition alone_ it is, that, in addition to the
an acknowledged .r!ght _ to. Snterpo*e ; vi_. to I 12 duly put aside by him in the exereito of his
the pur.po_e otstnkmg out his l_.clve, out of !he ] right, some number of otlwrs have required to be
forty-eight members of the gross occaawnol hst, unduly ]put aside, by means of the frand_tle_t
regularly nommate.d.by the master packer. . } msinuauons here above supposed and mentioned,

2. This lntexpomuon of his-- this mterpo._ ] This being the object_ how then, at the time
tion, considered by the sheriff, and by him de- ] now in questton_ vlz. that of the regular meeting,
noanced to the Lord Chief Baron, as a cause of is it to be accomplished ? Probability seems to
partialit_J in the selection_ at what sta_,e of the be already out of'the question: as to possibility
l_roce_ is it considered as taking place ? At die there seems to be but one mode so much as _o
time regularly appointed for mutual defalcation, sible, and that is Ibis : -- The list of 4B being pro-
if, by the exclusion of twelve out ot the forty. :duced by the master packer to the two tolieitor*_

eight, any apprehension, entertained" by this the erowxa solicitor, takesitu,, . and r_ys_ '_ Thit
_olicnor, of a deficiency in the ardcle of obse_ nian" (speaking of A) will not attend : should
quiousness, would be sad,stied, in such case all [ his name remain upon the reduced and_mmoned
conversation, whether to the effect here spoken list ? Putting him on this gross list is therefore
o_\ or to any other, is needless or superfluous, of no use : out with him, then ; and, to make up

3. That,-the whole of this gross tist being at the 4B, let us have somebody else." This, _peak.
the nomination of the master packer, any real ing of A ; and so on in regard to B, 1,'._D, &e.
danger of non-obseqmou_tess tOwards the crown whatever ms3/be the number of there whom, on
side st*ould exiat, except in the extraordinary this _upposiuon, it appears to him advi_bte to
ease of corruption successfully applied by the in- endeavour in this way to get rid of,
di_ _dual, the defendant, has been over and over But while, by means of dais insidious langutrge,
again shown to be a state of things altogether this frauduleut practice is carrying ou --tq_e
improbable :tlmt in that state of things any such defendant's solicitor _ what is he about all thi_
danger should he so much as apprelwnded, seems w_ile ? " If this man, as you think, will not
not very probable. To what end, then, any such attend, then strike him out: or if you insist that
indirect and mendaeilms interference ? the whole number to which your power ot strikm_g

At what point of time_ Antecedently to the out extends shall remain to ou undiminishon.
declaration and production made of the gross let me strike him out2 _ Sue{t would, naturally
occasional lt._t _'made, in form and ceremony, _ and, morally speaking, neees._Lrily- be the
by the master packer (or his clerk) at the _ery language of the defendant's solicitor, unle_ h¢
ffn:e ,_hen, by the defalcation of 24, riz. 12 on toowerein theleagueagainsthi_cliea_t'sintere_t*
each side, the number on that gross occasional and rights,
hst has just been brought down to the "24on the It is, I say, before the commencement of the
_educed list? or not till after that time ? operation of nmt{tal erasure, that, at that tripar.

1. If antecedently, it ffould .-uppo.,e. between tire meeting, any such convet'_atinn_ if at all,
the master packer, and the sohcitor of the cro_'n must have been held :--fi_r, offer that operation,
(the _lieitor ot the customs, for example, or the tl_e 48 being, by the striking out of 12 on each
solicitor of the excise,) a perfect and colhts_ve side, reduced to"the 24, with what colour of rea-
tw.deratanding : yet, at the same time. on the part son or honesty could the crown _olicitor require
of the solicitor, a fraudulent sort of language, _and on no other pretence than that of expeetot
such as would by that collusion have been reD- non.attendance_require_ that A, and B, and to
doted unnecessary. And moreover, thi_ tearer, on, should be struck out of this re,laced list ?
satmn beii_g carried on secredy and collu-ively. '" Why then did you leave his name in._"
I etween these two at a pri" ate meeting the so- exclaims immediately the defendant's _lieitor :
hcitor on the other stde not being present, how " and to what purpose strike it out now ? Sup..
shouldittranspire._andnotoneeonlybyaceident, pose his name leftin; and theretoresulrlmse him

but. ms here represented, habituall!/transpire ? not to attend: where is the inconvenience ? there
2. The time at which insinuations of the sort remain still 23 others: and_ if there were a huno

m• question have been made. suppose it now to dred, 12 of them are as many as can terve. But
have been the very tir,_e of the reg_tlar and tri- if this alan be _¢ow s'rltucK OUT, AICOTHE_.
partite meeting between the two opposite soliei- man must _row be rca" l._ : and_ if another b_
tors and the m_tster packer, at his office. Onthls _owputin, l must have the optmn of striking
occasion, if from such insinuations any advantage him out_ just as I should have had, had his name
could possibly be gained to the crown side, the stood among the original 48."
ease must be, that after the selecdou constantl_z On this supp_ition, then, a serving li*t ell2,
made of the 48 by the master packer--all 48 "composed _t.ith litth" variation of the sameper.
being persons who" cannot but have been put in seas,'" must have been the re_ ult of a gro_ list
for the purpose of affording and havingan actn- of 48, such a% though constantly termed by the

ttlly serving list, composedofpersonswh%'_with master packer, tn whom eve rYhone of their elm-httle variation," are in constant exercise-- and ratters and habits of acting is y tong experience
therefore selected for the very purpose of pro- so perfectly known, is notwithstmadmg so vddly
dueing that r_ult, which, by the-admig_iou made constituted, that by striking out of die number
bv the Chief Baron, is proved to be actually and any twelve that he pleases, the crown solicitor
.gnstantly produced _ the case, I say, must be. cannot yet, wimoutincreasing thedisearded hum-

that after a selection thus made, the facuhrtlt of her by insidious practice, get tmeh a jury as willstriking out twelve names_twelve names o t f be fit for his purpose. But instead of a constant
a list so formed_ has frequently, by the crown good understanding between thrum two servama
•olicitor, been retrarded as not yet sufficient for of the crown, this would suppose a constant own.
his purpose : and'on tiffs supposition, and this flint :_on the pa_" _1"the mastm: Im¢./r_rt dialab
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of the names being indi_erent_ talon amt catendanee of those pe_.sens being compelled
dictated hy the oa_icer of the court,* and the by the exaction of severe penalties, the juriet

aJe chiefly composed of those who, it is loosely
_ltlon to thwart, on every octagon, the purpoe__ stated, will attend ; and these are frequentlyof the crown solicitor ; which object, after alL
notwithstanding the existence of a power ade. the same persons, jury after jurtd, and term af
quatato the effect, viz. die powerof choosing the ter term.
whole 48, is, according to all the evidence in the " Your Lordship will perceive, from the
case, never compsssoe on any occasion, inclosed letter t of Mr. " " ", that the sheriffs

Supposing, therefore (which I see no reason for have had some difficulty in their minds on the
not doing,) supposing such conversations to have subject of summoning persons thus returned ;
reaY2y pas_ as the information given to the considering as they do, that the clause of the
sheriff state_ to have passed, I cannot but con- 4th Geo. lI. applies equally to special andelude them to have been perfeedy innocent: and
that for this simple re&_orq that no point could common juries. Yet as the correction of the
be expected to be gained by them were they other- evil is their object as public officers, rather
wls_ , than any contention with the officer of the

To what c'trcumsmn.¢¢, then, attribu_, the I court I have felt it more respectful at once
mention thus _ of thcoa oy me sueem m this ' i................. _ frankly to subm t the whole matter to yourlettor m ms to tlle l_orn UnlCl I_aron ? _vlncnuy %

-_ *|l;s =;_ _h_t tho cone_ntion he had I Lordship m the hope that it may tend toenou t_ o • _ .......... r ' ....
been_ed to form of the mischief fell thus far short I place everything on its proper footing m the
of its real magnitude: the pafki_, which by the _ Pleasantest manner.
information he had received had been presented ] " I beg at the same time to have it dis-
in the character of an irregular, and thence easily • ]v ._d_,_l r rnrtl_hi,_ *h '......... [ tract.. ........... by you ........ _, _.at in

¢orrlglbl.e Rouse, was, m truth, me resul_ ol re/du, makin'g this stateme'nt and in wr'iting the/at and inveterate, ann mence_ unless ny extra- , . .... .'. ... ..
observations congalneo In I;UlS no_c t I llaveordinary measures, not corrigible, irraetice,

But under charges such as these_ the curious had no design to implicate the conduct of any
circumstance is the silence of the judge. " A individual ; and that, in stating the general
iudicial officer under your dependence is habi- facts, my only object has been to justify the
,ually in league," says the sherx_ "with the _li- application which I have in this manner felt
citor on one side; and, being so in league with it my duty to make.
him_ leagued with him in a CONSPIn.AcY against
justice, permits him to set aside jurors, till he " I entreat of your Lordship to believe
has got a jury to hi_ mind." " _Vell," says the me, _dtb every sentiment of respect, yours,
judge, says_ 1 mean, by his silence--" well," says &e. &c. &e. " IL PItILLIrS."
the judge, "and if he does,what do I care ?" nor Bridge Street, April 4, 1806.
yet merely by his silence ; for with all this before
him, we shall see him pronouncing it in express ]
tmnrm, and without exception or distinction, to be CHAPTER III.
" well;" departure frnm it, better than well;
meauing the opposite to me//. Accordingly, in LORD CHIEF I_ARONTO SHERIFF SIR RICHARD
the course of the letter which we shah come to PHILLIPS--AVOWRIES AND DEFENCES.

present/y, we shall find his lordsh!p speak.lug of
certain re.salts, which, being by his lorosmp re- § l. Substance of ttte Letter.

garded as beneficial, reconcile him most perfecd_" Fot_n days after the sheriff's letter, vlz. on
to the means, whatsoever they may be, by which
they are efl'eeted: yes, whatsoever they may be; the 9th of April 1808, comes, from the Lord
andalthou_h this collusion, partiality, anct con. Chief Baron to the sheriff, an answer, of the
t_iracy against justice, had thus been alleged to general complexion of which an intimation
be of the number, has been given, as above._ I. Admitted and

All this while the statement was, to his lord- i
shiv's knowledge, in many points, incorrect, variation," and in effect the not much less titan
W_ty then bestow upon it this virtual admis, i identity/of the actually/ser_'ing list, and thence
men ? Beealise the real state of the practice was the perfect tdent.ily of the seteet and aeeret list,
so much worse than the state thus ascribed to R. the correct application ot any such term as in-
The assumed root ascribed to the corruption was difference does nob in any sense, appear prsc4
nothing worse than casual irregularity; nor tieable. Let it even be sup,l_sed that no crown
could _e cause so assigned have been adequate solicitor ever takes any part in the business other
to the production of the effect :--wheres.s the trzw than what the solicitor on the other side takes,
root was and is to be, found in regular and es- here is sdll a package as completely effeeted by
tcblidwd prnctiec: and that practice so ordered the master packer ala_e, as it could be by a le-
as to render the corruption sure: the nommaUon gion of crown solicitors ;--the jury _ that body,
compL,."w.ly, as web as constanfly and ayo.wedly, the only supposed use of which is to serve as a
made by an otticerin the dependence ot the Judge. cheek upon the judge, named on every occasion
Observing the hound to be upon a wrong _ent, by the dependent ef the judge.

+ TIW inclosed letter. ] vlz. the letter of the
the fox sat quiet while the enemy pursueu his learned gendeman who dates from the Temple ;,_edrse.

lnd{_rere_dl_ taken, amt dictated by the o3ff* whose " ob_rz_tioz_"_b_g, as we zhall see.,
cer oftJ_ court.| Consistendy with the resulh and without exception_ prontmnced by the
known to be prod]need--that resulh to wit, the Chief Baron to be "L_erfect_.yJu__"---are, bvtlmt
pwduetion o£ which is, .as above, admitted and exmfirmatimt, adopted] and i'e_eeed part anti
_demled bl tb_ cKtef _ttdge_ viz. the " little parcel _ him lwrd_hip s obsetvatio_
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justified the permanence. IL Not denied_ pleased to make the communication t re.
*. • • " o " • •

I. That It _s uaconstttut_onal; .. q hat It ts ceived, with respect to the summoning of
contrary to net of [mrliament ; 3. That the special juries. Mr.. . "s observations were
mode in which it is effected is by officers in perfi, c@just;* I csamot but observe, how-
his lordship's dependence, in collusion with
the solicitor on one side. " Jilt. _'t obaer_tion, r_'reper/eetl*ljtatt. ]These ob_rvaiions me those of the learned bqm_

None of all these phenomena coming, in tleman who dates from the Temple, as above,
his lordship's conception, under the notion which obs_rvatious have for their basis the opi.
of" inconvenience," he declares--and on the nion that the clause h_questim_--viz, the dau_e
authorityot hisowu"lony"experience--that havingforitsobjectthesecuringaco_stantchange
not " the least inconvenience'" has, from the of jurymen--or, at any rat% the preventing tim
practice in question, ever " arisen durin9 all too frequent "returntngto_erve'thesamejury.man--" applies (to usehis own words)m special
tt4at time." as well as to common jurymen." Such is the olrk

On the other hand, to the cestoring special nion with which the Lord Chief Baron dedarea
juries to that state of independence in which ifi_,conc_lrrence.
tiJev are, by the constitution, intended, and, Herethenisanaetof parliament, which, inthv
iu fact, supposed to be, he opposes two de- opinion of the learned judge himself, was meant
tided objections. These ma) be comprised to prevent a man from serving in MiddJeseat. 118
under the following ileads : -- a _peeial juryman, so often as twi_w in the eom.pm_ of three terms; and thispmetiee it i_, that,

l. ]ncr, ase qf vexation _ vlz. eventual understanding it to beprohibtted by act of par.
vexation to persons liable to be called upon ligtnent, the learned judge, having all along per..
to serve in the capacity of special jurors: i severed in the countenaneingofihlabours_ as we
vexation, a mischief the avoidance of which shall see. in thts letter, m preserve.

And rmwcomes upon the carpeta circumstance
constitute, it must be confessed, one of the of so whinrsieal acomplexion, that the readerhad
col&teral cuds of justice. need of some dine to put his mind m order for the

'2. Danver to justlce-- viz. to the main and receptien of it. Such is the fallibility of hmnan
direct ends ofjustlee--by the prejudiee that laureling, that notwithstanding theleamed "/'err.
may result to one side of the cause or the ' "" _. " " ' . " .

other, as it m,y happen : to wit, by a partial _:iiii;_SeefliOtim:°_eba_d_;!_!_t_ne:_npett_
loss of a species of "'i_struetlon," which, in

dons of an act of parliament, the learned .judge
the elassof causes in question, he represents was disappomted : the case being, thatafterall, on
the jurors to stand in need of, to u_ke them the part of the penner of that act, there eas not,
do justice, in truth, any such intention as that it should be

Theoreticalelassificatioas, such as the above, construed to extend to speeialjmies. This will be
are looked down upon of course with sublime _.hownpresently. But as to the contempt meant
disdain by the almighty creators and arbiters by the learned judge to be put upon the authorityof parliament, that being an act of his oxen,and
of practice. But being my duty, it is my en- not at all affected by the intention of' any other
deavour, to place his lordship's arguments in i person or persons, such as the framers of that or
what appears to me the clearest as well as any other act, _e can do no otherwise than take
strongest light of which they are susceptible, h/_ _)rd tot It.

Of these supposed inconveniences, such is In regard to .fidaehood, a known dL-tinetion
the force with which the consideration ope- among moralists is that between a logical false.
rates on his mind, that he eoncludes with hood, and an ethical one. Your logical falsehoodis_ where, for example, you speak of a firing
using his influence with the sheriff to engage which is not true as i fit were true, whether you
him to leave things as they are. think it true or not: your ethical falsehood is_

Whether, even supposing the ineonveni- where you speak of a thing a_ true, believing it
races in question to exist -- and that in the not to be true, whether it be really true or not.
utmost degree of fo_ce in which they are The distinction thtrtbsuggested m the first in-
capable of existing -- whether, even on that smnee_ by the particular _ort of obhgatlon which

regards truth, will betbund applieable, with equal
supposition, they would in law constitute any propriety, man obligation of any other nature, to-
suflieient warrant, or so much as an apoloyy, brether with the contraventiou* that correspond to
for the real.practices, the existence of which it : and. in the pre_ent iustanee_it may on this or
is admitted, is a point on which not much that occasion be of use to us, to save us from the
seems tO require to be said. imputation of inoorreemess and injusuce, ahoald

But the very existence of the ineonveni- it hapven to us, in speaking of any of the laws iaquesuon, to speak of tbem notonly as co_'_swd_
maces iu point of fact, seems to call for an but as contravene&
inqalry, which wiLlbe the business of another In regard to the lmcki_g _ystem, what wLUIm
chapter, dear enough to any person who wRt take the

trouble of looking into the two acts in quest/on,
§ _. The Letter in ira own words, with this view (3 Gad, II. e. 25 ; 4 Gad, 1I. c. 7)

_6TO SL_ RICHARDPHILLIPS. is_that the fuundation of'it having, not only at
the time of passing the first of these twwacts" but

Old Bailey, Ap_ 9th,IS0S. I a considerable time before, keen hid_laid and
" Sta,- Permit me to thank you for the t established by the practice and rutes of _vugt

t_ry flattering manner in which you were | which in ca_ court gave the ,,omiuatloa oi'_s,
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ever, thai he u_es the expression, ' if ynu form :* this, as far as respeet_ the Court of
think it worth your while' to make any re. Exchequer, I have not fodnd, fi'om tile ea--

eial jurors to the master, the dependent of the twO-and_,ixty year._ it had lain buricd---bu te----_
jud_e_the Lawyers_ by whom or under whose di- as u_ual, le_t the kuo_ledge of it _hou.*d _,etoaae
l'eetlOn the several acts were penned, and who, it lms_tbie to those who were to be niad¢ to sutier tor
will appear probahle_ had for their principal, and not knowing o! it.
_l_erhaps for their sole, sincerely pursued object, If indeed an it be, that on this occasion it had
{he gtving to this system an efficient degree of become an object With his lordship to show to
extent, took effeetuM care not to divest of that the people ot London and 3iiddJe._ex_ through

the tnedium of their ,_herifl. _tmt sort of reg,_rdpermanence, which was _ e_sential to the ex-
pec'_d serviee_ the bodies which it had in view to Engli,.h judges are in u.,e, and upon occ._ioa
or ize. dLsposed, to pa_ to acts of parliament, on tbt_

_nntheeharaeterafspecial3nrorsasinanvother" hypothesis the particular turn thu_ t,tken by Ins
men (they saw well enou#0 could be &fpended lordship's wisdom may be accounttd/'or, by heine
upon only in proportion as they were tried. On brought within a _ereral rule "
thls prineipleit was, that the contemplation of the _When an act o_pa'_'tiament is produced to an
_k_bawhich every now and then there might be to Engli,h judge, and the executio:_ of it calltd/or
do, produced a natural aversmn to new faces. A at lli_ hand_, the tir._t que,_tion _ith thin naturally
determination was accordingly taken, that when is_whcthcr it sMt* td_ taste : it y**, he g_t- t_
the pernm_wnee, which had been denounced to in,_fiat, or what he caI]_ "-h_s sttlqwJ t :" it m,. he
parliament as the cause of the mischiei; came to deMsbyita.sthepre_emmemlylearnedper,of, t,ere
be prohibited, the proilibition should, if possible, in questmn dealt, anti m,ty be seen de,drag, hv tltl_
beprevented from extending to sl_eclal_uries. I law_ the relevancy of _ hleh, it not actual(v by.

At the same time. as in the ease of jurors in J lleved by him, wa,- ax lea,_t reigned to bc believed
general, "*co_rnpfioh"hadbeentheabuse, wbich, ] tar the purpose ot ,_bowing hi_ regard lm it. '
havmgealled the attention of the legislature to j Thus, in tire in_tance of I,o.1 thtel du,_uee
the su_bjeet_ had given a preamble to the first act, Raymond, m the c.se dug up, a._ abo_ e, b_ 31 r.
a sentiment, compounded of shame and appreo I .Justice Buller--speakn,,g ot the ac¢_thcl_ a_ wt-ll
hension, prevented them from attempting to esta- as now, in questiun__ viz. 3 G eo. 11. c. _5.--'" h, ,"
blith the exeepfion in express words. The course viz. Lord Raymond, " .-aid --tt., ,. t o/1"., l__.
they took wan a more ingenious one_ Exception, meat was a very benel?c_al a_'t, and nu'ght to l_e
they inserted none;--at the same time they so supported." ]Note, that beit_g in the score b he
managed the act, that should the t/me ever come knew that this act, beneficial vs it was, wa_ t_.ot_
for carrying it into execution, it would, in virtue on any occasion on whlO_ eorrupzion could ha_e
of this or that word, ingeniously slipt in for the been checked by it_ ever in tended, otherwise than
lpurpose, be found, as in this very instance it has in show, to extena to spc.'_./jor'ie_: at_d con,_e-
been found_ inapplicable to speeiat juries, quently, that it would Lot strand itl the way of any

Not to overload this note, a sketch of the course of that corruption, fur the purpnses of which the
they took for compassing this point is posted off' speeml jury _v,tem had beel_ itlstituted, and m
to a separate chapter. (Chap. V.) and by ttn_ _er_ _'t, was by the _sftdlu of the

'/'he odd thing is.that so many learned persons learned penme, ._pread out _ an all-c_mlprehen.
_two others, besides the pre.eminently learned sire extent.
one--should have concurred in a mistake, thus tie, therefore, v,ho should take upon him to
unfavourable, in appearance at least, to thestate impute to English judges, or to any of them. any
of things he was upholding at the expense of so such intention a_ that of overthrowing all acts
much pains. But, to find interpretation for all of parliament without distinction, would utter a
the wisdom displayed by _ many learned persons, gro_ calumny : as gro_s a one as it' he were to
would be too nmch tbr'one unlearned one. Suf. impute to Lo_d Ellenborough anysueh intention
fieient be it for him simply to point it out as tbrm- a_ that ot suppressing all pubhcations without
lag the matter of a l_roblem_ which must be le/k distinction, ho : where, as in the instance of
to take its chance for solution ]'rum some other Lord Raymond, an act of parhament has the
hand. good fortune to be agreeable to their ta_t% and

What makes the oddity still more odd is-- the parliament by which it has just been enacted
that of these same statutes the non-applicability i_ still sitting, in any such state of things, such
to the subject of special juries (those clauses of is their eondescen_.ion, they are ready to give it
course excepted, in which special jurie_ are ex- their " savpo_ t.'"
pressly mentioned) had been declared more dian In regard to the question whether, as per hy-

once, after solemn argument, by the court of _itthesi,_, in thus setting up an act of parliamentJ_ing's Bench .--. once in .a comparatively recent is lordship's object was to show how easily he
ease, that took place in Mtehaelmas Term, on the could put it down, some additional light may per-
2fith of November 1793--about three quarters haps be thrown upon it, by a case which there
of a },ear after the day which gave the benefit _f will be occasion, a litde farther on_ to bring to
the Lord Chief Baron's wisdom to the Exchequer view : (see Part IV. Chap. I l.)--a ease in which,
.Bench ; _ once before that time, in a eompara. !f the evidence be, to be believed, we shall see the
riveter ancient case, determined by the Lord Chief judges, all twelve of them, concurring in the
Justtee Raymond, in the ease of the King against declared determination to persevere in defeating
Franklin, Hilary Term, 5 Geo. IL anno 1731-- the express words, as well as unmisooneetvabl¢
about a twelvemonth after the passing of the first intentmn, of a law, made for the ,sole purpose of
and most eflident of this string of acts ;--a ea_ putting an end to certain oppressions and extor-
the report of which was, on the occasion, and lbr tions, the profit of which had thus been vainly
the _e, of the cause Last decided but here endeavoured to be matched out of their builds.
first mentioned, dug up by one of the judges * "If you think it worth mhlk" to make any
tihll_r) out of the heap of dust_ in which for reform.] Of the letter thus alluded to, the wordll
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Pcherienee of above twenty-four years, in the Chief Baron, to be worth wkile ; as I ha_
aracter of his Majesty's ktw officer, or as never seen the least i_coaveaience" arise from

I the manner of striking and summoning special
are--" If you should think it worth _ hile to rec- ] juries, during that t3aue 2t 9real inconvenience
tify the pracuee which has obtained" . . " t " ' " " "
l_ire" we see-- ma_--_-- a l'e°faity'• a j'enfail in the _1 o tee speemJ jurors must arise from sum-

" ' i: t "n er_'r lm-e enou h _ mooing those from a distanceshape ox a m_srec ta : a _, _ ,

£_"° ? ' " . " _ "

• . • , p ' ., .
it be imputed ?--to laches in the clerk ._--not ' obtain their attendanee, it has been found
it indeed ._..to astutia, and welcome :--to/ache_ Y :

" h_i-.._uehweakue_ the i expedient to summon sueh as live near to_presumptuous moug _. _ . ,
'- --ffe-s not to be imputed to such elerk_ t London _ otherwxse there would be little ex.
Some other cause must therefore be found for ! peetation of having anything like full special
it :_but of this presently, ljuries,lt and almost all causes in revenue mat-

The light in which the two learned lawyers-- tees are tried b,_ _._ecial;uries
the ojffeial and the proJ?ssional one--the hght. I ............. ,_,-r ..... J ......
with its different shades, in which the supposed i fundamental privciple of the constitution : what
eontravenuon L_con.-idered by them, is weilworth _ is not worth while, is_ceasing to vicdate it.
_bservaum_ : the rather, as'it aflbrds a further i $$'hatis worth while is--breaking thelaw: what
specimen of the sort of consideration which the is not worth whileis_obe_t_ng it. _'hat gtworth
law of parliament is accustomed to be held in by while is--Jbrntl_lg this judieatory eorl_ of _.
the traternity of lawyers. By the professional tb'men pensiuners: what is not worth while, m_
lawyer, the change proposed by the sheriff _s d*sbauding it.
adfffitted to be n "_ reet_)fication:" a substitution " 2¢c_'e_ seen the least ineonvenlenee.] As to
of rioht to *eron_l: a substitution of obedience to the practice_ m_d re.suits, in which his lordship's

• " * h leu s oan n;veterate cot_rse of wiltMl and contemptuous goodfortune in not seeing a ty t e sl "ire n*
d_obedienee. But, so rooted in themindsof the veniem'e," is thus declared, they have already
brot_.erhood is tbe habit of treating with con- been hronght to view,
tempt the only rule of action which is not, under t luconvenlenee ..... from .... dLcfance.]
the usurped name of taw, a system of imposture, i On the subject t f inconvenience in this shape,
that, let the disobedience tt has been treated wxth _ee the next Chapter.

be ever so flagrant and undeniable, a doubt is I _ To obtah; .... attendance .... expedient
exm'essed, whether it be "worth while" to sub- I to _umnwn such as tivc mar to L_mdfrn. ] Expe.
stitute to it the contrary habit of obedience, d_ent ._ Yes :--and that on two accounts. L

bo much for the learned counsel: _ as. to the Men fit for guinea-men are more plentiful near
prt-eminendy learned jud_ G when he comes to I to London tbau at a dlstanee. 2. For a guinea,
take up the matter, thus far we see him concur- with the chance, and that not a bad one, of ear_.
ring w_th the learned counsel at the first glance ; ins several more guineas than one, not to speak
viz. that it rests with them and theirs, whether of a good dinner, many a man would be content
to pay any regard to an act of parhament or not: [ to come a mile or two. who would not be content
end t_nding, m the doubt of the learned counsel, to come "fifteen" miles ;_the distance spoken
asort of sanction, i.e. what among lawyers passes of [_v his h_rd_hip immediately after as having
as such, for the practice--for that practice whteh, been" a _ubject at complaint. A mile or two a

_vilbamt derubt ()n elttwr part_ the leg_lature had, gentleman may come _,n foot; fifteen railes_ no-
after stigmatizing it as " corrupt, ' (.see Part L le_s it be tar a wager, he will scarce ever come
Ch IV _5,) l_rofiibited helavshold of the doubt, otherwise than with horse or carriage.
as asortofanttmrit_l, entitled to have _ts weight, Iqecessary ? No: unless so _t be--that R being
where the auhhority_of parliament had none, .fmtncl or deemed neces_rv_ or at least agreeable

In the opinion thus g_ven by the learned court- and convenient, to have regard to the convenience
_¢1, one little expression, however, did not alto- of the individual, where he has the good fortune
getht, r quadrate with the views of the learned to he an Esquire--it is to fhat purpose necessary,
_udgetI mean the word _ rectify;" because, that none sfiould be lonked for, butthosetowhom
m the idea of rectifu'atimh a wdrd so far from the visit will have proved convenient and agree.
being suitable to his purpose, is necessarily in- able. In the case of the man, who is _ot in any
eluded the actual existence of something r_'rm_g, such high degree favoured by fortune, all such
on an occasion where the thing signified hy it was necessity is out of the question : what neon_sity_
to be discountenanced, His Lordship puts aside there is presses all of _t upon h*s shoutder_ ; alan
accordingly this unguarded word, whmh does _t consists in necessity of attendance, old In,an of
suit his purpose, and substitutes another which " penal visitation"_ no matter how great the
d0_, suit his purpose. This" other Is' the word distance, no matter how great the mconvemelw_

reform ;" a word which to lawyers in general, (_*e above_ Part L Chap. IV. § ft.)
in Concurrence with all others who have an inte- II Other_4_e .... little expectation of ....
rest in the maintenance of abuse in any shape, full speclaljurle,.] Tothe packing s_em, this
i_ an object of such well known horror: hawng _h/ness on the l_rt of special juries _ rendered
foritasynonvmes theof_ apec_latlon, innovafiorh material and subservient by more circumstanced
_u.f_litv, _t,,n, -c'Mfu,lon,dear_alon of thanone:-- . . .
social order, et ceetera, an_so forth. 1. It keeps out talesmen, plebeian mab.stitutes,

Judjg_ and barrister together, it is curious who, .b_ng taken at random, enuld notln point
tOobserve wha b it, the judffalent of those of dlse_j)line be to be uepe.nded upon, smo ate.., g

iml_ll_l_is_aswel]aswhatlsuots*'wortl| wuom maeauseotrca_toterest, suenasanoe,
whi_." Wimt/_ worth while, is__violating a cause, any one bad player migh h ul_der the s_F_
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" Within the last half year, I have had on the spec_l jury, of being broughtfiflees
complaints in court, by gentlemen summoned miles .fi.om the_rhomes,* whereas the persons

living in the immediately adjacent parts of
Vbraof forced unanimity, by possibility be suffi- the county could attend without any incon.
acnt to spoil the whole game. venience. I may add, too, that some expe.

2-Thegreaterthenumberofthosewhoattond, rience in serving upon Exchequer suecial
Bo one of whom ever does or ever can be made to juries is far from beh_g detrimental to theattend, unless attendance be perfectly convenient
and agreeable to him, the more exten*ive, and public or defendants, inusmuch as the in.
consequently the more valuable, this branch of strutting jury after jury,_ in the conduct of

much for convenience: there we see the con. the learned and reverend hrotherhood, of which
venience. But expedience is alleged : and whence he is so distinguished a member ? Is it to any
comes this expedience? The answer is--that particular connexion, in tim way of" interest_
unless "such" were taken "as llve near to Lon- alliance, friend_hip, or acquaintance, with those

after,dand°n'"a full_,,attendance__.. t, anything hke" a fun learned and reverend per_,on.-, any of them, or
e_ -- ua,uta be little to be exeeeted. But any of their eonnexions ? this is partiality upon

why so ? The persons on whom this obligation a small scale, ls it purely to that of their belong.
lint% all of them in affluent circumstances _ at'. ing m the classs of_entlcmcn _ this is IUaxtialltv

upon the largest _ca'lc. - "fluence in every instance the declared ground of'
their selection-- fifteen miles the tonge_stjourney * Complaints .... of hazing been brouzht
which any one of them has to take-- under these .fi/_een ,miles. ] Of the col*_parative amount ot flits
circumstances, out of four-and-twenty to whom hardship, something has been said already (Part
on the occasion of" each cause the commands of I. Chap. IX,". § 5,) and someth_ing more may per.

haps be to be _tld anon. At pre_ent` what seems
to call fbr notice is--the service rendered to the

justice are signified_ can twelve be too great for
the number of those on whose part obedience to
those comamnds can with probability be ex- _aekmg system by the sort of oppression tiros
l_eted ? Of such non-expect_ixm, or rather such :omplained of, taking into the account the com.
des/_air_ what can be the ground ? In other eoun- _laints that were the fruit of it.

ti_ the journey may be from twice to thrice as The packing system having been for yea_ past
long_ the persons to take it may be such as are _rgal,ized, anda determinatioo taken accordingly
not in possession of a _fth, a tenth, aflf?icth, a to nmintain and defend it` whatever was capable
l_mtdredth part the opulence : yet in that state of of being made to furnish a plea in favour of i%
things what complaint is ever heard of a want of might thus be rendered subservient to its main-

jurors P Mark well the consistency :--men who tenance and defence. On this or that occasion,
can best at_brd it, and would be well paid for it, on which the verdict was, to the powers above, a
and who _oald not have to come so great a di*. matter of'indii_rence, dus or that gendcman was
tance_ canro_ be expected to ¢m_e, even in _ _umnmned, of whom it was known that by his
much smaller numbers: _while men who can ill situation, geographical_ domestic, or political, he
afford it, and are not paid for it, come from a was rendered unfit lor service in the guinea corps.
greater distance, and iri g_zeater numbers. He came accordingly, served aml grumbled: and

"Aye_ but these are but common jurors :--men thus, out of the gt ulnbhngs of this medeein real.
who have nothing to do with the laws.' as has grd lui of the body politic, was made an argu.

been wall said, ' but to obey them :'--and who are rnent, for composing the establishment of willing
accordingly kept as much as possible from know. ones.
ing the laws, for fear they should obey them. But Not having the honour to be in the secret, it is
theothers (you seem to.#_rget) are speeialjurors : only from appearances that 1 can speak: _ tram
and do you consider who special jurors are ?-- appearances--arid there they are.
SVhy, Sir, they are all genth'nwn: --gentlemen, "c Instructing _ury after jur*l . . . expose_ both

_. • . .... .every man of them ! and when you consider tht_, I_ t*es, _e.] _ympmms of somnoleney be_n to
you cannot surdy be so extra_vagant--can you ? dLcover t_hemseives: and,on thepart ofthe3uro_
--as to expect , that they shall be tbrced m attend, orothers, to wham the instruction is to be applied,
whether it be convenient to them or no, just as if of this sort be the tbrm in which it is to be
if they were so many petty farmers_ petty handi- administered, some danger there seems to be, lest
¢raf_ or petty shopkeepers ?" " the somnoleney should be fimnd contagious, and

Here, then, on this occasion, as on every other '" the ?mints" do as well as they can, without be.
occasion, we come, sooner or later, to the radical ing " under*toad" at alL
and all.pervading grievance. One law tbr gen- But. this beang one of the two grand argu-
flamen-- another for low people; -- comforts and j meats, of' which, on the ground of reason and
attentions heaped together on one side--bur. [ utility; the pillars of the pac'kingsystom are corn.
rheas and neglects on the other ;---such through- _ pos._, an att e_.:pt wilt be made presently to get to
out is the spirit of that spurious kind of law me nott_n at it, anti extract whatsoever in*true.
which has the judges for its authors : such is the tins may he capable of being extracted from it.
" reepeet of peraon_," which, in the bosom of Meandme may not this be among the "point*"
English jdd_, occupies the place of justice !__ that might be found lying there (1 mean at the
And so rooted is this paruahty, that we see it bottom of the argument) or thereabouts ?-- viz.
thus openly avowed, just as if it were a duty ; in that the instructtou of a jury h work for the
which e-har'acter it .seems aetamlly to have passed judge: and, in particldar, thatsort of work,which
itself upon the religion of this our learned judge, sometimes calls for learned thought, and always

Now, as to the gentlemen in question, towhat I oceup_e_ learned tinu'_
_ffe is it that they are indebted for the favour If a% the reason, it must be confessed, is by no
thus habitually shown to them by this our mearmapurdypersonaLbeinginnosnmlldegre_
iearned)ndge, therepresentativeand mouuhpieee, a public, one. For, be_ides those operations d
as on tht_ occ_ion he may well be taken to be. of a nature purely mechanical, which, in the c_ut'_
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many species of manufactures, and tlle laws body, and they have been cases whereul the
on the subject, exposes both parties to the determination has been favourable to the de.
hazardof the pointsbeing illunderstood, and Pendants.t

hastily determined by them. _f inanidon, having fainted under the torture,
" During the lo_tg time that I have been hehad thus by sileuce given opportunity to that

employed in the court of Exchequer, I have verdict, to which his assgnt_ expressed either by
known few verdicts from which Ishould have words or action, could not by any agonies have
&ssented,* had I been one of their inestimable been extorted?

Ot was it, that insteagI of fancying himself in

system more espec2ally, have been. so _trived the_ury-box, he,w a_. for the moment nodding,
as to oppose a constant ann UnDenalag oar to me as it wlLtl his oln Irlenn " gooQ tlomer,- tom
charge of precip_t._tion--in regard to the work occupying--not as now upon the woolsack, but
of decision in parUeular, which can ne_:er be re- o.n some ocher scat, more elevateS, and not far
duced to the sm_phc_ty of pure mechamsm (See dtstant--.aplacamtheHouseqfL_..d_fgras-
Scotch Reform, Letter II, Dewces),m such man- much as m that august assembly, dissents, h.ow-
net as to convert into absolute onperflmty every ever rare, are neither unexampled, rmr (sines

applicationof human rcason_in regardtothis ther_happilytheymay be avowed w,aboutper.
:peclal kind ofwink, somehow or othersoithas jury) unavowed.
l_ppen_xl,that,inthathonourablecourt,therate On the principleof the apology,made by a
of progress has, fnr some years hack, been such i Dr. O'hleara of the day, for pronouncing betbre
as to have been regarded with more complaeency i a polite congregation, so unpolite a word as heR,
on the _fendant's than on the plainti.y_s side. I may not an apology here be due, tbr a word so
8per_k of the Exc/wquer_aye_ but look to the [ near of kin to it as perjury.t An almlogy ?_
Chancery : speak of the Chancery--ayes but look l yes, by all mean_: _ considering that m so many
tothe Exchequer: spcakofEngti:hEquity--aye_ I a reverend company, the le_ odious the thing,
bat look to Ireland--such is the sort of comfort t the more odious rite name.

which plaintiffs have been in use to administer to ] "t"Favourable to the defendants.] Taking for
one another: yea, and continue to administer to granted, which I do sincerely and without diffi.
one another to thisdav unless in Irelandanv thin_ ] euhy, that the cas_ alluded to by his I_ordship
has happened within thin year or two, to break m under the descnptmn of ca*e* _n Tehwh.he :honld
upon the regularity of the consolatory ci_de, have di:_ented from the verdiet"--It being as

Enter the Hou*e of L_rds, regularly with the above"/hvourabietothe dofendant"_we_ecases
seals sad mace, the mottofestina lente, you will t in whic[_ it was unjustly favourable: corruption
find, has travelled up to the House of l_rds: till, _ by individuula has already been stated, m another
what with mechanical, what with ratiocinatory, } place, (Part LChap. IV.) as an op_ .uo_ m which
or at leant disceptatorial eunctation, tlte pace of I the effeCt in question may, wita no sfigttt appear-
justice is, in that her highest temple, adapted-- ! ance of probability, have had i_ cause... .
if not to the szmplieity and felicity of the golden I " What ? is this men your nypott_es_s r _s

age, at any rate to the longevity of antediluvian / this the pers u_!on you a_ seeking to spree.d__t_toes, viz. teat in the t_ specaat jury causes then m a

He that has to speak of these thm_, let him I year in the court of Exchequd (Phill!ps, p. 1_9,)
look well to his words: let him speak m parables_ there is not one, in which the verdict ass not been
borrowing a ray of obscurity from the speeches a corrupt one ? corrupt on one side or other--
which are his theme. It is at this price only that i either on the plaintiff°a or on the defendant's
he can hope to foil the ofllcial O_d_pus, the sub- side ?"
]xena'd interprete! of informational inuendoe_. My answe_ is _ that, in ttuth_ among a given
But let not men complain: for it is for the use of number of verdicts, I should not expect to flnd
such Fabiuses in the characteroffec-eaters (caUed[ r/wrc wrong ones in the court of Exchequer, than
by the Greeks _*"¢¢_"0 that in'the character of in any othe'r ceurttakenatrandom. I could even
_l_int_ffs and defendants men were made, add reasons- were there in this place any use

• Fezv verdict#from zchtch • should l_ve di_- h it -- reasons why I should not expect to find
sented, had • been one, _fc.] Verdict and dissent _ even so many ¢ I could go farmer s_i//, ann auu
d_sent, and, on the part og a supposed juryman, { reasons why, in.tha*duaicatory, l._nou/PewXe,_e__
_rom a verdlc_ ._ Strange and never.before.anne- } to _ the numoer o] wrong vermc_,, _ ea as
elated ideas ! Alas ! were these wakine or sleep. [ the degree of aberratton m _ admt_tog .ofde.
ing thoughts ? In what region of rome.nee were gree, xather diminished by the efl_ ot:memnu.
the thenghts of his Lordchip wandering, when in enceexeu:itu_d on _e gumea-c.orps, man m c_easen.
idea he heard a verdict pronounced _y a jury, But, withouthavml_ any otiaer grouna man a,t

and himself adi_sent_ng member of it? By w.hat above, what .1annum n_tt_e:tth_:vUZrt_eoa_
process were two pltenomena, which in real hfe _s-- to nna tlm.t row an ......
are so incompatible, brou_ght together by Iris to individuals m the charat_ter o_ aete_aoan_
learned faney._ Speakingw_th respeet_but, for. had carruptiou maome sn.ape or omer, m_.Lta
asmuch as all this is but SUl_Osition, speaking out cause. At any rate, sup po_. g, corr_ptton.o_, u_m
_waa it that his Lordship w"" as pleased to perjure side never _et preduce(l, yet tt _t be pectate mr
]fimself9 joining in one of th'o_e "_ perjuries" corruption m judea to be prOduced, prod_ce:d. _n

• which Judge Blackstone has found so'wc]] assn. any other way than by open .auowanoe ot _t oy
dated with " piety," and which the humanity of law, I can think of no otlter ny. wmen so m_gn a
so many of his reverend brethren have so fie- probability of corruption couta,_e proauce_, us
_ueatly, so frankly, and so soco_sfully maul. by the permanency thus secure O. • .....
rested ?__ was k then that thus in visio_ he was As to o_her courts, I nave stat_ al ,reaoy _t'ars

to perjarehimeelf, declaring a_eat by his I. Chap. VI.) that the ¢ourt_c_rty m .ques-
lips while di*_ent w_ irahis breast ? or was it, that i tion here -- viy. u_e court ot _xeneq.u.er _ m not.
at the end of a certain number of day_ and nights a jadicatory, m whteh, notw_tnstanemg my a_,

VoL V. I



,_0 ON THE ART OF PACKING SPECIAL JURIES _'_'ART IT.

" Having hitherto seen* no reasmn to com-
plain, as far as my exparience goes, it must CI|APTER 1 r,

be left to your own discretion, t whether you O_SEaVATIOSS ON THE LOaD CHIEF RAItON_$
will risk the ma_vg _ better ghan well._ I DEFENCES.
am. Sir, with great respect, your obedient
humble servant, " A. MACDONALD." _ I. Insufficiency of'the Defences i, any case.

horrencc of this system of corruption, 1 should COME we now to the consideration of the two
expect to find wrong verdicts the result of it : inconveniences, the pressure of which on his
and that--except such _ual partialities, to the lordship's mind became so irresistible, as to
_arbouring of which all judieatories are more or force him at once upon two measures of such

less exposed -- it is only in the King's Bench _ extremity as the violating an acknowledged
and even in the King's Bench, in such cases alone fundamental principle of the constitution, said
as are, in some way or other, connected with travelling on for years in a course of perse-
what is called politics, and particularly in libel vering and open-eyed disobedience, in the
la_v cases -- that I should expect to find wrong teeth of the authority of the legislature.verdicts produced by such a cause.

As to the court of Exchequer, in that judica- Not that, had the advantages professed to
tory, I know of no worse nor other bad effects as be expected from this transgression been ever
produced by the packing system, than, on the so many times as great as even by himssff
part of judges, aconflrmation ofthehabitofopen they could have been supposed to be, they
contempt as towards the authority of the legis.
lature, the equally open violation of an unicef- could ever have amounted to so much as the
sally acknowledged principle of the constitution, shadow of a defence. On every imaginable
and the uneasiness, and by no means groundless supposition, the operation thus performed by
alarm, produced in the breasts of the people, by : the subordi,ate, by the judicial authority, is
the apprehension of injustice, though m e_ses in indefensible. The change thus effected would
which I myself should not expect tofind it taking it, if proposed to parliament, have been up-
place, proved and carried into effect by parliament ?

Now these are, in my conception, all of them --attempting it by judicial authority wasvery serious evils. Having a thousand pounds
3usdy due to me, suppose I were to give to a.jury, needless:--wouldithavebeou disapproved?
man a hundred pounds, or the promise of s pro- --attempting it by judicial authority was not
vision for some friend or dependent of his, to fitting.
• ecure my thousand pounds to me by a favourable Instead of that of George the Third, had
verdict : and the verdich with a thousand pounds the rei_l been such an one as that of Eliza-
damages, is fimnd for me in consequence. Here,
by the supposition, the verdict itself is not a wrong beth, in which the intention of sparing the

one._._ut, supposing the transaction between me subject as much as possible--perhaps for
and tt_c juryman to transpire, would not the evil ever -- the trouble of paying their homage at
be a very serious one ? Would not the feeling of the foot of the parliamentary throtm, was de-
insecnrity under the law be much more intense dared-- declared, from the throne itself, and
and extensive than it is even at present ?

t Having seen no reason to comp/aln.] For Epitaph on a valetudi,ari, n, who quacked
seen, ought we not rather to read flit _1 Felt ._ himself to death : --
no : for complaining of a system so avowedly co,- Stave bone:

_enlent, and so dactaredly cherished, felt, we per star mcgllo,may well believe, no reason ever hLs been, by the
reverend and learned judge. But seen ..... .2 _to qul.
no ; nor perhaps that neither: for when a man's Thus done into EnglL_h by T. Sternhold and
eyes are shuh what is there that he can see ? J. Hopkins : --Once I w_s w,'ll, my friends most dear:

"_ It must be le_ to your own d_seretlon, _he-
ttwryonwillrtsk.] I_eft to the sheriPf's own dis- Thought to gct better_sO got here.
eretion ? Yes, so it was., viz. to risk or not to Ah, poor Sir Richard ! Little did the good
risk: forasmuch as to that discretion that choice Archbishop_ when some seven or eight-and-forty
could not but be left. But when the discretion years ago, m the royal school at Vi'estminster, he
had been exercised, the choice made, and the was delivering, to the future Lord Chief Baron!
risk incurred, the sueee_ o_ the measure risked, the splendid and well-earned tburpence, think of

was it left in any such rash and irregular hands ? the doom he wa_, preparing for you ! Ah, pear
Not it indeed: no, it found its way into regular Sir Richard [ Vi ell -- if slain you are, it has not
and _eU.practi_ed hands : wellopracdsed, and been by an indelicate or ignoble hand.
_edl-ln#trueted (it may well be believed) in the art Yes ; if stone dead, console yourself: for yen
of weighing practical and o_clal inconvenience lie not in bad company, any more than without
againstspeeulatlveconvenionee. _qeeChap. IX. an epitaph. Ves: offullmanyareformer'sfame
Transactions at the Remembraneer_s, has the blood been drunk by this arrow_ still

The making us better than ¢_ell.] Wa are thirsting after more.
come at length to the grand instrument of de. But the ridicule of It .2 Ah t. thank your star_
fence, by wl_ich the scheme of the as_ilants of once more, for thaton this occasion you were not
the packing system was finally to be blown up, the a_cnt but the _flent. for, in the opposite
and at the same time, by delicate and welloturned ea_se._n lot somewhat wo_e than metaphorical
ridicule, covered with contempt: the well.pointed death_llfeordeethinthehouseofle_alrffOrmat
epigram, made out.o_' the Italian epitaph, which, Gloucerter or that at Dorchester, wou"ld. if""

Ellenhorough's law had received its execution,
ifa little of the stales h was not the less fit for the have been your fate _Se* Part L Chap. IX. § 5.)purpose :--
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merit gr_mi_ on itwat _Ji a period_ purpose of thus serving in it wltbw_t re_zz_
such usurpation might, in such supposed ponce, arc thrust forth in a lump out of the
_tages, have found an excuse. But aow temp_ of j_ice into the pit of out_t_f, lest
_in the |gtheentury--when the return of the fund of rewards provided for learned
the _essious is become no less regular than merit should t_i_ of being adequate to that
t_t of the soasons--ls this a time when exclusively important service.
the pies of necessity can form so much as a As to the principles, the true legal prin*
veil _ any even the slightest veii_for such ciples, on which tke value of time ought to
_urpation? be computed, this topic will meet us in the

Yet, though the work be but. supereroga_ next chapter.
finn -- and the words bestowed upon it little
better than surpiusage--Iet us take up the § 3. Defence 2 _Benefit of Iastruet/o_.
arguments one ulsteranother, and look a lit fie
into their texture. Let us see whether, when Direction to Judges, Advocates, Politicians,
put tog'ether, there be in them indication of and other Debaters; showing a _e method
any such mass of substantial inconvenience of defending the wrong side of any question,

especially where you have the advantage of
es could have servc_ for a ground, even for situation on your side.so mue_ as a eon_titutinnal and regular re-
course to psrKame_,t for the removal of it. Where the nature of the case is such as to

afford you, for the purpose of your argument,
2. Defence l_Avoidance of Vexation no fact, but what, if relevant and particular

"Brought fifteen miles fromthelr homesP' enough, would not only be false, but too
Alas I poor '" gentlemen l" Brought fifteen plainly so not to be seen to be so, mount up
miles, each of them for no more than a few into the region of generalities, till you come
guineas_possibly even furno more than one to some proposition, which, being by reason

to a place to which everybody comes, and of its generality neither true nor false, is bv
to which, but for the summons and the gui- that means saved from the inconvenience af
_as, without any guineas received, and at being proved to be false. By _his means,
the expense of guineas paid, they would other, should you fail of convincing men, those ex-
wise have come I cepted who find their convenience in being

Oh ! what a charming th_ng it is to be t convinced, at any rate (what is no small point
gentleman 1 If, on the bed of roses you re- rained) you secure yourself against being con-
pose upon, there be but a single leaf that has luted. And among men of modesty and dir-
t pucker in it, how tender the sympathy ex- fidenee, those who cannot exactly find out
_ted in reverend and learned breasts ! what your meaning is (at any rate, if your

FiP,_en miles from the metropolis !_ and "situation" be a "high" one, and the_ scholars
in the whole of this almost smallest and most bred up in Blaekstone's school,) will, if they
cempactofEngllshcounties, existstherereally do not plainly see your meaning to be false,
any one spot banished to so tremendous and give you credit for its being a good and true
toiltome a distance ? one.

What if it had been in one of the large or Whether a rule to this effect was ever laid
_rsggP:ng counties ?-- in Yorkshire, in Lin- down in words, is more than my slender stock
eolnshire, in Devonshire, in Sussex, for ex- of learnlng will enable me to prooounce:_
ample ? In any of those instances, how many that it has been acted upon, and t_at fight
more miles would the maximum have swollen ! frequently, may be _serted with less diffi.
to ? But the imagination is appalled, and denee. W_tness ourselt.es at We_*mbtster, et
shrinks from the research, c_teru, and so forth: _ at Westminster, in al"

Turn now to common jurymen _ for the our courts, and moreover in both our houses.
definitive trial of ceases the only sort of jury- "' Experience .... far from detrlz_ental"
men which till t'other day the constitution ..... Instruction needful to human igno.
knew of. Place them in one of the large or ranee-- two lessons better than one _ three
straggling counties, and fetch them to court, better than two, where two have proved
etw_hfor his t/gAt-pem_, insufficient _against maxims such us these,

Aye, but these axe low people-- people where is the caviller so perverse as to pretend
who cannot say their eatechism_their Per- to have found anything to object? Proof
eeealeateehism__(See Part I. Ch. XI. §2_--- against all disproof, what, at the same time,
people of no "tim/Iv "-- people (as we shall does all this prove ? Among those ,, mamj
learn from the observations of t_he learned species of manufactures," had but a single one

obtained a mention, here it is that, if in the

t.mlar one, a speck of error had found heelf
of Fac/_quer justiee_or say at i_eluded, the finger of dete_ioa migh_ have

eneeofWe_t.d_ter.halljustice__nutworthy been lai¢_upon it:_meantime, in default of
@f a thought __ peol_ wh_ except for the stronger handles, _et us look out for son_
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thh*g that for the moment may be taken hold 2. That for these causes, the_more proper.
of, though it be but of straw or cobweb, if not the only proper species of judicatorv,

But before we proceed to observe upon it, is that which is composed of a board orbench
let us, by way of necessary preliminary, begin (callit which you please) ofpermanent judges:
with the endeavour to interpret it, or, as the example, such as the boardofexclse, which
they say in Westminster-school, and in West- already to a considerable extent has jurisdie.
_inster-hall, to construe it-- or, in plain tioo in these same matters: the principal dif.
English, to find out the meaning of it, or, ference being, that in this special-jury board
when the worst comes to the worst, a mean- there is an over-number of judges, to make a
in9 for it. kind of rotation : which species ofjudieatory,

" Instrnetingjuryat%rjum J .... exposes" preserving to it still the name of judge and
(_ays his Lordship) " parties to a hazard.'" jury. with the forms of jury-trial, he has sub-
..... Not that from this we ought to con- stituted accordingly
elude that, taken in the abstract, in_truclion 3. That, the mode employed by hhn bein_
is a bad thing:--bad, either for tho_ to such as renders this secretlytbrmed board of
whom it is not, or those to whom it is, corn- completely dependent judges, under the dis-
mmficated, guise of jurymen,applicable with equal iacility,

No, nor yet that, in taking for the subject and in practice, as there is reason to think,
ofinstrnction"manyspecieslfmanufactures," (Supra, Partl. Ch. VllI.) actually applied,
there is more of hazard than there would be at the pleasure of dependent servants of the
in confining the instruction to some of them, crown, to crown causes in general (capital.
and leaving the rest to go without it .... and next to capital, excepted,) and, in parti-
But .... eular, to crown libel law causes, the superio-

Bu_--lest to constructmn, carried on upon rity of advantage attached to this shmn jury-
this plan, there should peradventure be no trial, as compared with the genuine mode, is
end, let us lay aside construction, and take such as warrants the departure made to
up paraphrasis, or, as we say in English, pa- great ml extent from the acknowledged priu-
raphrase, instead of it. [ ciples of the English constitution.

Many are the species of manufactures, in t 4. That this superiority is even such a_ not
the instance of each of which, in respec_ of only would warrant the legislature in making
this or that part of the whole assemblage of the change, but actually has afforded to a
instruments and operations, which, on the oc- jud.qe, viz. to himself, a sufficient warrant for
easioa of a revenue cause in the Exchequer, n,aking it of his own authority, and without
is liable to come in question, the demand tbr warrant t_om the legislature.
instruction and explanation is so considerable,
that the utmost quantity of instruction that § 5. Acknowledged _rothingness of the
will, generally speaking, have been afforded Advantage.

on the occasion, and brought within the corn- Such being the price paid, at the expense
pass, of a single cause, will not have been of the constitution, by this our learned im-
sufficient to satisfy it: so that, should the prover, for the sort of improvement intro-
same part of the proeess be brought a second dueed by him, with such advantages as may
time under the notice and cognizance of one be found belonging to it, a question to which
and the stone juryman, the probability is, that the mind of the inquirer is naturally and un-
with the help of the additional instruction voidably turned is-- what may be the amount
which on this second deeasion he will receive, of this advantage, according to the estimate
the conception which he will have obtained formed of it by the learned improver him-
ot the matter at this second trial, will be self: this being the advantage for the sake of
more accurate and complete, than the con- which he has been content to give birth to all
eeption he obtained at the first trial, whereby, those other results, the complexion of which
in so far as depends upon him, the chance in is, to ordinary eyes, so far from being advan-
favour of a right verdict _411 receive a pro- tagcous?_and, ibr answer to this question,
portionable increase, what-we find, certified to us by his own words,

is, that, in his own estimation, this advantage
§ 4. Mir_hievous Doctrines involved in this amounts either to nothing at all, or to some-

Defence. thing between nothing and next to nothing.
Id_ntime, ifthls, or anythi_lg like it, bethe Itamotmts not so much as to the absence --

argument of this pre-eminently learned judge, total absence--of all "detriment" or tacos-
let us observe now where it leads. We shall venience : it amounts to no more than the
fred involved in it the following doctrines :_ absence of "detriment" in one particular shape;

L That, in respect of causes of the particular viT..in the shape of" experience. "'" Some ex°
description in question, jury-trial, in the or- perience,"says he, "in sexving upon exchequer
dinar_ mode, is Rotaflt mode oftrlal : at any special juries is far from being detrim_al
gate, not so fit as the new mode which he has to the public or defendants"..., whereupon •
goauivod to _l_titute to it. immediately come those clouds, in which we
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ha_'e seen this pre-eminently learned person from any other, to wit, any antccedex_ lecture
losing himself, when he goes on to speak of the or course of instruction, that could, even from
- hazard_"to which " both parties "' are "ex- the same pre-eminentl_ learned lecturer, haw

noosed" by "lhc insO'uctingjury after jury." been received? Nothing; no, nothingat all;
While puzzling myself with this glimp_e is the answer ][ return with the utmost eon_

of an advantage, being curious to discover, if fidence. Where " the points" were such, as
possible, what might be the amount and value to be either plain enough in tbemselv_, or
of it in the eyes of the learned improver made _ by the one only lecture which, till
himself-- and, insteadofrecurringatonee to this our pro*eminently learned lecturer set
his own estimate, as above, having fallen up, was ever designed by the constitution
unaware_ into the error of endeavouring to for an English jury, his Lordship would ac-
determine it, from the price 1 saw he was so cordingly leave the decision to the opiniou of
well content to pay for it, I had strayed in- these plain men. When these same "'points"
sen-Ably into the inquiry, what might be the had any such intricacy in them, as entitled
real amount of it ; and in this view, at the these plain men to the benefit of an opinion,
cost of some days of labour, I had actually formed and ready made for them by this at
pursued to no iucon._iderablc length the ann- _resent consummately experienced, and from
lysis of it. But upon turning once more to the fit'st most incontestably competent judge,
his own words, and finding that it was not he wotdd not refuse it to them. This incon-
easy for any person whatever to set this testably competent opinion, would it find
supposed advautage at any lower rate than them disposed to acquiescence f Acquiescence
it had been set at by the learned improver would take place accordingly ; and (in the
himself, I saw at length, and not altogether Blackstone'sphrase) "ever'ytld_y would be as
without regret at the thoughts of the time it should be." Would it find them disposed to
thus wasted, that I had been all this while refractoriness _. It is not by any antecedent
combating without an antagonist, experience that they could have been cured of

I therefbre spare the reader, for the present so troublesome a vice.
at least, the labour of following or attempt- But (says some one, with the proper ex-
lag to follow me, through a sort of analysis _ressions of regret) the country(alas !)cannot
so dry and intricate as to involve, in the way always enjoy the blessing it possesses at pre-
of indication at least, a mass of mathematical sent, in the services of this our veteran and
calculation. But should it ever happen to his consummately experienced judge : that bles_-
Lordship, or to any avowed advocate of his ing withdrawn, comes some other Lord Chief
Lordship, at any such bar as that of the Baron, who, though the adequacy of his ge-
House _f .Lords, or even that of the public, to neral legal lcarrdng will be sufficiently proved
draw into question by any arguments the pro- by his situation, will not, with reference to
priety of this his estimate, I mean in _o far causes of the class in q,estion, be, at the
as it sets down this so dear bought advantage commencement of his fit'st cause, altogether
as amounting to next to nothing, I am ready so completely endowed in the article of ex-
to produce this my analysis, and, upon the _erience. Here, then. upon his Lordship's
supposition in question, to defend, against improved plan, comes the benefit of an expe-
the_ his Lordship'stirs/thoughts, any second r_enced, and thence of a permanent jury:-
thoughts, either on the part of his Lordship, while the judge is learning to walk, the jury
or on the part of any other such less digni- will be able to go alone. Bat, upon the oM
fled defenders and gainsayers, plan, what experience would there be ?

When the hlind have no leader but the blind,
§ 6. Short Exposure of the supposed the consequence is such as need not be men-

.4 clvantage, tinned
Meantime, in demonstration of this nothing- I answer-- were the argument, which has

hess, one argument (it being a short one, mad been sho_n to be worth nothiltg, worth ever
not involving any hiquiries of detail) shall not so much, it could not to this purpose be of
be consigned to oblivion with the rest, any use. At a much cheaper rate than the

Onthe part, and in the person ot_ and from violating of a vital principle of the eonstitu-
the "instruction" that would be afforded by, tion, an adequate allotment of appropriate
this our pre-eminently learned judge, a jury experience might, at all times, be seated upon
of the o/d school, were it permitted to" serve," the bench. " Set a thief to catch a thief," is a
would have the benefit, not merely of "some coarse proverb, but, on the pre_ent occasion,
eaTaerleace," but of consummate experience, not an uainstructive one. In that division of
Now then, after the benefit of such instruc- the court of Exchequer (not to speak of the
tion, thoughreeeived in the course of no more great law-officers, who might not always re.
than one single cause, to wit, the cause for the gard a presidentship, which has ao recently
trial of which reich jury had been summoned, cried date obolum, worth the honour of their
and was sitting, wha_ would be the utmost acceptance,) there will be always rome one
advantage derivable to any practical purpose, learned gentleman at lea_t, by whom, in the
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character of licensed accessa_ aflt-r the fact, ! permanencemare, not only points relatingto
or, in two words, standia 9 counsel to the the conduct of manufactures, - many species

fraternity of smugglers, an ample stock of_fznutftahetures, i"but points relating_to',, the
experience--appropriate experience-- cannot wvn t at subjeCt, meaning on the subject
but have been laid in. of these same mannfactures.

But (replies the learned gentleman on the Unfortunately, in comparison of what is
other side) any rule to this effect would be to be found in the 9real body of the laws,
an infringement upon the liberty of tile pre- the utmost difficulty of comprehension, and
rogative : that liberty being proportionably consequently of demand for instruction__ for
trenched upon by every rule, tile tendency of experience in receivin 9 instruction, and conse.
which is to secure the appointment of fitter quently again for permanence of situation, the
functionaries in preference to less fit ones. utmost demand created by tho_ particular
It would accordingly be injured, if, in his laws, which have for their subject "the con-
choice of judges, it were rendered more dff- duct of manufactures." is as nothing. In the
fieult to his Majesty than i*_has been, to pro- instance of every part of the rule of action,
vide for the accommodation of the filmily which has any species of manufacture for its
connexions of persons in " high situations." subject, that'rule is in the shape o_"statute

Prerogative (I answer) is an argument, law-- a _hape in which it is provided with a
which is (I must confess) understood never determinate set of words for the expression
to admit of any direct eontestation. _ut, of it. But, in the case of the great body of
in the Westminster-hall benches, besides ten the law, remaining as it does in the shape, or
snbordinateseats, there are four chieforprin- rather in the shapeless state, of common, alias
cipal ones: andthe prerogative, it is humbly unwritten, law, there exists no such determi.
submitted, would not sustain much injury, nate set of words. In all this vast extent,
if, for the superior purpose ot private accom- the twos wareas of difflculty, and _th it of de-
modation, it were to apply itself to some one mand for "experience" and permanence--viz.
of the many other seats in which no such ira- i law mwl manufacture--are combined in one.
parlous demand for experience--appropriate Judges, the master manufacturers : law, or,
chemico-mechanieo-comrnercial experience--as what to every purpose --of sujTbriny at least,
that of which, by tile unprecedented sagacity if not of instruction or relief, --has the force
of the present Lord Chief Baron, the disco- of law, taw itself the product of the mane.
very has so recently been made. facture.

In the ease of every ether species of manu-
§ 7. Mischievousness of the Doctrine further faeture -- of every species of manufacture

developed, commonly known by that name, the master
But the material thing is, that, if his Lord- manufaeturer viewing, in every misconception

ship's sentiments have not been strangely mis- that may take place, a source of loss to him-
is_terpreted by his words, it is not merely in self, and having to deal with simple and un-
.Exchequer causes, viz. Exchequer revenue cultivated minds in the charaeteroflabourers,
causes, that, in his conception of the matter, has for one of his objects, and that a constant
the substitution of a permanent and depen- one, the rendering the conception of the ope-
dent board, under the name of a jury, to the rations to be performed, and the instrumoas
lury of the old school, ought to be applied ; to be e_nployed, in h/s manufacture, as correct
but in all e_uses to which that antiqnated and complete as possible, and employs his ca-
species of jury has ever been applied : in all deavours accordingly.
such c_uses, without exception, but more per- In the case of the manufacturers ofjudgc-
ticularly in libel causes. Fbr, such is the made law, interest being directly opposite,
nature of the reason thus held up by him to endeavours have of course been correspond-
view, that to the applheation of it any oar- entty opposite, and results equally so.
rower extent cannot surely be assigned. This Whatsoever may have been the course ores-
reason consists of the ignorance under which deavour _ whether with oragainst the stream
each member of a jury cannot but be sup- of interest-- the resalt is, atanyrate, equalty
po_ed to labour, the first time, at least, of and indisputably notorious. The demand for
his serying in that character: of whieh ig- instructloa, and consequently for " exper_
norarw_e,in hi_ Lordship's view of the matter, enee,'and consequently forpernumenee, being
the influence_.tht_ morbid and debilitative then so much greater in the cases in which
iz_fluence-- is such, that nothing less than his Lordship was ant led to bring it to view,
perw_nence can afford nn adequate cure for than in the eases in which he was L,_Ito bring

it to view, and hM brought it to view ac-
It. The "points" which be _peaks of as being cordingly, this demand covering the whole
the subjects of this ignorenee_of this igno- field of law in general, and that of//bol late
ranee to which there exiJts no remedy but in in particular, what his Lordship's op/a/ons
that-experience"whiehsupposespermanenee and wishes are and have been_what his
_tbe actually existing and thus defended Lordship's endeavoffirs, on all faronrable no-
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¢_ior_, may with justice be inferred and pre* determined and ever-changlng jury, may be
sumed to have been, and to be about to be-- found applicable.
need not surely be particularized. Supposing that in each one, or in this o_

,, This reason of yours-- viz. the demand that part of the whole number of the_e m_-
for experience--will you abide by it, or desert nnfactures, the quantity of instruction nece._
_t ? Desert it, there is an end of the matter, sary to the giving the requisite assurance of
and your conduct remains without excuse. If a right verdict, had respectively appeared so
you abide byit, will you abide by it wherever great, that the quantity of tin_e, capable of
it applies with equal force ? If no, there being allotted to one trial by jury, could not
again you desert it:--if yes, you then mean with propriety be considered as ,ul_cient for
to carry it, upon occasion, over the whole field imbibing it, then, and not till then, would i_
of speczal.jury trial, and, in particular, over : remain for the consideration of the committee,
that part which regards libel law. Meaning to whether, for the obtainment of whatsoever
carry it over the whole of that field of jury- increased probability of eorreet judicature up-
trial, and, in particular, over that part which pcared capable of being obtained by the pro-
regards libel law, in packing into a standing posed substitution, it would really be worth
board a set of dependent commissioners, ha- while that an innovation applying to so im-
bited like jurymen, for service in your owaa portant a part of the constitution should be
ceurt, that is, for E:cchequer service, it has introduced.
then been your meaning to enlist and disc.i- Supposing this question determined in the
pline them for King's Bench service." affirmative, then would come upon the carpe_,

Such, in conclusion, are the questions and for the consideration of the eomnfittee, the
observations that might be addressed to the question concerning the organization of the

pre-eminently learned author of this defence, permanent board or beach of judges, by whiett
and, as it should seem, not altogether without alone, in the sorts of causes in questmn, ear-
some prospect of effect, if the forms of the reet justice is, by the suppositiou, capable of
eonstitutiou were anything better than a cloak being adufinlstered.
for despotism, and if responsibility were, m Satisfied, let us even suppose then, that,
fact, among the attributes of an English judge, by a jury, justice in this behalf was incapable

of being done, would any such determination
§ 8. 1_arwfulImprovement-- Track it would be formed by them -- would any such idea be

_ave proceeded in. so much a_ propoted totbem, as that of giving
Now, suppose again, for argument sake, it the name of a jury to a body of men in which

had pleased this pre-eminently learned judge it had been predetermined that none of the
to " think it worth wh=le" to allow to King, properties of a jury should be found? Would
Lords, and Commons respectively, their se- they _ these representatives of the people--
veral votes in relation to this business ; more bring themselves to attempt putting an)- such
partieulartyto the Commons, whose attention imp_ition upon their constituents? I hope,
:s, or used to be, considered as, in a more and dare believe, they would not. Deeei*;
particular degree, bespoken for regulations like this belongs to none but a dats of men
affecting the revenue, trained up in the application and formation o,

In the House of Commons, besides the that art and science which is from beghmh_
eouunittees of the whole house, there would to end the art and science of imposture.
probably have been appointed some select Such as above, or something like it, is the
committee for the purpose. Thus appointed, course taken by King, Lords, and Commons,
the committee would have set itself to work, when to them it seems good to take upon
and begun with analv,zin_ the general con- _hem to make laws ; to make laws, taking, at
eeptlon thus formed by the ingenuity of the they must be content to do, their chan_ foe
learned judge : -- decomposing it, they would seeing, or, if it be more convenient to them,
have resolved it into such particulars as may for avoiding to see, those laws overruled :
be found iavol_ed in it : -- particulars, the overruled, indeed, but happily always by melt
number of which is determined by that of the of transcendent science, by whom, _Sthout
Several "manufactures, the practice of which the trouble of studying it, the business of le.
has, under favour of that permanence which gislation is so much better understood.
forms so really useful an attribute of the ju- But King, Lords, and Commons, are a dull
dieial seats, been brought under the dominion and slow- paced set ; _ determining nothing
of his Lordship's science. The analysis thus about facts, till after they have been poring
performed, they wmdd, in the instance of each over, as war as prying inxv, l'_ets. How much
aueh manufaetuce, have proceeded to inquire more easily are these d_s managed by a
into the truth and accuracy of that general learned judge I When, n_.a_y ¢.ime,he "' thinks
conception, and into the degree of force with it worth whde" to make ._ law. it heed east
which, ha eanh instance, the argument de- him hut n word: rt_ _ _., _cessary even to
duoed f_,_,ah, in defence of a select and per- that word t_ contain thoa4_:, or any _ack
maaeat board, ia prderen_ to a fortuitously heavy matter, at the batten, of it,
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Another thing might, in this case, be af- order matters, that whatever it should be
firmed with some assurance : viz. that were found necessary to do, or suffer to be done,
parliament, at this time of day, to think fit for the prevention of abuse in the appoint.
to appoint for this (not to speak of any other) meat of juries, should be confined to common
purpose, instead of a jury, a permanent board, juries, and should not, either by design or

in that ease, into the organization of any through inadvertence, be extended to those
such board, no such barbarous and flagitious juries of their own nomination -- viz. to spe.
feature would now be introduced, as should cial juries : but that, on the contrary, every
put it into the power of any one dishonest pretext and every opportunity should be era-
member to overrule, by his own single will, braced, for giving, to the application of so
the opinion, end consequent will, of eleven convenient an instrument, every extension of
honest ones. which it might be found susceptible.

Parliament would, in this case, do in this At the same time, this invention of their's
particular, as it did in the case of the judica- being incontestably repugnant to the univer.
tory established by the Grenville act : which sally-recognised principles of the constitution,
indicatory eannot be det_nsible, but upon the it became a matter of prime importance, that,
supposition that what, in the ca_e of jury- ofwhatsoevershouldbe donefortbeextension
trial, is called unanimity, is indefensible, or even for the preservation of it, the true

nature and operation should be kept as effec.
tually concealed and disguised as possible.

CtIAPTER V. The remedy, therefore, whatsoever it might
SPECIALJURY CORRUPTION-- DEVICES_Y be, was to be made to possess two characters;

WHICHIT WAS PROTI_CTED, _iz. an ostensible one, and a secret one : in its
ostensible character, it was _o bear upon all

§ 1, Device l _I.eavin 9 to Judges a covert juries without distinction : in its secret elan.
¢jroundfor refusing to apply the act. raeter, it was so to be contrived, that, if at

WE come now to account for the flaw, oh- any time any untoward accident should hap.
servable, though, by our triad of learned per- pen to call for its being carried into execution
sons, not observed, in the reforming statute and effect, it should, in the case of a special
(3 Geo. IL e. 25)-- I mean its inapplicability jury, be found inapplicable : which sort of
to the principal, the new-invented, and most jury should consequently remain the seat of
conveniently-framed seat of corruption, viz, corruption and abuse in every convenient
the special sort of jury. shape, notwithstanding any success which, in

So far as concerned the trial of causes, the the instance of the ordinary and vulgar sort of
u_e, and the only use_of a jury was, as there jury, might have attended the measures taken
has so often been occasion to observe, the for the extirpation of those mischiefs.
operating as a check to arbitrary power in the For this purpose various devices, part old
hands of judges. This intended and supposed part new, were set to work. An old csta-
check, by the invention of the sort of jury blishcd one was -- the rule they had long
called a special juror, and to the extent of the before contrived to establish _ viz. that the
application capable of being made of it, they ! crown (7. e. as many members of government
had already, and before the passing of this i as could contrive to get their interests in-
act, given to themselves the faculty of con. [ eluded under that name) was never to be con.
verting into an instrument: the determination ] sidered as bound by any act of parliament,
of the individuals "of whom_ in the instance I unless expressly mentioned in it, which of
of this novel species of jury, the tribunal I course all persons interested would, on each
should, on each occasion, be eomposed, being occasion, take care that, if possible, it should
taken by them out of the proper hands, and not be.
virtually into their own, viz. by being vested By this rule alone, a great part of the de-
immediately in the hands of the permanent sign was already accomplished to their hands ;
officer, whom, on that account, there has been for, by this rule alone, special juries, with the
such frequent occasion to designate by the benefit of an exemption from the obnoxious
appellation of _aster pael_er _ their own de- : restrictions, which, under the proposed new
pendent and subordinate. ] law, operated as a bar to sinister choice and

Abuses respecting the appointment of ju. permanence, might have been preserved to all
rots _ of j urors of all descriptions, and for causes, in which, according to the established
all occasions -- corruptions too tlagrant to be forms, the l_iny was nominally a party.
any longer endured in silenee_having en- But by this rule, if alone, the benefit of
gaged at length the attention of the legisla- the exemption would not have been extended
ture, the necessity of doing something had, to all causes to which it should happen, to
to the conviction of the learned fraternity, have been brought under the cognizance of
become inevitable, special juries. Under this cognizance they

In this emergency, it became their manifest had already, of their own authority, besides
i_'-erest, a_d consequently their care, so to i the above-mentioned erimind and other sort_
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of causes, brought in general all those which, ibe contrivance employed for carrying it into
in contradistinction to criminal, are termed effect ? It consisted in the employing of
by them civil causes, comprehending together such words, and one word in particular, v/z.
almost all sorts of cm_ses : and to this exten- the word return, as, while to all tmlem_ed
sion they had the assurance to ask, and the eye they would appear to bear, alike in ex_ry
gcod fortuns to obtain, theconfirnlationofthe ease, upon the officer_ be he who he might,
legislature, in and by this very act. (3 Geo. upon whom, on each occasion, the eompo_i.
11. e. 25, § 15.) tion of the reduced occasional list (see abot_,

To complete the imposition, it then became Part I. Ch. IV. § 3,) and thence, as far as de_
necessary to employ a further contrivance, for pended upon him, that of the actually se_'v/_
concealing frmn non-learned eyes the corn- list (See above, Part. L Ch. IV. § 3) depended,
pleteness of the exemption meant to be esta- would be in ease of litigation, and in the meen-
blished, time, by learned and interested eyes, would

The way in which they managed it is this: be seen to be, in respect of the technical sight-
-In the case of a special jury, the jurors, fieation attached to the word return, incapable
instead of being determined as in the case of of bearing, in the case of a special jury, upon
s common jury, were, as there has been such any such person, or in effect upon any person,
frequent occasion to observe -- were, as they at all : and thus it was that, for was_t of a
alway_ had been --" nomirtated," as the word person on whom the words in question could
is in the books of practice, by the officer of be tbund to bear, the supposed remedy was,
the court _ the master. The master, then, in that case, to be rendered altogether inap-
tbr one at least, if not he alone, would have plicable mid without effect.
been the, or at least a, person, to whom, had Such accordingly will be found to be the
the corrupt practice been in this case meant virtue of that convenient and aptly chosen
_¢,be prevented, the prohibition would have word _ the word return. The sheriff was
been addressed, and is the person, by whom, in all cases, what *

But to apply to this bcaneh of the eorrup- is called the return was and is made:_the
tinn- to the branch which was under their return, i.e. the hat of the persons summoned,
own management --_any sort of remedy, was or at least therein said by him to have been
no part of their intention. Care was accord- summoned, to serve on the occasion in quea-
ingly taken, that, to the effect in question, tion as jurors : which list was and is, in
neither to this officer, nor to any other officer, all eases, to be given in to the officer of the
by the _tayiog of whose hand that part of the court.
plague which was of their own nursing would The difference, in this respect, between the
be staid or checked, should the prohibition in two eases, was and is _that in the case of
question, or any prohibition, be addressed, common jurors, the persons chosen for juror_,

In the case of a common jury, the sheriff, were and are, a number of per*0ns gw_cr
as above observed, was the person by wtmm, than 24 (the number contained in the case of
out of a much more numerous assemblage, a special jury in the reduced occasional list:)
supphed to him under legal rules, by other and so much greater than 24 as to constitme
hands (in the first instance by the constable ] an aggregate out of which, in the case of a

of the several townships) the choice was made. I common jury. the actually serving lists for
Corruption having risen to such a pitch, that any number of causes, tried, as belonging to
the cries of the public bad become trouble- [ the county or other district in question, on
some, it was become neces_ry that the mis- the same occasion (viz. at the same assi_,
chief should, in some quarter or other, receive sittings, or sessions,) are to be taken : and
tt check, these are, all of them, of the sheri_s o_n

Common jur.es were the sort of juries in choosing, as above : in the ease of sl_¢ial
whose instance, in comparison of special ju- jurors, they are chosen by the officer of the
ties, the preservation of the faculty of cur- court _ the master--the master packer, o_at
ruptiou was, to the purposes of the judges, of a list furnished to him by the sheriff, being
and the other lawyers, of least importance : the same " 9russ list" that the sheriff himself
the sheriff, in whase hands the choice of jurors has to choose out of: and the ma_ec lraving
of this class was more immediately reposed, pitched upon the 24, sends an order, ealted a
_s an officer, on whose obsequiousness, re- writ of distringas, inclosing the list (eall_
gard being had to his impermanence, and com- the lurnnel) to the sheriff, who has nothing to
parative independence, they cmdd not place do but to summon the persons contained in
any such reliance as upon that of the master, that same list, and thereupon, in his answer,
their own permanent subordinate, called his return, to declare and estuary his

The sher/ff, it was accordingly determined having so done.
the sheriff, and he alone _ should be in- Let it not for a moment be supposed, that

cT_ded in the prohibition : tb_ master, it was on this occasion, in framing for themse|ves
determined, should not be included in it. this vatve ofsqfe_, on the part of these seien-

_uch being the determination, what was tiiic and in_elfious operators an_ truck atum
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as/aa_vertc'_,_e had any share. Return is the with the annexed penalty, put uponthe o_._
word by which they found the choice desig- act, of which the service of over.served in-
hated when made by the sheriff: -- _ominate, ries -- viz. the too frequently reiterated jury.
when made by the master, the officer of the service in the instance of the same individu_
court. That the sher/ffnever is s_id to "so- would be the result--if in this prohibition
minute" jurymen--that the master never is special jurors are to be considered as com.
s_d'to "' return" jurymen--these are mat- prised, one consequence is, that the sheriff
tees, neither of which could, to these learned would, in case of prosecution, have to pay
persons, or any one of them, applying their the penalty for an act done in obedience to
thoughts to the subject, for a special and to orders made by the master, and contained ia
themselves highly important purpose, have the writ, called a distringas, issued by satho-
for a moment been a secret. Had it made rity of the court: for, as hath been seen, it is,
any part of their intention, that special jury- in the case of a special jury, by the master,
men (the rich and well- paid jurymen, to each time that the twenty-four persons to be
whom alone the exemptiun could have been summoned by the sheriff to serve un that jury
of no use) should stand exempted from the are nominated, and as such included in the
over-frequent service, as welt as common writ, as above, sent by him to the sheriff.
jurymen (the comparatively poor and unpaid Now then, to make a supposition, instead o2
jurymen, to whom alone the exemption could leaving, between their times of service, the
he of any use,) in this case, to the word de- interval appointed by the act in the case of
signative of the act of the sher/_, by whom common jurymen, let the master, in the case
commonjurymen are choson, they would have of two special juries who are to serve on
added the word designative of the act of the two immediately following occasions, ecru-
master, by whom special jurymen are chosen: pose the two lists altogether of the same

to the word " return," when employed for persons. This, if the prohibition in questiua
ffi the description of the act meant in this case is to be understood as meant to comprehend

to be prohibited, they would have added the special juries, is a direct transgression against
word "strike," or the word "nominate." But the act.
thei_ design being the reverse of this, such On this supposition, though it is by the
accordingly was the language employed by master (the officer of the court) that the of.
them in the execution of it. To the "return" fence is committed, it is not by the master,

the reiterated return-- of jurors, in the but by another person, the sheriff, that the
case of over-served jurors, the prohibition penalty is to be paid. Such injustice, itwould
they framed was accordingly confined : to the naturally be argued, cannot reasonably be sup-
_mm/sat/on _the reiterated nomination _ of posed to have been the intention of the legh-
jurors in the stone case, the prohibition was lature. Therefore, _nciudes the argumenL
not extended, be the remedy what it may, it was nu part of

To make it clear, upon occasion, tha_, in the intention of the legislature, that it should
the provisions against package, permanence, be applied to the case of special juries. And
and corruption, it could not have been the the inference being, if not strong enough to
intention of this act to comprehend the case impose an obligation upon an unwilling judge.
of special juries, another argument was pro- quite strong enough at the least to afford a
•ided. sufficient warrant to a wining one, the even-

When a prohibition is addressed to a man, tual inapplicability of the remedy to the case
is usually taken, that, in some way or in which it is most wanted, may, without

other, he should find a motive for conforming much violence done to probability, be con-
to it. The operation meant to be restricted eluded.
being the act of the sheriff, and he the person From these provisions against package and
to whom the prohibition is accordingly ad- permanence, provisions which ought in reason
dread, to constitute such m_tive, an even- to have applied in common to both sorts of
ttud penalty, bearing upon the conduct of the juries, and which accordingly were is up-
sheriff, is appointed, and denounced accord- pearance made applicable in common to both
ingly in the act : to the master, of course, sorts, the sort called a specialj_ry was thus
no such, nor any other eventual penalty, is /Mrea[i_ exempted :_ which was the thing
denounced, to be done.

Now, from this omission, if the prohibition
is xmd_ to apply to the case of a special § 2. Device 2-- _eadering it unadvisable for
jury, results a sort d incongruity, by which a Sheri_to resist the Packing.
the intention of the k_islature, under the Possessed with the now antiquated notions
guidance of these hmt_ed persons, to exempt about the importance of real jury trial to li-
the masterlmelwr'sc_,rp_ofdependent special berry, a meddling sheriff (it might at that
jurors from bei]_ dishJnded a_onf _ith the time of day have been apprehended) might at
common jury corps, is put st_'_ more effee- one time or other start up: who, in the case
t_y out of doubt. U g,_ li_ proidbi_i_n, _" sl_.ial._uri_s, observing}uri_ packed, and
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formed into a standing corps, in opposition to me. Disobeying my Lord Chief Justice, the
what might appear to him to have been the k!ng (1 am sure) would not protect me:_
intention of the act, might, in relation to this disobeying the king, my Lord Chiof Justice
mostlmportant appiicatinnofit, feeldispo_d (I have reason to think) w_ protect me.
to use his endeavours to give effect to it. ' No man can serve two masters ;' two op-

For the repression of any such quixotism, positely.commanding masters: a prudent man
it was expedient that provision should be will serve the strougest:--my Lord Chief
made : and provision was made accordingly. Justice being the strongest, my obedience is

If, in the apptlcation of the act to special for my Lord Chief Justice."
juries, he would have greater cause of fear in
the event of his using his endeavours to give § 3. Device 3.--Concealing tits Power of_Vo.
effect to it, than in the event of his contemn- ruination given to tite Master Packer.
ing it, the conclusion was-- and, it must be Another exertion of lawvercmft w_y be
confessed, not an unnatural one--that no seen intbe core taken to tbrow a veil of con.
such endeavours would be used. eealment over the arbitrariness of the power

Contemning the act (it was accordingly exercised by the master in the nomination of
contrived)-- contemning the act in this parti- special jurors. It is by him alone (as we have
cular, and thus leaving the system of package seen) that the " _n"-.-the choico_
and permanence undisturbed- he would run of the forty-eight is made. Whatsoever up.
no greater nor other risk, than that of having pcarance of judicial audieuce and impartiality
to pay a limited, and that at the utmost a it might, in the year 1777, and in a ease of so
minute, penalty :-- a petty sum not exceed- much expectation and publicity as Mr. Home
ing £5 43 Gco. If. c. 25, § 4.) Supporting Tooke'scase(SeePartLCh.V|ll. p.96,)amt
the act, he would, in the instance in question under a judge no less remarkable for timidity
befOrso also it was contrived) find himself to than for arbitrariness, have been deemed ad-

committing an offence -- an offence called visable to assume, at this time of day, such
a contempt of court -- and thereby subjecting is the progres_ that has been made, this aro
himsel f co a mass of punishment altogether bitrariness may be seen stated without dis.
uulimited, and which, taking into account guise in the books of practice--books written
costsofdefenee, whether unsuccessful or sue- _ by lawyers for the information of none but
ressful, could not hut amount to many times lawyers, and without any apprehension of any
the amount of the penalty in the other case, suc]_jealous eye as, by accident, might be east
as above. For, if the master, as above, puts on the business in the House of Commons.
into a list of special jurors Ca list settled by In the act 3 Geo. IL c. _5, § 16, how is the
him as e_ove) any number ofo_er-serredspe- description given of this operation worded?
cial jurors, the order, given thereupon to tt, e Answer _ in such manner as to convey the
sheriff, to return those along with the other conception, that the choice was made some-
special jtlrors, is a writ or order of the court, how or other by somebody else, and that a_-
d_bedience to that writ or order an offence piers were all that were contributed on this
called u contempt of court, andthe punishment occasion by this judicial personage. _" Re-
iaflictable for that offence, imprisonment for quired upon morion as aforesaid '_. .. (says the
a time altogether unlimited, with or without act) "to order and appoint a jury to be struck
nobody knows what beside, before the proper officer of each respective

At the worst, what was made clear was, court." Before is the word : and false as is
that in leaving the act, in this respect, in s the conception that will naturally be conveyed
state of nullity, and the system of package byit, yet so artfuUy is it chosen, that no charge
and permanence undisturbed, he could not of impropriety would be found to attach upon
have anything to apprehend. Called to ac- it. By this proper officer, it is true, are the
count (suppose him in any way, though by forty-eight nominated in the first inst_tee:
whom should hebe called to accom_t ?) for butthenthejt_ryisnotsaidtobestr_ck, that
having returned this or that over-served spe* is, the determination of the individuals that
cia|ojUrymen : - The court," he would have are to compose it completed, till, out of the
to say, ,, sent me a list of twenty-four per- forty-eight, twenty- four are struck off by
sons to be summoned and returned by me to other hands : viz. twelve by the attorney _l
serve as jurors upon this cause, andthis man's each side.
name was upon the list:_how, then, could By, and not before (it may lndeed be ob.
I have done otherwise? Had l omitted him, served,) is, however, the word employed in
the court would have punished me as for n another part of this same act (§ 17.) But,
contempt." Thus much aloud. Continuing nemo mortalium omnibus boris sapit : fred,
the conversation to himself_- The king m every act of parliament is, or is liable to be,
parliament," he would naturally say, "may, a past/re/o, nothing is more likely than that
for aught I know, have forbidden me to re- the clause with before in it, should have been
turn _ man: but what I am sure of is-- the work of one hand, that with/_y in it, e6
t_at my Lord Chief Justice has commanded another.
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§ 4. Learned Advice ._ven accordingly to I to cons;,ler an act of parliament as anything,

Sheri_PhiUips. [ when their practice or their pleasure has beencontrary to it, to him it was all the same whe-
Thus it was, that this act, which, at a ] tber, in the case ofspeci.x jurors, the package

_ime of ferment, and in the view of allaying / and the permanence bad or had not been pr_,-
the ferment, was, in show and pretence, pro- ] hibited by the act : the exemption provided in
vided in the character of a cheek to corrup- t that ease having been a covert one, it had
tion in the case ofjurora in general, special [ escaped his observation, and he determined
as well as common, was at the same time, in " accordingly to conduct himself as it seemed
the case in which the mischief of the eorrup- to him, in disobedience to the law.
tion was at beyond comparison the highest But to the sheriff, who, had he taken upon
pitch (being the case wherein the interest himself to give effect to what seemed to him
which its pretended extirpators had in main- to be the intention of the legislature, would
raining and increasing it was also at the same have had to expose himself to the resentment
high pitch,) converted, as in the ease of the of the judges, it was matter of serious anxiety
lately-exhibited remedy agy_Justparliamentary to endeavour to ascertain what support he
corruption--converted, by suitable manage- might promise himself from the letter as well
ment, and with the happiest success--into as from the spirit of the law. The learned
a means of not only perpetuating, but aggra- framers of this law, not having asyet attaiaed
rating the disease, for themsel_es, nor daring to promise to them-

Of the state of things here depicted _ of selves, fi)r their successors, any such complete
the nullity of the power of parliament -- of and dannt!ess assurance, as hath now been de-
the real supremacy of the judges-- of this dared by their existing successors, ltad matte
state of things, the living oracles, to whom provision of their covert exemptions and loop
Sir Richard Phillips, as above, had, at diffe- holes, as above : and of these loop-holes, our
rant times, betaken himself for advice, were, intendedCurtius, the reforming sheriff, though
both of them, as will be seen, duly sensible, he did not receive a perfectly complete or

This sheriff, being one of the speculative correCt dranght, received an intimation suflL
kind of men above supposed-- ignorant, as ciently instructive to save him from leaping,
all such men are _igne:ant of the real state to no purpose, into the gu]ph into which he
of existing circumstmwe_had been amusing had been prepared to throw himself.
himself with the fancy tha_ .King George is Thus in the way of useful instruction -- in-
our king: that in consequence, disobeying struction which, howsoever speculative, m_y
King George, a man would be in peril, and at any time be made to lead to a practical
that to obey him was the way, and only way, purpose--the quantity of written matter un-
to be safe. avoidably expended upon this contrivance in

These learned persons knew, both of them, the art of packing may be turned to as exteJ_-
better things. " Your ICing George," said sire an account as possible. I would recom-
they, " (to let you into the secret) is King mend it to your consideration, gentle reader,
Log: jump upon him, do anything else upon in the character of a sample of the mode in
him yon please.--King J_llenborough, K_ng which, in matters of law, the public has been
Mansfield, King Macdonald, these are your always served, and may alwa)s expect to be
real ' kings:' these, should you venture to served, till by such service tim destruction of
disobey but the least of them, you will find society is completed, so long as, according to
him a King 2_torh. As to your K_ng George, the existing order of things, it continues in
to appeal to the laws of that nominal king, in the line of legislative penmanship to be served

justification of an act of disobedience corn- by lawyers, meaning fee-fed lawyers : it will
mitted against the orders of any of these real continue to be served as hitherto it has been
kings, -- doing so, you would but make bad served -- always with *he same honesty
worse: doing so, you would but agglavate I always with tl_e same views--always with

disobedience by ' eontemp,,t:" you might as the same effect.
well appeal to Bonaparte. '

Such was their advice: and very good, and, § 5. Special Jury System--just suspicion
as the Lord Chief Baron says of it, "perfectly entertained of it.

just" advice it was. The language in which That all the artifice that could be mustered
theygaveit was of course their own language for the occasion was not more than the ur-
--their own branch oftheflash language: but gences of the case required, may be collected
the above is the honest English of it. As for from the particular recital prefixed, by way
the speculatist, the reformer, he found means of preamble, to this very clattse :--a recital
to understand it, notwithstanding his igno- from which it appears, that the indiserimi-
ranee: accordingly by these lanterns were his nat. extension of the special jttry system to
feet directed, as well as his paths lighted, all causes, at the pleasure of the party on

• As to the Lord Chief Bm'on _ so little in either side of the cause, had not been regarded
use have he and his learned colleagues been, altogether without distrust and opposition.
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,, _id whereas some doubt" (says that pre- [
amble, 3 Geo. IL c. 25, § 15, ) "hath been con- I § 6. Harmony between the Astutia of lt_JO,
calved touchil_g the power of his M_jesty's [ and do. of 1808.
eourtsofl_w at Westminster, to appomt juries ' We come now to an observntlon, which
to be struck before the clerk of the crown, brings the consideration of the so /vn9 ago

master of the office, prothonotaries, or other [ to ex---_ise'-"-nright of eom_in'--g a_qat jur--"'-'_ru r offmers of such respective courts, or
tP_etP_rialof issues depending in the said courts, ' in crown causes, as wotdd _rally be the case}as well as a source of inereat_ hwyer'i p_ofi.L,
without the consent of the prosecutor or par- took its r_e frmn this act : and, as wall m the
ties concerned in the prosecution or suit there character of an ceea_iond source of corrupt_
depending, unless such issues are to be tried in tlutt of a eo_tnnt source of l_wyer's pmlit, it
at the bar of the same courts." Thus fro"the has already been seen how valuable an engine ithas proved ia the manufactory of abuse.
preamble : and then comes the enacting part, In the character of an instrument applicable to
still preserving the word before, and giving the purpeae of corruption, our estimate of its
to the party on either side the power to force value may receive some a_istance from a dream-
upon his adversary the sort ofjudic_tory thus stance m_ationed in the._xae Report. In " the

out con_ent of parties on ot si d .... '
............. furuished _o much as a pretencefar making tbeznlOLmfl: nor lS It sa.nl tna_ any instance URn .

• al_gor v It.
been found anterior to that period Notices . [_ .......• In me samP (_A_ In S_gln_ {_ l,ne q_antuI_
of the existence o£ such a power had indeed of the extra allowance given m di_e well-seleetea
h now and then thrown out, but which, if assessors, an observation made by Strange, g_.
that _tatement he believed (and no reason can licltor-General, is _ that ".though the practice
be found why it should not,)were without any !s to pay them more thani_ cnO_oOun_Unr_th_
e Ao+" ..t • t_t'-n :- -r-ctic* is mere matter ol acheron ty, _ _ tmInunction eisner m regu_ t_ or m p _ _ : .o;_r,,,_ h_ +g_ ,*h_v lm,mnl,a th_ l_in_
were thrown out, and not being true tu ct, ratty "
it seems difficult to imagine with what view --A_i depending on _¢neroMly, and the cro_t,
they could have been thrown out, unless it i.e. its screams, and they alone I_ving it in fh_r
were with the view of paving the way for power to be generous, and without bound_
this statute * well a8without any expeuse to themselves, it may
............ be imagined what sort of a chance an individual

" tVilks aga_inst Eames. Andrews, p. 52, would laave, under a set of juror%all named by
3lieh. ll @vo. II anno 1737. The court said, this one pgrty_ possessing, and all along exer.

that though it was not usual, before the said tining, the lmWerof either rewarding them, at
ne_ m grant special juries without eonsent_ yet the expense of other% to an unlimited mrmunt_
in SOmeinstances, and for special causes, it was_ or not rewarding them at aU_ according es they
and might be done:... And Lord Chief Justice behaved, . .
eitedthclxqngandBurrldge, Pascl_ Geo. ILl 10, The crown, had it or had it not a spceml jury
when upon searca it was found that no special at pleasure_ and not depending on the _t of
jury had been granted for thirty years then l_t the pa.rty on the o_e._e.? ....
past without eo_ent _and the Lord Chief Justice A ¢_rcurmt_nce maeea.t_ r.x_nut_ to
Pratt was then of oplniou, that the court might der it probable, from the fi_t mventmn o_ apecuu
grant a special jury without consent, but the [ jaries_ the/dn_', /. e. the _e_.ants oftheem_,
other judaea diflhre_ ;" i. e. were of opimon that [ never failed to uave a spee_, jury .ofmm _ lot
the court could not grant a syecial jury without asking for, is -- the _re winch, at me e_ny pe-
censenL riod above mentioned, viz. the beginning of the

From this it seems, that at both periods the I reig_ of Ki.ng Witlia_, .was mken,,that _e _:
Chief Justices knew what they were about, _nd I eulty o_ stn_ng out t_elz out or t_e 4o _snp,.at_a
accordingly invented pretences for thus forcing [ not, on the l_.rt ot e_tner party: _ ex_,
in the speeAaljury system : but that, in Pratt's | without)ts bei_ngspee_saty apptwa tot, aria on
time at lea_ v_. anno 17._, the putr_s were not | apphe_uon at acres. ........ _saeld -in the seeret, inam_auehastheuovlm_..dtheex- | Anasota_Ay_m neumeot_oran_a [/_. ,
tension thus _,_l-eavouredto be'giVen to it.. [iti_sm_d_arale.,*Itatwhenthe_h_tormmt_.

m the eharacte_ of a subject aria instrument ot | stn_e the jnry e_ _rte. t._p;n _t_76f_ _.
I_-kage (anle_ before this time the crown hw. ! tlart. Htmry, tn tteo. ttt. n. n_ _ .
yer_assumed, aud by the judge were permitted, ] In such eases ta were left to a emnmon _ury
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enacted statute within the limits of the pre- occasion in question, appears to have been
sent epoch : I mean the use which, on the made of it, by the Lord Chief Baron, with

the privity of course, and consent, all along,
that is, in causes the importance of which was not of his learned and re verend colleagues
sufficient to excite any interest in the bosoms of The deficiency by which, in respect of the
the judges or their connexion, chance was the
instrument they saw directed to be employed for clause prohibitive of permanence, the act was
the reducing the number on the gross list to and is rendered inapplicable to the subject of
twelve-- tbe number adapted to the scrvi_ list. special juries, had probably been ob_rved
Had justice been the object, here then was a and understood, but was not t]lought fit to
_rineiple and a precedent to have pursued. But be indicated: it was not to be indicated
m cases that were deemed worth their atten- why? lest peradventure, attractingparhameao
tion, these ministers of justice knew better than
to trust in any degree to chance, what might be tory notice, it should be supplied.

But, to the sher(f, in pursuance of thezevured by prudence.
In t_e ease in Cowper, before Lord Mane. advice that had been given him, viz. from the

JIe/d, a a curious enong[1 circumsmr_e is the care- temple, it might have happened to bring the
lessness,reslorsimulated, ofthejudge, inx,ega_ question before the court, vlz. in the mode,
to the person by whom the to, curb-four should in and by that advice recommended. If so,

be struck out, in case of a refusal on one side (in his lordship and their lords]tips were ready forthe case in question it was on the side of the de-
re,taut) to strike out the twelve--the fight of [ him. On arguing the matter on the ground
striking out which, according to thepractice, be- [ of the statute, its originally intended incffi-
longed to each side, and consequently to that side. | eiency as to this point would have been brought

What the reason of the case plainly enough | to light. Though not perhaps through malwe,
required was_that the party attending for the [ the would-be retbrmer would have been found
purpose (in the es_ in question, the solicitor of |
the crown) should exercise his fight of striking a trespasser : and, in addition to costs (costs
not hle twelve, and then, the defendant's solid. 9at by him in the negative sense,) in addition
tar making default, the fight that belonged to to such his costs, accompanied with a reason°
him should, from ncces_t#, be exercised by the able dose of contempt in the form either of
suppeeed impartial officer, the matter, avowed centempt or pity, he would have got

In this ease, both on the part of the connect his labour for his pains.
by whom the motion is made, and on the part ef Against the hypothesis thus advanced, this
Lord Mansfield, the judge, by whom the prayer
of the motion is refused, an a_umption made is or that passage may be objected, in which the
_tbet, in case of such default, it belonged to the prudence of the serpent does not appear quite
master, and him a/one, to strike out the whole so conspicuous as the simplicity of the dove.
four-and-twenty: that is, twelve for the defendant But should the fact be even admitted, the
who made detouR, and twelve for the solicitor inference has no need to be admitted along
of the erown, whomade no default, w'ith it. tn a line of action to which a man is

In this case had there been any real distinction
of iatcrett and feelings, nothing could have been accustomed, the most consummate skill is not
more palpably partial and iniquitous, than to put incompatible with equally consummate awk-
it into the power of one party, by thus wilfully wardness in a line to which he is strange.
making default, to deprtve the other party of The line to which an English lawyer , and
his right. Yet that apparent injustice _ and this in particular an English judge, is accustomed,
too to the prejudice of the cro¢_-- was ¢canmit. is that of making the most of the abuses, of
ted. _Vhy ? Because between the servants of the which the common, alias unwritten, law, and
crown in thejudicialline, and the servantsof the
¢zown in th_ agency line, the understanding was in particular that branch of it which regards
so entire, and because amongst tlwzn it was so judicialprocedure, has been made up, viz. by
perfectly well understood, that, so far as con- the hands, and for the benefit of his prede-
eerned theinterests and wishes of the servants of caesars: of making his advantaye of them on
the crown of all descriptions, whether the person every occasion, of defending them as often as
by whom the striking out were performed were it may happen to them to be attacked: up-
the master p_cker orthe cro_n solicitor, the effect
would be just the sam_ Thus it is, that to any posing every e_ectual remedy, and, as often
scrutinizlng eye the secret, had there been any, as remedial measures cannot be kept out alto-
would have been betrayed. But mere was no gether, infusing, into such as are forced in, as
secret in the case: and, as to any s_rutlnizlag large a proportion of insufficiency and mis-
q_, there was none such within sight, chievousness, as it may be found possibte and

a, Rex v. Hart, Esq. Cowp. 412. Friday, prudent to introduce.
1feb. 9, 1776. The line which is altogether strange to him,

" Mr. Davenport moved for directions to the is the line of honest mad beneficial legislation:
master to strike out twenty-four of the special including the abolition of such misch/evous
jury ex parts, in ease the defendant and his agent and inefficient arrangements as may happen to
should omit to attend the mtmer's appointment, have taken place already as above. Accord-
The motion was founded mt an affidavit of three

apj.min."truants having been made, and their de- do it without any direction from the court ; and
¢_tuing to strike out tilla day should be appointed declined giving "him an_, in partictthur, but had
fort/wtrkd..., no doubt he might do It new just as if he had

*' Lord Mansfield was clear the muter might tmmeeeded last term; ....
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ingly, R is not by mere ill will_ the imme- I unpl_t accident, the feelings of '¢9rc_t
diate result of adverse interest _ that a _ characters," in "hioh situations. •'.
true-bred English lawyer, bred in the school
of Coke and Blackstoae, is prevented from
doing anything well in the line of honest and CHAPTER _.'.
beneficial legislation : it is moreover by ge-
nuine and unaffected dimsiyhtedness and awk- LEARNEDADVICEIE_M THETEMPLE.
wardness. LE&aSED ad vice, in the shape urn letter from"

Even though the task to be performed were the Temple, having, on this occasion, borne
of no stranger a complexion than that of no inconsiderable part in the business, viz.
making a pair of shoes, the most expert as partly as having afforded guidance to the
well as learned and eloqnent advocate that sheriff, partly as having helped to afford legal
ever pleaded at an English bar, or judge that notice to• and been honoured by the declared
ever sat upon an English bench, would pro- approbation of the Lo:d Chief Baron, the
bablv find it matter of extreme difficulty to
mak'e with his own hands any such article. * " The Duke of Portland .... informed me
But supposing the task to be the nla_ng of " • • • that your Lordehip thought a change in
a code of laws, in such case, even though by bord C_tstlercegh's situation in the government• i desirable,--provided it .... could be recondled
tome strange revohltion or metamorphosis he [ to Lord CMdereagh's feellngs. The Duke af
were on a sudden to become per_nally re- portland .... told me dial hopes wereenm.tainad
_nciled to it, he would find much less diffi- . ... of facilitating a general arrangement, in
rally in the making of a pair of shoes than in _hich _ comjdetq c/*ange ia the =_r &'partmatt
" "" o" an such code o_ laws as should might oe e_eetea cor_ist_atly with Lo_ Cattle-

tphr:vmtK:_g _rsup;_ing such _o be the qual!ty _ae_gh_,i_t:At_: l_t:;rin/_rbe_:.R_e_am_rr_
required to he gwen to R) a really nsefut In- Canni_tg"to "EarlCamd_. LordJ_residentof_Is
strument m tl_e hand of lmpartml, undtlatorv, Majesty's Coundt, in which the conduct of aUwar
unvexatious and unexpensive justice. In tile on which the late of the haman species depends,
makinz of the shoes n"othing more irksome is, for near six months together, vlz. from 2d
co_,=,la =_._"__vvg_ened't° him than the emnlovr- April.to ..'20tbSeptember 1809,.in the minds of
..... _ ..... ; the mmister who writes this letter _ the ministermg in so retativety u_etess ann nnpromame .....• • _.. _ m whom tn_a letter Ja wntte_and the othea"
a work, the necessary quantity ot tanour anu ministers in general, stated and ahewn to have
time: from the very first stitch to the very beenasecondaryconsiderafion:the-rimarg, arvl
last, he would not have found himself an- during that whole time the prtva_t, com_le-
der any such unpleasant necessity as that of ration being tile feeling.s of a single i ,ndivid_:
violatin_ nn_ maxim or o_inion he had been that individual, a minister whose untimeu tot

. a . f . ._r _ -- i_ such his employment had during all that time
a_2_llslome_l In reg_rn wlln aHeerlon al u re- __ _ " "'I" _- --'--- on-- -- b-.... .. _ __ , . _ Deeu Fec,ogHIsett_ _. eltuer uy every r,, u_ y
spent or acting m opposmon to the m_eresrs ., • ,, - •• . . , almost every one ora_ conesgue_ :_ana taua
opinions, or feehn_Ts of any of hxs friends, hi colleagues 1
the making of the beneficial body of the laws, Now in any such cabinet _not to spe_k ¢4t
he would not only have to lament, st every ctm.tinge,_ ones,}sup,l_o_ a)_positiaa br_gh_
etrnleo nf fh_ non th_ mlsannlieaLion of so lOrwaxotot the making m any auert _e or
.... 7",'_" "-_ t_---: ---_ --; v_ -- ," laws asshotdd be sul_servientto the purposes ofmuell laoour anettime, Dill;at every o_ner line _ • . _ . , _ --.--• , " cognoaeibt%t_partta_ unailatory, u_vexat_
he would feel himself runmng counter to some [ ,,_,_dve Justice On what drcumstancew_m_
eanh favourite maxim or opinion, as well as [ _h'erec-r'_tin_ givet_to it depend? Answer--on
running counter to the interests• diminishing | its bein_ capable of being made " r_tsistently
the profits, disturbing the ease, lowering the _ with," or " of brisk re.welled to" the" feel.
reputation, galling the pride, mid, in the words | ing_'" of the greatchara_, r whoseseat _h:tv,_e _ --,, . .,_ l.Lt L._ ,, hurtin- " | head of the laW. were it tOUa]_t _.Aeot _ra _uen_or, mgt_ s toe, _w, _' t _ *'_ o^ _- _'_ible im _i_l and in all

.prejudicuty, injuring, and vtolatmtl, [itsotherpmnta, mthehlghestdegtee, oemany

sad mutt famllmr friends. |greatett happme_, ot me are _ . -- .
He wouldfrnd himself, or, as now we _y, | _e recourse to _t rendered m any uegrfe te_

reel himself, running counter to that which, | dilatory, vexaUou_,._ expenmve_ t&tu_tt It_ _;_- _¢ _ ........ ;...... q-, _ursued or / present--Ires _outa, man ltspo th_e
-, _ _- _ ...... ,;,\_-_,: v .. '_ _| oe_ositetvthemWrestofthatgreatcnaraeterm
prolessea to ue pursuea ou_ now anuquawu | a|¢i_ _ints vla money eow_ eas_ r_-
and exploded end andobject _v3z, ttte 9r [ tlam v_ea_, with their et az4era: t alaoto that
_ppia_ of the greatest number, has nowof| _-'t_]_ _,_verallearned, and ,r_ble and leamed_
hte openl£, deliberately, and in black and | and other ffreat dmracters his amesgue_ ann
white, been avowed and acknowledged a_ and [ .oti,_ idaffi'end._ S_.eh_ the_tucte_hi_t_• • if not _a_ nuot _*emg met_ wen. uewa. _._ to
for the permanent end and object--7.. ,. | the _ar, had that been me//eomdueted, the result,
Ol all governmen_ ot the governmenl; oi ms t -- o • - • - - .... ,_ - ,_
!" " " ' - "z. t sOmr from _ezng m any pom_ epp_sw, wemamajesty s mostfav_v'ed set of servants.-.=v_ _ in every point have been, Knd in a high degr_
the nva_rvln_, from " hart," "prejudice '" I subservlem to the interesta of the great eharket_r .... "_D ' .
•" is)urn, .... t,iola_io_," and every other such I by whom tt would have been to conducted.
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readerwill probably expect to see it laid be- for the latter to attend oftener than the act
fore him here, instead of his being sent in requires, it must be much more so to tLe
quest of it to another publication, former, on account of their rank and station

I proceed, therefore, to exhibit a copy of in life._

it, subjoining, iw the form of uotes, a few pet: and whatwas the complaint then ?--that, in
observations, of the propriety of _vhich the the character of special jurymen, gentlemen were
reader will judge, put to iflconvenlence by over.attendance? No:

that they were oppressed?-- no: but that they
" TO MR.8HERITFPHILLIPS. were over.pampered :--that "great and extrava.

" DRAg Sm,_I agree with you in think- gant fees werepaid to them:"--and "frequenl"are these complaints declared to have been by the
ing, that the clause referred to in the inclosed act. (24 Geo. III. _ 18, _ 2.)
act of parliament upplies to special as well as + Inconvenient .... it ,_u*t be ranch more ....
commou jurymen ;* .for if it be ineonvenient_ on account of rank.] What we have just been

seeing, is a specimen of the sort of regard paid
• .4pplles to special .... jurymen. ] This is by the fraternity of lawyers to the convenienceof

the efahse forbidding the summoning and r*_ gcntlemenjurors_the class of jurors, whose con.
turning of over-served jurymen : this the passage venience is entitled to regard :_ let us uow oh-
which drew (as we have seen) from the Lord serve the sort of regard paid by the same learned
Chief Baron the avowed persuasion, that the fraternity to the convenience of coramonjurors--
practice he had so long been.pursuing, and was lowpeople, whose convenience is entitled to........
then defending, was a pracuce mgant to be pro- to what ? to any regard ? To this one knows not
hibited, and prohibited accordingly, by partia- exactly what to say : -- either to none at all; or,
ment. But tbah in this persuasion, as well the if to any, to next to none.
learned judge, as the learned eonnsd whose ob- Iustegd of convenience, we might say.feell,gs.
aervations he found a_ "perfeetl U just," were Since the use made of it for crushing the hberty
perfecdy mistaken, has, m the last preceding of the press,fiellngs, always the more sentlmeu.
Chapter, been shown at large, tal, is become the more legal term.

To a man who_ in the sale of his time, finds
the sole source of his subsistence, less inconve.

_m_hlf ineonvenlent fi : the latter to attend ....
more to the fmmwr.] Inconvenient to a

guinea-fed juryman to attend oftener than the nient to sacrificea portion of his time for 8d. than
act requires! About as inconvenient as to this to a man to whom not only subsistence but sfflu.
learned gentleman it is to have too many briefs, ence is secured, and that without the sale of any
When the briefs crowdin too thick upon him, he part of his tim% it is to sell, on this particular
a_turns the overplus: when the summonses crowd occasion, the same portion of his time, receiving
in too thick upon the guinea-man, he, the guinea- for it, besides a very geod droner, at the lesst one
mm_ oheys such as he finds it a_grecableand con- guine_ This is the proposition, with the sup-
venient to obey, and neglects the rest. posed truth of which the learned gentleman was

_Note, that of the twenty-four who, for each not only possessed, but to such a degree capti.
cauae,urealwayssummoned, it is but twelve that, rated, that. under the guise of a reason, intro-
in any one cause, can ever serve: therefore every duced in form by the wordfor, it led him astray

time of his being summoned, each special into what we have seen to be an erroneous con-
juror, or, in other word% half the number sum- ception, or at any rate an erroneous declaration,
maned, might, if the incenvenience were real, stay of the meaning bf an act of parliamenL
at home without being missed: and, to a majority Such is the proposition_which_ in this its cha-
composed of these gentlemen_supposeeven a few racter of a reason, stands at the head of those
yenmenjurnrsadded,vlz.inthecharactcrofta/es- " obJorvations" which, in the sight of the pre-
men, who would ever care about it? eminently learned judge, were so " t_erfectl?l

Of the terrificflne, which (by the .actof which just:" and which, in that of another learned
the act in question is an amendment) is, in case barrister, who dates from Lincoln'e Inn, will be
of non-atCendance_hung over the heads of jttry, soonseen toheso " perfectly clear and correet."
men_ were I to add that it does not extend to The information thus afforded is no light mat-
_eeial jurymen, his reply would be of course _ tee: -- inasmuch as here we see, expr_sed in
_¢Oh,but this is according to the construction you word_, the sort of regard, which the convenience,
put u_L_onthe a_ :_ mine was different." _ it
so. _ut what reason could a sheriff have for

thefeellngs, the interests, _(any of these words
may alike be ernployed) -- the interests (say) of

wapposing, that when he was sending an invita- the vast raajority of the people, may expect to
tion to u gentleman, to partake of a good dinnerz experience at the hands of lawyers of all sortsand.
in good company, after sitting to act thelmxt of sizes, official as well as professional: the same
n judge, and to receive moreover a guin_ at the sort of regard which stands expressed by deeds,
/aawt_and perhaps a number of them, he was in the sort of law, framed by these same learned
putting hira to " _wonvenienee._" or if, in the hands _ for the use shall we say ?_no, anything
Instance of this or that particular gentleman it but the uJ¢_ of that same despised portion of
were an inconvenience, what is there that could the pconle.
lmanpt a sheriff'to be too frequent in the reite- In this sketch may be sceu apicture _ a family
rated production of such inconvenience ? picture--of the fraternity of Enghsh lawyers:_

Note that, in those days, a guinea was worth u picture which cannot be charged with hostile
Lt least twice what it is worth at pr_,_ent, distortion or discolourment, since it is drawn by

Twenty years or thereabouts utter the passing their owu hands.
of this supposed ineonvonience-producing act-- From this view of it mighl be formed, d priori,
(take for the act either the origina/act of the 3 a eouception_ of the treatment which, by fi_dex.
0co. II. or theamend/ngactof4Geo, II.)--the perience, this portion of the people feet rather
topic Ofspecial juries came again upon the car- than _¢c themselves to have met with at their
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" But with regard to the sheriff, 1 think 3 Geo. II. c. 25 to enter or register in a book
there is a very material distraction between to be kept for that purpose, the names of sueh
common and special juries. With respect to persons as shall be summoned, and serve as
the former, the returning them upon the jurors on trials at _'Vzsi l_ios, with their ad-
venire facies rests w_th the sheriff; and as he ditions attd places &abode. and also the times
is req_red by the 5th section of tite statute of their services, so I think that if he were

hands: what they have met with. and for ever to return any persons to serve as common
may justly expect to meet with, so long as, in jurymen oftener than he ought, he would be
Blaekstonc's senseand words, "every thing is as liable to the penalties of the statute ; but with
it _h,,Md be." respect to speeial juries, they are struck be-

N_a th3t they are altogether devoid of sympa, fore the master of the King's Bench, and the
thv:-- for no truman h6mg wa_ ever altoget er rcmcmbrancer in the Exchequer, nnder the
de\oat of sympathy. But, as is but too naturA, i3th section of the above act of parliament,their sympathy, such as it is, is contined to the
classes with w'hich they _sociate or wiMr to asso- which declares that the jury so struck shall
elate: and having, as we have*een, been so liberal be the jury returned for the trial of the issue;
of tt to the dl_tinguished few abo_e -- the men in and accordingly their names are specially in-
high sltuations_they have none leit for the un- sorted in the d_strlnqas. If the sheriff, there-
d_stmgmshed multitude beneath, fore, who ha_ nothing further to do with theHeuce it is that in England (not indeed in
England only) the people have come to be di- striking of speeiM juries, than attending with
vided in, o two cla_es : ooe, of those to wtrom the freeholders' book out of which d_eir names
justice i, w be _kl; the other, of those to whom are taken, were to object to the nomination
j_,stiee "Nto be &:;z;ed : _ denied, for the benefit of such as had before served within the limited
of those _ho alone can come up to the price : and time, and his objections were overruled, be
who by tLat means are authorized and required would not, I think, be liable to any penalty
to purchase the ihculty of oppressing, under the for summoning them upon the d2stringas;
name, and with the po'_er, of justice.

T _Jsts t_,e audmrttau ve comment upon Magna and indeed, it' he were to refuse to do so, he
t'!,art,2: _the comment, wrmcn, day a_ter day, might incur _ contempt of the court, who
by the tee-_ed hand_ of the t:,.c!ve ju£y/cs ; not would _ot suffer their process to be disputed*
lk_r_ett:ug the one supremely le,m_ed person, who in the execution of it hy the sheriff, if you
sit-: at the head of the Lw, in the* as well as so should think it worth your while,_ however,
ma'ly ot_.er _enses.

Treat a poor man can better afford to work for to reet_Ji/:_ the practice which has obtained,
eotl_ieg than a r_ch ma_ (for tlus, though a short of calling so often upon special jurymen to
inteq,retat:_l, is a sufiic_ently correct one.) is a attend at JYtsi Prius, the proper mode, I eon-
t, ropo.,itmnofthatsort, whichitseeumxmpo_ble ceive, would be, _hen you attend with tim
torany men to repe_t, who, after nodee g_ven him freeholders" book for the purpose of striking"
that it will he looked iuto. should be._tow on it a aspeeial jury, to carry with you the book
see_.ud glance. But how mapo_.,lble soeverit may
he tbr a_nian sermusty to think so, nothmg can be containing the names of such persons as have
more easy to a mau titan to *a?! so : and when alread) served within the last two terms or
such t_,t_e state of hi_ficlb,gs, that, while those
of the h_gher classes are something to him, those • Court .... would not suff_r their process go be.
of the lower classes are a.s nothing, it is no less disputed.] No : ttv_t they would not; viz. if by
n'ttural for him to say of the working class, that any one it happened to be iound" worth whil*"
they can afford to be made to work tbr nothing, to bring the matter betbre them : _.and at any
andthat they don't mind being made to work tbr rate, this was a very good axlviee.
nothing, than it was for the cook to s'_y of her "1- IV_zrth your _hilr.] This is the passage
eels, that they don't mind bein_ skinned. _,Vhy which htt so'exactly the taste of the Lord Chief
dkt not the cook's eels mind beingskinned ? Be- Baron, and which accordingly, in the character
cause they were used to it. "_Vlty do not the Lord of an arga_ment ad homine_u, tie made use ot_ in
Chief Baron's common jurors mind being made the representatmn made bv his lordship, a_ we
to work for nottmlg ? Because they are used to it. have seen, to the sheriff, i*n hopes of engaging
The cook tbr her wages is used to see eels skinned him to give up so romantic a scheme. Would
without mindim_ it: and the Lord Chief Barnn_ you give execution, would you pay obedienee_ to
for his fees, an_f those of his friends, is used to an act of parliament ? _ think first whether it

be worth while : -- if it be not worth while, whosee thegreat roajority of the people outlawed and
strippedto the skin, without minding it. In both ever (i. e. which of u_ ever ?) thinks of paying
eases the eoastructiou is ambiguous; bat in both obedience to an act of parliament ?
¢as_ the import is dear enough. "_To reetif!t the pract_ce.] R ectify_,a..s up.

" Perfeetl'y just" as this mode of doing justice plied to practice _ to the practice of juages
to rich and poor i% it seems, at present, it has to his owu-praetiee _ this was a word which has
not been tool_ed upon in that light by all judges been seen to be _ and indeed might without much
at all times, expense of thought have been expected to

IWllkesa_,alnstEames_ Mieh. llOeo, lI, anno _not altogether to the learned judge's taste:
1737. Amirews'g Rep. p. M._" Probyn Just: accordingly, as we have seen--and for what rea-
_ida that he knew no rea_n why speeial juror_ son we h'ave seen _ he slips in the word reform
attending a trial in the country, should have instead of it. For, under this name, though not
more allowed them than a common jury; the so easily under-the name Of rect_eation, the pro.
_.t/wr being generally more able and better qua- posed and dreaded correction migitt without r_

to serve thei_ cotmtry th_ thee." serve be slighted and discountenanced.
Vow. V. K
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vacations, and apprize the master or remem- named in the distrinoas, on the ground of their
braneer ° thereof, requiring him not to nomi- having served before within the limited time;
hate them afre,h ; trod if he does, you might particularly as you would not, I conceive, for

try tile effect of an application to the court the reasons I have given, be liable to a pe-
to'set aside the nomination, or have othels nalty for summoning them ; and though the
Dominated in lieu of those who had served i juror_ who had served betbre might he excused

before, on the ground that you might other- from serving again, on producing to you s
wise by possibility be subject to a penalty for certificate_ of tl_eir ibrmer attendance, _et I
summoning them. By this means the opinion think, that the judge at _t._ Pr_us would not

of the court would [_e obtained,t and they be inclined to fine the oPfieerwho had not¶
nominated them.- I remain, dear Sir, "_our

would!hepraet_cc_pr°bablqlnfuture.directtheir officers to alter obedient servant, * " _ * _ '."

" It would not, I think, be prudent for you Temple, March lO, 18_S.to hazard the incurring a contempt of the

court by not summoning any of the jurors CtlAPTER VII.

dpFr_ze the master or remembrancer thc_ e- ADVICE ]FROMLINCOLN'S-INN.
of.] In pursuance of this advice, the sheriff' did
" apprize the mas_er or remembrancer thereof:" § 1. This Letter, why introduced here.
anti m chapter the 9th, we shall see what he dot ThE authority of the learned gentleman, who
b'¢ it. In giving to the s_'erlfl'thls part of !be dates fi'om Lincoln's-Inn. stands upon a fi_of

advice, tbiglearned friend of his was qui=z_ug ins very different from that of his learned
him ; unless so it were that the learned gentle-
man, how well _oever deserving to be_ was not brother, who dates from the Temple :--a very
completely in the s. cret. different footing-- and it must be confessed,

+ The opinion of the court u'o_dd be obtained.] a very interior one. Both lumiJmries are in-
Yes:- and so wo_ld the expense of obtaining deed alike eclipsed by stars, such as • * * • °,
it: and moreover the disgrace and ridicule of and, by this common occultation, both are
presuming to endeavour to obtain it. To the placed in the scale of authority thus far oa
shertff, along wW_ the expen_ might have been
ot_tained_ perhaps, another eptgram, still mor_ the same level. But the Templar, _hose
pointed anti quizzatorlal than _he italian one. " obserrattons'" are so "perfictlffjust," is by
l_'rom any such " urbane" (for in the applicatlot_ this adoption become the cifild of, or rather
of this attributive the sher_fl'cannot be accused ol quoud hc,c one person with, the pre-emirmntly
error)and polished bench -- what would _ot in- learned judge : to the purpose of the present
deed have been obtained is--any such attribuuve
ms thatofthe "/,,_eatest/b,d," orthatofthe"u'euk- inquiry, he is in effect Lord (h_ef Baron :
est man," that e_er walked owr earth without a whale his learned brother on the other side

of Fleet-street, less fbrtunate in the date ofkeeper.
In the char0cter of an advocate, to apply such the application made to him, missed thereby

attributives belongsFerhaps only to Sir Viekery the having been admitted to so much as a
(}lbbs: in the character of a judge, to take them chance o(so honourable an advantage.
up tbr the purpose of rendering them more bitter. Why then ir_troduce him. or his letter, here ?
under the guise of sweetenmg them -- as Lord
Ellenborough did to this same _benff, on an oe- says a natural question, and by no means an
easion on which, according tohis lordship'_ own irrelevant one. The answer is-- because it
declared opinion, what was said by thissame per- is upon the evidence of this gentleman thai;
son, in the character of wuness," could have no the existence of the guinea.corps, and the no-
influence on the fate or merits of the cause _ be- tottery of such its appellation, rest.
longs surely only to Lord Ellenborough.

In the same common design, different parts are l{ Excused .... on producing a cert_eate.]
aeted_ as nature, habit, and situatmn serve, by Sage advice, st_ll in the saute style. Excused,
different characters : and sarongs! them, while no you may perhaps be from attending to receive a
pretence for any more subs!annul vengeance e_n guinea or several guineas-- excus: d, on condition
be found, such is the retribution that ought to of producing a certificate, the endeavour to pro-
he expected by all such adventurous knigi_ts as duee which might or might not succeed, and in
think to remove, though it be hut a grain, of the case of success would produce, without the guinea,
mountain of abuse accumulated by the hands more trouble than the attendance.
and/or the use of _Euglish -- add_ or of Scottish Here, as might be expected, we see anothe_
lawyers, lawyer's remedy: _ I don't mean a recnvd_l pro.

"_ The?/_ould probabl?! .... alter the prac- posed b_t another larryer ;--I mean anoth'er re-
t_ee.] d'lter the practice indeed !_uncompeUed mealy, of the sort of'those which lawyers.are in
by parliament, a court--an English law-court use to make up and administer I --of that sort

or, uncompened by the people_ an English which they have in store for their clients, in the
parliament-- alter for the better its own practice ! character, whether of consultants,or snitors. Bad
Yes: when without compulsion, the Mufti turns indeed must the disease be, if the remedy they
O_ristian _ or the Pope. Protestant. The court have to administer be not worse. And so happily
alter its own practice ! If for the better be meant, as well as ingeniously have they manage4t as
when was it ever known to do so? On the p_rt not to bave left, even at their own disposal, ault
of the learned author of this most learned advice, good one_k

behold still the _ame pleasantry; or still the same _ This insertion of this word [not] seems to b¢
_implieity and i_r,eience, a slip either of the pen or of the presL J. IL
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As "to his title to credence -- a remark that were before subject to, from their constant
ha_ been made already is-- how improba- liability to be summoned from term to term,
ble it is, that ira matter of fact, stated as witboltt any consideration or rest_ct paid to
notorious, were not really _o, it should be the labour of _heir previous attendanees, and
mentioned as such b 3 a professional man eir- it is most clear that it did not oripinate m any
camstanced as thi, gentleman appears to be. jeal,,ns_'_ entertained that men so summoned
True it is. that from the lnentmn made by and serving, would fail to act uprightly be-
him of this guinea-corps, a suspicion might twten the parties.$

arise, that feehngs were harboured by him, + Most clear that it did not originate in anll
heretlt_l and rebelliou_astowaedsthe powers jealo_¢sy, _e.] thre we see the tlr_t of the err-
that tie : aml that it was for the gratification : denee_'ab6se alluded to, by which the purity and
of these wicked feehngs that he bad trumped stmplidty of these learned eyes stand demon-

up this story about the guinea-corps, that strated. Not only are they (,s we shall _ pre-sently) inaccessible to any suspicmn-excidng ray
statement having in fact no truth in it. capable of being emitted'trom any other source,

But, for tile clearing of hzs character, in hut, when the tendency of an act of parliament
wbmh, so far as concerns et-_dentiary trust- might be to excite any sort of suspiclan capable
worthiness, the character of this inquiry is, in of pointing it._elf towards the higher powers_ they
sonic measure, involved, I feel it incumbent are inaccessible to the very first words of the act.
on me to show. which I shall do in proper The acqlmean theearlie_t, themosteff4eient,

and by far the longa_t_ of the four or five acts
p_aee, that in his feelings -- I mean, in the which'hear upon tile subject (3 Gee. II. c. 25,)
feelings manifested in this his letter when states, inthever_,firstlineofit, as the very cause
taken in all its parts-- there is nothing that of its enactment_ " the evil practice used in eel
does not harmo_lise with the purest jurispru- ruptmg of jurors;" arm it is with these words

dential orthodoxy : which being the case, it before him (or why were they not before him ?)
would be an injury done not only to this at- that to this learned person " it is most clear that

• " it did not originate in any jealousy entertained
gument, but to the reputation and prospects th_.t men so summoned and serving, would tail
of the gentleman himself, whoever he may be, to act uprig!-tly between the partie_" No: the
if any suspicion were left unremoved, of his n_tention, -- the sole intentitm of it," is stated
having ai_)thin_ in common, but the formal by him as being that of miOgatmg the sort.of
rlace of date, with any such reprobate as the vexation wl.ich, the instant a perception arose
author of these pages, that the breast of a gentleman, stood exposed to

it_ mzde that deep mapres._ion_ which we have
.Not but that m this busy age, in which already witnessed, on the feelings of the learned

reform, as in the days of Balah and Balartm, judge.
l_rophecvisbecome('ontagious, he too (l meau _Vhat is posslhle indeed is-- that the act which
the learned and plaetising gentleman,) as will at tl_at moment lay betbre that gentleman was--
be seen, is a reformer. ]But then his plan of not the very act above mentioned, but another of
reform is (as witl also be seen,) iu the st}le of thenextytar; z'iz. thatof4Gen. II.e. 7. But

• this last-mentioned statut% being but a patch put
the Perce_'al school, a temperate one : mean- upon that other of the year preceding, is so in-
ing by temperate, a remedy which shall either dented into it. that to any one who had not taken
leave the disease as it fbund it, or by the bless- the trouble to turn to the amended act, any self.

ing of the Ahnighty! (meaning the almighty satisfactory conception as the amending act
of the 3"o-Popery worship) nmke it worse, would he plainly impossible.

After the necessary preface fbllows the By the act of the 7th Gee. If. c. 7, _ 2, after
learned letter in hec verba, with a few occa- reciting, that by the act 3 Gee. IL e. d5, it hadbeen enacted, that '_ no persons shall be returned
sional elucidations by another hand. as jurors to serve on trials at z_i_i Prin*" " who

have served within .... two years before ....
§ 2. The Letter, with Annotations. m any .... county" except as excepted ; and

that _' by reason of the tYequent sessions of 2V/_i
TO SIK RICHARD PHII.LIPS. P'li_is in the .... King's Bench, Common Plea_,

Lincoln's-Inn. Sept. 1, 1808. and Exchequer at Westminster_ the said provi-

" DEAg Slg, -- Inclosed ) ou will receive stun cannot be put in exetuuon in the county of_liddtesex, but is tbund _mpractieable,"-- _t is
the act relating to the summoning of juries (a_ter this recital) enacted, " that the said recited.
on trials at z_'isi Prints, and the three letters* _lause .... shall not .... extend to the county'
with the perusal of which you have _avoured ot Middlesex." Then, as to that county, it goes
me. on and enacts, that "' no person shall b: returned

"In respect to the act itself, it appears to to serve as a jurnr at any session of Nisi Prius in
have been passed with the sole intention of the county el MiJdlesex, whohas been returned

I to serve as a juror at any such session of'Nisi Prius
relieving those who are liable to serve on in the said county, in the two terms or vaeotlon*
juries, from the inconvenience which they next immediately'preceding" _" under snell

---_--T_l_:i---Tht se_67ust- evidtently l p_nalty UlXm the sheriff, under-sheriff; bailiff, or
have been the three letters above reprinted, in so other of[ eer_ employed or concerned in the._aam-

many preceding charters: viz. I. The letter dated [ monmg or returning of juries in .... Middle*ex,
from the Temple; 2:SheriffSir Richard Philbps as m_ght have been inflicted ca .... any of them
to the I_zxl _hief Baron; 3. The I_ord Chief I tbr any offence againstthe said recited clauses."
Baron's answer to the_id 8_r Richard Phillips, [ ,"13ctwcenth_partie,,"]--2VoteofSS"tllcl_d
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"Mr * * • % than whom no mall can be practice is for the opposite solicltor_ to strike
better informed on the subject, is perfectly out a name alternately until the list is reduced
tlcar and correct in his observations,* and in to the proper number, so that it must be the
&s statement of the manner inwhich special fault of the defendant's own solicitor, if he
juries are struck." does not obtain a respectable list _ for the

"One circums'ance ought to be attended to, trial of the issue."

which must remove all sasp&ion_ on this sub- excluded from the learned bosom _ by this very
ject: it is this, that special juries are struck documentitisthatsuspieionwasnotonlyp/anted,
u n_der an o:der of the court only,_ and the but rooted, in the unlearned one. By this so
Phillips to these words :--" It should beobserved, oppositely working docnment_ what I do not mean
that tile persons who serveon special jurie_ rather is -- the visibly existing, though in respect of its
desire the employment than to be relieved from purportf, lselt; pretended, not to say.forged, or.

der or' court_ what I do not mean is that tooit, as they receive a guinea for every cause; and it
is not about causes between individuals on which visible piece o£ mendacious and polluted paper:

_what I do mean is the invisible order of thethere can be any ground of jealousy. So far are

special jurymen'from seeking to be relieved_ that, court -- the neither visible, nor audible, nor yet
owing to the advantages derived from serwng on the le_ perpetually aandlng, and intdliglb&, and
them, I have received, since I have been sheriff, eJ]leient, and general order, continually issued
more than a hundred applications from respect- 15y all the courts, to the master packers of their
able persons, who, under a mistaken notion that six or seven respective offices, requiring them to
it was in my power, have wished me to place choose always proper persons, and never any
them on what they called the speclaljury list. other : vlz. the secret members of the no longer

" "R. P." *ecrct list, which, as we have seen, stand indcbtett
• Mr. * " i • is perfectly clear and correct in to the Lord Chief Baron probably/'or existene G

his observations.] Mr. * * _ * ; viz. the learned avowedly for protection and defence.
gentleman who dates from the Temple; and of Look to the Temple _ look- to Lincoln's.Inn
wh(_e learning we have already made ourpeofit: _ look where you will--look to what part of the
vlz. in the D.st preceding chapter, constitution you will, _ everything ks consistent

On that occasion, at the head of those obser- you will find _everything is orthodox _ among
rations of his which were so "perfectly just," learned gentlemen.
we saw the lawyer's balance, for weighir_g the The use of a jury is-- to serve as a cheek to
val_c o_¢ _entlemen's time against the value of power-- to power that would otherwise be arbi.
Io_ people's time: and, with the correctness of teary _ in the hands of a _ndge. The use -- or
these scales, as well as with the several other at least one use _ of the _louse of Commons, l_
observations from the same learned quarter, the --to serve as a cheek to power _ to power that
learned inhabitant of Lincoln's-Inn, is (we here would otherwise be arbitrary--in the hands of
tee) no less " perfectly" satisfied than we have the crown. In the case of the sort of jury termed
seen the pre-emin'ently learned judge, a special jury, symptoms of a sort of'fi'vera

Like causes produce like effects: he who sees were, by this learnedgentleman, observed -- oh-
one of these learned persons, sees another: he _rved but not coni_ssed_ to have been produced
who sees Bavius sees Mwvius. An observation by suspicions_ imputing to this kind of 3ury an
to this effect has been made already: but the habitual leaning towards the crown side in crown
occasions for repeating it sacesed one another causes, For the removal of this complaint, a
without end. febrifuge of sovereign virtue and efficacy, having

"1"One eJreumstanee .... must remove all been discovered by him in the above-mentioned
_pieion. ] Remove it ?_ from what place ? Not remedy, viz. an order of court, let us apply it--
$urely from any one of these learned bosoms, the I mean in idea _ (for the application of it in
door of which, as against all suspicions pointing substance belongs to, and is with perfect regu.
upwards, remains of course for ever closed;-- larity and efficacy performed by other hands) to
not from any such seat of imperturbable lean- the ease of the House of Commons. " One cir.
quillity, forasmuch as what is never in a place eumstanee (let us say) ought to be attended to,
can never be removed out of it--but from bo- which must remove all suspicion on this sub.
Imms actually labouring under the green-eyed jest: it is this; viz. that members ' are struck;
_na/ady_ such as the bosom of this troublesome _ebosen) under an order ofcourG" (viz. the court
and meddling sheriff. But let us see what this at St. James's) " only. _'
remedy is_ which, being swallowed, ought to Now is not this -- deny it who can -- a mest
operate as a specific against suspicion: viz. in a conlposiog opiate ?-- a very specific against all
constitution actually labouring under, or at least political fermen . I mean, against all such
l_edisposed to_ the speei_ of green-sicknes, above as are liable to break out _althin doors ; -- and_
mentioned, if it be good in either of the two eases, can it be

Special juries are struck under an order of otherwise than good in the other ? And, as to
court wdy. ]--Add, the court never kno_aing any this our learned practitioner, notwithstanding
thing about the ¢natter. The order (as we have what we have seen escaping fi'om him about the
_n) a mem scrap of mpoilt and w_sted paper:-- gulnea-corp_, can any doubt he at present en-
a mere pretence for fce-catehing:--a pretence, tertained to the prejudice of his brthodoxy?
and that a false one. (See Part L C°aap. VI.) and, if he is not alrez_dy an attorney-general, or
Of gold, not of post, is the powder, by which the a solicit or.general, or a master of the rolls, or at
malady of suspicion is so regularly remoz, ed oul least a l4Zelah judgc, is it not hig_ tlme he should
of, or rather expelled frump-learned bosoms and be?
ll_l'ne(l e i_.

Alas ! _ew different the ideas presented by the obtain a res_ctabl* lla.] Alas! what a smoke is
Fault of defendant's solicitor, ffhedoe: no_

tame object to unlearned one_ By the very here ! But can so much as a puff be necessary to
aoeument by which all stmpicion had ever te_xl dispel it? Resp_le ? Ye_: in one eedme, at
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" If shy serious inconvenience were to arise cOnceive to be wholly within the power of
from the present practice of striking and sum- the sheriff, t and that is, to correct the free-
monlng special juries in Middlesex, 1 appre-
hend that it is the proper province of the this learned gentleman, that he was--not com,

pletelv in the secret. To the permanenee, so de-
courts above to interfere and introdaee a re- cidedly approved and effectually protected by the
form, without the interference of the sheriff, learned judge, he sees not indeed the shadow of
whohas, asMr. * • • * states (andinthis he an objection: yetthesort of persons who, beyond
is supported by" the statute,) nothing further all otlwrs, could be depended upon, r,ot t_ say
to do with striking of special juries than to at- who alone could be depended upon, viz. for con,
tend with the freeholders' book, to enable the stancy of attendance, and for that obsequinusue-_

parties before the proper officer to fix upon withoutwhich eonstaneyofattcndancewouldhavebeen of no use, these are the sort of persons whom
such as are to be retnrned for the trim of the _o hardheartedly, as well as inconsiMently_ we see
cause, and named in the di,tringas, him thus deviean_, plans for getting rid of: though,

" As under the_ circumstances the sheriff to be sure. if, while he was thusgiving the advice,
_nnot, by an)" po_-ibihty, in my opinion, be he knew it to be an advice that could not be
subject to any penalty tbr summomng the pursued, as he must have done had he looked at
juror_ named m the d_stri,ga,, although they the acts on which he grounded it, " the case i¢altertd." and both these imputations vanish.
may have before served within tim time It- As to the question just mentioned, between the
rotted in the general neff I do not think that sheriffand this his learned adviser, it stands thust
the objection which you ha_'e taken is de- Thestatute3Geo. ll.c.25,istheonlyonethat
_rving of your fu: t her attention ; but if you has any bearing upon the subject: and, upon the
think it otherwise, _he proper mode of obtain- ground of this statute, the matter stands thus:

ing the opinion of the courts on the subject orderedl"By _Y'_17,rule"ofWhereanyanYoftheSPecialsaidjUrYcourtsShalltobebe
is that which is pointed out by Mr. * * • a struck ?,y (here it is " 5y" not "before") the pro-

" There is one reform,* however, which I per officer of such court .... the sheriff .... shall
be ordered by such rule to bring .... before such

lea_t of any wa_t of respeetabihty there cannot officer, the books or lists of persons qualified to
be a_v fear; z _z. of that sort of respectability serve on jades .... out of wlfieh juries o_gM to
whieh_has office and L_u_nee._for its tlmkers. Of be returned by such sheriff .... in like manner
that sort of' respecta/_ilitv there is not among the as the ?'reeholdcr$" b_mkhath been usually ordered
candidates any absolute'want, even before admis- to be t_rought, in order to the striking' of iuries
siou into the'offlce: and this qualification, the for trials at the bar .... and in every such ease
t_uinea.,_ if they did not fiud, _ould make. Here the jury shall he taken and struck out of such

_en is the respectability which not only doe_ not books or lists respectively."
stand in need of any exertion on the part of the And in what manner, on the oecasinn thus al-
defendant% solicitor to obtain it. but which, spite luded to. had the ?reetwtders" book been usually
of his utmc_t exertmns to the contrary, will be ordered to be bro_Jght tor the jxurpose so alluded
sure to be obtained, and constantly obtained, to? This is among the points, m relation to which

the lawyers concerned in the putting together thislmpartbdit_t _se,'ur_ly against all ir!fluenee--
allcorrupti_uenre--descendbt_fromabove.2-- piece o_ patchwork took care. according to the
Is this the true I':nghsh translatk_n tbr the '_ re- custom among lawyers, to leave us m the dark.
spectabil_t_/" of this so learned_ and _tet, or thence_ For, as often as, by the cry of any part of the
so charitably thin king and eonfiding gentleman ? injured people, they have been foreedto make a
Ei_ht-aud-¢'ortv persons, all named by, or un- show of affordir;g relief against this or that part
der the influence of, the powers above, and the of the system of)udieial abuse, organized by, and

for the benefit or, the judges, one of their maxims
is _to lea_e the common, ahas unw_illen law of

faculty nfdi_cardn_g no more than twelve of them
a secu_'ity by which, according to this learned gen-
tleman's neeessitarian theory, " all s,sp_cion," their own making, to form the _._romtda'ork_ ap-
rdz. of any want of " re.*pe_labilify."_of " re. plying to it no more than here and there a patch
spectabilit?¢" (in this sense must we say ?) "must of statute law : that thus the uncertainty, _hich
be removed._" tbm_s the essenUal character of the g_ oundwork_

Patients. 48 :_and all 48 expected to he cured may spread itself over the 1_teh.
by a remedy which applies to no more than 12 ? 2. In § 1 and 2 of this same act, directions had
"Were the learned gentleman a physieian_ would " ' " ' -

• There is one reform, _;c.] Reform 9 and from
a bosom from which all suspieio/_ that points up-
_ards_all suspicion of the possibilityofany need jurieg In that section (§ 17) by a reference made
of reform_has been sentenced to he transported from it to the,e two fordaer ones (,_ I and 20 no-

for life ? ..... is of the thing (it would seem) would bare been more easyGentle reader, patience, "lne relorui than to say--that the books, made up according
temperate kind-.feompo_yourseLf. " Wtu,llp in m the direction given in tbese two sections (§ I
thesher{fl"s _mwee "says the learned inventor and and 2.) are the books here meant by" the booki,"
adviser _f ttiis returnS. Wholty out of my po_er, which here, fur the purpose of c,ommating persons
(in the note we shall see to thts same letter) says to serve on special juries, " ought to be returned
the sheriff: and so accordingly (as we have seen, by such sheri.ff."
and shaft farther _ee) says the act. But, by an understanding among the lawyer_

With all his dispositions to find "_'¢fectly within and without both houses, and the ¢lergl
_rr_P s whatever came from above, or came re-
commended from above, it may be suspected of _" See note W, l_ge 1,51.
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holders" list, by expunging the names of all have crept into alittleindependence, and, 1,y
such persons who, from low situations in fife, artifice mid eollu_i,tn with the inferior ollicers,

within the same, and the spLakcrs to whom be- and herein-alter printed, note (p. 161.) on this
longs tile nomination of the said clerks, matter._ part of the advice of' his learned advl_ers, eb.
have all along beeil setded m such sort, that, be serve-, in relation to thi_ matter, is correct ; r'iz.
the statute ever so long, it shall be impossible, that it is not "" in the power of the ._herlff"_t_f
otherwise than by words of vague descriptlon_ to any sheriff_to do that which by this his learntd
make any refi'reucefrom any part of any statute adviser ttds sheriff is advised to do. v_z. "to col
to any part _f the same or any other statute, reet the frceholde_s" lla by caTntnging ....

In the printed edlttons (it is true) we see each names," For, if the baoks_ a de_cripuon of whjc,h
statute divided into s¢clions, and each section is _iven in the above-mentioned two first seeuo,'_s

numbered. But this is the work of tile pr_intcr --'_nd of which it appears that they ate the orly
only, or h_s editor: and a man whe, in me pen- sort of book_ to which tile appeltaaon of "fi-,_.
ning of any fresh statute, should, for thepurpose holders" book," employed in dns 17th section, can
of making a reference to airy preceding statute, apply_are really the books that, under this santo
or part of the same statute, be unguarded enough 17th sect,on, ought "to be brought before t e
to make u_e of any part of the m*meraHon tabb, said officer"_tto wit, the ma*ter pi, c]itr ot suth
in the description el such preceding statute, or office in such court)--to serve tor the striking.f
partofastatute, would findhimselfoverwhehned, specid juries, the,_e are books of which in s .t' .... 7 o ~y
with expressions of rage and terror, excited try tt is prmaded, that they shall respecuvely be
so fee-checking an innovation _ rage and tenor, made by the " sheriff." _ho "shall .... take
covered by a mask of contempt, a_ if excited by care dtat the names of the persons contained m
the contemplation of his ignorance. such duplicates shall beflithjMtt¢ eotered alpha.

For_ on the one hand, clerk,_ being paid for cot, g, beti"cally .... in some book .... to be kept by
ing, aeeordmg to the multitude of statnte._ arid him .... tbr that punlose." _" In such duplf.
the length of each. and the confusion thus orga- cares," says the act : or' which sort of m_trument
nized in each producing a perpetually-mcrea,,ing here c,dled a duplicate, it is to the present pnrpese
demand tbr more_lawyers, on tile other hand, sufficient to observe, that it is an instrument of
being, sol_ of them, paid in hke proportion for aomch,uiy elsc's making, anti not oi his, v3z. the
the drawing of statutes, and all of them having sheriff's: and whether, had 31r. _henffPhdlit_s ,
everythingto gain by the eot(fasioa that pervades in pur,_uauce of the advice herein given to tllili
the substance of the s.'veral statutes, and the by this his learned adviser, "" estranged" any
ur_ir,ersaland perpetually-il erea_ing uncertuintq of the names contained in such dupheates, the
in which that confhslon beholds its froit--heuc'e " names .... contained in such duplicates ,n
this rule, by which it is provided, that an act of would have been "" entc_rdJhitl_ullp/' may be
parliament, let it of itself constitute ever so co_- left to any man to prono_mce.
siderableavolume, shall,liketheumthematlcmn'.- A course, i_deed, wtuch mightbe taken with.
pellet, be a thing withoutp:t_ Is. is a rule as sacred out much difficult)'-- I mean, ph_/sical thfllculty
a-mong these several learned and official persons, --is. after enteria_ the names "'fit:thfullp," to
as any article in the 39 ever was to the most or- pursue the advice given by this learned adviser,
thodox ot the fight reverend prelates that grace and accordingly, either once for all, or totlcs quo.
and sanctify tile Upper House : and whoso should tics, tO t, c,rtmnge,, names. But whether, atter
propose to abrogate it, would thereby become a any such purification, or number of purifications
worsethauapopi_horotheripsofactoexconmu_- pertbrmed, tile book pre._ented tothe off'leer of
nicated eonvict---a malefactor ips'ofaeto convicted the court-- viz. the master packer-- as and [or
of jacobinism, the fi'echolders" book, could with propriety be sam

In regard to this article, symptoms of heresy to be the f_eeholde_s" book, is another carious
have now and then, it is true, been manifeste_-t question, which howsoever curious, and to tho_e
in the Coutmons, in so high a quarteras the chair _ho would be paid tbr playing their parts in the
of the preseat Speaker : (See Speech of the Right t_ial of it, an agreeable one, 1 would no: be the
Hen.Charles Abbott on Mr. Carroca's Purity tf man to advise any other man to eam, e to be tried
Parliament Bill, in Cobbett's Register lbr June at his expense. It is one of those quesUons, in
10, 1809 ; to which ft_rmer manif_tatioas of the respect of which it is difficult to conceive how, iq
like complexion might upon search be added :) ease of its being tried, for example, on an indict*
but in this heresy there is so little of contagion, meat, a cl ief .judge, in his endeawars to per*
that the British Themes seems little more in suade either a jury, even thougtl unpacked, or
danger of being healed of her habitual vertigo by his _llow.judges, to decide _ either for the king
this one hand. than the Church of Rome was of or for the delendant, whichsoever happened for
being purged of her errors by tile Pope, who, the moment to find most favour in hls sight--
about the middle of the last century had ae- could experience any difficulty : and as for this
quired, somehow or other, the surname of the our reforming she,iff, supposing him, in pur.

suanceof th s learnedadvice, to have become suchProtestant Pope.
"The books at'lists ofpersons qualified to serve defendant, what sort of tkvour he could reason-

on jun_ .... out of which," according to § 17, ably expect at the hands of the learned judge
"juries ought to be returned by such sheriff)' are who, in that case, would have the trying el him,
they then the same bc_dcs or lists, the manner of may .be left for him to imagine from the exeurslo_

which, in the ease of Cart a_'_ *st ttood, wasmaking up which is prescribed by the two first
sections of this same act ? Vague and incompe- made not long after . • that t_ ..e learned judge:
tent as is the mode of description, it seems dlffi- vlz. if not for the pu _ ,.._ :e e_ct of giving
cult to conceive how, if' called upon to give, by him a _mple of it in ' le," : r_ter eta witn,'ss:
his interpretation, an answer to this question, a always remembering ":", . ,uch purification,
• adge eoold avoid ans_,eringit in theaffirmative, it' performed with any degree of eonsi.teney and

h' so, what the sheriff; in his above-mentioned, steadiness, the ed_ct "would be, as in his instance
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get their names placed upon the freeholders' I prindpallv to their _dding to that indepen-
lists with the proper additions, with a view i deuce** by the fees payable for the!r s,erviitg

{ on special juries : I know several ot tins tie.
it had been tile declared _.bject, to make things I seription, who are ludicrously described as

better than zrell ; and in _ doing, to dgsttoy not i being deeply eoneerned and intere._ted in the
only the yorks? but. _e_ very._riuf_ple, of that qainea-irade,'_ and _, di[iget,_ scrutiny, with,
elegant art_tha_ DrallCll ol ll|e art ol ttc_tg#l _ • _ -- ---
which exereis_ itself in the groupbtg of jarors : I one by each of these his two learned advisers, and
_an art, the planting and cultivation of which his unlearned g,_l sense saving him from both.
has already been aflbrding so much occupation m To make "' application to the court," vlz. iu
the _'isdom of age*. [ the only proper manner (learned gentlemen fecal

The ease 'is--that the statute in question, and _tbrth_ but without any gronnd jbr it, ia
having, hke most other statutes, been penned as _ the learned advice given flora the Temple.
above, tor tile express purtmse of being miscon- t To get himself indicted or b*fornvrd against
ceived, has, in pursuance of that purpose, been _ be|bre Lord Etlenborough--(mark well before
put iw,.o such a form and method, that both the _ l,_,'d El[cnboraugh)_indieted fi_ran attempt to
|earned adviser, anti his official eltent and cur, t commit a r:fomn, viz. by curling up the most
rector, fou_td it more easy and plea,sent to speak _ valuable bra'ncb of the packing trade _ indicted,
from im:ti,_Dmtiou than from the act. I and this with at least a plau-able ground, say

It was the imaginati-n of the learned adviser I rather a A,ood ground to build _ conviction upon,
that presented him with the idea of its "*being I At'ter all thi,s learned advice, including the pie..
wholly within the power of the sheriff"" to correct I eminently tearned hint not to risk his reputation
the ILsC'm question, by _' expunging names" out _ for ' _ diseretbm," by any such attempt as that of
of tt. It was the i.nagination of the .shertffthat I " making ns better tDan a,ell_" the unlearned
presel_ted him v,ith the idea, that " to make any I person took a course which assuredly would not
Mteratio'a in the returns" is nut v_erety " tbr- I h._ve been ad,vi_4 by _x_y of the three, and laid.
bidden," but "' forbidden under a 'penalty; and } bare the whole matter to the public eye.
that a heavy ot_e. "' i And here we see matter not only of satisfactions

As to the ,,_ission_and Iet us add, the ea'- t in respect of the escape made hy the bird from
unctzoa -- o! name,_ of the descri tton in ques- _ the ,nares set for him by both .fo_elers, but of

P "" • P .... itionl forbhhl'n it may ludeed be said to be, i gratitude Jbrthe lnstruetlvesong In whlc)hehafl,
though in tile rather indirect way we have just { sung of it.
been seeing, v_=. by requiring t_lat tile names t._powerofthesher_ff.*') NoleofSirRiehard
of the persons contained in such duplieate_ be Phill;ps to tl_'se ze,rds :--" "1his is not in the
faithtulh/ei_tered : but, to the offence of which power'of the sherift_ who is forbidden to make
this {ndirect de_rtptiun is give% no pemdtv is at- any alteration in the returns_ under a heavy _e.
taehed. " na|ty. '" R. P.

In the next section, it is tree, viz. _ 3, comes I $ With a view .... to .... their adding to
a clause, by which a penalty" is appuinted. But I /hat independenee.] Receipt for adding to inde-
the olfenee to which this penalty as attached is-- prudence : -- 8oliett and soliett_ till you have
not that which consists in the h'avi_g out of a I succeeded in getting into a situation of profit_ out
list of the sort in question a name which ought to I of which, without a moment's warning, for any.
he in it, but the :,_tting into it, or at least acting" I thing or for nothiog_ you may be let drop at any
as if there had been put into it_ a name which I time, without tmssiblhty of eotnplaint_ arid with.
ought not to have been in it. I out kno*ind why or _herefore. ,

Then, as to the _ hx'avb_ess'" of the penalt% { %Vhat_mni_ter. or othes man in power, isthere_
if the real and effective weight be here in ques- who, on the part of all sart_ of men, whose tune-
don, viz. the weight nf it as estimated hy the ]tions are sait_ anti suppOsed to act as cheeks to
quantity of mo,._ey _hich the levying of it takes his own, would not be content to see "" indepead.
out of a man's pocket-- if this be what our { enee" not oni_ thus ""added to," but, if after such
sherilThad in view, very inadequate was (speak- an addition t_lere could be anything more to add
hag with re_peet) the conception entertained by to it, thtls rendered complete? A system of thi_
bim, forthemomentatlea_t,oftherealandeiTec- sort would be notless t_cient (and howmueh
live weight of statute penahie..,. Ot the penalty more decent would it not be ?) than the giving
here in question, the _Tiinimum ia no more than ieenee_ b'¢ act of parliament_ to all eontraem
forty shi|tin_,s, and the maximum hut $2It). But nhereby a"n_ert_ber _ells ltlx_.-elf to a minister
even this £10, if£10 it be, isnot to be levied ieenceandproteetion,onconditionthattheterma
but " upon examination in a summary way" :mployed in them ._hall not be " e,*Tress."_
(§ 3,) in the manner herein intimated: in which See the Pereeval Parliamentary Purity Aet_ 49
case, at the expense of £10 at the utmost, he Oeo- IlL e. 118, § 3.)
would have it in his power to exonerate hialself II Deeplyeoneernedand interested in taeguinea,
of any further demand'on this score : whereas had trade.] lmprude_we-- treaeher?]_ teltln._" tab:*
the penalty been no more than 1,., to which in out of school-- such are the refieetions_ which by
this ease, he woukt hardly have given the dean- a man_ of more warmth and learning than can.
ruination of a "heavy" otm_this single shilling dour or reflection, might be apt to be e_t upon.

, the disclosure thus made by our learned adviser.being to h_.ve been reco,_ered in a re_'nlar way,
I for my part would not be the man to save him Against a load of imputation, whieh_ though to
harmless for ten tim_ the maa'_mum ot £10-- a first glance not altogether without colour, will
an, nor tbr a good deal more. on an impartial examination be seen to be not

V_rhat wilt'be amusing enough--and (to any note serious than h-_roundless, it would be un,
man in whom bosom the'interests of mankind are generous at lea_t, ff not unjust, to leave hint
wout to excite any warmer syanpathy than tbe [hogether without defence, l f of the appellation
inmrest of dudge and Co.) cbnsolatory, is _ to (gulnea.man) and of the habits and dispositions
otm_rve the _o traps set for the unlearned man_ which it iml_orts_ the existence were really huron
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the assistance of_he returning officers, mlgh_ that they do not possess sufl_elent powers of

lead to this reform, discrimination to decide rightlg; but I think
'" I do not, under this last observation, that the special jury fees should be received

mean to insinuate that even such characters onlg in the way of compensation for aetual ex.
acting upon oath are likely to do wrong," or penses and loss of time, and not as matters

rious--notorious in any such degree as that in °fPr°fit't
which he understood them so to bo_ on this sup-
position, to have kept them from the knowledge
of a sheriff, and especially so active and inqm- CIIAPTER VIIL

sitive a sheriff, and one to whom, in less than a MAXIMS CONCERNING REFORM_ DEDUCED
twelvemonth_ the number of applications made
for situations in this very eorp_ amounted to above FROM THE AROVE LETTER.
a hundred (Phillips. p. 1730 would have been § l. The 2_[axims thems_h,es.
altogether hopeless : while, by the frankness of
the communication, all suspicion of wishing to T_IE subject of reform being at present on
throw a veil over the practice was, in the most the carpet, and a variety of opinions afloat,
promising _t leasqifnot altogethereffectual man- a few maxims or aphorisms, halt' a dozen or
net, ooviated, thereabouts, and containing the substance of

Between judges, mastrr paekers, and guinea-
men, all suspicmn of anything like an under° tion_&s the advising his Mdjesty to give to the
Mandln_ was, in this refined and indirect way, department of the commander in chief thebenefit
much n_ore effectually repelled, than it could have of a pledge of purity_ correspondent to that by

" which, in the judieialdepartment, thedifficultyofbeen by any direct arguments : since, of any such
arguments, the eflhct would have been, in the "d:_ing wrong" has been rendered thus extreme!
first place, to bring tbrward an idea, which could "The person whomyou shall nominate toan office
not be too "carefully kept out of sight; viz. tim [ within 3"our department shall, in every instance,
idea of a state of things, the existence of which i be, in every re,pect, theperson the best qualified
would, if once made matter of argument, be much ] tbr the filling of that office--So help you God !"
more likely to be confirmed by it than disproved. / "_{'ith such a security, the child in leading-strings

Against refi_rm in every line, it begins to be ] might have been trusted with a comm_ssmn as
discovered, t_at much more effectual war may I safely as his father, and the wtics of Mrs. Cl-.rke
semetimes" be carried on by adopti*m_ than by | would have had no more power over the virtue
open opposition. In a very high place, indeen, of the commander in chief, than those of Dalilah
go almost when you will, you may hear the had over Samson before his hair was cropt.
abuses of the law not only acknowledged, but "1"2Votas_mttcrgof1_"?fit.] The se_erityof
inveighed against: --ju._t as if an_'thing but will the learned gentlema_a's vl½tue ha% upon this oc-
were wanting to the removed of mere __just as casion, displayed itself in an opimon, which it is
if m the whole world of law there were any one somewhat easier to admire than to understand.
thing of which the learned orator had any role- Thatadeelaration,totheeffectinquestion.should
rably clear conception, except the value of those be incorporated into the purity-securing oath ?_
same abuses ; _just as if the most mi_hievous is that what he means to recommend ? "] A./3.
of those abuses were not the food on which him- (for example) " do declare, that the guiT:ea just
self, and Iris closest connexions have grown so received b_ me has been and is "received only in
fat upon ; _ just as if they _ere Rot dearer to him the way ot compensation for actual expensLs and
than the apple of his eye. loss of time, and not as a matter of profit. So help

" Likcbt to do _ron/_,] The faith of this learned me God !" Or if duly construed anti put into a
person m "the virtue of an oath is truly edifying, tanglble shape, would the proposed security he
Unsanetified by this principle of sanctification, tbund toamount, forexampie.tosomethingto this
the probity of these guinea-traders does unques- effect ? viz. that on a motion, rcgnLtrl U made
tionably not appear to have been set by him at a by some learned gentleman, opposable or unop.
ver# high rate : give them an oath to swallow, posable by learned gentlemen on the other side,
everyimDure vropert'¢ is, by this consecrated re- a rule should, if the court think fit, be with
hiete', carried o'ff. "Not'e, that the oath by which the
swallower is rendered thusunlikely "to do w_ong;

equal rc_'ula_ity made, ordering that "an ac-
count be taken by the master of tlw actual ex-

is the veryoath which, as often as any difference peases meurced by each special juryman, _6z. in
of opimon has place among the elect twelve, is the shape of chaise hire, and subsistence upon the
regularly produetive of perjury--of porjury on the road, as also of the compe_zsatlon due to hlmfor
part of some portion of the number from one to loss of lime ¢ with a direction to allow out of the
e/even inclusive : I say of perjury; units it be guinea (being the greatest sum allowed by the
_upposed, that, by that terror of inevitable and act) no greater sum than shall be sufficient to
insupportable torture by which the will is sub.. cover such actual expenses, together with such
due<l, the understanding is enlightened and con- due compensation as afbresaid :--costs of the ap.
verted ; and thatofhim whose power of endurance plieation to await the master's report."

The latter I give as being more particularly
in unison with the getmral spirit and tendency of
such amendments of the law as are to be found

is the weakest, the conviction and conversion is
regularly and proportionably the most sine.ere.
An oath " preservative against corruption !"_
an oath compo_d of vague and unbinding _ene- in the statute book, made at the suggestion, or
ralities, such as those ot which such effectual care in conformity to the advice, of the gentlemen of
has regularlybeentakenthatitshallbecomposed! the long robe. But as to this opinion in parti.

Alas ! by what fatality did so simple an expe- cu/ar, whether it be in legal religion, as in the
dient escape the piously scrupulous and learned first case, or in legal practice, as in the last ease_
mind, tlmt has the royal conscience in its keeping that the truest interpretation is to be sought fat

_o cheap a defence of nations agair_t eormp, i it, must be left for tile reader to determine.
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so much of tim above learned dissertation as of imperfe_inn should _nywhere be fotmdo
regards that subject, may, perhaps, in these the imputation, in so far as it were just,
unsteady times, be found not altogether out would fallJ no part of it on the most power-
of season, ful, every part of it on the/eaJt powerful, ot

Lest the eye of the reader's mind should all the classes that conld be found concerned
find itself incoalmoded by too strong a blaze in it: no part of it upon those under whose
of light bursting in upon it at once, to pre- eye, and by who_e authority, everything is
pare it for the brilliancy of the more grand done that is done, every part of it on rhone
and comprehensive principles, I place in front whose dependence on that authority is eotn,
a rule or two, confined in their extent to the plete and absolute.
only subject that belongs directly and neces- Accordingly, in the instance of the only
sari'ly to these l'_ages--v/z, the institution of reform, which is represented as lying within
special juries :-- the power, of the only person in whose in- *

1. When, for the execution of a plan re- stance any ineti_tation to that effect has been
pugnant to the acknowledged principles of perceptible, the "reform" suggested consists
the constitution, and to the equally acknow- in the expunging the names of all such l_r-
tedged injunctions of an act of parliament, sons who.from low situations in hfe have erupt
48 persons have been selected, of whom, for into a httle independence." Thus far the
the insuring the success of that plan, 12, or suggestion of the learned reformer : for the
upon occasion a single one, are in every indi- due understanding of which, it is necessary
vidual instance sufficient, the faculty of dis- to be considered, that the consequence would
Carding 12 out of the 48 will, if lodged in be (nothing less being sufficient to insure its
proper hands, be. in every such instance, suf- continuance,) that if in numbers sufficient
ficient to defeat it. for the purpose, persons sufficiently adapted to

For (says the Lincoln's-Inn letter) " one the purpose were not found remaining, other
circumstance .... must re,Jove all suspicion ! persons of the necessary complexion, and in

on this su_q_*ct:.... Spceial juries are struck i sufficient number, would of course be taken

under an order of the court only .... so that in to fill up the gap.
it must be the fault of the de(endant's own 4. Every man -- so he be high enongh
solicitor, if he does not obtain a respectable is a proper _ and except others seated on the
list for the trial of the issue." same level, and linked with him in the bands

2. If, in the instance of a set of men of i of the same interest, the onlgproperJjud_e
whom (except their being in possession, each in his own cause.
of them. of a portion of property which may Accordingly, as we have seen, " it is the
beinsufficlent for the maintenance of any one proper province of the court above," (says
of them) nothing more is known than that our learned reformer who dates from Lin-
they are. all of them, pensioners during plea- coin's-Inn) " to interfere and introduce a
sure under the authority on which theirs was " reJbrm."
intended and is said to serve as a check--if, 5. The hands by whose industry abuse has
in the instance of a set of petty placemen so been created--by whose steadiness it has been
circumstanced, there be any cause of appre- preserved--and by which, whether created
hension, lest, on any occasion, lhey should or only preserved by them, theproflthas been,
manifest, as towards that authority, a degree and continues to be, reaped-- these are the
of obsequiousness inconsistent with probity bands at which the extirpation of it is to be
and independence- in such imaginary case, sought.
a sort of sanction which, as often as any real 6. When, for example, as long as he has
difference of opinion has had and continues been sitting on his bench, a judge has been
to have place among them, is trodden under in the habit of treading under fbot, with open
foot. would, as against such danger, or cause eyes, the authority of parliament, tbe judge
of apprehension, afford a sufficient security, himself is the proper authority to apply to, if

For " I do not" (saysour learned adviser) you would have him cease doing so; parlia-
" mean to insinuate, that even such charac- meat, not.
ters. acting upon oath, arelikelytodowrong:" For the letter, in which the Lord Chief
', such characters," vlz. persons who, by this Baron's determination to persevere in that
same learned gentleman, have just heen de- same habit had been deliberately declared,
scribed as "persons who from low situations makes one of " the three letters with the 1_.
in life have crept into a little independence, rusal of which" (_ays this learned gentlemait
and by artifice and collusion with the inferior to the sheriff) " yon have.favoured me."
officers, get their names placed upon the free-
holders' li_t, with a view principally to their § 2. Corroboratlonsfrom Lord J_ldon's
adding to that independence by the fees pay- Scotch Iteform.
able for their lerving on special juries." Such are the articles, which, in substance

3. If, in tile whole expanse of the all-per- and effect, though not in words (for worda

feet system, it were possible that a particle are ever under the command of ¢xistiu 9 ciro
O
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eumtdanee_) constitute, so far as the most which a business occupies as many years as,
probablei_terpretation, or, aslawyerssay, con- in another sitting bythe side ofit,T thesame
structioa, which I have been able to fred for business would occupy hours, or perhaps rot-
the learned words in q,_estion may be found nutes, and these learned persons not heal.
to be correct, part and parcel of this our law- taring to attach their signatures to an opinion
yer's creed, that " the pre_-ent forms are now, or by the

I might have said the lawyer's creed : for, authority of the court may easily be rendered,
as already intimated, with here and there a fully adeqtmte for the purposes of justice and
possible exception, too rare at any rate to be dispatch of husiness, without parliamentary
to such a purpose worth noticing, being all interference," (p. 4.)
bred in the same learned school, all cast in Let him behold the signature of the author
the said learned mould, whoever sees one of Marmion annexed-- not to a receipt f_r
learned gentleman sees all: nor are these the profits of Marmion, but--to the produce
articles of the number of those, which, to of the learned labours of this constellation
obtain acceptance and adherence, require sig- of learned eomndssioners, so worthy tn have
nature, chosen the prceses whom _hey el_o_e--sn

Thu_ much must be confessed-- vlz. that worthy to be chosen, as in fact they had been

as yet it is only in so far as the individual chosen, by that pra.ses.
learned mind in question can, with propriety, Let him give thanks, that, to his other of.
be deemedand takenas and fora fair sample fices, theauthorof._Itzrmiondoesnotaddthat
of the genus, that the propo.-itions in question of calling up the l(:te Earl. in the foretmon or
can in their herein alleged character of arti- the afternoon, and telling hint what to do, as
cles of the lawyer's creed, be with propriety soon as official advice has been received that
received as genuine, the enemy is within his line_._

In that same character, as l_aras concerns After reading, as above, the history of tl_e
reform of law abuses, can the genuineness of appointment and proceedings cf the commi,-
these articles find any man still sceptically stoners, let him, among the spee,'hes of the
enough disposed todoubt of it ? Lethim turn Edinbm'gh advocates,ll under the name t_f
to the list of Commissioners for the Refi)rm of the author of _Tt[armion, read a rhapsody of
Scottish Judicature. (See Report of their irrelevant buffoonery, in which he will no_
proceedings as printed for the use of the House find a scrious wm d, except _ hat i_ employed
of Commons, in pursuance of an order dated in pa_sing undl_criminating condemnatton ca
June 9, 1809.) Let him see with what reli- every ira%doable atleviati(m ofjudic_al abuse:
gious care the name of every person is shut t including, in such his condemnation, ever)-
out, on whose part any the ]ea_t desire to see I thing which the noble av-d learned institutor

defalcated any the least particle of abuse from t of this commission either has given it him, or,
a system composed wholly of abuse, had ever i unless it were in whispers, cvald have given
been perceptible ; while those of the main- ] it him, in charge to promote.
tainers and defenders of the whole system are In these public documents, including the
with correspondent carefulness collected and above.quotedprobationarytMeinprose, wtfich,
inserted, if Lord Ellenborough's ridicule - proscribing

Taking, for the basis of his calculation, the
number of two-and-thirty reapers, let him ¢ The Small-debt court.
admire and calculate how rich a harvest of $Ex._etlyasit_tands, this paragraph was writ-ten on the 12th of July 1809: being some days be.
rbward is destined to be reaped by learned fi_re the saihng of the SValeheren expedition.
industry, occupied in the field of retbrm, in i I! Delivered March 1807. Published by Con-
the accustomed course of learned husbandry. I #la_dean¢l Co., Ediaburl._h : and 2_Iurray, l[,o_t-

From what they have done already, let him i don. " T_e loser .... (he is there i_-.adeto
calculate what they are about to do. Let him observe) must be disobliged at the issue of every
pray-- if haply into his religion be admitted canse ..... The w nner .... sometimes ....thinks his c_nquest dear bought... The lawyers
any particle of regard for the welfare of the .... wereoften irntated, that the court did"not
people, and the ends of justice _let him pray, see with their eyes .... Hence the salhes of satire
that the ministers of such justice may, in the and of scandal .... And to tt_ese jo:nt causes
sense most beneficial to the country, be pre- he was willing ta_ascribe much of the supposed
vented in all their doings ; that what has been clamour of the country .... and not to any/
begun in doubts may be continued and ended material defect in our present system .... "Thus farth_far-famedpoet :whose modesty_when
in the same ; and that of these donbts, the confessing himself "' somewhat abstracted from
distribution of the matter of reward through- professional ]_ursuits," (lb. p. 48,) could not save
out the mass of learned merit, may, as being him from being selected by Lord Chancellor El-
to the country the least bitter, be the only don to carry the above avowedopinions into prac-
frtdt, lice. Not any material defect in tl_ _y_tem!-

Let ldm behold in idea, and, if so it please in a system to which alone the English system isindebted, for not being perhaps tiie most profit.
him, in black and white, a indicatory,* in gatts_stemthatevetwa._devised, fortorn)enting

* The Court of Se#slon. and pillaging men on pretence of._ustJee!_,
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branch of libel taw were applied to it, w'ould Whether it was that the advice co'_ehed in

be from beginning to end a Abel-- in these the epigram bad not as yet been received, or,
howsoever libellous as yet unpunished docu- having been received, the eloquence of it had
ments, having read wi,at Lord Eldon intended l_ailed of producing the effect it looked fro',
should be done, and having predicted (as any so it was that our Quixote Sheriff took the
man may do whhout the gift of prophecy) irregular course of doing "better tha_ well."
what wall be done, let him give thmiks, that Besides the blame- for such it appeared to
no one of Bonaparte's dukes is as yet known him -- of acting, in the teeth not only of a
to have heen invited over to replace the principle of the constitution, but of an act
Duke of York : and that if, by that noble of parliament, he saw, or thought he saw, I_
and learned oraete of the cabinet, advice to penalty of £5 for every transgression, ira-
any such effect has ever really been given, pending over his bend. Raw and uninstruet-
doubts, of the nature of those chiuds, which ed as he was hx the I_actice of courts, led
never cease to exhale from the same ever- astray by a propensity to innovation, speeula-
pregnant source, continue for the present to tion. and the t_lse philosophy of the times, a
hang over it. conceit possessed him that the tide of eorrup-

Accordingly, amongst similar articles of in- tion ought, rather to be stemmed than swum
formauonfurnishedbythose same papers, may with, and that acts of the legislature were
be fimnd this (p. 4) : rtz. that, " at a general designed rather to be obeyed than to be eore-
meetinff_'(in Edinburgh) at whieh"thejudges temned, blisled by theories, parliament, to
of the Court of _essiou were invited to at- hisfaney, pre_nteditsetfassuperiortojudges.
tend .... several of the judges (18th March It was not long before his error s/,ared him
1809) assisted .... when the meeting finally in the face.
resolved, ttmt .... the present tbrrns are no_v, Under such impressions it must have
or by authority of the court itself may easily " been that, on a certain day to this compiler an-
(as easily as they always might have been) known,* our knight presented himself at the
"be rendered fully adequate for the purposes busiest of the two Exchequerpackinyod_iees_
of justice and dtspatch of business, without the office of the deputy remembraaeer_with
parllameuta_t interference. And .... that the the freeholders' book in his pocket : "having
late division of the court .... has .... for the previously provided himself with a list of
present removed the necessity of any further persons who had served .... within two
mno_'e2mn upon the lbrms arid constatution terms:" viz. in the hope of preventing, ff
of the court."

Finally, let him give thanks, if so it be that " On a certain day to this compiler unknown,]
no commission of review or revision has as yet Unfbztunately, as to this point the original r_.

molts have left us--in the duxk at least, if
passed the seals, directed by his blajesty to m the dark. That the visit of the sheriff to the
his trust)" and well-behived James Crawfurd, remembrancer's ot_ee was antecedent to the date
John Brlekwood,AllenChatficld,John Bowles of his abnve-mentioued letter to the Iord Chief
and Alexander Baxter, Esquires, nominating Baron, seems probahle: for, though we are not
and appointing them to review and revise, expressly intbrmed of its being so, yet as the
and finally to audit and pass the accounts mention made of it is antecedent to that made of
of them the s:dd James Crawfurd, John Brick- the letter_ such_ in default of more positive in,

formauon, it seems natural to conclude was the
wood,Allen Chatfield, Alexander Baxter, and order of the facts. A e_reamstance_ indeed, by
Joh_l Bowhs. which the force of the int'erenee may perhaj_s be

thought to be somewhat lessened, is --that almost
immediately after comes an incident stated as

CHAPTER IX. subsequent tothe month of July_ whereas it was
TRANSAC'rIO._S AT TIIE REMEMBRANCI_R'S_ the month of April that closed, as well asopened_

that epistolary correspondence. But the former

§ l. The Transactions themselves, hypothesis may perhaps be found to receive con.firmation from another circumstance: vi_ the

W_ have tbtL_ far attended our knight on symptoms of pliancy which, it will .immediaael_
his negotiation -- an epistolary one we have be seen, were produced by, and at me time or,
seen it was -- with the Lord Chief Baron. that visit-- I mean the pliancy of that mement_
We have nmreover thus far seen the fruit of when compared with the restored rigidity of late_

times.
it :-- instead of the justice called for, we have Before the result of the epistolary application
seen him put off with a figure of speech : a mad_ to the superior was known, the personal
saxeasm some might ealt it, others an oxymo- application would hardly have been made to the
roe, made at any rate out of an Italian ep_ram suDordinate. Now_ in this interval, there ,ha
in the shape of an epitaph, and that so old as ample time for the eommunication that would
to have grown stale:_instead ot thefish na_.urallybemadeofthematterfromthesuperior
prayed for, a serpent given, and with a sting to the subordinate: and, if any such communica-tion had been made, the compliance, the u_42/tng'.
too in the tail of at, thou_4h perhaps not a very heSSnf which seem_ pretty conclusively evidenced
I_harp one. by the subsequent rigidity s would hardly havtt

Let us now follow him to the packing office, taken place,
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practicable, their serving again, till the time hall is meant by regularitTj, vlz. regular dis.
should come at which their service would obedience to law) was restored, t
_totbe an infringement of the prohibition, cer- The cause of this return to regularity and
tainly pronounced by justice, and supposed to social order lies at no great depth. Though,
be pronounced by law. between the titular remembrancer of the Ex-

Conceive who can, the surprise of_Mr. De- chequer and his deputy, there exists, unless
puty Remembrancer, when, the figure of the by accident, no more connexion than between
sheriff appearing before him- and, with the the emoluments of his principal and the duty
list of over-served guinea-men in one hand, on pretence of which the emoluments are re-
and the act of parliament, instead of a pistol, coived, between the pre-eminently learned
in theother, advancing upon him--he heard chiefofthatjudicatoryandhis subordinate the
himself called upon, contrary to all precedent, aforesaid deputy, the intercourse is neeessa-
to pay obedience to the law. This was rank rily close and intimate.
innovation : this was plain j_cobinism. Mean-
time, what was to be done ? The sheriff with § 2. Instruction 9ained---Definitions and
his instrument of terror was present: the 3[axiats.
reverend judge, with his instrume_nt of sup. Of two things one. Either in this office
port, his Italian tombstone, was not present, an act of parliament is felt in the character
-- Our Felix trembled. _ The existence of of a binding force, acting as a bridle upon
the law was recognised, its application ad- private inclinaliol_s, or it is not: if it be, the
mitted, its authority submitted to: submitted consequence is--its force having, in the pre.
to for the moment, though even then not alto- sent instance, proved ultimately inefficient--
gerber without wry faces. During the con. some external force mast have been employed
tinuance of the ague fit, the instrument of in overpowering it ; and if so, we see, with-
terror being allthe while in view, "two juries" out much danger of error, what that force
were struck: and "in striking them, the was: butif not--if in that office auact of
official striker" was, "to a ccrtafn extent".-- parliament is really not felt in the character
though only to a certain extent _influenced of a binding force, what in that office is the
by this principle. Of the pockets which, state ofjostice?
cause after cause, and "term after terra,'"had In that oJffce-- thence (might have been
been used to come and load themselves with added) in the court under which it acts--
guineas, some, though some only, were for thence again--in the other courts in the t'ieu_
the moment kept at home, kept at home for of which it acts : -- but of this elsewhere.
awhile to empty themselves, madmake room typos the whole, bench and office together
for others : others made, of course, as nearly -- doctrine and practice together-- doctrine
as they could he found, of the same materials, leading practice, practice expounding doctrine
and of the same cut.* -- we may obtain, if not exactly that sort of

Obsequiousness having thus been produced instruction and satisfaction which an unlearned
but in a quarter, and in a direction, very eye, unversed in the practice of courts, might

different from that in which by law (I mean be apt to look for--at any rate, a definitwa :
by the judicial makers of law) it had been a definition which, having fur its subject a
intended, and been accustomed to be pro- word of no scanty extent, and (relation being
duced--a natural object of curiosity will be had to its extent, and the application _Jven
to know what length of time so extraordinary of it) of no mean importance, presents some
a phenomenon continued to have place, claim to notice.

The obsequiousness_the compliance con- Well, considered as a quality of action--
tlnued just so long as the force by which it in any such phrase, for example, as acting
had been produced, viz. the instrument of well--is a relative term. involving in its ira-
terror above mentioned, continued to be port an implied referenee to the situation of
applied. The acting force being removed, re- the person whose agen_ is considered.
action regained the ascendent. The pliancy On the part of a chief judge, notice having
lasted but for two strikings : the principle of been received by him of an act of parliament
elasticity displayed itself, rigidi_ succeeded, prohibiting a certain practice, and the appli-
and regulartty I mean what in Westminster ,, sues• ( - t I have sincelearned, however," coati
.... Sir Richard from the passage last quoted, "that

" "I attended_'"says the sheriff, "at the office no re_rd is paid to the _rovisions of this elause,
of the deputy remembrancer of the Exchequer and t_at the juries are st///," (on the 20th uf Sep-
with the i_rceholders' book, and had prevmusly temher 1808, the day on which his pablicstion
provided myself with a list of person_ who had [ bears date,) " struck nearly as herewfore. On
served in causes at 2Vis/Prm#within two term_ ] examining the list of versons returned to serge
Thedepaty remembrancer reeo_a_edand admit- [ un svecia|'juries in the'Exchequer in the month
ted the forceof the above recited clause, (4 Gee. ] of July, I have observed," continues he, " the
I.L ¢. 7, § 2,) and in.striking two juries at that ] name st one person serve in nine cause. ! of two

w_s, to a e_.-r.tame_tteat, influenced by its [ or three in eight causes, and of several m seven
pnnclple." Phillips, p. 158. [ or six enu_" p. 159.
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cation of the ae_ to that practice havir_g been anthor_ty of a judge u auperior to that of tim
deliberately admitted, acting well consists in legislature.

en&'n9 the practice in black and whitm, and As to hater than well, in the unaaimoalt
er a momentary interruption, produced in opinion of all the commentators, the use of

another subordinate station by present ur- the phrase is a flower of rhetorie_a figure
goner eausi_ it, or at least deliberately of speech _ some might call it o_moron
su2_rmg it., to be resumed and continued as others/tom 3 ; the opinion intended to be in-
before, euleated being the reverse, or nearly to, of

On the part of a deputy remembrancer, _ the meaning which on the face of the literal
an officer occupying an office subordinate to sense stands expressed. Ill is the mending
that oi the chief judge -- acting well consists reallyintended to be inculcated; to that, upon
in acting, under the direction of the judge, in the whole, the doctrine, meant in and by the
the maintenanceand support ofsuchsupposed epistle in question to be ineuleated, may be
prohibited mad illegal practice, and, after no- comprised in two short and wellonmte_ed
ties and recognition of the illegality, and a aphorisms or maxims:--he acts welt, who
momentary stop put to the practice, resuming violates the law : he acts £//, who either obeyt
it, and with it the habit of coxmidering the it khnself, or calls upon others to obey it.

PART IIL

STATE OF THE PACKING SYSTEM, ANNO 1809.

CHAPTER L in all respects connected with it, etaims a
COMMONS' DEBATE, 24 th APRIL 1809. chapter to itself.

r_c_Isa ANY C_,TXING. § 2_ Packing.
§ 1. Abuses touched upon-- PaeMng and On this occasion, amidst the uneertalnties

Cutting. to which newspaper-reporting is liable, one
TtlE 24th of April 1809 forms a new era in thing seems pretty clear, viz. that, in respect
the history of this art. of depth and extent, the nature of the mis-

Of the state of this branch of business, a chief was misconceived :--misconceived and
corner is now unrolled before St. Stephen :-- under-rated by the honourable gentleman t
the eyes of the saint, as in these eases must by whose public spirit the matter was thus
sometimes happen, especially if the cry be brought forward :_" That the master of tile
loud and troublesome, half open themselves erown-ofliee should have in his discretion
to the abuse: but then immediately, as usual, the nomination of juries,"_this is what to
close upon it. him appeared- as well it might appear

Up stands Mr._Vhitbread, and more or less ".a great hardship." Of the state of thing_
light is thrown upon parts, or supposed parts, thus spoken of, the description thus given is
of judicial practice : -- thus far correct. But when the mode in which

1. Package of jurors, rlz. in the offices theeffeetisbrought about comestobe spoken
which we have seen established for that pur- of, there it is that the description fails : "Of
pose. the persons summoned on the pannel, such

2. Bribery of do. doubled : double guineas names passed over as he thinks fit, without
substituted to single ones. calling them on their fines, upon the mere

3. Unobsequious jurors dropped; or, lathe plea that they could not attend, andretulning
fashionable and familiar phrase, cut. such names as he thought fit ..... "* To

4. Where, under the name of the Croum, apply a detailed correction to the several mis-

the firm of Judge and Co. is party, double " Words of the report of that part of air.
fees to Judge and Co._t whose expense Whitbread'sspeech, asgiven in the Times news.
need not be said. paper of the 24th of April 1809: --" He thought

Package _ a complex process, in which, xt, for instance, a great hardship, that the master
properly speaking, the operation of cutting is of the etowr_ofi_ceshould have in his diseretiott
included _ this, being the very thing in ques- the nomination of juriez_ by passing over the

tion, will. together with cutting, afford two narne_of suehj_rsens summoned on the
4_/ons to this pre_ent chapter: double.feein 9 as he "bought fit, without e_ding them on th_fines, upon the mete plea that they cottkl not
_tm operataon in some re_pecta included un- attend, attd tetairtinl_Imf,h _m_.___M he thin.ill
der package, in others distinct from it, but tlt." "
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lakes contained in this part of the statement, the renewed and more serious exertions of his
would, after what has been said in the two healing, but in the first place of his probing,
former parts of this work, be a useless Ol_e- hand.
ration : the general result is clear enough ; Had it not been for irregularities, as we
v/z. that it is bya fraudulent contrivance, havesecn--somcbutsupposed, otbers, aswe
and that such a one as requires to be renewed shall see, real-- the subject, as far as upon
on each individual occasion -- by irregula_ the lace of this report it appears, would never
practice in fraud of the law, and not by the have received a visit from those experienced
law itself, as constituted by the avowed and eyes, which reflect so much useful light on
regular practice of judges--that the " no. every subject on which they fix. For this,
rot,ration '" and nullification of these supposed _herever /aw is concerned, is the general
and pretended cheeks upon the despotism of error: ascribing whatever is amiss _not to
judges is effccted, regular practice, but to irregularities : not to

Of these errors the origin appears suffi- the system, but to A or B, to whom on this
clearly obvious. Though in several points or that occasion it happens to be acting un-
not conformable to the view given of the ease der it. This is the grand error of errors_
by Sir Richard Phillips, there remains con- snpDosing regular practice to have had not
fortuity enough to render it probable, that it o.,lyjastlce, but justice alone, for its object;
is from his representation of the matter, as whereas it never has had justice for any part
givenin his book, that that of the honourable of its object, nor, in the m_turc of men and
gentleman was taken. I mean the " passing things, circumstanced as judges have been,
over"_and " upon the mere plea that they ever could have had.
could not attend "_ and so forth. By this the
COnception conveyed (we see) is--tI_at, taken § 3. Cutting.

in its totality, the gross list comes into the On the subject of cutting and being c_!, up
master's hands from some other quarter : and rises Mr. l_[arrgat, and speaks of one pers,_.
that all that it is in his power to do is--to viz. him_.elf, to whom, after verdicts circa
ea_se to be discarded out of it this or that against the crown, no such accident had hap-
individual; and that even that cannot be done pcned : and there the evidence, or at |easr t1e
in any case, without a .fresh as well as false report, as above given of it. stops.* ]3ut,
pretence : whereas, as we have seen over and stopping there, it proves nothing. It has al-
over again, the truth is-- that., of the per- ready been stated (Part I. Chap. IV. §4,, that
sons whose names are put upon this gross hst, verdicts "after verdicts may be given a_ainst
every individual, without exception, is con- the crown, and to every ot_icerthat ever calls
staatly and regularly chosen by him, and that himself the crown, the event of the cause be,
if, for ridding it of this or that obnoxious _ personally speaking, a matter of indifference.
individual, any such pretence should happen ] On a que_stion of revenue, where is the chan-
to be necessary, it is not by him, by that offi- t cellor of the exchequer--where is the solicitor
eer, who in regular course nominates whom he I of the t-easury, customs, excise, stamps, as-
l)leases, that any such falsehood need be, or [ sessed taxes, or any other board, who, any
Indeed could consistently be, averred / more than the honouratde gentleman himself,

As to Sir Richard Phillips, happily for the I would wish for a verdict against evidence ?

public he neither was, nor ever had been, a _ Up already had arisen z'_Ir. Attoraey-qene-
lawyer : on the particular occasion in ques- ] ral: and here. in the person of this great'law-
tion, he plunged not--time would not have t officer, may be seen the prudence of the ser-
suffered him to have plunged--into any such pent hiding itself under the simphcity of the
foetid mass of dead letter, as the labyrinth dove:_" With respect to the partialsummon-
composed of the books of practice. He did_ ing of jurors, as he himself did not summm,
what in his place every non-lawyer would them, he would not" (says the report) " an.
have felt the necessity of doing_he betook dertake to say anything of the fact from his
himself to the living oracles of the law, such own knowledge." As to sum._mning, that must
as were within his reach ; and what their re- have been the mistake of the reporter : sum.
sponses were has been seen in another place : running could never have been the word of
the point here in question is of the number of the great law-o_cer. As to great law-officers,

tho_e which may there be seen involved by • Air. llrhitbread_ as per Times.] "'Another
tl:_m in some of their gilded clouds, practice he understood to prevail wai--that spe-

To what purpose these two paragraphs? cialjurymen, who bad been summoned overand
toserve as a critique uponanewspaper?_ overagain, if cver they found a verdict agair_t
No : bat to show that the real complexion of the crown, it somehow or other happened, they

were never summoned afterwards._he ulcer is far more angry thaa_that which it
then presented to the eye of the honourable Mr. Marrynt, as per Do.] "He was frequently
gentleman, that the real depth of it had not inthehabitoi'beingsummonedasaspeeia|juror,He had frequently round verdicts as well against
then been sounded by him : and that it con- the crown as for the crown, and he never expe-
tinues to call, and with increased energy_ for rienced any ditt_rence on that account."
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what may happen to their science is--as to to the number of terms, during _ehieh poor
mere matters of fact, to put on the mask of Mr. Stiles sees himself not nominated, --
iqnorance : what necer happens to it, is-- to what is there in all this to make the master,
misapply law words Nominating is the word, or anybody else, " lose his place _'" Not that,
aswell as the practice, herc: and to the great if the place couM be lost, it would be any
law.officer in question, most assuredly it he- such great person as a master-- it would be
vet had happeued to nominate, any mere than (as we have seen) some scape-goat or other
summon, a single juror in the whole course of in the shape of a clerk, that would be sactl.
his life. But, of the seven offices belonging riced upon the altar of off_cialprudenoe.
to the three courts, there is not one but what No : -- this is the grand use and exquisite
has it_ officer (aheady designated so often by eentrivanee of corruption in this shape : v/z.
the name of the master packer,) by whom this that, be it ever so corrupt, it is impossible to
nomination, as so often mentioned, is regu- punish it---aye, or so much as to point suspi-
lady and avowedly perfm'med: nor is there eiontoit. Pleasant conceit indegd l Amaster
more than one, if so much as one there be, lose his place 1 In any court of common law,
that has not its book or boot_sof practice, in from the days of Lord Cche_aye, or of "the
which this nominatton is regularly mentimmd English Justinian," Edward the Ftrst _ did
as being so performed, the great law-officer ever hear of so much as

If the practice of the courts in which they a single case, in which, for mal-practice, in
practise, and the books in which that practice this or any other shape, any such personage
is delineated, be to such a degree a secret to as a master ever " lost hzs place ?"_ did he
,great law-officers, can it be wondered that they ever hear of so much as the rumour of any
should be cquaI]y so to lay-gents, such as such case, to form a ground, orso much as a
sher_ a_d me._bers ofparhamente colour, for such confidence?

So much for _q,oranee : the quality of the No: this is not the way that alma mater
person considered, I should have s_ud nes- ! lex deals with her own children. Ak/fie upon
c_cnce: nescience, the cause or aeeompani- it, darhng ! Dear chdd, you must not do so any
went of so amiable a quality as simldicdy, more ! Do what mischief thee will, this is
We come now to eor,fidence,'the result and the very worst they ever hear£rom her, if on

.fi'u_t of it. any such occasion, even in an age, or any
" But he was confident" (continues the re- ] number of ages, it ever happens to them to

porter,) " that any officer of the court, who hear anything. Let him look to the statme
would venture on such a practice, would ccr- of Hen. VI., 10 lien. VI. c. 4, and see 32
tainly lose kisplace." Thus tar the great law- Hen.VIII. c. 30, 2 and 3 Ed. VI. e. 3'2_ and
officer. 18 El. e. 14. Masters, and their brother of.

For my part, the confidence of which my fleers, with the assistance of feigned plain-
ignorance has been productive, is as strong tiffs of their own feigning, outlawing men by
as his can possibly have been : it is, however, wholesale -- taking all this trouble, mid to
of a nature exactly opposite. In each of the no other purpose than that of seizing their
seven ottices there is but one officer, by whom estates, mid distributing the produce in the
(unless it be, as we have seen, by his deputy, shape of rewards for merit : for learned merit,
(See Part 1.Ch.VIII. p. 101,) jurors are nomi- displayed in these same offices by these same
hated ;--(I should have said, or are supposed acts. Parliament takes up the matter, and
to be nominated ;) and he (as we have seen) what does it ? It passes an act, saying to all
is the officer, who, by whatever other titles these learned persons _" Go and do so ao
designated to other purposes, is to th_s p_r- more."
pose eommonty styled the master. But, were A master lose h/s p/ace indeed 1 What ! a
there a hundred of them, the_e is not one, place that he had purehar, ed _ purchased out-
who, for any such practice as the practice right -- of a chief judge I What, if such a
here, though improperly, designated under thing were to happen, would be the worth
the name of " a partial summoning"_say of any of these nutsters' places, not to speak
partial nomi,ation--of jurors, could by any of judges" f lord Arden, the Earl of Buck-
possibihty be made to " lose his place." The inyhamshire, the Earl of tIardwieke, Lord
nature of the ease does not admit of it : the Kenyon, Sir William Scott, Mr. Pereeval,
eerv nature of the ease_unless any such odd Lord Erskine, Lurd _edesdale, the p_ir of
accident should happen to the officer as that tlonourable Knoaes, the pair of lord Sey-
of having an Italian epigram, ready cocked, recurs, Lord Manuers, Lord Eldon, and above
which he wants to bring down a reformer all Lords, Lord 1;llenborough -- could it ra-
with--the very nature of the ease, as we have tionally be supposed, that these or any other
_en. excludes all evidence. Stiles, .Esquire, illustrious persons concerned, _hether in the
for example, is among those nominated by the character either of incumbents or of patror_,
master in F,aster term : said Esquire is not past, present, or future contingent, in the
amangthosenominatedbysaidmasterinTr/- security of official situations, would suffer,
m/titterm. Make what addition you please espeeiall_' if non-feasaace were to be Utken
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m a cause of forfeiture, any such injustice to shapes, included beyond doubt. And here we
take place? Where then would be their _rd- see the p/ain and simple abuse.
ships' plighted faith _ the virtually and vie- From the same hands, to each special jury.
tuously plighted falth: plighted by learned man, where the verdict in which he has con.
Lordships to fair purchasers ? carted has been in favour of the crown, an

extra guinea: where it has been in favour of
the party, no more than the one guinea : the

CHAPTER II. extra guinea being given in the teeth of the
I_OUBL_-FIgRABUSE, PLAIN ANDEM_ItOIDERED. a_, which forbids the giving more than one:

and here we see, combined in o_e rich mass
§ L Ground and EraSroide_ exp[aineg of embroidery, the corruption applied to ju.

ThE distinction requires explanation ; and rors, and the contempt put upon por6ament.
explanation shall be given to it.

Double-fee abuse plain- (or, as bur for i § 2..Double-fee Abuse, plain :--mere lVaste.
the apparent contradiction, it might have been ! But for the embroidery of which it forms
called, stmple)-- mere waste of public money ! the ground, and for the explanation of which
n nothing worse, i the mention of it is necessary, the plain abuse

t_mbroider 2 to the abuse, eorrapllon of in- i -- the mere waste of public money _ would
rots, and conterapt of parliament :_in a par. 1searee be deemed worth a word or a thought
titular ease, the wasted money, the second of i anywhere : nor indeed would it be in its place
two guineas, receiving so particular an appli- I here.
tmtion as to opera,e, in the character of a As to our great law-officer, whom we sha3/
portion of the matter of eorrnption, upon a presently behold breaking out into a burst of
certain elass of jurors : and this in defiance " virtuous indignation, rising even to abhor.
of an act of parliament, vlz. of a clause (24 fence," he had none to spare for a practice so
Gee. II. e. 18, §2) trasde for the express par- excusable, or rather so mer_torions, as thut of
pose of fixing upon one guinea _and that not applying double-fees in the shape of rewards of
as the regular fee, but as the very greatest merit, tomeritpersonifiedinthepersonsoflaw
fee, that, by jurors of that description, shall, officers. To these law-officers-- officers, the
/n any case, be reeeired. * profits of whose offers _}nd their w_y in so

From the several crown solicitors, attached ample a proportion into the pockets of noble
to the several hoards, double-fens to the law and learned tenants for life, whose remazader.
officers: v/z. to the officers in the several men are great law-officers. To this charge
offers belonging tothe several courts ofjus- we hare nothing ba_ his silence; nor need
flee which they have to deal with : _ judges, anything more be desired considering the ad.
in their own persons, included or not included ; mission it involves.
in the persons of their officers, whose fees Thus much, then, is established : viz. that
they pocket, or derive a profit from in other it is become reg.ular practice for the Lords of

the Treasury, m every cause instituted by a
_'81_.,plediszipation abuse._Mr. Whitbread, crown solicitor under their direction, to gave

as per Times. ] "Another practice he understood out of the taxes to every taw-officer twice as
tobenniformwJtbconrts;namely, tbatthecro_en much as according to a rate settled by thosealways paid to the officers double fees."

whoseinterestitwas to raiseitas highasCorrupt and contemptuous abuee._Do, as per
do.] " Further, he was informed that where a possible--twice as much as, even to an esti-
special jury found a verdict for the crown, it was mate thus exaggerated, his services are worth:
uaua2to pay each man two guineas ; where the ineluddng, in every instance of an office exe.
verdict was against the crown, they received but euted by deputy, the fee of the principal, by
one guinea per man."

The contemptconslsts in aviolation ofaelanse whom the reward is pocketed, without the
limiting the fee to aguinea in all cases : of which expense of serviee.
dense somehow or other, in the speech, no men- A list of the law-offices and taw.offieers
tlonaplmarsto havebeenmade. thusremuneratedwould,inoneway orother,
Woi_s of theact('24Gco.II.c.l& ._2.) be instructive.

'_Whereas complaintsarefrequentlymarieof The admissionmighthavebeenasexpress
tile great and extravagant fees paid to jurymen"
(epedaljurymen) ". ,.. no persouwhoshall .... as words eould make it, for any thing that
la_ve upon any jury .... shall be allowed to take an_mbody could have had to fear from it.

servhag on any such jury more than the sum w non a ta_ has been called a tax, John
of money which t/w judge who t¢ios the issue or BaR has now aud then been heard to grumble.
iuuesshallthtnkjnstandreasonablo, notexeeed. Call the tax afee, he is satisfied: so as the
lag the sam of one pound one shilling .... " contribution be hut imposed by the men hy
_us aalghl:helaw.

2(./L In practice the }udge never " thinks" whom it is pocketed, pocketed by the men by
Itnythmg about &e matter. The u_most sam whom it is imposed, Blaekstone's motto is
shun allowed to be given in any ease being as of John Bull's _" avery thing is as it should be. "

But, if the imposers are judge_h mad the per,
_ntrse_togiventhlnkinabouteverYigcane, lie ta never C_,lled _ on whom it is imposed are tho_e ehild_'ea
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of aftlietiou failed suitors _ patients w_th upon all occasions) the praise of eegtdarity
emptiness in their pockets, and perpetual for a cover to it ? Igo:--.it was g_ven to
blisters on their mind--then it is that he is them or kept |rock from them, according as
nat barely contented, he is delfghted: he cries they had behaved _ according as they had or
',liti.qatioa U checked :" some men not being had not earned it.
able, others not willing, to see, that in this As to the court in which this "abhorred"
way, wherever there exists a man, rich as well and "disgraecfuI practice" was so recently
as _¢icked enough to purchase the power of in use, it is the court of Exchequer _ that
oppression thus offi'.redhim for sale, it is only very" court, in which, in the opinion of the
the honest and injured litigant, or he who, pre-eminently learned manager himself; things
if the ability were left trim, would be litigant, go on (as we have seen) so well _so "wel!"
that is thus eheched, and that the dishonest _ that the idea ofmaking them go on "bet-
litigant is instigated, supported, armed, by ter" is treated by him as something worse
this mr,st mischievou_ of all taxes; every fee than needless. It is the very court in which
exacted from the other side being an instru- recruits for this service are received and
meat of oppression put into his hands, trained, and their "characters" if not put

on record, had in "remembrance" at least, fi,r
§ 3. Embroidery -- Corruption of Jurors, other services.

Contemj_t qfPaHiament. And this practice, thus " abhorred" by
We now come to the abuse in which the the Attornev-general as "disgraceful to the

indignation of" the great law-oitieer saw its administratioo of justice," how came it in the
proper and safe mark : an abase of tbrmer court of Exchequer. or in any court culling
times, supposed to have vanished with the itself a court of justice, ever, and so recently
times. I too, to have place? And supposing it not to

"Further," _ay_ the report, speaking of i have place to-day,is there anything, and what,
Mr.Whitbread. -- " further he was informed, i to prevent its having place again _o-moerowY
that when a specsal jury fbtmd a verdict for Whatsoever the eauses may be, is there any
the crown, it w,ts usual to pay each man two i thing unreasonable in the supposition, that
guineaa ; where their verdict was against the the same causes may at any time be produc
crown, they received but one guinea per tire of the same effects ? :Not that any such
man. " Here we see the charge. Crone we renewal presents itself as a very probable oc-
now to the great law-officer, and his answer : eurrenee: for the grand object, viz. depend-

" Mr. Attorney-general," gays the report, enee--eomplete and absolute dependence_
•'in reference to Mr. Whitbread's assertion, being by this time so effectually secured, as
respecting the two guineas given to special it. appears to have been, and in so snug and
jurymen in eases of verdict against the crown quiet a way, eorruption in any such haretaced
.... [and the usage of discontinuing to! shape would be altogether needless; and the
summon special jurors who should once give I danger of and from exposure, remote as it
a verdict against the crown] utterly denied would however be, is more than, by ]earned
the existence of sueh practices in any of the prudence, would, when unsweetened by any
courts within his memory." ulterior advanta,ze, be incurred.

So far {he great law-officer. As to the Thus much for the corruption. But in the
passage included in brackets, it is thus dis- I corruption, bad as it is, we do not by any
tinguished, on the presumption that. so far means see the worst part of the business.
as concerns this practice, the supposition of an The worst part of tim business is the con.
utter denial must, for the reasons already tempt--the open contempt put upon parlia.
given (Chap. I. § 3,) have been a mistake, t meat: disobedience, such as it is impossible

"H_ believes, indeed, " continues the re- 1should not have been wilful, manifested a_port, ', the former practice did sometimes, towards one of its recent laws. Here we see
take place, many years since, in the court ell the axe lald to the very root of government:
Exchequer; bu* had never occurred for a and by what hands? Not byjacebins and
great number of years, and it was a practise levellers -- not by men who meet at taverns,
which he abhorred, as disgraceful to the ad- and get up upon tables ; but by the very hus-
ministratlol of justice." headmen themselvea_thc very nursery-men,

And so there was really a time when cot- by whom Mr. Reeves's tree _ (the tree that
ruption in this shape was in use ? And this was so near falling upon his head, and with-
corruption applied to the very elas_ of per- out falling on it prepared it for so many good
tm_s _to the very class of jurors--which plaisters)_the very nursery-men by whom
there has been such abundant occasion here to that nutritious and umbrageous sugar- tree
speak of: the very jurors co,_cEasxn, "deeply ought to have been nursed, and who ate so
concerned" in " the guinea.trade?" And the well imid for nursing it.
corruption had not, as in the ease of double But of this most serious state offence
fee_ to/aw-od_ers (meaning, we may presume, ' this dissolution.threatening offence _ in com-
eR the law-otlleet_ without &stine_ion t and , latrison of which so ordinary and regular an

Vow. V, L
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offence as corruption shews, in the eye of a T These are among the "secrets" which may

really loyal subject, but as a peccadillo, more [ perhaps present themselves as '" worth kno_(
will be said in another piece. (See Part IV. lug," whensoever_/r. Whitbread, refreshed by
Chap. II1.) Be it rheum|me remembered, that a summer recess, shall ieel himself sulIieientlv
the t_et is established. [ refreshed to return to tile charge ; to retar_z

Other facts, not altogether devoid of ira- i to the charge, and by one pull more--oneportance, remain to be affirmed or disaltirmed pull, sufficient in length as well as strength,
by inquiry m_d evidence, drag them completely and effectually out of

By what hand was it that. the bribery guinea the den of Caeus.
_theadditional and prohib_ted guinea-- was : Should it ever happen to the great law-
put into the ready hand of the Exchequer officer, on any thture oecasiou to get up,
guinea-men, in despite of the statute? Thi, and come out with a speech of a mixed ha-
is a question, the answer to which, but for tm'e such as the above, composed of part
form's sake, needs no evidence. That of the argument, mnl part evidenec, Mr. Whitbread,
sohcitor, of the board whichever it was, under or who.never on any such occ&_iou may oe-
the orders of whieh the prosecutmn was, in cupy his place, will perceive, 1 mn inclined
each instance, ordered, to think, the use and propriety of decomposing

Two other questions :-- The master parker, such speech, mid resolwng it into those its
and the master packer's master--the deputy component elements. As to the argument, it
remembrancer, and the Lord Chief I_ron-- need not give him rnuda trouble : that may be
were they respectively apprized of it? left to answer itself. But the evidence is quite

At what time was it that this "abhorred" another thin,g: here he will see the use and
practice did sometimes take piece -- how" necessity of that useful operation ca'.ted cross.
many were these " mal_y years sir_c_" it was exanuaation. I don't mean, that even upon
known to do so ? the great law-officer himself, it should he

In whose chief baronship was it ? In that performed in his own mode : of that it would
of Eyre-- in that of SMnner-- in that of surely be better to leave the monopoly m his
,Smyth ? -- or in any part of the thirty years own hands° I don't mean, that he should be
presidency of the old attorney, kmghted and called "the greatest.fool that ever walked over
made honest-- as honest as to an English earth" with or " wzthout a heeper."_ I don'_
judge it is possible to be-- by the title of Sir mean, that he should be examined fi_r no
Thmnas Parker? Or was it at any time un- other purpose _han to expose to contempt
der the presidency of the present Lord Chief the wttness, nor with may other effect than
Baron, of whose services in that high stati9n to expose to the same fate the examiner and
the country has had the benefit now for above the judge : the examiner who mahes such ex-
these sixteen years:* if yes, whether it has am|nations, and the judge who suffers them.
been with his prlvity that any particular in- What I mean is, that he should be examined
dividual instance of this practice has taken --cross-examined--in whatever mode may
place, and whether this has been among the happen to be best adapted to the getting out
means employed by him for the attainment *_hetruth :-- which surely will be a very dot-
of the ohject so effectually accomplished, mad ferent mode.
so solicitously defended ? t contempt, put upon the act above mentioned --

(24 Geo. IL c. 18, § 2)- by which the g1_ing or
" Ever since 12th February 1793. taking more than one guinea stands prohibited,

Turn to Palmer on Costs_ pp. 175, 180. In as we have seen, in the most pointed terms. Of
a bill of costs, exhibited throughout in the eha- the individual instance of contempt thus aeci-
raeter of a real bill _ not a._igued exemplifiea- dentally laid open to view, the date is in the year
tlon of a bill_name of the cause, The K_ng 1785.
against W., scire ]'aeias in the Petty Bag (corn- _ _' Attorney-_'eneral .... First we have Sh"
mondnw side) in the Court of Chaneery_ may be Rh'hard Phillips, who has given us evidence of
seen & charge of £2_:4s. This makes exactly his bein._ either one of the _rcatest fools thatever liveu under the sun, or that he is not to bethe two guincaa a_pieee_ stated as having been
given to i_e special jury. Mr, Law (now Lord credited on his oath. I say it appears from his
Ellenborough) is stated as having been one of own testimony, either that he has given us t_tse
the counsel in the cause: the others being Mr. evidence, or that he is the greatest fool that ever
.Ersklne (now Lord Erskine) Air. Mingay, and walked upon the face of the earth without a
.Mr. Garrow. Mr. Law_ as being of the special guide.
pleading class, may be seen to have been more "' Lord Ellenborough interpesmg. --'iVeakest_
frequently consulted with than any of those other perhaps weakest.
learned persons. This bill of costs having, for " .dttorney-generaL--The weakest man that
the purpose of taxation, passed of course under ever walked upon the face of the earth withuuta
the rlwlew of the master (the masterpaeker,) keeper." Cart a_ailut Hood and SharF¢. Cvb.
here we see a particular example of the open i betPa lb.gister_ ,_qrt. 17, 1808.
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PART IV.--REMEDIES PROPOSED.*

CHAPTER I. brought to view :-- I. A rottenness in orient

IIU_fBLE PROPOSAL FOR RESTORING THE the most important ore'arts of the body politic,
CONSTITUTION IN REGARD TO JL'lttaS. giZ. jury-trial; 2. A sort of weakness about

the h_ad, having for its s)mptoms, on the
§ I..[utrodnetion--zYecessity ofa Chaa.qe in pars ofjud_jes attd other subordinate mere-

the System. bees of government, a confirmed, habitual, and
I._ tk _- course of this iuquiry, two dangerous s_arcety disguised contempt, as towards the
dlseaseshavenecessarilyand eontbmattybeen authority of the legislature.

The existence of the disease having, in
• The followingare the chief alterations made, both instances, beau brought to view, next

and suggested from authority, on t_e practice of comes the more immediately beneficial task,
choosing _pe¢iat juries, since the work was pub-
l_hed : -- By 6 Gco. l V. c. 50 (22,1 June 18:_,5,) hut for which that unpleasant one would never
thelawsas tojuriesin Engiand were co _ahd_,ted. have been undertaken, viz. the indication of
and the statutes enumerated in p. 76 3 Geo. II. the propor remedy.
c. 25; 4 Geo. II. e. 7; 6 Geo. IL c. 37; 24 Geo. In this chapter will be proposed, what pre.
II. e. 18; and o!t (:lea. II. c. 19, repealed, so far sents itself a._ proper to be done, in regard to
as they concerned the st_bjec_. By § 31, every juries
man described m the juror'._ book as "an esquire, That x_ithiu the shcriffwlek of the sheriffs
or person of higher degre.', or a_ a banker or mer.
chanq is qu,dified and hable to serve as a spemal of Loudon and Middlesex, the institution of
juror. All such per*ons are to be described in a special juries, compo,ed a_ at present, oubht
separate alphabetical hst subjoined to the jurors' to he abolished-- i, supposed to ttave already
book, calle-d " The Special Jurors' List." The been sufficiently demonstrated. If so, the con-
names being numbered m their alphabetical or- _ sequence is_that within this district some
tier, the'" numbers are to be written upon distinct different _ystem win require to be set on foolpieces of parchment or card_ being all as nearly
a_ may be of equal s_ze," and deposited m a sepa- Beet, tbrusmuch as the establishing in one par-
rate drawer or box. By § 32, when a special jury ticular district, though it be the district of
is struck, in the I,rese_aee of the parties or their the metropoli% a system different from what
attorneys 0fthey choose to attend,) the slips con- is io use in the grea_er part of the kingdom,
taining the numbers are put into a box. and attar mighL byinfusingadditionat complication into
being shaken together, drawn out, or,e alter an- a system of judicature already so overloaded
offer, to the number of 48, the lmme attached to with complieatiou, he productive of prepon-tile eorreslmndiug number in the special .luror_'
h,t being read aloud as each number k_drawn, derate inconvemenee ; hence we are led to
lf, on the reading of a name, either party or ht_ I the consideration of some plan which, being
attorney object that the man is ineapacit&ed, on [ grounded on prlaciple,_ universally applicable,
proof, he will be set aside, and another drawn in [
his place. If the whole number of 48 cannot be I reqmres alteration, because in ease of a _w1_suitt
supl?lied &can the special jurors" hst the gene- [ zt exctude_ the detendant from the possibility of
rat jurors' book is to be resorted to as ibrmerly. I obtaining the costs of his special jury. A very
Parties are supplied with a llst of the 48 names, I unnecessary degreeof meonvenienee also falls ou
w th the respecttve places of abode, aaul additions, ] the class at persons oat of whom the juries are
and are allowed to .strike off"twelve names each I selected, Thus, if five or six special Jury eases
as formerly, the remainit_g 24 being returned | are appointed to be tried at the same _ze, a_
upon the ponneL By § 33. parties may consent each't/as a separate pannel taken at hazard from
to the nomination ot_ a'jurjt in the manner for- the special jurors' list, it may happen that not
marly :n use. less than from 120 to 144 persons are summoned."

By the third report of the Commissioners on the To obviate this, It is recommended that there b¢
Courts of Common Law (ordered by the House one special-jury paJmel, as well as one common-
of Commons to he printed 13thJul_1831,p 65,) jury pannet (cons-lsting ofnnt le_ than ,18 nor
it is given as their opinion that "' the present morethan72.)returnedforeaehstttiogsora_/ze.
practice with respect to speeial juries seems to re- It is proposed that the fee of one guinea to each
quire someimprovement. Theexpenseof aspeeiat special juror should be abolished_ and in addition
jury amounts to no less than .L'2o_ an amount to the relief by the above arrangement, it iss-ag.
whmh proper provisions might materiall¢ reduce, tested that no person should be agaiu returne4
The difference: between this expense an_l that of who has served within a certain period. In case
a commoojury(adifferenceofnotlessthan £20) of such an alteration, the right of peremptory
falls upon the party who apphes fbr a special challenge is recommended $ and t' in order more
jury, unless he should be successful, and the effhctually to prevent the vexatious abase of the
judge should in that event direct it to fail upon privilege of trying by speem2 jury (which uport
his adversary. By the former acts, the cat- such a change of system might become of nmre
fifleate to be granted by the judge for this put- frequent occurrence,) it should be provided that
pose, is to be granted immedmtety after trial; no cause should be _ t,'ied until an order had.
I_ut be the last act he is to eertff)" immediately been made fay that purpose by a.ludge, found_
aP_r [he f,erdlct-- a provision which obvi_:Taly on an affidavit as to thenature of the causc."-,dg_
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may itself be sus_'eptible of an application tion of the jurors, and the compensation, if
equally universal, without preponderant in- any, to be made to them tbr their labour, los_
convenience, of time, and expense.

The remedy here ventured to be proposed The interests concerned are, in the filst
is styled without scruple a restorahve : a plan place, those of the suztors or parties ell both
for the restoring, for the purpose ofjury-trial, sides of the cause ; in the next place, tho_-e
the original composition of juries. Not that of the jurors themselves.
the plan is such in exact tenor and detail : It is for the sake of the interests of the
for, if it were, it could not be such in priu- parties in each cause,--or rather of such party
ciple and effect.- or parties as are in the right, viz. in so far as

All political institutions would he exposed be or they are ill the right,--that it becomes
to deterioration, were it even by the mere an object with the legislator, to make such
change of circumstances : and if, where the provision as the nature of the case admits
change of circumstvames is become material of, for securing, on the part of jurors, such
and extensive, the original constitution is left degree of relative aptitude, in all points, in.
unchanged in detail, the consequence is-- tellectual as well as moral, as _-ha[1render the
that, howsoever in words and outward show general tenor of their decisions as conibrm.
it may be the same, it is become in substance able as possilfle to the emts of justice.
and effect, in a proportionable degl'ee, differ- Follows a brief intimation of these object%
ent. Nor yet would I have it thought, that ranged under three general hcad_ :-
in my vocabulary old is synonymous to good, I. Objects referable to the head of probity
or better, as in some vocabularies we have or moral aptitude.
seenit, synonymous to not so good or bad. Be I. Preserving jurors as effectually as pea-
the state of things ever so good, to render sible from exposure to the action of such
them still better is, in my view of the mat- sinister influence as is liable to be exercised
get, a good operation, not a bad one: the by, or to emane from persons in power; and
contrary opinion I leave to those in whose more particularly by or from the presiding
eyes the praise of letting off an old epigram and directing judge or judges, as above.
is better worth than the consciousness of hay- 2. Preserving them, as above, from such
ing rendered, or the endeavour to render, a sinister influence, in the shape of intimidation,
public service, corruption, or partiality, as is liable to be exer-

Accordingly, in the endeavour to bring ] clsed by, or toemanefromindividualsor classes
about a restoration of the jury system in prin. ] of nlen, in the character whether of parties or
ciple, I have not in detail neglected the op- of persons having in any other way an interest
portunity of endeavouring to put it, for the in the event of each respective cause.
future, into a state as much superior as pos- II. Objects referable to the head of intel-
aibte to any state it ever was in hefore. ! lectnal aptitude.

As to the existing special jury s_stem, my i 3. In a judicatory so composed, providing,
real quarrel with it is _ not that _t. is a d!]= upon occasion, a dcglee of extra-aptitude, in

recent one from the original jury system, but respect of 4atelh'ctnal qualifications ; _iz. in
that, in comparison with it, it is a bad one. consideration of, and in proportion to, any

degree of cxtra.d_l]iculty attached to this or
§ 2. _rnterests to be prot'idedfor _ Objects to that particular caose.

be aimed at. 4. or in consideration of, and in pro-
For remedy to the disorders in question, portion to, any degree of extra-importance.

before we enter upon the task of suggesting IIL 05jeets hawn9 respect to the interests
particular arrangements, it may be of use to ] of the jurors ttw_aselves.
have before us a distinct intimation of the 5. Reducing to its minimum the quantity of
several i_terests requiring to be provided for, vexation and expense attached to judicial ser-
and, for the purpose of such provision, of the vice in this line.
several objects or ends requisite to be kept in 6. Providing compensation for such portion
view and aimed at--viz, in the framing of a of vexation and expense as c_rnot be avoided
plan for the composition of jurors, the solce- without preponderant inconvenience: v/z.

without preponderant prejudice to the main
* E/gMpe_ce, for example, was the allowance object above mentioned.given to ajuryman, as long ago as in the reign

of James L (._e Part L Chap. IV. § 1,) and we § 3. A rra_ements proposed :--l. In Common
know not for what length of time b_tbre. Give Jury Causes, mix Gentlemen with Yeomen.himeightpenor at this time of day, the allowance,
m_ddes being in name the same, may be a more Here follows a slight sketch of the arrange*
_r less proper one, hut in elect so l_ from be- ments that present themselves, as promising
lug the same, it is a very widely difl'erent one. to be eo_dueive to the attainment of the above
And so, as often as money is concerned, and on objects : in ease of conflict, regard being hadwhatsoever occasion and for whatever purpoee
mentionerS-- take, for example, qnalifl_tiont for ill along to their respective degrees of impor-
fmrliame_ry doctor#, tanee, absolute and comparc_iv, :
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1. The distinction between common and posed as above, a/m/finad.ha/fjury ;_ v/z. s
specialjurymen to be stillpreserved.The jury--notcomposedof a//gentlemen,as in
objectaimedatby thisarrangementis_ pro- thecaseoftheapedM juryconstitutedas
vision |br intellectual aptitude, present m but containing any number of ger_

2. In ordinary or common jury cases_i. e. tlemen not exceeding half: tr/z. out of twelve.
in those o_ses in which at present the jurors s/x.
are all of them of the class of commou jury- The interest thus endeavoured to be serv_tl
men (say, for distinction, yeomenjurymen)_ is, of course, that of the suitors : the objscta
let some one or two of the class of special endeavoured to be secured, are, in the
jurymen (say, for distinction, .qentlemenjury- place, by the enlargement of the number ot
men) be reg_llarly inserted int_ each jury. _ the gentlemen jurors, i_delleetual aptitude :
Object, intellectual aptitude _ riz. under the viz. by adding to the chance of finding a jury°
expectation, that, tbr the benefit of justice, man qualified in an extra degree for taking the
the ihfluence of understanding upon under, lead, and guiding the decision : in the next
standing will exercise itself, of course, upon place, by the restriction put upon the number
the less-reformed class, by the instrumentality of the jurymen of that class, moral aptitude :
of the better-informed, viz. by preventing the preponderance of par-

3. Ntunber of gentlemen jurors, not more tiallty as between rank and rank.
than one or two. The interest provided for Of the sort of mixture here proposed, the
by tl_is restriction is that ofjurors.--Object, importance is such as seems to claim a par-
avoidance of unnecessary vexation and ex. titular degree of development. In every ape.-
pease : wz. of vexation and expense, by reason ties of judicatory without exception, bert in a
of attendance ; viz. on the part of an over- more pre-eminent de_ce in every judicatory
proportionofjurorsofthisclass, ofwhichafleryformsa part,ofallimaginablo

4. The districtin whichthe gentlemen causesofmisdecision,whatiscommonly un-
_urorsaretaken,letitbea districtasremote derstoodby thetermpartialityisthatwhich
ason otheraccountswillbe consistentwith thelegislatorfindsgreatestdifficultyincoping
convenience,fromthe districtinwhichthe with. Wheresoeverthenatureof the influ-
yeomen ,jurymenare taken._ Object,pro- euce--thesinisterinfluence_ supposestwo
ridingformoralaptitudeon the partnf _arties--oneacting,theotheractedon_ his
yeomen juror_,riz.by preservingthem from taskiscomparativelyan easyone. Allthat
beingsubjectedtosinisterinfluence_r/z,to inthatcasehe hasta0do, is_to keepthem
influenceof willoverwill_ whetherin the fromcomingtogether:and,witha moderate
_hapeofintimidation,or intheshapeofcur- degreeofprobity,exertion,and intelligence,
ruption--emanatingfromgentlemenjurors,how easythatis,may havebeenseenalready
A t the hauds of the gentlemen jurors -- of the But the case ofportiality supposes not any
men of superior education_ the salut_ spe. such parties: it supposes not any tempter
des of influence -- viz. the influence of under- from without. The tempter dweUswithin
standing over understanding _ of opinion on within the verybosom of this occasional judge;
opinion _ is looked for and desired. The use and, being there, in vain would legitdators dis-
of the distance proposed, is -- to serve as a bar lodge him : he bids defiance to their utmost
to the exercise ofwi//over will. To men of the efforts.
yeomen class _ to shopkeepers, handicrafts, Religlon or politics- iL by the nature of
&c. living in the same neighbourhood with the the case, any such cause of _]issensiun happan_
gentleman, it might frequently happen to view to be called forth -- called forth in such man.
m his supposed disposition towards them a her as to excite, in the bosoms of any of the

Source of hope or fear. By distance, this sottrce +Haif.and-half.] DcmedL,'fatestal.us, isttm
of Corruption would be cut off., learned/lenomination, but for my part I prefer

this English one: and this although it be_ or
§ 4..Arraayemeats continued_2. Special rather be'canseit is, _,ovulgaranmm. In every"

Juries, half-and.half, part of the field of law, the interest, and thence
Power to any party, on either side, to cause _rily the endeavour of all lawyers, has beento render the rule of action not only as uncoffa_.

to be substituted to the common jury corn- db/e betas _intel2igibleas possible, Of everg
friend to mankind, the endeavour, it scar_ n_

• The line of distinction being, iu present as be said, will be the reverse. As to the sehmce
welt as in all past times_ soextensively as well as of jurisprudence, and the art of h_islatio_ fo_
decidedly drawn_drawn in name as well as in teaching and learning theoeacoom_iahment_ the
correspondent practice_ no objection can surely aid of this foreign and e-xtmetlangna_ ma7 here
be raised against it, on anyench ground as that and thereperhspsbcn_: and neces_ty, so

a. tendency to keep alive and foment invidious far as it exists, may_ but nothing shox'tof ne_
dmtmctions, ln the_eour fgrtunate islands, the uityevercan_juetifyanys_chuseofit.
_eOman of to.day being the future contingent As to the epithet ha_.and.half_ among publh
_enHeman Of to.morrow, no such hvartburnings cans at lg it would be difdealt, I im_glne. ID•ave place h_tween them, as in these countries find s man to whose ear it w_e not famili_
m whlch a vast and unvatTing gulph has 1_a¢¢ and ther_ere l_obsbly among the greeter pa_'
betwixt the two classes, their guests.
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3urors, sentlments-- whether of s_'mpathy or it is hoped and supposed, will, comparatively
aaz_mthy -- in relation to the parties on each speaking, be a rare one. Bat, that it sbouhl
or either side--against this source of par- now and then find itself exemplified, is no
tint affection--of corrupt affection (as, even more than what ought to be expected, and
though there be no corruptor, it may be styled) provided against accordingly.
--against this source of m_sdec_si.n, all that Here, then, comes in an occasion, for ap-
in the station of the legislator can be dune by pl?ing to this ease that beautiful ieature of
human wisdom is here without avail : in th_ jury-trial, which, by the use thus proposed to
shape, corruption may have established m a be made of it, can scarcely fail to have been
man's bosom ever so complete aa emplre-- already presented to the reader'_ notice : that
there it must reign, and reigll uneoutrm_led : no less politic than generous arrangement,
you can never punish it, tbr you can never contrived by the gemus of some now for-
prove it. gotten statesman, for the protection of J;,.

Among jurymen, a possible, m_d not un- re(qncrs azainst those adverse interest, and
natural, source ofpartialit:l, on eitheror both antipathies, which are so unhappily apt to
sides of a cause, and thence of dtssensiou, is have place m the bosoms of aattves.
that of which difference of rank and statiun A mind in which virtue m h,_h her forms
in life is the instrument, moral and intellectual, shlne_ ttm_ brig/_t

With partialit) and dissenslonin thts shape, can hardly have been that of a lawyer, lr
the proposed half-and-half jury, as well as matters _ff tbrcign polities-- of lmlh]cal er.-
any other jury, stands exposed to be injected : norny--in every branch of knowledge no_
and indeed, by the nature of its constitt_tion immediately conducive to tLc adv:mccment
and composition, may appear, and not alto- of their own perk-mini or profcs_icmal inte.
tether without reason, to he exposed to that rc_ts, the breasts of lawyers, e-pecially io the
accident in a particular degree. But while I "hi:/best situatwas," are. ever* m thc_e com.
it contains in itself the seeds of the disease, parativel_ e_)lightened nme¢. amo_,gthe mo.t
it furnishes at the same time a remedy:--a noted tabernacles ofulnorunee: ofignoI_mce
remedy_su..'h all one as cannot ill ally other and of that e_ror whictl, whet) accompanied
nmde be supplied, with the degree of pre.umption so natural to

Take, for example, a ease, such a_, in the such situations, is so mu,'h worse and more
country at least, where there is no guinea- mischievous than simple ignorance.
corps, is frequently exemplified -- a special When, tbr the benefit of foreigners, the
jury, _ith a deficiency ia it made up by yeo- half-sad.half jury was intloduced, it was n,)t
men: by common jurymen, in the character of confined to the eases called cwil ca.es : tmr
talesmen. Suppose, as between a gentleman among cases called criminal, to those of i.-
and a yeoman, a cause so circumstanced a. to ferior importance : it covered the whole field
awake, in the bosmns of these different parts of jury-trial.
of the population of the jury-box--to awaken. As to special-jury trial, slid in by lawycr_
and to excite, to a degree of excitation fatal for the advancement of their own intere.ts,
to justice, the passions mtd partialities con-" and accordingly as it were by stealth, intro-
genial to their respective stations. In thL- dared by them, as we have seen, in pur_-mt
ease, let there be seven _jc.tlemen to five yea- of those two grand simstcr objects, increase
men the gentleman carries it. But--suppose of power mld profit to themselves, theyneithcr
_ix and six, as under the proposed cou_titu- dared nor cared to give it any such all-com-
tion will constantly, be the case--in this ease, prehen_ive range.
partiality may reign without opposition in But, if needful for causes of property, and
eleven bosoms, so as one of the twelve, even in the ease of offences comparatively trivial,
though it be hut one, be the seat of cool and how much more needful must it not be iu
impartial justice : he who has rifht on his side, causes which, to the individuals at least who,e
be he gentleman or yeoman, gains the cause, station is on the defendant's side, are of the

Of the proposed provision, by which the very highest importance--causes of life a,*d
number of gentlemen jurymen even on a spe- death ?
vial jury is limited to half the whole number, A principle which, in expectation of the
viz. to sixout of the twelve, the expected use superiority of intelligeneo expected from

as follmvs:--In ordinary eases, fi_r the superiofi W of rank, gives up the reins with.
purpose of guidance, by means of intellectual out eontroul, to every prqiudice and every
aptitude, one or at most two, was. as above, partiality, with which it can happen to that
(§ 3) regarded as sufficient. For this same intellectual superiority to be accompanied, is
purpose, the additional chance, afforded by rotten at the core.
the substitution of six to two or one, may, it Awnment against and .for a half.aud-hat.f
is supposed, be regarded as amply suffmient, jury as a substitute to the existing speci,d
even in any the most extraordinary cases, jary.--Dialogue bettoeen a Gentleman and a

As to the case of a contention between op- Yeoman.
13_ite classical partialities, a ease ofthi_ sort, Gentlem_m. _ We are in possession of
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having ajur) of our own sort at pleasure- shape or degree whatsoever, it is utterly ia_
that imsaession we claim to have preserved compatible,
to us.

Yeoman. m Mot e shame for you. On no i § 5. Arrangements continued-- 8. Coratm_
principle, either of natural justice, or of the sation.mo_ey to Jur_pnen.

English constitution, can ? ou detend this so ] 1. In the allowance to jurymeu, distlngu!shrecentl_ usurped advantage, two parts : one for demurrage, riz. at the place

As to us, so moderate i_ our claim, that, I of trial ; the other for.journeys, viz. thither
with that equality of numbers, whieh is all we . and back : demurrage.money the same to all :
ask for, the advantage, in any contest be- i.joztrnoj-rlwnc T proportioned to the distance

between the phLce of trial, and each jury-
eidedlvtWeenyOUonyourandside.US'would still be most de- man's place of residence, and rated at so much

On'flour side ]s the superiority ofintetlec- a mile.

tual toree in all its shapes :-- knowledge, 1 2. To save calculation, and prevent dis-
address, habit of tal,'i_y the lead. } pates, after taking, in each parish, a particular

i)n your side is the whole ibrce of that _ spot-- _av the site of the pari_h ehurch_ for
influence which exerts itself on the under- I the mark', let the distances of the several

stun&he. On your side is every element of t partsh_ from the place of trial be previously
what is called respectabdttz/: education, opu- ascertained once tbr all aml in _he form of

lance, power, rank, conaexwn. "On no other a table, wrttten or printed, kept hung up m
occasion does this )our sttperiority ever find!the court; and also in the oj_ce, in which
xou backward in the assertion of it : asserting pa !ment is made to the jurymen.
)t on. every other occasion, and to every other 3. For demurrage, let the allowance to each
parpose_on this occasion alone, to thispur, juryman be so much a-day tbr the wholetime
l,,._e alone, you will not surely take upon )ou of l_is necessary stay : m(d without regard to
to deny it. the number of causes in which it may have

On y(alr side is the whole force of that still happened to him to serve : the amount being
more irrc.-.lstible *rfluence, which by u,tll is pro-appointed, viz. by a general regulation,
exerted over wdL To your class, our's looks having for its object the fixinglt at whatever
up--looks up with hope--for employment, sum is regarded as being at that time and
cust,,m, protectwn, ever) thing : )'our's to place necessary and sufficient for the main-
our's, for nothing. From your class, our's tenance of a juryman of the yeomen class:
h_s everything to .fear :your's from our's, which fixation may consequently, in respect
nothing. Without any the slightest ground, of the change in the v',due of money, require
or so much as a pretence, a man of)our alas.- amendment from time to time.*

has btlt to bri,o an action against one of our'._ * Where the length etther of journeys or of
--or if an action be no_ oppressi_*e enough, demurrage is anything considerable, paying a
tofi/e a bdl against him--his ruin follows of juryman by the ea_,_e, neither eouhl then be, nor
course. This is what we are indebted for, ever can be. anything better than a very unequal
both of us, toyour good friends, the lawyers, plan of payment. For since it would commonly,

Isayyours:foryour'stheyareasagamstus; finer always, happen, that the same jur!lma,
would have to serve in divers eause#_ therefore

and your's the_ would be, if they were any whea.intheinstaneeofanys'uehoceasionaljudge,
body's, the number of causes in which he served hap-

Bltt, to come to the point at once. Cart pened to be above the calculation (viz. the eal-
you seriously thinl_, and _eriously take upon culated number, in the expectation of which the
you to say, that, in ea_ of difference, six of fixation of the sum in question took its rise) he
as can, in general, have as good a charlce ot nughtbetoae,nsiderableanmuntagainer: whole
persuading six of yo_,, as six of )'on of per- bek_a, that mark_ to a considerable amountaloset.

H ere then was a _or: of lottery : but m respect of
suadi.g six of us _. the balance in point of comfo_, all such lotteries

What we not merely consent to, but pro- are di:_.,tdvantsgeous upon the whole.
po._e and desire, is -- that in ordinary cases-- Be this as it may, till at a comparatively late
in all eases but those in which this proposed period, the circumstances of the times admitted
equality of numbers happens to be insisted of no other. It was nat till the reign of Henry
on, there should be some two or one at least the 8th, t*iz. by statute 22 Hen. VIII. e./i, that_

of yon, for our guidmtee:_so far is this forraisingsupplies forpubliepurpo_ea, anysuchrates as the co_,nty rates alrpear m have keen in
claim on our part from having for its prinei- use. If so, the purse of one or other party wan
p|e an)" sentimen* of hostility towards you -- therefore the only fund on which the expem
any sentiment inconsistent with cordiality, eould before that time be imposed.
respect, and deference. As to confidence, The year lfi23 is the earliest point of tame to
unbounded confidence, it is more than human which, ou this sub, eat, the information left to us

extends. At that trine, as already observed (Part
nature can ever, in the instance of any indi- I. Chap. IV. § 1, p. 76,) eig'htpence a head per
vidual, mueh more in any large class of indi- cause wa_ the _llowanee made to jurymen. And
vidttals, lay claim to, with anyeolour of reason it was no greater in the country, at the asides,
or justice : and with political liberty, in any where a juror might have 30 or 40 miles to travel_
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4. Let the allowance be neither more nor

ess to gentlemen than to yeomen jurymen. § 6 Arrangements eontinued--4.27uad, o_
" uhieh the Compensation-money shah b¢

For, if to the gentleman the expense of at-
tendance will naturally be greater than to the eharped"
yeommt, it is because in general the gentle- 1. AsweUinordinaryoreommonjurgcauses,
man, in respect of his superior opulence, is (vlz. where, by the supposition, no more than
better able to afford it. j one or two gentlemen are upon the jury,) as

True it is, that the rank o£ the 9entleman in extraordinary or special-jar 9 causes, where
is not exempt from indiqenee : nnderstand, (also by the supposition) as manygenttemen
casual and relative indiyet_ce. But neither is as yeomen are upon the jury, let the expense
that of the yeoman : and surely it is in the of the above proposed compensation-money
worst-provided class that the degree of indi- (sayjur_/-money) be borne -- not by the suitor
genre, and consequent suffering, is capable of on either side, but by the pubtie at large : __
being most acTzte.e viz. by being added to the county.rates:__

unless, for this particular purpose alone, it
than in the metropolis, at nisl prtus or at bar_ were worlh while to look out for a mode of

where he could not have more than a mile or two assessment more equable.
In those days, eightpence was in real value as

much, perhaps, a.s between three and tbur shil. The interest here provided for is that of
lings now. But we know not at what earlier the suitors : viz. oll that side of the cause on
point of time thi_ sum may have been fixed : nor which, whetller in the tight or the wrong,
con_quently how much greater than at present this part of the costs of suit would otherwise
the real value of it may then have been_ and been be imposed._"
designed to be. '2.. In a special-jury cause, i. e. where, at the

Be this as it may, paying them by the cause requisition of a party on either side, a half
must, at that time as at all tim_% have been, as and-half jury has been ordered, to prevent aalready observed, an ineligible mode of payment:
the arnountof the allowance being to each person disproportionate quantity of vexation in this
uncertain, and therefore, in r,oint of general corn- shape from falling on the gentlemen's ela._s,
fort, the arrangement a disadvantageous one upon let an extra sum of money, at the rate of so

the whole, much a-head for the ezOa number of' jurors
• If human reason had been in use to apply allowed (viz. four or flee) be charged in the

ttxelf to the subject of judicial procedure in gcne-
ral_ and to jurtl-tfial, considered as a part of tt way of costs, on the part_ by whom the re
in particular., tile multitude of persons subjected quisition was made : pa3ahle, however-- not
to vexation ra this shape would never have been, to the gentlemen jurymen, but to the county
for all causes without distinction, fixed at so large or other public fired, on which, as above, the
a number as tzeelve. But this is among the sub- ordinary expense oi jurz/-money is proposed to
jeets to which as yet human reason has not been be oh'urged.
in use to a itself" amon non.lawyers, sca-ce

p_ly . .. g . . . Interest provideit for--that ofj_oymen: viz.any person_ m point ot intellectual acquiren_ents,
c_ompetent, in any degree, to the task. having genttenten jurymen;_objeet aimed at--we-
found and felt hi his bosom a F_rtleub¢r interest, vention of vexation-- viz. of vexation which,
strong enough to call forth the application of them
to the subject : and _ to lawyers, acting all along ae From the _ggregate nnmber of lawsuits
under the impulse of a professional interest up. which receive their decision la the course of
posite in almost every.pfiint to that of the publ!c given length of time. the a/{gregate body of non-
in general, the disposmon to endure ineonvem- liffgant*, in proportion as tllo_e derisions are. or
enees in aU shapes without remedy, not the dt_ are _up_rosed to he, conforn_.able tojn.,tice, derive
position to be on the out-look for remedies, is the gr, di, ttmt security, which the aggregate bt;dy of
disposition which_ on all causes, it has been their litigants in those same suits do not enjoy but at
study to keep up, and inculcate, the charge of the aggregate mass of vexation and

{But to put kn impossible supposition,) had expense attached to those several suits. (See Pro_
any interests other than those of _eall-powerful test against l,aw Taxes.)
framers of the system, viz. thejudg, e_ with their On this principle, so far as bol_ fide litigants
associates and dependents, thepeofessional and alone are concerned--on this, were this the only
otheroflleiallawyers--had, inaword, themterests principle consulted, there is not any part of the
of the prude, eitirer in the character of *ui/ors, expense of litigation that ought not to be shifted
-or in the e'haraeter of jurymen, presided over the off_from the purses of litigants upon the public
details of it, the reduction would not have stopped purse. Bu h if this transfe_nce were extended
there ; but, h_ving regard to the whole of this to the _,hole, litigation would be eonvel ted into
massof vexation togetl{er, would have confined agorae: inwhiehtheexperrseoftheatakes, being
the production of it to the ease in which, in the borne by the public, would thus be raised to an
_udgment of one or other of the parties interested, infinite quantity: raised, viz. for the anmsement
tt would be of use ; in a word, every cause, not of of litigahts and profit of hwyer_. _'here, how-
a penal nature, would in the first instance have ever, the expense assessed on the public is inca-
been determined in the mode so strongly insL_t_d pubic of being increased, in so far as this is the
on in anotber place : (See Scutch Reform, lit- ease. the mischief in question cannot by the tran.s-
tee I.) vlz. in the way of natural procedure, in a terence in qu_tima he increased. And in this
t_ingle._e.ated judicatory, as now before a justice ease is the atlowalme here _vopo, ed to be made,
o¢ tbe peace ; jar_.trlal not being resorted to last as well as that part of the emoluments of judgL_
in ".he way of al,fieaL which is in the shape of salary.
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in t:hedrape of jury-servi_e, might otherwise As in the cue of the _'S etmm, so in tlm
fall in an undue proportion on that class. _ of the year/omen s eJz_, j_ciee requiv_

3. Immediate|v after the trial, upon the that, as in any other shspe, Bo in the _/m
bringing in of the verdict, let the judge, question, a disproportiouste qmmtity of_-
instead of leaving the exper_e of the extra tion shall not be imposed: thence the
jurwmoney t_ lie, as above, upon tile party for the preventive me_ar_ _ pro_
by _-bum the half.and-half jury was required, But, rather than any extra pecuniary al-
have power either to impose it on any other towanee, in the name of oom/_.mt/oa.meaey,
party, or simply to take it off: in which latter should be given to individuale of the gentle-
ease_ the eontr{bution destined, as above, for men's ¢la_, in contradistinction to, anda_ tim
the public fund, will fur this time not be re- expense of, tho_ of the _omm's dana, better
ceded, the money were thrown into the tea. By any

4. In the event of his exercising, in either such extraalinwane_, ttpernieiousprir_p|e_
way, the above propo_d power, it ought to be a principle of sordid and opprgn_ive partiality
under the notion, and naturally wilt be, that --would be perpetuated: and public servieein
the cause is of the nmnber of t_ose which, this shape would, instead of being a burthen
on some special .qrotmd or other, will warrant indeed, baton honourable and easeful, nor _-at
the imposing on the .qentlemcn's el_s this a heavy bnrt.hea_imposed on all alike, would
addition to the quantity of vexation imposed as at present be an object of rapadty and irb
upnn them in this shape, This rpecial ground : trigne, sought for and obtained by tmda as am 4 -
will. aa above, be eitber--l. Extra di_calty, :least deserving ofiL
2. Extra importance, or 3. Demand for equa- If, upon thin plan, _.t_a, in the shape in
iity of numbers on the score uf apprehended question, should, innproportionalitttegteatet
partiabties _ say more briefly, apprehended (mid it could be but a little greater,) fall on
partialities. In the taring of his order, let the gent/emea's dais than on the yeomen'a, the
the judge specify on which of these several overplus would, i* is supposed, find for il_
grounds it has been fmmded, justification the following ground% anne of

5. For a iurther check upon the practice of which could have any application in the oppo-
making wanton demands on the time of the siva ease:
flentlemen's class, lest the _imple charge of the 1. In the character of suitors, to the lot of
extra jttm-mone_t (which at the present esta- the gentlemen's class fail, in by far tim larger
blished rate will amount to no more titan either proportion, as wall causes that are attended
four or five guineas) should not be sufficient, with extra di_eulty, as those which are at-
let the judge have moreover power to increase tended with extra itapertance.
it at his discretion, up to a limited amount : 2. When, on the only remaining ground,
suppose, for example, treble the amount of the viz. the ground of apprelwmded pertialit2_e_, It
simple charge, spec/a/jury is allowed (/. e. a jur_"eontalning

6. The form of the judge's order may, in an extra proportion of gent/carom,) it is prin-
any of the above eases, be extremely simple : aipally, if not solely, for the proTec'-donof the

as for example -- 1. " This cause being by interests of this class, in ease of any eo_ltit4
me deemed proper for the cognizance of a spa- which it may have with the interests, pus.
cial jury, viz. on the score of" [theu proceed sions, or prejudices of the other. B.eeeiving
to say extra di_'eultq, extra importance, or up- this extra benefit, they ought not to grudge a
prehended partialities, any one or any two, or small portion of extra bawbee.
all three, as the case may be] "let no extra 3. Between the gentlemea's class mid the
jury-money be paid_orletextrajury-money yeomen's, the characteristic differetle¢ is_
be paid--not by -- .. being the party by that, of the gentleman's time, t portiml may
who,ll the requisition of the special jury was be applied to this ptdd/e purpose_to the
made, but by " [mentioning some purpose ofjudimtare, without impoaing upon
other party or parties.] 2. " The requisitioa him a loss ofa peeaa/ary nature: whereas, in
madeotaspecialjuryinthiseauseby .... " theca_of the yeoman, atax upon his t/m_
[here mention the name of the party, and his is, besides the tax upon his time, a tax upon
station in the cause] " being by me deemed his purse.
groundless and wantonly made, instead of 4. 8ervit_ in this line being a mute_ of
- being the simple amount of the extra useful information, and, like a scholastic eg.
jury-money, payable to and in exoneration of excise, a source of intellectual power, whe4Jaet
the county fuud, let the sum pa_d by him be it be or be not plemmnt to the lmrtieula¢ itb
_" [here mention the sum.] dividual, it is for the advantage of the pub_

7. Let-fines for non-attendance be paid to at large that each man should have his skate
and in exoneration of the fund on which the of it : and if this be true, even in the invttmee
expense of jury-money is impo_ed. _ I of the yeoman's class, whose ut_re in ether

For Farther'explanation and justification of branches of government is comparatively Io
the above proposed arrangements, a few more somll, it mast be so in a more emine_ de-
w'_rds may perhaps not be ill bestowed. _ tee in the _nstanee of the gentlem_
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whose share in other branches of government ! Were the arrangements left to Mm, a me.-a-
is comparatively so large, ber of the.firm of Judge and Co. would settl

By service, in the department of justice in them on this occasion as he does on others.
the character of juryman, a man is, in some From this burthen as from others, application
measure, trained and fitted for service ha the made for relief in the case where, by accident,
field of government at large, in the character as above, the burthen has been rendered u_-
of parliamentary elector, due, wouldbe more burthensome than the bur-

S. Itmaybeofu_thatitshouldbedlstinctly then itself: of an application thus made, the
seen on what ground stands the demand for burthen would he certain, success precario_ls.
an extr_ number of gentlemen jurymen on Defaulters without excuse would remain
the score of extra difficulty or extra import- unpunished :detaulters with good excuse
ance--in a word, on any other ground than defaulters from necessity-- would be oppre_
that of apprehended partialities to the pre- sed. To each useful purpose the system would
judice of that same class. Fur the purpose be inefficient: suffering to particular indivi.
of guidance, if by no other than the only use- duals, with pickings to Judge and Co. out of
ful and proper sort of influence, viz. influence the same, would be the only fruit of it.
of understanding over understanding, one man At the same time the whole business would
ofsuperiorintellectualaptitudeisassufficient be conducted with the most unimpeachable

° as any greater number could be: to this pur- regularity. Precedent would have been pu:-
pose, therefore, the only advantage gained by sued in everything that was done : and thus,
any addition to the number of gentlemen in as usual, all complaining mouths wouhl be
the jury, is the additional chance it affords of shut : unlearned mouths shut, learned _houl-
obtaining the requisite degree of aptitude in ders saved harmless -- saved from every par-
this shape, in the person of some one. title of burthen, as in all other shapes, so in

In regard to the fines for non.attendance, the shape of blame.
the present system being inefficient, and al-
most completely nugatory, to give effect to § 7. Arrangements eontinved--5, Formation
them, and reconcile at the same time to each of the Qualified Li_t -- riz. iu other coul_-
other the antagonizing ends of justice, would tie.%_c. as well as _liddlesex.
require some new arrangements, which, if in- The basis of the iury _vstem being the

"_ tentions were but honest, might easily enough qualified li.,t, the plan here'brought to view
be carried into effect. On this head, a few might appear chargeable with oversight or

- general hints are as much as room can be negligence, if a topic so material were alto-
found for in this place : _ tether passed by in silence. But the relevant

1. The interest that individuals at large facts being in so high a degree diversified, aJ_d
have in the general .fund--say the county for the retest part so inextricably buried in
f_md--not affording to any one of them a obscurity, the nattlre or"the ease preclude_
motive adequate to the purpose of engaging every such attempt a_ that of proposing, in
him to watch over its interest in this behMf rela(ion to this part of the subject, purlieu-
with effect, a special interest must be given larly in such a place as the present, anythi_g
to some one person _ for example, the per- like a detailed, determinate, and in a 9eogra-
son by whom the monies of this fund are phical sense all-comprehensive, system of ar-
received: a special interest, viz. in the form rangements.
of a per centage upon the amount. By change, be it what it may -- by innova-

2. Into the pocket of this one person, the tion, on this as on every other part of the
money ought to be made to find its way as it field of law--inconvenience, in some shape
were of course : viz. without need of a law- or other, in some degree or other, is sure to
suit to be instituted by him, much less by be prodnced. Unless, therefore, and until,
any one else, for that purpose, inconvenience in some specific shape can be

3. On non-appearance of any person sum- pointed out as resulting, or about to result.
maned to appear for the purpose of jury from the arrangements actually in use, this
service, let the money be, by a certain day general consideration, loose as it is, will, in
thereafter, levied on him of course: unless eachdivisionofthecotmtry, aswellasatevery
at the day, appointed for appearance, in lieu period of time, operate, as a sufficient bar
of the person himself, there a_ppear, under agahast any change that can be proposed. Bat
his signature, a paper exhibiting some one or no sooner is any such specific inconvenience
more of a list of legitimate excuses, to be al- pointed out, than the bar is provisionally
lowed and mentioned as such in the form of removed : and than comes the operation of
the summons: the. facts of such excuses to be making a comparative estimate of the amount
established by an affidavit, with or without of inconvenience on both sides, in such sort,
eo-attestators, as the ease may be, accord- that when placed by the mind ha two opposite
ing to printed forms, pre.appointed for the scales as in a balance, a just conclusion may
purpose, free of stamp-duty, and every other be formed, determining on which side the pr_
avoid_Lbleexpense, muderance has place.
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But, in different territorial divisions, coun_ in the value of money, as well as in other in-
ties and privileged boroughs taken together, [ fluencing eircumstanees in abundance, if the
circumstances are, in this respect, so ex- ] existing arrangements were proper at the
tremely different, that, independentlyofthose _ times at which they were respectively made,
changes, which, in some or all of them, are i it is impossible that, taken altogether, they
liable to bebrought about by time,it can scaree- I should be equally so at present..
ly happen but that, it"the stone course be, in [ At the same time, from the mere exlsfence
all of them, pursued without variation, incon. _of that comparative degree of impropriety, it
venience, and to no inconsiderable amount. ] follows no_, that the advantagea capable of
would, upon inquiry, be found, in some in- being gained by the removal of the impro.
stazwes, to have pla'ce, priety, would be an over-balance for the ie_

Hence it is that, upon a general view of convenience that ought to be apprehended
the subject, and antecedently to such patti- from a change.
eMor inquiry as no power other than that of A State of things by no means incapable of
parhament is competent to make _dth effect, being realized, mid which ought therefore to
a general inquiry, of the nature above inti- be kept in view, is _ that the arrangements,
mated. _annot with propriety be considered as having been in a less degree proper at the
superfluous, time when they were made, have by change

For rely such inquiry, the present, how- of eircumstan_es been rendered more proper
ever, is riot the proper place. The alarming than at first : _ that, for example, the peeu-
potiricM grievance, the utter destruction ira- niary part of the qualification, having origi-
pending over the palladium of the English nalty been set at too high a rate, has, by the
eonstitutmn, the liberty of the press_this depreciation of money, been rendered more
was the consideratnm, but for which the pre- proper in the present less immature state of
sent inquiry would never have been eng._ed society, than it was in the more immature
in. Of this mischief the county of Middlesex state of things which gave birth to it.
ha_%by the causes already _poken of, been For any attempt to penetrate any furtht_r
rendered shin,st tile sole theatre. To the ex- into the subject, it would be time enough if,
elusion of these ml._ehief% _o far as depends for any practical purpose, the observations
upon the eomp,_sition of the quabfied list, eat herein already sebmitted to the public should
assemblage tbrnted upon the princqde_ upon be found to have a claim t_onotice. Takit_
which the composition of thM li_t has hi- the county of Middlesex, in the first place, f_r
therto tleen grounded, may, for anvthin_ that the local field, it would then be time enough
hath _ vet ilresented itseli: to m'y wew, be to extend the inquiry to the formation of the
sutBcient : I mean, of'course, with the help of _everal original quahfied lists for the several
slwh ulterior arrangements as may be cantor- species of juries, relation being likewise had
_nable to the principles hereto alre_d) brought to the several species ofjudieatories in which
to view. they have to serve.

On what persons ought the obb)lation of It would then also be time enough to ex-
serving on juries to be imposed ? Answer-- tend and apply the whole of the inquiry to
On every human being, but for some apt and the several other counties, and judicial di_
special cause, either of exclusion or exemption, triets included h_ counties.
It is there_bre by the indication of such causes, Should any such inquiry come to be insti-
with the reaso_as on which their aptitude in tared, the facts, c_lleeted and brought to light
that character respectively depemls, that the in relation to the county of Middlesex by the
proper abstract answer to that question will, public _pirit, the activity, and intelligence of
in its several raJnifications, tie furni,_hed. So Sir Richard Phillips (see his above-mentlo.ed
far as e _ncerns exclusion, these causes would work thrtragfio_l) will be found highly service.
he found to bear a cm_siderable analogy to the able : fi,r out of them may be formed a b_4s
causes of exclusion applicable to the fnnetion for inquiry, applicable to the several other
ofparhameatery elector. In some instances, cases just alhtded to As to all these mat-
a eausethatapplies to tbeonefunction would ters, for the present at least, I can therefore
be fonnd exactly applicable to the other ;-- do neither more nor better than to refer the
while in other instances, such coincidence reader to that eminently valuable and merito.
wilt be seen not to have place. But in the rious pubhcation."
instance of every circumstance that, in the -*-On the subject of what is called tmanlmlty,
character of a cause of exclusion, can be pro- my opinionsbay% in this very work,been airtmly
po_ed with reference to either function, whe- too plainly and strongly expressed to ne_ repe.
ther it be deemed applicable to both functions titian here. But the mention here mad_ of so
or to one only, and whichsoever be that one, important a topic having been but ir,ct/_tal, [
tausiderable ligh_ would be seen to be thrown have not included it in .fat ta in th_ list of tim

] changes lwre proposed. The subject being t_ yet
on the subject by the comparison thus pro- [ far from exlmusmd, to do complete justice woula
po_ed. [ require, asby its im]portsnceltwouldwell warrant,
• Thusmueh maybe said of both eases : v/z. [ aseparatepublicauon.
that, consideration had of the great change t In any leading quarter, during the short tinm
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hauls, two other prinelples ought therefot_
8. Arrangemettts coatlnued_ 6. Corruption to be mixed with it: mixed with it, in the
b.qIndividuals how prevented_ _fo Party character of correctit,es and preservatives:
slwuldforehnow his darymem correctives, viz. to the tendency of that pri_
As well in special-jury causes, v/z. with a ciple, when employed crude and single; pre-

Aa(f-aad-ttulfjury, as in common.jury muses, servatlves, viz. against the danger of satt
with one or two gentlemen jurymen, let siIfisterinfluence. The one is--the prindp_e
matters be so ordered, that, to the parties on of diseonnexion as above explained ; diseop_
each _ide, it shall, to the latest moment, be nexion as between gentlemen jurymen trod
impo_ible to know who the persons are that yeomen jurymen, by means of local distains.
will _erve as jurymen in the cause. The other is--the principle of chance : via.

The interest thus wovided for is that of" as applied to the determination of the indi.
the suitors, t'/z. in each cause that of him who viduals that shall serve together on the oct,-
is in the right : the object aimed at is m on siva of each several cause.
the part of jurymen, moral aptitude : viz, in But, when applied on the occasion in quet-
tespe_ of exemption from such corruptive lion to the purpose in question, the principh_
influence _such influence of will over will-- of chance requires an increase of number_
as it may lie in the way of individuals in the of the number of persons subjected to this
character of suitors, to exercise on the deei- vexation : it req_fires, for the purpose of each
tion of those their occasional judges, several cause, the attendance of a number

On this version, before we come to speak greater than the number of those who wiii
of the means conducive to this end, obser- have to serve on the occasion of that same
ration will require to he taken of a sort of eause: for, if twelve (the number of tho_e
tmnflict which has place between interest and that serve on each cause) were all that. uu.
interest, and thence between object and object: der and in virtue of the summonses delivered
between the interest of eait_rs (viz. such as to them by the sheriff, were capable of sere.
are on the right side as above,) and the late- ing in that cause, the consequence is, that
rest ofj_rgmea. If that of jurymen were the of each man, in so far as it were certain tl,at
interest th_ possessed the sole or the pre- he would attend, it would be certain that he
dominant elairn to regard, rotation and that would serve : and in this certaint_ there would
talons would be the principle employed : for, be no room for chance. True it is, that of his
as will be seen, in so far as that principle is attendance, even in that case, there could be
deputed from, in so far, on the part of jury- no absolute certainty : for, besides the acct.
men, vexation _the aggregate mass of vexa- dents, such as death and sickness, to which
lion, pro&xced by the obligation of serving all mankind arc subject, and over which the
in that chacaeter, must, viz. in respect of will of man has no controul, if, relation being
the number of them subjected to it, be in- made to the state of the law on one hand,
creased, and the state of his o_m affairs and inehat.

Bt_t in that ease, of the jurors who will tions on the other, it were to this or that man
have to serve in a given cause, if _o super- more agreeable to stay away in despite of the
numeraries are summoned, the whole number, law, than attend in obedience to the law, he
or if. to make allowance for accidents, super- would do_ as jurymen, or at least as gende-
nume_ries are summoned (but in no greater men jurymen, are at present suffered to do by
number than is necessary to make sufficient gentlemen judgcs_he wo_d stay away at-
allowance for such accidents,) a large pro- eordingly. But, though, to any good purpose,
portion of that number might come to be certainty would not in that ease be attain-
foreknown to the suitors in that same cause, able, yet to a bad purpose, viz. to the purpose
l_lere, then, is a door open to corruption _ of corruption, in the way in question, a pro-
to eorrxtption in that shape _ or at least in Im6ility but too little short of certsdnty trvnld
one of those shapes _in which the existence be attainable: for the corrupter, foreknowing
of it_the notorious and declared existence _knowing as soon as the llst of the persons
of it _ gave birth to the first of the whole sommoned, or about to be summoned, for set.
string of those statutes relative to juries, in vice in the cause in question, were known to
whi£h any mention is made of spee/a/jtrries, him--the corrupter, knowing of twelve per.

If the principle of rotation be taken for the sons, in the power of every one of whom it

that I can have yet to live, should a disposition would be, bating accidents, to serve, wonid
ever manifest itself to consider the dictates of at the same time know of so many persons,
vecacit_Iand _mrtice as fitterguides for the con- the attendance of any one or more of whom
duet of English judicature titan blind and unre- he would, in the event of his succeeding in his
fleeting prejudiee_ it will then be soon enough to plan of eorropfion in their iostm_ee, be su_
bestow upon the subject a quentity of time and eie_tly assured.
._F_-__ So its impotence, lt,_ght
then be seen, perhaps, nearly to what age, a_. In the ease of common juries, the statute
notlmprobabtytowhatpareatt, tbemonsterowea so often spoken of (3 Geo, IL c. "2_) has. in
its birth. § 8, with or without intending it, afforded tin"
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this salutary application of the principle of the regnlor pr-4etice will find itself altogether
c/zancea soflleient basis: 7"2being the greatest well adapted to the purpose.
number, 48 the least number, whi'._ (regard Ill this state of things, thus for illustration
being apparently had to the difference between sake supposed, we see, in aid of the practice
county and county in respect to local extent) of corruption, two auxiliary priuciples--v/z.
it allows to be summoned to appear on each choice and foreknowledge , confederated. But
uceasion--for example, at eaeh assize--for the even wlthout the aid of dtoice, forehnowledye
trialofwhatevernumberofcansesmayhappen may very well be sufficient for the purpose.
to be ready for trial at that assize. But not Suppose it settled, that in the 9ross or total
ooly of this least allowed nmnher, 48, but qualified list, the Immes shall be entered in
of a considerably tess number, it is evident, the order of the alphabet : moreover, sup-
that, with the help of the principle of chunee, posing the whole number in a given county
it might be made use of in such rammer as to 480, and 48 the number to serve on each as-
rendercorruption--previous intercourse, and size ;--that for the first assize, the 48 whose
thence corruption--on the part of individuals, _ames stand first in the alphabetical list thus
prscti_lly speaking, impossible. For the first composed shall be summoned to attend ; fox
¢anse thas comes on for trial, immediatelybe- thencxtaasize, thenext48; andseon. On
fore the trial, let the names of all such as are this plan, if pursued without deviation, it will
present be put into a dark box. shaken to- not be hi the power of the sheriff (that is,
gerber, and so drawn out. If of these twelve of the attorney his deputy) to choose a set of
it were determined, that after this first cause eventual jurymen for the purpose of their
they required respite (though for the judge being corrupted; but, what is worse, it will
who has the guidance of them there is no re. be in the power of every litigant to whelkthe
spite,) these might on the second cause be atl order of things in question is known, tb_&ad
of them set aside, and for that second cause his way to tho_e on whom he proposes to him-
the lot tery be confined to the remainder: a_d self to make the experiment _ to find his way
the first twelve being after their respite re- t to them qfhimself, and withmtt the need of
placed in the lottery, _o on through a_y num- I being be.holden for introduction to an under-
her of eanses. ] sheriff or anybody else.

But if, in the instance of any one cause it I Thus much as to juries/a 9eneral_thus
be in the power of any one person of himself t much as to common juries: thus much as to
to determine, or by any other means to know I what, in that ease, is capable of having place.
oJ, a set of persons, in the power of each or j As to what in that case actually has place,
even any one of whom it shall be in the cha* it is what it might take up too much room to
raeter of juryman to serve, in the power of state, and what at this moment the means of
that oue person it is, whether by neglect or inquiring into are not within my reach.
by design, to in_roduee an intended corrupter As to the case of special juries, what ae-
to so many persons in whose power it will be, tmdly has place lies in a narrower compass,
if corrupted, to secure to him the verdict he and at the same time within reach. In this
desiles : and, the greater the number of the ease, everythi_lg that, for the furtherance of
persons to whom it happens to be in posses- corrupthm, by possibility cau/d have been
sion of this knowledge, the greater the hum- done, has been done : whether it he constant
ber of such possible iatroductors, and by that corruption, administered, and with eertai=ty
means the greater the probability that such of seeeess, by and for the benefit of persons
corruption will take place, in " hi,jh situations" as such, and without

Let, for instance, the rule be such, that it either risk or trouble on their part, as above
it is by a certain persen_for example, the _or occasional and casual corruption, to be
rd,er/ff (that is to say, the attorney by whom, on this or that occasion administered, in his
in the character of under-sher/fl_, the business pri_ate and *eparate account, by this or that
ia done)- that it is by this person that the particular person, in or out of h/gh situal/oa,
list of the persons, who are to be summoned to whom it may happen to stand in need of
to serve as jurors on the eecaainn in ques- such assistance. In the first place, eho/ce (as
finn---for example on the assize in question_ we have so often had occasion to observe) is
is to be dctermined ;_ that at the assize in pot into their hands; _/z. bythe power of
qttestion, the number of these is to be 48; -- " no_ainatioa" vested in the hands of the
and that in the first eanse that stands on master packer for that purpose. In the next
the roll, the 12 first of those that appear are place, among the comparatively small nun_
to serve. In this state of things, it is evi- her 24, in the instance of which the c_o/ee is
dent, that if to this attorney it should happen made, and attendance accordingly commanded,
to find his convenience, either in corrupting '*forekamoledge" is rendered, to the purpose
the requisite number of jurymen himself, in question, "absolute:" for out of these24,
(which might he attended with some danger) who, as per list. are summoned, of those that
or in letting in another corrupter upon them appear, the 12 whose names standfie_
_which Ilfight be done without any danger,) thst same llst, are the 12 that serve.
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For the furtherance of corruption, the at- even supposing the lwelve who are to serve
most that could have been done, having thus on the trial-- s_pposing them, all of them, in
been aetualtg done, to what cause, to what their turn, at and during the quantity of time

pmjeholoffieal cause, having its seat in the that lies open to the intrigue--all of them
breasts of learned and reverend lords and during all tha_ time to a certainty foreknown.
gentlemen, shall the result be ascribed ? To And suppose such absolute tbreknowledgeun.
desists f It would be of a piece with all their attainable-- suppose, for example,.four.an&
other designs, and all their other doings. To twentp, the number of the gross list, of any of
imbecility._ On the part of no other set of whomthetwelveuponthesert:_nghstmayhap.
men would imbecility be to be found, weak *en to be composed, it is easy to see that. t,
and palpable enough to match with it. For this our supposed corrupter, the improbabi_ty
note once more. that it was amid the cry of success, and at the _ame time the ma_ji.
of corruption _ actually experienced and ac- tude of the desirer, must, in this case, receive
knowledged corruption, that this state of a prodigious increase : for, in this ease, togive
things so exquisitely adapted to the purpose him the same assurance of success as in the
of that same eorruption, was in and by this former case, no smaller than nineteen is the
very statute (3 Geo. IL e. 25) part cor_fiented, number that would be necessary to be thus
part organized, corrupted.

But upon the principle of sham'unanim_tp_
§ 9. Lrnanimitv increases the Aid afforded to upon this principle, which gives the c_m_mand

Corruption by Fnreknowled_le. of the verdict to any one--not only, it'all tu,eke
By the principle of forced unanimity, so long were forckzlown, might the corrupter, by the

ast_t abemmation is suffered to continue, an eorrupUon of a single juryman, give himself
enormous degree of facility, as already ob- a eertaii_ty of success, but if' no other knew.
served, is given to the corruption of jurors : ledge were obtained, more determinate than
sines by any one of the tweh:e, so that one be that of the,/bur-and-twenty out of whirh the
but sufficiently remunerated for the quantity twelve would be taken, the same success, i_
of endurance necessary, the suffrage_ of the the preparatory operation of corruption, _vou]d
remaining eleven may be forced. And though, still give him an even chance of sueceediu_
in any given instance, as matters stand, it in the ultimate object of the corruption, viz.
shouhl not be capable of being foreknown to the commanding of an unjust verdict : and, by
a certainty that this or that one individual ever)'addJtionaljuryman whom he could con-
will on the particular trial in question be upon trive to gain, this even chance would receive
the serving list-- foreknown, viz. time enough a proportionable augmentation, until by the
for administering to him the matter of cot- rising of the number of the corrupted to th_r-
ruptiou with effect, vet by gaining divers in. teen, absolute certainty would even in this
dividuals, each of tl_em likely to stand upon ease be produced.
the serving list, the probability of success may Thus stands the matter upon the supposi-
in any degree be inerea_d, tion of a gross list equal in number to twice

Were that flagitious principle rooted out, the serving list: augment the relative mHnber
and the principle which gives the power to a i of the gross ti_'t, the difficulty of corruption
majority seated in its place--were this done, will, it is evident, be in both eases increased :
even a slight admixture of chance (if it be and in each ease by an amount that might be
too much to say the rational mtd honest prin- ascertained, but is not worth ascertaining for
eiple ofitscli, and without the help of chance) the present purpose.
woald suffice to render corruption in this One thing will be evident, viz. that, o7_the
shape morally impossible. If no number less principle which gives the command of the
than a majority, viz. less than seven out of verdict to a majority out of twelve, under the
twelve, were sutlieient to command a verdict n_osl favourable circumstances in respect of
palpably unju._t upon the face of it, no such the number of the _ross list, corruption could
verdict could be commanded without a corn- never obtain a chance nearly equal to what,
pletely successful application of the matter of on the principle which gives the command of
corruption to that large number. But, taking the verdict to an?/one corrupted jurymaah it
the state of morality among the people upon possesses under the circumstances least la-
the worst footing imaginable, the chance of vourable in that respect. Sevent!/.two is the
tinding, or creating on the sudden, so much greatest number that era1 in any county be
depravity on the part of so large a number, returned and appear tbr the trial of all the
and that out of a limited gTeater number, can- causes that can at one and the same a._size
lent hut be extremely small : and, ere he could present themselves :* and even under so great
give himself that small chance, the corrupter a disadvantage, if the power be in a single
would be under the necessity of putting it juryman, the corruption, though it were but
into the power of each of the seven to ruin of a single man of the seventy.two, gives the
ldm, in character at least, by covering him
With in&my, Such would be his difficulty, * Vi_. by 3 Oeo, 11, e. 25j § 8,
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corrupter _ chan_e of success, v/z. as one to I the footing of statute law. Of the practice
six. Whereas, if the power be in the majority, I of the several judieatories, whatsoever is ate.
though the number returned and appearing be I proved of, miopt and give ea_-ess/oa tot
no greater than the twelve who are ncces- ] whatsoever is not approved of, abroffate in
_ary to serve, insomuch that all who are _o the lump.
serve are toreknown, the corrupter may have 4. Except in virtue of such speeiat powers.
gained six, or at least five, without having as as shall, in the telwr of the law, be thought
yet given himself any chance at all.* fit. to be given for the purpo_, forbid all

§ ]O. Arrangements respecting F, rm : viz. alterations and regulations that might other'-
the Form of the propoaed A'ew Law. wise be made in or respeeting the field of

practice in question, in arid by the authority
For giving exprassiou to the operations, of the respective judieatories.

which, under this head, require, in my _iew
of the ana_ter, to be per/brined, a very few
words will suffice. Presenting themselves as CItAPTER II.

requisite in relation to this part of the fiehl STATEOr Jvgy PAeKttOE Ire SCOTLAND.
of law, the mention of these operations could
not, on this occasion, be omitted. But, in re- O_ this head much stands expressed in a few
latinn to this part of the field, the demand for words.

these operations cannot be more urgent, nor . Extract from an anonymous pamphlet pWo-
the propriety of them more indisputable, than hshed on the occasion of the Scotch judiciary
they are in relation to every other part of the relbrm, under the title of t_efleaions on tl_e
same as yet scarce cult,rated waste. Administration of Cwil Justice in ,Scotland,

1. Consolidate into one act att laws relative &e. : Edinburgh, for Blaekwood ; London,
to juries, for Longman & Co. 1806---page 88,note:_

2. l?epeal in the lump the whole of the " The mode of appointing juries in eri-
existing chaos, minal cases is most improper. The sheriff

3. Place the whole of"the rule of action _n may return forty-five men chosen by him at
[ pleasure; the judge Inky select any fit_een of

" Fif'teen hundred pounds I have ilcard men- [ them to compose the jury; peremptory chalk.
tioned a_ being, in one iasmnce that happened not tlenges are unknown." Is it not obvious tht_"very long ago, the surra at the expense of which |
a verdict was obtained. According to the report, t these two officers have the fate of a prisoner
tt was a ease of life and death : the cause being | often in their hands?--in other words, that
an indictment for murder, and the money given ] they can return what is termed in England
by the defendant. The fact was menuoned to [ a paehedjurv? Nothing should be left in cri-
me as one that had become in a considerable de- | minal c_ses to the discretion of persons over
grce notorious; but, having no means of forming whom the crown is always likely to have in-
any opinion concerning the truth of it, I forbear fluence; and therefore it is much to be wished
mentioning any further particulars, l_t, the story
being false, suspicion should by this means come that a etanse shouhl be introduced in the bill,
to attach itself to this or that individual, in whose which is to be fouuded on the resolutions, in
instance it would be injurious, order to regulate the'appointment of juries in

Under the principle of forced, or rather sham criminal ea_es. ''o

unanimity, it is easy to see what prodittous faci- If, in the statement thus made by an ano-
lily is given to a plan of eorruptlon ot this sort.
" Do what you will," says the first corrupted nyntous, though not altogether an unknown
jurDnan to the rest, " I am determined to stand hand, there be a syllable of truth _ and by
you out. Stand you out till you arealmost starved, known, and well-informed and trust-woe*by
you wi]l get no_ing, and as you will find it ne. infbrmants, [ am assured that it is eorrectly
ee_ary to yield at last, you will not succeed: for true.---the packing system has in that kingdom
this generous man shall and will be acquitted been carried to a pitch of perfection equal in
in spite of your teeth. On the other hand: join efficiency at least, if not in dexterity, to that
with me in a verdict of asquittal at once, you shall
have £50 a-piece, and no more injasuce will be which it has attained in England, and this not
done, than would be done if you got nothing; so only where personal liberty alone, but where
that this £50 will be yours with a clear con- life and everything else, is at stake. If, in the
science" whole population of that kingdom, electors
t Supposlng then this story to have any truth in and elected, there be a human being fit fort_ 1 see not how, even with the forceof torture •......... anything better than to serve as a toot m thethus vested in hm hanos Dy me lrrmezpie or I ............
unanimity, the murderer, by the assi_tarmeof his ea.est oem.ngmg to Lor a 2tIewtae, or a eor_
learned friend or friends, ceuld have affected his [ mlssmner m the committee of reform, beaded

l_tion without some degree of forekanwledg_ I and eberaetermed by that name, behold mam_.
some one fit j_erson at Ieast it must have been ] casion for him to show himself.ereknown to ham that he would have to serve [ _

_m _is_u_: fo._ of_meone_._, I "_Y_q_. jr.. _ _z_th _tayl_,) t_e
tlmt attar._emg mmseh corru.pte%ne m_gtatbe | personsqummea as jurymen aresummonedi_yl_
_ _t_I_ldltion, as we]]as in a satnatlon _ operate, ] shellff m rota.tlon: and from them the individuaiameenar_cterofeorr_pterupooimtmuengue_ ] to serveon ea_n trml are_._le_d by l_d/o_--_d.
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CHAPTER IIL to disobey it--and parliament to do m par.
liament has done hr_herto, v/z. to sit still,

HUMBLEPROPOSALFOKRESTORINGTHE and, without a thought of giving effect to ks
UTHOIttTYOF PARLIAMENT. authority, see itself disobeyed, the trouble

I. Unless the Authority of Parliament be of making fresh laws. under the notlo_ of
vindicated, Pae_ge cannot be aboliJhed, applying a remedy to the other abuse, may as

well be spared.
I COMEnow to the second of the political
"disorders here in question, v/z. the contempt § 2. Contempt put upon the Bill of Rigl_ts,
_the habitual and undisguised contempt-- by the Lord Chief Baron's Pachage.
manifested by judges, and other subordinate As to the statutes, which bear in detail
functionaries, as towards the authority of upon the subject of juries, and even in re-
parliament : or rather (for in tMs consists the spect of the clauses in question thought to
malignity of the disorder) the connivance-- bear upon special as well as common iuries,
the habitual and unvaried connivance--by these, it is true, were, on the occasion in
which this contempt has been encouraged and question, by the learned judge more particu.
confirmed, larly in question, viz. the Lord Chief Baron,

On this head, a conception that will uatu- violated in intention only, and not in e_ct :
rally present itself to everybody, and at the special juries having, by the fraud of the
first glance, is--that the present is of the _ learned penman, been exempted, as we i,ave
number of those occasions in which the diflL seen," from those provisions against corrup.
eulty consists- not so much in determining tion, the demand for which was so much
what it is that is proper to be done, as in en- more urgent in that case than in the instance
gaging men to do what is proper to be done, of common juries.
whatsoever it may be. But though, in the manner that has been

To the justness of this remark I can find seen, the contempt entertained by this pre-
nothing to oppose : accordingly, of the two eminently learned person (not to speak at
following sections, the business of the first present of any other pre-eminently learned
is_to do what can be done by so weak an persons) as towards the authority of parlia.
instrument of communication as the present, ment, failed by accident and by miseoi_eeption
towards holding up to view the flagrancy of to fall upon these statutes at which it was
the disease : of the other, to present to view principally aimed, it fell, as we shall see, w_th-
and in a specific shape, what seems to be the out aeetaent, upon another statute, I mean the
proper remedy, penetrated all the while with statute commonly called the Bdl of l_i.qhts._
the clearest and acutest sense of the minute- On looking into this much-vaunted law,
nesa of tile chance in favour of its being up- and in particular into those parts of it which
plied, bear upon the subject here iu question, the

This, bitter as it is, is a cup which cannot weaknesses betrayed in it are seen to be such
be pitt by. Paehage, it is true, constitutes as cannot be thought of without regret ; the
that particular abuse which is the object-- imbecility, if not the treachery, of the learned
the only direct object .2%of the present work. penman, in whom the unlearned found them-
But so intimate is the connexion between selves, as usual, under the necessity of re-
this disorder, and that which consists in the posing their confidence, being, on the face of
habitual contempt of parliament, that while it, but too distinctly visible : propositions, of
this radical weakness remains uncured, any the cast termed by logicians identical, fit only
remedy that can be applied to the derivative for the mouths and pens of drivellers : propo-
malady will either be from the very first in- sltions which, neither conveying instruction
operative, or, at the very best, will in a short nor imposing obligation, leave everything ex-
time cease to operate. If the authority of actly as they find it : propositions ¢,eelaring
3_l_rnllamenthad not been set at nought by that what is right ougtd to be done, and what

geJ, the package of juries could not have is wrong ought not to be done, and so forth.
established, much less, as we have seen But this weakness, though to alover of the

it, openly defended : and while parliament English constitution iieannot but be mat,s'of
eantinues, as it has done, to suffer its autho- regret, will not, to the pre-eminently learned
rity to be thus set at nought, in vain would person in question, afford any thing like mat-
it endeavour to put an end to this package : ter of excuse. For to this so much vaunted
jus:_eswili, asatpresent,continuetobepacked, law--to this/aw, as to everything else that
To apply to this abuse the only possible re- bears the name of/aw, some meaning mast
mealy _ I mean, the only possible direct and be found : and to this law, v/z. in respect of
apecial remedy --it would be neceseary that that clause in it which is here in questinn, no
parliament should make a fresh law : hut if, sooner will any meaning be found, than what
when the fresh law has been made, judges will also be found is--that by this pre-emi-
continue determined to deal by it as judges nently learned person, it has been violated.
tare done hitherto by the existing ones, v/z. * Part IL Ch. Y. _- 1W. & M. seas. 2, c. 2.
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In the section inquestion (§ 2,) two parts Scr_ygses and the Jefferieses with their Fat
may be distinguished-- the historical and the c_rteras of those thnes.
legislative. In the historical, the principal But what, on the other side, cannot+ it is
abtrses of the then late reign are related under supposed, be very easily denied+ is -- that, in
twelve heads; in the legislative, under an the major abuse of these our maturer times,
equal number of heads, the repetition of these the mznor atmse of those immature times ie
_tune abuses is, to wit, by a declaration made included. The abuse of those days was, that
of their illegality, reprobated, alter hard labour bestowed upon the matter

In the histmwal part, of the only article on each separate occasion, persons, who were
which touches upon jury-trLd, being the ar- Jbund or rendered'" e_)rrupt"--or in some other
title which is numbered 9, the words are as 'ay parttal, _ere on great occasions now
follows :--" 9. And whereas of late years par- and then " returned," mid made to '"serve on
tial, corrupt, and unqual_fied persons have been juries in trials." The abuse of these days is --
returned and served on jur+es in trial._ (and that, under the arrangements made-- made
particularly divers jurors in trials for high and in despite of remonstrance persevered in
tTeason, which were not freeholders.") -- persevered in either for that purpose or for

In the legislative part, in the only article [ none at all, personsare on all occasions, great

which touches upon this same subject, bcmg [ and small, caused to be " returned," and to
the article which is nulnbered l t, the words "serve,"--persons such as, by the permanency
ere as filllows : --" 11. That jurors ought to with which they are invested+ and the haht-
be duly impanelled and _eturned (and jurors tual, but ever withholdable bribes, with which
which pas_ upon men in trials for high treason they are fed+ cannot but have been rendered
out_ht to be frcehohlers.") " corrnpt"--corl apt to a degree of corruption,

"In each of these two articles, there is a ] of which, as surely as by any " partiality" it
clause which does 7+othear upon the present could be made to be, injustice is. upon every
subject ;v_z. that which speaks of high treason desired occasion, the habitual consequence.
m+dfi'eeholder,hip. Of thc clause whichdoes In vain would his Lordship say--Those
hear upon this subject, it must once more be whom I have caused to lie "' impanelled and
confessed, that, if it be not sad treachery, it is returned,"-- as }ou would .coy, not " duly il_+
sad dotage,--" that jurors ouyht to be dub./ panelled andreturned,"--are nor.jurors: they
impanelled aqd returned ;" riz. that wha*_ in are in etfect eomm+sswTwrs, and members era
this case ought to be done, ought to be done. standing board of my own framing-- persona

In relation to the subject here in question, whom, rote the box which ought to have none
tt_e law having thus in itself no meaning, to in it but jurors, I have so managed as to in-
find a meaning for it. we are sent to history troduce, under the name of jurors. Those
--to the history of the times. Consulting whom you take for jurors--those whom I
history, a fact that we find in every book of have thus " impanelled and returned" under
history that touches upon those th_lcs, is -- the name o[jurors, are not jurors ; and there°
that in the two reigns then last preceding, fore, in causing them to be " *mpm_elted and
juries used to be packed; that is, that, instead retur_ed," even though it should not he d_ly
of being left to a +node of selection_ which, impanelled and retorned, 1 have not offended
with reference to the crown, its dependent against the BiI1 of Rights.
judges, and its other instruments, would have " My intention was not to ' maim and disfi-
come under the name of accident or chance, gure' the man--my intention was to kill him:
the persons serving as jurors were determined and therefi_re, if you punish me as for maiming
by choice ; viz. by the choice made of them and disfig_tring him, you punish me without
by these same instruments. The choice hay- law." Such was the plea of a very ingenious
ing for its notorious ohjeet the causing unjust as well as learned person, a Mr. Coke, who,
verdicts to be delivered, persons, who either on the act of 2'2 and 23 Car. I. c. 1, was in-
of themselves were " parttat," or were made dieted for the maiming and disfiguring of a
so by being made " corrupt," were taken for Mr. Crisp--" What I am accused of intending
the objects of such choice, and, if they were to do is the committing the lesser crime : what
not.found so, were made so, by that choice. 1 really iut nded to do is only a greater crime,

That in the exact bulk to which it has been in which the other is comprised." This plea
swollen, and in the exact shape into which it did not avail Mr. Coke, mid as little, if there
has been, by our pre-eminently learned artist, be anything like justice in the country, will
moulded, the ahtse relative to juries was not it avail the Right Honourable Sir Archibald
in the contemplation of the framers of those Macdonald.
clauses, must I think be cmffessed : perfection, But (says somebody) as one swallow suf-
such as this which we have seen realized by flees not to make summer, so one act suffices
Lord Cldqf.Baron 5Iaedonatd, outstripped -- not to make a habit. What, in this particular
not o_alythe observations made by the _lag- instance, was done, may not perlmFs trove been
tutrds, the Somtrses, the tlawleses, the Pollex- altogether justiiiahle ; but, if for the expre_

-- but the most sanguine hopes of the and _ole purpose of correcting this error, so
VoL V. M
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It should rome to pass that a fresh law were the lawless power of the judge : and the pr,.
made, car, you, by this one instance of h're- sent power of' the judge is the .future powe'
gularity, hold yourself warranted in appre- of the advocate. With the legislator, his sup-
headingthat a law so made would not be posed superior, the judge never comes in col,.
obeyed ? tact : from the legislator he knows not what

I answer, Yes: even by this one inslance, it is to experience resistance. The lc_isla-
the disobedience being so deliberately mid I toe make_ laws : and the jmtgc, according as
determinately, and after such warniuq and!it haPl)en_ to them to suit or thwart hi_
remonstrance, and upon such prineipl*., aJ hr_e v.e_,._, g,_,ea effect or inefficiency to them, as
been twowed, persevered in. But, of the he pleases. In parliament, be'his rebellion
existence of the habit, and my expectation of ever so flagrant, he behold-_ neither tn,*pcctor
the event_ml continuance of it, it is on this nor denuaciator, much less an avemjer: two

* one act alone that I ground myself; and, to sorts of men alone does he_ behold there
render it manifest, and beyond all possibility admirers-- igmJrant m_dawe-struck admirers
of dispute, that the contempt put upon par- -- or aceomphces or abettor._.
liament is determi_md, and rooted in a sort of Thus it is that the king--I mean the kiI_g
principle, I proceed to bring to view, out of in parhament -- being sunk into a aK'_a,j-L%.,
a countless multitude that might have been not only the gleat hull-tioga, but the me,me_,_
produced, another instance or two, such as tadpole, views his hunlihatiou with et*mpla-
either the mutter of the present inquir 3, or eency, and hehotd_ in it a .-ource_ an incx-
chance recollection, has happened to throw in haustible sr_uree-- of power, impunity, and
my way. triumph for himself.

Evidence of ot,stb_acy in one quarter re-
§ 3. Recent Contempt of Ilou'ord's Act b_ythe quires, as _bove. a _d _t [ p,3se_ enerqy adver,e

.Detentwn _t/Acquitted .l)rtsune_s. energy, m another : on the particular o('easit,n
To enumerate all the instances in which here in question, thu+ it is that, _overnme_t

the symptoms of the disorder in question beinz in this country in the state above de-
have exemplified themselves, would require scribed, the energ 3 Jwcessar 3 on one side, a_d
a volume. Of the example which here tbl- consequently all manitestation of _Jb._t_nacyoit
k)ws, the particular use is--to show the oh- the other, might have been wantinf¢ tbr any
_t_naeyof the disease : and it is only b_ casual numher of additional azes, had it not been for
fymptoms, brought to light by rare occur- the t_ll-m)w-nnexampled union ofpnblicqpir_t
fences, such as accident may not either bring I and intrepidity--well-directed puhlie spi_t
to light or so much as give birth to, twice in [ and persevering intrepidity--in the person of
haft a century, that this quality in the disease
can have been made ma_ifest: In the books, 1 Sir Richard Pidllips.Materials 1lm_ e none, over and above th,_,e
the contempt-- the simple contempt -- may I whaeh have already been la_d befi)re the pat,-
indeed be seen hreaking out continually; -- t lie by hlmself: but in h_s work the5 sta_d
but it is only by extra-judicial eonver,ations I m_xed with other matter in abundance: and,
or correspondences, that the obstinucy of it ior displa)ing their importm_ce with relation
could have been displayed in its genuine co- to the design of the present work, ohserva-
lours, tions have 1,een found rcquisitc, such as co_dd

By obstinacy on one part, enetgv on some not have come, with equ:d propriet), flora
other part, and acting in an opposite diree- any person, by whose testimony the faet_
_ion, is implied, But in any court ofjudi- themselves were furnished.
cature, on the occasion of a cause, no such In regard to the degree of credtt due to it,
energy ever has been know_ to be, or with one very short observation may suffice. A
any colour of reason could be expected to be, twelvemonth and more h_ elapsed, since his
displayed. On the occasion of a cause, the statements on this head have been made pul)-
only sort of person by whom any such quality lie, and in all th_s time not u syllable of con-
as energy can in any direction be displayed, is tradietion has appeared from any one of the
an advocate. But, from the advocate, whose offieiat persons whose conduct and language
contention is before and under ti_e judge, not is here in question. One of two things: either
wdh aud ayaln_t the judge, _t belo:,g_. :_u_ _, _,e cc,at_adlctmn could be given --or, in the
the station of the judge to experience any style of the pre-eminently learned judge, to
thing like adverse energy. One common in- give it was not thought "worth while.'"
terest-- one and the same sinister interest -- Judges publicly charged, and by a fimction-
links them together in indissoluble bands, ary, himself in "high," however subordinate
Accommodation to indolence, gratification " situation"--charged with disobedience
¢o vengeance, unmerited reputation, sinister wilful disobedience, to parliament : and in
emolument, lawless power,_ whatsoever of } their estimation so trivial the imputation, and
all theae good things the judge holds in pos- t the opinion of its truth so unproductive of all
_ession, the advocate beholds in expectancy, cause of uneasiness or apprehension to them-
The weakness of the legislature constitutes selves, that whether it prevail or not i_ to
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them and their feelings matter of indifference, that points of practice in the Old Bailey c_)urt
This being the state of judicature, in what a rest chiefly', if not entirely, _dth the Recorder,
state is govermnent I as the law-officer of the corporation."

The case that gave oc_slon to this display Th us, had it depended upon Mr. Recorder,
is as tbllows :-- would have ended the wh(qe business. For.

By the statute 14 Geo. llI. e. 20, § t, as tunatety, '- within a few weeks after," the
copied by Sir Richard Phillips, it is enacted, sheriff, as he tells us, "had an opportunity of
,' That every prisoner charged with any crime, pressing the subject again on the notice of the
or as an accessary thereto, against whom no Recorder, when (continues he) he peremp-
bdl of indictment shall be found by the grand torily told me, that he never would consent
jury, shall be IMMEDIATELY set at large, to the alteration in the practice of the court
in open court, without the payment of any which 1 proposed, and as long as he lived, it
fee," &e.* should continue as it is."

Of an enactment thus clear and explicit, Thus far Sir Richard Phillips. As to l_Ir
the habitual violation is, in a memori'.d ad- Recorder of London, for my o_m part, if with
dressed to the Recorder of London-- couched any propriety I can be _tid to have any per-
in the most respectful terms, dated the 8d of .onal acquaintaame at all with that learned
November 1SD7, and presented in the names judge, it is of no other sort than what, as to.
and with the concurrence of both the sheriff._-- wards him, would tend to cherish in my mind
presented to the notice of that learned judge those sentiments of respect and regard which
on the 8d of November 1807. Fur eleven days were so unitbrmly mmfitested towards him by
no answer. On the t4th of the nmnth (no Sir Richard Phillips.
answer yet recei ved_ follows, in the form of But, though a very obscure and insignifi-
a note, an addle._s from Mr. Sheriff Phillips cant person, I have the honour to be a British
alone, to the same learned gentleman, tbr the subject. I say subject: for on that ground,
declared purpose, indeed, of "' retreading him" rather than on so tcchniealand narrow an one
of the above paper, but again in the most cur- as that of freeholdershq_, do 1 choose to rest
dial as well a_ unitbrmly respectful terms, my claim. I am a British subject ; and, in that

The season of delay was now past : now character, I fi,el as strong an interest in the
comes the sea-on of promptitude, at least, if preservation of the Enghsh constitution, as
not of precit±itat_on, any one can feel in the preservation, or even

A few hours brought to Sir Richard an an- in the destruction of it. And, in eonsidera-
swer, from which, what belon_ indispensably tion of this interest it is, that it seems proper
to the present purpose (not to touch upon fi)r me to declare--that, although instead ot¢
matter foreign to it,) the following is an ex- being that great person to whom, by the de-
tract : -- seription of points qfpraetire, this part of the

" As the commission of gaol delivery at liberties of Englishmcn is, it seems, " bar-
the Old Baaley is consututed of the highest, .qaincd, assirjned, transferred , and set over
and of all the law authorities in the kingdom, by the twelve judges, he were my brother, my
the twelve jmtges of England, _he whole ma- opinion concerning him would still be this,
gistraey of the city. besides other great and viz. that if it really were the ease, that the
respectable names lherein, Mr. Phillips, upon continuance of the practlee depended upon
consideration, will surely see how indecorous his lift., the last day of that life would to his
it would be in the Recorder of London to dis- country be a most happy one.
cuss and argue of the power, anthority, and A conspiracy of the tweh, e judges, with the
practice of that court, with one of the sheriffs, Recorder of London at their head (fbr such it
who, howeverprivatelyesteemedandregarded seems is the new order of things)--a con-
by the Recorder. is, with respect to that corn- spiracy of the twelve judges with their ring-
mission, but an officer and minister of the leader the recorder, for mending the consti-
court." tution of the country, by resisting, overruling,

Business, at least where the public has an and treating with avowed contempt, the an-
interest in it, does not, we shall see, linger thority of parliament! Such is the state of
with Sir Richard Phillips. Not after an in- things brought to view by this evidence. Such
terval of eleven days, but on that same day, is the state of things which I would wish to
in reply goes another note from him to the recommend to the consideration, the seriou_
same learned judge, always in the same style consideration, of all such British subjects, if
of unvarying respect, but expressing " his any such there be, in whose eyes the preset-
earnest hope" that the necessary measures ration of the constitution of the country is
would be taken for paying obedience to the of more value _han any share which, in the
law ; and sta_ng, amongst other matters, character of lawyers, or confederates with
"' that he understood, in a late conversation lawyers, it may happen to them to look foe
with Lord EUenborough on this very su_ecL in the plunder of it.
- " Mr. Phillips, upon consideration, will

J Phillil_ pp,62to68, surelqvsee how indecorous it would beintlua
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Recorder of London to discuss and argue of

the power, authority, and practice of that § 4. Parliamentary Operations proposed.
court with one of the sheriffs, who is but an Under this bead, a few short and cmnpressed
officer and minister of the court." No : if in hints are as much as, if not more than, will
any such argument Mr. Phillips could have

Including some remarks on the above-men.
seen anything indecorous, his view of the tioned statute_ (14 Geo. IIL _ 20,) to which
matter would, I will eonfe_s, have been very Howard wilt be seen to allude, being one of die
different from mine. feebly-protecting statutes to which the ill-se.

Indecorum in arguing, in relation fo the eondedexertionsofthattrulyChrlstianherogave
point in qnesUon, the practice of the court ? birth_ the deduction would be lound to present
1_o : but something a great deal worse than a curious enough picture of,parlianwutary and
indeeoruminthedetermination--theobstinate super-parl_amentarff lawyer-craft, forming no

unsuitable match with that whmh stands exhi.
and rebellious determination -- to continue in bited in the 5th chapter of the second part of th_s
such practice, work : --

The House of Commons--yes, the House "Although acquitted prisoners are, bythe late
of Commons--there is the place, at which act in their favour (14 Geo. 11I.) cleared of
the discussion on this question should now be gaoler's fees, they are still (says he) subject to s
tarried on. As to argument, of argument, of similar demand made by the clerks ofasszzrand

clerks of the peace, and detained in prison several

further diseourse, -- unless what as above is daysaf[erthelracquittal:ata_sizetlllthejudge%stated to have been his language, be not only at quarter-sessions till the ins ices of peace, leave
in tenor but in purport denied to have been the town; in order to obtain those fees, which the
so-- of further discourse, in any shape, on gentlemen say are not cancelled by the act. And
the part of the learned gentleman, there is yet the express wordsof it are--%4cquittedpr_.
no need: --hearln9 is for him the only ulte- sotwrs shall be immediately set at large in open
rior function needful : hearing/, his function-- con rt.' It is evident, then, tlaat all fees of the com.mitment, in respect of the prisoner, are by this act
genuflection, his proper posture for the per- totally abolished.
formance of it. Since the sad act, the clerks of assize in

The inhumanity of the practice, its rank some circuits have started a new demand upon
and barefaced injustice, the oppression thus the gaoler, for the judge's ee_tlfieate of acquit°
heaped--heaped upon injured and established ment: viz. six shilhngs and eight-pence tbr the
innocence-- the contrast it makes with their first prisoner acqmtted ; and a shilling for each

principle of nullification--the instrument ms- of the rest, or two shillings for every on_ I havecopies of two receipts, given by the clerk of the
nufaet ured by their partnership for dealing out western circuit to the gaolers of Exeter and ha-
impunity at their own pleasure, and their own lisbuD'. One of them is as follows :--' Reeeiv_
price-- for dealing it out, not to merely pos- 1 April 1775 of Mr. Sherry, gaoler, one peand
sible only, but to convicted guilt*--all tbe_ eight 8hilhngs and eightpence, for his eertfieate

entitling him to his gaol fees for the county of
are subjects which must for the present be dis- Devon, from J. F _ " * w clerk of the assize.'
carded, as being foreign to the design of the The gaoler told me this was tbr twenty-three ae-
present work, as well as of the present chap- quitted prisoners.
ter. The subject which alone belongs to the *' I was informed at Durham) that Judge
present purpose is the subversion of eonstitu- Gould, at the assizes of 1775, laid aflne of fifty
tional order-- the contempt--the wilful, the pounds on the gaoler for detainiJ_ some a£quit-
deliberate, the confederated contempt--of ied prisoners for feeq of the d_rk of assize.

But upon the intercession of the Bishop (pro-
that supreme power, the supremacy of which prietor of the gaol,) the fine was remitted, and
is in words acknowledged, and in grimace the prisoners set at large; thejudgeordenngthe
bowed down to, even by themselves. Alas! clerk of assme to explain to him in London, the

by what terms tan such enormity be express- foundation for this demand.
ed ? The very language sinks under it ! f " One pretence for detaining acquitted pri-

soners is, "that _ it is possible otlaer _ndietments
• See Scotch Reform, Letter I. may be laid against them before the judge leaves
"l"Incomprehensible as this pertinacity may the town.' r call it a pretence, as the grand

appear on the face of it, the root of it may, I jury are often dismissed some days before that
have been led to think, be traced to certain ex- time, and because those who do satisfy the de-
tortions that, so long ago as in the year 1777, mantis of the clerk of assize axe immediately dis-
were brought to light by Howard. The princi, charged. Another pretence is, the gaoler tells
pal passages, extracted from his " State of the you ,hetakeathembaek toknockofftheirn'ona
]Prisons.&c_" 3d edition, anno 1784, pp. 15 and _But this may be done in court: in London, they

have an engine or block, by the help of which

16_ are here subjoined. Between the extortions they take offthe irons with ease in a minute _itt_of that day as exhibited by Howard, and one of

the oppressions of the present day as exhibited machine is brought into court, and the Lacqa_
by Sir Richard Phillips, evidence of connexion prisoner is immediately discharged. If,
having been observed, the display of it was at one mg to what I propasa_ prisoners were tried out
time destined to form part of the present work: of irons, this pretext would be entirely removed_.
but tile length of it bemg found altogether dis- " Clerks of assize, and of the peace, ought mog
proportionate, it has been necessarily discarded certainly to have a consideration for their svr_
_or thepresen h thongh on some future occasion tothepubtic: the thing l complain of is what l
[g may perhaps find its place , In. am led Jo by my subject; that is, the demand that
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be found " endurable," especially under the t put from henceforward upon any act of par-
Pe_,eeva/dynasty, from a self-created censor, I liament, by any judge or judges, should such
who has neither a coronet in his pedigree, nor [ interpretation be deemed w_/fid, this House

so much as a place in the red book : -- ] will address his Majesty, praying the remov_
L Committee oflnquir¢, to collect and re- of such judge or judges." After wilful, add,

port the facts, if necessary, "and not proceeding from error
Sabjeetofinquiry--easesofdisobedieneetolinjudgmentmcrely." Something to this el-

acts of parliament on the part of persons con- feet may serve as a sample. But to fix the
earned in the administration ofjn._tice ; limi- meaning, and save it, if possible, from being
ration necessary, at least in the first instance, explained away, an example or two, asabove_
confining the remark to such cases in which if the law of the 3fedes and Persians would
taisconeeption was impossible. No fear that by admit of any such innovation, might be of
this restriction the work would be left with- use.
out materials to operate upon. W_thout such As to retrospection in any shape, on this
restriction, the work would have no end. question, victory must, for any part I shall

To render the import of the restriction presume to take, be left as a prize to elo- •
clear, an example or two will suffice. Cases quence. Honourable gentlemen, according to
which have more or less of ariLhmetic in them whose theory bulls take a pleasure in being
will in general be found to afford the clearest bmted, may try it upon judges.
samples:-- If the measure they so freely mete to

1. One s,ch has been brought to view at- others,* were to be meted to them again (I
ready. Law. prohibiting the giving, on such speak of judges,) the question would be de-
or such an occasion, to a person of _uch or such cided, m_d the benches cleared. But, in my
a description, money to the amount of more own view of the matter, this measure, being
than one guinea. Qlffcial transoression, on an in every application that can be made of it,
occasion of that same descripUon, to a person a most fMse and mischievous one, it depends
of tha_ same description, sum given, two gut- not upon them, by any use they can make of
hens.- (See above, Part Ill.) it, to make it otherwise.

2. Law, in a ease therein described, giving
to the successful party double costs:--ol_cial § 5. Retrospective Censure, is it to be
transgression -- and here the otfice is ju&cial loohedJbr _t

giviz_', and that avowedly, instead of the The notion upon every occasion assumed
double costs, single costs, with an addition of and taken for granted among lawyers is,
only half single costs. Acts of parliament, that to the judges -- meaning the twelve
upon which contempt has been poured in this judges and the chancellor _ acting respec-
shape, are to be found in swarms: they are tively in one or other of their many and va.
pointed out by the indexes, rious spheres-- belongs the interpretation

3..Law, as above, giving to the success- --the uneensurable as well as unappealable,
rid party treble costs :--judicial transgression, and thence the absolute and uneontroulable
giving, instead of the treble costs, single costs, interpretation -- of whatsoever goes by the
with the addition of only three quarters of the name of law : viz. not only of that spurious
amount of _ingle costs. Another swarm of sort of law, which, by the oscitantey ofpar-
ttatutes, upon which the cup of contempt has liaments they have been suffered to make
thus been poured to the very dregs. -- to make of themselves and for themselves

1I. Parliamentarg Resolutions. --but also of that only genuine sort of law,
The habit of transgression established, what which is made by parliament.

shall then be done ? In certain cases indeed, but in certain cases
The least that can be done is for the House only, the transaction being, in some shape or

(1 suppose it the House of Commons) to pass : other, capable of being brought before the
a string of resolutions, condemning the pros- [ House of Lords, the conduct of these official
tics, and denouncing eventual punishment in i lawyers may to some purposes be weighed by
future. Happily this house, in conjunction other hands, be weighed by non-learned hands.
with the other, possesses, in the right of ad- But forasmuch as where any indicatory, cam-
dressing the king for removal, a virtual power posed of any one or more of these thirtee_t
altogether adequate to the purpose:-- " Re- potentates, is in question, every idea of een.
solved, that in case of any misinterpretation sure is excluded ; reversal, or modification of

the judicial transaction, is the only purpose
is made directly or indirectly upon acquitted pri- to which revision is considered as capable of
sonors, a being pertbrmed: and though, in point of

"• The clerks of mslze give to the judge large right, non-learned lords cannot, on these, any
sunm for their places. One of the present gentle-
men gave for his place 1.'2_500. On many ac- * Instead of general ntillty, antipqlhy the
_unts, the_eplaces ought not to be bought of the ground of punlshment--.intensit!l of the anti°
judges. 'if they were only presented, the fees parlaythe measure ofimniahmenh retro_vcctive.
might be much lower." the application of it. .
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more than on any other occasions, be avow- macy of the king in parlla_mut ahdk'ated
edly debarred either from _,Teechor vote, yet, surrendered: surrendered to thelawvers_ and
in pointof fitness and propriety, the very up- on soeasy a condition-- to them, of'all man-
pellation thus incontrovertibly applicable to kind, ao easy-- as the employing false pre-
them, suffices to indicate, how incongruous, tences in the exercise of it: pretending to
on these occasions, any btterposition fi'om so have had "doubts," where it is impos_ihie
weak a quarter would be deemed--if not they should have had any:--pretendmz _o
for the purpose of reversal or modification of have put upon a word a meaning, which it is
the interpretation itself, at auy rate for mi impossible they should have put upon it.
such purpose as that of censure to be passed In the first place, a falsehood committed.
on the interpreters. " Whereas do*Lbtshare arzsen . . ."__ Doubts

In the putting of any such interpretation, arisen ? doubts about what ?--whether imme.
being still but men--(for this concession, such diately means immedtately? Are lawyers the
is their candour and humility, they may be only persons who know what imnted*ate_
depended upon tbr making) --in the putting means ?--are all but lawyers igm rant of it ?

- of any such interpretation, they are liable to After this first falsehood--committed by par-
fidl into error: but, be that error what it liament itself--after this falschood, and by
may, at least so as competency qf juri._dietion means of it, conlc_ the abdwatwn,--the sur.
be out of dispute, it never can be so much as render-- alJd the endless train of f_!sehoods
censurat_te, much less punishable. --falsehoods bespoken of jud_.-es, by an order

Now in this 1 cannot but behold a doctrine, so dearly given, m_d which with such regular
against which, had I a hundred hands, I would alacrity would be executed.
protest with all of them, as being inconsist- Yes: -- to make a fresh act would be
ant with all government. Admit this, par- actually to yield the point to thelawyers, to
liament is but a tool--a corrupt, as well a_ a confirm the usurpation instead of eht.ektug it.
blind and passive tool--in the hands of law- It would be allowing them the very negattte
vers and their confederates. Admit but this in question: the negative whidl, without as
transgressiou will be heaped upon _an._gres- yet daring to claim it, they have been exer.
sion, till the whole pozt'er of the country, and vising: a negative, which they want but this
with it, in due season, the whole property of allowance to exercise at pleasure, and at any
the couutry, willbe avowedly in their hands: time, upon all acts. Take at pleasure any
--admit but this, sooner or later they will onethtureact: the negative having tsuppo_-e)
construe the whole money of the country into been exercised upon that act, the worst that
.fees, as at one time the clergy were on the could happen would be another act : which
point of consecrating the whole land of the act, when passed, would be just as completely
country into churchyards : _since, let them subject to their negative, as its predecessor
carry their usurpations, their oppressions, was: and so totics quottes. By every such
their extortions, to ever so enormous alength, act, the uncertainty --" the glorious unccr.
they have never anything to fear-- they have taiuty of the law"-- would receive fresh co_-
still everything to hope, or rather to make firmation, and, if possible, fresh increase: the
sure of. uncertainty of the law, and the certainty of

Reading or thinking of those judges, whose rum to every man, not above the common
sanction was lent to ship-money,-- Ah ! how rauks of life, who, with the words of it before
innocent were those (a thousand times have him, should be ill enough advised to ascribe
I said to myself,) in comparison of these of anything like certainty to it.
modern times ! How much more clearly was Taking cognizance of a murder, and inflict-
their transgression a transgression against the ing punishment accordingly, the judges of the
common welfare--against law as it oufht to Common l_leas, acting as such, would them-
have been than against law as it then was I selves be murderers, and as such punishable.
By what a host of precedents was it not sane- This is what our men of law themselves bare
tioned I And, when statute law is out of the not scrupled to declare.* Why? Because in
question, of what stuff is /a_o made, or so this purely ideal ease, if the authors of the
much as pretended to be made, if not of pre- transgression are lawyers, so are they also who
cedents ._ are tojudqe of it mid to punish it.

Here then is a transgression on which, at-
§ 6. No fresh Acts requiring Obed&nce to cording to their own doctrine, punishment

existing ones. may attach, even though the transgressor be
BuC above all things let us have no fresh a judge, acting in his character of judge.

law:l mean for the mere purpose of causing Allow then (sa s aloyaIsubject..-.. " _lo:::_etheoxis inonestoboobeyod:noenactingdis o.,usorpe sg ow nen, na
or re-enacting statutes ; still less a declara- law transgressed by you is a law of the kino's
tory act. making--made by the king in parliament--

A declaratory act ? _ Observe the conse-
quences..4 falsehood committed: the supra- * Hawkins, P. C. Vol. I. B. I. Ch. _1, _ 60.
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allow that in that case, if, to the conv_ction into a L_w, abilI for preventing a paymas.-er
of every man that sees the words of the law, of the navy from applying the money of th_
your trangression has been a completely wiI- people to his own use. On these subjects tho
fal one, you are not exempt from punishment, Imderstanding has been general and constant.
--allow but thts, this is all we want of you. So t_r as the binding and punishing force o!
What we do not want is--to see you in any the laws bears upon men who neither are in
such posture, as that which, in tile ease of power, nor arc to _eceive protection from men
your own putting, you would fig.arc in. But in power, _ far they arc to be executed : so
what we d,J want to see you in is-- a kneel- far as they would bear hard upon men who are
i,g posture--if not literally, at least figura- in power, or under the protection of men in
t_vely:--kneeling, like one of king James's power, _ far they are to be laughed at.
parliaments, "upon the knee,_ qfyour hearts." In a word -- to employ a system of elassifi-
Yes, aad in this poshtre we must see you, or cation the nomenclature of which is become
parhametd is a laughing stock--you tyrants as generally intelligible as the principles of it
-- and we _]aves. have been generally pursued--" tinraen" and

The constitution, in short, is already at an "qr_at characters" form the two species into
e;ld, and the government a mere tyranny in which, to this purpose, the genus of his :Ms-
the hands of the judges, if, to save them harm- jest.y's subjeet_ has been divided. What then
less agmnst the puuislnnent due for a trans- is "the use _fthe law ?"--Bacon, who started
gresslon committed by them against the law. the question, talked about it and about it,
it be sufficient to them in all eases, or even in but it, was reserved for his successors to give
any case, to say, such i_ the eoastcucti(m that a clearer answer to it. What is now the use of
wepnt upon it : if; in the instance of this as the law? To fall as a millstone upon tb_
ofevery other set of men, for the purpose of heads of " tinmen," to stand as a laughing-
condemning them. and if guilt), punishing stock to "great charaet_'rs."
them; it be noL to whatever authorit._ it be-
hmgs to sit in judgment on their conduct § 7. Prospect of Redress.
competent, if so it appear, to pronounce that " But, these remedies of yours, by what
the allegation, express or implied, of their hands are they to be admildstered ?_ Law-
having believed such and such to have been, yers? you x_ll find none willing: Non-law-
on the occasion in question, the il_tention of yers? you will find none able .... And when
the legislature, is no_ true. all lawyers and all non-lawyersare subtracted,

To the meanest suhjeet that is to be found how many have you left ?"
to him on whose part, not mdy in relat,ion I answer _ to the difficulty of thin remedy

to the particular tn_port, but in relation to tL'e no eye can be more acutely or profoundly sen-
very existence of the law in qtmstion, ignor- sible than his are who thus ventures to propose
alice is at the same time most certain and most it. But, under favour of theinexhaustible stock
excu_'tble, such ignorance affords not, in the of varieties incident to the human character,
breast of those arbiters of hi.- fate, either ins- causes of a p_chological nature, inscrutable
tifieation, or so much as ex_;use:* and by the to human eves, have manifested, nowand then,
mere supposition of it, and that an untrue one, their power, in the production not only of evil
shall such ignorance afford not only excuse but but of good ; yea, and will continue to do so

jastifi_:at_oa to those in whose situation, even httle by little : of good, in what_ever shape
without other transgression, saehignorance-- good is at the same time conceivable, and in a
ignorance of the law -- is itself a crime ? physical sense practicable. In one age, A pro-

No : -- neither on this nor on any other poses: in another, B moves: in a third, O
occasion : no ; on no occasion, nor on any ac- carries into either. This is the rate at which
count, on the part of learned gentlemen will reform and improt,ement travel, when the sat.
tI ere be any objection to fresh acts. Fresh veyors of the highways are lawyers.
scts, besides evidencing, on an ocea._ion such Assuredly, trod it been my lot to find myself
as this, the impotene_ of the authority that in the place where motions are made, some five-
made the former ones, make, on every oeea- and-twenty or thirty years ago, a mr*ties for a
sion, fresh confusion, and fresh fees. Fresh ! real comrmttee qfjastice wotdd at least have

acts make the pot boil brNk in the little i stood upon the journal_.kitchen of the attorney : fresh acts make the A e,m,nittee ofjustwe _ Oh, yes : turn to
c_aldron boil brisk iI_ the great victualling the journals an'd there you may _e_not a
offices attached to higher fee'd as well a', fee- parFament in which you may not see-- a corn-
fed situations. :No : m_ "any occasion there mittee of justice. In that place you mac _ee
_qtl not, on the part of law> ers in general, be I it : but in that place you may as well content
any more objection to fre._h acts, than on a : vou_elf with seeing it : for, until something
particular occasion there was, on the part of i which would be called eo_Tfoslon,take the place
I, vrd ,_Ielville, to the bringing in, and carr3iag of that which is called o_'der, you had better

not expect., unless you are fond of disappoint-
* Ignorantia legis exeusat neminera. I ment, to see it anywhere else.
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]Regular as is the appointment of this re- (accompanied in every article with reasons,)
gular committee, the functions of it compose which 1 had sketched out for that purpose,
a sinecure : a sinecure no less regular and under the title of a '" Plan of a Jadicatarg.
profound, than if the Perceval allowance of under the name of TH_ Cou_v Or Loltt_
4"38,574 a-year (reduced, alas ! to less than DELEOATI_S."t

.£13,000, we are told, by deductions that In my own mind, a still more important,
somebody or other knows of,*) were attached though not an inseparable part of that plan,
to the situation of each of its members, in consisted in the transferring moreover, to the
recompence for tile labour of receiving the proposed judicatory, that part of the imme-
emoluments, added to that of being said, diatejurisdiction of the House of Lords which
without being so much as supposed, to do the consists in the cognizance of impeachments:
duties of it. the decision of the delegates in those cases to

But when sit_ecures are gone, justice, with be final, unless reversed or modified by the
the committees necessary fur her restoration, House at large, on the declared ground of
may then come. censurable misconduct on the part of those

Such is the _tate of things at present. Such their delegates.
will continue to be the state of things, until, The main principle, on which this plan
in some shape or other, censure-- prompt as was grounded, was no other than that which,
well as impartial censure -- not to speak of i whether ever expressed or no in words, will
puni,hmeat-- shall take place of tardy and in substance be found to have served _s the
disregarded laws : -- of declaratory acts, and main principle of the Grenville act ; wz. that
explanatory acts. passed some score or some thesense ofrespnusibihty,without which there
half-hundred years after the acts, those acts can be no tolerably adequate securit) either
that wanted not to be e_Tlaincd , but to be for probi_, or intelligence, is less and less acute
e:_forced, had, instead of being enforced, been and operative, in proportion as the number o_
trampled on by " great characters," or ex- those whose share in it is extensive.
plained and explained away--or, what is It was at this price only, as it seemed r0
shorter, openly scorned mid trampled upon by me, that impeachment, already proclaimed i_

juries, parliament ashaving sunk into an empty name*,
!JV_etherlaw or tyrann!t reigns, is a question could be restored to that character which ig

that will be decided by the notice or no notice was originally designed, and till of late _a_
taken in " high sLtuations," and eventually in universally supposed, to possess, and whwh
low ones, of this grievance. Till now, the at different times it has in some degree pos-
tyranny had a mask: but now the mask is sessed, viz. that of serving as a cheek upon
goue. pohticol delinquency in " high situations:"

Great zeal everywhere for the maintenance and this, without consuminginjudicature any
of subordination. Subordination ! But of part of that time whiehis so habitually found
what sort? Not of that of which universal insufficient for the still higher and more ira-
security is the fruit : but of that, by which, portant functions of legi.,lation : to the end
for the benefit of "great characters in high that the judicial authority of the country
situations," all but they, their confederates, might upon occasion be employed in ehecki_9,
instruments, and dependents, are kept in a rcmowng, and in case of need evenpumshina,
continual state of insecurity and bondage, instead of being, as at present, exclusively

and avowedly employed in protecting " unfit-
Observing the House of Lords to have at hess" on the part of"great characters" in high

length, by the continually increasing accu- ".s_tuations :'"_ punishment being reserved for
mulation of causes, become, in respect of its such low people as, having the misfortune of
appellate jurisdiction, converted into a sort suffering from such "unfitness," have the au-
of delay-._hop, in which, in pieces of an inde- dacity to complain of it.
finite number of years' length, delay is sold Of a censorial tribunal so constituted, wh:_t
to dishonest men with other men's money did not present itself to my view as the ]e_t
in their pockets,--observing, moreover, the important use, was--the application of a
grievance to be to such a degree flagrant and check to that corrupt despotism, to which,
notorious, as to have been pnbliely and re- as above, except in name and empty sho_,,
peatedly held up to view in the House itself, there exists not at present any ebeck, rLz.
by the only persons by whom any plan of re- the despotism of the judges.
lief, it is universally understood, could, with Not only in my own mind, but in my own
any prospect of success, or, according to re- papers, the plan had in it yet other parts, the
eeived notions, with any sort of congruity, object of which was to invest the Lords, by
be laid upon the table --in the month of Ja- the instrumentality of these their appointed
nuary 1808, I took upon me to transmit to and periodically removable delegates, not only
such of the Members of both Houses as could with the power, but with the interest (with-
conveniently be reached, the outline of a plan out which power is nothing,) that _emed

• Finance Committee_ auno 180_ Report 3. t Vide s_q,ra, p. _15. _ S_ Part I. Clmp. IX.
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taece_ry to engage and fix them in thehat, it reflecting c_ past occurrences,ithad beL_
of rendering to the community certain _- m my power to assure myself, _hat that part
vices, which, by the neee_exy, changeableness of the plan which by the author had been
of its composition, the House of Commons is regarded as a drawback, though that an in-
disabled from rendering with equally assured dispensable one, from the mass of edvantaff4
steadiness and perseverance:--one of these expected from the institution, had not ht
services being the instituting and keeping up other eyes constituledat lea_t a pri_ipal re-
an uninterruptedly periodica| series of retarns comntendution of it,
and accounts, expressive of the state of the But among those who are agreed about
system of judicial procedure, under a set of measures, it would be not only a useless but
pre-appoiated heads,embrac_agthe wholefield a pernicious _mement to look out for dif.
of judicature, e_d bearing specific reference ferenees about motives.
to the several distinguishable ends of justice : Nor would any stzchtopic have been touched
the other, the taking occasion of such causes upon, but that, regardingthe _ institt_
as should come before this judicatory in the tion, as above, as cable of operatlng in the
way of appeal, to facilitate the gradual con- character of a highly useful, ff not of itself a
_ersion of the rule ofactwn, outofthe purely completely effectual remedy, to the political
conjectural, tenorless, nneognoseible, and ira- disease of which so much has just been _tid,
postrous state of unwritten, a[z'ascommon law the design of this work seemed to require,
--the shapeless produetJon of a _et of note- that of the plan in question such part as has
takers, compilers, and publishing booksellers already seen the light should now receive the

into its only eognosclble, determinate, and same degree of publication as this work itself
u_impostrous state, t,_z. timt of what is called does; fbr which purpose, copies of it have now
written or statute law : the joint and gemfine been transmitted to the publishers.
work of the king, the lords, and the delegates Of this increased pubtie/ty one consequence
of the people, is--that in the nund of him by whom the otb

For such plan, no efficient acceptance could servation shall have been made (and by whom
either be expected, or so much as wished, i| will the observation not have been made?)
by the establishment of it the preponderant that a necessary part of the plan consists in
weight and influet_ce of the more essential the ereation ofseveral new situations, ofwhich
branch of the eeostitution were exposed to seine could not but be in a pre-eminent degree
any danger of being lessened : but, that no laeratwe ones, a supposition too natural not
sneh danger could attach upon it, eoutd ca- to follow in a manner of course will be, that
ally, and would have been actually, put out of in this proposed mass of emolument, some
doubt, share had been looked for by the projector :

That, in trhe opinion of leading persons of and that, in his mind, it was the advantage so
oppo_te parties, the above plan, (meazm_g of looked for that had constituted_lf not the
course such part of it as had lathe above paper so/e, at least one, final cause _ of the projeeL
been presented to view) possessed a claim to It therefore, as mm_kind are constituted, up-
serious attention, vaLsa fact of which 1 tbund pears to me to be, if not absolutdy neeesasry,
reason to make no doubt : and, on one part, at any rate highly conducive, to the tmbia_ed
such and so public was the opinion expressed examination of the plan, to deelare, as I do
concerning it, as to render it evident, that in most distinctly, that in any emolument that
our event, nor that altogether an improbable ever was proposed, or may ever come to he
one, should the same opimon continue to be attachad to it, 1 never had, nor ever shall I
entertainadofit, the establishinentofit would have, rely more concern, than any other per-
be hut a natural eonsequenee, son under whose eye the present page may be

Had the expression of such opinion been lying at this moment : and that, in the con-
in any instance addressed t_, or accompanied trivanee of it, no person by whom, for him-
with any such intimation as that of a desire self, or any friend of his, any expectation of
that it should be, or a thought that it would any part in such emolument could have been
be, communicated to the person whose prO- entertained, has ever been consulted with :
posal _-as the subject of it, the communiea- no person having been in fact consulted with
'don might have been azeribable to that sort upon the subject, either before the paper went
of eivility, from which any serious thought into circulation as above, or since.
about the matter is not always to be inferred : Not that the plan is in itself a whlt the
hut the communication having in every in- better, or the less bad, for a circumstance thtm
stance been the result of mere accident, clear I collateral and incidental to it : and should any
of all design, and probably to this hour not plan for the same purpose ever be brought on
merely unheeded but unknown, the real ex- t the carpet by any other hand, the author may
istenee of the opinion is in each instance but I be assured, that no personal advantage that
so much the less exposed to doubt. I may be found included in it for his own par,

In one instance, my satisfaction would, I I tieular benefit, or that of any of his friend_
must confess, have been more entire, if, when i will h_rme be pleaded in bar to the acceptant*
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vf it. In my view of the matter, be the men- wrest power out of the hands of present poe-
sure what it may, instead of a bar, an)" adwm- sessors, but to render them somewhat less
tage accruing to an individual, constitutes, I generally aml flagrantly inept than at present
must confess, a plea in.favour of it. The in- for, as welt as disdainful of, the exercise of It:
dication of any such advantage coupled with that so, when among those qaestiun_ which
the appellation of a job, -- this argument, as sooner or later will inevitably be urged, th;s
it is a very easy and a very common, so is it also shouhl be put--viz, what are the Oceu.
a very commodious argument for such poll- piers of that room with the _alt chatr in It _*ood
ticians as, being conscious of their inability fbr, u_dess it be to serve a_ tools in the hands
to form any d,_rect and specific estimate of of the general, who now and then eoales
the "advantages and disadvantages of any plan in form and sits in it -- a set of nnplements
which requires hands for the execution of it, i constituting, when put together, a el nsv
have recourse to this circumstance in the cha- piece of machinery for producing the effect d[
ratter of an article of circumstantial evidence, a simple negative-- those to whom any sn, h
and that conclusive, establishing, and that at searching question happens to he addres.,ed,
so small an expense as that of a single word, may have some better answer at hand tbatl
not ouly the ineligibility but the corruptness what has heen furnished by the threadbare and
of the measure:--but it will not pass in any transparent fallacies that h_ve hitherto been
such character with any man, who, being duly seen to be employed upon that serwee.
aware that, in all its branches, government The Hospital of Incurables was a name m.
consists but in a choice of evils-- evils pro- vented for that great room-- not by any su,'h
duced, that in each instance greater good may plebeian as myself, but by a noble prartttwn¢r
come--holds himself, on the occasion in qucs- (the Earl of Chesterfield,) to whose pone.
finn, not incompetent tothe task of weighing tratiug eye the condition of all the u_rd,,,
the good against the evil, and determining on with all the patients in it, had by long obser.
which side the balance is to be fbund, vation and experience been rendered ,o farm.

Supposing the plan in question received, liar. By him, as the name thus bestowed bears
as above, in all its projected parts, the court witness, the condition of the inhahitant_ was
ofZ, ords'Detegates would, without the name, regarded as already desperate. For my own
add to its other characters that of a school, part, whether it be, that being more given to
and that not only ofjudzcature but of legit- hope, and less to satire, as well as somewhat
lation: a school m which such of our noble more accustmned to look out tbr expedients,
youth (supposing any such to be found,) to than that veteran courtier, my judgment ha_
whom the study might not, any more than the been led astray by my affections, my view_
practice of that art does at present, appear of the case are less desponding. A_ hoslnta!s
beneath their donity , might find the means are apt to be, and as this in particular was
of instruction as well as exercise : a school in once pronounced to be*-- pronounced so by
which not only the exercise, but, by means the inhabitants themselves when not half so
of the exercise, the prizes, might, instead of numerous as at present-- it appears to me,
remaimng a monopoly in the hands of those as it has done to others, too much crowded.
whose interest it is that the body of the law in which case it is the les._ to be wondered
be in all its points in as bad a state as poe- at, if, of a species of vital gas known in the
sible, lie open to those also whose interest, old nomenclature by the name of public sf)_r_t,
in the shape of reputation and conscience, a morbific deficiency should be found:--a
would on this occasion act in alliance with deficiency, of which the principal effects ai_d
their duty, and whose interest would not, at symptoms are an habitual lethargy and pro*
any rate, be in any shape at variance with it. stration of strength, admitting of no abate-

Lastly, being occupied in preparing with ment but what may happen to be produced by
all expedition for the press a work on parlia- the accidental pricking of some such stimulus
raeatary reform, in which, if my own concep- as that of a canine appetite ./'or ..fat smecure._.
tion of the matter be correct, the necessity For the over-population, the remedy is too
of such a measure is placed beyond the reach simple, as well as bv those whom it concerns
of doubt, followed by a plan for that purw)se , most nearly too wetl approved,_ to need any
accompanied in each article with reasons, and further mention in this place As to thel ut;-
answers to objections (a plan in the contri- lic spirit, the apparatus for the injecting of Jt
vance of which I saw but little reo._on to go has been already indicated.
in quest of novelty,) it seemed to me of use ]
that it should be understood, and that most I See Blaekstoue's Commentaries, I Ch. IL

clearly, that to engage a man's opinions and I p. 15:2.
affections in !_avour of such a measure, no I t Ibid. " In the rci_n of King George L abill passed the House of I_onts, and was cour-
other propensity is necessary than a desire I tenaneed by the then ministry, for limiting the

not to pull down. but in uphold--not in i number of the peerage."
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ADVERTISEMENT.

I_ the state in which it is here seen, this tract was printed anno 1813. In the summer of the year
1813, in paasmg through the University of Oxford _in which seat of learning, above halfa cen.

tury ago, the author had taken the last of two degrees,) by the hands of a common friend he caused
to be delivered into the hands of one of the Reverend the Heads of Houses, who had been men-

tioned to him as being of the number of those, in whose instance the hydrophobia of innovation
was supposed to be least rabid, a copy of this tract ; and staid there long enough to hear of it_

having undergone his perusal. Of the communication thus made, the motive was--a hope, how
small soever, that possibly, by means of the representation thus conveyed, some course might, in

that seat of professed piety, be taken, for the abolition of a practice, which, not to profane only,

but to reverend and orthodox eyes, had already, m more instances than one_ presented itself, and
had accordingly in print, and in multitudes of editions_ been held up to view, as impious.

Whatever other imputations the publication of this tract may be thought to be open to, peect.

eltatlon therefore will at any rate not be of the number : neither on the one part preclpltation, --
nor on the other part, _an_ of notice.

After all, this tract might for any further length of time have slept upon the shelf_ but for the

addition so lately made of the scourge of religious persecution to the yoke of despotism :--for a

pretence for punishment as for blasphemy--and that by imprisonment without trial (infliction by

every clergyman who is in the commission of the peace) the _o recently instituted practice of
putting the compmition of vobedy knows what " miserable sinners," who triumphed over piety

and sincerity about two centuries and a half ago, upon a level with the discourses of Je:uJ ; and_

by men by whom the profession of piety has been converted into an instrument of power, the
exertions so lately made, to bolster up by the force of their punishments the imbecility of their
arguments.

What is here meant is not unknown to Mr. Wilberforce. Of the perjurywhich, so long as

he has had eyes to see, has been staring him in the face, lethim disprove the impiety, or stand
forth at length, and use his endeavours to put an end to it.



..a By 5 & 6 W. IV. c. 8 (12_ June 1835,) entit]ed_" An Act for the more effectual abolition
of Oaths ami Affirmations taken and made in various dep_runenm of the S'_tte_ and to substitute
Declarations in hen thereof: and for the more entire suppr_tion of voluntary and extrajudichfl
Oaths and Affidavits,'--certain enactments were preceded by the following pammble: -- "Wkerem b
by an Act passed in the session holden in the let and 2d ]Jeer of the reign of his pre_ent M_esty_
intituled, " An Act to abolish certain Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in the Customs aml
Exci_e departments of his Majesty's revenue, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof' (! &
W. IV. _ 4,) and by other enactments subsequent thereto, the number of o_ths and affirmatio_
required to be taken a_d made in ttmse aepartments has been greatly diminished, and the beneficial
operation of the said recited set, and such other subsequent enactments, gives ground to believe that
the number of oaths a_ affirmations may be yet farther reduced in those and othor departments of
the State." Thi_ _tute was repealed, and new provisions substituted, by 5 & 6 W. IV. c. 62 (gth
L_,eptember 1835,) which enacted (§ 2,) That where Oaths are administ_ed in pl_eedings connected.
with the Customs or ExcJse. the post.o_ce, the office of Stamps and T_txes, t_e office of Woods and
Forests, I_and-revenues, Works, and Buildings, the War-office, the Army Pay-oWu_ the office of

Treasurer of the Navy, the Accountant*General of the Navy, or the (kdnance,his Majest]_'s T're_.
_ry, Chelsea H_pital, Greenwich Hos_tal, the Board of Ttede, the Secretaries of State s uffiZI
the India Board, the Audit o_ce. the National-Debt ot_e_ or any otheT _ under controm oz
the Treasury, the Lords of the Treasurer may substitute Declaratio_. (§ 5,) Persons making
false affirn_tiooa, in cases connected w3th the revenues of the customs or excise, stamps and

persons in office. [§ 7,) The ac.t not to aondsh juaiciaJ _ms. [_t_,) It _.t_taqe.lawtu! tot t_e
universities of Oxford or Cambridge, or any other bodie_ corporate and p_bhc_ entitled to admt-
ni_ oaths, to sul_ttitute decla_tlons. _ 9,) Churchwardens and etdesmsu no lenger to take
oaths, but only to make declaration of faithful and diligent performance on ente_ng on t_cir
duties. _§ 10,) Declarations substituted for the oathS tppointed to be taken under highway

oath, to maXe a aectaratien m me same terms. _§ 12,) Dectaramms subsUtutoa mr me mttu,
under the pawnhroker's acts, to be taken in the _rnet_nns, andon the sameocea_on& (§ 13,)
Justice_ of the Peace and others ate prohibited frm_ taking .oa!hs or a_davits " touching any
n_tter or thing whereof such Justice or other per_ou hath not junsdtctmn or cogmasnee by _r_
etatute in force at the time being," _tbe enactment not to apply to oaths in matters connected
with the preservation of the peace, or prmceutions, or precee_|ings before Parliament; or to oaths
neceutary to validate legal instruments to be used in foreign countries. (§ 14_) Where it was the
Imp'rice of the Bank of England to take Oaths for facilitating tr-_sters, or as to the ]ms or destrueti?n
of notes,_dezlaratious substituted. (§ 15.) Declarations substituted for otths ot parties end w_t.
_esae_ in actions in the colonies," for or relating to any debt or account wherein any person residing
In Great Britain and Ireland shall be s party, or for or relating to any lands, tenements, or heredita-
meum, situate, lying, _ being inthc said places." (.§ 16,_ The a,ttesti_tg wlto_e_es to any testa*
merit or deed, may verif_ the exceution by declaration iu writing: (§ 18, 21,3A form or votun.ta_
declaration to he taken m miscellanceus cases, the takinf whig'h, or any other declaration s'_o_.
taUgi for any oath, fahw.ly, rcnderz th_ party guiky of a mbdemeanor,--Ex_,
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SWEAR AT ALL.

M_l; v. 3L

SF_ rt,,_ 1. _ swearer, on whom, by mezns of the eventual

Oath. ]:_congruity of t/_e assumpllon, on ' pumshment in 9uestion, the effect of a law,
which it_ supposed BENL¥1ClAL c_'e,enc_ d _, whether prohibitive or compulsive, is pro-duced, or supposed or endeavoured to be pro-
grounded. J doted ; '2, The Almighty, who, in the event

BY the term oat]_, taken {n its largest sense, i in question, is stlpposed or endeavoured to be
is unJversM]y m _erstootl, a ceremony corn- {eng_.ged to inflict such punishment.

posed of words and gestures, by means of I Considered iu respect of the purpose to
which the Ahnighty is engaged eventually to . which it is applied or applicable, an oath has
inflict on the taker of the oath, or swearer, commonly been distinguished into assert, oft
as he i_ c,flled, pum_hmeut, in quantity and and promissory: and, in conformity to this
quality, liq,6da_ed, or ,,,ore commonly unit- distinction, the ass_rtorg sort of oath, it will
quidatcd, m the event of hisdoingsomething naturally be observed, is the only sort of
which he. the sweater, at the same time and oath which belongs to the present purpose ;
thereb_ eligages not to do, or omitting to do -- which bears any immediate relation to the
something which he in like rammer engages subject of evidence, _to the subject of test#
to doff monet ttt least.

Correlative t_, the term oath. is the term From thi_ distinction, a natural inference

7_eriurg, aud it_ conjugates to permre onesett; again is -- that, let it even be supposed that,
peuu/ed, periurwas ; am,rag which per]u'rff in the promissory oath, condemnation should
is understood as designative of the conduct, on any just ground be passed, yet by such
whether positive or rleffative, which stands condemnation the a,sertory--the testimonial
in opposition to Ihe co'._duet engaged for, as oath -- the oath considered as confined to the
above, purpose of securing trustworthiness to tes-

In so far as, in a state of political society, timony --would, notwithstanding such con-
application of this ceremony has been made to damnation, zemain untouched.
the purpose of pr,_ducmg any practical effect In opposition, however, to this notion, it
other persons besides the swearer have corn- must be observed, and upon consideration

moniy, in some way or o_hcr, borne a part in will be acknowledged _ I. That the n_ure
it : one person at any rate. riz. the person by of the ceremony --- _he nature of the instru-
whom the oath is said to have been adminis, ment thus employed--is one and the same,

tared : arid commonly some other person or to what purpose soever it be applied; 2. That
persons, by whose authority and order, or at to every oath alike belongs, in truth and pro-
whose instance at least, it has been u&mMs- priety, the quality and name eta promissorg
tared, or at at_y rate taken, oath, m_d that accordingly the assertory oath,

The intervention of any _.uch third person and thereunder the testimoniol,_ are neither
is not essentially and inseparably included in more nor less thmt the promissory oath applied
the hotter: of an oath : but it is only in so to that particular purpose.

far as some such intervention has place, that q In the way il_ wtucb the testimonial o_th is
it belongs to the present [mrpose. commonly employed and administered, the oh-

By the ceremony thus described, may be servation, of its being ineluded_ a._above, under
seen at the least t we perseus, of very d'iffe- the promL_Sory, will. it is supposed_ be acceded to
rent descriptions, over both of whom power without difficulty _ since, in that ea_, the eet_
is exercised, or supposed or endeavoured to mony is seen at the first glance toprecede the

operation "_hieh it is employed to intiuence, :By
be exercised ; viz. 1. Man, the individual ; a persona from whom a_'sertions or deelasations of

a testimonial nature are about to ha extracted or" In every ease, excerpt where tile observance
promised eo_sistsin speaking truth, as in the pre- received, the oath--the ceremony, wbereb_ the
sent ease, in which ease the oath is said to be as- qualifies in qu_tion are suppled to be _¢ured
sertory(ofwhieh immediately,) i.e. in ever_ ca_ --is performed in the first place_ and thereupon
in whteh the oath is commonly spoken of m the comes the testimony by which the promi_ to
character of a _romlssor9 one, the term vo_ has lr_de is either kel_ or hroken_ and perjury a¢.
moreoverbeen md_fferenilvemployed in speaking cordiagly abstained from or committed.
of it. See, in Cruden's or _ny other Concordance, But, suppose the testimony first given _t_hout
the words oath and vow. oath: and thereupon, immediately or at any tim.



192 SWEAR _0T AT ALL [§ L
By the prom_sory, _ opposed to the asset- gligcnt servant indeed, bat still a servaa'. :

tory oath, that which a man may undertake he disobeys the orders nine times out ot ten,
for, is -- anything whatsoever that is in his but he pays obedience to them on the tenth.
power to do, with the exception of the giving The circumstance by which the supposition
correctness and relative completeness to some of the influence of an oath, over the super.
assertion or other, whatever it be, to which, natural agent in question, is saved from the

for the purpose of securing to assertion those ridicule that attaches upon the supposition of
qualities, it is applied : by the ussertory oath, the influence of a magical incantation- over
that which is undertaken fbr is--the giving the supernatural agent to which that instru-
to some assertion those same qualities : bat, meat i_ applied, is, that in the case of _he
in both cases alike, something or other is uu- oath, the scene of its influence is placed in a

dertai_en .for, engaged for, promised : in both state of things of which no human being is
cases alike, an obligation is imposed, or sup- in this life supposed to be or about to be wi_-
posed or endeavoured to be imposed : in both ness: whereas, in the case of the magical iu-
alike, for the purpose ofglving to such obli- cantation, the _cene lies here below, aiid it
gation a binding force -- a force derived from is in this life that men are bid to look for it.
the religious sanction,--a c_remomj, and the --the moon brought down upon the earth,
same ceremony, is employed, as according to the Pagan system : disem.

On the supposition that, by man, over the bodied spirits of this or that denomination
Almighty, p¢_wer should, to this or any other brought down or up to the same place, as
purpose, be exercised or exercisable, an ab- tinder the Jewish and Christian, well or ill
surdity, than which nothing can be greater, interpreted.
Cannot be denied to be involved:--man the Quid non curtains pos_untr

legislator and judge, God the sheriff and exe- Caxraina de ecelo possunt dedueere lunam.
cutioner ; -- man the despot, God his slave. Undertaking to defend the use of this rays-

If, in any given instance, on the part of the terlous instrument, what will a man say of
almighty executioner, any exception to the it? That there ever has been or ever will
rule of obedience be supposed, in that in- be so much as a single ease in which the_e
stance the effect of the ceremony is nothing; effects hare or will have been produced by
the case is exactly as if there had been no such it? Will that be his supposition ? If so, then
ceremony. But if in any one case it be thus is the absurdity thus charged upon it admitted
inefficient, how comes it to be otherwise in to be involved in it : -- That there never has

any other case ? been nor ever will be any such case ? If so,
Yet this or nothing is what is supposed : then is the supposition admitted to be a mere

this or nothing if the supposition be, that, -- fiction ; and, in proportion as this admission
after and in consequence of the promise thus [ is acceded to, the ceremony is divested of its

made, and the breach of it- the perjury-- i binding three, and therewith of every usefulcommitted, _punishment--thc result o['the influence that can ever have been ascribed to

will and act of God-- takes place of course, it, or expected from it.
that is, to a certainty, and in every indict- 2"he effect, to the production of which, if

dual instance, possible, man and God both are thus sough_

If, the supposition of absolute certainty and supposed to be engaged, _ the line of
being deemed too strong, that of probability conduct, to the observance of whien man is
be substituted to it, still, solongas it amounts "thus sought and supposed to be compelled,

to something, and that something produced say that it is- say that it Is not--such, for
by the mere ceremony, independently of any the enforcement of which, punishment, to be
other cause, -- though it be but a probability, inflicted by such hands--pmdshment, in quan-
for example, as l to 10, --the supposition is tity_s well as quality properly adapted to the
in substance one and the sazne. God is a he- purpose oug)tt to be, may with reason be ex-

pectad to be, applied:--if yes, the punish-
afterwards, an oath t_ken, importing that the I ......
testimony so already delivered was true? On ] • Magicnot being now in fashion, of theex-
consideration, it will be seen, that even in this istence and exercise of the sect of power indicated
case there exists a promissory oath. P'_ the first by tha_ terln, t_e supposition would be an object
place comes the ceremOny; and with it comes the I o_ scorn and ridicule. But_ of the existence of
promise to speak true- thereupon and thereafter [ the ideal power so denominated, the supposition
comes the a_ertinn to which it immediately up- [ is_ in the scale of absurdity, inferior to that of
plies, viz. that the testimony, which had been [ the existence of the power, to the belief of which
delivered antecedently to the ceremony, m true: [ the ceremonyof an oath is indebted for whatever
take away this subsequent assertion, take away t eii]ciency, whether to a good ors bad pur[_ose, it
the promL_e to give truth to it,--no as_'rtory oath [ _ By any maglc_l incantation, it is only
_in a word no complete catboat all remains. I over this or that imaginary being of a subordinate

Thusmueh merely for clearness of couception. I class tiJat the power is su_ robe exerdse_.l:
As to any pvactlcal Imrp_e, whether the nature ] by the cerem_y of an _h, it is ahcay_ over the
of the case does or does not admit of any a_ertory | Supreme Being, who thereupon, supreme as he i_
oath which is not a promissory one, is a question [ is to the extent of this power subjec* at Ute jam*
Idtogether void of importance, l



§ l.] GENERAL MISCHIEVOUSNESS OF OATHS. |W3

ment sought and swpposod to be applied by t For the field of action, meaning the geogra,

the oath is needless ; and, being needless, it I phical field, take for example England: for the
is superfluous, and on that account improper ! political field, religion, -- technical religion :
and mischievous : if no, it is undue, and on } in it place two contending religions, Catholi.

that account again, mischievous : mischievous i eism and Chureh-oiLEngtandism : --swearers
in a double and more extensive degree : mis- _and proposed actors, James and George, two
ehievous in a limited extent, by the useless J contenders for the throne : -- what James
_uffering it inflicts on the individual so pu- i swears is-- that, hi respect of wealth, power,
nished : mischievous to an unlimited extent, i dignity, amt other good things of all sorts, the
in respect of the mischievous line of conduct i teachers and professors of the old religion
to which it seeks to en_ge hbn, and with a _shM1, so far as depends upon his mtdeavnurs,

degree of success (of wh_ietipresently) but too ] be, absolutely speaking,, as great as possible,
frequently exemplified, and, speaking by compaxlson, as much greater

Observe here another absurdity resulting as possible, than those of the new one :_
from the suppositmn a:tributing a penal effect What George swears, is -- that, so far as de-
to this ceremony. Once more--the punish- ponds upon his endeavours, the reverse ofatl
ment which, independently of it, is attached this shall have place. According to the theory
to the transgression meant to be prevented -- of the binding power of an oath, and the super-
in the present ('use to mendacity-- must in natural punishment attached to perjury, what
supposition be either adequate or not ade- is the work thus cut out for the Almighty?
quate. If adequate, then is there no need for i To combat each religion, amd at the same time
a_y additional punishment : -- for any _uch and place to defend it : to combat it with one
punishment as, in case of mendacity, in which t hand, to defend it _ith the other: to employ
would he included the profanatiol_ of the ce- ] one person to combat it, and at the same time
remonv, would be the effect. If not adequate, I and place, another person to defend it.
then observe the consequence : To his jus- I Pressed by these consequences, yet unwill-
rice, that being the attribute here in question, [ ing to give up altogether an instrument of
God cannot give adequate exerc_,e, unless I such antiquity, and to which common opinion
and until man gives him leave. God's jm-ti,_e " is in use to attach so much importance, ":No."
is thus kept in a st.de of dependence on ha- says somebody, " this is going too far: this
man folly or improbity.* inference about punishment is more than what

Concerning the absurdity-- the simple ab- the cerenmny, including the words and ges-
surdity --of the supposition, tha_ much may ture,- of winch it is composed, could upon a
suffice. ]Note now the complex absur, ttt_ closer view be seen to _arraut. ' ,So t_elp me
the *acons_'tency--invoIved in it. For this God/' says the roy:d swearer in the eorona-
pnrpose, set to work two swear.,'r, -- with or tion oath : ' So I_elpyou God l' says the admi-
without to each of them an a,lm_m.,terer, -- ni_terer in other cases: -- what is there about
with or without, to each of them, a]rrcserzber, punishment there ?-- Then c_mes the kiss
an orda_aer of the oath : two swc'mers, swear- given by the swcascr to the book : what is
ing, and thus respectively ending them- there about punishment in this kiss?"
selves, to direct their utmost endeavours to True, says the answer, nothing.
the production of two opposite and altogether But among a great variety of tbrms, by all
incmnpatible effects. By the draughts thus of which, in dfft'erent agesand countries, and
drawn for eventual punishment, what, accord- in particular in this age and country, an oath
ing to the current theory, is the effect pro- has been alike considered as being adminis-
duced upon the Almighty? Wha_ but that tered and taken, this is but one: aml by all
he is compelled, or, if that word be too plain of them the effect considered as produced is
and clear, enqaged, to lend his power, at the of the same kind,-- by all of them, that which
_ame place and time, to the productions of has just been stated. Moreover, in all these
these same opposite and incompatible effects? eases, a._ often as the engagement so taken is

considered as having been violated, perjury
* If the majority of a great nation are to be -- or what, in the language in question, is

keptin a stateofeqerlastingdegradation,--with the equiv',dent of that word--is the name
probable, not to say just, cause of eventual revoh violation is designated : _ tho

perpetually administered to it,--for what reason by which suchsigr_s infiniteh' &versified, the thing signitledIs it to be thus dealt with ._ Is it because, inde-
pendently of all oaths, it is a king's duty .soto everywhere the _ame : -- everywhere either
govern? No: but becaus% by an oath which he that which is above described, or nothing.
took, he swore that he wouht so govern : which
_th taken,theconsequenceis,thatshouldit SECTION2.
happen to him m govern otherwise_ God stands
e_ngagedm punish_him as for perjury. If thesup- Mischievousness of this instrument considere_
posed effectof an oath be an',' thing less than this, in a general point of view.
whence comes the fear of aoing_ after and not-
withstanding the oath, exactly what would ha_e FaoM mere incongruity, in this case ae

done had there been no such oath? ' an) other, any inference that could be dm_w_
Vc_ Y. N
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m_ght not, when considered in a practical oath, is void ; i.e. is not really binding 6pea
I;oinr of view, be regarded as having much the Ahnighty, whom it undertakes t_ brad?
claim to attention : from mere incongruity, ls this what is meant ? If so, the truth of this
that i-, if so it were, that. of the institution observation must be admitted to be above
in question, the ¢,ffeets, taken all together, dispule: tbr by what Luman instrument, un-
prc_ented a balance on the side of utility, der this or any other naule, ('an omnipotence

True: but, on inquiry, what (it is sup- be bound? But. it, regard to -,_aeh_evou_
posed) will appear clear be)end dispute, is-- effects. Ire they what they may, it teaves the
that of its influence, the real, not to say the ease where it found it.
whole, amount is on the contrary side : to the By man -- by the men upon whose agency
here supposed or any other .qood purpose, its it nat) come to have a bearing, ---:by them
inclemency complete ; to bad purposes, m no willlt or willit net be c(m.idercd -- by them,
small variety, as well as numbm arid extent, let it- effects have been in ever so high a de-
its- efllr*ene!t indubitable, gree mischievous, has it not been considered

Of its inefficiency, viz. to any u.efid put- -- as binding upcm them ? Th'e oath that
pose,--and in parheular to the purpose of Jephthah took, was it or was it not by Jeph-
securing fldfihncnt to any u_-cfulobligation to :hah considered as binding upon Jephthah_
which in that view it is attached,--a view The oath that tlerod took, was it or was it
will be given presently, not by tterod considered as binding upon

Of the infinhe variety of applications of tterod ? The oath _hich George took, was
which this instrument of gnvernnreut is so.- it or was it not considered by George a_ bind-
eeptible, the only one which in a direct, way ing upon George ? Such are the questions
bears upon the present purpose, is that which that eall _'oran.war, when. whether in speak-
re;ards the subject of crldeace. In the list ing of it. an 3,such words as null or vo,d be
of the misehiefs of which the use of it will be employed or not cmplo)ed in speaking of it,
found productive, it is to those _q_ieh resutt its effects, good and bad together, experienced
fl'om the applic,,tion made of it to this par- and probable, come to be weighed.
titular purpose, that the first place mu_t ac- " Tire oath." sa_s the casaist. -- "the oath
cordingly be acknowledged to be due. But, which lterod took-- waq a void oath:'--
the instrument being in aU ca_es one and the What. in the mouth of the ca,uist, is the
same, --the use of _t not being, in th_s par- meaning of th_s phrase ? E_tber this el no-
ticular application of it. maintainable, without thing, viz. that, in the situatmn of that tyrant,
being rnaintai,_ed in every other a!,plic._tion the casuist, had it happened to him to ha_'e
that, in (hi, co,mt_y at least, contioue- to be taken such an oath,would not have considered
made of i_. --hence it i_-,that, in the account himself as bound by it. May be so: but the
of its mischievous effects, to those which re- char.qer,--the fatal charger, -- was it the less
sult from this particular applicatim* of it in cruelly stained by innocent blood ?
its character of an asserto_l--te_tlmomal-- " ff'aken in the sense in which George is
oath, mu_t be added those which result from supposed, or pretended to have understood
its application in the character of apromi..,sory it, the oath which he took would," says the
oath at lartqe, casuist, " have been a t:_id oath." Be it so,

Before the consideration of its mischievous But four millions of his own subjects, in the
effects in this or that parheular shape N an- breast of caeh of whom was inclosed a soul
tared upon, notice is due to an observanon, not less precious than his own, a conscience
which on this occasion will naturally e_oagh not less entitled to consideration than hrs
be apt to present itself, as m practice it has own -- four millions of his own countrymen,
been in use to present itself, in the character with tbeir posterity to the end of time--
of an answer ; -- an answer, clearing the m- were they the less peremptorily treated in
strument in a great degree, if not altogether, the character of an everlastingly degraded
of all imputation on this score. When, in the cast. composed of everlastingly dangerous ad-
case of this or that application nfit, pore mis- versaries ? Were the hands of the sovezeign
chiefisbeyond dispute seen to tbllow frmn the less inexorably employed, in sowing the seeds
observance of it, the oath, it is said, is in this of rebellion broad cast, aud sharpening the
ease void : absolutely null and void. In form axe for heads, more than could find room in
and appearance it is an oath ; bill, not having many a thousand charoers ?
thebindin_tbreeofanoath, it hasnot the sub- Besides the inelevancv'of it, as above
_tanee. Thi_ being the ease, the conclusion i_ shown, -- at the bottom of'every observation,
_that, upon the true and genuine instrument, for the expression of which any such adjee-
whatsoever misehicfs may be the result of tire as null or void, an_, such substantive as
the use made of m_y such spurious instru- nulht_t, is employed, an inconsistency, an irre-
meat, ought not to be charged, moveable inconsistency wilt be found. FrJm

The oath is void! -- The expression is ha- the ceremony, and that alone, is the binding
mitiar enough, but what meaning is there at force, whatever it be, that is supposed to aV.
*.hebottom of it ? The oatl_, this partie_dar taeh on the eaoe_ derived ; fron, the ee_eumny
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and nothing else : -- and the ceremony, bene- in about °6I elo_ly printed Latin page_,
fieml in any degree -- pernicious in any de- and whieh makes but a part, nor that a deter-
greets itsapplication--the eeremon'¢, which, minate one, of the whole body,:_ is at the
except the application, is all there is in the i _me time put into the)oung man's hand :w
ease, is it not in every case the same ? I what else there may be. of it remaining locked

! up in the archives, invisible to ever)" eye but

SECTIOX 3. i those of the members of the governing ari_.

Yt_ inea_rlrieneg, in the character _f a securibt _ toeracy_ the heads of houses.
against dcccptious ineo,rcctncs_, a.d incom- ' Amongst the providons in these statutes
pleteness in eel&nee. ', are to be found articles in no small abund-

ance. wilich, to every member without ex-
Or the utter ineffieienev of thi_ instrument, ceptlon, me objects of continual, notorious,
_hen employed b) it_,e[fi and without either ! and open violation. Every member violate_
p,mi_hment or shame tbr lt_ _upport, the de- , then, himself, every member sees them eon-
mon_tration, for such surely it might be made. ! tinually violated by every other.
_ ould. for the completion of it, reqmre more I Of the ordinances lhus violated, a great
room than carl here be spared, i part, not in say the greater, are (it may per-

For everything but demon,tration, the bare I hal,s be said) manilestly and completely use-
term eu_tom.ta)use oath, added to the pcrju- ! less : and aecordingl) the vio]atmn of ttmm
r_ous unanimity set-tired, in the case of jury- '. not mk-chievous. Are they so indeed ?" For
*,,,n, as above, by impending torture, might the purpose, then, of the argument at least,
ot themselves perhap_ sulfice. ! be it so : but the _effdciency of the ceremony,

tt is not wiflmut that extreme reluctance, ! whwh is the only point here in question, is
of which the eause_ may without much dlffi- ' not the less hmontestable.
entry be imagined, that the necessity is here _ Talk of eustom-hor_se oaths, when such are
!elded to ol adding umv_rsit!t oaths : -- Eng- ; the university oaths : Talk of merchants,

ii_h univcrsitv-statute-cntbrcmg oaths. [ _hen of such is the bench of bishops] In a
When the'question ha_ bceu coneernlng ]• a custom-house, men pure from pequry must

Mahometan, a Hinduo, a Chinese, _ or even surely be to be tbund : so _ least let us hope,
a Christian, if a Cathohe, -- great doubts : were it on13 fi_r '.he credit of those, who, in
have been entertained, by pious and learned i the ease of universal perjury, would be the
Church-of-England men--lawyers--and nol,-: univer:al suborners. In a custom-house many,

law)ers-- concerning the degree of binding , in the Uluversitv of Oxfi_rd -- pure from per-
iLree, which, in any such heterodox bosom, i jar? no m_m--tot' ages has been, _or, where
ought to be a_eribed to the ceremony of an ! the swallowing the nlrout-to-be.eontinually-
o,_th, i violated oath eont,nues to be, amongst other

But, in the case of one of the two Engli.-h ' breaehe_ of sincerity, the priee exacted for
Universities, -- thence in the case of about i admission, will ever be,_to be found.
one halt of the Engh_h Church-of-England i In that chief nursery of Church-of-England
eiergy, -- the right reverend prelates not ex- , piety, on the part of the rulers at least, never
,.luded, -- if conduct be an) proof of opinion. I was peo.'ar!/more completely unsusceptible of
l,_ room call be fom_d fb_ d, mbt. Ask what , any such excuse as might be supposed to be
regard ?--answer, Not a particle. A_k what afforded hy *,adrertence: on the part of the
binding force ? -- answer, None whatever. I same "'everend persons, ill whose power it has

In the Umversity of t)xfind, on the admis- ' always been, either to keep _,he oath or to
sion of every member, an oath L- admlnis- ' ahoh.-h it, never was subornation of perjury
tered to him, by which, without exception, : more determinate. Not to speak of indirect,
" all the statutes, privileges, and customs of i though not the less intelligible, charges,

the mfiversity," and, for anght appears, pro- i from one of themselves, tl tbr some thirty or

sent and future, cognoseihle and uncognos- i _ " Pareebol_e sire Excerpts e C_)rpore 8ta-
eible are promised by him to be observed.* ,

Of this treasure of'antique wisdom, -- part {Itutorum UniversitatiSAeademica.,,,OxonienSiSsaysthe.... title.page.|-nu_um
polished, part recast, part originally east _ ] Juventuus'" Oxonii e Typographeo Clarendonimm, 1794.
nobody knows in what proportions -- by the This is the date of that which has recently been
hand _)f Laud, _ -- so much as is eontalned putintomv hand, as the last edition extant. Of

my own e6py, which, at my own matrieulation_
• Page 261. " TIw oath at the matriculation was put into mv hands in 1759, the date is 1756.

qf a scholar. Tu fidem dabis ad observanduro Number of pages in the cchtion of 1766, 264: in
orania statuta priwlegia, et eonsuetudines huius that of t 794, 261.

mvera_tatis Oxon. ItaDeus te adjuvet, taetis [[ Here follows what is _aid by the Roy. IL
8aero-Sanetis Christi ]_van_eliis.'" Newton, D.D., at that time Prineipal_ in a tract,

Laud's Diary_ &_. reterred to in his Life intituled, " 1tints and Statute#for the G*r_ern.
in the Bio_taohia Britannlea:_Dr. Newton, mentoftle_tfordColleRe, inthe Un,ver_dtyof
Prineipal o_ Hertford college, in pace 19 of his Oxfo/d." London, 1747, pp. 162, p. 98. '" And
** University Education," Lm_don, 1)_'2.6,herein- for a student or scholar to take an oath at his
after mentioned, entrance that he wilt observe the ,tatute_ there
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forty years past, in another book, which, ever inferences may be found deducible from
written by another member not only of the ' this state of things,'is this then to be one, viz.
same university but of the same sacred func- that to the testimony delivered, upon any
tion, has gone through many more editions i occasion, under the sanction of an oath, by
than the statute-book itself,*--the charge ] anyofthe reverend, right reverend, and other

has been urged in terms so pointed, as totake i distinguished persons, at whose instance the
friun this repetition of it, all merit on the i solt of perjury above exhibited ha_ been con-
ground of originality, and therefose surely to stoat and universal, no more regard would be
save it from all reproach, not only of calumny, due than to that of an equal number of per-
but of unnecessary asperity. . sons convicted of perjury, viz. of mendacious

From the perjury thus rendered habltual _ testimony dehvered in a court of justice?"

and universal, ingenuity, a-s will be seen tim- i My answer is--By no means. Not more
ther on, was at an early period employed, in ! revolting would any such inference be upon
_he endeavour to remove the name. But by I the first mention of it, than upon examination

this very endeavour, as will also be seen, the I it would be seen to be unfounded, as welt as
charge, instead of being removed, has been '. irrelevant, with relatmn to the present put-
but the more directly pointed, as well as the [ pose. What is not here contended for is--
more firmly fixed. ] that in the instances of those by whom this

" What?" it mayhere be said--" what- I useless promissory oath has thus been vio-
lated, testimony, whether delivered with or

can be no occasion, _.f the imposing an oath upon without oath, has a less chance for being pure
him for that purpose were _nnocent .... Youn£ from mendacity than m the instance of' those,
men will often break them without adverting that by whom no st'it oath having been taken, no
they do so. To tbena, an oath m observe the sta- such oath has been violated. What is here
tutes will be a snare," In conversation, in con-
duct, and in prin% from some year earlier than contended.for, is--that, in those same in-
1725, to someyear later than 17-i7, did this truly stances, if after an assertory, if after a test:-
conscientious divine continue to give vent to the mutual oath taken, testimony is pure from
uneasiness occasioned by the load, which, ever mendacity, such purity has for its cause--n_t
since the year 1634, has by Archbishop Laud, in the forte'of this instrument, but the force of
his quMit'y of chancellor aml legislator of this those instruments, one or more or all of them,
university, been laid upon all such consciences
as it has found in that tabernacle, in which, which have already bee,.., brought to view, in

the general character of the tutelary or zmpro.wherever it has not by priestcraft or lawy_'rcraft
been extirpated, that organ ot the mind will still b_ty-restratning, and in the particular charactel
be to be found, of the mendacity-restrainiml sanctions. What

" Here follows what is said in a book, inti- in these same instance_ is denied is-- not the

tuled," LiberalEducation, by Viceslmus Klma¢, existence of veracity in the character of an
JtI..4. late Fellow of St. John's Colh g,e, Oxford,
in two vols. 10th'edition, 1789:" to which is effect, but the efficiency, the relative effi-

ciency, of the instrument here in question,
added,chancellor." A Letter to .... Lord North," then in the character of a eau,e productive of, or

In Vol I. p. 120, " The following," says he, eontributing to the production of, that effect.
"are miseellaneuus passages from Dr Newton Fear of eventt,.al ]nt_ashment in most eases--
andMr•Amhurst: .... "Togiveajustaccount fear of eventual shame in :ill case,--fear of
of the state of the University ot Oxford, I must
oegin where every fresh man begins, with ad- punishment at the hand of the Ahnighty--
mission and matriculation ; for so it happens, that these are the springs of action that ha ve been
the first thing a young man has to do there, is to brought to view in the character of impro-
prostitute his conscience, and enter himseff into bity-restraining forces in general, and men-
lperiury at the same time that he enters himself daeity-restraining threes in pat ticular. In the
lnt() the university." Whereupon, in the same present case, so it is, that of these three
quotation, follow instances in abundance, out of forces, the two first at least have notoriously
others that in much greater abun:tanee might
have been adduced, no application• In this case, the oath is taken

Mr. Knox, for many years master of Tun- hy everybody, ever)body violates the oath so
bridge school, is the person by whom, on this taken, nobody is ever punished for violating
occasion, I consider the statement _s made: who it, nobody is ever put. to shame by the rio-
the other person was, whose words he here era- lotion of it. And such, then, is the ground
ploys, is an article of information which to the of the inference,- viz. that, to whatsoever
PAresent purpose is scarcely worth obtaining :..... •

mhurst, as above, is mentioned as h,s name: no I object dxrect.ed,, whether_to the prevt:tlt_:
mention of the page, or so much as of the title of t of transgressmn tn any other shape, or . ,

the work. _rhatsOeoVer it may hoaveg_ven _ thl_t I prevention of transgression in the partlemarof the honest auth , to th nsc" f e [ shape of mendacity, the instrument in ques-
right honourable minister and chancellor, to I tion the ceremon;," of an oath, is inefficient
whom it was addressed it does not appear to have I nd useless
given anymore distur_nee, thanithastothatof a " ..... " _1.3
any r_*t or nresent or seems in danoer of ,_vin,, [ m every case, whatsoever oe the let .
¢- that_ .."¢ an*', future sue_.,....... ......_ ,, ,,_k_..... ,,'f _[which the le_aslator_ puts his trust, it. _. _ ,,
their respective lriees. " -- i him surely to know it for wha_ it Is *. ta.,u
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if so indeed it were, that, by religion, such conception formed Jn relation fo the several
for,'e as that _netion is in possession of is matters of fact, on which tile acts done in the
a_,tually employed in the endeavour to deter exercise of these several powers are grounded,
men from transgression in the shape in ques- arid thence on the correctness and complete-
lion-- from transgression in the shape of per- hess nfthe mass of evidence, from which in each
jury,--it has now been seen what that force instance that. conception is deduced, depends,
really amounts to : and then would come the in each instance, the propriety or improprier, y,
question, whether, supposin_ that sanction the salutariness or the mischievousness, of
really _o receive _upport from the crmrmously the exercise given to those powers.
expensive machinery wlnch is seen to be era- All this while, -- in so iar as, concerning
ployed in the support of it, or under the what a man thinks it right for him to do, any
notion of giving support to it, whether the inference can be drawn from what he does,
value of the suppoit be equal to the value of -- of all those _veral operatmns, on each of
the expense, which tile llfb of the body politic is no less

A less _rating supposition will surely be, continually dcpemtent than that of the body
that. in the endeavour to keepmen's lips pure natural on respiration, not one is there to
from trans_c_smn, at least in this particular which, in the opinion of that assembly, any
shape, the force of religious hopes and fears necessary _*curity against deceptions inept-
doe* not employ itself: but, upon this suppo- rectncss or incompleteness, is by this cere-
sitmn, the ceremony, it, inutility considered, runny affnrded--any useful service rendered.
will be parted with without reluctance : al- Here then come_ the inference --dispute
ways remcmberett, that. even by the articles it that man, by whom any the faintest colour
uf the Church of England, the u_e made of of reason to combat it with can be found.
it is stated--not as necessary, but simply as Either by both these sets of trustees for the
allowable, rest of tlte community, their raspective trusts

have on every occasion been betrayed ; -- be-
SrCT_O._4. trayed by the Commons, by their not assuming

Recognition of tts Iuutilit!l @ Lords and tlns power -- by the Lords, by their not ann-
Commons. ceding it ; --or, on every occasion, to _dae

put tose of ascertaining facts by evidence, in
By the Itoase of Commons is exercised,-- the opinion oi both these authorities, the ce-
iL in appear,_nee, relation had to the two rcmony of an oath is needless.
other component branches of the sovereignty, The proceeding for which a ground is to
no more than a co-equal, or in _ome respects be made -- will it be said, that, when it is
even iaferlor-- in effect and expcrtence auni- of comparatively inconsiderable importance,
versally superintending and thereby superior, I then indeed the fitness of the proceeding does
authority in every department of government, depend upon the goodness of the ground, but
If, in legislatw_i, it pos_e..ses but one out of I in the case where it is of the highest impof
three shares, yet, by the exelusive origination tance, not ? This and nothing less must be
of the measures necessary to the giving to the maintained -- maintained by him by whom
oody politic its daily bread, that share is in the jusmess of the above iffferenee is stated
effect (eorruptive influence apart) rendered as open to dispute.*
little less than the whole. SrCTmN 5.

Over the acts, and thereby over the per- _Izschiefs--1.Contributing to the Mendacity.sons, of the possessors of the several powers
belonging to the administrative department, Lwenee granted by Judqes.
the person of the monarch alone excepted, it I._ the abridged work on the Rationale of
possesses that controul and superiority which Evidence, -- in speaking of the securities
is constituted by the direct as well as exclu- for trustworthiness tllgre mentioned in the
sire right ofprosecution, and the virtual power , character of true ones, -- under the head of
ofdismission; including, to the extent of the punishment, explanation was given of the
suffering by loss of office and its emolument, mendacttg-licence ;--of the mode in which it
the power of punishment : so likewise over was and is granted, and, in general terms, of
the possessors of the powers belonging to the mode in which _hc ceremony termed ast

judicature., with the exception of the few oat.h was made subservient to that flagitious
persons in whose instances the virtuM power purpose. On the occasion of judicial te_i-
of dismission requires the concurrence of the repay, be the mendacity ever so pernicious,
House of Lords. --_ QSaestionconcerning an object to the valuo

Be this rough oufline more or less correct, of a shillit_g or a halfpenny -- no trial of it wlth.
on the manner more or less fit, in which these out this sacred ceremony. Question, as in the
several powers are exercised, depends, day ca_e of the orders in council, between war and

peace, between naUonal starvation and life -- no
by day, not only the well-being, but the very such secant), employed: no decision ta_pended
l_ing of the state, for want of st. What more need be _id_no

On the correctness and completeness of the t3aought taken for it.
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punishmen_ (|t has there been _cen) _tands When, for the purpose of-revenue, an oc.

in general confined to tile case, i_ which, as cupation or transaction not meant to be pro-
a security _gainst the practice of that vice,
this cercmo_y had, on the occasion of the are not evidence in name, yet so it is, that every

thing that goes by the name of plead*n_,_ Is eel.
delivery of the testimony, been applied to it. denee, in efl_ct. All testimonial ezidcnec ts *t.Le-
In this, as ill other eases where prevention ment-- narratlon.- assertlan : e_ery thing tl;at
has been desired, by the application of pu- goes by the name of pleadings is so too. t)f
nishment, the elfeet of a prJ, bition was and ezldence, the use, and sole nse, is m comma-_d
is prt_dneed: in this, as in other cases where decision:_tzyplc, tdlnffsdecisionis eotumande.i,
prevention has bee_l matter of indifference, or and that in case_ to a wist extent, and m cont_-

nu'al recurrence, and whh a degree of certainly
production an ebj_ ct of desire, by omission altogether denied to ezide_we.
to apply pumshment, whe_,her tile ouliss;on To'the purpose of maposing on the adverse
had for'its cause design or inadvertency, the party the obligation of going on with the s,'_t,
effect of a l_cenee was ,rod is produced: and, the content._ of every instrument included um%r
so surely as the omission has design for its the name of pleadings, how replete soever _,th
cause, or observation of the effects fi_r its manifest falsehood, are taken for true, anti as

such, without the n."tnte, have tile effe,'t of cz ;.
aeeompanim,.,nt, so surely is not only the dence. "l'h_s effe t (it may be said) is but pr...
effect of a licence produced, btit, in which- visional: but definitively, to the purpose of glv.
soever of a variety of imaginable fbrms, the ing to the suit a teru_ination favourable to l"_e
licence itself is in substance granted.* party by whom the instrmiaent is exhibited,_

to the purpose of producing a decNion --a deci.
* Of the aggregate mischief of the institut,¢m *ion as favoar.ble to him as eould be produced

here in questmn, the.judicial ab_.se, which in the by anything to which the name of ev't.ie_,ee ] as
work tacit.tinned m the text has been desl_q_ated been left,--to the purpo_enf pro.ducmg thes¢l_.
under the appellation of the _nond.¢eitff lh'tn:'c, same decision, which, by evidence, supposing _t
Comas so material a part, that_ unless the view bebeved, wouht be produced-- it has the _41_ct
there given of it were here inserted, any coneep- -- not sm_plv of evidence, but of conelnsive e_ i-
lion that could hence be formed of it would want deuce: -- the jmrty wllo fails to meet the instill-
much of being an adequate one. As ti_e present nlent in questmn,-- by some m_trument whic_,
tract, though_ if room can be tbund for it, de- atthenextstepthat, ou theother_de.ou_htint'_e
signed to constitute an appendix to the above- appointed course to t'ollow it, -- loses his cause.
mentioned work on Evidence, is moreover de- Of this eventually-conclusive evidence, t:qe

signed to appoar in the form of a separate publ_- _ower, it may be said, cannot hc great, since --
carton, it has been deeme_ advisable to reprint in oy so proper and simple an nperatmn, as that ,f
this l_lace that part of the work on Evidence_ in cxh_bmng the eorrespondmgcount._r-instrument,
whicla the abuse here in question has been more the party, to whose prejudice the conclu_.u
fully delineated and explained, would operate-- gets r_d of _t. _mple enouah

It forms the fourth section of the 8th chapter, yes : but Instances are but too abundant, in _l_cb
intituled, OF TIlE _E('lrnlTIES FOR Tn*'sw- the operation, snnple as it is, is impract_cable_
WORTIIINESS IN _7_VIDENCI_;, and is in these fnreknown to be impractwab!e. To the perfor_.
words_ viz. ante of the operation r money is necessary : and on

that side --money being by the other sidle kno_,,_l
§ 4. Judge and Co.--False Evidence rendered not to be forthcoming--what is thereby known

b*.] them di_punistutbh', where pr¢b_iabte to is. timt the exhibltmn of the counter-instrument
tt_emselvc_._._Iendaeitq licence.

is nol practicable. It is accordingly because fore-
Thus much as to propriety : -- for practice, known t') be impracticable, that the operation _s

learned ingenuity has discovered and pursued a tlm_ calhd for: tbr which purpose, falsehood.
more convenient course, the most barefaced falsehood, is axtmitted to

Under the English, not to .speak of other sys. serve --admitted by those judges to whom i_
terns of technical procedure, i_y means of the quality is no secret: -- admitted with exactly the
command, so easily, when indirectly, exercised same composure as if it were known to be the
by pazoer over language, an expe(hent w&_found strictest truth.
forrenderingmenuael_y i_unishable or unpumsh. Thusit is, that under]'avour of themendacitv-
able at pleasure. In the person of a party liti- licence thus estabhshed, every ma_, who, bei_;g
goat, or a witness, when it was to be rendered to a certain degree opulent_ has_ or desires to
pvnishabte_ the allegation or statement was called take, for his adversary, a man to a certain degree
evidence; arut_ to mark it as such, a particular less opulent, has it in his power, whether on t_,e
eeremo_y_the ceremony of an oath -- was made plaintiff's side_ or on the defendant's side. to give,
to aeeon_pany ttle delivery of it. When it was to to his jlmdically-delivered allegations, by what
be rendered dispunlshabte, it was nat to be called name soever denominated -- pleadings or any
evidence: -- it was to be c,dled pleading -- plead- other_ -- the ef_t of evutcnee: -- the effect_ not
ings-- anvthlng but evidence : -- and the eere- only of evidence, but of eonelu_ive evidence.
runny was'to be carefully kept from touching it. And thus it is, that by the forbearance _ the

At this time of day, tew tasks would n'_tnrally astute forbearance __ to give, to the scour tv
be more difficult, than that of satisfying the J afforded by punishment, the extent necessary to
English lawyer, that pleadings not upon oath -- l justice, ln'endaeity is generated and cherished,
that anything, in a word, which in legal use has J injustice, through mis_teeislon, produced:--tile
been carefully and customarily distingulshed J evils opposite to the direct end_ of instiee p,o-
from evidence, can with propriety be termed ev_. j duced, by means of the evils opposite to the cv/.
dear'e. But though, thanks to his ingenuity, | tateralends of justice.
tm it is that pleadings _ all pleadings at le_t-- ] Among lawyers_ and mere espe_'ially amc:-g
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hibited is thus clogged by a licence, money, I ofpurehase-rmmey, is exacted for it, and thai;
with the effect, though not under the neane I money is applied'_o the use of the community

fat large, through t he medium and by the hands
English lawyers, so commodiously, and thence } of govermne_*{. In the c_ase of the licence
so universally. _s custom a,-cepted as an adequate ; here brought to view us der the name of the
substitute to rc'ason _sn un_precedented is it ior a i mendaclt v-heence- (the judicial or testimo-m._n to trouble hm_self with any such thonght
_, in r.'ygard to any of the estabh_hed tor_nents, tniat men_lacity-lieence) a licence by which,
oatofwh,_hh,scomfor,aree_eted,what:i through_hem,,di.u,of,._iif_ulf_'seho_l,a

in point of ut_*lity and ]u._tice, may have been ! tnan wa<, and i:, allowed amt empowered to
the ground fo_ the establishing of them--or so , wrlrk b)juslicc to an mflimited amount, the
muchas, whetherthevhave, orcverhad, anysueh tax bein_ impn_t_d by the authority' of the
ground at all--that(at the first mention, a qut_- i judges ' the produce of it was and is divided,lion to any such effect _ ill be apt to present itself

to them, as no ]e_, novel, than idle and absurd. I though in casual and not distinctly discernibleBut concerning _ud_,menl by de/htzit, and every.
tqin, g that. is equivalent to it, *_he it m a House Of two all-pervading m,',._ues of instances, ira
of Commons,-- be it in a House ot Lords,-- be it which, throughout the wimle system of techni.
iu any o0xer place,--shouhl any such misfortune cal 3udn ature, ennelumons,.having been btdh. are
happen to him, as to f_'el himself lmder a nece.,- continually acted upon_acted upon by men, to
rlty of dinting something m the character of a whom_ one and all, the premises on which those

conemsmns are badt_ and theme tide cOnelusiou._reason to give, in answer to the questmn-- why
it is that judgment b:_ d,f*ult is wade to foilow themselves, are-- or_ _ithout their own *iiful
upon default, his tea,on would be this or nothing, default, would be-- known to be false, this iz the
_'lz. that in tins ca_e. on the defauhmg side_ first, for the mention of which the occasmn has
re.ant of merits _ interred ; and not only so, but here happened to present itself.
that i( is from the alleganons contained in the Under tt'e head of non-observance offom_ati-
instrument last delivered on the other side--it is tics, a failure considered as being, or at least
from that_ and nothing elsc_ that the inference is dealt with as Lf it were, evidence -- evidence con-
deduced, elusively probative of unfairness o_ the part of a

At the same time. that which, be he who he contract, or spuriousness on the partofan instru-
ment of contract--under this other head_ mentionmay, is well known to hnn--or at least, but lor

his own wilful de*,mlt_ would be known to him _ of another instance will come to be made in the
that which he has always in his hands the mean._ chapter on pre-airpainted evidence.
of knowing-- means beyond comparison more .'Vnll_fication,--to which belong conjugates and
reade than any _hmh are possessed by tbe vast quas_-ct_njug,,tes much too abundant to be her_
mul;.itude, who at the instance of h_s tongue, and collected,__ nail, void_ bad. quash, set aside, and
by the power of his hand, are so mcessanth" and so fortb_n*dtificath,n is the name given to the
remorselessly punished.--punished lor not _now- factitious engine of iniquity, by which the sortof
ing that which it has so dihgenfly and effectuully effect here spoken of, ks m both instances pro..

been rendered impossible they should know, is dueed. Instruments and otp_rrations of judicial-- that, in the ease of an average individual, the procedure--eontractsand in truments ofeonfraet
chances ax.tinst tb.e truth of the conelusmn, thus _whatsoever has been the _*_b_ct to whiehit ha_
built and acted _ipon, are many to on:. been applied, lareycr's prqfit is what the maehi-

To be assured of this, all that a man has to do ncry will be foundto have'had exclusively tbr its
on the one side of the account, is to look at the object, htwyercral_ tbr its inventor and aonstrue-
average, or even at the minimum amount of' tide toe, iniquity and'misery for its effects.
costs on both sitles, which on each side, a party By encouragement as well as impunlt_ thus
subiects h resell to the eventual burthen of, -- or givei'l to mendacity,-- if it be on the plamtifPs
tho[_gh it were-at those on one part only ;--on the side, _he number of suits is made to receive that
otber rode of the :ccount, at the annttal amount additmn, which is brought to it by those in which
of what an average individual of the labouring the dishonesty_the malafid,'_, as thephrase is_
class (beyond all comparison the most numerous is on the plaintiff's side: hy the like boon be-
class) -- or even timugh it were arl average indi- stowed on the defendant's side, the like addition
vidual of the aggreg,tte of all classes, the very is made to the number of those to which eont_.
highest not excluded -- has for the wlaole of his nuance is Wen by dishonesty on the defendant's
possible expenditure. This comparison made. side.
thenitis, thatanymann_aysee, whether, bv for. See more to this purpose under the headof
be_ranee to _'o on with an existing sult_ at any Oath.
stages on either side, -- whether, on the plaintiff¢s On all the_e occasions, partner and aee6mplleo
_ide, by forbearance to commence a suit. -- say in the fraud on one.side of the cause, in the op-
preponderant probabihty _e afforded, of what is pression on the other, the _ndge, as well as his
called a want of merSts, collaborators, extracts emolument out of the men.

dacity thus produced under the name of plead..
a Equivalent to it.] Example-- In common- in_'s.--the m_ndacious evidence tl,us suborned is

law practice, _udgmcnt as in ease of a non.*uit : all in writings--and ttmmass of writing is a mine
in equity practice, taking of the bill pro eonfes$o, of fees.a
in ease of what is called contempt ; for, --when.
by the ruin of his fortunes, and consequent in- I . To ouote or refer to the instances in which

ability to pay the appointed price tbr a ,_hance [ pro_t-ymtdmgmendacitv is thus generated_ wotfldof justice, a man has been reduced to the'lowest, be to quote or refer to t[ae whole contents of tbe
ldtch ofhumitlation,--conlempt, the offspring of t several law-books, in which, under tide name of
pride, is imputed to him : and it is for this pride I books of practice, for the use and benefit of the
that he is punished :--punished, by being ex- members of the profossion_ the course of judi_d
eluded f_)m that chance. _ procedure is delineated.
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proportions, bef_ween themselves, their sub- binafJon, while to the other par_ neither of
ordinates, and other their confederates_ in them was applied, shame could not in the un-
various situations and of variotm deIromina- mar'_d part find any snre ground to fix u|.vn.
tlons, partners in the traffic of justice and Unless it _ere the issuing, in expre_ terms,
injustice, a declaration pronouncing falsehood blame.

Nothing could be more artful, nothing was less, neither licence nor so much as appro|ra.
ever more successful, than this their scheme tion could, by these official guardmlrs of public
of policy: without any of the infamy, they morals, have in an)" other wa) been given to
derived all the advantage of encouragement this their cherished and richly profitable vice.
given to the profit-yielding vice : and, by the Not that even of declarations, little if any.
impenetrable seeresy by which it was con- thingless express and open. examples but too
eealed, the value of the proft, so far from frequent might not be fbund. A penitem eft-

being diminished, was proportionably in- minal confessing his guilt, the judge urging
ereased, him to deny it : -- contests of this sort may be

To the purpose of this disguise, tlze cere- seen in print,betweenafalsehood-hatmgfelon
runny was in an eminent degree serviceable, and a iMsehood-lovmg judge : and, tea the
If, for producing the effect of a licer_ee, Jvo poison of mendacity should not with sufficient
such ceremony being in use, no instrmnent certainty rout efl_ct work its way into the pub.
had been employable but punishment, undis- lie breast, hypocrisy has thus been seen stir.
guised punishment,--employable, viz. by the ring in the honey ot humanity to sweeten it.*
direct and manife,t forbearance to apply to
mendacity, on one occasion, that punishment * Under the French system of regular proce.
which on another occasion, and that not pre- dure, the range of themendacitv-licence wasstill

more exten._ive than under the "English. Those
senting any gn'eater demand, was applied to incidental or interlocutory instruments, appli-
it, -- the device might have been too trans- cations, and otl_er operauons, which, under the
parent to be hazarded. But when, in the English system, require, to gJvethem effect, tes.
character of art intermediate instrument, the timony delivered upon ninth(viz. in the shape of
ceremony, with its terrors, was called iJ_, and a ready-wrltten ¢_[fidavit)were, under the French
set to work, its mvsteriousne_ served as a system_ with little or no exception, made, and

" performed, and effectgiven to themwithout oath.curtain, behind which the eyes of the awe- In the 864 small-typed pages of a quarto co-
struck multitude were terrified from any at- tume (Raz'aut-- Procedure Civile du Palais
tempt to penetrate, not the least trace of an affidavit, or anything

What was conspicuous enough, and to every that, in respect of oath or punishment, could have
eye, was the assistance lent to justice in most been calculated to answer the purpose, could be
of the instances in which this sanction was discovered.
employed:--for, inefficient as on theso oc- The consequence was--that, for protracting• litigation, lies, so they were butin writing, wen,
easions it would have been of itself-- and, as by French, uttered and received for trnth with
on every occasion, in which it is without sup- stillless reserve, if possible, than by English jus-
port from sharne or punishment it is found to t_ce. ,_till more perhaps than here, confiision
be,- yet, when backed by punishment, as was thickened, at_d litigation lengthened, by di.
on these occasions care was taken that it versity of coups and appeals.
should be, it derived from the punishment The paceof English common law was out-lin-

gored in the _Vesmdnster Halls of France. By
such support as in each ease it was in the any such distinction as that between eomrnontaw
nature of the punishment, such as it was, to and equity, with different though confederated
give. What was seen, and by everybody, was, sets ofsh@s for the sale of them, the understand-
therefore, the assistanec that, by this instru- ings of mankind have nowhere been insulted but
ment, was lent tojnstlce, in the easesin which in England. But, derived as it was from the
• i W a n sen a same Roman source French common law, suchIt was appled, h t was ot e by nv-, ..... ' ........

_ ._ _ _ _ - . . .. _ 1 Was itsouatorln_sanu preuatormess_ ml_ht_ like
nouy_ _nose exeepr£_l wnose lnteres_ 1_ *_VaS -_ ,_ • _ ._ . _ -. _i_ --- _ _ tile cOttlSfl, lie salu to De all ralttl;_l "t_ nat Wa._
not to speak of it,. was the debility--the state I wo_e, even' thmr criminal la_" w'_ in this re-
of prostrate debility --m which the hand of t spect all equity. Of the causes reoorted in the
justice was left, in every case in which this Causes C_t_bres, the average dumuo' n was found
necessary armature _ as not given to it. t to be about sLr years. .There, as here, themass

of wntmg was a gold mine to judges and thearHad neither oath nor punishment attached

:_a_t_oPu_. ofnthca_e_Ol_dalm_sOsO_f. _li_|e_l.etel_ er?,_U_et (Plaidoyers, viL, 18, Leloir's case,
" ' I mentions as one of the particularities of that ease,

a degree of force proportioned to what was I that_ while, of such part of the costs as went to
understood to be its degree of mischievous- i pay the advocate and the attorney, the amount
ness have attached unon every such notluted ! was no more than60 livres, that part that went

mtm t as ma to the judges, being under the names of ¢pteespart_ But, vhenthed r ' e ionthatv_ -de i . " " " " "
was to such a dc_ree consnieuous the two and vacations, paid to them for ParrOt (viz. the

.... t,- - _ ' ,. , [ judgment or a copy of it) was more than 400comolneo sanctions the Only two wmcn are - • -. . ( . ] livres. Under the l_rench edmon of l_mc-bred
tmtler the d_rect command of government) [ proeedure_ these costs of the arr_t corresponded
being to one part of the mass applied in corn- i to the costs of the extraction of the deereet in th_
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- I precept so simple should e._¢ from remell_.
M_sehief 2 -- Weakening in various ways tt_e , _................ _:_:__ _.._.c--___

Efficiency of the Laws _,r_,_:v, _=_u._ are _,u.jm_cu. _-s_m 6• " t h_mself a religaonist of the religion of Jemm
VAntous are the occasions on which-- ca- ] _an obeyerofthe ordinances of Jesus _atid
rious the ways in which _ the effect of this J of all the ordinmtees attributed to Jesus
ceremony has been to con fuse the texture, not seeing any ordinance more clear or precise
and enervate the effective force of the whole than this, a Quaker refuses to disobey it. For
body of the laws. this refusal it is, that, between church and

Were the force of which it deprives the arm state, matters are so ordered, that, in a ease
ofjusticenoctherforcethan itso_m, the mi_ which has atforded no other witness tlamasueh
chief, a_ already intimated, would be s_rce as are of this perstmsion, justice _ criminal
worth taking intv account. But the perfof justice at least--is deprived of all evidence:
mance of this ceremony having been rendered licence being thereby granted, to all such
necessary, --in some cases to the application crimes as front time to time it shall happen
of an adequate lot of punishment in c&se of to any man to feel himself disposed to corn-
the delivery of mendacious testimony--in mit (other persons out of the question) upon
other, and indeed in most cases, and these in the bodies, or in the preseuce, of any number
the greater number, to the very attempt to of quakers.
extract or receive the testimony,--hence it In England, this same religion has been
is, that throughout its whole field of legal l adopted. Adopted? but how? Exaeflywlth

action, by tl_e mere non-application of this f those same reservations, with which a bill is

stimulu._, the arm or'the law is left m a palsied at its first introduction adopted in the Homm
and inefficient state, of Commons;--viz. with liberty of making

L ]n the first place, may he mentioned ex- a_nendments :---mnendments, omissive, inter*
clusion --the virtual exclu,ioa put by it upon I po]ative, substitutive : --amendments of all
the tevtl,nonv of a numerous class of men. _ sorts, and in all cases :--andin all easet to
And what men : Men whose distinguishing t such effect as the convenience of that class
characteristic is- that, in their instance a ] of men, by'whose convenience every thing is
nmre than ordinary degree of sensibility to ] regulated" was tbund to require.
the force of the religious sanction, is, by the I In regard to some of its clauses, as where
most unequivocal tokens, put out of dispute. | poverty/, or equality, or non-resistance, are or-
Before timse paces are at an end, the absur- | dalnett the amendment made hasbeen of the
dity of an_ such exclusion will, it is hoped, oraissive kind. In the present instance, for
be rendered plato, if any thing can be ten- the parpose here in question, it has been of
dered plain, even in the case of the most the interpolative kind: an amendment for
flagrant and manifest improbity und untrust- giving admission to such oaths as, for pur-
worthiness : -- here the object ou which the poses such as those above described, it should
stigma is nmde to strike i.- thai e!acs of men be found convenient to administer : to admi.
which stamL- mo_t eminelitly distinguished nister, amongst other oe__a_ions, on the oeca-

1*
for t'ustworthme_s, sion of the delivery of judicial testimony.

"' Swear not at all,'* says Jesus : at least in What is certain is _ that by Jesus, any
as far a_ to his biographer Matthew credence such exeeptmn is not, by any one of his four
may in this point be ventured to be given -- biographers, represented as having been made.
" Swear not at all," says Jesus : and as if, Not made by him ? And what then ? It is of

_cotch edition. It was among the undisguised the number of thee, which, though he did
endeavours of the professional assistants of the not make, he ought to have made.*
parties to _ve their clieat_ from judicial depre- 2. Not so much as the profession of ten-
dation in this _,h._oe.

Adam Smid_ (c]mpter on the E rTense of Jus- * At a time of pretended toleration, a statute
tlce) proclaims the purity of the French judges, was pase,ad. authorising the admission of a Qua.
Pure they were. it seems true enough ; but as ker's testimony without oath : but_ le_t ¢ompli.
their brethren in England were pure ffiso: pure, cation and confusion should not he thick enough_
where impurity would have been daagero_*s to confining the indulgence to eases termed e(vil
tq_ehands that dabbled in it--h-npure, where it cases_ to the exclusion of eatmstermed erimlnal
watlSd|e. easeg. Distinct enough, the two words: but be.

tween the things themselves, where is the line of
distinction to be found ? In the nature of the came

On the other hm_d, 0¢ natural procedure, out
of the pale of which, what is called justice has
nowhere in design been any thing better than re- itself? No : bat, as usual under judge.shade
gulated pillage, but with _ffeet_ beyond comps- law, in the treatment which happens to have been
risonmore "evousthan those of pillage to the.gyt . bestowed upon it. In a civil case, millions may
tame pecuraary amount, the range was much be iocluded in the stake ; in a criminal ease, ono
more extensive there than here. shilling may be the amount of it : and the same

_A'itnessthejudieatories called eonsula*"eourt_, ease i__ther civil oreriminal_ or both, according
Of the nuL_aneecalled equity, a loverofiurl_ee to the form given to the man* of absurd mends.

•dll be glad to know, that in th'eA merlean'United city which a man is forced to allow his lawy_m to
Statea she has already in a great de_ree aSdher. join in the ntteranee of. beforehe is permitted to
set"/,as of so many other English nuisances, i take his chance lot that which hi catled._u*fiae,_
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dering justice being to be made, unless the ] prived of this necessary support, down tom.
performance of this ceremony be duty acemn- bles the paper edifice, and with it perish _tm
plished, thereupon comes more complication, hundreds or thousands of pounds that hu_e
more law lear_fing, more doubts, more bust- I been spent in rearing it.-

ness. I 4. Exists there a case in which, be the judgeA Jew's ogth, what shall it be? Must tile who he may, it rests with him, in collecting
hat be tffor on _ and if on, what shall in law t the information, to perform or not perform
be deemed and taken to be a hat ? And the the ceremony as he pleases? Here, then, is
book--what must it be ? and in what lan- despotism: here opens a door to safe corrup-
guage? tion,--punition or impunity being attached

Jew or Christian, what is it that shall be to mendacity, according as it is the one or
kissed? What it; instead of the book, it be other that is heard called for by the sinister
the thumb that receives the salute ? what if purpose.
to a hook with the Song of Solomon in it, by 5. Where, for the creation of it, the secu-
astutia or laches of the clerk, those of Ro- rity, such as it is, requires on ever) occasion
chester be fouml to have been substituted ? the interposition of human agency, it stands
With such aa instrument, could a man corn- necessarily exposed to all those accidents, as
mit perjury ? well as to all those abuses, to which the ap-

In Westminster Hall, when a man takes an plication of human power stands exposed.
oath which is said to be administered bq a Where the oath is the security, for the up-
judge or certain judges, the judge or judges plieation of it there must be, as above, eitht.r
-- must they be there, or may they be not a magistrate, or some other functionary, era-
there? ]Not many years ago, the writer of powered quoad hoe to execute the office of a
this was sworn in this way to the truth of a magistrate. But, unless by a casual charity
mass of testimony before a learned judge, who net worth reekonil_g upon, the magistrate
was anywhere but there. From beginning to will not, still less the quasi magistrate, join
end, suppose it wilful falsehood, was any of t in the ceremony, without his tee. To tho-e
it perjury ? _whose business'with the law is to make it,

The Mahometan--in his system of impos- / and if the)" please to execute it, the fee is
lure, does the ceremony find the necessary ] nothing. But to those whose business with
virtue ? does it in the still more extravagant [ the law, made or not made, is to obey it,-
imposture of the Hindoo ? In the religion, or I to the greater part of them at least, --the ice
the no-religion of the Chinese, is that magi_ ' is something, half of what a ma_ has to st b-
to be found, which in ease of profanation sist himself and family upon for a day. is .l-
draws down with _ueh unerring certainty the ways something to him, especially if on that
ever-obsequious vengeance of the Church-oL day he have no work.
England God, by whom all such m_6c stands If, on the part of the justice of peace, or,
prohibited, in terms as plain as it is in the according to the occasion, the Master Extra-
lmwer of language to provide ? In this or that : ordinary in Chancery (for such is the title
false religion, suppose this ceremony to be worn by the nountr) attorney, when deck_'d
misperformed -- in the Hindoo religion, for out in this one red fen'tiler _?om the magi--
example, in which, as exquisitely tin'ned as if trate's crest) --if, on the part of this regu.
it had been in Westminster Hall, the whole larly commissioned possessor nf power o_ er
massof ceremonies is a widow's cruise of nul- the Ahnighty, either inclination -- (relation
lities? being had to the in&vidual by whom, the

3. As often as a new statute is passed, occasion on which, and the person or persot_s
creative of ne_* offences--and to such no- for whose benefit the tesumony is proposed
velties not a year but gives birth by dozens, to be dehvered)--eiti_er inclination or abih_y
--if to any judieatory other than the regular be deficient, thereupon comes in another
_if to justices of the peace, for example, source of vexation, nor that a very litmttd
one or more, as usual, cognizance of the of- one. Neither the ordinary justice, nor the
fence be given, power must by fresh words be extraordinary master, can be any more ob@ed
given for the performance of this ceremony, to receive testimony, than, wht,n it is in the
Here then may be seen one of the host of ajfidavit shape, the proposed witness can be
causes, from whose hydropic virtue the need- to deliver it : and if, in the breast of the only
less and endless unwieldiness of the body of
the law, and the impossibility of knowing, * Morning Chronicle, Wednesday, 9th D_'-cember 1812 :
and consequently of doing, that which man " House of Lords, 8th Dec. Insolvent debtor.*.
is predestinated to be legall.y plundered and --Lord Ellenborougb presehted a bill to ame:.d
imnished for not doing, receives its daily in- and enlarge the powers of the insolventactoflost
crease, session. Ilia lordship, stated that, &e..... It

The empowering formulary--is it omitted ? was also propo._d to we in express terms, to ti_e
This is what has sometimes happened. De- court eonsutuud by the barri._ters so appointed,

the powerof admimstering an oath, a powerwhich
[By 9Ge_ IV. c. 32, § 1, tbeevideneeofQaakera had only been given by implication m the act of

is received on affirmation in criminal ¢ases.--gd- ] last session."
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Extraordinary Minster, whose abode is known a scmltily extensive one--in which this in-
to be within half a day's journcy of the pro- strument of priestt_aft has been made an ilk-

posed deponent or answer-making defe_tdant, strument of deceit, hypocrisy, and mischief,
so it be that, in regard to witne--s or party, it in the hands of lawyereraft. Suppose no mlch
is more blessed to give than to recei_,e -- to ceremony -- suppose, in manner as mentioned
give vexation t 1 an to receive a shilling,- below, that, by an an-comprehensive provi-
the consequences may more speedily be ima- stun, punishment, according to the nature of
gined than expressed, the mischief, attached, as of course, upon all

6. In the tnnes of William the Third,-- mendacity, uttered upon a legal occasion, to
among'st other driblets _fsham reform, a show a legal purpose _ in such case, the remedy,
was made, of substituting, to a certain ex- if not by other devices defrauded of its pre-
tent, the purity of natural to the pravity ot tetlded object, would, instead of the sham
technical procedure. Under the name of remedy that it is, have been a real one._
ARBITKATORS, parties were empowered to 7. By the tlouse of Commons, to whatso-
choose tl_eir judges ; anti, to the decisions ever subject its powers are directed, fbr ob°
pronounced by sw'h judges, upon application raining the information, whatsoever it be, on
made to one of the great shops in We_tmin- which, iu the exercise of those powers, it
ster Hall, the force of law was to be sold at grounds itself--whatsoever is done, is done

an under-price.* without the assistance of this cerenmny.
The show was made : -- was it any thing For security agah_st deeeptious incorrect-

-- and if anything, how much, better than a ness and incompleteness, the means remain-
show ? ing in its hands consist of that shame, which

In giving jurisdiction by a fre._h law to a in case of detected and exposed mendacity
justice or justtees out of se-emu_, that which takes place of itself, and the punishment
to no one man of law, ii_ or out of parh tntent, which, tinder the uame of commitraentfor eon-
coJd have been unk:mwn, was-- that tmles., tempt, attaches in case of an order made for
fbr admini_teriug oaths to witnesses power that purpo_. But as to the shame, be the de-
were given by an express elau_e, the law linquent who he may, the circle within which
would be with_*ut effect. In this act, with all are included those by whose judgment delin-
its fine professions, no such p.ower was giverl : queue 3 is pronounced, and by that declaration

and why not? The answer is already _een. "t"Trueitis, that at present_under an official
Where was ever that justice of peace, by custom, the commencement of which mi_4ht he
whom, fi)r the purpose here in question as matter of curiosity at least, if not of use. m fur-
well as any other, the judge's part might not, theranee (as it would naturally be said) of the
as well as by a Daniel, have been acted in 3 etof thlsstatute, the three great eommon.law

justice shops in _ estminster Hall have been,
this ceremony" ? Where is the iustice ofpeaee's and continue to be, generous enough (fe_ beingwile by whom it might not he as well acted dulypaid.) to lend out--a parmer or a journey-
as by her husband ? man as It may happen--for the performance of

Not to speak of' clergymen, of whom each this ceremony ; the person, whose testimony is to
parish ought to contain at least one -- and to be delivered to the arbitrators, being taken by an
whom for such a function there could not con- attorney to the court or oneofit_ottiee% and there

sistently have been a shadow of objection -- ._wom, a judge being present_ viz. either in fact
or--what, but for the imposture, would be quite

what attorney is there, who, not being unfit as _ell_iu law.
to eontlnue on the roll, would be otherwise But.--besides that not onlytbe o_cermuston
than fit for the pronouncin_z of the words in this occasion have his fee, but the attorney, bjt
question, seeing the hook kissed, arid sitning whom this wimessis ushered to the office and the
his name ? Fit "_ Yes: -- nor less so titan, solemnityconducted, another_andif any_ amueh

tot the applicatmn of this same ceremony to greater fee,--how efficient soever the act may• thus have been rendered widiin the limits of the

testimonial instruments collected under the metro.polisand it_ vicinity, what, unless it be once
authority of the chancery court, the ._ame at- or twice a-year for one or two days_ at an a_ze..
torney would be, if dubbed tbr the purpose, town, does it amounttoanywhere else? In pre-
(as, on paving his fees, any attorney may be) teace, it was designed for the benefit of _ _wr-
master extraordinary m chancery, as above, ¢lutnts:"--out of London are there no merchants?

Here there is al:other instance -- nor that In pretence it was designed for " merchants and
olhcrs--oat of London are there neither met°

• clumts nor others.2
o At an expense the amount of which is among Even this driblet of relief finds more perhaps

the secrets that might be worth generally knowing, than a counter-balance, in an abase to which the
the award ks made a rule o_"court: this having, same act has given, ff not birth, increase : the
to the purposes of execution, an effect analogous service, I mean_ which, at an enormous increase of
to that of a _udgment, the delay, vexation, and expense, it render% in the character of a cloak,
expense of [he proceedings by which the judg- to the continuance given to theform¢ of jury trial,
ment would otherwise have been preceded, are, in cases _here the substance not only is, but is
as to such share of tho._e ewls as would have been acknowledged to be, impossible. Of this abuse
pr,_lneed in the court of technical procedure, in an exemplifieatitm may be sees in Scotch Reform,
to tar _aved. antes, p. 3&
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punished, is in general comparatively a very according as the unrestrained practice or the
narrow one : a_d, as to the punishment as for punishment of it should be most subserviex_t
contempt, being m its duration limited to the to the private interest of the judge and his
life of the parliament, the consequence is, that fellow-labourers ; and, to this end, that, in
from the birth to the death of the assembly, relation to this vital part of morality, m such
the maximum of punishmept is a continually confusion should men's conceptions on this
decreasing quantity, fill at last being reduced subject be kept involved, as to take for the
to O, mendacity, to whatsoever subject ap- standard of right and wrong, the practice of
plied, obtains in this way too a licence:--a the judge, as determined by the sinister
licence at the hands of t_me. interest of the judge : --and that accordingly,

whensoever mendacity were puni_-L'edby lure
SECTION 7. it should be considered as ,mm.ral.-- wheJ_-

Mischief3--Bewildering and enslavittg the ever left by him unpunished, indifferent, __
Consciences of Jurymen. whenever encouraged or compelled by him,

either imlifferent or meritorious.

UN_EF. the head of punishment, in the ease To render the confusion the tlnekcr and
of a witness, but prineipally in the ease of a more irremediable, a coJ_ceptmn --and per-
party, who by the admission or extraction of 1suasion-- that was to be rendered universally

his testimony is in that respect considered [ prevalent, was,-- that the practice of muno_-
and treated on the footing of a witness, it I rahty in this shape was. throughout the whole
has been seen in what way, by an artful use course of judicial procedure, necessary to the
made of the ceremony of an oath, means were purposes of justice: in pursuance of which
found for producing or repressing mendacity principle, matters have accordingly been so
at pleasure, ordered, that in the instance of that class of

Thus far, and in these instances, the pur- judicial officers, (viz.fl_?/men, whose part in
pOSeadmitted at least, flit did not absolutely the administratmn of justice is the object of
require, that the ceremony should be regarded the warmest share of popular Favour and
as binding--should be the object of real and attachment,) mendacity should have been
cifieient, as welt as universal, awe and re- rendered an unavoidably incident aeconlpa-
verence, niment of everything that was done under the

In the instance of another and infinitely sacred name of justi(-e.
narrower class of persons, the like purpose At a period, which seems even to have
required that it should--this selfsame eere- preceded the use made of the ceremony in
mony should--be considered and treated on the character of a security for veracit)'in
the footing of an empty fl)rm : -- that it the mouth of a witness or a party,-- at thi*
should stand divested of all influence, early permd, a barbarian theology had led the

This was the class of jurymen :--the as- rulers of natien_ to place their trust ill th_s
semblage of twelve unlearned individuals, in same ceremony, in the instance of pubhc
whose name, in certain eases, what in Eng- functionaries in general, in the character of
lish-bredlaw is doneinthe wayofjudieature, a security for official probity at large: and in
is entered as done. particular, in the ease of fin'.etimmries of the

So to order matters, that to one and the judicial order, including as well those of the
same individual, udth no other difference professionally learned and permanent ela_s,
than that of the individual occasion, and the as those their unlearned, their occasional, and
station occupied by him on that occasion, one ever-changing assessors.
and the same ceremony should be an object In the eases as yet mentioned, the expe-
of awe and of contempt, might, upon the dient, by wtnch the power of licensing false-
naked mention of it, seem a problem too dit- hood was acquired, consisted in keeping out
fieult for human ingenuity so much as to of the reach of lhe ceremony, the statements
attempt the solntion of. The solution of it to which it was desired that the licence
will be seen, however, to have been not only should extend itself. If over the ceremony
attempted but accomplished : always remem- itself the power of the man of law could find
bered, that in whatever ease any real and means to extend itself, insomuch that. at
practical effect has been produced, produ(_d his pleasure, it should be considered as bind-
--in appearance by the ceremony, --in that ing or not binding, the punishment of the re-
case shame or punishment, or both, may be ligious, as well as that of the moral, sanction
seen at the back of it : and, on the other being, at his pleasure, felt, or not felt, as
hand, that where its influence will be seen attaching in ease of violation, -- he would, to
to amount to nothing, so it is, that, in this the extent of such power, possess himself of
case, the ceremony has found no such extra- a species of empire, not inferior to any which
neous force to give support to it. even the priest had been able to create for

The problem all along was to this effect himself.
so to order matters that mendacity should Fortunately for this enterpri_, in the very

be unrestrictedly practised or punished, _ operation by which alone Otis branch of an-
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thor]ty was exerelsed, unthinking b_rharism [ instance of the like profanation could, on
bad suffered to be involved a cluster of de- [any consistent ground of reason, find, in the
clarntions* which, they being in every case breasts of the violators, any sentiment of ten
that with respect to the propriety of the pugnance.
decision left any difference of opinion, ne- i But the looser the obligation sat nptmthem,
cessarily untrue,--nece_sitawd, in an equal the more ready, at the call of the living
degree of frequency, the proian_tion of the oracle, under any the slightest impulse o£ st-
ceremony, nister interest, in whatever shape, _ power,

Of the only course, by which profanation reputation,torevenmomentaryease,wwo_id
would be avoidable, torture, terminating in each man be to shake it off.
death, having, under cover of the same bar- On condition of earning it by these menus,
haric darkness, been rendered the inevitable a virtual power of pardon has accordingly,
result, -- and rehance upon a mau's own opt- in cases to no inconsiderable extent, been in
_ainn,_upon the suffrage of his own con- effect imparted to juries :-- and lest, in the
science,--being thus rendered morally ira- shape of powu*r alone, the encouragement,
possible ; --what, in the situation of juryman, held out to misdecision in this shape, should
could a simple man do, to save himself from not be of itself sufficient, reputatioa, in the
the wsath to come ? Conscience, which in shape of the praise of humanity, has been oe.
such cases catches at every straw, found for casionally added.$
the burthen a proffered support in the stronger Plowing in confusion and perplexity, to
and well disciplined conscience of the judge, prepare the soil for the planting of ol_equio
-- With this burthen, whatever it was, the oueness,-- such is the husbandry, which with
learned conscience, as often as suited with so brilliant a success has been practised in the
convenience, was found ready, as of course, field of religion ; _ such is the husbandry,
to charge itself:--and thus it was, that, by which with no less indisputable, though less
rendering the sacred ceremony an object of observed success, has been practised in the
universal and necessary contempt, the man field of law and judicature.
of law acquired, over the decision of juries,
a sort and degree of mastery, such as, under _ECTION 8,

any mode of suffrage that would have admit- Mischief 4 --Giving aid and force ta t_e
ted of an e_cape from perjury, would never .Enterprises of Malefactors.have beeu attainable.

So many oaths, so many nets, in which Trlg application made of the ceremony of an
conscience was perpctuall) lJalfle to be en- oath, to the purpose of securing observance
tangled : but, on so easy a condition as that of mischievous engagements of all kinds, has
of a man's pronomtcing a short word or two, in all places and all times been too notariotm
and thinking nothing about the matter, a to stand in need of exemplification. In the
learned conscience was always at hand to cut preceding instances, the hands in which, in
the cords, the character of an instrument of evil, it him

The violation of the ceremony, and of the been brought to view, are the hands of go-
obligation supposed or pretended to have been vernment : _hands at any rate in which this
created by it, having thus been rendered or that portion of the powers of government
habitual anti universal, its impotence in the
character of a cheek upon the judge, -- its + Hence it is, tha% in matters of libel for ¢m.

• . ample, where, there not being ar_7real la_ there
unfitnes_ for anything but a cloah to him, _ cannot be an- real trans resston and where
followed of course, there not being any real transgression, conviction

The ceremony being considered as the only never has had, nor, till real law shall have ere.
security against mendacity, and a licence for ated delinquency, agd defined tran_reuion, ever
the practice of that vice being considered as can have, any su_ment warrant, -- to so hazy a

....g y, g y state ofductilitt_hs.sthe conscienceofthe.pary.
bern effectuallthouh mdirectl,included
in _ ..... 5 . box been moutu_u, that, unless by some rare and

every arrangement ny wmcn _ae app_ ca- never.to-be.looked.for casualty, _oseeution --_
tion of the ceremony was forborne ; the habi- conviction -- would (were it no['f_r the 'm_et_-
tnal profanation of "the ceremony having, at vening costs, by which trial is rendered an addi.
the same time, been rendered indispensably tLon.alpu.ni_ment) be in effect and virtue um
necessary to the exercise of the powers of dmtmgmshable.
•udi " $ Example: _ Enco.ul._gementgiven to jmrit_J cature, --m a word to what was called - t .............
..... _ • • • __. • tO coun_rac Ixle ueclaren ln_nllon ol ul_ l_-

the.............aclffnnlstratlon or justice -- no pl_tlCUlar l_tare_ and _l'a:--ensewith the capital l_r_ ox'"_ne:*
• Cluster ofdeelaratioas,] consisting of the ! appointed punishment, by attributing upon their

several virtual declarations made by the several i oaths_ to any number of guineas stolen, a value
3urymenin _ndby their respective consents given under that of t_o guineas..In the case ofgood_
to the vernier. I tats unaer-vmuation Is continual : and_ even in

The habitual mendacity necessarily involved _case of guineas_ a case which aAraits of nopo_
in thepretended unanimity so uselessly and wan- ] sibility of uninte,n.tionality in the mi_tatemeut
tonly necessitated, seems too manifest to reqatrc I _examples of film mode of valuatAonhave not
or even admitofproof. [ beenwanting.
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has been lodged. In the present instance, or mfiversalty acknowledged insignificance of
ihe hands in which in that same character it the ceremony, be cut off-- be kept from up-
remains to be brought to view, are such ,as, plying itself to tile ceremony. That hitherto,
on one account or other--in a word, on on the occasionof any such mischleLbrewing
any account _ come under the denomination confederacy, the ceremon r has in general been
of erlrninal ones : the purposes to which it considered as possessed of, and shout to ope-
is applied by them being for example of the rate with, such binding _brce. is matter of
*mture of rebellion, sedition, or mischief, or experience, since, on occasions such as those
depredatioa, perpetrated or attempted, in the in question it has, in point of Fact, been called
two last mentioned cases, on an extensive in and employed.
scale. Of all the drugs that are in use to be era.

When, of the complicated mass of mischief ployed in the way of medicine, there is not
of which this ceremony is productive, the perhaps one, which might not in the way of
branch here in question is brought to view, poison be made to operate with a murderous
an answer is ready :--applied to such put- effect. From hence does any sufficient reason
poses, the oath is null and void. Null and result for the prohibition of the use of any
void ? Yes : but of this nullity, this in validity, of those drugs ? No: -- but of any kno_l
what is the meaning ? This, mtd this only, drug, suppose it a_certained to be no less ap_
viz. that in the mind of any one of a few and to be employed with effect to the purpose of
still fewer writing men, by none of whom destroyinglifethantothatofrestoringhealth,
would any such engagement be ever taken, _ while, with reference to every beneficial
it would not, if' taken, be considered as being purpose to which it is supposed applicable,
of the number of those by which he ought to others, known to he applicable with equal
hold himself bound:--in a word, that it effect, without being eqnattyapplieable to its
ought not to be considered as binding. It deleterious purposes, are with equal facility
ought not ? True--but is it not ? To the obtainable, -- so manifest is the conclusion,
question, what are the actual effects of a that it need scarce be mentioned.
_hing, a suggestion concerning what ought to A bad effect, or none at all, -- such is the
belts effects, is --not an answer, but a sub- only alternative: if it could be proved to be
terfuge, innoxious, it would only be by being proved

" Employ not the abuse as an argument to be inoperative.
against the use," says a wide extending fal-
lacy, by which much cmffusion, much deeep- SECTXO._9.

lion, much mischief, has been produced. By 3lisetffef 5 -- Furnishing pretence f,Jr ;lfis-
the use of a thing, are meant its good effects ; rule by Abuse of Prerogative.
by the abuse, its bad effects. What! in
taking account of the effects of a thing, are IF, to any persons who, with such a tale in
you to omit all the bad ones? --in taking ac- their mouths, should presume to call them-
count of profit m_d loss, are you to omit all selves, as if for distinction's sake, k_ng's
the items on one side ? fi lends, any credit could be due. not merely

Meantime, the plain truth is--that not the life of a single female, but the in:ernal
only a natural but a preponderant tendency to peace of a great nation, and _-ith it hves, in
serve the purpose of abuse is of the essence of numbers that defy all limits, bare for .years
the principle. The principle is-- that, inde- stood predestinated to eventual sacrifice by a
pendently of any demand, which,on the ground sort of Jephthah's vow.
of the principle of utdit!¢, an act preseuts for What doc_ not belong to _he present par-
punishment, _ be the act what it may_ poseis the pretencelessness of the application:
good, bad, or indifferent, _ fire, stolen as it what does belong to it is the principle: aml
were from heaven, may in this way be ob- such is the principle, that under and by virtue
rained, and employed to punish it. This, or of it, _th religion on his lips and wickedness
nothing, is wba$ is assumed _Jzd contained in in his heart, there exists not that system of
the notion of the binding three of an oath. tyranny and misrule, which a king might not

Not but that, even supposing the nullity find or make for himself an equally good war-
of the ceremony universally undecstood, crl- rant for the perpetration of, _ make for him-
minal engagements -- engagements for any self, by an apparent obligation, covering a real
such criminal purposes as above--might be, licence.
and, under the stimulus of the stone induce- At the pleasure of the wearer, adamant or
meats, might with reason be expected to be. I gos_mer, -- such are the chains imposed by
entered into, as in time past. True : but of that sort of law, of which the directive part
the actually binding force, with which those I being composed of vague generalities, the
enam_gements have been wont to be attended, I sanctionative part is composed of the cere-
to much, whatsoever it might he, as depended runny of an oath.
upon, and would have been brought into ec- I l. That the course taken by government
tion by the ceremony, would, by the abolition [ ought to be determined _ not by the exigen-
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vies of the existing times, but by the exigerv, out the aid of the instrument, are actually and
ties, to any degree different, of times to rely habitually employed to this same purpose,
degree remote- to any word of this sort--nor is there any

o. That, ill matters of law and government, scarcity of them--apply the instrument, the
men ought to hold themselves precluded from problem is accomplished--the thing is done.
the use of reason, mid from the benefit of ex- Take, for inst_anec, the word i_aovatiou.
perienee-- On whatsoever occasion they are for the first

3. That, for the governance of the lietng, time respectively carried into effect or pro-
the proper heads and hand_ are--not those posed, the vest measures and the worst trove
of the liriug but those of the dead_ this in common, that they are new. So long

4. That, by an idle and universally con- as any Jaw or established practice in govern-
temned ceremony (fi_r such it wdl be seen to meat exists, to which the appellation of an
be, as often as de,titute of support from pu- abuse can with propriety be applied, the re-
nishmcnt it i, _-cen to stand alone _-- that, moral of such abuse_in one word, reform,
by a trick thus flimsy, it ought to be coast- viz. in relation to such abuse--must ever he
dered as being in the power of improhity or among the measures to which, if to any, the
folly, in one disastrous moment, to preclude epithet of good belongs with indisputable
all imperfection from improvement, all injury propriety-- with a degree of propriety still
from reparation--all abuse from correction more out of the'reach of dispute than that
-- all nnsehtet fiom remedy-- all wickedness of any measure, the object of which confines
from repentance, itself to melioration or improvement_to the

Opinions such as these, supposing it pos- introducing in any shape a new and positive
sible for them to be sincere-- might surely good, of the number of those without the aid
of themselves, without an_thing more insane, of which the business of society has hitherto
if anythm_ could be more insane, be consi- been conducted.
dered as c_carting, on the ground of il*sanity, Under its own name, consistently with the
aneees_ity fort_kingthetemsofgovernment established forms of decency, nor eonse-
out of the hand, ot a monarch upon whom quently with any satisfactory expectation of
they coahl be prow'd, success, abuse cannot, in any shape, be by

£'o-exlelJsive with that portion, to which, any person defended ; as little can ref_rrm, at
in the field of administration and legislation, least in so far as it is understood to go no
it apphed by direct word_-, an opinion of this further titan the removal of acknowledged
sor_ would, if delivered in the character of a at)use, be opposed. But innovation_ what-
deliberate mid determined rule of action, be soever may have been the import attached
au act of actual abdication ; mid, in relation to the word _ not only may find, but con
to the remaining part of the field, emlsidera- tinualtydoes find, opponents--nnmerotm anti
lion had of its utter and irreconedable in- most strenuous opponents. Innovation is a
t'ompatibility with good government, ought term applicable to anything what8oever ttmt
it not to be considered as having, by neees- isnew : by it is denoted the introduction of
sary inference, virtually the _ame effect ? anything that is new: and, as everything

Come when it _5il, is this of the number whatsoever, and therefore, amongst other
of those doctrines which are got up for the things, reIbrm, in whatever shape, and to
tiara? No, verily--but of those which apply whatever subject and in whatever shape up-
to all times or to none. plied, is, on its first being brought on the

carpet, new ; therefore, so it is that whoever
Sr.cTIO,n 10. can succeed in getting eondemrmtion passed

Misrule, how to perpetuate-- Coronation on innovation, succeeds thereby in getting
Oaths amended, condemnation passed on reform: condemna-

tion for everlasting, on reform to whmso-
,,_ the character in which this instrument has ever abuse applied : in getting _ if not per-
so often been employed, viz. that of an in- petuation -- actual perpetuation _ at any
_trument of perpetuation, applied to human rate, judgment of perpetuation, passed in f_
ordinances, let but, the use of it be admitted, your of abuse, in whatsoever shape it may
-- the instrument employed accordingly, and then be, or may thereafter come to be, in exo
employed with the effect intended,_what istence.*
droll it be said is the result ? The result is--

that, in every shape in which it can happen • It h_s moreover the effect of eonveTing_ in
to the rulers of nations to have, or to suppose company with the idea of the prineip.at object_
themselves to have, in any shape an interest as above, the collateral idea of _e judgment of
in misrule, in misrule in any shape, perpetuity disapprobation, as pas_ upon such object by

the person by whom it is employed. Thi_ being
is secured to it. the case, in diminution of the mischief, supImse

As to the mode of operation, nothing can it observed, that, on that consideration, it may
he surer. To this or that word, of those be supposed to be meant to confine itself in its
which are in continual use, and which, with- application, to the case in which the _adtaB_
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Add and say--or may thereafter come to to their charge, all such rights and priviteg_t
be : for, erroneous, howsoever at first sight as by law do or shall appertain unto them,
plausible, would be the supposition, that by or any of them ?"
the exclusion of new measures of government Amendment. proposed : -- To the above

by the exclusion of new laws-- abuses words, substitute or add the following, viz.
would, as well as new reforms, be excluded. And wtU you, to the utmost of your power, re.
Reform cannot be effectcd without regula- sist all btnnvations in religion and goeernment,
tion _ reform cannot be effeeted but by re- or in church and state _. " Kin 9. All this I
gulation. Abuse needs no regulation for the promise to do .... So help me God."
introduction of it. Not that it is, in its own What is fortunate is -- that in the above
nature, less capable of being introduced by clause the anti.retbrmist possesses not only
regulation than reform is: but. forasmuch as a most convenient receptacle already fitte_l
things, which cannot be introduced but by up, but a precedent of the most sacred rex-
regulation, cannot be introduced without tare : _ a precedent which, having its mani-
being exposed to public observation, while feat origin in this very purpose, has already
things, that are capable of being introduced done whatsoever could then be done, towards
without regulation, are thereby, generally the accomplishment of it.
and comparatively speaking, capable of being A more ingenious or successful operation
introduced without being exposed to obser- of ecclesiastical policy never was performed.
ration, -- and since, for example, among the Taking _vantage of the fears of popish ty-
most frequently exemplified, as well as most runny, excited, in every provident as well as
pernicious shapes, in which abuse is apt to in every protestant bosom, by the incidents
introduce itself, is that which consists in the of the day, here was an instrument made
habit of profitable and unpunished transgras- and provided for the nipping of reform in
sion in despite of regulation, -- and. foras- the bud, in whatsoever quarter in the field of
much as the evading of such regulations, by e_tablished religion it should ever presume
which sinister interest, in any shape, is to show itself: an engine serving with equal
opposed, is among the naturally constant effect for defending Protestantism against Ca-
objects of every individual, whose situation tholicism, and Charch-titlEnglandlsm from re-
exposes him to the action of such sinister form and improvement, in every imaginable
interest, _ hence it is, that of any act of shape : preserving to the right reverend and
public authority, by which exclusion were put reverend persons therein mentioned the full
upon new measures in the lump, and with- benefit, not only of all such profitable abuses,
out any particularized exception or distine- if any, as they had already found means to
gion, the effect, in so far as it had any, would introduce and establish, but of all such others,
be to shut the door for ever against reform as by themselves or others, means should
in every shape : -- leaving it, to abu_ in every thereafter, and hereafter, be found for intro-
shape, wide open, _ with full liberty to re- ducing and establishing, for or to their be-
eeive increase -- in every shape, and to any nefit, to the end of time.
amount., and at all times. Applied to government in its largest sense,

The above observations premised, here then established rehgion included, -- anmng the
follows the recipe, for the explanation of characters of an instrument of perpetuation
which they have been premised : -- a recipe upon this model, is-- that of being in a pc-
or direction, for employing with precision and culiar and extensive degree adapted to the
effect, on the occasion of the vast and corn- purpose of giving perpetuity, or. if that be
plex ceremony termed a coronation, the simple impossible, the utmost possible length of an-
ceremony of an oath. in the character of an due continuance, to bad systems in eontra-
instrument for the perpetuation of ablrse, distinction to good ones : and the worse the

Clause the third in the Coronation Oath : system, the greater is the need it has of this
Stat. 1 W. & M. c. 16, § 3 : _ "Archbishop sort of instrument--the greater the service it
or Bishop._Will you, to the utmost of your is capable of receiving from it.
power, maintain the laws of God, the true Applied in particular to religion established
profession of the Gospel, and the Protestant by law, it is in a like degree well adapted to
reformed religion established by law ? And the purpose of giving and securing the utmost

ofWillth_s°upreserve unto the bishops and clergy possible degree of credence -- or, if not ofrealm, and to the churches committed credence, of silent submission and acquiescence
_to whatsoever is ,false in matters of re-

measure in question is of the numberof those ligion, in contradistinction to whatsoever is
whieh_ by that permm, are or would be disap- true.
proved of. But no assertion to this effect being In the mouth of a Mollah or a Bramin, the
itireetly and explicitly conveyed, no such obliga- first clause of it, ending with the word God,tlon, as that of comideriug it as thus limited, is
impqted upon him: and therefore, instead of be- would With as much force and propriety, and
tngtbeworse, it is lmt so mueh the better, adapt- without need of amendment, serve for the
_t to th_ aini_t_ purpose ber¢ in view. perpetuation of the religion of Mahomet or
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Bro_ah, as for any that calls or ever called r_.ter, he has refiiscd his concurrence to all
itself the religion of Jesus _" Will you, to laws tending to the alleviation of the esta.
the utmost of your power, maintain the laws blished )oke ; -- tilt in his executive or ad-
of God?" ministrative character, including the virtual

Applied to the tenets of any religion, or of initiative part, which, by the hands of his sex-
any of the various editions of any religion, it wmts, he bears in legislation, he hasexhausted
includes in it, moreover, a certificate of the all the stores of col_uptive influence in the
erroneousness and falsity of such tenets. Not endeavour to overpower and subdue all resist-
that, by this or any other human contriwance, ance, and given to the yoke every henry
a religion that is true can itself be rendered arid practicable increase of pressure.
false : not that, by this or any other contri- To considerations of this nature, a pecu-
vance, a set of facts, that have actually had liar degree of importance is given, by the clr.
place, can be made not to have had place, eumstances of the time:* when from s_ch
What it is not, is therefore a proof of' the fal- ] numerous, and in particular from such high-
sity of any religion to which it is applied : I stationed mouths, the cry is so loud, for one
but. what it is, is -- a proof, nor needs there ! knows not what succedaneous manifestations
a more conclusive one--of a want of belief in I of hostility, under some such name as pledges
attirmanee of such religion, in the breast of i or securities, or GUAaDS:_ as if there were
those who concur in the application of it. any real danger but from such quards.

What!--if these notions, or pretended Whatl--more oaths ? -- more subscrip-
notions of yours concerning your relizion, be $tions ?- more pretendedly perpetual laws '_
conformable to truth, --if it be the pleasure I _ and this for the security of the majority
of the Almighty that the alleged facts on i against the minority, of the wise against the
which it re_ts shall obtain credence, _ls It ; foolish, of the strong against the weak?_
not in the power of the Almighty, without t Yes : when you have stocked both Houses
your assistance, to obtain credence for it ? t with gunpowder, for security against fire.
You, whoever you are, is it. that in yourself I What you may thus perpetuate, is the re-
you have a power which has been denied to I membranee of your own folly : what you ettn
God? Bat for such a_sistanee as it may please t not and will not perpetuate, should men be
you to give, is the Almighty impotent ? _,weak enough to receive them, are_any such

With equal force and efficacy is it adapted [ perpetually foolish laws.
(this same first clause) to the purpose of in-
suring submission to the most absurd concep-
tions, and to the most, pernicious ordinances : Szerlos 11,

to the most pernicious ordinances, and in _PIisehief6--CorruptingtheNatlo, alJ_'_orals
their support, in case of need, to the most and "Ur*derstand_ng -- Oxford University
atrocious persecution and tyranny. Oaths.

This or that ordinance which, by any por-
tion of the king's subjects, is not regarded Trn.u are the partitions by which the moral
as of the number of the laws of God, suppose and intellectual parts of man's frame are di-
for example that by the king it is regarded, vided : scarcely can corruption gain the one,
or pretended to be regarded, in that light ? without making its way to the other.

When, in the shape of an immense mass of
In the course of any exertion, made by him,
in the endeavour to cause these refractory unperformable engagements, all sanctioned
sobjec_s to re,card it in that same hght, or at by an oath, the seeds of perjury had been

' thus thickly sown, it could not be long ere
any rate to act and speak as if they did, sup- they began yielding such _heir fruits : fruits
pose him to experience resistance : resistance, more or less bitter to some stomachs, but at
the effect of which--in whatsoever shape, any rate conspicuous to all eyes: --a remedy
more or less gentle or vigorous, it may happen was deemed necessary.
to it to present itself_ shall be to render it The simple course would have been to
in his judgment, impracticable to produce the abnlish the oath : but this would have been
effect be aims at. The clause continuing to contrary to more than one fundamental prig.be understood as it cannot but be understc, ad,
what is the practical consequence ? That, ciple of ecclesiastical polity.

1. One is -- that the church is infallible ;
so long as the effect remains unproduced _ that is, that a set of proi_ssors, who, at the
no measure is there, be it ever so coercive, expense of the people, are paid by the sore-
that he does not remain still under the obli- reign -- such of them as do anything _ forgation of bringing up to the charge. But the
store_ of his power are not, nor therefore is reading and endeavouring to explain a most
the virtue of his obligation, exhanstedj till important indeed, but not the less obscure
all the expedients that ever have been, all and mysterious book, -- written at different
that ever can be, employed, by tyranny in all times, before the use of printing, in _erent
its shapes, by force and fraud combined, have dead languages, -- remain for ever, as they
been exhausted: _ till, in his legislative che_ " _t_'rittenMa_cb 1812.

VOL. V. 0
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and their predecessors have been for two manufacture of ordinances: ordinances, by
hundred and fifty years past, under the happy which the minds of the flower of the Englksh
incapacity of putting in any one instance a youth were and are to be moulded,--to the
wrong sense upon it." form at any rate, whatsoever may become of

The influence of this attribute displays the substance, -- of,orthodox ]piety, of virtue,
itself in both departments of the mind ; the and of what little there may be, that is con-
understanding and the will : opinions, real or dueive to such orthodoxy, in knowledge.
pretended, are by it converted, -- that is, the The above, how pre_mnt soever in prae-
words given as containing the expression of tieal consequences, is itself no other than a
them are converted, -- into articles of faith : theoretical principle: anotber,--itselfa prae-
acts of the will, of which, when issuing from tieal one, the practical object and fruit of the
the pen of acknowledged authority, the ex- theoretical one,--is--that the minds of men
pressions become laws, are converted into -- are by these their rulers to be kept in a state
what certain laws of the Medes and Persians of perpetual dependence : of dependence as
were once pretended to be--everlasting mid abject and entire as possible.
immutable laws or ordinances. Lest the conduct of these possessors of

Between the immutability that belongs to power should experience any inconvenient
articles of faith, anti the immutability that cheek in the opinions of the persons subject
belongs to laws,-- between the essential cha- to it, matters were accordingly, and are to be,
racters of these two productions of the one so ordered, that all notions of duty, moral as
attribute, infallibility, -- the nature of the well as religious, religious as well as moral,
subject- matter has however produced some are to be resolved into one much more simple
difference : articles of.faith admit neither of obligation : the imagined obligation, produced
subtraction nor yet of addition; nor eonse- by skilfal culture out of the liberty, of sub-
quently of change or substitution, which is mitring- submitting on all occasions, and
composed of subtraction and addition put to- without reserve--to the opinion, real or pre-
gather: ordinances are equally unsusceptible tended, and thence to the will of these the
of subtraction, _ but of addition, considers- ruling and domineering few. Such being the
tion had of the changes and chances to which end, behold one necessary means.
theaffairsofthistransiterylifearesubject,-- When by the ruling powers such is the
or addition, salt be made but rarely, nor then species of dominion aimed at, a necessary
but with a sparing hand, they are not altoge- condition is, -- and such accordingly is their
ther unsusceptible, interest,--that, on the part of the subject

To herself, Holy Mother Church--Sancta. herd, transgtessmu should be as universal and
Mater Ecclesia -- younger and revolted sister as continual as possible : that thus, finding in
of the Church of Rome-- reserved the su- their own consciences nothing but eondem-
parlor establishment, the manufactory of ar- nation, tbcy should, with an intensity of sell:
tides of faith. It was set up and worked assurazme proportioned to the enormity and
out,- the moulds accordingly all broken up multiplicity of such their transgressions, be-
--the necessary assortment being completed, hold, in the authority of these their spiritual
completed for all eternity, so long ago as the guides, their oidy hope -- their only prospect
year 1562. of deliverance from the wrath to come.

To her two daughters -- Kind Mother Ox- In every community, -- it is of the abe-
ford University, and Kind Mother Cambridge dienee of the men subject to authority, that
University,--Alma Mater Academia Oxoni- the power of the man possessed of authority
e_cis, Alma Mater Academia Cantabrigiensis is composed : in proportion to the need which

(for thus it is that, as often as they talk each person so subject conceives himself to
in Latin, the two goodly fellowships of heads have of the beneficial exercise of such autho-
of colleges, when acting in their legislative rity, will be the strictness of that obedience :
capacities, respectively style themselves,) she proportioned to the self-attested wickedness
gave up the subordinate establishment-- the of the sinner, is the magnitude of the demand

he has for absolution, in whatsoever shape
• Having operated as a stumbling block when and from whatsoever hand such deliverance

employed by the Church of ]tome, it seems to may peradventure come.
be understood, that in and by the Church of
England the term infallibility shall not be era- Thus it is, that, _ the effective power of
ptoyed. In p_raetice,however, the thing itself, the _he confessor being as the multitude and
attribute so denominated_ is not the less assumed enormity of the sins, real or imag|ned, of the
(it will be seen) and grounded upon : so that, in penitent, _it is in that respect the interest
the artiele_ of liberty and security, all that is of the confessor, that, in the eyes of the pc-
gained to the people by the relinquishment of the nitent, and thence that in reality, these sins
t_q'm,is the substimtton of a circumlocution to should be as multitudinous as possible ; and
the proper appelladve, while, by the stamina.
tjeatimpropriety, the political _ the despotic thence for example it is, that, without ex-
_poeten_-ion, and its supporters, are screened in cetrtion or distinction, the words miserable
Ilom¢megst_e from the reproach sojustly due. sinners -- us miserable sinners _ are regularly
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ermnmed into their mouths: that so, by a aimed at or regarded in the character of an
perpetual fever, a perpetual demand for opt- end :- prevention, viz. of delinquency, being
ates, such as the l_boratory of the confessor in every case the end--punishment, a meaas
is fllrnished with, may be kept up. directed to that end : --an instrument, how

Under the Church of Rome, the potion is unwillingly soever, )et, under the spur of
administ.ered in the retail way,--drop by necessity, employed notwith_-tauding, in the
drop, by hand as it were,--to each patient character of a means.
by himself: and accordingly it is under that According to this other, --this anile, for
one of the two churches that the subjection such it may be called, an)thing rather than
is most entire : under the Church of England, maternal, theory, which it was found neces-
under the dominion of its universities, it can sary for Mother University to set up in up-
only be administered in the wholesale way : position to the theory of common sense and
it can only be administered, as if it were "by common humaniry.--aeeording to this theory,
steam, to the whole flock of penitents in the punishment is not a mea_,s leading to preven-
lump. In this mode, to adminL-ter it with tion, but a co-ordinate end placed by the side
any chance of effect, required no small degree of it on the same level : so that, when, by a
of art : it has been, or will presentl) be seen, )erson in authority, -- say a parent, say a
what that art has been, and with what sue- master, say alegistator,-- any act is forbidden
tess it has been practi_-ed, to tie done,- a punishment being appointed

To the accomplishment of the dcslgn tbu_ i to be inflicted in ca.se of its being done,--in
indicated, the course thus pointed to being, in ! every such case, whether the act be abstained
the ,ituation in question, if not the ozdy, the from, or the punishment be i_icted, is--in
most promising and directly leading course,-- his eyes, and to his wishes-- a nmtter of in-
so, of the e_istem_e of siteh de.siva, the taking difference.
of that course, which has thus been _een to In the world at large--in the case of tour-
have been arid to continue to be taken, can- der, for example--suppose a legislator taking
not but he acknowledged to De ¢vidence. up the pen and saying, " Thou shalt not eon_-

evidence, the probative ibrce ot _hich is as I rmt murdtr. H-hoso committeth murder shall
the degree ofpeltinaeity, wherewith a _-ystem be ha_,qed." To this le-,islator, accordine; to
necessitating a constaiit m_d universal habit I the Oxford theory, it is matter of indifference
of pcrjury--a s_,tcm, havit:g certainly to" howmany murdc_sare committed, so longas
its effect the gc_er,t_on rmher t ban the pr e- for every man inurde_ed there is another man
veation of so many of the acts which it,elf hanged.
prohibits, -- a s._.,tem for _ hich, considclcd Suppose in this case--(nof that there could
in these its peculiar features, no other assign- be any use in lt)--suppose an oath taken by
able use or object can be found,-- is uphohlen cvel y man that he will never commit murder.
and persevered in: persevered in in sullen By tMs utah, according to the same theory,
silence, without defence bccattee without pus- would any man's conscience be bound to
sibility of defence, in the mid_-t of repeated abstain fl'om committing murder ? Not ig
and persevering remonstrance and reproach, indeed : all that it cotfld be bound to would

A self-styled explanation of the oath.- be, --in ease of his committing murder, mid
bound up indeed in the same volume with being unfbrtunate enouah to be found out
the oath, but neither referrcd In by it, nor so and prosecuted to conviction, -- all that the
much as, by the operation of the press, placed man would stand thus engaged for is-- to
near to if, -- such has been. and such con- stand still while the rope is putth_g about his
tinues to be, the instrument employed to both neck.
these purposes. As to the sulvect part of the community,

In pursuance of this design, a new principle as it u_as in the beginning, so it is now,--it
in morals and legislation, and that a funda- is in this explanatzon, including the theory
mental one, it was found necessary should be on which it grounds itself, that such of them
advanced: a principle, which, in itself, con- as feel any need of any such remedy find art
sidered in an intellectual point of view, will opiate, such as it is--anti that the only one_
be seen to be not less glaringly absurd than for whatsoever agitation their conscienee may
in effect as well as in design pernicious : ad- have been subjected to, by the consciousness
vaneed it required to be, and advanced it was of continually-repeated perjury. As to the
and continues to be accordingly. By any being rulers, their well-s_soned consciences have
invested with authority, and acting in pur- needed neither that nor any other sedative.
suanee of that authority, -- such an one ex- [ From one sin alone could they receive any
eepted, if such an one there be, whose mm'al [ sensible spasm ;--and that is--:" the giving up
essence is composed of pure malevolence, -- ] the article of infMlibility, nominal or real. as
puni*hment (it seems now to ire pretty gene- ] above mentioned. Sooner than give up that,
rally understood, unless it be where the in- t the," would all of them promise and vow to
fluence of sueh contrary doctrine as is about | say'the Bismillah, --as some of them, in the

to be meotiuned has been prevalent) is never { n_dst of their pious abhorrence of popery, do
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_tii1, it should seem,* to say mass. As to gether, is less than nothing. Without any
Laud's Explanation, if to them it were any- such system of contradictions, the law of the

thing, so far from an opiate, it would he a land,--not quite so well obeyed, any more
caustic: for, byit are specially marked as per- than quite so well in all points deserving to
juries those thing_ which (omissions included) be obeyed, as could be wished, -- does how-
they are, all of them, doing every day and all ever, upon the whole, obtain a tolerably
day long: under it they are, all of them, so sufficient measure of obedience. But this
many--(is it the fault of those who thus act, theocratical code, -- with its oath and its
or of those who, that it may be no longer acted, exp).matmns, and its perjuries and its equivo-
thus speak of it?)--are, all of them, so many cations,--and, under the name of principles
specially declared and posted p_r]urers._ of legislation, it_ principles of misrule,

What is manifest all this while is --. that, what, with all its ingenuity, and all its pietyj
to the purpose ofpreveMwn, -- which, except has it done, but to expose itself to contempt,
under such tutorage, is everywhere regarded and its religion along with it ?
as the sole object of every law considered in Such would be its ine_'cieney, if preven-
the character ofaprohibitwe one, -- the effect tion of mischief, its pretended, were its real
of all this apparatus, binding and loosing to- object : but, its real objects being such as

have been above explained, sure, too sure it
• Ex. _r. at Magdalen College ; viz. by the is, -- that, with relation to tho_e objects, in.oath there taken ibr the observance of the college

eJficien_, cannot, with truth and justice, bestatute. See, in .4fliffe's Hist. I. 365, as per
Terra" Filius, I. 15_ anno 172t;; Dialogue be- imputed to it.$

tween Cartwrlg, ht, Bishop of Chester and
tlou_h, then President of the ColleF.e, and by _ Besides scattered articles in other places, in
Terrw Filius_ styled " tTw present Bishop of tit. xv. De Moribus Confocmandi$, m look no
Worcester," anno 1813, does this oath, with the further, among the contents of pages from 173
statute in question unabrogated, continue to be to 179, sections from 2 to 8 incluslve, are found
administered? Like qumre_ in regard to the se- regulations in abundance, from the wolation of
petal other colleges, which no man who ever passed so much as a

"1"Not to spea]¢ of the absurdity of this theory week -- not m say a day-- m the university, un.
upon the face of it, it is not without full notice less it were in a state of confinement, can, it may
of the practical consequences of it, that these safely be said, have been exempt- not to go
reverend guardians andinstructors of youth have turther back -- for these last fifty years.
pe_everedso determinately in the propagation of No. 1, p. 173, _ 2. OffeneeprOhlbited--walk.
It. Tooneoftheirownoumber--tothatsame ing about at leis*_re orelscin an idle _fuzmter_
Principal of Hertford Hall_ afterwards Hertt'ord according to the construction which the inter.
College--it bad been an instrument,of grievous prcter finds himself disposed to put upan the
annoyance. In despite of both sanctions, politi- word otlosl) in the city or its suburbs.
cal and supernatural, -- in despite of prohibition Penalty-- For tim first offence, in the ca_e of
and oath together_ --a scholar of his had ms- an undergraduate_ reproof or chastisement at the
rooned: in the 40s. penalty, under favour of the discretmn of the vice-chancellor or of the proc-
explanation of the oath, the fugitive, and the tors: in the case of a graduate, fine of two skit-
ruling member of a college that received and hngs to the use of the university.
harboured him, had tbund, instead of what it Justification or e,remption--Reasonable cause,
professed to be. a bar, what it was in effect, a to be _pproved as such by the proctors or tl_e
licence: and, at the price of these 40s., the act vice-chancellor. What is meant for the time,
of m_grating from one of those seats of piety and at which, to preduee the effect of justification,

the approbation is to have been bestowed,--viz.
before the act, or after it,--i, e. whether an ex

morality to another, --this act, which_ supposing
it an offenee_ is more than ten times as bad an
one (so, it will be seen, says the penalty) as that post ,facto allowance wilt suffice, or a previous
of being taken in the act of fornication without and express licence is necessary to have been ob.
licence, -- had received its expiation : -- the faith rained, -- these are among the doubts to which no
of both sinners, in the power of they know not solution is afforded, either in this ease, or in any
who, to absolve them _om their oath_, having of the following one_, in some of which it may
made them whole. Against an abuse thus dan- be found perhaps not altogether so obvious as in
gerous to his authority, the reverend discipli- th_ it seems to be.
narian, in a lamentation of no fewer than 207 " Statutum est" (says the text, ._ 2,) " qubd
pages, gave vent to his complaints : but_ though scholares (prtesertim. juniores et n°n graduati)
the root of the mischief lay in the first place m per clvttatem, ejusve suburbia, otlosi non obam-
the oath_ in the nextpiaee in the explanation by bulcnt; neque in plateis .... nut apud oppi-
which that same oath is explained away,--so danorum scu artifieum officinas_ startles nut
fondamental a doctrine is the doctrine of mfal- commorantes .... eonspiciantur.
lihility_ and so incompatible with it would have " Si quis absque rationabili eaus£, _ proeura.
been the abolition of abuse in any sha_ howevel toribus eel viee-eaneellario approbandg_ h_e in
ttagrant_ that. although, in the abohtion of one parle delinquens deprehensus tuerit _ si non gra-
nt other or bot(a of these conflicting institutions_ duatus therit, pro arbitrio viee-cancellaril eel
he could not but see his only remedy, yet-- so proeuraturum eorripiatur, eel castigetur. Si gr_
l_rfeefly hopeless was the prospect---that the dose duatus fuerit, 2s. universitatl mnletetur."
of courage, necessary to enable a man to come No. 2, § 2. Offence prohibited --Being _e¢_
forward with a proposal for the application of this in the streets, standing or staying at the shops or
only remedy, could never, in all'these 207 pagea_ workshops of town's-people. P_alty andj_ti°
_or at any time afterwards_ be mustered up. /_a4ion_ as in :No. 1.
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SECTION 12. sources and seats of Church-of-England piety_

_[isehief 6 eoatinued.--II. Cambridge Oaths. what is it in the other' ?

SUCH, in regard to oaths and perjury, being suspectas m_heres vel meretriees alenfibus_ aut
the state of things in one of the two chief reclpientibus .... absrineant."

Penalty-- In the ease of an under-graduat%
After an excursion made to the se_ions and arbitrary; at the discretion of the vice-chancellor

the assizes, for the pur_)se of keeping out the or the proctors, by wtmm the catch has been
_anetified youth from those seats and soure_ of made : in the case of a graduate, 3s. 4d. Price
profane law &s below, the statute returns to the 3s. 4d. a time_ pro qu_libet vice_ as olin as he
subject_ an_ declares oneemore_ that seholars pleases.
and graduates of 'all sorts shall abstain from the Justification or exemption -- Reasonable cause
houses (such is the word now) and shops of the of entrance or continuance (" nisi rationabilem
town's-_cople; viz. in the d,y tinze_ aml now it aceessus sui ntor_eve causam reddiderit-")
is addeu, at night. -- Penalty and )asllficatlon, or No. 5, p. 17, § 4. Offence prohibited -- Being
exemflion--what will be seen. '_vhen that very caught, as above, with a prostitute in any private
miscellaneous section, with the rest of its con- ehambers:--inprivatis earaeris; viz. inamala'_
tents, comes under review:--" Statutum est, own chambers_ or those of any other gownsman.
qubd seholares et graduati cujuseunque generis, Penalty anti justification or exemfltion _as

domibus et offciais oppidanorum, de die_ et above.
presertim de naete_ abstineant." For so natural an amu._ement. 3s. 4d. may to

From 1759 to 1768eertainly, to1794 probably, someeyesappearratherahighpriceIoraticencc:
U ' 'in the occupatmn of the town's-people, anmngs_ b t, when It is considered that it must be a young

shops of other descriptmns, were_ and it is sup- man's own fault if ever he is called upon to pay
posed to this day are, eofl_e-bouses, fruit-shops, it (and then there is the bawdyhouse-keeper to
not to speak of inns and other specially prohi- pay in one ease, and the girl to pay in every ease )
hired places, of which further on, and moreover it will scarcely, upon due consideratinn_ be pro-
booksellers' shops: the bookseller_' shops, it is nounced excessive. If prevention were an oh,
supposed, not wholly unfrequented ; the others ject, the act really meant to be prevented would_
thronged. It should seem, here be--not, as might at first

No. 3, ._ 3, p. 174, § 3. Offence prohibited -- view be supposed,Jbrnlcation, but stirq4ine_s or
Being Present at the sessions or assizes, negllb?enee: in either case, the not giving a bed-

Penalty -- For the first offence, 10s. without maker's boy _;d. to keep watch : or in the case of
distinction of grade or condition : in case of or- the bawdyhouse_ choosing one that has not a

back-door to it.der, by the vice-chancellor or the proctors, to
depart, and non-compliance therewith, impri- " § 4. De domibusoppidanorura.nonfrequeu_
sonmeut : of the oath, taken, as above, special tandis_ statutum est, quhd sehoiares et-graduati
commemoration made, and also application of it eujuscunque _enens_ h domibus et oJficinls oppi-
to the purpose of securing-- what ? -- not immc- danorum_ de die et prmsertim de noete abstineaht.
diate compliance, viz. departure from the seat of Preecipu_vero_ ab _edihus iofaanes seu suspeetas
judicature, but the eventual departure to the seat mulieres vel mcretrmes alentibus_ ant reeipienti-
ofnnprisonruent. The offence having, atthethne bus; quarum consortia scholaribus quibuscun-
of the enactment or confirmation of this statute, que, sloe in #rivatis eameris, siva m _xlib_
viz. about the year 16"_4, beeu, it seems, a very oppidaaorura, prorsus interdictum eat. Et si
alarming one, the expression then given to the quis de die in ixsdem vel carum aliquh deprc-
alarm has continued to be repeated ever since, hensu_ fllcrit (m_i rationabilem aeeessfis sui

Justification or exemption. _ Reasonable mor_eve causam reddlderlt) si non graduatus sit,
cause, " to be approved by the Vice-ehaneellor :" pro arbltrio vice.caneellarii, vel preeuratorum qui

no other approbation sufficient, deprehenderint, ea_ugetar. S_ veto graduatus
fuerit, 3s. 4d. pro quahbet vice universitati mule-" Statutum est," (says the text. § 3,) " qubd

nullus scholaris, eujuscunquecond_tmnis, adpub- tetur."
licos et generales conventus juridicos, vei ciwtatis No. 6, p. 175, _ 5. Offence prohibited-- Being
veh comitatfis Oxon. (qui sessiones aut assisw in any inn, cook s-_hop, lavern_ or other twu_e_
vocantur) nisi ex caus_ rationabi[i, .]_er vice-can- in wlfich wine or any olhcr drink_ or tobacco, are
cellarium approbandA, aecedat, vel _isdem inter- ordinarily sold : unless for a necessary and urgent
ease Pr_sumat, sub t_en_ 10s., unieuique ibidem cause, to be approved by the viee-ehaneeltor or
deprehenso infligendh; et incarcerationis, etiam the proctors. The offence being h_ this case so

much more serious, the punishment is accord.ommbus et singulis per viee.canceUarium vel
ptoeuratores inde reeedere jussis, nee obtemper- ingly so much more severe, than for [brnieation,
antihus; eui adeundi earceris mandato, (quia i or tbr negligence betrayed in e_ther of the nmdes
grassanti incommodo alias commode occurri non above mentiomd : -- for an under-graduate under
potest) omnes et singuli virtute juramcnti Utfi- the age of 18, a public whipping: for one above
versitati Pr_estiti, obedire teneantur, that age, or a graduate, 6s. 8d. w_th a string of

" Juniores autem, tyrones, et alii non graduati ulterior punisffments in ease of relapse.
(qui iUue speetatum maxime confluere solent) " Statutum est qued scholares cujuscunque
iffidem deprehensi pro arbitrio vice-eaneellarfi canditionis a diversoriis, cauponis, eenopoliis_ ae
aut_proeuratorum, pcenas dare tencantur." domibus quibuseunque intra eivitatem vel Prec.

No. 4, p. 174, ._4. Offenceprohibited --Being cincture universitatis, in qmbus vinum_ aut qu;-
caught --(for to_ornlcation applies, it seems, in vis alius potus, nut herbs nicotlana five tobacco
this cede, the principle which m that of Sparta ordinarie venditur, abstineant: nisi ex anus/* no-
is said to have been applied in case of theft)-- eessarih et urgenti, per viee-eaneellarium nut
being caught in the day-time in a housein which proeuratores approband& -- Quodque si quis
prostitutes are kept. (Quere, if but one prosti, secus fuerit, oetodecim annis minor, nee gmd_,.
tute ?) " Preclpud verb, ab _,,dibus infames sen atus, public_ ca_llgetur: m_or autem amfis o¢_
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The answer,s-- to the purpose of sincerity, seen, to the purpose of the main poAtion, viz.

widely different : but, as will presently be that of the n_propriely tf tile ceremony, much
the same.

todecim, vel graduatus, pro prim_t et secuml'_ vice
sexsehdisetocmdenariis universitatimulctetur." At Cambridge, on adufission into thestaie

Bookseh'ers" shops, if there be any such places and condition of a member of the University,
there, are in the houses of town's-people: and so an oath, to the same effect as above, together
are coffee.houses : -- if the justification allowed with other effects in abundance, is exacted.
in the case of bawdyhouses had been extended But, subjoined to the tbrmulary, and ou the
to thee other lounging.places, would the indul- same paper, is printed an ezTlanation , by
gence have been exce_tve? Not that any such which, one point excepted, and that an use-notion is meant here to be insinuated, as that go-
ing to a bawdyhouse, i, as bad as going to a les_ one, it is declared to amomlt to nothing.
bookseller's shop : -- this is not the mark aimed The engagement thus sanctioned is -- what ?
at. All that Is meant is_that, as in the case an engagement to pay obedience to these same

of the bawdyhouse, a reasonable cause, approved statutes, allor any of them ? No : hut only,_

• ' revere_rid. StPeer:orist_'. t_Vee_aa/:_t_gs in case of disobedience, and prosecution and
a:::_hbr_Ylh::, _,,,,g,,L eo,,vietion and judgment accordingly, and
bookseller's shop. Homicide has it__ just_fica-
tlons: and wby not the going into a shop, "even execution denounced,-- an engagement to
thbughlt be a book_clter'_?--and sum die case subndt to it, and in so doing, to behnmble.*
ef coffee-houses.

No. 7, p-173, ._7- Off_enee prohibited--Bring ingly: in case of a graduate or art under-gra.
found out of one's college in the evenin=, after duate above that age, 6s. 8d. Jltst_ealinn _r
the Christ Church nine-o'clock bell has _ tolled, exemt_tion, none.
viz. in any house or street within the precincts " 8tatutum est quod scholares, cujuseunque
of the umverslty.__Penalty, in the case of an eondmonis, abstmeant ab omm lusfis genere, in
uuder-_raduate_ arbitrary : _n case of a graduate, quode peeuni,i concertatur ; veluti alu_u talorum,
40s., with eventual imprisonment as for a breach alearum, et e[mrtarum pictarum, n¢cnon a lu.,u
of the peaee.--Ju.¢tification or exemption, show- globorum, in privati._ oppidanorum areis hurtle.
trig a reasonable cat_se, to be approved as suck by que; nee hujusmodi pubhei_ lnsibus per statuta
the vice-chancellor and the proctors, regni prohibitis, intersint; quodque nemo iutra

Under this code, the penalty tbr being caught universitatem hujusmod_ ludis se exercentes ex-
in the street being 40s., while the penalty tbl c_piat : sub peena casfigationis corporali_ non gra-
being caught in a bawdyhouse Is but 3s 4d., duati* (quibus per _etatem eongruit.) alas veto
every prudent young man, who, while tie is in the et graduatis, 6s. et 8d."
street at a tbrbidderi hour, spies a proct_rr who he No. 9, ._ 2. Offence prohibited__ Sportsman-
suspects spies him, will, if there happen to be a ship in all'_t.* branches. Of the gem, s of ottbuce,
bawdyhouse within reaeh_ run into it-- were it the description is--every kind of play or exer-
only for refuge : and this, judging of offences by cise by which, to other persons,dauger, injury, or
pumshments, being of the two so much the less mconvenieriee, is produced: species exemplified,
serious, carinrit but, as such, obtain at least a amongst others, hunting wild beasts (such as
comparative approbation, o,1 the part of these deer, hare.s, and rabblt._:) among thing.*, men-
reverend disciplinarians. Unfortunately, what- tioned as being in this account to be abstairied
ever was the intention, the words are here so ex- from_ are-- dogs, ferrets, nets and snare% gun_

crossbows, and hawks.tremely general, _ " domo qu_eunque- ez'er_/
house rdmtsoever,"--that, if caught, a m-.n " Item, quod abstineant ab omni genere lusfls
would be no better off in the bawdyhouse (sup- vel exereitil, ex quo alils periculum, injuria, vel
pnsin_ it to have struck nine) than in the street, ineommodumcrevmr; velutl a venattone ferarum
But, if the house has a back-door to it, as every (ut damarum, lepormn, et euniculorum) cain
bawdj_house ought to have, tiewillnotbe caught, canibus cujuseunque generis, viverris, retibus,
and men everything wilt he as it should be. aut plagis; neenon ab omm apparatu et gestation,:

.... " Omnes seholares cujriseunque condi- bombardartmm, et arcubalistarum ; sire etiam ac-
tionis .... ante nonam horam (qu0epulsatiot_e cipitrumusuadaucupium;subpeenacastigationi_
.... &e. denuuciari solet) ad collegia et aulas corporalis, &e ..... printer suspeudmm canum,
proprias se reeipiant .... Quodqne si quis pus- et tbrist'acturarn .... retiuub" &e.
tea extra eoUegium proprium vel aulam, in tltrtuo Unless in the intervM of about forty-four years
qu_cur_ne vel pMtea, vel alibi intra preecinctum the. state of things in this seat of le_mfirig, mo-
universltatis repertus t'uerit(nisi eaus,m rationa- rahty_ and plety_ ha_ undergone, in the above
bilem ostenderlt per vice.can ellarium et pro- respects, a total change, very little less than the
curatores approbandam) sx non graduatus flmrit, qui_'quid agunt bemire% not only m Laud's time
pro arbitrio viee-cancellarii vel procuratorum was, but to this day remains, involved in this
puniatur, vel e_tigetur p_n_ eorporali, si per catalog, ue of transgressions.
mtat_,-m_ eong-ruit, alioqui quadraginta solidis * 21lemorandum, A_tgust 3_ 1804. -- Fom_d
muletetur: quas muletas a quibuseunque depre- the printed copy from which what lbllows is
hensis exigere, et ipsarum semismm in fiscum piinted, _ found it, together with several other

copia%_on the pavement of the Senate House
umversitatls redigere, tenentur procuratores fide at Cambridge, and by leave of the person who_u_ dath universitati."

No. 8. p. 17-1, § 8. Offence prohibited -- 1. showed the house, and in presence of three other
Playing at nny game at which people play for perseus, took it away with me. J.B.

.oney :, filr example, dice and cards :--or with " duramentum _'* sb_._ulls Scholarihus in Ma-
balls, in the courts or gardens me the town's- triculat_one su& praestandam.people._Penalty, in ease of an under-graduate,
of a fit age far being flogged, flogging accord- " Cancellario Proeaneellarioq_:e Aead_ri.i_
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' Excerpta _ Staluti._ Acad. Caatabritfiensis, under every modifit_ation of the Chri_ian re-
_-e. Cambridge. J. Archdeacon, 1785." ligiou (not to speak of others,) when by law

On this occasion surely, if on any, is one estaMished, viz. the assumption of infalli-
of Moses's commandments broken, and the bility,--openly announced, or necessarily,
Lord's name taken ill vain,--if, by takin 9 howsoever covertly implied,--is on this oc-
in vain, be meant, taken to some had purposes, easion discernible. To the standard of opinion
and to no good ones : vet so taken in vain, as and conduct, matter may, in ease of urgent
that, upon the so tal_ing it, no such thing necessity, be added, but from it none is ever
ever takes place as perjury, to be taken a_a_t.

Comparing together the state of opinions 6. That, for the purpose in question, at
and religious feehngs in these two seats and Cambridge, the course taken was such, that
sources of Church-of-England piety, a few thereafter whatsoever other objections it may
results, -- in an historical point of view at remain open to, as above, still in that seat
least not altogether devoid of interest,-- and source of piety, on the score ofaviolation
present themselves : -- of the sort of oath of obedience in question,

1. That, at Cambrid.qe as well as at Ox- no person, living ill a state of perjury, has
.ford, there was a time at which perjury was perhaps ever been, or was likely tobe, found :
not. regarded as a matter of complete indif- _ while, in Oxford, what seems highly pro-
ferenee, bable, not tq say certain, is-- that, bating

2. That, at. Cambridge as welt as at Oxford, rare and casual exceptions, -- as in the ease
some person or persons was or were found of confinement by sickness, -- fi am that time
iu whom symptoms of a desire t_)be exempted to the present, no member of the university,
from it. had manifested themselves, by whom the oath, which is adraiifistered to

3. That, by the ruling powers, at Cam- all above the age of childhood, has ever been
bridge as well as at Or ford, in compliance taken, has ever dwelt in that seal and source
with such desire, measures were taken for of piety for two days together, without living
the relief of those consciences, in which, on in the habitual commission of" that. sin.
the score in question, symptoms at uneasi- 7. That the form of government under
hess had thus broken out. which, at Oxfo, d, perjury _as thus rendered

4. That, in this view, neither at Cambridge universal and perpetual, -- to this time, and
any more than at Oxford, did it please these by the blessing of God to all future time,
reverend potentates to pursue the simple and was monarchical: viz. during the vigorous
only proper course, viz. as above, to divest part of the joint reign of Charles L and Arch-
of this extraordinary sanction the eompara- bishop Laud : -- the form of government, un-
tively trifling regulations in question, leaving der which, at Cambridge, it was abolished a_
them to the support afforded by those ordi- above, was republican : viz. that of the Long
nary sanctions, to which the general law of Parliament.
the land, and with it not only the well-being 8. That the religion under which perjury
but the very being of society, is confided, was thus established, was the religdon, which,

5. That, at Cambridge as well as Oxford, in England, having ahmg with the mmmreby
the influence of the principle, _above spoken been restored, remains still established, viz.
of a_ heing common to the ruling powers, Episcopalian Church-of-E,glandism: -- the
..... religion under which at, Cambridge, perjury
(Jantabrlgl_nSlS_ quatenus jus lasque est, et pro t . , _ ' , . - •• . WaSaoro area asauove was resayter_auzsm:ordme m qua fuernn, quam dm mhae repubhea . g ' ' _P,. •
de ,am eomit_r obtefia_rabo, lewes statuta _wz. under the same Long rarimment.
mores approbatos, et pnwlegm Cantabmgtensis I _ Itho,lt recurring the reproach of mmre-
aeademim _quantum in me est) observabo; pie- ] presentation, the distinction thus brought to
t_tis et bonarum literature progressum, et hujus l view could not have been passed over with-
aeademim,stature, honorem., digtfitatem, tuebor..I out notice.°
quoad vtvam, manque auffi'aglo atque eonsfllo 1 Not th at.... to me presel_=r or to any ocherrogatus et non rogatus defeatism : its me Deus I • ' - • ' , •
ad'iuvet, et Sancta Dei Evan ella. I pracheal purpose, the importance or it pry-

" '_ 3dJuL 1647. g r sents itself as very eon_derable. In both
" Placer vobis, ut in majorem in posterum seats of piety, so perfectly and universally

cautelam .iurant um et levamen, hmc verbs sint does it appear to be understood, that, applied
annexa juramentis aeademim matrieulationis, to the purpose in question at least, an oath
_dmissionis, creationis:

""' Senatus Cantabriglensis deerevit et deela- is a mere matter offijrm, i. e. that it amounts
ravit, eos omnesqal monitionibus, eorreetionibus, to nothing, and is of no use, _and that,
malctis, etpmnis, statutorum, legum, deeretorum_ where it is not punishable, per_r2g _ a sort
ordinationum injunetionum, etlaudabilium con- of a thing that no man need pug himself to
suetudinum taujus aeademim transgressoribas the trouble of being ashamed of; that no
quavis modo ineumbentibus, humiliterse _ubmi- instance, it is believed, was ever known, in
#eriat,,,,nec e_e, nee habendos esse_perjurn"" teas.' which, in the circumstance of being exemptedEt ut hme vestra eon_essio pro statuto ha-
beatnr, et infradeeem dies in libris proeuratomm from this perjury, a member of the Univer.
htstribatur.*' sity of Cambridge has been heard er _en, h
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pm_//corla/n'i_tatleast, to speakof'h/mself the scale of trast_worthmessP A stare, U
as pos_ssing any advantage, if Lord Stanhope had just spoken, is the

True it is--that, inboth seatsof well ¢_ ]y reply which a question to any such effect
paid piety, a man hears indeed, now _d then, coald reasonably expect to receive.
as of other good things, so of a good thing The conclusion is-- that, in both of the
called by the name of Christian liberty : but, two original sources of that piety, the pro.
under this appellation, whatever else be the fossion o£ which is so well paid for with pub-
meaning of it, no such liberty as the liberty ae money, as well as in that elevated reservoir
of not perjuring one's self appears, in either which has its place in the House of Lords, ml
of them (with the exceptions above brought oath is universally considered as mereforn, :
to view in the case of Oxford,) to have been and that the breach of it, when not under-
considered as comprised, stood to expose a man to visible punishment,

Of a yoke, which sits so light upon the _the breach of it, termed in one wordper.
shoulders by which it is borne, it is not na- jurj/, is regarded as a matter of indifference ;
tural, that, by the mere force of sympathy, --a sort of act of which no man need be
the pressure should be rendered very grievous ashamed.
to others, to which it does not extend itself. The result here spoken of in the character

On any such ground, between the children of a mischief, being the corruption infused
of the ooe sister and those of the other, have into the system of public morals, and it being
any symptoms either of sympathy, or ofheart_ among the positions here maintained, that an
burning, ever presented themselves ? No, oath is a eeremooy devoid of use, the con-
never. If, on the shoulder of the 0xolfian, tempt thus shown to be entertained for it
a piece of a feather having been deposited by cannot (it may perhaps be said) consistently
the wind, it happened to the man of Cam- with this position, be plaeed upon the list of
bridge to observe it there, what he might or mischiefs. True: in so tkr as the contempt is
might not do, is -- the picking it off, -- what confined to the ceremony, --to the ceremony
it is certain he would not seriously do, is the considered by itself. But in that ceremony
taking the relief so administered tbr the sub- is included an assertion, and by the iMsity of
jeer-matter of boast, or the burthen for the that assertion sincer_tyis violated: in the per-
subject-matter either of reproach or eommis- jury, a sort of insincerity is included : and,
eratiou. Instead of the feather on theshoul- for and by every grain of insincerity which
der,. suppose the consciousness of perjurlt in enter_into tJaecomposition of it, every humau
the bo._om, the result will be the same. character is by so much the worse.

Piety is one thing : sincerity is another. As matters stand at present, while, in the
In both seats, of everything that is right and character of a seemity for sincerity, or for
proper, in all preyer places, on all proper oc- good conduct in any other shape, the nothing-
c_sions, piety continues to be professed: of/ ness of the ceremony is as yet unacknow-

sincerity, -- at beast in so far as concerns an I ledged, -- while, on the contrary, you will see

aversion to projury, or to falsehood in a de- it so frequently spoken of as the very basis
claration of opinion concerning rellglon,--in on which society rests, and without which
a ease where anything is to be got by it, no the whole fabric would fall to pieces, -- so it
such aversion seems ever to have been ma- is that, by what is regarded as a profanation
niibsted, except by here mid there a scabby of the ceremony, and a violation of the obli-
sheep or two, who for that cause have, upo_l gation supposed to be contracted by it,-- con-
occasion, been cast out of the flock, being not [ tracted by its own single virtue, --indication
without reason regarded as not well assorted is given of a looseness of principle, as the
to the company into which they had been in- phrase is, or, in a language somewhat more
trodueed, determinate, of a comparative insensibihty

In the House of Lords, the bench of bi- to thetrangression-preventinginfluenceofthe
shops, --in some proportion at least--but three tutelary sanctions, as hath been else-
which, unless it be to a father who has a son where indicated and explained, m
to prepare for the reception of the Holy All this while, to bear a man out in the
Ghost, seems not to call for any very anxious breach thus made in what is universally, and
inquiry,--is divided between the right reve- _5thout any contradiction, spoken of in the
rend persons whose piety has had the mill_ of character of a most sacred duty, to protect
the one alma mater, and those in whose breasts him against reproach -- nothing whatever is
the same useful quality has had the milk of there but custom. Custom ? and of what
the other kind mother, for its source. On sort ? acustom of acting--notin conformity,
any of those occasions on which the influence i but in opposition, to the dictates of honest
exercised by a speech is understood to depend t judgment: a custom analogous to a custom

l of smuggling, or a custom of false coining:

in so great a degree upon the personal repu- I a custom of doing that which he, whose
ration of the speaker, was any Canlbridge-

bred ever heard to claim, at the expense of i • Introduction to Rationale of Evidence, Ch.
m_y Oxford-bred prelate, mty superiority in i VII. § 7.
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_us_om it is, believes to be wrong, and feels Thing_ being as they are, that, with the
himsel[ unable to find anything to say in jus- right reverend persons in question, the pro-
tification of. pa_thm of the practive in question e_ther

It imports-- (this habit of perjury)_ _t is has never been at all an object, or at tea_ ha_
produced by, and itself goes on producing and never been an object of preponderant impor-
fortifying, the custom of regarding the dis- tance, is demonstrated by experience, For,
tinctians between right and wrong as depend- if it had been, matters would, before _ow,
ing upon custom and nothing else. If the have in such sort. ordered themselves, that
difference between happiness and unhappiness the Oxford instrument, intituled Ez'pl_'a
depended upon custom, so would that be- Juramenti would at Cambridge have been
tween rig/it and uwong. Unfortunately, this substituted to the decree without a rifle, by
is not the case. By the custom which men which the Oxford perjuries have been pre*
of one colour have so long been in, of seizing vented from establishing themselves at Cam-
men of another colour when they could get bridge :_andthus that uniformity, which on
at them, and keeping them in a state of other occasions has been so dear to tl_c eha_rvk
slavery, what is easy enough to see is, how (i. e. to governing men,) and for which the
the sufferings of the men thus dealt with are church has (i. e. men governed by them have)
created : what is not easy to see is, how they been made to pay so dearly, would there also,
are lessened. By the custom which men and on this occasion, have been established.
with one set of religious phrases in their At present, in this as in so many other
mouths have so long been in, of keeping in a instances, the object of importance is _thst
state of humiliation mid hopeless degradation oaths should be taken : for the accomplish-
men with another set of religious phrases in ment of it, effectual provision continues ae-
their mouths, what is easy to see is, how, in eordingly to be made. The question of no
the minds of men thus dealt wath, irritation i importance continues to be -- whether, after
is created: what is not easy to see is, how it having been taken, they have been kept or
is assuaged, broken : and for this they have accordingly

Not that, either under monarchy or under been left to take their chance.
episcopacy, perjury has ever eo heroine been After all, this practice of taking oaths,
put upon the list of essentials, and the obli- whatsoever may happen to them when taken,
gation of committing it considered as con- to what is it that in these latter days it is in-
stituting the matter of a 40th article. At debted for its continuance ? Answer--Not
the utmost, the breaking of oaths can but be so much to its absolute and intrinsic, as to its
considered as of the nmnber of those exer- relative importance ; relation being had to the
cises which are left unprohibited, in such sort _grand object ofobjects--jargomc_ , thepeacc
as to be, " when the magistrate requtreth," of the church : in plain language, the pre-
lawful, just as, by article the 39th, the taking serving from disturbance the ease of so many
of them is. high-seated persons, spiritual and temporal,

To an eye which should confine its view to i sacred and profane : a blessing which cannot
the state of things as in this respect it exists but be subjected to more or less disturhanee,
at Oxford, it might be apt to appear, that, in as often as the eye of scrutiny is directed to
the eyes of those fathers of the church, whose a subject so little able to abide it,_
seat is in the High Place, the propagatmn of
perjury has been and continues to be an ob- tion concerning the doctrine or discipline of an
ject of importance. Turn, however, to Cam- Established Church, there are certain posttdate#which must be assumed and admitted in the cha.
bridge, and you will see immediately, either raeter of first prlnc$ples: principles such, that
that with the right reverend persons in ques- he who s_ould presume to include them in the
tion this has not been at all an object, or that, subject-matter of inquiry_ would be a man not to
if it has, the benefit that would result from be argued with :--that a certain number uf men_
it has been considered as outweighed by some mostly old or middle-aged, or an uncertain por-

tion of that number, cc_npose together at plea-
inconvenience that would result from the sure, at one time, one pre-eminently beautiful,
putting of the business at Oxford upon the howsoever ancient, as well as pious and in every
iboting on which it stands at Cambridge: for respect excellent and admimbl% woman ; who
example, a shake given to so pious and use- has a t_nily of her own, composed of fathers and
ful a doctrine as the doctrine of virtual infal- sisters and daughters, and whatsoever else is ne_
libility, as above.* cessary :_ at another time_amost spacious, lofty_

magnificent, ancienh and venerable building ."
at another, a collection of admlrabt_ rules andAdd m this_ in the instance of those whose

piety bus for its smlree the sincere milk sucked ordin_,nces:- at another time, all human beings
from the breast of alma _ater Oxonia, the in- whatsoever, who either believe_ or are aupposed
decorum which would attach upon any such to believe to be true, what this beautiful woman,
humiliation as that of receiving a sort of correc- i.c. these old and middle-aged men_ eay is truej
tioa at the hands of her yourtg'er sister, or who are tbrced to pay them for saying so.

Figure of rhetoric all t_is, itis true: but, where q- Inoperative to beneficialpurlmses_ opcr&tiw
c?_rvh is concerned, argument is never carried to mischievous ones, _inopomtlve to the pu_
on with any other instrumeu_ In every qucs- pose of ._ecuringtestimonial verity for the use o,
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So again, on the other hand, in _he case of observation, t_,:af may pcrhap_ present itself
the mischievous applications made of it--for in the character of an objection, to the con-
example, on the occasion of the recent asso- elusion inferring the inefficiency of the care-
clarions among the malefactors called Lud. many a_ a security for testimonial verity, from
dltes. What can not be proved is, that in any its inefficiency in the character of a security
one of the instances, in which, to the mis- of habitual obedience to the regulations thus
chievous purpose in question, an oath has been sanctioned, may be thus expressed : Conclu-
administered by them to one another, it has siva as is the proof given of the inefficiency
actually, by its separate influence, been pro- of this ceremony to that purpose, in that seat
duetlve of any binding, of any mischievous of distinguished piety, among that class of
fidelity-securing, effect: for, independently pious men, what does not follow is--that,
of any such superstitious tie, other forces act- on the occasion of judicial testimony, even
ing in that same direction are but too plainly supposing the profane checks to mendacity
perceptible ; v_z. in case of fidelity, the pros- altogether removed, this religions ceremony
peer of success in respect of the accomplish- would, even in the instance of the same per-
ment of the mischievous object, whatever it sons. be completely inoperative. Why? Be.
be, which, by the supposition, is a common _ause the oath ayamst disobedience is admi-
one; in the c_se of defection, the fear of yen- nistered once for all; vi:. on entrance, and
geanee at the hands of the associates who not.afterwards: whereupon, human weakness
would thus be deserted and betrayed, considered, nothing is more natural, than that

But, _t the same time, what is proved, is of the impression made by the ceremorly, the
_that, in the opinion of the persons by force, howsoever great at the moment, should
whom the oath is administered, it does pro- in general act more amt more faintly at every
raise to operate with the desired effect, upon successive point of time. till sooner or later
the persons to whom it is administered : and, its action came to be equal to 0.
in their situation, being, by the tie of coin- But, in the c;_seof the judicial oath, the
man interest, and with the advantage of op- time, at which the act whlch it is employed
portunity, engaged, each of them, to form the to influence comes to be perfbrmed, follows
truest judgment concerning the texture of instantaneously upon the ceremony : instml-
each others' mind% and this for the express taneously, and be_bre the impre_._ion made by
purpose of determining what sort of three is it, whatever it may be, has had time to lose
likely to operate upon them with the greatest _nv of its fi_rce.
effect, thus it is, that, for regarding the in- "That the observation has a degree of truth
strument in question as likely to operate to in it, can scarcely be denied.
the mischievous purpose here in question, the But, on the other hand, as in the case of
public has the best evidence that the nature the statutes in question, occasions for the
of the ease admits of. fultihnent, and thereby for the breach of it,

On the subject of universitg oaths, another are occurring every da_,-- under these elf-

justice operative to the purpose of securing fide- eumstances, suppose the engagement to be
lity to mischievous engagements_--positions thus renewed every day, the ceremony to be re-
contrary, how (it may be asked) can they be re- peated every day, _ exists there in this case
concilable? any sufficient reason fbr s_pposing that, from

Theanswer is--that when, with aview to prac- such an arrangement, the degree of obser-
rice, spoken of in the character of a security for vance wou|d, in the whole body taken toga-
testimonial verity, and pronounced inoperative_ ther, receive any considerable increase ?_that which, to tile making good the po._itiou_is
not, in that view, necessary, is--that the eere- Not it indeed. A discovery would soon be
mony should not_in any individual instance, have mi_de, -- and as soon, very generally, not to
operated in the direction and with more or less of say universally, received, -- that the cere-
the effect in that ease intended: what is su_cient mony was a matter ofjbrm -- a mere matter
is--that whatsOever beneficial effect it may, in of form. And, be it oath, be it subscription,
this character, have been productive of_over and be it what it _ltl, -- no sooner is it under-
above what mtght without any inconvenience
have been produced without _tsassistance, would stood that the operation is a matter of form,
not have been considerable enough to eompen- than its efficiency, if it ever had any, is at an
_te for the evil, produced in various shapes, by end. He who. speaking of an engagement of
the various mischievous applications made of it, any kind, terms it a matter qf.form, says in
as above, other words -- " I do not bold myself bound

In particular instances individually taken, by it."whether it has or has not had any and what sepa-
rnte operation, is a matter of fact wholly out of in the case of an instrument derived from
the reach of aseert_imnent. _rhy ? Because a supernatural and extraordinary source,
this never is applied, but in conjunction with such as is the fear of expected ihture _but
these other threes, viz. that of near impending never in this life experieuced or observed --
punishment, and that of present shame. The punishment, -- the impression made by it
consequence is_that, in these same instances, as seems likely to degend for its force in no in-
it cnnnot be proved to have had any operation_ so
neidaer can it be proved to have h_l none. considerable degree on the unfrequeneyot the
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application made of it : in the case of an in- But--l. In the promls_ory oath the esser-
strument, derived from a natural and ordinary tory oath, it has been seen, is included.
source, -- such as is the fear of visible and 2. And, in the above passage in Leviticus,
frequently observed, if not also experienced, the assertory, in which is included the testi°
punishment,- the force of the impression mania] oath, is specially mentioned. "Ye
does not seem, in an equal, if in any, degree, shall not lie one to another-- Ye shall not
liable to abate, swear by my name falsely, neither shale thou

profane the nanm of the Lord -- Ye shall not
SncTIo_ 13. swear by my name .falsely"-- says the law of

Practice of receiriny Judicial Oaths, its Re- Moses. What says the law of Jesus ? Ye shall
pugnanc?] to the Precepts of Jesus. not swear fatscly7 No: but Swear not at

all. " Ye shall not swear at all." In this
How palpably repugnant to the precepts of prohibition the words are general, all-compre-
Jesus many of the observauces are, to which hensive. If, in respect of judicial occasions
men are compelled, under the notion of their or any other occasions, it had been his inten-
being enjoined by the religion of Jesus, is tion tbatanyexception should be made, would
what could not easily be conceived by any, not such intention have been expressed_--
who, on such occasions, are not in the habit would out this have been the occasion fi,r
of using their each, nor will be believed by expressing it? If, of words thus plain and
many of those who are. positive, the only obvious import is not to be

" Again," (says the account in Matthew, trusted to, would it not be better that, in-
v. 33 the only o_le of his four biographers by stead of being in such multitudes distributed,
whom any account is given of this precept.) all Testaments, old and new, shouldbe burnt,
" Again, _e have heard that it hath been said and the Church-of-England Common Prayer-
of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself, book, with its articles of faith, and other ap-
but sbalt pcrform unto the Lord thine oaths: pandages, distributed instead of them
(33) But I say unto you, Swear not at all:
neither by heaven, for...&c. (35)Nor by the _ Tree it is, that_ in the same chapter (v.

17,) " Think not," says Jesus, " that I am
earth, for . . . &c. neither by Jeru._alem : for come to destroy the law or the prophets : I am
• . . &c. (36) Neither . . . hy thy head, be- not come to destroy, but to fullif... &a" But
cause... &c. (37) But let your communi- from this passage, can the oath-and-perjury-
cation be Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever compelling powers think to extract a warrant for
is more than tt_e_e cometh of evil." the exaction or reception of the assertory_the

As to what is to be understood to have judlciat oath ? Can an)' such notion be main-
been here meant by '" old time," the only pus- 'tainable_ as that--the assertory, the testimonial,the judicial oatt b having been allowed by the
sages of the Mosaic law, as reported in the Mosaic law--the prohibition of it by Jesus would
Old Testament. that have any bearing npon pro tanto be a destruction of that law,1_nd thereo
the subject (at least as far as the marginal tbre, eonsi_tentlv with the explanation thus given

by him, canno[ be supposed to have beeal in-
references can he depended upon) are those tended?
which are in Exodus (xx. 7,) Leviticus (xix.
12,) Deuteronomy (v ll.) In the first place_--although true it is that,

if the ordinance in question were of the po#_tive
In l:;xodn_ (xx. 7,) the words are these, cash eommandinz the thing in question to be

" Thou -halt not take the name of the Lord _!one,a posterior law, ?Jrohi_tb_g that same thingin vain : fiw the Lord will not hold him guilt- #tom being done, would pre tanto be destrueuve
le_ that takcth his name iu vain." These of such prmr law,_yet whereas, in the present
are the word% in the authentic translation of ease, that which by the posterior law in question

is prohibited, was by the prior law not corn-
that port_o'_ of the Jewish statute law, which, manded but only/Of/unprohibited,--what is not
in the Church-of England liturgy and other true is_that, without special wordsin the prior
offices, is distinguished by the name of the law to guard against such prohibifion_ any such
ten commandments, of which it stands third, destruction would, in common understanding, be

Next comes Leritwns (xix.) in which the understood to be effeeted.
words are these:--(ll) " Ye shall not steal, In the next place, if_ by the prohibition of the
neither deatfal._ely, neither lie one to another, assertory oath or vow, the Mosaic law wouldhave been destroyed, then so was it by the pro-
(12) And ye shall not swear by mu name hibition of the promisso.r_doath or vow:_for,
.'falsely, neither shalt thou profane rife name that this was in contemplation, and by $_sus
of thy God : I am the Lord." meant, if anything was meant, to be included

Lastly comes Deuteronomy, (v. 1I,) in in the prohi6ition, is put out of doubt by the
• word "perfor_tance"--" but shalt perform unto

which the words are exactly the same as m the Lord _thiuc oaths." "By these are plainlyExodus.
Will it be satd, that by the words " but meant oaths capable of being performed, i. e.vows : promises _ intelligible and serious pro.

shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths," it raises _ capable of being perfmaned; not that
appears that the sort of oath meant by Jesus species of nonsense, which, under the name of
to l:e forbidden was the promissory oath wofane swearing, stands prohibited under Is.
alone, and not the assertory oath ? and 5s. penalties by English statute law.
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3. And accordingly comes the concluding eases the employment of this supposed seen-
passage of the words of Jesus, in which the rity were obligatory, what should be said of
word, employed in contradistinction to _vear- those, by whom, to so great an extent as has
in9, is "communication." Under this word been seen, it has been left unemployed ?
communication, is not assertion -- statement Obligatory or unobligatory, useful or unuse-

narrative, -- whichsover be the name given ful, the practice at present maintained in rela-
to that application of the faculty of discourse tion to it will in either ease be indefensible.
which is most in use ; -- is it not still more
obviously and necessarily included, than any SECTION14.
such comparatively rare application as is made Sueeedanea -- True Securities substitutible to
by what is called promise, entjagement -- dell- this false one.
berate and solemn engagement ?

The words of James--wilt they be aeknow- MaNDAClTY is an instrument applicable to
lodged as the words of Jesus, or as conform- the purpose of every wrong. Punished in
able to and explanatory of the meaning of the any one instance, why should it be left un-
words of Jesus? " But above all things, my punished in any other ? Punished, in the
brethren," says that apostle (v. 12,) "swear character of an instrument of delinquency
not: neither by heaven, neither by the earth, employed in the commission, perpetrated or
neither by any other oath: but let your yea attempted, of an offence,- in what propor-
be yea, and your nay, nay, lest ye l_all into titre should it be punished but according to
condemnation " the nature of the offence ?

On either of these occasions respectively, Should the prevention of wrongs_should
did Jesus--did James- explain, and say- the prevention of offences- be purposely
"on a judicial occasion, or for a judicial pur- left to accident ? Then, to the prevention
pose, swear as much as you will, jbr in such of wrongs, in the commission of which men-
case swearing is not swearing?" On the day dacity has been or would be employed as an
when this letter was written by"James. had instrument, the application of punishment
such been the meaning of his master, was it should be purposely left, as at present, to
not high time fi_r the disciple to have made accident.
known as much? Mendaci_. is not an uniform offence : it

On this ground stands the system, by which, changes its colour according to the nature and
on pretence of Christianity, Christians in such substance of the offence to which it is ren-
nmlfitndes, together with all such other per- dered or endeavoured to be rer_dered subser-
sons, to whom it may happen to stand in need vient. Mendacity, employed in drawing down
of their testimony, are thrust out of the pro- upon an innocent head the destroying sword
tection of the law of that branch of it, of justice, is murder : murder, encompassed
vlz. the penal, on which alone men are alto- with all its correspondent terror. ,_[endaeitq,
tether dependent for whatsoever protection employed in the obtainment of money, is but
is afforded to them against the most grievous depredation. Yet, while predators/mendacity
of the injuries to which man's nature is ex- is punished with death, the punishment for
posed, the murderous mendacity is in comparison but

All this while, -- without any the smallest a flea-bite.*
innovation upon Chureh-o['-Englandism--up- The principle being admitted, the applies-
on that system, in comparisou of which all tion presents no difficulty. By apt description,
perceptible happiness and unhappiness is as performed in and by one all-comprehensive
dust upon the balance-- without any such rule or short series of rules, the punishment
horrible and impracticable temerity (will men destined tbr mendacity might, without diffi-
believe as much when they see it with their eulty, be attached to it, in every case in which
own eyes ?) -- the practice of administering testimony comes to be received for any legal
oaths might be abolished. No : not indeed, purpose : -- in every case, those included, in
if so it were, that, by any one of the thirty- which, under the existing system, it would
nine articles, the practice is enjoined: but on be thought fit to employ, ibr the purpose,
the contrary, so it is, that, by the only article the ceremony of an oath.
which has any application to the subject, what For any warl_ing, that might be thought
is declared is--not the obligatoriness--but requisite to be given,- given, viz. by the
merely the lan:fulness, of employing this in- denuneiation of the eventual punishment, as
strument. The lawfulness ? Yes. Lawful at present by the ceremony, -- for any such
then let it be: at any rate, so as the practice
of employing it be done away, the dactrine * When will the language of truth be the
concerning iis lawfi_luess, taking the word [ language of law and office? When mendacity is[ punished by the House of Commons, it is pu-
lawfulness in a religious sense, may without [ nished as a cow,tempt: never as anythin 6 but a
much mischief remain unquestioned and un- I contempt: always as a contempt:- wnen, so
disturbed. [ frequently_ not contempt but fea_"is the cause

If so it really were, that in all testimonial | by which it is known to have I_eenproduced.
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warning, ma_stracy _ public .functionary _ cepts of Jesus, -- to that one which may per-
there needs none. With or without reference haps be stated as being the most pointed and
to those denunciations, of which so strong specific of all the precepts of Jesus,- how
and ample a provision is to be found in the happens it, it may be asked, that, under a re-
sacred books, --a forrautaru being provided ligion calling itself the religion of Jesus, the
by the legislator, for pointing out the punish- use made of this ceremony should have been
ment to the notice of the person in whose so abundant?
testimony he had an interest, any the hum- After what has been said, the answer to
blest individual would not be less competent this questlen will surely not be thought to lie
than the highest-seated magistrate, very deep.

Judicature. grounded on testiinony, de]i- In the case of this as of other institutions,
vered before mutually chosen arhitrators sit- the final cause must be to be looked for, in
ring in the seat of natural procedure, might in the particular interests of those _, whom they
this case, and, if not purposely debarred from were set on foot.
it, would--receive that adoption, whidl at In so far as, on the occasion of the appll-
present is in e_reetrefused to it.--granted but cation made of it, the institution happened to
in pretence, be favourable to the general interest of the

For the eventual punishment to attach, -- community, in so far the operation and effect
and, for that purpose, to distinguish legal of it was beneficial : -- in so far as--the
investigation from simple conversation,- a particular interest being repugnant to the
short formulary might be pre-appointed, general interest-- the general interest was

Not that at present, under the existing sacrificed to it, the operation and effect of the
system, any such tutelary caution is provided, institution was pernicious.
For mendacity employed to no worse par- What hashadplaceintheinstaneeofother
pose than fraudulent and unterrific depreda- institutions, may perhaps have had place in
riga, mendacity is in various eases, and with- this ;--viz. that at their origin the balance
out any such warning, punished with death : of their effect has been on the side opposite
witness personatwn ; witness, in an infinitely to that on which it has come to be meter-
diversified set of instances, .fi_rgery. wards : at its origin, -- being employed --

In the state of things thus ventured to be though in itself an evil -- as an instrument,
proposed, another amendment much wanted and perhaps a necessary one, to the combat-
might be made with as little difficulty. False- ing of still greater evils, _ it may have been
hood, though not accompanied with that eril productive of a quantity of good, which, upon
eonsciou,ness which in common speech gives the cessation of these greater evils, has come
it the epithet of wilful, --which in one word to cease.
gives it the name of mendacity, and, if pre- On the occasion of the question concerning
ceded by the ceremony, the name of perjury, the effects, good and bad, of the use made
-- might, if accompanied with blame in an- of this instrument, there are two distingtti_h-
other shape--in a shape, in which, in the able states, in which society requires to be
language of the Roman school, blame, on the considered : riz. a barbarous state, and a corn-
occasion of whatsoever mode of delinquency paratively civilized state. In the barbarotm
imputable, receives, and not unaptly, the state, that is, until a certain degree ofcivili-
name of temerzty,- might be subjected to zation has taken place, it may probably be
punishment, according to the degree of blame, impossible to determine, to any tolerable de-

At .present, under the system of oaths and gree of certainty, whether the goodor the eml
perjuries, rots-statement, from whatsoever were predominant :tbe chances may perhaps
cause -- mis-stat ement, in what degree soever be found even in favour of the good: -- while,
mischievous and blameable -- is either per- in the civilized state, the good effects being
jury or nothing. What is the consequence ? altogether or nearly evanescent, the evil
That, where it has not been accompanied as above, be found preponderant in the lm-
with that evil consciousness, but has been lance, if not alone.
accompanied with temerity -- with that heat In the early and barbarous state of the
and passion by which adequate reflection has species, anterior consequently to the days of
been excluded,--it is either, under the name history,--take any number of human being_,
of perjury, punished on a false ground and to connected by no other ties than those of el-
excess, or-- what is more common and not cinity -- could they or could they not have
less pernicious-- left unpunished at least, if been knit together in the bonds of political
not successful and triumphant, society, and thence gifted with a till then un-

experienced degree of security, witho_a the
SEeTIo_ 15. aid of this or other kindred instruments ?

If not, the preponderance on the side of uti-
Cause and Origin of the Practice in rcffar_l tity seems to be out of the reach of dispute.to Oaths.

Among the ancient Greeks, great and vm,.
THvs repu/_mant to one of the plainest pre- riouswas the use made ofoath_ among the
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Athenians, more regard was supposed to be barous tyranny and lawless despotism. In
paid to them than in other paris of Greece. such a state of things, imposture and super°
By Theseus, the scattered population of At- stition--on the part of a priesthood impos-
tics was, for the first time, brought to that ture, onthe part ofthepeoplethat superstition
degree of union, and into those habits of sub- on which imposture must always depend fbr
mission, by which political power and regular its success-- may, if evils, be necessary evils-.
government are composed. In the produc- necessary evils, and, with reference to the
tion of this effect, the instrument in question disease, remedies ; with reference to the ira-
would naturally be employed. Could the ef pending calamity, blessings.
feet have been at all, or eq,ally well, produced Take the case of Jephthah. In the _aercd
without it ? history, the collection of facts actually re-

In the hands of the prie._t, supernatural ported is not ample enough for the present
hopes and tears have sometimes been era- purpose. But, for the purpose of argument,
ployed, on the formation of society, in bridling they afford a ground ample enough to serve
and leading the passions of the multitude -- as a basis, upon which, for the purpose of ar-
sometimes, in a society already formed under gument, suppo_-itions may be applied.
the military leader, in the bridling of h_s des- The facts are -- that being commander-hl-
potism, chief of the army of the Jews who were at

Suppose a case, in which, by the direction war with the Ammonites, he vowed a vow
given to the_Jree of the community, the peare _ that, in case of his coming off victorious,
and welfare of the community would, but for he would, in the way of sacrifice, put to death
some such principle of restraint, be destroyed, the first living object that should present
--in such case, let any such principle present itself to him on his first visit to his own
itself and come into action, here-- although home. That first ohj oct was his only daughter,
the nature of it be such as to rank it under and accordingly put to death she was."
the denomination of fraud, deceit, imposture Let this, then, be the supposition. JephthMl
--the preservation of the community may, in was the military leader : in that quahty, hi._
this restraining principle, how sinister soever power was exercised in a manner dangerous to
in its nature, find it._ cause, public liberty. In the influence of the priest-

Suppose an infant iu the cradle, -- and a hood he beheld a rival power : in that power,
madman, with a sword in his hand, about to his own power felt a check, and that a saiu-
destroy it : if, by any representation, thougb tary one. The form and ceremony of an oalh
it be false, the hand of the madman can be hadallaloogbeen aninstrumentintheirhands:
staid, --as for instance, that an angel with a on the observation he had made of the effi-
flaming sword is about to smite tlm madman, clency of it on other oecaAons, was grounded
--here the mischief, which inilt-directedfi,ree the application he thought fit to make of it
would have humd its efficient cause, finds in in this. In the utterance given to this his
fraud its preventive, oath, what he had in view thus evenhmlly

Next to the evils of anarchy, m'e the evils to deal with, was neither more nor less than
of despotism. Poliiieal society once formed, the first that should happen to present itself,
despotism is the predominant disease, to the of the animals ordinarily employed on the oc-
attacks of which it remains continually ex- caslon of sacrifice : for, though m the practice
posed. Despotism or misrule has place, in so of employing human creatures on this oeca-
far as the fbrce of the whole is, for the benefit sion for victims, there was not to the people
of the one or the .few, employed in a manner over whom he presided anything new or even
mischievous to the many. very strange, -- and though their common

If fraud could never be employed but to ancestor Isaac would by his father have been
the promotion of happiness, fraud would not thus dealt with, and the whole race thus ex-
be vice but virtue, tinguished ; yet so it was, that no such thing

In its own nature, fi'aud is eqnalty capable was in his thoughts : least of all had he any
of being employed on the side of force -- of such intention as that, of all human beings, his
despotic force, -- as an instrument in the own daughter, his only child, should be thus
hands of force, -- or on a side opposed to it. dealt with. Unfortunately for the father and
Employed by force, or on the same side, it the daughter, such was the looseness of the

is an instrument of evil. But if so employed, * To certaindivines, this anecdote has not been
--employed in such direction and manner, as an acceptable one: the sort of ingenuity, which
to oppose, with more or less effect, the mis- has applied itself to so many other reported facts
chief that would otherwise be done by force, and doctrines_ has accordingly applied itself to
-- in a word, to serve as a check to misap- this incident: endeavours have been emplayed to
plied force,-- in this way it may be an instru- explain it away. But if in this part the saceed
ment of good. volume is not dear enough to be depended upon,

neither can it be in antvother: instead of a guid-
In the society in question -- in the hands ante, the whole of it Is but a snare. He '" did

in question, the effect of military force un- with her according to his vo_f' viz. "offer 'j
checked would be (.let it be supposed) a bar- her " up for a burnt-offering."
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expression employed, or at least said to have efficient or final cause, and the upholders and
been employed by him, in the utterance of employers of it their motive for thus uphold-
the oath or vow, that human beings were not ing and emphiying it.
excluded by it. In many cases, in the supposition of the

_hen the time came for fulfihnent, his en- event is involved that of the antecedence of
deavours were of course applied to the causing its opposite. Relaxation supposes restriction:
that sense to be put upon the oath, by which condescension supposes pride.
the dictates of humanity would have been Prohibition forms the necessary antecedent
conformed to, and his own affliction spared, to, and ground of, licence : and when, to pro-
But, in an incident thus tragical and impres- fitable prohihition, profitable licence is added,
sire, the priesthood beheld an opportunity the produce of misrule is doubled.
too favourable to be suffered to pass anita- There are two modes of culture in which
proved : an opportunity of giving the ntmost the produce of licence may be reaped : -- the
possible deglee of force and efficiency to an general and the particular--the wt*olesale
instrument the mat_agemcnt of which was in and the retail mode.
their hands. As to the wholesale mode, in its application

The power thtls possessed by them, and to mendactty, its variations have been already
employed, was it, or was it not, with ret_. shown,viz, ondssion and explanation : forbear-
rence to the ag_gregate interest of the corn- ing to apply the security to this or that class
inanity in question-- the Jewish nation at the of eases, and explaining it away when applied.
time in question -- a beneficial one ? The special or particular mode consists in

For a categorical answer to this question, the grantb,g of s'pecial licences under the name
no sufficient data are to be found, of dlspen._ations : --grantingtbem avowedly,

Of a hypothetical answer, tim difficulty is not covertlyand indirectly, as in those other
not equally great, cases.

The time was a timc of war-- a time dining The use derived, in this shape, from the
which, the earlier and less experienced the system of oaths and met_dacity-ticences, or
state of society is, the less distinctly does the perfidy-licences, by the Church of Rome, es-
authority of'a commander-in-chief differ from pecially in times antecedent to that successful
a despotism. In this state of things, the au- revolt against its authority which has obtained
tboritv of Jephth:_h, did it stand in need of a the name of the Rebrormatiz,n, is sufficiently
check'? The sort of check which the priest- notorious. By the ceremony of an oath, obli-
hood were able and disposed to apply, was it gation applicable to any purpose was created:
upon the whole a salutary one ? Both qucs- by a dispensation granted by the head of the
tions determined in the affirmative, the price church, an obligation thus contracted was,
paid for the keeping of this check in order for the benefit of any person to whom on any
and repair- that price, great as it was, was terms it pleased the holy father to concede
not perhaps too great. One individual--the the indulgence, done away.
t:_ther -- afflicted : another individual-- the It was on the occasion of the dispeT_sation

daughter-- sent out of the reach of affliction ; more partictflarly, that the power of the spi-
-- what are these evils, in comparison of those ritnal ruler was most immediately profitable
of a course of unbridled and tyrannically ex- and most conspicum_s. In the creation of the
ercised despotism, or of civil war, its desperate obligation, the tying of the knot was the ope-
and perhaps still more afflictive remedy ? ration of a pre-arranged raachinery : the part

Thus much for Jephthah, and for the up- taken in the operation by the manager, con.
plication made of the ceremony in his case. sistcd in nothing more than watching over it,
Upon the whole, whatsoever it might have keeping it in order, and keeping it clear of
been in times thus remote and different from obstructions.

the present, for a long time past its effects The dissolution of the obligation --the dis-
may surely, without any considerable error, be pensatioa -- was a work that could not be
set down as altogether on the side of evil. performed bug as it were by hand: on no oe-

To the purpose of being employed as ase- casion could it be performed, unless, on that
entity against transgression in any shape, and same occasion, it" not the mind, the hand at
in the shape of mendacity in particular, it is least of the manager were employed in the
--for so it has above been shown to be- execution of it.
altogether needless. At the time of the Reformation, when

Its effects, then, are purely on the side of men's eyes had begun to open themselves,
evil. Of evil it is, as hath been already seen, this power of dispensation became too da-
na instcoment, in a variety of ways : and it grantly mischievous to be retained by any
is--if not in a direct way, in the evil of which priesthood that had revolted _kom that of

it has been productive, at least in an indirect i Rome. The days were now over, when, byway, in the good which the ruling few have , the power _fthe keys, treaties might be made

contrived to extract out of that evil- that t and dissolved- kingdoms given and taken
the use made of this instrument has found its i back-- war kindled -- and peace sold.
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By the Church-of-EnglandpriesthooditI--will alwaysbe to be foundin the patti-
was accordingly,withwhatsoeverreluctance,Icolorinterest,realorsupposed,oftheru//_g
alongg_th so many otherof thepowersof ifew.
theRomish priesthood,givenup. By I_md, I Of theinstitutionhereinquestion,atthe
asthecrown by Cromwell,the cardinal'shat Itimeof itscreation,theeffectsmay -- upon
was refused.The power ofdispensationin Ithebalance,ashathbeenseen-- havebeen
thegross--thepower of explanationwas all eithergood orbad,-- itisscarcepossibleto
thatwas byLaud'spower retained; retainedsaywhich.But,thosetimeshavingbeenIoog
accordinglyitwas,and in what manner re-fsincepassed,thequestionnow is--notwhe-

rainedand employed,hasbeenseenabove. Itheritshallbe seton .foot,but whetherit

Intimepast,andthenceintimepresent-- shallbepreserved:theusenow made of_t_
the cause, _nat or e_cient, of whatsoever is the support still given to it-- these are the
at any timefound established, -- be it bene- subjects which call for consideration in this
fieial, be it pernicious, to the subject many, our time.

APPENDIX.

L Among tl_e Rulers of the University of Ox- as intended to be here subjoined, for the put-
ford, Perjury universal and constant, as pose of bringing to view the contents of that
declared in and by an Explanation, given document, in so far as material to the present
by themselves, in their own Statutes --its purpose. In the original, the fbllowing are
Jesuitical style, the terms of it : annexed to it is a transla-

Is page 212, in speaking of the rulers of the tion, in the penning of which, polish being
considered as falsification, the most scrupulous

University of Oxford, mention being made fidelity has l_een observed. Misrepresenta-
of a document, in and by which the guilt oI tion pro tanto would have been the result, if,
perjury is in an especial manoer declared to anywhere, in place of that which is, anything,
attach, upon every person who shall comport of which it were supposed that it raight better
himself in the manner therein described ; -- have been, had been substituted.
the same beinga manner, in which, to his own
knowledge and in the sight of the whole po- 2V.B. Of this document a cop)- is contained
pulation of that city and its university, every in every edition of that extract from the body
such person does continually comport him- of the University Statutes which is put into
self;--an extract is thereupon announced, the hands of every member at his entrance.

EYIINOMI:_, APPENDIX TO THE LAWS,

Sou Explanatio Juramenti quod de Observan- Or Explanation of the Oath, which concern-
dis Statutis Universitatis a singulis pr_esta- ing the Observance of the University Sta-

tutes is by each person wont to be taken :
ri solet : quatenus, scilicet, seu quousque
obligare jurantes censendum sit. how far, to wit, or to what extent, it is to

be regarded as obligatory on the swearers.

Quoniam aliis restrictior et morosior, aliis Forasmuch as in some men Conscience is
eontra, laxior et diseinctior est Conseientia ; more strict and morose, in others more lax
illi levissimos quosque lapsus suns calumnlari and loosely girded ; the former are born to
nati aunt, et sese non s_epius immorigeros, calumniate every the slightest of their own
quam perjuros ease arbitrantur ; hi quoscun- transgressions, and regard themselves as not
que legum nexus, jurisjurandi religionera , more unfrequently unobsequious than per-
conscientim ]aqueos, strophis suis eludere sa- jnred; the latter strive by their quibbles to
tagunt : et ipsi sibi palpum obtrudunt : non elude all legal ties whatsoever, the religion of
abs re fore visum cat explicate, quatenus sea an oath, the nets of conscience, and them-
quousque jurisjurandi, de Statutis brnirersi- selves put a cheat upon themselves : it seemed
tarts observandis prvestiti, religione teneri seu to be not beside the purpose to explain to
obligari singulos censendum sit; in eoque tale what length or how far each person ought to
temperamentum sequi, he, vel durius inter- be considered as holden or bound by the re-
pretando, ilhs crucem figere ; vel benignius, ligion of the oath, taken, touching the obser-
his fibulam laxare videamur, vance of the Statutes of the University; and

therein to follow such a temperament, that,
neither by too hardly interpreting it, we may
appear to fasten a cross upon the one ; nor by
too benignly, to unbutton a button for the
other.
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QIm in re, hoc imprlmis atte-dendum est ; Wherein this is in the first place to be at-
verbis statutorum, in qu_e jurejurando qdis tended to ; that by the words of those _ta-
adigitar, seasum genuinum, ut et obligationi tutes, in which any one is made to take an
sive vinculojuramenti, modum ae mensuram oath, the genuine sense, as also the mode
pr_estitui seu prescribi a mente et intendone, arid measure of and to the obligation or tie
sou pr_estantJs, sed exigentis juramentum ; of the oath, is applied or prescribed by the
scilicet ipsius leglslatoris. Neulu* enim _i mind and intention, not of him by whom the
qais inter jurandum, verbis, in qu_e jureju- oath is taken, but of him by whom it is
rando adigitur, sensum affingat alienum ab exacted ; to wit, of the legislator himself.
co, quem legislatori propositmn fuisse, ipsi For neither if any one in swearing, affixeth
juranti persuasmn, aIiasve verisimile est (hoc to the words in which he is made to swear,
est, hujusmodi scnsum qui desidim vei r,Oeor- a sense foreign to that of which he the
dim t_aveat, quire disciplince Academicce nut swearer is persuaded, or an other grotmds it
morum honestati repugnet) co ipso :b_e_,7, is probable that. it was that which was in-
ilium, nut statutis vel jurisjurandi retigioni tended by the legislator (that is to say, such
satisfacere putandum est ; sedum jurisjurandi a sense as is favourable to indolence or indif-
religione exolutum ut putet se qdis, si ad terence, or repugnant to academic discipline
jurandum animum afferat, non obligandi seip- or moral rectitude,) is it to be thought that
sum, scd in nudo verhorum cortice sistendi: he swears rightly, or satisfies the statutes or
neque poetieum illud _¢_,_.;=_ remedium, seu the religion of an oath ; nor yet. let any one
verms colludimn -- Lu_gua juravi, mentem think himseff released from the religious ob-
injurutam gero, -- homini Chrlstiano satisfa- hgation of an oath, if to the act of swearing
cere aut potest, nut debet, eo ipso a perjurii he brings the intention, not of binding him-
erimine excusatum reputare se ut debeat., self, but of stopping at the bare bark of the
Quoniam ig.tur mensurt_ obligationis, seu vin- words : for that poetic rem_y, or rather
cult juramenti, ab intentione legislatoris prm- shuffleboard to wrong-swearing--Sworn is
eipue pendet, oper_e pretium utique fimrit, my tongue, but unsworn is my mind-- neither
singulo_ mentem ac inteutioncm leF'islatoris can nor ought to satisfy a Christian man, in
perspectam et exploratam habere; qualis set- such sort that he ought to repute himself
licet qnaliumque statutorum lransgressio, ju- thereby excused from the crime of perjury.
ratos ad urania statuta promiscub observanda Foratmuch, therefore, as the measure of the
perjurio involvat, obligation, or tic of an oath, depends chiefly

on the intention of the legislator, it would
verily he worth the labour that all person*
should have held the mind and intention of
the legislator welt seen through mid explored;
to wit, of what sort, and of what sort of sta-
tutes, the transgression involves in perjury
those who are sworn to the promiscuous ob-
servance of all the statutes.

_rntenditur igit_r pcrjurlo se obllgare, Aceordin!_lg, what is understood is_ that
those men bind themselves in perjury,

Primb, delinquentes...&e. First, who...&c.
Secund5, delinquentes...&e. Secondly, who...&e.
Tertib, qui... &c. Thirdly, who... &c.
Quoad alia vero delieta ; si statutorum But as to other trmt-_gressions ; ifeor,_empt

pcenarumvecontemptus, et era_,sa obstinataque of statutes and punishment,, mid gross and
negligentia abfuerit, delinquentes, si pcenis obstinate negligence, are out of the ease, de-
per statuta sancltis, allasve arbitrariis se sub- linquents, if they shall have submitted them-
miserint, jm'i_]urandi relia_onem telnerasse selves to the punishments appointed by the
minlm_ eenscndi sunt. Magistratibus dcui- statutes, or otherwise to such as are arbi-
que, prout major eis debetur reverentia, quhm trary, are by no means to be deemed to have
ut pmals pa,sim intcutatis eoerceri ipsos et violated the religion of an oath. Lastly, on
in ordinem eogi par sit, ita major conselentice _naaistrates. according as to them greater re-
obtigatio incumbit ; utpote qni non solum ea verenee is due, than that it should be right;
qu_e sui muneris sunt fideliter administrate ; that they should be coerced and kept in order
ver/lm etiam, ut alli omnes suis officiis ftm- by such punishments as are all along threat-
gantur, sedul5 curare tenentur. Neque tureen ened ; ._) is a greater obligation of conscience
cos, ubicunque officiis snis defuerint, perjurio incumbent ; to _4t, as being they who are
protenus se obligare intenditur. Verfim quo- bound not only faithfidly to administer those
siam ipsorum fidei statutornm custodia et things which belong to their functions ; but
tutela concredita est, si ( quod absit) per also diligently to take care that all others do
negligentiam nut soeordiam suam statuta perform their respective duties. Nor yet is
qu_eeanque inusu ac desuetudine exotcseere, it understood, that they, as often as they shall

VoL. V. P
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et tacite quasi abrogari patiantur, ipsos etiam have been wanting to their duties, do alto.
fidei violat_e ac perjurii teneri deeernimus, gether bind themselves in perjury. But for-

asmuch as to their fidelity is intrusted the
keeping and guardianship of the statutes, if
(far be it from them !) they suffer through
their own negligence or indifference any sta-
tutes whatsoever to be rendered obsolete by
non-use or desuetude, and tacitly as it w_e
to be abrogated, them also do we declare to
be bound in the bonds of violated faith and
perjury.

These "magistratus"--these perjurers in out, and passing over it, in the manner that
grain -- these ipso facto convicted and thus has been seen, the sponge of dispensation, the
placarded perjurers, -- who are they ?-- The instant it came to view.
reverend the vice-chancellor _ the reverend
the heads of houses--the reverend and non-
reverend,but for the most part reverend, mas- II. The Manufacture of Perjury persevered
ters of arts, and other the graduates of higher in, and the produce repeated_ augmented,
degrees, being members of the house of con. _ with open eyes, and in spite of remon.
yregation and of the house of convocation strances.
respectively : -- for of these is the legislative
body composed. The reverend the viee-chan- In pages 211 and 212, the determination to
,:ellor--the reverend the proctors and pro- persevere in a course of universal and con-
proctors, all for the time being-- yea, and tinual perjury, and the habit of enduring the
within the precincts, logical and geographical, reproach of it without flinching, rather than
of their respective jurisdictions, the reverend acknowledge, on the part of this eldest daugh-
the heads of houses, with their respective ter of Holy Mother Church, the possibility
local subordinates : -- for of these is the exe- of error, are mentioned as among the areana
eutive body composed, imperil, inviolably observed in and by that

Qu_ere as to the noble the chancellor, and closest of aristocracies-- the government of
the noble the high steward? Upon their re- the University of Oxford. If of so undeniable
spective installations, or whatsoever else be a proposition any further proof be requisite,
the term, _ by them respectively _snot some it may be viewed in abundance in the course
such oath taken ? -- for are not they too "ma pursued by that government in the field of
gi_ratus _" legislation for these last fifty or sixty years.

On the occasion of the Catholic question, Revision, not unfrequent : -- revision of this
an apprehension, lest, in the breasts of some, very title, samples of which have here been
or many, or all of the religiooists of that per- brought to view : -- Revision, but with what
suasion, the ceremony of an oath should not effect ? with what view ? Never _dth any
always operate with sufficient power _lest such effect or view as that of taking anything
in the person of the Pope, notwithstanding from the number of their perjuries ; not un-
their protestationsto the contrary, they should frequently with the effect at least of adding
upon occasion seek and find a power, willing, to it.
and in their opinion able, to exempt tbem At the time of matriculatlon--such is the
from the obligation of it ; _ an apprehension technical term by which admission into the
to some such effect was, on the part of many body of the university is there designated--
if not all these reverend persons, among the under the title of Pareebol_e sire Excerpta
reasons assigned ibr the wish to see, now Corpore Statutorum Universitatis Oxoniensis,
and for ever, or thereabouts, still withholden in usum Juventutis Aeademic_e, an abstract of
from between a fourth and a fifth part of the the University Statutes, containing such of
population of the two islands, the common them as it is thought fit that a person who is
rights of subjects. The obligation of an oath not a member of the governing body should
to be done away at pleasure by an old priest, be acquainted with, is put into his hands. It
in or out of prison, upon the continent! as forms a well-filled 12too volume: eontainlng
if in the bosom of every one of these reverend in the edition of 1756, 254; in the edition of
persons, by whom the sincere milk of the 1794 (put into my hands within this seven
word has been sucked from the breast of Holy months as the latest edition,) 261 pages.
Mother, there sat not, in the character of a In Title XV. De morilms eonformandis,
perpetual Pope, with a sponge in his hand, (being the title from which extracts are here
the image of archbishop and university-legis, given, as above,) in the edition of 1756 the
lator Laud, constantly sitting and constantly number of sections is 14; in the edition of
at work, watching each perjury as it peeped 1794, 16.
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Whence comes this variance? The ca_e petually inflowlng stream of perjury? Is it
is this: Between the date of the former edi- through inadvertence? No: but because,
tion and that of the latter, two statutes-- of in regularly reverend and right reverend, not
the number of those w_ch it was thought to speak of honourable and noble, eyes, if
tlt to make known to the individuals whose per/ury be a bad sin, innovation is still worse:
conduct was to be governed, and whose fate --innovation, in which is included the re-
was to be determined by them -- two univer- moral of evil, in every shape in which it
sally promulgated, besides seven or eight exists at present; innovation, in the exdu.
secret or partially promulgated statutes, of sion of which is included the perpetuation of
which presently -- had been passed, abuse, in every shape in which, at the expense

In the edition of 1794, between § 5, De of the subject runny, profit is derived from it
cenopohis, &c., and § 6, De nocturn,_ vaga- by the ruling few _--an exclusion, in which
twneTeprimen&'z, isaccordinglyinsertedasec- may be seen a fundamental _ and not the less
tion intituled De vehicuhs (a section against so for being so carefully locked up in the eha-
Phaetons) which, being §6, changes the num- racter of a secret--article, in the only
bet of that which fallows next to it, viz. that " alliance" ever spoken of that was not purely
.De nocturnal vagatione reprimend[t, and makes imaginary, - between Ch_rch and State."
it, instead of § 6, as in the above-mentioned Thus far as to the additions made to the
earlier edition', § 7. subject-matter of these oaths: now as to the

Lastly, at the end of this same title is more- additions made to the list of the oaths them-
over inserted an additional sectwn, intitulcd seh'es. While all existing oaths continued
1)e reprimendis snmptibus non Academiczs to be thus dealt with, fresh batches of the
and which accordingly is numbered § 16, as same species of pie-crust have continued to be
will be seen presently: the day on which it issned out i_om the same sacred oven. May
passed is 16th December 1785. 1st, 1800, a new system of examination insti-

In the manual in question, viz. in the edition tuted (examination for degrees :) and the effi-
of 1794, of neither of these additions is any ciency declared to be rested upon the strength
intimation given ; neither by mention made of of this perpetually broken reed. " Tit. ix,
their respective dates, nor otherwise. Sect. ii. 29eExaminandis Graduum Candida-

But in this same interval, at various times tis : § l. De Examinatoribus designandis et
nine or ten in the whole, the body of the sta- Juramento onerandis per Seniorem Procura.
tutes had been taken in hand for the purpose torero."
of amendment ; each time in the form of sim- Sometime in the year 1807, as may be in.
ple addition : in no one instance in the form ferred from the context (for there appears no
of simple repeal: and, since the date (1794) date to it,) comes another statute with the
of the above-mentioned latest edition, reckon- same title, repealing, hut immediately in part
ing to the present time (March 1813) it has re-enacting, that solately preceding one: in-
undergoneamendmentinfourotherinstances, novating in this mode for the firsttime, and
of which presently, then no otherwise than upon a recent inno-

Of the interpolated section De vehieulis, ration : the first statute, as far as appears, by
I have not been able to learn the precise date. which, since the days of Laud, so much as a
In the series of statutes at large the date, single atom of the once-consecrated mass was
of the earliest which my inquiries have sue- ever done away. By the same reverend hands,
eeeded in obtaining, is 26th November 1767; the same load is now carefully reimposed on
of the latest, 22d June 1808 : the series as far the same reverend shoulders. With what de-
as it extends being put into my hands as agree of pressure and effect would any man be
perfect one ; and in this series, no statute to curious enough to calculate ?-- the data lie
that effect, or on that subject, is to be found, before him as above.
The time at which it passed must therefore Moreover, though without any such idea
have been sometime between some part of stated as that of load or burthen, oaths have
the year 1756 and the 26th November 1767, all along been sprinkled in on other occasions,
as above., and in other places, in and by the series of

Thus often has this same code passed under statutes, 13 or 14 in number, passed in the
review, interval between 1756 and 1818.

To what cause, then, is the country in- Thus much for revisions and enactments.
debted for this continually open exhibitaon ? Now as to representations and remonstrances.
_an enormous and multifarious mass of per- In a book published by a reverend divine
petuaUy violated regulations, together with (Vieesimus Knox,) then late a fellow of one
the oath by which obedience is promised to of the colleges in this same seat of piety and
them, all left, standing, --standing together perjury--a book of which an edition pub-
for so many successive ages, -- impregnating fished so long ago as the year 1789 was the
the whole population of this seat and source tenth,_a book which accordingly has had tt
of Church-of-England religion, and from greater currency (and thus under the very
thence that of the whole country, with a per- eye_ of the reverend rulers in queltion) than
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perhaps ever fell to the lot of any book in being herself the el_urcl_, yea and more than
which, in this or any other country, the sub- the church -- was not only herself infallible,
ject of education ha, been touched upon- is but the cause that infallibility was in them.
inserted a letter to the then chancellor, Lord Of the assumption of this attribute follows
/North, proposing a plan of reform, in which one proof out of a thousand : if, in such a
the species of perjury here in question forms matter, words are less conclusively probat|_e
the subject of the first article, than deeds, -- yet, in such a matter, neither

In holding up to view the universality, the are words without their value.
constancy, the notoriety of this sin, together Anno 1584 : "Notwithstanding the charge
with the perfect consciousness of it in the of late given by your ttighness," says Arch-
minds of the reverend persons who_ lives bishop l_7Ht_]ift,in aletter tothe queen, dated
were passed in the commission of it. are era- the 24th of March in that year--" notwith-
ployed in different parts of this his work, standing the charge of late given by your
directly or indirectly, no fi.,wer than 54 out Hicjh_wss to the lower House of Parliament,
of its 727 pages, fur dealing in the canon of the church ; albeit

In the representations thus made by Mr. also, according to your bIajesty's good liking,
Knox, are inelmlcd others of the same ten- we have sent down order .... yet have they
dency, which at different periods had been passed a bill in that house touching that mat-
made by three other writers : vlz. in 1721, by ter ; .... they have also passed a bill ....
Mr. Amhurst, under the title of Terrw Ftl_l._, contrary to the old canons continually oh-
in an anonymous periodical publication, re- served among us, aud containing matter which
printed in 2 vols. l'2mo, in 1726: in 1725, by tendeth to the slander of this Church, as hay-
the Rev. Dr. Newton, Principal of Hart Hall, ing hitherto ntaintalned an error."*
afterwards Hertfor_l College, Oxford, in a To impute to this assemblage of constantly-
tract intituled UnlverMty Educatit,n, 8vo, corrupted and despot-ridden churchmen--
pp. 209; and, in a year not specified, by R. corrupted by hope of preferment, corrupted
Davies, M.D. of Queen's College, Cambridge, by dread of arbitrary and perpetually-impend-
in a letter to the Re_'. Dr. Stephen ttales, the ing deprivation, with ruin arzd either banish-
natural philosopher, ment or death at the end of it,--to such a

That remonstrance, though from a conse- set of men. at a time, too, when reason had
crated hand, baying been productive of no but.lust begun fo recover the use of her timbs,
other fruit than thar of exposing the reverend -- the fact of having maintained an error
personsin questionto a sort of censure, which so much as one single error--this a slander!
being rather a passport than an obstruction a slander, when coming from the mouth of
to preferment, is of c_mrse to such persons a parliament I This Church ! what church ?-
source rather of satisfaction than of uneasi- The very church which, after having so lately
hess, the present attempt by a lay hand can- revolted from her ancient mother the Church
not, howsoever fruitless, be charged with be- (f Roche, was, at that very time, and in re-
ing needless, lation to these very point% in a state of se-

paration from perhaps all her sister churches
--from all other Protestant churches---and,

III. The principle of Infallibility adhered to at this very time, herself in a state of con-
and acted upon to the last. tinual, and not as yet completed, change.

In the very facility of making this change,
In pagesfrom 2l 0 to 212, in.fallibility is men- by the same most reverend person is an ar-

¢ioned as being among the attributes bestow- gumen? found, for the putting an end for ever
ed upon herself by the English Holy Mother to all pretensions so unsuitable to the limited,
Church, and accordingly acknowledged, and and continually, so it were quietly, reducible,
worshipped, arid shared'in, by the academic authority of an English parliament.
trart of her metaphorical progeny. To the eye " If it pass by parliament," s_ays he, " it
which, either in the memorials of the puritan cannot hereafter but in parliament be altered
Neale, or in those of the orthodox and highly ! ... whereas, if it is but as a canon from us,
favoured Strype, can endure to look into it, by your Majesty's authority, it may be ob-
the whole history of the spiritual branch of served or altered at pleasure."
the reign of Elizabeth is one continued body In this document we have one out ofa mul-
of evidence, concurring in the demonstration titude, in which, taken together, it may be
of this truth. Infallibility was the attribute seen how, ot this virgin queen and her little
of ibis church, under the governance of those black husband (so she was pleased to style
princes of this church, whose thrones were this her favourite archbishop,)_ it was the ac-
subordinate to the throne of the virgin queen, knowledged purpose, as well as practice, to

These holy men were themselves the church : * Strype's Life of Whitgifl, p. 198, in Neate,
and the royal mistress of their fives and for- § 457.
tunes --who could have expelled any of them "k Cotton's Life of Hooker, prefixed to his
for schism, or burnt any of them for heresy _ Eeeleslastical Polity, p. 23.
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persevere in a state of continual change, se- IV. Habitual Perjury of the University Ma.
cure of being as continually infallible, vistracy--further Proof of its IVilJhlness.

In theory, such a horror of change, -- and
at the same time, in intention as well as in While this last sheet is at the press, in
praetiee, so constant a state of change?--all comes the Oxford University Calendar for
this self-contradiction, howls it to be reeon- 1813, of I know not what series of numbem
oiled? The change was to go oil, till--under the first that ever happened to meet my
the name of Puritans, all those who, in mat- eye ; and in it I read (p. 8) the following
ters of religi_m, refused to change their beliet, passage : --
as well as practice, at the word of command, " For the better government of the U_iver*
as often as issued,-- and whose real crime was sity, there is also an Hr:_DOMADALM£ETINt_
the preferring a government by parliament to or a'tte HEADs OF Hot:st:s, who meet eve_T
a government without parliament,--were ex- __londay, and at other times when convened
tirpated : after which, unless fro"some equally by the Vice-Chancellor. This meeting con-
good reason, there was to be no change. And sistsof theVice-Chmlceltor, fiends of House_,
such exactly was the result. ! arid Proctors, who are empowered to de]J-

As the taws of the Medes and Persians, so _,berate upon all matters relating to the pre-
the laws called the Thirty-nine Artzclcs (cut ] servation of the privileges and liberties of
down as they were t'rom a greater number) ' the University, and to inquire into, and con.
remained unchanffcd. But above theone code, i sult respectinfj the due observance of statutes
as above the other, sat a despot, who, with and cu.*toms."
his sub-despots, kept the rule ot action-- I In the seven preceding pages maybe seen
the inforced and efficient rule of actlon-- viz. moreover a more detailed explmmtion of those
the will of those same despots--in a state of arrangements in the constitutional branch of
continual change, the law, whereby the principle of infallibility

So much for znfidlibilit_t, and the horror (f on the part of the legislature has been so sys-
innovation :--the'horror oiqnnovation, which, tematieally acted upon, and, in pursuance of

being interpreted, is-- the holylove of abuse, it, the property of immutability given to the
accompanied with the determination, by the body of the laws, and with it that of incorrio
blessing of providence, to give every prae- gibihty to the defects with which theyswarm,
tieable increase to it. and the vices which they generate.
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INTRODUCTION,

WRITTEN AUGUST 1823.

A $_oltT time before the date of this paper, a charge, delivered the 19th of November 1792_ to

a Middlesex Grand Jury, by Sir _Yilliam Ashhurst, then a Paisne Judge of the King's Bench,

was printed by the Constlttltionzd A*soeiatlot* of that time, and circulated with no small industry.
]n digging for other papers, the present one has just been dug up. Tile MS. copy, from which

tiffs is printed, was taken more than thirty years ago_ and has not since been read by me. If iu

season then, let any one judge whether it be l_ss so now; or whether it is likely tobe less so, so

long as the form of the government is what it is. Tile comment is here seen; the text was not

found with it; the fidehty of the quotatmn_ may however be depende4 upon.

JEREMY BENTHAM.
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TRUTH vERsvs ASHHURST.

ASHHtraST._I. z_'oman is so low as not to pounds the least fee that is ever taken for
be within the law's protection, going from one circuit to the next. Three

or four such fees earned sometimes in a day
TRUTm-- Ninety-nine men out of a hun- -- country attorneys, town attorneys, and

dred are thus low. Every man is, who has not attorneys with purchased places a_.tached to
from five- and- twenty pounds, to five-and- particolar courts----conveyancers, special plea-
twenty times five-and-twenty pounds,to sport ders, equity-draughtsmen, opening counsel,
with, in order to take his chance for justiee. I and silk-gowns-men,---all separate, and not
say chance : remembering how _reat a ehance it unfrequently all to fee in the same cause.
is, that, although his right be as clear as the sun When Mr. Justice was a counsellor, he would
at noon-day, he lo_es it by a quibble. Five-and- never take less than a guinea for dohlg any.
twenty pounds is less than a common action thing, nor less than half a one for doing no*
can be carried through for, at the cheapest: thing. He durst not if he would: among
and five times five-and-twenty pounds goes lawyers, moderation would be infamy.
but a little way in what they c-a14a court of Why is it that, in a court called a court
eqnzty. Five-a_ad-twenty pot[nd% at the same of equity, they keep a man his whole llfe in
time, is more than three times what authors hot water, while they are stripping him of his
reckon a man's income at in this country, old fortune ? Take one cause out of a thousand.
and young, male and female, rich and poor, Ten appointments have I known made for so
taken to_.ether :• and this is the game a man many distinct days before a sort of judge they
has to play again and again, as often as he is call a roaster, before one of them has beeu
involved in a dispute, or receives an injury, kept. Three is the common course; and as

Whence comes this ? From extortion, mo- soon as everybody is there, the hour is at an
nopoly, u_eless formalities, law-gibberish, and end, and away they go again. Why? Because
law-taxes, for every appointment the master has his fee.

How many causes, out of each of which Some ot these law places are too good to
Mr. Justice Smnebody has been getting in be left to the gift even of judges: of these,
fees, while this speech of Mr. Justice Ash- which bring in thousands upon thousands
hurst's has been printing, more in amount a-year, the plunder goes to dukes and earls
than many a poor family has to live upon for and viscounts, whose only trouble is to re-
weeks! For so long as you have five pounds ceive_ it.
in the world, no fee, no Justice. O rare As if law were not yet dear enough_ as
judges ! While their tongues are denying the if there were not men enough trodden down
mischief, their band.- are making it. "so low as not to be within its protection,"

How should the law be otherwise than session after action, the king is made to load
dear, when those who pocket the money have the proceedings with taxes, denying justice
had the setting of the price ?--when places, to all who have not withal to pay them : all
that help to make it so are, as all the world this in the teeth of Magam Charta. " We
knows, some given, and some sold by them ? will denyjustice"_ says King John--" we will
Alist of places of this sort, which Mr. Justice sell justice to no man."---This was the wicked
Ashhurst, or those to the right and left of KingJohm HowdoesthegoodKingGeorge?
him, sell directly or indirectly, aboveboard or He denies it to ninety-nine men out of a
under the rose, with the profits of each, and hundred, and sells it to the hundredth.
how they arise, would be no unedifying ac- : The lies and nonsense the law is stuffed
count: but where is the Parliament that will with, form so thick a mist, that a plain man,
call for it? nay, even a man of sense and learning, who is

What comes, then, into their own pockets, not in the trade, can see neither through nor
heavy as the expense falls upon the poor sui- into it : and though Ihey were to give him
tor, is nothingiu comparison of what they see i leave to plead his o_a_ or his friend's cause
shared among their brethren of the trade,_ (which they won't do in nine eases out often)

their patrons, and bottle-companion% and re- "l"In Franee_ no fees to judges, no _elling of
lations and dependents. "_en thousand a-year taw-places. Is it not this, for one thing, makes
the average gains of a first-rate eounse]lor, lawyers so eager to support Ministers in their
and attorney's in proportion. Three hundred schemes for cutting the throats of the French _

the French; who, whatever mischief they have
• Davenant, quoted in Smitb°s " Wealth of done to one another, have done none to us_ but

Nations." love ant_ respect us.
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he would not be able to open his mouth for JkSHHUEST.-- II. The law of this co_ttr_

want of havinff bestowed the "twenty gears only lays such restraints on the actions of in-
lgcubratlons," which they owned were he- dividaals as are necessary for the safety and
ces_ry to enable s man to see to the bottom lood order of the community at large.

of it, and that, when there was not a twen- TRUTH. -- I sow corn : partridges eat it,
tieth part in it of what there is at present, md if I attempt to defend it against the par-

When an action, for example, is brought tridges, I am fined or sent to jail :_ all this,
against a man, how do you think they con-
trive to give him notice to defend himself? for ihar a great man, who is above sowing
Sometimeshe istoldthathe isinjail: some- corn,shouldbe inwant ofpartridges.
timesthathe islurkingup and down the The tradeIwas born to isoverstocked:

handsarewantinginanother. If Iofferto
country,in companywitha vagabondof the work atthatother,Imay be senttojallfor
name ofDoe ;thoughallthewhilehe issit-it.Why ? BecauseI havenotbeenworking
tint quietly by his own fireside : and this my at it as an apprentice for seven years. What's
Lord Chief Justice sets hishand to. At other the consequence ? That, as there is no work
times, they write tOI man who lives in Cure- for me in my original trade, I must eitherberland or Cornwa.1, and tell him that if he come upon the parish or starve.
does not appear in Westminster Hall on a There is no employment for me in my own
certain day he forfeits an hundred pounds, parish : there is abundance in the next. Yet
When he comes, so far from having anything if I offer to go there, I am driven away. Why ?
to say to him, they won't hear him ; for all Because I might become unable to work one
they want him for, is to grease their fingers.

That's law : and now you shall see equity, of these days, and so I must not work whileI am able. I am thrown upon one parish now,
Have you a question to ask the defendant ?
(for no court of law will so much as let you for fear I should fall upon another, forty or
ask him whether his hand-writing be his fifty years hence. At this rate, how is work
own) you must begin by telling him how the ever to get done ? If a man is not poor, he
matter stands, though your very reason for von't work : and if he is poor, the laws won't
asking him is your not knowing. How fares let him. How then is it that so much is done
it with truth all this while ? Commanded or as is done ? As pockets are picked--by stealth,
forbidden, according as a man is plaintiff or and because the law is so wicked that it is
defendant. If you are a defendant, and tell only here and there that a man can be found
ties, you are punished for it ; if you are plain- wicked enough to think of executing it.Pray, Mr. Justice, how is the community
tiff, and will not tell lies, you lose your cause._ you speak of the better for any of these re-
They won't so ma_l as send a question to be straints f and where is the necessity of them f
tried by a jury, till they have made you say
you have laid a wager about it, though wagers and how is safety strengthened or good order
they tell you are illegal. This is a finer sort benefited by them ?But these are three out of this thousand :
of law they call equity-- a distinction as un- not one of them exists in France.
heard-of out of England, as it is useless here
to every purpose but that of delaying justice, Lawyers are very busy just now in prose-
and plundering those who mac for it. cuting men for libels : these prosecutions I

Have you an estate to sell? Sometimes suppose are among the wholesome restraintsMr. Justice thinks so necessary for us. What
you must acknowledge it to belong to some- neither Mr. Justice Ashhurst, nor Mr. Justice
body else ; sometimes see it taken from you Anybody-else, has ever done, or ever will do,
by the judges, who give it to somebody else,
with an order upon the crier of the court to is to teach us how we are to know what is,from what is not, a libel. One thing they are
give you such another : though, had it been
given to your heirs for ever, you might have all agreed in -- at least "allamong them who
sold it without all this trouble. Is this spe- have had any hand in making this part of the
clmen to your mind, my countrymen ? The law _ that if what they call a libelis all true,
law is the same all over. Enemies to truth and can be proved to be so, instead of being
because truth is so to them, they do what in the less, it is the more libellous. The heavier,too, the charge, of course the worse the libel :
them lies, to banish her from the lips and from so that the more wickedly a judge or minister
the hearts of the whole people.

Not an atom of this rubbish will they ever behaves, the surer he is of not hearing of it.
This we get by leaving it to judges to make

suffer to be cleared away. How can you ex-
pect they should ? It serves them as s fence law, and of all things the law of libels. Pro-tection for the thief: punishment for him who
to keep out interlopers, looks over the hedge. -- Oh, my dear coun-

* Blackstone'sCommentaries, Introduction..trymen,I fearthispaperisa sadlibel,there
The rulei_ thateveryinter:re...ffatorymust isso much truthinit,

have tt charge to suppo__ it, in which a man is _ May now_1823--be transported, _ Editor
obliged to _ at randore, whatever he wants of original edition.to know.
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I know of a young couple who had £28,000 judges (as we have seen) that make the corn-
between them, and who could not get married men law. Do you know how they make it?
till they had given up £2700 of it : the law- Just as a man makes laws for his dog. When
yer's bill for the writings came to that money, your dog does anything you want to bre_k him
You, Mr. Justice Ashhurst, who know sowell of, you wait tilt he does it, and then beat him
what is orderly and what disorderly, teU us for it. This is the way you make laws for
which is most disorderly--truth, industry, or yourdog: andthis is the waythe judgesmake
marriage _ law for you and me. They won't tell a man

beforehand what it is he should not do mthey
won't so much as allow of his being told :

ASHHUItST.-- IlI. Happily for us, we they lie by till he has done something which
are not bound by any laws but such as are they say he should not have done, mad then
ordained by the virtual consent of the whole they hang/aim for it. What way, then, has
klnydom, any man of coming at this dog-law ? Only

by watching their proceedings : by observing
TttuTH.--Virtual, Mr. Justice?--whatdoes in what cases they have hanged a man, in

that mean? real or imaginary Y By none, do what cases they have sent him to jail, in what
you mean, but such as are ordained by the cases they have seized his goods, and so forth.
real consent of the whole kingdom ? The These proceedings they won't publish them-
whole kingdom knows the contrary. Is the selves, and if anybody else publishes them, it
consent, then, an imaginary one only ? A fine is what they call a contempt of court, and a
thing indeed to boast of! "Happily for you," man may be sent to jail for it.*
said Muley Ishmael once to the people of If, then, you can be in the four Westmins-
Morocco, " happily for you, you are bound ter Hall courts, arat the twelve circuit courts,
by no laws but what have your virtual con- and a hundred other such places at once--if
sent : for they are all made by your virtual you can hear everything and forget nothing_
representative, and I arn he." if the whole kingdom can squeeze itself into

Look at this law, my friends, and you will a place contrived on purpose that it may hold
soon see what share the consent of the whole none but lawyers--if it can livein those places
kingdom has in the making of it. Half of it for ever, and has always lived inthem,--the
is called statute law, and is made by parlia- "whole kinydom" may have that knowledge
ment : and how small a part of the whole which Mr. Justice says it has of the law; and
kingdom has anything to do with choosing then it will have no further difficulty, than
parliament, you all know. The other half is to guess what inference the judge or judges
called common law, and is made -- how do you will make from all this knowledge in each
think? By Mr. Justice Ashhurst and Co. case.
without king, parliament, or people. A rare Counsellors, who have nothing better to
piece of work, is not it ? You have seen a do, watch these cases as well as they can, aml
sample of it. I say, by the judges, and them set them down in their note-books, to make a
only; by twelve of them, or by four of them, trade of them ; and so, if you want to know
or by one of them, just as it happens: and whether a bargain you want to make, for
you shall presently see how. This same law example, will stand good, you must go with
they vow and swear, one and all, from Coke a handful of gttineas in your hand, and give
to Btackstone, is the perfection of reason : half of them to an attorney, for him to $dve
the reason of which you are at no great loss t'otber half to a counsellor ; and, when he has
to see. Their cant is, that they only declare told you all is right, out comes a counsellor
it, they don't make it. Not they ? Who then ? of the other side with a case of his own taking
Not Parliament, for then it would be not corn- which his brother knew nothing of, which
mon law, but statute, shows you were in the wrong box, and so you

lose your money. Some of them, to drive a
penny, run the risk of being sent to jail, and "

ASHHUItST.-- IV. Happily for us, we are publish their note-books which they call re-
not bound by any laws but such as every man ports. But this is as it happens, and a judge
has the means of knowing, hears a ease out of one of these report-books,

In other words : -- or says it is good for nothing, and forbids it
_very man has the means of knowin 9 all to be spoken of, as he pleases.

the taws l_ei_ bound by. How should plain men know what is law,
when judges cannot tell what it is them-

TRUTH. _ Scarce any man has the means selves ? More than a hundred yearsago, Lord
of knowing a twentieth part of the laws he is Chief-Justice Hale had the honesty to con-
bound by. Both sorts of law are kept most loss he could not so much as tell what theft
|uLppily mid carefully from the knowledge of was ; which, however, did not prevent his
the people: statute law by its shape and bulk ;
eemnmn law by its very esser.ce. It is the • Burrov_' Report_ Preface.
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hanging men for theft.* There was then no !such happiness! Bad as the lawis, and badly
statute law to tell us what is, or what is not, as it is made, it is the tie that holds society
they/_; no more is there to this day: and so together. Were it ten times as bad, if pos-
it is with murder and libel, and a thousand sible, it would still be better than none : obey
other things ; particularly the things that are it we must, or everything we hold dear would
of the most importance, be at end.

" Miserable," says that great Lord Coke, Obey it we must : but, to obey it, must
" miserable is the slavery of that people we not know it ? .And shall they whose bust-
among whom the law is either unsettled or ness it is to make and obey it, be suffered to
unknown." Which, then, do you think is the keep it from us any longer ?
sort of taw, which the whole host of lawyers, Now I will tell you, my dear countrymen,
from Coke himself down to Blackstone, have what Mr. Justice knows better things than to
been trumpeting in preference ? That very tell you ; how it is, that what he would make
sort of bastard law 1 have been describing to you believe about every man being his own
you, which they themselves call the unwritten lauTer might be made true. If what there is
taw, which is no more made than it is written good of common law were turned into statute :
_which bus not so muchasa shapeto appear if what is emnmon in both to every class of
in--not so much as a word which anybody persons were put into one great, book (it need
can say belongs to it -- which is everywhere not be a very great one,) and what is particu-
and no where--which come from nobody, lar to this and that class ofpersons were made
and is addressed to nobody--and which, so into so many little books, so that everymaa
long as it is what it is, can never, by any pos- should have what belongs to him apart, with-
sibility, be either known or settled, out being loaded with what does not belong

How should lawyers be otherwise than to him. If the general law-book were read
tbnd of this brat of their own begetting ? or through in churches, and put into boys' hands,
how should they bear to part with it ? It ear- and made into exercises when they are at
ties in its hand a rule of wax, which they school ; and if every boy. when he came ufage,
twist about as they please_a hook to lead were to produce a copy of it written with his
the people by" the nose, and a pair of sheers ownhazidbeforehewereallowedavoteorany
to fleece them with. other privilege ; and if this general law-book

The French have had enough of this dog- contained a complete list of the particular
law; they are turning it as fi_st as they can ones, and measures were taken for putting
into statute law, that everybody may have a them, and each of them, into each man's hand,
rule to go by : nor do they ever make a law as soon as the occasion happened which gave
without doing all they can think of to let him a concern in it.
every creature among them know of it. The Bat then the matter of these law-books
French have done many abominable things, must be made up into sentences of moderate
but is this one of them ? length, such as men use in common conver-

Have you a mind, my countrymen, to see sation, and such as the laws are written in
two faces under one hood? Hear two juries in France, with no more words than neces-
charged---a grand jury, and apetty :--" Gen- sary: not like the present statutes, in which
tlemen of the Grand Jury? You and every- I have seen a single sentence take up thirteen
body may know what the law is if you please : such pages as would fill a reasonable volume,
you are bound by none that you have not the and not finished after all: and which are
means of knowing."--" Gentlemen of the stuffed with repetitions and words that are of
Petty Jury? The fact is all you ever have to no use, that the lawyers who draw them may
do with: it is our business to say what the be the better paid for them. Just like their
law is ; for say what you will, it is impossible I deeds, such as you may see in any attorney's
that you should know anything about the _office, each filling from one toa hundred skins
matter." This was the language of Mr. Jus- ofparchment,longenough to reachthe breadth
tier and his brethren, till parliament, t'other or the length of Westminster Hall ; all which
day, in spite of their teeth, taught them a stuff you must carry in your mind at once, if
better lesson. _ God bless the parliament !-- you would make head or'tailof it, for it makes
No dog-law I-- Parliament for ever ! altogether but one sentence ; so well do they

Mind this teacher of " peace" and subor- understand the art of poisoning language in
dination : according to him, ff there are any order to fleece their clients. All which deeds
laws which are made otherwise than " with might be drag'n, not only more intelligibly,
the consent of the whole kingdom," or, that but surer, in short sentences, and in a twen-
" every man has not the means of knowing, tee tie_,h part of the room. A complete set of
are not bound" by them. And this he calls them might be adapted to all occasions to
a happiness for us._ God ever keep us from which there are any adapted of those at pre-

* Hale's Pleas of the Crown : title Larceny. sent inuse, and would havebeen drawn years
+ " Happily for us, weare not bound by any sent of the whole kingdom, and which every man

laws but such as are ordained by the virtual con- has the means of knowing." _ Ashhnrst.
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ago, had there been any hope of seeing them deem licentious. Whether the _plrit thus pro,
made use of. yoked has less in it of the spirit of a true

Now, God bless our good King George, Englishman, of a friend to subordination, as
preserve and purify the Parliament, keep us well as good government.w to strict, as well
from French republicans and levellers, save as rational obedience, than the spirit of those
whatis worth saving, mend what wants mend- who wrote, or those who answer fbr, and
ing, and deliver us out of the clutches of the trumpet forth, this charge, the reader may
harpies of the law ! determine. Mr. Reeves will see this com-

ment on it ; he will see whether there is any
thing in this comment that he can controvert :

A Card to JoHN REEves, Esq. Barrister at if he can, and will, he who wrote it is ready
law, Chief-Justice of Upper Canada, Chair- to defend it, and if Mr. Reeves makes that a

man of the Society calling itself " The So. condition, to set his name to the defence.
Reeves is, amongst other things, a

cicty for i, reser,'iny Libertu a,,rt Prverty judl_gl::and receives money for administering
against J?et,ublwans a_*d Levellers," held justice to Canada. Instead of that, he stays
at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, in the at home, makes parties, and circulates paper_
Strand. that deny and protect the abuts of the law.

How is this? Is it that justice is useless
Mr. Reeves says, he knows the English to Canada, or that Mr. Reeves is useless to

law, and ihat he knows the spirit of it. He justice?
has written tile history of it in four volumes : Loadol_, December 17, 1792.
he ought to know it : he ought to know whe-
ther what is hal e said of it is true : tie knows
this ehar_le of Mr. Justice Ashhurst ; he says, NOTE AT THE CONCLUSION.
,t " br,'athe.* the spirit of the Em./l_sh law." It is not altogether without compunction,
lie ought to know tlu_ charge, and what spi- that this conclusion is suffered to stand : so
rit it breathes: he adopts it, lie trumpets it, striidng is the contrast, which, according to
]_e circulates it. He says, it is stated tocurb all accounts, the intrepidity and gentleness,
the liee_azous Sl,_r_to[ the times, and so well manifested by this gentleman in the execu-
suited, that it mt*_tbe read with t_eartfelt sa- lion of a justly odious office, has since been
tisfaetwn b!t every tr_*eET_glishraan. "_Vhat is seen forming, with the atrocity displayed ia
thought suited to produce an effect, does not the creation and preservation of it. Next to
always produce it. : in one instance, at lcast, the non-creation, or abolition, of the alien of-
this charge, instead of curb_nq, has had the flee, would have been thekeeping the powers
effect of provok_7_9a spirit, which it would of it in the hands of Mr. Reeves._Anguat
he nothing wonderful if Mr. Reeves were to 2]', 1823.
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To the Jurymen of _Vorwickshire (perhaps also to those of Cheshire, )

a_d such otter persons whom it mau concern.

Quecn's.Square Place, l_'eslmlnster,
Jllareh 27, 1820.

FELLOW_COuN TRYMEN_

FROM the public prints, I understand, that antecedently to the late trial of Sir Francis Burdett at

Leicester, the jurymen_ or some of them, had received an anonymous letter having reference to that

trial_ and that that letter had been spoken of as a threatening one. This paper is not anonymous,
and there are no threats in it.

That which, to the purposes of substantial justice, is of real and undeniable importance is -- that
those persons, from whom the decision comes_ should have had before them what.soever intbrmation

may be of a nature to secure the justice and proprie,_y of that decision. Those things_ which are

of no importance to those same purposes, are- the hands from which the information comes, and
the forms which accompany the delivery of it.

If_ in the mode of delivery, there were anything of partiality or surprise -- if, of alleged facts_
communication were made, without their having been subjected to the requisite tests_ employed as

securities for trustworthiness, thus far the mode of delivery might be eensurable_ whatsoever ere.
dence, if any, were eventually given to the alleged facts.

In the delivery of the following paper_ care has been taken that no such partiality or surprise
shall have place. Copies will be delivered, not only to all persons who shall have been regarded as

likely to be among the jurymen, for the trial of this cause, but to a'.terneys and couusel on both

$ides_ and even to the judge. As to alleged matter of fact, capable of operating in the way of
evidenee_ no such thing will the paper be found to contain in it : with the exception of what relates

to the state of libel law in the United States, and that only i_ the way of illustration : the rest is all

of it matter of mere argument, grounded on the state of English law as applied to no other than
Jaotorious facts.

Whatever, if any, may be the guilt of this address, the defendants in this cause are completely
innocent of it. Not through any of their hands will it pass to any others. With no one of them

has any communication on the subject ever been made by me. By no one of them is it any more
expected, than by any other person who will receive it,

JEREMY BENTIIAM.
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h PaOS_CI_TION, more palpably ffrox_rdlees', whieh't_ is loaded have been stuffed into
then this upon the very face of it may be seen that : and, if the second count in it may be
to be, surely was never instituted, set down to the account of surplussge, still

In no part of it, is any specific and deter- ,_he quantity of vexation and expense thereby
minute criminal act so much as charged, manufactured in that instance, will not be

This is the main thing tube shown: and, for more than one-elghth of the unantity manu-
the purpose G£ the individual prosecution in i_aetured in this.
question, this would be abundantly sufficient. If, throughout the wnote field ot thought

But, woldcd as it is, even if'there were and action, there be any such things as h_-
ever so many specific and determinate erimi- noxious and irreproachable acts, surely those
nal acts, not only alleged but proved, still, which are here charged as criminal, will, upon
without an incontestable violation of the the very face of the charge, be seen to be of

• juryman's oath, no verdict of guilty could be that number.
pronounced upon it. Of the proof that will To begin with the act which forms the
be seen of this proposition, the vse looks characteristic article in the cluster of imputed
much further; even the proof would be found crimes.
perhaps to apply to every indictment that, It consists in the appointment of an agent.
tbr centuries past, has ever been preferred: who, under the denomination of Legi_atoriai
the use will be _en to apply to every one Attorney, shaH, it is intended, claim -- claim
that will be preferred, unless kept clear from by letter to the Speaker-- admission into the
the foul spots which will here be brought I House of Commons, in the character of Mere-
to view. i her for the town of Birmingham.

I. To begin with those grounds of acquittal Well -- and, in this, what is there that is
which apply more particularly to this indivi- i erimil_l? On receipt of this letter, the Speaker
dual indictment. Not but that those of them, I either gives the admission demanded, or he
which are of most extensive importance, i does not.
would be found to have a not less proper end / If yes, here at any rate is no crime ; unless
pointed application to another, which is said the Speaker is an accomplice in it.
to be set down for trial on the same circuit ; If no, what is the consequence ? The leo
namely, that of the King against Sir Charles 1gislatorial attorney takes his departure, m_l
Wolseley,Baronet,and JosephHarrisons_ Itherethebusinessends.
down ¢o be triedatChesterassizes,commen- I Was ittoforcehisway in,thathe wastobe
cingon the4thofAprilinthesameyear1820.Isent?_ toforcehimselfin,ortobeforcedin

I.First,then,as tothosegroundsof ae- byothers?Thisisnotsomuch asinsinuated.
quittal,whichapply,ina particnlarmanner," What claim,atthehandsof lawor govern-
tothisone individualprosecution,ascharac-ment,was evermade,thatmight not,with
terizedby thebillofindictmenton whichthe as faira colourofjustice,havebeencharged
above defendants are about to be tried, upon a man as a crime?

In this indictment, I observe no fewer than As to the thing claimed
nine distinct count_. All that is material, Claim of a seat in the House, as preferred
I observe to be comprehended in the first of by petition in any the most ordinary mode ?
them. Claim of a pew in a church?

The enormous quantity of s_lrplusage, of Claim of a seat in a government or other
which the matter of the others is composed_ public office?
sarplusage, consisting of repetitions and dis- Claim of an apartment in a private house _
tinctions without differences, may serve to As to the mode of claiming it
iudicate the character of the prosecution ; but, In the case of the seat, motion for quo
unless in the way above alluded to, and which warra_o information to try the right of _r*
will be hereinafter particularized, adds no- t_.'n,descriptions of electors, or action st law,
thing to the demand for acquittal; and, with mining, more or less directly, at that same
this remark, may accordingly be dismissed, object.

In the indictment, in the King against In the other cases, action of ejectment,
Wolseley as above, there are but two counts, action of trespass, or other action or suit of
In the general character of the offence, it the most ordinary complexion, as the ease
differs not from this. With equal propriety may be.
might the matter of the seven counts with So much as to the end in view, and the

VOL.V. Q
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last in the list of the means, by which the : been published for the last half century (to
accomplishment of that end is alleged to have go no further,) the publication has been a
been aimed at. crime. On this supposition, unless it be in

Equally clear it wiU be that, upon the face the way of undiscriminating praise, nothing
of the charge, there was nothing at all erimi- that in that time has been published on the
hal in any of the anterior memts employed subject of the constitution, or any part of it,
in relation to that same end. can have been published without a crime.

Here,however,ifnothingcriminalischarged, Remain, the speeches alleged to have been
something of a criminal complexion seems to spohen, _ spoken, without having, on the
be insinuated. A large number is assigned part of the speakers, been committed to wri-
as the number of the persons, who, on the ting: and of which, accordingly, no alleged
occasion in question, for the purpose in ques- copies are set ibrth.
tion, were assembled : -- A large number ; These, of course -- for what could be easier
and, from the mere magnitude of the number, than to say so ?--were "seditious, malicious,
the criminality of intention is required to be inflammatory, "-- in a word, everything that
inferred. That number is twenty thousand was bad.
or more. Well : this is what is said of them. But

Twenty thousand ? Well, and if twice the alleged speeches themselves, of which all
twenty thousand, what then ? Not as vet this is said, what were they ? Oh, this is what
was that law in existence under which the the defendants were not to be permitted to
number of persons standing in the presence know. They might have questioned the evi-
of each other, without any evil act, or per- deuce: theymight have opposed it bycounter
ceptible evil intention, has been made to con- evidence: they might have questioned the
stitute an offence, inferences : they might have opposed them

Twenty thousand ? Well -- and suppose by arguments. Accordingly, of these the
it had been two hundred thousand. Of the tenor is not so much as professed to be given,
multitudinousness of it, what would have nothing but what is called the " substance."
been the effect ? No mischief, in any assign- As to this alleged substance, it so happens
able shape, having ensued, the greater the that I have not as yet obtained infolmation
multitude, the clearer and stronger the proof what it was. But what matters it ?
of'the innoxiousness of everything that was : For words alleged to have been spoken to
intended to be done ? Why ? Because, the the prejudice of an individual, no action can
greater the multitude prepared to co-operate be maintained, unless the very words are set
in a scheme of mischief, the greater the fa- tbrth : no action, of which the worst result
cility for the accomplishment of it. These to the defendant is mere pecmfiary loss.
were the means : no power of resistance any- In the present case, to pecuniary loss to any
where. These were the irresistible means of amount may be added imprisonment to any
nfischief, and no mischief done or attempted: amount.
towards any such attempt, not any the least As to these discourses, written and spoken
preparation made. Instead of proof of mis- together, suppose, for argument sake, there
ehievous intention, here surely is as complete had been anything criminal in them, if justice,

•oof of the absence of all mischievous inten, as well as vengeance had beenthe object, they
#_n as it is possible to conceive, would (would they not ?) have been made the

Well, but something more is charged as only matter of the indictment. To add to
having been intended, and something more them those other acts and designs, which are
is charged as having actually been done. so plainly clear of all criminality, what better

The other things charged as intended --as object can it have had than that of causing
being the things, for the doing of which the lustful actions to be comCounded with unlaw-
meeting was brought about, and took place, ful ones, confounded in the minds of the jury,
are--the procuring the adoption of the as- confounded in the sentence of the judge ?
sembly for certain written discourses, alleged Well then- in no one of all the acts here
copies of which are accordingly set forth, charged -- in no one of them, supposing them

The things charged as done al_e_ the all proved- is anything either criminal, or
giving the desired adoption to those same so much asinany way improper, tobe fomld.
written discourses, and the delivery of certain On what, then, can have rested any hopes that
spoken speeches, having, for their object, the may have been entertained of seeing the accu-
obtaining of that adoption, sation followed by conviction ? On nothing

As to the written or printed mscourses,-- but certain other imputations of supposed
of the accuracy of the alleged copies, the intention: imputations, in regard to which
defendants surely, supposing them even to !let it be judged whether they can have had
have just ground, could scarcely, as it should their origin in any other source than the pea-
seem, find any motive for starting a doubt, sloes by which the prosecution was produced.
In any one of them, if there be anything Now then, as to these ulterior alleged ori-
criminal, then of every newspaper that has gLwal intentions, what are thc__
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Intentions, yea, and conspiracy, to produce several parts, has been brought, _no discus-
certain undesirable effects, of a general de- sion shall have place, either in _oken speech,
scription, at indefinitely distant periods. As or in writlng--neither evidence, nor argu-
to the conspiracy, this will be considered by men], shall be employed--on any other than
raid by. one side, and that side theirs : in a word, it

As to the undesirable effects, they are -- may be styled the principle of despotism, as
1. Discontent and disaffection in the minds applied to political discourse.

of the liege subjects, and so forth. Talk of liberty indeed I So fax as depends
Hatred and contempt of the government upon the definition of a libel, whether made

and constitution of this realm as by law es- under that sort of law which is made by par-
tablished, liament, or that sort of law, which, on pre-

As to the contempt, let it suffice to observe, tence of being declared, is made by judges, a
that, from persons in the one situation, to- the liberty of praise always excepted, see and
wards persons in the other, the existence of iudge whether, in speaking of the conduct of
any such sentiment not being possible in any government, or of "'the members of govern-
instance, could not be possible in that in- ment," there be any more liberty in England
stance : hatred in any quantity : yes : but to- (not to speak of Scotland) than in Morocco.
wards any man, on whose will he sees his fate Look first to the sort of law the judges
dependent, no man, who was in his senses, make. Look to the great manufactory of the
ever entertained any such sentiment as con- political branch of penal law--the King's
terapt. Contempt on account of this or that Bench.
particular feature ix] the other's character, To go no further back than the middle
yes : but this is nothing to the purpose. By of the late reign,-- for this will be quite sufii-
no such particular contempt, so long as fear cient,--
remains, can contempt, to any practical pot- Look to the year 1792. See what Lord
pose, be constituted. Kenyon says :o ,, I think this paper" (in the

Ferdinand the embroiderer was contemned. Morning Chronicle) "was published with a
Yes: but Ferdinand the torturer, was he the wicked, malicious intent, to vilify the govern-
less feared ? ment, and to mahe the people discontented

Remain, discontent, disaffection, and hatred, with the constitution under which they live.
But these, what are they but shades of one That is the matter eharged in the irLforma-
and the same sentiment (call it what you will) tion: that it was done with u view to vilify
emotion, passion, affection, or state of mind ? the constitution, the laws, and the govern-

On a charge of this sort, suppos_a verdict ment of this country, and to infuse into the
of guilty to be pronounced, and an uniform minds of his Majesty's subjects a belief that
series of such verdicts, for such a eanso, as- they were oppressed; and, on this ground, I
sured, -- consider what would be the conse- consider it as a gross and seditious libel."
quence. What is called the liberty of the Look onwards now to 1804. See what
press would thenceforward be not merely use- Lord EUenborough says :_ "If in so doing,
less, but much worse than u_less. Supposing (' exhibiting the folly or imbecility of the
misrule to have place, newspapers, instead of members of the government,')individual feel-
being a check upon it, would be exclusively ings are violated, there the line of infertile]inn
an instrument of it, and a support to it. begins, and the offence becomes the subject
Liberty of exposing it? No : liberty of justi- of penal visitation."--" If individual feelings
fying it and praising it ? Oh yes : full liberty, are violated,"-- i. e. in plain F_nglish, if, on
and gain too, intothe bargain. Such, if the the part of any one ofthe persons so situated,
system here pursued be constantly acted upon any uneasiness is in this way produced, _as
_such, it wilt be seen, will be the liberty of often as any written discourse, productive of
the press, this effect, is published, every person instru-

At this time, behold already the system of mental in the publication is to be punished
libel law brought out in all its perfection, for it. _Iow, if there be any sort of proof by
First came this and the other indictments: which, more than by any other, a man's bar-
,hen, as if in acknowledgment of their insuf- mg experienced uneasiness, from the cause in
tieieney and untenability, came the statutes question, is effectually demonstrated and pat
hi which the same principle is adopted, is up- out of doubt, it is surely the fact of his having
plied to practice, and is made to receive the imposed upon himself the expense, and trou-
sanction of the legislature: the legislature -- ble, and odium, of proseeu_ng for it. Adimt
ioeluding that House, by which its own ac- but this, the consequence as as satisfactory
knowledged corruptions are thus defended as it is simple. It is-- that, in every case of

against all possibility of remedy. • King against perry and Lambert, 9th De-
The principle is-- that, in so far as the eember t792. Erlkine's Speeches, II. 571.

conduct of the men in power, whoever they _- Holt's Libel Law, 2d Edition_ page 115_
are, is in question, or the state into which, from E. T. K. B. 1804| and 7 Ea_a, Rep., Tht
by their conduct, the rule of action, in all its King v. Johann.
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l_el "on the members of the government," it, will it be, in the conception of all soch
the very act of pro_eution is conclusive evi- other persons, to whom the conception he has
deuce of the guiltiness of the party prose- formedin relation to it shall have come to be
cuted, and a verdict of guilt)" ought to follow, known. To use the words of the indictment,
of course, the more intense "the discontent, the disaffec-

Look back for a moment at Lord Kenyon. tion, the hatred," produced by the oppression,
Speak but a word in any such "view as that in the breast of any man who speaks of it,
of infusing into the minds of his Majesty's the more anxious and industrious will he ha-
subjects any such belief as that they arc op- turally be to communicate the like affections
pressed," -- the writing in which you say this to others, and the greater the number of those
is "a gross libel," and your punishment,--or, to whom, in so far as he succeeds, he will have
as the piety of Lord Ellenborough phrases it, communicated it. But the more intense and
your "visitatlon," is, of course, proportion- extensive the displeasure thus seen to be ex-
able. Now suppose, for argument sake, that, cited, as towards them, the greater, of course,
in any one instance, it has happened to these the injury done to the beings in question--
fortunate subjects, or any one of them, to have to the beings of both sorts spoken of: to the
actually been oppressed: is he to presume to ideal beings above mentioned; and to the
take any such liberty as that of saying so ? real beings, those" members of government,"
No : not if Lord Kenyon, or Lord Ellenbo- whose" individual feelings," be their conduct
rough, or (one may almost venture to say) what it may, are thus to be kept from " vio_
Lord Anybody else in that place, with their lation" at any price : as to the constitution,
penal visitations, can stop his mouth, with its et ceteras, the more tyrannieal and

A eonstitution--a government--a set of corrupt it is, the more justly and severely
laws, under which, if all men were oppressed " visitable" will be the crime of him who has
to the uttermost, no man could, without be- dared to speak of it as being what it is : as
ing punishable, dare to say that any men are to the oppressor whom it has bred, and who
oppressed_punishable in a way which, to in his turn upholds it, the more flagitious the
nine-tenths, or nineteen-twentieths, would be oppression he exercises has been, the more
utter ruin,_such, in this country, are the flagitious and severely visitable is the op-
constitution, the government, the whole ilL- pressed individual, who has dared to speak of
brie of the laws, according to the view so him as being what he is.
repeatedly and uniformly taken and given of Not to speak of any other indictment
them in the King's Bench. to profess to give effect to the principles

The more closely the nature and conse- acted upon by this indictment, and by the
quences of this doctrine are looked into, the statutes by which it has been followed-- to
more clear will be our conception of the in- profess this, and, at the same time, to pro-
fluence it can not but haYe on the character tess to allow to go unpunished any writer
of the constitution, on the goodness of the whatsoever, who presumes, in any way, to
government, on the condition of the people, question the propriety either of any part of
The more grinding the oppression exercised, the rule of action-- real or imaginary --sta-
and the more flagitious the conduct of those tute law or common law-- or of the con-
who exercise it, the more flagitious must, ae- duet of any one of the "members of the
cording to this doctrine, be the crime, and 9overnment," is surely a contradiction in
the more excruciating the intended punish- terms. Say what you will, if it be to any
meat, of those who pres:une to bring to view such effect, what you say either has no ten-
all or any of these things as they are : the deney at all, or it has that same forbidden
more eorrnpt and tyrannical the state of and punishable tendency : in saying it, either
theguvernment----of the law--constitutional you have no view at all, or you have that
branch and other branches taken together-- same forbidden and punishable view.
the more flagitinusaud unpardonable must be .Discontent, disaffection, hatred--the oh-
the crime of representing it to be what it is. jects _ the affections indicated by these

How should this be otherwise? In so far words, --who does not see, that these are
as he has any regard for the public interest, but so many degrees in the scale of disappro-
his own share in it included.--the more highly bation or displeasure? But, in the words
detrimental to that interest any measure of disapprobation and displeasure, we have the
government, may arrangement of law, any names of an affection or emotion, the degrees
misconduct on the part of the "members of of which rise, one above another, in a scale,
the government," or any one of these, is,_ the lowest point of which is at apathy, and
the more intense the displeasure which, by the highest at madness; and of no one of these
the view of the imperfection in question, will degrees is it possible for words to convey any
have been kindled in the mind of that man. such description as can enable a man to dis-
But, the more highly detrimental it is in his tinguish the place it occupies on the scale
own conception, the more pernicious, in so On this occasion, or on that other occasion_
far as depends upon him and his report of ks a word, on any occasion _ what is the de-
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gree a :nan may be allowed to feel ? what is offensive terms, reproach upon the pelsons,
the degree a man may be allowed to endea- ideal or real, and thus "violating tb.¢ rE_L-
Your to communicate ? By the same object INGS" of the real ones. So it was with Lord
by which one degree of disappro]yation is pro- Kenyon : and therefore so it was with Lord
duced in the breast of one man, another de- ElIenborough _ for these two were one.
greewillbe produeedin the breast of another: Alas, sir I comments were indeed in their
inthe same breast it will at one momcut be at lordships' view, but facts were not the less
one degree, at another moment at another, so : facts were what they had in view the

Will men allow of no written expression suppression of, and that with still greater
of disapprobation or displeasure whatsoever ? anxiety than any comments, how reproachful
then, without self-contradiction in terms, they soever, that could be made on any such facts.
cannot allow of complaint. Not to speak of On prosecution for a libel, whether byindict-
remonstrances, away go all petitions for re- mcnt or information, if the libel be a political
dress. Here would be an improvement ! How one, if the persons struck at are "members
commodiously, by this means, would the bust- of the government," is not the truth of the
ness of government be simplified! Yes ; cuuld imputation, according to all manufacturers of
it but be accomplished : but, as yet, that may King's- Bench law, no justification, nor so
he too much to look for. Will they then allow much as extenuatlon?-- according to some of
of any such expression ? Let tbem then make them, even an aggravation of the crime ?
known what the degrees are whmh they wilt Now then, if we come to" individual feel-
allow, and what those are which they will not lugs," and the things that violate them, by
allow. Let them make known what, on each what is it that they are likely to be most
occasion, are the degrees which they will allow sensibly _4olated? Is it by mere words of
to be .felt, what the degrees which they will empty reproach- words, by which nothing
allow to be expressed, what the degrees which else is proved, but the anger which the ut-
they will allow to be endeavoured robe "cx- terer feels, or would be thought to feel, as
cited" and " stirred up." Of these several towards the object against which they are
_egrees, let them give such descriptions as uttered ; and from which any lind effect that
shall render it possible, at least, for a man to is produced upon reputation is no less apt to
know what degree he may, on each occasion, attach upon the reputation of the party re-
give expression to, without being '" visited," viling, than upon that of the party reviled?
and what he may not give expression to, with- Is it by such empty sounds, or is it by words
out being " visited." Let them, in a word, by which determinate facts are brought to
construct, and, alongwiththe statutesatlarge, light-- misdeeds by which, in proportion to
expose to sale, an appropriate pathological their enormity, the reputation of the misdoer
thermometer : an instrument, by which shall is soiled and depressed?
be indicated the degrees of mental caloric Which would give you most uneasiness
allowed to have place, as being favourable to (answer me, whoever you are,) to be ca//ed
the health of the body politic, as, in an ordi- a thief, or to be proved to be one ?
nary thermometer, in a line with the word Now then, if I were a juror, under any
temperate, the degree of physical calorie re- such indictment, would I, for anything that
garded as most favourable to the health of a man had been proved to have said, either
the body naturalis indicated. This done, then_ in speech or in _a'iting, against any of those
and not before, will be the time for " visit- exalted personages, ideal or real, on any such
in.q," with justice and with effect, discourses ground as that of an alleged tendency to
tending to the production of the undesirable produce discontent, disaffection, or hatred,
sentiments, affections, and states of things m- would I join in a verdict of guilty ? No_ I
dicated by the words discontent, disaffection, indeed.
hatred, and whatsoever other similar ones may With pride --with selfish terror--wlth m_-
be in store. This not done, they not onlyteave lignity -- on benches or in Houses -- suppose
exposed to undue punishment, the restless the" members of the government'--suppose
men who stand exposed to the temptation of them mad--would it be for me to infect my-
thus offending, but, what is so much worse, self with their madness, and concur in giving
they leave their own high pleasure continually effect to it ? Ah no : rather would I do what
unfulfilled, and their own "individual" and depended uponme towards stayingthe pl_gue_
precious " feelings" as continually violated, instead of spreading it. Hatred, is it not a

Oh,but (says somebody) when Lord Kenyon contagious passion ?-- from the harbourer and
spoke of the published intent of" vilifyiltg the proclaimer, is it not apt to pass to the object
government," and so forth, and thereby of pro- of the hate ?
ducing "di._content," as a thing not to be en- Nay, but (says somebody) you have been
dured, what his learned lordship meant was too hasty : when you saw what Lord Chief
--not the presenting .facts to view--facts, Justice Lord Kenyon said, you should have
whatever were their tendency_but comments seen what Mr. Attorney-General said ;* '"The
_comments pouring down, in scurrilous and • 1 Russel, p. 3"23.
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right of every man to represent what he may sedition act, there never was any such thing
conceive to be an abuse or grievance in the known under the federal government of the
government of the country can never be ques- United States (in some of the individual
tioned." states they have sometimes, I believe, taken

Alas, sir ! this may" satisfy you, whoever place) as a criminal prosecution for a political
you are, but it cannot satisfy me. libel. The sedition act was passed by con-

In the first place, it is only an attorney-- grass, in July 1798. It expired by its own
general that says this. But an attorney-ge- limitation in _L_rch 1801. There were a few
neral may say what he pleases, and nothing _rosecutious under it, whilst it was ill force.
comes of it. He may say what he pleases, It _, as you have intimated, an unpopular
nobody is bound by it. ; not even he himself, law. The party that passed it went out of
In this or any other way, he may be as liberal power, by a vote of the nation, in March 1801.
as he pleases, and all without expense. There has been no prosecution for a political

But, in bringing to view this essence of libel, under the authority of the government
liberality, one drop ths e is which you have of the United States, since that period. No
omitted. This drop is a parenthesis : and, by taw known to the United States would autho-
this parenthesis, the effect of the including rize such a prosecution. During the last war,
clause is reduced to -- let anybody say what. the measures of the government were assailed,
" If his intention in so doing be honest," says by the party in opposition, with the most un-
the qualifying clause--" if his intention in bounded and furious licence. No prosecution
so doing be honest, and the statement made for libel ever followed. The government
upon fair and open grounds." trusted to public opinion, and to the sponta-

Thus i_arMr. Attorney-General. Unfor- neous counteracting publications, from among
_unately, his (the defendant's) intention he- the people themselves, for the refutation of
ver is honest: the special pleader or other libels. The general opinion was, that the
draughtsman takes care it never shall be ; he publie arm grew stronger, iu the end, by this
makes it "seditious, malicious," and every- course.
thing that is bad ; and this is matter of form : " I send you a volume of the laws of the
these are words of course ; and, though they United States, containing the sedition act in
were never true, would of course be taken to question. It will be found at page 97, ch. 91.
be true. You will observe a departure from the com-

_Chen as to the .fair and open brrounds _. mon law, in that it allowed a defendant to
What are the grounds open to him ? Not any avail himself of the truth of the eharyes con.
_tters of fact. To produee anything of this rained in the publication."
s_ ", would be to attempt to prove the truth Thus much for my authority : whose name
of the libel : which (as hath been seen) is I cannot at this instant take upon me to make
never to be endured, public.

Oh, but what is this you would haveus do? This same sedition act, pity it is that the
Would you have us destroy the government ? necessary limits of the present paper forbid
Would you leave the government of the coun- the insertion of it: another occasion may be
try without protection ? Its reputation, upon more favourable. It will then be seen how
which its power is so perfectly dependent, complete the proof it gives of the needless-
--would you leave that most valuable of its ness, and thence of the uncompensated mis-
treasures without protection ? Would you chievousness, not anly of our libel law,-- im-
leave it in the power of every miscreant to ported as it was from the Star-chamber, by a
destroy it ? In such a state of helplessness, single judge of King James or King Charles's
is it in the nature of things that government making, the Lord Coke, -- but of every one
should anywhere subsist ? of the six new laws made by his Most Excel-

Subsist ? Oh yes, everywhere ; and be all lent Majesty that now is, with the advice ot
the better for it. Look to the United States. his ever faithful Lords and Commons: made,
There you see government : do you not ? for the defence of everything that is rich and
Well: there ymt see government, and no libel _owerful, supported by the whole body of
law is there : the existence of the supposed the constituted authorities, and an army of
deficiency you shall see: and where libel law 100,000 men, against the attacks of perhaps
is the article, you will see how much better as many unarmed men, supported by their
defteienep is than supply, wives and children.

In answer to a letter of inquiry written by Think not that-- because if the reputation
me not long since--the exact time is not. ma- of an individual were left without protection
terial--here follows all that relates to this at the hands of the judges, it would be a defect
subject, of a letter written by a person whose in the laws, _ it would be a like defect, if
competence to give the most authentic, and the reputation of the government--the ideal
in every respect trustworthy, information on being, or that of the members of government,
this subject, is not to be exceeded : _ the real beluga _ were left in the same un-

" Prior to what was commonly called the protected state.
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The individual would, in such a case, be the mo_t delightful effects : in the language
exposed to injustice : --the government, the of poetry? yes, and of ornamental, nay even
member of govermnent, in this same ease, of ordinary, prose. Thus far, then, no great
is not exposed to any injustice. He is not, progress is made by the addition. But to
even under the government of the United conspire (the verb) has, for one of its kindred
States, with its frugal means : much less (its conjugates, asthe logician's phrase is) con-
would he be under the government of this spiracy, the substantive : conspiracy, yes : and
country, with its unbounded means, conspirator to hoot. But the sort of _ombiaa_

Against attacks on reputation, of tbe whole tines, to which the word conspiracy has been
number of individuals it is but a small proper- wont to be applied, have very commonly been
tion that have any tolerably adequate means mischievous ones--extensively as well as in.
of defending themselves : money, in no small tensely mischievous ones : eon._pirators (the
quantity, is requisite for such'defence. In !actors in these combinations) mischievous.
this shape, as well as every other, the means and therefore so far, not only actually, but
which government has, are absolutely without justly, odious men.
limit. As to the word eons/nraey., into the body

An individual -- be it ever so completely : of the indictment itself, the learning of the
unjust, it is a chance whether the attack upon learned scribe has not suggested, or at any
his reputation finds him adequately prepared rate has not produced, the insertion of it.
for his defence. Government--the members Bnt, in a criminal calendar -- at any rate in
of government, as such -- are, or might be, a court newspaper, or in a placard _-- it wa_
and ought to be. in a state of constant pre- capable of being made-- in fact, it has been
paration for defence against every attack to made--to serve. At this moment, " Trial
whic'h they stand exposed, of Hunt and others for a vonspiracy," is to be

Whatsoever inconvanienee, in consequence seen in placards. And the men of CaSe Street
of any attack made upon his reputation, it --their name, is it not everywhere the Cor_
happens to an individual to sustain, he remains spirators ?
without compensation for, unless it be at the Now, of all this abuse of words, what was
expense of the defamer. The member of go- the object ? The same as in the instance of
vernment--no inconvenience, from any such those other words of reproach, which have
cause, can he sustain, that he is not amply already been brought to view : -- the words
compensated for, and beforehand : he is paid "malicious, seditious, and ill-disposed ;" by ex-
for it, in most instances, in money as well as citing and inflaming the passions--the angry
in power : he is paid for it in all instances in )assions--in the breasts of jurymen, to lead
power, astray their judgment, and cause them to say,

To the individual it may happen, to have and fancy they see, guiltiness, where nothing
no other individual for support in any shape : is really to be seen but the purest innocence.
the member ofthe govermnent has every other In this endeavour, such as it was, no won-
for his support in every shape, der if it was among the expectations of the

We come now to the word conspire. This lawyers for the prosecution, to find them-
word, it will be seen, has been thrown in as a selves seconded and supported by judges.
make-weight, Separately or jointly, its two In the manufacturing of that spurious at-
accompaniments--combine and confederate-- ticle, which they have, to so unbounded an
would not have sufficed. To combine and extent, succeeded in palming upon the people
to confederate is no more than, in the lan- under the name of law _ even cmmaon line
guageofthechaneerybranchoflawyer'strash, i among the instruments, which the West-
each defendant does with every other, if the minster-Hall judges, with the law-book.
draughtsman, by whom it is penned, by all- makers, their confederates, have, for so many
thority of the I,ord Chancellor, who calls this ages, been employing--have been an assor_
equity, is to be believed. As to that which ment of words and phrases, to which, after
they (the present defendants) combined and taking them out of the body of the language,
confederatcd to do--whether any the slightest native or foreign, they have, on each occasion,
shade of guiltiness, legal or moral, be to be though on every occasion without explana-
found in it, has already been seen. But some tion or warning, attached whatsoever mean-
other word was to be introduced at any rate: tug presented itself as truing best _tited to
some word, by which, in this case as in any the professional and official purpose. Grea_
other, a colour of guilt might be laid on a would be the instruction-- not small one day
ground of innocence. The word conspire was perhaps the use -- would any intelligent and
looked out and added for the purpose. Yet, benevolent hand bring together and lay before
even with the aid of this word, how is the the public, with apt comments, the complete
case of the prosecution mended ? In the lan- assortment of them. Meantime, in addition
guage of poetry (to whom can it be unknown ?) to the present word conspiracy., take for a
all manner of delightful persons, as well as sample the word libel; to which may be add-
things, are continually conspiring to produe_, ed contra bonos mores, blasphemy and ma//a_
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The more exten_ve and indeterminate the the de_,nation of one particular sort of"act,
import attached to the word in the state in accompanied with an intimation of its having
which they found it, the better it was found been, or being about to be, dealt with as an
to be for that _mne purpose: for, the more offence, was surely a course as ill adapted as
indeterminate its import, the less the risk ¢ml well be conceived, to the ends of lml-
they ran of seeing, on the part of juries, dis- guage. What can be more inconsistent with
eernment and firmness sufficient to detect clear conception--what can be more amply
and frustrate any such misapplication as the productive of confusion--than the manufac-
purpose required should be made of it. turing a name for a particular species of of_

Now, in regard to the word conspiracy, fence, out of a circumstance equally apt to
From a slight sketch of the history of the have place in every species of offence ?

law on this subject, no small instruction may Be this as it may, the species of offence
be derived. Along with the perfect ground- which has been mentioned, namely, juridical
lessness of the accusation, in this, not to speak vexation, is the species of offence to the dc-
of so many other indictments preferred in signation of which the word conspiracy was
pursuance of the same system, may be seen, applied in the first instance. This was as
as a corollary, a specimen of the manner in early as the reign of Edward the First.
which the business of legislation has, at all Of this mode of working vexation and in-
times, and to so vast an extent, been carried jury-- of this, or something scarcely distiu-
on, and the formalities of parliamentary pro- guishable from it -- cognizance, in the way of
cedure thus _r saved, by a few nominees of penal prohibition, may be seen taken by sta-
the crown, acting in the character of judges, tute law, as long ago as the reign of that

In its original physical sense, to conspire same monarch : year of his reign 33 ; year o_
(a word of Latin origin) meant to breathe our Lord 1304.* Thus it is, that of the v&_t
together.Intheoriginalpsychalayicalsense, fabricwhich,underthenmne of conspiracy,
itmeant to co-operate,more particularlyin may be seenrearedbyjudges,thefirststone.
the way of discourse,towardsany purpose thoughno morethanthefirststone,was laid
whatsoever,good,bad,or indifferent: these by thelegislature.
were itsoriginalsenses. Of a prosecutionforthiscauseatcommon
But from,or alongwith,the verbtocon- law,an exampleoccursas earlyasthereign

spire, came the substantive, conspiracy : and, of' tlenry VII._
from the earliest times, though the sense of From that time, down to the early part of
the verb still continues to be unrestricted by the present reign, thinly scattered in a space
any limitation on either side, the substantive, of nearer to five than four centuries, reekon-
for anything that appears, has never been era- ing from the time of the above statute, are
ployed in any other than that narrower sense to be seen, at the rate of not so many as one
which is termed a bad sense : in this bad sense i to a century, instances of the application
it means co-operating, more particularly in the made of this word to the creation of new
way of discourse, to a supposed mischievous, crimes ; of crimes having nothing in common,
or on any other account forbidden, or disap- either with the one first created, or with each
proved of, purpose, other, except this same accidental and so corn-

For the designation of a particular act, or pletcly uncharacteristic circumstance.
mode of conduct, for the purpose of its being It was by Lord Mansfield that the example
dealt with as a crime -- the earliest use made was set of giving to this word such an exten-
of this word may be seen plainly enough in stun as should render it applicable to the pur-
the law books. The species of act is that pose of affording a ground for the inflicting
which may be termed juridical vexation: the of punishment, on the score of any act, the
applying to the purpose of injustice, those contemplationofwhiehshouldhaveprodueed,
powers, which, in profession at least, are in the mind of the judge, a desire to cause
never given with any other intent than that punishment to fall upon the heads of the per-
they should be employed in the furtherance sons concerned in it.
of justice. When exercised by a man's sole authority,

Now mind the misapplication, the cunfu- without any other man either to say nay to
stun, and the unbounded power exercised un- the whole, or to narrow the extent of it by
der favour of it. In regard to any act that limitations and exceptions, --legislation is at
has been dealt with as criminal, the species once a quick and pleasant work. First to
of the act is one thing ; the number of the move to bring in a bill; then, if leave be given,
persons co-operating in the performance of it, to bring it in, and then defend it, not only
is another mid widely different thing. Mani- against rejection, but against amendment. --
festly, not to any one species of act exelu- defend it in person, in one House, and by
steely, but to every species of act whatsoever, proxy, if procurable, in another,_is a tedious
is the circumstance of number, in this way', • iV/de 33 Ed. I. St. 2. _Ed.
applicable. From this circumstance, to de- "1"Year.Book, 20 H. 7, 11. b. in Comyns's Di-
duce a denomination applied exclusively to gest, tide Pleader_ 2 K. Pleader in Conspiracy.
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process. Of the inconvenience of the latter fendants the charge of consp/rac_j, in the
mode, no judge, especially if to a seat on charac_r of a legally punishable crime. Not
Bench, he adds a seat in House, fails of being equally so would be an indictment, if preferred
sufficiently sensible ; no man was ever more against the several persons concerned in the
acutely and efficiently sensible than Lord institution and prosecution of the present
Mansfield. Occasion happening to present indictment.
itself, he passed in this common-law form, a Setting aside the very few innovations
dictum having the force and virtue of an act above mentioned, and those so many pulp-
of parliament, creating an entire new species able aberrations, there would remain, m for
of conspiracy, consisting in the act of selling the original and sole common-law offence,
unwholesome provisions: meaning, doubt- acknowledged as such, in a series of cases
le_, as and for wholesome ones. But, to the covering a space of several centuries, -- the
only sort of wrong-doing act, the punishment ofl'enee of juridical vexation ; and that earn-
of which had, under the denomination ofco_- moil-law offence having, as hath been seen,

/racy, had the warrant of the legislature, it its warrant in statute law-- there would re-
re no more resemblance (as anybody may main, I say, this offence, coupled with the

see) than the most dissimilar act that cout_i circumstance, that persons more than one
be named, have been concerned in the inflictien of it. In

Following the example of his illustrious addition to the vexation, or though it were
predecessor, it was but as it were the other but the intention to produce it, to invest the
day, that Lord Ellenborough, in the course offence in the most unexceptionable manner,
of his reign, passed another act of common with the appellation eta conspiracy, requires
law, erecting the offence of endeavonrin 9 to nothing more than this-- namely, that the
raise or lower the price of 9overnmeat an- prosecution was groundless ; or at the utmost
nutrias by means offalze reports, into another nothing more than, on the part of the often-
species of conspiracy, ders, the consciousness ofit_ beinggroundtess :

What is plainly useful and perfeet]y proper, for, upon the face of the book, nothing more
is--that the doing injury to the health of in- than the mere .qroundlessness appears to have
dividuals, known or unknog'n, by means of been uniformly required; not even the con-
unwholesome provisions, if sold as whole- scionsness.
some, should be made punishable. What is In the present instance, who, on this sup-
no less so, is -- that the obtaining, or seeking position, would be the conspirators _ To know
to obtain, a profit, by causing the price cur- exactly what the course is, which, in this re-
rent of property in the shape of government spect, the business has taken, has not fallen
annuities, or in any other shape, to rise or within my competence. But, for the title
fail, by means of false reports spread for the conferred by this word, the following persons
purpose, should be made punishable. It is present themselves as candidates : _ 1. The
one means of obtaining, or seeking to obtain, learned counsel employed as counsel for the
money by false pretences : a species of fraud, crown on the trial ; _2. The solicitor of the
the proper name of which is not unknown, treasury, or any other person employed as
having long been employed in statute law. attorney in the prosecution ; 3. The special

But, so long as the people have the effec- pleader, or other learned penman by whom
tual filling of a seat in parliament, though it the indictment was dra_m up ; 4. His Ms-
were but a single seats it is very far from use- jesty's attorney-general, and his blajesty's
ful or proper, that by a nominaily indepen- solicitor-general, if it is by or with the advice
dent, but in reality ever-aspiring and ever-de- of those great functionaries that the prose-
pendent creature of the crown, who, by his cution has been instituted and carried on
obsequiousness to high-seated will, on a small 5. The lords commissioners of his Majesty's
scale at the bar, has been exalted and engaged treasury, if it was by their order that the
to practise obsequiousness to that same will prosecution was instituted ; 6. The members
on a vast scale on a bench -- that by any man of that select body of his Majesty's privy
so situated, the conjunct power of King, council, which is distinguished by the name
Lords, and Commons, should be exercised, is of the cabinet council, if it was with them
very far from being either useful or proper, that the business originated, orifit be through
even though it were to the best of M1ires- them that it has passed.
ginable purposes ; for, it is by applying it But this indictment is but one out of a
thus to good purposes, that, in those situs- number of indictments, all of them results of
tions, men acquire that power, which, as so many setsof acts, performed in execution
surely it has been made their interest, it has of the same general design : treating, on the
been their practice, to apply to the very worst footing of a punishable offence, every endes-
of purposes, your which, by persons acting elsewhere thva_

Thus plainly untenable, on every ground in parliament, shall have been made, towards
of law as well as reason, is the attempt made, the obtaining of any change in the represev_
in tile present instance, to fix upon the de. ration of the people in parliament : construing
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every such emleavour into a crime, and thu% I Among all theme couut_, should there lm
in case of any imperfection in the modeofthat any one that shall be found altogether clear
representation, rende'ing that imperfection j of these, as well as all other, unproved nile.
for ever remediless : in case of any system of gatlons,--than, if the verdict be taken upon
oppression or depredation, or other national that one count, the other eight, I am ready
grievance, growing as a necessary effect out to acknowledge, may every one of them be
of such imperfections, rendering all redress of stuffed with the like excrementitious matter
any such grievance for ever hopeless, in any quantity, yet from that quantity no

Oh, but ouroaths! our oaths! Perish ti- valid objection to a verdict of guilty can be
betty! perish the eountry l We must not, made.
we will not, violate our oaths! The copy, or rather extract, which I have

Well then, my fellow-countrymen, if such succeeded in obtaining, does not furnish me
be your determination, on no account to rio- with the means of speaking, with that entire
late your oaths, I desire nothi_g better. This assurance which is afforded by actual inspec-
leads me to the circumstances, which, if in tion of the whole tenor, in relation to any of
the preseut charge there were matter ever so the nine besides the first. But, in several of
plainly criminal--and ever so much of it, and these instances, the unbroken thread of the
all of it proved--would, in this case (not to legal custom in this respect, affords an assu-
speak of other cases) suffice to render it ira- rance altogether sufficient for the purpose.
possible for a jury, consistently with their At any rate, when a llst of these unproved
oaths, to concur in a verdict of guilty, allegations has been seen, as it here wiU be

Of whatsoever there will be to say in proof seen, as contained in the first count, no per-
of this position, the ground is constituted by son, whom it may concern, can find any diffi-
this uncontrovertible assumption : -- namely, culty in applying the same list to the several
that it is not consistent with their oaths, other counts.
for a jury to declare their belief of anything Here then follows, as taken from the first
which, in their eyes, has not been sufficiently count, a list, or at any rate what will be found
proved by the evidence that has been before an abundantly sufficient sample, of these un-
them : still less their belief in the truth of proved allegations, anyone of which will have
any position, of the falsity of which they the effect of rendering a verdict of guilty a
have no doubt: aad therefore, if so it be, violation of oath onthe partofcveryjurymau
that, whenever, to constitute an offence as who has been concerned in it :-
described in the indictment, the concurrenc_ 1. " Being malicious, seditious, and ill-d£_-
of every one of a number of circumstances posed persons." Whether to the persons by
therein stated is required- then, and in whom,--without either proof, or design to
that case, if, of the whole number of these offer proof,--dispositions, and if dispositions,
circumstances, there be any one which either habits, and if habits, acts, thus designated,
had manifestly no existence, or (what comes are imputed to others, -- whether to these
t_ the same thing)has not been proved to persons the imputationswould not apply,with
have been in existence, no defendant can, more justice than to those to whom they are
consistently with the juryman's oath, be pro- thus apphed, let any honest man-- let any
nounced guilty, with relation to that same sincere lover of truth, justice, sincerity
offence. The circumstance thus left unproved declare.
-- be it ever so plainly irrelevant, or even 2. " Maliciously/devising, and intending to
ever so ridiculous, its being so makes not, in raise and excite discontent," and so forth.
this respect, any difference. The accusation 3. " With force and arms."....
on which the jury have to pronounce, is that 4. " In contempt of our said Lord, the
which it is, and not anything which it might King,"....
have been. and is not. 5. " Against the peace of our said Lord

On another occasion I may perhaps give the King"... ,
more latitude as well as more particularity Of these allegations, the two last will, it
to this discussion. On the present occasion, is expected, be foand to have been inserted
what is said on this subject, must of necessity in each one of the eight other counts : if so,
be as compressed as possible, then are they, each of them, sufficiently in-

On the present occasion--to prove, on the fected with unproved matter, in such sort as
ground now stated, the impossibility of a to give to the verdict of guilty, if pronounced
verdict of guilty, without a violation of the in relation to that one of them, the illegal

juryman's oath---an that remaiasis--to point and immoral quality so often mentioned.
out, in each of the nine counts in question, -- This eventual violation of oath being sup-
among the circumstances, of all which, in the )osed, let those say whom it may concern
description of the alleged crime the existence let any juryman say to himself, let the learned
is alleged. --one or more, of which it will be judge say to them all for himself-- whether,
plain, either that they had no existence, or should it, even frmn the very commencement
that they have not been proved, of the institution of jury-trial, be scan to haw
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been the practice of jurymen thus to defile o_"other of those fallacies, of which I ]_ave
themselves- should it have been the un- been at the pains of forming a cat_ogue,
varied practice of the judge thus to connive which I hope will erelong be published in
at their defiling themselves, or even to re- English, as, in the greater lmrt of it, it has
commend it to them so to defile themselves for some time been in French.*

whether, even in this case, any member of In a certain number of instances, let but
the present, or any future jury, that sees this, the jurymen of this country shew the deter°
will, in any such habit of defilement, how- ruination to refuse thus to defile themeelve_.
soever inveterate, find any sufficient warrant -- not any the smallest difficulty will attend
for so defiling himself, the giving to all instruments of accusation

Yes, for argument sake, if, of his so de- (not to speak of other legal instruments)
filing himself, any preponderant advantage to that shape, which will render it, not only
the community, in respect of judicature and perfectly easy to juries, to declare guilt to
substantial justice, would be the result. But, have had place, wherever in their opinion it
if in any shape any such advantage were to has had place, -- to render it perfectly easy
be found to result, it would lie on the defen- (I say) for them so to do, without any such
der of the defilement, be he who he may, to defilement,-- but shall even render it much
bring it to view. Now this is what has never ] more easy, than it either has been made al-
yet been so much as attempted to be done ; i ready by that same defilement, or would or
and it seems to me that I risk little, in yen- _ could be made by the like defilement, if
turing to assure the reader, that it never wig t swollen to a pitch, ever so much more enor-
be attempted to be done. On that side, if [ molls than it has ever yet been seen to be.
anything be advanced, it will be in the strain ]
of vague generality, and in the form of one I present collection.
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FOR the purpose of the cause, infitoled, the King against Edmond_ and others, of which it is

expected that, before this can reach you, it will have been tried at Warwick, copies were sent of

the paper which immediately follows [precedes] the present address. Not only in principle, but

in so large a proportion of the details, the two cases are in so many points coincident, that, for
the present purpose, to draw up a paper, distinct in all its parts from that other, would have been
labour without adequate use.

On this present occasion, I proceed, therefore, on the supposition that, by what persons soever

any remark of mine, on the subject of the indictment in the case of the King against Wolseley,
may be regarded as presenting any claim to their notice, the following [preceding] remarks, which

had, for their more immediate object, the Warwick case above mentioned, will, in the first place,

have been perused. This being supposed to be done, all that will remain will be to subjoin such

remarks as apply exclusively to tho_e words and phrases, which have no plac_ but in the Chester
indictment, by a copy of which they wiU be preceded.



THE KING v. WOLSELEY & HARRISON.

" MISDEMEANOR.

' COPY OF THE BILL OF INDICTMENT AGAINST SIR CHARLES

WOLSELEY AND MR HARRISON.*

" CaEsHia_.--The jurorsof our Lord the King and hislaws,totheevilexampleofall
King upon theiroath present,thatSir C. othersinthelikecaseoffending,and against
Wolseley,lateof Stockport,inthe "city" thepeaceofoursaidLordtbeKing,hiserown
[county]of Chester,Bart.,and J.Harrison,and dignity.
lateof thesame place,schoolmaster,being "And thejurorsaforesaid,upontheiroath
persons......of a turbulentEliand seditious2] aforesaid,do furtherpresent,thatthe said
dlsposltion,and wickedlyandmaliclously[3] C. W. and J.H.,togetherwithdiversother
devising,and intendingto excitetumult[4] personstothejurorsaforesaidunknown, on
and insurrection[5],bothinthisrealm,on thesamedayandyearaforesaid,atStockport
the 2SthdayofJune,inthe59thyearofthe aforesaid,in the saidcounty,withforceof
reignofGeorgeIll.ofthe UnitedKingdoms arms unlawfullydid conspire[9"],combine,
of GreatBritainandIreland,King,atStock- confederate,and agreetogethertodisturbthe
portaforesaid,in the saidcounty,together publicpeaceofthis"kingdom,and to incite
withdiversotherpersonstothejurorsafore- andstirup thepeopletohatredandcontempt
saidunknown, tothenumber of500 and up- of thegovernmentand constitutionthereof,
winds,withforceandarms [6],unlawfully asbylaw established,incontemptofoursaid
did assembleand gathertogetherto disturb Lord theKing and hislaws,to the evilex-
the publicpeace[7],and beingsoassembled ampleofallothersinthelikecaseoffending,
together,did,by seditiousspeechesand dis- and againstthe peaceof our saidLord the
courses[8],and by otherunlawfuland dis- King,hiscrown and dignity.
honest means, then and there endeavour to " LLOYD, Prosecutor. JOHN HOBNIa.
" in_te'" [incite] and stir up the people of " THOMASROBINSON,High Constable.
this realm to hatred and contempt of the go- " A true copy of an indictment, preferred
vernment and constitution thereof, as by law and found against Sir C. W. Bart., and Jo-
established, in contempt of our said Lord the seph Harrison, schoohnaster, at the quarter-

• Reprinted here from the Morning Chromcle sessions holden for the county of Chester, at
of 19th July 1819. The figures are here in- Knutsford, on Tuesday, the 13th day of July
serted for the purpose of reference to the RE- 1819.
lUAIIKS. " HENRY NOTTS, Clerk of the Peace."

REMARKS ON THE ABOVE INDICTMENT.

TAKING, for their subject, divers words and On the present occasion, tothe ungrounded
phrases in the above indictment, these Re- assertion respecting disposition in general, is
marks have, for their principal object, the added, in the first place, the assertion, by
shewing that, on either of the two counts in which the quality of" turbulence" is ascribed
that indictment, concurrence in a verdict of to the disposition of the persons thus accused.
guilty would be a violation of the juryman's Here then the jury are called upon to pro-
oath. nonnce, that the disposition of the persons

1. "JBe#_9 persons of a turbulent .... dis- accused is, in the instance of each of them,
position."] That the pronouncing anything a turbulent one. But to do so _dll be to pro-
on the disposition of the persons in question, nounce them in that respect guilty, and that
whatsoever were the disposition so ascribed, without evidence. By the word turbulence,
would, as to so much, be the pronouncing a no distinctly conceivable aetis indicated. On
verdict without evidence, has been shown in the present occasion, if there be anything, of
the Remarks in the lVarwicl_ case (p. 250.) which any distinct indication is afforded b_"
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this word, it is the sort of temper, and the is punished for any such cause as the _' e.r.
state of mind, which, on the part of the per- citing" it, or the endeavouring or "/mead/mr'
sons concerned in the prosecution, has place, to excite it. If, for the purpose of forming a
or is pretended to have place. To whomso- ground for punishment, there be any word--
ever applied, it is a word of vague vitupera- any name of an act _ that requires to have
tion, and nothing more. the import of it fixed by an authoritative

2."Andseditiousdispositlon."] Of the word definition, surely this one is of the number.
dlsposition, enough has just beeu seen. Sedi- But anysuch definition, where is it tobc
tioas disposition is a disposition to commit acts found ? Absolutely nowhere. The law knows
of sedition. By the phrase acts of sedition,what not of any such word: neither statute law (the
are the sorts of acts that are, or those that only"real sort of law,) nor the sort of sham
ought to be, understood to be designated? law, commonly called common law : in no sta-

Presently we shall see this same adjective tute, in no law report, or authoritative law
or epithet, seditious, employed to designate treatise, is any such definition to be found.
certain " speeches and discourses." But the No, (says somebody,) nor need there be:
first thing to be considered is the act at lsa.ge, for tumult is a word belonging to the corn-
Sedition? an act of sedition ? what sort of an men stock of the language. Well : and, when
act is it? For, of the phrase-- the act of employed as an article of that common stock,
speaking a seditions speech, and of the phrase what then is the import attached to it ? No-
- the act qfpublishing a seditious written dis- thing can be more indeterminate. On the
course, the import will depend on that which slightest scrutiny, this indeterminateness will
is attached to the phrase-- an act of sed_tion appear unquestionable : mid, to warrant the
taken at large. Be this as it may, the idea application of a word to a legal purpose, it
attached to the word sedition being no tess suffices not that the word be familiar : the
obscure mad indeterminate, than it is practi- idea attached to it should moreover be deter.
eally important, the consideration of it is here minute.
deferred, to the occasion on which it will be If there be any idea constantly associated
seen presenting itself anew, in company with with it, it is this-- namely, the idea of a some-
the words speech and discourse, thing generally unpleasant and undesirable :

3. ,'Wickedly and maliciously."] Twoother that something being a noise, in the making
words these, which, as here employed, amount of which, a number of persons greater than
to nothing better than another sample of vague one are instrumental.
and ungrounded vituperation. To these again Woise -- in the. composition of the idea at-
the remark may therefore be applied, namely, tached to the word tumult -- noise, then, one
that the imputations conveyed by them not might venture to state as m_ essential and in-
being susceptible of proof, the consequence dispensable ingredient.
is, that, supposing a verdict of guilty applied Motion -- violent motion _ of other bodies
to the count of which they form a part, here besides air --motion on the part of a number
would be another violation of the juryman's of persons: _and what number ? Wouldthis
oath. be another ingredient ?

Here, too, would recur the question--if, But suppose both ingredients to have had
on the ground of the ungroundedly abusive place, _both the ingredients thus designated
language, any person ought to suffer,--on -- would they both together suffice to con-
whom, with most propriety, would the suf- stitute a punishable offence ? No intimation,
feting be made to iMl?---on the persons who to any such effect, having as yet been given
are the objects of it, or on the persons who by any authority, would the ideas thus asso-
concur in the utterance of it ? dated suffice to constitute, for the purpose of

,, But," The King" (says the current maxun)" punishment, the complex idea of an offence ?can do no wrong." No_ say the crown-law- In addition to the above ingredients, injury
yers, "nor the crown-lawyers neither :" if not to man's person -- injury to any subject-mat-
in words, at any rate to every practical effect, ter ofmun's property _ immoveable ormove.
such is the addition made to it : what would able -- injury of either of these descriptions,
be wrong and criminal, if done by any other and in either case injury in any shape, might
person, is, wherever they do it, right and le- suffice (it is supposed)--might suffice to ann.
9al: right, though it be for no other reason, stitute such an offence _ so that the effect
than that it is by them that it is done. thus given to it were but sufficiently known.

4. " DevL_ing and intending to excite tu- But in regard to injury to person, still comes
r_ult.'] Tumult, forsoothl Behold here an- the question -- would a singie personsufllce?
other word without any determinate meaning, or shall any and what greater number be re.
W_at is the criminal retention imputed here ? quisite ? In this case, shall tumult be regarded
Answer _ the intention of exciting tumult, as distingnished---(nnd by what eircen_amce
Now what is tumult _ This is surely among or circumstances di_inguished ?)---from tom.
the things which every man ought to be in- man a,qsault f
formed of_ and informed of in time, before lie Whatsoever be their subject.matter sad
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their drapes, the injuries commonly regarded which is alleged to have been intended, go-
as included in the import of the word tumult vernment is expressly stated as being the
can scarcely be regarded as of a very serious object of them. Why then is it that, when
complexion. That which, in this indictment, the horrible word insurrection is thus brought
is brought to view in the character of a pu- forward, it is thus hung up over the headset
nishable crime, is, in the most illustrious the defendantsmhong up, as it were, in the
periodical publication that e_er appeared i_ air, and without any determinate meaning
any country, considered as to such a degree attached to it ? Why, mdess because some-
beneficial, not to say necessary, to good go- body was c_onscions, that neither in that nor
vernment, that the author of the article in in any other criminal sense of the word wan
question, the avowed adversary of radical insurrection intended ; nor, therefore, was
reform, scruples not to employ his endeavours any intention of producing any such criminal
to the avowed purpose of preventing the cx- etfeet capable of being proved. In the inser-
clusion of it. " Were the causes of tumult tion of this word, what then was the purpose
destroyed," s_ys the Edinburgh Review, No. in view ? Once more, only, by influencing the
61, p. 198, "elections would no longer he passions, tomisleadthejudgmentofthejary,
nurseries of political zeal, and instruments for and cause them to concur in a verdict of guLl-
rousing national spirit. The friends of liberty ty, against two men in whose instance no
ought rather to view the turbulence of the guilt hadplace. See what is said a little lower
people with indulgence and pardon, power- down _n the subject of seditious speeches.
fully tending to exercise and invigorate their Now then, no such intention, as that of
public spirit. It is not to be extinguished, but rising up against government, for the purpose
to be rendered safe by countervailing iustitu- of putting down the government, or for any
tions." Not that, in regard to the utility of other and minor purpose--no such intention
tumult m any sense of the word, I can bring (suppose) is proved ; at the same time, this
my own conceptions to anything like aeom- being numbered among the other words of
cidence with the ingenious reviewers, course -- the assertion contained in it being

In addition to the word tumult, may be numberedamongtheassertions,which,though
seen included in this same justification the not les_ plainly false than scandalous, it is
word turbulence--another of the words in customary, because it has been customary,
which the science of the drawer of the indict- for the jury on their oaths, under the eye of
meat has beheld the matter of a punishable the judge acting under hi, oaths, to declare to
clime, be true---suppose it accordingly, in and by the

5. Intending to excite .... insurrection.] verdict, declared to be true. What is the con-
Much more serious is the charge now; but sequence? That, when the defendants come
still indeterminate, --on the current, and but up for judgment, the judge fancies, or pre-
too well justified supposition, that by the tends to feet himself in his speech, and in hit
jury, under the direction of the judge, asset- sentence, not only authorized, but compelled
tion, not only unproved but ungrounded, will, to consider the defendants as insurgents_as
in this as well as so many other instances, be everything but traitors. Not exactly as trai-
in a way to be regarded as proved, -- most tots : neither the word traitorously, nor any
conveniently indeterminate, of its kin, being in the verdict: but neverthe-

Insurrection, then _ What, onthis occasion, less as next kin to traitors. For now comes
for the purpose of their verdict, are the jury in to his aid the sense in which the word with
--what, for the purpose of their defence, are its kindred are so continually employed in the
the defendants--to understand to be meant body of the law--employed, not only in all
by it. histories, but in all ncw_papers. The citizens

"Insurrection" is rising up. Rising up _. of the United States, ere they became ac-
tor what purpose ? If against any person or knowledged eitizens_ were they not insur-
persons, against whom? Atanyrate, in what gents, andinsurgenttraiters? So likewise the
consists the crime? In the act of rising up, menin Spanish America? In Spainandevery.
there is not any crime; in the act of rising where else on the continent, insurgent trai.
up against this or that person, there is not tots; in England, insurgents everywhere, and,
necessarily any crime : for example, not when in the court newspapers, insurgent traitors.
it is but in self-defence against unlawful ag- ] 6. With force and arms.] Nothing can
gressinn. Rising up against the government ¢. here be plainer than the existence of an sUe*
against the government, for any such purpose !gation, that, in the course of the acts done in
a_ putting down the government ? Nothing of ,roseeution of the criminal intentions alleged
all this is said: nothing of all this is charged, and for the purpose of giving effect to those

And how happens it that nothing of this same intentions, force and armsmnot only
iaeharged? T_e governmeat_ was it, on this .force but arms_ were employed. WeU then,
oecaslon, out of the penman's thoughts ? No if on that same occasion, neither .force nor
aacn thing; for presently, when hatred and arms are proved to have been emptoyed,_
contempt are the affections, the excitement of or even, though force were proved to have

VOL. V. R
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been employed, if no arras are proved to have belonged to international law only, not to
been employed, no verdict in and by which internal law. Peace is the absence of war;
they are declared to have been employed can and, if it be applicable to injury between
be concurred in, without a violation of the members of the same state, it could only be
juryman's oath. So likewise, though arras on the supposition of a civil war, such asthat
were proved to have been borne, if no force between two pretenders to tlle monarchy, or
is proved to have been employed, that between a monarch al_d his aristocratical

Now as to arms, what, in the sense that subordinates: of that sort of civil war from
belongs to the subject, arms are-- is pretty which, in those feudal times, in which most
well understood by everybody. Arms are of our institutions took their rise, the country
either offensive or defensive: and, in either was seldom free, except when relieved from
case, to help to constitute the alleged guilt, it by a war of depredation, in which all parties
they must not merely be such arms as are joined, for the sake of the plunder hoped to
customarily carried for the purpose of being be obtained from France."
eventually employed against assault by beasts, Injury to person, to properties, to reputa_
but such arms as by their construction appear tioa, to condition in life,-- to one or other of
designed to be employed against men. the ibur shapes expressed by these denomi-

7. To disturb the p_blic peace] "unlaw- nations, may all injury, considered in so far
fully" and "to disturb the public peace :" it as individuals are the objects of it, be seen to
was to this intent that they "did asset ble be reducible. That which, as between too-
and gather together," says this part of the narch and monarch, would be signified by the
charge, words breach oftbepeace--that, and nothing

Disturb the public peace ? Once more, if else, would be signified by that same phrase,
not by injury, or endeavour to do injury, to ] when applied to injury as from individual to
per._on or property, by persons acting together indiwdual in the same state, or from subjects
for this same purpose, in considerable num- to rulers in the same state: that is to say,
hers, the public peace was endeavoured or in-_ injury to person or property, when aecom-
tended tobe disturbed, by what other means-- } panied with physical force,--or with the
in what other mode, could it have been endea. ] appearance of it; in any such shape as should
voured or intended to be disturbed ; or in this I produce fear of ulterior injury, in one or both
case, to the words, disturb the public peace, ] of the shapes thus sigtfified.
what other determinate and intelligible ira- In either of these cases, a measure oh-
port is left ? lf, then, neither injury, nor en- I viouslv conducive, and in some circumstances
deavour nor intention to do injury, in either I even necessary, to prevention of ulterior in-
of those modes, is proved, here there is another i jury, is the bociily arrestatlon of the evil-doer,
ungrounded assertion by the adoption of which and, for a time, more or less considerable, the
the juryman's oath would be violated. But,

even suppose injury in both modes proved, still _ Through the French paix, peace comes from
would a verdict of not guilty be warranted, the Latin pax. Pax has for its grammatical
thoughit were upon this single ground. Why ? kindred, pactum, a treaty or agreement. Among
]gven because, for want of those same deter- the most ancient, and therefore the wisest, of
minute expressions, or what is equivalent to those ancients, whose_sentiments and conduct, by

the phrase_ _,/_e ancients_ we are so frequently
them, the defendants have been deprived of called upon to take for the model of our own_war
that precise information, which was necessary for the purpose of extermination, with no other
to furnish them, in case of innocence, with softening than was prescribed by the profit of
the sufficient means of defence against this enslavement, was the natural situation of those
part of the charge. Disturbance qfthe Fublic same wise nations, with reference to all other
peace is not plain language, but rhetoric-- nations: which other natioos_ in consideration
rhetoric, which, for the purposes of deception of their deficiency in the article of"wisdom, were
and injustice, has been, as it was originally lumped _gether under the general denominationof barbartans. At the same time, in case of a
inserted, so is it still kept, in the body of the special agreement_ or treaty of peace, entered into
lai_,uage employed by lawyers, for that purpose, any nation in particular might

Eminently useful has indeed the word peace stand exempted from that fate to which, but for
been, to those who, in that course of perpetual such special exception_ it was doomed. Accord.
encroachment, which limited power, in what- ingly, among the Greeks_ by two eorresptmdent
ever hands, is destined to pursue, are waging and single-worded denominations, expressive ofthe absence and pre_ence of this cireurostanee
cheir never-ceasing war against liberty, of exception, barbarians were dis_nguished into

Though, in its original import, this word those, between which respectively and the wise
was far from being so determinate as those nation, peace, meaningbypeacetreaty, hadplaee,
which the subject required, and, as above, and those with whom no such _pgacehad place;
might have found,_it was still farther from and .among the Romans, thoug,h it appears not
including one important point which in these taat tae two appropriate terms had recetved trans-lation into their language, the sentiments in
later times has been forced into it. _nestion were very eiligiently and frequently coa-

_n itsoriginala_d propersignification_it mrmed toinI_ractice.
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subjecting him to ulterior bodily restraint, the sort here in question- a libel, tending
Were it not for a power to this effect some- to incite and point against the person or
where, no one could say, to what extent persons in question sentiments of displeasure,
injury, in the two shapes here in question, tends to a breach of the peace ? Upon these
might not swell itself, or any other persons, such, it is true, may be

As between monarch and monarch, so the effect of injury in this shape, just as it
between individual and individual, it is only ma_-be the effect of injury in any other shape.
by injury to the persons or properties of men, For, there is no injury by which a man, weak
not by mere injury to their reputation or con- in mind and strong in body, may not be en-
ditioo in life, that except of late, and in pro- gaged to make retribution tbr it, by means of
secutiou of the above-mentioned implacable injury, in some shape or other, of the sort of
internal war of the ruling few _g_ainst the those by which peace, in the original, deter-
subject many, that peace has ever been con- minute, and proper import of the word, is
sidered as being broken or d_sturbed, broken or disturbed.

With or without commission from the king But, let this be law, every act, by which
of Great Britain, suppose a Spanish captured any man may be made angry, is a breach of
by a British ship, and men in the ship killed the peace : and thus, between acts whieh are
or wounded: here is disturbance of the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts, injurious or
here is breach of the peace. Thus stands the not, that are _ot breaches of the peace, all
matter, so far as regards injury to person alJd difference is expusged.
injury to property. Now as toinjury to re- Thus, then, so it is, that, let the law be
patation. At this time, scarcely does that bat nniformly carried into effect, all liberty
day pass, in which the reputation of the Spa- of discussion on the subject of those affairs
nish monarch does not receive its fignrative which are the common concerns of all men,
wounds by the instrumentality of the public is rooted out--all by so sweet and soft an
.prints; yet by noneofthose figurative wounds instrument as the word peace, issuing from
ts peace between Spain and England either the }ips of the reverend, and scareelytbe less
broken or disturbed, pious for the not having as yet been superna-

Still, in the import of the word peace, there turally consecrated, ministers of peace.
was nevertheless something of a loose and A man defiles your wife before your feet.
figurative cast, which, by the enemies of the This, if it be with the consent of the person
liberty of the press, was regarded as affording so defiled -- this, though it stfffiees to acquit
a colour applicable to their purpose, you of murder, in case of your avenging the

Already, to every written and published ir0ury by the deatk of the injurer upon the
discourse, which it was their wish to suppress spot, has not yet been discovered, either to
or punish for, they had succ_.eded in affixing be a breach of the peace, or to have any ten-
the character of a criminal and punishable dency to produce to any such effect as that
libel ; and, on the part of the people, they in question _ to any such effect as that of
had found either a stock of prejudice, or a arrestatio_ ott the spot, and at the time, any
degree of blindness and neghgence, sufficient such thing as a breach of the peace. The
to produce submission to the injury. B_, to reason is plain : here is no libel published.
punish a man for an alleged libel, and there- _Notbut that it is among those injuries, which
upontosuppressit, afterithadbeenprovedor " by intendment of law"--meaning always
pretended to have been proved such, wa_ one English law -- are never committed without
thing : under the notice of his having pub- "force and arms." But, in this case, the force
lished a libel, to punish a man for the publi- and the arms being but the product of men-
cation of a written discourse, and to suppress dacity and nonsense under the garb of science,
the discourse, before it had been proved, or neither breach of the peace, nor so much as
so much as pretended to have been proved, a tendency to any breach of the peace, is among
libel, was another and a very different thing, the imputed accompaniments of it.
This, however, they have been seen to do; Thus it is, that, with words at command,
and, in the word peace, with the cloud in the nominally independent, but really de-
which it still continues so unhappily involved, pendent, creatures of the crown, continue to
they found a pretext, such as by them was have, as they always have had, but for here
deemed, and as yet has been found, a suf- and there an act of perversity on the part
fieient one. of juries, at equally absolute command, the

Still, however, the phrases, disturbance of life of man, as welt as everything from which
the peace-- breach of the peace, were not of life derives its value : and, so it be by a man
themselves regarded as sufficient : the idea of with justice in his mouth, and a certain quan-
tenden_ was still requisite; to the phrase, tity of fur and false hair flowing over his
" a breach of the peaee," the words, tendingto, shoulders, how they are dcalt with has_ to
were added, and thus the thing was done. the good people of this country, been, at all

Tend to a breach of the peace _ In what times, a matter of little less than complete
manner, by what meaf._s, is it, that a libel, of indifference.
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8..By seditious speeches and discourses.] affected contempt : -- absurd, pedantic, wild,
:Now, then, as to sedition. In this clause, by visionary, and impracticable -- such are the
which the jury are called upon to pronounce epithets kept in store t6 be poured down
the defendants guilty of an alleged crime upon the head of every presumptuous inno-
thus denominated, ought to be considered as rater, whose andaci_y shall dare to propose
of course included, the supposition that to the extending, to this most important of all
every one in their situation it had been ten- sciences, that instrument of elucidation,
dered possible to know and understand--to which is never regarded as being misapplied,
know andunderstand in time--what the sort when applied to the most trivial, be they
of acts are, to which the appellation is ap- what they may, of the several other branches
plied, and from which, if committed, the penal of art and science.
consequences attached to it will be made to Lastly, as to common, alias judge-made law.
fall upon the actors. Not that the definitions, which occur here

But, in this instance, as in so many others, and there, in the books called books of conJ-
no such possibility, it will be seen, has place, men law, are, any of them, possessed of any

In this instance, as in every other, what binding force, or authority : to each such
the possessors of power have in view aud at exposition, whether repeated as having been
heart, is-- under the name of punbchra,mt_ to given by a judge speaking as such, or exhi-
cause suffering to fall upon any such p_rscns, bited by _n _nufficial and uncommissioned
to whom it shall have happened to have of- treatise-maker, each succeeding judge, on
feted opposition in auy shape to their will- each occasion, bestows such regard, and no
determined, as it is, by the conception enter- other, as it happens to him to find his conve-
rained by them of their own interest, nience in bestowing: for nothing can he ever

Now, by the word sedition, what is it then see, that, if so determined, can have any such
that is expressed ? Opposition, in some shape effect as that of restraining him from the
or other, to that will: this, and little more, freest exercise of such his pleasure. Still,
if anything: at any rate, nothing, the shape however, in such expositions, definitions, ex-
of which can be said to approach in any de- emplifications, and illustrations, as are to be
gree to a determinate shape, found in law-books, a man who is rich enough

Look for the meaning of it in statute law : to possess a law library of adequate magni-
look for it in common law : look for it as long rude, and at the same time has leisure enough
as you will in both, you will look in vain. to make this use of it, may, in most cases,

As to the word sedition, in statute law it find some guide to reflection-- some help to
may unqu_ttonably be found in places more cmljeeture.
than oue. But, in each place, for the import Accordingly, inbooks ofcomraon law, words
that will be attached to it, reliance is placed may here and there be found, which have
on the import, whatsoever it may be, which been taken for the subject of declared defini-
by each reader shall happen to be attached tion. Examples are -- the wordu, high trea-
to it. Unfortunately, various as well as nu- aon, riot, rout, and unlawful assembly : not
merous are the imports which, with almost to speak of others which have no Immediate
equal pretension to propriety, may present bearing upon the present subject.
themselves as attached to it; imports cur- But, in the number of them, the word
respondent to which are so many species of sedition is not to be foulld. On the present
mischievous acts, differing wide:y f, om one occtmion_ b_sides indexes to statute books,
another in quality and quantity of mischiev- Hawkins, the latest of the authors of crown
ousness. A sample may, perhaps, be brought law-books, who can with any confidence be
to view before these pages are at an end. cited as authority, has on this occasion been

Now, of the immense and undigested mass recurred to, and in vain.
of statute law, in what portion will any ex- Such is the case with regard to the word
position _ any attempt to give an explana- sedition : such is moreover the case with the
tion and fixation -- of the import of this still more appalling word insurrection.
important word be found? In the instance Between sedition and high treason _be-
of this, as well as ahnost every other deno- tween a crime punishable with nothing be-
ruination of offence, nowhere. In the manu- yond fine and imprisonment, and a crame
facturing of this species of law, no man ever subjecting men to an excruciating death, with
scruples to assume, and to any extent, those et-ceteras, puuishing with elaborate refleetimt
things to be universally known and under- the unnumbered innocent along with the
stood by everybody, the possibilit_ of know- guilty one -- where is tim difference ? _o-
lug and understanding which hag not been body has ever told us : nobody has ever at-
allowed to anybody. To the manufacturers, tempted to tell us : nobody is there who is
the very idea of definition is an objeet of a able to tell us. For one and _he same indio
n.tt altogether ill.gro'mded horror-- of real vidual act or series of acts, for which a man
1__rror -- and tberefore, to escape from the is prosecuted e¢ fer high treason, if the cog-
i. diguation due zo such neglect of duty5 of nizance of it is thought fit to be trusted _.oa
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j_ry, and of the'evidence of two _dtnesses, or be punished with the less atrocious punish-
a body of other evidence construed to be ment, as above, is tlle act of criticisivg, in
equivalent to it, can be found,--for the same terms displeasing to the members of govern-
offence, he has been made prosecutable, and ment, anything that, at any time, has eve[
accordingly prosecuted, as for sedition, and, been done by government. And, forasmuch
by a single justice of peace, convictable and as, in the preanlble, in company witb tha
convicted on the testimony of a single wit- words high treason, the word sedition ir _no
hess (36 G. III. c. 7.) serted, what is said about "hatred and o_n-

But between these, as compared with one tempt," as above, i.e. about unacceptable
another, and as compared with such other criticism, may, by any one that chooses, be
offences as strike against the authority of taken as a definition of it. To convict a _n
the government, is it possible to draw any even of high treason on as good grom_l,
clear lines of distinction? Oh yes; abun- would not require a construction more tn-
dantly possible. Actuality, it is hoped, may tensely strained, than some of those by wh_h,
be received as tolerably satisfactory evidence in addition to the treasons created b£ par_
ofpossibihty : and this evidence would here ment, new ones have been created by judge_.
be produced, were it not that space and time Mr. Hunt, and his as_ociatos-- on a 1_
press, and that, on the present occasion, any oeeaslon, were no_ endeavours used to send
such sample might, by those whom it con- the knife of the hangman into their bowels *
eerns, be regarded as uncalled for and irre- Yes,- and for what offence ? For one of
levant, those offences which are between higli

Look at that statute. Every act, in the treason and nothing : the one or the other.
nature of which any real mischievousness is according as audacity or timidity are the
included, is expressly declared to be high accompazfiments of despotism.
treason;_every act, which is allowed to
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PAPER I.--PREFACE.

To the whole of the matter, which, under sible. Ofthlsburthen, the prir_pal and meal
nine or ten different heads,* is now, in the prominent part, being of a pecuniary torture,
comp_s of one and the same volume, pub- is designated and presented to view by t_
tished under the same general tltle,--belongs word expense.
one and the same design, and, it is believed, Hence it iswthat, wlththe object desig-
one and the same result. But, it being corn- hated by the words o_tcial aptitude, beeotoes
posed of no fewer than (besides this) nine inseparably assocmted the object designated
&fferent papers, published mostly at different by the word expense.
times, on different occasions, and under titles Of whatsoever benefit comes to be es'_tb-
by which no intimation of such unity of de- lisbed, the net amount will be--that which
sign is conveyed,- it has occurred that that remains after deduction made of the amount
design may in no small degree be promoted, of the burthen.
by holding up to view, in this preface, the A notion, which, in the course of this in-
way in which they are regarded as being re- quiry, whether really entertained or no, Ihad
spectively conducive and contributory to it. the mortification of seeing but too extensively

The work, from which they take their corn- endeavoured to be inculcated, was _that the
men origin, was an all-embracing system of net amount of the benefit reaped would, in
proposed constitutional law, for the use of all this case, increase, and as of course, with the
nations professing liberal opinions: volumes, amount of the burthen imposed: and--to
three ; the first of which, after having been speak more particularly, that the aptitude of
some years out of the press, is at this time official men for their several situations would,
now first published. Of this work. a main in a manner of course, receive increase with,
occupation was, of course, the showing by and with every practicable degree of exact-
what means the several members of the official ncss in proportion to, the expense employed
establishment-- in other words, the public in engaging them to enter upon, and continue
functionaries, of the aggregate body of whom, in, their respective situations.
what is called the government is composedw On the contrary, for my own part, the more
might be rendered, in the highest degreewell closely I looked into the matter, the more
qualified, for rendering to the whole commu- thoroughly did I become persuaded---not only
nity the several services which are or otlght that this opinion is erroneous, but that the
to be looked for at their hands : or say, for exact reverse of it is the real state of the case.
giving fulfilment to that, which is or ought In regard to each of these so intimately
to be the end of their institution:_name- connected objects _ maximization of ollicial.
ly, the maximization of the happiness of the aptitude, and minimization of official expense
whole community under consideration. --to show by what means the best promise Of

In any one of these forms of words, may the obtainment of them might be afforded,
be seen expressed the whole of the benefit wasofcourseanobjectofmyinquiries. From
in view. the words o._icial aptitude rim.rimmed, expem_

But, in the very nature of the ca_e, con- mlnimized--from these five words might this
nected with this benefit, is a burthen, without design receive its expression : and, of the de-
which the attainment of this same benefit is, mgn or purpose of this work, might intlm_
in all places, and at all times, utterly impos- tion be thus afforded by its title. But, in

addition to this, a further idea, which it 4,_
" Since this Preface was committed to the my wish to see associated with these words,

press, some change having been made in the list is--that ofthase two states ofthings_these
of the Papers originally intended to be inserted;
hence some uncertainty and mis-statement in the t we mot uaUy concomitantly dasirable objeeto
namer/ca/desiignation of them. But as, by re. -- one bears to the other the relation of_
ferenco to the list of contents, things may be set to effect; for, that fromthe same a_rangement
right_ the benefit of correction would not (it has from which the expense so employed will ez-
been thought) pay for the treuble. [The changes perience d_minution, the aptitude in question
_r to consist in the insertion of "Supple- will, in the natural order of things, receive
ment to the Extract" as Paper IV. ; the transfe, increase : in a word, that, ccvter/s par/bus,fence of the Paper" On Public Account-Keep-
ing," from No. VIII. to No. X_; and thetranspo, the less the expense so bestowed as almve_
sition of what wereformerly Nos. IV. V. andVI. the greater, not the lesser, will be the aptio
to 1_o_ V. VI. and VIII. rev2ectively.--Ed_] tude.
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Now for the painful part of this inquiry : -- produced, in the mind of the evil-doer, by
Never, to any subject-matter,---eousidered the toss of his accustomed benefit.

as a source of happiness or mthappiness, or Happily, it follows not in this ease, that,
both,--have my labours on any occasion been bemuse the partides of evil bear in number
directed, but with a view to the giving increase to those of the good the ratio of three to one,
to the net amount of happiness. But, so in- they must in the aggregate be superior in
timately blended and intermingled, through, value to the good. Happily: for, if such were
out the whole field, are those two fruits of the consequence,--seascely where, between
human action,- never could the sweet be alan and man, contention had place, would
brought to view, but the bitter would come good to any net amount be ever produced.
into view sloug with it : and, as the sweet Moreover, a few hints there are, to which,
would, in great measure, come into view and coupling together two considerations, namely,
be reaped without effort,--the consequence that of the extent of their usafulness, if any
was, that in clearing away the bitter consisted they have, and the narrowness of the space
the great px_ o£ tha labour necessary to be into which they may be com_r_sed, I could
employed. Ill such part of the field, -- for not refuse admittance : and, tot such admit-
obtaining, of the bitter-- in a word, of the lance, no other place than the present could
unhappiness--produced by defidency in the be chosen with any advantage.
aptitude -- a perception sufficient to put me Disappointment-prevention, or say non-dis.
in search after the most effectual mode of appointment, principle. For the purpose of
supplying that same deficieney,---a very s]ight retro.susception, or say resumption, as well as
glance would commonly suffice. But, this for that of original distribution,--in this prin-
object accomplished, then has come the task ciple may be seen the chief and all-directing
of sbowing the needfulness of the research guide. In this may be seen, on the ground
that had been made : showing this, by show- of utility and reason, the foundation of the
ing the bitterness of the fruit with which the whole law of property, penal branch as well
whole field was overrun, and the magnitude a_ civil. In another place,* application has
of the evil actuaUy and continually coming a_ready been made of it, to the subject of
into existence, from the want of the supposed what is called real property : -- and thereby
d_seovered appropriate and effectual remedy, explanation given of it. In the present vo-

Painful (I may truly say) has, on every lume may be seen ulterior appli_alton made
occasion, been this part of my task : for, never of it, and explanation given to it: namely,
has it happened to me to witnes_ suffering, on in the in,mediately ensuing paper, intituled
the part of any creature, whether of my oxvn l_troduetor?/. Vieg,.
species or any other, without experiencing, m In the train of it come now a few proposed
some degree or other, a sensation of the like rules and observations :--
llature in my own nerves : still less .possible 1. -- Rule I. So long as expenditure con.
has it been to me to avoid experiencing the tinues running through any pipe or channel,
like unpleasant situation, when it has hap- which can be stopped without production of
pened to myself to have been contributory to disappointment--disappointment tofixed ex-
that same suffering, pectations already formed, --forbear to stop

Yet, without bringing to view the evil, -- it, in any pipe or channel by the stoppage
utterly incemplete would have been the good, of which such disappointment will be pro-
produced by the invention and description dueed.
given of the remedy : for, by all those, who- 2. _ Rule IL On this occasion, by appro-
soever they were, by whom, for the sake of priate delineation draw a dear and express
the benefit derived by them from the evil, line ofdemareation betweenfired and floating
the existence of the evil would of course be expectations.
denied, and their endeavours applied to the Every solicitor, who sends a son of his to
keeping it out of view, -- eorre_nondent in- one of the inns of court, expects to see that
will, harboured towards those ny whom tins same son on the chancery bench with the
source of the good* is endeavoured to be dried seals before him ; as the Lord Bathurst, of
up, is a necessary consequence. Queen Ann's creation, saw his. Behold here

Here, then, in connexion with every par- a specimen of floating expectations : corre-
tide of the good endeavoured and supposed spondent to fixed expectations in ordinary
to be done,-- come three distinguishable par- language, are vested interests in technical
lides of evil : evil, from the contemplation of language.
the suffering endeavoured to be prevented, 3. _Rule III. The amount of the sum
evil, from the contemplatiou of the suffering proposed to be retrenched being given, and
producible, on the part of the ceil-doer, by the amount of suffering of every sufferer by
the application made of the remedy; evil, it being the same, the less the number of
splm_hended from the desire of vengeance, the sufferers by it the better.

e Viz. "of the good_" or "benefit" to "the • .4nother place.]_Westnflnster Keview for
evil-doe_P'--Ed 1826, No. XIL
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Application. -- Case supposed : in the de- Ithe four next will be seen predominating the
partment in question, mass of expenditure [ bitter. The first thing done will eonsi_ ac-
proposed to be retrenched, £1000 a-year: cordingly in laying down, allalong, what, in
one sum of £1000a-year forms the salary of my view of it, is right; that, to this, as R
one commibsioner of a board : another sum of standard, for the purpose of detection and
_elO00 a-year, the aggregate of the salaries exposure, may all ulong be applied that which,
of ten clerks. These situations, all eleven in my view, is wrong.
of them, are, on examination, deemed need- As to the ninth of these papers, m of the
less : but, without production of disappoint- subject of it (the militia) the extent is eora-
ment, they cannot, any one of them, be struck paratively narrow, m and the relation of it to
off. Direction in consequence: strike off therestmust,_titforitsexplanationtillsome
the one commissioner, rather than the ten other matters have been brought to view.
clerks, or any one or more of them. Occupied principally in showing how tim

4. -- Rule IV. Remember ahvays, -- that, aptitude in question may be maxim_ed and
on both sides, the amount of the provision the expense minimized, and that, by every
probably obtainable by each such dismissed diminution effected in the expense, angmea-
functionary, in lieu of what he thus loses, re- tation may be _4ven to the aptitude m are the
quires to be taken into consideration, three first and the eighth+ of the ensuing

5. Example of a channel of expenditure papers : occupied in showing that in fact, on
capable of being stopped up, without disap- the part of the rulers of the British empire
pointment of fixed expectation, this : namely, in its whole vast mass, and of the English
salaries of the ostentatious class of function- part in particular of them, the endeavour has
aries sent on .foreign rnisswns : secretaries of been, and continues to be, and _o long as the
legation, consuls, and vice-consuls, not in- form of government continues to be as it is,
chided. Offers of service at reduced salaries never can cease to be --to nmximize the ex-
to every diversity of amount- offers of gra- pense and minimize the aptitude_ occupied
tnitous services, not to speak of offers of put- in the establishment of this positron, are the
chase-- let all such offers be called for and remaining numbers ; that is to say, the 4th,
received, before choice is made. Of purchase? 5th, 6th, and 7th_ of these same papers.
Yes. For, if a fit man there be, who, instead Specially connected with one another will
of being paid for taking upon him the bur- be seen to be Papers 4th and 5th ;_ mutually
then, is willing to pay for the permission to connected in like manner with one another,
bear it, -- why, even against any such offer, Papers 6th and 7th.¶
should the door be closed ? In Papers 4th and 5th, maybe seen occupied

As to the general indication afforded, of the leading minds of the two parties between
aptitude for a political situation, by the proof which the statesmen of those days respec-
given of relish for it by the smallness of the tively were divided, years 1780 and 1810,--
sum required for taking it, or the largeness occupied in the endeavour to obtain the a W
of the sum ready to be given for it, -- see on probation of the community, for principles,
this head what is said in Paper llI..Exlract by which, if carried into practice, not an atom

from the Constitutwnal Code. of the fruits of human labour over and above
6. Note, that -- by striking out any indi- what is necessary to bare existence, would be

viduai, in whose instance fixed expectation, left in the hands by the labour of which it
either of continuance in possession, or of ac- was produced. So much for principles :-- or,
quis*tion of possession, has place,--nothing if another word be more agreeable, t_ory.
is gained, upon the whole, by the community In Papers 6th and 7th,¶ may be seen_with
of which he forms a part. Not more is the what consummate consistency and perfection
community thus benefited, --than, by the re- those same principles have been, and down
moral of a weight from one side of a ship to to the present time continue to be, carried
another, the ship is lightened, into practice : to how enormous and endless

7. As often as, at the public expense, me- an amount has been swelled the mass of exo
ney is given in the name of mdenmification, pense, employed under the notion of securing
complete or incomplete, for loss sustained by appropriate aptitude on the part of the head
him without his default, -- so often is acted functionaryin one ofthe departments; namely,
upon a principle, the reverse of that which in that of justice ;- and the degree of per-
would produce the disappointment of a fixed fection, in which, in that same instance, the
expectation, by the uncompensated extinc- quality of inaptitude has had place: and how
[ion of a profit-yielding office, effectual the provision that has been made,

To apply this observation to the matter for addition altogcther boundless to that eame
of the present volume. In the three* first of expense. Moreover, in Paper 7th my be seen
these papers will be seen nearly the whole _ how, by the head functionary in another
of the sweet part of the compound task : in t The four first, and the _mth, ib._Ed.

$ 5th, 6th, 7th.,and 8th, lb.
" Four--vide supra, p. 265, Note • Ed. 1[5th e,nd 6th_ lb. ¶ 7th anti 8th_ lb.
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department, namely, that of the home-afl_rs roneous opinion, have, by those same or some
not only was support given to the system othereonsiderations,beenthemselvesinvolved

of predatory exaction, and therebyofexpense, in the like delusion ; such is the influence
just mentioned, _and to the continuance of exercised on the judgment by the affections.
the official inaptitude also just mentioned, -- In the mind of George Rose, the existence
but in his own department an addition, with of the power of self-deeeit, ill quantity more
(it isbelieved)unexampled wantonness, made or less considerable, presented itself to me
tothe expense of offices subordinate tohis (I remember) as not improbable : in the mind
own, and thereby to his own emolument; of Edmund Burke, not a particle. In the
coupled with the inexorable establishment mind of George Rose (means for observation

.of a set of regulations, having for their most not being wanting) there seemed to me to be
obvious and incontestable effect, not to say no small portion of downright honesty and
their avowed object, the exclusion of every goodness of intention ; in that of Edmund
efficient cause, and assignable presumptive Burke, nothing better than matchless artifice.
proof, of official appropriate aptitude. Sole To return to the subject of retrenchment.
qualification required, eating and drinking ; Just now, a show of a design of this sort hay-
qualification decidedly rejected -- of the se- ing been made, and in that track even some
verat powers belonging to the very office in short steps taken,--among the topics, for
question, the habitual exercise, sometime proposed to be included in this mis-

Thus then may be seen -- not only unre- cellany, was that of retrenchment. But, after
• trlcted, but by every day's practice continu- some progress made in relation to it, came
ally confirmed and acted upon,--the theory to into view, what ought to have presented itself
which expression may be given by the words from the first ; namely, that the field of re-

o_icial expenze and o_cial inaptitude both trenchment is no other than the whole field
maximized, of expenditure : the only difference being

When, in the career indicated by the words that the points of view, in which that same
expense maximized--aptitude minimized, the field has to be contemplated, are, on the two
ruling powers have proceeded for a certain occasions, opposite. Tiffs being borne in
length of time, _it will sometimes happen _ mind, time and space were seen joiuing in
that, by the fear of seeing their power drop putting a peremptory veto upon any regular
from under them, they will be induced to progress in that track : any progress, present-
stop ; and even not simply to make a stand, ing, upon the face of it, any pretension to the
but actually to make a retreat; and that this character of a comprehensive one.
retreat, when applied to expense, will be de- Seeing, however, as above, one supposed
elated under the name of retrenchment, proper seat and source of retrenchment-- the

All this while, the original opposite de- militia, in relation to which what had occur-
sign _ the design of advancing in that same red to me had already assumed a determinate
career _ continues, of course, in unabated shape, -- the quantity of space occupied by it
force. For, the same cause which first gave being but small, admittance (it seemed) need
birth to it, will, so long as man is man, make not be refused to it. It forms accordingly
it grow with his growth, and strengthen with the matter of paper 9th.
his strength. The design, however, not be- 8. What is the navy good for ? Answer_
ing altogether so acceptable to the people at to help to defend colonies. What are colonies
whose expense, as it is to their rulers by goodfor?Answer--tohelptosupportthenav_t.
whom, it is entertained and pursued, -- hence Quere, what part of the national expenditure
the endeavour to impress on the minds of the is kept up on the ground of this circle ?
people--instead of the apprehension of its 9. On the question- by the metropolitan
existence _ the opposite confidence. But, count_.y shall this or that distant dependency
such is the force of truth, and of the nature be kep_ up ? -- there are two sides-- two
of things, that whenever a design of this sort interests-- that require consideration: that of
really has place, so it is that, by means of the metropolis herself and that of the depen-
the very endeavours employed to dispel the dency. To Great Britain and Ireland--say
apprehension of it, it is liable to be brought m one word to Brithibernia-- would it be
to light, matter of advantage or disadvantage to sur-

Whether, in the several instances of Edo render the dominion of JBriti.sh India to the
mund Burke and George Rose, this result has inhabitants, as it surrendered to the inhabi-
not had its exemplification, -- is among the rants the dominion of the new Anglo-Ameri-
questions, on which the reader will have to can United States ? On the question whether
pronounce, should his patience have carried it would be for the advantage of Bri_ibernia,
him through papers the 4th and 5th. e much might be said on both sides. On the

Not unfroquently, those who, by delusive question, as applied to the nation of British
arguments, are labouring to inculcate an er- India, _ in the minds of those who have read

the documents, and in particular the work of
• 5thand6th--vldesupra, p. 265_Note•_Ed. the so well=informed, intelligent, and incon-
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testably weU-intentioned Bishop Heber,- 13. Exactly as ne_y, exactly as re_
scarcely can there be a doubt. By the with- sonable, are pensions of retreat, et cteters, at
drawal of the English regiments from British publleexpense, for official men,_as for pro.
India, in what respect or degree would Hin- fessional men they would be, or for artists, or
doos or Mahometans profit? Answer--in for tradesmell, or for labouring men engaffed -

much the same as did the ancient _Britoas by in any other profit-seeklng occupations.
the withdrawal of the Roman legions. 14. Once upon a time,- in the senate.

10. If, in the e_e of the several European house of Gotham--a motion was made, to
powers, and other civilized nations and go- impose upon everybody a tax, and put the
vernments, security against one anotlwr were whole produce of it into everybody's pocket.
all that were sought for, at the hands of Hear him l hear him ! hear him ! was the cry.

stwndinq armies and permanent navies, _ no The motion passed by general acclamation.
less effectually might this security be procured Quere, of the Gotham senate-house what was
and retained, by proportional diminution than the distance from St. Stephen's ?
by proportional augnwntation. But, by all of 15. Account to be taken. Account of the
them, permanent mihtary force, in one or both annual amount per head, of an average pau-
branches, whether needed or not, is prized per on the aristoeraticsl pauper-list called the
at any rate as an instrument of security for dead-weight, in each of its several elates,
themselves against their own subjects : seeu- from the £50 a-year class to the £4000 a-year
rity by means of intimidation : and security class inclusive, compared with the expense o|
by means of delusive show and eorruptive in- the democratical pauper-list called the poor
fluenee, rates. Quere, how much longer will the real

11. Now for dead-we_qht. After having so poor_the vast majority of the community
much too long had its habitation, it has at --endure to see five hundred times as much
length recei_ ed its name. It was on the shoul-! thus bestowed upon one of their betters (and
ders of the good woman who used to figure such betters !) as is bestowed upon one of
upon a halfpem_y, a wen, or a millstone about themselves?
her neck : either emblem may serve. But One of these days, two comparative ae- .

simuht the first be preferred, let not imagina- counts will be made up by authority; one, of
tion take place of reason, -- and, turning her the expense bestowed upon the democratical
hack on the hereiu-above-propused non-dis- class of paupers; the other, of the expense be-
appointment principle, -- go on to say, im_e- stowed upon the aristocraticaL How much,
dieabde vulnus c_se recideadum est. if anything, does the aggregat_e of the last-

1"2. _hllstoi_e or wen--it is among the mentioned expense fall short of that of the
blessings for which Brithlbernia stands in- former? Next to nothing. Think too of the
dcbted to 3latchless Constitutma. In the |engthoftime, takenbytheoneandtheother,
Anglo-American United States, no such ex- for arrival at their present magnitude. Cal-
crescence is known. Pensions, in compen_- eulate the length of time, at the end of which,
t_on for wounds received,- and thence for while the democratical continues stationary,
the encouragement necessary to the engaging ] the aristocratical pauper-list will have outrun
of meu to expose themselves to such casual- the interest of the national debt, as much as
ties, _ Yes. But, pensions of retreat, -- that same interest has outrun the amaual sum
pensious for wldo_ s or orphans, remuneration ! applied to the maintenance of government l
mis-seated or extlavasated,--in these or any Look at him ! there he sits ! prince of the

otlmr shapes,--none. As to extravasated atistocratical pauper-list, at this moment l
remuneration, see Paper III. Extract from Conservator of everything that is evil! impla-
Constitutional Code.* cable enemy of every new thing that is good !

Loaded with the spoils--of the injured, the
* Mis-seated and extravasated. To men •

....... ]_ . aflhcted, the helpless, the orphan, and the
eonver_.nt m ttm menlr._o- nranen or art.ann- '" I
science, the use and importance of no$otog7d is no _aoow.
s_-_t, ne the disorder what it ma_ to it how V_hat is the number of clerks who, aft_

can any eure_ under it how can anyrelief, be ad- any number of years' faithfid serwce, would
ministered, _ unless it be spoken of ? And, how not, with less compunction, be turned a-drif_
can it be spoken of with best effect, unless a penniless than this man deprived oftheaddi-
name, and that an appropriate and characteristic -. ,_ ' .......• . } ..... tlOn thUS mace to so many nurtured t_ou_nRone. be given to it. As tittle to the practmoners _ _ .
;. +_ h_tt_ _l,tio i_ thi_ _ _o_.Pt n_ ta theae in pounds, aceumulateo Dy the delay, sale, and

the........body natural.Jr_ ..................But, under .match"-- l'_seo-_lstie . denial of justice ;_ by disturbing the peace
tution, the praztitioners-- having and being ac- 2 - . ............. ." .
tuatotl by an interest at daggers-drawn with that "l"_Jode of connexton between official service
of the mitienk _hence every idea and every ex- t and official remuneration. In tile elmracter or a
p,tession", which contributes _o throw light on the _ Supplement to the section, on O iT_ial Remuneva-
nature of the disorder, is, in proportion to th* I tion, as reprinted in the extract trom the Co_ti..
str_gth and clearness of that light, necessarily ] tutional Coded--matter under this head has for
and uniformly odious: hence the endeavours to | some time past be_n collecting. But, no $_ma_
gaffe it to be regardc<l as ridiculous. { progr.ss in it had been made_ when the ob_'v_
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for the purpose of plunderlng the property, of light in and by the admirable speech so lately
families ;---by set ting children against parents, made hi the Honourable House, by Mr. Whir-
and parents against children ; Mby giving, of tie /-/art, e!/. Estimated annual value of the

his own single authority, origination, execu- crown-lands obtained by Soraers when Lord
tion, and effect, to institutions so shockingly Chancellor, for his own use, year the 7th
immoral, that neither he nor any other man William the Third, A.D. ]69_, or thereabouts,
in his place, would have dared so much as _:2100 per annum. Of what remained after
attempt to introduce the proposal of them this grant,--produce, upon an average of fif-
into either House of Parliament ? teen years ending in 1715, £ 1500 a-year, and

Of one of the states of things, held up to no more; according to Mr. Secretary Rose's
vlew in and by the Defeace of EcoTwr_y against pamphlet, intituled " Observations respecting
.Burke, namely, the _tate of _the crown-lands, the Public Expe_lditure and the InJluence of
a curious enough and highly instructive appli- the Crown, 2d edit. 1810." Of the present
cation may be made to the now existing state remnant of that same remnant, mmual value,
of things in the same quarter, as brought to according to various estimates, made by ra-

tion was also made_ that thla Is but one modifies, nornografi?t_/. Why ? Answer : -- l. Because,
tion of the manner of bringing into coincidence in comparison of the occasions on which the cx.
the line of conduct prescribed by private interest, pression of"will receives the name of law, those
and that prescribed bv pub]ic duty : and that-- on which it receives the two other denominations,
to complete the probl_m_ what was requisite was are, when taken together, so much less impor.
the establishing the correspondent ch_seness of i tant; the interest at stake being .so much less
connexion between maleficence on the one part, considerable : 2. Because the motives, or say in.
and punishment on the other part : -- punish- dnccments, by which compli,nce (the effect aimed
ment, together with the several other remedles_ at) is produced, arc not, in those cases, at bottom
which the nature of things admits of:--namely, so different, as m a first glance they will be apt
satisfactive_ suppressive, and preventiv_ De- to appear to be: 3. Because, in respect of the
sirable and reqmsite is this coincidence in the rules_ having for their object and effect the se=
case of official men,-- true: but not more so than curing the coincidence between the mode of con.
in the case of all other persons whatsoever, duct which it is the de-ire of the operatin_ wi:l

These things observed, what was fi_rtber oh- to produce on the part of him whose will i_op::.
served was--on the other part, that the head to rated upon, and the conception therehy enter-
which this disquisition belongs is that of nomo- t_ined of that same wit.l, the difference in the
trophy in general. But, in the collection of several cases is comparatively inconsiderable.
m_ under this head, considerable progress Supposing the assortment of rules for this pur-
had been already mad_ The art-and-seieneeof pose correct and complete as applied to/aa.,_
clothing, in the best adapted form, the several nothing, or next to nothing, wLll require to be
modes of giving expression to the dictates of the done, in the view of providing rules for those two
u,_ll, may be considered as a hitherto unobserved other cases.
branch of logic: the branch of art-and-science Should the papers thus denominated arrive at
as yet designated by the name of logic, being, a state in which they will h_ve been deemed fit
as to its subject-matter, confined to the dictates i to see the light, --ii will then be seen-- in what
of the _:nderstanding--a faculty not exactly the ] a variety of ways the effects of imperation in its
samewlth the _vl/2, though not far distant from it. I two shapes--positive command, or sayjussion, on

1Vomography_(from a Greek word which I the ono band, and prohibitmn, or say inhibition,
signifiesla_,afidanotheswhichsignifiestoz_rite, on the other---are producible. Consequence of
or sa_,, give exprez_ion to)--is an appdlation, [ this variety: difference- in some cases between
whica presented itself as capable of being made [ the effect intended, and the effect produced; in
to serve, with most conventenee, for the desig- [ other cases, between the effect appearing to be
nation of the lo_ of ttw _i//. True it is, that [ intended, and the effect in reality intended.
between the wffl o_erated upon_ and the will I Cause of the difference : in the first case, want
operating upon it, degrees of relation in respect I of discernment; in the other eas% discernment
of po_er, there are three : namely, superiority, | applied to a sinister purpose.
equality, and inferiority ; and that, in the case of | Here, then, in the political melodrama, are
nomography, the relation borne by the operating | so many dramatis personce, who enter upon the
will to the will operated upon, is no other than | stage in masquerade. Prohibition, disguised
that of supeT.ior to inferior: and, as in the ease | under the cloak of positive command: positive
wnere the will operating is that of the *Uperior_ | command or permission_ under the cloak of pro.
the mode of address has its appropriate denomi. | hibition : permission, remuneration and encou-
.nation; namely, in private life, comra_znd, in po- | ragement, under the cloak of punishment. Of
hn.ealIife, lo_, ordinance, and so forth,_so has.| this masquerade, under thehead of Indirect Le.
It m the case where it Is that of an equal; as for [ giatation, some intimation may be seen given_ as
example_ proposal or propoalglon: so likewise in |long ago as the year 1802, in the Tralt6 de Le-
the ease where it is that of an inferior; as for |gialatiou Civile et P_nale, _ in what is said of
example, petition, not m mention other appella. | the effect of fixed penalties, in the Introduction

tio_of a less decided character, i to Morals and I_gislation, titles eropertie_ de.
T ese things notwithstanding, _ no sufficient ! sirable in a lot of punishment, and Proportion

cause presented itself to view, for considering the between crirne_ and punishments,_ in what is
rn_.tter of this branch of art-and-science, as dis- said.under the head of Blind fixation, &c_ in the

_sbutedundecthasedenominations correspond- Petitiou for Ju_tlee, device'tbe Bth ; and in the
ng to toe arithmetical distinctions, ov for look. work still in the pr_% intitaled E_dty Dispatcl_

ing out for any other denomination than this of Court Bill, § 6_ Jnd&,e'a l'oa, ers
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rlous members, varying between £500,000 pledged himself for its taking : It declined
and .£800,000. Motion being made for a corn- giving the honourable mover the trouble of
mittee of the Honourable House" to inquire by i any ulterior inquiry. "No inquiry," w_s the
what means this portion of the natio_ml pro- lang_lage: bring "'your charge;" that is to
perry "might be made most available ibr the say -- call tor the punitive remedy, and not
public service," what was the course there- either the preventive, or the suppressive. Hear
upon taken by the Honourable House? An- and determine without evidence ; we being
swer-- That which, without the imputation determined that you shall have none.
of rashness, a man might, by the wager of To this case, as to all others, applies one
" ten thousand pounds to one penny," have of the fundamental, characteristic, and dis-

tinetive principles of Matchless Constitution;
March 30, 18L_0.Motion for " a selecteom, namely, the dadica-teipsum principle. Tomittee to inquire into the land revenues of the

crown, under the management of the Commis. inquire into the conduct of the servants of

sinners of SVoods and Forests, and to report their [ the crown belongs not to any men but them-opinion as to the means by which they may be selves.
rendered most available for the public service." [

PAPER II.--INTRODUCTORY VIEW, &c.

THE following tract, as the title of it imports, Such being the subjects, now as to the oh-
has for its subjects the appropriate aptitude jeers, or say ends in view. These are, as the
of public functionaries, and the expenditure title of these pages intimates, maximization
employed at the charge of the people in en- of the degree of appropriate aptitude in all
gaging persons to subject themselves to the its branches, on the part of the funetianary
obligation of rendering the correspondent inquestion--andminimizationoftheexpense
services. It i_composed off our sections, de- employed in the creation and purchase of
tached from the ninth of the thirty chapters, that same aptitude.
or thereabouts, of a proposed constitutional In this same title, a propc_itlon fully ex-
code, the entire of which, wanting little of pressed is --that, in the plan to which it gives
completion, will be published as soon as cir- denomination, both these objects are endea-
cumstances permit. A table, composed of the voured to be accomplished : a proposition not
titles of the chapters and sections of it, is so fully, if at all expressed, but which will
hereunto annexed, be seen maintained, is, that the aeeomplisho

The class, composed of the members of mcnt of the financial object, far from being,
the oflleial establishment taken in its several as seems but too generally supposed, at vari-
branches, was the only class in contemplation anee with that of the intellectual and moral,
when the plan here delineated was taken in is, on the contrary, in no small degree, tap-
hand. In the progress of the work, the idea able of being made conducive toit. A notion
occurred that, supposing the plan well adapted but too extensively entertained is _ that,
to its purpose in the case of the class thus dis- whatsoever quantity of public money is em-
tinguished, it might be so, in no small degree, ployed in engaging individuals to step into
in the case of any other persons whose situa- official situations, relative aptitude in pro-
tion in life would, without any particular view portianate degree will follow as a matter of
tooflice, aehnit of the expenditure of the quan- course : and that, for example, if, in the ease
tity of time and mental labour, which, with of a chief judge, for £5000 a-year salary, you
that view, is here proposed to be employed, get a certain quantity of appropriate aptitude,
]But, what further may require to be said in double the salary, and, without anything fur-
relation to this secondary, and as it were col- ther, you double the aptitude. Such, at any
lateral, subject, will be rendered more intelli- rate, is the opinion which, in England, wbe-
glble, by-being postponed till after everything ther inwardly entertained or not, is outwardly
which belongs to the primary, and sole rele- and generally acted upon.
rant, subject, has been brought to view. With this opinion, that which gives dire¢.
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tion to the here proposed arrangements, so far recourse for the formation of his opinion, and
from harmonizing, approaches more _earty to the determination of his choice. Who, then,
the reverse: insomuch that, supposing a hum- shall they be ? If, in each instance, the re-
her of competitors, so far as instruction will porter, who in this case will be the recom.
go, endowed with equal degree of aptitude, _ mender, be this or that individual, --what is
a man, who, if any such there be in the situa- not certain is, -- that the giver of the ad-
finn in question, is willing to take upon him- vice will have had any better grounds for the
self, without emolument in any shape, the choice than the asker : what is certain is, that
performance of the duties of an office, is likely he will not have had so great an interest in
to perform them better than another man who the goodness of the choice. For the good-
would not undertake it for less than £5000 ness of his choice, the individual employed is
a-year : or even better than he himself would not responsible to anybody but himself: the
have done, if, on stipulating for that same functionary is responsible to everybody. In
sum, he had obtained it. In the course of the so far as he is proof against the temptation
section entitled Remuneration, being the first to serve his own particular interests and at-
of the four sections of which this tract is corn- fections at the public expense, his wish will,
posed, this opinion, together withthe grounds therefore, be, to see lo_ted, in each situation,
on which it rests, may be seen developed, the individual in whose instance the maximum

First comes the appropriate aptitude : and of appropriate aptitude has place. Unable a_
the problem is, how to maximize it. he is of himself to perform the examination,

When, for the performance of a certain the persons to whom it will be his desire to
work, an individual finds himself in need of assign the task will in consequence be those,
a helper, before he fixes upon any one, he na- in whom the maximum of appropriate apti-
rurally puts questions to any one that offers, tude, with relation to this same task, is to be

questions having for their object the ob- found. By this mo-t general description, the
raining satisfaction, as to the relative aptitude next most general description is settled: the)'
of the candidate : if, instead of one only, a will be the persons that are most distinguished
number more than one presented themselves, in the character of instrurtor_ in the severa
he would, as far as time permitted, put those branches of art and science in which it is
same questions to them all : and, in the put- requisite the persons to be located should be
ring of these questions, he would address proficients.
himself to them separately, or all at the same In regard to the number of the persons pre-
time, ashe found mo,ct convenient. In either sent, the examination must, in this case, bc
way, by so aomg, he would examine' them " he, either private or public. Which shall it be ?
the examiner; they, the examinees. In private Private, it might or might not be as satisfac-
would the examination be of course performed tory as if public, to hbnself; to the public, it
in this case ; for, on this occasion, of no per- would not be. But, supposing him wise, it
son other than the individual himself, would would not be so satisfactory, even to himself.
the interest or convenience be in view: by For, the more complete the cognizance taken
publicity, if obtainable, he would, and in pro- of the proceedings of these examiners by the
portion to the number of persons present, be public, the stronger the inducement they
emharassed, and in no way benefited, would have, each of them, for rendering hi_s

To the functionary in chief, who, for aiding proceedings as well adapted to the purpose as
him in the business of his department, feels it was in his power to render them. Thus.
the need of helpers in the businesses of the then, we have the maximmn of publicity as a
several sub-departments, their aptitude can- necessary condition to the maximum of ap-
not in the nature of the case be a matter of propriate aptitude: ofappropriateaptitude_
indifference. His property will not, it is true, in the first place on the part of the examiners,
as in the case of the individual, be at stake in the next place, on the part of the examinees,
upon the aptitude of his choice. His property, in their quality of persons Iocable in the se-
im: but his reputation, yes. If the subordi, veral situations,--say-, in one word, locables.
hate chosen be to a certain degree unapt, the Evidenced by the answers will be the aptitude
reputation of the superordinate will suffer in of the examinees : by the questions, that of
tvvo distinguishable ways: by the badness of the examiners.
the work done under his orders, and by the Such, then, should be the examination
weakness, or something worse, evidenced by judicatory. As to the examinees, by the opl-
the badness of the choice. _ nion expressed by the votes of the members

Under these circumstances, what can he ] of this same judicatory, they will at any rate

do ? For making, in his own person, any such be placed in the list of persons more or less
examinadon as that which the individual, as qualified for being located in the several ofli-
above, has it in his choice to make, power is cial situations : as to their respective degrees
altogether wanting to him, for time is alto- of aptitude, in the judgment of the judi_-
gethcr wanting. To some person or persons tory taken in the aggregate, they can be exo
other than himself, he must therefore have pressed by the several individual members
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As to the mariner m which the deduction _ there is but one functionary: in a word,
may be made, it wifl be seen in § 16, of which that no such implement as a board has place
.Lovable who, is the title, anywhere. Assumed, and why? _Answer: for

Next subject, the expense: problem, how these reasons: All advantages that can have
to minimize it. First expense, that of the been looked for from a board are better se-
instruction : next expense, tha_ of remunera- cured by other means: in particular, by maxi-
tlon for the services to be rendered by those mizatlon of publicity and respensib'dity; and
by whom the instruction has been received, because the exclusion of this instrument of

For the instruction there must be the ne- intrigue and delay is not less essential to ap-
eessary apparatus of instruction: Imlds, build- titude than to economy. Moreover, these
ings, furniture for every branch : appropriate reasons may, as will be seen, be applied with
implements according to the nature of each still greater profit, to the judiciary, than to
branch, the executive, branch of government.

For administering the instruction there After all, neither by the intellectual com,
must, moreover, be instructors, and, for the petition, nor by the pecuniary competition,
instructors, subsistence, and remuneration in nor by both together, can the individuals, by
quantity sulficient to engage their services, whom the situation shall be filled, be finally
As to the pockets from whence the expense determined. For the formation of this de-
is drawn, so far _ regards subsistence _ termination, there will still be need of some
bare subsistence, together with the apparatus one person, or set of persons, in quality of

they must. in the first place, be those of loeator or locators. By reasons, the essence
the public, for in this way alone can the of which is contained in the word responsi-
suffic'iency of it be secured. This being thus bilit9, the choice has, in this case likewise,
settled, such part of the remuneration as is been determined in favour of number one.
over and above bare subsistence, _ from what This one person can be no other than the
source shall it be drawn ? Answer : from the functionary in chief, under whose direction
pockets of those by whom alone the most the fimctions belonging to all the several si-
immediate b_u_fit frmn the instruction is tuations in question are to be exercised. As
reaped : those, to wi_, by whom it is re- to his choice, it cannot but be influenced, not
ceived. From them it cannot come, without to say directed, by information which the ex-
being accompanied with willingness, and fol- amhiations have put the public in possession
lowed by retribution ; and the quantity of of, as to the merit of the respective cm_li-"
it will of itself increase in exact proportion dates; but it will not, because it cannot, be
to the number of those benefited by it : in determined by any positive rule. By all that
which case it will, in the same proportion, has been done, or can be done, towards di-
be u b_,unt9 upon _ndustry on the part of the vesting the power--the patronage (for that
instructors. Drawn from persons other than is the name of it) of the quality of arbitrari.
those by whom the immediate benefit is ness,_it will not therefore be by anymeaua
reaped, it would neither be accompanied with divested of value, or sunk beneath the ac.
willingness, nor followed by retribution : -- ceptanee of a person competent to the task
and, if it were, as it naturally would be, a of exercising it.
fixed sum -- a sum not depen(lhlg for its In the annexed table of chapters and see-
quantity on the exertions of the instructor tions, [Paper XI.] will be seen a list of the
to whom it is given--it would be a bou_tty several ministerial situations to be filled.
upon idleness. Prime minister will be the natural appellation

!Next comes the expense of the remunera- of him by whom those are thus filled, and by
tion to the intended functionaries; remune- whom the exercise of the functions respec-
ration for the time and labour requisite to be tively belonging to them is directed. In § 17,
expended on their part--before location, in intituled Located Law, will be seen how this
qualifying themselves for rendering their se- consummation is proposed to be effected.
veral official services -- after location, in the But, once more as to the instructors. After
actual rendering of those same services, whatsoever may have been done for engaging

For this purpose, the nature of the case them, remains still the question -- w/_ere can
presents three distinguishable modes :_ l. In they be obtained ? Three sources of obtain-
compliance with appropriate calls, offer to merit, and no more, does the nature of the
take a tess ealary than that which has been case afford : they must be found at home,
proposed; 2. Offer to pay a price for it ; 3. they must be made at home, or they must be
Offer to submit to its being reduced to acer- imported from abroad. In each of these three
taln _ amount, and then to pay such or modes, invitation is necessary. _ormation is,
mieha price for it, after it has been so re- in this ease, an operation pre-eminently re-
duced. The two first modes are simple ; the dlous : and the fornmtors, where shall they
third, a compound of the two: all these wilt be found ? To find or make them would be
have to be considered, to remove a smaller, by a greater difficulty.

Apoh'ttalialongewsumedis_tlutt, ineach Different, according to the circumstances of
Vol.. V. S
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_he community in question, will, in this par- For conveying a general concoption of
titular, manifestly be the eligible course, them, the few words following may, in this

Now as to the collateral subject, national page perhaps, suffice:--
education, and the assistance which the ar- L Objection to the publicity of the examl.
rangements proposed for the instruction of nation- Timid aptitude excluded.
official functionaries would give to it. What IL Objection to the probationary period
is manifest here is, that whatever is good, as proposed for the instruction m Time, thence
applied to functionaries, will not be otherwise aptitude, iusu_cle_t.
than good, as applied to non-functinnaries : III. Objections to the pecuJfiary competi-
whatever promotes useful instruction in any tion : --
ahape in the one case, will promote it in that 1. Pecuniary responsibility diminished
same shape, in no less degree, in the other, thence corruption and depredation probabio
The only difference is--that, in the ease of llzed.
national education, that is to say, in the ease 2. Venality established.
of a youth educated at the charge of his pa- 3. Unopuleut classes excluded, and thus m.
rents,- for occupations other than the exer- jured
else of a public function, _ there will be no In the perusal of the here proposed arrange.
service fur the public to buy, no salary for merits, one thing should all along be berne in
the public to sell : and, the taking the be- mind. The sort of government supposed by
nefit of the instruction provided will, on the them is a representative democracy : the time
part of each individual, be--not matter of in question thatoftha infancy, not tosay the
necessity, as in the case of an official situa- birth, of the state in that same form : such
tion, but matter of choice. It was of course being the state of things, in which, in the
with a view to office alone, that the idea largest proportion, the information ende_
occurred, of bringing to view the several voured to be conveyed, couldhave any chance
branches of instruction, that appeared requi- of being listened to.
site to give to public men the best qualific_ But, in the several subordinate situations,
tion possible for the several classes of offices, even supposing the highest to be filled by a
But, as far as it goes, this same exhibition monarch, not inconsiderable is the number of
will be of use, with a view to no small vao those of the proposed arrangements, which,
rietyofiwivate occupations. When proposing in the eyes even of the monarch himself,
for his child this or that occupation, the pa- might be not altogether unsuitable. For, set-
rent will find in this table, if not a sufficient ting aside any such heroic endowment as that
body of information, a memento, at least, of sympathy for the people under his rule,
reminding him of the need of his satisfying to a monarch, however absolute, neither can
himself as to what are the branches of in- appropriate aptitude on the part of his official
struction to which the mind of his child shall servants, nor frugality in respect of the pay
be directed, and of his looking out accord- allotted to them, be naturally unacceptable.
ingly for an appropriate set of instructors. The more completely security, in all its

As to instructors,--of whatsoever degree shapes, is given to the subject many, the
of aptitude will have been given to persons greater is the quantity of wealth they will
of this class, for the purpose of the instruc- acquire ; and, the greater the quantity they
tion to be given by them to functionaries, acquire, the greater is the quantity that can
the benefit will be open to non-functionaries: be extracted by him from them, for his own
they who are able and willing to instruct the use : in particular, for the maintenance of
one, will not be less so to instruct the other, his standing army-- that high-pressure, high-

So much as to aptitude. And as to expense, priced, and most supremely-prized, engine,
of the expenditure necessary to the in- which is at once an instrument of supposed

atruction of functionaries, a part, more or less security for the timid, of depredation for the
considerable, will have been employed in the rapacious-- of oppression for the proud--of
obtainment of means of instruction, which, boasting for the vain_and a toy for the frio
without detriment to the one, may be era- volous and the idle : and, as to frugality, ttm
aPulOyedin the instruction of the other. Of less is expended in the comfort of any part

such means the non-functionary class may of the subject many, the more is left for the
have the benefit, without paying for it, any fancies of the ruling one.
further than. in their quality of members of Setting aside the case of a pure aristocrat7
the whole community, they had necessarily _a form ofgoverumentnowhere exemplified
been made t_ pay, along with all others, fur to any considerable extent--one only form
the instr_ction of the functionary class, there is, in which m_xindzation of oiteial sp_

To a plan of this sort, various objections titude, and minimization of expense, are of
will of course present themselves. These, as course objects of congenial horror to the ruo

lets. This is t_t, the eompodtion of whichfar as they could be anticipited, are here col-
lected, and such answer_ Ss _med lu_cient, is a mixture of monarchy and aris_y,
O_t_oi_ed. with _ ,li_t tufa, ion d demoer_ in t_
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shape of a slmm-representative body, in the addltaments appear useless, they need net
_rmation of which the subject many have a offer any annoyanca,-- for hehasbut topass
minute share. In this state of things, ex- them by, and read on, as if no such words
pense of official emolument is maximized:and were there.
why ? That the possessors may be pampered Of a code, to which the stamp of autho.
by the receipt of it, the people intimidated by rity had been affixed, these distinctiona would
the force kept up by it, corrupted by the hope afford a commodious method of exhibiting
of it, and deluded by the glitter of it. Apti- so many authoritative abridgments: abridgo
rude is, at the same time, minimized : and ments of the only sort, on which any safe re.
why ? Because, if the contents of the eornu- liance can be placed. By the enact/re part,
copia were distributed exclusively among the if published alone, the most condensed of all
most apt, those junior partners of the all- the abridgments would be presented : by up-
ruling one, with their dependents and favou- propriate types and figures of reference, inti-
rites, would have little or no share in it. mation of the existence of the omitted matter

Four distinguishable sorts of matter may might be conveyed, without any sensible ad-
be seen pervading the whole texture of this dition to the bulk of it. In another edition,
extract: the inactive, the expositive, theratio- might be added the expositive matter; in a
¢_natlve, and the instructional Of these, the third, the expositive and the ratiocinative in
enactive, the expositive, and ratiocinati_,e, conjunction.
have already been exemplified in the three- In England, a highly laudsble disposition
volume work, entitled, " Trait_s de Legis- has of late shown itself, and from a quarter
]ation Civile et Penale," being the first of the from which it might be followed by effect :
four works published in French, from the --a disposition to raise the language of the
author's papers, by M. Dumont.* Had the legislator to u level, in respect of propriety,
political state, to the circumstances of which somewhat nearer than that which it neeupies
the codes in question were to be adapted, at present, in comparison with the worst go-
been, as mathematicians say, a 9/yen quantity, verned among other civilized nations, which-

the instructional might not perhaps have soever that may be. A design so extensively
been brought into existence : at any rate, it useful, would indeed stand but an indifferent
would not have occupied anything near the chance of being carried into effect, if the fra-
quantity of space which it will be seen to ternity of lawyers, professional as well as
occupy here. But, the indeterminateness of i offieial, could not find adequate inducement
these circumstances impossibilized, on many for giving it their pol_it. But neither is such
occasions, the giving to the matter the form toleration altogether hopeless. What that
of a positive enactment, capable of standing particular interest requires is-- that the rule
part of the text of the law, as in the ease of action shall continue in such a state, that.
of u code emanating from authority. Neees- _thout their assistanee, comprehension of it,
sitated was therefore the expedient of era- to a degree sufficient for the regulation of
ploying, instead of determinate expressions, conduct, should, to all other members of the
general descriptions-- for the purpose of con- community, continue impossible. But, such
veying such idea as could be conveyed of the is the excess to which the bulkiness and dis*
matter of the provision, which the nature of orderliness of it have been carried ; -- such,
the case presented itself as demanding. By in consequence, even to themselves, the dif-
the instructional matter is accordingly meant ficulty of stowing it and keeping it stowed in
the sort of matter, the purpose of which is the mind, in a state capable of being applied
the giving instructions to the legislator, if to use as wanted ; _ that, for their own re-
the tide of events should ever carry into that ]ief under that difficulty, the risk of rendering
situation a man, or body of men, to whom it the oractetoo extensively and effectually c_n-
seemed good to give to such part of the matter prehensible, may perhaps appear not too great
as could not here be expressed in terminis, a to be hazarded.
character conformable in principle, to those This being supposed, _a result, that seems
parts, for which an expression thus completely not altogether out of the sphere of possibility,
determinate, has already been proposed, is-- that even those to whom the matter of

Such being the distinctive characters of all such codes as those here exemplified is
the parts in question, by some minds, it was it need not be mentioned by what causes_
thought, it might be found a commodious rendered the object of insurmountable abhor-
help to coneeptiou, if, as often as they pre- runes, _ the form, as far as regards arram3e.
asnted themselves, applicable indication were ment and e2Tression, may, in a degree more
given of them throughout, by prefixing to each or less considerable, be regarded as a anbjeet
portion of matter its appropriate denomina- for adoption. To any person by whom it may
tion as above. To any person, to whom these have happened to be viewed in this light, the

* See the several works which were included intimation conveyed by the words e_act/ve,
under that title, as printed in the present eollec, expositive, and ratio_tive, may perhaps up.
_m. pear not altogether devoid of use. In the ee_
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o! the series of codeg to which the present found in the present one: acoordingly, in _he
extract belongs,-- in proportion as the matter TraiL,s de Zegidation, it may, in both in-
presented itself, the form in which it might stances, be seen effected.
be presented, it was thought, to most ad- In that part of the present proposed code,
vantage, came along with it. Thus it was, which regards the judiciary establishment, the
that, as they were committed to paper, ex° heads of which may be seen in the annexed
plauations, belonging to the head of .form, table, [Paper XI.] the separation will be
t)ecame so many materials for a short disqui- found much less imperfect.
sition, which may perhaps be submitted to Another particular, which will naturally call
the publicin a separate state. But, even from forth observation, is the practice of adding
the small specimen here exhibited, it may be to the numerical denomination of a section,
perhaps in some sort conceived, how great when referred to, the title by which it is eha-
would be the contribution to condensation, racterlzed. In authoritative codes, an addita-
as well as precision, if the expedient were ment of this sort is not, however, without
employed, of substituting to the continued example. In the present unauthoritative
repetition of a portentous pile of particulars, sketch it has been matter of necessity. By
that of a single general expression, in which the author, nothing he writes, in the charac-
they were all contained: the import of that ter of a proposed code or taw, can ever be
expression having, once fur all, been fixed-- regarded as perfected, so long as he lives:
fixed, by an appropriate exposition, in the in the proposed code in question, alteration
ordinary mode of a definition pergenus et dif- after alteration have, in great numbers, at

ferentium--or, where that is inapplicable, in different times, been actually made : further
such other mode as the nature of the case alteration after filrthcr alteration will con-
admitted of. tinually be contemplated: and wherever, in

Between the several surfs of matter, dis- regard to an entire article, e_ther insertion or
tinguished from each other as above, -- the elimination have place, all the articles which
actual separation, it cannot but be observed, follow it in the same section will require a
has not, with any approach to uniformity fre*h numerical denomination, and the an-
been, on this occasion, made. In one and the terlor reference, if preserved, will be found
mine article, two, or even more, of these _pe- debzsive : and so in the ease of sections or
eies, will not unfrequently be found exem- el.q,ters.
plified. In an authoritative code, this want Into what ls new in polnt of form, afurther
of symmetry might, supposingit worth while, insight will, it is hoped, ere long be given, by
be remedied. In the present uuauthoritative another and larger preliminary extract from
work the difficulty of separating the proposed the present Constitutional Code ; to wit, the
enactive and the instruetioaal fi'om each other, judiciamj part above alluded to. The enaetive
was tbund so great, that the necessary labonr matter, eombined with what seemed the
andtime (which would have been neither more indispensable portion of the other sorts of
nor less thml that of writing the whole anew) matter, is already in a state fit for the press,
was felt to be too great to be paid for by any as likewise a considerable portion of the
po,siblc use. In like manner, in other in- ratioeinative and iastruaional, in a detached
stances, the ratiocinative will be seen blended state. From the annexed table of the titles
with the enactive. In an atl.thoritative code, of chapters and sections for the whole, an anti-
the labour might perhaps, in this case, though eipation more or less extensive may be formed
this does not appear altogether clear, be paid of the instruments which have been contrived
for by the use : fbr example, for the purpose for the purpose of compression, and may be
of an attthoritative abridgment, such as the regarded as a sort of condensing engines: a
one above proposed. But, in the present principal one may be seen composed of the
unauthoritative sketch, a mixture of the ra- general word function, followed by the several
tioci_ative presented itself as desirable, not specificadjunetsattaehed to it. In several of
to say necessary, were it only to the pro.pose its parts, the matter of this same judiciary
of humeetating the dryness of the enactive code could not be determined upon, without
matter, and diminishing the aversion, which correspondent determinateness being given to
a set of arrangements, _o repugnant to corn- correspondent portionsoftheproeedure code:
monly - prevailing notions and affections, a code for this purpose is in such a state of
would have to encounter, if inducements to forwardness, that all the principal and eha-
acquiescence were not in some shape or other, racteristie points are settled, and nothing
mixed up with it. I remains to be done, but the reducing to up-

in a civil, or gay, a rigtrt.eonferrilg, code t propriate form some portion of the matter
(for civil expresses so many different things I which has been devised.
that it expresses nothing,) and in a penal, _ In this work wilt be included, as far as
or say a wrong-repressiag code, especially if [ circumstances admit, an all-comprehensive
made for a given political state, the separation ] formulary, exhibiting forms for the several
would be a work le_ di_eult than it tam been i written mstruments of procedure: in patti-
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eular the instrnments of demand and defence, It may not here be amiss to observe, that
for suits of all sorts, as also forms for the of the bulk of the work in its complete state,
mandates required to be i_sued by the jmtge, no judgment can be formed, from the spaca
on the severM occasions, for the several put- oc('upied by the three first of these four see-
poses: and for each mandate ml appropriate lions. The e_eactive part of the first foul
dowminatioa has of necessity been devised, chapters together, for exmnple, does not ae-
On this occasion, as on every other, the en- cupy so large a space as does the least of
deavour has all alan e been to remter the these same three sections.
instrument of desigt,ation as characteristic as Amid so much innovation, a short caution
possible of the object designated. Suramoni- may be not altogether unseasonable. In the
lion mandate will accordingly be seen taking frugality here recommended, no retroaet_on is
place of subtw:na; l_rehen._ion and adduction comprised. By the taking away of anything
mandate, of capias and habeas corpus: and, in valuable, eitber in possession, or even though
lieu of adductwa,--as the purpose requires, it be bat in expectancy, so it he in fixed ex-
will be subjoined abdurti.n, t_a,tsduction, sis- pertaney, whether on the score of remunera-
titian, sequestr_tw., t'enttttt_n, am] SOforth; tion, how excessive soever, or on any other
an appellation, sm'h as pr,hension, and t_en- eeore,--ptfin offrustratedexpectallon_pain
dillon mandate, for example, may, it is hoped, of disappointment, is produced, in the ira-
be found by lay-_ents to coastituW no dis- port of the above words, fixed expectancy, is
advantageous substitute to fieri Jacias or ,[/ eontahled whatever is rational and eonsis-
.fa:- to lay-pent_, that i_ to sa._, to all tent with the greatest-hat_piness pri_mipte, in
human being% but tt_ose whose intere.t it i_ the pertinacity, manifested by the use of the
that everythi_g by which human ronduct is EJ_glish parliamentary phrase, vested rights:
utldertaken to be regulated, -hould be kept and note--that by forbearing to apply the
to everlasting in as incomprehensible a state alleviation _hieh, by the defalcation in ques-
as possible, lion might be given, in respect of the pub-

Demand paper x_ill, in llke manner, for all hc burthens, to persons of all classes taken
occasions t._ken together, b(, seen _ub..tituted, together, no such pain of disappointment is
to the ag-.regatc, composed of aclton, man- produced.
damns, bill, ,_d,,'tme.t, i.lSrmation, libel, and As little ought it to pass unheeded, that,
so forth : dt:t. _mr l,al,cr, to plea, aas7_,e_,de- suppo.-il_g a high-paid thnctionary divested of
n_ttrrer, and so folth, for, it' artificial i_jus- a ee_taiu portion of wealth thus misapplied,
lice has its langu ,ge, so has natural justice, he is not, by a great many, the only sufferer :
But tram and space join in calling upon con- with him will be sufferers all persons of all
clusion to take place at digression, cla_ses, in proportion a_ thelr respectivemeans

With the regret that u,a) be imagined, does of expenditure were de_ived from his. Suppo-
the reflection occur--that, as far as regmds sing, indeed, the over-pay derived fiom cringe
the diction, there are but ro._ man) political --obtained, for example, by false pretences,
states, in which the above-mentioned views, _by this supposition the case is altered.
supposing them approved of: could not be But. add the supposition, that allby whom
carried into any such fifll eff(_ct, as in those the punishment should be ordained, or thai;
in which the language in use is the English: all by whom a part should be taken in the
for, with the excepticn of German, there infliction of it, are sharers in the guilt, then
exists not, it is believed, anywhere, that lan- comes the question-- by whom shall be east
gauge, which will lend itself, anything near the first stone? An Englishman need not
so effectually as the English, to the formation look far to see this supposition realized.
of such new appellatives as will be necessary Prudence might in this ease join with sym-
to precision and condensation : in particular, pathy, in the constructing a bridge of gold,
[ineffectual is] the French, which, notwith- tbr carrying to the land of safety all oppo-
standing its scantiness, unenriehableness, and nears. Only at the expense of those, who
intractability, still seems destined to continue would otherwise have been, but never will

say who can, how much longer--the cam- have expected to be, receivers-- can retrench-
man language of the civilized world, meat, on any other ground than that ofpuni, h-

For a particular pln'pose, the present ex- meat, be, except in case of public insolvency,
tract has been sent-to p_ess, beibre the pro- without hesitation, justified.
posed code to which it belong¢, and in whi_ On the occasion of the ensuing proposed
it is designed to be inserted, could be cam- arrangements, mention of divers periods of
pleted. Hence it is that, but for this infor- years has of necessity been made. It might;
mation,--the numerical tigures, in the titles have been stone help to conception, if, on the
to the several sections, might be taken for so oecasion of this or that train of suppositions,
many errata, or have the effect of giving to a determinate day could have been fixed, foe
the whole publication the appearance of a the commencement of each period. This,
fractional part of a work that has been lost., however, could not be done. For different;

This same circumstance will serve to ae. countries, different days would have been re.
count for th_ hzadinqs of the pages, quisite. For this country -- England, to wit
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_the day may be fixed by hnagination with matter, it may serve as a second Utopia,
something like precision. The day for the adapted to the drcumstances of the age. Of
commencement of this code with the staznp the original romance, it may, however, be
of authority on the first page of it, is the day seen to be -- not so much a continuation as
which will give commencement to the hun- the converse. In the Utopia of the sixteenth
tired and first year, reckoning from the day century, effects present themselves without
on which the author will have breathed his any appropriate causes ; in this of the nine-
last. In the meantime, to those who have teenth century, appropriate causes are pre-
the faculty of extracting amusement from dry sented waiting for their effects.

PAPER III. -- EXTRACT FROM THE PROPOSED
CONSTITUTIONAL CODE ;

ENTITLED_

OFFICIAL APTITUDE MAXIMIZED--EXPENSE MINIMIZED.

]BY JEREMY BENTHAM, ESQ. BENCHER OF I INCOLN'S INN.

LONDON_ 1816.

PAPER IV.--SUPPLEMENT TO THE ABOVE EXTRACT.

*e" As the Extrae_ fiom the Constitutional Code, being Chapter IX. § 15,
16, and 17, with the accompanying Supplement, will be found in tbeir

proper place, it i_ not thought desirable to reprint them here.

PAPER V.--DEFENCE OF ECONOMY
AOAINST

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE EDMUND BURKE.

I_IRST PRINTED IN 1817.

ADVERTISEMENT.

T_ paper here presented to the refer under as long ago as in the year 1810. At that
the title of Defence of Evommty agai_t the time the joint destination of the two papers
Right Honourable Edmund Bn_he_ together was-- to form a sequel to a tract of no great
with another containing a defexee of the same bulk, having for its title Hbtts respeetimj
more useful than welcome virtue against the Economy. For its subject, it had taken the
J_ght Honourable George Ro_ej were written whole of the ofltcsl establishment, and fQ
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ItSobjects, two intimately connected tmi_iml concurrence, how far _ver from being an.
epemtinns, viz. nd_imlzin 9 o_c/a/pay, and eompmded with any degree of complacency, it
max/m/zimj off_/al apt/rude : operations the could _ s_ any than be in any degree c_r-
mutual subservience of which, in opposition fled into effect.
to the universally convenient, univerr_y re- At the time when these papers were pen°
m_ived and acted upon, and in truth but too ned, not any the slightest symptomofofficial
Imtura| opinion, of their incompatibility, was regard for public economy was it the author's
mvintaJaed. The circumst_tce, by which the good fortune to be able anywhere to recogo
publication of it, and in some degree the corn- nise : everywhere it seemed an object of con-
ptetion of it, was suspended, was the expec- tempt-- of contempt not only to those who
ration of obtaining certain documents, which were profiting by, but to those who were and
in the way of exemplification and illustration are the sufferers from, the want of it. Under
affordeda promise of being of use. Meantime, this impression, the wonder wilt rather be,
the turn of affairs produced some incident or bow the author's perseverance could have
other, by which the author's attention was carried him so far into the subject as it did_
called off at the moment to _ome other quar- than how it should happen that, by the sense
ter ; and thus it is, that altogether the three of a slight deficiency, the suspension should
papers have been till now lying upon the shelf, have been commenced, and, by a series of in-

As to the two objects in question, so it tervening avocations, have been continued.
was, that the plan, which had presented it- At present, in this respect, fern time at least,
self to the author as that by which both of matters seemto have undergone some change.
these objects raight be secured, and the only Surely enough, if it does not at the present,
one by which either of them could be so in small indeed must be its chance of obtaining
any degree approaching to perfection, having any portion of public attention at any future
the misfortune to find itself reprobated with point of time. But should it happen to the
one voice by the two distinguished statesmen two, or either of them, to obtain any portion
above mentioned, the removal of the impedi- of favourable regard, the more favourable, the
ment opposed by so strong a body of antho- greater will be the encouragement afforded
city, presented itself of course a_ an object of for the labour necessary to the bringing the
endeavour altogether indispensable, plan to that degree of maturity which would

In the order at that time intended, a state- be necessary to its producing any assignable
meat of the principles which had presented effect in practice.
themselves as claiming the direction of pcae- Short as it is, in the intimatiou above given
tire would have preceded the examination of the nature of the plan, one circumstance
here given of the principles which it was will already be but too undeniably visible,
found necessary to combat :-- hence the refer- viz. that not only without any exception in
ence which may here and there be found to respect of the first of its two connected ob.
portions of matter, which neither in any other jects, viz. minimizin 9 _cial pay, but like.
place in which they could be referred to have wise, and with very little exception in respec_
made, nor in this plaee nazi make, their up- of the other, viz. maximizing oD%ial aptitude,
pearanee. By a change in the order thus ori- nothing can be more irreconcilably opposite
ginallyintended, that one oft he two det_ncas to the particular interest of that class of
which will here be found (for in the present persons, without whose concurrence no effect
receptacle there was not room for the other)" whatever eould be given to it. Yes ; even
cannot, it will therefore be evident enough, in respect of this latter object : for if, in the
but appear under more or less of disadvan- instanee of every office, so odd an effect as
rage. But, to the rendering them perfectly that of an exelusion put upon all who were
intelligible as far as they go, it did not seem not the very fittest for office, or even upon
that, to either of them, any of the matter all who were not flagrantly unfit for it, were
which belonged to that by which they had to be the result, an exclusion would thus be
been designed to be preceded, was necessary : put upon all those, for whom---and their con.
and, by the forms of warfare, especially con- nexioos, and the connexlons of those con.
aidering the situation and character of the nexions, and so on--for whom gentlemen are
person against whom it was unavoidably dl- most anxious, because in every other way
rected, the attention of many a reader (it has they find it most difficult, to provide. But
been supposed) may be engaged, whose perse- if, on the part of the plan in question, the
verance would not carry him through the dry objection is grounded on the opposition of
matter of a sort of didactic treatise, the prin- interests, and consequent un willingness were
eiples of which are in a state of irreconcilahle to be regarded as a proof of impracticability,
hostility to the personal interest of that class it would be a proof, not only that in govern-
of persons which forms the subject of it-- ment nothing good will ever he done, but
to which it cannot but look for the greatest moreover, that in government ingenend, and
number of its readers_acd without whose in our own in particular, of all the good that

" This tract was firstprintc_[ in the Pamph,. has ever been done, the greater part has
4cUer (,No, XIX.) ever been done. Amon_ the points-or whielt
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government turns, some there are relativeto i tract so many of these drops of comfort foe
which the interest of the ruling few, be they themselves ? In both cases, the same sums
who they may, coincides with the universal being pocketed- poeketed with the same
interest ; and as to all these points, hi so far certainty, and under the same conditions
as it happens to them to know what that in what particular, except in the language
same universal interest is -- as to all these employed in speaking of them, and in that
points, gentlemen's regard for that same urn- chance of punishment and shame which would
versal interest may be reckoned upon wlthout have place in the one _ase, and has not in
much danger of error, or much imputation on the other, do these two cases present any the
the score of credulity. Unfortunately, under smallest difference ? Tell us, good Sir Wil.
most governments, and under this of ours in liam! -- tell us, good your lordship, lord of
particular, other points there are, in which the freehold sinecure I--exists there any better
that partial and sinister interest is in a state reason,whyemolumentsthusextractedshould
of implacable hostility with the universal in- lv_retalned,than why bribesgivenandreceived
terest, and of this unfortunate number are to the same amount, and by the same means,
the two just mentioned: and so far as this without disguise, should, if received, repose
hostility has place, so far is the universal in- in the same right honourable pockets?
terest, as being the least condensed, sure of In a certain sen_tiou called uneasiness.
being overpowered by, and made a eonstmtt Locke beheld, as his Essays tell us, the cause
sacrifice to, that which is most so. ofeverbthing that is done. Though on this

In this state of interests, the suhject_many oeeasiou, with all his perspicuity, the philo-
may deem themselves particularly happy, sophcr saw but half his subject (fi)r happily
when, to make up a provision worthy of the neither is pleasure altogether without her in.
acceptance of a member of the ruling few, fluence,) sure it is, that it is in the roogher
nothing more than the precise amount of that spring of set]on that any ul*:erior operation,
same sum, with the addition of the expense by which the constitution will be cleared of
of collection, is taken out of the pockets of any of its morbific matter, wilt find its ira-
the subject-many. An unfortunately more medtate cause.
common ease is -- where, for each penny put Yes : -- in the returning back upon the
into the privileged pocket, pound$ to an in- authors some small portion of the uneasiness
definite number must be, and are accordingly, which the sufferers have so long been in the
taken out of all pockets taken together: from experience of--in this necessary operation,
privileged ones in this way, with more than for which the constitution, with all its cot- ,
adequate compensatlon_mlprivileged, with- ruptions, still affords ample means_ in this,
out anything at all. Thus it is, thai, while if in anything, lies the people's hope.
wars are made to make places, places are made The instrumeut by which the god Silenus
to secure commencement or continuance to was made into a poet and a prophet _it is
wars: and, lest this should not be enough, by this, if by anything, that noble lords and
distant dependencies _ every one of them honourable gentlemen will be fashioned into
without exception productive of net loss---are philosophers and patriots: it is by this, if by
kept up and increased. Yes; productive of anything, that such of them whose teeth are
_et loss : for this is as uneontrovertibly and in our bowels, wiU be prevailed upon to quit
universally the ease, as that two and two make their hold.
four ; for which reason, no man who has a Submission and obedience on the one part
connexion to provide for, or to whom power are the materials of which power on the
and glory, might, majesty, and dominion, in other part is composed: whenever, and in
the abstract, are objects of concupiscence, eml so far as. the humble materiais drop off, the
endure to hear of it. proud product drops off along with them. Of

As to war, so long as in the hands of those the truth of this definition, a practical proof
who have speech mad vote in parliament, or was experienced in 1688 by King James, in
of their near eonnexions, offices are kept on the ease of England and Scotland : in 1782
foot, with emolument in such sort attached to it was experiea_ced by King George and his
them, as *o be materially greater in war than British parlimnent, in the ease of Ireland. In
in peace, who is there that will venture to the dmeacter of ancient Pistol eating the
affirm that, of a parliament by which an ar- leek, in that same year was the first Lord
rangcment of this sort is suffered to continue, Camden seen and heard in the House of
the conduct is in this rerpeet tess perldeious Lords by the author of these lmges, demon-
in effect, or, when once the matter has been strafing, by the light of an instantaneous
brought to view, less corrupt in design, than inspiration, to ears sufficiently prepared by
it would be if in that same number the mere- uneasiness for conviction, the never till then
hers of that same body were, by masses of imagined reasonableness of the termination
money to the same wtue, received under the of that system, under which that island was
name of bribes, engaged by one another, or groaning, under the paramount governmant
by any foreign power, clandestinely or openly, of a set of men, in the choice of whom it
t_ _*t of an ocean of human misery to ex. had no share ; in the same character, in ti_
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event of a similar expediency, might his most ! House of Commons- may perhaps be spoken
noble son be seen in one house, and his right I to elsewhere : it belongs not directly to this
honourable grand nephew in the other, ho_ld- place. What does belong to it is the nature
Lag in hand--the one of them a bill for the of the principles established on the subject
abolition of sinecures, useless places, needless t of public expenditure: principles not ozdy

places, and the overpay of useful and needful t acted upon, but avowed : not only avowed,
places ; the other a bi_Ltfor such a reform in I but, from the connected elevations w the
the Commons House of Parliament, as may t alas ! but too closely connected elevations--
no longer leave the people of Great Britair_, I the mount of the houses and the mount of
in a number more than twice as great as the ! financial office, preached. In these prindplea0
whole people of Ireland, in a condition, from [ it was long ago the fortune of the author to
which the people of Ireland were liberated, i behold causes of themselves abundantly ade-
as above, at the instance of the learned quate to the production of whatever suffer-
founder of an illustrious family, which was, !ings either are felt or can be apprehended r
in one instance at least, not ill taught : in a ' and if it be without any very great demand
word, such a reform as, by divesting the for our gratitude, yet will it be seen to be
ruling few of their adverse interest, by which, not the less true, that to two distinguished
so long as they continue to grasp it, they are statesmen, one of whom is still in a condition
rendered the irreconcilable enemies of those to answer for himself, we are indebted for
over whom they rote, will leave to them no the advantage of beholding these same prin.
other interests than such as belong to them eiples in a tangible shape--in that tangible
in common with the people, who are now shape in which they have been endeavoured
groaning under their yoke. to be presented to view, in two sepmate yet

What belongs to the only effectual remedy not unconneeted tracts ; viz. in the present
which the nature of the ease a&nits of, viz. .Defence of Economy/, and in the other with
a restoring ehan_e (for such in no small de- which it is proposed to be succeeded.
gree it would be) in the constitution of the 2_-ovember 1816.

TITLES OF THE SECTIONS.

I. Defence of Economy against Burke. II. Defence of Economy against Rose.
$Ec'r. I. Borke's Objects in his Bill and S_c'r. I. Introduction,

Speech. I1. Mr. Rose's Pleas in Bar to Economy.
II. _lethod here pursued. _ Plea 1. Vastness of the Expendi_

IlL Propositions deduced from Burke's tore.
Economy Speech. III. Plea 2. Need of provision for Decayed

1. Concerning Pubhc Money _ what Nobility, &c.
the proper Uses of it_ Propo- IV. Plea 3. Need of Subsistence forOfBcial
sitions 1.2, 3. _" See DcjVnee Persons.
against Bose, _ ¢, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. V. plea 4. Need of Money for making

IV. Concerning Title to Reward_ Pro- Fortunes for Official persons a_l
position 4. their Families.

V. Concerning virtuous Ambition, Gra- VL Plea 5. Need of Money for buying
titude and Piety _ Proposmons Men off from professions.
6, 6_ 7, 8. VII. Digression concerning the Value of

VI. Concerning Party Men and their[ Money.

Principles--Propositions 9, 10. t VIII. pies 6. Need of Money as a Stimulus

VII. Concerning Minister_ and their Duty to Official Exertion.
to themselves-- propositions l 1, IX. Plea 7. Need of Money forthe 8ul_,
12, 13_14. port of Official Dignity.

VIII. Concerning Grat,itous Service and [ X. Plea 8. Concerning the late Mr. Pitt's
the Profligacy invol_e0 in it_ [ Expen&ture:_the Impropriety of
Pr_x_sitions 15_16. t Economy how far provdl by it.

IX. A Prophecy, and by Burke--Thel XI. Concerning lrfluence.
King will swallow up tire wilole XII. Concerning Pecuniary Competitlon_
Substance of the People_ pro. and the Use made of the Ptin_ple.
position 17. g:_ See 1forefor the
¢?la_Vtf£_"hOlW.

X. Gratuitous Service, Burke's Objec-
tions to it examined. -- Necker. --
Burke's East-India Bill.

XI. Burke's Objections to the Applica-
tion of the Principle of C_mpeti-
tion to this Purpose -- its Frivo-
lonsne_.

XIL Concluding Observations.-- Burke, .
why dins examined.
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DEFENCE OF ECONOMY AGAINST BURKE.

SECTION I. depression of the force in the hands of the
ISURKB*S OBJECTSIN HIS BILLANDSPEECH. adversary, and at the same time the eventu_

preservation and increase of the same fores
| nEG_Nwith Mr. Burke : and this, not only in the hands of the assailants, in the event oi
because, as compared with that of any living success, which on the like occasions are, by
statesman, the authority of a departed one all such besiegers, proposed to themselves,
nnites the advantages that are afforded to and, according to circumstances, with diffe-
authority of the intellectual kind by anterio, rent degrees of skill a_ld success pursued.
rity and by death ; but because it seems but For the more immediate of the two objects,
natural that, in the delivery of his own opt- viz. distress of the enemy, it was, that the bill
nions, the junior and survivor should have itself was provided; and to this object nothing
drawn upon "his illustrious predecessor, for could be more dexterously or happily adapted.
such assistance, if vary, as, in the way of argu- Opposition it was certain of: and whatsoever
ment, he may have regarded himself as stand- were the event, adva_tage in some degree was
ing in need of. sure. Suppose the opposition completely sin'.

Such, as they will be seen to be, being the cessful, and the whole plan of retrenchmen|
notions advanced by the orator -- such their thrown out together : here would be so much
extravagazme---such their reptLguance even to reputation gamed to the promoters of the inca-
the very measure they are employed to sup- sure, so much reputation lust to the opponent¢
port,--what couldhavebeenhisieducements, of it. Suppose the plan in any part of it car-
what could have been his designs? Ques- tied, in proportion to the importance of the
tions these, in which, if I do not much deceive )art so carried, the reputation of its support-
myself, the reader wilt be apt to find at every ers would receive an ulterior iocrease : while
turn a source of perplexity in proportion as that of its opponents, the weakness betrayed
the positions of the orator present themselves by them increasing in proportion to the con-
to view, stripped of those brilliant colours, quests thus made upon them, would, in the
by the splendour of which the wildest extra- same proportion, experience an nlterior de-
vagances and the most glaring inconsistencies crease.
are but too apt to be saved from being seen But as it is with the war of hamts, so it
in their true light, is with the war of words. No sooner is tile

In the hope of affording to such perplexity conquest effected, than the weaknc,s of the
what relief it may be susceptible of, I shall vanquished becomes in no inconsiderable dc-
begin with stating the solution which the greetheweaknessoftheconquerors--ofthe
enigma has suggested to my own mind :-- conquerors, who from assailants are become
showing what, in my view of the ground, was possessors. To thl_ eventual weakness an
the plan of the orator's campalgn -- what the eventual support was to be provided.
considerations by which he was led thus to To this service was his speech directed and
expose his flanks, laying his principles all the adapted : we shall see with what boldness,
time so widely open to the combined impu- and--in so thr as the simultaneous pursuit of
rations of improbity and extravagance. Here two objects, in themselves so incompatible,
then follows the statement by way of _pening. admitted -- with what art.
On the mind of the intelligent and candid Such in truth were the two objects thus un°
reader, it will make no ultimate impression dertaken to be recommended--recommended
any farther than, as to his feelings, the charge at nne and the same time--to public favour :
stands in each instance sufficiently supported a practical measure (a measure brought for-
by the evidence, ward by his bill) --a measure of practice, and

Needy as well as ambitious---dependent by in the same breath a set of principles with
all his hopes on a party who beheld in his which, necessary as they were to the main
person the principal part of their intellectual and ulterior purpose, tile measure, ao far as it
strength -- struggling, and with prospects went, was in a state of direct repugnancy.
every day increasing, against a ministry whose The problem, therefore, with which his in-
popularity he sawalreadyin a deep decline, the gen uity had to grapple, was---so to order mat-
orator, from this economical scheme of his, ters, as that the economical measure should
6//l and speech together, proposed to himself, be pursued, and even if possible carried, with
on this occasion, two intimately connected, as little prejudice as possible to the necessary
though antagonizing objects ; viz. immediate anti-economical principles.
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Of principles suds asthese which havebeen it, most assuredly, not any sumdent number
lubmitted to the reader*--of principles really of ears : and where ears to listen and eye_
favourable to frugality and public probity-- to read are wanting, all the lips in the world
of principles in which waste and corruption to speak with, all the hands in the w_rld to
would equally have found their condemnation, write, would, as was no secret to him, be of
In whatever hands -- in the hands of what- no use.
ever party --the matter of waste and means Thus, then, by the craft of the rhetorician,
of corruption were lodged, -- of any such were a set of principles completely suited to
principles the prevalence would, by its whole his purpose -- principles by a zealous apptica-
amount, have been in a proportionable de- tion of which, anything in the way in ques-
gree unfavourable to the orator's bright and tlon, howsoever pernicious, might be done m
opening prospects. Once in possession of the anything, however flagrantly pernicious de-
power he was aiming at, the only principles fended -- collected together as in a magazine
suitable to his interests, and thence to his ready fbr use: a magazine, too, the key of
views, would be such principles as were most which was in his own pocket, said with an
favourable to the eonjunc_ purposes of waste adequate assorance, that, on the part of no
and corruption. So faras was practicable, his enemy whom he and his need care for, would
aim would therefore be, and was -- to pre- any attempt ever be made to blow it np.
serve for use the p_ineiples of waste and cot- Suppose now the orator seated at the trea-
ruption in the event of his finding hi,nself in sury board-- the Marquis of Rockingham Oil
possession of the matter and the means--to the seat of the first lord, looking great and
preserve them in undiminished, and if pos- wise--theoratorhimselfthinkingandwriting,
sible, even in augmented, force, and speaking and acting, in the character of

For this purpose, the only form of argu- secretary. Let him fill his own pocket_, and
ment which the nature of ihe case left open those of his favourites and dependents, ever
to him was, that of concession or admission, so rapidly, ever so profusely, no man can ever
Such, aecol dmgly, as will be _-een, was the say to him, You have belied your principles :
form embraced by him and employed, for, as will be seen, so longas there remained

By the portion, comparatively minute as in the country so much as a penny that could
it wag, of the mass of the matter of waste be taken in a quiet way, his principles were
and corruption, of which his bill offered up such as would bear him out in taking it.
the sacrifice, his frufmhtg and probit¢ were All this while, honourable gentlemen on
to stand displayed, by the vast, and as far theothersidemighthavegrumbled, andwotfld
as depended upon his exertions, the infinite of course have grumbled. Undeserved! an.
mass preserved--preserved by the principles deserved ! would have been the exclamation
let drop, and as it were unwillingly, and as if produced by every penny wasted. But WelL.
wrung fi'om him by conviction in his speech, deserved/ well-deserved ! would be the coun-
his candour, his moderalion, his penetration, ter-cry all the while : and, the ayes being in
his discernment, his wisdom, -- atl these vir- possession, the ayes would have it. Unprin-
toes were, in full galaxy, to be made manifest cipled ! unprincipled/ would be an interjec-
to an admiring world, tion, from the utterance of which honourable

All this while, an argument there was, by gentlemen would, by their principles--their
which, had there been any tips to urge it, real principles--their operating prineiples_
this fine-spun web, with purity at top and not their principles for show--but their prin.
corruption at bottom, might have been cut cip]es for use--be on both sides alike (as
to pieces. If of the precious oil of corruption la_,£ers say) estopped.
a wido_v's cruise full, and that continually As to the principles thus relied upon by
drawn upon, be so neeessary as you have been the orator, they will be seen to be all of them
persuading us to believe, why, by any soeh reducible to this one, viz. that as much of
amount as proposed, or by any amount, seek their property as, by force or fraud, or the
to reduce it ? usual mixture of both, the people can be

True: had there been any lips to urge it. brought to part x_dth, shall come and con.
But, that there were no such lips, was a tinue to be at the disposal of him and his;
fact of which he had sufBeient reason to be --and that., for this purpose, the whole of it
assured : to urge it, probably enough, not so shall be and remain a perpetual fund of pre-
much as a single pair of tips: --to listen to miums, for him who on each occasion shall

prove himself most expert at the use of tho6e
Of the matter of these principles, a portion phrases by which the imaginations of men are

more or le-_ considerable would probably be fascinated, their passions inflamed, and their
found in that part which concerns Reward, of judgments bewildered and seduced ; where-
the work notlong ago (1811) published in French upon he -- this orator -- whose expertnea_ in
by Mr. Dumont, under the title of Thao.ric des those arts being really superior to that of any
l_eines et des ll_compenses_ from some of the
author's unfinished manuserapts. (See the Ra- man of his time (to _enich perhaps might be
tionale of Reward, in thi_collection.) added, of any other time) could not but by
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himself be felt to be so, would in this perpe- tlon, without which fhe re]evancy of the facts
tual wrestling-match or lottery--call it which in question might not have been altogether
you will-- possess a fairer chance than could manifest.
be possessed by any other adventurer, for bear- As to the order in which the propositions
ins off some of the capital prizes, here succeed one another, should it present

itself to the reader as differing in any respect
from that by which aclearer view of the sub-

SECTION II. ject might have been exhibited, he will be
METHODHERE PURSUED. pleased to recollect, that the order thus given

to the effusions of the rhetorician, is the
THvs much as to the purpose pursued by order given to them by himself; and that, by
the orator in this part of his speech• A few their being exhibited in this order of his own
words as to the course and method pursued choosing, the thread of his argument is dell-
in the view here given of it. -vered unbroken, and the parts of it untranso

The passages to which the development of posed.
the principles in question stand consigned, Having thus before him two sets of prino
are contained, most if not all of them, in that ciples,--one of them, in the preceding part,
part of the speech which, in the edition that suggested by a perfectly obscure--the other,
lies before me, occupies, out of the whole 95 in this present part, laid down by a trees-
pages, from 6° to part of 68 inclusive. 2"his ] cendcntly illustrious hand,--the reader will

edition is the third-- year in the title-page, i take his choice.

1780; being the year in which the bill was
brought in ; and, as between edition and edi- SECTION III.

tion, I know not of any difference. PROPOSITIONSDEDUCEDFROM ]BURKE'S
My object is to present them to the reader I

in their genuine shape and colour, stripped of [ ECONOMYSPEECH."

the tinsel and embroidery with which they are [ 1. Concerning Public M_oney--what the proper
covered and disguised, t Uses of it. Propositions 1, 2, 3.

For this purpose, the course that happened
to present itself to me was-- dividing the Proposition 1. On condition of employing,
text into its successive component anti dis- upon occasion, in conversation or elsewhere,
tinguishable parts,- to prefix to each snch the word reward, in phrases of a complexion
part a proposition of my own framing, de- such as the following; viz. " furnishing a
signed to exhibit what to me seemed the true permanent reward to public service,"t public
and naked interpretation of it• Next to this money ought, at the pleasure of kings and
interpretation--that the best and only ade- ministers, to be habitually applied to the pur-
quate means for forming a correct judgment pose of making the fortunes of individuals ;• and that in such manner as to raise their le-
on the correctness of it, may not in any m-
staneebe for amomeof wantingtomyreader-- rallies to a state of grandeur and opulence.
comes the correspondent passage of the text ; Proposition '2-. To this power of parcelling
viz. that passage in which, as appeared to me, out the property of the public among the
the substance of the interpretation will be nominees of kings and ministers, there ought
found to be more or less explicitly or impli- to be no limit : none to the quantity capable
citly contained, of being thus put into the hands of each no-

Lastly follow in general a few observations, mince ; none to the whole quantity of public
such as seemed in some way or other con- property thus disposed of.
ducive to the purpose of illustration, and iu -Proof. " Whoever (says he) seriously con-
particular as contributing, and in some in- siders the exceUcnt argument of Lord Seiners

in the banker's case, will not he bottom him.stances by means of extraneous facts, toj ustify
the preceding interpretation, and clear it of self upon the very same maxim which I do?

and one of his principal grounds for the alto-
any suspicion of incorrectness to which at first nubility of the domains in England, contrary
view it aright seem exposed.

In some instances, the truth of the inter- to the maxim of the law in France, he la_:s
in the constitutional policy of furnishing apretation will, I flatter myself, appear as soon
reward to public service ; of making that re-

as that portion of the text which immediately
follows it has been read through; in other ward the origin of families, and the founda-tion of wealth as well as of honOurs."
instances, two or three such extracts may
require to have been read through, before the • "Speech on presenting, on the llth of Feb.
trnth of the interpretation pot upon the first 1780, a plan for the better security of the inde-
of them has been fully proved: in others, pendence of parliament and the economical re-
again, this or that extraneous fact may to this formation of the civil and other est_blishmcuU_o"

Dodsle):_ 1780, 3d edition. The part frem which
same purpose seem requisite to be brought the tbllowing extracts are made is eontaiued in
to view, as it has been accordingly, together pages from ti2 to 68 inclusive.
with a few words of explanation or observe- T Page 63.
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Then, to the word Enyland, comes a note, I Proposition 3. The progre_ of this tern,
which says, " before the statute of Queen I lution ought not to be stopped, till it has re_

Anne, which limited the alienation of land." I ceived its consummation as above described,
I

OBSERVATIONS. I sistently have been displayed. It was to another
Proof. At the time of this excellent argu- I " excellent" law.lord, though not noble lo_l,• viz. the Lord Chief-Justice ltalt, that the glory

meat of Lord Somers," (Tth Will• II1.) the I of it should have been ascribed.
whole of this domain was alienable ; alienable [ " Rewards and punishments," says he "are
to the utmost farthing; and, so faithfully thesoppo.rtersofallgovernments:--'andibrtbet
and efficiently had it been applied to this its I mason at is that there ought to be a power in all

i govermnents to reward persons that demerv_destined, and, as we are desired to persuade
well : '"a_ proof sufficient to the excellent

ourselves, properly destined, purpose, as to Chief.Ju_uee that it was no more than right and
have brought the subject-matter of it to that fitting, that it should always be, and so long as
state, of which a descriptiml may be given t anyt_.mg was left, remain in the Ki-g's power,

} to give aw V to anybody he ple_ased,whatsoever
infinanee.,thewords of the existing committee on lmrt of the peol_iCs morley he could contrive to

" The right of the crown over its own t lay hashands on.
demesne lands was [ormerly" say thev, 3d I " But it is to be objected," says the excellent
Report, p. 127, " as complete as its power Lord Chief-Justice, "thatthepowerintheKingt of aJzenating his revenues may be a prejudice to
of conferring offices ; and yet the use which I his people, to whom he must recur continually
was made of that pat_ of its prerogative oc- I tor supptie_" But to*his objection, the excel-
easioned parliament frequently to interpose ; lent Ctfief-Justice bad his answer ready :--'" I
and particularh', after the crown had been answer," says he, " that the law has not such

• dishonourable thoughts of the King, as to iron-
greatly impoverished, an act passed, whereby gme he wilt do anything amiss to his people in
all future grants, for any longer term than those thinj_¢:in whici_ he has power so to do."thirty-one years, were declared void." Reasonsuflieientwlth the excellent Chief-Justice

" The misfortune," continue they, "is, as to trust the King thus in the lump, with the
Mr. Justice Blaekstone remarks, that the act arbitrary and uneontrouled disposalo_ men's pro.
was made too late, after every valuable pos- perties;--reasonnotless suffieientr.qight it have

been, fbr trusting the same royal perso'z_,on the
session of the crown had been granted away same terms, wit|i their liberties and their lives.
for ever, or else upon very long leases." , Thi._was tVhi[_,common law. VVimt morecould

Such was the observation suggested by the I a King ]'ave had or wished _or, from To_y com.
case to Mr• Justice Blackstone ; viz. that "' tt mon law._
was made too late." This theory, then, which to the views of our

]But, according to the excellent argument of orator being so convenient, was in the_udgment
of the orator so " excellent :"--this theory was

the excellent Lord Somers, it was made too the theory _ not of the excellent Lord Keeper,
soon; for the use of it--the " principal" but of the excellent Lord Chie[:.Justiee. Not
use--- at least if the excellent Mr. Burke is _that by this mistake of John for Thomas any very
to be believed, was. in the conception enter- [ mater{al injustwe wasdone to the excellent Lord
rained on the subject by the excellent Lord Keeper; tor, in this instance, if anything was
Somers, the supplying the requisite matter wanting m thc¢_ry(not that any such deficiency
for this " constitutional policy'" to operate appears) it was made up in practice.
upon;--viz. "the constitutional pohey of To the proilts of the offiee-- those profit% foran eventual supplement towhieh even I_rd Eldon
fitrnishing a permanent reward to public ser- required, or at least obtained, not more than a

vice; of making that rewind the origin of suffic_fl°atingnt£4000f.,, a-vear--the_profits_, not beingfaro;lies, and the foundation of wealth as well "e or _nak_ng ren,ard tlw orlg_n of that
as honours." .family ;" for affording to it a suffleientty broad

Now, of thls statute of Queen Anne (as far "./oundatioJtofTveatthaswrllasofhonour_,"_
as it went) the effect was to counteract the a pension tot 'tit_ of £400@ a-year was added t£4000 z-year, then equal at least to £12,000 a-
" constitutional policy," and render iL to- year now. This, as not being in fee, b_ng still
gether with the excellent "maxim" on which insufficient, an estate, b which w:l* and is in fee,
the excellent law lord is said to have " hot- wasadded: an estate whieh,aceording to his own
tomed htmself." incapable of being pursued ;
and, to a plain and un-law-learned under- _ Modern Reports, VoLV. pp. 54, 55; 7 Will.
standing, they cannot both be good, viz. the IlL The banker's case.b The manor or manors of R_/_'ateand Ilow.
policy and the statute : the poliey by which tbe le_gh_ which according to the "Tory House of
alienation of the property in question for that Commons were at that time worth ulr_ards of
purpose was prescribed, and the statute by £12,000, but according to the nobleand excellent
which the alienation of that some property, for detendant" far short" of that "value :" though
that or any other purpose, was prohibited._" how far short, he was not pleased to gay: also

divers other good gifts_ the amount of wl_ich be.
• This was in March 18111. came the matter ofan many disputes, which, the

After all, it was not by the " excellent" impeachment of the excellent lord not having
l.t_t Somers that this profundity of policy was. come to a trial, was never settled._tqde Sta_
or_considering the side taken by him, could con- Trials_ Vol. V. pp. 350_851, gb2.
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i. e. so long as any part of the property of the liey ;" viz. " the furnishing a permanent re-
public (understand of the people) remains wardtopublieserHee;ofmakingthatreward
unapplied to the purpose of giving effect to the origin of families, and the toundation of
this " maxim" with its " eonstitutional po- wealth as well as honours."

admission and valuation made tbr the purpose, lay his hands upon, that the virtuous _rhig Chief'.
was producing at that time no more than a poor d_tstiee was content to see him waste. _Vi_y ?
d:2100 a-year_ if the statement thus given in go- For this plain reason : because "the law has not"
neral terms by the learned and noble grantee tar -- (i. e. he, his predecessors and colleagues, llad
the purpose of his defence against an impeach- not) any such dishonourable timughts of the
ment, is to be taken for correct : how much at King " as to imagine he will do anything amiss
present, is best known to some noble or not noble to his people in those things in which he ha_

etor or oilier, related or not related_ into power so to do."
hands it has passed. And wlmt was'the incident that called forth

But this £40(10 a-year, and this £2100 a-year, their efIhsmn of thith and confidence ? It was
and this £t2,000 a-year, more or less, these et that of a king having xobbed his subjects: rob.
©_eteras, were they, any of them, ever begged fbr bed them of so much money- and for what ?
by the excellent lord? Oh no: so he himself to hire men with, _br robbmg in conjunetion with
expressly assures us : _ begged tbr, no umre than their enemies _-- for robbing and murdering their
the tellership was begged for by Mr. Yorke. 'allies.b
These are of the number of those gracious de- Now therefore, in my humble conception of
signs, which, till the very moment of their taking the matter--whosoever it was that went thus far,
effect, are never known of. While the eyes of whetheritwas theexcellent Lord-keeper, whether
the right honourable person are, as usual, fixed it was the virtoous and intrepid M_hig Chief-
on heaven, the _,rant. is slipped into his pocket. Justice went so far, it is no very early matter to
and when, putting in his hand by accident, he nnagine how the learned colleagues of the Chief.
feels it there, his astonishment is not inibrior to Justice, or any of them, should (as Edmund
hi_ gratitude, a Burke s,_ys they did) " go further :" and that for

Note, that for no such expense as this_ in so any imaginable s_t of existing circumstances, for
rare an article as wisdom_ was there any the any imaginable purpose of accommodation, con.
amallest need. In the time ot' Charles the Second vcale,tce, reward o/'mer_t, reward of eminent
(the Bank of England not as yet born or thought set', ices, and so f_rth -- not to speak of reason.
of) money to the amount of " above a million," able, usefid, and honest purposes : -- tt went tkr
(a vast sum in those days) part their own, part enough of all conscience.
that of their customers, having been lent to die Of these "honourable thoughts" one effectwas
King by a set of bankers, was by him, the said to reduce to sn._h a st _te of debility t!:e learned
King, eonverted to his own use : in court English, thinker's learned imagmatinq, as to disable it
s, the EJeehequer wos shut up." from representing to tmn as possible, a state of

In a succeeding reign, viz. that of King SVil- ti_mgs which ]n, memory, if consulted upon the
liam, the question was, whether there wa._ power occasion, could not but have represtnted to hlm
in the crown, sufficient for applying a particular as reait2t*d_ and t]'at llo l_ore thai! seven years

br_'ach of its revenues in part resututlon of the before : th._t _tate o" tbing_ exl_re._sed--the half
]_refit of this robbery. Yes, say._ this Lord Chief- of ;t by t'_e lawyer'_ wordabd[eatbm, the whole
dustice: forthebra'nchinquestion(anewone-- of it l_v the ptople'_ worA r,'zoDttio_t, but tbr
a portion of the excise) was given to the King which (I mean the revolution,) his master couM
ir_ exchange for an old branch, viz. the branch not have been a King, nor himself a Lord Chief.
called " _,ards and llzerles." l.Vhoever has an Jusuce. This mu_tcr of his wa._ now King :

• • tt C,estate in fee, may alienate it: rathe wards _nd and now_ whatsoever power the King has, Is

liveries" the King bad an estate in fee [ -- the become inculpable of being used am_ss ; misuse
excise was by act of Parliament given to him in being in sncn bands either the same thing as use_
lieu of those " ward_ and liveries:" and whatis or (what comes to the samething) converted into
more_ by the expre_ words of the act, he was : use.
and is empoweredto alienate it. This2 supposing This is the way the sort of a thing called corn-
the constreetion put upon'the act not inconsistent mon law is made. Not content w_th exercising
with the words of it, might, one should have the power which he has, nothing will serve a man
thought_ have sufficed for argument. But this but he must display the _r_sdom which he has
would not have sufficed to show the learned not: he bewilders himself and raves: and his
lord's acquaintance as above with the depths of ravings as often as it happens to them to suit the
policy: nor yet the _' honourable thoughts" en- interest or the humour of those that come _fter
tertained of the King by the law: -- and so, ex him, the_e ravings of his become law.
abnndantifi, the sage reasons that have been seen Prine!ples and practice together, nothing eould
were added, be better matched: practice found by the exeel-

_qmtsoever money the King could contrive to lent Lord-Keeper--principles by the excellent
Lord Chief-Justice.

Of the relative quantity of the slice thus Note, that while lawyers as well as favourites
taken, relation being had to the quantity left, were thus fattening (for the reign of' M'gillhun,
_ae conception may he formed from a note of though a reign of salvation tk_rEngland and for
Mr. Rose's, in his " Observations respecting Europe, was a reign of waste and favouritism,)
tile public expenditure and the influence of the the State, for want of common neceasaries, wa_i
grown," 2d edition, 1810. " In fifteen ;tears to eontinuallyon the brink of ruin : expense nnpre-
1716, the wI_ole income from crown lan¢ls (says eedented_ ways and means scanty, deficiencies
he} including rents, fines, and grants of all sorts, abundant, lo_es distre_ing, credit at death'_

&."2"2,624, equal to £1,500 a.year._Jonr, door.
aals of H C., Vol. XX. p. 520. " The French. _ The Dutch.
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Proof. (Observations.) For, already, at

the time o_ this excellent argument, had this SECTION IV.
quiet and gradual revolution made such pro-
gress, that within a trifle, the domain in ques- CONCI_RNING TITLE TO REWARD.

tion -- a mass of property originally sufficient Proposition 4. In the course of the dispo-
for the peace establishment of the eountry -- sition thus made of the whole property of
had been thus disposed of. government, with the growing addition of the

There remained, it is true, mid still re- whole property of the people, the plea of its
mains, in part at least, as yet undisposed of having for its use anff object the furnishing
in the same unconstitutional way, the private a reward to public service, ought never to
property of individuals, be any other than a false pretence : at any rate,

But a principle adequate to this purpose nothing ought ever to be done to prevent it_
had already been established -- established by being so.
the same or another provident set of hands-- Proof. (Observations.) Four modes of
and, at the time of this excellent oration, still disposing of the public money, under the no-
eomirmed to be acted upon; yes, and still lion of reward for public serviee--extraor-
continues to be acted upon, under the eye dinary public service--all of them in frequent
and coguizance, and without censure from use, lay open to the rhetorician's view:_
the above-mentioned existing committee, by 1. Remuneration by act of parliament ; 2. AI-
whieh a diamond from this same excellent lowsnee out of secret service money; 3. Pen.
oration ha% withont acknowledgment, been sions granted bythe e_own without eoncurren¢_

picked out, -- picked out and employed in of parliament ; 4. Sinecure offices granted by
giving additioTml lustre to the jewel for which the crown without concurrence of parliament.
we are indebted to their hands." In the ease of remuneration by set of par.

* Burke. p. t;2. in the paragraph immediately liament, everything is open to view; every-
preceding the one above quoted :--" 1 know, too, [ thing is open to discussion : _ 1. The nature
that it will be demanded of me how it comes, [ and realiQt of the service supposed to have
that since I admit these offices" (sinecures) " to [ been neribrmed. 2 The _art taken by the
be no better than pePs.ons, lehose_afterthepdn-I _. .' " _, _ _ _,..

• iI f law _ a k "" ¢ a _ ,, t • __ I person in question In _ne renuermg o1 that¢1i e o . .a,, oeen sads,.ea _,meanlng the I - . _. .' e.. _ --• • , .' • service - o. lne lm ortance OI the wnobe sex-
Inaneiple_ with how httle propriety soever it can [ . . " ' /_ . . :
Le termed a principle of law, the principle of [ vice, and of thepart taken by him m the ren-
policy and humamtv, that forbids the abolition of I
them, though it be'by the legislature, to the pre- [ed with the same: of creating these fee-gathering
judieeof existing rights of property, i.e. without [ offices, or, what eo_es to the s_ane thing, ano
adequate compensation) " iehosc m retain tiaem | nexing more and more fees to offices of this sort
at rill." This beingthc question, now, reader, | already created ; fees that, as taxes, are exacted
whether you have, orhave not, read Part I. of this / by the sole authority of some ot_eial person or
Tract, Cbapter IlL On Sinecures, a be pleased |persous, without allowance, special or gener_
to observe the answer--" To this, Sir, I answer, ] i_om the representatives of the people in pariia.
that conceiving it to be o fitndamental pm t qfthe I ment.
constitutwn of this countr_y, and of thereas'on of I This principle may be scela flourishing to this
state in every country, that there must be vwa_ | day, andwnh unaba[ed vigonr; for so long as the
of rewarding public service, these means will be | word tax is not mentioned_ and instead of a con-
incomplete, and indeed wholly insufficient for | tribution to a tax, the money levied is called a
that purpose, if there should be no further reward |.fee, and instead of the pocket of the public, the
for that service than the &ally a.a_es it receives | pocket it goes into is that of the imposer, and
during the pleasure of the Crown." | the assembly in the composition of which the

Thus far Edmund Burke : and thus far_ and | people have some share, t-Ave no share in the ira,
without inverted eommas_ or any other token of | position of it_ nothing can exceed the aC_lU_ea
_aloptlon_ the existing Committee on Finance, / and complacency with which the good people o_
(3d'Report, p. 126,) substituting only for the |this country, as wall asits psrliamem, are ecmo
words.-" To this, Sir, I ansr_er, flint conceiving" | tent to view ill especially when the tax thtm
the words " at the same time regarding." | imposed, is imposed upon that class of the

Here we see what_ accordingto the logic of the |munity which is composed of the distremed[
rhetorician, constitutes a su_eient reason why | members of all the other elnsses, and by to f_
the quantityof annual emolument in question | a friend to the rights of the people and to F_
should not be put into tim shape of pension, but | and to juries, and to the laws which forbid "t_
be continued in the shape of sinecure. And this /levying money upon the people without eonse_
it the flourish which, with the question between I of parliament, and to the magna charta whi¢ll
Ilineonres and pensions before their eyes, the | forbids the deta_ing_ ofjustlee, and to the mag,_
committee copy : and. though llke the orator in lekarta which forbids the #al_ qfjustice_ and to

way of cont_sslon_ exhibit not the less in the | the mag_na charta which forbids the den/_l of

elu__cter of a "fundamental,, part of the consti- Ijuawe"" (whether by putting a price upon it be.
tuflon of this country. |yond what they have to give. or otherwise) ss

This principle consists in the habit, which un- |tbenoble Ex-Chancellor, then Chancellor, le_._
der _nmon law is the same thing as the power, |luting with the advice and consent of his ribdat
of cleating o_lee_, with fees annexed to the same. [honourable subordinate, whose experience in
sad recelvalile by the o_cer_ successively invest-/eqmty bumnes$ fcmnd such a contrast to that el"

..... }the e&ranon-law.lem-aed novi_T--$_e _U _
_ Advertisement p. 278. | n_xt pag'¢.
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dering it ; 4. The maffnitude of the proposed _ In the case of remuneration out of sard
reward. I service money, all these particulars are left in

_No. L List Of Law 8ineeu_s, granted in fee, with the mas_ Of emolument respectively attached tothem;
gleaned and put together from the reports of the Finance Committee of the year 1797-8 and 1807-8 : diatino
guishiag as well the different desexiptions of the Offices and Officers in question, as the different masses of
emolument respectively received at .the two different periods, as exlflbited by the two committees : with
references to the Nos. of the Appendixes and pages of the two Reports ; the Reports being m of those of the
_,nmittee of t797-8, the 29th, and of those of the committee of 1807-8, the 3d.

Annua/Sum:

1797-8. 1807-8. Description,#spot DeK_dption, o.t per received, a, per
2¢o. Page. No. Page.* t797-8. 1807-8. 1797o8. 1807-&

(I) I. COURT OF CHANCERY.

(1. KeeperorClerkofHisMaJest_'sHa._ 1. Hart#per, Clerk_t
naperlnChaneery, EarlofNorthington,[ of; sisters and co-[ £ Jg

! K, 7 84-5 72 280 _andhis heir_ during the lives of (see_ heiresses oftheEarl_ 1,811 (a) 2,070next column.) J of Northington. J
(2)

[ 2. Register of the Court of Chancery,
_3alr 62-3 _DukeofSt. Alban's, orDrmnmond, his_2. Nomention. -- 640

3 b I. Mortgagee, (see Vezey, Jun. V. 433.) )

(3) II.COURT OF KING'S BENCH

( 3. Comptroller of the Seals of the courts _13. Seal Offiee of King's "1
_l L. 16 160-1 72 280 _ of King's Bench and Common Pleas, _-Beneh and Common}- 400 2,886

this Grace the Duke of Grafton. JPleas, Duke ofGraftor_ 1

(4) IIL COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

j 4. Hereditary Chief Procla-'t 4. Chief Proelamator, Arahel-
4 _ 14 190-1 7_t _l _ mator, J. Walker Heneage. S la Walker EIeneege, widow. .t 100 100

O)
f6, Custos Brevlum, C. P. Honourableq 5. Custos Brevium,-i
|Lady Louisa Browning, one-eighths| Honourable Louisa|

Hon. Lady Robert Edvn, one-sLxth ; { Browning, Sir Fr.
B M. 1 172-3 72 9,81 _John Hanktn: Esq. tenant by the sour- _"M. Eden, Lady B. -. 455 929

tesy, one-third ; Edward Gore, Esq. in| Mostyn, Joseph|right of his wife, Lady Mostyn,one -third..J Ha "nkin. J

(6) IV. COURT OF EXCHE(_UER.

i t 6. " Chief Usher At#bell#
_6. Hered tary Chef Usher of the) Walker Henea_e'.in fee un _

6N. _ 238-9 72 281 JExehequer withtheappurtenan-_-_ r t _ _, ., -% 133 IF/
"" _"o-nWalk _ tae gran xromt_enrytt.es| &e. (b)

[. cos mereox,a n er xteneage, j well as the other office." Y

1_eferetlee to the ReportJ of the Finance Co_nmlttee;.

No.(1) 1797-8, K. 7. p. 84, 85--1807-8. No. 7_,p. 2_0.
No. (2) 1797-8, K. 3 a, K. 3 b, p. 62. 63-- 1807-8. No mention.
No. (3) 1797-8, L. 16. p. 160, 161 -- 1807-8, No. 72, p. 280.
N0. (4) 1797-8, M. 14. p. 190. 191--1807-8, No. 72, p. 281.

No. (5) 1797-8,NM. I.p. 172,173--18{_7-s,No. 72,p. _81.No. (6) 1797-8, . 29. p. 238, 23,9--1807-8, _No. 72, p. 281.

(a) Gross £1994. The beneficial interest is not in fee : the reversion was granted to a pair of Thurlowe in
June 1792.--27th Finance Report, 1797-8, p. 84.

(b)" Vtz. an ancient allowance of Sd. a-day, (called diet mo_w_) during the time the court is open, which hi
uncertain."-- 27th Finance Report, 1797-8,N. 29 (a) p. 238.

fouThus, from this Table, it appears, that of the _ have come down to us on record prove to have kept
r great Westminster-Hall Courts, there is [ an open shop for the sale of the commodity which

not one in which the principle of taking the pro- [ went by the name ofjustlce, end in which the
petty of the distressed to make fortunes tbr court I prices were not then in any sort, as at pro#cut

favourites, or_ in the orator's language, to" make [ they are in some sort, fixed. In King John's

it the origin offamilles, and the./bundatlon ?f reign" comes this 3lagna Chart#, and thence.for.,,
•wealth. andhommra,".was not app_ied,--notone". ward,, so,, faras concerned the sort of pub//c
in which the appheati_en of xt _s not to this ve_ T #ervwe rendered by the Gaveston_, the S/_n.
d_y continued. A natural question here is--how cer#, and the ff[ortimers_ this source of '' per.
insogreatalengthoftimeitcomestohavemade manent reward to public service" was nearly
_osmallaprogress? Theansweris_thatintbe dried np ; and for what few drops have here and
hands of the King_ this mine having, soon after there been collected by the successors of those

its discovery., been worked too openly and too accomplished gentlemen, they have be_ _ forced
rapidly, the consequence wa_ that the thus work- to enter into a sort of p_rtnership with the gen,
tug of it received the check we hear so much of, tlemen of the long robe.
and care so little about; aud that from that time Had it not been for the obstruction just men.

it was given up to those nseful servants of his, tioned, the present amount of that part of the
whose professional dexterity was now become produce of the st_nzp d_dle# which is levied upon
neceesaxy to enable a man, when working under those who are distr_l_ whetherby or for want
the Rose, to make a liviugprofit out of it. of the commodity sold under the name ofjuat/r_

The earliest instance, of which auyeffect or wouldhevecomposedbutapart_andthatasmsU
memory is now remaining is, as the table shows, one, of that part of public money which would
of as eaxly a date as the reign of tlenry the b'e. have followed the fate of the crown lands, under.
amd. Soon after him came K_g John, whom, and by_ virtue of the prlnc_ple thus maintaimst
be_de_ his Mag'na Cl_arta, to many dethil_ that by Holt_ and fattened upon by _mere. --
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darkness ; and in time of war, and thence at much greater force. In the ease of a pension,
all other times (since there are none in which what is bestowed constitutes a new article,
the approach or danger of war may not be putupon analresdyexistinglist: allst which,
Imminent,) it being necessary that in the if not already public, is liable to become
bands of the administration there should exist at any time ; m a llst which, in the meantime,
means of purchasing services, such as under whether made known or not to the public,
any apprehension of disclosure would be nn- cannot but be kept constantly in view by v_
obtainable : hence a fund for this purpose ever rious members of administration, if it were
has been, and ever ought to be, on foot. only lest the fund on which it is settled

In the case ofpenswns, some of the above should be overloaded ; -- a list such, that no
four particulars are open to discussion : two fresh article can ever be placed on it, without
of them, and two only, are open to view ; producing a fresh sensation, as constituting a
viz. 1. The person on whom so much of that marfifest addition to the mass of public bur-
matter, viz. mone 9, which is in use to be ap- thens ; and in relation to which it is impos-
plied, and in this ease is applied, to the pur- sible but that to many persons the question
pose of remuneration, has been bestowed;m must occur--on what grounds, and with what
2. The quantity of that matter thus bestowed, propriety, has this addition been made ?
What is not open to view is- whether it is In the case of sinecures, not one of the_

under the norton of his having rendered any spurs to attention had, in his view, any more
public service, that the money has been be- than they have at present, any existence.
stowed ; much less whether such notion, sup- Sinecure list, none: no, nor so much u a
posing it really entertained, be in any degree future possibility of making out any such
_ust or no. thing, without a course of intricate inquiry,

4. In the ease of sb_ecures, he sawall these such as even now, in the fourth year of the
helps to misapplication having place, and, as sitting of a second finance committee, has not,
tompared with the case of pensions, acting in been completed. A sinecure office falling

I ray, but a small part : for had the mine con- position happens in each instance to be most for
tlnued in individual hands, with the power and his advantag_ _
capital of the King openly employed, as under Of these six clerks, the nomination belongs to
King John, in backing them, it would have con- the Master of"the Rolls for the time being: which
tinucd to be worked with that zeal and eonse- nomination, like the Lord Chancellor and Chief
quent snceess, by which labour in private is, so Justiess of the King's Bench, and Comlmm
much toits advantage, distinguished from labour Pleas, he in like manner either _ or _v_
on public account : and supposing any remnants according to the mode of dim2osition that hapL
of it_ as of the crown lands, to be still remain- pens to be most to his advantage.
lug, the Percevals of the present day, instead of The greater the annual value of a rlxt_ clerk's
being occupied in the augmentation ofthcee taxes place, the greater the value of the place of a a/x
on distress for the benefit of rich and poor to. clerk who h_ the gift or sale of it. The greater
gether, defending inch by inch, and not always the value of a six clerk's place, the greater the
without loss, those parts of the produce which emolument of the _0iace of the Master of the
stand appropriated to the enrichment of the rich, Rolls who has the gift or sale of it.
would have been exclusively em_ployed in the By order of the Court of Chaucer?, dated 26th
more agreeable occupation of giving additional February 1807, signed by the Lord Clumcdl_,
breadth to " the foundation of wealth as well as Lord Ersklne, and by the Ma_ter of the Rolls t
honours" upon the plan here sketched out by Sir WilliamGrant_bywbo_advieeanda_i_t.
Edmund Burke, and with as little reserve or ance he states himself as acting therein, a new
mystery as was found necessary by King John, " setwdule offe_s" is established and anthorized
in the halcyon part of his days_ to be taken -b_ each one of these sixty eterz_ =

In the court of Chancery there exists a set of fees described in so many articles, 43 in number,
men called from their number the *ixty clerks, and the amount avowedly incensed in the In-
whose situation is something compounded of or stance of each article.
intermediate between, that of an o/Seer of the A prior instance had been found, in which, in
aourt, and that of an attorney, like manner, rig. by a law enacted m me same

They axe o_cera of the court, inasmuch as, way by the joint authority of the two judges,
through an mtermediato nomination, they are bearing the same ofl_ces_ money had in this way_
nominated by a subordinate judge of the court about the middle of last century, bce_ levlm
(the Master of the Rolls,) and inasmuch as in upon those children of dxstre_ c_dled ,_d .t_#
every cause the parties on each aide are obliged without consent of parliament, uonpim with
to employ one or other of them : they are attor- power, sinister interest begets pee_d4mt, mid
negs, anasmuch as they are agents of the partaes, precedent begets, or rather _rerodent is,/_w.
and, on each side of a cause, the party or parties, . Of the two modes in winch, wi .tllo_?t eonse_.t
through the medium of their respective attorneys I or pzivity of parliament, law 15 malle oyUle sole
lealled here solicitors,) have their choice which I authority of t_he.King's nommses]n tl_clmrJ_., r
Id them to employ. I of judges, this (at must noweve_ _ contemn, its

In the same court there exists another set of [ beyon_t comparison the least mtscme_eM;o_ notI_n called the six elef k#, whine situation r_ms I involving, as the other do¢_the _ttrltmte
to be purely that of an officer of the court. To / cognosctb_Ry, grid the tyranny oz an ¢_ p_#
eae.h of tbe_ si_ c/¢rk_ belongs the nomination I facto taw.
of ten out of the #i:_ty clerk*; which nominations |
he either sells or gives, whichever mode of dia-| **Harrison's Chancery, L61, 0rd. Can. 88.

VOL. V, 1 "x
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vacant, the vacancy is ill case of this ineffi- I dation of the whole structure." 0 yes[ such
dent, as in the ease of any efficient sort of I u prindple exactly as a running stream would
office, filled up in course---filled up under no I be, running under the foundation of a struc-
other impression than the general one, viz. _tare erected on a quicksand.
that in the list. of offices, as often as one name I
drops out, another must according to usage ]
be put in the romn of it. 1 SECTION V.

In two different situations, he saw the same t COSCEItNI._GVIRTUOUSAMBIVION,GRATI-
set of hands, viz. those of the servantsof the ] TODd, A_D rIETY.
crown, habitually employed in disposing of J
the property of the public, whether to the _ Proposztions 5, 6, 7, S.
purpose, real or supposed, of remuneration, Proposition 5. When ambition is virtuou%
or to any other purpose. In two different i nothing but money is capable of acting with
situations, viz. out of parliament and in par- [ effect as an incitement to it : power in what-
liament: in parliament, since without their ever shape--power of management--power
concurrence, even in parliament, no such of patronage; dignities, honours, reputation
power can, umler the established rules, be respect--by whatever cause created, are MI
exercised. Of this difference, what is now, without effect.
what in his view could have been, the con- Proqf. "Indeed no man knows," continues
sequence ? Disposed of in parliament, the the rhetorioan, ,, no man knows, when lie
money had never been disposed of, but that cuts off the incitements" (,, the incitements,"
to the misapplication of it there had been i.e. the sole incitements) ', to a virtuous am-
some check, though how far from being so bition, and the just rewards of public service,
effectual a one as might be wished, is but what infirdte mischief he may do his country
tee notorious. Disposed of out of parliament, through all generations. Such saving to the
as in the shape of a sinecure emolument, the public may be the worst mode of robbing it."
misapplication of it had never experienced, " The incitements ;" meaniog those alone
nor in the nature of the case was capable of' which are composed of money. For there-
experiencing, any check whatever. It is in upon comes a panegyric ou the virtue of
this shape that we see him defending it. money--an eulogium composed of a string of

Of this state of things, the consequence phrases, which in the commonplace book of
was and is as obvious and natural as the ex- a university poem-maker, might, if the sub-
istenee of it is incontestable. When, at the ject of the poem were the virtues of money,
expense of the people, on the ground of ser- perform the sort of service performed to ge-
vice rendered to the people, a case can, it is nius in the bud in that useful manual called
supposed, be made, be it ever so weak a one, the Gradus ad Paraassum, under the head of
recourse is had to parliament, and parliament synonyms or phrases.
is the hand by which the favour is bestowed. " The means ibr the repose of public la-
When no such case can be made -- when the bout" _ ', The fixed settlement of aeknow-
very mention of public service might be re- ledged merit"- -" A harbour into which the
garded as mockery and insult, when the anni- weather-beaten vessels of the state ought to
hilation of the precious matter thus bestowed come ; a retreat from the malice of rivals,
would be a public blessing, a secret hand act- from the perfidy of political friends, and the
lag out of parliament, is the hand occupied in inconstancy of the people."
such service: windfalls are waited for, teller- How pitiable, under this view of it, must
ships are bestowed, be the condition of every man, who without

Whatever you want in force of reason, a certainty of raising a family into overgrown
make up in force of assertwn. Whatever is opulence at the expense of the people, era-
wanting in merit, make up in eulogy. Maxims ploys his time, or any part of it, in any branch,
"_hese,the use and value of which are perfectly at least in any of the higher branches, of the
understood by sophists of all classes, public service !_ of ever)- member of parlia-

Our rhetorician goes on : "lt is indeed" ment, at least (for to honourable gentlemen of
(meaning by it the principle which prescribes this description do the regards of the rhetori-
the dividing the substance of the people -- clan appear on this occasion to have confined
among great families, and families that are themselves)_of every member of parliament
to be made great by such means) _" it is who ventures his bark in any sue,h stormy In,-
indeed the only genuine, unadulterated ori- titude, without the certainty of a "harbour'"
gin of nobility." Peculation the only gemdne in the shape of an auditurship, or a cut-down
and unadulterated origin of nobilityl _rhat tellership at leastl
a character of nobility I -- what a plea for Storms and tempests, forsooth 1 Yes, such
the House of Lords !--what a lesson to the as we see on canvas at Covent Garden, and
people I hope to see again at Drury Lane. Labour as

"It is," continues he, "a great principle severe almost as what is undergone on the
in $overameat--a priuciple at the very foun- cricket ground or at the card table, and stand-
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ing about as much in need of remuneration at the crown, and whatsoever be tile q_mntity of
the expense of the people: labour such as, money he may gain or hope to gain bygiving
without receiving the value of a farthing from them his indiseriminating support, virtue re-
any hand that did not itself cheerfully take quires that, to protect him against the charge
the money out of its own pocket, Mr. Gale of corruption, he be provided with the plea
Jones and his company would have undergone, of gratitude; which plea pleaded, acquittal
and continued to undergo, if the Honourable follows of course.
Hou_ could have prevailed upon itself to " When men receive obligations from the
suffer them : labour far short of that which crown through the pious bands of a father, or
on the same ocean the newspaper reporters of connexinns as venerable as the paternal,
were in the habit of undergoing, and if Mr. thedependencies" (sayshe) "which_m'ise from
Yorke and his honourable and worthy nephew them are the obligations of gratitude, and not
had suffered them, would have continued to the fetters of servility. Such ties" (eontimms
undergo, without ceasing : and even (how ! he) "originate in virtue, and they promote
" incomplete" soever, " and indeed wholly it."
insufficient tbr that purpose," "for that pub- Proposition S. When a man happens to have
lie service must" (as Mr. Burke says) " be children, "piety" on'his part consists in filling
those means of rewarding" that " public their pockets with public money.
service ") yes, even without "further reward Proof. The epithet "pious" applied with
for that service than the daily wages received so much unction to paternal bands thus oc-
during pleasure:--daily labour beyond corn- eupied.
parison more compulsory, more assiduous, Observations. In the wolf's bible, piety
more severe, than that which, besides so many would indeed naturally enough consist in pro-
contingent sweets, has present honour for riding lamb, as much as she ceuld lay her
a sweetening to it ; -- daily labour without paws upon, to feed her cubs with. But in the
pension of retreat, without provision for su- shepherd's bible, at least the good shepherd's
perannuation-- provision, actual or eventual, bible, piety will probably be found rather to
for widows or mistresses, children or grand- consist in keeping the lambs from being dis-
children, uncles or aunts, brothers or sisters, posed of to such pious uses. The orator,
nephews or nieces; without power either of though not a no-popery-man, was fond of his
management or patronage--without either bible, and here we have a sample of the uses
pOssession or prospect of honour, dignity, he was fond of making of it.
reputation, or respect, in any shape.

Proposition 6. So as the place be perma-
nent, the hope of receiving it, how large so- SECTION VI.
ever the mass of emolument attached to it, CONeE_NINQPA_TY-MENANDTHEIIt
" does not operate as corruption"--does not PRINCIPLES.
produce '" dependence."

Proof. " Many of the persons who in all Propositions 9, 10.
times have filled the great ot_ees of state, Proposition 9. Men, who have at any time
have," says he, "been younger brothers, who joined together in the way of party, ought not
had originally little, if any, fortune. There ever, any one of them, to differ from any other i
ought to be," continues he, "some power in nor therefore to act, any one of them, accord-
the crown of granting pensions out of the ing to his own conception of what is right.
reach of its own caprices."-- Caprices ! The Sinecures, if not absolutely necessary, are
hmad by which the whole property of the highly conducive at least, and thence propor-
people is thus to be dispo_d of, has it then tionally useful, to the purpose of preventing
its Caprices ? O yes, for the moment, and all such differences.
for the purpose of the argument. What is it Proof. " They" (" such ties" as above)
that it may not happen to s thing to have or " continue men" (says be) "in those habi-
not have, for the purpose of the argument ? tudes of friendship, those political connexions,
" The entail of dependence," continues he, and those political principles" (we have seen
" is a bad reward of merit." what principle) "' in which they began llfe.

" I would therefore leave to the crown," They are antidotes against a corrupt levity,
says he (viz. to the " caprices" of the crown) instead of causes of it."
_' the possibility of conferring some favours, Observations. Sinecures, according to
which, whilst they are received as a reward, account of them, seem to be as necessary to
do not operate as corruption; --as if, to this secure fiddity at the expense of sincerity in
purpose, call it a good, call it a bad one, a pen- parliament, as test oaths and subscriptions are
tion might not be made to operate with the to secure various good things, at the expense
same effect as a sinecure, both being equally of reason or sincerity, there and elsewhere.
for life. Two things here call for notice : the pro-

Prel_osltioa 7. When a nasa is m parliament, posed end, and the proposed _nea,_a, Proposed
whstsoever be the conduct of the servants of end; esch man's persevering in the ln'in¢iples
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Whatever is meant by principles) in the pro. tlality has operated as a kind of justice; and
ssions and habits, right or wrong, in which still it was service that was paid. When we

he " began life ;" i.e. which it happened to look over this Exchequer list, we find it filled
him to have imbibed from the instructors with the deseendants of the Walpoles, of the
under whom it had happened to him to be Pelhams, of the Townsends, names to whom
placed, and the society in which it had hap- this country owes its liberties, and to whom
pened to him to have lived. Proposed means; his Majesty owes his crown.* It wasin one
his having got into his hands as much public of those lines that the immense and envied
money as his parents and other connexions employment he now holds, came to a certain
could contrive to put into them by means of Duke," (" the Duke of Newcastle," says a
sinecures. Means and end, it must be acknow- note) "whose dining-room is under the House
ledged, are not ill matched, of Commons, who is now probably sitting

Proposition 10. On a change of ministry, quietly at a very good dinner directly under
were it not tbr the sinecures, the comers-in us, and acting h*gh l_fe below stairs, whilst
wouldcutthethroatsofthegoers.out; where- we his masters are filling our mouths with
upon " the " sons" of the goers-out would unsubstantial sounds, and talking of hungry
" cringe" to the same comers-in (now ins) and economy over his head."
•' ]_iss their hands." For merited wealth and honour he declares

Proof. "What an unseemly spectacle would his "respect :" " respect" which accompanies
it afford _ what a disgrace would it be to the it " through all its descents, through all its
commonwealth that suffered such things, to transfers, and all its assignments." In plain
see the hopeful son of a meritorious minister English, the object of his respect is wealth
begging his bread at the door of that treasury itself, whatever hands he sees it in. As for
from whence his father dispensed the happi- " original title," and "first purchase," and
hess and glory of his country ? Why should the epithet " merited," prefixed to " wealth,"
he be obliged to prostrate his honour, and to all this is for decency and delusion. For as
submit his principles at the levee of some to merited, the orator's notions about merits
Pbroudfavourite, shouldered and thrust aside have surely by this time become sufficiently

y every impudent pretender, in the very apparent.
spot where a few days before he saw himself And as to title--what is it that on the sub-
adored ? -- obliged to cringe to the author jec_ of title, specific title, so much as asserted,
of the calamities of his house, and to hiss the not to speak of proved, he ever drops so mueh
hands that are red with his father's blood ? No, as a hint of his looking upon as requisite ?
Sir !_ these things are unfit, they are into- No : with him, to the purpose of approbation,
lerable." though without reason, as in a lawyer's point

Observations. And so there are, it seems, of view, to the purpose of protection, for the
such things as proud favourites. But if so, best reason, possession of wealth, acquired
what sort of food is their pride fed upon ? at the public expense, is regarded as proof of
Sinecures? And if so, is not one of these title:andthatproofnotonlypresumptiveand
proud favourites on every occasion a danger- provisional, but conclusive.
ous rival to the hopeful son of a meritorious As for transfer and assignment -- wealth,
minister? Bat the plan was- that there sure enough, is transferable and assignable.
should be enough of them for everybody: and But merit f is merit too a subject of bargain
thus everythhlg would be as it should be. and sale ? A manor ? yes. But manners, those

" manners" which, in the language of ;Edward
the Third's chancellor, " maketh man," are

SECTION VII. these manners with an e, appendages and up-
CONCERNINGMINISTERSANDTHEIRDUTY mrtenances that by the attraction of cohesion

TO THEMSELVES. adhere to, and are rendered inseparable from,
the manors "_th an o

• _podtions 11, 12, 13, 14. Wealth or power, wherever you see them,
Proposition 11. The danger of a man's being "prostrate" yourself before them : " cringe
too bountiful to himself_ when, in and by the to" them, and though they be " red with"
adjudication of reward claimed on the ground your "father's blood," " kiss the hands" that
of service said to have been rendered to the grasp them. This is what you are ,' obliged"
public, he is allowed to be jedge in his own to do : and that which is matter of obligation,
cause, affords no reason, at least no conclu- how can it be matter of blame ? Such are the
live reason, against the allowing him to act * Their co-ovel_tors within doors b-huM_n_s
in that character. ] and without d_"_y millions, he w_ld have

" As toabuse," sags he " I am convinced I believe, having had no share in the butine_, or
that very few trusts'in the ordinary course of [ at least nomerit in it. These men _and up in
Idminlstration have admitted less ab-_ than | a room taoslt verbo invldia) and pronounce a

........... setof '- ......this..E ei m" " . nu_es_ aria vy mess men atone Lwe are
tot mtsters have been their own ] d_t_t, l_u..o_ h. ,h..... 1^_ _, ". ,boo

yalnm_ers. It is true. Bat their very par. I ev_ryth--iogth'-a'_'_'do_e,"i_'_e," ........
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precepts which call for the observance of that one kind of labour, and full encouragement
pupil whose preceptor is Edmund Burke. for one kind of talents, is fraud and

After the predilection thus declared-- pre. ragement to others."
dilection for vicarious reward--in short, for Observations. True enough. But what io
anything that can afford to political rapacity it to the purpose ? and what is it that it
a colour or a cloak to complete the system amounts to? and what is it that by volumes
of corruption and tyranny, what more can be of phrases thus floating in the air would be
wanting than a like declaration in favour of proved?
vicarious punishment f " Not overpaid." For the purpose of the

Observations. " But," continues the ors- argument, let it pass.
tot, " he is the elder branch of an ancient " 2Vot overpaidl" Admitted. But does it
and decayed house, joined to, and repaired follow that they are underpaid _ _000 a-
by the reward of services done by another." year, or £6000 s-year, not excessive ? Good :
Thus far the orator, but does it follow that z£2;3,000 a-year, or

•' Done by another." Yes, done by George that £.38,000 a-year, must be added ?
the Second's old favourite minister the Duke Proposition 13. To justify the leaving to
of Newcastle, whose culinary profusion and the possessors of public offices, in an unlimi-
political inaptitude were alike proverbial-- ted number, the power of putting each into
whose inefficiency the efficiency of the first his own pocket, and into the pockets of his
Pitt had for such a length of time to struggle relatives, and friends, and dependents, and
with -- and whose services consisted in the their respective descendents, such supplemen-
sacrifice made of his patrimony to his palate tat masses of emolument, each to an unlimi-
and his pride, ted amount, it is sufficient to point out one

" I respect," continues the rhetorician, office and one class of offices, which present
" the original title, and the first purchase of a reasonable claim to larger masses ofemoluo
merited wealth and honour through all its ment than what are attached to the rest..

- descents, through all its transfers, and all its Proqf. "' Many of the great officers have
assignments. May such fountains never be much duty to do, and much expense to main,
dried up !--may they ever flow with their ori- rain.
ginal purity, and fructify the commonwealth " A secretary of state, for instance, must
for ages [" not appear sordid in the eyes of ministers of

Ma_/ such.fountains never be dried up / ex- other nations.
claims the ejaculation, poured forth with fer- '" Neither ought our ministers abroad to
veney, with almost the solemnity, and with appear contemptible in the courts where they
at least the sincerity, of a prayer. "May such reside.

fountains never be dried up 1"-- as if he had " In all offices of duty," continues he,
not all this while in full view a fountain of " there is almost necessarily a great neglect
this sort, the patrimony of the crown, all but of all domestic affairs. A person in high oltlce
dried up, and that almost a century before can rarely take a view of his family-house.
the ntterance of this prayer : as if anything If he sees that the state takes no detriment,
could operate more speedily, or more effec- the state must see that his affairs should take
tually, towards the drying up of all such as little."
fountains, than the acting up to those laws Proposition 14. In the ease of a real efficient
of profusion, to the keeping of which it was office, no ma_s of emolument which either ia
the object of this prayer to incline men's or can be attached to it, ever is or ever tan
hearts, be too great.

Proposition 12. If it be admitted that the Proofs. " I am not," says he, "posses_d
masses of emolument, respectively attached of an exact measure between real service and
to the great eft/c/eat offices, are not excessive, its reward."
this admission will be sufficient to justify the " I am," continues he, " very sure that
possessors of them in putting into their poc- states do sometimes receive servieea, which
kets additional masses of emolument to an it is hardly in their power to reward accord-
unlimited amount, on condition of creating ing to their worth."
or keeping on foot inefflcient offices, to which " I do not," continues he, "think the
such additional masses of emolument shah re- great efficient officers of the state to be over-
speetively stand attached, paid :" he, Edmtmd Burke, who in so many

Proof. " If I were togivejudgment," says words has just been saying, " If I knew of
he, ', with regard to this country, I do not any real efficient office which did possess exo
think the great offices of the state to be over- orbitant emoluments I should be extremely
paid. When the proportion between reward desirous of reducing them. Others," eccati-
and service," resumes he," is our object, we ones he, " may know of them. I do not,"
must always consider of what nature the ser- Observations. Of the sincerity of this de-
vice is, and what sort of men they are, who claration, no question need be made. If so
are to perform it. What is just payment for it had been, that any such office, "posr_ss/ag
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emoluments," which in his eyes were "exor. or what means, has he of rendering it ? of
bitant,'" had been known to him, a " desire," rendering to the public that sort of service,
and tha_ an " extreme" one, " of reducing" or any sort of service ? Any question of this
those exorbitant emoluments would have sort becomes a joke.
been the result of such knowledge. But in Where sinecures, and those " high sltua-
his eyes no such emoluments could be exor- tions" in which they have now and then be-
bitant. Therefore, in his breast the forma- come the subjects of conversation among
tion of such desire must, notwithstanding the " great characters," are taken for the subject
extreme desire he could not but have had to of conversation among little characters in
form such a desire, have been impossible, their low situations, questions and answers

At that moment, and fbr the purpose of the are apt to becmme giddy, and to turn round
argument, such was the ignorance of Edmund in a circle. What are sinecures of £38,000
Burke that he " was not possessed of," i.e. a-year good for ?--to maintain the sineeurists.
he knew not of, "an exact common measure What are the sinecurists good for ?-- to mah_.
between real service and its reward." But tain the sinecures. Thus on profane ground.
except Edmund Burke, no man is thus igno- Thus again, on sacred ground :--What are
rant, any more than Edinund Burke himself bishopricks good for ?--to support bishops.
could be at any other time than that in which What are bishops good ibr ?-- to support hi-
such ignorance had its convenience, shopricks.

Between "real service and its reward," the 2. So again, as to probability of ej_cientr¢,
exact common measure is the least quantity and meritoriousness on the part of the service.
of the matter of reward that he who is able Competition-- preference given to the best
to render the service consents to take in re- bidder among candidates bidding upon each
turn for it. This is the measure of all prices: other, under the spur applied by that ineen-
this is the measure of the value of all good tire -- competition, affords, in the instance of
things that are at once valuable and tangible, the party chosen, a better chance of fitness
This is the measure of the value of all labour, for the office and its servmes, than will in
by which things tangible are produced :asalso general be afforded by preference given,
of all labour by which, though nothing tan- either without a thought about fitness for
g_ble is produced, valuable service in some the service, or about merztin any other shape,
other shape is rendered. This was the common or with thoughts confined to such merit of
measure, by which the exact value had been which parliament is the only theatre, and iu
assigned to the coat he had on his back. This the composition of which, obsequiousness is
was the exact common measure of the value the principal ingredient, and that an indispen-
of those real services which had been ren- sable one. But of this proposition the truth,
dered him by the person or persons by whom it is hoped, has been rendered sufficiently
his coat had by means of one kind of brush, apparent elsewhere.*
and his shoes by means of two others, been
qualified for their attendance on the lips, by
which this brilliant bubble was blown out. SECTION VIII.

But (says the sophist, or some disciple for CONC_RNL_GGnATUtTOUSSEaVlCE, ANDTHE
him) there is no analogy (says he) between PROFLIG&CYINVOLVEDIN IT.

the service rendered to the public by a mi- Propositions 15, 16.nister of state, and the service rendered to
Proposition 15.- If a man were to decline

one individual, by another individual, who receiving at the public expense, money which
removes extraneous matter from his coat, or it were in his power to receive without dan-puts a polish upon his shoes.

O yes, there is--and, to the purpose here get either of punishment or of disgrace, it
in question, analogy quite sufficient :-- would be a conclusive proof that his designs

were to endeavour to filch money from the1. They stand upon the same ground (the
two services) in point of econonuj. There is public, in some mode that would subject him
no more economy in paying £.38,000 a-year to danger in one or other of the two shapes,
for the wearer of the coat, if he can be had or in both.
for nothing, than in paying £20 for a coat Proof. " I will even go so far," says he,
itself, if it can be had for "el0. p. 67, "as to affirm, that if men were willing

For the wearer of the coat-- I mean, of to serve in such situations" (viz. offices of
course, for his services : his services--I mean duty, " all offices of duty," p. 66) " without

salary, they ought not to be pernfitted to do
his services to the public, if so it be that he it. Ordinary service must be secured by thebe capable of rendering any.

But the misfortune is, that wlamt once the motives to ordinary integrity. I do not he-
" reward for service" has swelled to any sitate to say, that that state which lays its
such pitch, any question about the service foundation in rare and heroic virtues, will be
itself--what is it? what does it consist in ? sure to have its superstructure in the bez_t
who is it that is to render it _ what desire: • Part I. [Vide Advertisement. p. 27t_.]
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profligacy and corruption. An honourable and in the mere willingness so to serve there be
fair profit is the best security against avarice any room for " rare or heroic virtue," may be
and rapacity ; as in all things else, a lawful left to any reasonable person to pronounce.
and regulated enjoyment is the best security Proposition 16. In any office of duty, "' to
against debauchery and excess." be _filling to serve without salary," is to pre-

Observations. -- " If men were willing to tend to " rare and heroic virtue," and is a
serve in such situations without salary, they " sure" indication of " the basest profligacy
ought not," says he, "to be permitted to do it." and corruption."
Here we have the theory--the waste-and- Proof. " In all offices of duty," says he,
corruption-defending sopl_ist's theory. What p. 66, " there is almost necessarily a great
says experience? In Part I.*ofthis tract may neglect of all domestic affairs. A person in
be seen a list, nor that yet a complete one, high office can rarely take a view of his family
of men of various classes serving in such st- house." " I will even go so far as to af-
tuations ; and not reel ely without salary, but firm," continues he, p. 67, "that _men were
without neat emolumen_ in any shape : and as wdhng to serve in such situations without sa-
for the not permitting them to do so, whether lary, they ought not to be permitted to do it.
in such non-permission, in whatsoever manner I do not hesitate to say," continues he, "that
effected, whether by prohibition or otherwise, that state which lays its foundation in raze
there would be any, and what use, let the and heroic virtues will be sure to have its
reader, if any such there he, on whom this superstructure in the basest profligacy and
rhapsody has passed for reason or for reason- corruption."
ing, learn frmn it, if he be able. Observations. In Part I. of this publica-

" Ordinary service%" says the orator. "must tion* may be seen a list, though by no means
be secured by the motives to ordinary integrity." a complete one, of offices " willingly served,"
In Part I.* the reader, it is hoped, has already not only without salary, but even without
seen, that for the securing of ordinary service, emolument ; as also a list of others, by and
to furnish any motive whatever is not in the for the obtainment of which, men are found
nature of salary : that in so far as ordinary who are willing to be out of pocket.
service comes to be rendered, it is by appre- Observations. The office of Member oftl_e
hensiou of eventual punishment that it is House of Commons--the offi_e of delegate of
produced -- that all that by salary can ever the people in parliament--is that, or is it not,
be done towards the production of it, is by in the number of his " offices of duty ?" Is
engaging a man to subject himself to such that, or i_-it not, in the number of his " high
eventual punishment ; and that, if so it be, offices?" Members of the House of Commons
that without salar_ he is content to subject as snch-=-the members of the IIouse of Corn-
himself to such eventual punishment, the set- mons taken together--have they not, in con-
vice (it being ordinary service) is not merely junction with their duty, more po_ver than
as likely, but more hkely, to be produced witl_- the members of administration taken toge-
out salary than wtth it. ther ? In the members of the House of Corn-

" That state which lays its ._,u_dation in mons taken together, do not the members of
rareandheroicvirtues,"saysthcorator, mean- administration taken together, hehold their
ing (for there is nothing else to which the judges, to whine, for their conduct as such,
word " virtues" can have any application) the they are continually accountable, and by
disposition marfifested by him who " without whom, under the form of an address to the
salary is willing to serve in such situations." king, they are in e.tqbvtdisplaceable? This
Now, in a disposition of that sort, though assertion, then, to the absurdity of which
there be great use, there is nothing that can men are to be made to shut their eyes, by the
bear the name of virtue. For (as is suffi- violence, the unhesitating and audacious vio-
ciently proved by every mor_et a man pnts lence, with which it is endeavoured to be
into his mouth, and every draught or sip he driven down their throats-- try it, try it in
_akcs) so it is, that out of mere utility, even the first place upon the members of the House
though it rise to the height of absolute he- of Commons.
eessi_, no such thing as virtue can be made. A member of the House of Commons, who,
Not that in these "' situations," or any of in that his office, " is willing to serve witho_tt
them, whether "' served in," " with or with- salary, ought not to be permitted to do it."
out salary," virtue rising even to heroism may Whoever does serve on any such terms, is a
not perhaps by accident be displayed : but most "base and corrupt profligate."
any such accidental display is quite another From this charge of base arrd corrupt pro-
business, ffigacy, having for its proof the fact of anmn's

Now, if even by actual service in such st- performing public duty without udary, the
tuations, no "virtue" at all is displayed, or, impossibility of obtaining any portion of tbi_
by the man himself, who thus serves, is so his specific against eorruption may, itisboped,
much as conceived to be displayed, whether according to the orator's system, serve in the

character of an extenuation, in a ease where
• Vide Advertise_,ent, p. 278. the inabil;ty ;s real and unaffected.
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But, within the compass of his knowledge, to manifest it, what the orator is quite " sore"
what man, public or private, can be at any i of, and insists upon our believing, is, that
loss to rind public men--men of distinguished that man belongs to the list of "' base and
talents---men even of distinguished eloquence corrupt profligates." Such is his sincerity, or
_who in that very station have served, and stwh his knowledge of human nature.
for a long-continued coarse of years, _ith as After an answer thus conclusive, it may
much assiduity as it is possible for men to be matter of doubt, whether the inanity of
bestow, even for and with the most overflow- the arguments, considered with reference to
ing measure of reward ?--serving and tolling the state of things the orator saw at that time
with an assiduity equal to that of the most before him, be worth touching upon.
assiduous minister all the time, yet without As in a magic lantern, the scene shifts
factitious reward in any shape--all the time every moment under his hands. On the oc-
having at command rewards to the highest casion in question, to be of any considerable
amount, and even at the public expense ? use, the view taken, it was necessary, should

Of these base and corrupt profligates, as embrace the whole field of official emolument
Edmund Burke called them, and would have --the whole field of office. So, in his hands,
persuaded us to think them, I had even be- but a page or two before, it accordingly did.
gun a list--none of them unknown even to Now, and without warning, the extent of it
Edmund Burke _ when I was stopped at once is shrunk, perhaps to that of half a dozen of.
by a concurring duster of considerations : the rices, perhaps to that of a single office. To
personality of the detail, my own incompe- a single office confined it must be --to a sin-
tency for it, the room it would have occupied, ale office, viz. that of the chief minister, if_
and, as it seemed to me, the superfluity of it. of the plan of hypocrisy he speaks of, the sort

As between individual and individual, that of despotism he speaks of is, in case of sue.
without expectation of money or money's cess, to be the consequence.
worth, in any shape, in return, it may not " Unfair advantage to ostentatious ambi-
happen to an individual to render a service to tion over unpretending service,"--" invidious
another_nay, even to persevere as towards comparisons,"--" destruetionofwhateverlit-
him in a course of service of any length and tle unity and agreement may be found among
degree of constancy, and this, too, without ministers :"--all these words, what is it they
any sort of prejudice to probity, not to speak amount to ?--words, and nothing more.
of base and corrupt profligacy, is surely more Realized they might be -- all these sup°
than any man, even the orator himself, was posed disasters ; and still, on the part of the
ever heard to assert : why not then to the people, the question might be -- what then ?
public at large-- to that all comprehensive what is all that to us ?-- how is it that we
body, of which individuals taken together are should be the worse for it ?
component parts? l. Says A, I don't want all this money.

For the labour or the self-denial necessary Says B, I do. Here the thing which A is
to the rendering the service to the individual, ambitious of is power, and power only : the
pure sympathy, pure of all self-regarding con- thing coveted by B is the same power, with
siderstious, is frequently the sole, and being the money into the bargain. On the part of
at the same time the efficacious, is thereby A, where now is the ostentation, where the
the self-sufficient motive. But when the pub* ambition, more than on the part of B : and,
lie is the party to whom trbe service is ren- if there were, where would be the specific
dered; in this case, in addition to whatsoever mischief of it in any tangible shape ?
emotion of sympathy is called forth by the 2. Invidious comparisons ! What is choice
contemplation of the welfare of this aggregate without comparison _ And ifinvidions meant
body, in aid of that purely social spring of anything, where is the comparison, which be-
action, comes the prospect of gratification to ing made for the porposo of choice, is not
the self-regarding affection-- love of repnta, invidious ? What is parliamentary debate--
t/on, accompanied or not wit.h the love of that what is any debate, but a topic of invidious
power, which, whether put to use or not, re- comparisons ?
putation brings with her in her hamk 3. Destruction of uni_ and agreement among

Besides the shape in which he would re- ministers I According to circumstances, such
esive payment for the service, if no more destruction is either a misfortune or a bless-
than a single individual were the better for ing. Misfortune to be sure it is, and nothing
it, he who renders service to the public re- else, with reference to the ten or a doTen
ceives0 or at least may not unreasonably ex- persons spoken of: but with reference to the
pect to receive, payment for it, in those two people and their interests, a " destruction"
other shapes besides. Yet, in the eyes of the of this sort is perhaps the most efficient,
orator, if he is to be believed, so unnatural though it be but a casual, check upon misrule.
and incredible is the disposition to be on any In case of that system of misemiduct, which
occasion content with this treble payment, it is so constantly their interest, and almost
that should any such di_posltion find any maJI cml_antly in their power to persevere in, it
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affords the only chance _ of punishment it individual to possess himself of the w]loTe
cannot be said ; for of ttzat never, for this "'power." and by means of it, the whole
last half century, has there been any chance, " wealth" of the country, what is it that

but of exposure. And in this character should have prevented this conquest of the
the people, thanks to able instructors, begin whole wealth from having been achleved---
to be not altogether insensible to its value, achieved ages ago, by those who have had

But a government in the quondam Irene- the whole power in their hands?
tian style _ a government in which, under To the power, that exists in the hands of
the guidance of upstart Machiavelism, titled the members of the sovereignty as such _ to
and confederated imbecility should lord it this power is to be ascribed, as to its cause,
over king and people, and behind the screen the aggregate mass of the several portionsof
of secresy, waste, oppression, and peculation, the matter of wealth, which, in their/hal/-
should find themselves for ever at their ease; viclc_al capacities, are at any given point of
such was the Utopia of Edmund Burke. time respectively possessed by them. To the

To dispose men, if it be possible, to dis- power itself there are not any legal limits:
tinguish from solid argument, empty froth, there ought not to be any. But to the aggre-
such as this of Edmund Burke's -- to distin- gate mass of wealth actually possessed by
guish it, and, whenever found, to cast it forth them, how excessive soever, limits there al-
from them with the scorn which is its due, ways are: limits comparatively narrow: and,
such has been the object ; such, if they have at all times, seeing what that ma_s is, we see
had any, has been the use, of these four or what those limits are. The King, with the
five last paragraphs, advice and consent of the Lords and Com-

mons, might, if such were his pleasure, might,
viz. by act of parliament, take into his hands

SECTION IX. the whole wealth of the country, and share
it between himself and them. Nothing could

A PROPHECY, AND BY BURKE--THE KING WILL be more correctly lawful : but, as few thingsSWALLOW UP THE WHOLE SUBSTANCE OF

THE PEOPLE. would be more manifestly inexpedient, it is
what never has been done, and what nobody,

Propo._ition 17. The King, with the advice sane or insane, is afraid of seeing done.
and consent of Lords and Commons, will" in- Not but that the advances made towards
fallib_," one of these days, possess himself this point of consummation have been some-
of the whole property of the country, what nearer than could have been wished :

Proof. "For," says he, p. 67, "as wealth and in this way, as in every other, in the eyes
is power, so all power will illfallibly draw of those who profit by what is wrong, " what-
wealth to itself by some means or other : and ever is, is right :" yes, and not only right , but
when men are left no way of ascertairdng necessary.
their profits but by their means of obtaining But of the necessity where lies the proof?
them, those means," (continues he, but the Here, as elsewhere, it lies in the existence
argument, it will be seen, required him to of the practice: which, where the thing to
s D', those " profits") " will be increased to be proved is the necessity of that same prac-
_fizdty. This is true," continues he, " in tice, is, according to the logic of practical
_11the parts of administration, as well as in men, proof abundantly sufficient.
the whole." Pressing on the people with so heavy, a

Observations. Of these doctrines-- I mean pressure as this vast portion of their burthen
of the exposure thus made of them-- the use does, on what 9round is it that it is con-
is, to show what extravagances imagination is eluded to be, to wit, in the whole of it, re-
apt to launch into, where, to bring down an cessary ? On this ground, viz. that it is
ibmie fatuus for the defence of an indefensible that in the whole of it, it is --customary.
proposition, it mounts without rudder or corn- And how came it to be customary ? Because
pass into the region of vague and a_rial ge- those whose interest it was to make it as great
neralities, as possible, as great as the people would eno

The result, to any such extent as that in dure to see it made, found they had power,
which, for the purpose of the moment, the and without preponderant inconvenience, in
sophist tried, or pretended, to regard it as the shape of danger to themselves, viz. from
infallible, is as far, let us hope, from being in discontent on the part of the people, tomake
any degree a probable one, as at another time it what it is.
hewouldhavebeenfromspeakingofitassuch. This power--the word power being here

In the situation of chief minister, or in taken in the practical sense--is all that, to
any other situ_ion, if, by means of an artio the purpose here in question, has ever been
flee, which, long before it had travelled any attended to. As to need, demand in respect
considerable length in the tract of success, ofpub//c utility---of that utility which is such
muat have become transparent and visible to with reference to the interest of the who_
the whole people, it depended upon a single people--need or accessi_j in this sensej _¢v_r
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is--never has been- felt to be worth a SECTION X.
fhonght.
As toallthosethings,inrespecttowhich GRATUITOUS SERVI(E,BURKE'80BJECTIONB

it is the interest of rulers that the mode of TO IT REFUTED.-- _ECKI_R. -- BURKE'$
government should be bad, it of course always lEAST-INDIABILL.
has been and of course always will be, as bad TH_ orator continues -- " If any individual
as, in their judgment, the people will quietly were to decline his appointments, it might,"
endure to see it. continues he, p 67, " give an unfair ad-

This economy bill of Edmund Burke, for vantage to ostentatious ambition over un-
example, was it produced by virtue, by pubhc pretending service ; might breed invidious
spirit, on the part of Edmund Burke ? No : comparisons ; it might tend to destroy what-
nor so much as by policy alone -- if by policy ever little unity and agreement may be found
be meant any spontaneous policy on his part, among ministers. And, after all, when an
how personal soever and pure of public spirit, ambitious man had run down his competitors
Towards the production of this measure, such by a tkllacious show of disinterestedness, and
us it is, prudence, meaning apprehension of fixed himself in power by that means, what
ncarer inconvenience, howsoever assisted by security is there that he would not change
policy, meaning hope of more or less distant his course, and claim as an indemnity ten
pourer, with its concomitant sweets, operated, times more than he has given up ?"
and with no small force, as it should seem, on To these arguments, such as they are,
his mind. The proof is in certain petitions agmast gratuitous service, nay answer, so far
which he speaks of. as regards the plan above "alluded to, is a

As to these "petitions," they are such as simple and decisive one. To the plan of
could not have been all of them of his calling adequate salary, coupled with sale so far as
forth, at least not all of them of his &ctating, applicable, for the account of the public, with
since some of them were troublesome to him. the benefit of competition they have not, any
Amongst the things called for by them was, of them, an) application. For " ostentation,"
in the instance of several of them, the thing under that plan tbere is no room : the re-
which in this place is more particularly in trenchment, whatever it may amount to, be-
question, viz. " the reduction of exorbitant ing to allcompefitorv matter of necessity--to
emoluraents to ed_cient ff_'ces." This, though none more than another, matter of choice :
spoken of by him as an article, " which seems and if it be in this ostentation that the two
to be a specific object in several of the peti- other alleged mischiefs, whatever they may
tions," is an object with which he expressly be, meant to be denoted by the words "inw.
declares himself " not able to intermeddle." * dious comparison," and "destruction of unity,'"

• That the thread of the rhetoric may be ur. have their supposed source, the ostentatwn
der view in its entire state, and without a break, being out of the case, so wiI1 these other s'x_-
here follows the whole passage :-- posed mischiefs be likewise.

" Sir, 1 think myself bound to give you my Here (to speak in his own words) there
reasons as clearly and as fully, for stopping in would be no such " declimng"-- no such
the course of reformation as for proceeding in it. ,, unfair advantage "'_no such peculiarly "la-
tely limits are the rules of law ; the rules ef
policy; and the service of t)_estate. This is the ' vidious comparison "-- no such mischievous
reason why I am not able to intermeddle with "' destruction of unit?/ and agreement "_ no
another article, which seems to be a spe_fic o_.'eet such " runmng down of competitors" (for one
in several of the petitlonst I mean tile reduction and the same call would be given to all cam°
of exorbitant emoluments m efficient offices. If oetitors)--no such "sel/:li_ation" of one man
I knew of any real efficient office whmh did pus- _l .... , ;_ ,,,.,,_. " _,,d h. mo_n_ noenli_ *-
sess exorbitant emoluments _contl ues he. t. _e• _ Ill?USUaL

and thea_comes the profession of the hypothetical _ - .. , . . .
and h_ritical wish to reduce them as above I Anti after a,. ' contmnes Be, as suave,

"R_o¢law .... rules or _olic',', .... see" [ '"and after all when an ambitious man had run
vlc_ofttw state,"_all these qmddiue_ may here [ down his competitors by a fallacmus show of
be seen held up m view, as somany distinct limits_ ] disinterestedness, and fixed himself in power
serving as bars to reformatmn let down on this at m a s r_ l here tha h'. . • , _, . " [byth e ns, what ecu 'ty'st t e
..occ_mn, for the pa_lcular purpose of *rapping [ would not change his course, and eiahn as an
thereauctlonofexorbltantemoluments." precious i • _ ._ .. . . _ • _,,
baracompased of rhetorical jargon, void of mean- { ln,aemmty more _mnne n_ gaven up. ,
ing. "Rules oflaw,"_ no attempt m bring for. ] t_ratmtous omemt service _ anti, unoer
ward any such rule = nor could any such attempt | the name of gratuitous official service, reduc-
have been other than an absurd one. " Rulcsofl tion of official emolument being the object
2a_" Y_s, toajudieatory. Burro thelegislamr_ ] still corttended against here we have a quite
what sort of a bar can that be, which is removed | new argument _ Till 'now it _-as in other
or broken through of course, at every step he | , e.. - ...... , _ ,
mt*es " Rules or _ll " and "the service orl snapes, _nougn moeeti mau manner ox suapes
the state,"-- the "J_e _'_ea; as, in a stxolling/other than that of frugul_y? ttmt, m ease of
eomrmnv the same nerformer brought on upon | any such reauction, toe serwce was to suave :
the _.ao_e'twlceover, in two differ_ dresses." [ now it is in the shape even of frugality itselL
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Whatsoever a man (the sort of man in ques- The treasury bench--the castle of mis-
tion) gives up in appearance, in reality (says rule -- stood before him. Sham.economy, an
our sophist) he will take to himself "ten instrument of" Young Ambition," theladder
times more." by which it was to be scaled. Alre_ly the

To the above proposed plan of retrench- ladder was in his hand. A bill for" indepen-
ment, the objection, such as it is. has not, it deuce" and so forth -- and for "economical
must have been seen already, and for the rea- reformation'" and so forth -- was the name
sons already given, any the slightest applica- the wordy name--he had found for it.
tion. But even with reference to the then At the end of a long contest, the ladder
existing state of things, what could be more performed its service. But when the fortre_
extravagant ? was in his hands, a buttress was deemed ne-

On the part of the orator, suppose on this eessary to enable him to maintain his ground.
occasion any the smallest particle of thought, t The buttress fell, and he in it, and along with
and at the same time of sincerity, what must ! it ; the buttress fell, and great was the fall
Imve been the opinion entertained by him of t thereof.
the state of government in this tom'try, and And what was this buttress ? Few readers
how profound at the same time his indiffer- can be at a loss for it.
once to it ? The state of government such, ] Four years after, when under the pressure
that on so ea_v a condition as the giving up of the mass of corruption, in tb" hands of the
a mass of lawful emolument for a time, a man secret advisers of the _v they betook
might make sure of gaining, in the way of themselves for relief, h¢ _.nd ms party, not to
" base profligacy and corrulrtion," ten times the legitimate influence of the people, as it
"as much" in the long run ! and this sort of would have been manifested in an equalized
rpeculation, promising and feasible enough, representation, accompanied with the exelu°
not only to be worth guarding against, but to sion of dependent votes, but to a counter.mass
be necessary to be guarded against, and that of corruption, to be drawn from the East
at such an expense as that of making an all- Indies--it was to the "fallacious show of
comprehensive addition to the mass of official disinterestedness "' made by this his Economy
emolument t and this too ml addition without Ball, already carried and turned into an act,
hounds ! that he trnsted ibr that blind support, which

Oh no ! (cries the orator) not make sure-- he had looked for at the hands of a supposed
thosewercnowordsofm_ne: " claim" was my blinded people. The result is known to
word,--" claim," and nothing more. Oh yes: ,everybody.
Sir. _)rator, "claim ""was indeed the word you As to the picture we here see him draw-
used ; but make sure was the idea it was your ing, it was, at the time of his thus drawing
object to convey by it: for, sure enough, it, half history, half prophecy: the prophetic
where public money is the subject, it is only part left unfinished, as everything in the shape
by what a man gets, m_dnot by what he claims, of prophecy must necessarily be.
mid w_thout getHag it, that any mischief can The picture dramatized, the characters and
be done. other objects init might stand as follows :_

In writing, no man ever weighed his words 1. " Ambitious man," Edmund Burke.
in nicer scales ; no author ever blotted more, 2."aVallaeiousshowofdisiaterestedaess:" the
to find, for each occasion, a set of words that show made by this economy bill of his, with
shall comprehend two meanings--one for at- the inconsiderable retrenchments (.£60,000
tack, another in case of necessity for retreat a-ycar, or some such matter) effected by it.
andself-defence; such throughout is the study 3. " Competitors run down" by means of
of the rhetorician, whom devotion to a party it (in addition to the force derived from other
reduced to that species and degree of servi- sources, such as the unpopularity and ill sue-
tude, with which sincerity is incompatible, eess of the American war, together with the
-- In this sinister art, no man ever laboured exertions of arbitrary vengeance in the ease
more --no man surely ever made a greater of Wilkes, &e.) Lord North and his ministry
proficiency--no man, one may venture to then in power, withthe secret advisers of the
say, ever made so great a proficiency, as this crown for their support.
Edmund Burke. 4. Instrument attempted to be made for

Here we have a picture (shall we say ?) or the "fixing himself in power," Burke's East
a plan of Machiavelism, sketched out by his India bill : a steadiment, containing in it a
own hand. In itself it is but a loose sketch, sort of pump, contrived for drawin.g from the
for by anything like a complete and correct East Indies the matter of weahlt, to be appEted
draught, too much would have been brought in the character of matter of corrupt/on, by
to view. But in its exact shape, no small hands of his own choice, to the purpose ot
part, and ill outline the whole, was already engaging a sufficient number of workmen for
in his own breast. Nor, so far as concerned the fixing him and his party as above, to wig,
his own portrait, was it from fancy, but from with such a force of resistance as it should
the looking-glass, that he drew. not be in the power of the secret advisers of
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the crown, with all the assistance they could continues he, " is a thing which cannot be
get from the people, to overcome, put to auction, and struck down to those who

As to the particular " course," which, for will agree to execute it the cheapest."
the purpose of reaping the fruits of his con- Cannot ! Why cannot it ? Upon the face of
quest, had this machinery of his succeeded, it, the proposition bears not so much as the
it might have happened to him to take, and colour of reason ; nor in the sequel is either
with the word indemnity in his mouth, the substance or colour so much as attempted to
quantity of public money he might have be found for it. Of possibility, what is the
claimed,--so it is, that hisgrand instrument sort of evidence that in this case he would
of stendiment and "fixation" having failed, require ? Would.fact have been regarded as
all these, together with so many other quoa- adinissible ? " The service of the public is
dam future contingencies, remain in darkness a thing which," a year afterwards, after the
inscrutable. But, supposing the indemnity orator had been in, and out again, Pitt the
no more than " ten times" the amount of the Second did "put up to auction"--" did strike
sacrifice, still would it have fallen short, as down to those who would agree to executedt the
anybody may see, of the ground prepared for cheapest :" and this to such an extent, that,
it by this his speech, in comparison of the saving thereby effected,

Some yearsafter, viz. about the year 1790, whether money or improbity be the article
a decent quantity of public money, even considered, the utmost saving so much as pro-
though not in office, he did contrive to get : jected by"this our sham-reformer, shrinks into
but forasmuch as for this donation there was insignificanee._
a pretence made out of a pamphlet, with the This, it is true, the pseudo-reformer had
help of which the embers of war between Bri- not as yet witnessed. Bat there was nothing
tain and France were blo_m into a flame, and, in it that was not ill the most perfeet degree
for security against anarchy, the good people obvious : what difficulty there was in the busi-
of Great Britain driven, as far as by his pious hess consisted not in the thinking of it, but
endeavours they could be driven, into the in the doing of it.
arms of despotism, so it was, that the bread :But what the sophist trusted to was the
of sinecure-- the sacred shew-bread, destined word auction, and the sentiment of ridicule
and appropriated to the chief priests of the which, if applied to the subject in question,
temple of corruption -- was not, any part of he hoped to find prepared for the re(_eption of
it, profaned and diverted to this use : reward it in men's minds. Mention the word auction,
in the ordinary shape of pension being re- the image you present is that of a man with
garded as applicable to, and sufficient for, this a smirk upon his countenance, mounted on
ordinary service. = the burlesque of a pulpit, with a wooden ham-

mer in his hand, expatiating upon the virtues
-- sometimes of statues and pictures--some-

SECTION XI. times of chairs aml tables.
The hyperboles employed by orators of

BURKR'S OI$ffECTIONTO THE APPLICATIONOF that class, while expatiating on the virtues of
THE PRINCIPLEOF COMPETITIOr4TO THIS the vendible commodities consigned to their
FUItPOSE--ITS FRIVOLOUSNESS. disposal, are, as he in common with every-

AI_TEa denying that. the great efficient offices body else must have remarked every now and
arc overpaid, " The service of the public." then, such as, while in some parts of the au-

dience they produce the desired impression,
" " This rule," continues he, p. 67, "this excite in the minds of others the idea of the

rule, like every other, may admit its exceptions, ridiculous.
When a great man has some one great object in :But no panegyric that was ever bestowed
view, to be achieved in a given time, it may be by any such orator, on the picture or the
absolutely necemmryfor him to walk out ofallthe "
common roads, and, if his fortune permits it, to screen of a marquis or a duke, had more of
hold himself out as a splendid example. I am exaggeration in it than the pictures which
told," continues he, "that something of this kind this vender of puffs was SOexpert at drawing,
is now doing in a country near us. Bat this is naming them after this or that one of his most
for a short race-- the training for a heat or two, noble patrons and originals. His piece of still
and not the proper preparation for the regular
st_ffes of a methodical journey. I am slmaldng the whole of"#urnfy," nor th_ an "unraetho.
of esmblishments_ and not of men." dical" one. He did more than serve the public

As to the splendid example he was here al- without being paid for it : he trusted the public,
lading to, it was that of .hreeker ; and here, as that child of his own adoptio% with his own
the Imquelshowed, the orator was completely in money--with the greatest part of his own money
the wrong. Vftmt he could not make him.self and that public_ that '_base and profligate,"
believe, or at least could not bear that others though_ in a pecuniary sense_ not in general cot.
should believe, was, that this training of Nec- rupt, trustee of his, betrayed its trust.
ker's (meaning the serving in the o/tico of fi- -I- Viz. in the instances of loans, lotteries, and
naveeministerwithonteaiary)couldlasttormore victualling eontraet&_See Mr. Rose's 0 _b_r.
th_n "'a heat or tt_o." It haters however, during vations_ &c_pp. 26 to 31.
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life, celledthe Marquis of Roeklngham --his financecemmittee--andwithoutacknowledg-
Duke of Portland, into the picture of which ment--have culled, as we have seen, achsptet
a Kneller or a Reynolds would have put more wherewith to decorate their brows. It is in
thought than nature and art together had been this his school, that, by another right honour-
able to force into the original -- that original able teacher of economy, those maxims have
whose closest resemblance to a picture that certainly been found, and to all appearance
had thought in it was the property of being learnt, which we shall come to presently.
vendible-- that puppet, whose wires, after Had the purpose of his argument, or of his
playing for a time so easy, ran rusty at last life, required it--here, in this very place,
under the hand of Mr. Canning-- viewed instead of declaiming and writing for money,
through the raree-show glass of Edmund and trying to persuade men that nothing bu_
Burke, these and so many other " great cha- money is of any value, the orator might, mid
racters" appear no less fit for their " high naturally would, have declared against money-,
situations" than the counsellors of King Solo- -- shown in the way that so many other de-
mon, when, with Punch for their interpreter, claimers have shown, that it is of no value,
on the drawing up of the curtain, they are that it is even worse than useless, and that,
displayed in the act of paying tributes of wis- without "the basest pr_9qigacy and corrup.
dora to the wise. tion," no man -- no public man at least -- cazl

Competition.-- This word would not, as ever get, or try to get, any of it. •
auction so well did, serve the sophist's pur- In exaggerations, improbity or folly may
pose. To the word competition no s_Mr]_stands behold a use on either side ; but to conunon
associated--no pulpit -- no hammer : --con_- honesty, nothing is here needful but common
petition--a power, the virtues of which had sense.
already been so well displayed by Adam Money is a good thing--a very good thing
Smith, not to speak of Sir James Stewart : indeed : and, if it were not a good thing,
in competition he beheld that security against scarce would anything else be ; for there are
_aste and corruption which would have been few good things which a man may not get
mortal to his views, by means of it--get, either in exchange for

it, or (what is still better) even without
parting with it.

SECTION XII. But the misfortune is, that from us the

CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS.--]_URKE, people, for paying orators of the class of
WHYTHUSEXAMINED. Edmund Burke, it is not to be had without

our being forced to part with it: and if the
Elt__MUS wrote an eulogium on foll u : but orator suffer in case of hls not having it_in
Erasmus was in jest: Edmund Burke wrote ease of his never having got so much of it as
an eulogium--he wrote th_s eulogium --on he could have wished, we the people, who,
peeulatwn: -- and Edmund Burke was se- after having had it, find ourselves, for the use
rious, and benefit of the orator, forced to part with

In thus exhibiting the orator in one of those it, suffer still more.
fits of extravagance to which he was but too Thence it is, that if there be anything else,
subject--inexhibitingtheorator'so_vnfigurc, which, the people not feeling themselves
according to the monstrous caricature we forced to part with it, the orator Can per-
have seen him drawing of himself, viz. that suade himself to be satisfied with, so much
of a man, in whose estimation nothing but the better. Upon this plan, everybody is
money has any value--a man by whom all satisfied--orator and people both: whereas,
breasts that have anything in them that is upon the orator's plan, only one of the parties
not sordid, are to be marked out as fit objects is satisfied, viz. the orator--the orator, who
of abhorrenee,--let me not be accused of is the agent and spokesman of theruliagfe_a;
wasting time and paper, while the other part)., viz. we the people, are

It is out of this his book-- meaning always suffering and grumbling, and as it should seem
such parts of it as are found suitable, that not altogether without reason ; for we are
our statesmen of the present clay may be seen the many; and in our number consists our
taking their lessons, tt is out of this his tar- title to regard : a very unpretending title, but
den of sweet iiowet_, that the still existing not the less a good and sufficient one.
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PAPER VI. -- DEFENCE OF ECONOMY
AGAINST

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE GEORGE ROSE.

]?lEST PUBLISHED IN 1817.

ADVERTISEMENT.

WHILE committing to the press so free an to be assured that a real regard for economy,
examination as this will be found to be, of forming a striking contrast with the mixture
Mr. Rose's declared principles, as published of _ste, corruption, at_d dark despotism
by him on the subject of public expenditure, which in one of the two cases has since been
there wotdd, as it strikes me, be something exemplified, was an actuating motive: and
ungenerous at least, if not unjust, in the orals- that with the spontaneously expressed desire
sion, were I not to make acknowledgment, of receivingthose suggestions, which, had not
as, without any communication, direct or in- circumstances above their controul stood ill
direct, with the right honourable gentleman, the way, would accordingly have been te-
l hereby do, of such proofs of due regard for ceived, any such design on the parts of either
economy as by incidents falling exclusively of them, as that of giving, on the particular
within my o_n observation have been fur- occasions in question, any such increase as, on
nished by his practice. Of the measures al- one of those occasions, has since been given,
luded to--two in number--both were in a to corruptive influence, was plainly incom-
very considerable degree important: one of patible.
them, in respect of extent as-well as difficulty, As to the tract itself, with the exception of
pre-eminently so : and, on both occasions, in a few inconsiderable verbal alterations, which
his instance as well as that of Mr. Pitt, by the nature of the case necessitated, it is ex-
such tokens, as in the nature ofthe case could actly in the state in which it was written;
not have left room for doubt in the mind of which was in the months of April and May
any person in any situation, it fell in my way 1810.

For Contents, v/de supra, p. 281.

SECTION I. For the convenience of such persons whose
taste or whose disposable time shrinks from

INTRODUCTION. any such mass as would be formed in the
HAVlSG taken my leave of the departed ora- union of all three papers, I detach in advance
tor, I have now to pay my obeisance to the these two parts from that which had been in-
surviving statesman ; who, though in the line tended to precede them. But forasmuch as
of politics not always conjoined with him,will, throughout this third part, reference, either
in the track of principle, be on the ground express or tacit, is all along unavoidably made
here in question, found, as there has already to the principles laid down in the postponed
been occasion to observe, separated from him part, and enforced by that by which this one
by no great distance, has now lately been preceded;* I find my-

For principles such as on this same ground self in this respect reduced to the necessity of
may serve as a standard for comparison, I supposing, or at least writing as I should do
must, on this occasion, as on that other, take if I supposed the postponed, as well as the
leave to refer the reader to these closely corn- already published part, to have already made
pressed thoughts, which are about to take its experiment upon the reader's patience.
their chance for obtaining a small portion of
his notice. [ Vide Advertisement, p. _78.] + In the Pamphleteer, N_ XVIL Jan. 1817,
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In the production of Edmund Burke, the sions, deduction were made of such as have
quantity of matter taken for the subject of been given as rewards for pubHcscrviees, the
examination, was that which happened to be amount would be very greatly reduced ; pen-
contained between the 62d and 68th pages, sions to foreign ministers in particular, whose
both inclusive. Within the pages designated appointments are hardly in any iastanee sofli-
by the same numbers, happens to be contained cient for their maintenance."
the only part of Mr. Rose's work, to which It is to " sinecures and pensions" alone,
the like tribute of unremitted attention has that this argument has, by"the ingenious au-
On the present occasion been paid.* thor, been applied ; to the extra pay of over-

A coincidence, rather more material, is-- paid places, not : but, applying as it does to
that of the discrepancy, not to say the repug- both branches of expenditure, and with equal
_tanc!l, sshich in this instance as in that, will, force, it would be wronging the argument
if I do not greatly deceive myself, be seen to not to give to both of them the full benefit
have place--by the one architect as by the of it.
other, to the same virtue, viz. economy, a _-ow, true it is, that were this argument
temple erected in the first part, beaten down to be received in the character here proposed
in the seeond._ for it, it would, it must be confessed, be a

very convenient one, and save others in abun-
dance. For every 4s. a-year which you wish

SECTION II. togiveaway without any public use, contrive
]t_R. ROSE*S PLEAS IN I_hg TO ECONOMY. to spend £..50 a-year, for which such a use,

or the appearance of such a use, can be found,
Plea 1.--Vastness of the Expenditure. and ,,'our justification is then made.

1. TrlE first of his pleas, thus pleaded in bar Meantime, some reasoners there are, to
to any defalcations that might be proposed whom the contrary inference would appear
to be made from the mass of public burdens, the more reasonable one: -- unnecessary, or
is that which, with that ingenuity which will even necessary, the heavier the mass of our
not pass unobserved, has been made out of burdens is already, the less able are we to
the very magnitude of the mass. bear any addition to it, or e*en this or that

" The whole revenue of Great Britain," existing part of it.
says the right honourable gentleman, p. 6:2, In my own view of the matter, I must
"is more than £60,000,0"00 a-year; the confess the consideration of the nmgnitude
charge on whieb, of £242,000 for pensions and of the mass is a consideration to which, on
sinecure employments at home and abroad, a question such as the present, there can be
is between three farthings and one penny in no necessity nor any great use in recurring.
the pound. By the extinction, therefore, of Whatsoever it be that, at the expense of
all sinecures and pensions, a person paying the people, is by the trustees of the people
taxes to the amount of £.50 a-year, would givan to this or that individual without equio
save about 4s. Such a saving," continues he, valant, and that an adequate one.--I mean,
"we" (who are we ._) " are far from thinking without either receiving or reasonable expee-
should be treated as trifling or insignificant ; ration of receiving on account of the public
it would ill become the author to do so : on a preponderate advantage, is so much waste,
the other hand, how infinitely short would --and if given with eyes open to the misat>.
this fall of the expectation that has been plication of it, so much pecnlution.
held out. When by in&ctment a man is prosecuted

" But if," continues he, "front the total for theft, or by bill in equity for a breach of
sum received from sinecures, places, andpen- trust in the way of peculation, that of the

pecuniary circumstances of the party to whose
ObservationsrespectingthePubtieExpendi- prejudice the act of dishonesty has operated,ture and the Influence of the Crown;by theRight

Honourable George Rose-- I,ondon, 1810. any account should be taken, is never looked
"l"As to the mvthod pursued in the present in- upon as necessary, or so much as admissible.

stance--whethee it was thah by the statesman in And not being so on that individual scale,
question, no such elaborate art, having here, as I see not why it should be so on this all-
there, been employed in wrapping up peccant comprehensive scale.
matter in splendid language--or in short, how- But if so it were. that I found myselfsoever it happened, so it has happened that the
course taken on that oecasionby the eommentator_ under an obligation of bringing this topic to
so far as concerns the prefixing interpretations to view, it seems to me, that, in the vastness of
text, has not been pursued here. ]_ut, to avoid the existing burdens, I should be nmre apt
all designb as well as charge, of misrepres_ata- to view an argument for decreasing it, than.
tion the same care that was taken thereh_s been either for giving increase to it, or so much
continued here, viz. that of not hazarding in any as keeping it from decrease.
instance anything in the shape of a comment,
without hying at the same time before the reader, The misfortune is, that without being thus
in the very words, whatever passage served or expressed, this consideration has in experi.
contributed to form the ground of it, ence operated, and with too nmd_ effect, in
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disposing the people to acqule_ce, without _t amoral.t, and by some entertai_l t_at
remonstrance, under unnecessary pressure, they would in that case be removed a/tegvtker ,
Turn over the book of history, you witlflnd renders it necessary that acomparison should
that the heavier the burdens have been with be made of the before-mentioned total (viz.
which the people have been loaded, the of sinecures and pensions,) large as it is, with
greater the facility that has been found for the amount of the taxes raised upon the
rendering the load still heavier: or, what people."
comes to the same thing, look backward, and Now then--what is expressly averred here
you will find that the more considerable the is -- that an opinion to the purpose in ques.
load they had been accustomed to, the greater tion is " prevailing to a certain extent."
was the difficulty that was experienced _ What seems to be insinuated--I should
persuading them to submit, though it were rather say-- what, from the idea of "neces-
but for a year or two, to any addition to it. sity" thus brought to view, some readers

If, as the facility of engaging them to sub- might be apt to imagine, is-- that the par-
mlt to increased burdens increased, the suf. pose the right honourable gentleman had in
feting produced by those burdens diminished, view, was only the setting the people right
this disposition ofmlnd would be as desirable in respect of this supposed prevalent error,
as it is natural: but unfortunately this is not and not the persuading the imposers of pub-
the case. By heaping law taxes upon law lie burdens to consider the enormity of the
taxes, and law fees upon law fees, you may mass as affording an argument for not dimi-
ruin a thousand families one year, two thou- nishing it.
sand the next year, and so on: and, the Nowthen, as to this supposed error: what
greater the number that are thus ruined, the seems to me is, that it must have been in
Iletter enabled and the better satisfied will some vision or some dream, and nowhere else,
the man of finance and the man of law be to that any persons, not in the care of a keeper,
go on receiving more and more : it will be to could have presented themselves to the con-
both of them, as it has been to both of them, ception of the right honourable gentleman,
and to both in one, a motion of course; but as entertaining it. The interest of the debt
it does not appear, or (to speak intelligibly paid without money -- the expense of the
to learned gentlemen) non eorvstat, that when army defrayed without money--the expense
the numberthus ruined is two thousand, the of the navy defrayed without money, -- all
a/Hiction is to each or any ofthem lighter than this, not to speak of anything more, must
when the number was but one thousand, have been believed by any person, in whose

For forming a gag to stop complaints in mind any such opinion should prevail, as that
the mouth of the party tormented, as well as if sinecures and pensions were suppressed,
a callus to c_e the heart of the tormentor, the burdens of this country would be removed
precedent is indeed a mighty good thing; altogether.
and the more manifold the precedent, the Another thing that passes my comprehen-
more effective the gag, as well as the harder sion is, how should it be that, supposing them
the callus : and the latter use is that to which to have found, " to a certain extent," what-
these several pleas against economy, and this ever that extent be -- that is, to a certain
first plea in particular, seems more especially number, whatever that number be- a set of
destined and adapted. The misfortune is, people among whom any such opinion was
that by the callus formed round the one heart, prevalent, how it should be that it should
the affliction that rends the other is not as- have entered into their conception, otherwise
suaged, than in dream or vision, as above, that, for

Oh but, sir (cries somebody,) what is it you the purpose of setting right any such people,
are about all this while ? and how sadly have and weaning them from their error, there
you been misrepresenting the right honour- could be either necessity or use in bringing
able gentlemun ! Here are you imputing to forward any such ingenious and accurate cal-
him this sad purpose, and that immediately eulation as that which has just been seen and
after having read and passed over (fie upon which he was thereupon immediately about
you I) a paragraph in which he tells you him- to treat us with : as if, supposing the exist-
se/f the purpose he had in view, and that a ence of any such swine, such pearls could be
very differen_ one. of any the smallest use to them I

True it is that I have read that paragraph ; If to so right honourable a gentleman any-
but as to the purpose spoken of in it, I feel thing could be attributed that would bear
myself under a sort of embarrassment which any such appellation as that of artifice-- (11o
I shall proceed to state. I wilt not call it artifice _ I will call it ast_t_z

" The opinion already alluded to," says -- and then everything will be as it should
the paragraph, p. 62, " as prevailing to a be)--what, onan occasion such as this, one
c_ain extent, that if sinecures and pensions should be tempted to suppose, is, that the
were entirely suppressed, the burdens of the agreement thus brought forward, and put in
_untry would be instautly lightened to a front of the hattie, was the result of a com.
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lultatioa with some learned, or quondam_trriaciple; as being founded on oppressive
learned, as well as right honourable or ho- extortion, and breach of trust ; as affording
nourable gentlemen, profoundly learned in encouragement to extravagance, and to every
that superior and purer branch of the law vice that is fed by extravagance; as being still
called equitp ; one of the rules of which is, unjustifiable, even though there were a eer-
that in the drawing of the initiative instru- tainty of its hOg having either vice or extra-
meat called a bill, to entitle yourself to ask vagance for its consequence, any more than
a question of the defendant, you must, in the for its cause.
first place, impute to him the having told hi), next objection is to the amount; as
some story or other, no matter how extrava- being without limit ; as seeming all limit :
gnat, which he never told, to serve him in arid being of itself capable of effeeting a re-
the character of a "pretence" for detkauding volution in the state of property, if it did not,
the orator (your client) of his due ; he him- in a revolution in the state of power, find a
self neither having heard of the defendant's preventive remedy.
ever saying any such thing, nor believing him I. In the first place, as to principle.
to have ever said it ; which falsehood having Now, to a provision of the sort in question,
thus with all due regularity been come out what is it that, according to the right ho-
with, serves by way of hcence, as well as nourable gentleman's law, is to constitute a
introduction, to whatsoever other falsehoods, man's title ? It is " decay;" _ mere decay;
mixed with whatsoever truths, it may have -- the ha_dngfaltea into decay; i. e. the being
been deemed convenient to introduce, at the time in question in a state of indi-

gence. Mark well, that to indigence at that
degree, to which the next degree is death, or

SECTION III• at least disease, his argument does notlook;

1Jlea 2. -- Need of Provision for 5Decayed for indigence in that shape, provision is made• already -- made, to wit, by the species of tax
Nobdity, _fc. called the poor rates : a tax which, even by

2. ThE next plea is that which is founded the right honourable gentleman himself, on
on the alleged necessity of making provision whose feelings public burdens sit thus lightly,
for noble and respectable families fallen into has never been spoken of as a light one.
decay-. This provision, then, is not the sort and

" The pension list," continues the right degree of provision he has in view: of the
honourable advocate, p. 63, " also contains sort and degree of provision which he has ip
provisions for noble and respectable .famdies view, what more adequate or unexceptionable
fallen into decay ; this is, however," coati- description can be given, than that which has
hues he, "an exertion of national generosity, been given in and by his own words? For
if not of justice, which the most scrupulous " noble" families, then, it must be noble ; for
economist will hardly consider as improper. "respectable "families, it must be respectable.
Something," continues he, "must certainly Against provision of even the scantiest
be allowed for mere favour ; but when the kind, an objection that by many has been re-
instances arc clearly improper (and it is not garded as a peremptory one, is, that it operates
meant to contend there are no such,) they as a provision for idleness and extravagance.
are at least open to public animadversion, as By myself, any more than by the right ho-
they are now reqularly laid before parliament, nourable gentleman, it has never been re-
and printed fi'om time to time, which certainly yarded in that light ; not seeing, that so long
affords a considerable, if not an effectual, a_ it is confined to what is absolutely neces-
check ayai_st abuse." sary to keep a person alive and free from

Thus far the right honourable gentleman, disease, and given on condition of working,
For my own part, I am doomed to fall into where work can be made profitable (and be-
sad disgrace with him. The c_nception en- yond this I undertake not ior the defence
tertained by him of any "the most scrupulous" of it) subsistence is capable of acting to any
sort of person, in the character of an "' econo, preponderantly formidable extent in that
_ist," is far outstripped by me. Under what character: and considering that, without some
denomination it may" be my lot to fall in his such provision, multitudes there are, that
black dictionary, 1 know _not ; if it were that by infirmity, the result of infamy, or dedrepi-
of Jacobin or Leveller, it would be no sur- rude, or disease, would without any default
prise to me. of their own be exposed to perish, and would

Of the sort of justice which can so much accordingly perish, by lingering disease or
as permit, not to speak of commanding, any famine.
such dispesal of public money, I have no con- But by any such provision, neither the
caption ; nor yet of generosity, unless it be generosity of the right honourable gentleman,
of that pernicious and hypocritical sort which nor so much as his justice, is to be satisfied :
gratifies itself at the expense of justice, for noble families, satisfied it never can be by

My protest is in the first place against the anything less than a noble provision ; for r¢o
VoL. g. U
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spectable families, by anything less than a genee ? If thought be too much to ask for, a
respectable ane. calculation of this sort from a right honour.

In the provision already made by law-- a able hand, in which figures are so plenty and
provision neither limited, nor, unfortunately so much at command, might, at any rate, be
[br the country, capable of being limited -- not undeserving, it is hoped, ofa t'e_,vfigures.
some have viewed a gulf capable, of itself, Another exercise for the mathematics of
of swallowing up one of these days the whole the right honourable gentleman. The rebec-
produce of national industry. O£ any such table families--let them for the moment be
disaster 1 have not, ibr my own part, any laid out of the question--let the calculation
serious apprehension ; but, of the generosity still canfine itself to the noble ones.
of the right honourable gantleman, or by After observations taken of the rate of the
whatever other name this article in the eata- inerea_ given to nobility by his still present
logue of his virtues be to be called, of this Majesty, or even of that part of it that was
virtue, if once admitted to operate, and in the given with the advice of the right honourable
character of a principle set the law to prae- gentleman's departed hero, let him, with
flee, I cannot but regard this catastrophe as Cocker in his hand, carry on the increase
an inevitable consequence, through a portion of fi_ture contingent time.

II. For now let us think a little of the Consideringthat neither Seotland nor Ireland,

amount : and to this the right honourable I nor anything that is noble in either kingdom,gentleman has not attempted to set any limits, can on this oecaAan be left out of the account,
Vain indeed would have been any such at- let him inform us what are the number of

tempt ; the principle scorns all limits. Taken i years that will have elapsed antecedently toby itself, nobility,--had that been the only _ that poiz_t of time at which the amount of

source of demand on this seore--wmfld not I the provision made on his plan for noble
have scorned all limits. :Noble families, for I decay, will have outstripped that of the pro-
example, so many : --in each family, gene- vision at the same time made for ignoble in-
rations reckoning downwards from each peer, dlgenee.
to be regarded as still noble, so many : --mi- " Oh, but you are confounding elasses--
ninmm of the pension to each individual in a you are confounding species. This i_ the way
state of decay, according to the rank occupied with you jacob,_s and you levellers. You con-
by the family in the scale of the peerage, is found every thing. The noble and respeeta-
so much. Here would have been one exer- ble t;amilies are of one species: the ignoble and
else for the right honourable gentleman's skill unrespeetable families are of another. The
in figures, ignoble and unrespeetable families are of' the

But neither for the right honourable gen- species that are sent to IValeheren; the noble
fleman's generosity, nor for his justice, is it and respectable families are of the species
enough, that *'or _*oble thmilies m decay a that sez*d them there. The families whose
m)ble provision be thus kept up ; for respec- branches arc to be preserved from decay, are
table families in the same state, there must those whose feelings have a right to be con-
moreover be a re_Tectabte one. Here all salted: the families that are to be helped on
powers of calculation, even those of the right in the road to ruin, are those whose feelings
honourable gentleman, wmtld find themselves have no such right."
at a stand. A smile beams on the countenance of the

For the moment, let me take the liberty of right honourable gentleman. He calls for his
proposing for them an analogous, though a extlaet peerage : he foresees his triumph : he
somewhat diffcrant exercise, beholds the confusion of the jacobin ; when,

By the taxes, as they stand at present-- at the end of the calculation, it has been
hl presume it is out of taxes, and not out of made as plain as figures can make anything,

eaven-dropped manna or heaven-dropped how many centuries will have elapsed before
quails, that, according to his plan, the noble any such outstripping can have taken place.
and the respectable provision would be to be Well then ; having, by the success of the
made) --by the taxes, as they stand at pre- operation thus performed upon the noble fa-
sent, a certain number of families are every rallies, given vigour to his hand, let him try
year pressed down frmn a state of indepen- it upon the resTectable ones.
dence into a state of pauper and parochially- What has just. been seen, is what the right
supported indigence. Now then, for every honourable gentleman has not anywhere said.
branch of a noble and respectable t_amily. True; --but it is what (I fear much) from

wlfich, by the noble or respectable provision i the beginning of this pamphlet to the end of
respectively, lskept above indigence--mean- I it, is but too much like what he has thought.
ing that which, to the noble or respectable " Something," (says the right honourable
family would have been indigenc2--how many I gentleman, such is his candour) " something
branches that, without being either noble or must certaanly be allowed for mere favour.

respectable, or as yet independent, would be I Good sir, you already forget your own argu-
pressed down into that which really is indi* I ment : it is all mere favour, or it is none.
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" Decay," not service ; " decay," not merit On the win_, who can think to catch, who
in any shape, real or imagined, was your title: can so much as follow, all such wasps ? But
decay, by what cause soever produced, as inthe_lg, ifthepeoplehavebutsp_itenough,
well as in whatsoever quantity; produced by they may be crushed.
eating and drinking,-- produced hy carrying " Son,ething," says the candour of the
about seraglios in foreign missions,- pro- right honourable gentleman, " must be al-
duced by horse-racing,--produ,'ed by dwe or lowed fo_" mere favour." Yes : and something
E. O. ; is decay less decay _ Is nobility the must also be allowed for ml affection of an
less noble? Is respectability (I mean your opposite nature. This ca_ldour of his shall
sort of respectahility -- the respectat_ility not go unrequited : it shall be paid for in tha
which consists in having or spending money same coin. lfprofiislon be, as it appears to
of one's own or other people's) the less re- be, all that is meant by "the abuse," a cheek
spectablc ? that abuse " certai_fly" has ; --and that check

Talk of justice and injustice _. So long as but too "certainly" is "consldcrable," though
any one individual is, whether on the score unhappily it is tar from being " an effectual"
of nobillt._t or of respecta[_dtt?/, preserved in one. Of itself, profusion, were that the whole
this way from decay, ir is not mere disfavour, of the disorder, would have no cheek: but,
it is no better than mere i_justice, to refuse comlflicated as it is with another disorder,
it to any otber c,,rruptio_, in that other disorder, odd as the

" But where the instances are cl.'arly ira- ease may seem at the first mention of it, it
proper -- and it is not meant," continue_ the does finc[ a sort eta check: the diarrhoea finds
right honourable gentleman, " to contend t in the septic diathesis a sort of astringent.

that there are no such, they are at least open i The paradox will disappear immediately.to public animadversion." Good sir, once When it happened that the right honourable
nmre your candour carries you too far. _hat gentleman, by whom the ease of the sprig
you do not mean to contend for, I must, even of decayed nobility or respectability had been
L Indeed, sir, there are not any such in- submitted to royal " generosity" or royal
stances : your principle admitted, there can- " justice," had been voting on the improper
not be au_'. side, the instance (could any such hopeless

" Tl_cy are at least open to puMie animad- intrusion be supposed on the part of the righi;
versiot*." Your pardon, sir ; indeed they are honourable gentleman) would be one of th_
not. Indlv_d_Lally they are not : they are not dearly iruproper ones, and the decay would
common : to the " public" two things alto- be let_ to its own natural course. When so
gether necessary to the purpose are wanting, it happened that on all occasions the patron
viz. information and time. Mr. Brown has had properly understood, as in duty, I mean
,£] 200 a-year : two Miss Vandals have £600. in loyalty, every such patron is bound to un-
Who knows who this Mr. Brown or those derstand, what on each occasion is the proper
Miss Vandals are? At the moment _hen the side, the decay would find its proper preset-
necessity of providing for noble or respectable vative, and the profusion would be left to
decay in the person or per_-ons of this Mr. the operatlou of that cheek, with the virtue
Brown or tilese Miss Vandals, h_40y some of which _he right honourable gentleman is

noble or right honourable person been whis- so nearly satisfied; I mean, that " certainly
pered into the royal ear, the whisperer kuows : co_*siderable, it" not effectual chee]_" against
but the next moment nobody knows. Even abuse, which is "' afforded" by the pensions
now there are more of them than the public tbrming, when the mischief is past remedy,
patience can endure so much as to count: and part and parcel of that almost completely uno
shall we talk of scrutiny 7 More than can be intelligible, and effectually inscrutable, mass
6o much as counted even now! and what of information or non-infbrmation, which_is

shall we say when, your principle being in "now" "so regularly laid before parliament.'"
full operation, there are with us in England,
a_ you know when there were in France,
enough of them to fill a red boo]_ and that, SECTION IV.
like the army list, no small book, of them-
selves. Plea 3.--Need of Subsistence for Official

No, sir ; individually open to public anl- Persons.
madversion they are not, even now: much 3. A Trend plea is tha_ which is composed o!
less at the time in question would they be. the alleged non-excess, or even insutlieieney,
But in the lump, in the principle on which of official incomes.
they are proposed to be multiplied, and that " If we look to official incomes, it wiI1 be
to infinity, they are " open to anzmadversion :" found they are in most cases," says the right
and on this consideration it is that the pre- honourable gentleman, " barely equal to the

sumption, betrayed by the preser_t weak and moderate, and even the neeessarll expenseaof
inadequate attempt at "animadversion," has the parties : in many'instances, they are no.
found its cause, tuall_t insufficient for these."
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Under the modest guise of a plea against tlnues the argument from the passage last
retrenehment, we have here a plea.for increase, quoted--" may we not then venture to ask,
and that again an inexhaustibh; one. whether it is reasonable, or whether it would

In this plea, two points present amore par- be politic, that such persons should, after
ticuIar call for observation, spending a great part of their lives with in-

One consists in the indefiniteness, and thence dnstry, zeal, and fidelity, in the discharge of
in the universality, of the terms by which the trusts and public duties, be left afterwards
incomes in question, and thence the zncomists without reward of any sort, and their families
are designated. By "oJficial incomes," unless entirely without provision?"
some word of limitation be annexed -- and The skill of the right honourable gentle-
nosuch word is annexed--must be under- maninaritkmetwisabove, farabove, dispute;
stood a// official incomes. Less than a//can- but, if we may venture to say as much, his
not be meant ; for, if anythingless be meant, loyic seems to be not altogether upon a par
the argument falls short of its undissembled with it.
purpose. In most cases, scantiness being as- His antecedent, as delivered in tbe last pre-
serted, and in many, insufficiency -- and that ceding sentence, is, that the "official income"
even _fithout a view to the single purpose of of the official man is "in many instances
a bare subsistence, whether there be any of insufficient," even tbr his necessary expenses,
these incomes that are more than " barely meaning his necessary current expense ; and
equal" to that object, is left to conjecture, in this next sentence, the consequent or con.

2. The other the word necessary, wz. m clusioo drawnis, that, in plain English, and to
the application here made of it to a mass of speak out, he ought to be enabled to make
expenses that are to be defrayed at the public his fortune always at the public expense;
charge : an aggregate composed of the several and that to so good a purpose, that after his
individual expenditures of all these several decease his flintily may, in respect of current
official persons; ar,d when the present Mr. expenses, so long as it continues, find itself
:Rose comes to be in the situation (poverty --in what plight ? in the same plight (we are
excepted) of the late Mr. Pitt, let any one left to conclude) or thereabouts, as its found-
calculate, whose skill in calculation is equal er, the official man hnnself.
to the ta_k, how many are the hundreds of As to the being preserved as long as it
thousands, not to say the millions, a-year, lasts,--preservedin all its branches from de-
that will depend on the construction of these cay,--that any such provision would be short
two words, of the mark, though not to what degree shor_

To assist us in this calculation, an example, of the mark, is what we are assured of; for
though unfortunately but one, has been at- if the family of an official person be a respee-
forded us by the right honourable gentleman : table family (and if not, what family can be a
and, so far as this carries us, it will appear respectable one?)ifthisbeadmitted,"trusts,"
that, even where, by the frugality of the right or no trusts. "public duties," or no public du-
honourable gentleman, it is confined to what ties ; the being kept in a state of perpetual
is " necessary," (the inflexibility of this vir- preservation from decay is a right that, in the
rue not suffering it to rise to so high a pitch precedingparagraph, has been claimed for them
as even to be "moderate,") what, in speaking by the right honourable gentleman's "_tene-
of an official person, is meant by his expense, rosity," supported by his justice.
is composed of the official income, whatever The form of the argument is indeed rather
it be, which he finds provided for it by law, of the rhetorical than the logical cast -- l_Iay
together with a capital to the amount of be- we not venture to ash ? The answer is, good
tween eight and nine years' purchase of it, sir, no apology-- ask boldly ; but ask one
or reckoning by the year, about 25 per cent. thing at a time. First, let us make up the
upon it, the person's own patrimony, if he deficiency in respect of current and present
happens to have any, included or not included, expenses, and as the supply we are to provide
_But of this under another head.* for these " dischargers of trusts and duties"

is to keep pace with their expenditure--with
the expenditure of each and every of them

SECTION V. (for your "generosity" makes no exception)

Plea 4.--Need of _'r$oneyfi_r making Portunes --" may we not then venture to ask," on our
for Official Persons and their .Families. parts, for a little breathing time ? If so, then,after we have taken breath a little, will be the

4. ThE next plea is that which is founded time for entering on the further employment
On the alleged necessity of enabling persons you have found for us ; viz. the making pro-
in official situations _ all persons in all offi- wsion for the families of those official, and
eial situations -- to provide for their families therefore meritorious persons, whose "indus-
at the public expense, trn_, zeal, and. _delity," ....as we have not the

" May we not then venture to ask," con- honour of belr[g acqumnted with them, at

_¢ction IX, impossible for us to dispute.
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To this industry, zeal, and fidelity, the great masters, and without taking the benefii
,, reward" which )'our generosity and j tlstice, of those precautionary instructions, wl_ich the
your reason and your "policy," have in store prudence or even the example of one _f them
for them, is doubtless to be proportioned: for I might, if sufficiently studied, have furnished
otherwise those virtues of theirs w_uld, as I them with, that their right honourable friend
to a part of them more or less considerable, I Mr. Steele, m_dthe honourable Mr. Villlers,
be left without reward--(virtue left without i and the till fire other day honourable Mr.
its reward '.'_--and as, in the estimate to be Iiunt, and the gallant General Delaney, and
_brmed of the degree in which these several the " _,dastrious, zealous, and faithful" Mr.
virtues will, by the several official, and there- John Bowles, with his et e_eteras, and so
fore meritorious, persons be displayed, your many other et caeteras, were led into those
"policy," under the guidance of your "'gone- little inaccuracies, which time after time have
rosity," will not find itself under any restraint ; afforded matter of so much, though happily as
the quantity of the reward will be as little in yet fruitless, triumph to jacobins, to'yellers,
danger of findirJg any such limits, as would and parliamentary reformers ?
pinch and straiten it. It is necessity alone, and not inclination,

The "insufficiency" of their respective that, iu the performance of the task I have
"official incomes,"_or the r(.spective "neces- set myself in the school of economy, so fre-
sary expenses" of these ot]ficially industrious, quent'ly imposes upon me so great a misfor-
zealous, and "faithfhl" persons--as such is tune as that of being seen to dither from so
the title o_l which the "generosity," "jus- great a master as the ri_,_hthonourable gentle-
tiee," " reas_nableuess," and '"poh(?" of the man : and accordingly, wherever I am fortu-
light honoural*le gentleman rest their right nate enough to be able to desery between us
to have their "' neceesary expenses" defi'ayed anything like a point of coincidence, it is with
for them. az)dat the same time their fortunes proportionable eagerness that I lay hold of it,
made fbr them; and as no other man can be and endeavour to make the most of it.
so good a judge of what is necessary for a man His plan is---that "official persons," among
as the mar, l_mself is--there Is a ,oft of corn- whom, for the purpose in question, he includes
fort in the reflection, how small the danger (I presume)persons proposed or proposing
is, that, upon the prin('iples aud plans of the themselves tot official situations, should de-
right honourable gentleman, virtue, in any termine for themselves what mass of emolu-
such shape at least as that of"industry, zeal. meat is sufficient for their own expenses, and
and fidelity,'" (meaning always official ditto) what for the expenses of their respective fa.
will be left without its reward. Having got milies, in present and in ihture. Now, thu_
your official situation, you spend in it so much far, this is exactly my plan. Thus far, thenj
a-year as you find necessary. Having so done, we are at,reed ; but now comes the unfortu,
thus and th_t is it that you have entitled :nate difference.
yourself to the benefit of the right holmur- My plan (it will be seen) is, that having
able gentleman's conclusion--his lo_cal con- formed his o_a calculations, each ea_ldidate,
clusion, embellished and put into the dress in taking his determination, should take it
of a rhetorical erotesis-- that,you are entitled once for all : and moreover, that, as in the
to receive out of the taxes as much more as case of stores, in which instance, instead of
will secure to your "family" that "provision" skilful labour itself, the produce of skilfuI
which, in virtue of your " iJtd**str_.t,zeal, and labour has, with such well-grounded appro-

fidelity," speaking without partiality, or with batten on the part of the right honourable
no other "t_artial_t!/' than that which, ac- gentleman, been, ever since the time he speaks
cording to the head-master* in the school of of,? regularly furnished for the public service,
official economy, is a kind of justice, it appears there should be a '" competition," whereupon
to you to deserve, that one of them, whose judgment concerning

After so exemplary a pattern of diffidence what is sufficient for him and hi_, is most fa-
ns has been set by a right honourable gen- vourable to the public interest, should (unless
tleman, whose grounds for confidence are so for, and to the extent of, special cause to the
manifest and so unquestionable, a plain man, contrary) be accepted.
who feels no such grounds, nor any grounds. Thus far my plan. But, according to the
for any such pleasurable sensation, _an scarce right honourable gentleman's, the accepted
muster up enough of it to put a question of candidate, who without any such comport-
.anykind, for fear of being thought encroach- tion is to be accepted, viz. m eonsideratioi
mg: but, if any one would save me harmless of that " industr'y, zeal, and fidelity," whielk
from that charge, I would venture to ask will be so sure of being found in him _this
whether it may not have been by a too un- acceded candidate, after his calculation has
qualified adherence to these principles, a too been formed, and the office, with its emolu-
rigid adherence to these precepts, of the two ment, taken possession of, is to have the con-

" Burke, p. 65. + Pp. 29, 30.
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veniene¢ of remaining at liberty to correct by tion that at least the "policy" of the right
the li_ht of experience (as we shall see* the honourable gentleman (not to speak of his bu-
illustrious chief and pattern of all official men inanity) grounds itself in the appeal it makes
did) any such errors as the calculation shall, to tllat .came endowment, which he beholds
from time totime, bave been tbundto contain as fixed in the breasts of those honourable
in it. By this practical test having ascertained persons for whose use this lesson of economy
what is " necessary" for his own present ex- is designed. Wouhl it be " reasonable ?"__
penses, he willhave put himself in a condition would it he "pohtic._"-- are the questions
to determine, and ought accordingly to stand which on thi_ occasion he asks leave to - yen-
charged with the "trust aT_dduty'" of deter- ture to ask."
mining, what further provision will be neces-
sary for the "neces_uryexpenses" ofhisfamily, SECTION VI.
considered in its several branches, present and
future contingent, for and daring the eonfinu- Plea 5. -- ]Veed of 3_[oneyfor Buying Men
ance of that portion of time called future time. oflfrom Professions.

Another unfortunate difference is--that 5. A Fllr:rn tflea is composed of the alleged
according to my plan, no exclusion, either necessity of buying off men from private
express or implied, is put upon such candi- mrsuits: in other words, of the want of
dates to whom it may happen to have pro- " wisdom" there would be in failing to allow
perty or income of their own: unable a_ l am to offici:d inca--to all oflici_d men--in the
to discover any such office, for the "trusts shape of official emolmnent, as nmch money,
and duties" of which, any such property or at the least, as an)body can gain " by trade
income can reasonably be considered as con- or nlauuf'actures."
atituting, in any point of view, a ground of " It wmdd hardly," says he, p. ¢4, " he
disqualification, or to understand, bow it can wi._e, on r_flectwn, to establish a prmc*ple,
be that a hundred a-year should, in the ease which would have a tendenc?¢ at least to ex-
of its being a nmn's own private money, go elude from the service of their country, meu
less far towards the defraying the "necessary hkelv to be useful to it. Great numbers of
expenses" of him and his, than if it were so those who engage in trade and manufactures
much pubhc money, received in the shape of (than whom none are held in greater estima-
official emolument out of the public purse, finn bythe author) or v,ho enter into various
What, in regard to my official man, my plan profi*ssion% frequently acqmre very large ior-
accordingly assumes, is--either that he has tunes" (very true indeed) " and seldom, ff
more or less property or income of his own, they have talents and perseverance, fail to
or (what in my _fiew comes to much the same obtain independence. What fairness, justice,
thing) what, if anything, remains to the offi- or reason, is there then in marking the cha-
cial situation, after the offer made by him, in ratter of the official nmn ahme with disre-
relation to it, has been accepted, is, in his spect, told himself as unfit to have reward in
own judgment, sufficient for his "expenses," any ease, beyond an annual stipend for his
*' neee,_sar._t'"and unnecessary, upon every labour and service% just sufficient for his
imaginable score, current expenses, however faithfully and dill-

Of this assumption, that which seems all gently he may have discharged an important
along to have been proceeded upon by the trust for a lmig series of years ?" " Surely,"
right honourable gentleman's plan, is exactly concludes he, " it is not unwise or unrea-
lhe reverse, sonable that the public should be in a situa-

True it is, that no disqualification act, ex- tion to bid to a limited extent for talents, m
cludiu_ from official situations all such persons eompetitmn with other honourahle and lucra.
as shall have either property or income, is any- tire profess'_oi_, and various branches of trade
where propoted by him ; -- no, nor is so much and manutactures."
as any recommendation given by him to the Thus far the right honourable author:
wisdom of the crown in the choice it makes as for the obscure commentator, perplexity is
of persons for filling these situations, to act once more his fate. The right honourableau-
as if a law to some such effect were in force, thor speaks of a prbwiple : a principle which,
But, allalong, the supposition proceeded and such as it is, he disapproves oL But what
argued upou by him is--that there exists not. this principle is, the obscure eommentatur
in the quarter in question, any such relatively can no otherwise take his chance for declaring
superfluou_ matter : a state "entirety without aright, than by a very random guess.
"provision" is the state in which "afterwards," The omitting, in the instance of an official
to wit, after " a vreat port of Iris life spent" _erson, to make for his family a provision,
by the official person " in the diselm_ge of such as he (the official person) or the right
trusts and duties," his "family" is spoken of honourable author, or somebody else (and
as being " left¢" and it is upon this supposi- _ ho else ?) shall pitch upon as being " aeces-

sarT]," and, according to the just-described
" lni_ §IX. I tl_'n of estimation, sud_eientf An omission
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to this effect, is it the thing to which, by the sion, and that of expectancy. When actually
style and title of a "prmeiIde," the right ho- in possession, whatsoever it be that is naces-
nourable gentleman, '" on reflection," means sary to a man, for the good purpose (what-
to attach the ee:_sure (for gentle and consi- ever it be) which is in question (making a
derate as it is, it is still a censure)--attached thmily, for example, and so forth,) that it is
toit, viz. bysayingofittbat "it would hardly that he must have in hand. ]Jut, before he
be wise ?" Yes ; this must be it ; at any rate, has taken possession, and till he has taken
it is the nearest approach to it that the per- possession, it is not necessary, how desirable
plexed commentator is able to make. soever on seine accounts it ntight be, that _t

But of this principle, which " it would the public expense he should have anything.
l_ardly be wise to estabhsh,'" though unfortu- So as you do but give him in procpec L and
nately we have no such specific and particular sufficiently secured, as much as, if in posses-
description, as (were it only to save us from sion, would be, by ever so little, more than
wishing to see an unwise principle established) any man ever got into possession of by means
we cammt bttt wi_h for, we have at any rate of trade or manufactures--a million, for ex-
a general description, viz. such a description ample--that same million will, when the time
_.¢ is given ot it by the designation, its ira- crones, be accepted of, upon account at lea.el,
puted tc_*denry :--and that in so many words : as and for the money necessary to make his

" a princIi,!e" (*_17. he) " which would tiredly. Of this same million, the eventual
have a te_denc,¢ at least to exclude from the possessmn being sufficiently secured, the bare
servwe of their eountrbmen liket) to be use- expectation will suffÉce to buy him off from
ful to it "' alt trades m_d manatactures in the lump : so

Now, il_ t],!s t,r/ncilde, if' so it be that the that in t_et, if when measured according to
perplexed commentator has succeeded in his the standard laid down b) thisfijH* plea, the
humble endeavours to pierce the cloud that allowmlee made on the snm mentioned iJ_plea
covers it -- in this principle we have another the fourth he sufficiently liberal, the advan-
measure of the quantity of emolument which rage n_entioned in this sameJ_y_h plea is so
on this siI*gle score, not to speak at present much got for nothing.
of an)" other-- on this one account, viz. that Money, it must all this while be carefidly
of money to be employed iH making the for- kept in mind -- money is the only sort of n,at-
tunes of their respective families, the right ter which, according to the principles of our
honourable author, did it depend on him, right hommrable author, is to tLe purpose
would, in the situation of minister, annex to here in que._tion ;viz. to _l_e purpose of pro-
office,- annex to ct'_'_l office, viding recruits for the official e_-tablishment,

Let us distinguish what requires to be dis- capable of officiating in the character of mar-
tingui.-hed. What, under the last tread, we ter of reward. Even so substantial a thing
learned, was one of the purposes |br which as power-- power of mana aeme_d-- power of
the official emolument was neeessar b ;--what, patr(ma.qe,--tztles,--hoaours, not to spe_k 04"
under thL- head, we receive, is a sort of any suchemptybubble as reputation--aIttll't_,
standard of reference, from which the quan- in the estimation of the right honourahle au-
tit)' of th,*t neeess;_ry emolument may he thor, is, to the purpose here in question a_
estimated, and finally sct dowu in figures, least, without force or vaYne.

True it i_- lhat, on the precent occasion, not Money, therefore, and in the same quart-
that same purpose, but a fresh purpose, is tity as if there were nothing else that ha_l any
named and brot_ght to view; it,ere, the par- value, is the matter of which the reward, or
pose wa% enabh_g the offi,'ial man to make whatever it be that is to constitute a man'a
his fb.mily, he_'e, it is-- inducing a man, not inducement to engage in the service of the
as vet official, to become such h) bu 3ing him country, is to be.composed.
off" fi'om other pursuits ;-- trom all pursuits, But, as ts very tr_dy observed by the righg
how lucrative soever, in any one of which_ honourable gentleman, so it is, that, in virtue
if not thus bought off, iL might have hap- of the me*hey, the prospect of which they pre-
pened to him to engage, sent to those _ho engage in them, there are

But, if the quantity allowed for this fresh not only " other honourable mad luerativo
purpose (viz. the buyi;_g-olTpurposc ) be ample professions," but " various branches of trade

enough (and the necessity of not being nig- mid manufiwiures," that enter into "eompe.
gardly on this score will be no secret) --the tition" with the money, which, in the eharae_
eonmquenee is: that by the help ot a little ter of official emolument, stands annexed to
economy, such as at the hands of so enlight- official service.
ened a professor of economy it might not be Equally true it is, that every instance in
too much to venture to a_k for, one and the which, m case of a man _ engaging in any
same mass of money might be made to serve of tho_e nou-offieml lines of industry, and m
both purposes. The reason is-- that, on the partit-_,lar in any branch of trade or manuike,
occasion of the two purposes, two different lures, i_ might happen to him to get moro
periods are in question ; via. that of posses, money tha_ he could by official service, the_
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difference, whatever it may be, has" (to use suits so much as a " tendency to exclude
the words of the right honourable gentleman) from the service of their countrymen who
" a teudencyj at least to exclude from the ser- are likely to be useful to it," they will "ex-
vice of their eountrg, men likely to be useful to dude," from the faculty of regulating practice
it." True, on the other hand, it is, that the on this head, the right honourable gentleman,
character in which this "tendency" operates, with those " wise" principles of his which
is not that of a physical bar : no, nor so much he is thus supporting against the unwise ones
as that of a penal statute. It is, however, in he complains of.
the character of that sort of obstacle, the re- For a maximum, beginning with the highest
slsting force of which is in his eyes so power- situation, shall we, to make sure, say, for
rut, that the whole paragraph, with the whole example, a couple of milfions, to be laid up
of the deobstruent force therein contained, is over and above " h)s necessary curreut ex.
devoted to the sole purpose of removing it ; peases,'" by an official person who, with that
viz. by persuading those on whom it depends, "industry, zeal, and fidelity," the union of
so to order matters, that by this "discharge which the right honourable accountant gives
of trusts and duties," more money may so be him credit for, as a matter of course, shall,
got by somebody or anybody, than can be got in that highest situation, have spent in the
by anybody in the exercise of any "lucrative " discharge of trusts and pubhc duties a great
profession, trade, or manufacture." part "-- say, for example, five-and- twenty

Now then, to get the better of so trouble- years-- of his life?
some a thing as this "principle of exclusion," For our max*mum, taking, then, these two
and enable the " serwee of the country" to millions, or even so scanty an allowance as a

" and [

have as good a chance as trade maau- single million, and setting out from this point,
factnres" have, for • engaging men hkely tn be shall we proceed downwards till, after the
useful to it," what is tlaen to be done ?" Two manner of that other state lottery, which is
courses there are, and in the nature of things commonly so called, we have got for our
but two, by which any such effect is capable lottery a number of prizes equal to the aggre.
of being produced. One consists in lessening gate number of official situations?
the quantity of money capable of being gained This is what, "on reflection," the" wisdom'"
in the way of trade and manufactures; the of the right hmmurable gentleman requires
other, in increasing the quantity of money us to do, on pain of seeing " estabhshed, the
capable of being gained in the shape ofoffieial principle," against the " exclusive tendency"
emolument in the way of official service, of which we have been seeing him remon-

To the quantity of money capable at pre- strate so pathetically : this, in short, is what
sent of being gained in trade or manufactures we must do, unless, embracing the only other
there are no limits. A million or more one branch of the alternative, and going to work
hears spoken of as the amount of the money in the other quarter, we set ourselves to
gained in this or that ins:lance, and even from restrict the quantity of money that a man
no very considerable beginnings : of half that shall be " in a situation" to gain by any of
money, or thereabouts, one hears m num- lhe "vurious branches of trade and manu-
bersofotherinstanees. Fixafionsofthissort faetnres."
must remain exposed, no£ only to original In the " bidding," thus proposed by him
uncertainty, but to continual variation. By a "for talents," if on his plan the public service
select committee, with the right honourable is to have any chance of beating off the prize
gentleman at the head, this point, however, or prizes, there remains therefore but one
is one that needs not despair of being settled: other expedient ; and that is, the " limiting,"
settled, if not with mathematical exactness, and thus eventually lessening, the quantity
at any rate with that rough degree of preci- of the emolument which men shall have it in
sion which is sufficient for practice, their power to make in trade or manufactures.

True it is, all this while, that on behalf of :But this is what the right honourable gen-
the public _ that public which he has thus tleman would never permit himself to endea-
taken under his protection -- the sum which your at. For this would be to " mark with
the right honourable gentleman requires for disrespect the character" _ not now indeed
this purpose is but a "hmited" sum. To en- " of the official man," but what, in the right
able the public to maintain, on the occasion honourable gentleman's estimation, would be
in question, the proposed " competition" with quite as improper a character thus to mark,
so formidable a host of competitors as the viz. that of the mercantile man. It would be
" ether honourable and lucrative professions, to stigmatize by this invidious mark "great
and various branches of trade and mau_tfac- numbers of those who engage in trade and ma,-
ture.¢," all he asks is -- that it " shmdd be in nufactures :" --persons "than whom none,"
a situation to bid to a " limited" extent, not even the official mau himself, "are by

But, the limits here alluded to-- at what the author," (as the right honourable author
point shall they be set ? If set at a sum. the is himself pleased to assure them) "held in
effect of which will leave to these rival put- higher estimation." This, then, is the obje¢,
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flonto the settinglimitstothe sum which r Ifitbe by eitherof us_ ifitbe by any.
a man shall be "in a situation to gain by body _ that this same " official man" is
trade or manufactures :" and aider ml ohjec- treated with " disrespect," I would venture
tion thus conclusive_ it were lost time to look to appeal to every man, in whose eyes there
for minor ones. may be anything besides money that has s

value, whether it is not, by the right honour-
able gentleman himself, whose sympathy am

SECTION VII. so ill brook the imputation, and whose im_
DIGRESSIONCONCERNINGTHE VALUEOF ginatinn paints to him a set of unreasonable

MONEV. poople---a set of people, into whose company,
spite of all protestations, I cannot but expect

S_TCH,as we have seen, is the course one or to find myself forced _ people who, belng
other branch of _lich is, "'on reflection," in sworn enemies to this same officially "indus-
the sight of the right honourable author, so trious, zealous, and faithful" person, exercise
necessary, that the omitting to pursue it is themselves in "marking his character _4th
considered bv him as that which would have : disrespect," in despite of "fairness, reason_
the effect of_" rnarhia9 the character of the and .iustice,"_ (p. 65.)
oJficial man with dis','espect ;"--which to do What the right honourable gentleman in-
would- as, in the way of interrogation, the slats upon _ and in a manner much stronge_
right hoRourable gentleman, with most in- than by direetassertion--what he insists upon
contestable propriety, observes--would be to in the way of assumption, is_that upon the
act without ', fairness, justice or reason." mind of his official person there is nothing in

Now as to " disrespect" for this prot_g6 of the world but money that is capable of olie-
the right honourable gentleman -- disrespect rating, whether in possession or expactation,
for him I do protest that I feel none. But. with any adequate degree of efficiency, in the
as to the allowing to him out of the taxes all character of °' reward."
that money which the "9enerosity" and "jus- Now, in regard to this same sort of person,
tice" and " reason" and "pol_cvj" and "w_s- my notion is quite opposite : quite opposite,
dora" and "fairness" of his right honourable and so determinately so, that the sttpposed.
patron lays claim to on his behalf-- without i contrariety of his disposition to the character
knowing exactly what it is, thus much I !given of him by the right honourable gentle-
know, that so expensive a proof of the ab- man, is all that that plan of mine, which tm_
sence of disrespect is more than I could afford so often been alluded to, has to ground itself
to pay my share of: mine being one of the upon.
" many instances in which income," even " Money, money _ nothing else, sir, is of
though not "o_qcial," is insufficient (to bur- any value in your eyes .... "
row the right honourable gentleman's words) " Many things there are, sir, besides too-
"actually insufficient for these." hey, that have their value in your eyes .... "

What I am therefore reduced to, is _ the The first is the language in which this
plea that my declining to do that, to the do- respectable person is addressed by the right
ing of which my limited means are so far from honourable gentleman, his declared patron.
being sufficient, is not a mark of disrespect to The other is the language in which he is
anybody ; and by this plea, in so icar and so addressed by the obscure man, his supposes
long as it can be maintained, as I humbly enemy.
conceive it may be to the very last, without In which of these two modes of address is
disrespect to the right honourable gentleman, there most of respect--most of disrespect _
I am determined to abide. Gentle reader, judge between us.

My notion of him (I mean the "official For my part, the former mode of address is
man") is--that, besides money, there are one that I could not prevail upon myself to
other things that are capable of being objects use to any man ; no, not even to the right
of his regard : other things that are capable honourable gentleman himself: not even his
vf engaging him to take upon himself the oh- own licence, clear as it is--not even his own
_figations of office, in the words of the right express command would prevail upon me ;
honourable author (of the value of which, neither to him, nor of him, could I prevail
when they a_e to be had, I am too fully sen- upon myself ever to say any such thing: for
sible to take up with any other) to "spend" I do not-- no, that I don't-- I would say it to
even "a great part of his life in the discharge his face--believe it to be true. I bag pardon
of trusts and public duties :" and in proof of for the seeming contradiction that I put upon
this, regarding fact as no bad proof of possi- what he says : I m_an not anything of disre-
bility, I have referred to several most con- spect to him in this shape, any more than hi
spieuous, and happily very extensive lines of the other. I mean not that, should he abso-
practice.* lutely insist upon giving any such account of

Part L (Vide Advertisement to Defence himself, he would, at the moment, be saying
against Burke, p. 27g ) that of which he would be conscious of its no_
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being true. All I mean is that if such be thereunto appertaining, if a gentleman hap _
his opinion of himself be does not do lnmselt pened to be in a humour to make use of it.
justice : that, for want of leisure, engrossed t Thus it is that, in and by every line, I am
as his attention has been ]/y the "' discharge I labourir g and toiling to prove, and if possible
of trusts and public duties," he has not looked 1persuade gentlemen to be of opinion, that the
closely enough into a subject--a human snh- i sun shines at noondaL But why_ Only bc-
ject-- which, if he were to become a little cause in and bv the argument of tile n,.ht
better acquainted with it than he appears as _honourable gentleman, the cot trary fact Is
yet to be, might afford him more cause of sa- assumed.
tisfaction than he seems to be aware of.

Yes, on this ground, defend him I _xdll,
though it be against hilnself; mid. fierce as SECTION VIII.
his attack upon him_etf is, it is not pushed
with so much skill, but that I will make him Plea 6.- .heed of M'oneg as a Stimulus to
parry it. Official Exertion.

For this purpose, I do insist upon it-- I A SlX'rH plea, if i understand it right, con-
will take no denial--that he shall look ones _ists iu the alleged need of' mm,ey for the
more at the last af his own pages but one. purpuse of _serving in the case of official men
After reading, marking, and learning there, in the "character or"a stimulus : to be applied,
that " the most degrading corruption of a viz. to men of hereditary wealth and indepen-
statesman, or his friends, is indeed by the denee, to spur them on to the acquisition of
influence of money," he _iil find it written-- talent ; or else to be applied somewhere el_e,
and that immediately after--that '" public in order to enable us to do without them and
men _ be corrupted by the love of power, their talents, by having better men in their
a_ well as by lust of gain." Now then. if' by stvad.
this same love of power men may be " cor- Of this plea. the account I am thus giving
rupted," by this same love of power (I say) is, I m,tst eonibss, besides its not being quite
they may be operated upon ; and if operated so cleat' as I could wish, a httle longwinded ;
upon to a bad purpose, so may they, and (let but it is the be_-t I am able to give. Mean-
us hope) still more eaAly and effectively, to time the reader will see _hether he can make
a good one : for when operated upon to a bad anything better of it.
purpo._e, they must be strange men indeed, " It has always been justly held,"* says
if they do not find themselves operated ut)on , the right honourable gentleman, "iu a fi'ee
with how little force and effect soever, by country, and parficularl_ in this. to be one
some principle or other, in a coanter-dire,- of its greatest privileges, that the chief aris-
tio_ : in a counter-direction by some principle rocrae.v, a_ far as relates to the management
or other, call it fear of disrepute, call it _on- of its public concern% should be an arisro-
science, call it what you please*--whieh they eracy of talent and of'vb tue. as well as of rank
would find acting, not in opposition to, hut and of propcrtg ; which principle would be
in concert _fith, the love of power, in any ease, destroge:d, if remmierat_on .1})_public serwees
in which the purpose, towards which it ope- shoMd be w_tld,cld; and rile comnmnity wonht
rated uponthem, and towards which it tended be deprived of all its advant._ges, h_ot only
to direct their exertions, were a. good one. the great offices of state, hut some others of

And is it really any opinion of the right most efficiency" (secretar)ships to the trca-
honourable gentleman's, that to the love of sury, perhaps, for instance) "must then be"
power it is impossible to act upon the mind (meaning plobably, n,onld in that case neces.
of man in any direction but a slni_ter one?-- I saribt be) " eoniined to men of hereditary
impossible to act upon it with effect in any weatth and independence ; and, with all the
other way than by corrupting it ? No ; that proper respect which shouM be entertained
it is not : for if it were, he would shake off for such men, it mu_t bealtowed that, forflm
from his hands whatsoever, in the shape of acquisition and improvement of talents neees-
power, he felt sticking on them; he would sary tbr the higher offices, the passing oeca-
shake it off as he would a viper. Adieu all sionatly through the interior situations, and
treasurerships ! adieu even all clerkshipsl for that principle qf actiwtg which animates men
to the clerkship, even of parhament, though in the attainment, so much more than in tile
no such troublesome appendage as that of mere possession, of power and station, are
obligation has ever been felt cleaving to it and much more thvourable than the honours claim-
incumbering it, yet (not to speak of mone_!-- able by de_-eent alone."
thatnotbeinghereinquestion)powerenough, The exertions made by the right honour-
and in a variety of shapes, might be tbund able gentleman, in the endeavours he uses to

' prevml upon himself, aud enable himself, to
* In theTable of the Springs of Action,lately pay _,hatever respect it may be "proper" topublished by the author, all the principles in

question may be found, with explanations. ( Vide
Vol. I. p. 200_ et se_.) * Page 65,
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pay to men of a certain description, present great men that he knows of, who, "fir the
an edi f.vingspectacle. It is what he has been aequtsition and improvement of talents" neee_
trying at, and labouring at throughout the s_ry for the higher offices--including a con-
whole course of his paragraph (which, as the automate skill in the application of the four
readgr feels, is not a verb-short ane,) and after rules of arithmetic, and without wasting time
all, without having any great success to boast upon any such speculative arid theoretical
of. Stationed, and tbr so long a course of science as logic, have had the benefit of
time, clone to the very door of' the cabinet, "passing occasionally" (pour passer le te_s,
though not yet on the right side of it-- see- as the French say) "through the ini_Hor sl-
ing the Duke of t_rtland every dab", seeing tuations."
the Earl of Liverpool, seeing the Lord V_s- When the antagonists whom the right he-
count Castlereayh , son and heir-apparent to nourahle gentleman has to contend with, are
the Earl of Londoud_.rry, seeing the Earl of the offspring of his own genius, they give him
lVe_tm_,retand, seeing the Earl of Chatham, little trouble.
seeing Earl (_amden, _ee_rg the Lord _Iul- In his 62d page, we find him setting fo
.opare-- (seeing, irl a word. almost everybody rights a set of men (but whether these were
that is worth seeing) all nf them not only "amonghis.r_mble and candid men" that
"menofhc_editary_calthandindependence," hc had just been meeting with, Ieannottake
but even noble_ o| the land -- among all those upon me to be certain)-- a set of men, how-
great nlell there i- n<_tone_ no not oue, whom ever, of some sort or other, according to
tie ha, found it possible to "hold in any higher whose conception, the whole amount of what
estimation " than grt_t numbers of those who is levied on the people by _oes to lm_ "
engage in trade and manufhctures. I mean, "%iimcures and pcusions:'_ which, if _
antecedently to the exertions betrayed or di.-- true. it would follow that, on so simple a eon__'_
played in this pre_en_ para:'raph ; and how dltion as that of suppressing these nuisances-
_ma]l the progre_. is, _hich in this _ame pa- --taxes, those still greater nuisance_, might
ragrai'h tie ha_ succeeded m making, let thi_ be cleared away at any time. But that any
same paragraph itself deeho'e, such conception is a misconception, and "con-

Hi- Majest), for whom aNo the right he- sequently, although there were no sinecures
nourabh' zcntlcmau (I will be bound for him) or pensions, there would still be taxes," he
has all alol_g been labouring, and with at least proves immedia_.ely beyond all dispute ; and
eqmd cut ray, to entertain ""all the pre7)er re- his ant_gorfists, h.r them be ever so "reason-
spect u hicl, sl, ou!d be cntertamedfw" him, all able,'" have not a word more to say"for them-
these great men, h]_ Maje,ry, oI th,,.e u'h,_sees- selves.
tare (as the lawyers say ) he hath. were, at one This misconception being set to rights in
time or other,'at the pains of decking out that his 62d page, here again in his 66th pa::e
with tdle.,, and even _ome of them with rib- we find him employed in instructing and un-
buns: yet after all, and upon so good a judge deceiving another set of men, or perhaps the
of mer;t aNthe right honourable gentleman-- same set in another dress, who are ._" with-
one moreover who has had such good and such holdi_y remuneration'" (meaning n_g lesm
near opportunities ofohser_afion--so ineon- than all remuneration, howsoever ashamed
siderable has been the effect that has been they may be to say so) "for public services."
produced at all this expense--that "in the Astrange setofmen theyare, whoever they
estimation'oftherighthonourablegentleman, are:--and what is to be done with them ?
theyarestillsounfortunate, everyoneofthem, The course he takes with them (and if he
as not to occupy any higher place than is ecru- does not convince them, he at least redt_ees
pied by---alas Ialas _--"great numbers of those them to ,ilence) is, the setting them to think
who engage in trade and manufactures." of a "principle," which lie knows of, and

Of the difficulties _ hich he had to struggle which, if such remunerations were withheld,
with, in his endeavours to find or mal;e any " would," he say% "be destroyed : and, the
higher place for them, tt.e m.',_zmtude iN he- principle once destroyed," "'the community'"
frayed (shall we _ay?) or manifested, in every (he concludes with an irresistible force "o!
line : as is likewise, when all is over, the de- reasoning) " would be deprived of all its ad-
lieacy _th which, to the very last, he avoided vantag'es."
giving any direct expression to that conelu- Now, if so if be that he really knows of
stun, which ha_fing, in an unlucky moment, any such men, it is pity but he had told u_
before the commencement of this paragraph, where some of them arc to be _1_: for as a
burst out unawares, bad, throughout the raree-show they would be wort]_looking at.
whole course of it, been labouring once more I, for my part, jacobin as I suppose I am-- I,
to find vent and utterance. Of all these great for my part, am not one of them. And this
men, if we may take the word of so good a too I am happily enabled to prove: ha_"ing,
judge, there is nothing to be made without for a particular purpose, proposed some good
money ; nor, if it, were "proper" to speak round sums to be disposed of in this way ; and
out, any great matter even with the help of that according to another plan, in my opinion
at : e._pecially in comparison of some other of which, every day I live confirms me.
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Of theonlysortof thingwhichin hisac-[ Meantime money_ meaningpublicmoney
count,_at leastwhilethisparagraphlasts,--[-- being,intherighthonourablegentleman's
isofai_yvalue,viz,money,my plan(IspeakIsystemof mtiology,the causasinequ_ non,
now of that which relates to the present sub- I not only of " virtue," but of that " talent"
jeet) goes somewhat further than any other I which is found in company with virtue, and
which it has happened to me to see, in re- being on that score necessary to the con_titu-
ducing the quantity to be administered at the tion of that one of the two branches of his
public expense: and yet not even in this shape aristocracy, if it has two, or of the whole ot
do I propose to withhold it, except in so far it, if it is all in one, _ what I would submit
as the public service would be performed, not [ to him is -- whether the task which, in on-
only cheaper but better without it: and, be toting upon this work, he appears to have set
the right honourable gentleman's "principle" Ihimself, will have been perfectly gone through
what it may, I disclaim altogether any such with, till he has found means tbr securing to
destructive thought, as that of" destroying" this talent-and-virtue branch of his '" aristo-
it. craCy," a larger portion of his one thing need-

All this while, a difficulty which has been fi_l than appears to have as yet fallen to its
perplexing me is- that O_.=_:omprehending lot.
what sort of an aristocracy xV_is new sort is, Running over, in this vlcw, such parcels of
the discovery of which has been made by the the matter of remuneration as exceed each of
right honourable gentleman, and to which, them the amount of £10,000 a-year (the only
exercising the righ_ which is acknowledged part of the sir_ecure list a man can find time
to belong _1t discoverers, he has given the for lookiHg over and speaking to in this view,)

" ._ name of "_ aristocracy of talent and of fir- I find them all, or ahnost all of them, in pos-
_.._._ _tue." Not that by any such description, if session of the " rauk-and-property'" branch :

taken by itself, any great difficulty would while the" talent-and-virtue" branch, starved
have been produced, but that it is by the sort and hide-bound, has found itself reduced to
of relation, which is represented as subsisting take up with the other's leavings.
between this sort of aristocracy and the sort
of thing called money, that my perplexity is
occasioned. SECTION IX.

So far as money is concerned, "virtue," ae- Plea 7. -- 2(eed qf Money Jbr the Support o]
cording to what we have been used, most of OJficml ])_gnity.
us, to hear and read of at school, and at col-
lege, such of us as have been to college, con- A SEVES_'H plea, and the last. I have been
slsts, though not perhaps in doing altogether able to find, consists in the alleged need of
without money, at any rate in taking care not money for a pm pose that seems to be the
to set too high a value on it. But, with all same with one which in other vocabularies is
its _drtue, or rather in virtue of its very virtue, meant by the words " support of dignity:""
the aristocracy, which the fight honourable in the words of the right honourable gentle-
gentlea_n has in view, is a sort of aristo- man (for, on pain of misrepresentation, the
cracy, of which the characteristic is, that they very words must be taken where words arc
will not (the members of it) do a stitch with- everything,) " preservation of a certain apo
out money: and in their eyes, " rcmunera- pearance."
tion" in any other shape is no remuneration " It is true," continues he, "that magna-
at all. Why ? Because in their eyes, to this nimity and genuine patriotic ambition wilt
purpose atleast, nothing whatever butmoney look for a nobler reward for their services
is of any value, than the emoluments of office; but in the pro-

We have seen whothey are that must have sent state of society, a certain appearance is
been sitting for the right honourable gentle- essential to be preserved by persons in certain
man's kit-cat club -- his "aristocracy of rank stations, which cannot be maintained without
and of property :" where now shall we find a liberal provision."
the originals of his " aristoeracy of talent and From this paragraph, one piece of good
of virtue ?" news which we learn, or should learnat least,

Consulting the works of Dr. Beatson and if it could be depended upon, is--that the time
Mr. Luffman, the only channels, the perio- is now come when" maynanimity and genuine
dical ones excepted, through which, in my [patriotic ambition willlookfor a nobler reward
humble s_tion, a man can form any concep- l.for their services than the emoluments ofod_'ce."
tion conc_Ir*ninganysuch "great characters," I So late as the moment when the last hand
I can find no others but Mr. Percival, Lord t was put to the tight honourable author's last

Eldon, Mr. Canning, Sir David Dundas, and [ preceding paragraph, this moment of magna.

a gentleman (right honourable, I presume) nimity was not yet arrived: down to that
who, in Mr. Luffman's Table of Great Cha- moment, had " remuneration" (meaning, as
racters, occupies at present his 15th column,
by the description of" Mr, G. Rose." • Finance Committee, 1797-8 ;--do. 1807-8.
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afterwards explained, in the shape of emolu- each offieial perm_k _o have in the less no/de,
meat) been withheld, " principle," of some but more substantial and tangible shape, is to
kind or other, would have been destroyed-- be exactly the _me as if there were no other
aml so forth, reward, either in their hand, or within their

Fortunate is this change for the country, view.
and in particular, not a little so for the some- To my plan, however, with its weak means
what deficient plan here, by an unofficial hand, ofsuppert, so necessary is the concession thtm
ventured to be proposed.* Here then we plainly, though but for the moment, made by
have it ; --and fl'om such high and competent the righthonourable gentleman, that, with my
authority, --that besides emolument, there good will, he shall never have it back again.
is a something which, in the character of Power, then, has its value : reputation has its
" reward .for theic services," " mggnanimity value: and this, for the moment at least, has
and genuine patriotic ambition" "will look been admitted by Mr. Rose. By Mr. Rose's
for :" and (what is better still) this unspeci- evidence--by the weight of Mr. Rose's au-
fled something is capable of being received, thofity-- I have proved it. And now is my
not only in the character of"a 1eward, but in time for triumphing. For though neither he,
the character of a reward of " a nobler'" sort nor any other right honourable gentleman,
than emolument --that s_ne qua son, _thout ever took his seat in any moderately full
which, till this paragraph of the right honour- House of Commons, nor ever attended a quar-
able gentleman's was concluded, or at least ter-sessions, without seeing before him geno
begun upon, nothing was to be done. tlemen in numbers, whose conduct afforded

Having this, I have all I want, and (as will a still more conclusive evidence of the same

be seen, and as I hope has even been seen fact, than any verbal testimony they could
already) even more than I mean, or have any have given, even though it were in black and
need, to use. white, -- (magistrates, by the labour they be-

Unfortunately for me, no sooner has the stow without emolument in the execution of
right honom'able gentleman's wisdom aml their office--members, by the expense which,
candour and discernment obtained from him, lawfully or unlawfully they have been at in
and for my u-_e, thi_ concession, -- than some obtaining their unemolumented seats,) _ yet
others of his virtues, I know not exactly such is the weight of h/s authority, and to
which, join hands and take it back again: my humble plan, so strong the support it
and, though no otherwise than by implication, gives, that, having seized the fortunate too-
yet--so necessary to his argument is this meat, and got possession of the evidence, I
implication -- that. if be had taken it back in can do no les_ than make the most of it.
direct words, he could not have done more Now, then (say I,) whatever it be that
than he has done, if so much, towards de- these valuable things are worth, so much, in
priving me of the benelit of it. the account as between reward and seroiee,

" But," continues he-- and now comes the let them be set down for : nor shall even the
retractation --" a certain appearance is es- ingenuity of the right honourable gentleman
sential to be preserved by persons in certain enable him to object any want of "fair.
stations, which" (meaning probably which hess" to my estimate, leaving, as my plan
appearance) " cannot be maintained \vithout does, to hisprot_g_ (the proposed official per-
a liberal provision." son himself) to make out his own estimate-

"' In certain stations, a certain appearance :" to fix his own value upon the uon-emob,men.
nothing can be more delicate, -- nothing tary part of his reward. The more he chooses

at the same time more commodiously uncer- to have in the more " noble" shape, the less
tain,_than this double certainty. Meantime, may he be content to receive in the less noble _:_.-
if, in the meaning of the whole paragraph shape : how much he will have of each, rests _
there be anything certain, it appears to me altogether with himself: and, so long as
to be this : -- viz. that on behalf of " the with its b_tters in one hand, and its sweets in
magnanimity and genuine patriotic ambition" the other -- the office cannot upon my plan
which the right honourable gentleman has be put into his hands without his own con-
taken under his protection, what he claims sent, what ground for complaint anybody can
is__that, in the account debtor and creditor, make for him, is more than I can see.
as between service and reward, this reward, "Certaiu appearance _" For what purpose
which, not being emolument, is nobler than is it that this certainappearanee, whatever it
emolument (meaning, by nobler, if anything be, is so "essential to be preserved?" Is it
at all be meant by it, that which, in their es- for commanding respect
_imate at least, is worth more) is to be set In commonarithmetie__in thesort ofaritb.
down as worth nothing: and accordingly, that merle that would be employed in a plain man_s
the quantity of the matter of reward, which rcasomng, be the article what it may-- re-

spect or anything else _ if there be divers
, _ The !_lanhere, a._elsewhere alluded to, is sources or efficient causes of it, _ money, for

the Plan, the publication of which was smpended insmnee, andpoweraadreputation,_toeom.U abOve,
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tumid the necessary or_irable quantity, { ever is not inexp!ienble, in the right honour°

whatever be that quantitv_{he more you have I able author's theory. And this example proves
from any one source, the less you need to I to be the rate, and quantum, and mode of ex-
have from the others, or from any other. ] penditure (private expenditm'e) observed and

" In the present state of society" (for it is here stated by the right honourable gentle-
to that that the right honourable gentleman ! man in the instance of the late blr. Pitt.
calls for our attention,) untbrtunately for us " That great statesman," says he, * "who
vulgar, this arithmetic--this vulgar arith- was ' poor aafidst s _ttatioo's wealth,' whose
metie--.is not the arithmetic ot " hivh s_tua- mnbition was patriotism, whose expense and
tion :" it is not the arithmetic of St. dumes's: whose economy were only for the public, died
it is not the arithmetic of the-House of Lords : in honourable poverty. That circumstance,"
it is not'the arithmetic of the .House of Corn- continues he, "'certainly conveys no reproach
raons: it is not the arithmetie of the treasury : upon his memory; but when tie had leisure
it is not the arithmetic of i_ee, -- of rely to attend to his private corn:eras, it distressed
office, by which a more convenient species of him seriously to reflect that tie had debts,
arithmetic can be employed instead of it. In without the means of paying them, which
particular, it is not (so we learn, not only he could not have avoided incurring, except
fromthis paragraph, but from the whole tenor from a par_*wo,_l _hich would tiave been
of the work of which it makes a part) the called meam,ess, or by accepting a remunera-
arithmetic of the navy treasurer's olfice. Ac- tion frmn the public, x_hwh h_, enemies would
eordlng to this higher species of arithmetic, have called rapacity; fi_r he ]Jad ho expense
the more you have been able to draw fi'om of an_ sort that wa_ l_ot _t,h.,lp*'umbly neces-
unit one of these same sources, the more you sa_y, except in improvements m his cuumry
stand in need of drawing from every other. ! residence where hi_ house _,ts hardly equal
2_ower, not i_d'_gence, is the measm'e of de- !to the accoouuodazxon of the most pJivate
mand. gentleman."

Have you so many hundred thousands of That the lo_ic of our right honourable
pounds in money ? Having this money, you author is not al_t_gtqh_r _o eol,-ummate as his
have power, tlaving this money with this arithmetic, i-a-u-_t,ivioli th,tt has beel_ab'eady
pozeer, it is "'essemial" _ou should have dig- haza!'ded : alut here p_rh,[,.- ma_ be sLea a
nitv. ttaving this dignity, you have that confirmatiou of it.
which requires money -- more money -- for The proposition undertaken by. him to be
the " sul,port" of it. 2][oneg, power, digMty; proved was a pretty comprehensive one; its
money, power, diqaitj, -- .uch, in this high exteut uot being le_ than the entire field of
species of arithmetic, is the everlastiiig cir- office, considered in respect of the several
eulate, masses of official eu_olua._cat comprised in it.

Are you in a " certain station¢" What- This it was that he touk for his sTdject:
soever you have power to spend, and at the adding for his predicate, that tiJe,e incomes
same time inebriation to spend, this is what were mid are not one of them sufficient,-
the right honourable treasurer is ready to as- not one of them. all thb*g._ooTJstdcred, suffi-
sure you, it is " indispensablj/necessary" you cleat to all purpos_s.'_
should spend. This is what, if your patience For proof of this his universal proposition,
will carry you to the next section of this in so far as it is in the nature of example to
humble comment, or to the next page of the afford proof, he gives us one example: one
right honourable text, you will see stated by exmnple, and but one. The one office, in the
the right honourable " discharger of trusts instance of which, if insufficielicy of eumlu-
andpublic duties,"--and in terms, of which, meat be proved, such insufficieliey i_ to be

_:_ on any such score as that of want of distinct- accepted as proof, and that conclu,it e, of equalhess or positiveness, no just complaint can or proportionable insufficiency in the case of
tie made. all the rest, is tl_e office of Prime 3[ildster:

an office, the emolument of which is coin posed
of the emolmnent attached to two offices,

SECTION X.
Page 67.

.Plea 8. -- Conceruin 9 the late _l/1r.Pitt's Ex- 5"" If we look to official incomes, it wilt be
penditure -- the lmpropriet_ of l_eonom_, found they are, in most eases, barely equal tothe
how far proved bg it. moderate, and even the necessary expenses of the

parties : in many instances, theyaxe actually in.
IMMEVlATELY upon the back, and, as it sufficient tbr the_e. May we not then venture to
should seem, for the more effectual aster- ask, whether it is reasonable, or whether it would
tainment of this so urifortunately uneertaln, be politic, that such persons should, after spend.
though double, eertalntv, comes the grand ins a great part of theirlives with industry, zeal,- and fi_elity, in the discharge of trusts and public
example already above referred to : that one duties_ be left afterwards without reward of any
exmnple,--in which we are to look for what- sort, and their families entirely without prow.
soever explanation is to be found _for what- sion ?"_ Page 64.
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which, when the parliamentary seat of tile than ifnothlng in the character of proof h_l_
official person is in the House of Commons, been subjoined to it.
have commonly beefs, and in the instance of On this footing might _l_atter perlml_
the said Mr. P'ltt were, holdea in one hand. be /bared to stand, if-vi_ a point of

To complete the right honourable author's view purely and dr}ly logi_at forasmuch
argument, there remains ibr proof but one as, notwithstanding, or rather by reason of,
other proposition, and ti, at is--the insuffi- its profuseness, the expenditure of this one
eieney of this compound mass of emolument official person is by Isis right honourable friend
in the instance of the said Mr. Pitt : and the i held out as an example; not l_terely as an

medium of proof is composed of th_s fact ; ] example for illustration, but as a pattern for
viz. that, being so in possession of"this mass i imitation :--for imitation by official persona
of annual emohtment, he the said Mr. Pitt 1in general, _ for imitation in respcc_ of the
spent all this money of his own, together t quantum of emolument necessary to be al-

with no inconsiderable mass. -- amount not lotted out of the taxes, and attached to lbeirmentioned, -- of other peopte's money be- respective offices, -- an observation or two
sides, t shall here be hazarded, respecting the eon-

A_suming, what nobody will dispute, that I elusiveness of the right honourable author's
]_fr. Pitt dwd in '" Vorert!/,'" that whwh by I argument with rel:erence to this collateral and
h_ right hommrable friend is observed and I pracrical part of it.
prediealed (_f this poverty is, that it was t The wry neck of the hero bavlng "_,hia
"' h.m._rablc'" to tmn : which, being admit- way rendered it_ff too eonspieuou_U_ be
ted or not admitted, the right hononrable concealed by any artifice, what was left to
gentleman's further observation, that it" cer- the panegyrist was to make a beauty of it.
talnty conveys m_ leta'oach to hi_ memory," The expense of this repair has surel:_

" been ineonsblerable : for here it is not_
shall, if it t,e of any u_e to him, be adnfitted only, but morality and policy, that have_.or not a(hmttod li_[ewi-e.

tfad thi. been all. there wouhl certainly a¢ made to sharein it. Our assent being see_
lea.t have be,,:_ n_ dtsl.,nm_r in the case: _ for so unexceptionable a proposstion, as tha_, ¢_ "
man who ha- _m fitmily, nor any other person in the circumstance in question, poverty is
or per.on., ha_i_Jg, on the teore of ashy special honourablc, the next contrivance is to sllp
relatmn, any ehim upon his bounty, whether in and get the benefit of our assent exter_|ed
it he hi_ choice to expend the whole of his to one other proposition, viz. (asifthere were
inoome, or whether it he his ehowe to lay up no difference) that spending other people's
this or that part of it, n,,body surely can money was honourable; and thus it is that
pre_ent an3"jt_-r grtmnd tbr complaint, our approbation i, to be engaged for the prae-

But. m add_rmn te that which was his own flee and policy of giving encouragement to
to spend m' _ave, Mr. Pttt having _pent numey such honourable conduct, by tokens of parlia.
of other people'_ in round numbers to the mcntary approbation bestowed at the public
amount of £40,000 more: and this mode of expense.
expenditure having in sn unhappy a way been " _ecessary," with its eoojugate " neces-
rendered notormos, rich and poor together sity," and its near of kin " essential," ate
having been forced to contribute to make up words of no small convenience to the right
to this division of the rich the loss they had honourable gentleman : of such convenience,
been content to run the rL,k of, something that that thing (it should seem) could not
was deemed advisable to be said of it. be very easy to be found, which the same,

In strictne._s of argument, some readers being convenient toofficial persons in official
there may be perhaps, in whose view of the situations, is not, by and in virtue of such
matter it might be sufficient here to observe--- convenience, under and by virtue of the right
that, admittingthe fact,unhappily but too no- honourable author's system of ontology, ren-
torious, of Mr. Pitt's spending other people's dered " necessary."
money -- admitting this fact in the character Even to a man, who had not quite so much
of a proof, and that a conclusive one, that as £8000 a-year o{ his own to spend,* a raode
the mass of emolument attached to the two of expenditure, which, in whatsoever degree
offices he filled was not tufficient for the one convenient, would (one should have thought)
official person by whom those two offices have presented the least satisfactory claim to
were filled, the proof would not extend be- * As first t omm_.-sioner of the
yond that one pair of offices ; and, the number Treasury_ me!haling additional
of offices being unhappily to be counted by salary, .... £5,032 II 0
thousands, perhaps even by tens of thousands, As Chaneellorof the]Exchequer, 1,1_3715 1
and this highest of offices, in point of"power,
differing more widely from the general run Net receipt tog.thor, £t;,930 6 1

of offices than perhaps any other that could -- 15th Report from the Select ConmSt_ee on
have been found, the proposition has much Finance, 1797, Appendix C, page 20. Add
the air of remaining in rather worse plight house-rent, coals, and candles.
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- the appellation of necessary, is that which con- I Such, as we have seen, is the opinion of

sists in spending money of other people's. ] Mr. Rose. But parliament m on this sameTwo rocks._thg reputation of the hero point, what is it that has been the opinion of
found his co_eatened by : two rocks, _ patliament ? Why, the opinion of parliament
meanness and rapacity, one on each side : and I is -- that wluat Mr. Pitt had was sufficient :
the expenditure of other people's money-- that more than he had was not necessary:
this was the harbour in which, to avoid this -- was not of that " indispensable necessity"
Sc._lla and this Charybdis, he took refuge, which has been brougbt on the carpet, by

Had the expenditure of the hero been con- the zeal, assisted by the imagiuation, of Mr.
fined to the stun which by the competent Rose.
authorities had been deemed sufficient, such Unfortunately for therigbthonourab]epane.
limitation would, from the justice of the gyrist--unfortunatelyforhisopinious---unfor.
right honourable panegyrist hhnself, notwith- tunately for his assertions -- this point, this
standing his "just partiality," have received very point did, -- and on the very occasion
a gentle reprimand, couched under the term he speaks of-- come under the cognizance
"'parsimony," and his imagination has found and consideration of palliament. The emolu-
somebody else to call it meanness ; had he, ment which is found annexed to these two
for those extraordil*ary services which we offices, both of _hich had been held at the
hear so much of, "accepted" as " a remune- same time by Mr. Pitt, -- this emolument,
rattan from the public," any of those sinecures had it been deemed insufficient for the "ofli-
whie_-in such unhappy abundance, he saw cial man" in question--viz, for the species
lavished on men who could not produce so of official man,--would thereupon of course
much as the pretence of even the most ordi- have received an augmentation : in the in-
aary service ; the same industrious and fruit- stance of this official person, the subject
fa_aaginatinn has found him friends, in the would have received those marks of atten-

.-_h_aeter of " enemies," to " call it raps- tion, which have so frequently been asked
:"-- to avoid this charge of meanness it for, and so constantly been given for asking

is, that he places himself in a state of depen- for, in the case of the judges.
dance under traders of various descriptions, Was it, that by the case of this distinguished
_the butcber, the baker, the fishmonger, individual, any demand wa_ presented for any
n6¢ to speak of the political intriguer ;-- to greater mass of emolument than there was
avoid the charge of rapacity it is, that what likely to be an equally cogent demand for, in
he obtains from those people, he obtains from the case of any successor of his in the same
them on the pretence of meaning to pay them, situation? It seems not easy to conceive a
knowing that he has not wherewithal, and case, in which, all things considered, that de-
_obly, constantly, and heroically determined mand can ever be so small. True it is, his
never to "accept" it. private fortune was-- his station in life con-

As to distress, while the distress confined sidered --barely suitlcieut for independence.
itself to those plebeian breasts, this right Bat, he had no wife--no child:--he wa_,
honourable breast knew no such inmate : but in deed as well as in law, completely single :
when "some debts pressed so severely upon and, in the right honourable gentleman's
him as to render it necessary for some of his own arithmetic,-- which on this head differs
most private and intimate friends to step in not much, it must be confessed, from the
and save him from immediate inconvenience," vulgar arithmetic, -- the demand for money,
when, in plain English, he had or was afraid on the part of the father of a family, is as the
of having executions in his house, then it was number of persons it is composed of.
that the distress became contagious--then it Over and above his £8000 a-year, aug-
was that " it distressed him seriously to re- mented, during half his political fife, by his
fleet that he had debts." sinecure, to £12,000, what is it that he could

When--ofa _,ecessity, or of a_lything else, want money for ?- more money (for that is
the existence being asserted by agentleman, here the question) than would be wanted by
and as of his own knowledge, and that so fight or for any of his successors in power and of.
honourable agentleman,--an obscure person flee ? Was it to buy respect and reputation
--who, having no such honour, nor any with ? Deserved and undeserved together,
chance of produchlg persuasion by any other no man in his place, unless it was his father,
means than such as his own weak reason ever possessed a larger share of those valu-
may be able to supply-- has, after, and not- able commodities, than this second Williara
withstanding, all this form ot assertion, the Pitt. Had he been in the ease of the good-
misfortune to feel himseffstill unsatisfied, it humoured old driveller, who gave so much
is natural to him to look arotmd him for trouble to Pitt the first, and whom his Ms-
whatever support may anywhere be to be jesty's grandfather was so loth to part with
found : -- parliament -- the opinion of par- or suffer to be $1bowed, --in that case there
liament -- should it he found on his side, will would have been on his part a great deficiency
that stand him in any stead ? in those essential articles ; and _ like Jeatsj
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they had been an object of purchase, and eluded, as the lawyers say, in both ways: oa
lmblie money the proper sort of money to be the one hand, not having ventured to propose
employed in the purchase, no small quantity any correspondent addition, or any addition
of such money would, in that ease, have been at all, to be made to the mass of emolument
necessary, openly and constantly attached to the ot]_e,

In the way of experiment m in the endes- he is estopped from saying that any such extra
your to make this purchase, money, though expenditure was necessary; _on the other
the man's own. and not public money, was, hand, having, in the case of the individual by
in the duke's case, actually employed, and in whom that expenditure was made, concurred
memorable and still-remembered abundance : in the vote and act* passed for filling up, at
bat how completely the experiment failed, is the public charge, the gaps made by that same
at least as well remembered, expenditure in the property of other indivi-

To return to the deficiency of the sort in duals, he stands convicted by his own con.
question, supposed to have been, on the more fession of concurring in charging the public
recent occasion, displayed in the same p'l_. with a burthen, the necessity of which could
This deficiency, then, -- such as it was and not be so much as pretended.
still is -- parliament, in the case of Mr. Pitt, On this occasion, "may we not venture to
did not, so tong as he lived, think fit to sap- ask," whether this may not be in the number
ply : at any rate, left unsupplied. What was of those cases, in which gentlemen, hoonttro
done was _ the giving a mass of public able gentlemen, under the guidance of right
money -- to the amount of £A0,000 or there- honourable, have, in the words of our right
abouts -- among a set of people, names undis- honourable author, been "misled b_ mistaken
closed, but said to be the deceased minister's ideas of virtue Y" (p. 77.7
creditors. Friends remembered their friend- Be this as it may, by this one operation,
ships: enemies, now that the enemy was no which is so much to the taste of the right
longer in their way, forgot their enmity: honourable gentleman_ (not to speak of so
friends and enemies vied in sentimentality -- many other right honourable, honourable, and
vied in generosity -- always at the public even pious gentlemen) wtwo distinguishable
expense: and a justification, yea, and more lessons, may they not be seen given--two
than a justification, was thus made, for the distinguishable lessons given to so many di£-
cases of the still future-contingent widow of ferent classes of persons, standing in so many
Lord Grenville, and the then pau[o-post Fv. different situations ? One of these lessons, to
_vttE widow of Mr. Fox. wit, to ministers; the other to any such per*

Should it here be asked why those trustees son or persons whose situation might enable
of the people chose to saddle their principals them to form plans for fulfilling their duty to
with the payment of debts, for which they themselves, by lending money to ministers.
were not engaged, and the necessity of which To ministers an invitation was thus held
they themselves could not take upon them. out, to expend upon themselves, in addition
selves to pronounce,_my answer is_that to whatever money is really necessary, as
if anything in the shape of an efficient, final, much more as it may happen to them to be
or historical cause will satisfy them, plenty disposed so to employ, of that which is not
may be seen already: --but ff by the word necessary.
why, anythinglikeajustifieativecause_ara- Thus faras to the quantum:_and as to
tional canse--a good and sufficient reason-- the mode, by borrowing money, or taking up
be meant to be asked for, I for my part know goods of individuals, knowing themselves not
of none. At the same time, for the support to have any adequate means of repayment,
of the proposition that stands on my side and determining not to put themselves into
of the argument--it being the negative-- the possession of any such means.
viz. that for no such purpose as that of en- To persons at large, an invitation was at
eouraging and inducing ministers to apply to the sametfine held out to become intriguers;
their own use the money of individuals, can it and, by seizing or making opportunities of
ever be necessary that money raised by taxes throwing themselves in the way of a minister,
should be employed -- for the support of any to supply him with money, more than he
proposition to this effect _ so plain does the would be able to repay on demand, and having
proposition seem to me, that neither can I see thus got him in a state of dependence, to oh-
any demand for a support to it in the shape rain from his distress-- always at the expense
o£a reason, nor in truth should I know very of the public--good gifts in every imaginable
well howto go about to find one. Notthus shape:_pecrages_baronetcies--ribbown--
clear of all demand for support is the side lucrative o_ces _ contracts _ as_tamm in
taken by the right honourable gentleman, parliamentaryjobs,_good thingi, in a word,
By his vote and influence whatsoever on that of all sorts, for which, no money being
occasion wasdone, having beensuppurted and or parted with, neither the giver mr the re.
e_couraged, on him, in point of consistency,
the obligation is incumbent: he stands con- • 46 Gso. IlL _p.149, § i&
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eeivcr ',_oaId run any the _l_ghtest risk of within a certain ".ir_.Ie, tLey are not altoge-
beiug either punished, or in any other way ther unsusceptible of a certain degree ot
made responsible, currency. Of the truth of this proposition,

By a loan, though, for example, it were but the Mr. Pitt in question affords at lcast one
of £5000, if properly timed--and ttmt on instance.
hoth occasions--first as to the time of the It proves indeed s_*mething more : for, in
administering the supply, and then as to the so far as imrposely forbearing to receive what
time of pressh*g for repayment,--that, may it it is in a man's optitm to receive, is tanta-
not every now and then be done, which couht mount to pa._ing, -- it pro_'es that, in the
not have been done by a gift of £10,000 ? instance in question, the value of these corn-
How often have not seats, for example, been tonalities was equal to that _f a very consi-
in this way obtained--and this even without derabte sum of money, in round numbers,
any such imputation as that of the sin, the worth .£40,000-- at an) rate, worth more
venial sin, of parliamentary simony? than £39,000.

In virtue of the invitation thus given by Not that in the eyes of the hero, money
the magnanimity and generosity of parlia- had no value : for it had much too great a
ment,--an invitation open at all times to the value : it possessed a value grcater than the
acceptance of persons to whomit ma) happen estimated value of common honesty and in-
to find themselves in the corresponding situ- dependence.
ations--wbo is there that does not see, how tie loved money, and by much too well :
snugly the benefit of bribery may be reaped he loved it with the love of covetousness.
on both sides, and to any amount, without Not that he hoarded it, or put it out to usury.
any of the risk? But there are two soits of covetous men :

A banker is made u lord. Why is a banker those who covet it to keep it. and those who
to be made a lord? What is it that the covet it to spend it: the class he belonged
banker ever did, that. he is to be made a lord? to was this covet*ng-and-spendinyl class.
A merchant is made a lord. Why is a mer- Yes : -- that he did : -- Pitt the second did
chant to be made a lord ? What is it that the love money : and not his own money merely,
merchant ever did, that he is to be made a but other people's likewise : loving it, he co-
lord ?--These are among the questions which veted it ; and coveting it, he obtained it.
are in themselves as natural, as the answers. The debt. which he contracted was so
true or untrue, might be unpleasant to some much money coveted, obtalned, andexpended,
and dangerous to others, for and in the purchase of such nfiseellaneous

We have beard, many of us, of the once pleasures as happened to be suited to his
eelebrated Nabob qfArcot and his credit,rs: taste. The sinecure money which he might
and the mode in whieh their respective debts have had and would not have, was so much
were to an as yet unfathomed extent, con- money expended in the shape of in._trance
traeted: those debts, which, in so large a money on account of power: in the purchase
proportion, and to so large an amount, just of that respect and reputation, which his pru=
and unjust together, in name the expiring dence represented as necessary to the preser-
Company, and in effect the whole body of the vation of so valuable an article against storms
people, have paid, or, spite of the best pea- and tempests flora above. Sinecure money,
sible discrimination, will have to pay. to any given amount, the hero could have

By the example set, and lesson held out, got for himself, _'itb at least as much facility
by the virtue of the right honourable gentle- as for his right honourable panegyrist ; but
man, and his right honourable and honourable the respect and the reputation were defences,
eoadjutors, thepolieyofAreot, was it not thus which in that situation could not be put to
*anctioncd and imported into Great Britain? hazard. Of the battles be had to fight with
"Ministers, plunge your hands as deep as you the sort of dragons commonly called secret
can into other people's pockets : intriguers, advisers, this bare hint is all that can he given
supply profure and needy nfinisters with by one who knows nothing of anybody or
whatever they want, and make the most of anything: his right honourable Aehates, by
£hem : we will be your sureties ; our care it whom he must (alas ! how oft !) have been
shall be, that you shall not be losers." seen in a tottering and almost sinking atti-

Against the opinions of so many great cba- tude, -- more particulars could doubtless be
ratters-- such has been my temerity -- over given, by a great many, than by a gentleman
and over a,,_ain have 1 laboured to prove, I of his discretion it would .... (unless it were
know not with what success, that mon_. is in a posthumous diary, for which posterity
not the only coin in which it may happen to would be much obliged to him) be " useful
a public man to be willing to take payment on h_ so/e authortty .... to enter into any de-
of the public for his labour: and that power tuilqf." It was to enable virtue to rise trium-
and reputation, _ though they will not, like phant out of all these trials, that the anmunt
abillings and halfpence, go to market for but- of all this sinecure money was thus e_pended_
tar and eggs, _ yet, hke Exchequer bills, and without having been received.
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great they' are. Are they indeed so great ? So
SECTION XL much the better : but even yet, considering

that if we may believe the right honourable
eor_cEasx_G INFLUEr_CE. gentleman himself (p. 62,) the wholere_'enue

ON the subject of influence (page 74,) what of Great Britain is " more lhan -¢60,000,000
the right honourable gentleman admits, is -- a-year,"let the retrenchments have been ever
that owing to the greatly increased revenue, so great, the demand for further retrench-
and all the other augmented and "accumu- ment, wheresoever it can be made, without
luted business of the state," some increase preponderazlt prejudice to the public service,
has, though " unavoidably, been occasioned seems by no meazls to be superseded.
in it," viz. by " increase of patronage." At Subject to that necessary condition, is there
the same time, notwithstanding this increase, any such further retrenchment practicable ?
yet, in point of practice, the state of things, This is exactly what the right honourable
if we may trust to his conception, is ex- gentleman has not merely avoided, but posi-
actly as if there were no such thing at all as tively refused to tell us.
influence. How so ? Why, for this plain rea- From first to last, this work of his has,
son, viz. that "the influence created by such according to the author's own account of it,
means is infinitely short of what," viz. "by but one aim ; and that is, by showing how
the measures of economy m_d regulation to great the retrenchments are that have been
which recourse has bceJl had "--" has been made already, to stop our mouths, and pre-

given up." vent our calling for any more. Is it then
Thus far the right honourable author, true, that in this way all has been done that

_ut in the humble conception of hi_ obscure ought to be done? Even this. not even in
c,,mmentator, the question between the two terms ever so general, will he vouchsafe to
q._mutitics, one of" which is, in the hands of tell us. " To what extent or in what manner
ti e right honoarable accountant, multiplied it may be proper to press further retrench-
b. one of those figures of rhetoric, which, in ment, the author," says he, p. 62, "has not
a:d of the figures of arithmetic, are so much the remotest intention of offering an opil_ion:
at his command- multiplied in a word to his view has been clearly explained."
'" lnfimt_" -- this question is not, on the pre- Looking for the explanation, the elearneu
scat occasion, the proper one. In regard to of which is thus insisted on, I find it, if I do
i,_luence, the question which, with leave of not mistake, in his last preceding page but
fl:e public, the obscure commentator wou]d one, viz. in p. 60, in which, speaking of this
venture to propose- as and for a more pro- his work by the name of "the present pub-
i,er one, is-- whether, for any existing par- lication,"_" In endeavouring to set right
t'cle of this influence, any preponderant use the public opinion on this subject, the per-
c:m, in compex_satlon for the acknowledged formance of an act of justice to any adminL
evil consequences of it, be found ? and if not, stration, is," he says, " but a small part of
_ hether there be any, and what, quantity of its use ; a much more zmpoltant consideration
i_ left remaining, that could be got rid of? is, its effect in producing that salutary and
I rnderstand, on each octagon, as being a con- reasonable confidence, which gives the power
dltion universally and necessarily implied _ of exertion to the government, and that can-
_ithout prejudice in other respects, _ and eurrence which seconds its exertimm among
that preponderant prejudice -- to the public the people."
service. Thus far the right honourable author. For

As to these points, what appears to me, my own part, if my conception concerning a
with submission, is--that, without travelling government's title to eolrfidenee be not alto-
out of this the right honourable gentlemaffs gether an erroneous one, this title depends in
own work, an instance might be found of a no inconsiderable degree on its disposition
little sprig of influence, which, without any "to press further retrenchments :" (p. 69-.) I
such preponderant prejudic_ to ,Mr. Reeve's mean of course, in so far as, in the judgment
tree, might be pruned off'. of that government, they are not otherwite

This work of his (I mean Mr. Rose's) has than "proper" ones. Yet this the right ho-
for its title _ Observatzons respecting the nourable gentleman--a member of this same
Public Ezpenditnre, and the l_jquence of the government, and that in the very next rank
( roan." to the highest, and receiving (besides sinecure i

But unfortunately, as, in due place and money) no less than ;£4000 a-year for being[
time, the candour of the right honourable so, peremptorily _ and, as we have seen, ¢_
gentleman-hlmself, in effect, acknowledges, his own accord, _ refuses to do. !
these observations of his_ and from so expe- He will not do any such thing : and why
rienced an observer _ are all on one side. not ? On this point we might be apt to be at

On the subject of expenditure, out of 79 a stand at least, ff not st a loss, were it not
pages, 6t have been expended in showing us for the lights with which, in another page (p. ":.
wh_t retrenehment_ have been made, and how 74) the right honourable author himself hal
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favoured us. His" opinions" on the subject, of, viz. that of fixing it on the word coati.
_e there acknowledges, are " strong ones ;" dence, as altogether incapable of being _,t-
lk_tstrong as they are, or rather because they tended with success."
are so strong, he will not let us know what But can anything be more " unthinhin 9
they arc; because " on his sole authority," and blind" than that confidence which should
that is, mfless other opinions that in tile scale bestow itself on an official man, howsoever
of office stand yet higher than his, concurred right honourable, who, in treating of a sub-
with his, " it would not be useful:"--there jeet confessedly of high national importance,
would be no use in it. No use in it ? what I and after furni,hing, in favour of one side,
not on a sobje(¢ of such vital importance -- whatsoever information his matchless expe-
when, for the declared purpose of " setting rienee, his unquestioned ingenuity, his inde-
right the public opinion on this subject," a tatigahle industry, can rake together, -- and
right honourable author, who knows all about feehng, on the other side of his mind, " opt.
it, takes up the pen, can it be that there nions"--and those " strong ones," nor doubt.
would be no use m speaking what he thinks less unaccompanied with an adequate know-
is right ? and as much of it as he has to speak ? ledge of facts--of those facts from which they
1_o use in his speaking impartially ?-- in receive their existence and their strength
speaking on both sides, and on all sides, what should refuse -- deliberately, and peremp-
he thinks? torily, as well as spontaneously, refuse-- to

But not to go on any further in thus beat- furnish any the least tittle of intbrmation from
ing the bush, may we not in plain English that other side.
venture to ask-- at the bottom of all his de- Eloquent and zealons in support of pro-
licacy, can any other interpretation be found fusion, mute when the time should come fiw
than this, viz. that by those, for whose de- pleading in favour of retrem'hment, not with-
tbnee and for whose purposes _ and, to come out compunction let him behold at least one
to the point at once-- under whose influence consequence. Destitute of all competent, of
[his work of his was written, his speaking as all sufficiently qualified, of all officially quell-
he thinks, and what he thinks right-- his fled, advocates-- deserted even by him who
speaking out on both sides, wmfld it in his should have been its solicitor-general, thusit
own persuasion have been tbund not endu- is that the cause of economyis left to take its
rable? chance for finding here and there an advocate

If so, here then we have a practical illus- among low people, who have never been re-
tration and development of a number of pre- gularly called to this high bar : interlopers,
ceding hints. Here we see the character _ who, destitute of all prospect of that "' re-
here we see one effect and use--of that muneration" which is the sole "principle qf
" aristocracy of talent and virtue" with which, activity that ammates men in the attainment
in the account of remuneration, nothing but of power and station" (p. 66.) destitute of the
money will pass current--nothing but money advantage of " passing occasionally through
is of any value _ and which constitutes so even the inferior s_tuations" (p. 66,) are des-
necessary an addition to the *' aristocracy of titute of all " talent," destitute of all " vir-
rank and property." tue,"--and whose productions, if, for the

ttere we see what is, and what we are the purpose of the argument, they could for a rod.
better for, the fruit of "that principle of ac- ment be supposed capable of contributing,
tivity," (p. 66,) which animates men in the on the ground here in question, anything
attainment, so much more than in the mere that could be coaducive to the public service,
possession of power and station, *' and of that would, one and all, be so many effects with
amusement, which: for the acquisition and out a cause.
improvement of talents necessary for the
higher offices, gentlemen have given them-
telves, in passing occasionally through the in- SECTION XII.
ferior situations." CONCERNING PECUNIARY COMPETITION--AND

" Of the unpopularity and ridicule that has TH_ USE _AD_ OF TH_ r_CIrL_-.
SOoften been attempted to be fixed on the
word confidence," the right honourable ten- BErORg the subject of influence is dismissed,
tleman has, as he is pleased to inform us, ac- a word or two may, perhaps, have its use, for
cording to his own statement (p. 61_) had the purpose of endeavouring to submit to the
"some experience." One little item, to what- consideration of the right honourable pane-
soever may have been the stock lald up by gyrist, an article of revenue, viz. crown lands,
him of that instructive article, he may find which neither on his part, nor on the part o|
occasion to make. To that sort of confidence his hero, seems to have received quite so much
which is " unthinMng and blind," this " un- attention as could have been wished.
popularity and ridicule," he appears to look To the purpose of the present publication,
upon as not altogether " inapplicable," nor a circumstance that renders this article the
consequently the sort of" attempt" he speaks more material is-- that it may contribute to
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render more and more familiar to the eye of I ter for a renewal of his lease, for which up-
the reader a principle, on a due estimation of plications were generally made at such times
which the plan hereafter to be proposed de- I and on such occasions, as were thought to
ponds for everything in it, that either pro- afford the best hope of their being attended
mlses to be in its effect eventually useful, or ] to, on terms favourable to his interest.
is in its application new. " Under this system Mr. Pitt, on coming

Eeoaomyandpurity--reduetion of expense, into office, found the whole landed property
and reduction of undue influence- in these of the crown, and the income arising from
may be seen the two distinguishable and dis- if, in every way, very little exceeding _¢.4000
tinguished, though intimately connected, ob- a-year.
jeers, to which, speaking of the principle " tie therefore, after long inqv_iries, and
of competition, our right honourable author most attenttve consideration, applied a remedy
speaks of it as having ]_een meant to be made in 1794, when an act was passed,_ by which
subservient, and as having accordingly been it is provided that no lease shall he renewed
made subservient, in the handsof Mr. Pitt-- till within a short period of its expiration,

2_. nor till an actual survey shall have been made(P" Pitt," he informs us, p. P.5, "look- by two professional men of experience and
ing anxiously to reforms, effected many even character, who are required to certify the
considerable savings _ anti at the same time true value of the premises to the treasury,
sacrificed an influence as minister, much more attested on their oaths. -No abuse can tl*ere.
dangerous than any possessed by the crown, fore take place, nor any _ndue favour be
becaube mote secret and unobserved; the ex- shown, under the provisions of this law, un-
tent of it indeed could be known only to him. less survey/ors of eminence in their line shall
self and to those in his immediate confidence, deliberately perjure themselves, or a treasury
We shall state," continues he, "the measures shall be found bold enough to grant leases,
in their order, -- beginning with loans and or renew them, at a less value than shall be
lotteries, _ proceeding with private contracts, certified to them, which could not escape
and closing this part of the account with the immediate dete_ion, as there is a clause in
profit derived from the mode irrevocably es- the act, requiring an account to be lald befor*
tablished respecting the renewals of crown parliament annually of what leases or grantt
leases. In each of which cases, the influence shall have been made in the year precedingl
diminished was not only extensive, but was for what terms or estates ; the annual value,
obviously in its nature more objectionable as returned on oath by the surveyors; the
than any that could be acquired by the dis- annual value of the last preceding survey ;
posal ofofflces; as the effect of the former was wlmt rents shall have been reserved, or what
secret and unobserved, whereas the latter is fines paid; and upon what other considers-
apparent and generally known." i tions such leases shall have been respectively

• Coming to crown lands (p. 34.) " The made.
last head of saving by management," says he, " More strict provisions to guard against
" is under that. of the estates of the crown, any evasion of the law could ILardbthave been
The act ofthe I st of Qneen Anne,* continned devised."
at the beginning of each succeeding reign, for Thus far our right honourable author : a
lhniting grants of crows lands to 31 years, word or two now from his obscure commen-
put a stop to the actual alienation of the pro- tutor.
perry of the crown ; but, in its operation, had Where, having determined with himself to
the effect of greatly adding to the influence obtain for public property the best price that
of it, and certainly afforded no protection is to be had, Mr. Pitt pursues that principle,
whatever to its revenues, as wilt be seenmy humble applause follows him: but when,
in the note below._ In reigns antecedent:without sufficient reason, he turns aside from
to that of Queen Anne, when grants were that or any other principle, then my applause
perpetual, the persons to whom they were stops : applause, whatever in that case [_e-
made became immediately independent of the votes in tbllowing him, _411 be of that sort
crown, and not unfreqnently gave very early which comes from copartneraand panegyrists.
proofs of that independence : whereas, by When government annuities were the corn-
the measure adopted on the accession of the modity to be disposed of, then it was that it
Queen, every grantee, or the person repro- was the choice of Mr. Pitt to have the best
seating him, became dependent on the minis- price : then it was that. choosing to have the

best price, he adopted the mode, and the only
I 1 Anne, st. 1, c. 7. mode, by which that effect can be produced.
l""In/it'teenyca_, to 1715, thewhole income When leasehold interests in crown lamls

from ¢_own lands, including rentS, finvs, and
grantSof all _rr_ was £22,624 equal to £1_500 were the commodity to be disposed of, then
a-year--Joarnals of H. C., voh xx. p. 520; and it was that it was not the choice of Mr. Pitt
in seven ycar-_ to 1746, was £15,600, equal to
£2_228 a-year--Journals_ vol. xxv. p. 206." _*34 Geo, II1. cap. 75.
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to have the best price. Then it was, accord- lie ? I have not s_xched, nor to the present
ingly, that, for fear of having the best price, purpose does it seem worth while. Gross
care was taken not to employ the mode, the indeed must be the case, strong and clear ;
only mode, by which any such effect can be stronger and clearer than it seems in the na-
produced, tore of the ease to afford--the proof by

To avoid giving birth to the undesirable which, upon any such indictment, convietiou
effect in question, the expedient employed must be produced.
was (we see) "an actual survey, made by two Few, it is evident, are the sorts of articles
professional men of experience and character, --lands, houses, or any other such articles,
who are required to certify the true value of coming under the head of crown lands, being
the premises to the treasury, attested on their unquestionably not of the number-- few,
oaths." about the value of which it may not happen

" Under the provision of this law," one to " surveyors of eminence, experieuce, and
thing the right honourable gentleman endea- chataeter" to entertain real differences of opi.
yours to persuade us of (p. 35)--is, that nion ; and moreover, andwithout the smallest
" no abuse can take place, nor undue favour imputation on that " character," much more
be shown." Why not ? Because (says he) no without the possibility of suffering as for per.
such effect ean take place " unless surveyors jury, to agree in assigning such a value, as to
of eminence in their line shall deliberate- a very considerable amount--according to
ly perjure themselves or"-- something else circumstallces, say 5, 10, 12, 15, 20, 50 per
which he mentions shall take place, and eent.(in short, one knows not where to stop)
which, admitting the improbability of it, I greater or less thao what in their opinions
shall not repeat here. respectively is the true one.

As to perjury, the word is a strong word, The real value of the premises is the joint
and to the purpose of causing the reader to result of some half dozen (suppose) of eir-
suppose that the security provided by it is a cumstances on each side : whereupon, on one
strong seearlty, more conducive than any real side (suppose again) this or that little cireum-
laver of sincerity can be well pleased to find stance, somehow or other, fails of being taken
iL But, from the pen of a veteran in o2_/ee, into the account" Unless the human under-
and in oa_ee._,and in such offices, to whom it standing were that perfect kind of machine
cannot be altogether unknown, to how pro- which everybody acknowledges it nat to be,
dlgious an extent the people of this country who could think of speaking of it as import-
are made deliberately and habitually to per- ing so much as a speck upon a mm_'s eharac-
jure themselves--and how fond, under the ter, that any such little oversight has taken
guidanee of priests and lawyers, the legisla- place ? Meantime, the profit by the oversight
lion and jurisprudence of this same country may amount to thousands of pounds in any
have been, of causing men, always witbout number.
any the smallest use, deliberately to peljure Unfortunately for econom_l, still more uh-
themseIves* -- it is not without pain that a fortunately for uncorruption, the sort of toe-
man, who has any real dislike to perjury, can tract here in question is one of those in which,

i with a pre-eminent degree of force, interest
characterbeh°ldthiSofaSeeuritYrealone.heldup to view in the and opportunity join, in securing to the sttb-

Cases there are (it is confessed with plea- jeetofvaluation a false or under-value. What
sure) in which this alleged seem_ity is an ef- the one party, viz. the proposed lessee wants,
fieient one : as for instance, where testimony _s money ; what the other party, the " di_-
to a matter of fact is to be given, viva yore, charger of duties and public trusts," wants,
in an open judieatory, and under the cheek is influence. If the valuation be deficient,
of cross-examination: not that even in that then, in proportion to the deficiency, both
ease it is to the ceremony that the'efficiency ?atties have what they want. Under a state
would be found ascribable, but to the eros_ of things so favourable to mutual aeeommo-
examination, and the publicity, with or with- dation, let any one, who feels bold enough,
out the eventual punishment. But in the undertake to set a limit to the loss liable to
ease here in question, not one of all those ele- be produced to the pnblie by the substitution
ments of eltleiency is to be found. The sort of this mode of sale, to the only one which
of perjury which the right honourable gentle- is capable of finding out the real value. In
man endeavours to make us take for a punish- a fane!t article, such as a villa, or a site for a
able offence, suppose it, for argument's sake, villa, cent, per cent. may be below the dif-
committed-- was ever one instance known of ference. Ten per cent.-- to put, for argu.
a man belngproseeuted for it gs for perjury? ment'ssake, a certain amounttbr an uncertain
Great would be my surprise to hear of any one _ will surely be regarded as a very small
such ease. Would so much as an indictment allowance.

In this ten per cent., then, may be seen the
• ,q_-e"Swear not st all_" &e. by the AutO,or, amount of the saving, or the acquisition, call

Vol. V. p. lgg, et seq. it which you please, which on the occasion i_
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question might have been made to the public. All this while, a circumstance which tma
and was not made. contributed in no small degree to that corn-

Thus much as to revenue. Then as to in- posure and tranquil confidence, of which my
fluence, " some judgment," as Mr. Rose ob- readers, if | happen to have any, may on this
serves, p. 37, "may be formed by observing, occasion have observed the symptoms, is_a
that of the persons holding crown leases when sm'mise in which I have all along been in-
the act was passed, upwards of ezght!! were dulging myself,- viz. that between the opi-
members of one or the other house of par- nions of the right honourable authorand those
liament ; and it is hardly necessary to add," of his obscure commentator there does not,
continue_ he, " that in the cases of other on this occasion, exist at bot¢om any very con-
lessees, the parties, who might have the means siderable difference.
of doing so, would naturally resort to solici- " More strict provision to g_lard against
rations of friends for obtaining the minister's any invasion of the law could hard_," _ays
favour." the right honourable author, "have been de-

,Now, in the picture thus drawn of the state vised." But it will be for the reader to judge,
of the case, as it stood at that time--drawn whether the law in question be quite so well
by so experienced and expert a hand--so far guarded against evasion, as, by this saving
as concerns vffYuence, I, for my own part, word hardly, the argument of the fight by-
till some distinct ground of difference is nourable gentleman is guarded ag_nst any
brought to view, cammt but see a picture such impertinent charge as thatofhaviagasid
equally correct of the state of the case as it the thing that is ant. Neither on this nor on
sta_ds at this moment ; at this moment, viz. any other occasion, could it easily have ca-
after and not with_-tanding-- not to say by caped a sagacity such as his, that a mode of
reason of-- tile reform thus lauded. So far sale, the sure effect of which is to perpetuate
indeed as concerns revenue, I cannot doubt a constantly inferior price, is not quite so fa.
but that a very considerable change--and, vourable either to increase of revenue or to
so far as it goes, a change for the better, has i diminution of influence, as a mode of sale, the
been made ; a change, for the amount of which sure effect of which is-- to obtain, on each
I take of course the account given of it by occasion, the very best price.
Mr. Rose. But, so far as concerns influence, Pecuniary competition--auction_having,
what I should not expect to fiud is, that any and in other instances to so great an extent
change, worth taking into account, had taken -- by this same hero, and with the speeial up-
place. "' E_ghty," according to the right ho- plause of this same panegyrist, been employed,
nourable gentleman, is the nmnber of members as and for the best-contrived mode or instru-
so circumstanced at that time ; eyghtq, -- or ment for obtaixfing, for such articles as go.
rather, from that increasing division, which vernment has to dispose of, the very best price
landed property, where it x_ill serve for build- -- having been applied, and with so much suc-
ing, or even for site, of villas, naturally admits cess, in the ease of government annuities
of, more than eighty-- is the number which I having been applied, and with so much sue-
should exp,.ct to find at prese_Jt ; not to speak cess, in the case of contracts for stores--(for
of expectants, for whom, where the purpose of when there is no fraud, it is in form only, and
the argument requires it, the right honourable not in effect, that, in this ease, there is any
arguer knows so well how to take credit. For difference between competition and auction in
convincing an bonour,,ble or right honourable the common aeeeptation of the word)--and,
gentleman of the superiority of one ministry moreover, m the ease of the very sort of at-
over another, ten per cent. upon any given title here in question--in the case of lands_
sum will not, it is true, serve so effectually sate of leasehold interests presenting them-
in the character of a persuasmn, as thirty per selves to view in every newspaper, and even
cent. : but wherever the ten per eent. suffices, letting by auction in the first instance having
the abeh,_hed twenty per cent. would have nothing new in it, it wonld be a most in-
been but surplusage, since thirty per cent. structive explanation, to us whose station is
could do no more. The case of the villa con- without door_, if in hi_ next edition the right
tiguous to Chelsea Hospital -- a ease which, honourable author would have the goodness
though it happened so long ago as the last ses- to inform us how it happened, that when, in
sion, is not yet, it is hoped, altogether out of the eourse of her voyage, economy had reached
recollection -- may serve, and as well as half the latitude of the crou'n lairds, she all of a
a hundred, for clearing and fixing our ideas on sudden stopped short, and, instead of the best
this subject. From that. ease may be formed instrument for fishing out the best price, took
some judgment, whether the impossibility of up with so weak and ill-contrived an one. Is
" abuse and undue favour" is quite so near to it that in the ca:-e of lands, auction is less well
complete, as it would be for the convenience adapted than in the ease of goods to an oh-
of the right honourable gentleman's acknow- tainment of the best price ?_tess well adapted
le,_ged purposes that we should believe it to to the obtaining that, best price for leasehold
be. interest in lards, to be paid for in money, than
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for money to be paid for in govds._ On the proposed, the eighty members, of whom we
contrary, in the case of goods, to be supplied have seen him speaking, would be disposed to
to government by contract, as in the case in think of it : and of the " attentive considera.
question, with the benefit of competition, the tivn," no inconsiderable portion (it is equally
right honourable gentleman, if not already natural to suppose) was bestowed upon the
informed, might with little difficulty be in- objections, which an innovation of this sort
formed of cases upon cases, in which the ri- could not but have g_ven birth to in so many
gour of the principle of competition receives honourable and right honourable minds.
a very convenient softening, from expedients With a set of hobgoblins, known among
which have no app|ication in the case of lands, schoolboys by the collective appellation of the

In default of such full and authentic lights, secret advisers of the crown--and of whom
as nothing short of the experience, joined to certain sceptics (such has been the growth o[
the condescension, of the right honourable infidelity [) have of late (it seems) been found
gentleman, would afford us, it may be matter .4finns or Socinians enough to question the
of amusement at any rate, if of nothing bet- existence. -- our author's hero, there cannot
ter,--to us whose station is on the outside of be any doubt, supposing them always to have
the curtain, _ to figure to ourselves, in the had existence, must have had to fight, on thin,
way of guess and pastime, what, on the pc- as on many other occasions, many a hard
easion in question, may have been passing battle. Of such warfare, the result, on the
bchind it. occasion here in question, seems to have been

Before so desirable a head of reform as that a sort of compromise. To restraint upon the
in question could be brought even into the dilapidation of the revenue, Fee, Faw, Fara
imperfect state dressed up as above by the could be, and accordingly were brought to
ingenuity of our right honourable author, submit ;--and thus it was that sate, grounded
"Ion 9 inquiries, and most attentive considera- on collusive valuation, was substituted to ab-
tion," we are informed by him, p. 35, took solute gift. To the diminution of influence,
place. Of these "loa 9 inquiries," no incon- Fee, Fag,, Faro could not, and would not be
aiderabte portion, ff one who knows nothing brought to submit : they would have gone off
may be allowed to guess, were naturally di- to Hanover or to Hampshire first :--and thus
reeted to so desirable an object as that of it was that sale, groanded on collusive valua-
knowing what, in case of a change of the sort tion, was preferred to sale for the best prica.

PAPER VII.

OBSERVATIONS ON MR. SECRETARY PEEL'S
HOUSE OF COMMONS SPEECH,

21 _ MARCH 1825,

INTRODUCING HIS

POLICE MAGISTRATES' SALARY RAISING BILL,

(Date of Order for Printing, 24th March 1825.)

ALSO ON THE

ANNOUNCED JUDGES' SALARY RAISING BILL, AND THE PENDING
COUNTY COURTS BILL

I. CLAUSES six: of minor importance, the [ ginal salary, .£400--_ee below. L_t year
four last: of major, the two first: whereof t but two (3 G. IV. e. 55,) so says clause 1st,
the second for estat)hshiug the measure : the i -- £200 added to it. Already comes the
first (the preamble) kw justification of it. I demand for as much more.

Measure, £200 a-year added to the salaries [ A reason is wantod_and such an one
afthe existing thirty police magistrates. Ori- [shall amount to a justification. Ready
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hand is a complete one, and not less concise remedy. The first dose was administered
than complete; one single word--expediency, two or three years ago : already it has been
" And whereas it is expedient to increase the found insufficient, else why apply for another ?
Laid salary." The House has standiag orders But that which a single dose cannot effect,

P_rliament has standing reasons : at any another dose may; said if this does not, others
rate it has this one, and this one is the stand- and others after them are at hand frora the
ingrepresentative of all others. Tothe wise, same shop.
and from the wise, this one word is sufficient. For the remedying of these evils, the reality

For this second £200 it is all->uflicient ; of them being supposed, begin as above and
whether it might have served equally for end as above : --the means provided by the
the first, time for search is wanting. But I wisdom of parliament.
would venture a small wager, that on that That wisdom having thus exhausted itself,
occasion it did so serve : it will serve equally -- for ulterior remedies, how little soever
well for any number of others. It is made of needed, comes, as will be seen, an additional
stretching leather. Ic u,orhs well, and wears supply, provided by administration: provided
well: it will be as good a thousand years bythegeniusofLordSidmouth, who invented
hence, as it is at present. That which is them ; by the magnanimity of Mr. Peel, whq;
expedient is expedient. What can be more disdained not to adopt them. They are_
expedient than expe&eaCv _'.... I could not future exclusion of all non-barristers : ditto
rei?ain looking. I should have won my we- of all barristers of less than three years' stand-
get. The erlJedieacg reason is not indeed ing. I speak here, and of necessity, of the
applied exclusively to the salary-r',dsing clause two secretaries, late and present. For it is
(No. 6,) but it shines in the preamble ; and by Mr. Peel and his successors in that office,
in that clause the lustre and virtue of it ex- if by anybody, that these remedies are to be
tends to all the others, applied. Parliament is to know nothing of

According to usage, the sum is left in blank them : paFliament is not to be trusted with
in the bill : aecordiug to usage, the blank is the application of them.
filled up by the eloquence of the minister. Viewing all this wisdom and virtue through

After having thus done the one thing need- the medimn of the _rreatest-happiness pria.
rid, and stamped the measure with intelligi- ciple (a principle which has been aneused of
bility, he might not perhaps have done amiss, giving to financial objects rather a yellow
hadheleftthejastifieationofittothewisdom tinge,) I have the misfbrtune of seeing the
of parliament, as above, whole speech in a considerably different point

That, injustice may be completely avoid- of view:_(l) The alleged evfls_the inap-
ed, misrepresentation as far as possible, the titude, and the non-attendance -- neither of
Times and the Mornin 9 Chronlcle--two of them proved byit. (2) Supptrsingthedi_order
the most accredited sources of information-- proved ; the supposed remedy, parliamentary
have upon this occasion been drawn upon, and ministerial, as above, inefficient to may
and the matter divided into numbered pars- good purpose ; efficient to a very bad purpose;
graphs ; and, for the grounds of the respective but both these evils, though not proved by
observations here hazarded, reference has, the right honourable secretary, I admit, and,
by means of the numbers, been made to those as it seems to me, probabitize, the existence,
several paragraphs. (3) at the same time, of both. (4) So doing,

Original salary, £400 a-year (see below.) 1 venture to propose a remedy, which, for
Last year's addition, .£200 a-year. Existing, reasons a_signed, seems to me a promising"
what ? £600. Magistrates, thirty. Aggre- one _ and the only one which the nature of
gate of the addition, £6000 a-year : aggregate ! the case admits of, without some change in
of the now proposed addition, another .£6000 ! the whole judiciary system, such as in part
a-year; together, £12,000. Nature of the has been, and with large amendments will
demand clear enough : not to speak of reason, again be, submitted to the public, hut which
which seems altogether out of the question : it would be altogether useless, as well as ira-
not so the alleged 9rounds of it. To tread practicable, to insert here.
them up has been tread-wheel work. Result, Alleged Evil 1. _Deficiency in appropriate
what follows, aptitude. Here I take upon me to say not

Evils proposed to be remedied, deficiencies : proved. Here I am all confidence. S_
I. Deficiency in appropriate intellectuM ap- in hand, I call on the right honmLrable se-
titude i 2. Deficiency in time employed in cretary. In No. 11 stands his evidence_
attendance. As to aptitude, during the ,¢.400 " Present police magistrates" (per _r_mes)
a-year (so says No. '2,) incompetence total : " of the highest personal respectability."
Thus far aptitude : the same certificate may, i Per Mornin 9 Ct*ronicle--" their knowtedglh
without much stretch of inferevee, be made i experience, and respectability,"_ (allthL-ty
to apply to quantity of attendance. These I of them) _" and their services had already
are the evils for which the second £200 a- i proved the importance of the duties they had

year, multiplied by 30, is to suffice as a ] to fulfil." Per Times, again -- " They per-
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formed their duties" (and that not only to exceution_. Time and labour are thus saved.
the satisfaction of the right honourable se- This universal character puts one in mind at
cretary, but) " to the great satisfaction of an ingenions document I have seen, sold un.
the country." der the title of the Universal Ahnanac. A

This being unquesfiolmble, what is become copy of it has been supposed to be bound up
of the evil, and what need can there be of a with every cabinet minister's copy of the red
remedy? book. Like a formula for con victinns, it might

What a scene is here! The right honour- be inserted i_to each p_rticular, or into one
able gentleman at daggers-drawn with him- general, act of parliament. Subscription to
self! How to account for it ? One way alone it, a_d oath of belief in it, in relation to all
Icanthhlkof, and it is this _-the force oflus official per.-ons whose salaries had risen or
eloquence overpowered his memory. While, should hereafter rise to a certain amount,
with so much pathos, he was lamenting, on might be added to the test and corporation
the part of a c_rtain set of persons, the de- acts : and, without need of troubling the le-
plorabte want of aptitude, -- he forgot that, gislature, Lord Chief:Justice Abbott, or Lord
before he sat down, he had to deliver, in be- Chief-Justice Anybody. x_ould hold himself
half of the selfsame persons, a certificate of I in readiness to ht'Je and imprison every man
accomplished aptitude. When at last the I who should dare to msinuate "that any such

time had come for the delivery of this certi- [ person that lives, or that ever has lived, orfieate, he had already forgot how large that ever shall live, is, has been, or ever can
portion of his speech had been employed in be, deficient in any one point belonging to it.
giving contradiction to it. To answer the Without violation of this standing charac.
purpose for which they are made, what must ter rule, he saw how impossible it was, tha_;
be the complexmn of the assertions of inap- any the slightest shade of inaptitude, actual
titude uttered with such entire confidence ? or po_ible, in any one of its modes, could be
They must be at once true and false: true, laid upon the character of any one of the ex-
for the purIiose of proving the necessity of isting incumbents. " With the character of
the additional bonus ; false, for the purpose all of them, all who heard him" (see No. I l)
of entitling these thus meritorious and ac- " were acquainted." Remain, according to
tually existing persons (for this slides in sub parliamentary usage, the only persons with
silentio) to receive, before any of their t'ature whom an)" such liberty could be taken--their
contingent colleagues have been in existence future-cootie=gent, and thence as yet unknown
to receive it, a full share of the benefit of it. successors.
Admit him to be in possession of the power Here, however, comes something of a diffi-
of giving truth to a self-contradictory propo- culty. Evil as above--disorder as abovc
sition, the right honourable secretary proves inaptitude in some shape at other: remedy
this his probandum, and thus far justifies his as above, of the preventive stamp, the £200
measure: refuse him this accommodation, he a-year. Good : supposi_tg disorder or danger
stands setf-eonfitted, and his argument is of it. Btlt where is the room ibr it, where
somewhat, worse than none. there is neither the one nor the other ? Sole

Were ministerial responsibility anything reason, the word invidious. Invidious it
better than a word, the task the right ha- would be, and that being the case, " poor
nourahle gentleman had charged himself with economy "--" so poor," says No. 8, " that
was (it must be confessed) rather a delicate there could not be a worse"--to refitse to
one. English punch, according to the French- those gentlemen whom everybody knows,
man in the jest book, is a liquor of contra- that which will be given to those of whom,
diction : a compound of a similar complexion without disparagement it must be said, that
was that which, on occasions such as the they are gentlemen whom as yet nobody
present, asituation such as the right honour- knows.
able secretary occupies, gives him in charge So much as to aptitude : and the alleged,
to mix up, for the entertainment of Honour- and by the same person at the same time de-
able House. Except in the case of an under- nied deficiency in it. Remains, as another
ling whose character is too offensively rotten and the only remaining subject-matter of de-
not to make it matter of necessity to suffer fieiency, the article of time--time employed
him to be thrown overboard, tbr all official in official attendance. "/'his, too, is another
men in general_high and low _ there is but delicate topic. Standing so near to aptitude.
one character : a general character for excel- and, in particular, to the moral branch of it,
lenee, tinged here and there with a little dif- nothing determinate in relation to it couhl
ference of colour, corresponding to the nature be hazarded : allusion, insinuation, yes : but
of the department. The idea looks as if it nothing that applied to anybody. " Great
were taken from the old chronicles : where, increase of population," -- (No. 1, Morning
with decent intervals, one portrait serves/br Chronicle.) " The duties of the office would
half-a-dozen worthies : one town for the same require constant attendance"-- (No. 5,/_J't,r-
number of towns, and so as to battles and n_ng (hromcle ;) _ '" almost constant attend.
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ance"--(No. 4, Ttraes.) Hereupon comes the Comparatively speaking (for I mean nothing
same troublesome question as before. This more) -- service for five years, (the ustml
constancy of attendance, is it not then paid time,) as clerk to an attor_Jey, wotddit not be
by"the present gentlemen ? Answer, as be- a security, though not s-odignified, somewhat
fore, yes and no : and, to secure it at the more efficient ? The clerk could not be alto-
hands of their future colleagues and succes- gather ignorant of law, without his master's
sors, comes the necessity of the same sweet se- suffering for it. The master, therefore, has
curity-- the £:_00 a-year : this £200 a-year some interest in causing him to learn it ; the
to be given, and without condition, not only clerkinlcarningit. Butmoreofthisfurthcron.
to those unknown persons, but moreover, and The security is of Lord Sidmouth's inven-
in the first place, on pain of hearing the word lion : so his right honourable successor assures
" invidiou%" and bearing the s_igma of " po- us : and much inferior authority might have
verty," given also to the existing gentlemen, sufficed to command belief. It is just the sort
in whose instance there is so much, and so of security, that the genius of his noble and
little, need of it. learned oracle, or of Mr. Justice ]Bailey, or

So much for the rigi:t honourableseere_ary's of Mr. Justice Park, might have devised : of
twoevils, a_d his proof of their existenve. ]Now all these luminaries, the collective wisdom
for his two ministerial remedies in aid of the was perhaps expended upon it. For all these
£200 a-year parliamentary one. -- I. Exelu- luminaries, the name of barrister, with three
sion of all but barristers ; 2. Exclusion of all years' wear of it, was security sufficient : and,
barristers but three-year old ones. Problem, if he is sincere, Lord Sidmonth's successor
which his rhetoric or his logic, or what is looks no deeper than to names.
sometimes more powerful than both, his st- So much better in their eyes is a nominal
lence, has undertaken for the solution of-- security than a real one, that when a real olin
how to prove, thaL by these two exclusions, offers, it is deliberately put aside -- (No. 6.)
added to the £200 a-year.- appropriate ap- The design of the right honourable secre-
tltude, moral, intellectual, and active, ode- tory found the class of cofintry gentlemen
quate tothe situation, together with adequate standing in its way : a class, before which
plenitude of attendance, will be produced, miuisters, not to say "kings themselves, bow,

By this policy, tie secures, to this class of was not to be lightly dealt with. Something
liis prote_l('s, the aptitude, proved by the right in the way of' compliment to them was in-
to the name of barrl.ster. _ow, then, what dispensable ; the compliment, however, was
are the qualifieatlolls, the sole qualifications, unavoidably of a somewhat ambiguous clio-
of the possession of which any proof whatever racier, as, not being eminent lawyers, they
is given by the right to bear this name ?-- could not serve the purpose. Inaptitude on
Answer-- Being of full age ; payment of a their parts_relative inaptitude at least _ it
certain sum in fees and taxes ; and, on a cer- was necessary should somehow or other be
lain number of days sprittkled over a surface insinuated.
of five years, eating and drinking in a certain As to this matter, if absolute inaptitude
place, or therein makhJg believe to eat and would content, the right honourable getrtle-
drink. Sum: between one and tWO hundred man, my feeble suffrage would see no very"
pounds; place, the hall of an inn of court ; cogent reason against joining itself to his :
number of dab's, twenty in every year : total but, as to comparative inaptitude, in the ease
number of da 3s, a hundred. As to the ma]izng In question _ comparative in relation to his
beheve, this option must not be omitted: nor three :,'ears' old, mid theretofore, perhaps,
yetthe hour--four,or half-pastfour; for eatingand drinkingbarristers,so farIcan-
neitherthehournorthefareaccordwellwith notgo withhim. For,notonlycountryten-
the tasteoftheclassofpersonsforwhom, it demen at large,but cmmtry magistrates
will be seen, the £800 is destined, nay, and such country magistrates as have

As if this security were not strong enough, been in use to perform _ and that for wirer-
now mounts another upon the shoulders of soever length of time--the duties of this
it. After five years employed in the above very oiliee-- such are those he puts from him.
exercises, then comes a repose of three years This being decided, for extinguishing all pre-
more; for not less indeed than these three tensions to appropriate aptitude on their paxt,
years more, must this class of tbe right ho- the purpose of his argument required a dys-
nourable secretary's proteg*'s have borne the logistic epithet. Routine is accordingly the
name of barrister : but, as to the exercises of epithet, by which the whole of the business
eating and drinking, if it be agreeable to the they have been accustomed to is charaete-
gentleman to perform them, tie is no longer rized. Yet, make the least of it, it at any
burthened with any limitation in regard to rate composes the greatest part of the Iraqi-
place. The right honourable minister, in the hess of the very office from which he is
pathetic part of his speech (No. 4,) asks a excluding them : one more look, and you
question : May logic, in *lie person of an ob- will see that the business they have been
scare individual, bepermitted todo the llke _ accustomed to has, in the instance of many
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of them, and may, if he will vmmhsafe to 1trope -- the word refuse _ which seems to
adopt them, be, in the instance of all these t bid defiance to all endeavours to descry any°
children of his adoption, made to comprise [ thing in it beyond the intensity of the desire
the whole of it. Such being the candidates [ to give birth to the indispensable effect.
whom he puts aside as unfit for the business, [ Barristers -- all barristers in the lump
what are the objects of his embrace ? Three- are, by this figure of speech, divided into two
years old barristers, altogether unused to bust- classes: those who will serve for £600 a-year,
ness of any kind ; unless eating and drinking, and those who will not serve for the £600,
or making believe to eat and drink, is bust- but will for the _£8()0. As to the meaning,
hess. To a person who has never dined, or it is indeed intelligible enough : not so, by
made believe to dine, at an inn of court hall, any means, the grmmds of it. That it were
all this may seem exaggeration, to say no so is, however, rather to be wished : for those
worse. I speak not only from observation, [-- all those, who would be content that the
but from experience. Such is my good for- £600 a-year, public money, which the right
tune, never as yet have I been convicted of Ihonourable secretary is thus buying creatures
perjury : nobody has ever given me anything [with, should be saved--all those, barristers as
for saving this : my evidence is therefore [they are, are branded with the common name
good evidence ; and it applies not loss to the of refuse. Such is the contempt-- the undis-
making believe to eat and drink, than to the guised, the thus loudly proclaimed contempt,
actual exhibition of those so perfectly con- in which sincerity--I mean always compara-
cinsive, and exclusively receivable, tests of tire sincerity--is held by this one of our head
aptitude for the office of magistrate. Thus guardians of public morals. Insincerity is
the matter stood sixty years ago, and thus, I among the qualitios professed to be possessed
am assured, byequally competent witnosses, by barristers : the only one which is sure to be
it stands still. Let it not be said, the place possessed by any of them. Now then, true
being a law place, the conversation turns of it is, that no reason can be alleged for sup-
course upon law. Thcre being no conversa- posing, that, so t_aras disposition goes, those
tion upon anything, there is no conversation who get least business are behind-band in
upon law; for, unless you happen to be al- this endowment, with those who get moat:
_eady acquainted with him, you have no more but disposition is one thing-- practice is an-
conversation with your messmate, than if he other: and the less a man has manifeste_l of it,
were at the antipodes, the more deep-drawn is the contempt which

Tocomplete his demonstration of the supe. he receives on his head at the hands of the
riority of his three-years old barristers with- right honourable secretary, from the bucket
out any experience, to a quondam country lettered with the word refuse.
gentleman with thirty years of appropriate Meantime, here stands a strange mystery.
experience, the right honourable secretary Refuse--were there ever such a plenty of
brings exemplification from the building act, it, woold the hand of Mr. Peel pick it off the
and tells Honourable House of a case under dunghill, and place it on high -- this reii_se ?
it which (says No. 7) had occupied "a couple Forbid it, consistency, at least. For who is
of days, during which surveyors had been ex- it that prophesies it of him ? Is it not Mr.
amined on both sides." :Now, in acase of this Peel himself? But shall he be suffered thus
sort, what is there that should render even to deal by himself? Shall Amyntas murder
an experienced magistrate less competent than Amyntas ?
an equally experienced barrister ? What has One possible solution remains, and but one.
it to do either with equity or with common On the part of a barrister, willingness to serve
law ? Country magistrates, who, not a few in the office of police magistrate for so little
of them, are themselves builders _ who, all as the £600 a-year, is not merely evidence of
of them, are accustomed to order buildings to his inaptitude for that office, but conclusive
be built--built with perhaps a little of their evidence. This meaning, however strange,
own money, and sometimes with ratber too being intelligible enough--we have thus tar
much of other people's_what should hinder something tangible to examine. For, suppo.
them from being at least as well conversant sing none but refuse wilhng to serve, refuse
with the subject as the most learned inha- he must take up with, or have none : and
bitanto[ Lincoln's Inn Old-buildings ? Here, thus, it being Hobson's choice, there is no
for law is an act of parliament, nothing more: inconsistency either in his making it, or in his
for fact, evidence about something that should avowing the making it, ]Butsuppose enough
or should not have been done under that same willing who are not refuse, what matter is it
act. The days thus employed, what would how many there are who are refuse ? Will
they have been to the purpose, if, instead of he, then, having good and bad before him,
two, there had been twenty of them ? both in plenty, take in hand the bad, putting

At the winding up of his speech (No. 10,) aside the good?
to place above all contradiction the indls- Thestockofdifficultiosisnotyetexhau_ted.
peusableness of the £200 a-_year, comes a Comes now a point for him to settle wi(h cer.
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lain gentlemen. Of the thirty gentlemen at of the judge. Rhetoric is the leading talent
present serving in this sittmtion, .four I see, of the barrister; logic, of the judge: and,
who, by his own account (No. l I,) are serv- between the two, tile strife is not. much less
ing, and for these three years, or thereabouts, fierce than, according to the poet, between
have been serving, at the low price. None liberty and love.
of them, I hope, were born in Ireland, or in Be this as it may, almost es,erybodyknows
the United States : ifyes, there may be dan- -- and a man must be a seeretary of state, or
ger in the ease. "Sir," they may say to him, at least a cabinet minister, not to know
one after another, " do you mean to call me that in this profession, above all others, _uc-
refu_e ?'" One consolation is, that refuse, as eess depends upon accident, at least as much
according to him they are (as per No. l,) as upon aptitude : -- that it has for its proxi.
they are not the less included in his certificate mate _use a certain opinion in the heads of
(No. 6) of universal aptitude. This, with attorneys: and that, if external eireumstan-
the assurance of the additional £200, may, it ces, altogether independent of inward endow-
is hoped, soften them. Was it tbr this, that meats, do not concur in the generation of this
the £200 was extended to those in whose opinion, s man may unite the rhetoric of
instance experience, if he is to he believed. Murray with the logic of a Dunning, and, 8t
has demonstrated that for any other purpose the end of a tong life, die, like Sergeant Kern-
it was not needed ? ble the reporter, without ever having clasped

One lumping assumption there is, upon to his punting breast the blessing of a brief.
which the whole strength of his argument Nor yet are we out of our wood ; for still
rests. Faintness of prospect, such as to in- remains one topic, to thicken the perplexity.
duce s man in the profession to take up with It is that of the length qfstandi_uj _ the yet
£600 a-year certain, charged with moderate remaining one of the three branches of the
labour, is conelusive evidence of his not being fight honourable secretary's security for apti-
fit, either for the profession of barrister, or rude. To render a barrister an object of his
for the office of police magistrate. How brisk choice, three years (says No. 3) must be his
are the right honourable secretary's eonclu- length of standing. Now then, ofthenumber
sions! Involved in the assumption is this- three thus applied, what w_s the design ?--to
that all who have not actually a certain quan- extend the number of admissible candidates,
tity of the business in question, or at least a or to narrow it ? The too young or the too
strong assuranee of it, are unfit for it. Now old-- for the exel_asion of which of these tin.
then, how stands the matter in point of fact ? apt classes was it intended ? The too young,
In a prodigious degree more than any other, says the wording, abstractedly oonsidered:
this profession is al_ys overstocked. In this the too old, says the word rerun, and the
same profession, the quantity of business that sort of argument conveyed by it. For, these
shall be deemed sufficient to produce a refusal are they, who, by their willingness to accept
of the ofllco, with the £600 a-year--let the of so low a price as the .£600, have given
fixation of it be left even to l_im -- for one the requisite proof of inaptitude-- of their
who is in possession of it, there may be two, despair of barrister business -- and conse-
or more likely a much greater multiple of one, quently of their inaplitude for the office of
that are not in possession of it. Here then, police magistrate. Thus incompetent, says
according to his own reckoning, for one who the argument, are the old barristers run to
is not refuse, there will be the two, the three, seed. -- Turn now to the three.year-olds. In
the half-dozen (where shall we end ?) who the breasts of all this blooming youth, no
are refuse : and yet, as above, of thi._ refuse, such sclf-eoudemning and inaptitude-proving
for aught he can know, numbers there are despair, can have had time to form itself. At
in any trroportion, whose aptitude is at the this short standing,--unless here and there
highest pitch, and who yet, if they have either a special pleader, who has shown himself by
common prudence, or disposition to follow so practice under the bar, be an exception,
many examples as are before them, will not no practice, no expectation -- eonsequentl),
disdain to pick up the supposed disgraceful no di_ppointment. Expectation ! How should
pittance. Let me not be accused of taking there have been any ? After these three years,
an undue advantage of an unguarded word. how long (shall we say) continues the time
Substitute the tamest word the language for junior openings, which require nothingbut
furnishes, the arguments remain the same. a few words got by heart, and half-guinea too.

Meantime, who does not knowthat there tions ofeonr._e, which require not even that?
sre certain points of aptitude, in respect of _ sources not furnishing, upon an average,
which a man may be very indifferently quali- the tenth part of the supposed disdained ._600.
fled for making his way at the hat; and yet, Now then comes the comparison. To these
perhaps, be but so much the better qualified men, in whose instance, by the admission, or
for the exercise of the functions of the office rather by the assertion, of the right honour-
in question, being, as they are--with Mr. Jus- able secretary, the probability is _ that the_
t_ee Bailey's leave belt spoken---the functions have had no appropriate experience worth
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mentioning. -- to theqe men is to belong the t on them proves as much. From such a quar.
exclusive chance of being chosen for the of- t ter, a more drastic condemnation, unless it
rice, while those, who may have appropriate I were by the word refuse, can scarcely be iron-
experience, in any quantity not incompatible '_gined. But they had not risen (poor gentle-
with the choice of£800 a-year forlife, charged !men _) to the rank of those, the feelings of
withthe already very moderate, and naturally whose surviving relatives can make claim to
still decreasin,- labour, which will be seen pre- the protection of Lord Chief-Justice Abbott :
sently, -- are for that reason to be regarded and, if they had, it is not against a secretary
as being proved in hopeless degree unapt, and of state, nor even against a member of Ho-
on that ground are to be excluded from all nourable House--speaking in his place--that
chance, it could be afforded. Instead of the sweet

• ' But you have forgot." says somebody, satisfaction of seeing fine and imprisonment
" the wonder-working £200 a-year." Not inflicted on the gainsaver.--they must tbere-
I indeed. But forasmuch as, in the case of fore, under their affliction, pat up with such
the three-year-old_, it is to create aptitude poor support, as an obscure and unpaid ex-
out of nothing, -- I see not why it should find barrister of the refilse class has it in his power
less difficulty in crpatingit, in the instance to give.
of the twen +v or twe,lty-three-year-olds, to With an exception (of which presently,) o_"
whose stock of the requisite materials no li- no one of the devoted nine do I remember
mitation can be assigned, short of thai which anything. Thesortofcharacter evidence which
is applied by an assurance of more than the I have to adduce tbr them, is therefore none
._600 a-year by professional practice, of it of that sort which is called direct : none

To prepare Honourable House for the of it more than c_reurnstant_al. Nor is it the
reception of the above logic and the above worse for being so ; for, as applied to charac-
rhetoric, right honourable secretary sets out, ter, the value of direct evidence, unless it be
I see, with history. Original salaries, £400 ; from some such person as a secretary of state,
result per Times (No. 2,) '" incompetence:" may be judged from what is above, although
per2_lorningChrr_nicle , "totatincompetence.:' it is from a secretary of state.
Cause and proof of the incompetence, mum- To return to the history. -- In regard fo
test: out of twelve (the original number) appropriate aptitude--(competeace I cammt
barristers, no more than three. Being bar- keep to, since it includes, not to say exclu-
risters, these three should naturally lmve pro- sively denotes, acceptance a_ the hands of
dueed a five.and-twenty per cent. discount those to whom inaptitude is a recommends-
from the totality of the incompetence; but tion)--in regard to appropriate aptitude, the
perhaps they were of the refuse sort: and question is between the nine defunct and re-
grant him but this, the exception, being thus probated original magistrates, and the right
only apparent, gives strength, rather than honourable secretary's magistrates in petto or
weakness to his sweeping rule. Here, too, in embryo -- his three-year-old barristers. Of
sincerity compels me to be totally recalcitrant : these, as yet unborn babes of grace--offspring
major, minor, conclusion-- to nothing can I of the imagination of the right honourable se-
accede. Incompetence, neither proved nor eretary--the title to the quality of aptitude
probabillzed : po_ver of the first £200 a-year has Been already disposed of: circumstantial
to increase competence (supposingadeficiency evidence and proof presumptive of inaptitude,
of it,) denied by me: supposing it admitted, --want of experience in business, or, more
need of the proposed second £200 a-year for shortly--their not being men qfbusi_ess. Now
producing competence, denied again : the then for my nine clients. The right honour-
actual production of it having been so trium- able secretary's list of them (No. 2) has been
phantly proved by me, as above : proved by seen : major, one ; clergymen, three ; --(oh
the most irrefragable of all testimony--his fiet whatl after the major?)--starch-dealers,
own evidence, two ; Glasgow trader, one. Now, with the

Proof of the incompetence of the original exception of the three clergymen (whom I
nine, -- non.barristership. With so concise, shall leave to those so much more efficient
and at the sametime so satisfactory a proof, advocates, of whom no gentleman of their
especially to the barrister part of the andio cloth can never be in want)--magistrates for
ence, -- at this stage of his history in union whom I cannot find any tolerably presump-
with his logic, the right honourable secretary tlve evidence of their having been men of
might perhaps have done as well, had he not business in any way -- of all the others I
only begun, but ended : not much strength, am bold to affirm that they had been men of
it is believed, will either of these his supports business.
receive from the particulars. The year ofthe I will go further, and add, --nor is there
establishment being 1792,-- the nine are all any one {,f those occupations, experience in
of them, by this time, gathered to their fathers; the business of which does not afford stronger
indeed, the right honourable gentleman's ur- pr_ ,'mption of aptitude-- even in relation
banity considered, the sentence thus passed to ,e Business of the office in question, than
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tan be afforded by an utter want of all expe- [ any which the right honoura_le secretary has
rlencc in any kind of business. The major, [ adduced ill favour of his future proteyl, s, or
being a major, must have passed through the I even iu favour of their existing predec'essors
several grades--ensign (or the equivalent) [ and intended colleagues, I must give tip my
lieutena_t, captain: and, in all of them, if/cause.
commanding men by scores and hundi'eds is / l_]vidence of this sort in abundance mu_
business-- he must l_ave been a man of busl- | be omitted. One tot is too pointed to be thus
ness. The starch-dealers, thev too must have I dealt with. To tl_is Glasgow trader, what-
been men of business ; for bu_:ing"aml selling r ever may be the value of it, was the public
starch is doing business : and i'n that business, indebted for the first addition made to the
with whatever deg; ee of success, they could ] number of those offices, and the right honour-
not but have beea exerting themselves, for- I able secretary for a proportionable part of the
asmueh as their subsistence depended upon t patronage, to the value of which he is thus
i_. All this, too, in addition to their having [ labouring to give increase. It was the addi-
been bon:*fide eatinq as well as drinking; to ] tion made by the Thames police act, 89 and
wit, from the hour)bey gave up the nipple, [ 40 Geo. III. anno 1800, eh. 87. Of this bu-
down to the time of their appointment ; which siness, it fell in my way not to be altogether
is rather more than can be alleged in favour ignorant. A hill was ueeessary. Colquhotm
of the aptitude of the right honourable score- had found the facts. I ventured to supply
tary's proteges , unless it be the difference be- the taw. I drew the bill, leaving out as much
tween the performing of those exercises at a of the customary surplus,age as I durst. In
man's own home, and the performing them in the procedure clauses, for giving execution
the hall of an ira* of court : which difference and effect to the law, I ventured as far as I
1 cannot bring myse.lf to regard as tonsil- durst, m_dthrther than any one had ventured
tuting, to the purpose in question, a very ma- before. Incompetent as the performance could
terial one. not but be, coming out of such braids, change

I come lastly tothe Glasgow trader. Being of hands rendered its competence unques-
a trader, he too must have been a man ot tionable. At my humble request, a learned
business. As such 1 might leave him ; but, gentleman of the first distinction (I know my
it having fallen in my wa._ to know in what distance better than to mention him) received
ways, and in how conspicuous a de_:ree, with it into his. and, without the change of a word,
reference to the business of thi_ very office, it becmme law. The plan had been formed by
tie proved 16mself a man of business, I shall Colquhoun, in conjonetion with I forget what
venture a iew particulars. This man was body of mercantile men, who wanted a sort
Patrick Colqnhoun : mid, unless destroyed by of board of which he was to be at the head.
the eomparatxve smallness of his remunera- The board they did not get; but a present
tion, his relative aptitude has stronger, as of £500 testified their sense of his compe-
well as more incontrovertible proofs than can, tenee with relation to police business. Such
I trust, be produced, not only by the right was the namete,s Glasgow trader : his name
honourable secrerar 3"_ unknown prot_,_¢:sin would not have been quite so suitable to the
embryo, whom even I look down upon as so x'i_ht honourable secretary's purpose, as it is
many chits,--but even by the whole of the to mine.
actually existiI_g barrister- magistrates, pro- As to the three clerk, men, leaving the que_
duced by the additional £200 a-year, to whom tion as to their incompetence to be settled
I make my bow, whoever they may be. -- by the honourable secretary with the arch.
Treatise (1 mean) on the Police of the Me- b]shops of Canterbury, defunct and living,
tropohs, Treatise on indigence, Treatise on the lord chancellors, and the several lord
the Office of Constable -- and, for aught I lieutenants, I proceed to the remaining one
know, others (for I have not time to hunt of the two evils, for which the second £200
for them) bearing most directly upon the a-year, as provided by him, is to operate as a
business of this very office. As to the first- remedy. This is--the deficiency in the at.
mentioned -- of the number of its editions I tide of time : the deficiency, if any, present
am afraid to speak, not having the last be- or future, in regard to the quantity of time
fore me : the fifth, which I have in hand, is employed, or eventually about robe employed,
as early as 1797, and there must have been by the magistrates in question, in the fulfil-
several others after it. Into the merits of meat of their duties.

them I cannot, afford to enter, this paper not On this evil the right honourable secretary
being either a Quarterly, an Edinburyh, or a touches, it should seem, with rather atender
Westminster .Review : nor, if I could, could I hand : allusion and insinuation, rather than
venture to put my judgment in competition assertion, are the forms of speech I see era.
with the si,gle word incompetence, from the ployed. (Per No. 1)-- tnthe business "'groat
lips of the right honourable secretary. I must increase :" cause, ditto, partly in acts of per
leave them, therefore, to that evidence : and, liament, partly in population. Triumphan_
if that evidence be not more probative, than tenders of papers in proof of all these faet_
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_to which might have been added, the ex. I any and what portion and degree of t_tlb
istence of the sun at noon-day, and how far the actual agrees wi_h their "r_-

Of the existence of the thus delicately- quired constancy of attendance."
assumed evil, --at the hands of the right " We believe," says the Globe and Travel,
honourable secretary I look in vain for other let, as quoted in the Examiner of March 27,
proof. From that most authentic source, 18"25--" we believe a magistrate attends at
somewhat less explicit is the evidence I see each of the offices from twelve to three, and
to the contrary. It is that which has been looks in again in the evening. There are
already seen : it is made of stretching leather: three magistrates in an office, so that this
it is wide enough to be applied to whatever duty is imposed upon each of them twice
can be desired. By the thirty gentlemen-- aoweek. We know that there is some business
(who, it has been seen. are at once so corn- for which the presence of two magistrates is
petent, and, for want of the £200 a-year, so necessary ; but it is to be recollected, that
incompetent)-- these duties, as per No. 1], at almost all the offices, volunteer magistrates
are performed to the great satisfaction of the are frequently in attendance. We are Con.
country ; and this, notwithstanding that, as vineed that a very large statement of the
per No. 4, to prove the necessity of the bar- time each magistrate m,eds be in attend°
rister part, almost constant attendance, he antes is--every other day, three hours in the
says, is required. Required ? Good. But by morning, and twice a-week, two hours in the
whom was it, or anything like it, ever re- evening."
quired ?-- a question somewhat more easy to In regard to this evil, if anything that
put than to answer. By any such attendance comes from so incompetent a quarter could be
or anything like an approach to it, the place heard, I could, I think, do something towards
would be spoilt, and no gentleman would ac- tranquillizing the right honourable secretary.
cept it : acceptance would of itself be proof Aptitude is not quite so easily secured as
of incompetence, asserted. But attendance -- the maximum of

Now then, forasmuch as, in this office, possibleattendance--every master-man, how
according to the right honourable secretary's humble soever in condition- every master-
opinion, an "almost constant attendance" is man that really desires it, has it. To the
required, and accordingly forms part and par- extent of his desires, the right honourable
eel of its duties;--and forasmuch as, without secretary has it in his own individual office.
exception, these same duties are, according to With the assistance of Honourable and Right
this his evidence, actually performed-- per- Honourable House, to the same extent he
formed not merely to h/s satisfaction, but to may have it in the instance of every other
the satisfaction of the country : -- tbrasmuch public office without exception. If, then, in
as, I say, evidence of the existence of this any instance, and in any degree, he fails to
one of his two evils, is, notwithstanding the have it, it is because he does not desire, not
prodigious pile of papers, with the mention of because he is not able, to obtain it.
which he at once alarmed and satisfied the You may maximize attendance, and you
House, still to seek ;--for this deficiency, may minimize it. The maximization problem
though it is not in my power to provide a has been solved, and with illustrious success,
supply, it is not, I flatter myself, altogether in the ease of the chihlren of the indigent,
out of my power humbly to point out a when worked upon a steam scale. As some
course by which he may obtain it. True or are killed off, others sneceed : and capital--
false, newspaper statement is unofficial state- the one and the only thing needful_ aceu-
ment: unofficial statement is not admitted in mulates. Examined in his place, or else-
evidence, even when no man in Honourable where, one honourable member of Honourable
House doubts, or will venture to express a House could give, on this point, ff I have not
doubt, of the correctness of it. Honourable been misinformed, instructive information.
House knows better than to admit, through His name, if I mistake not, begins with a P.
such a channel, anything, however well at- Those whose will it is to minimize atten-
tested, in the character of evidence. Yet are dance might, if in the above newspaper re-
such statements,--unofficial and incompe- port there be any approach to truth, receive
tent as they are, -- made use of, every day, in instruction, if it be worth while, by applying
the character of indicative evidence, for the to another P., no less a P.than Mr. Secretary
elicitation of acknowledged evidence. This Peel. But it is not worth while : those who
premised, I shall venture to copy froma news- understand nothing else, understand this.
paper a portion of a paragraph : humbly o1>- Everybody, man and boy, knows how to be
serving, that in every one of the offices in idle--every man knows what it is to stand
question there exist various persons, from any I looking on, and helping,.while others are idle.
of whom, if it be agreeable to know it, Ho- { Every man knows what it is to pay. as well
nanrable House, and in it right honourable I as to be paid, for doing work, and all the
t_eretary, may learn at any time, whether, t while seeing and leaving it undone. Other

this _arae newspaper statement, there be I arts travel at their different paces. Under
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Matchless Constitution, the art of sinecurism [ Iu the heaven of orate, there are many ma_.
is at its acm_. t stuns. Of' a Police Magistrate, the station

Inmy smallway,I havea manufactoryof Icannotbe altogetherupona levelwiththa_
my own,illwhich,withthesamesortof'in-!ofan AdmiraltyLord: but the_200 a-year
strument(imagination)withwhichtherightIwlU raisethelowerofficetoa levelnextbe-
honourablesecretaryhas manufacturedaptl-[low thatof thehigherone. To a reverend
tudein the instanceof his three-year-oldyouth--even to one bornhonourable--s
barrister-magistrates,and formy own amuse- spiritualbeneficeyielding£800 a-yearisnot
ment (gsalmlf-retirvdchimneysweeperswept altogetheran objectof disdain:-- eased,as
chimneys)I make judges. My judgesare above,of labour,thoughnot soperfectlyas
judgesof allwork,toldof allhours.They intheothercase.why shouldeventhistern.
donot,itistrue,sit,eachofthem,everyday poralone? Withoutsome improvement,at.
ineveryyear,and on everyda,v,everyhour tendanceisa burthenthelayincumbentean
ofthefbur-aod-twenty;but,i_Jeachjudi_a-not be altogethereasedof:'thou_hthe may
tory,they,followingone another,do allthis.be e_sedof withoutdifficulty.When two
|V/wn sleeps i#justire, so ms?/justice too, said magistrates are necessary, there must be a

a voice to me in one of my dreams. My muse non-honourable to yield thought, but the
is but a hobbling one : _she has not been to honourable _dll serve as well as the non,
school to the latlreate's : the too is somewhat hmmurable to yield auspices: when one ms-
of a botch : but I remember her so mueh the gistrate suffices, the dignity of the honourable
better. In one thing I endeavour to copy man will need nodisturbanee. But, the only
the right honourable secretary's noble and case, in which burthens so degrading to ho-
learned friend -- it is the quality so judicious- nourable their will r_quire to be imposed, is
ly selected for his eutogmm--consistency, an extreme ease. Natur_dly speaking, there
The ends to which my judicial establishment, will in general be unpaid magistrates enough,
and my procedure code, in conformity to the to whom, for the time and trouble of attend-
constitutional code to which they belong, are anee, the power and the amusement will at-
from beginning to end directed, are the ends ford sufficient compensation. One of these
of justice : under MatclAe_s Constitution, the suppl_;an._,the non-honourable, takes care to
e_.ds to which the judicial establishment is, provide, each time, for his honourable friend
and the procedure code, if there were any, and colleague. Thus is the labour of th#
would be, directed,--are the ends of judi- honourable minimized : a_d, sadly have his
eature. What these are, it is not for me to non - honourable colleagues been deficient
presmne to inform the honourable secretary: in what everybody owes to his rank, if the
over and over again he must have heard them, quantity of time actually employed in official
amidst peals of laughter, or floods of tears, duties is anything more than an impalpable
flora his learned and matchlessly-consistent one.
friend, before or after the second bottle. Here, then, in short, comes the effect and

Such being the bill--such the ostensible use of this second £200. The first did not
and declared objects of it -- such the evils bring the place within the sphere of the highly-
asserted or insinuated-- such the remedies connected class: the hopeis--that the second
provided -- such the arguments employed in will : it will, at any rate, form a basis for a
proof of the evils, and in recommendation third.
of the remedies -- what, after all, is the real " What makesall doctrinesplafn_ndelesx?
object? The topic must not be omitted: " About two hundred pounds a-year."

though to few of the readers, ff any, whose So stood the matter in Sir Hudibras's time.
patience has brought them thus far, can any- But now the £200 must have an ever in-
thing on this bead be regarded as much more eree_sing number of others to mount upon.
needed, than were the_honourable secretary's Seldom, if ever, do I endeavour to over-
proofs, of increase of population and acts of throw, without endeavouring at the same
parliament, time to build up. For maximizing the chance

Loss, by waste of public money, is in every in favour of everything needfiJ], I have a re-
instance an evil : in the present instance, loss clpe of my own, and that exemplified upon
in the article of aptitude is, in my view of the largest stole ; the principle of it will be
the matter, a still greater evil. To the aug- found in another part of this volume, or in
mentation of aptitude, perfectly inoperative one that will soon follow i_. Alas! what
will be the £200 a-year : not _o to the dimi- hopes can there be for mine ? It is the very
nution of it. .£1000 a-year ,_ a salary for a reverse of the right honourable secretary's.
nobly related puisne, st one of the highest It may serve him at any rate to laugh at. His
boards. I am fearful of mistakes, and have plan excludes experienced magistrates, ad-
no time for researches. When red books had mitting nobody but nominal barristers. Now
the salaries to them, £1000, if recollection then comesthe laugh :_the most efficient and
does not mislead me, was the number at- approved of House of Commons arguments.
/_chedtotheoffiee of Puisne Admiralty Lord. Mine admits nobody but experienced magi_

VoL _: Y
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trates; excluding barristers, nominal and real dictionary. Those he might get by heart,
all together, som_er than an intelligible answer from his

My plan serves at once for aptitude and oracle; a negative the oracle would not yen-
attendance. As to aptitude, -- for that I re- ture to give. and an affirmative he would not
quire, as a qualifiCation, previous admission choose to gfive.
into the magistracy, and thereafter, unpaid, 3. Lastly, aQto appropriate active aptitude.
but constant and adequately proved attend- On the part of my magistrates, it would be a
ante. at some one of the existing offices; maximum. By every motive they would be
attendance for a certain length of time, say impelled to render it so. At the hands of
five years : to wit, when fi'omthe commence- tile barrister, what his right honourable patron
merit of the plan that length of time has does not require, is activity in any shape; all
elapsed, and fill then for as great a length of he does require, is existence.
time as can be had. As to attendance, and the means of se-

Now for a contrast, between my expert- curing it, to a great degree it is already cem-
ented magistrates, and the right honourable prised in the active aptitude just spoken of.
secretary's unfledged barristers--adding, if Bat, in whatever possible degree he chooses
so it please him, any number of grey-headed to have it, he may have it if he pleases :
ones. nobody who does choose to have it, ever fails

1. As to moral aptitude, my maglstrale¢ of having it. I will not attempt to trouble
will hare been engaged in the exclusive him with particular proofs, as they are al-
support of r_lht--or at least of wlat the ready in one ofmy waking dreams.* Inmanu-
le_slature has pronounced right, -- and the script they are already in another or two, and
exclusive repression of wrong --or at least ot will ere long be in print, if I tive.t
what the legislature has pronoun_'ed wrong. This plan would suit both classes. The
His barristers will have been occupied either expectant stipendiaries would not be disin-
in nothing at all, or in what is so much worse clined to attend, since it would increase their
than nothing, promiscuous defence of right chance of the preferment; the existing sti-
and wrong, with the universal predilection pen&aries would not be disinclined to be at-
for wrong, as being the best customer, tcuded.fbr, since it would increase their ease.

2. As to intellectual aptitude, competed as How much soever superior the £600 a-year
it is of appropriate knowle_!ge and judgment, ones may be, to their exploded predecessors
my magistrates will, for the whole of their the £400 a-year ones,-- were they to leave
nuremansrated length oftime, have been em- the burthen of the day altogether to the stilt
ployed, on the very spot, in study, and oeca- superior expectants, ifsuch they should prove,
sionally in practice, in the '.'cry field for which the public wnuld not, any more than these
if is proposed to engage their remunerated same parties, have, in thi_ quiet arrangement,
services; in the whole of that field, and.hi any reason to repi.e. Ahah had served Baal
no other than that field, to their considera- a little. Jehu ha_h served him much. What
tion will have been subjected, in all their prospect have I not opened !-- what an Epi-
varieties, all sorts of cases which can have curean heaven! Thirty £600 a-year places,
grown up in that same field. The right and all sinecure_ So mal_ytemporalpJebends
honourable secretary's barristers, with their and canonries! With such a pot-pourri of
£800, instead of £600 a-year,--how will sweet argument.% what is there that could
they have been occupied ? My answer has not be proved? Laughable and delectable all
been seen already. The right honourable se- this-- True : but would it be the less bene-
eretary's answer the country will be grateful ficial? Not it, indeed. -- See Horace's Re-
tor, if he can find any. But they may have ports. Itidentem dicere. &c.
been not only barristers, but barristers in Suppose not that it is upon this £6000 a-
full practice, and all the while not knowing year alone that all this examination has been
anything more of the business of a police expended. The expense is but as a drop in
magistrate, than if they had been all the i the bucket. The reasoning on which it is
while fighting as army officers. Of practising supported is no such trifle : if' good for £6000,
barristers there are ai_out as many equity as not less would it be for £60,000, for £600,000
common lawyers. Now, in a police magis- or £6,000,000. More than even this might,
trate's pract(ce, what is there that has any- t if duly looked into, be seen perhaps to stand
thing in common with equity practice? Let upon no bett_r grounds. Be this as it may;
him bestow a glance on the table to Mad- bv any one in whom curiosity is strongenough,
doch's ]'quity, and then on the table to the it" may be seen how admirable a match it
last edition of Burn's Justice, or whatever
work has now supplanted it, and see whether _ Draft of a Judicial _tabtishment for the use
this is not strictly true. To those abstracts of the French National Assembly. F'_ Vat.

IV. p. 286, ¢/sef. •1 vent,ire in kindness to refer him, long as + ).. Constituuonal Code, Judiciary I art. 2.
the r_d through may seem to be, as being Procedure Code, preceded by the Judiciary Par _.
shorter than through the mazes of his walking of the Constitutional Code.
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makes with that, on the ground of which _ there that does not know that an omce il_ _,
Burke for the Whigs, followed by Ro_e f_r i man's gift has a no less decided marketable
the Tortes, proved, as another part of this i value than an office of the same emolument
volume will show, the necessity of draining, Ifm his possession ? True it is that, compared
out of' the pockets of the productive classes, t with the value of the pos_ssion, the value
the last drop of the matter of wealth that; of the patronage may be to arty amount less:
could be squeezed out of them consistently not less true is it, that it may also be, and
with the continuation of their existence, that it not unfrequently is, fully equal. Let
Practice, it is true, cannot be always rendered Lord Eldon say, how much less worth to him
altogether co-extensive with theory; but whe- the many thoo_nds a-year he has put into
ther the theory actually pursued as a law by Iris son's pocket are, than if it had been his
g_vernment, under the really existing fbrm own ? Let Mr. Peel, if he fbels bold enot_rh,
of government, and tinder the fictitious on- look into the documents, and tell us, in his
tity, called the Constitution, is not the thing place, how many those thou_nds are.
actually avowed by both parties, may be seen To the number of the offices, the emolu-
without other trouble than the turning over meat of which a man can pocket with his own
a few leaves, hand, there are limits : to the number of the

Mr. Martin, if eyes or _tlorniag Chronicle, offices, the emoluments of which he can thus
April 2, 18"25,do not deeeive me,-- Mr. Mar- pocket through other hands, there are no
tin of Galway, treading in the right honour- limits; and, in any number of instances, the
able secretary's steps, and with a copy of the prot_g/'s life may be worth more than the
above speech, I presume, in his memory,-- patron's.
stands engaged, on the 12th of May, to ex- Who is there that does not know, that the
tend his protection to judges, and I know not value of an office to the incumbent is directly
what besides. While his protection was con- as the emolument, and inversely as the labour?
fiued to the helpless and persecuted part of Who is there that does not know, that to the
the creation, I tbllowed the honourable gen- patron the value of it is directly as the inap-
tteman at an humble distance. But, if nothing titude of the pr_tJg¢ lie has it in his power
will serve him but the extending it to those to put in and keep in it, since the more con-
bipeds with gowns and wigs, instead of tea- summate this inaptitude, the less his choice
thers, whom I had almost called v . n, is narrowed? Whois there, tbr example, that
which would have been as bad as refuse, -- does not know, that it isto the unionof these
to those whose every-day occupation is dcprc- two characters that spiritual offices in patti-
dation, and every-day-emph_yed instrument cular are indebted for their transcendent va-
n lie,-- here I feel it impossible to go on with lue ? Who is there that can deny, that while
him. Were it my good tortune to be honoured this mode of payment lasts, interest is, in all
with his confidence, I would beg him to stop judges, at daggers-drawn with duty?--that
where he is, and not suffer a hand admired it is from this cause that suits take up as
(and vainly endeavoured to be made ridicu- many years as they need do hours, and as
lous) for its beneficence, to be converted into many pounds as they need do pence ?
a cat's-paw : lel those (1 would say to him) Who is there that can deny, that it is from
let those who are to eat the chesnut, put paws this eanse that our system of judicial proee-
upon pates, and beg for it. dure is what it is ?--and that, through the

Let me not be mistaken. When I had like whole texture ofit,--judges having been the
to have said v n, what 1had in view were manufacturers,--delay, expend, and vexa-
fee-fed judges : the only sort, alas ! which tion, having been maximized, for the sake of
Matchless Constitnt_on has yet bred: men, to the profit extractible out of the expense ?
whom, amt so much more than to the man of Yes : by such hands made, to no other end
finance, we arc inde_ted for the so little less could it have been directed.
than universal denial of justice. If, instead The Chief-Justice of the King's Bench, has
of adding, he would substitute salaries to be not the nomination to the keepership of
fees, I would consent to shut my eyes against the prison named after his judieatory ? If so,
the amount, howsoever extravagant it might then to the profits of the bench are added the
prove, profits of the tap : and the money which ins-

The fees to be compounded for would have rice would have returned to the hands of the
been--notonlythefeesavowedlyextorted,but creditor, is extrat_ed, through this channel
the unhappily so much more abundant stoek also, into the poekets of the judge.
vurreptitiously received: received by these Same question as to other ehiefships,
so erroneously supposed uncorrupt hands, whether, as between one and another, con.
They would be -- not only the fees exacted sistency in this respect, or inconsistency, i_
by superintendents in their own name, but the rule : also of that which is about to be
all those exacted under their authority, by squeezed by jailor out of debtors and credi-
respective subordinate holders of offices, of furs, how much is, in adcanee, squeezed out of
whie.h they have the patronage. For, who is hiai by judge ? qac_tions these, none ot them
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surely unfit to be put by Mr. Peel before he I be so weak as to believe, or so transparently
gives his snpport to the advocate of innoxious insincere as to pretend to believe, that while
beasts and pre-eminently noxious judges, the temptation afforded by the hundreds was

Originally, though pregnant _'ith depre- irresistible, the temptation afforded by the
dation and oppression as it could not but be, thousands was, is, or can ever be, without
payment by fees was matter of necessity : for effect ? Mr. Peel, -- does he believe this ?
judicature was necessary before kings had Itis noble, learned, and consistent friend,
money to pay salaries, who, if you will believe him, is purity itself,

For these three-and-thirty years past, it has -- does he believe this ?
been without excuse. The corruption con- Honourablegentlemen,--witltheyalwaysbe-
tinued, has been continued with open eyes. liege, or affeetto believe, thatitisinthepower

When the trade of trading justices was put of a masquerade dress to change man's nature,
an end to- (this was the name then given to and that a contagion, which a coat could not
Middlesex magistrates)--itwasundoubtedly resist, has been, and is, resisted by a gown
for this _me cause ; it was because, in their with a strip of fur sewed to it ? Mr. Peel,
small way, they made and protracted suits, doeshe believe this ? The noble, learned, and
for the purple of multiplying fees. consistent friend, who is faith as well as pu-

When this small branch of the trade was rity personified,--does he believe this ?
put an end-to, it was by the self_ame remedy So much for mischief-- profit-- tempta-
I am now venturing, with how little hope tion. Now as to check, in one sen_ of the
soever, to propose. So far as concerned eor- word, responsibility.
ruption, success could not be more complete. The tradingjustiees had judges over them :
Salaries were substitutes to fees, and in that judges, by whom,--if haply, in an extreme
form the plague ended, case, money could be raised sufficient to buy

When tbes had thus given place to salaries, a hearing for a cry for punishment, -- they
what disorder there was took an opposite turn. might be punished : --judges, who, though
While the fees flowed into the judicial pocket, not fond of punishing any man with a king's
there was too much activity ; now that, if any commission in his pocket -- might thereupon,
come in, they take a different direction, if re- by fear of shame, be peradventure driven so
sort is to be believed (see above, p. 336,) there to do, if the case were flagrant.

not enough of it. Lethargic, not excitative, The trading justices had judges over them.
is now the character of the di_ase. Beyond To any practical purposes, the trading judges
comparison more mischievous than the lethar- have none : head of them all is the Lord Chan-
gie is the excitative, though, when the specific eellor : head over himself is Lord Etdon:
Is applied, so much easier to cure. over Lord Eldon in Chancery, Lord Eldon in

If in the case of the trading judges called the House of Lords. Charge him with erea-
magistrates, the remedy was needful, how tion or preservation of abuse -- of delay, ex-
much more bitterly needful is it not in the pense, vexation, uncertainty--motive, either
ease of the trading judges called judges -- none at all, or the profit upon the expense ;
Look to mischief, profit, temptation, cheek : -- he names the inquisitors by whom the in-
Look to the two fields of mischief; take quisition is to be made. The rehearsal of this
measure of their extent, farce has been performed. When the curtain

Under the trading justices, the delay ma- comes to be drawn up-- if there be hardihood
nufaetured may be reckoned by days : under enough to draw it up -- will the plaudits of
the trading judges, by years, a plundered people welcome it ?

Under the tradingjastices, expense imposed Remains still untouched the effective re.
on suitors may be reckoned by shdhngs : un- sponsibility. Impmrity wanted much of being
der the tradlngjudges, by hundreds and by complete in the ease of the trading justices :
thousands of pounds, it wanted nothing in the ease of the trading

Of the jurisdiction of the trading justices, judges. Here the word'responsibility is moc-
local field, Middlesex, with or without the kery. Action, none--indictment, none:
now added three other home counties; of pretence of impeachment, a cloak :-- con-
the trading judges, England : local field, in sistently with legislation, impeachment is
both cases, far too irregular for measurement, physically impossible. Time would suffice for
Chaos bids defiance to the theodolite : what rendering it so, even if accusers were to be
is sufficient is -- that in the ease of the tradiitg found, and where is the inducement for ac-
justices, the sum of the scraps is a trifle, corn- eompliees to be become -- some of them in-
pared with what it is in the case of the trading formers, others of them judges ?
judges. Thus much for impeachment. Address of

Under the trading justices, the Frofits of both Houses is impeachment under another
the trade may be reckoned by hundreds a- name.
year: under the trading judges, bymorethan Trading justices never made /aw. The
as many thousands, trading judges have always n_de it, continue

Honourable gentlemen,--wlU they always to make it, and, so long as the preteutt_l
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law-makers suffer them--which they find no to exact it by law, you may prevent his ex-
small convenience hi dolng-- will never cease acting it agab_st law. Of this sort is the
making it. antiseptic, the infallibility of which has re-

Yes : made it they always have, and, above eeived _uch ample proof in the ease of English
all things, for the sake of the trade. Accu_ judges.
them-- you do so in the teeth of a law made As to bribery so called, what is the real
by themselves to punish you for it. The preservative against it? Publicity :-- that
counterfeit and judge-made law is even more most efficient and sole safeguard, which the_
effectual than a real one would be : tbr, on incerruptibtes ever have been, and even now,
each occasion, it is moulded at pleasure : with the eye of the public full upon them,
moulded by those who, having made it for never cease labouring to destroy. A judica-
the purpose, execute it. tory on which life and death depend, is not

Were I to see a judge taking a brlbe-- (if you will believe Judge Bailey) --is not a
should I tell of it ? Not I, if I had common cou_t tlf justice. V_q_y? because if you will
prudence. The person punished would b:-- admit this, a certain quantity of nonsense,
not the judge for taking the bribe, but 1 for with the word prejudging in it, may suffice
telling of it. for keeping the doors of it closed. Admit

Thus, and hence it is -- that, on the part tiffs, and you may see the doors of the West-
--not only of all judges, but of all whom minster Hall judicatories equally closed:_
they delight to t:avour -- including all whom give them this, you may do anything with
" the king delighteth to honour"_ virtue is them : wilh as little ceremony, they will be
consummate, character immaculate, ready to give up their own title to the appel- •

But why talk of imaginary things, such as lation of courts of justice. Were they so to
bribes, when by the real ttfing_ called .fees do, no contradiction would the position re-
- fees made lawful by those who pocket ceive from me : all I should object to is, the
them -- the wolk of corruption-- of sure and practical conclusion drawn from it.
self-corruption --is carried on ; carried on in With Lord Eldon you will have little dif-
open day-- carried on without fear or shame fieulty, tie has long been working at the
--in the face of the so long phmdered, and, change. So frequently open are the doors of
though so often warned, yet still deluded his elosct, -- to shut the door of his hitherto
people ? mostly open court, will be, one of Ihese days,

No : never surely was gros.,er delusion than a motion of course. They may, however, be
that by which Engli.-h judges are exhibited as thrown open now and then, tbr occasions of
models ofuneorruption. In whatsoever shapes [ parade : whereupon Bar will be seen arguing,
they could practise corruption without danger, ] while Court writes dockets, reads letters, or

they have always practised it : and of this 1 takes a nap.
practice, their system of procedure, composed t A kindred and eminently convenient policy
of depredation arid denial of justice, ha._been t is--the giving to chambers of judicature
the fi'uit. Never (it is said, and truly) never I such a size and form that no lay-qents can
wet English judge known to take a bribe. / find entrance. True it is, that by this device,
No, verily; for bow should he ? Bribery re- ingenious as it is, the guardian influence of
quires two: a receiver and a giver. Receiver the Public-Opinion tribunal cannot be en-
a man cannot be, without putting himself tirely destroyed; for law)ers cannot be alto-
into the power of the giver. Since Bacen, no gether prevented from becoming writers, and
English jddge has been weak enongh to do beiraying'the secrets of the court. It may,
so ; and so there can be no receiver. This however, by this means, be in no ineonsi-
i_ seen by everybody: and so there can be derable degree weakened. How much more
no giver. What, in England, should induce effectual instruments of this policy brick and
a judge thus to expose himself, when, with- mortar are, than rules of court can be, is no
out exposing himself, he gets more in shun- secret. All that rules could do, is the ren-
dance than, in any other country, judge ever dering admission difficult: properly plaeetl,
did by anything lie could do to expose him- brick and mortar render it impossible.
self? What should induce him to take, of English jtldges incorrupt indeed ! Those
this or that man, with fear and trembling, who talk in this strain, what is it they can
money in the shape of a bribe, -- when, by mean by it ? Did they ever see or hear of a
money exacted by tax_, levied on all men judge who was not completely, at the command
without distinction, by force of a law made of the corruptor-general ? "Places for sons,
by his predecessors, or perhaps by himself, daughters' husbands, nephews, nieces' hu_.
-- he is permitted, under the name of fees, bands, friends, and friends' friends _ and, to
to pocket more money than judge ever re- crown all, coronet for self. None of these
ceived elsewhere in the shape of bribes ? things are bribes : True, but are they the less
Give a man whatsoever he would steal from irresistible ? --are they the less eorruptive ?
you, you may prevent his stealing it : what- But why speak of command ? Far short of
soever a man desires to exact, give him power the real strength of the corruption--of the
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corruptlre loL,_ngs, and consequent court- give you these seven-and-twenty guineas,"---
lugs, am] consequent compliances with pre- would his lordship have taken it? Oh fie!
sumed desires,-- comes thc view which that fie_. wchat a thought !--this would have been
word glvcs of it. From any such superior, no better than bribery. Multiply the twenty-
to any such subordinate authority, no such seven by a thousand--multiply the product
explicit expressions of will ought to be, none by so many years as the income lasted,
accordingly ever are, issued. Issued ? To and, though assuredly nobody said what no-
what end need they be? In a situation of body had any necd to hear, all is consummate
that sort, is there a jmlge, is there a man, purity.
that needs to be told, what will displease, So much for motires, and the influence of
and what will please ? To stand assured with them on conduct : to know which, for the pur-
sufficient certainty, not a step need any man pose of legislation, which is the purpose here

fir from his own home. in questmn, never do I look to anything but
Take, for example, the case of John Hunt. situation : of individuals I know just nothing,

Among the titles of Majesty in this country, which is just what I want to know. Now as
is that of most excellent. John Hunt, in his to mischievousness. Of the law thus made,
.Examiner, says things which go to impugn the effect is, and. if it had any, the object
_hattitle. LordChief-JusticeAbbott punishes was, to establish punishment for everything
him for this, with loss of £100 under the that can tend to place in an unfavourable
_Jame of fine, and £90 under the name of light the character of any king that ever
costs: costs, of which the honourable house lived ; while the whole treasury of reward is
roLlld know at any time, if it chose to know, applied to the purpose of placing those jewels
whether anything, andifanything, how much, in the most favourable light possible. Pro-
directly or indirectly, goesinto the pocket of hative force of the evidence being in both
the Chief-Justice. cases the same, suppression of evidence in

Now, then, of the thus punished words, favour of one side, is in effect exactly the
wherein consisted the mischief? '"Oh," says same thing as forgery of it in favour of the
his Lordship, or somebody for him, "' the opposite side. Mischievousness of the prae-
feelings of the Kingwere hurt by them." twe the same in both ca_es ; wickedness of it;
Hurt by them ? Itow so? This same hurt-- the same, though the people as yet have nut
how came his Lordship to be so sure of it ? sufficiently learnt to see it.
This same Majesty that now is-- did he ever Keep in force this law, and with a steady
tell him of it ?--did he bespeak any such hand give execution anti effect to it,--the
punishment? No: the questions answer will of Holy Alliance is done, and history,
themselves. To be thus a_sured, his Lordship from being the food, is converted into the poi-
had no further to look than into his own son of the mind. Yes, all history. First, as
learned breast, and there he saw them ; for, to the supposed injured dead. The protection
in that repository of fine feeling, what he granted to the manes of the third George,
could not fall to see dearly enough is, that shall it be refused to those of the second, or
had it happened to himself to.hear a man those of the first'_ If yes, at what point, if
speak in any such strain of his Lordship's at any, in the line of ancestry, shall it end?
tkther, he would have been indignant, and Then as to the supposed injured living: if
not sorry to see the blasphemer punished, thus wounded by the aspersions cast upon his

By the king that now is, or by anybody royal father, can the king that now is be in-
for him, does Lord Chief-Justice Abbott, Gr different to any sueh, or any other aspersion,
Lord Chief-Justice Anybody, need to be told, cast upon his princely grandfather, his royal
that obsequiousness to crowns is the road to great-grandfather, or his first ducal, then
coronets? royal great-great-grandfather, &c. &c. ? If

So much for power and glory. Now as to not, then up go we to Egbert and to Fergus,
money. If ever tt,ere was a judge, on whose and so on, through Woden, to Japhet and to
incorruptibility ttre sound of the trumpet was Adam. At which of all these points does
loud, it w_ the late Lord Camden. His royal tranquillity commence ?--that degree
lordship was Lord H_gh Chancellor. His son, of tranquillity which will suffice to render
on pretence of telling ont public money, got truth and history mipunishable ?
out of it an income, which, when he gave it In this case, by-the-bye, may be seen, as
up (a bow upon paper is due to him for it) well as in so many hundred other instances,
was worth .£27,000 a-year to him. So much how much more useful judge-made law is to
for corruptive intercourse, in a case in which parliament itself,-- constituted as it is, and
it is not bribery. Now for a case in which it looking to the ends whico, so constituted, it
Tcnuld be bribery. Seven-and-twenty guineas cannot but look to,-- than even its own par.
in hand, suppose George the Third saying to liament-late could be made. Parliament itself,
the Lord Chancellor--" In this suit (naming would it thus dare to destroy the truth of his-
it) which I have against such an one (naming tory, and cut up political science by the roots ?
him) give judgment so and so, and I will But innumerable arc the things of this sort
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which it does every day by the hands of were, had place or it had not. If no, objection
judges _ and which f_r or shame would keep to increase was useless : if yes, c_ncelling an
it from doing by its own. equal quantity of sinecure would afford the

These things (_unless the last-mentioned same general security, without depriving the
one be an exception) being so manifest, and public of the benefit of the particular measure.

almost universally acknowledged to be To return to the true remedy: it _as a
true, that, on account of their notoriety, the specific. In the finance committee of t797
very mention of them is tedious, -- what and 1798-- the groundwork of such an eco-
less can tbllow, than that. to all purposes to nomy as the form of government admits of
which corruptness is to the greatest extent -- Lord Colchester applied it, m,d with suc-
mischievous, a state of constant corrupted- t tess to some of the administration offices.
nessis the state in which every judge has been It stopped there. Judicial corruption was in
that ever sat upon the English bench ? an ark too sacred to be touched. In both

In cases between king and subject, in which House% whatsoever was learned would have

the mischief of it consists in gix'ing connte- been in astute of insurrection. Learned lords
ounce and increase to depredation and op- were above shame. Ministers were not above
pressioa, for the benefit of his nmnarch, his fear: so there the reform rested.
associates, and dependet_ts,-- the disease is Since then the public mind has made some
incurable : its root is m the form of govern- advance: whether sufficient for the substitu-
merit. But in suits between subject and _ub- ting of justice to depredation and corruption,
jeet, in which the mischief consists in giving time will show.
countenance and increase to depredation and To return to Mr. Martin and his new pro-
oppression b? .lndges (the present judges at t(qds. By his humanity he got nothing bug
all times excepted, whatever they have been, ridicule: from his liberality he may hope beg
are, or will be) for the benefit of judges, their ter fortune. No honourable gentleman, who,
associates and dependents, the disorder is not for self, son, brother, cousin, or frmnO, has
incurable, ever refreshed his eyes x_th a glimpse of the

A few words more as to the remedy, but remuneration fund, can consistently harbour
for which the disease would not have here a doubt of the insufficiency of it. Whigs form
been mentioned. The principle has been no exception: for, thougla possession is not
seen. The public are indebted for it to Lord theirs at any time, expectancy is at all times.
Colchester. tlis was the original Middlesex In the maximization of expense, it unitea
police magistrate act, 32d Geo. III. e. 53, them in interest with judges. With what as-
anno 1792. Time enough ibr amendment, peer they behold the county courts bill may
the bill found its way', somehow or other, be seen without looking attheir eye_i. Saving
into myhands. Time for scrutiny I could not to suitors would be robbery to these their
afford. My approval was pure and simple, protectors, while in the patronage they have
Sheridan opposed it in Honourable House. no share. Everything they say against it
Objection, im'rease of patronage--a Whig everything they can seek to clog it with _is
complaint, never grudged when non-redress a certificate in f_vour of it. A measure with
is sine : a few words might have dissipated it, this object cannot have a stronger one.
but they were words that could not be heard By this his liberating scheme, who knows
there. Subject of the objection -- either the howmany supporters he may not have brought
source of the delegated power, or the quan- over for his humanity scheme ? How profound
tam of it. Applied to the source, the objec- soever their contempt for their betters (for,
tion (an unanswerable one) went to the form when educated, as they sometimes are, and
of government ; it applied to every part, pre- always may be, quadrupeds have the virtues
sent and future, of the official establishment ; without the vices of featherless bipeds) how
applied to the quantum, It supposed a certain profound soever their contempt-- how corn-
quantity of corruption needfifl: and, as such, plete soever their indifference --men's hatred
requiring to be protected from censure by the for these animals, can it, to any considerable
word influence: all above needless ; and, that extent, be greater than their love for them-
it might be game for the Whig hunt, licensed selves?
to be hallooed at by its proper name. Applied As to his instrument of purchase -- his
to every future addition to the establishment, announced vermin- gorging bill -- he could
the objection sought the exclusion of every not have chosen a more promising one. This
good, to thc introductionofwhich,_and the measure is of the number of those, which
lmrpetual continuance and increase of every even an opposition member may be admitted
evil, to the diminution of which, --any such to carry, and in which success can scarce be
addition should be necessary, dubious. Reasons are ready stationed in each

No such desire as that of applying a bar to honourable breast. They stand upon a rock ;
the increase--to the addition of corruption and calculation is the name of it. What will
to influence -- was really entertained. In my share of the annual charge amount to? A
llonourable House, the disposition to keep few half-pence a-year-- what I toss nowand
influence within its bounds, whatever they then to a beggar togetrid ofhlm when he iJ
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troublesome. Thus much an the debtor _de : bribes? "--" No such thing. On the contrary,
1row, per contra creditor. So many more theeountryisuniversatlysatisfiedwiththem:-
thousands a-year for my son, my nephew, my just what we have seen the right honourable
cousin, or though it were but my cousin's secretary assuring us of, in the case of the
cousin, when his time comes, which it can £600 a-year magistrates. The right honour-
scarce fail to do, for taking his seat in a cer- able secretary, having it in charge to find his
tain place. For, calculation being settled in £600 a-year insufficient, its sufficiency not-
the head, then, from hand or lungs, comes the withstanding, had somewhat of a bias upon
substance of the universally-received eeono- his own mind. Accordingto the right honour-
mien-mathematical truism -- official aptitude able secretary, with these his £600 a-year ma-
isin the direct ratio of ditto remuneration :-- gistrates the cmmtry is unirersallv satisfied.
a proposition, which, to render it really true, But then, as has been seen, thong[l satisfied,
requires nothing but the substituting to the he is at the same time dissatisfied with them:
word direct, the word inverse. Thereupon and besides, theiraptitudc being to be proved
comes a flower or two, such as the right h_- as well as disproved, he had _omething of a
nourable secretary's rhetoric has just been bias, though a shifting one, upon his mind.
seenscatteringoverthe subject: --virtue, dis- The Frenchman had no such bias. Heis him-
playedand appealed to, generosity: dignified self neither judge, magistrate, nor lawyer;
virtue displayed, in the penetration mani- nor patron, with refcrenceto any who are. tte
fe_ted, by seeing through the cloud which the is a man of estate, birth, and connexion ; and,
Word economy (pronounced with a shake of though all that, a man of information and
thehead -- "poor economy!') had, in the head discernment. It did not occur to me to cross-
of vulgar ignorance, thrown over thequestion, examine him as to fees : but, as what we were
Natural aud customary result, --" hear him! talking about turned upon what was the
hear himl" from aI1 quarters. Is anything whole of the emoluments, 1 cannot but think
ever said on the other side? If yes, it is for that if there are fees, they are fees of which
form's sake, with a sort of faint, and as if self- neither the magnitude can he illcreased, nor
condemning tone; nor even this but under yet the number extended, other_ise than by
the most satisfactory assurance, that the men- the satistZaclion affi)rded by good judicature;
sure will not be hurt by it. and that, if any at all, the £50 does not re-

While upon this ground, I cannot pass over eeive from them any such increase as would
altogether an error-- for such I am persuaded affect the argument. I for my part would not
it is-- on the part of Mr. Peel, as to a matter give for them another £50.
of fact, and which remained unnoticed before, This, though, if it were anything to the
because foreign to the purpose. In England, purpose, it might sorely serve for inquiry,-
according to him (No. S,) judges are worse is not official : what follows is. Printed " Re-
paid than " in almost any other country in gister of Officers and Agents, &c. prepared at
the world." Not that, even if admitted, the the department of state." Date of Congress
fact would serve his purpose: it would run Resolution, 27th April, ISl6. Printed anno
countertohispurpose. For, ifnottheonlyin- lSl8, at Washington, page lS. Judiciar) of
COrruptible, English judges (so almost every- the United States Supreme Court. Chief
body has hitherto been in the habit of saying) Justice, dollars 4000 ; not so much as pounds
are of all in the world the most ineorrup- 1000. Noequity, put above law, to stop and
tible. Well then -- this incorruptibility _ overruleit. Compare this with Lord Eldon's
forasmuch as by what you are paying for it £23,000 a-year (those who make least of it
you have got it already, -- why pay anything make this) with so many other thousands tbr
more for it ? This question would be unan- his son ; not to speak of'the thousands a-year
swerable, were it not for the argument ad salaries of the minor and common-law chief-
verecundiam: men, who perform so charm- ships, and puisneships, and masterships, be-
ingly, can you beso ungenerous as to let them sides the ever eorruptive fees. Before the
serve at an under price, when it would be so words, "every other coventry," stands indeed,
easy for you to give them a £air price? The in one of the reports of the right honourable
argument is worthy of the nursery, and per- secretary's speech (No. S,) the limitative
hops has been inherited from it. The child word "almost :" let any one judge _:aether it
is gorged with meat, but spies out cake, and was not a prudential one.
cries for it. " Dear sweet poppet !" says A thing more to be wished than hoped for
grandmother to mother, "can you be so hard- is -- that, in the right honourable secretary's
hearted as to let it cry on, only to save a situation, and those associated with it, right
little bit of cake ?" honourable gentlemen and noble lords were

So much for argument: now for fact. Talk- a little more careful than they sometimes are,
ing with a Frenchman t'other day on this sub- when speaking to facts, especially distant and
ject, £5C' a-year, he assured me _ £.,50, and complex ones, such as tho_ in questions like
no more, is the salary of that class of judges, this more especially. By Lord Liverpool,
by which by far the greatest part of the bast- not many yea_s ago, if recollection does not
J_¢s_ is done. " Well, but don't _hey take greatly deceis-e me--by Lord Liverpool it
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¢as declared and insisted upon, that in this else has done. On that other occasion, I sea
country (population for population he could him takinga course peculiar to himself. 'rime
not but mean.) the expense of the official I does not at this moment permit me so much
establishment was less than in the United t as to read the bill: I cannot therefore, on the
States. Proceeding in this strain, had he [ ground of any opinion of my own, venture to
entered upon particulars, the King (he would / say a syllable of it. But, if it does but corn-
have had to sub) costs this country less than [ pletely'substitute, as I sin assured it does,
the President does the United States. So t l:,t topacMag, and is in other respects what
much for first treasury lord. Right honour- ] it has been certified to be by those whose
able secretary -- would he, after speaking discernment and loveofjustice Istand assured
upon the particular bram.h of the expenditure of, it will, by this one measure, ensure to him
nowin hand, as he has done--would he, after a stock of popularity and public couf_enee,
parliamentary inquiry into the facts, consent such as l tremble but to think of."
to pay the judicial establishment upon the Should this measure be carried through,
same scale as it is paid, in that country, in he must however content himself, as well as
which, to use his own phrase, it is so much he can, with the reputationpf probity: for as
less parsimoniously paid than in this ? Not he for that of consistency, it will quit him, and
indeed ! What i. it (he would then turn upon seek refuge in its chosen sere, the bosom o!
us and ask) what is it to the purpese, what his noble and learned friend. Consistency he-
people do in other countries ?_ in countries ing where it is, -- how anything of this sort
in wlueh the state of tiJings is so different should have found its way into the secretary
from what it is in our own ? Is it for us to of state's office, is the mystery of mysteries I
receive laws from other eoantrms ? One word more as to patronage. On the

In a committee of his own nomination, will present occasion, it is to the lessening the
he be pleased to elicit the evidence by which value of it to the honourable _ccretary tha¢
the correctness of this assertion of his will be nay endeavours, such as they are, have been
proved ? tte knows better things. What use applying themselves. Yet, so far am I from
he would ask, is getting up evidence from grndging him any good thing obtainable with-
which nothing is to follow ? Lord Liverpool out preponderant evil to the community
-- will he consent to assign, to the whole of- in the ease of the county courts bill, no desire
finial establishment, the same rate of remu- a man in his place can have, for feeling the
neration as that which has place in the United patronage of it is in his own hands, can be
States -- general government and particular more sincere than mine for seeing it there.
states, ahvays included ? To no such in- Supposing the situation equally acceptable to
sidious proposal would his lordship give ac- the only class of expeetants worth providing
ceptance. His love for the people and for for, here is a stock of patronage worth at
economy is too sincere, to suffer him to pledge least three times as much as that other.
himself to an innovation, from which the dear County court judges, thirty : salary of each,
people would have nothing to gain and so £800: this gives £'2.4,000 a-year--thrice as
much to lose. much as the £6000.

On pain of ignominy, a helpless radical No hands can I find anywhere, which, in
must maintain, whether he will or no, some point of aptitude (Matchless Constitution
caution in regard to his t_cts : were he to standing as it stands) would bear a thought
make a slip, he would never hear the last of in comparison of his. Lord lieutenants ?_
it. High situation places a man at his ease they are so many invisible objects, In the
in regard to facts. As often as occasion re- high court of publie opinion, nobody will
quires, he may let fly insinuations or asser- see them _ nobody will know who they are.
tions, such as the above, and thenceforward The judge chosen by each will be chosen
hear no more of them than he pleases. Should of the family most connected in the county,
any unpleasant use of them be endeavoured which is as much as to say, the most unapt "-
to be made, up comes the rule: "No allu- that could be chosen. Armed as he is like
stun to anything said in a former debate." any Achilles, still the place of a secretary of
Good, if responsibility be good for nothing: state is at the bar of public opinion, and he
not so deafly so, if responsibility be good for stands an object to all eyes, Here are mine,
anything. So far as regards facts, it is a for example, weak as they are, yet better per-
counterpart to that mendacity tieco ce, which, haps than none,thus watching him: could they
in Scotch Reform and elsewhere, has been keep running after thirty, or I don't know
held up to view as one of the pillars and main how many more, Lord lieutenants?
instruments of English judicature. Chancellorsl-- "aye--there's the rub."

Throughout this examination, I have never Sooner than see the patronage in the hands
been altogether free from feelings of corn- of the model of consistency, or even of any"
punction, at the thoughts of the sort of li- other English fee-fed judge,--sooner, much
berry all alon_ taken with the author of the sooner, would I see it added to the perth.
special jury bill On the present occasion, :euilte of the Chancellor of France.

I found him doing as, in his place, everybody • Vide p. 163 and coxtst,code, eh. ix. t/16. '
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6._.PJEI_OH of Mr. _._ECRETARY PZEL, On introducing the Police Magistrates

Salaul Itterease Bill, 21st March 1825. Extraet reported in t/re Tim_ m_d

_e Morning Ct_roniete, of the 22d :-

TIMES. t MOKNING CHRONICLE.1. . 1.
He held in his hand papers, from which, if _ He held papers in his hand, showing in the

he chose to enter into any detail, he could ! clearest manner the great increase that had
prove to the satisfaction of the committee, taken place in the business of the police offices
that since the institution of police magis- since their first institution, arising from the
trates, the business which devolved on those great increase of the population of the me-
individuals had, owing to various acts of tropolis, amongst other causes. It appeared
parliament which had been passed, indepen- from those papers, that since their first esta-
dently of the increase of population, greatly blishment, considerable additions had been
augmented. AlthOugh that circumstance would made to the business of the offices, by various
of itself be a su_cient reason for increasing acts of parliament, passed at different times,
the salary of the mayistrates, he rested his but he would lay his proposition upon stronger
proposition upon grounds which he hoped the grounds.
committee would consider even more satis-
factory.

2. 2.
When the police magistrates were first up- In the first instance, the salaries of the ms-
pointed, it was the practice to select indivi- gistrates amounted only to t'400 per annum ;
duals to fill the office who, he must say, were I it was afterwards raised to £600 ; but it was
incompetent to discharge the duties which de- well known, that under the former regulation
volved upon them. He found fromthe papers the persons appointed were totally incom.
which had been laid upon the table, that out petent to the duues. He found, that of the
of twelve police magistrates appointed at a twelve magistrates first appointed, three were
former period, there were only three bar- barristers. One was a major, three clergy-
risters ; the rest were composed of a major men, two starch-dealers, and one a Glasgow
in the army, a starch-maker, three clergymen, trader.
a Glasgow trader, and other persons who,
t_om their occupations, could not but be con-
sidered as utterly unqualified to perform the
duties of magistrates.

3. 3.
The law had fixed no limitation with respect He thought the committee would be pleased
tothe previous educationofpersons appointed to hear, that though there was no limitation
_o the office of magistrate, but he thought fixed by law to determine the eligihility of
the committee would be pleased to hear, that the persons to fill such offices, Lord Sid-
a limitation on that, point had been prescrLbed mouth and himself had confined themselves
by the secretary of state. Neither his pre- strictly to the appointment of barristers alone,
deeessor in office (Lord Sidmonth) nor him- and had not nominated any to the office of
self had ever appointed a person to fill the magistrate who were of less than three years
office of magistrate who had not been a bar- standing. He would ask the committee, un-
rister of three years standing. That was a der those circumstances,
rule to which, in his opinion, it was most de-
sirable to adhere.

4. 4.
But in order to enable the secretary of state whether £600 a-year could be sufficient to
to abide by that rule, and to carry it into tempt a professional man of adequate abilities
practice, it was necessary to augment the pre- to relinquish his hopes of rising at the bar?
sent salaryof police magistrates. He implored
the House to consider, whether £600 a-year
(the present salary) was sufficient to induce
a barrister to give up the emoluments of pri-
vate practice, and the hope of preferment in
his profession, to undertake the duties of a
magistrate,

5. 5.
which required their almost constant attend. The duties at the office woldd require hll
grace? It could not, he thought, he consi- constant attendance, and the eommitteej he
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dered an unreasonable proposition, that in thought, would not consider it unreuonabie
filture the secretary of state should be ern- toempowerthesecretaryofstatetogran_them
powered to give to each police magistrate the each a salary, not exceeding" £.800 a-_car.
sum of £.800 per annum.

6. 6.
He hoped that he should not be told, that It was true, he might be told that there were
individuals might be found, who would be many individuals now ready to accept those
wilJ;ng to undertake the magisterml duties for offices: but though that was certainly the
a less sum. It was very true that such was case, they were most of them country gentle-
the case. He was constantly receiving appli- men, who bad discharged the duty of magis.
cations from persons who were anxious to be trates iu their respective counties ; but thus
appointed police ma_strates. Those appli- was no reason why they should be selected
cations proceeded principally from country to fill the situation of police magistrates in
magistrates, who had discharged the duties of the metropolis. He respected, as much as
their office ably and sat_sfactorJy; but whom, any man could, the unpaid nmgistracy oftbe
nevertheless, be did not thitlk right to appoint country ; but it did not follow, that because
to be police magistrates in the metropolis, they were enahled by the weight of their eha-
He held the unpaid magistracy in as high re- meter and influence to perform the ordinary
spect as any man, but he could easily conceive routine duties of county magistrates, they
that a gcntleman might, in consequence of werecompetenttodischargethemorearduotm
the influence which be derived from local cir- business of the police in this city.
eumstances -- the relations of landlord and
tenant for instance- be able to discharge the
duties of a country magistrate i_ a satt._fac-
tory manner, who would be incompetent to
undertake the m_portant ones of a pohce ma-
gistrate.

7. 7.
'" Police magistrates" was tile name generally Many acts of parliament had increased the
given to those magistrates to whom he al- duties of those offices; important questions
laded; but those persons were mistaken who in civil causes often came before them, _td
supposed that the duties which they had to under the building acts they were often oh-
perform were merely executive. They were liged to hear the evidence of surveyors on
called upon to administer the law in a grcat eachside, and to determine many points whieh
number of complicated ca.-es which were sub- required a considerable degree of legal know-
mitted to ttlem. Out of some recent acts ledge. He would rather rest his proposition

" of parliament some very important questions on that single statement, than enter into the
arose, which the police magistrates were called details contained in the papers which he held
upon to decide. Several ulce eases had oc- in his hands.
curred under the 1)uilding act. He knew
one case of that description, which had oc-
cupied the attention of the m_gistratesfor a
couple of days, durty_y u'hieh surveyors had
been exarained on both sides. He thought that
a salary of £800 a-year was not more than
a fair remuneration for the practice which a
t._arri_termust **bandon when he undertook the
duties of a magistrate.

8. 8.
It appeared to him, that the individuals up- It appeared to him, that this country wu
pointed to administer justice in this country more parsimonious in its provisions upon the
were more parsimoniously dealt with than in administration of justice than any other, and
almost any other country in the world. He he was sure that there could not be a worse
thought this was poor economy, to give in- economy than such saving, either with regard
adequate remuneration to individuals selected to the highest or to inferior officers.
to administer justice, whether in the highest
office of judge, or in tile less important but
still very important offiee of police _nayistrate.

9. 9.
He _'_ght, he did not doubt, get persons_ The great object should be to procure per.

sons qn_llfied to discharge the duties _hear.
hear t ]
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those persons who could not succeed in their To tell them that they might take the refuse
profession--the refuse of the bar--to fill the of the bar, would be to recommend a course
office of police magistrate at a lower salary which the public would soon have reason to
than he proposed to give--he could save lament. Upon those grounds he trusted that
£100 or £'200 s-year by such a proceeding, the committee would not consider the addi-
but the public would have cause t_ lament it. tion of £200 a-year to their present salaries

too much to remunerate them for the serviee_

of the police magistrates.
11. 11.

The present police magistrates were of the They were acquainted with the character
hiyhest personal respectability, and p_formed of the individuals who filled those offices at
their duties to the great satisfaction of the present. Their knowled_je, experience, and
country. They were thirty in number, only respectability, were unquestionable. They

fhour of whom were not barristers. The right were thirty in number, and their services had
onourable gentleman concluded with moving already proved the importance of the duties

--" That it is the opinion of the commit- they had to fulfil. The honourable gentle-
tee, that each justice appointed, or to be man concluded with moving a resolution
appointed, under the act for the more effec- " That each of the justices appointed, or to
tual administration of the office of justice of be appointed, to tile police offices of the
the peace, shall receive a salary not exceeding metropolis, shall be allowed a salary not ex-
.¢_800. ceeding £800 s-year, to be paid by one of hie

Majesty's principal secretaries of state."

PAPER VIII.

INDICATIONS RESPECTING LORD ELDON,
INCLUDING

HISTORY OF THE PENDING JUDGES'-SALARY-RAISING

MEASURE.

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN 1825.

SECTION I. of Chancery replete with fraud and extortion,
Lord Eldon, on Dr soon after his coming into

I'&ETSSUSPECTED,* SUBJECTSOF INQUIRY office as chancellor, formed and began to exe-
_oR THE HORSEOFCOMMONS. curie a plan for the screwing it up, for his o_n

R_Se_CTING Lord Eldon, certain suspicions benefit, to the highest possible pitch; to wit,
have arisen. The object of these pages is-- by assuming and exercising a power of tax-
to cause inquiry to be made, if possible, by ation, and for that purpose setting his own
the competent authority, whether there be authority above that of parliament; which
any. ground---and if yes, what--for these sns- plan he has all along steadily pursued ; and,
protons, if not, the present Judges' Salary-_aisi_g

In general terms, they may be thus ex- Measure, 69, anno 1822, a late act, to wit,
pressed: -- the 3d Geo. IV. cap. 6, is the consummation

I. That, finding the practice of the court of it.

• Objectlon--Among these so styled fwts, 2. That, it being necessary that, for this
are matters of la_e. Ans_r_The existe'nee or purpose, the other Westminster Hall chiefs

should be let into a participation of eueh sl-
supposedalmof fact.existen¢_of a matter of law, is matter nister profit -- to wit, as well for the better
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assurance of their support, as because the the profession, and, in the year 1772_ there.
power of appointing to those offices being abouts, was called to thebar. Not longafter,
virtually in his hands, whatever is profit to i having drawn a bilt in equity, I had to defend
them is so to him -- the means employed by ! it against exceptions before a Master in Chau-

cery. " We shall have to attend on such a
tbllowedhimtendedbytoit.that effect also, and have been day," (said the solicitor to me, naming a davy

In relation to the whole scheme, eoncep- a week or more distant ;) "warrants for our
tion may perhaps receive help, from a glance, attendance will be taken out for two inter-
in this place, at the titles of the ensuing see- vening days, but it is not eustomary to attend
tions, ttere they are:- before the third." What 1 learnt afterwards

§ 2. Under Lord Eldon, equity an instro- was--that though no attendance more than
ment of fraud and extortion -- samples of it. one was ever bestowed, three were on every

§ 3. Anno 1807.--Order by Chancellor and oceasian regularly charged for; for each of the
Master of the Roils, augmenting the fees of two falsely pretended attendanees, the eIient
offices in the gift of one of them. being, by the solicitor, charged with a fee for

§ 4. Profit to subordinates was profit to himself, as also with a the of 6s. 8d. paid by
principals: so, in course, to successors, him to the Master: the consequence was

§ 5. Contrary to law was this order, that for every actual attendance, the Master,
§ 6. By it, increase and sanction were gi yen instead of 6s. 8,t., received £ 1,and that, even

to extortion, if inclined, no solicitor durst omit taking out
§ 7. So, to eorruption, the three warrants instead of one, for fear of
§ 8. How Lord Eldon pronounced the the not-to-be-hazarded displeasure of that

exaction contrary to law, all the while con- subordinate judge and his superiors. True it
tinuing it. is, the solicitor is not under any obligation

§ 9. How the Chaneellor hadlaid the ground thus to charge his client for work not done.
for the more effectual corruption of himself He is however sure of indemnity in doing so:
and the other chiefs (atom 1801). it is accordingly done of course. Thus ex-

§ 10. How the project was stopped by a quisitely cemented is the union of sinister
solicitor, till set a-going again, as per § 3. interests.* So far as regards attendances of

§ 1!. How the other chiefs were corrupted the functionaries here mentioned, thus is the
accordingly, expense tripled ; so, for the sake of the profit

§ 12. How the illegality got wind, and how on the expense, the delay likewise. And I
Felix trembled, have been assured by professional men now

§ 13. How the Chancellor went to paslia- in practice, that on no occasion, for no pur-
ment, and got the eorrup_ion established, pose, is any Master's attendance ever ob-

§ 14. How the Head of the Law, seeing tained without taking out three warrants at
s,L_ndlingat work, stept in and took his profit the least.
out of.it. So much for the state of the praetlce before

§ 15. How King George's judges improved Lord Eldon's first chancellorship : now for the
upon the precedent set by King Charles's in state of it under his Lordship's auspices.
the ease of sMp-money. Within the course of this current year, dis-

§ 16. How to be consistent, and complete closures have been made in various pamphlets.
the application of the self-paying prlneiple. One of the most instructive is the one en-

§ 17. How Lord Eldon planned and esta- titled " A Letter to Samuel Compton Cox,
blishcd, by act of parliament, a joint stock Esq. one of the Masters of the Court of
company, eomposed of Westminster Hall Chancery, respecting the Practice of that
chiefs, and other dishonest ,hen of all classes, court, with suggestions for its alteration. By

§ 18. Howthe King's Chancellor exercised aBasrister. London, 1824." Extracted from
a dispensing power, it are the following alleged samples: samples

§ 19. Character evidence, of the improvements made in the arts and
sciences of fraud and extortion, by Masters
in Chancery and others, under the noble and

SECTION IL
" Of the result of the above-mentioned expe.

_NDERLORDELDON, ;KQUITYANINSTRUMENT rience, intimation may be seen in the _/_or/e
oF FRAUV A_V I._XTORTXOS.SAI/WLES:_ des Feine* et den Reeompe_e#, first lmbli_hed

in French, anno lflll, or in B. I, eh. 8, of the
A SINGLEsample will serve to show in what Ratimude oftleceard, just published, beingtha
state Lord Eldon found this branch of prae- English of what reganls ._/¢m_rdin French.
tice, and that it stood not in much need of These things: and others af the same com.
improvement at his hands : by a few more plexlon, in suchim ._ abundance, determined
which follow, a faint, yet for this purpose a me to.qmt _e .F_,_e_ion; _nd,as _ aa I ootdd
sufficient idea, will be given of the improve, obtain my father s penmsamn, I did no.. I found_t more to my taste to endeavour, _ I have bern
mant it has actually received under his care. doing ever amoe_ to put an cud to thenh than to

By the command of a father, I entered into profit by them,
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learned lord's so assiduously fostering and citor, the greater part has for its cause the
p:oteeting care. rapacity of the _laster, supported by the Chan-

I. In regard to attendances on and bg it[as- cellor.
lets, money exacted by/them as above, when no P. 9. " Copies of proceedings of all sorts,
Inch services are per.fiormed, of states of facts, of affidavits, of reports, of

P. 12. " The issuing of warrants is another every paper in short which is brought into
subject which requires consideration. These the office, are multiplied without the least
are issued frequently upon states of facts, ab- necessity ; and, in many instances, are charged
stracts of titles, charges and discharges, &c. .for, though never made. For instance, in an
not according to the time consumed ill going amicable suit, where the only object Is to oh-
through the business before the Master, or tain the opinion of thecourton some doubtful
his clerk,* but according to the length of the point, and the Master's repolt is previously
statement. The clerk takes zt for granted, necessary to ascertain the facts of the case
that the investigation of a state of facts of a clearly, each solicitor concerned is required,
given length may be expected to occupy a in most instances, to take, or at least to pay
teiven number of hours. The solicitor, there- for, a copy of the state of facts carried in, of
fore, in drawing such his bill of costs, after the affidavits in support of it, and of the draft
the statement has been gone through, leaves a of the report ; and in the event of his not
blank for the number of warrants " to pro- taking these copie% he is not allowed to
coed on the state of facts." The Master's charge for any of his attendances in the Mas-
clerl_ fills up the blank, by inserting such a let's office."
number as might, _f there had been much P. 10. " The draft of the report is kept,
contention between the different parties, have with the other papers relating to the suit, in
by possibility been issued. Thus, where two the Master's office ; and to such a length is
or three are all that, in t_act, have been taken the system of charging for copies carried, that
out, ten or fifteen are charged and allowed, in amicable suits it not unfrequently happens,
The solicitor produces those he has actually I believe, that no copy whatever of the draft-
received in the course of the business, and report is made, but the solicitor merely looks
the elerh delivers to him so many more as are over the original draft in the Master's office.
necessary to make up the requisite number._ Yet, even in this case, two or more copies

P. 12. " A similar process takes place with will be charged for" as made for the plaintitf
respect to the report. If the charge for the and defendants." pp. 10. 11.
warrants alone were all that w_ to be corn- III. How, by breach of duty as to attend-
plained of, the mischief would not be so great, ance on the part of Masters and their clerks,
But you are aware, sir,_ that an attendance delay and expense are manufactured by them,
on each of these warrants is charged for and and profit out of zt, over and above what _s
allowed, and that frequently by several dif- exacted by them on mendacious grounds, as
ferent solicitors,i! so that the expense to the above.
suitors is grievously increased." P. 15. " The Masters seldom, I believe,

II. Of the sinister profit made bg the soli- make their appearance in Southampton-build-
ings before eleven, and are mostly to be seen

• Of the business charged for, as i_ done by
the Master, the greater part,Masters taken toge- on their way home by three o'clock at the
ther, is done by the Master's clerk. The officers latest."
styled Six-clerks have long ascended into the P. 16. " Another evll is that of issuing
Epicurean heaven, the region of sinecures : the warrants to different parties to attend at the
Masters are jogging on in the road to it. 1 have same hour."
knowniustanee_ofmastershipsgiventocommon " With some exceptions," says another
lawyers, to whom the practice of the court was
Its completely unknown as anything could be. pamphlet, with a high and responsible name

"l"Thus exacting, for the Master, payment for toit, p. 32, " I find a general understanding
that same number of attendanees not bestowed; prevails, that the earliest appointment for a
and as to solicitors, not only allowing but forcing Master must be eleven, and the latest at two
them_ on both sides--and there may be any o'clock." Consequence--warrant sent for;
number on each slde-- to receive payment, each frequent answer-- ' Master full for a week.'
of them, for the same number of attendanees on Page 31--' Court sits from ten to four.' Sohis part.

+, Thus saith the nameless barrister to the far the authority. Court, sitling as yet in
M/rater,who has taken care all this while to know public, cannot convert itself into a sinecurist :
no more of the matter than Imrd Eldon does. this accommodation it cannot afford to any
He is one of the thirteen commissioners, com. but its feudatories, who, so long as they act,
missioned by Lord Eldon, to inquire, along with the shorter the proportion of time in a day
I_rd Eldon, into the conduct of Lord Eldon. they sit on each cause, have the greater hum-

Though_ no cause has more than two sides _ her of attendances to be paid for.the plaintiff's and the defendant's _ yet on each
side there may be as many different solicitors as The attendance styled the Master's, is, after
there are different parties, and to firenumber of
them thereia no lixhit. " By, and for the profit of_the Master.
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all, in many instances, only the Clerk's : so to open tl_emselves to fraud and extortion ia
that it may be matter of calculation at the end one portentously scandalous instance, kept shut
of what period, under the cherishing care of in all other instances, before and since.
Lord Eldon, all masterships may have ripened P. 11, " With regard to copies of partl.
into sinecures, and thus completed the course culars of sale, where an estate is sold in the
completed already by the six-clerkships. Per Master's office, a material alteration has of
pamphlet, entitled Rewards, &c. page 49, of late years been made. To such a height had
which presently. Average emolument of one these charges amounted, that in one instance
of the Master's clerks, in 1822, 1823, and (Casamajor v. Strode) £700 were claimed for
1824, £2300 a-year, compensation-money, in lieu of written copies

IV. Strict _ommunity of sinister interest of particulars of sale. In consequence of that
between the judicial and pro.fessional lawyers ; charge, the general order of24th z}larch 1814
thejudicial principals, thc professional, forced was made, by which the Master is allowed
aceomphces. " sixpence a side for so many printed copie_ of

P. 13. ,' Their hills will be less rigidly the particutars as there are aetual bidders, and
examined. Under these circumstances, it is no m_re. There seems no good reason for
not the int crest of a solicitor to quarrel with making even this allowance. It would be fair
the Master's clerk."* Both are alike gainers enough, if the Ma_ters are to continue to be
by the existing system. -- P. 14. " In cases paid by.fees, to allow the expense of copying
where the costs come out of a fund in court, the particular for the printer, and even a fee,
much les._ strictness is likely to prevail If if thought necessary, for settling it; but be.
the plaintiff's solicitor be allowed for atten- vond that, as there is no actual trouble, there
dances on more warrants than are actually should be no charge on the suitor." p. 12.
taken out during the progress of the business, Of the particulars above given, a gene-
a similar allowance must be made to the de- ral confirmation may be deduced from _he
fendant's solicitor. But even if it were both contents of the (I now see) named, but not
the interest and the inclination of the soB- promiscuously published pamphlet, above al-
citor to antend this practice, it is not in his laded to _ Mr. Vizard's.
power so to do. He might indeed amend it What is above is a small sample of that
so far as his own charges go, but no farther, which is said to have place. Of what foltowa
Over those of" the Master's clerks he has no in sections 4, 8, and 9, the design is_ to
eontroul; and he is moreover at the mercy show how that which has place came, and
of the clerk. If he quarreN with the clerk, comes, to have place.
he must expect to be thwarted mtd delayed
in every suit which comes into that office,
and to have his bills rigorously taxed. The SECTION Ill.
master's clerk, with the assistance of a clerk A_NO It_07._ OI_DEa BY CHANCIBLLORAND
in court, taxes the solicitor's bill ; but there _ASTEa or _HE nOLLS, aU_ME_TIN_ "XRE
is nobody to tax the Master's bill," r_£s OF OF_mES _S T_XEO_FTOr ONS O_

V. Corruption and extortion, by bribes THtZ_.
9iven to and received by Alaster's c[erks, zn ad-
dition to the sinister profit, earr&d as above to IT consists of a printed pamphlet of 25 pages,
the account of the Master. bearing in the title-page the words follow-

P. 13. " The gratuities at present allowed ing :-
to the Master's clerks ought to be done away " List of Costs in Chancery, regarding So-
with altogether .... Solicitors who are in lleltors, and also Clerks in Court, asinceeased
the habit of giving large gratuities to the by orders of Court, dated 26th February last;
clerks, will at any rate be looked upon fa- issued under the joint signatures of the Right
vourably. Their business will be readily Honourable the Lord Chancellor, and M_ter
attended to, and oftentimes to the delay of of the Rolls: being exact copiesof tho_e Or-
others, who, in strictness, are entitled to ders. The same having been collated with
priority." the original Lists of the Court.

VI. Anno 1814, Lord Eldon's eyes, forced " London : printed for Heraud and Co.,
law stationers, Carey Street, corner of Bell

• "Since writing the above, I have been in- Yard, by J. & W. Smith, King Street, Seven
formed that in one office,a the clerk is notallowed Dials, 1807."to receive gratuities, but is paid a stipulated
salary: and I understand that the business of In the preamble to that part which regards
that oitlce is conducted as well as expeditiously, the "clerks in court fees," the order speaks
mm as satisfactorily in all respect, as in other of itself as establishing "a schedule of--in-
otllees. It might _ma invidious to _y moresa." creased fees." Thereupon follows the ._ae-
_Barriater. _ . dale, and the number of the fees is forty.three.

• '_Vorth knowing it surely would be by the Anno 1814. In pursuance of certain orllet_i
House of Commons, what that one omee is. -- of the House of Commons, returns were made,
J. B, amongst other chazteery offices, from that 0I"
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t}_e Six-c/er]_s, and another from that of the which is matter of history) more might have
s_,_ and waiting clerks. These are corn- been got for it. That or thereabouts was got
prised in pages 5, 6, 7, 8, of a paper entitled for it a second time.
•' Fees in Courts of Justice." Dates of order Would you know the money value of an of-
for prblting_ 13th Mayand llth July 18t4. fice, exctasiveoftheemolumentinpossession?
Nos. 234 m_d 250. To the aggregate value of the patronage be-

In the return relative to the sworn clerks, longing to it, add that of the grandpatronage.
are reprinted the contents of the pamphlet Nor is that of great-grandpatronage nothing.
above mentioned. Wherever you can see a grandpatron other

than the king, seeing the king, you see a
great-grandpatron.

SECTION IV. A Mastership was a fortune to a daughter
_PROFIT TO SUBORDINATES WAS PROlrIT TO _U- of Lord Erskine. Had he held the seals long

l'Ealotts ; so, IN COURSE,TO SUCCEasOI_S. enough, a Six-clerkship might have been a
provision for a son, supposing the matter

I_IEaz begins the proof of the fact _ that a settled with Sir William Grant, who had no
twopenny loaf costs twopence : in Honourable issue.
and Right Honourable House, the proof will If either patronage, grandpatronagc, or
be insufficient ; in any other, unless it were a great-grandpatronage of the office are vMue-
right honourable one, it would be superfluous : less, so is the possession of it.
for information, yes: but for reminiscence, it In case of abase, profit to individuals is one
may have its use. thing ; mischief to the public, another. Profit

1. Wherever an office has any money value from fee-gathering offices may be made either
so has the patronage of it. By the patron- by sale or by gift. When by sale, small is tho
age, understand the power of determining mischief in comparison of what it is when by
the individuals by whom, together, or one gift. But this belongs to another head.
after another, it shall be possessed ; _ the Neither by the Chancellor, nor by the Mas-
w_aole power, or any share in it. ter of the Rolls (it may be said) are nominated

Take any office singly, compared with the any of the officers to whose fees the order
value of the possession, that of the patronage gives increase. True : nor by this is the ad-
may be less or greater. It is most commonly ditional value, given by it to the patronage,
less ; but it may be many times greater. Pa- lessened. Along with the values of the sworn-
tron (say) a father near the grave : son, in clerkship and the waiting-clerkship, rises that
early youth : value of the office if occupied of the six-clerkship. Tenpence per folio is
by the father, not one year's purchase; if by paid to sworn and waiting clerks ; tenpence
the son, a dozen years or more. per ninety words, called a folio, for copies

Present income of a Six-clerkship, about taken by them : out of each such tenpence,
£1000 a-year : so stated to me by gentlemen the six clerks, for doing nothing, receive four-
belonging to the office. It is regarded as a pence. This is all they receive : an all which
sinecure ;-- patron, the Master of the Rolls. to some eyes may not appear much too little.
One of these judges was Sir Thomas Sewell : The measure was one ofexperlment : direct
children, numerous. No further provision for object, that project of plunderage, which will
this one, without injustice to others. Sup- be seen continued and extended by the hands
pose it sold, what would it have been worth of Lord Eldon in 1807. and sanctioned by
to him ? Not a fifth of what it was by being parliament in 1822 : collateral, or subsidiary
given. £2000 the price usually got by pa- object on his part, giving additional strength
tron. So at least said by gentlemen belong- to the dominion of juSge-made over parlia-
ing to the office. This for the information ment-made law. Full butt did this order rm_
of Mr. Robinson--the Mr. Robinson who, as against a special statute, made for remedy
far as I understand hither_, to secure purity, against this very abuse : not to speak of the
interdicts sale, leaving gift as he found it. general principle laid down, and thus vainly

Say patron and grandpatron, as you say son endeavoured to be established, by the petition
and grandson. Grand patronage is not so va_ of rights. But as to this, see next sectiom
luable as patronage, True: nor yet value- _ Of the price the public was made to pay
less. In the King's Bench, is an office called for this sinister profit, not more than half has,
the clerkship of the rules. Annual value, as as yet, been brought to view. The other half
j_r finance reports, 1797-8, £2767. Nominal went to stop mouths. Waste, all of it, as

nt patrons in those days, Earl of Stormont well as productive of correspondent delay, is
and Mr. Way ; grandpatron, Earl of Marts- what is exacted for all three sorts of clerks.
field, Lord Chief-Justice. Trustee for the Thus felt, and even yet say, the solicitors.
Lord Chief-Justice, _d Earl of Stormont The pluoderable fund is composed of the ag-
and Mr Way : price paid £7000 :_ circum- gregate property of all those who can afford
_amees led me to the knowledge of it. But to buy a chance for the article sold under the
for grandpatron's cowardice that cowardice name of equity. The greater the quantit T
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Utken by the one set, the less is left fur the 4. Lastly comes the all-comprehenslvely-
other--see an experience of this shown in applying clause in the act commonly called
§ 13. Preceded accordingly by the bonuses the Petition of Rights, 3, Ch. I., e, 1, § 20_

given to these nmre immediate cointeressees " That no man hereafter be compelled to
of the chancellor and his feudatory, was a like make or yield any gift, loan, benevolence, tax,
bonus given to the fraternity of solicitors, or such like charge, _*hout common consent

by act of parliament."
Turn back now to the j udge-made law, and

SECTION V. the enactors of it. Could they have had any
doubt as to the illegality of what they were

CONTRARY TO LAW WAS THE ORDER. doing? Not unlessthesesagesofthelaw had

NOT to speakof clausesofcommon, thatis forgottheA, B, C of it.
to say, imaginary law, called priuciples, bor- But a pretence is made,--and what is it?
rowed or made by each disputant for the par- " Whereas the same" (speaking of the fees
pose of the dispute -- full butt does the order of the offices in question) "have been at dig
run against indisputable acts of parliament; ferent times regulated by thc orders of this

I court, as neon'stun rcqu "e_ "

acts of general application applying to t The " different times,"--what are they?taxation in any mode without consent of par-
liament ; -- acts of particular application, ap- I They arc the one time, at which, by a like
pI) ing to taxation in this particular mode : __ *1joint order, atom. 1743,. 17Geo. 11., Lord Chan-

1. First comes the general/p-applying act, cell_r IIardwwke, h_s Master of the Rolls,
o-5Ed. I. c. 7, anno 1297--" We have granted Forteseue, " did order and direct that the
for us and our heirs, as well to archbishops sworn-clerks and walling-clerks do not de-
,... as to earls .... and to all the corn- mand or take any greater fees cr rewind for
mo_alty of the land, that for no business from the business done or to be done by them in
henceforth we shall take such manner of aids, the six- clerks' office, than the fees and re-
tasks, nor aprises, but by the common assent wards following:" whereupon comes a list of
of the realm." them.?

2. Next comes 34 Ed. I. slat. 4, c. 1, anno In any of the many reigns in which parlla-
13{)6--" No tallage or aid shall be taken or meat never sat but to give money, and in
levied by us, or our heirs, in our reahn, with- which, could kings have kept _thin bounds,
out the good-will and assent of archbishops, there would ha_e been an end of parliaments,
bishops, lords, barons, klfights, burgesses, and -- as the valuc of money sunk, augmentation
other ireemen of the land." of subordinates" fees by superiors might have

3. Now comes the sl_eeiallg-applying act, had something of an excuse. But Lord Itard-
20 Ed. lII. e. 1, atom 1346--" First, we have withe--while he was sdleming this order, he
commanded," says the statute, "'all our jus- -- a rt_ie too generally r, cognised to need refe-
rices to be sworn, that the 3 shall flora hence- rence; disallow it, the _hole mass of _tatute-law
forth do equal law and execution of right to is shaken to piece_
all our _ui,jects, rich and poor. And we have 2. Fee the same to all, d, es slow such favour
6rdained and caused our _d justices to be in the extreme. A. has le_s thau £10 a-year to

live on: B. more than £100.(_J a-year: on A. a
sworn, that the) shall not from henceforth, 5s. fee is more than ten thousand ames as heavy
as long as they _hall be in the office of jus- as on B. Of the B.'s there are several: of the
tice, take fee nor robe of any mini but of A.'s several million_ By the aggregate of the
ourself, and that they shall takeno gift nor fees exactedontheplaintiff'sside, allwhocannot
reward, by themselves nor bv others privily afford to pay it arc placed in a state of outlawry:
or apertly, of any mini that hath to do before in a still worse state those who, having paid a
them by any way, except meat and drink, and certain part of the way, can pay no farther. Ditto

- ondefendant's side, sells to every mat_ who, in
that of small value."* the character of plaintiff, is able and willing to

buy it, an unlbnited power of plundering and
oppressing every man who cammt spend as much
in law as he can.

* The exception- the meat and drlnk of
small value (need it be said ?) speaks the simpli-
city of the times: roads bad, inns scantily scat- q House of Commons paper, 1814. intimled,
tered_judges in their progresses in the suite of "Fees in Courts of Justice," p. 5.--Returns to
the monarch, starved, if not kept alive by the orders of the Honourable House of Commons, of
hospitality or*some one or other, who, in some 81st 31arch and 2d of May 1814: for" A R_turn
way or other, " had to do before them." of any increase of rate of the fees_ demat,.ded and

A few wtmls to obviate cavil, received in the several superior Courts of Justice,
Objectlon-- Immediately before this last.men- civil or ecclesiastical, in the United _nzdom,

tinned clause in the statute_ runs a sort of special by the judges and officersof such eourts_ tinting
preamble, in these words :_ '_ ',Cothe intent that twenty years_ on the several proceedings in the
our justices shcrald do every right m all people, same, togethcr with a statement of the authority
in the manner aforesaid, without more favour under which such increase has t ken place."
showing to om than toanother." _¢Vellti_en: fee_ l. England.-22°. Seotland_q. Ireland--234 and
the same to all, shows no such favour. "250.--Ordered bv the [louse ,_f Commons to be

dnswcr--l. Prca_mble limits not cnacti:_g part: printed, 13th Ma b and 1hb July 1814.
Yor. V. Z
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was receiving, in the House of Lords, money- Justice Bailey, and Mr. Justice Park ! eternity)
bills in profusion, brottght up by the House to the things of which we have been seeing
of Commons. This tax of his-- would t_he samples.
Commons have given, or would they have As to the effectuality of the thing, what
refused, their sanction to it? Under either had been done in this way without parlia-
supposition, this tax of his imposition was ment and against parliament, had been bat
without exettse, too elrectuall,/done ; and, but for the so lately

Well, and suppose that Chancellor and his disclosed illegald_l, might and would have
Master of the B.olls had done what Lord Chan- continued to be done, as long as M._tchless
cellor Erskine and his Mentor did,_" order Constitution held together. At the same time.
and dtrect that the said sebedule of fees be what is insinuated is--that, although what
adopted?" (p. 18.3 Bat they did no such had thus been done without parliament, had
thing: they were too wary : tim time was not hitherto and all along been dtme h',dull;/. )et,
_pe for it. George the Second had a Pro- for _ant of some maeh_ncr!/, which could not
tender to keep him in cheek: George the be supplied but by parliament, it could not
Third had none. True it is, that by their in .future be so effectually done. as it would
adroitly-worded prohibition, all the effect of be with the help of such machiLtery, which,
allowance was produced. But. had anything accordingly, the act was made to supply.
been smd about the order, thereweretheterms Not an atom of any such subsidiary matter
of it :--all that these models of ineorraption is there in the act. All that this act of Lord
had in view by it was repression : allowance Eldon's does, i_ to authorize and require him-
was what it was COnverted into, by under- self, and the other judges in question-- the
tings acting out of sight of superiors. Thus, Westminster-Hail chiefs--to do as it had
on a ground of rapacity, was laid an appro- found them doing : taxh_g the injured -- tax-
priate varnish_a coating of severe and self- ing them on pure of outlawry-- taxiog tl_e
denying justice, people, and putting the money into their own

The caricature-shops used to exhibit divers pockets. In § 13, the reader will see _hether
progresses: progress of a Scotchman, progress what is here said of the absentee of all ms-
of a parson, and some others. In these pages ehinery is not strietty true. Sothb;g _hat-
may be seen that of a .fee-qather*nq judge. I ever, besides what is here mentioned, does

Seen already has been the first stage of it. ] the act so much as aim at.
If Lord I_rskine, or rather the unfledged I

equity-man's Mentor, had any doubts of the l
illegality of what they were doing, no such I SECTION VI.
doubts had Lord Eldon : for now comes all- t
other motion in the g_mnasties of lawyer- ] _Y IT, INCREASEANDSANCTIONWFKE
craft--the last stage, or thereabouts, wl_ieh / GIVE_"TO EXaOItTIO_'.
for the moment we most anticipate. I THE illegality of the order supposed, taki,'_g

The last stage in the progress is that which money by colour of it, is extortion ;-- either
is exhibited in and by that which will be seen that is, or nothing is.
to be hi_ act--the act of 1822--3 Geo. IV. Ask Mr. Serjeant Hawkins else. As good
e. 69, as per _ I3 of these pages: the assump- eommon law as Mr. Anybody else, or even
tion, per force, recogni._ed to be illeyal; be- my Lord Anybody el_e, makes, is that made
cause, as willalso be seen. the court of King's by Mr. Serjeant tIawklns ; so says every-
Bench had just been forced to declare as much: body. Look to dittCs Pleas of the Crown,
whereupon eamethe necessity of going, after col. it. b. i. oh. G8. § 1. In the mar#n es-
all, to parliament : illegaliOf recognised, but a pecially, if you take Leach's edition, or any
different word, the word effeetuallq-employed, subsequent one, you will see a rich embroidery
that from all who were not in the secret, tim of references : if the ground does not sniP;"
evilconseiousnessmightbekepthid. "Where- yotb go to the embroidery, and hard indeed
as," says the preamble, " it is expedient that is your fortune, it" you do not find something
some provision should be made for the per- or other that will smt you better.
manent regulations and establishment of the " It is said," says he, " that extortion, in
feesoftheoffieers, elerks, a,ndministersofjus- a large sense, slgldfies any oppression under
tiee of the several courts of Chancery, King's colour of right ; but that, in a strict se_]se, it
Bench, Common Pleas, Exchequer, and Ex- si_fifies the taking of money by any officer,
chequer Chamber, at Westminster, and of the by colour of his office, either where none at
eterks and other officers of the 3udges of the all is due, or not so much is due, or where it
same courts; bat the same cannot be effeetu- is not yet due." So much for the learned
ally done but by the authority of parliament" manufacturer. For the present purpose, the
.... thereupon comes the first enactment, strict sense, you will see, is quite sufficient :
enabling judges to deny told sell justice for as for the large sense, this is the sense you
their own profit, and giving legality and per- must take the word in, if what you want is
manenee (and_ b., _ke blessing of God, Mr. nonsense. If you do, go on with the hook,
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and there you will rind enoogb of it; and I tration of public justice, in order to incline
that too without need of hunting on through l him to do a thing against the known rules of
the references; for if, with the law-making honesty and integrity ; for the law abhors
serjeant, you want to enlarge extortion into [inuendo the common law, that is to say, it
oppression, you must strike out of eztortwn i makes the judges abhor] a_y the least ten-

the first syllable, mid, with it, half the sense denc'4 to corruption, in those who are any way
of the word; which done, you will h tee t concerned in its administration."
tertian--which will Rive you, if not the Here the learned serjeant waxes stronger
exact _ynonyme of oppression, something very and stronger in _ntimentality, as he ascends
little wide of it; and here, by the bye, _ou into the heaven of hypocrisy, where he re-
have a sample of the sort of stuff on which mains daring the whole of that and tlre nex_
hang life and death under common law. long section. " Abhor corruption l" Oh yes,

even as a dog does carrion.
Be this as it may, note with how hot

SECTION VII. burning iron he stamps bribery and corrup-
tion on the foreheads of such a host of sages -

s o, TO Co ll U t: r TI OX. _ of Lord Erskine (oh fie l isn't he dead ?)
CORRUPTION? NO: no _ueh head has the " -- Sir William Grant (oh fie I was he not an
learned aforesaid manuiZacturer and wholesale able judge ?) -- and Lord Eldon, the Lord of
dealer in crown-law. No matter: he has Lords, with hi_ cceteras the inferior chief_.

bribe_. Rambling over that field, he picks
up clt'rruption, which he takes tar the same
thing, tied he lived in present times, well SECTION VIII.
wouhlhe have known the difference. Bribery _tow LOaD ELDON PRONOUNCEDTIRE EXAC°
is what no judge praeti_es : would )ou know a IONCONTKAKYTOLAW_ ALLTHEWHILE
what prevents him, see " Observations on CONTINUINGIT.
the Magistrates' Salary-raising Bill :" Cor-
ruption -- self-corruption--Is _ hat, as you THE following is the tenor of a nO_eobtained
may see there and here. every We_-tminstcr- from an eminent barrister present, who had
Halt chief judge has been in use to practise; particalar means and motives for being ear-
and is now, by act of parliament, anna 1822, rect as to the t_aets, and who does not, to
8 Gee. IV. c. 69, allowed to practise, this moment, know the use intended to be

For bribery, too, Hawkins has his strict made of it. In the Court of Exchequer, Fe-
sense, arid his large sense. It i, in its large bruary 5, 1820: --
sense that he fancie_ it the same thing with " DON_ISONv. ce'al_tE.
eorrupOan. Neither to bribery, however, nor
to corruption, does this law of his apply it- "A question was made upon a petition,
self, in any other case than that in which he whether certain allowances, made to a solid-
who commits it has something or other to do tar on the taxation of his bill of costs, were
with the administration of justice." Bat, as regular, which they would have been, if the
before, this is all that is wanted here. court of Exchequer adopted in its practice

" Bribery," sayq he, " in a strict sense, is the additional allowances made by Lord Er-
taken fbr a great misprision of one in a judi- skine's order, otherwise not.
cial place, taking any valuable thing whatso- '" It was objected that those additional el-
ever, except meat and drink of small valne,_ lowanees were not adopted by the Exchequer,
of any one who has to do before him any way, inasmuch as Lord Erskine's order was not
for doing his office, or by colour of his office, legal, and that Lord Eldon had intimated an
but of the king only. opinion that he did not consider it as legal.

" § 2. But bribery in a large sense," con- " The Chief Baron (Richard_) admitted
tinues he, " is sometimes taken for the re- that he understood Lord Eldon had said that
calving or offering of any undue reward, by lie did not consider Lord Ershine's order as
or to any person whatsoever, whose ordinary being legal, but that it had been now so tong
profession or business relates to the adminis- acted upon, that the court must be considered

as having sanctwned it, and that he (Richards)
" By Lord Chief-Justice Raymond, or by should follow what had been said by Lordsomebody for him, Bench law was afterwards

made to explain and amend this Inn &Court Eldon." Thus far the report.
law of the learned serjeant, in addition to judicial As to its being for his own benefit, see § 4.
law: corruption election bribery was thereby Thirteen years, and no more, having suf-
made bribery likewise. See the embroidery a:s riced thus to set bench above parliament, anna
above. 1820, qurere, what is the smallest length of
iI-_ To Serjeant Hawkins, we see -- to Serjeant time that will have become sufficient beforeawkins, though he never was a judge_the
statute of Edward the Third was not unknown, the reign of John the Second is at an end ?
thmlgh soperfectly either unknown or contemned Objector -- Idle fears t how inconsiderable,
by the host of the under-mentioned judges, in all this time, the utmost of what the pea,
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pie can have suffered from the exercise of I other chaplain of Lord Eldun's, could enter.
this power! rain a doubt of it- that it was only to give

Answer--True, the plunderage has its safcty and suecess to this grand design of his,
limit. Thank for it, however-- not learned t that the momentary a._endency of the in-

moderation, but a very different circumstance, [ traders had been perndt_ed. The Chancellor,

which will be explained in § 13, when the act by whom the first visible step in the track of
by which the last hand was put to the plml execution was taken, being a whig.-- not only
comes to he considered : moreover, _hat was a precedent set, and gruund" thus made
makes fees so stickled for izz preference to for the accmnmodation of Lord Eldon, but a
salary, is--that as plunderabie matter in- precedent which the Whig% as such, stood
rreases, so will plunderage, effectually estoppedfrom controvertizlg. Puor

As to its being for his own profit that Lord Lord Erskine-- all that he had had time to
Eldon thus continued the exaction, see § 4. do, was to prepare the treat : to prepare it for

Bravo I Lord Chancellor Eldon !--bravo _ his more filrtunate predecessor and successor.
Lord Chief Baron Riehards ! " So long/" Scarce was the bazlquet on the table, when
that is to say, just thirteen year_ : assuming up rose from his nap the "giant refieshed,"
what of course is true-- that of the course and swept into his wallet this, in addition to
of illegality begun under Lord Erskine, and I all the other sweets of office. As to poor
pursued under Lord Eldon, the continuation Lord Er.-kil_e, over and above his paltry
commenced with his re-aeecss_on. Yea_s, £40_)0 a 3car, n,thing was ".eft him, hut to
thirteen | Here then is one length of time siJ_ with Virgil-- S_c yes non nobis mellifi.
which suffices to entitle the We.-tminstt.r _utt., _:t.cs. t_
chiefs, all or any one of them, to set aside any
act or acts of parliament they please : arid in
particular any act of parliament, the dechwed SECTION IX.

object of which is tu prevent them from [IOWTHECHANCELLORHADLAIDTHEGROUNI_
plundering, without stint, all people, who roa THE MOREEFFECTUALCORRUPTIONOP
can and will buy of them, what tLey ('all 2us- HIMSELFAND THEO'I'I-IERCHIEFS.
rice, and from denying it to all wire cam_ot.

But Bar 9.... what said Bar to tiffs? ()h ! FuI_ this ground we mnst, from 1821, go as
Exchequer is a snug court : small the quan- far back as the year 1801. In the explana-
tity of Bar that is ever there. But, were tion here given of the charges, it seemed he-
there ever so much, Bench cannot raise itself ee_arv to make this departure from the order
above parliament but it raises Bar along with of time; tbr, till some conception of the de-
it. Between Bench and Bar, even without sign, and of a certain progress made in the
partnership in money or power, sympathy execution of it, hadbeen conveyed, the nature
would of itself suffice to make commumty of of the ground, so earlb, arid so lung ago, laid
_inister interest. The same fimgus, which, for it, could not so clea_'l? have been under-
when green, is made into Bar, is it not, when stood.
dry, made into Bench? In nonsense (it will be seen) was this

tNo want of Bar was there, anne 1801, when ground laid: plain ._ense might have been too
Lord Etdon, as per next section, laid the hazardous. The document in which lhe de-
ground for the decision, thus pronounced anne sign may be seen revealed, is another rt-ported
1820; as little, when, the next year (1821) ease, and (what is better) one alrtady in
as per § 12, ground and all were laid low by print : Ex-parte I.ewester, IYse!/ ,lunior's
the shock of an earthquake. Matchless Con- Equity 12eports, VL 4o9. Buried iJi huge
stitution (it will be seen) may be turned grim-gribber folios, secrets may be talked in
topsy-turvy, and lay.gents know nothing of print, arid, for arty len_4th of time, kept. The
the matter : ]Mr looking on, and laughing in language non.-ease, the design may be not
its sleeve, the less ascertainable and undeniable. Non-

Note here the felicity of Lord Eldon : the sense moreegregious was seldom talked, than,
profit reaped by him from his ttegira of a tbw on certain occasions, by Oliver Cromwell.
months. We shall soon see how, from one Whatever it was to the audience then, to us
•)f the most nnexpectable of all htcidents, the the design is no secret now.
grand design of the grand master of delay ex- Here it follows -- that is to say, Lord
perieneed a delay of _ix years : a delay, which, Ehton's.
like so many of his own making, might never , Vesey Junior, VI. 429 to 434. Date of the
have found an end, but for the short-lived report 1801, Aug. 8. Date of the volume,
apparent triumph and unquiet reign of the 1803, p. 432.--Lmtn CHANCELLOR(p. 432)
pretenders to the throne. When, upon their -- " A practice having prevailed, for a series
expulsion, the legitimates resumed their due ] of"years, contrary to the terms of an order of
mnnipotence, it seemed to all who were in tl_e court, and sometimes contrary to an act
the secrets of providence--and neither Mr. of parliament, it is more consistent to sup-
Jmtiee Bailey nor Mr. Justice Park, nor any pose some ground appeared to former judges_
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upon which it might be rendered consistent as to say under his tordship's eye: _ al_er such
with thepractiee : and therefore, that it would information, at any rate, if not before.
be better to correct it in future, not in thatpar. 2.--Page 20. Argument. thereupon by eoun.
titular instance. Upon tbe question, whether sel: Mansfield, afterwards Chief-Justice ear
that mder is to be altered, or to be acted upon the Common Pleas; Romilly, afterwards So-
according to its terms, which are at variance licitor-GenerM. On the part of both, assa-
with the practice, I am not now prepared to vance of strong conviction that the charge _ as
dehvcr a decisive, opinion: for this practice well founded; proportionable fears, and not
having been ever since permitted to grow up dissembled, of the detriment that might ensue
as expository of the order, ff my opinion was to the personalhJterest oftheirclient from the
different from what it i_ as to the policy of rese.ntment of the noble and learned judge.
the order according to its terms, I must col- 3.-- Page 20, 21. Proof exhibited, of the
lect, that there is in that practice testimony reasonableness of these fears:--" Judge
given, that, acco_r(hng to the terms, it wouhl angry"....Petitioncr " ben* beneath a torrent
be an inconvenient older." of power and personal abuse."

No abstract this -- no paraphrase--verbs 4.--Page 21. Five years after, to wit, anne
ipsissima. Eldon tl,i_ all over. No_e but 1806--Lord Erskine then Chancellor--strut-
himself can be hi, t)arallel, lac address to his lordship ; a brief again given

Nothlvg w!6_'h _t c_,uld be of any use to to Ronfilty (at this time solicitor-general) but
insert, i_ here omitted. Those who think with no better tbrtune: further encourage-
they cunhl find an inte'pretation more u_ct'tt] meat this rebuff_ further encouragement, to
to Lord Eldon by wading tbrtmtd_ the five or wit, to Lord Eldon, when restored.
six fi_ho pages of his speech, let them take it 3._ Page 21.--In a note, reference to the
in hand, and see what they can make of it. above-mentioned ease, ExoparteLeteester, in
All they will be able to do, is to make dark- Vesey, junior, with quotation of that portion
ness still more visible, of his lordship's speech, which may be seen

above in § 9. Hence a conjecture, that in
that same ease, Mr. Lowe hxmsetf, in some

SECTION X. way or other, had a special interest. From
the reference so made to that ease, and his

liIOWTI-IE DESIGN WAS STOrT SHORTBY A tordship'sspcecbontheoeeasionofit, itshould
SOLICITORj TILL SET A-GOINGAGAINp AS seem that the design of it. as above, was notABOVE.

a secret to Mr. Lowe, and that his lordship
THE deepest-laid deslg_s are sometimes frus- knew it was not.
trated by the most unexpected accidents. Here ends the history of the stoppage.
From the hardihood of a man whose place 6.--Preface, pp. 6, 7. Upwards oi eighteen
was at his feet, we tome now to see a design months antecedently to the above-mexmoned
so magnificent as this of the Chancellor's, 17th November 1822, say accordingly, on or
experiencing the above-mentioned stoppage about 17tk May 1821, page 6, on the oeca-
_f six years, sion of two causes-- Limbrey against Gnrr,

Before me lies an unfinished work, printed and Adams against Limbrey, -- laid by Mr.
but not published: title, " Observations on Lowe before the Attorney-General of that
Fees in Courts of Justice:" Date to the Pre- time, to wit, Sir Robert Gifford, matters
face, Southampton Buildings, 17rh November sbowing" that the increasing amount of fbcs
1822. In that street is the residence of Mr. and costs _as like a leprosy rapidlyspreadu*g
Lowe. an eminent sohcitor. The work fell over the bod!t efthe law."
into mv hands without hN knowledge, tie "/'.--Preface, p. 3. Anno 182t, Triifity va-
ts gml_]ess of all communiration witli me. cation--day not stated--to wit, _ometime
This said, I shall speak of hin_ as the author between July and November, mentinn made
without reserve. From that work I collect of his lordship's courtesy, and of " a pro-
the following facts. Year and month, as mise which his lordship"--(wrath having had
above, may be found material, twentyyears to cool)--"very condescendingly

1.-- Page 20. Early in Lord Eldon's first performed." On this occasion, hearinq befole
chancellorship, to wit, anno 1801, his lordship his lordship, Master of the Rolls _itting with
not having then been five months in office, Mr. him: proof presumptive, not to say eonclu-
Lowe, in various forms, stated to hislordship, sire, that, on this occasion, Lord Erskine's
in public as well as in private, that in his order was under consideration ; " Contro-
h rdsh_p s court, the corruption of *_ce had verted" by Mr. Lowe, a fee that had received
become so great, that it was impossible for a the confirmation of one of the sets of com-
*olichor to transact his business with pro- missioners, appointed by Lord Eldon for this
l_riely " This in general terms: adding, at and those other purposes that everybody
the same time, what, in his view, _ ere parti- knows of,
eular instances, and praying redress. Note, 8.--Preface, p. 5. Anno 1822, Easter term.
._at to sa_ in his tordship's court, was as much Observations on the _ame subject, laid befo_
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_he " Master in Ordinary," meaning doubt- ] P. 19. "An attemptin 1801 toreforn, prac.
less one of the officers ordinarily st3 led .llas- j tice."
tees in Chancery, ten in nun bee, exclusive of [ Whilst Lord Thurlow held the great seal,

the Grand Master, the Master of the Rolls. [ table_ of fees taken by ¢flleers _n the court
With as good a chance of success might the i of Chancery remained set up or affixed m their
gentleman have laid them before the Master [ respective offices, and the most trifling gra-
of the Mint. I tuity was received with a _ atchful dubious

9.--P. 5. Anno 18"22, soon after the above eye, and eautiou_ hand ; but soon after the
"qnformation and bill" filed ag_ainst Mr. Lowe, i great seal was resigned by his lordship, lhose
vy Mr. Attorney-Genel al, and said to be lult:, I table_ began to dlsappear_ and (in 1822) have
answered. Solicitor to the Treasury, " Mr. uecer since been reaeu:ed:--gratuities then

Maule." Answer pat in by defendant, attach- au.,:mentcd, until they had no limits : anti _o
ment for contempt in not answering. Quaere, early as the year 1801, when ire'teased fees
what means " z*_formatlon" and " bdl_. '" In- and eo_ts bad attained little of the strength
formation in King's Bench? Billin Chancery? and consistency at wh_(h they hare s*nce al-
But what answer can an information in King's rwed, the author of the_e observations stated
liench admit of? to the court, '" tlmt the corruption of oflh'e

IO.--P. 6. Shortly afterwards,Observatlons ttad b_ come so (in at, that zt was _mF.os_tbh .h.r
laid by him belbre the lords of the trca._urv a soheLt'.,r to tran_art ]us _ustae_s uith l;r_.-
soliciting the investigation of the charge laid pr*et?/."_ "1"o ju-tify such statement, he, by
beforethe Attorney-General(Sir Robert Gif petitmn, set torth certain pa 3ments made,
lord) ei,dhteen months before, on the oeea.-ion which he im-i-_ted ou,ht not to have been de-
of the cases of Limbrey and Gurr, &e. as per manded oI received, at,d prayed for redress ;
No. 6. and he _ rote a letter to one t}t the Lord Chan-

Containing, as it does, pages between 5 ;and cettor's secretaries, in which he stated an opl-
6, this same preface is too long for in_ertim_
here. Carefully have the. above allegatlon_ year_ of it, exper:enced t_*is disturbance. There
been culled from it. Of tim passage con- wa, an old sixty-clerk named Barker. _ho was
tained in the body of the work, the matter ;s a tavourite at court, and had tn_ entrees. Causeof favour, this--after pining the exact number
toointerestingandinstrueti_etobeomitted: of years ncost to take Troy, Mr. Scot. junior,
it will be found below, had tormed his determination to pine no longer,

tIere then is one source, from which, had it when providence sent an angel m the shape of
ears for corruption, Honourab!e Itonse might Mr. Barker, w_th the papers of a fat smt and a
learn at anytlme, whether, fi'om the above al- retaining fee. Hm_ the fellowship constituted for
leged corruption, Lord Eldon has not, during this purpose minister plenipotentmryat the court,
the whole of his two elmneellorships, been Upon an average of the two years, every otherday_ it was computed_ the minister sought, and
reaping profit, rout whether it was possible as regularly obtained, an audience: an._wer, no
so to have been doh_g without knowing it. less regular--" To-morrow." On this occasion,
By Lord F.ldon's present set o_ nondnees, ob.,ervation was made of a sort of competitmn in
evidence from Mr. Lowe ha% I bear, been the arena of frngalitv between the potentate and

elicited. Little, if any fruit, I hear, has been his quondam protectt;r, nowsunkinto his humblefriend. Without an extra stock of powder in h_s
obtained from it. No great wonder any such hair, never, on a m_ssion of such importance,
barrenness. Anything unacceptable to their durst the plenipotentiary approach thepresence
creator they could not he very desirous to consequence, in that artmle alone, in the course
receive : nor, perhaps. Mr. Lowe, since the of the two diplomatic years, such an increase of
experience had of his lordship's " courtesy," expense, as, though h_s Excellency was well
to give. stricken in years_ exceeded_ according to the most

Astonished all this while at the stoppage-- accurate computation, the aggregate expenditure
astonished no le,s than disappointed -- must in that same article, during the whole of hi_ pre-ceding life.
have been the goodly fellowship -- the soti- "1"" On hearing the case ex.partc I,eicester,
citors and clerks in court; importunate for 6thVez. jun. 429, where it was said, ' that a prac-
six long years, hut not less vain than impor- tiee having prevailed for a series of years, eon-
tunate, t_ad been their endeavours to obtain trary to the termsof an orderin court, and some-
from Lord Eldon and his Sir William Grant times contrary to an act of parliament, it is most

convenient to suppose some ground appeared to
--yea, even from Lord Eldon !--that boon, former judges, upon which it might be rendered
which with the s_me Sir William Grant fi_r consistent with thepractice; and therefore that it
mediator and advocate, -- at the end of six would be better to correct practice in fl_ture, not
short months, we have seen them obtaining in the particular instance.' 1Whereas the author
from Lord Erskine:--the said Sir William oftheseobservatmnsthinksthatallpractieewhieh

Grant being, as per § 4, in quality of patron, is contrary to an act of parliament, or to the terms" of a standing order of court, originates in col
in partnership with the said clerks in court.* ruption, and ought to be abolished in the patti-
--*- Since writing what is in the text, a slight cular instance complained of, or when_ or how°
correction has come to hand. Not the whole of ever_ a practice, at variance with taw or order_ is
•John the Second's first reign, only the two last first made known to the court.'"
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Ilion, which (until the great charter, and the [
before-mentioned statutes of King Edward I SECTIOI_ Xll.
IlI. and King Richard lI., are repealed,) he i HOW THE ILLEGALITY GOT WIND : AND IlOW
is disposed to maintain: and which (thmmh I
otherwise advised by his counsel) lie then t FELIX TREM_SLED.
refused to ret;aet." The petition came on fiJr _ OF the spread of the contagion from Chan-

bearing, and was supl erred by Mr. Man_field ]cerv to Exchequer, indications were given
and Mr. Rnmilly, with a spirit, and in a man- in _ 8 : mention was there made of its having
ne_, peeuhar to tho_e at rotates, and saris- completed the tour of Westminster Hall
fact,w) to the teelingr of the petitioner ; and Vehat is there said is no nmre than general
rest--ted by Mr. Attorney-General (Sir Spen- intimation : the manner how, comes zmw to
cer Pereevat } and Mr. Riehards. be _et forth.

In _am did Mr. Mansfield urge, that "gra- Anne 1821, lived a broken botanist and
t,at/! u'as the mother of ezto_ t,,,," and Mr. ex.nurscryman, named Sahsbury. To distin-
l_gmilty state the intrepidity of his client, guish him from a namesake of the gentle.
tin that oeca.-ion, the author of these obser- man-class, Sahsba_. minor is the name he
rations, who never heard an a,gryju@e give goe_ by among the Fancy. At the end of a
a just .lud_ncnt. bent beneath a torrent of series of vicissitudes, he had sunk into one of
power and pe_ _o_ml abuse, those sinks of misfortune, in which, to help to

On the coming in of a new administration, pmnper over-fed judges, debtors arc squeezed
in the 5ear 1_06, the author of these obser- b) jailors, out of the substance that should
rations adth essed a letter to Lo_d Erskine, go to creditors. As t¥om Smithfield an over-
and prepared to fin ther bear his petition; driven ox into a china-shop--breaking loose
but he _a, given to und,'rstm_d, by those one day fi'om his tormentors, Salishu D minor
who had once applauded his eflbrtsff that a flnmd me,ms, somehowor other, to break into
a ctmnge of men did not _hanye measures; one of the great Westminster-Hall shops ; in
and stave that t_rne the trreoular incrca,se qf which, as often as a demand comes for the

fees and costs has introduced much eonfi.,sion article so rots-called justice, bad goods are so
into the law. dearly sold to all who can come up to the

price, and denied, of course, to those who
cazmot. The china-shop _cene ensued. Sur-

SECTION XI. prised and con founded, the _hopmcn exhibited
that sort of derangement, which the FrenchHOW TIlE O_IIER (IIIE[ _ WERE CORRUPTED

Act tn:P,_N_LV, extq css by loss qf head--ils ont perdu la tgte.
[;rider tim notion of defence, eontessions came

As to what regards the Chief _tf the Exehc- out, which come now to be recorded.
quer Jndieatory, an indica_mn ha., been seen Anno 1821, Nov. 21.--(The date is mate-
in .$8. As to what regards h:mg's I_eneh riah) Barnewall artdAlderson'sKing'sBench
and Common Pleas, the like may be seen in Reports, X,'ol. V. p. 266.

§ 12. lnvitat;on,--" Take and eat." Seen "In theMatter of Salisbury (in Persont)it has be_n and will be, _hether lhcre was
an_ backwardness a_ to ae('eptamre. " Salisbury zn person had obtained a rule

Forget not that these men were, "all of ni,i, for one'of the tipstaffs of the court to
them, his creatures: breath of his l_ostrils; answer the ma'_ters of his affidavit. The
sheep of his pasture, affidavit stated, that the tipstaff had taken a

tee of half-a guinea, for conveying him from
" " Sir. Mansfield sent ler the aut!'or of these the judge's chambers (to which he had been

observations to his chambers, and there told him, brought by habeas corpus) to the King's
that the Lord Chancellor had expressed displea. Bench prison, such fee being more than hesure at _omet},ing said in a letter to his secretary,
and advised an apology to be made. In reply, had a right to demand, according to the table
the author of these observations told his counsel, of fees affixed in the K_Tql's Bench, in paisa-
that he was prepared to maintain what he bad once of a rule of this court.
written, and that he wouhl not make an apology ; " Gurneu and Plait showed cause, upon
and, having read to Mr. 31ansfield the draft of affidavits stating that the t_e had been takea
the letter, ]_lr. Mansfield said that he recollected "

for a ver_ lonq period of time by all tipstaft$
_q_en Lord Thurlow was made lord Chancellor, "in both eourts_ and that it was allowed by thehis lordship had mentioned to him in convea_a-
tion. that he had been told that he was entitled to Master in costs.
receive some ties, which he doubted his right to " The court, however, adverting to the
take. And Mr. Mansfield added, that such fees statutes, 2 Gee. 1I. c. 22,§ 4, and 32 Gee. IL
must have b_n those altuded to in the letter." c. 28,§8, and the rule of court, of_gichael-

"1"" The letter to Lord Erskine was delivered mas term, 3 Gee. II., and the t_ble of fees
to the late Mr. Lowton, who had a conversation
with the author of these observations thereon, and settled in the following year, stud, that it wa.s
Sir Samuel Romtlly sent for and had his brmfto char, that the tipstaff had no right to take
reconsider." any other li_e for taking a prisoner from
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judge's chambers to the King's Bench prison, seeing in this precedent the utmost he could
Khan six shillings, which was the fee allowed hope tbr-- what man, by whom like extortion
him in that table. They, therefore, ordered had been suffered from like hands, would ever
the fee so taken to be returned to the corn- tax himself to seek redress for it? Redress
plainant."* --administered in semblance, denied in sub.

Figure to himself, who can, the explosion, stance. With not an exception, unless by ac-
]:laneum ]Regis shaken, as by an earthquake-- cident, such, or to an indefinite degree worse,
Ba,wum Rey_s in an uproar ! -- the edifice it is Matchless Constitution's justice !
had eost Lord Eldon tweuty years to rear, laid But the punishment _ --where was the
in rains. We are ahoreparliament, had said, punishment ? Tbisis answered already, tlad
a_ above, Lord Eldon. " Alast no," at the the order for redress comprised a sixpence
firstmeetingeriedLordAhbott: "Ieouldnot beyond the 4s. 6d., the inferior malefactor
for the hfe of me, keep where you set us. I might have turned upon his principal, and
had not nerve for it. That fellow .... such the t_ableof the young thief, who at the gal-
impudence ! who could have thought it ? As lows bit his mother's ear off, have been rea-
tothefees, itisfrom parliament, yousee, we lized:--"Isn't ityou that have ledmeto
must have them now, if at M1. It may take this? The_ four-and-sixpences that I have
you some little trouble ; but you see how ne- been pocketing--is there arty of them you
cessar_ it is, and you will not grudge it." did not know of? Had it not been ibr this

Thi's is not in the report ; but it is in the mishap, would not my place have been made
nature of the case, and that is worth a thou- worth so much the more to you, by every
sand law reports, drawn up by toads under one of them? Is there any one of them that
harrows, did not add to the value ot the place you will

Think now of the scene exhibited in and have to dispose of when I am out of n ? Why
by King's Bench :-- culprit and judge under do you come upon me then ? Can't you afford
one hood -- Guilty or not guilty ? Not it better than I can? Pay it yourself'."
guilty? O yes, if the Master, whose every- But--the two learned counsel, who thug
day business it is to tax costs, knows not fot_ght for the 4s. 6d.-- by whom were they
what they are : if the Chief-Justice, whose empl,_md? -- by Tipstaff, Master, or Chic/:.
every-day business it is to hear discussions Justice ? Not by Tipstaff, surely: seeing that
about costs, knows not what they are, or his cause was so much the Chief-Justice's,
what theyou_.,ht to be. See nowhowthc hewouldnotthushaveflungawayhlsmoney:
acc*umt _tauds :--the money account. Of he would not have _ven six, eight, or teu
the ]0¢. t_d., legalized, say6s.: remains con-gui,cas to save a 4s. 6d.: these, if any, are
fesqed to have been extorted, 4s. 6d. : sub- among the secrets worth knowing, and winch
extortioner's profit, the 4s. 6d. : hcad-extor- tfou,e of Commons will insist on knowing.
tiouer's, the 4s. 6d., minus x: to find the Insist?--But when? when House of Corn-
value of x see above, § 4, and forget not, mons has ceased to be House of Comumn_.
a:ty more than Lord Eldon arid Lord Abbott Welt, then, this four-and-sixpenny tripar-
tblgot, that pounds and thousands of pounds tire business--is it n(_t extortion ? Is it not
are made of pence and shillings, corruption ? If not, still, for argument's sake,

Mark now another sort of account. Case, s,Jppose, on the part of all three learned per-
a criminal one. Co-defendants, had the list sons-- all or any of them -- suppo-e a real
been complete, Tipstaff, Master, and Chief- desire to commit either of these crimes; can
Justice. Had it been as agreeable to pu- imagination present a more effectual mode of
nishers to punish themselves as others, what doing it ? Till this be fimnd, spare your-
a rich variely of" choice was here ! Motion self, whoeveryou arc, spare yourself all such
for imprisonment by attachment as above: trouble as that of crying out shame ! shamel
for thi_ is what is meant by answerinq qieh"- contempt of court l calmnny ! blasphemy !
darits : indictment for extortion, indictment Contempt of court, fi_rsooth ! If contempt
for corruption, indmtment for conspiracy; in- is ever brought upon such courts (and, tbr
formation for all or any of the above crimes, the good of mankind, too much of it cannot

Mark now the denouement. The case, as be brought upon them,) it is not in the telling
above.a criminal one : the crime not punished, of such thil_gs, but in the doing of them, that
bur, without the consent of the sufferer, corn. the culpable cause _-itl be to be found.
pounded for; of the fruit of the crime, the Here. then, we see, were statutes--here
exact nominal amount ordered to be restored : (according to Lord Eldon's instructions) laid
_not a farthing even given to the hapless down as per § 9, at the outset--here were
master-man, by whose sad day's labour thus rules of court disposed of in the same way,
employed, so much more than the value had and at one stroke. Anne 1801, in the first
been consumed in thus sueing forit : with cost year of his reign --disposed of at one stroke,
of affidavits several times as much. After and in the same way. A liberty which might

* " See the table of fees in the rules of the so easily be taken with acts of parliament
King's Beach, p, 241."- 1{erecads the report, hard indeed it would have been, if a judge
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might not take it with the rules of his own .... " The fee of lOs. 6d. we conceive to
court. Conformable (we see here exactly) have been taken in respect of these commit_
was this operation to the instructions laid ments .... for twenty-five years, and pro-
dolvn by him, as per § 9, just twenty years bably longer: bat we recommend that the
before, anne 1801, in the first year of his fee of 6s. only be received in future."*
reign. As to the rules of court, it'was not in Mark now the regard manifested by there
the nature of the case that they should pre- commissioners-- by these commissioners of
sent any additiomd difficulty; rules, which, Lord Eldon's -- for the authority of pattie-
if it were worth the trouble, and would not ment. Recommendation soft as lambskin : of
make too much sensation, he might have re- the extortion, and contempt of parliament,
pc,tied in form at any time. impudent as it was, not any the slightest

Bc this asit may, here was the exact c_e, intimation, unless the rotten apology, thus
so long ago provided fbr by Eldonie provi- foisted in instead of censure, be regarded a_
dence: the ease, which, being the principle such, Of this recommendation, the fruit has
laid down, with virtual directions given, fbr been already seen: the fee taken, and, for
the guidance of his next in command, had aught that appears, uninterruptedly taken
been made broalt enough to fit. " You need not_fthstanding. What? In all the three
not be told (say these directions) how much intervening years, the Chief-Justice, had hv
more obedielwe-worthy common is them sta- never heard of any such recommendation ?_
tute law : --law of our own making, than any never heard a report, of which his own court,
of the law we are forced to receive from lay- with the fees belonging to it, were the sub-
gents. But. though )on should hod one of ject ?--never seen any thi_ of it?
our own law, in your way-- nay, though with And the commissioners ? For what cause
one of their's, you should tirol in your way di,altow the 4s. 6d. ? Only because the act
one of our's to give validity and strength to of parliament, and the contempt so impu-
it---never you mind that; your business is dently put upon it, and the extortion m_d
to make sure of the tees. At the same time, corruption for the purpose of which the con°
fi_r deceney's sake, while our underhngs, who tempt wa_sput, had been staring them in the
get more of them than we do, are screwing f:ace. Men, who from such hands accept, and
them up (and)ou may trust them for that) in this way execute, such commissions--is
you of course will know nothing of the mat- not some punishment their due ? Yes, surely :
ter. Should any unpleasant accident happen therefore here it is. Public--behold their
--_ueb as the having the table with the names!--l. John Campbell, Esq. Master in
lawful the, in company with the proof of the Chancery; _ 2. William Alexander, Esq.
additional money habitually exacted, bolted then Master, now, by the grace of Lord El-
out upon you in the face of the public, you don, Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer ;_
will of course be MI amazement. Though the 3. William Adams, Doctor of Civil Law ;-
thing can never have taken place, but under 4. William Osgood, Esq. ; -- 5. William Wal-
your own eye-- while the prisoner was he_n- ton, Esq.
ning to be conducted from your own chambers, Accompanied are these recommendations
where you had just been examining him-- by certain non-recommendations. From those
never had you se much as suspected the ex- as totipstaffs, reference is made to ditto as to
istence of any Cuch difference." Marshal : and there it is, that, after stating

A_ to Lord Abbott, whatever want of dis- (p. 172) that his profit arises chiefly out of
position on his part there may have been to two sources, of which (be it not forgotten)
pay regard to acts of parbament., no such the tap is one-- with this source before them
want could there have been as to any such it is, that (after ringing the praises of it) an-
instructions as these of Lord Eldon's. But other of their recommendations is--" that
whether it was that he had not got them by this matter be left in the hands of the court
heart, or that when the time came to repeat to which the prisow more immediately be-
them and apply them to practice, his heart longs:"in plain English, of the Chief-Justice,
failed him, -- so it was -- they were not tel- whose interest it is nmximize the profit in all
lowed: and so, out came the confession that manner of ways, and of whose emoluments
has been seen : the eoufe;sion in all its ha- they saw a vast portion, rising in proportion
kedness, to(heproduetivenessofthissource. Through,

This is not all : no_ more than three years out the whoIe of the repelS, except for a put'.
before, this very fee had been taken into con- pose such as this, not the least symptom ot
sideration by specially-appointed authority, thinking exhibited: "fees tat_en so much, we
and the 4s. 6d. disallowed. Under the head recommend so much :" such, throughout, is the
of ' Tipstaff,' " the table of 1760" (say
certain commissioners, of whom presently) * Report printed for the House of Commons
"direetsthefeeof6s. tobe paid to the tip- __detent order for printing, t4th MaylSl$.
staff that, carries any prisoner committed at a Sole subject of h: " Duties. salarie_,arM enmlu_
judge's chambers to the King's Bench prison." ments as to the Court of King's Bench.'"
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product of the united genius of these five being the only applicable instrument, s_onp_ng
scholars of the school of Eldon.* at last to employ it could not but be more or

See now, Mr. Peel, and in its genuine less mortifying to a workman to whom, for
enlours, this fresh fruit of the consistency of so many years, it had been a football. But,
your con¢istent friend. See, inthis rich fruit, to Lord Eldon, the part of the reed is not
the effect and character of his commission, lesa tamilim than that of the oak ; and what
Oppose now, Mr. Peel, if you have l_acefor was lost in universally applicable power will
it; oppose now, Mr. Attorney-General, if you be seen gained in ea,e and tranquillity, re-
have face for it : oppose now, Mr. Attorney- terence had to this special and most ca!sable
General Copley--for neither must your name use of it.
be covered up -- the pcrmitting of the House Act22dJuly 1822, 3 Geo. IV. c. 66._
of Commons to exercise the functions of the Title, " An Act to eu_dde tile Judges of the
Itouse of Commons. several Courts of Record at We,tmin_ter to

Oppose now, if"you have face for it, " the make lCegulations re_pectmg the Fee_ of the
dragging the judges of the land" befin'e the Officers. Clegks, and Ministers of the said
Catos whola you are addressing--the tri- Courts."
bunal of parliament. Fear no longer, Mr. The preamble has been seen : business of
Peel, if ever you feared before, the obtaining it, skinning over the t,ast iilegalily, section 6.
credence for your assurance--that it was by Busine_-s of the first, enipowering theCe same
Lord Eldon his Majesty was advised to corn- judges to screw up to a m:_xnmmt, and with-
mission Lord Eldon to report upon the con- out stint, the accu.-tomed fees : of the second,
duct of Lord Eldon. Mr. Canning--you, to add any number ofnewones : of the third,
who but two years ago-- so light in the ._cale makln# it, to this effect, tile special duty of
of sentimentalism is public duty wei!zhed I all underlinvs to do whatever their masters
against private fri_.ndship, -(and such friend- please : of the fburth, anxitm,ly easing them
ship )--you, who so lately tittered the so of the t_wtble of regulating sulzcitors' fee%
solemn promise never to give a vote that ] forasmuch as nothing was to be got by it :
should cast imputation upon Lord Eldon,--I of the fifth, providing, as Las been and'will

watch well, Sir, 3our time, and when, these [ be _een, file the concealment of the fees as
imputations h_ving" come on, votes come to ] before, slmald mine be to be got at any ttme
be given on them, repress then, if possible, t by their being concealed tltan by their being
your tears, and, wrapping yourself up in your I known : of the sixth, which is the last, pro-
agony, hurry out of the House. I Tiding compensation for any the suaa]le_t fee,

]which, by accident, shmdd tmppen to slip out :
should any such misfortune ever happen, the

SECTION XIIL losers are not onlyauthmi,ed, but "required."
to tell "h_s .$I,_]est!]'" of it.HOW TIIE CHANCELLOI¢, WENT TO lr'AR -

For every possible additional dut_/ an addi-
LIAMENT. AND GOT TIfE CoI_nuPrlON tioual tee, or batch of fees: Good. In _ 14,EC, TA BLISHED.

or elsewhere, it will be seen lmw it is that,
TrxE explosion has been seen. Blown by it by multiplying such duties under the rose,
into open air, was the scheme of taxing with- equity pace, and equity cost, have been ren-
out parliament, and in the teeth of parliament, dered what they are.
At the _.'ne time, a handle fbr denunciation Everything at "dtscretlon," (§ 1 :) every-
_'as left prominent; andit ha_ been seen bow thing as they " shall see fit, " (§ 1 :) the
broad an one: a handle too, which borne Wd- people of England, all who have redress to
liams or other might at any time lay" hold seek fbr injury fi'om without doors--all who
of, and give trouble : the trouble which the have to defend themselves a_ainst mayof those
driver of pigs has with his pigs-- the trouble injuries of which these same judges are the
of collecting honourable gentlem_m together, instruments --all who have to defi_nd them-
and whistling them in when the question is selves against injuries, the seat of whichis in
called for. Delay, therefore, was not now in the pretended scat of redress--all who have
season. November 21, ]821, wa_ the day to defend themselves against the attacks of
on which the breach, as above, wa_ made : a I any of those villains with whom Lord Eldon
session did not pass without providing fi_r the has thu_ placed these judges, together with
repair of it: the 10t.h of June 1822, i_ the day ! himself, in partnership--all, all are thus de-
on which the first stone was laid; and how livered up bound, to be plundered in secret,
thorough and complete the repair is, remains wthout stint or eontroul, by the hands of
now to be shown. The hmld of parliament these same judges. Never could more soliei,

tude have been demonstrated: never more

• Report of the commissioners on the duties, appropriate talent, as well as care, expended
salaries, and emoluments in courts of justice ;_ in satisfying it : so exquisite the work, the
as to the Court of King's Bench. " Ordered by most exquisitely magnifying mlcrn_cope migh*the Ilouse of Commons to be t_rinted 14th Mo.y
101t1." be challenge a to bring to view a flaw fair. I,
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the style of English legislation, it may be a rule of court, of Michaelmas term, 8 Geo.
g_ven as a model : as a study-- for a young II.J" and "the table of fees settled in the
draughtsman, who, for sections a yard lm,g, following year." In article 8th of the doeu-
looks to be paid at so much a word. The ment intitulcd " Rules and Orders," &e.
same hand, which, h_d no better interest than mentioned in that same rule of court, which,
the public's been to be provided for, would without any title, is in Latin, in speaking of
have leftloop-holes, through which the entile the table of fees, it is said, that it shall be
substance of the measure might be extracted, " £drly written in a plain and legible hand."
has, in this its darling work, as if by an her- With this clause lying before him- and he
metic seal, closcd all such crannies. Could could riot but have had it lying before him
this pamphlet have been made to hold it, I with this clause lying before him it is, that
should have copied it, and pointed out the the penner of this same act of Lord Eldon's
beauties of it. For comprehensiveness it has contents himself with speaking about the
hut one rival and that is in the law called place, and .says nothing about the hand.
elvtl l,_w. Quod priaeipi placuit leg,s habet What the mnission had for its cau_-- whe-
rigorcm. For prim'q/, put judiei, you have ther design or accident--judge, whosoever is
the act of Enfli._h law--the act of George i?ee to judge, from the whole complexion of
the Fourth. the business. Not that even in this same

The enacting part could not be too clear rule of court, x_fithits "fairandlegible hand,"
of equivocation : and not a particle is to be there wasanything better than the semblance
found in it. The preamble pre_ented an it- of honesty. Tables of benefactors tocburches
re._istible demand for equivocation; and here and parishes--tahlesofturnpiketolls--were
it is. Seen already (in _,5) has been this they, even in thosedays, umitten inafair and
same preamble, with its essential word el- legible handy No" _heywere painted in print
fect_mlly. Note here the use of it : it is this. hand, as the are still, in black and gold.
The more eGbctualb! to turn men's mind- aside But, if insteatl of fair and legible, the eharae-
from the ideaof the ill:gality,-- causing them ters should come to be microscopic, and as
to supp_t_e, that though m_thin_ had been done illegible a scrawl as can be found -- suppose
bm what was legal, strictly legal, yet, to give in the gHm-gribbcr hand called court hand_
to what had been done its full effect, legal a precedent of this sort will not be among
rnach*ner?]in some shape or other was needed, the authorities to be set at nought : this will
in t_(hhtion 1o such a_ learned workmen stood not be among the cases in which, according
already provided with : an,1 that, _o give ex- to Lord Eldou's consistency, as per page 356,
istence to such additional machinery was " It would be more consistent to suppose
accordingly the object of the act. Now, the _ome ground appeared to former judges, upon
fact is, that no such additional machinery does which at" (the act of parliament, or the rule
the act provide or attempt to provide : not of court, or both) " might be rendered con-
an atom of it. What it does. is--easing the sistent with the practice"--meaning, with
hands of the criminal-', of whatsoever cheek the practice carried on in violation of them.
they felt applied by the consclonsness of their Lord Eldon's Act, or The Eldon Act, should
so lately divulged criminality, -- thus giving be the style and title of this act. Precedent,
to them the nndi_turb,d power of taxing the Lord Ellenborouyh's Act, --so styled in a late
people fi,r their own profit, without stint; vote paper oftIonourable Ilouse :$ Lord E1-
a|_(t, for this purpose, xenderh,g that power lenborough's act, sole, but sufftcient and eha-
which had so long heen arbitrary in fact, at racteristic, monument, of the legislative care,
length arbitrary hy law. wisdom, and humanity of that Peer of Parlia-

Remains the clause about keeping the table meat, as well as Lord Chief Justice.l]

of iec_ exposed to view. They are to be -[ See the bookintitated '" Rule*, Orders, and
" kept hung up " -- these tame of fees -- Not,ees, in the Court of King's Bench... to the
"hung np in a con.*lncnou.epart of the'" room. 21 Geo. IL inclusive." 2d ediu 1747. Page not
Good. and while there hung up, what wiU referable to, there being no paging m the book!
be the effect of them ? The same as of those ._ 51ay 17th, 18"25.
hung up in virtue of those former statutes of Note, that " eff'ectuall_t" as all fi_ture car-
George II., with the King's Bench rule that ruption is sanctioned, nothmgis said of anyth_t

is past. It', in the situation in question, the word
followed them. The place they are hung up resl._msibillty were anything better than a moo-
in, is to be a conspicuous one. Good : but kery, the rate of Lord Maeelesfield_and on
the characters .7 of these nothing is said : so so much stronger grounds_would _walt Loni
that here is a loop-hole reaqv made and pro- Eldon, his instruments, and accomplices. But,
vided. " : tbrasmuch as all such responsibility /z a mere

In the above-mentioned case.* which pro- mockery, theonlypracticalandpraetieablecouvae
duced thc demand for this act, a document, would be--forsomemember(Mr John_'illiams

tbr example,) to move for a billofindemnlty for
Tefbrred to as a ground of the decision, is-- them : which motion, to prove me needlessness

of it, would call forth another stream of blr.
a 1821. Ban_ewell and Al_._erson,v. 266. PeePs eloquence : a reply might afford no bad
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As to the C'uancellor's being the primum [ If, however, it is true, as indicated in the
mobile of the _t.--only fur fi,rm's sake, and samples given in § 2, that in the ease of the
to anticipate cavil, eau proof in words be he- 1solicitor, in respect of what he does in this
eessary. The bill being a money bill, it could ] way, be is, by the subordinate judge (the
not make its first appearance in the House in [ aforesaid Master) not only to a great extent
which Lord Eldon rules these mattersby his allowed, but at the same'time to a certain
own hand. The members, by whom it was extent compelled,-- here, in his case, is no
brought into the only competent house, were inconsiderable alleviation : in the guilt of the
the two law-officers : and that, by these two official, that of the non-,fficiat malefaetnr.s is
official persons, any such bill could, consist- echpsed, and m a maimer swallowed np and
ently either with usage or propriety, have drowned.
b_*en brought in otherwise than tinder the So far as regards Ma,ters in Chaueerv: to
direction of the head of the law, will not be judge whether, among those same subor¢iinate
affirmed by any one. The Act, then, was judges under Lord Eldon, there be any such
LORD ELDON'S Act. !person as a sw_ndte_, and if so, _ hat number

of such persons, see the sample given in § 2.
Same question as to commissioners of hank-

SECTION XIV. rupts, conecrning whom. except as tbllo_._, it

ltOW THE FII3AD OF THE LAW, SEEING SWIN- ha_ not as yet been m) ibrtune to meet with

])LING AT WORK, CONTINUED IT_ AND TOOK any indications. Lists of these commission-
HIS PROFITOUT OFIT. ers, 14 : in each list, 5 : all creatures, all re-

movable creatures- accordingly, all so nla|ly

SWINDLINGiS an intelligible word : it is used virtual pensioners during pleasure-- of Lmd
here for shortness, and because familiar to E*tdon. Further subject of inquiry, whether
everybody. Look closely, and see whether, these groups likewi,_e be, or be not, so many
on this occasion, it is in any the slightest de- gangs of his learned swindlers.
gree misapplied.

By statute 30 Gee 1I. c. 24, § 1-- " All Indication from the 3Iorning Chronicle,
persons who knowingly or designedlv, by false k_ridoy, April 15, 1825.
pretence or pretences, shall obtain'from any At a common conncil, Thursday, April 14,
personor persons, money .... with intent to information given by Air. Favel. Appoint-
cheat or defraud any person or persons of the mcnt made by list 2d of these commisAoners,
same .... shall be fined or imprisoned, or .... for proof of debts in a certain case : hour up-
be put in the pillory, or publicly whipped, or pointed, that from 12 to 1 ; commissioners
transported .... for .... seven years."* named in the instrument of appointment,

1. "' All persons," saysfhe act. If, then, a Messrs. Glynn, Whitmore, arid Mr. M. P.
Master in Chancerg, so comporting him._elf as Horace Twiss. Attendatwe by Mr. Glynn,
above, is not a person, he is not a sw*ndler: none : by Mr. Whitmore, as little : con._e-
if he is a person, he is. quenee, nothing done : by Mr. ttorace Twiss,

2. And so, in the ease of a commissioner of an hour and a halt after the commencement
bankrupts, if arty one there be who has so of the appointed time. halt an hour after the
comported himself, termination of it, a call made at the place.

8. So likewise in the ease ofany other func- ttat he even been in attendance from the
tlonary, holding an office under Lord Eldoa. couunencetoent of the time, instead of step-

4. So likewise in the ease of every bacris- ping in half an hour a/ter the termination of
ter, practising in any of the courts in or over it, still, commissioners more than one not
which Lord Eldon is judge; in the case of being present, no business could (it seems)
every such barrister, if so eomporting himself, have been done. To what purpose, then,

5. Add, every solicitor, came he when he did, unless it was to make
a title to the attendance-fee ? Moreover, for

occasion for Whig wigs, could a decent cloak be this non-attendance of theirs, Messrs. Glynnfound for their departed saint.
Let it not be said, that to come within this and Whitmore, have they received their at.

act it is necessary a man should have proposed to tendanee-fees ? If so, let them prove, if they
hhnself the pleasure of being, or of being ealled_ can, that the_ are not swindlers. Mr. Horace
a cheat; the man the act means, if it means any TwiNs, who clues not attend any part of the
man, is he who, on obta_mng the money by any• " ' time but steps in half an hour after when
false pretence, intends to convert It to his own .- ' • " . ' -
us_ l*nst_eauo°xthe words cheat--"an'a aeflrat"o t'a. , UlS_eounng, cannot answer tne purpose,, _nas
words which--and not the less for being so fatal- t he received for that day any attenDance-tee :
liar_require a definitiou_ better would it have If so, then comes the same task for him to
been, if a definidou such as the above had been ] perform, Mr. Favel's candour supposes some
employed. But logic is an utter stranger to the I excuse may be made for Mr. Twiss: if so, a
ata.tute-book,, and without any such help from it I very lame one it will be. An option he should
as is here enaeavouriva to be given_ the act has !, • _. , -_ _ a his dut as a coinnave nan 1_omake i , to uo ybeen constantlyreceiving the above interpretation ] . . _ . . , -
in practice. - -- I mLssloner of bankrupts, ann not Oea memoer
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of parliament, or do his duty as a member of ]ing the desire to rectify it -- the anxious de-
parliament (oh, ridiculous !) and not be a ecru- sire .... But the task I think what a task I
missioner of bankrupts: -- a commissioner of think too of tLe leisure, the quentin" of let-
bankrupts, and, as such, one of Lord Eldon's sure necessm y I necessary, and to a man who
pensioners. Convinced by his commissioner- know_ not what it is to have leisure! Then
ship of the immaculatenes_ of his patron, corn- the wisdmn I the consummate wisdom ] the
missioner makes a speech for patron, much, recondite, the boundlesslearningl Alasl what
no doubt, to the sahsfaction of both. Shouhl more easy than for the malevolent and the
a eomufittee be appointed to inquire into foolish to besputter with their slaver the vir-
Chancery practice--there, Mr. Peel. there-- tuous and the wise I"
in Mr. Twiss, you have a cha&man for it. /_lot know of it indeed ? Oh hypocrisy I

Meantime, suppose, for argument's sake, hypocrisy I The keeper of a house of ill-fame
Mr. Twiss comporting himself in any such .... to support an indictment against him, i_
nmuner as to give just cause of complaint it necessary that everything done in his house
against h_m-- be the case ever so serious -- should have been done in his actual presence ?
to what person, who had any command over Ask any barrister, or rather ask any solicitor,
his temper, would it appear worth while to whom retirement has saved from the chancel-
make any such complaint ? To judge whe- Iur's prospect-destroying power--ask him,
ther it would, let him put the question to Mr. whether it be in the nature of the ease, that
Lowe, as per § 10. of all the modes in which depredation has

These men--or some (and which?) of them been practising in any of his courts, there
--beinz so many swindlers,--he who, hnow- should have been so much as one, that can
iny them to be so, protects them in such their ever have been a secret to him?
practices, and shares with them -- with all of No time for it, indeed I Of the particular
them -- in Their pro_t.% what is he _ Is not lime and words, employed by him in talking
he too either a swindler, or, i{ distinguishable, backwards and forwards, in addition to the
something _till worse ? If, with strict gram- already so elaborately-organized general mass,
marital or le_aI pro_Jriety, he cannot be de- as if to make delay and pretences for it, a
nmninated a receiver .f stolen good% -- still, thousandth -- a ten thousandth part-- would
the relation borr]e by him to these swindler._, have served an honest man anywhere for a
is it not exactly ti;at whi,.h the rrceiver of reform: a reform whieh, howler soever from
stolen goods bear_ to tt,e tt_v.t*e _[a_ters in cmnplete, would sulliee tbr striking off two-
Chancery, l 0 ; t?ommL..i_J.,_, of l_an_ upts, thirds of the existing mass, and who van say
90 ; togedier, 100 ; and, IIpon the booty made bow much more ?
by every one of t;hem, it" any, who is a swin- Have you any doubt of this, Mr. Peel ?
dler, does this receiver of a portion of their accept, then, a few samples : --
respective gains make' hi.- profit : these same 1. Reform the first. (Directed to the pro-
swiudlcrs, every one of them, made by him per person.) Order in these words: Charge
what they are Stop ] Between the two .for an more days than 3tonattend. Number of
sorts of receivers, -- the thief-breedin_ and words, eight. At the Master's office, off go
the swindler-breeding receivers.--one differ- two-thirds of the whole delay, and with it, of
ence, it is true, there is. The thief-breeder, the expense.
though, in so far as in his power, he gives 2. Reform the second. Text : On every
conceabnent to his confederates, he does not, attendance-day, attend ten hours. Paraphrase :
because he cannot, give them impunit!/:-- Attend these ten, instead of the five, four,
whereas the swindler-breediu7 receiver, see- or three, on which you attend now. For your
ins that he can, gives both. emolument, with the vast power attached to

Masters in Chancery-- creatures of this it, give the attendance which so many thou-
same creator, almost all, if not all of them _ smad other official persons would rejoice to
is there so much as one of them who is not give for a twentieth part of it.
a swindler -- an habitual swindler ? Say no, 3. A third retbrm. In the gear there are 12
if you can, Lord Eldon ! Say no, if you can, months : serve in every one of them. Mouths
Mr. Secretary Peell Deny, if you can, that ezceptedfor vacation, those _n whiehno wron9
your Mentor is in partnership with all these that requtres redress is practised anywhere.
swindlers. Deny it, if you can. that, out of 4. A fourth reform. You are one person :
those who have accepted from him the up- any clerk of your's, another. The business of
pointmen_ of reporting him blameless, two any elerk of your's is to serve with you, not
are of the number of these same swindlers, for you. Serving by another is not serving,

. " Oh, but," by one of his hundred mouth- but swindling.
pieces, cries Lord Eldon, " nothing has tie Small as is the number of words in the
ever known of all this : nothing, except in i above proposed orders, anybody may see how
those instances in which his just displeasure many more of them there are than are strict,.
It it has well been manifested. Whatever ly needful to the purple of directing wh_t
#acre be that is amiss, never has been want- it is desired shall be done.
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Numerous are the reforms that might be House of Lords, the offence, is it not the de-
added : all of them tlms simple ; many of them liberate, the regnla_ tg repealed, the daily re-
still more concisely expressible, peated, the authentically recorded practice ?

Oh, but the learning necessary I the retort. 3. Quantity of profit made -- is that among
dire lm'e_ fruit of mother Blackstone's twice the circumstances that influence the magni-
l;wenty years' lucubrationsl Learning in- rude of the crime? For every pennymade by
deed! Ofalltbe reforms that have been seen, the swindler whose seat is in the bulbs, the
is there a single one that would require more swindler, if any, whose seat is in the lton_e
learning than is possessed by his lordship's of Lords, makcs6s. 8d.: six-and-eight-pence?
housekeeper, if he has one, or any one of his aye, six-and-eight-pences in multltudes.
housemaids? 4. Indigence--is it not in possession of

_V_sdom necessary for anything of all this ? being re_arded as operating in extenuation of
Oh hypocrites I nothing but the most eom- moral guilt ? All have it of those who_e seat
mon of all common honesty, is in the hulks. No such extenuation, but on

Of tbnse, whom, because unsuccessful poor the contrary, the opposite aggravation havo
and powerless, men are ill the habit of calling they, if an)', whose seat is in the ttouse of
s_vindhrs, the seat--that of' many of them Lords.
at least--is in the hulks : of those hereby 5. Uneducatedness--is it not in possession
supposed swindlers, whom, because rich and of being regarded as operating in extemtatiou
powerful, no man till now has ever called of moral guilt ? Goodness of edueatiml, or, at
swindlers--the seat--the seat often of them least, the means of it, as an aggravation ?
at least-- is in the House of Lords. Asbe- The extenuation, you have in the case of
tween the one class and the other, would you those whose seat is in the bulbs : the agg) a-
know in which, when the principle of le:/it_- ration, in the case of those, if any, who_e
mae!t has given way to the 9reate¢t-happiucss seat is in the tlouse (f L,rds.
principle, public indignation will press with 6. 31ultztude of the oltbnders- does that
severes_ weight ? Set them against one an- obliterate the crime? Go then to the hulks
other in the balance, and fetch the swind|ers who serve there, to

1. Quantit!! ofmisch;efproduced--is that sit with their fellows, if such there be, who
among the articles to be put into the scale ? serve in the House of Lords.

Nothing, in cmnparison, the mischief of the 7. Long continuance of the practice -- is it
second order : nothing the alarm produced by in the nature of that circumsta)lee to oblite-
the offence of him whose seat is in the hulks, rate the crime ? Much longer have there been
Against all such offences, each man bears swindtersout of the Master's office than there
what, in his own estimation, is little less than can have been in it, The earliest o_ record
an adequate security-- his own prudence : a are those who " spoiled the Egyptmns :" but
circumstance by which the swindler is distin- with them it was all pure fraud : no force wa_
guished, to his advantage, fi'om the thief, added to it.
No man can, for a moment, so much as fancy Learning-- appropriate learning-- of de-
himself secure against the hand of the swimt- mand for this endowment, assuredly there is
ler, if any such there be, whose seat is in the no want : and not only for this, which every
House of Lords. United in that irresistible lawyer speaks of, but for original arid oft-
hand, are the powers of fraud and force, ginating genius--an endowment whidl no
Force is the power applied to the victim ; lawyer ever speaks of. Adding to the mass
fraud, the power applied to the mind of the in the Augean stable, every ox had wi-.dom
publie; applied as, with but too much success, enough fbr-- every ox that ever was put into
it has been hitherto, to the purpose of en- it : to employ a ri_'er in the cleansing of it,
gaging it to look on unmoved, while deFreda- required, not the muscle, but the genius of a
tion, in one of its most shameless shapes, is ttercules.
exercised under the name of justice. Wisdom ? Yes, indeed: but of what sort?

2. Unpremeditatedness--isitnotinposse_- Not that which is identical with, but that
stun of being regarded as operating in exten- which is opposite to, Lord Eldon's. Years
uation of moral guilt ? ])eliberateness, as an spent in the pursuit of those which we have
aggravation ? Deliberateness, does it not, in seen to be the actual ends ofjudieat_re, tbur-
ca-_eof homicide, make to the offender the and-twenty. True: but by ever)' year thus
difference between death and life, under the spent, a man will have been rendered, not
laws of blood so dear to honourable gentle- the more, but so much the less apt, for pur-
men noble lords and learned judges ? Of suing the ends of justice. Lord Eldon serve
those swindlers, whose seat is in the hulks, the ends of justice ? He knows not even what
how many nmy there not be, whose delia- they are. Ask him what they are-- at the
quency may have been the result of a hasty end of half an hour employed in talking back-
thought begotten by the craving of the ran- wards and forwards, he will conclude with
meat ? Answer and then say'--of the swin- his speech in ez-parte Leicester, arid the pas-
dler, if any such there be, whose seat is in the sage that has been seen in it. Ask what are
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the ends of justice? Thirty paces are more referred to for something to be mid, as to

than I need go, to see boys in number, any I the profit capable of being derived from the

one of whom, when the question had 1bund i sourre here spoken of: if so, the reader's in-
him mute, m' worse than mute, could answer dulgence must be trusted to for a respite, till
and take h s |)lace. " the entire of the judges'-salary-raising mea-

Yes: in that man, in whom the will has sure ha-_ been found ape for a view to be
been vitiated as hi, I as been the understm d- _ taken of it,

mg- sure a_ death--ha_ been wtlated along
with it, Should a pericranmm such as his
e_er meet the hand or e_e of a Gall ors SECTION XV.

Spurzheim, they _i[1 find the organ of jus- now KING GEORGE'S JUDGE'S IMPROVED rpo_l
lice obliterated, and the organ of e/scone, -- TIlE PRECEDENT SET BY KING CIIARLES'S Ig

a process trom their organ of tlteft grown tip TIIE CASE 01_'NIIlP*MONEY. See above, § 9.
in the place of it.*

If I misreeollect not, this section has been THI_ itnplovement was an altogether simot¢
one. The pocket, which received the pro-

* Howtogrant licence ander the guise of cen- duce of the tax imposed by King Charles'9
sure : judges, was the King's. The pocket, which
JE.rtractfrom the Examiner, Nov. 7, 1824 : -- received and receives the prod.,l_ of the tall

" ThcS'Lx-C&'rks.--IntheCourtofCbancery, imposed by King George's judg_ _ al_
on Monday. the tbllowmg conversation occurred, is their own.
.An a_davit having been handed to the Lord Now for consistency-- now ffi" She use of
Chancellor, hi_ lord_h_pa_ked. _what is themean- this same principle as a precedent : a preee-
in_, of"Agent to a Nix-clerk,'" which l -,ee Oiere ?
t_ bat is his business ?'-- 31r. HaWs client dent set, and with this improvement, in the
stated, that the agent was a person who manages seats and sources of what is called justice,
the bu_mess for a S_x-,Aerk.--bord Chancellor: and thence offered to the adoption of the
' And what does the Six-clerk himself ?'--SOIL other departments. But what applies to this

eliot : ' Attends the M,ster.'-- LordChancellor : purpose will be better understood when the
' Then lie is entirely out of the business of h_s consmnmation given to the system by the
own office : he does nothing in it ?' _ Solicitor : pending measure comes to be brought to view.
* Nothing, my lord.- The Lord Chancel!or
{atttr a pau._e :) ' When I came into this court What they did, they coutented themselves
the Six.clerks were tile most efficient solicitors in with doing, as it were, by the side of parlia-
tbeCourtofCbancery. Someofthemostcminent rnent: giving, indeed, their sanction to the
solimmrs were clerks of that class, and used to operations of an authority acting without par
transact thelr business, and drawupminuteswith hament, -- but not, of their own authority,
such abihty_ that we had few or no motions to taking upon themselves to obstruct and frus-
vary minutes. But now the Six-clerk abandons
his business to a person whoknows nothingat alt Irate the operations of parliament. Never
about it. 'Ti_ no wonder, then. thatdelay._ have did they levy war against the authority of
crept into the praetice_ which we tbrmerly knew ] parliament : never did they make known by
nothing of. However, befbre it proceeds |hrtber, ['express terms, that whatever parliament had
I'll take care that solicitors m this court shall be ordained should, as they pleased, go for any-

obliged to transact their business in person.' " thing or for nothing : never did they adjourn
' When I came into this court :' that is to say_ obedienee .,'ine d*e : never did they say _" 21

four-and-twenty ye lrs ago. Good, my Lord, and
where have you been ever _ince ? Incessant have practice haringprevailed.., contrary to an act
beensuenthreats: constantthe executionofthem_ of parliament.., it would be oetter to correct
with the same punetuahty _s in this case. "What it mfitture, not in that particular instanee."_
sohcitor, what barrister_ is there, that does not
understand this? rvVho that does not know. that
where official depredation is concerned, what in SI_CTION XVI.
English is a threat, is m Eldoni_h a licence ?

_Vhen, as per sample in _ 2, page ;$51, £700 HOW TO BE CONSISTENT, AND COMPLETIg
was exacted in reduction of _demand of we know THE APPLICATION OF TIlE 8ELE-SERVINGr
not how much more, for office copies of a pard- PRINCIPLE.
cular of sale _ office copies for which there was
as much need, as for those which, according to Now as to consisteney.--You, Lord Eldon,
the story, were once taken of the Bible--on that you who practise consistency,--you, Mr. Peel,
occasion was there any of this vapouring ? Silent you who admire it,--go on as you have begun.
as a mouse was this Ari_tide,, who could not en- Assisted by your olficialiustrmnents, you hage
dure the existence of the harmless agent, whose _ planted in the statute-book, after hay'tug esta-agency eonsmted in looking over the books_ to I
see that his employers, the six drones, were not I blished tt in practice, the sell-serving, the self-
defrauded of the per-centage due to them from i corrupting, the self-gorging principle Yot_
the labours of the sixty working-bees. But 0us I have rooted it in one department : plant off-
summer-up of six-and-eightpences was an in- t sets frmn it in the others. You have eevered
trader. LordEldon'spatr0nagewa_notmcreased 1
by him_ while official secret_ were open to him. [ + Lord Eldon_ in VI. Vesey_ jan. p. _ a_
I_uch w_s his o_t..n_ - I above, t_ _6.
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with it the field of justice: go on with it, and not be different. The prlnelple different ? no:
cover with it the field of force, nor the course taken more palpably inde.

Repair, in the first place, the ravage so feasible.
lately made by the fabled dry-rot ; that dry-
rot which, not content with tinlber, rotted
the china and the glasses. Give to the Duke SECTION XVII.

of York the power of settling the pay of his HOWLORDF, LDONPLANNEDANDESTABLISHED_

subordinates, and levying, by his o_l order, _Y ACT OF PARLIAMENT,A JOINT-STOCK
the amount of it .... What ! do you hesitate ? COMPANY,COMPOSEDOFTHEWESTMINSTER-
Not to speak of loyalty, all pretence, then, to HALLCHIEFS,ANDDISHONESTMENOFALL
consistency is at an cud with you. Dignity CLASSES.
is, in your creed, the one thing needful : your
judges are brimful of it, at least if it be in Ln general, joint-stock companies are no la-
the power of gold to make them so. So far, vourites with Lord Eldon ; but general rules
" everything is as it should be." But the have their exceptions.
commander-in-chief-- not to speak of the That between dishonest men of a]t classes,
heir to the crown-- has he not, in his situa- and judges taking payment to themselves out
tion, demand enough for plenitude of dlgnity? of a fund common to both, the strictest corn-
And forasmuch as, in your mathematics, Mr. munity of interest has place, bus been proved,
Robinson--applied to administration of jus- it anything was ever proved, over and over.
ticc, aptitude isas dignity,'--say, if you can, A tax, into what pocket _oever the money
how the same proposition should fail when goes, cannot be imposed on judicial tmrsu_t,
applied to the still more dignified function of but, to all who cannot advance the money,
wielding military force ? justice is denied, and all those who fail to do

Apply it next to the navy. For the benefit what has thus been rendered impossible to
of Lord Melville and his Croker, give lega- them, are delivered over to injury in all
lityto ship-money, as, for the benefit of Lord shapes, at the bands of all persons who are
Eldon and his Abbott, you have bfiven it to dishonest enough to take advantage of the
extortion and denial of justice. Legalizing licence so held out. A tax, into what pocket
that mode of supply, nowinthe 19th century, soever the moRey goes, cannot be imposed
fYoOUwill add to it the improvements you have on the necessary means of judicial defence,

and for it in your own genius and your own but it offers, to all who _n advance the too-
age. You will not, as did the creatures of hey, arid arc dishonest enough to accept the
Charles I. make the .faux pas of putting the offer, aninstrument, wherewith, by the power
produce into the King's pocket. No; you will of the judge% yet without their appearing to
remember what that experiment cost his Ma- know anything of the use thus made of it,
jesty's predecessor. You will, if you can get injury, in almost every imaginable shape, may
leave of envy.-- you _dll put it into the poc- be inflicted, --inflicted with certainty and
kets of Lord Melville, Mr. Croker, and their impunity, and the correspondent sinister pro-
friends; mtdthus, in the navy dcpartment like- fit reaped, at the charge of all tho_e who are
wise, "_dll everything be as it shouht be." not able to purchase the use of that same in-

Rhetoric and fallacy all this (says some- strument fi)r their defence. Thus, in so far
body.) Fallacy? Not it, indeed: nothing as the produce of the exaction goes into the
but the plainest common sense. Suffer not judge's pocket, the interest of the dishonest
yourself to be blinded by one of those fallacies man cmmot, in either of those his situations,
which timidity and seLf-distrust are so ready as above, be served, but the interest of the
to oppose to indisputable truth. Say not to judge is served along with it.

Of a partnership contract, whatever else
itY°urself'istrue. all this is strong, therefore none of be among its objects, one object as well as

What I do not say is, that, in the two sup- effect, is the establishing a community of in-
posed cases, the misehiefof the application is retest between the several members : and, if
as great as in the real one. the persons acting so described are not dis-

What I do say is, that the principle would honest ; and if, between them mid the judge
in question, a community of interest is not

* 1_:Mr. R,_biu.,ou's _pcech of l_h May 1825, formed ; let any one say, who thinks he can,a_ p r G/_:heand Traveller of the next day. no
lcs_ th.,n ten times (tbr they have been counted) [ in what more indisputable way it is in the
was this ratio assumed in the character of a pos- J power of man to be dishonest ;'anti whether
tuLqte: a_sumed by the finaneemaster, and by his ] between such a set of men and a set of dJl
scholar_, neminee.ontradlce_te, acknow]eged in t honest judges, it would be possible for
that character: every one of them, for sell sons, ] community of sinister interest to be formeO,
daughters'husbands or other et cwteras, |mntln_ I
*veh'as the hart panteth after the water.brook_ / Not less difficult will it be found to say,
for the benefit of m Number of repetitions, ten I how any man, judge or not judge, can fail to
exactly; tbr Mr. Robinson had not forgot hi_ [ be dishonest, who, receiving money in pro..
Horace _ with his decies repetita plaoelrit. [ portion, consents, and with his eyes open, to
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the I-abitual promotion and production of in- selves, at no time could the system have been
jury in all imaginable shapes, in both or either in any better state. Suppose that, in those
of the situations described as above, their situations, and that in the most barba-

Trueit is that, in general, joiut-stock corn- rous times, judges would have for the end
panics, any at least that can be named on the of action the happiness of suitors ? As well
same day with this for magnitude, have not might you suppose that it is for the happiness
been formed without a charter: and that, on of negroes that planters have all along been
the occasion here in question, no charter has flogging negroes; for the good of Hindoos
heen employed. Not less true is it, that in that the Leadenhall-street proprietors have
the establishment of other joint_stuck corn- all along been squeezing and excoriating the
panics, the power of parliament has been sixty or a hundred millions oftiindoos.
employed; and that. in the establishment of
the joint-stock company in question, that
hand, so superior to all morality, has, in the SECTION XVIII.
manner shown in _ 13, most dibgently and How THE KING'S C[tANCELLOREXERCISED
effectually been employed. In the concession DXSPE,USINOPOWEr.
of a charter, the hand of the Chancellor is re-
gularly employed : and, in the passing of the To those who have read §§ 9 and 10_ or § 9
acts of parliament in question, it has been alone, this can be no news. But of the ha-
shown, how that same learned hand has not ture and magnitude of the dispensing power
been less primarily and effectually employed, thus assumed and exercised by Lord Eldon,

Such being the partnersMp, now as to the conception may be helped by a few words
terms of it. A species of partnership as well more.
known as any other is,--A, finds money ; James the Second and his advisers ope-
B. skill and labour. Of the partnership here rated openly and rashly. Prerogative inhand,
in question, such are the terms. _ they rail a tilt against parliament law. Lord

Iteadof the firm. be.vend all dispute, Lord i Eldon was Lord Eldon. In a cause of no
Eldon. Found by him, in by far the gre,Jrcst expectation, out of sight of all lay.gents,
abundance, skill, labour, poweL and example, out of sight of' all men but his co-partners
Looked for by him, and received accordingly, in the firm, of which he is the head,--ho
profit m correspondent abundance. Behold, laid down the fundamentM principle. When,
then, the firm of Eldon and Co. By what under a so unexpected opposition, his good
other name can the firm, with any tolerable humour, habitual and pre-eminent as it is,
degree of propriety, he denoufiuated ? .',,,'got itself for a while, --not so his pru-

Apprised of the existence of this partner- dence. Takingiostructlonfromtheadversary,
ship, Judge and Co. is the deuomim_tion bv he made a full stop, nor, till the impediment
which, tbr I forget what length of time-- cea_d, could he be made to move a step. by
some thirty or forty years probably--in print _lt the importunity we have seen employed,
a_ well as in conversation, I have been in the in the endeavour to urge him on towards the
habit of desig,natingit : not a pen, not a volee, consummation of tfis own schemes.
ha*ing ever rai_ed itself to controvert this Still out of the _ight of lay-gents, when,
undeniable truth. But though established on the cessation of the interregnum, he re-
by intrinsic power--by that power which is mounted the throne, and, like Louis X gill.
so much in the habit of .,etting at nought that reaped the benefit of whatever bad been done
of pexhament-- never, till Lord Eldou stood for the consolidation of it by theflsurper,
up, and with so much ease carried the matter the obstructor, persevering, as we have seen
through as above, was this Coryph_eus of him, being tbr the time dispirited by the
joliet-stock eomp,,nies established by oai ex- rebuff received from Lord Erskine, under the
press act of paihament, tuition of the learned Jack-ofbo_h-sides,

One all-embracing and undeniable truth, still, he imposed not any fresh tax, contenting
when the public mind is sufficiently fami- himself with increasing--in the manner and
liarized with it, will remove doubts and dif- to the extent, sample_ of which have been
ficulties in abundance ; it will serve as a key seen in § 2 -- the produce of those he found
to everything that, in this country, has ever established. Nor was thi_ the whole of his
been done in the field of judicial'procedure, labour or of his success: for we have seen
From the Norman conquest down to the pre- how (still out of sight of the In!l-gents) at
sent time, diametrically opposite to the ends times and in ways altogether invisible to un,
of justice have been tile actual ends of judi- learned eyes (at what tables, and over what
cature: judicial establishment and judicial bottles, mu.*t be left to imagination) he had
procedure included, but more especiallyjudi- succeeded in completely impregnating his
cial procedure. Paid, as judges have been, by Westminster-hall creatures, and, in their se-
fee --paid by taxes, the produce of which veral judicatories, giving complete establish-
has all along been liable to be augmented, meat to his plan. as well in principle u in
aJid .been aogmented accordingl_ by them- pmcticeo

Vo_.. V. A a
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Then again, when another unexpectable a contradiction, given to me by my departetl
mishap betel him, m_d the webs, which the and ever-lamented friend.
united strength of so many learned spiders In relation to Lord Etdon, I have no doubt
had, for such a length of time, been employed of lloInilly's having used la_guage, which, at
in weaving, were broken through and demo- a distance ot tune, and /or want of sufficient
lished altogether by the irruption of one poor discrimination, might naturally and sincerely
hunted fly,-- even this shock, severe as it enough, by a not unwilling hand, have beeu
could not hut be, did not make him relin- improved into a sort of panegyric thus put
quish his high purpose. Bold, where boldness into his nmuth. But, by the sm_ple mm_-mn
was requisite, phant where pliancy, all the of one part of it, the _trletc_t truth may ba_e
sacrifice it brought hhn to was---the accepting the effect of fal,ebood.
from parliament, and that. too with improve- With a tran,cript of the paneg3 tic in ques-
ment, the consummation of the ambitious and tion, or of any part of It, I will not swell
rapacious plan, a_ the commencement of these ah'eady too full pages. Suifice it to
which the nature of the ea-_ehad obhged him mention my sincere wL-h, that it may be
to act, though with all prudent and practi- compared with what here tbllows.
.table secresy, against parhament. By my living tricnd. -- m) departed friend,

Thus much as to the mode --now as to I have rea,on to lhit_k, wa_ never seen hut
e_bct : and the extent given to it. James the in a mixed eompmiy : assured I well am, and
S:cond, with his dispensing power, placed a by the declaratiun of my departed flimtd, that
catholic priest in the Privy Coancfi, and a between them there was no intimacy. Be-
catholic, or no less obsequious protestant tel- t ween my departed friend and myself, confi-
low, in an Oxford college. John the Second denee was mutual and entire.
gave the dispensing power, not only to him- Roufilly was among the earliest, and, for a
self but to all his underlings, covering thus, time, the only effwieJtt mJe oi my disciples.*
with a so much more profitable power, the To RumilI:,, w_th tlmt secrecy which pru-
wtmle field of judicature, dence dictated, my _ork% sucl_ as they are,

were from first to last a text-book : the sort
of bght in which I w_ v_ewed b_ him, _as,

SECTION XIX. m Honourable ttouse, m ins own presence,
on aut ver-mettlorable oecasioll, attested by

FHARAC"IEIIEVIDENCE. our common fiiend, Mr. B_ougham.J"

AGAINST specific indications such as these, Not a retbm_tat,uncle of hls _,as llartley
ttonourable House mid the old Bailey receive would have calh'd it) d;d Iloufill_ ever bring

" forward, that he had not first brought to me,
a sort of evidence, which i_- neither quite so and conned over with me. One ff them--
_asilv obtained, nor quite st_efficient when
obtained, in the Old Bmlev as in ttononrab!e that in wtuch Pale)".- love of mbiuary power
tlouse. It may be called, mid, for aught I was laid open--was bo."ro_ed from my spi-
know, is called, characttr eridence. Quan- der., under whose covering they rna} still be
tity, in pretty exact proportion to that of the found. 'I'l_e t,roject so su,'ees_ful_y opposed
hope and fear, of which he, who is the sub- by Lord Eldon's SJr William G_,mt --the
ject of it, is the object. Qunlity, determined endeavom to prevail upon honourable gentle-
by the same causes. Col.urs, two--white men to divest them-elves of the power ofswindling in their imhvidual capacities,--_ as,and black.

But for my old friend, Mr. Butler, no such to both of us, a favourite one. Nothing of
evidence as this would have been offered-- this sort could ever colne upon the carpet,
no such s6ctlon as this have been written, but the character of Lord Eldon came of
Nor yet, if in the laud heaped up by him upon necessity along with it : afi, w lines will give
Lord Eldon, he had contented himself with the substance ot volumes. The detmmmate
using his own hand. But the hand, to which opposer of everything good ; the zealous, able,
he has assigned this ta_k, is the hand of andindefiuigablesupporterofeverythingewl,
tlomilly: that confidence-commanding and fi'om which, to the rutmg one or the ruling
uncontradictable hand, which for this pnr- few, reputed good, in any the smallest quart-

pose, resurrection-man like, he has ravished tity, at the expense of the many, appearedderivable.
from the tomb.

Having, in the course of between thirty "' Well ! and what chance do you see of the
and forty years' intimacy, been in the habit *tte was brought to me by my earliest-- the
of hearing sentiments o'f so widely different late (george Wils n--who, alter leading the Nor-
a tendency, on every occasion, delivered in tblk eiremt for some yea_, retired with silk on
relation to this same person, -- silence, on an his back to his native Scotland.

-'¢-Hansard's House of Commons Debates, 2d
occasion such as the present, would have been June 1818. " He (Mr. Brougham) agreed with

little distinguishable from assent, that I his hon. friend, the member for Arundel, Sir S.
could not sit ea-_y without defending myself I Romilly, who looked up to Mr. Bentham with the
against what might _,her_ ise have appeared almost fihal reverence of a pupil for his tutor."
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evll genius's suffering it to._tss ?" This, on vice for the performance of" which his un-

one part was the constant q_estion. " Why exampled power may have been originally
.... just now, things are so and so:" stating,

or alluding to, some hnht, which, at the ran- "* When he" (:Ml. Ponsonby) "suecee_/ed to
ment. he thought he might have upon Lord the office," (succeeded to Lord Redesdale) "the
Eidon. A tavomable clrcumslance was-- C,hancery court of Dubhn was in arrears _br $/x

that, thongh regarding rim M.P. with the years of notice% for six hundred motior_,.anel
ibr four hundred and twenty-seven cause* :

eve with x_hich he could lint but regard one when he" (Mr. Ponsonhy) ;i quitted office he
of the mo¢_ troublesome of hl_ po]itical up- had got under all the notices arid _notion_, 'and
ponents, --the CLancellor -- such, in his had brought down the_causes to two hundred,
estimation, was the legal kno_xledge and besides going throngh the current business. Had
judgment of Ronntly-- was in the habit of he remaiued in o/flee a few months longer, not
pabmg to the arguments of this advocate not a single cause would ha_e been let_ undeter-
less, but even more, defbrence, than, in the rnined'"b

eyes of the protbsAon, was alway_ consistent tluuse of Commons. Pensions to Chancellors.
with justice, so at least I have heard, over From the speech of Lord How_ck_ r,ow Earl
and over again, front various professional men. Gre'¢.
In Romilly's acquirements and character he _Thisslnglelneident Speaks volumes : it paints
hehehl a leaning-stock, the value of which he lllatct, less Constitution to the life. Take two
knew how to appreciate, trmts, out of more.

1. Prnthndity and universality of the contempt
Now for the hke, through channels less of human happiness and justin(, in the breastsof

exposed to suspicion : -- the ruhng and would-be-ruling few.
" The state of the court of Chancery is During the wt'ole six years, duringwhlch Lord

snob. that it is the disgrace of a civilized so- Redesdal% with, his nnt:tness staring him and
e,'trvbody in the face_ was paralyzing justice and

elety." These arc ti_e words fizrnished me, mm'nfactudng misery by wholesale_not only
in writing, by a friend, a, among the very h,s creator silent, but every'member of the arls-
words n,ed hx Romfltv, but a few months tocmc!/on both sides, in Ireland as well as in
befi_re hN deal]a, in a mixed company. It was England. Down to this moment, never would
at a pLwe which, _or several dabs of hi_ last anybody have heard of it, but for a personal
autumn (a place ] occupied in Devonshire.) sluabble about Mr. Pouso_bb, _ and a et_use in
affolded to the relator varlou.- t)'ee eonversa- bL_pension of retreat.

.Mr. Ponsonby. with his matchless, and, but
tines, be,ides those at wh:eh 1 uas present, for admissmn, incredible apt_tude._turned out
-- Gem'ral result : --'" Lord Eldon himself in Ireland ! Lord Eldon, alter his slx years per-
the cause of many of the ahu_-e_; of the petually demonstrated inaptitude, restored, and
grea_er part of the others, the remed_ ahvavs continued with continually increasing influence!
in his own hands." " " A_ to dclay_ think from hence, whether, though

" If there is a hell, the court of Chancery m that, as well as all other shape% abuse rul_
is hell." Words these, _iven as the vet,,, throngheveryveininthesystem--thinkwhether_

- of that delay whmb drew .'orth the present eom-
wo*ds uttered hy I,ord ]':r_kme but a few plaints, there was ar_y other cause than the dff
weeks before his death, it! yon veraat_on with ferene% m point ofd_patch, between this one man
another person, from "e.hom I have theal Hit- and e_ery other; and whether, wlnle thisone man
der his own hand. _swl.ere he is, dehverance from evil in that strop%

Both relators most extensively known, and any more than in any other, be po.,sible.
rot umre known thm_ trusted. On any ado- Henceforward,mIfonnurablettou_e,orinRight

" Honourable Hous%-- on the one side, or on the
quote occasion, both papers sitould be visible, other. -- should any man have the hardihood to

dudcx 5 non judicando, ut iueus h non lu- _tand up and declare, that on e_ther side there is
endo, the sort of service of all others for any more real regard _or justlee there t_an in the
which Lord Ehlen is not only most eminently hulk._-- or in m.ent's brea.ts any more svmva*.hy
bur most notoriously unfit,*" is the very ser- |br the sufferings of the people than mtt]e cook',

lor the e, is she is skinning-- tell _ till of this !
I would willingly ha_e said nwst ur_it_ but 2. Double- bodied monster, head judge and

truth, as will be seen, tbrbids me. head party-man, back to back : fitter to be kept
Saul and Jonathan were Lord Eldon and Lord constantly in spirits in an anatomy school, than

Redesdale. Lord :Eldon, attorney-general; Lord one hour in the cabinet and the next hour on the
Redesdale. sohcitor-general: Chancellors--Lord bench. Behold m this emblem one of the eon-
Eldon of England ; Lord Hedesdale, of Ireland. sequences of havm_ one aml the same man to sit
_cholars of the' school of Fabius. but _ith one as sole highest judge, w_th all the property of
diff_renee:_by the Roman eunctation, every- the kingdom at his d_sposal, and in the cabinet
thing was perfected : by the English and Iliah_ to act as chief org_anizer of intrigues, and mode-
marred. rater of squabbles about power_ money, and pa.

The London laid a wager with the Dublin tronage:thecabinetsituatmnbeingtheparamount
Chancellor, whlch should, in a given tim% do one, _ the most transcendent aptitude for the ju-
lea, t business. Dublin beat I,ondon hollow, dicial sltuation cannot keep him in _t -- the most

_,V_toes% Earl Grey, -- in those days Lord completely demonstrated inaputude remove him
llcwick, a out of it ! This under I_latchless Constimtion_

under which the most loudly trumpeted tune is
Cobbett's Debate% IX. 731_ July 3, 1807. the independence of the judges.

House P_'actk'_
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placed, but if pretended, so falsely pretended, possibly excepted) of the cases known to
to be still kept in his hand. _have sprung up within the field of equity,

This being premised, and admission made and the havin_ also enabled himself, with
r f the facility with which, tbr purposes sueh eol re_poneent facility, to make application of
as have been brought to view, he t-an wrap hi_ them to the pur[)_ae of eaeh moment, what°
misery-breedm:r meaning up in cl(md_, such soever be that pul'l_,_c, whethel it be to lead
as, while transparent to accomplices and na- aught, to mislead, or to puzzle and put to a
tural allies, shMl be opaque to all destined ,taNd, himself or other._.
victim% -- I mu_t. for _hortness, refer my So much for intellectuals : now for morals.
readers to Mr. Butler's panygerie. Sending Beyond all eontrover-y,--reeognised not less
them to a work whidi has already had ten readily by adverb;men than by dependents,
times as many re',_ders as any of mine eau one l_'_lit{(_)-judicial virtue his Lordship has,
look to ha_e, I semite myself against the which, in his noble and learned bosom ha_
eouseiousne_a of injustice, and, I hope, fi'om ,welled to so vast a magnitude, that, like
the repnmeh of it. Aaron's serpent-rod, it shows as if it had

I will advancer further in my eq)proach to swallowed up all the re_t. In the public re-
meet him. _cognition of it, trembling complaint seeks an

On any of tho_e niee points on which, ex- emollient for echo,caner ; decorous and jus_
peetation being equally strong and sincele on _atire. a mask. After stabbing the 3Iaater of
both sides, the ditfereuce between right and the Abuse., through and through with facts,
wrong beiIlg mvtree discernible, deal;ions, Mr. Vizard take_-in hand the name of.this
were it not for appearances, might, with as virtue, -- and, _anuend,_. this is the only one
little prejudice to the sense of security, be that can be tound, lays it tike a piece of gold-
committed to lot as to reflectmn holding the beater's skin on the wounds. That which
scales of justice,-- on any of these sources of beauty, according to zknaereon, i_ to woman,
doubt and display, which, in any tolerable --eourt_,/, aeeoHlmg to everybody, i_ to
system of legislature-made law, a line or two. Loid Etdon : 1¢_armour of all .-nits -- often-
or a word or two. would have dried up-- ,ire a-. well at defensive--a rnatchle_-s and
Lord Eldon, at the expenseof year_, where most advantageou_ sub._tltute. With the ex-
another man would ha_'e taken day% has ceptim_ of tho-e, whom, uhile doubting, he
given to the amateurs of dillicutty a degree is ruining, and, _xithout km)win_r anything of
of satisfaction beyond what any other man the matter, plunderi_rg,-- thisit is th*_tkeeps
could have given to them: to them, salts- everybody in good humour ; e_'er) body --
faction; to himself, reputation--instrumem from my lord duke. down to the barrister's
sf power applicable to all purposes. TIFF-_,by servant-clerk. U.-a'fid here, usei\ll there, use-
the having stocked his memory with a larger f_d everywhme, -- of all places, it is in the
mass than perhaps any other man (Romllly cabinet that it does knight's service. It is

the court st_,'kt.9-pbt_ter, V,'lln2]l, even wher_
Such was the alter idem appointed by Lord it t;_il_ to heal, keep, eovered all solutions of

EIdon m sit with idem, and report the non-exist* continuity : _t i.- the grand _mpe__a]e_ment,
ence of delay, together with the most effectual whi_'h keeps pohth'al eorrup_inn from did-
means of removing it.

Keeping Falstaffin his eye,-- Inefficient my- solving in its own filth. Never ,said s_,me
_lf, I am the eau,e (_id Lord Eldon to himself) body onee ) never do IthinkofZozdEtdo,t
that inefficiency is in other men. In Dubhn my or Lord S*dmouth, but 1 think of the apho-
foil, in London my Mitibrd, shall be at the head rism of ttelvettus --Celui qui n'a ni honneur
of my securities [hat nothing shall be done in ni humeur es_ u_ courtezan parfait.
the eortmfission, which with my disciple Peel to Whe_ this virtue of the noble and learned
laud and defend me_l witl estabhsh for that lord's has received its homage, the rest may
Purtmse" . .. be most effectually and instructively made

Praetleallesson:_Never, byanyothermeans known by their fruits. These fruits will be
than the making the ruhng few uneasy, can the his res 9estce : exploits-- performed through-
oppressed many obtain a paruele of relier. Never out, or in the course of, his four-and-twenty
out of mind should be the parable of the Unjust years' dominion over the fields of judicature
Judge.

As to Lord Rede._tale, digression upon digres- and legislation. Enterprises eonsumamted
_ion as it is, candour and sympathy compel the enterprises in progress-- meas_tres not origi-
mention _ he, like Mr. Peel, has committed one rvating with him, but taken up by him and

implored-- exploits perlbrmed by his ownact of rehelhon against his creator: he_ too, has
made onedeparture from eon._istency. Mr. Peel's hand% exploits performe_t by the hands of his
is the speclat-jury act." Lord Redesdale's, the ereature% or other instrttments;--under one
insolvency act. "Should the day of repentanee or more of these heads, were any such exact-
ever come, _ each, with his bill in his band, may ness worth the space and trouble, would some
cry, like Lovelaee under the avenging sword --
1,_'t_his expiate I Bat Lord Eldon ! where will be of these exploits he to be entered, -- under
1,l.._tvnement ? One alone will he be able to find_ another or others, others. But, fi)rasmuch as
a_ttl_th,,nntstberrowofl_rdCastlereagh, aUjudieial censure is altogether out of ti_
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question, and the space and research neces- I table will, as censor : inviting, after publlca-
sary for such distinctions altogether unaf- tion with its expense has been completed,
fordable, they mu_t unavoidably be omitted, applications to himself for proh bitiol, with
Under each head, it will be fi_r the reader, profit to hiniseff in these, as in all other in-
from what lie has seen or heard, or may choose [ stances.

to see or hear, to con_ider whether," and, if [ 4. Leavina" the line of distinction between
yes, how far, the imputation attaches. To I eases fiw open and cases tbr secret judicature,
[tnprovc upon these hastily collected hints, ] for so long as ttmre is any, at all times de-
and complete the invc_ti_'at_,m, would, if per- pendent on his own inscrutable and uneon-
formed by a competent band, a_surcdl_ be a i trnvcrtihle wilt and pleasure, estabhshing and

most interesting, as well as useful work-, i continually extending the practice of covering
1. Nipping in the bud the spread of ira-_iJi, own proceeding with the cloak ofsecresy.

provement over the hah_tahle globe, ruinilEg i 5. Rivetting, on the neck of the people, the
fnrtunes hy whole-ale, and involving in alarm i continually pinching yoke of an aristocratical
mat insecurity a va-t proportion of the vast magistracy, by renderingalt relief at the hands
capital of the'country, by wantnnlv-_eattered of the ch._]Jcellol as hopeless, as, by artificial
doubt,, lea_ lug the settlement of" them to a '. law expenses, and participation in sinister in-
iutu_e co_tinzent time that may never come.* ! recent and prejudice, it has been rendered at

2. heath.ring all literary prope_y dcpen- , the hands of the judge.
dent np,,n h_s _nvn in_-ezutable and uneon- ; 6. On pretence of heterodoxy, by expost
troulable x_ill and pleasure, i t_cto law, made by a single judge for the put-

3. E_tabb-hinz a censorship over the pres% _ pt_e, -- divesting parents of the guardianship
under himsclf_ _ith his ab_olu*_eand inscru- of their own children.

7. Injecting into men's minds the poison
* (ff this bronicaet d_-eminatmn af uncer- of insincerity and hypocrisy, by attaching totainty, on •ohvmu_ (aqs-- may naturally be .*bund - - -

in the protlt mad.- in the tw_ great shops--the pretended misdeeds, sufferings, from which,
t,r_v,_te act ,,/'l,_li,_m, nt sht,p and the ct_arler by an unpunishable and unprovablc, though
shop. in whit'h the right of associating for mutu- solenm act of insincerity, the supposed mis-
ally benefie,_alpurpo.,_es is sold at so enormous a doer may, in ever)" case, with certainty ex-
_rice. -- for the benefit of men. b'¢ whom nothing erupt himself.] t

ut obstruction_ in th_s and otheI"shapes_ is con-
tributed, t Qucstmns allowed to be put to a proposed

Wheresoever, in the ease of a public function- witness : _"Do you believe in the existence ol a
ary, remanerauon _ ears the sh_Te of (ees, there, God ?" If he, who does not believe, answers that
abuse in every shape is sure to bare place. Not be does,--thus answering falsely, heisreceived :
only in. udi, _al offices so called, b_ t in all offices if h_s answer be, that he does not believe,-
whatsoever, such cases excepted,if any, in which_ speaking thus truly, he is reiected of course.
for special _dequate cause, special exception can It is by exploits such as th'is, that rise has been
be shown, s_darv should be substituted for fees. given to this appalling question : ""Whieh_ in tha

In the case 6f patents tbr invention, exactmu capacity of a proposed witness_ is most trust-
in thi_ shape has swelled to an enormous magni, worthy-- the Christian, priest or lay'man, who_
tude. Justice, in the shape of reward tor inwn_t_ve for a series'of years, has never passed a day with-
genius, demed to the relatively poor, that is to out the commission of'perjury,--or the Atheist,
say, to probably the far greater number-- sold who-- when at the instance of I_rd Etdon, or
at'an enormous'price to _he relatively rich : all any one of his creatures in the situation of judge,
_nveution%-- the authors of which are not them- interrogated as to what he believes _submits to
_elve_ rich enough to carry them through, nor _ public ignominy, rather than defile himself with
able to find a capitalist to 3oin with them, -- nipt that abomination in so much as a single in-
!_ the bt_d. Of_eml men, lawyers and non-lawyers [ stance ?" C,hristians ! such of you as dare_ think
m swarms, who contribute nothing but obstrne- of' th_s and tremble!
tion, murdering invention thus in the cradle. Question, as to this virtual statute, the source
ravish (rein genius it_ reward, and in case of and seat of which is in the breast of Lord El-
failure, agg,vavate the pressure of ill success. To don : -- If this is not a subornation of perjury,
tee the use of Matchless ConsHtution, on this what is or can be ? Lord Eldon--is his mind's

oeca,_on, compare the price, paid b_inventive eve really so weak, as, throughout the whole fieldgevius lbr t;ds security in the United _tates and of Iegisl_.tion, to be kept by words from seeing
m France. Note, that on these occasmns, that things as they are ?_ Decide who can, and give
plunderaee may be tripled, the three kingdoms to head or heart--sometimas to the one perhaps,
are disunited, sometimes to the other--the credit of this blind.

In aU, or most of these cases, Lord Eldon, heSS.
after having had a little finger m the pie when
Attorney-general, has a fin_er and thumb in _t * As to the constant and all-pervadinghabitof
now that bels Chancellor: adding to thepleasure perjury, see " Swear not at all." For cleansing
of licking in the sweets, the gratification of oh- judicature of this abomination, a not unpromising
ttructing improvement -- called for this purpo_ course is in the power of individuals. Any suitor,
innovation, who sees a witness of whose testimony he is ap_.

A set of motions, calling for returns of thase prehensive--if the witness belongs to any of the
aeveral sources, and of the masses of emolument classes in question, let his counsd have in hand
tlerived from each by the several functionaries, a copy of the statutes in question, asking him
tould scarcely be negatived, whether he did not swear observance to eve'ry oat

of
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8. In a!l manner of shapes, planting or fix- I All this-- which, under a really-existing
inff humiliation arid anxiety in the breasts of ] constitution, grounded on the greatest-happi.
all who, on points cootesse_lty too obscure fbr I ness principle, would furm_h nmtter for ira-
knowledge, oppose him, or refuse to jnin with i peachment upon impeaebnaent -- ihrnishes,
him, in tire profession of opinions, in relation ! under the imaginmy " matchless" or*e.matter
t_ which there is no better evidence of their ! of mmnph, ehdm to reward, and re_ard ac-
being really his, than the money and power ] eorthnglv.
he has obtained b_. the profbssion of ttwm. I 12. Poisoning the fountain of history, by

q. Pretending to e--tMdL-h useful truth by punishing whal. i_ stud of a deparled pubhc
the only means by _*hwh sueee_s to pernicious I character on the disapproving side-- while,
t,d._ehood can ever be _-ecured. Proclaiminz, i fol evidence and argument on the approving
in the most impre_,ivc ma,mer, the falsehood i side, an mexhaust,ble fand of rew,tld is lcf_
and misehievo_isne_s of evervthm_ that i_ ' open to every eve: thu_, by supprcs_ton,
called religwn ,- by punishing;or threatening i doubling the e)'ee[ ofsabt, rnat*on, ofevMeuee.
to punish, whatsoever is sa:d in the way of 'l'hi_ by the hand of one of Ins creatures : his
controverting the truth or usefulness of it. own hand, without the aid of that other, not

10. BeaMing parliament, by openly de- reaching quite far enough.
claring its incapacity to render unpunish,d)le The title 3luster qf the Abuses, which oe-
an) thing to which the judge% with the words curs in p. 372, tnay perhaps have beeq thougkt
common law iu their mouth% shall have been

pleased to attach pumshment, or take upon does it say to them ? Say to them ? why nothing
them to punish : -- thus, b) tht. a_-sumed au- at all, to be sure : Cabinet, by which the wires ot"
thority of himself, aml lho-e his creatures, Parhament are moved, desires no better sport.
keepi_g men under the xed of puni-_hment, ChaneAlor--hy whom the wires of Uabmet are

moved, and by whom the acts of contempt are
for h,bits of actmn, which, in eon_-idenLtmn ot comantted or procured _looks on and laughs
their innoxionsne.-s, had by parliament been his sleeve.
recently exempted from it: as if parhament Contempt of Parlmment indeed ! Parhament
had not exempted men from d_,clared and lt- de_lres no better than to be thus cent:tuned : and
rotted, but for the purpose of subjecting them to be assured of the% observe whether_ of the in-
to uneonjectara_ole and ualtm_ted punishment, dicatmns gwen m these,page_, It _111suffer any,
Witness the Unitarians, and all other_, who and what,'use to be made. t:ontempt el Parha-

ment! Why, all tins l_ the work of Parhament
will not, at his eoummnd thus signified, delile lr_elt/ That which, with _tsown fl)rms, it could
themselves with insincerity, to purchase the not do without a _.orld of trouble--what It aught
common rights of subjects, even be atYaid to do --(tbr where guilt abound.,,

1l. Doing that which even parliament would _o does eowardiee)--it doe._bvsimpte comfivance,
not dare to do: and because parliament would . _ith°ut a p._rucle of trouble'. But why talk el
not dm'e to do it, doing it with no other war- .fie,r :_On each occasmn, whatever xs to be done,

• the object with all concerned i% to have _t done
rant than this or that one of a multitude of with least t_ouble to ti_mselws. By the hand
words and phra._es, to which one import as ofamdge, tho_ebywhomlv.rlmmentisgoverne d
well as a:mther may be assigned at pleasure : d% "wittaout any trouble, that winch without
witness l,bcl, blasphenu, malice, contra bones trouble in abundance could not be done by the
mores, con.v_wa_t , C'hzistiamoj _s part and hand of parliament.
parcel o! tire law of the la_*d: converting rims In flash language, com_non law _in honest

• English, }udze-made law--_s an instrument, that
at pleasure into crimes, any the most per- is to say,'ju£ges are mstraments--lor doing the
tectly innoxious acts, and even meritorious dirty work of parliament : lbr doing in an oblique
ones: substituting thus, to legislative defini- and clandestine way, that which parhament
tmn and prohibition, an act of ex post facto would at least be ashamed to do m it_ own open
punishment, whicit the most consummate le- t way.
gel knowledge wouhl not have enab|ed a man Nor, for the allotment of these parts, is any
to avoid, and as to w hb:h, in maov an instance such labour as that of concert or d_rcction neces-

• ' • • - - " • , , I sary Nothing does tPe purpose require that an
pernap, _e _a_ not mtent_ea that it _aouul De , " " " - _ - " "• _' ° * - [ Enghsh 1_dge should do more than what m h_s
avoqk, d* - _ - ' " - "" • s_tuaUon human nature and habit effectually m-
...... [ sure his doing : g_vmg, on everyoeeasion, to his

• But Partiament--eontempts of' its authority [ own arbitrary power every possible extent, by all
all the while thus continually repeated--what imaginable meres. While this ts going on, so

--- ] lo_,g as what he does suits the purpo._e*-ofh_s
of. these statutes:, and wh_ther_, in the breach of ] superiors,. _it is re_arded,., of.tourse_ w_th that. ap-
tins or that art_me, he dm not constantly hve: on [ prouatton of winch their silence _ssuch perleetty
d.mal, he will l.e indictable for perjury : on ad- ] conclusive evidence. On the other hand (to sup-
m_ssmn, _t wilt be a question whether'he can be [ pose, tbr argument's sake, an effect without a
heard. [ cause) should he ever in an), the sm',dlest degree

Lord EAhm ! d_d you never take that oath ? obstruct their purposes, any the least hint would
J._rd Ehion ! d_d you never viot,_te it ? Think of t sutfice to stop him What could any judge do-..
dais, Lord Ev.lon ! -- _llr. Peel ! did you never [ what could even Lord Eldon hope to do---ag,unst
take that oath ? Mr. Peel ! d_dyou ne:_erviolate [ the will of monarchy and aristocracy in parlia.
it? Think of th_, Air. PeA l t ment? "
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to require explanation. It was suggested by good:but, toeompletethetikeness, he should
that of.'$[a_ter of the Revels, coupled with the have added.--after having first gutted it, One
idea of the enjoyments in whwh he and his other emblem--one other propheey:--is it
have for so many years been seen rerelhng by not written in the Arabian Nights' Enter-
the exercise given" to the funcdnn_ of it. t*dnments ?-- Sinbad the Sailor, Britannia :

The 3Ia,t_r.,hq_ cf tt,e Reeds being aho- Old Manofthe Sea, the Learned 61aughterer
;/shed, or in disuse--the ,_Iaster..hip qf the of Pheasants, whose prompt deaths are ob-
Ai,,_..e, aFpear_ to have been silently sabsti- jeers of envy to his suitors. After fretting
tu_ed: and Ltnd Ehhm presems himself as and pummelling, with no better effect than
having been performing the functions of the sharpening the gripe--the Arabian slave, by
office, as _et xx_thout a solar) : with his Mas- one desperate effort, shook off his tormenting
ters in Ch_,nc_'r3, serving under him in the master. The entire prophecy" will have been
eorrespondi_g ('.q,:_,qry, and on the bame ge- accomplished, and the prayers of Britanni_
nerou_ foo'.mg, o,J rhe principle of the unpaid heard, shmdd so happy an issue, out of the
maf4tstra.T. A subject for calculation might severest of all her afflictions, be, in her in-
be--at what anno domini the business ol all stance, brought to pass.
the der,onnna&d office_, possessed by tho_e
_Iasters and their Grand Master respeeti*-et)'.
will have been brou_ht into tile state, into
which, under his lord_hip'_- management, that POSTSCRIPT.
of the Stx-elerks has already been brought,
to_etber _ith that of _lLe _ix olfices, with { § 1. Under Ze.rd Eldon, Equi 0 an Ins)tit-' meat of l"raud and Extortion. -- Samples
which the Y;_ture_ervice_ of his honourable ] continued.son have been so l_obly al_d generously re-
n'.uner,ltcd ?-- at what imleyou period these ] WmL_ writing what is above, came to hand
ottlces wilt, with the re_t, have been subli- a " Revm_v of Chancery Delays," &c.: signa-
mated into s;:_eeure% aml the incumbent_ tare, " The Authors." When what they s.ay
apotheosed into st) UlallV Dtl maj,,rum or ])it is seen, the reason fnr such their e,)neealn,'elll _,

tmnorum oentium of lhe" Epieur_ an heaven ? ] will he sufficiently manifest. Read this _*ork
To he]p eom'eptmn, a short parallel be., of theirs, whoever you are,--you who, think-

)wren the noble al_tt learned Lord, and his {ing flit the public, haveany regard for justice:
nnhle and learned p:'edeees._r Jeitbrics, may [ so rich the mass of t_buse, it not merely de-

be ,;or altogether withou| its use. Genera] I _ounee. in geimral terms, but spreads out 111
,L.tlbries had hi-. one "'eamyai, m :" GcnerM }detail, bringing it at the same time within
13[,hm as many as his command lasted :,ears. I the conception of non-law)ers : the matter

The death_ of Jefferie-_'s hdled-o[F were I ranged under some nine or ten heads, follow-
speedy : of Eido.'_. lin,_,erln_ as his own re- }ing" one ram)her in the chronological order of

solve_. The death.- of Lord Jefferies's victims the pr oeeeding_ in a suit,.
were pubtie-- the ,.fl'_rers supported aml " P, oper subject of every honest man's in-
twnforted in rhe)r affhefion l,v the sympath? I dignation," according to them _'p. 42,) not
of surrouruling thousands: Lord Eldon's ex- [ only "' the system _ hieh allowS" but "the
pired, unseen, in the ,.zloom of that solitude, { iud_zes who encouraae such conduct " and.
which wealth on it_ departure leaves behind t'_ith a little attention, every solicitor who
it. deft'cries, what.never tie amy have gained t has had twenty-five years' practice, and a few
in _be shape of royal layout--sourer of In- {oveb in the equity courts, as well as many a

tare e,_ntio¢ent _'cahh -- does not present i man who has had none, wilt be able to draw
hi,eself to us etothed in the rpoils of any of I theline, and tosay tohimself, whether, byany
his slain. No man, no woman, no child, did [ ibrmer judge, anvthing fike so much eneou-
Eldon ever kilt, whose death had not, in the [ raoement has beer_ given to the sort of conduct
e,_ur_e of it. in stone way or other, put { therein heht up to view. Ask, with so many
money into his pocket, tn the language, learned gentlemen, whether it be to Lord
visage, and deportment of Jefferics, the suf- Ehton, or tothe system, that the phenomena
tenng of his victims produced a savage ex- are due? Ask first, whether it i_ to the fa-
uttation : in Eldoa's, never any interruptio_, )her or to the mother that the birth of a
did they produce to lhe mo_t amiable good- child is due ?
hummer, throwing its grace over the nmst Prom this most in_truetive publication,
accomplished indifference. Jefferies was a take a few hastily-picked-up samples. Pages
ti_'er : Eldon, in tile midst of all his tear_, 48, 49 : -- 1. Master's attendance {as ever 3-
like Niobe, a stone, body knows) never more than one hour in

Prophet at once and painter, another pre- one day in the same cause.
deeessor of Lord Eld_n-- Lord Baron-- has :2. Between attendance and attendance,
drawn his emblem. " Behold _h? man," so) s distance eommordy three or four days -- Ire-
he, "who, to roast an egg for himself; is rc_ady quently a week.
to set another's house on fire !" So far .-v 3. Fro' every such actual attendance, pay-
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meat i'or that and two others exacted by the c---YearJ---_
Master, he declaring in writing that on both 1. By amending _ls, from - 4 to 6
days he has attended ; whereas on neither d_y 2. Between the suit's being set
has he, or anybody for him, attended, down for bearing by the judge, and

4. For each sucb falsely alleged, and un- its being by that same judge called
justly charged a*.tendanee, tees exacted by the on for hearing, - _ - 2
Master, not only for hiInsel[, but for every 3. After hearing, wasteable in re-
solicitor employed in the suit, a separate one ; terence to a Master, as in the defen-
there being in every equity suit parties m any dant's ease, as above, from - 4 to 6
number, having, as many as please, each of 4. Between Master's report and
them a separate solicitor, judge's second hearing, as above 2 to 3

5. Hours of such attendance in a day sel-
dom more than five (other accounts generally Total, - 12 to 17
make it less.) Per Mr. Vizard -- (see above, Note that (as has been often stated, and
§ 2, p. 350,) wlth"some exceptions' only, not never denied.) delay on the plaintiff's side,
more than three, as here, has been in use to be employed as a

6. Months in which such attendances are regular and sure source of pro(it by dishonest
to be had, out of the twelve, not more than men with other men's money in their pockets,
seven, where the quantity of it in the shape of ca-

Page 52. Recapitulation of the means of _ pital has been deemed _uflieient, by means nf
delay employablcin ordinary, over and above the interest or plofit on it, to pay for the
the additions employable in extraordinary delay sold by the judges at the common law
evz_es: to wit, employable by dishonestly-dis- and equity courts together : they, with their
posed men on the two sides of the suit re- creatures and other dependents in office, and
spectively, thus enabled aml invited by Lord their friends and commxions in all branches
Eldon, with or without predecessors for of the profession, sharing, by means of the
stalking-horses, to carry that same disposition fees, with these dishonest men, in the plofit
into effect, of theh" dishonesty.

I. By dishonesty on the defendant's side ;
to which side, in a common law-suit, disho- Comes in, at the same time, " Letter to
nesty is of course most apt to have place:-- Mr. Secretary Peel on Chancery Delays, by

a Member of'Gray's Inn." Pages, 25.
I. Before the time for what is I. Page 20. Subject-matter of the mott

called appearance, (the defendant common and seldomest-conte-Aed species ot
not being permitted to appear, but suit --account of a testator's estate : --
forced to employ in appearing for 1. Number of useless copies taken at said
him a solicitor, whom, likewise, account, ten.
without attain ofbarristersto speak 2V. £/. Cost of each, ten-pence for every
for him, the Chancellor will not,_-.Years-- ninety words.
see,) ..... 1_- 2. Page_ 15, 16, 17. Under Lord Eldon, iv-

2. By not appearing before the " relevance, technically _t_led " impertu_ence,"
cause is ultimately called on for thence useless lengths of pleadbJgs perpetu-
judge's hearing, - - - 2 ally increasing -- " laxity of pleadings, quau-

3. After hearing, "wasted by re- tity of impertinent matter -- a subject-matter
terence to a Master, years from 4 to of general complaint and general observatimi
6:" ofteuer a much longer period, 4 to 6 by Lord Eldon." Punishment being all this

4. Between blaster's report made, while unexampled ; encooragemeI_t in the
and judge's second hearing, 2 to 3 shape of reproof in the air, or threats, of

which it is known they will never be execu-
Total, 9 to 12½ ted, are at (be same tnne fiequent. Betbre

Lord Eldon, the practice wa_, to sad(tie the
II. By dishonesty on the plaintiff's side ; counsel with costs. Per the authors, as above

that is to say, on the part of him who, at (p. 350,) by " late d¢ezsions this abuse has re-
common law, bad been on the defendant's calved positive encouragement and increase. "
side ; one half of the business of equity con- Pages of all five pamphlets, taken together
sisting in stopping or frustrating the applica- (Mr. Vizard's itlcluded,) 157. Compressed
(ion of the remedyheld outby common law; into perhaps a third of the nmnher, the
and at any stage, down to the very last, this substance would compose a most instructive
stoppage may be affected, work. By detaching fi'om the abuses the pro-

_37.B. This combination of" two sorts of posed remedies, the compression might per-
judicatories, proceeding on mutually eontra- haps be aided : the remedies, in a narrow side
dwtory principles, is by Lord Eldon, and by column, or at bottom, in form of notes.
so many others, professed to be regaa'ded as But neither should the defences, whatever
necessary to justice they are, pass mmxaminefl: for of the charge_
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with such premi_vms for defence, whatsoever beeu treated with common justice, I should
is passed o_er unnoticed or slurred over, may, not, perhaps, have been Lord Chancellor this
with unexceptionable propriety, be regarded day ; but, I repeat it, I will not he driven out
as admitted, of office by calumnious attack. Let me only

he treated with common justice, and my place
§ "2. Lord Eldon Sq_tea_imj. shall be at any man's disposal.'"

Drama (not to say./hrce,) "The Courts Catumnioush_deed! Lookback, eatrtlou8
qfZaw BilL" Time, June 28, 18;25. Fditor, and justice-loving reader--look back at the
Globe and Traveller. Scene, Right Ha- indications : see what any of them want of
nmwable tlouse. Enter Lord Liverpool, being proofs: see whether anything but a
Prime Minister, bill in hand. Lord Ehton, formulary or two is wanting to render them
Chancellor, in the back ground. Motion by proofs, and conclusive ones. Suppose, for ar-
Lo_d Liverpool for proceeding in the bill. gnment's sake, the defendant guilty, and _ee
Enter Lord Gro_venor with a (figression--a whether, on that supposition, anything more
dissertation on sineeures: Lord Liverpool, in convincing than what is there brought to
answer : --determined to save fees from cam- view, could have been adduced. Say whether,
mutation duringthe incumbency of the present in ease of mis-statement anywhere, there ten
incumbent s ; determined to save the head l_be- be any grotmd for regarding it as wilful : any
eater fr,-ma alt hard.hips imposed on inferior ground tbr attaching to it m,y such epithet as
ones: determined to gi_e the puisne judges calumnious.

the proposed .£55(t0 a-3ear , because there 9..Lord Eldon to Lordships in plain J_n-
were othm',, who. tbr doing less, were paid lish.--Itelp! help ! help ! Going, going I Can't
more. Mk. Ilolnus,m having previously (to stand it any longer. What ! nobody lend me
_ it, in lh_nouraMe House) demonstrated the a hand ?_ nobody speak a word tbr me ? Do
J_ccc_-_,ity at the mcrcase, appropriate aptitude not you see how it is with me ? What l and

benlg, in his mathematics, as digmt 9, and will'_,ou turn a_ainst me ? Better not : 1 ealt
di;/nity a._ opulence: the proofheing composed tell _ou that. You'll be all the worse tar it.

of repctitit, n_, ten in number (tbr they have When 1 am put dm_n, it will be your turn
been counted,) of the word d_qmt_, next. What will become of your privileges ?

Whereupon, up rises Lord EhJon, finger --think ofthatl I'll tell )on what, so sure
in eye, an._wering Lord G_osvcnol's digres- as they take away my seals, so sure will they
siou, with a d_rle_ion t_n eahm|n 3 and firm- take away )our privileges.
ne_s. Addre_e_, two : one to the people, t'he Squeaking, stae'gerin_q blustering, crying
other to noble lt, rds. For better intelhgihi- out tar help--all in a breath ! What an ex-
lit,,, hehohl these same addre--e,, in the first hibition !

place, in plain EnclM_ : aft er that, tbr security Original in Lord Eld,_tish.--" The _elings
f_,ain.-t ml-ret,rc-cn_atmn, in I.ord I=ldonish. and late of an indi_idualare in themselves of

I. Lord EId_,_ t,_ t,Se i,_ol,te, i_ l,l, tia En- small importance to the public, and t may be
91;fl_.--ttavc d_n,.! have done ! Let me atonel sacnficett to the insult_ 1 daily receive But
Nay, bat dou't teaze me so. You had best I beg noble Iord_ to reltect, that I may not
not ; you won't get anything by _t. Thi- i_ be the only sacrifice. If the oh leer is, a, tt
not the way to get me out, 1 can tell .v°u that. appears to be, to pull down the reputations,
Come now, if y,m will but let me alone, 1'11 and throw discredit on the motives and con-

go out of m_ own accord. 1 shouht have been duct of men m high official situation.-,, -- if
out long ago. had it not been _br 3ou. It',- every man who occupies a high situation m
onl_ your teazing me so that keeps me in. If the church" [turning ofeomse to the bishops"
oa keep on teaze, teaze, l'll never go out : h_nch_ '" in the church or state, is to become

no, that 1 won't, the object of slander and calumny, then }our
Note that this was on the °-Sth of June Iord_-hips may lay your account with similar

]825 : ten da 3s after the day on which, with- treatment, and be eonwnecd that your pri-
out authority or expectation on the part of vilegcs or power cannot hmg be respected,
the ant'nor, the editor of the Morn;ng Chro- when such characters have been saenlieed."

_icle. w_thwhosestripesthenohleandtearned _,: .13. At what words the tears began to
back is so _ell acquainted, bad given an ar- flow is not reported. When acro ,odile cotr.es
ticle on these b_dications, on the stage -- Tears, tears, should be added

77_eoriy_nal_nL_,rdl"_ldonish.*--" Perhaps to the H_ar/ h,.ars!
it is thought _hat this mode of calumnious No, m_ weeping and fainting and firmness-
misrepresentation is the way to get me out of acting lord. ttow purblind soever the eyes
office. Thev a_e mistaken who think _-o : I _ou are accustomed to see around you, blind-
will not yield to such aspersions ; nor shrink ne_s is not yet so near to entire, as to make
from s.ss_rting what I owe to myselt_ Had 1 lordships see nodifference between _our seals

and their privileges. Their privileges ! Who
* For greater fidelity, and oo avont some e_r- is it that is to take away these same pri_-i-

reUansmu_demt_ eutionS,intothe theth_rdfirst,pers°nis here all along [leges ? ]'he king? or the people ? or the pOl_
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of Rome ? Your _ea]s! Ye_, the king can isfically-vltuperative matter, appliedat every
take away these pretty pla) things of yours, turn to the accusations, and expressed in these
and not improbably will, so soa- as in his terms:--
e_timation there u ill be more uneasme*s trom l. '" Misrepresentation and calumnies.'"
keep'ng them where they are, than from 2. " Calumnlou_ mi_lepre.-entation."
plae ng them elsewhere. But Lords' pru:i- 3. "" Such aq_er_ion,-."
l/yes they are a sort of a thing not q:lite so 4. " Calumnious attack_."
ea.,ily disposed of. To bring his hand in, hi; 5. " Mis-sta:ement,andmi;representations
1Haje;ty will first take a_w_.y from himself his of every kind."
owa prer,qataes. 6. " Mm'h mid-representation."

The people ? Yes : supposing guards and 7. "' Calalnny amt mi--qatement."
garri._ons were all annihilated in a day, the 8. " Slamler and cahunny.'"
p:ople, that is to say, a mob, might not find What the noble and learned defendant's
much nmre diffwulty in dealing with these perturbatmn d_d not permit him to pernmve
accoutrements of ) ours than the king would : is, how strongly thi_ sort of language smells
after bunting your hags, they might throw of '" the Old B,d_:" of the phme he was
your seals into the Thames, where your pre- looking to be '" sent to b) their Lordships."
deeessm'. Z*tthton, threw his. Yes : al| this (a_ per Gl<,bc, Jmw 21. 1825,) there to be
a mob (for tins is what you always have in " put to deatl+ :" and that when a man can
view u hen you speak or think of the people + find nothing to say that shall tend to h*s ex-
might indeed do. But could they either burn eulpatmn, this sort of unmeaning outer) is
or throw into the Thames their Lordships what he vents his angm,h in, rather thin1
privileges? :be _een to make confession in the shape of

As to the Pope, I say nothing of him here : s_le,ee.
what regards him, belongs to Catholic Eman- so mm'h f.r generals. Follow now all the
eipation, several -i>_'Cllic alteulpr_ at delcnce, with an

Seriously, it was found impossible, by any- ohser,-a_iun or two upon each.
thing but extrav,_ganee, to comment upon
such extraragar.ee. What must have bee_. LOI:D F._LDO','.--I. " From the accounts
the state of that mind which could rely upon which haw been furm-hed to me of my emo-
it as argument ? hilt, eat, a_ Lord Chancellor frmn those who

t_e_t know tile aulonlit,"

In this phwe, without aid either fi'om witch- , [ Lord-hip himself
erafl: or fi'mn treachery, I had actually gone _emg nobly careless ,f dt stleh thing%] "aparg
ou and given the ,nbstanee of the aJgument, from my income as S?eaker ot the ltouse of
with which, in cabinets and ow.r bottles, tht Lords, I am happy to say, that the Lord
noble and learned lord ha, for these five-and- Chief-Justice nl the Km¢'s Bench ha_ received

twenty years, and nlore, been occ_tpying him- i .t larger sum fi'om hls office : I ._peak t)'om the
self in the endeavour-- no very difficult one. average accounts of the last three yea_s."

it must be eonfessed-- to ke[:p up, and il Observatwn_. -- 1. What is this to the put-
possible to increase, the aversion to improve- pose ? Not of tl.e q+ta:dum do _e complain,
ment ill SO many shapes, and to reform il_ but of the sources: of wtue]l source_ he dares
every simpe. But relevailey seeming que-= ant say a s xllab!e.
tionable, and mischief from overweight ur= 2. Whatever it he that you receive, is it
questmnable, the papers have been put aside. _he le_s becaa-_e :_ou receive it from a hum-

The I_dications are before tile reader: some ber ofplace: im-tead ot one ?
original, others copied. In both ease% how 3. Of the patrom_ge, nothing said: wherea,,
determinate they are, he can scarcely have t?om a small portion of it, sou receive, m the
_0.iled to remark. As well as tile proofs, he t_er_on of 3our son. accordm_r to the und;._-
shall now have before him lhe answers. Fron. paled calculation of Mr. lxIillcr," £3,5C0 a-
a clear conscience, aeeompanL'd by a clear and ,,'ear, and. unless in ease of untimely death,
well-exercised eonceptmn, the?l wouhl hav_ "wilt receive in the x_hole, £9000.
been eorrespondently determinate. In gene- 4. What is it to the purpose what the
rals, at any rate. and in particulars, according Chief-Justice has ? If the enmlument of the
as tm_e and occasion admitted, and importance man in qilestion i_ excessive, does the gl eater
required, every charge woMd have been no- excess of another man's make it less so?
tieed ; and, lest omission should be taken for 5. Since he known, then, what his emolu-

confession, no one left altogether without meats are, why will he sit t ohe thus badgered,
notice, rather than produce them ? Why, unless it

So much as to what tile answers might be because tt_ey woMd be see_ not to agree
have been, and, in the momentarily supposed with the account thus given t,f them ? and
ease, would have been. Behoht now what, because he tbars that, if honourable gentle-
in the actual ease, they are.

First, as to the general heads of defence. * _' Inquiry into the Present State of the CivP
They will be found composed of uneharaeter- Law of England," pp. 79, 80.
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men knew the wt_ole mnount, they would worthy result of a course of observation, the
grudge giving him ihll value for it ? commencement and cnntinaanee of which wa_

phenomenon not much less extraordinary
Lord ELDOY. -- II. " And I will further _han the emirse ob_rved upon. It is here co.

say, that, in no one year since 1 ha_e been pied, word for word, from a morning paper. _
made Chaneellor, have I received the same Whenceit came fi'om, i_unknown: neither to
amount of profit as 1 enjoyed while at the the whole, no_ to any part of it whatsoever,
bar." has any contradiction been ever heard of.

t)hservatwas,-- 1. The same ? _No, mo_t $. D'nder the eyes of so va,t a posse of
probably not ; tor, so hmg as there is a lilt- retainer% retained by every tie of interest in
thing'_,-worth of _!ifferenee, th_s is strictl_ the defence of this giver of good gifts,--is
true. But how is an_bod_ to know whether it in the nature of the ease that'mtything t_
it i_? which tile name of misrepresentation could

2. If everyhody knows it, what would i_ have been applied with any chance of being
be to the purpose._ re-a_ded as properl) applied, should in all

3. While the Chancellor declares himself tins time have pas_ed mmotieed ?
happ!¢ that the Chief-Justice's profits out o_ ! " CuuaT or'Cnanc_i_','.--(From a Suitor.)
other men's misery are so great, may a suitor [ __ Term ended on Monday : the Lord Chan-
be permitted to coates-- him.-elt not quite so ' eellor, when he was rJ.-ing, apprized the sen-
happy, that Barrister s profit% drawn by i.- i _lemen oi the bar and the suitors of the court.
sincerity out ot the same mq)ure source, are, i that tie would not come down till Thursday.
if _o it really be, so enormoas ? IlLs lordship is no doubt entitled to two day's

reereation alter his learned labours of a month.
Lo;tD ELDON.-- IlI. '" tIad I remained at In order that the public may duly appreciate

the bar, and kept the situatmn I held there, those labour% let us briefly review them :
I solemnl_ declare 1 shoi.,ht not have been a the calculation mayappear curious -- the time
shilhng the poorer man than I am this me- which hi_ lordship sat-- the number of cases
meat, notwithstanding nay oil]ca." heard-- not deemed-- and tLe quantum of

Observati,ns.--1. Believe _ho can: evi- relief afforded.
dance, none. Di.pTuhatx_ e counter.evidence, " Hl_ lordship commenced his sittiltgs on
a. to the olfieial side of the account, ob_ti- the 1st November, and fi'om that to the 29th.
uaeyofeonee,dment: e_idem'e, eneumstantml tJoth inclusive, he _at in court 24 da?s. In
i_.decd, but not the le_s conclusive. .o da_ but one, did he s_t betbre teu o'clock;

B_**.,pos_ibiy, here as beture, of his cluster on one day cmly did tie remain till three: in-
of ollices, _ith then' emoluments, he shut: deed he eouht not during term, tbr, a._lie has
his eyes again.,t all but on'.': and thas, b3 _ often said, _the stude_,ts should have their

trtual falsehood, thmk_ to keep clear ot a dinner."
htecal one. "Itis lord._hip, out of the 24 days, spent in

2. Again--what is all tld_ tt_ the purpose ? court 79} hours I [

t;h ! had tie but kept to the bar-- _r, ir_- For 4 days he sat 4½ hours each, equal to 18
stead of the bench, been se_lt to that bar to For 1; dil'to . 4 24

which, as above, he so lately looked to be For 8 ditto . 3¼ .... 26
._ent by their lm dships on his way to anothe_ For 4 ditto 2¼ .... 9
pl,we -- _ hat a waste of human misery would
have heen saved[ of human misery, tbr which For 2 ditto 1_ .... 2½

_ho ever -.aw t;r heard him exhibmr, g any the 24 days. ttours, 79_}
shghtest mark of regard _ Men, women, rout
el,_dren--u_dows and orphans--being treated " This statement is correct, if the court
1,) h_m a_-if composed of insentient inattor, ch'rk ean be depended on. On two of those
l_ke the _qones flOlU_._.Meg the gold exacted ,hort sitting days, his lordship had to attend
trom them _as extracted, in cotmeil to hear the Reeerder's report of

the Old Bailey convicts ; on a_otht'r of them,
Loa_ EL_O,_.--IV. " No claarge of delay he rove before twelve o'clock, in indigamtiou

can fairly be brought against me." that there was no busiae._s: -- No business in
Observation.s. -- 1. Now well done. Lord Chaucer* ! On some of the other short day's,

Eldon ! To a host of witnesses, continue to he wa_ called on bu._l_ess elseuhcre. But let
oppose a front of brass! us now ._ee how this tnne _as occupied.

2. Not o speak of the mountains of mann- " The ease of the tree. A. Fletcher is en-
faetured delay opened to view by thesamptes, titled to the first place in this enumeration.
asif by a part{eular providence, -" in opposition Indeed the fl_ght,of Paris with tielen was not
to th!s plea of notgnitty, behold, prepared by destined to give more employment tbr the
ant_patmn, six months m_leeedentty to the Grecian heroes, than the fl_ght of Mr. Flet-
I,leadiL_g of it, a special piece of crlminative ,
evidence: a statement, the manifestly trust- _*.4tlornit_g,lleratd Thursday_ 2d lle¢. 11_24.
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(_,_, _,_m I_s Caledonian lassle is to cut out day to day were given to the Attorney.G'_e-
_'ta the gemiemen of the long robe : thus may neral v. tIeales ; Sirn¢ r. RM.q' ; the matter
we tkirty exclaim, -- Cedant arma teas ! In of Day[es, and the matter of Blachburns ; to
the King's Bench we had only a skirmish, Heney v. tI(,aey, llSlcox v. Rhodes_ appeals
from whmh the partms retired wquo_llarte, fiomtheViee-ehancellor,inthetatterofwhich
The great fight was reserved for the arena hi, honour's decree was pronounced to be
of Chancery: for four days the contending 'nonsense 2n,:apable of beol q executed.' Nut
parties fought, and four t{mes (hd night, or one of them is a jot adwm,'ed.
preparations tbr the students' droner, put an "Lu,ati¢'s and the eb_pement eta ward,
endto the contest. On ttmfil_h day, -- alter took up 2½ hours. The New Alhunce corn-
hearing fi'mn mght cmmsel nine speeehe% the _pang took up 3. and then 9 mole were wasted
reply included,- his lorddfip decided that in dlsputes bet_een coun.-el and court about
he would not become an otti.'er of police fiJr priority of me, ions.
a Scotch synod, to pull the reverend preacher '" Tl,e opening of the eternal Opera tlm_sa
from the t)ulplt. * ea_es (of whn'h there are now three) took up

" Tiffs ease consumed 17 hours out of 794. 3 hours, mid the remaining 7 were consumed
13ut is it decided ? No- the contrary, for ti'om time to time on bankrupt.-' petitions,
hN lordship more than once intimated ' that, and miscellaneous orders.

if it were worth while by a longer term of ] " To recapitulate the whole, the business
suspenslon to bring the question b,,fore the i arid time a_e balanced thus :_
court in a more reqularlbrm, hls opinion mlqht t The Attorney-General v. the Rev. A.

inehne the other way.' tits intimations will 1 Fletcher, ..... 17
not be lost on the synod; therefore, Mr. /Ex parte i,atham in re Latham and

Fletcher, that you ma3 not be pulled down [ Parry, bankrupt `ditto Abbots
by the skirt¢, you had better, like 3Iawworm, in re Abbots and Abbots, ditto, 14
wear a spencer'. Blaekmore v. the Glamorganshire Ca-

" Fourteen hours mm'e were consumed, nal company, .... 10
fi'om day to day. in two ease- which were new Grey r. Grey ; Garrick v. Lord Cam-
to the court. These were-- petitmns, from den, and tlale r'. Hale, . . 10
Zatham and AbS,,zs, bal_krupts, praying that The Attorney-General t'. Iteales ; Sims
his lordship, by virtue of the enlarged jutes- v. Ridge ; in re Baylis, and i*Lre
diction conferre,t on him by the new bank- Blackhurns, with tloney v. Honey
rupt law, would grant them their certificate, and Wilcox v. ]Rhodes, 10
which the required number of their eleditors Lunatics, Elopement ot Warti. Alliance
refused. Hislord_hq_, after man) observation% Compan), and disputes about priority
referred one to be re-exami;,ed by the con,- [ of motmas, . . 8_
mls_ioners, and, to determine the fate of [ The Opma IIouse cases, . 3
the other, he de',nanded nmre papers. The i Miscellaneous, 7
eases of these partie_ ale theretore in stain {
qtm, and we are again fated to hsten to halt'- I 79_'"

a-dozen long-winded orations, t" Next after these in point of duration, is LortD ELoo._.--V. " It i, a mistake to
to be placed the motion to commit the Gla- I suppose, that beeau-e the drudgery ot some
morqaa._hlre cat,at propr_etvrs, for violating ofliceslsperfurmedbvdeputies, the) aiethere-
his lordship's injunction. After hearing eight [ fore to be called sinecures."
counsel tbr ten hours on different days, hi-I Obserratlon*.--l. Nebulon_-aa_--confll-
lordship decided that four of the defendanls I don-gas-- eva_iml-gas, from the Ehhm labo-
were not to be committed ; but the hberrv of }ratorv. Etdon iunior's six sinecures -- tbur
fifth is adhuc sub,iudwe. To balance the miht- in po'sse,smn ; two more in rever,mn ; -- of
hess of the judgment with a.sort of trimming ' course here in view. Nevm, where common
policy, vengeance was denounced against the honesty ia an nb)eet of regard --unpmfi,hable
refraetorywatchmen;thereforetheyhad better swimlhug, of indi:,nation,- never will they
look sharp. Dise*te in,stream moaltl, et not_ be anywhere out of view.

temnere. " 1 2. Mark here the division. Business of
" We have now accounted for 41 hours out { official situat.ion, drud:lery and Iron-drudgery.

of the 79_. Of the rest, the old eases of/ Drudgery, doing the business of the office:
Grey v. Grey, and of GarrLvk t'. Lord ('am- i non-drudgery, receiving and spending the
den, in which no progresa was made, took up 1 emoluments of it ; pa) ing for the doing of the
,5 hours; 5 more were devoted to Hah' r. ] business (unless it be of a particular con-
Itale, to determine the sate of mother's es- nexion5 no more than a pittanbe, the smallesl;
rates, to be commenced de novo; and 10 fi' m_ that any one can be tbund to take.

Note that, with few, if any exceptions, when
" Sarcasm and false wit_instead of calm judg- from any one of these offices you have sepa-

meat! rated the drudgery, you have separated at
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the business from it. For, laying out of tile to wit, for the purple of ascertaining whe.
_ase those which are ju&c_al, su,'h a_ the mas- ther the principal receiv_ the whole of what
terships and the commisstoncrships and the is his due. A_al so in regat_ to the fever.
examinerships--t_,e business of them amomlts sions : the existence of which, by.the-bye, is
to little or notMng more than ordinary clerk- Ia separate one, anti tha' _n -hominable and
business, such as copying or making entries altogether indefensible aouse.
under heads : busines_ not requiring a tenth 7. True, my Lord. An office, in which for
part so nmch appropriate knowledge anti ' the public service, a something, an anytnb_g,
judgment and aem'e talent, as that ofau ex- is done--is not in strictness of speech a
eiseman does. sinecure: though that somethinz were no

3. Note, that what his lot d-lHp here does, _lmore than, an_,,.,,charity-school. boy is_equal, to',
¢onsist_ in puttin_ a possi],],, case, that those and although it took up but a mutate m do-
who are eager to lay hohl of every support- ing once out of each of the seven mouths in
lion favourable to hnn and his ¢)stem. may, a-_'ear, during whwh ,our masters ()'our lord-
without proof, set it down in their minds an ship's son-m-law included) serve.
aela,l case: an actual ca_c, to a considerable 8. This being conceded to you, what are
extent exemplified; and in particalar, in the you the better for it ?
instance of the rich elu_ter of sinecures, out Wouhl _ou have the amount of the depre-
of the profits of whmh, without troubling dation exercised by the maintenance of an
himaelf with the drudgery either of writing office allow_d to be executed by deputy ? I
or thinking, his honom'able son is acting the will give you a rule by which, in every cane,
p,rt of a line gentleman ; and, if rumour does you may obtain it. From the sum received
not ovcrflatter him, testifying filial gratitude by the principal, subtract that received by
by good dmners, the deputy or deputies,--the difference is,

4. "l'helw.,s_ble ea.,e is thl_ : --a situa'ion in all of it, depredation: of thus much you may
which one man and no more is placed, though he sure. Whether of thi_ which the deputy
the business of it is more lhan one man earl or deputies receive, there be any and what
adeTtately perform: the bu,iue_s being at part that belongs to that s,une account, is
the -ame ttme Of such a nature, as to be capa- mt_re than you earl be sure ot_ otherwise than
hie of being divided into two bra_lches: one, by appl)ing to this cast.', that matchless eft-
requiring extrat,rdinary appropriate acquire- tcrion of due proportion as between reward
merits, the other requiring none beyond ordi- and service, titir competition--competition,
navy ones ; for example, shopkeepet_' clerks' as in the ea,e of goods sold, and,-- under the
acquirements. In this state of thin_s, the nameofu'orledone,--scrviee, in all shapes, sold
extraordinary-talent -requiring part of the to individuals: and, if good in tho.,e cases,
buAness is reserved by the principal official what shouhl render it otherwise in this ?
person for himself (hi_s appropriate aptitude, 9. Casting back an eye on the matter tlms
considering the dignity of him of whose choice employed in effeeting the explosion of the
he is the object, being unquestionable:) the Eldon gas, I cannot but regret the quantity.
no-more-than-ordinary-talent-requiring part, If, by any instructmn contained in it, the In-
(that, to wit, which is meant hy the drudgery) bout of looking into it he paid tbr, it will be
being turned over, or rather turned down, by by the applications capable of being made of
him to the deputy. Of the thus wisely and this eonc:uding rule.
caret\ally made division and distributimt, sole
object, of' eomse --the good of the service. Loau ELDON. -- VI. " I will pledge myself

5. Now then --supposing an inqutry into to be as active a_sany noble lord in correcting
this matter included in the inquiries of a abuses, but I will perform my duty with a
l]ouse of Commons' committee, is there so due regard to the rights of others."
much as a single instance in which any such Observations.-- 1. Pledge himself? Yes :
over-weight of business, together with any but giving a pledge is one thing-- redeeming
such divismn made, would he found cxcmpli- it, atmther, ht the whole live-and-twenty
fled? Whoever is a layer of wagers, might, )ears, during which this has been swagging,
without much danger, venture a considerable hke an incubus, on the breast of justice, in
one to the contrary, what instance ha_ he ever meddled with abuse

6. In the case of Eldonjunior. what I would in any shape, unless it be by the endeavour
venture to lay for is-- that, of hts four places to give perpetuity attd increase to it ?
in possession, there is not one, the business Not that, a, thus worded, this desire
of which requires so umch appropriate know- amounts to any great matter beyond what he
ledge, judgment, and a-tire talent, asth,_t of might have credit given him for, and this
an exet.-eman does: and that there is not one without any very a:ide departure from the
for which he himself does any business other exact line of truth. Noble Lords, --if in a
than signing his name, with or without the situation such as theirs it were possible for
trouble of looking over the accounts of the men to feel any such desire,-- would not
deputies (if in name or effect there be any) have far to look for the gratifi_tion of it.
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Your Majesty (said somebody once to a King defendant as sufficient in his case to destroy
of Spain who was complaining of ceremonies) the effect of so matchless a mass of erimina-
is but a ceremony. Your Lordships (the same tire evidence, and supersede the need ofatl
person might have said to their Lordships) justification and exculpative evidence !
are hut an abm-e. Incorrupt ? Oh ye_ : in every way in which

As an ar.qnmenlum ad haminem, nothing it has not been pos,ible fi_r you to be corrupt,
aTainst this challenge can be said. Bat, the that you are. So far, this negative quality is
organs, tot which it was designed, were the yours. Make the most of i:, and see what it
ears of noble lords, not the eyes of the pub- will avail )ou. Remains, neither possessed,
tic: to which, however, I hereby take the nor so much as pretended to, the whole re-
liberty cf recommending it..Abuses are nei- mainder of appropriate moral aptitude, appro-
ther hares nor .foxes. Noble lords are too priate intellectual aptitude, and that appro-
well born, and under noble and learned lords priate active aptitude, without which, a man
too well bred, to take mq great delight in possessed in the highest degree of appropriate
huntin 9 them. aptitude in both tho_e other shapes, rna_in

your situation be, has in )'our situation been
Load ELDO.W.-- VII. " The reason why --a nui,ance.

in ttle present hill there appeared no clause Desire ! And so, in an office such as that of
regulating offices in the court of Chancery ChieLJmtge, and that but one out of a cluster
is-- that a commission is now sitting on the of rich offices fed upon by the same insatiable
state of the court." jaws, desire is sufficient : aceoml_ltshment , or

Ob.¢ervations.- l. Now sitting? 0 yes, anything like an approach to it, supervaca-
and for ever will be, if his lordship's reeom- neous!
mendatlon to the people is taken by the Yes: that he does form no better w_sh for
people, and tim operation of teazing ceases or his country_ this may be eoneeded to him
retaxe¢ -- Sedet, oeternhmque _edebit. without much difficulty : for, whatever be the

2. A commission ? Yes: attd what corn- situation, when a man has been d_sgraeed in
mission ? A commission which never could it by inaplitude, the lea, t apt is to him, but
have sat at all --which never could have been . too naturally, the least mnweeptable sueees-
thought of at al_t--had it been supposed that, i sor. flat, as to 1he cart, this is really too much
in eitber [louse, there exists any such sense ] to be admitted: for, even a Lor_'l Ehhm

• s a sense of shame, after rubbing his eve,, for the length of trine
3. An enormous dilatory plea, set, like a i necessary to ' b o_tt ot the r, fir a n o neat,

gun, in a selLjadicatmn system ; a transpa- the motes, which keep ,o perpetually ltoating
rent veil _br corruption : a ,nug succedaneum in Owm in the shape of doubts, "-_even a
to the szill apprehended and eventually true- Lord Ehlon migh_ he able to see that desire
blesome inqalsitmn, of a not quite suffiemnt- and accomplishment are not exactly the same
ly corrupt ttonourahle tlon=e,--sueh is this i thing; m d that, wl ere the object is worth
commission : -- a subterfuge, which, more having, desire wlthout accomphshment is not
th:m perhaps all others, has damaged the re- quite so good a thinff as desire wtth aecom-
putatmn of the principal, not to speak of the plishment at the end of it. Put into tins
accomplices. In Matchless Constitution, that Clnmcellor's phwe. his hou¢ckeeper, supposing
all-prevading and Ml-i uliug principle, the self- her to have any regard fbr lhe money it brings,
judieation principle, has now to that local wouht have this same desire-- which, except
habitation, which it has so long had, added a the uneorruption, is all he can taunter up
name : a name which, so long as the mass of courage to lay clmm to, and which is so much
eorruption in which it has been hatched con- more than can be emmeded to him--the
tinues undi=solved, will never cease to be de_ire, in respect offidehty and everything
remembered--rememhered, in time and place, else, so far to exeeme the duties of it as to
by every lover of justice and mmlkind, as oe- save herself from losing it.
casion serves. Next to this, eornes what has been seen

already in his Lordship's conehsding address
LORD EI.DO_.-- _'III. "I am uncorrupt in to their Lordships. Of the vi,lble condition

office; and I can form no better wish for my of the defendant, no intimation is given in
country, than that my successor shall be pc- the report: to judge from what is given, a
netrated with an equal desire to execute his man who could with such a peroration dose
duties with fidelity." sucli a defenee, must have been at the verge

Observations.-- 1. I am uncorrupt.t And of a fainting fit : in which condition he _all,
so a plea of not guilty was regarded by this for the present, be left.



PAPER IX.--ON THE MILITIA.

(This Paper, consisting of a portion _f the Conxtitutional Code, (viz. Ch. X.
DEIrENSIVl; FoP, c_:, § 3, Radicals who?) will be found in its proper

place..)

PAPER X,

ON PUBLIC ACCOUNT KEEPING.

COMPLAINTS have of late been made, of the gible as may be, to those whose interests are
method at present pursued f-r making re- at s_ake upon them; that is to say, in the
cordation, and apl,roiiriate pubhcatmn, of first place, tothereprcs'eMatiresofthepeople;
the trat_sactions ot the _e,,tq al cla-_e_ _t tune- in the next place, to the people themselves,
ti.narie_, (,f whom the o|ficial e--tabh_imm.,d constituents of those same repre.-entatives.
of the B_iti-_h govermnent is composed; and Now, then, in re._pect of bdellig_bdity,
¢,f the pecumaJy and ,lue.,i-; c,'umar!/tran_ac- what would be the effeet of the introduetion
tmns mo_e partieultrly. ]3y high aulhority, of this same Italian mode? So t_ar from
it has been prontmneed inadequate, and ill augmentation, it would be little less than
adapled to ira profe,-sed purp(_se. To tMs, destruction : and this, relation had as well
by that same authority, a _-ubstitntion has to con,_tituents as to r_presentatives.
been proposed, and that in |he character of a Method i._ one thi_g ; phraseology is ,'m-
well-adapted and adequate one. It consi.,ts thor : 1, Fir,t, as to method: that, by means
in simply sub,titutinff, to the m-_._hedand of it. any additmn would be made to the
t,hrawoh_q!¢al pre_-ent employed, lhe method number of those by v, hum the transactions in
and ptlra-eology, which is called sometimes questi-n would be understood, remains to be
the 1laban, sometimes the &,uble-entry mode proved ; no determinate reason for thinkir_"
or system; and the u.-e ot which is eonfined so, ha_e I anywhere been able to find. What-
to the case i_ which pecuniary profit and loss soever, if anything, this stone addition wou_d
are conjunctly presented to view. be, might it not, to equal effect and with

Atzainst this change, so far as regards the equal conveniency, in every respect, be made,
use of tiffs pecuhar and technical phraseo- by the phraseolog_ in use with everybody,
logy, 1 protest on two ground_:-- 1. That, as well as by that which is peculiar to mer-
instead of being conducive to, it is ineompa- chants ? With little or no hesitation I answer
tible with, the de-ign which, on this occasion, in the affirmative : at _nv rate. that which
whed_er it actually be or no, ought to be may be asserted without "even the smallest
entertained; namely, that of rendering the hesitation is, that whatsoever may be the
state of the accounts in question more effec- advantage derivable ficm the methe_d, never
tually and extensively understood; 2. That, can it compensate for the evil inseparably
if introduced, it would of itself produce de- ' attached to the unil_telligibility of the pttra.
terioration, to an nnf,ahomable degree, in a seotop_
form of government which assuredly starJds 2. Next and lastly, as to the phraseology.
not in need of any such change. To the wht,le community, with the exr eption

These evils will, when examined, be seen of the -Angle e!a_s designated by the appella-
coalescing into use. . tion of nterthants, this phraseology is utterly

First, as to the ,l, sign. What ought it to unintelligible : to all those for whose use it is,
be? Answer, as above. To render the or ought to he, designed, by those by whom
transactions in question as effectually under- the substitution of it to that which is uuiver-
stood as may be, e,nd to that end as intelli- , sally intelhgib!e, is proposed : Members of
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Honourable ttouse, and people without door.s, accounts, cannot but be," he says, p. 173,
included. "completely satisfactory."*

Of the number of those to whom it is us- " Applicable ?" Unquestionably. But
intelligible, compared with the number of what is that to the purpose? Just nothing
those to whom it is intelligible, what is the Applicable means capable of being applied.
amount ? To any person whatsoever, the an- But, of the truth of this proposition what
swcr may be intrusted Be it what it may, need of opinion from that gentleman or any-
--say who carl, that it will not suffice to body else, to make us fully satisfied? Appli-
ground the puttinga decided exclusion _apon cable, or not applicable with advautaye :e
the proposed change, that is the question. And, to that. question

Now then for the other objection :--dete- answer ha_ not bt_en g_ven by Mr. Abbot ;
flotation of the form of government. To a answer has been given here.
universally intelligible mode ofglvingexpres- That, of the desire of these so hlghly in-
sins, to the transactions of the functionaries telligent and well-informed statesmen above-
of government, and in p4rticular to the part mentioned, unintelligibility on the part of the
which consists in the collection of the pro- subject-matter in question, and ignor,mce,
dace ofthetaxes, and the dispo_l made of it next to entire, on the part of the per_-ons in
substitute an ahnost universally mnntelligible question, were not amongst the objects-- 1,
mode: what. is the consequence ? Answer-- who write this, am altogether satished. Bu_
Exit. Public Opinion: enter Darkness: such of the de_ire of those by whom the reeom-
as that which forms the charaeterlstie of ab- mendations made by the committee over
solute government. To Matchless Constitu- which he [Sir Henry Parnell] predated were
tion may be substituted the government of set at nought, and the existence of that _ame
Spain, Portugal, or Turkey: and this with- committee cut short, were or were _ot the_e
out responsibility, or danger in any shape, on mnong the o!,jeet_ ? Relieved should 1 be
the part of the authors of the change, fl'om an anxiety eminently painful, were it,

Obvious as these effects carl scarcely fail in this paper, eonsi,tent with sincerity, to
to appear when once mentmned, to none of answer in the negative.
those persons by whom the subject has been " To bring forward a motion for the emo-
taken into consideration do they appear to lument of the persons in question" wm_, ae-
have presented themselves : neither to those cording to Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer
by whom the change has been proposed, nor (if the account of the debate is to be be-
yet even to those by .whom it has been up- lieved,)_" " treat_n9 them" (it should perhaps
posed, have be_'n placiny them) " in an invidious

First, as _o those by whom it has been up- point of view :"-- and, in effect, he, aecord-
po_ed. These are_Messrs. Bro6k._banh and ingly, on that same oecasimi, did what de-
Be#z, two of the three commissioners f,_r petaled on him tow,wds preventing their being
inquiry into the state of the public accounts, placed in that same poin_ of view.
" A wide difl_erenre exists (say they) between But these same persons -- x_ho were they "a
the business and circumstances of a trader and Answer--" Members," says he, "of the Privy
those qlea government department :" in the Council,"--" a body emnposed of the Conned
observation thus vague and unapplied consists o_ the Sovereign ;" and a_ er ward_-, "the first
the only objection made by them to the in- jadge in the land was included m it."-- Pr_
troduetion of the Italian mode : of the dis- dlgious ! And so, m the opinion of this nlem-
tinetion between method and phraseoloqy, no ber of the Cabinet Council, be the man who
intimation whatever is conveyed by it. he may, the servants of the crown have but

Nex_ and lastly, as to those by whom the to obtain the placing of hm_ in a situation
change has been proposed. Not without sin- which affords them the means of putting into
eere regret is it, that, on this occasion, gald his pocket an indefinitel) large portion of the
for such a purpose, I hold up to view a pro- _roduee of the taxes, _this done, nobody b_
duction on so many other accounts so highly themselves is to be infi)rmed of the amount
estimableastheworkentitled "'FinancialRe- ofiL What the amount is of the booty thns

form, by Sir Henri/Parnell, Baronet, 3[. P." determined to be screened fi'om detection,
late chairman of the committee on finance, the right honourable guardian of the public
Pure, once (p. 196,) purest, twice (pp. 192 mrse has not informed us. But if the impu-
and 197:)--in thase two words are containcd tation couched under the wold *nvidwus be
all tbe arguments I can find in that work, in all that he objects to, a sure and easy reeeip_
favour of this same phraseology. " Mr. Ab-
bot's proposal is," he says, p. 194, "to esta- " Session of 1830. ftouse of Commons Re-
blish the Italian system in its purest form ; port, No. 159. " Copy of a letter from Mr.Abbot, late one of the eoun-nl_ioller_,*' &e.

and to those persons who are practically ac- ParnelL--Purest, p. lW2--Pare, 196-_Parest,
qualnted with the Italian system of accounts, 197.
the reasons on which Mr. Abbot founds his T Morning Chronlcl_, May 15_-- debate of
opinion of its being applicable to all official May 14.
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for the wiping it off"is _ his command. It mr_eunoflatu the whole den, u above pro--
conslsts_in the giving publicity to the in- posedwextinga_Jhed is this argument. Some
formation in question, in the instance of every dictinaary, dead or living, he will have to turn
public functionary without distinction, over £or another such.

In and by the original committee on finance, On the present oceas'lon,-- after what has
of which the late Charles Abbott, afterwards been said on the subject of uaintelligibiliw,
Speaker, and not long ago ennobled by the is it worth while to say anything more of that
title of Lord Colchester, was chairman, ex- same branch of art and science (for science I
tensive were the disclosures of this sort made; see it called) to which the attribute o£ purity
and, as far as appeared, in endeavours to nar- has so unhappily been asecibed ? Of fiction,
row them. This was in the years 1797-1798. and nothing else, is it composed : of a tissue
Thirteen or fourteen years after, came the of misrepresentations _ of departures from
committee on finance, of which the chairman truth -- and these not merely useless, but
was the still 1lying Mr. Henry Banks, the much worse than useless. To tldnqs, rein-
Lord Eldon of Hozlourablc House. From the tions all along ascribed, of which tldngs are
report made by that committee, no possibi- not susceptible : to persons, relative situa-
lity was there of learning the aggregate of tions in which, on the occasion in question,
the emoluments received, in the instance of these same persons are not placed. W/he is
any one of the functionaries occupying the said to be debtor to cloth. To what use this
situations mentioned in it: so exquisite was absurd falsehood 7 What expla_lation of any-
the ingenuity by which the deed of darkness thing does it give ? To what human being,
was accomplished, who has not been drenching himself with

In the eyes of the right honourable per- this and the kindred falsehoods for weeks or
sons in question, is the imputation of harbour- months, can it present any idea, unless it be
ing this same design of darkness regarded as an illusive one, unless it be translated into
matter o£ importance ?--is the clearing them- the vulgar tongUe ? True it is, that, had this
selves of it considered by them as an object locution been originally apl_lied to the pre.
worth their regard ? The means at their seoting to view the ideas annexed to it by
command are most effectual, the professors of this art-and-science, _ it

For and during many years in the latter might have served as well for the purpose as
part of the last century, for the use of the i does the correspondent part and parcel of the
directors of the life-insurance company called i vulgar tongue : but, having once been fixed
the Amicable Society, was annually published, t in the habit of being applied to so different a
in conjunction with an almanac, a list of the t purpose, thence comes the confusion, and the
situations of which the official establishment i useless difficulty which _ands opposed to all
was composed, with the emolument attached endeavours to understand it.
to each in the shape of salary. At present, in So much for confusion-spreadlng propos/-
the annual publication intituled the Royal tion: now (to speak in logical language) use
Calendar, of these situations, or at any rate for a delusive term. Enter waste-boo/_, cam
the greatest part of them, a list is published ; totd sequeld su_ :-- waste-book, a book com-
bat of emolument in the shape of salary, or posed of paper the value of which is that of
in any other shape, in no such publication, or waste-paper. To an unadept mind, what other
in any other publication, is any mention to be idea than this is it in the nature of this up-
found, pellation to suggest ? Yet is this one book

Now, then, by order of some one of the the corner.stooe, on which the truth and use-
constituted authorities, let a complete list be fulness of all the others rest :--a book, error
published of all those several situations, with in which infects with correspondent error all
the amount of the aggregate of the emolu- the rest :--the original, of which, though in
ment respectively attached to them : and to different forms, all those others are but co.
the columns in which these aggregates are pies. Call this book the oriyinat book, those
inserted, let there be added another, exhibit- others the derivative books, the delusion va-
ing the total of the emoluments received by nishes. Call this book the c]tronological,
the functionary in question, from all public those others the locjical books, the matter bo-
sources taken together; with numeral figures, ing traced in different orders, according to the
expressive of the pages in which the several different purposes, _a further instruction is
situations, with their respective masses of afforded.
emolument, are presented to view. It is one of the branches of that art-and-

Against the proposition for throwing the science, which teaches how to make plain
light of day upon this partofthe den of Cacus, things difficult. A curious and not altogether
the only argument adduced by the right bo- uniostructive parallel, is that which might be
nourable gentleman is composed of the word made between this requ/ar and technical modf.
invidious. In the import of this same word of account keeping (for by both these epitheta
the idea of distinction is included. Do away do I see it honoured) and the technical ann
the distinetion __ set fire to the gas-- illami- regular system of judicial procedure. It would

Vot,. V. l_,b
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show to what a degree, by the leading-_tring I country and mankind,--his profits will, tos
held by blind custom, without any addlt_mial I large amount, be left on the mtnus side.
one tacked on by sinister interest, aSerration Two objections there are, to its being re.
fi'om the rule of right is capable of being ef garded as worth the 16s. by those with whose
fected. Of this phraseology, if any use it title to receive money out of the taxes, Mr.
have, the use consists in giving brewty to the Chancellor of the Exchequer is so effectually
mode of expression. Analogous is the u_e, in satisfied, by the consideration of the quantity
this case, to that of abort-baud, as a suirstitute thereof so received by them. Two objec-
to ordinary hand,--to that of arithmetical tions, and each of them an nnconquerable
no*.ation as a substitute to ordinary ortho- one. No such remuneration will be offered;
graphy, -- and to that of algebraic, as a sub- and, were it offered, no such remuneration,
stitute to arithmetical, notation. But small, nor any remuneration, other than that which
in comparison, is the utmost service which, would be afforded by the acknowledgment of
in this character, can be rendered by it : and the usefulness of the work,--would be re-
on this ground, not on an imaginary one, by ceived.
those who teach it, should the usefulness of But, let but a title, such as that of p_ry
it be placed, councillor, or were it even no other than that

In my Con_itutlonal Code_to wit, in the of commissioner, with £1600 a-year, or some
already published volume of it--may be seen such matter, be added to it-- oh what a tres-
s section, in which, in the compass of sixty- sure it would be! Multiply the .£1600 by
eight pages, what is designed for an all-corn- ten, --multiplied by the same number would
prehensive set of books, for the exhibition of be the value of the work I Multiply it by a
the accounts, pecuniary and quasi-pecuniary, hundred,--the value would be multiplied au
of any government whatsoever, is presented hm_dred-foldl Multiplyit by 10,000, its value
to view. But for the bulk of it, it would have would outstrip that of Holy Writ ;--and pros-
been included in this present miscellany. Of- trate before it would lie the whole population
ticial establishments, which it embraces in its of the cabinet, accompanied and sanctified by
view, are--not only those of this country, his Grace of Canterbury, and all those other
but those of any other country whatsoever, paragons of piety, whose regard for that same

To any attention, bestowed upon it by the Holy Writ is manifested by the fineness of
only persons from whose attention to it any their sleeves, and the Tyrian dye of their ser-
good to the community would ensue,--two rants' liveries, lncluded are allthese propo-
objections there are, to the potency of which sitions, in that mathemas_cat axiom, which is
the author is duly sensible. No title had he, the key-stone of Matchless Constitution--
having the effect of a warrmlt from authority, Aptitude is As opulence.
for the undertaking of it. Instead of the
£1600 a-year, or some such matter, fi'om all "** Since the proof of this sheet came in, a
the members of the eommmfity taken toge- royal calendar has been taken'in hand, of so re.
ther,-- 16s. from each of such of them as may cent a date as the year 1808; and in it arc seeu
vouchsafe to purchase it, is the remuneration namesofofficial mtuations, with salariesanncxed_

as in the case of the almanaek mentioned in page
he will receive from it: by which remunera- 3_15. What was the year in which this mention
tion, in the case of this work, as in the ca.se of salaries was for the first time omitted, and
of almost all others by which he has endea- what the state of the administration in that same
roared to render his labours useful to his own year, may be curious enough subjecta of inquiry.
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%* 7"he followtn# )Vote was prefixed to the article by the _ditor of th*

lYestminster Review:

[We conclude this Number of the Review with a Supplement, in a form unusual in similar
periodical publications. In the conduct of this work we may lay more than an ordinary claim to
the use of the personal plural, for it is rare that our opinions are not shared by the whole of our
corps, and still rarer for any of our articles to reach the public withm_t having previously passed
the ordeal of more than one judgment. The following compositton is published as it came from
the hands of the writer; its merits are as peculiar as its style, and it woutd be an attempt equally
vain as useless, to give to such an article a general uniform ; and to attempt to conceal the indivi.
duality of the manner, if not of the matter. Holding, as we do, the intellectual quahties of _lr.
Benth'am ill the very highest esteem, and having during our course, invariably maintained the
legislative views of this distinguisher juris-consuit, whom we regard as the great founder of a new
and better system, it may readily be supposed that we were anxious to ascertain h_s opinion of a
work, respecting which, fi'om its nature and subject, he may be justly considered as the highest
anthority. This opinion has been communicated to us in the following Ibrm ; and we publish it
unchanged in the most trifling particular. If the weight which Mr. Bcntham's name must carry,
when thus united with that of Mr. Humphreys, accelerate in the least the progress of that legal
reform which is now beginningto be so loudly demanded, we shall be pardoned for having deviated
in this especial instance from the approved form of conveying the arguments of a Reviewer.--Ed.

a.o On the 6th June 1828, Commissioners were appointed by letters-patent: "to make a diligent

and fullinquiry into the law of England respeetmg real p ro!0erty, andthevarmus mtne_escts2err]1_ _and the methods and forms of alienatmg_ conveymg_ ann transzerrm_, me sam_, ....... _,
the titles thereto, fox the purpose of ascertaining and making known whether any, and what, im-
provements can be made therein." This commission made four several reports, which were ordered
b_r the House of Commons to be printed, of the following date_:--The first, 20th May 1829
(House of Commons Papers, 182.9, X. 1; )--the second, 29th June 1830 (ttouse of Commons
Papers, I_30,XI. 1 ;)--the third, 24th May 1832 (House of Commons Papers, 1831-2, XXIL
321;)--and the _burtt b 25th April 1833 (House of Commons Papers, 1833, XXII. L) In the
course of sessions 1832 and 1833, several Acts were passed for amending the law of real property
in England, the provisions of which were chiefly ftmnded on the sug_gestions of the commlssmners.
They are, 2 & 3 B r. IV. e. 71 (lst Angust 1832;) 2 & 3 VV. I_/. c. 100 (gth August 1832;)
3 & 4 W'. IV. e. 27 (24th July 1833;),$ & 4 _r. IV. e. 74 (28th August 1833.) 3 & 4 W. IV.
e. 105 _th August 1833;) and3 & 4 'iV. IV. e, 10ft (29th Au._ust 1833.) In 1'834, a BiLl '_ for

establis_ing, a General Register of all Deeds and Instrumewnts affectingoR::l Property in Englandand Wales, was introduced in the House of Commons, here the ' or the second readi g
was negatived on the 7th _lay by 161 to 45. Of the above-mentioned intended and completed re.
forms, it is imlmss!ble, from the extent of the subject, to give any outline, and the reader is
merely referred to the most authentic sources of information on the subject, that be m._.y beable
to eompm-e what has been done or accomplished, with the soggestion_ ot Benflmm m tza_ foitow-
iag tract, and that which immediately succeeds it,.--_d.
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OF a work such as this, the publica_ion forms breasts of all, who, proportioned to the ad-
an epoch: in law certainly; I had almost vancement given to the art-and-science, see,
said in history. In possession ; in expectancy; as they cannot but see, the defalcation made
in prospect : in project-- have you any pro- from the profit of the trade.
party in the shape thus denominated ? Deep, Sincere, if ever admiration was, is that
in proportion to the value of it, is the htte- which is here expressed : whether it be a
rest you have in this work ; sign_ and un- blind one, what follows will soon show.
precedeated your obligation to tae author Hale, with all his r_erits; Hale, like all
of it. Lay even property in this shape out of lawyers who hadgone before him, and almost
the question ; still, if by those on whose will all who have come after him, was no re.
everything depend% his exertions be but duly former : nothing better than an expounder:
seconded, strung will be the ground you will everything stated by him was stated as he
have for felicitating yourself on the appear- found it, or conceived it to be : no inquiries
ance of this star in the horizon of jurispru- as to what it ought to be: in the eyes of
deuce: for of all that is valuable to man, lawyers -- not to spoak oftheirdupes--tha_
nothing is there to which, directly or indi- is to say, as yet, the generality ofnon-lswyers
rectly, ltsbeneficialinfluencewillnot be found --the is and the oag£t to be (or, asia Greek
to extend. It has, indeed, for its direct object it would be so much better_the ,_ _, and the
and main subject-matter, that speciesalone of _-__,o_, from which last, Ethics has received
property to which English lawyers, and they the more expressive name of Deontology_)
alone, have so absurdly and uncharacteristi- were one and indildsible. By David Hume,
cally, instead of immoveable, given the name in his Treatise on Human Nature, the uni-
of real; but, for everything else, to which it versality of this practice of confounding the
is in the nature of law to afford security, _ two so different objects was first held up to
security, in a proportion as yet unexampled, view.
-- will, if his plan be carried into execution, As to Blackstone, flagrant as were the abe-
be the effect, minations, which at every page he had to

Not less signal is the moral than the in- wade through must have met his eye _ not
tellectual merit manifested by it. A yotmg to extirpate them, not to expose them, was
)riefless lawyer, who, on a survey taken of his endeavour, but to cover and preserve
the road to advancement, had been fortunate them ; and which of the two quantities has
enough to descry this as yet untrodden track, been the greater _ the service he has done
and bold enough to enter upon it, _ this was to the people in the one shape, or the dis-
the sort of character, in which, in my imagi- service in the other-- both being to his
nation, the author had been pourtrayed. To narrow mind, probably, alike objects of in-
one who, in the shape of busines.¢, bad no- difference -- is a question easier to propose
thing to lose, _ distinction, even if that were than solve.
all -- distinction, how barren soever-- wcmld Before this work came out, cede and codio
of course have its value. Imagine, any one, my ficatio_t were rank t]_eor!/; theory ; and, as
astonishment, when the information reached such, objects of sincere horror, with as much
me, that, instead of a young adventurer, the of pretended contempt as would mix up with
work had for its author a man advanced in it. Now, at length, they are become praetice ;
years ; a conveyancer, at the very head of his contempt has been repulsed by its own image,
profession ; a reformist who, by every page and horror has given way to praise. But now
written, and every hour thus spent, in an oc- to particulars.
cupation not less laborious than meritorious, Law of landed property being the field,
had thus been making a sacrifice of pecuniary --follow eight distinguishable heads, under
interest on the_altar of public good. which, it is believed, may be ranked Mr.

Proportioned to the service he has rendered Humphreys' proposed improvements ; some
to all who are not lawyers, is the ill-wilt more, some less, explicitly" declared.
which, with few exceptions indeed, if man be ]. Substitution of apt, to the present un-
man, he caJmot but have called forth, in the apt, forms of the instruments by wldeh landed
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property is disposed of-- say, for shortness, the chance of finding a hand, or set of hands,
of eonveyancing instrumeT,ts, or formulae, in a superior degree apt, each of them for one

2. Melioration and extension of the regis- part, though they would not respectively have
tration system, as applied to conveyances, been equally so for any other.

3. In the ease of.freeholds, substitution of Now for the application. I. Improvement
the generally prevalent to the anomalous the first. Substitution of apt to unapt for.
courses of descent, namely, Gavelkind and multt. To this I allot the first rank. Why ?
Borough Enqli_h. Because least unlikely to be adopted,and most

4. Reduction of copyhotds to the state of speedily capable of being effeeted.
freeholds. Take any one of them, for example. In *o

5. All-comprchensive partition of common far as, tor its being employed arid carried into
lands, effect, it reqmres not any alteration in the

6. Substitution of a reallg existing code, to existing tenor of the statute law, or in the
the present compound, of a really existing, course of judicial practiee,--it is capable of
with an imaginary civil, or say non-penal, being carried into practice by the philanthro-
code of law, so far as relates to landed pro- pist himself, by whose ingenuity it has been .
perry. Codification this, in coutradistinetion devised: and, the greater the number of the
to consolidation, improvements th_l_happily circumstanced, the

7. Appropriate addition to the judiciary more extensive will be the number of them
estabhshment, in so far as may be necessary effccted by this most simple of all means.
to the giving execution and effect to the sub- Unhappily, by this alone, without assistance
stantive part of such proposed code. from statute law, not very extensive, it is

8. Substitution of an apt, to the present feared, can be the effect produced. At any
unapt, system of judiHal procedure, or say rate, for each distinguishable improvement,
adjective law, in so far as necessary to that the less the as_i.-_tance needed from that so
Same end. difficultly-moved machinery, the better *he

Of the separation thus made, paramount, chance.
with a view to practice, is, in my view of the Of the load of evil in all shapes _qth which
matter at least, the importance. Probability of the instruments in question are oppressed,-
adoption and dispatch in execution join in tbe lengthiness to wit, thence unintelligibility, ex.
requisition, tt:at, of so vast a whole, the num- pensiveness, and &latoriness-- of all this evil
her of separate parts be maximized. I. Pro- the main efficient causes are shown to be
babili_ of adoption : because, let the whole composed of the work given to needless and
plan contain, say two parts, both of tl,em be- useless trustees, in whom no confidence is re-
nefieiat tothe universal interest, but opposed posed, and the addition of the blind agency
respeetlvely by two distinct particular and ofjudieiaryftmctionarmsto the mental labour
thence sinister interests. -- one of these in- of professional draughtsmen, in the fabrica-
terests--not by itself, but with the addition tion of the mendacious and pick-pocket in-
of the other, being strong enough to throw struments rendered ncees_ry, under the name
the plan out,-- one of them may, notwitb- offines and recoveries. True it is--this m_ss
standing the opposition, be carried intoeffect: of abuse could not be cle,_red away by any
whereas, if the separation had not been made, other band than that of parliament. But, by
both sinister interests would have stood op- that of an), professional draughtsman, not in-
posed to it, and there would have been an end considerable are the improvements that may
to it. Thus stands the matter, in the case of be introduced: the endless sentences at prc-
two, and no more than two, mutually uncon- sent in use may be broken down, and reduced
nected sinister interests; but, the greater the to the scantling of those employed, on the
number of them, the smaller will, by the sup- like occasions in every other country, and on
position, be the number of the individuals all other occasions in all countries:--for the
united in opposition by each ; and the greater, purpose of enabling the most unpractised eye
accordingly, the number of universally benefi- to see its way clearly over the present laby-
cial arrangements possessing a chance ofbeing rinth, and take repose wherever it found need,
carded intoeffect. For want of such separa- --the several topics, distinguishable in those
tion,-- many are the salutary arrangements huge masses of matter, which in the present
which, if separately proposed, would have practice are compressed togetherintothe corn-
found no opponent, but which, by being con- pass of one sentence, may be presented to view
jointly- proposed, have been lost. by their already universaIly known dcnomi-

Then as to dispatch : if appositely made, nations : the matter, belonging to each such
the filrther the separation is carried, the great- topic, may be formed into a separate sentence ;
er the number of appropriately apt hands, or and to each such sentence, tosave the need
sets of hands, among which it may be distrl- of repeating it in termiais, or by a little less
buted, lengthy general description, a numerical up-

Then again a_ to approprlatc aptitlldc : the pellative may be allotted. Of the general ind'.-
further the separation is c,_r_icd, the greater cation thus given, exemplification, and thence
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(it is hoped) elucidation, will be seen in the yer-class in the character of stewards: not
coarse of the ensuing pages, but that, in the tong-run, pecuniary eompea-

As to the clearing the system of the other sation ab intrJ, with or without a little of
more highly morbid symptoms,-- I am but ditto ab extra, -- at the expense of the whole
too sensible how far, even _fith these addi- ebmmnnity, to whom the whole rule of ac-
ti(ms, his plan of operation would fall short of tion would thereby be rendered so much the
meeting the disorder with anything like an more accessible,- might peradventure gain
all-sufficient remedy. Still, however, I see in the votes of the one, and quiet the alarms
it the lea_t unpromising of all his generous and clamours of the other.
enterprises. In respect of the force of the V. hnprovement the fifth. Partition of
sinister interests it would have to encounter, Common Lands. To a certain extent, this ira-
it standsless unfavourably circumstanced than provement is comprised in that which consists
any other. By rendering conveyances, and the in the conversion of cop_lholds into freeholds:
contracts embodied in them, somewhat less to a certain other extent, that is to say, in so
unintelligible to parties and other interessees, far as the land is already in a state of free-
-- it would lesse[_ the mass of suffering in thc hold--or, being copyhold, can be divided
shape of disputes and disappointments, and into separate parcels, leaving the manorial
in so far lessen the abundance of the lawyer's tights in other respects untouched, --it will
harvest: it would reduce, in some degree, the require the arrangements, for the effectuation
profit of the conveyancers' company,- and of which the 9eaeral inclosure act was in-
of the firm of Eldon and Co. in Chancery and tended, and the several particular inclosure
the House of Lords : but it would not, as any acts have been, and continue to be intended.
system of procedure capable of fulfilling its As to this matter, true it is, that the greater
professed end would, go to the blowing up the degree in which the provisions of the
the manufactory of factitious litigation at one particular acts can be generalized, and those
explosion, -- and, at the first proposal of it, of the general act improved upon, of course
call up. in defence of Matchless Constitution, so much the better : and propositions for this
that judiciarysystem by which, to ninety-nine purpose may of course be expected from the
hundredths of the people, access is denied to ingenuity, experience, and public spirit of lllr.
so much as a chance for justice. Humphreys. But, in addition to those effi-

II. Improvement the second. Givin 9 e.ffi- cleat causes, others of a peculiar nature, and
cac9 and e:rtension to Registration. For this not quite so prompt in growth, are required ;
purpose I shall have to treat our artist with that is to say, capital in proporlionate quan-
a sight of an instrument (a fruit of female in- tity --capitalin the appropriate hands -- and
tenuity) suited to this one of his beneficent a state of things such as will admit of the
purposes, in a degree beyond what he can giving to it the direction in question to ad-
have had any conception of. vantage. Now, as to capital, it cannot be

III. Improvement the third. Abolition of made to accumulate in, or find its way into,
the anomalouseu_rses of Desce_t. Absolutely these same hands, with quite so much celerity
_peaking, yes : but comparatively speaking, as may be given to the operation of drawing
no great good seems here to be expected : on up an act of parliament : and a state of things
l he other hm_d, no great resistance to be up- which affords probability to the opening of
prebended, the trade in corn to foreign cultivators is

True it is. that tiffs improvement, the sub- but little favoural,le to increase in the home-
jeer-matter of it being an insulated one, is in production of it. Not that, by these eJrcum-
_ts nature capable of being carried into effect stances, any objection is opposed to that part
by itself. But, setting aside the supposition of our learned reformist's plan which consists
oiran all-comprehensive code,-- or at any rate it_ the procurement of the appropriate mass
an all- comprehensive property code,--the of information suborn'lent to these same par-
benefit produced by it would be comparative- poses. Bat of that in its place.
ly inconsiderable ; its principle, if not only VI. VII. VIII. Improvement sixth, seventh,
one, being tha.t which it wonld have in the and elghth-- C_d_fioation. Substitution vf
character of an instrument of _implifit'ation. really existing law to fictitious: Substitution

IV. Improvement. the fourth. Reduction of an apt to an unapt judiciary establishment
of Cop._holds to the state of Freeholds. Highly and s)_stem of procedure : as to these three
beneficial this: but at the same time aneroid- parts in conjunction, there will be more or
ably operose and tedious. The sooner indeed less to say before this article _ at a close.
it were begun, the better ; but, in no other 1tow for a trespass on his patience. The
shape need, or should, the commencement of time is come, when the scalpel must be set
the course of improvement wait either for the to work : state of it much rougher than the
consummation or the commencement of it. anatomist could have wished: but neither
Pride would set in array against it the aria- time nor space admit of that smoothne~_s
tocracy of the country, in their character of which would otherwi_ have been andes-
lords of manors: x_ecuniary interest, the law- '. roared to be _ven to it. MoJe than fit_!t
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years ago, I took it up for the first time, with If, for appropriate accuracy, the setenti_e eye
Blaekstone lying on the table. The subject affords a promise of being of use (and I do
being so different, it is with affections cot- not say but that in some instances so it may
respondently different, and proportionable he,) the proper time for its operation is ante.
reluctance, that I take it in hand now. In eedent, not subsequent, to the adjustment o!
Blackstone, every abase has its varnish or its the subject-matter of the conveyance-- the
apology : in Humphroys, none, Should the paper ofpartwulars.
liberties now taken have any such effect as If this be so, useless then is every syllable
that of calling forth like for like, my grati- oceup:ed in individualizing the subject-mat-
rude wilt not be tess sincere than my admira- ter in the body of the deed.
tion is now. Behold now the quantity of surp|usage thus

Observations applying to all three formulae employed ; employed in giving to conception
viewed together, are the following: -- difficulty, and to expense increase. In the

I. Emendandum the first. Subject-matter, deed of sale, lines 16, whereof surplusage in
length of each one of the three pattern instru- this form, 5 : in the mortgage-deed, lines 19,
ments, and symmetry as between the three: whereof surplusage in this tbrm, ]1: in the
Description of the subject-matter of dispo- marriage-settlement deed, lines 96, surplusage
sition insufficient, and thence, at the same in this form, 11 : lines in all three together,
time, by the whole amount redundant and ] 31 : whereofsurplusage in this, besides other
useless. Of the subject-matter of a sale, the forms, 27.*
number of diversifications being, practically Now as to length of sentences, separately
speaking, infinite _ no one can, with propriety considered. The more lengthy the sentence,
and safety, be taken for, and thence copied the greater the fatigue of him whose misfor-
as, therepresentativeofanyother: mnchless tune it is to be subjected, on one account
of a//others. In each instance, what should or other, to the obligation of reading it and
be given is_in the body of the iustrument, lodging the contents in his mind. When the
a generic designation, as short as possible so fatigue rises to a certain pitch, -- such is the
as to answer the purpose : in the schedule (a reader's anxiety to reach the end of his la-
sort of appendage referred to, but not exhi- hour, -- that, tbr want of a resting place, he
bited in the author's draught,) a description, slides over the topics, without dwelling upon
the particulars of which must, in the nature any of them the length of time necessary to
of the case, be all of them individual. Of a the impregnating his mind with an adequate
building, for example, the generic description conception of it : on the other hand, let it be
will, of course, be of one sort ; of a piece of broken down into its several distinguishable
land, of an altogether different sort. As to topics, -- so many topics, so many sentences;
the individual description -- for the purpose so many sentences, so many resting-places :
here in question, in addition to other par- and whatsoever topic requires particular consi-
poses, all habitatiot_q should be numbered, deration, will be considered at full leisure : on
For the process of enumeration, an all-corn- time wasted in disentangling it from the rest.
preheusive plan may he seen in my parlia- What is more, no danger of the draughts-
mentary reform bill. Of a piece of land, on man's own mind losing itself in the mizmaze.
which there is no building, the description This apprehenslon--is it a fanciful one? In
of the s/re wilt he given, by giving the name proof of its well-groundedness, I call two wit-
of the nearest road, with the several names nesses: one of them, our learned reformist
of the several fields of which it is composed, himself, the vast reduction, made by him in
In respect of the piece of land, there can be the extent of the labyrinth, notwithstanding ;
no difficulty : since, in fact and of necessity, the other, no less a personage than a learned
in whichever way held, whether in common- lord, the Lord Advocate of Scotland.
alty or in severalty, every field has its name. 1. Enter, first, our learned author. _ Evl-
Of the compound subject-matters, composed deuce of bewilderedness, an offence against
of buildings with land annexed, the mode of the laws of Priscian. Locus deli_.ti, Fmnily
description is rendered familiar to everybody Settlement Deed : _ Corpus delicti (as the
by those printed papers of particulars which Romanists say,) the words "convey. charge,
are employed on the occasion of sales, whe- and settle." The loves of the parts of speech
ther made by auction or by hand. are no secret to any boy, who, in any one of

Behold here, then, already drawn, though the royal schools, has been initiated in the
by an intrusive hand, the proper contents of gymnastic exercise, of which a poetical gram-
the schedule : say, rather, the _ proper, mar is the instrument. Here, so it is, that,
For, what other description of the subject- to enable them to beget ameaning, the three
matter can he so proper for a deed of sale, as amorous verbs require, each of them in the
the very. one to which, by the agreement to shape of a prepo._ioa, a different mate : cos-
purchase, the purchaser had given his assent ? vey, to; charye , with ; settle, on. Now, then,

But, the knot of lawyers must be paid _ . • T IIO_. proportfo_ are printedasIn thefirstcall-
paid, for doing, innot improbably abad man- non; mthel_esat, themmmberoflin_iaeaehdeed

beingrespeetlvelyt4, _/',and 13l, the numberof sur-
met, what. has been already done in the best., plus lines wilt be eovrespondingl_increased.-- _d.
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to the fate of these same lovers. After II. Emendandum tt_e second: m tl_e tl*.ru
a long and adventureful period of unsatisfied patterns taken toget_r , alwtl_rfeature of re-
desire, burning, in one instance, through a dundance: and the redu_daa*epreguast with
course of not fewer than 15 out of the 96 lines, error on the part of learners. Of the pard-
convey is at last made happy in the embraces ealass in question, the tenor different in each
of his dear to; charge , in the arms of with. species of deed: yet, whatever is capable of
Not so with the luckless settle. In vain has being taken for the subject.matter of a mar-
thewood been hunted ovcrfor ornate forhim; rings settlement, is alike capable of being
no such comfort for him is to be found, and taken for the subject-matter of a sale, or a
he dies childless, mo_. Evil effects three : 1. Error liable

Not that Miss Campbell, for whom the to be produced in the mhlds of learners, in
benefit, attached to the burthen conveyed by supposing the general necessity of the differ*
the verb charge, is intended, -- is, at the end ence exhibited in the individual case ; 2, and
of the story, disappointed of it; for, in a re- 3. Perplexity, and waste of labour, in examL.
cess of the wood (candour requires the con- ning the three, to ascertain whether suchne-
fession) the preposition to steps in at last, cessity has place. Sharers in there danger_
steps in a second time to her assistance ; and non-lawyer_ all : law-students as many, and
her two hundred a-year pin-money, and five tyro_lawyers not a few.
hundred a-year jointure, form the result. Note that, on the author's own plan, _ be.

2. Enter now Lord Advocate. -- If a war- tween the two species of dispositions, there
rant, _ from practice, power, and dignity, in are but two points of difference : one is
high situations, -- can afford consolation un- that, to which expression is given, by the sub-
dertheimputationofagrammatica] peccadillo, stitution of the word charge in the deed of
the learned delinquent needs not be incense- mortgage to the word sell in the deed of sale :
lable, the other regards the mode and result of the

Opening the House of Commons folio, en- re-payment to be made of the money lent.
tituled " Return, Parochial Education, Scot- Had the exhibition been thus confined to the
land, Order for Printing, 27th February and points of difference, would not the aid given
2lst May, 1826," you will find it written in to conception have been rather more effec-
page 3, " Letter from the Lord Advocate of tual? Of needless diversity, another bad
Scotland to Henry Hohhouse, Esq." Follows effect is _ the distracting the attention from
here what is relevant to the present purpose ; the needful. '"Eadem natura, eadem rtorae_o
what is not relevant being eliminated, clatura." (Same the ideas, same the words

" I had the hmmor to receive your letter, should be.) In contemplation of the above
stating, that the king, having been pleased to inconvenvenlences, this rule has been yen-
comply with an hmnble a_l_:ressfor" (the let- turcd to be delivered elsewhere. If it be
ter-press is thus italicized) "anaccount show. worth remembering, the jingle in the Latin,
ing," (theu follows the matter of a folio page) the metre in the English, may have their use.
" and desiring" (mark here the king. instead In composition for ordinary purposes, the op-
of comraundlng -- Oh I treason ! desiring -- i posite propensity is in these days prevalent :
deprived of all command, and reduced to de- when the import meant to be conveyed is the
sire/) "desiring that I would takethe neces- same, to find for each occasion a different ex°
sary steps ' for procuring, &e. and transmit, pression, is the task the writer sets himself.
&e., that it might, be. previous to being laid i Harmless, when clear and muddy, right and
before the House of Commons.'" Well -- ] wrong, are matters of indifference: Not alto-
the king having been pleased, what then ?gether so in legal instruments, on which every
Nothing. For at the word Commons ends the j thing that is dear to man depends.
paragraph, dosed by a full-stop. Then comer III. Emendandum the third. Sentences
the next, beginning with " I beg leave to I more lengthy than necessary. Lengthiness of
state that, in obedience to the above order, the whole of a discourse is one thing: ]engthi-
it had occurred to me," and so forth, i heSS of these its component parts, another.

Now, as to the effect produced on the fs- Of the lengthiness of the whole, consequences
eulties of the pre.eminently learned composer, i such as have just been seen, are the result.
by the folio page -- the unbegun and unended i Lengthiness of the parts separately considered
sentence which, lest the like effect should be is the imperfection now more particularly
produced on the mind of the reader, is here i meant to be brought to view. By the man-
omitted. _ Such is its narcotic quality, that net of printing, it looks as if the reduction of
while dragging on with it, lie falls asleep, and the apparent, snperadded to that of the real,
in the course of his sleep dreams of a certain t length of tile whole, had be.en among the oh.
' ' bedlence sets of our learned reformmt s ambition' order,' to which he is rendering o ' • I J ' •

Rubbing his eyes, _ "the above order," cries As to paragraphs, in no one of the three
he. _ Order ?_ WI, at order ? Look the whole instruments does the letter-press exh_it the
page through, no such thing as an order will ] appearance of more than one. True, as to
you find. [ sentences, in the deed of sate, you might, if
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hard pushed, make any number, from one to never learned at all, till I got this smattering
five, according as you pointed the paragraph : at the feet of my Gamaliel ;) -- for my own
though by the punctuation one only is there part, 1 confess my perplexity to have been
exhibited. But, inthe mortgayedced , which extreme; as (I fear) will, by blunders, ill I
in the length of the whole is much the same know not what nmnber, be but too amply
as that of the other, you cannot make more testified. :Nor can 1 (for I am a little out of
than one. humour, and revenge is sweet;) nor can [

As to the marriage-settlement deed, not a (1 say) altogether suppress my surprise, that
single resting place was I able to find, till 1 in this perplexity I have had a sharer in my
came to the word Allen in the second page, learned master himself:-- witness, inter alia,
line24:'qumltityofmattertravelledthrough, the same exception thrice imbedded, twice
these 24 lh_es added to tim 26 lines in page repeated, at the expense of four lines out of
the first: -- total quantity, fifty lines :-- more I the 96/f in this one principal paragraph.
than halt' of the whole, with its three full ] Apropos of these same exception clauses,
l_ges, and its 96 lines. Itere at length it is I may, perhaps, take the liberty of submitting
_that, in breach, as it. should seem, of his to his cousideration the course which any-
original plan, as indicated by the letter-press, body may take for evolving, and which 1 al-
our learned draughtsman, _ so completely ways take tbr avoiding, such involvements;
had he run himself out of breath, -- has, in but this, if anywhere, must be in another place.
compassion for self and readers, though it At any rate, examples in almndance may be
should seem not without reluctance, put seen in " Official Aptitude Maximized," &c.
down a full stop. lust issuing from the press.

In page 3, line 14, having a proviso to put At the present writing, I must not neglect
in, he of necessity begins a fresh _ntence : _ay clients : least of all my fair one, the he-
but, as if to make us believe that no addition roine of the piece, tbr who_e interest,--how
is thereby made to the number of the sen- ill-soever our learned reformist may think of
tenees, he has done by us (pardon the expres- me for the prelbrenee,--I cannot help feeling
.*ion) rather unfairly: putting, instead of a rather more solicitude than for his:_ she •
period, no more than a comma, at the close having so much mm'e at stake ; and, in this
of it. So again, when he comes to line 25 her approaching condition, having so many
of this same third page, he plays us a similar ladies fair to share with her in the exigencies
trick: and, as if the better to disguise it, _ belonging to it. No : 1 will not think so
at the commencement of this last proviso, he meanly of her understanding, as not to sup-
omits the distinctive type employed for the pose that,--how happy soever in her 2_lrs.
assistance of the eye at the commencement Allen state.--it might not, on some occa-
of thefirst, sion or other, ocem" to her, in her anxiety for

Thus it is that, after so much as has been the dear little ones, to cast an eye over this
done by our learned reformist in _he way ot her _nagna clmrla, and, in its pages, as in a
self- purification -- purification of his style horoscope, seek to read their fate. Thisbe}an
from the maledy of lengthiness, the leprosy supposed, -- it cannot, I }Link, but be more
of lawyer-craft, still that which has been seen or less matter of aecemmodation to her, to
has a_ yet cleaved to it : to complete the find in those same pages a _os_ibility of un-
pin}flea}ion, a little sprit}khan, such as is delstandi}_g it. This accmnmodatmn, in so
here offered, of the cleansing water, remains thr as time and space would allow, it has, in
wanting to it. the way that has been seen -- and will, in

IV. sEmendandum the fourth. Indication of another way, be more Particularly seen,
Topics, none. Horrifie, ofcom_e, tolearne_t beenmyhumbleendeavourtosupp|yherwith.
eyes, will be so flagrant an innovation, as To render perceptible to sense the degree
the one, the absence of which is thus auda- of improvement introduced by him in respect
ciously made a matter of charge. Lap-gents, of lengthiness, the iugemtitv of my learned
however_and for them alone am I of coun- master has, with happy effect, extfihited, in
sel--Lay-gents will, 1 flatter m_self, see a parallel pages, his proposed instruments,
convenience in it. Besides the clearness and fi'amed upon his reduced se'ale,--plaeing them
promptitude it gives to eoneeption, it pertorms by the side of those which he found in use.
the function of a Macadamizing hammer, in By the long succession of vacancies, the at-
breaking down the aggregate mass ; so many tent}on of the reader is in every two pages
topics, so many denominations ; so many de- drawn anew to the difference ; vacancies, in
nominations, so many se_]tenees, the deed of sale, 20 ; in the mortgage deed,

So much as to lengthiness on the part of 10; in the marriage settlement, 9.,3. In the
the discourse. Now as to the consequences mind of his adventurous pupil, ambition, not
of it on the part of the readers. For my own altogether unmixed with a dash of envy"and
part, (el-learned as I am, and therefore, if jealousy, has inspired a similar course ; the
ever, no longer l_arned -- in the law in ge- d_w,Lrfupon the gi:mt's sholdders is an emblem
hera], and in eonveyancing law in particular, which the temerity will be apt to present to
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recollection in the nfinds of readers. How supposingthe form exhibited in the rev]ewer's
small the utmost ulterior reduction 1 have been draught substituted. In the reviewer'sdtaugbt
able to effect, will be obvious to every eye. a further liberty is taken, by the i_ertion of

By the particular type employed ill the a few additional topics, which, for the rea-
re*print here given of author's draught, indi- sons given in the notes, afforded a prospect of
cation is given of most of the words regarded being of use. By a correspondent sign these
as c_pable of being eliminated, without pro- also are rendered, in like manner, more readily
judice either to i,t,lli_iblhty or to certainty, distinguishable.

I. D_Ln or SALE. I. DEED Ot SAL_. ALLEN to BUTLSR.

AUTHOIt'S D_AUt_HT. (._'o Topics 91yen.) anne 1925.

" Proposed .bbrm era Conveyar_ II a P,t. R_:vIEwE1t's DRaUGIIT, w (with Topics.)
chaser* ., I% tie*Described.

No.
" _t_ 1}$_ llla_[ a the oSth da9 of March I. Seller's name. a .dndre_ .4llea.

1926, ]_gl_FrlI .dndrcw .¢]/ten, of flf l_g 9.. Setler%eomhtlou.b Esquire.
one tierS, b alfl} .Benedmt Ilutler, {If 3. Seller's habit4ion: County, Nhropshire;

Parish, ['_re.¢lon ; Spot, Allen Hall
of li_t ml)_r varl, _tlll_ll), lilal, in eon- 4. pureha_ePs name. Benedict Butler.
sideratlon of o_1,000 sterling e 1_ |_r _iat_t _ 5. purebm,er's eonditlou, llntcher.
llr_ttl _lltlrr. l|flll) p_ll_ I9 l_l_ fiai_ an_rr_ 6. purchaser's habitation. County, Shropzhire;
_llItn. f3r the absolute pureha_ea aflhr pl'l_prrl_ Parish, Wc_tou; Spot, Fore A'Jt _.

llrlttlaaflrr tatraltonr_, _t)e _afll _'Jndrew tL ,_ubject.MatterDescribed.
.Allen Doth sell e iltI_ ronl_g_ llllIo l_g _tdt_ 7. Subject-matter of the _le--it_ specim, a .4
_nel_irl _utlrr, _tll ti}al t me_u._g¢ b_tth Farm.

li_r aut-hu/l_mg_, gar_rn,an_ ofller ap_ur: _. Subject.matterofthe_le--lt_indi, ddmdde-
tenant_ tl_rtelo belonging, _tn_ all tf}o_r seription. See Paper of Partieular_ hereto
_¢Brt'al parrrl_ of al'ahle lnril_flhl alffl tlag-- annext, marked A, and signed by the
lure lan_ tbrrel_ftfl l_rl_, I_! trl_ prrmt_r_ parties.

t_lltatn m t_t t_ol_ fi_ _}un_t't_ arr,_, an_ IiI. Equivalent given for tlw Subject-Matter.
art _ittuate in trig parish of lYeston, tn I_f 9. Purchase money, e One thousand pounds

county {if Salop. allB ill'g 111)_ or_uptg_ I_ IV. Time, Place, and Tokens qf Agreement_2hlham _ZEa,ool_ro_0, ian_ tile _amr _0 to=

_gllJrr f_lrlT[ a Farm ll!illallD tallt_ tl, e Hope I0. Se_ler's name in his hantl-wrlting_ ¢ in token
" of agreemenL 24nd_ew .41lem

__arm, _l[ _tf_ lltrs_ui_r_ _tl_l lall_9 are I1. Dang ell whlchv._her'snamewa_writtela. Aprltfl_at
particularly described in the Schedule hereto h 19'25.
annext _ l_ lhllllr_, qllitlllttlr_, _tlahttr_ 12 Plaee_mwhiehscl]er'snamewa_written. _lllenltalls

l_ear tl:est¢_, ,_hropchir_

etlualt0n_ artb airier rtrrum_lflnr¢_ t_rrr_= 13. Purchaser's name in his hand-writir_g, in
_itr_ for t_g _f_itllrttg_ tllrl r0f.'" token of agreement: Benedict Butler.

l_, DBX on which purchaser'* name was wrltlelk 2t_
• '/'he words regarded ae superfluous are dis- J/,st l_5. .

tmguished by the black letter; but in some in- 15. Plate m which purchaser's name was wntteo. ,_Fe_-
_tanees sin lp[e elitnioatmn may not be sufficient: ton, Shr,pshzre.
substitution may be necessary: a_ to these, see
notes on Rez,lewer's Draught. The words era- • What is in Roman type, being of general
ployablein ablankform are m Rornancharaeters_ applieaUon, may be in print; that which, being
those which must be difli_rent on each individual in each instance different_ CannOt be included in
occasion, in italics. So likewise in the deed of the letter-press, is shown by the italle$. 8o in

the mortgage deed and deed of settlement. Themortgage. To the marriage settlement, for rea-
sons mentioned in note (1) thereto, these diffe- numbers, the addition of which is prol_ed b7
fences in the type do not extend_ except as to the the reviewer are in mnalter type.
black letter in a few parts.

_O_]_3 ON AUTHOR'S DRAUGHT.

• This d:ccl m¢de.] Pregqmnt _ ahvays in the nature of the case, intervene beLweerl
with ambiguity, frequently with Falsehood. the perfbrmanee of the draughtsman's part,
sometimes with deception and unexpected and the performance or performances of the
loss-- toss to the amount of the whole valu : part or parts of the party or parties ; in par-
of the property, is this word made. Made _ tieuiar, on the pureha_r's side. On each side
To which of a number of persons in quality of tbe transaction, what may happen is_
of maker or makers, does this participle make that parties in any number may be separated
implied reference ? The draughtsman by from each other by any interval in the field
whom preparation, or the parlies by whom of space; a,_d, in consequence, the acts by any
adoption and authentication are given to it ? I i_aterral in the field of time. Moreover, in the
say to which :-- for, seldom does it happen case of any one or more of them, payment
that the two so different operations, are the may be divided amongst times in any number;
work of the same day: not unfrequently days, it may be made, as tile phrase is, by insttd.
_'k_, or months -- not to _y year_-- must, me,t<
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Here, then, is a gordian knot,, which, some- ti_ of interest disposed of; 2. The absence or
where or other, and somehow or other, Judge presence of an equivalent : only in so far as
and Ca must have cut by their instrument regards the quantityofinterest, does thistopie
of all-_,ork--falsehood, Of the statement coincide with that to which reference is made
here in question, the truth has, somewhere or by the words purchase of the absolute pro-
other, been pronounced immaterial. But -- perry, as per noteb:--benefit of transmission,
in the natnre of tha case. far indeed is it from to successors determined by the choice of
being so: it is of no smallimportance. While parties, included.
without prejudice to the currency of the in- As to what concerns equivalents, -- the
atrument, a false place of signature or a thlse transfer may be, as here, with and for an
time, or both, may be inserted, -- a forgerer equivalent, or without one : if with and for,
is comparatively at his ease:--not so where th_ equivalent may be either, as here, of
place mid time are, each of them, required to money (ca|t it iu this _tse pecuniuru) -- or of
be individualized. In, for example, the house money's worth, in any other shape (call it in
asserted in the instrument, _ on the da/t as- this case, quasi-pecuniary) : if without equi-
serted in the instrument, -- was the party, in v_ent,--tbe transfer is gratuitous; the trans-
fact, actually present? In these questions action may be termed a gift; the instrument
may be seen an obvious subject-matter, for an a deed of_?ift. ° Grantor is a term which_
inquiry, _ the searchingnoss of which, a for- where the transfer is not gratuitous, but for
fiery will be in no common degree fortunate, money--ore'learned draughtsman, I observe,
if it abides, employs on several occasions. It has, how-

b Part.] In the correspondent place in the e_'er, the inconvenience of presenting to view
mortg_edeed, this word is omitted, supposed the idea of gratuitousness. 5D:sposer, a term
by error of the press, having for its conjugates the verb to dispose,

J_lO00 sterling.] Sums should be ex- and the substantive disposition--a term in
pressed rather in words than in figures. Z:x- familiar use--would have the convenience
ample: draughts on bankers. Iteason: in of including the three transactions, sale,
figures, danger of ambiguous delineation, and mortgage , and marriage°settlement. For a cot-
subsequent fdlsification: accordingly, in the relative to it, an obvfious term is disposee:
author's deed, words are employed. Sterlinff_ and this same terminatron ee is indeed used
In these days, is there any use in this word ? in the same sense in the word mortgagee, and
Yes; to distinguish English, not only from in many other words. ]But, it has the disad-
Scottish pounds, but from the pounds of sere- vantage of presenting to view the subject-
rat other nations : in Ireland and the distant matter disposed of; in which case no person
dependencies, to distinguish real money', from is, mfless he has the misfortune of being a
fictitious--called currency, slave. Accordingly, if it depended on me to

d Absolute purchase.] Of this term, -- to choose a word, -- a word I would rather era-
render it clear of ambiguity and obscurity, -- ploy is receptor : receiver -- the word already
in the eves of parties, if lay-gents , not to in use--having the disadvantage of present-
speak of)awyers, --fixation and e_'pl¢nation, ing, exclusively, the idea of a person, whose
--authoritative, appropriate, and adequate interest in the subject-matter is only that of
--would be altogether needful, T'_owhere at a trustee. In the case of an immoveable sub-
present is any such explanation to be found, jee_matter of property, as here,- gratuitot_s
No otherwise can it be brought into existence transmission, as everybody sees, is not, by a
than by a code. Supposing it thus brought great deal, so frequent as in the case of a
into existence, reference to the text of the moveable; obvious cause of the difference, the
code is among the references which would re- difference in respect of value. Nor yet (as
quire to be made from, and inserted in, the everybody knows) is gift of an estate--ab-
draught. Aa for judge-made, alias common solutely without example. This, therefore,
/aw,--it fiJ:es nothing; it keeps everything is a mode of transfer, or say transmission, for
afloat : it explains nothing ; it keeps every which also provision will require to be made.
thing involved in clouds : it is a tissue of In the arrangements proper to be made in the
_elf.eont:adietions : a sage of the law gives code for the two cases,-- one difference, there
noclcar viewof_mythlng: nemodatquodnon is, which is highly important, and not un-
)tabet; at the head of them sits and rules a obvious. In the case where an equivalent is
judge, who_ (as everybody knows)--knows received,_the eventual obligation designated
leas than any of them how to do what he is by the word warranty, presents itself as being
employed to do _ to decide, _ and knows prescribed by established principles : not so,
not how to do anything but the reverse of in the case where no equivalent is received.
what he is employed to do--anything but In beth cases, this word warranty presents
how to raise and introduce, instead of dis- itself as an obligation, of which,_either in
palling and excluding, doubts. * G4ft. ]_To obviate ambiguity, the use made

" Se//.] By this one word se//, reference of this word in the technical seaase_should_in t'-o
hi made to two distinct topics : 1. The qnan- Code, be abolished.
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the draught or in the code, with reference to .pregnant with. Look for it in the books,
It n'om_],c _..ught,-- express mention should though it were no ,further than Jacob's dic-
be made : and of which it should accordingly tionary, you will find that o_t/_s are
be said, either that it is, or that it is not, in- appurtenances to messuages ; messuage_ to
tended to have place, messuages, not. Orchards and garde_ are up-

fall that.] As to the insufficiency and purtenant tomessuage._;/ands, not: whereby
consequent inutility and redundancy of the you will learn that orchards and gardens are
necessarily incomplete particularization, of not/ands. See now one effect of it in these
which these wolds form the commencement, same formukv. In this same deed of sale,
-- see above, in the observations as to all mention is made of it ; in the mortgage deed,
those deeds considered together, in the family settlement, not. A tyro con-

s Appurtenances.] Appurtenances? No, vcyaneer--what might not his sagaclty infer
not I : if I were Mr. Benedict Butler, no such from this ? that, in the ease of a sale, appuro
things would I have. Needless, useless, and, teaanees, whatever they were, would not pass
unless inoperative, mischievous,- would be without express mention made of them ; in
this word. Look at the hooks : the only de- the two other cases, yes ; a tolerably good
fiuitinn of it you will find warranted is-- sample this of the effects of surplusage. If,
anything, and everything which, in virtue of to any mind, this word presents any idea more
some other word in the deed, would passwith- definite than the above, it must be that, for
out being mentioned in it: but if so, then to giving expression to which, our author era-
what use mention it ? Not to Miss Campbell, ploys the Rome-bred law-word, sertr/tude
not to Mr. Butler, no, not even to Squire mention of which may require to be made
Allen-- would information in any shape be further on.
presented by it : nothing better than appal- h Annext.] This word is here inserted, as
meat and perplexity. Not that imagination having (obviously by error of the press) been,
could present them with anything like the or the equivalent of it, omitted out of tl_
uncertainty and consequent mischief it is letterpress.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP THE BLANKS IN nEVIEWER'S DRAUGHT.

a Seller's name.] Write all names at length : I habitation, write the word _one. If there be
christian names if more than one, as well as a habitation, express it as in letters brought
surname or surnames. In the ease of a non- from the General Post-office. If the habite-

christian, (Jew, or Mahometan, for example) tion be not in a town, insert the name of the
the equivalent, if any, to the christian name, eounty and that of the parish : if in a town,
will be included, insert, between the name of the county and

If more than one join in the sale, their the name of the parish, the nameofthetown.
names will be written, beginning with that If there be fixed habitations in places more
surname which, in the order of the alphabet, than one, insert them all. Add in every ease
standsfirst, either householder or inmate.

b Seller's condition.] In case of dignity, in- a Subject.matter .... it's species.] For in-
sert the title; of titles more than one, the stance, where integral, and uncompounded,
highest: in the ease of a lord, if a peer, the say a piece of�and, eulticatedor not cultivated,
peer's name, with that of the peerage : in the or a dwelhng-house, or another building, as
ease of a bishop, his name, with that of the the case may be : when integral, and com-
bishopriek: in ease of a professional man, pounded, of a dwelhng-house (with or with-
his profession : in ease of a commercial man, out outhouse and garden respectively,) with
his bnsiness, as manufacturer (naming the cultivated land, say house with land annexed,
subject-matter of manufacture,) merchant, or farm, as the ease may be : if the subject-
shop-keeper, tailor, shoe-maker, carpenter, matter be a ti'aetional right, as a right of
smith, &e. : in ease of a man not following mine._oorklng under land which belongs to a
any profit.seehin 9 occupation, say esquire or different proprietor--or right offlrdd_g, or
gentleman, right of drawin 9 water from a mass, eurreut

In the ease of a female _ if never rarefied, or stagnate-- or share in the tolls of a road
say, in the old accustomed form, spinster: ercanal_mention it accordingly. If sub-
adding the dignity, if any, or the profit-seek- jeet-mattexs more than one are included in
ing occupation, if any : single woma_ will not this deed, mention them accordingly.
serve, as not including females under age, • Purchase money.] For certmnty, _f_;_
andasnotdistinguishingmarriedfemalesfrom the sum at full length in words; adding it_
widows, tn case of a married woman --con- for facility of conception, hi figures, tf in
earring, for example, with her husband in the whole or in part, the equivalent transferred
sa]e,_mention her maiden name, then her consists of specific subject-matters of pro.
husband's, as directed in note a and his con- peaty, moveable or _ovealde, one ormore,
dition as to occupation, as per note b. --a ship (for instance,) a piece ofjewe//er_

= Sell_'s habitation._ If there be no fixed or another piece of land, _ mention them
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t In his hand.writing.] If able to write, the Imonth : first in words ; then in figures. Pro-
person writes it, as above directed ; if not, he ]perest writer in each ease, the seller or pur-

makes with his pen and ink the mark of a chaser himself. For greater certalntv, the day
cross + ; after, and close to it, some other of the week maybe added. If (as may happe_t
person writes the name, adding the word _by mistake) the day of the month and that
witness with his own name, written as di- i of the week do not agree, the day of the
rented in note _. In the case eta person of ; week will be most likely to be rightly sup-
the female sex, a line is to be drawn through posed ; the days in a week being, in compa-
the word his, and the word her written over risen of those in a month, so much fewer.
it. h Place.] Designate the place as directed

• Day.] The year, month, and day of the ! in note c.

NOTES TO ItEVIEWER'S DRAUGHT.

t Agreement.] This accordingly wilt, in 1_o.
general, in respect of the payment of the 19. Dayordays, on which the purchase moacy
money, be also the day, and the place, the ' was received.
place of performance; and on this account, , 20. Place or places, at which the money wa_
to avoid carrying the form of the dranght to I at the respective times received.
an inconvenient length, the circumstances 21. Person or persons, by whose hands re-
which here follow are not inserted in the list speetively the money was received.
of topics. But, in possibility, they are sus- 22. Form or forms, in which the money was
eeptible of diversification without limit; and made over.
in practice they are accordingly diversified. An additional topic this last, under which,
To prevent rots-statement, with the falsehood as a preservative against fraud, partieulariza-
involved in it, --the attention is therefore, tion may haveits use. In case of paper money
in the proposed additional Nos. drawn to at a discount, as in the instance of currency
them, that appropriate provision may be made m a distant dependency, -- without this par.
in the code. In the present practice, false- ticularization, in conjanction with that of the
hood is an instrument ever at hand for the time qfpayment, the real value ot the alleged
solution of all difficulties : by the practitioner, equivalent will not be discernible. As to the
employment is given to it ; by the judge, the word sterling, if there be any need of it or
desired effect. Here follow the numbers, use in it, it will be lbr the purpose of distin-

guishing metallic money from currency as
l_o. above. As for pound_ Scots, there being
16. Dayor days in which the purchase money no such money either in metal or paper, no

was made over. I actual payment can be made in it.
17. Place or places, at which the money was I Note that, on every occasion, on which the

at the respective times made over. moneyis sentbvapub]icconvevance, thetimes

18. Person or persons, by whose hands re- of receipt may'be different from the times of$pectively the money was made over. payment So, when sent by a private hand

If. DEED O¥ MOETGAGE. 1 II. DEED OF MOETGAGE.

JkUTllOa'S D_UGHT. (23_0 Top iesglveTt.) ALLE_¢ to BUTLER, anne 1927.
REVIEWER'S DRAUGHT (with Topics.)

" Proposed Charge of a principal Sum with N I. Parties Described.
Interest. 1. Pledger's name. Andrew Hllen.

_. pledger's conditmn. E_u_re.

" _t_ _le_ mitlI_ the 1stday ofAprll 1927, 3. Pledger's h_bitation. County, Shropshire;
]_t_f_ll llsdrew Allen of of |_e 011f, Parish, Weston ; Spot, Allen Hall.
amt Btmed/et .Butler, of Of |_)t Ol_gt" 4. ]_ader's name. Benedict Butler.5. Lender'selmdition. Butcher.
_rl, _|tlll_tq_, t_tl|, ilt consideration 0fflt_ 6. Lender's habitation. County_ Shropshire;
llumdred F, unds sterlimJ I_l/_$ _i_ t_. _llllltl_ Parish: Weston.
|0 tbt f_lill _1.2HItn, now lent and paid, 11)_ II. Subject-matter Described.
It_l_ A. _4//_ doth charge all that Messuage or 7. Subject-matter of pledge _ its species. ,4

Fargp_

_lmdtin_=beuee, I_itb t_ eu_eu_rs anb 8. Subject-matter of pledge--its individual de-
t_trl_ne t_glo _longing; aleo _¢ i_rte scriptlon. See Paper of Particulars hereto
fellol_ing lmrrtls of lanl_ tbertto a_|einin_- annext, marked A, and signed by the
au_ t_trtl_it_ enut_it_, namtll_, _elac_tr¢, parties.
fling nit.nit, tontainin$ t_a aorta; _rttr_ IIL _um Lent.9. Sum of money lent. Five hundred pounds.
arrt, _tin_ tin-tart. ¢entainin_ fear atrt_ 10. Species of money in which paid. Promis.
t_o roel_; an_ _ljit_crt, ttin_ gratlt, sory notes of t_ Bank of Seottamt.
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rontaining etG_t arrtm; _II l_bir_ _at_ pre, No. IV. Rate o.fl_terea_
I_te$'_ tie* _tttt_tg in t_e parish of Stoke, Ill II. Rate of interest. F_rar pound: per _war.
l_f county of Hereford, atlll _r¢ new it! I_r V. Times_r Pa_ent.12. Day, for re*payment of principal, unless re..
_crupatton of _tle9 L_.alL tuit_ t_ appur= spited, Aprilj_rat t9"29.
lenanrr_ tflrret0 _elonging, witl_ tl,e t*a_mrn! 13. Days, for halt-yearly payments of interesL
to tb* sai_ tB. _utlrr, of the _ttlrt of five Octoberd_rst 1928; Aprflfirst, 1929: soon_
/madred pounda, lBtl_ interest at four per cent. till repayment of principal

VI. Time, Place, and Token_ of Agreement.
perannum, ¢i_ felIoll_. 13ti.half a #eor'* interest 14. Pledger's name in his hand-writing, in token
eft_e _ame _um to be paid on the Ist day _f of agreement, and receipt of the money.
October, IlOll_ next _n_utug, an_ t_g _at_ tlndrew dllen.

]:_ineipat _UlII flf f/_r l_tlnIIrf_ polln_I_ and l& Dav,firstOni9_.7.whtchpledgersnamewas written....,dPrtt
another half year's interest,s for t|)r t_tme to ]b, 16. Place,in whichp|edger'snamewaswrnten.Pledg_ #

* [fouae, A tin Hall, Weston, qfore_ld.
pat_ on the let day of April, _ir_ _tll _¢ in 17. Lender's name in his band-writing, in token

of agreement. Benedict Butler.
l_ _far 1928." 18. Day, on which lender's name was _itten. Apr_flr_

19._7,
19, Place, in which lender'snamew_swr|tt_a. Pledgcr'_

Monte, _llen Hall, We_on, afore_id,

NOTE_ O_ AETHOB,'S DRAUGHT.

: Mort qa_e.] 3lort_age is the denomina- payment, to the other. Here, too, as far as
tlon, by which, for the present purpose, I regards the principal, all danger vanishes:
designate this sort of deed : this being the t trustee can no more run away with the land,
nmst important and obvious species of the [ than borrower or lender eotdd; and as to the
genus for the designation of which our learned [ znterest, it is no more than what every man,
author has employed the word charge. Pre- [ who employs a steward, by so doing trusts
ferable however to mortgage _ prelerable in _ him with.
every point, of view, and to a most important [ Indulgence to debtors-- is that an object ?
effect-- wouhl be land-pledge. _lort_ja#e is I Itow much better conld it not be afforded.

understood by nobody; land-pledge would i how much likelier would it not be to be af-

be understood by everybody ; by everybody, forded--by a ereditor who had no law-eharges
male and female, who has ever seen or heard to apprehend, than by one who has law-
what passes at a pawnbroker's. So much for charges to apprehend -- especially such as
name. those which hang over his head at present ?

Behold now how much may depend upon _ Behold now the eztent of the benefit which
a fight nmne : behold the instruction that may this theory, simple as it is, may be made pro-
be afforded by it. Give validity and currency ductive of, if carried into practice : benefit
to either of these forms-- the author's or the to landlords in general ; benefit to tenants in
reviewer's, -- and there will be no more need general ; benefit to everybody, but to those
of equity suits, nor any more need of delay, who are among everybody's worst enemies,
where land is the pledge, than where a pair of and who will be sufficiently known by that
ear-rings, worth the stone money, or a table- name. Where recovery of rents is the object,
spoon, is the pledge : and the present licensed in so far as there is property enough of the
depredation -- in some circumstances, on the tenant's, or anybody else's upon the premises,
part of the lender, in others on the part of -- landlords-- nor yet altogether without
the borrower,--is at an end. What is it good reason_are by themselves trusted
that should make the difference? Is not a with the power of being themselves judg_t
sheet of paper as easily passed from hand to in their own cause. W_II then _ where re-
hand as a pair of ear-rings ? As to difference, covery of possession is the object _ phdgea
if any the¢e be, it is all of it in favour of the on the spot being wanting or insuffufiont
iraraoveahle pledge; for, the jewels may be with how much less danger might they nut
run off with; the 1and can not. Seeresy-- be trusted with the power of being, to the
in regard to rents--is that an object? for effect in question, judges in the eamm of
example, on the borrower's aeenunt, lest the others _ meaning of course by others, those
state of his finances should be made known, ss_th whom they have no connexion ? On this
More effeetuelly can that be provided for in plan, in ease of appeal_ and in that ease
the ease of the land, than in the ease of the only--might those judicatories have cog-
diamonds: the receiver of the rents, whoever nizanee, which at present have it in thefir*t
he is, being supposed an object of confidence b_stanee. Of the essentially and incurably
on both sides, the transfer is made to him : corrupt, and, in every respect, unapt judlca-
made to him. in trust, in ease of paymant on tory in question, my opinion is the same u
the appointed day, to deliver the money, or that of the Morning Chroaiel, : but, so lm_
the lm_d to the one party; in case of non- as the people continue oppressed with it, 1
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see much less danger from t/ds power in its lag, such fac_ty ]ms been left to tr¢_., |n
hand, than from most of that which h at the case of move_bles, _ whence happens it
present exercised by it.

As to the _pede, of convey_ces to which that they have dealt on so opposite a footingby it in the ease of immoveables _ Am_r
thls system would be applicable, -- the same altogether simple. Society could not have
prineiples whiehwould give simplicity to deeds held together, and the matter of legal plan-
aedile, mortgage and settlement, wouldgive derage would either never have come into
correspondent simplicity to leases, existence, or, as fa_ as it had come, would

Turn now to the gaming-table. On a visit have been swallowed up, M had they thus
to it,--why, in that case, should not a noble loaded it in the case of moveables ; but, in
lord, or honourable gentleman, put into his the ease of immovcables, the magnitude of
pocket a few papers of sales, mortgages, or the masses is such as renders it possible for
/eases, as well as the correspondent number them to hear the load. Sweet, accordingly,
ofrouleaus_ This is not a mere jest: for, if is the " savour of the realty," to learned
ruined, why might he not be so,--for the nOses.
bezmfit of a set of companions of his own • Another half year's interest.] But what,
choice° with whom he was living on convivial if that happens which most commonly does
terms, and in regard to whom, in conjunction happen ? What, if the loan is continued, as
with the chance of being ruined by them, he it sometimes is, for years by dozens, beyond
pOssessed an equal chance of enriching himself the twelvemonth ? For this case no provision
bytheir ruin, and from whom hemight receive is here made. [See notes on the Reviewer's
more or less of indulgence, why not as well Draught.] In any case, on failure of payment,
for their benefit alone, as partly for their be- prompt is the remedy needed ; and next to
nefit, partly for the benefit of a set of lawyers instantaneous is the remedy which, as above,
whomhe knows nothing of,--fromwhom the nature of the case affords ; yes, andwhieh
nothing is to be got, --and from whom, on woutd be afforded in fact, if those judicato-
his part, nothing but ruin, or a more or less ries, which are law and equity courts in name,
near approach towards it, can be expected ? were not iniquity courts, if'not in purpose, in

Lawyers, by whom, comparatively speak- effect.

III. MARRL_E S_TTLEMeST Dz_. III. MAnRIAUE SETTLZUEST D_v, ALLEIq
AUTHOR'SDRAUGHT. (_VO Topics given.) with CA, MPBELL, anno 1929.

" zi Mwrriage Settlement of Real Estate, R_lEwEa's DaAvr (with ToplcJ.)
" under the Proposed Code. _ No. L Partie: DeJvrlbed.

"_ie Eie¢_ made the F_ret day of April
" 1_26, ]_gtWfgn Alfred Allen of of I. Intendedhusband'sname. .4ndrew .4//on.2. Intendedhusband'seondi_on. E*qulre.
" _ eric parS, and Clara Campbell of _. Intended husband'shabitation. County, Shrop-
" ef t_¢ et_¢r part, t_lit_sect_ t_t in con- ._,'e; Parish, We:ton¢ 8pot, AF_entt_ll.4. Intended wife'sname. ClwraCampbell.
" e_lerataouof a Marriageagreedupon and a_out _. Intended wife'scondition. Spi_ter.
" tO be _tylt_lli_ed between_e f_l_ A. Allen, 6. Intended wife's habitation. _ounty, $1_rop_hlreo
u mid C. Campbell, ._g t_]e_k_t"OA. After*,doth Parish, Weston; 8poh Cron ,_reet.
"convey, charge, and'_ettle,In _f $_e1I$of ltur_ II. Subject-matterDetcrlbed.
"marrialle takiag¢ff_t, and front and slier 7. 8nbJeet-matterofSettlement--itsspeetes. Farm,
"q_¢ _am¢, all au_ eiaealar t_z _eua_ee, _a r_.
"_tta_es, ._arme, nab Lands,sit_tf ia the s. 8ubjeet-nuttte_of Settlement--its indivldu_lde._eriptlon. See Paperof Particularshereto &u-
s pa_h of Wa_mg, in tb_ county ef Lincoln, hexed,markedA, andsigned bythe parties.
" _omprised in the Schedule, _ I_ pigments,
•' and tf_z¢ia ¢artixularl_ eft lotto b_ t_e _. ero_on for intended Wife': Interert duriA¢ tl_
"_, q_atiti¢_, qualitice, _ituatmas, _,_ge.
" Otglt_t_rglt,altd ot_r ftge_tllts_a31£t_ ngf$1_: 9. Dm'tngtheMarrisge,pfn-money.R T_voH_mdredPom_d_per_¢e_.

10.This proviaiouis a rentcharge,chs_e_l e uponthe
"_r_ fo_ t_¢ _i_tiattten t_¢rcaf reaper-- e_t_
" tibellL al_ all ot_et:, if anlL tbz,._ea._ua_ _. This rent,am'eeis ,m.aemb_.s
" and _.anb_ _f or b¢lonsmg _ to _im t_z
"_id a. allen int_ztmrt_taring xv.e_o_f_H__t_if,,
"afe_etat_, wit_ t_¢ appurtenances tOereto t_. Subjectto this charge, theeet_,to_ to ._n-
•' r_p_etibelIy belonging, and also alI tf_ im_ drew .¢a_ am_ W_U_.
"_oprdat¢ lit_ o_ learnt of corn, vain, _ Heis not tm_ for wnete.4
"aad _, and e_gnat _i_n or tense v. _.for i_u_ w_ m _ _ w_
" W_at¢o¢_r, an_ all amln_ and ot_er 14. Oa thed_tth of intended husband, _ wife
" r_l_l$[t_l_li fog ti_glt Or tgl_ _1_I1_1_ is$_reeetvedurin8lffeaJolatn_of _ H,m-

"prmim; te _z Vrson and pcr_on_ r_ m _ooe_eonof_,,th_he,_b_t**e,,_
" Ilil_il_|_, Wit_the_eeendyearlya_lyrlm. _oaehem_ihtoOw_wi_h_veunde_the
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• dpal _, and for tlu_pterp_afallowing, vlz. VL Pre_.J;oa a* to l_emu_ant, un_o, subjed to tb_
• the said premises to sbmd i110$ _lf charged with jointure, are to he,me Heirs to ttw Estate : my

s the clear yearly sum of two _undred pounds the Estate-takere.

" zterlin¢ to be paid to the said Clara Campbell, No. Cases In which the Estate desoraa_ undivided.
*,for her exclusive and inalienable enjn_lment 18. C&_el. Atthefathex'sde_th, ason_ltve: none-

phew or niece of his, by any elder brother of hi_
_ during the said intended intermarriage, and alive: sisters or younger brothers of his alive
" subject thereto, thepremises to go to the said .4. or not in a_ty number. To this son the

" Allen, during his hfi, wdhout impeachment of passes undivided.

"u_ste, and after hts death, the said premlses to 19. Casel. At the father's dcath, adatughteralive:no brother or sister of her's alive, nor _,y no-
"' stand charged with the clear yearly sum office phew or niece of her's by any brother or sister
" hundred peanuts sterling, to be ?mid to the said of her s. To this daughter the estateundivided.
" Clara Caml_belt during her life in lieu of her _. C_s.e 3. A son alive, daughters or younger sons
" legal interest in any lands to which the said A. alive or not : nephews or nieces of the son by an
" xlllen shall die entiHed_ and subject thereto, the etdvr brother of his, alive in may number. To

the eld_st of these nephews,-- or, if there be bat
_t said premises to stand and be charged wilh one. to the only nephew ; or, if no nephew, to
" the sum of five lhousand pounds as a provisbm the niece, if but one, the estate passes undivided.
".tiff sllch chdd and chddren of the said i_dended Cases in which the Estate descends divided.

"' marriuge (gxrfllt/Ill _liJe_l or onI_ _arl, for 21. case4. No sonallve: hereon, or datughter, byany

" t'b¢ ttm_ being, enhtlt_ _[lh_r ab_fllltlel_ son. Daughters, in anynumber marethanone,
alive. To these daughters the estate passes in

"0r pr¢_ltlapli0f[_ ultber tlJf Iilrtt!lti0ns equatshares.

" lltxI ra_ttil_) and to vest andbee_me payable 22. Case 5. No son alive: a daughter or daughters
" alive: by e deceased sister of theirs, one niece of

_' at and in s_d_ Hme, or times and manner _ts the_rsahve. Tothcdaughterorth_,-_edaughter_,
" hereinaf?er mentioned; andsnlyeclas aforesaid withtheirniece, theestatepassesinequalsharom

' the said premises to go To such s_m of the _aid 23. Case 6. No son alive : a daughter or daughters
alive : by a deecased sister of thelrs_ nieces two

" A Allen, by Hie said C. C_mpbe[l, as shall ormoreehve. Amongthedaughtersandthefr
"first era/one atto_n the affe qf twentg, one years, meces, thee_tatepasses divided. But thesl-_x_

" or dying under that aqe _hail leave is*ue tf h_ of the daughters are, _abovc, equal as between• each other : so are those of the nieces. But tim
" body livtng or conceited ut h_s death, and _f nieces, in whates-er numtrer by one sister, take
" there shall be _to such sw G then t. all and ever!/ among them no other share th_ that which
" the da ughter or da ugh ter,_ o.f th e _oid A, A tle _, would have been their sister's had she been alive:

'_ t,y the said U Campbell, who ,hall attain the so, if daughters more than one are all deceased,each leaving a daughter or daughters.

_" age of twenty-one years_ or dgtnq :coder that 24. Case 7. &e. Upon the.,_a_e pla_l, the estate will he

" aye shall leat_e _sne of her or their bod!/_,r re- d_v_ded through any number of generations:the share of e_h mother passing entire to her
_* speclive bodtes, limn.q at h_" or their drath .r daughter, if butane ; in equalsharesemong her

_' respecDve deaths, in _qmd shares _f more th,_n daughters, 1£ more tb_ one : whatever be the

" one, and i/'there be but one such dauohter, then number of her daughters.toher son, if butane;• . if seas, more than one, to the eldest,
" the whole of the premises to th,,t daughter. _[ad

"if'there shall be no chibt of the sa_d _ntended VH. Mone qProm_i_n,forChddrennotb_klngpartin
the EstoJe : :ay the Money-takere. .4ppof

" marriage, who shall become absolutely entitled richer, the.father. In thi_ provi_en, _o child,
" to the premises under the hmitattons af, ffesaid, haeinz partm the Estate, hasanypart. Hay*

" then the sa_d premises to 90 and revert to the mg the whole includ_ the having a part.
" stud A. Allen. .4nd as to the said sum of 25. Sum total at his disposal. Fi_e Thousand Pomult,

"five thousand pounds hereinbefore charged f,,r charged on the estate, as per No. 10.26. Share of each, _ hatsoever he appoints : the whol_
_' the benefit of such child or chddren of the said any part, or no part. s

"intendedmarr_age (llllI tlfill_ _III gliblY;| fir 27. Bydeed, hemayhtndhimselftoanysuchehildne

" 0_1II__01_for t_e ttrag b$illff ertlitlr_l git0er children, or to any personon behalf ofanysuchchild or children, to elutrge the estate with any
"abSolutfl_ 0r Preen mplie_l_ as af0rr_aib) sum not exceeding the total charge, as per No._.

" a_ l_fl'g_R_ft_ llll;ntil3nf_L It is hereby de- 28. So likewise bylast will, in so far as is eomd_l_nt
with whethe has done by deed.

_' elated that the same sum shall vest in and be- 29, Nomoney. advanced, in his lifetime, to, or for the
_' COme payable to such child or children (grffp_ benefit of, any such child, whether in the way of
" _le af0rr_atb_,) or else in any cos ormore income, or in the way of capital,--wilL unless

bydecd expressly so declared te be, he under_tood
_ exelusivel_t of the other or others of them at such to be designed to be deducted out of the appor-

o a9 e or time or respective ages cr t_raes, in such ttonment made as per Has. 26, 27, 28.
s, manner and with such dispositmr_s over, to, or 30, No charge, endeavoured to be made by him on the

estate, will have effect till after tbAs settlelneng
"for the benefit of the other or others of the same charge, asper No.25,hasbeencarriefiintoeffeot.

_' children or any of them, as the said A. `41len 31. Tothereeelpt ofanyshareofthc portico-money,

a _alt at any time or times after the said in- hemayannex all sueheonditionsnotprohibited
b_" law, as he thinks fit.

s, feinted marriage direct or appmnt, 3_. M_,nlenamee. For this purpose, upon the pc/n-
" And for want vf suc_ direction or appointment, _pat of any such child's portion he may pay, or

direct tO be pald,-- to such cht]d_ or to i_y p_t'-
6' or so far as the same, if incomplete, may not son on _ecotmt o£ such child, -- m_ere_ at any
" ascend, the said charge, or the unappointedpart rate mentioned by hire, for any length of time

" thereof, shall vest in and go to all and every the up to full age or marriage; at which time the
" children and child of the said intended mar- principal, erwhatrem_ir_oftt, wlllbetabep_i&

" riafe (0|_$1?t_IB _[B I_1"_£_ IIFOR[_ _iflll for • How many hundred thousand pounds, silent in
" t_ l/la_ l_¢iltg ¢ntflltll a_ _for_fll) _ho misery-making littgation_ forthebenefitofJuogeandCo., would not a law to this effect, ifenaeted in time.
" _all attain the aye of twenty-one years, or in have saved ? Calculate from the e._es alluded to by

the instance of a daughter or dau_bders shall Mx. Humphreye.
VoL. V. C ¢
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S' marry under _t, to be equally div_ded between 33, Foremyp_yment_asperNos. 26or_l_hema_aj°
" such children _/'more than o_te. and if there s/tall sign any t/me he pleases.IrA. Of the portion-money obtained under this settle*
¢" be but one such child, then the whole of the said meal -- whatsoever part, if any• remains undie-

s' unappointed charge t_ rest in and oo to such one posed of by the father, is to be divided among
• _ the children, and the descendants, if any, of the

"' c]d/d, at_d the sarae charge to be paid to such children, in equal portions, after the several
" children crehitd respectively, at the s_me ages manners mentioned m Nos. 21, 22, 23, 24.

"_ or times, or age or tlme, _f the same shall happen VIII. Subject to father'sdirectio_,pou-erstoGuardlan,
" after the death qf the* said A. Allen. JBut _f of children not hamng part in the estate.

c_ the same shall happen in his lifetime, then ira- 35. Out oftheprincip.al, hemayemploy, forthebeneflt
_' mediately after his death, provided always that of any such child in the way of advancement, any

" after the death of the said h. Allen, and _n ease sum not exceeding the half of his or herportlon.36. So yearly for mainte_uznee (education included) any
" he shall have made no direction t, the contrary, sum not exceeding interest at four per cent• upon

" it shall be lau_dfor the 9uardian or guardians the principal.
37. On the death of any such child before full age or

_ of any inf, tnt child or children of the said in- marriage, --his or her portion, whatsoever part
" tended marriage presumptively entttted to a par- of it remains not disposed of, as per Nos. 35, 36,

" tion or porti,J_.s under the said charue, t, levy is to be paid to the surviving child, if one; to
the surviving children, in equal portions, if more

_ a_tel raise any part or paris not exceeding in the tlmm one. ltenee, before arrival at full age or

" whole fi, r any s,_eh ehtM, a moiety of such his, marriage, the portion of any child may, by his or

_" her, or their then eventful portion or portions, her own death, have been extinguished alto-
gether, or by the death of others, augmented.

" although the same shall not then have become J3ut, in the allotments nmde of advancement-

" vested, and to apply the money so to be raised money, as per No. 35, neither of those eontin-

"for the preferment, advancement, or benefit of geneies is to be taken into account. The sum
employable at all times for the benefit of each

It such child or ehddren in sueh manner as _,ch child, m both ways, isthewhole, or therenmin-
"'guardian or guardians'shall in their or h_s dis- der, of the sum belonging to b2m or her on the

day of the father's deeease.S
t_ cretion think fit, provided a/so that after the 3S. For the times of payment in the several cases, and
" death of the sasd A. Allen, and in case he shall t the mode of giving execution and effect to the

" have made no direction to the contrary, it shall several provisions, see the Code.
{39. If, at intended husband's decease there be no child,

_' be lawful fi_r any such guardian or guardians or descendant of any child, alive, --the estate.
" as aforesaid, to levy and raise _ and apply ,for subject to widow's jointure, as per No. 14, is at
_ the maintenance and education of such child or his disposal, and tailing such disposal, passes to

t his heirs.7
ehddren for the time being of the said intended 40. Intended husband's name, in his handwriting, in

_ marriage, as shall be presamptivety entitled to ! token of agreement. Andrew Al_.

" a portion or portions under the sa_d charye, in 41. Day, on which intended husband's name was
" the mean time and until such his, her, or their i written. Mayflrst, 1929.42, Place. m whmh intended husband's name was

" eventualportlon or portions shall become vested, written. _Veston, Shropsh_re.

" such y_arly sum or sums of money not exceeding 43. Intended wife's name, in her handwriting, in to-ken of agreement. Clara Campbell.
" what the interest of the same portion or portions : 44. Day, on which intended wife's name was written.
_t wouldamount to at the rate ¢f four pottnds per Mayfirst, 19_.
" cent. per annura were he, she_ or they then oh- 45. Place, in which intended wife's name was _Titten.

" #olutel!¢ curdled thereto." t W'e_ton, 8hrop_hire.S

NOTES ON AUTHOR'S DRAUGHT.

' Proposed Code.] Matter, which, for rea- and every other instance of involvement is
ions above mentioned, namely.in the observa- avoided. In his form of locution, an article,
tlonson the three draughts taken together, is out of which an exception is taken, opens
regarded as superfluous,--is, for distinction's with the words, "Exceptions excepted ;" and
,ake, here printed in black-letter. Owing, in the next article, next to the words "Ex.
however, to the want of eorraspondeney be- eeptions are as follow," or " .Exceptions are
tween theplan of the Author's and that of the thefollowiay," come the exceptions one after
Reviewer's draught,--a eonsiderable quan- another, each for distinction preceded by a
tity of matter, regarded as superfluous, is left numerical figure. See Ojflcial Aptitude Maxi-
undistinguished ; as not being, without ex- mized: Expense 3ltnunized. On this, as on
placation, capable of being disentangled from every such occasion, never is Mrs. Allen (late
needful matter. This, however, may, by any Miss Campbell,) with her misfortune, in not
person to whom the restriction presents itself having had the benefit of Mr. PeePs lawyer-
as being worth the trouble, be seen by a earn- making dinners, out of his sight.
Perison between the two draughts. • Levy and raise.] Doubts and solutions,

Except as aforesaid.] Three times the the same in this case as in that of Mortgage ;
same exception -- each, all three times, im- which see. If in this ease both these eorre-
bedded in the same sentenee, and a different lative expressions are necessary, not less so
set of words employed e_ch time for the ex- ] were they in that.
pre_sion of it. In the Rewewer', drat_ht, this l

NOTES ON REVIEWER'S DRAUGHT.

Pin-money ] This word, andthe succeed- [ the words in common u_e, and sure of being
ing word, jointure, are in the same ease. Being [ familiar to every person who is likely to be-
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come a party in a conveyance of the sort in property derived by her during marriage from
question ; -- here, in a deed of which it so the bmmty of a third person. But, is not the
highl_ imports them to possess, on every oe- danger to her from fraud or improvident alien-
camion, an adeqtlate conception, --here is a ation incomparably less, in the case of p/n-
perfectly good reason why these terms sl,ouM money, than in the case of jointure _ _ in the
be employed; nor is there any why they easewheresuperfluitiesaloneareatstake, with
should not. As to pln-mvne!/,-- nobody, at her husband's property as a resource for neees-
the sight of this word, is in any danger of saries, than in the ease where necessaries are
supposing, that the whole £200 a-year is to at stake, and that resource is at an end ?
be laid out m pins; any more than, at the Supposing, for any purpose, alienation with
sight of the word spinster, anybody would herJbee consent, allowed, _ in that ease, for
suppose that the whole lflh of the lady had giving the atlowance, the words without
been occupied in spinning, free consent would suffice ; but, for partieu-

A re_t charge.] On this occasion, a ques- lars, in that ease, as in so many others, refer-
ties or twothe reviewer eam_or avoid putting, ence should be made from the Deed to the
in behalf of the futtlre 51rs. Allen. Code.

1. This same rent charge -- from what day Rendering this pin-money--rendering the
is it to be computed ?-- fl'om tile day of her estate itself, alienable for any one or every
unhappy loss ?--fi'om tile quarter-day next be- one of these purposes--would this render the
fore it, or fi'om the quarter*day next after it ? provision ineffectual altogether ? Not it, in-

2. By whose hands is it to be paid ?-- on deed : any more than establishing a general
_ailure of payment, _hat i_ it that, to save c_urse of suecessien by law, flailing ditto by
her_elffrmn _tarvlng at tile el_d of a few (lays, deed or will. renders the power of transfer by
._he is to do? At the end of a few years or deed or will ineffectual.
so, Ehton and Co. are ready, in the way that iNow, as to alienation for payment of debts.
everybody knows, to supply her necessities, Render the property inalienable altogether,
provided always that she has -- what by tile you leave, exposed to the risk of disappoint-
supposition she has not-- money e_ough to ment by lo_s, one set of persons: render ig
satist)" their cravings, as per note on d_e alienable to this or that purpose, you leave,
Mortgage-Deed. ttere then comes another ill like manner, exposed to the risk of dis-
demand fro" prompt judicature: for prompt appointment by loss, another set of persons.

judicature, even though it were not to end in Que'ry: In which ease is the evil greatest?
justice. An_wer • Render it inalienable altogether,

To some of these questions, answer is given to the number of persons thus exposed, there
in the Author's Code, p. 262; reference to is no limit : for, aIl persons who, in the ca-
which is made for the present purpose, in a pacity of workmen, for example, or petty
note to the Settlement Deed, p. 399. Not, traders, have dealings with the parties, are
however, to all ; nor, in and from the Deed, included in it ; and among them there may
is reference made to the document, to wit, he those, in whose instance, owing to differ-
the Code, in which an answer to them may be ence in respect of income, the same nominal
found. In the Reviewer's Dranght, a supply, loss may be productive of a dozen, a score, a
fur this deficiency in the Deed, is provided; hundred, a thousand times the suffering pro-
to wit, by reference made to the Code. dated in the instance of the parties to the

Inalienable.] What does it mean ? what marriage.
ought it to mean ? Inalienable to all purposes Render it alienable for the benefit of ere-
whatsoever, or with the exception of certain dltors, _ the suffering is confined to the
purposes ? If with exceptions, -- (1) Inalien- sometimes indeed blameless, and merely un-
able for joint benefit tw joint consent ? (2) fortunate, but most commonlyimprudent, and
Inalienable for husband's benefit with wife's thence culpable, parties ; with lhe eventual
consent ? (3) Inalienable for wife's own bene- addition of their children, whom, as well as
fit, at wife's desire ? (4) Inalienable for ehil- themselves, they had it in such ease in their
dren's benefit, on joint desire, at (5) husband's power, by ordinary prudence, to have secured
desire, at (6) wife's desire, as above ? (7) Inn- against such loss.
lienable at suit of creditors for payment of For other landed property of the same kind
debts, contracted by husband or by wife?-- for other landed property of a different
]_tatters all these, presentingthe same demand kind _ fbr property in any other shape
for discussion and decision somewhere, hut (government annuities, for example, or life-
against all which the Author's draught shuts assurance company annuities,)_it may haw
the door, by the all-comprehensive word in- pen that, to the benefit of the parties, to an
alienable. In the Code, by article 22, under the unlimited amount, an exchange might be

secretnation,heallowstien tionof"°eari f° ,fre°d°maff°rd%hVhewif°'smade. nderasatioosystemofproced.with a correspondent judiciary establishment,
the whole of the subsistence provided tbr her --all parties interested, whether on self-ro-
bygeneral lawduriugwidowhood; also, of any yarding account, or on account of _ympathy
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towards the parties, being allowed to inter- it ?--profit from the sule of timber growingo_
vene,-- exchanges of all sorts might, for these the estate ? This, then, is what should be
purposes, be made, by any sets of persons, said ; -- more demand here for reference to an
with little or no expense. Even at present, appropriate section in the appropriate code;
they are not unt'mquently made. Yes; but a section having for its object, the confining
by what authority?--in wh_t way? Instead within limits beneficial to all interests con-
of judicial authority, in the appropriate and cerned, the profit derivable from this source.
apt way, by legislative authority, in an ann- Is any other fractional right intended to be
malous and unapt _Tay: and at an expense reserved out of the aggregate right of owner-
which not one person out of several thousands ship? If so, in conjunction with the right of
is able to defray. And why thus made ? Onl cutting and selling timber, it should be de-
that a set of placemen and lawyers may, on signated by some adequately-comprehensive
each occasion, share among them so many locution, such, for instance, as lifeholder's
hundreds of pounds, profit in the ._hape of capital; with reference,

But, the beings who have as yet no exist- for explanation, to the codes.
enee -- the children's children, one set after In the Equity books, to the head of waste,
another, down to the world's end -- these under the sub-head permissive waste for con-
are the dear possible creatures, by whom, to tradistinction from positive, is referred orals-
the exclusion of so many existing and suffer- sioa to keep in repair. Under its ordinary
ing ones, whatever sympathy has place in an and specific name, in speaking of the corre-
aristocratical bosom, is engrossed : nor yet spondent obligation, mention should be made
the whole number, but that half of it alone, of it in the code, and referred to in the deed.
whose merit and title will have consisted in Under both heads, matter proper for the code
the having received, from the hand of posi- will be found in those same books.
tire and ungrounded law, the name of their _ Gives up ] More demand for reference
supposed male, in preference to that of their to the appropriate Code. The arrangement
female, and thence more certain, progenitors; which Mr. Humphreys, and with incontestible
and it is for the_e same possible, that actually reason, proposes is,-- that, in the Code, _ to
existing haman beings, in unlimited number, dower, with its uncertainties, be substituted
are to be cheated, and to an unlimited amount -- a provision as clear as may be of uncer.
made sufferers, tainties. This supposed done, -- thereupon

If, during the existence of a form of go- will come a clause, giving legality to what.
vernment by which the interest of all besides ever arrangement may, in relation to this pro-
is sacrificed to the assumed conjmlct interest vision, be made in a marriage-settlement ; for
of the one and the few, -- it be on any ac- it is not for the legislator, to whom all indi-
count advisable to provide leading-strings to viduals are alike unknown--it is not for him,
check aristocrats, in their individual capacity, on any such occasion, to take upon himself to
in their propensity to run into ruin, the re- force upon them an arrangement which does
cent French institution of majorats would, not suit the purpose of the only individuals
perhaps, be the best adapted to the purpose : interested. So far as their interests are alone
always un_erstood, that in England it be con- concerned, and laying out of the question
fined to peerages, whatever interest the public a£ large may have

In this case, for the preservation -- not, in the matter, -- what belongs to him is nei-
indeed, of the spendthrifts themselves from ther more nor less than to provide against
lalining themselves, but of their relatives from .fraud, accident, and on their part inadvertence:
suffering disappointments from them,- in- and, for these purposes alone, to establish
alienability would be the sole and tolerabl, such all-comprehensive arrangement as pre-
efficient remedy. But, for preservation of all _ts a prospect of being well adapted in a
persons besides from being cheated and made _,eater number of instances than any other
sufferers by them, -- registration (of which all-comprehensive arrangement that the case
presently) wonld be an indispensable, and the admits of. But, this supposed done. _here,
sole remedy, though unhappily, as will be seen, in the tenor of the code, would come the ne-
never more than an imp_.rfect one. eessity of a subsidiary arrangement, having

• I¥ithout impeaehmentofwaste.] Anodious for its object the securing to the widow, at
locution this _ relic of antique barbarism, all events, and at every point of time, one or
altogether unfit for any honest purpose. In other of the two alternative provisions: to
respect of morality, what a lesson ! Mischief wit, that under the general rule, and tl_t on-
under its own name expressly authorized by der the particular rule agreed upon and laid
law I By this expression, when made use of, down in the settlement. Employ the rum-
what is it that is really intended? That the mary plan, as per the note to the Mortgage
estate should be wasted ? No: only that, in Deed, this security is established: deny it,
• particular shape, a fair profit, adapted to i you deny justice, and leave the afflicted re°
the nature of that shape, should be reaped male in the condition expres_u by the pro-
from it. The profit thas intended_what is verb of the two stools.
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s Fatiter's decease._. When arrived at this sRecessors and money-taMng successors. Hei_
point, not inconsiderable (it cannot but be shouM, in that case, be, in all its applications,
acknowledged) would of course be the per- eliminated out of the code, _ald abandoned to
plexityof Miss Campbell, if she regarded her- the society of antiquaries.
self as being under the obligation of obtaining As to lawyers, -- as, in respect of honour
any particular as well as clear conception of as well as profit, it is their interest, so of
lhe contents. But to no such painful obli- course is it their desire and endeavour, thl_
gation will the lady regard herself as sub- the rule of action, more c_q_eeiatlyin nmtters
jected :--so small will be the probability, -- of property, be understo,_.dby as few, and to
and at any rate so great the distanee,--ofsuch that end be as unintelligible, as possible. As
a state of thing_, to an imagination occupied for what the rest of the commmfity softer
by the idea of near-approaching happiness : from this state of things, this is what scarce
and, should the desire ever come upon her, of one in a thou_nd ever thinks about. As it
seeing--in what way, in any proposed state is with wolves, so is it with lawyers; what
of things, the division may come to be made sympathy they have, if any, it is sympathy"

(a desire not likely to arise till she has for their own kind, all of it; for their preT_
marrmgeable children,) there, in one of her uone of it.
drawers, lie the means of satisfying it. Thence comes, in the arrangements them-

Miss Campbell throughout_bliss Camp- _elves, that complicatedness, by which so
bell is the chief object of my care. And why? much complicatedness in the expression given
Even because--whatsoever is either not un- to them is necessitated. Comphcated is the
derstood or nusunderstood, is in proportion description of those persons who, separately
mischievous ; mischievous, in the joint pro- or collectively, are to be in the possession of
portion of the importance of the matter, mid the estate. Correspondently complicated ae_
the number of pereons interested, from whose eordingly is the description of those who are
minds the true import is in either way ex- not to have any part in the estate, What
chided. For, from non-understoodness or simplicity of description there is in the ca_e
misunderstoodness comes oppositeness to ex- is confined to this, namely, that whoever has
peetatmn ; lrum oppositeness to expectation, the whole of, or any part iu, the estate, has
disappointment ; from disappointment, suffer- not any part in the money ; and that whoever
ins, in proportion to the importance of the has the whole of or any part in the money,
eonse_qaences, has not, at that same time, the whole of, or

7 Hetrs.] H}:las (coheiresses included.) In- any part in the estate, unless by the death of
serted here of necessity, and in want of a bet- some anterior taker of it.
ter, is this word, which none but lawyers can s Weston, Shropshire.] Between wor_
understand ; better a word such as successors, hess and sufficiency some difference, it im
which those, whose property is at their dis- hoped, will now have been seen exemplified:
pasal, may understand. That which, for this --every superfluous word is an additional
and all other occasions, is wanted, is_a term cloud. Of wordiness, in the degree in which
which shall apply to propertyat large, which- it is exemplified by English law practice, so
soever be the .subject-matter--to wit, immove- far from sufficiency, deficiency is the restdt.
able or moveable -- or (what in law-jargon For, when on this or that occasion, such is the
comes nearest to that expression) say real or quantity of the heap of particulars inserted,
persoaal; to which will require to be added that the draughtsman is not, _ble to bear the
tacorporeal; so, whichsoever be the mode of whole list cor_tinually in mind, the conse-
derivation t_om such its source : to wit, whe- quence is, _ that on this or that other oee_
ther simple and immediate, as in the ease of sion, though exactl) parallel to it, and calling
genealogical succession, or unimmediate, and for exactly the same list,_ some of them are
with the intervention of individual will, as omitted,orothe_saddedorsul_ituted:where-
in the ease of transfer, whether hy deed or upon, in argument, the difference, in legisl_
last will; a desideratum this, which may and tire or professional expre_ion, is, of course,
should be provided for us, instead of our being made use of as a ground for difference in ju_-
sent for a meaning to the obscure history of ticial decision. Of this sort of style,_expen- "
a barbarous state of society, altogether diffe° siveness anti uncertainty, with the profit from
rent from the present. This desirable term both, were the manifest final causes, andnever
is presented by tbe word successors : this, were ends more abundantly aeeomphshed.
then, if found apt for the purpose, is the word Now as to Registration. Uses, as applied
that will naturally be employed, should ever to instruments of conveyance and eontrael;
a rule of action tie provided, which it is in- relating to property in immoveaMes, tbese_
tended that those whose actions are to be 1. Preservation of' these doeumentary evi-
determined by it should have the possibility dences from loss and destrnction.
of understanding. On the present occasion, 2. Preservation of them from falsification.
the distinction might, in that ease, be ex- 3. l_xclusion of corresponding counte_rfei_
pre_ed by some such words as land.t_kin 9 dccumentt.
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4. tn so far as the document is proof, of and their sub-departments, the sub-legislative
incumbrance applying to the property of the included, the mode of writing styled the ma.
possessor of the estate, in relation to which nifotd mode.*
the document registered operates as e_,idenee "'Art. 2. Partieuhr uses of the manifold
of title, -- affording, to all persons disposed mode of writing are as follows :-
to give him credit for money or nmney's By the multitude of exemplars, produced
worth, the means of guarding themselves at an expense which, with the exception of
against loss by insolvency on his part. that of the paper, is less than the expense of

5. Affording, by means of the aggregate a ,,
of the evidence thus preserved and rendered _IANIFOLD WRITI._O.- 1. Mode of
susceptible of appropriate pah]_cation, --ill- Executwn.

t' In the manifold way, the mode of writing is
formation of the ._tat_stical kind, capable of as follows: --
being turned to account by government for " Instead of a pen, a style of the hardest and
the benefit of the public in a variety of ways. strongest metal, without ink,is employed. Under

Of these five good effects,-- the first gives the style, _ under a pen, are laid. o_reunder an.
security to the owner of the estate, against other, in number the same as that of the exem.

9lars required, sheets of appropriate thin pa/Jcr,
accident; the second and third, against fi'aud ahernating with the correspondent number or"
and depredation, at his expense, on the part thin sheets of silk, into caetiof which has been
of the rest of mankind ; the fourth, to the worked all over some of the black matter used in
rest of mankind against fraud on h_s part ; printing, and called lvrzntcr's ink. In this way_
the fifth contributes to form a basis for the by one and the same course taken, at one and dm

same tame by the st_'le_ may exemplars be pro-
exercise of the legislative and administrative , duced, in any number not exceeding twelve, withfunctions.

not much more expense of time and labour, than
Alive to the importance of this means of _s commonly employed in the produetmn of a

security,--Mr. Hnmphreys, takingit rip upon single exemplar by pen and ink. Eight exem-
its pre_ent footing, affords for the improve- plars at once, all of them perfectly legible, have
ment of "'_a quantity of highly valuable mat- thus been habitually produced. In London this
ter, as tc ,vhich I must content myself with mode of writing has tot about twenty years been
referring the reader to his work. 1 prorrd_d regularly apphed to the purpose of conveying
him a treat : I now fulfil that promise; such smmltaneous information to a nmnber of news.

papers. To other purposes it has also been eva.
if it be to him, such will the invention 1 have ptoyed under the eye of the a_athorof this work.
to present to view be to every reader, in pro- " For the performance of the operation, the
portion as in his eyes security, to a degree stronger the hand the better.
beyond everything that as vet has been expe- " To perform in perfection requires some pme-
rieneed, or _an have been "go much as antici- tiee in addition to that which has been applued to
pated, is an object of regard. By it, if narrow the art of writing with pen and ink.

and sinister interest in powerful kreasts can th:'t Iwfhtlh_resb_ur_hd_ffefre_nCethn:hvel:TemPtLthr_
but be induced to pernfit the employment of which is the nearest, gives the most perfect and
it--by it, will preservation and appropriate clearest impression.
publication be given todocumentaryevidence, " Silk, when a good deal worn, answers much
to whatever purpose needed: preser,catJon, better than when new.
and what is of eorresponden_ importance, " Supposing this mode of writing employed to

any considerable extent, the silk would require to
equally unexampled cheapness. It is an in- be smoothed by some aI_propriate means; forex.
vention of which I coal speak my admiration ample, by being passedthrough roUers.
the more freely, as not having in my own " The thinner the silk the better. That which
person any part in it. has been mostly employed is that which, in Eng.

For the description of it, and in a more lash, is called sarsenet.
particular manner, of its uses,_I have but to "As to the paper, that which is at present era-
transcribe a passage of an about-to-be pub- ployed is called fine single crown tissue paper :price 19s. fit. per bundle, containing two ream_
lashed proposed Constitutional Code, oh. viii. " In strength, by reason of its thinness, it can.
PItlME MINISTER, § 10, Registratio_t System. not be expected to be altogether equal to what

" Art. 1. For the more commodious, ear- is most commonly in use in England; nor in
reet_ prompt, unitbrm, and all-eomprehensi_,e yh!te.t)._, nor thence in respect of beauty and
perfbrmanee, of the process and function of _egmmty are mi.me exempmrs, oy reason of the

........... off, which is an mdlspensahle ingredient. They
registratmn in antne severalaepar_ments ant r " l . , _ t ....• . _ a enevertne esspertecuyapttortaese]tsmtenuea
sub-departments--as hkewl_e on the part ot I ourtmse_ No more than half of th .... k..
the Prime Minister, for the correspondent I want"_:1need be, orought to be takenon t_lt_
receipt by him of all documents, the receipt, paper; to wit, every other one; the paper of the
and, as occasion calls, the perusal of which [ otha_.rswill remain.in primitive whiten_s, except

may be necessary to the most apt exercise _f [ _h_h_th_eoX_:hea_tei:t_rs,of _h_lcff_e_e_ktrevnn d
the several functions belonging to his own t. g_ .. , ;. ..-- g . ee....... I ne proaueea oya sxn_le onea paper; to wit, me
trace -- .he win, as soon as may to, cause to [ one to which the st_Zleis immediately applied.
be established, and employed m practice, m 1 But in this case the labour necessary to produce
the se ver,d offices of the several departments t the effect will be greater." - . i
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two in the ordinary mode it affords means sent plan, can never fall lobe so serlous|yex-
forfuruishiag, at that small expense, toparties pensive. On this plan, u_fless it w_e for
on both tides, for themselves and assistants, concealment of particulars, no need would
all such documents as they em_ stand in there be tbr any such inadequate represents-
need of. tire of the original, as that which, under the

"Art. 3. Every exemplar being, to an iota, name of a memorial, is employed in present
exactly and necessarily the same as every practice.
other, the expense of revision by skitled la- To each one of the parties, how numerous
boar is thereby saved, as well as unintentional soever, an exemplar would be given of course.
aberration rendered impossible. To obviate the case,--at present so prego

" Art. 4. An exemplar, kept in the Regis- nant, not only with delay, vexation, and ex-
trar's office, will serve as a standard, whereby pense, but even with loss of estate, for want
a security will be afforded against all inten, of a producible title,- as many exemplars
tionalfalsifieation, on the partofthe possessor might be had by one party, as there were dis-
of any other exemplar, tinguishable parcels, which he might antici-

"Art. 5. By the redaction thus effecied pate an occasion for making disposition of.
in the expense of all judicial writings ema- So, when it happens that one estate, disposed
nating from the judicatory,-- the protection of, the whole of it, by one and the same in-
afforded by judwatmn in its best form, -- to strument, is situated in the territories of re-
wit, that which has for its ground orally eli- gistration offices more than one, --so many
cited and immediately minuted evidence,-- of these offices, as there are, so many exem-
will be brought within the reach of a vast plars may there be. And finally, if, whether
proportion of the whole number of the poe- for ulterior security against accidents, or for
ple, to whom it could not otherwise be af- all-comprehensive government purposes, it
tbrded, were tound desirable that, for the whole

" Art. 6. A collateral benefit-- a degree territory of the state there should be on_
of security hitherto unexampled against de- general off"co, in which an aggregate of the
struction of judicial doemnents, by calarmtg documents received into the several local
or delinquency -- may thus be afforded, by the q[fices should be kept-- here, is an additional
lodging of exemplars in divers offices in which accommodation, that might be afforded with
they would be requisite for other purposes a comparatively inconsiderable addition to the
exemplars of docume_ts from the immediate expense.
judicatories being, at the appellate j udicatory, For, the documents being thus distrlbuted,
requisite for the exercise of its jmlicial func- every syllable of each would thus be made
tiens ; and, in the office of justice-minister, secure-- not only against deperition by acci-
for the exercise of his tnspect_ve m_d meliora, dents, but against all possibility of falsifiea-
twn-sugyestive functions, tion. For, suppose, for example, one of the

"Art 7. To save the expense of custody, parties dishonest, and disposed to commit this
and prevent the useful frmn being drowned crime, what possibility of a successful issue
in the mass of useless matter,--the legisla- could he contemplate? In his own exemplar
tare will make arrangements for the perindi- he makes the requisite alteration : but what
cal destruction or elimination of such as shall can it avail him, when, in case of the slight-
appear useless: care being at all times taken, est degree of suspicion, there lie, in the cus-
ter the presorvation of all such as can conti- tody of a public functionary, as well as in
hue to be of use, either eventually for a judi- that of each of the several parties, so many
cial purpose, or for the exercise of the statistic exemplars, to which, for any such purpose as
and meliora'.ion-suggestwe functions, as per ch. falsilieation, all access on his part is perfectly
ix. § 11, MINISTEI_S COLLECIlVELY:oh. xl, hopeless.
MINISTERSSEVERALLY, § 2, Legislative 31i- For the application of the registration sys-
ulster: and ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY, tern to the case of dispositions umde of pro-

19, Judge's contested-interpretation- re- petty, the appropriate course might be this :
porting function : § 9-0, Judge's eventually- adequately-registered estates, all at"them, to
emeadative .function: § '21, JudRe's sistlttve the extent allowed by law, secured against
or execution.staying function : § 22, Judge's eventual as well as against actual alienation :
pre-interpretative.funct ion : § 23, Judge's non- secured agmnst it, no estates not so registered.
coatestatmnal-evidence-ehc_tativefanction." A charge is an efficient cause of evet_tual

Here, then, of every such conveyance,_ alienation: considered in respect of the sub-
without any addition to the expense, the ject_matter it applies to, a charge may be
trifling expense of the paper excepted, -- we termed general, or say geneval_-applyiag, or
have no fewer than e(qht copies, and upon all.eompreheasivd9 al_plging, when it applies
occasion as far as twelve, no one differing in to the whole of the property belonging to tho
a single tittle from any other ; and this idea- clmrqer, as in the ease of ajudgment or a re.
tity effeeted, without a particle of that skilled cognisance; slJecially-applqing, when it is ou|*
labour, the porchase of which, on lhe pre- to one particular parcel of his property_ ax_
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t]mt expressly mentioned in it, that it applies : gree of integrity, scarcely to be m_ehed m
as in the case of a morlgage, or a marriage any other profit-seeking occupation whatso-
settlement, ever; accordingly, in that, above all other_

The misfortune is that., be the registration may be seen an object of universal confidence,
and publication system ever so perfect, no Hands altogether pure from the waters of
lender of a comparatively small sum,--no strife, the notary adds to the trust of the con.
person supplying goods or labour to a corn- veyancer that of the banker : but _ith this
paratively small value,-- can have in his mind difference--that it is only during short in-
at all times a sufficiently correct conception tervals that the money remains in his hands;
of the solvency of the landholder whom he those intervals, to wit, in which such custody
serves : the consequence is-- that every estate is requisite for the purpose of the negotiation ;
non-alienable for debt, i_ a ready source, -- and that, during those same intervals, he beeps
and, at the pleasure of the owner, an instru- the money without lending it.
ment, of fraud. But, so long as the fraud is Out of this state of things sprung just now
protected and encouraged by law, the tropes- an individual oceurTence, more forcibly pro-
sibility, of doing every thing, that ought to bative than can commonly be afforded of the
be done, affords not any reason why as much truth of a general allegation. In France, the
as can be dram should not be done ; but, on notaries form a _ort ot hotly corporate. In
the contr_lry, it affords a reason why as much Paris, an individual of this profession went
as can be done should be done. True it is, that off, t'other day, with the value of about two
against loss, in comparatively small marshes, or three thousand pounds sterling destined

or against loss out of incvme.--small, as for a purchase. Scarcely had any such act of
above, will be the security thus afforded : but, delii_quency been remembered : a commotion,
against loss in large masses ; against loss out like an electric shock, went through the
of capital; %-alnst the too irequently happen- whole body: on recovery, they made up a
ing total losses of capital ; -- it would, in a common purse, and replaced the loss. In En-
tolerable degree,be effectual. Under" Match- cloud, h'elaml. Scotland _fol in Scotland this
less Constitution," it is true, no regard for the i lstitution of Rome-b_ed law has not, to any
bulk of the community can rationally he ex- considerable extent, if at all, been adopted)
pected ; but, for the ciass to which the rulers -- in these countries, Diogenes. xxith his Inn-
themselves belong, more or less regard may tern, might trudge on till the last drop of his
be expected on the part of each: and the oil was spent, ere he foumt the object of his
greater the number to which, to whatever search : in France, where theyexist bythou-
elasses belonging, the benefit can be made to sands, he would save his oil, and the labour
extend, the more fully will the wishes of a of laying a trap for his joke.
well-wisher to all alike, be accomplished. Apropos of notaries. I will take the It-

My learned master, I observe, makes much betty of suggesting to mytearned master, the
and good use of French law; but he seems not adding to his French-law library the standard
to be aware of the pattern of good manage- book on the subject, Le Parfait Arotaire, _c.
ment afforded by that law in this part of the par A. J. Mass_:, 3 volumes 4to. Paris, 182b,
field, e_nqui_a_e edition ; the precedents in it he

Under Matchless Constitution, interest be- would find of a very different complexion
ing throughout the whole at daggers drawn from those which have Wen him so much
with duty,--in this case in partieulm', the trouble: much superior in aptitude to those
_ame individual being coneerned in convey- in the Scotch law-book, !ntituled, 7"he ()_iee
anees and in suits, the right hand adds to its of a Notaru-Pubhe : in my cop_, 4th edition,
other oeeupations that of making business for 1792.
theleft. Thus, lmder English-bredlaw: not Notaries being on the carpet, a word I
so under Rome-bred law: in particular, in must put in, in fhvour of an humble class of
France. There, the class of notaries is a class late years brought into notice. Poor man's
altogether distinct from that of other lawyers, notaries they may be styled, or poor notaries,
In that country, the other professional classes or pure notaries : pure notaries, in eontradis-
cannot indeed but be more or less deeply tinetion to attorneynotaries, as pure surgeons,
tinged with the vices inherent in the profes- as by some styled, in contradistinction to ape-
sion : howsoever less deeply than here, where, thecar!t surgeons. But pure my notaries may
in every part of it, the whole chaos--sub- be styled in an additional sense--in the
stanfive law, procedure law, and judicial eats- moral sense : pure from the sinister interest
hlishment--has with such matchless skill and which the attorney notary and the barrister
success been adapted to the purpose of un- notary have, in making, x_fiththe instruments
punishable depredation. But, in the notary in question, work for themselves in the field
class, on the contrary, to such a degree of in- of htigation. They are for the most part (it
timacy is brought, in that instance, the con. is said) country school-masters. These, the
nexion between interest and duty--in the attorney notaries, have, as is natural, been,
notary class, may be seen an example of a de- for some time labouring to put out of the_t
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beencomingin.Allegeugrounns--orcourse,higherpurposes,will,beforethe meetingof
relativeinBptitudeoftheseintruders:alleged parliamant,beateverybody'sconunand:titlv
consequences_ immediateinaptitude,inall ofthe work," OffmiMAptitudeM_
imaginableforms,on thepartoftheirinstru-Expense Minimized."
ments;ultimately,increaseoflitigationonthe Beforeregistrationisdonewith,oneword
partoftheiremployers.But,ifthesesame astothe meansofenforcement.Speakingof
alleged,were thereal,ultimateconsequence,theinstrument,_in caseof non-observancv

withno such petitionswould honourableofenactments,"utterOlvoid,"sayspage812.
tablehe encmnbered. So sayseridentiarei. Nor isthis(itisfeared)theonlypage.Oh-
Now astoevidenceab extr& That,of the servenow theeffects.In everycase,client
allegedinaptitude,by due searchthecountry sinnedagainst; lawyerthe sinner: client
over.a body of evidence,largerthancould punished;lawyerunpunished.Inthepresent
bewished,mightbefound--thepresentstate case,notethe situationinwhich the cJient
of the law is,of itself,sufficientto render isplaced.Underthename ofa memorial,an
buttooprobable: evidence,of thesatisfac-instrument,containingmatterunderno fewer
torinessofwhichtoan appropriatecommit- thaneightspecifiedbeads,isrequiredtobe
tee,m_dertheguidanceoflearnedgentlemen, drawn up " inthe formor totheeffectof"
no greatdoubtneedbe entertained.But,as a certainarticle(Art.10l,)...."btttwith
ino_hercases,sointhis,--fromposlt_vein- any alterationsoradditionswhichthe nature
aplitudeno conclusioncanbedrawn,capable of thecasemay require:others,/an,"thati_
ofaffordingasufficientwarrantforthedesiredto sayif,by the draughtsman,in respectof
practicalresult,unlessitbealsocomporatlve,any oneof_heseparticulars,anythingisdone
U_]fortunatelyforthe unlearnedclientsof which,byan equityjudge,maybe pronounced
the unlearnedadvocate.-- on thisground not tobe tothatsame effect_" everysuch
likewise,learnedgentlemenarepreparedto deed" (itissaid)" shallbe _tterlyvoid."
ridetri_mphant.()flaw-learnednessinthis Now, then,as totheeffects.Frequently,in
and thehighergradetogether,testsoverand theshapeofcapital,isthewholepropertyof
overagainestablished,approved,and incon- the purchaserof an estateembarked in the
testablyand exclusivelyprobative,two:-- purchase:not to speakof the caseswhere,
thej_na_ci_/,and the c_mvi_M,or_y man- thepurchasemoney beingmorethanhisall,
d_cator_/.Financial: clerkshiparticlesduty, a partof itremainschargedon the estate_
_I_0; admissionduty,£25_ total,on ca- afterthe estatehas passedintohishands.
pital..£145;add,onincome,.£8.Testspre- Think what,witha trapof thissortsetfor
ferredby Mr. Chancellorof the Excbequer, him, the haplessnon-lawyerhas to do, to
presttmablythefi_anczaI: by Mr. Secretarysavehimselffi'omit. At hisperilhe must
Peel,declaredlythecoorlvla[;by theirhum- turnlawyer:do, whatby thesuppositionbe
bleservant,theexaminatlo_al, isunabletodo : for,ifable,no needwould
Be thisas itmay, forclearingaway ever)"he havefortheprofessionalassistance.But,

shadowof objectionon the groundof want inthiscase.anindemnityisprovidedforhim:
ofiutellect,alaptitude,--nothingiswanting returnof hismoney. Indemnity? Oh yes.
bu_the proposedappropriatecode,withan Sourceofitafew yearsofequitysuit,against
appendixcomposed of the proposedaotho- the perhapsruinedman, by whose indigence
rized instruments, adapted to the purpose by most commonly t_e sale was produced. I_w-
the brevity and intelligibility above exempli- yer ruins client, loses not a sixpence, and
fled. This boon granted, better qualified for perhaps gets for himself a new suit. For,
the business would be the least learned onus- everywhere so it.is _ as in procedure, so in
try schoolmaster, than, under the reign of eonveyaneing; making flaw in draught, makes
the present Chaos, the most learned of learned more business for draughtsman. But reputa-
gentlemen can be. In this comparatively hal- finn ? Oh, as to this, small here is the risk:
eyon state of things, -- in matters of small known uncertainty of the law offers its ready
concern, the instruments of sate and mort- cover to all learned sins. Thus, while in the
gage, together with ordinary leases, wills of shape of pain of nullity, punishment is in up-
personal property, and the most ordinary spe- pearanee employed in the prevention of the
des of contract, such as apprenticeship arti- mischief, reward is in reality employed in the
ties, hirings, &c. would remain to the humble augmentation of it. Punishment ? Yes : and
class of notaries ; famity settlements and wills what punishment? Punishment, the evil of
of land, to the elevated class. Even thus the which rivallzes with those which are inflicted
busine_oftheunlearnedelasswouldnaturally for the most mischievous crimes. Not un-
be mostly confined within the field marked frequently, sooner than subject himself to
out by the ready prepared and authorized any such tbrfeiturc, the defendant _ simple "
blank forms : while, for anything apecud, re- debtor or criminal _ has been known to era-
course would be had, by those who could brace imprisonment for life.
•/fordit,tothe learnedclass.As toe_ami. Then asto ti_e. Thirtydaysfixedin._.
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orably for all cases. But who shall reckon the amount of which was matter of shame or
up all the accidents, by any of which, without uneasiness to him, his actual property wanted
a particle of blame to the purchaser, perform- ! more or tess of being equal to his supposed
once of what is required, within that time, property ; all that would remain concealed
may be prevented ? Day reckoned from, "the would be -- the exact amount. But to any
date of the deed :"-- a day hereby sappo_d man -- to what purpose can sueh concealment
to be, in all cases one and the same for all be desirable ? Two distinguishable ones alone
parties : but how often, the act in question have any application to the ease : obtaining
is of neeesslty the work of different days, has money on a false pretence of solvency ; or
been seen above, obtaining respect on a false appearanee of

One instance more, page 185. Transgres- opulence : cheating ereditors alone ; or eheat-
sion, misapplication of any one of the three ing them and everybody else.
obseurified terms---trust, use, and confidence: Now as to maeh_nery. In his haste to arrive
penalty, here too expressed by the words at the essentials of his plan, our reformist
" utterly void," applied to the "assurances," seems, on this occasion, to have taken up for
whatever they may be. Sin here, in every his support, without sufficient examination,
case exclusively the lawyer's: client altoge, a broken reed of authority; and the conse-
therineap_bleofevercommittlngit. Author's quenee is--a choice such as will be seen.
design, in this ease as in all others, meritori- No objection, however, does this overslght
ous. But, mode ofexeeutionhow unfortunate! make to the essentials : for, other machinery

Conveyances and contracts, which it is the (it will also be seen) the ease furnishes :
intention of the law should not take effect-- machinery also in use _ machinery simple,
yes, to these, it is true, the effect indicated welt cortstructed, and adequate.
by the words void and nullity, and their eon- Sets of Commissioners (so say his " Pre-

ju"gates and quasz.conjngates cannot but be , liminary Enactments,") at'least two; all of
attached. But then these eases ought to be, them (it is presumed) ambtllatory. Annual ex.
as without difficulty they might be, made [pense, what? Amount not less than £624,000
known to all clients : known, by being par- I a-year ;* duration, of course as long as said
tieularizcd in the Code; and every lawyer, { commissioners can contrive to render it.
participating in the formation of such ;for- Then eomes the retired allowance system, and
bidden arrangements, might and should be, to years substitutes hfe. For justice, for
made punitionally and compensationally re- security for the whole landed property of the
sponsible, kingdom, no such sum could be spared.

As to our Reformist,- in extenuation, Iloyal amateurs want it for palaces ; Lord
with but too much truth, may he plead on Liverpool, for churches.
this occasion universal practice. But, the de- So much for the complicated, the slow-
relietion of it is one whieh he will see the working, the expensive, machinery. Behc.ld
necessity of adding to the list of his sohighly- now the simple, the quick-working, the un-
needed "innovations. Great, indeed, is the expensive. Precedents six ; latest dates of
progress he has made, in the shaking off the each as follows : --Poor Returns, first ac-
shackles of habit--result of interest-begot- eessible hatch, anno 1787 ; (a prior one of

ten and authority-begotten prejudice : one " Counties in England (Wales included) 52;
effort more, however, the present case de- in each, sets of Commissioners two ; one for en-
mands at his hands, franchlsement of eopyholds: the other tbr par-

But, what reasonable expectation can you tition of lands, freehold and eopyhold ; all (it
have (it may be asked) of seeing the force of is presumed) eireumambulatory ; together, 104.
law given to a means of security so galling to Number in each set, at le_t three ; total 312.
the feelings of those on whom the gixSng that Of each set, clerical suite and et cseterasincluded,annual expense, say in round numbers £6,000
force to it depends ? especially if there be (charge for expense of commission for inquiry
any approach to truth in what is said of fhe into the state of instruction in Ireland, was
proportionable number of those, the naked- £7,000; ditto for d_tto into the revenue of Ire-
hess of whose property would, by such an" land, £5,675.) First oommissioner, say _2,000;
instrument of exposure, be uncovered ? An- puisnss, _EI,000 each, (Mr. Peel, if they knew

how to eat and drink, would, upon proof from
•wer. In the very modesty alluded to, as a Lincoln's Inn or the Temple, give them twiee_
certain cause of defeat, I descry a source of much.) If_ at a few years' end, they had per-
success. In nothing but the fear of sueh ex- formed their business _ all well_ or all ill, or all
posure could any man find any motive for well and ill at the s_me time, or some wall and
opposition. On the bringing in the bill, it some ill,--he would, unless he has repented, add
might, without difficulty, be sufficiently made to their sa]aries_ whatsoever they were, a third
known, that-the Noes will, all of them, be more. Nominees. of course, the persons m_st in-
carefully noted down, and rendered univer- terested in maximizang abuses and indemnities:Lord Eldon, with or without the assistance of
sally notorious. In the instance of each oppo- Lord Melville and Mr, Wallace, would take e_re
neat, that whieh would, in this way, be made of the abuses;/_lr. Peet_ unless he repents, of tho
tmlver_]ly known is _ that, by a difference, indenmitie_
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1777, not accessible ;) second batch, 1804; length of time be necessary? any grounds for
third, and last batch, 181S. Population Re- any apprehension to that effect, can they be
turns, first tmtch, anno ]812; second, and assigned? None whatever. Places constituting

the local objects of inquiry and sources of in-
last1826.batch,1822. Scotch Education Returns, formation, --in those eases the parishes ; in

Modeofelicitlngthe information,--author's [ these, the manors. Reluctance as to the com.the oral; reviewer's the epistolary. For ju- . municating the information, --in any greater
dlciary purposes, fo'r genetal.purposes,--in-'degree probable m this case than m tho_e _
comparably the best mode, confessedly the i No; nor yet so much. In those cases, in-

oral; the epistolary being but a make-shift i demnities being out of the question, nothing
to save delay, vexation, and expense, on I was to be got by furnishing the information,

the part of the examinees; for the tmrticular _ nothing to be lost by lint furnishing. On the
purpose here in question, prubable delay being present occasion, more or less may in general
much less ; vexation of examinees much tess ; be lost, by omitting to furnish the infurma-
expense next to 0. tion ; more or less perhaps to be got by fur-

Number of elicitatnrs ;--upon author's plan, nishlng it ; for, to each individual from whom
as above, 812; upon revlewer's plan, one. the information would be required, the con-
Mr. Riekman, x_hose appropriate aptitude sequence of omission would be, that his in-
shines with so steady a lustre in the Popula- terest would be disposed of, and in case of
tion Returns, is at his post. House of Corn- loss on his part, no indemnity would he re-
tunas' clerk finds labour; Honourable House, ceive.
authority and auspices ; Mr. Freehng, w_th IIne rant pas multiplier les _res sans ne-
his mails, conveyance, cessit_, says a well-known French proverb:

Time, occupied before the information is and, of all multiptieable beings,---among those
completed--on author's plan, what has been in whose instance the praetiee of that rule of
seen : on reviewer's plan, a_ follows : -- Poor arithmetic is most mischievous, are locusts.
Returns, in the case of batch the first, time As to our author's machinery fbr registra-
not apparent ; Poor Returns. batch the se- tion and other purposes,--his quarter-sessions
toad, date of the latest matter, 12th April chairman and his clerk of the peace -- still
1803 ; date of order for printing, 10th July more egregiously unapt is it for this than for
1804: interval, months 15.-- Poor Returns, its present purposes. But, to his plan, this
batch third at_d last,--date of latest matter, inaptitude tbrms no objection : only for elu-
last day of 1815 ; date of order for printing, eidation (so he expressly declares,) only for
3d March 1818 ; date of order for elicitation elucidation, does he bring it on the carpet.
not ascertainable without a search, the result No fault is it of Mr. Humphreys, if, in the
of which would not_pay for time and labour, whole establishment, there is not a single ju-
-- Population Returns. batch the iirst,-- day dicatory that is in any tolerable degree fit for
appointed for the commencement of the ope- any other purpose than those for which, un-
ration in the parishes, 29-d May 1811 ; month der Matchless Constitution, all judieatories,
in which the digest of them was delivered in, _4th but here and there an exception, have
June 1812, as per signature, John Rickman ; been invented--putting power into the hands,
interval occupied in collecting and digesting, and other people's money into the pockets,
not more than 13 months. -- Population Re- of the inventors. A machinery adapted to his
turns, batch the second,-- year appointed for purposes-- a judiciary establishment, with a
the commencement of the inquiry, 1811 ; day- correspondent procedure code,--each of them
and month not apparent ; month in which di- the first that ever really had for its sole ob-
gest was delivered in, June 1822 ; presumable ject the giving execution and effect, with the
interval occupied in collecting and digesting,-- minimum of daily vexation and expense, to
as before, 13 months. _ Lastly, Scotch Edu- the enactments of the substantive branch of
cation Returns, -- date of the House of Corn- the law, _ is in progress ; and the judiciary
mons' resolution in which they originated, establishment plan will be in the printer's
80th March 1825 ; date of Under Secretary of hands within a few weeks after the present
State's letter to the Lord Advocate in conse- pages are out of them.
quenee, the very next day, 31st March 1825 ; Before concluding, I will take the liberty
date of letter from Lord Advocate, sending of suggesting, for his consideration, as briefly
the first part of the whole of the information, as possible, a few supposed improvements, of
14th February 1826. Number of pages in the which his plan presents itself to me as su_-
printed copy, 985 : interval thus employed ceptible : to do whatsoever else may be in my
in coUecting, not more than ten and a haft power, towards lightening his labour, and
months ; within which time was performed a promoting his generous designs, would be a
vibratin 9 system of correspondence, composed sincere pleasure to me. If, for the most part,
of divers vibrations--letters written back- these same suggestions should be found to
_rd_ and forwards, apply to ever)" other part of the field of law,

"In the case in question,7_iould anygreater as well as to the part on which his beneficent
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labours have been more particularly employed, Against some of them, howsoever welt framed
_they will not, on that account, be the less the instrument in other respects, appropriate
excusable, exposition will be an indispensable preventive

Distinguishable shapes, which the matter remedy. But, to none of them, w thout the
of a proposed code may, throughout the whole aid of another remedy, of the purely negative
texture of it, have occasion to assume, five : cast, namely, avoidance of lengthiness , can it
the enactive, the expositive, the ratiocinative, be a sufficient one. As to lengthiness, --it
the instructional, the exemplificative. Of the applies, not only to the entire discourse, but
exemplifications of them exhibited in this also, and with different and still worse effect,
work of our learned author, presently: in to its component parts called sentences: and
English statute law, sole shape exemplified, it is in this latter case that it is in a more
--the enactive. As to this same enactive particular degree productive of these several
shape, with an exclusion put upon all the[ imperfections.
others-- nothing, with a view to rulers' pur- ] Efficient causes of lengthiness in sentences,
poses, could or can be more convenient. Ex- -- surplusape and involvedaess. Of imperfec-
pression of will this, nothing more: talent tion in both these shapes in eon_,eyancin9 in-
necessary, none beyond what is manifested struments, examples have been seen above.
by every child as soon as it can speak. Not Causes of imperfection in aH these shapes,
so any of the four other sorts of matter. Not more particularly in that of ambiguity-- not
to speak of Russian, Italian, and Spanish trans- only rots-selection and lenythine_s as above,
lations--of the expositive and the ratiocina- but miscollocatlon likewise ; miscotlocatinn,
tire, the French win'k, in which samples of whether applied to words or to phrases. For
them are exhibited, has been before the pub- the avoidance of it, a set of rules will ere long
tic ever since 1802, and another there has just be (it is hoped) at my learned master's ser-
been occasion to bring to view. Grades of vice. For the exemplification of imperfection
functionaries, to either or both of which the in all manner of shapes in laws, matter in rich
instructional portion of the matter may be harvest may be fmmd in the English statute
vlrtuallyaddressed--subordinates, with aview book: the most conspicuous repository of
to execution and effect ; future legislators, for every imperfection of which legislative inn-
the better explanation of the designs, with a guage is susceptible. Towards remediatlon,
view to fulfilment, a disposition has of late been expressed by

Case to which the exemplificational more those on whom _t depends: but, before that
particularly applies, that of an as yet only is done which _e proper end in view requires
proposed code Legal systems, from which to be done- before the form in which they
the matter o_ it may be derived, _wo: the are present_l is the same with that in use in
home, and the aggregate of the most approved ordinary discourse, with no other difference
foreign ones : the home system, for the put- than what is necessary to the exclusion of the
pose of exhibiting in detail the disorder' for above-mentioned imperfections--not ineon-
which the code is the proposed remedy, and siderable is the quantity of matter, which,
exam pies of particular arrangements, in them- in the form of directive rules, will require to
selves of a bene_cial nature, but in respect be framed, borne in mind, and for that pur-
of which the system, taken in the aggregate, pose consigned to bh,ck and white.
isehargeable,--onaeeountofthenarrowness Collocotion--is it alight matter? Is it
of the application made of them, and, through- without effeet on practice ? Read this one
out the remainder of the field, the employ- line, and judge : "Parliament," says the sta-
ment of flagrantly-unapt arrangements, to the tare (4 Ed. III. c. 14,) "shallbe holden ew ry
exclusion of them : the foreiyn, for the put- year once, and more often *f need be." Mis-
pose of furnishing, under this other head, in collocation that. Proper collocation this :
support of what is proposed, the instruction "Parliament shallbe holden every year once--
afforded by experience. Note, that this same and, _fnecd be, more often." Not that there
exemplifieational matter must not be con- can be any adequate assurance, that by this
founded with the matter composed of those or any other tbrm of words, the would-be
examples, which there may be found occasion despot, in whose face this bridle was after-
to give as an inseparable part of the enactive, wardsheldup, wouldhave heldhimselfboand.
though they may be considered as belonging But, if he had been -- think of the effect that
also to the expositive, might have been produced in the destiny of

Next to the expositive matter. Purpose England ; and, through England, of the ha-
of it, exclusion of the several imperfections, / bitable globe. For general application, take

which, on every part of the field, and on this ] this rule. Imbed, as above, your limitative

m particular, discourse is liable to labour clause in that one of two principal clauses,
under. These are, on the part of hearers and to which alone it is designed to be applied :
readers, ncnconception and misconception : on imbed it in that one, instead of putting it at
the part of the discourse itself, unintelligibi- the end of the two, in one of which it is not
//t.¢, obscurity, /adcter_aatcness, amb/gu/ty, intended 1o be applied.
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Of exposltion-requiring terms, --groupes, head belong divers names of genera genera-
which it may be of use to distinguish, these : lissima, besides the jurisprudential terms

L Terms of universal jurisprudence. Ex- brought to view above. Examples of these
asnples : i. Obligatiml. 2. Liability. 3. Right. terms : l. Subject-matters of operation: 2,
4. Power. 5. Responsibility. 6. Possession. Operations. 3. Correspondent functions. 4.
Original source of exposition to the whole Operators. ,5. Instruments. 6. Judicial and
group, the idea of a cor_mand, other mandates. 7. States of things. 8. Events.

II. Terms peculiar to English-bred juris- 9. Occurrences. A pretty copious collection
prudence. Examples from the field of pro- of them may be seen brought together and
perty-taw: 1. Feoffment. 2. Lien. 3. Trusts. applied, on the occasion of the employment
4. Uses. 5. Springing Uses. 6. Executory given to them in the above-mentioned Con,
Devises. 7. Tenures. 8 Mortmain. In re- stitutional Code, chap. ix. Ministers eollee-
gard to these, -- in a code on the new plan, tively. § 7, Statistic Function.
only in respect of the use made of them in In the case _,f all those more especially
such parts of the existing law as remains un- influential terms, --an accompaniment, in no
abrogated, -- will expositwn be the proper small degree beneficial, might be m a list of
course. From the enaetive part of the new synonyms : synonyms to single words, equivao
code, these, and all those words which no- lents to short phrases. Not very numerous,
body but a lawyer understands, should be comparatively speaking, are perhavs the pairs
carefully excluded : -- those alone employed, of words, which, on every possible occasion,
which, with or without exposition therein may be used interconvertibly, each with as
given, will be understood, -- not by lawyers much propriety as the other. But, on each
alone, but by everybody else. occasion, where any difference has place, the

IIl. Terms belonging to the common stock context _ill suffice, for security, against the
of the language ; but to which, by distortion, endeavour, on the part of litigants, to pro-
lawyers have given an import intelligible to duce, on the ground of the attached synovym,
none but themselves. Examples. 1. Applied a wrong interpretation of the word employed
to the subject-matter of property,-- real, in- m the t ext. By a characteristic feature of the
stead of the appropriate and Rome-bred de- proposed system-- the ratiocinative part,
nmnination imn_oveable. 2. Personal instead an additional, and hitherto unexampled se-
of r_oveable. 3. Applied to a conveyance, curity will be afforded.
voluntary instead of gratuitous. 4. Servitude, As to our learned Reformist's Code,mshort
instead of partial owner_,ldp rl.qht._, with the as it is, candidates in it for the honour of re-
correspondent oblzgations. Wanted, for thi_ ceiving exposition, I have made out a list of,
idea, a more expressive slngle-worded deno- not fewer than 289, belo_ ging to one or other
ruination. Servitude, a word unknown to of the above divisions. These, however, in
English law: instead of a particular interest no inconsiderable number, apply not to this
in a thing immoveable, the idea it presents to alone, but to every other portion of the Pano
anon-lawyer is-- the condition of a person: nomion _tbe All-comprehensive Code. Of
--a condition bordering upon slavery. Here the whole stock belonging tothat aggregate,
I have to turn informer. Smuggled in, by the number, of course, cannot be small; but
this reformist of ours, has been this same the field they belong to is propo_ionably
word servitude : introduced, without notice, extensive. The time for each of them to re-
from continental into our insular language, ceive its exposition, is the time when the

IV. Terms belonging to the common stock subject it belongs to, is for the first time
of the language,- but, by reason of their brought upon the carpet,
ambiguity, coupled with frequency of occur- Problems for solution: |. How to distin-
fence and importance, with reference to prac- guish terms needing, from terms not needing,
ties, _ their import needing distinction and exposition ? 2. How to distinguish terms
fixation :-- terms universally intelligible, but needing to receive exposition from terms fit
by reason of their _tmbiguousness, not the less to be employed in giving it f Scarcely, even,
needing to be thus fitted for use. Examples : for statement, can room be found here ; for
L Land. 2. Modifications of platte. 3. Dirt- solution, none: purpose of the statement,
_ions of t/me. Sub-examples under this head : showing that they have not been, and saying
1. Day. the portion of the year : day, in con- that they ought not to be neglected.
tradistinetion to night. 2. Month lunar, Now as to the ratiocinative matter. For
month calendar. 3. Year ordinary, year bis- arrangements and correspondent enactments,
sextile, in that part of the field of law to which the

V. Words there are, which, notwithstand- work in question more especially applies
ingthe an,comprehensiveness of their extent, standard of aptitude say, the disappointment
a_I the need there will be of them in an all- preventive, or disappointment preventionprin-
comprehensive code, need not any express eiple,_ or, more specifically, the unexpected-
definition, their import being on each occasion loss-preventing principle : -- a branch this.
rendered sufficiently determinate. To this of the qreatest I_a,vpine_ principle, with S
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special denomlnation adapted to the matter app|ylng it. Witness two passages, _ t _At;
belonging to this part of the field. -- Prevent " One claimant ought not to disappoint an.
disappointment? Why? Answer. From dis- other :" p. 148, " The lord's gain is fal from
_ppointment, as everybody knows and feels, commensurate to his tenant's loss." Compare
springs a pain; magnitude, proportim_ed to this with what, by the courtesy of England,
the value set by the individual on the benefit is called reasoning, in judge-made law !
that had been expected. In this pain will be ! The honest and excellent work in French
found the only reason, why any subject-mat- law on this subject, Ze Parfait 2Jotaire, has
ter of ownership should be given to the owner been already mentioned. In cutting open the
rather than to an usurper : to an usurper, by leaves of it, no fewer than fourteen of these
what denomination soever distinguished: in- gaseous standards caught my eye. A list I
trnder, diffusor, embezzler, thief, robber, mid took of them has unfortunately been mislaid.
so on: the only reason why, to interests In addition to those above-mentioned, " Po-
_ermed vested, more regard should be paid, liey, Right Reason, Natural Reason, Law of
than to mterests not so denominated: the Nature," &e. &c. were of the number. In
only reason why, for loss, -- on any occasion, many instances, they were even brought to-
or from any source, _ indemnity should be gether, and stated as conflicting. Now, then,
provided. From the non-possession of the of these non-entities, suppose eight on one
millions of watches existing in other pockets, side, six, and no more. on the other, --then
--you, who read this, do you suffer anything ? indeed should we have a majority. But sup-
Not you : and why not ? because, not expect- posefourteenofthesepuissnncesranged, seven
ing to possess any one ofthem,--nopain of on one side, seven on the opposite side; if
disappointment do you suffer from the non- these are to be taken for reasons, the most
possession of it. I_ut, if by any hand other clear-sighted and decisive judge may avow
than your own_ a thief's, an unjust claim- himself a Lord Eldun without shame.
ant's, or a judge's, it were taken from you-- Now as to our learned author. Expositive
yes ; in any one of these cases a sufferer you matter he has given us a specimen of in 10
would be :_ quantum of suffering, in a ratio, out of 1 IS articles : namely, in Art. 5, Land ;
compounded of the marketable value of the 28, Execution of a Deed; '29, Conveyance;
watch with the indigency of your pecuniary 30, Settlement; 31, Charge; 3"2, Assign-
circumstances, to the purpose of replacing it, went ; 33. Release ; 35, Execution of a will;
and the relative sensibility of your frame. 74, Warranty; 88, Trustee.*

Here, then, is an intelligible standard, and His mode of exposition is, --in the case of
the only one. Behold now the effects pro- all but Land, Execution of a Deed, Execu-
duced by the hitherto universal want of it. tion of a Will, and Trustee, -- definition per
Suecedaneums, in number infinite; but not genus et differentiam: in the case of land,
one of them expressive of anything, besides not fmmd referable to any general head: the
the ungrounded sentiment, or say mental sen. expression not quite so correct as could have
Jation, entertained, on the occasion, by him
who speaks : -- a sentiment of approbation * A few words hpropos of this word trustee. In
or disapprobation, expr_sed under the expec- every trust there are three ebar*oters essentially
tation of finding, or producing, the like on and indispensably concerned _ _stor, trustee,

and intended benefltee: distiugmsnable characters
the part of hearers, but not suggestive of any on every occasion these three: thougq, on some
ground whatever, for the sentiment so enter- occasions, two of them, as if by Mr. Ma, thews,
tained, are played by the same person : on some oeca.

Examples deduced from this work of our sions, trustor being at ttle same time intetYted
Author's are the following : --" 1. Natural benefitee, or one of a number of intended bene-
Justice, p. 118, 119. 2. Equity, 119. 3. Na- fitees; so, on other occasions, trustee. But, be
rural Equity, p. 129. 4. Justice, pp. 161, this as it may, without an intended benefitee, atrust can no more have existence than without a
'2"21. 5. Natural feeling, p. 203. 6. Harsh trustororatrustee. InthcCode, Arg4, p. 184,
law .... cries feelingly for correction. 7. mention is indeed made of " the beneflci_l o_rner"
Our present law violates the first principle as a person for whom a nominee is supposed to
of property, p. 220." First principle of pro- be " in trust." :But, this same benelicml owner
perty ? What then is its name? None does --nowbereishemenfioned,asbeing, liketr_stor,
our author himself give to it : none has any one of the company: and as often as, and in pro.portion as, a breach of trust has place, the in-
person else ever given to it. Not so much tended benefitee fails uf being beneficial owner.
as that given in Rome-bred law, in the quasi- Add to this, that, under a trust, a benefit may be
Hibernian style, to the species of contract intended and received, where there is nothing that
denominated the undenominated. Yet, for it it would be easy to fix upon as being ott_ed. Ex-
to have a name _ and highly urgent is its position, proposed in formof paraphrasis--(de-
need of our -- somebody must stand god- finition, m the ordinary sense of the word notbeing obtainable for want of asuperiorgenus. )--
father. Well, then, this is done. As to the Breac_ of trust has plarc_ _heth a_d sofa_ ast
thing itself, gratifying it is to me to see my through the fault ofa tr_tstee, a benefit, intettded
learne_ master already recognising it, and for the intended be_fltee_ fails of be(rig received,
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been wished: ground-worksand underground- produced by this pregnancy , no peremploty
works not found comprised in it. In the case objection will, it is hoped, be found produced:
of the remainingthree, paraphrasis; ofwhich, or, to avoid it, instead of being imbedded
elsewhere, between the two ff, the numeral may have s

But, with this, or any other incomplete as- single f, in a fine stroke drawn through it.
semblage, we shall not be satisfied: nothing By these little arrangements, simple as they
less than an all-comprehenslve one does the are, order might, for the first time, be sub-
purpose require. Composed of the two first stituted to the as yet universally exi_ing
of these five sorts of matter is his Code, dis- chaos: and, to an inconveniently inadequate,
tingnished from the rest of the work by being an adequate stock of denominations substi-
printed in italics; of the ratiocinative, in- tuted. Part, Booh, Chapter, Section, Article,
structional, and exemplificational indistin- Title; scarcely beyond this does the list ex-
gnishably blended, the rest of the work; rest, tend; and, as to the order in which they are
residue, and remainder in the language of made to follow one another, the changns are
learned gentlemen, in a manner rung upon it.

At the head of each article, a notice,- Now as to our author and this his work.
affording, by means of one or more of these Denominations employed in the order in
five denominations, intimation of the nature which they here follow, these: 1. Part. 2.
and design of the articles.- is a document, Title. 3. Chapter. 4. Section. 5. No. At
that has presented itself as havingits use, with this last stage, his stock of denominations is
the exception of the exempleficational, which exhausted : the consequence is,_that for the
had not as yet occurred to me ; they accord- results of the division made of the aggregate
ingly exhibit themselves throughout the whote to which he has given the name of No. are
texture of the so often mentioned Constitu- employed the words firstly, secondly, thirdly_
tional Code." Unfortunately, so to order fourthly, fifthly, all in a state of anarchy,
matters, as that under no one of the/bur first without any common head for keeping them
of the above-mentioned five heads, shall any in a state of society.
matter be inserted, that can be referable to Of all these denominations, section (from
any or others of them,-- has not been found seco, to cut) is the only one completely cha-
practicable. On the contrary, all the changes, raeteristie. Reason for employing it -- its
of which the number of heads prefixt to the t having, as above, an appropriate sign belong-
same article is susceptible, will perhaps be [ ing to it. Article followed by 2Vo. there may
found rung upon them. be a convenience in employing, -- for the/ast,

zVoraenclature, for a series, or chain, of any whatsoever may be the number of the inter-
length, of the results of successive divisional vening divisional operations : these being the
operations, performed upon the same integral two denominations most commonly so era-
subject-matter. Principle of denomination, plowed.
the numerical. Subject-matters, to which, in Alike applicable to whatever languages are
the character of integers, it is applicable. 1. in use in any nation--this mode of designa-
Our globe, or any portion of it. 2. The three tion might form part and parcel of an universal
hingdoms metaphorically so called--the mi- language. In the above-mentioned proposed
neral, vegetable, and animal. 3. Weights and Constitutional Code, I regret to think it will
Measures. 4. A mass of discourse committed not be found applied: it had not occurred time
to writing--a l_terary worh. In this last enough.
instance it is that the idea applies, on the Two other little tasks, at parting, for our
present occasion, to our author's case. Hercules.

Denominations, section, bissection, trissec- I. For the instruction of testators and their
tion, quadriseetion, and so on. Correspondent draughtsmen, _ a paper, exhibiting a picture
visible sign for the eye, the present mark of the most commonly-exemplified diversifi-
employed for designating a section, a double cations, which the state of a person's family
longff-- ; between its two lines the figure connexions admits of, with a view to the pro-

visions desirable, and likely to be desired to
.f_-f f_f ,/_/" .f_j" be made for them, ,n a last Wall. For such

indicative of the number of divisional opera- provisions as require to be made by a Deed,
tions, to the result of which it is employed this picture is already afforded by the Family
to give expression By the little swelling Settlement Deed. But in this case the pro-

vision goes not beyond a future coati, gent
* An extract from it is already ir_prlnt, com- [ family. Remain, for the objects of the here-

posed of four sections, belonging to Chap. IX., ] proposed provision, all such families as are
a;._^-_ ___,.intituled Ministers Collectively. W_th the ad- t already in existence.
_e._,_t-_o_r_ser_n,_SvoVvelongingto the_amesub:/ II. Provision, against the miscble£ liable

ov olume, nnaer tile title O_t I _ _ _ h " "_ '_--.-, _ ................ , to oe none oy t e retroaettve e.gects or the_,l/t_tut .tlptttua¢ lttaxlmlzea_ _x_nse _tnt- | _ . .

vtized. The volume will appear in ihe course of I proposeu new system : --mxschlef, of the na-
t t_w weeka -- ] tore of that, by which the name ofau ex-_vost.
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to which is that of privitegium, in ". as well as the imputation, of injustice. _one
eeronian and Rout-bred law-langunge) has Ia_t word more." Bringing to view supposed
with so much justice been rendered a nmne imperfectJons and deficiencies has all siong
of reprc_eh_ Here, if I mi_tske not, he will been the chief oecupatiou of this Review:
feel the eonvenience of taking the d/sappoi_- imperfections, forcorree_ion; defieieneies_for
me_t-gre_entlngprineiple for his grade ;--and, supply. Of the mass of useful infommtign,
do_ so, will find in it an adequate defence for w_nieh we are indebted to our philaa.

as wet1 s_against all objeetions_ What the occasion thropic reformist,- of the ability, ._
seems to call for is _a detailed exposition of honest zeal, displayed in the exposure of the
the arrangements proposed for the exclusion peceant nmtter of which the existing system
of mischief from th_ source. Self-regarding is almost exclusively composed_--ofthe inge-
prudence presents itse_ as joining with bene. nutty, manifested in so large a proportion of
volence in calling for a careful Jttentlon to the remedies suggested,- no mention has
this subject. On this p_lrtof the ground, I been made but in the most general terms.
see the enemy lying in wait for him. His But, to have conveyed any thing like an
defences, I fear, are not, as yet, in quite so adequate idea of the merits of the work,
good a condition as the oceasio_ requires, would have required what, in classical editor's

One passage exhibits a spectacle I was not language, is called a perpetual comment on
prepared for: where our author, taking s it, including a reprint of the greatest part
sudden spring, mounting Pegasus, and from of it.
e/v/t, making _a_excursion --an uneslled-ior As _o myself, never, but for my learned
excursion--into constitutional law. It is in master, should 1 have obtained any tolerable
page 206. LibeAlous the result: "feelings," insight into this chaos. No probable further
n'otthele_4saentebybeingdemoeratic,"hurt'" prolongation of my life would have sufficed
by it. Revenge is sweet: retaliation cheaper for enabling me to look into it without the
than prosecution, lantern with which he has famished me

Author. _" The many are a rope of sand." [ "lueerna pedtbus mezs '" -- to look into it--

Reviewer. _ Say, are they so in Yankee- -- for which I eouki have brought myself toland ? I mean for the only purpose-- the remedml
Answers, like Irish Echo, envious Muse. I lookinto it.
Was it, to propitiate those on whom every I -H_i_--p'n_ that such rare talent, coupled with

thing depends for success, that this tirade was ! such still more rare virtue, may not be lost
inserted? If yes, when Sterne's Accusing ! to the world, or wait long, ere it be employed
Angel _ up with the passage, the Record- i by those in whom alone is the power of giving
ing Angel shall have my consent for dropping i effect to it, -- 1 conclude.
his obllterating tear on it. i
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Communication to the Commiesioners apt_a_l mul_ l..,aterePatent, of da_

the 6th June 1828, to inquire into the Law of Emjhmd rettauCing a_eal Pea.

perry, and.first printed in the Appendix to tAe_ TMrd _elaort , ordered bSt _ie
House of Commons to be printed, 2,_ .;:bray 1882.

GENTLEMEN,-- I. By your circular, dated from which they emanated, and to which they
the 6th and 8th of Augus_ 1829, and addressed look for their support.
to various persons, of whom I then was, and 4. Superior utility and norelty. In these
now eontinue to be, one, you were pleased to I behold two qualities, the union of which is
call for suggestions on the subject of regis- indispensably necessary to constitute a suf.
tratiou, as applied to men's titles to the sub. fieient warrant for any such comraunicafion

t jeet-matters of the sort of property termed in as that in question. Yes, novelty: for in the
English law realproperty. The present paper idea of absence of novelty is included absea_
is written and presented to you in obedience of usefulness% presence of uselessne_. So far
to that call. is novelty, when taken by itself, and not al.

2. By your letter of the 18th of August 1829, leged to have inaptitude for itsaceompaniment
addressed to myself alone, in answer to mine --so far, I say, is it from constituting any
to you of the 15th of that same month, you reasonable ground of ohjection to a plan for
were pleased to honour me with an assurance this or any other purpose.
in these words : "They" (meaning you the 5. If this be true, what shall we say _ what
said commissioners) "have no hesitation in snell we think--of those by whom, without
saying, that they should think it their duty controverting the mility of u proposed plan,
to include whatever may proceed fro[p him" be it what it may, the alleged novelty is held
(meaning myself) "in any appendix to the up to view in the character of a ground for
report which they may hereafter make to his the rejection of it_ofthose, in a word, by
Majesty." On this assurance the present com. whom the word innoration is employed as a
munieation places its reliance, token of d/_pprobetion andan instrument of

3. The observations here submitted have censure?
for their immediate, appropriate, and by you 6. As to my own competence, I consider
expressly authorized subject-matter, the plan I it, and accordingly speak of it, as having cer-
proposed for the institution in question by tain defined and precise limits, and on the
yourselves. But, by this as by any other pro- outside of those limits lies all information as
posal which is transmitted to any person for to all such matters of fact the knowledge of
examination, reference, if not expressed at which is not capable of being possessed by an
any rate implied, is made, or authorized to be individual not actually engaged in the prec.
madc, to some determinate set of notions con- rice of the profession, which has for the sub-
lidered as constituting a standard of propriety, ject-matter of its exercise the subject-matter
_in a word, to some prinaip& or set of prin- of the commission in virtue of which you have
elples. 1 shall therefore, in so far as my own been pleased to make this call upon me; what-
conception of my competence extends, take soever, therefore, I shall venture to propose,
the preliminary liberty of submitting to you you will understand as calling upon you for
the leadi_ eatures of the sort of plan which, amendment, as far as requisite ; amendment,
to myself, presents itself as most eligible, pre. I in every one of its three shapes _ subtraction,
f_ced by a short exposition of the principles i addition, and substitution.

VoL. V. D d
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7. On this occasion, the part which I take same judgment, delivers his opinion ; in this
in the business will be seen to confine itself ease, if the importance of the matter presents
to the giving a comparatively small number itself to him as calling for any further suit.
of suggestions, by the adoption of which, if, port, he fails not to deliver his reasons.
and in so far as, my view of the matter is eor- 12. Again. When, from the judgment of
feet, it would be put into a new, m_d th:tt the one judteatory, a party makes his appeal to
most appropriate conceivable form. another judieatory ; in this ease, also, a mau

8. In and by various parts of my pubtiea- submits to the superior authority in question
tions, I stand pledged to the public never to his reasons.
propose or advocate--never to oppose and 13. Now then, gentlemen,--in your qua°
combat -- any law or institution actually lity of learned gentlemen, let me ask you--
established, or proposed to be established, if in the business of judicature a support of
without attaching to it an accompaniment, this kind is needful, how ranch stronger is not
composed of reasons ; meaning by reasons, the need of it that has place in the business
considerations having for their objeet the of legislationf--that business, to the impor-
showing in what manner, immediately, or tuner of which, the extent of the eonsequen.
through the medium of a chain of any length, ees considered, the importance of the business
of causes and effects, the arrangement pro- of judicature is but as number one to infinity.
posed presents itself as likely to give a net 14. Not altogether insensible to this de-
iuerease to the happiness of the person or per- mand has the Legislature of this country been
sons in question ; that is to say-,to the balance even in its hitherto corrupted state. At the
on the side of pleasure, after deduction made emnmeneement of a statute, something in the
of the quantity of pain experienced during guise of reason has been customarily and reo
the period in question. As on all other or- gularly served out. Served out ! Yes ; but
easions, so on this, by this engagement I of what sort ? Of a sort such as a Bridoison
regard myself as bound, in the drama of Figaro, or the Old Woman

9. In one of those same publications, in in the hi.,tory of Little Red.Riding-hood, or
p_-ticular, t he subj ect- matter of consideration a legislator in the land of Gotham, might have
comprehends the entire aggregate of all the been proud of.
several sorts of functionaries of which the of- 15. " Whereas it is expedlent'--With these
ficial establishment of any country is, or in four words commences the train of surplus,age,
the nature of things can be. composed ; those of which, under Matchless Constitntion, the

• here in question are consequently comprised ; greatest part of an act of Parliament is so re-
and throughout that work may be seen aspe- gularly composed : of these wordsis composed
eimen oftheabove-mentionedaccompaniment, the whole of that portion of matter in which
namely, in the instance of every article which the draughtsman places his trust, in the cha-
has for a heading the word ratiocinative. The ractcr of a justification for the exercise made
work I am alluding to is that which has for by him of that authority of which he is the
it_ title " Constitutional Code; for the use organ, when laying about him and scattering
of all Nations and all Governments professing broad-cast the seeds of good and evil, with so
Liberal Opinions." little expense in the shape of thought.

10. So much as to my plan. Now, gentle- 16. Now then as to the particular bill above
men, as to yours, considered in like manner alluded to. In that same bill, on looking in-
with reference to reasons Your plan is be- to it for reasons, though I cannot find any
fore the public ; with all due deference, what such thing, yet what I do find is tbe just-
I have to propose is a somewhat different one. named something whieh seems intended to
Your reports on the subject lie before me. I serve instead of reasons. It is composed of
look in them for reasons : I find in them no those same four words---" Whereas it is expe.
sueh thing. A bill, moved for in pursuance of client:'" it is that same Vox et Pr_eterea nih_L I
those same reports, has been before the pub- speak thus freely ; because, if in that same
tie. I look in it for reasons : neither in that dictum there be anything of.fatulty, or if you
same proposed law do I find any such thing, please, ofsilh'ness(andinmyviewoftbematter,
As in the one instrument, so in the other that there is, in abundance,) you, gentlemen,
star pro ratione voluntas. As for me,--my are not, any of you, chargeable with it. How
will not having any chance for the being little soever in accordance with reason, this
clothed and armed with legal power, -- the phrase, it cannot be denied, is most perfectly
power of re_son, if I e_n find any on my side, in accordance with precedent: without it, this
is my sole resource : star pro voluntate ratio, or that high functionary, whose name, official

11. Is it even unprecedented, this same ac- and personal, sooner or later shall and will
eompaniment? Look to Westminster Hall. tn be made publicly known,--inasmuch as his
Westminster Hall, when in a judleatory, a remuneration has been made to rise_ in pro-
judge, and in particular a Chief-Justice, bears portion as the rule of action has, by its ira-
his part in the making of the sort of decision mensity, and obseurity, and richness in sur-
eadled a judgment, and, for a 9round of that plusage, been made to increase in inaptitudn
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for its professed purpoee,--thls self-authorized as being relevant, conclusive, and incontes-
and self-paid comptroller of the authority of table.
the King in Parliament, this secret imposer 22. These principles are m 1. The greate._t
of taxes for his own benefit, might find the happiaesspriaciple, orsay, thehappiness-tsazl-
bill incomplete, and as such find himself mizing principle; and, 2. The dtsappoiat-
obliged to throw it overboard, meat-minimizing, or say disappoiatmeat.pr¢.

17. Houses, honourable and right honour- venting, or say non-disappoiatmeat.ln'iaciplt.
able, have each of them its standing orders. Yes, ve,'ily, the disappointment-tainimizlag
They have in common this one standing rea. principle. Nay, good gentlemen, do not he
son. Itisas good for one thing as another : horrified by it; for here, notonlyon stwe
for one proposed enactment as for another, ground do I tread, but, as you will see, on
In this its aptitude, however, there is nothing authoritative ground ; on ground, which you
of peculiarity : nothing but what might be will find yourselves tstop_d from denying to
shared with it by any other fimr words, drawn, be authoritative.
h the way of lottery, out of a dictionary. 23. As to my reasons, what I cannot but

18. Such is the sort of embellishment be- apprehend is, that by the mention thus and
longing to a bz//-- meaning a future eontin- here made of them, may be called to the
gent statute. Of a piece with it--in exact minds of some of you the image of the old
keeping with it--are, in a speech, the two steward in Addison's drama of the Haunted
locutions-- " contrary to every principle of House, who, after speaking of reasons and of

justice," and "contrary to the first principles many reasons, goes on to say, '" at present 1
qfjnstiee,'" bearing upon the face of them the shall mention only seven :" but for this 1
marks of the above-mentioned country of must take my chance.
Gotham, as the country from which these 24. Now for my authority. Truiy grati-
commodities were, all of them, imported, tying it is to me on this oeesaion, to find in

19. But, of this last-mentioned embellish- accordance with this notion of mine about
meat, the ground to which it is suited, and disappointment, the opinion, as proved by the
on which it is commonly embroidered, being, practice, of a distinguished member of your
not a bill, but a speech, I find not any exem- own body. It preserves, in the completest
plification in the authoritative article of manner, from the reproach east by the word
piece-goods I have been speaking of. Only, theoretical, this saane disappointment-mini.
therefore, for elucidatwn, -- or, if yon please, mizing principle.
for illustration, -- not for just_fieatton, is the 25. In the so admirably instructive and
mention made which I have ven*ured thus to useful work of Mr. Tyrrell, intitulod " Sug.
make of it. gestions sent to the Commissioners appointed

20. Happily, a new order of things is at to inquire into the Laws of Real Property,"
length born. _Vansense will not, for ever, sit I have the satisfaction of seeing this same
on the throne of common sense, principle three several times referred to tm

9.1. Reasons, principles, ends, means, rules, the ground of the arrangements which he re-
maxims, axioms, positiems, propositions. On commends.
the present oeeasmn, had I to do that which, I. In page 121 _" The expense, uneer.
on some future occasion I may not impossibly tainty, and disappointment, which usually at-
have to do, _ namely, in my address to you, tend suits for long-forgotten claims, render
totake for the subject-matter of it the whole them," says he, " a source of more injury
of the field of real property, _ in that ease, than benefit to the church."
in the character of principles, I might have to 26. II. In page 239 _" Tithes, under a
submit to your eonsideration no f_wcr than descent," says he, " can never bo considered
seven-and-twenty words, or sets of words, secure, untilthe right of the devisee has been
which, in the form of a tree, composed of a barred ; and a few cases of hardship to d/s.
trunk with branches and sub-branches, called appointed devisees are not," ¢-o_tinues he,
by logicians in former days the arbor porphy- " of so much importance as the advantage
rum, lie at this moment before my view; and the safe aliermtiQn of property," Thus far
with them would come the whole eortgge (as Mr. TyrrelL
the French say) of the genera generalissima 27. And if such is the inferiority of the im_
above-mentionod : for, wheresoever I tread, portanee of these few eases of hardship to
my wish and endeavour is to find, and if I do diswppoiateddevisees, wbenee comes this same
notfind to make, my foundation sure. Hap- inferiority?_ whence comes it (I ask) but
pily for us all, on the present occasion, not from this, namely, that, in the eases in which
more than two of these principles will it be by the result the alienation has been shown
necessary for me to trouble you with ; with to be unsafe, disappointment has been pro-
the addition of a swall quantity of matter, duced by that same result, and that this6
under the head of reasons and that of ends cases having been more numerous than those
and means : and a few preparatory proposi- others, the sum of the pods that has thereby
tionl, which present themselves to my view, been produced in the_e lost-mentioned case_
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is greater than that which has been produced of a court of justice, with its course of pro.
in thefirst.mentioned eases ? eedure, has tor its secondary end.

28. III. Lastly, in page 312--speaking of 33. On examination made into the manner
of the wording of a certain devise (the par- in which these two ends R the primary and
ticulars of which are not material to this the secondary -- may most effectually be at.
purpose,) he gives as the reason of the con- tained, namely, by the maximization ofapti.
_'wction (or, as a non-lawyer might say, the tude on the part of the materiel as well as the
interpretation,) he recommends, this--name- perSOnnel (to borrow a phrase from the war
ly, that " if no gift had been made to the department) -- that is to say., the building or
owner of the property, the person to whom buildings, and its or their ofi_cialin6abitants,
it was devised must" (he says) " have been R together with the minimization of the ex-
disappointed;" meamng evidently that, on pease--my eyes have fixed upon seven dis-
the supposition, that, if in the sort of c_se tingnlshabh; objects in the charaeterofmeans,
in question, the disposition made of the pro- each of them, for the attainment of one or
perry in question by the judge, is that which both of these two ends ; and, within the field
he (Mr. Tyrreli) recommends,--on that sup- of each of these seven objects, means of a
positionin thebreastof thepartyin whose moreparticularnature,which,withreference
disfavourthatsamedispositionoperatedeithertothem,may best)ledmeansofeffectuation;
no suchpainatallwould be produced,or if and which I shallaccordinglydesignateby
any (pecuniarycircumstances beingsupposed suchtheirpropername.
to be on both sidesequal,)the painwould 34.Objectsand meansofeffeetuationtaken
not be so great as in the contrary case. together, thinking that to this or that one of

29. I come now to speak of ends and means: you, gentlemen, it may perhaps be matter of
ends, the attainment of which ought to be convenience to have them upon occasion vi-
kept in view and aimed at, on the occasion sible, all of them, at one and the same glance,
of whatever arrangements come to be taken I have given expression to the lout ensemble
for the establishment of the proposed insti- of them on the same side of a leaf of paper,
tution, and are accordingly aimed at, in the in and by a table, which will almost imme-
suggestions which here follow. The_ ends diately present itself to your view.
are distinguishable into txvo -- namely, the 35. Of the evil, the preventiml of which
trrimaru and the secondary, constitutes theprimary eml, five different mo-

30. First, as to the primary end. The evil, difications may be distinguished, each liable
against which a remedy is hereby endeavoured to fall on a correspondent description or class
to be applied, consists in the unexpected loss of persons : the diversity in the description
of money or money's worth : the primary end of these same modifications of the evil will
aimed at is _the prevention of this loss. be seen to have for its cause a correspondent

31. Then, as to the secondary end. On the diversity in the relative situations of the
occasion, and for the purpose, of the appli- classes of persons who stand opposed to i_.
cation of this remedy, a certain series of 36. Inallflve cases, theloss, with thesuf-
operations, or (as among lawyers the phrase fering consequent upon it, has for its efficient
is) a certain course of procedure is necessary : cause the badaess of the title to the subject-
on which occasion, evil to a greater or less matter of property in question. In some one
amount in the several shapes of delay, ex- of these same eases, the suffering has for its
pease, and vexation, cannot but have place, immediate cause the actual loss of an immov.
In the remedy we behold a benefit ; in this able subject-matter of property or some in-
last- mentioned evil we behold a burthen, terest therein ; in others, loss in the shape of
attached to that same benefit; and what money; in others, again, that whlch the suf-
remains, after subtraction of the amount of feringhasforitsimmediatecause, isthatwhich
the burthen, will be the amount, or say clear may with more propriety be considered as
va/ue, of the benefit; and the institution non.acquisition of profit or say benefit, than
having for its primary end the conferring on positive loss or say burthen.
the individuals interested that same benefit; 37. Here, then, in the aggregate, are so
the minimization of this same burtl_on is that many eases ofsujtbring, which, when regarded
which it has for its secondary end. separately, may be thus described :

32. Just so is it in the case where, instead L Case the first. -- Sufferer, a person who
of a register.o_ee, the scene lies in a court m in possession or in fixt expectancy of a
of justice ; the benefit sought is a remedy subject-mater of real property, or of an in-
again0t wrong; and this is what that insti- retest therein, the title to which, for want of
tution has for its primary end ; the attached somepiece of evidence, some say/at knowledge,
burthen consists here also of evilin these same which a registration office would have taken
Several shapes of delay, expense, and vexu- charge of and rendered aecesslble to all per-
t/on : and the minimization of the evil, in sons interested, turns out to be bad.
_ese its several shapes, has been considered 38. IL Case the second. _ Sufferer, a per.
lad spoken of as that which the institution son who, having paid money for the tmrchams
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of a subject-matter of real property, or of an upon by him ; which said uneasiness has not
interest therein, fails of receiving it ; he who, place in the mind of any person who has not
in return for the money, has undertaken to ] been in that same habit or state of mind in
cause him to receive it, finding himsetf ten- _relation to that same thing. " Blessed is he
dered, by the badness of his title to it, unable [ that expecteth not, for he shall not be dis-
so to do; say, in six words, aparehaser on a appointed," says an addition proposed to be
bad title, made to the beatitudes, ff I misrecollect not,

39. IIl. Case thethird. --Sufferer, a per- by Dean Swift.
son who, having paid nmney on the security 45. IV. Of these two parts of the instl-
of a subject-matter of real property, or in- tution, neither can be brought into or kept
retest therein, in such sort that if the money, in existence and applied to use, without a
with the interest due upon it, fails of being quantity, more or less considerable of expense
put into his hands on or before a certain point in the shape of money.
oftime, the thing itself, or money toberaised 46. V. This money is not obtainable he_
by the sale of it, as above, will be put into by means of taxes.
those same hands, is by that same cause pre- 47. VI. In so far as taxes are imposed,
vented from so receiving it; say, in six words money is taken from persons without their
a lender on a bad title, consent; and thereby, in their minds, a qtmn-

40. I V. Case thefourth.--Sufferer, a would, tity, more or less considerable, of pain pro-
be seller with a bad title; prevented from dared.
becoming actual seller of it by the badness 48. VII. As to aptitude. The more corn-
of hxs tLtle to it. plete the relative aptitude of the several

41. V. Casethefifth.--Sufferer, a would-be persons so employed, relation had to their
purchaser, if prevented from becoming actual respective official operations, the better. So
purchaser by the badness of the would-be sel- likewise of the dead stock.
ler's title. 49. VIII. To come back to the expense,

In these two last cases, as well as in the that that and aptitude may be considered in
three first, suffering has place ; and that suf- conjunction. The less the expense employed
ferhlg has disappointment for its cause. But, in the purchase of their respective services,
ia these same cases, the nature and the ira- so long as that aptitude is not thereby dimi-
mediate cause of the evil are too diversified, nished, as well as in the provision made of
miscellaneous, and uncertain, to admit of _ny the dead stock, the better.
more particular description here. 50. IX. For giving, in the most concise

42. Now for the above-mentioned string and easily-remembered form, in the compass
- of preparatory propositions. _of seven words, expression to both these so

I. The institution for the existence and intimately-connected positions, existence has
orgazfization of which you are occupied in been given to this one rute_/,et ofllcialap.
making preparation, consists of a building, or tirade be maximized, expense minimized.
set of buildings, to be employed in the cha- Nowcomesthe promised TA_L_ofOhject_
racter of a register-office, or set of register- and means of effectaation.
offices, together with an odffcialestablishment I. Object the First--ExPEnSE MINIMIZED:
for the carrying on the business by the per- _ Proposed means ofeffeetuation, these--
formance of which the benefit contemplated I. Building, for reception of the stock, one
is designed to be conferred on the several and no more than one.
persons interested. 2. Assistant registrars, or say registrar de-

43. II. This benefit consists in the pre- purrs, superfluous none.
serving from deperition, and keeping in a state 3. Of assistant registrars, or say registrars
of accessibility to all persons lawfully late- depute, the salaries minimized by competi-
rested, a certain class of written instruments, tion. And see Object III.
or say doeuraents, which have been framed 4. Of registrar deputes during the proba-
for the purpose of affording, upon occasion, tionary year, the service gratuitous.
sufficient evidence of men's right and title 5. For an object of reference, map of the
to property of a certain description, distin- whole territory: and see Object V.
guished by the name of real property. 6. For exemplars of the documents, the

44. IIL Of this benefit, the principal, if manifold mode of writing employed : and see
not the only intrinsically valuable, but at any Object Vl.
rate abundantly sufficient, use, consists in IL Object the Second---DELAY MI_XZ_n
the preserving the several proprietors and --delayoftheservicerenderedtotheauitors:
other persons respectively interested, from --_eaus of e.ffectuation, these
the pain of disappointment ; namely, that 1. Attendance uninterrupted--adequate to
pain, or say that uneasiness, which a man all demands.
experiences when, without his consent, any 2. Profit to functionaries from delay, none
thing valuable ssthich he has been in the habit in any shape.
of looking to as h/s own, ceases _ to be looked I11. Object the Third _ APTITCD_ of tha
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leveral FUNCTIO_aaL_S MAXIMXZEV:-- Already, if I do not misunderstand t_
Means of effectuatlon, these-- matter, your loaning, gentlemen, is strongly ill

I. Sinister interest excluded, by the corn- favour of this maximum of simplicity. Lest,
qete substitution of salary to fees : branch however, after all, the determination should

of appropriate aptitude thereby secured, the not otherwise be oll that side, I will take th_
raoral, liberty of submitting to your consideration,

2. Probationership, antecedently to deft- an experiment which, in days of yore it fell
nitive location: branches of aptitude thereby into my way to make.
secured, the intellectual and active. In the year 1796 or thereabouts (the year

3. Securities for appropriate aptitude, in is not material,) Pitt the second formed a plan,
all its branches, numerous; and effectual (as and brought in a bill accordingly, for making
will be seen) beyond all example, provision for the whole pauper population of

IV. Object the Fourth--APTlrUVE of the England, by means of a workhouse, under
MACHINERYMAXIMXZF.D:_._eaus of e_c- particular management, in every parish or
tuation, these _ small union of parishes. I took this phn in

1. The arrangements regarded by antidpa- hand, and demonstrated that it would not do;
tion as being best adapted having been up- for that, besides other objections, the differ.
pointed by parliament, head registrar (he being ence in respect of the qmmtity of capital he-
divested of all rdnister interest) empowered cessary between that plan and one that I
to make eventually effective amendments, by pointed out. would not be less than fifteen
the light of experience, subject to disallow- millions. With all his faults,--such was the
ance by King or either tIouse, candour and magnanimity of that god of so

V. Object the Fifth -- Security for the many idolatries, -- he gave up his own plan,
efficiency of this same process of registration took to mine, and a day was appointed for
maximized : _ M'eaas of efff'ectuation, these-- settling the details of it, when it was crushed

1. Object of reference, in the description by a veto from on high, the details of which
given of the parcels, an all-comprehensive belong riot to the present purpose. The de-
map of the whole territory, as per Object I., monstration in question may be seen in four
exclusive of maps of districts, successive articles of Arthur Young's Annals

VL Object the Sixth--Extent ofthe up- of Agriculture. Put tog, ther, the sheets,
plication r/lade of this same remedy maxi- some copies of which he presented to me,
mized:_Means ofeffeetuatlon, these_ constituted a moderate-sized 8vo volmnc,

1. Subject-matters of property (moveable which I propose ere loog to reprint, under the
excepted) a// admitted ; copyholds, lease- title of Pauper z][anaqement, prefaced by a
holds mad incorporeal ; thence, in dorrespon- history of the above-alluded-to catastrophe.
dent nmnber, the proprietors. It will form part and parcel of the history

2. Fees exacted or permitted, none ; thence of the _ar carried on fbr not less than three-
the relatively unopulent not excluded from and-twenty years, between George the Third,
the benefit of the remedy, of blessed memory, and one of his rebellious

3. The manlfold mode of writing employed, subjects. I mention thus much, gentlemen,
as per Object I. ; thence, expense m remu- lest, when you read of the capital of fifteen
aeration of skilled labottr saved to suitors, millions left out of his Calculation by the
and the number 0f exemplars furnished ren- heaven-born minister, you should suspect that
dered correspondent to the denmnd, while speaking of it I w_s in a dream.

VIL Object the Seventh _ Mhlimization I present to view this incident the rather
of the burthen with which the benefit is because in the calculation of the expenses,
clogged : -- MeanS of effe_tuatian_ these -- projectors, however talented, are [Jut too apt

1. Fees (as above) none. See Objects I. to overlook this Or that item, which, when
and VI. brought to light, appears to such a degree

2. Means of communication for doeume_its obvious, that the omission of it becomes a
and other writings, the letter-post; thence, source of no small surprise.
expense of separate communication through Thus again : when the late Mr. James
smiled labour, saved. Humphreys came out with his plan for an

In relation to these several raea_s ofeffec- inquiry into the subject of real property, the
taation, now follow the promised explanatory expense of that part of it which had for its
and jl_tifieative matters in detail, object the obtaining no more thml one per-

Now then for thes_ several O_e_rs and tion of the information requisite, would have
means ofeffectuatioa in detail, amounted to between four and five hundred

I. FlltsT O_cT to be accomplished _ thousand pounds. In a paper of mine in the
the Expense niinimized:_ldeans ofeffectua- Westminster Review, is shown how the like
tion, these-- information miyht be, because it had been,

1. Means the first : _ Building, for the obtained for next to no expense. So again,
lodgment of the whole stock _ materiel and when Mr. Windsor, projector of the 9as h_l_t
personnel (as the phrase is in Freneh) to- system, came out with his proposal, an ex-
gether,_one and no more than one. pease, the mention of which was not to b_
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foundinthem,was thatofthepipesby which seenmeansapplicabletofunctionariesinge-
thissousefulspeciesofairisconductedto nerai,and accordinglytothosehereinclues-
its several destinations, tion, -- namely, power and obligation to the

2. Means of minimization of expense the principal functionary to locate unpaid depu-
_eeond -- minimization of the number of the ties in sufficient numbers. What may there

paid functionaries employed, be seen is -- how the matter may be so ms-
Minimization of the number of the func- naged as that there shail always befanctioaary

tionaxies employed? methinks I hear the power enoayh, and never more than enough:
draughtsman and the supporters of the exist- such being made, at all times, the interest of
ing billexclaiming--Minimization of this part the principal, by whom these auxiliaries are
of the expense ? Is that then the utmost that located. As to this matter see below.
pour plan does. or so much as professes to do ? 3. Third instrument of minimization appli-
Ours exonerates the public of it ahogether : cable to the expense of the institution, com-
it lars the burthen on the shoulders of _n- petition applied to the remuneration of the
dividuals ; mid these, the only ones on whom functionaries.
it ought to press ; that is to say, those by If the security for appropriate aptitude on
whom the accompanying benefit is e_Jjoyed, the part of the competitors were in any de-

Answer I. Applied to the institution in gree deficient, from this same deficiency an
question, this measure of economy has ibr its objeetim_ might be opposed to the use of this
grmmd the assumption, that the institution instrument of frugality ; but the security
is of no use; tbr, in no inconsiderable pro- which will here be proposed will be seen to
portion, those persons in whose izlstance the be entire, raid completely satisfactory ; and
demand for the benefit has place, are those this being the case, the obj$ction vanishes.
who have not wherewithal to pay for it ; and As to any other objection to the applies-
if, for the good of the whole community tion of the competition-applying principle, on
laken in the aggregate, it be desirable, that those who object to the applieation of it hi
for the sake of this species of saving, the this case--on those, if any such persons there
benefit should be denied to this part of the be, who approve of it in any other instance
whole population, so likewise is it desirable is it incumbent to declare why it is that they
that that same denial should have place in disapprove of the application of it in the pre-
the case of "allthe rest. sent instance. He who disapproves of moan-

2. Then, as to those in whose instance no poly in any one other instance, let him say
such complete inability has place, the less a on what ground it is that he approves of mo-
mm_'s ability to bear the burthen is, the more nopoly in this instance. To be consistent, he
severely is the pressure of it felt by him. Be must approve of monopoly on the part of
the price that will be thus set upon tl_e bene- dealers, applied to eveL_thing in relation to
fit what it may, some there will be by whom which he here accords it to purchasers : the
it will no more be felt, than by the man by food he keeps himself from death with, the
whom a half'penny is given to a beggar is the clothes he covers'himself with, the labour by
loss of the halfpenny ; while others there will which he makes provision for his several
be on whom it will press with all degrees of other wants, whatever it may happen to them
pressure, up to that which would be produced to be.
by his being deprived of the whole of what. Whence then came the banishment of this
he has to live upon. instrument of frugality from this part of the

3. In a word, this assumes the shape given labour market ? Whence but from the stats-
to the remuneration of the functionary to be ter interest, to the action of which those on
that of payment by fees ; and from that mode whose will the settlement of the matter has
of payment results an increase given to the ex- depended, stood exposed : to them belonging
pensein another way, which will be brought to the power of location, applied to the official
view hereinafter under anotSer head ; namely, situation to which, on each occasion, the re-
hy giving increase to the number of the oc. muneration was to be attached, the higher
casions on which the money will have to be the remuneration the greater the benefit to
paid. Assessed upon the public fund, the themselves : their attachment is to that part
burthen presses upon each man's shoulders of the benefit which was reaped exclusiveS.
in exact proportion to his ability to bear it ; by themselves : not to speak of the benefit
that is to say, in so far as the system of taxa. produced by the emolument, in its quality of
tion is what it ought to be. part mid parcel of the aggregate stock of the

In another work of mine," for the accom- matter ofeorruption_a benefit in which they
plishment of the desideratum here in question, were but sharers.
_that is to say, the minimization of the But (says a common place argument, which,
number of paid functionaries and thereby of on every such occasion, may be heard from
the aggregate expense of that pay--may be the lips and even from the pens of corrup.

" Namely, the work intituled, "Constitutional tionists,) screw down a man s remuueration
Code," &e. - -- in this wa_', he will raise it up again by what-
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ever instruments lle within h/s reach. An- g_nersl run of the e_ing stoek of oflh_al
swer, that has been given over mul over again sittmtions they would attach, were no such

True, that's what he will do if it be re- measure of economy as this brought to view:
dosed thus low; but so will he, belt ever much good mayit do them: moJerate is the

high : and the higher it is, the more effee, boon that can be claimed for them on the
tire the power--the greater the fa_ility _ score of _sured competence, self-deniul and
t gives him for screwing it still higher and disinterestedness.

t_igher, till he screw it up to the height of 4. Fourth instrument of minimization ap-
that of a king.; and to crown &I1,to that of ptlcable -- gratuitousness of the service of
an emperor. Look to France- look to Louis deputes during the probationary tlme_say
Philippe with his Civil List of.£360,000 for a twelvemonth.
five months _ £864,000 for twelve, months. Refuse to see who can, escape from seeing
Look to the [,_ted Stat_ _ eompere the who can, deny who can venture, the efficiency
£864,000 with President J_klon's .£.5000 of this test of aptitude. Of those by whom,
or £6000 a-year. ! in any tolerable degree, appropriate aptitude

So, if what is proposed is that the sltua- i is possessed, who is there that will decline
lion, with the remuneration attached to it, st_bmitting to it ? What danger can there be
be made a subject-matter of purchase, he that that by his submission to this test, any dimi.
purchases (say they) will make the most of nution of the requisite or desirable share of
what he purchases : just _ high as the profit appropriate aptitude will, in the instance of
can be screwed up by him, just so high wi// the functionaries located on these terms, be
it be. produced ?

Such then is the policy of these same ene- Nor less f_vourable to the interests and
roles of the community and lovers of them- feelings of the individuals in question will
selves : what they refuse to make application these arrangements be, than to the interest
of, consists of all the several instruments by of the public in respect of the aptitude of its
the application of which the evil is capable i functionaries. By no individual, who in his
of being reduced : what they do make appli- own eyes is not able to abide this test _ b_¢
cation of, is the sort of instrument by the no individual who is not desirous of its being
application of which the evil is maximized, so _ will application of this test be made.

Thus it is in the case of the most profusely Made then, to the satisfaction of all persons
remunerated of all funetiunaries, and (such concerned, this same application of this same
in his situation is the nature of man,) natu- test will be. And on the part of each and
rally most unapt in point of intellectual and every one of those who do not abide it,
active appropriate aptitude of all function- how small, in comparison will consequent
aries: h, the half million which is openlyand sufferingbe? " The plan does not suit me."
avowedl_" given to him_ by this it is that he says the man:--or, " I do not choo_ to
is enabled to obtain in the shape of patron- serve in it on such terms :" and, of either of
age _ patronage of needless, and to us, use- these assertions, in what _'ny and by whom,
less offices, so many millions, which are not can the verity be contested ?
openly and avowedly, but at a wst ulterior But under Matchless Constitution, of those
expense eovertl_t, given to him. on whom it depends it is the interest that

To the application made of this rule, prin- throughout this as well as every other part of
cJple, and source of economy, one exception, the official establishment, the quantity of up-
and one alone, there must be. On the oeca- propriate aptitude rendered necessary on the
sion of application made of the securities in mrt of the several funetionaries, should be not
question, the existence of antecedent experi- the greatest possible, but the least possible,
enee of the conduct of the functionaries in eoasistently _'iththekeepingthegovernment,
question in that same situation is supposed and with it their sinister profit in all shapes,
and is necessary. But, at the outset of the from falling to pieces: for, the greater the
institution, by the supposition, no such expe- degree of aptitude exacted and rendered ne-
rienee can have had place. This exception cessary, the greater will be the odds against
then is a necessary one. Such at any rate will their several relatives and other proteges ,
It be pronounced by those to whom it belongs the greater the chance that by their being
to determine ; and advantageous indeed will found not to be possessed of it in so high s
be the comprvmise, if with no other than this degree as their several competitors, they will
exception, they can prevail upon themselves, stand excluded.
or be prevailed upon, to give their concur- II. SI_COIqDOBJECT to be accomplished,
rence to this rule. minimisation of delay in the service rendered

To the functionaries first located in the to each several suitor.
several situations in question, let them then 1. Means ofeffeetuatinn the first _ Assist.
sssign such remuneration as on the score of ant Registrars, or say Registrars Depute,
gs being in accordance with the masses of superfluous, none.
J'e matter of remuneration attached to the The number of the functionaries ,mployed
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uowi_ qu_fion is accomplished, will be 4_o, _ _-it/s _ t_:msews-r,ae medhsm c,z
portioned to the quantity of attendance ex- the _e_mt.4_l_msyetcm, the quality" of _-
actedof each such funetionacy: thetis tosay, city (so to spe_) m_ throughout the
asthenumberofthedaysonwhichatteadanee field of _ be _ven to the provisi¢_
is paid by him in each year, and the number made for the servi_ _" public funvtiomwit_;
of the hours during which such _ttendance is always elope fitthag; always enough, never
paid by him on each such day. too nmeh_

As to the number of each man's days of IlL Tmlm Olm_e'r to be aeeomplished_
attendance in the year, deductions from the on the partofthe several functionaries,
whole number of days in the year are called tude maximi_ed.
for, not only by the need of attendance on his Means of.effectaat_on, thig one.
private business, but by what is due to h_a/th In my Colored Code, ia relation _o
and comfort, as well as by what is understood each of the sevcCal offaeiat situatim_ belmzg-
to be due to religion, ing to the severat _d_/mrtments_ legislative,

On the score of religion, allowed to each executive (admi_ti_tr_tional included,) and
functionary days of non-attendance _ say the judiciary, _ under, the head of _ecurities for
fifty-two ,Sabbath days, with the addition of approt_riate aptitude, provision is made for
Cl*ristmas Day and Good Friday. the possession of that same an highlyde_rabte

Hour_ of attendance exacted, all those on quality by the several functionaries therein
which suitors in general are inclined to repair respectively locked. Of these same sect/d-
to the spot for the purpose of receiving the ties, some there are which, being, applicable
appropriate service. A precise standard of to no other species of constitution than that
reference is presented to view by the greatest of a representative democracy, are foreign to
number of hours habitually exacted at the the present purpose. On looking over the
hands of any fimctionaxy in any of the exist- list of those same eec_rities, and more pacti.
lag public offices, cnlarly the list of those applicable to the jo,

For the number of vacation days to be at- dieiacy department, selection has been made
lotted for the purpose, this same standard of of these ; and, after the necessary medifiea-
reference may serve : say as many consecutive tions made of them, to fit them tor being al_
days as there axe in [four] weeks ; subject to plied to the sort of office here in question, the
the being, in the instance of each individual, list of them is as follows :
dispersed, and placed in different parts of the I. After the first and original appointment,
_'ear, by agreement amongst the several in- or say location, exclusion put upon all eandi-
dividuals concerned, dates for the situation but such as, in that of

In addition to these ascertainable times of registrar depute, bare given proof of appro-
absentation, the accidental occurrence of sick- priate aptitude in all shapes, by the exercise
hess suffices to demonstrate, to any rational of the same functions under the superintend-
mind, the unreasonableness of any reliance ence of a registrar principaL
on altogether uninterrupted attendance. To 2. The obligation contracted by the utter-
_Iatchless Cu_tstitation alone does it belong ance of an inaugural declaration, to he pro.
to expose the most important part of the busi- nounced antecedently to entrance into of/ice ;
hess, as in the ease of Honourable House, to and the sense of respoaslbility increased in
be put to a stand by sickness on the part of proportion to the publicity of it. As to this,
one ofhs members, see Constitutional Code, ch. xii. Jvmczxav,

Note here that, in this case as in all others, § 29, Judee's Inaugural Declaration, when
if for any part of the service rendered by the published; and, as a model, in the already,
functioeat y, instead of or in addition to salary, published volume, Vd. L ch. vii. LE_lSL_,-
remuneration were appointed or left to take TOP.'SI_XVOUaXL DECLARATION.
the shape offees, the purpose here in question 3. The interdiction put upon all emolu-
will be but too largely frustrated. For real ment other than that which in the eyes of nil
tiplieation of the fees, maximization will be men stands attached to the office by law.
made of the number of the times, and thence See above, Oa_ecv L Expense minimized
of the aggregate of the times, of atten&mce: Means of Effeeteation, 3. Remuneration su-
with intervals between the several times, _ perfluous, none : O_gcv VL Means of effee-
and thence of the qmratity of delay which each tuation, 2. Fees, none -- and O_c_ VII.
business will experience. This will already Burthen minimized: means of eff¢cteation,
(it is hoped) be found sufficiently evident; if 1. Fees (as above) none.
not, it may be seen enlarged upon in the work 4. In particular, interdiction of all emolu.
mtituled, Petitions.for Justice, &e_ merits increasing in amount with the inctestm

Note also, that if to the number of the in length and number of in_a_rumente depo-
functionaries adequacy be secured as above, sited and searched for, and searches made, at

correspondent relaxation in the severity of the expense of suitors.
the obligation of attendance, may be etfected 5. Single_seatedness of the office : thene_
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izrtegralitv and undivideduels of whatever re- ter-offices, involving tides in cloud_ of factl.
sponsibititg, legal or moral, stands attached tious uncertainty for the sake of the litigation
to the conduct of the functionary in the ex- and the profit wrung by them and their sub.
ercise of the duties of this his office. As to ordinates out of the expense.
this, see Cm_titottonal Code, VoL I. ch. ix. On this, as on so marly other occafions,
MINISTERS COLIA';CTI¥IRLY_ § 3, _rKmb6_ in need I add, gentlemen, that it is in the fee-
an office, gathering system, the syphilis of the law_

6. In the eyes of all persons present in the that all this corruption has its root.
registration-Office in quality of actors (as they 21.set of securities, such as the above
rnay be called) on the registration theatre, this, if anything, is what is meant by the
exposure of the tenor of the inaugural en- word qualifications, application of which hay.
gagement, as above, ing been customarily made when a new office

7. Of his attendanee at the seat of duty, has been established, has of course been made
the constancy secured by the connexion es- in the present instance.
tahlished (if found or deemed necessary) be. During the peliod in which, by reason of
tween attendance and the receipt of official the novelty of the institution, there has not
pay. As to this_ see Constitutional Code, been time sufficient for bringing to view the
Yol. I. ch. vi. LEGISLATUIt_,§ 20_ Attendance result of the test of appropriate aptitude el-
and Remuneration how connected, forded by service performed in the very eccu-

8. Dislocability of the registrar principal pation in question, an idea which, since the
by the king or either house of parliament : publication of that same code,* has occurred
by the king, to wit, by an order countersigned to me is this _ namely, that to keep off unapt
by the Lord Privy Seal, with special reasons aspirants-- to keep off all those men who in
assigned; by either house of parliament, with- such numbers regarding themselves as being
out may such reasmls, secure against, the being obliged to quit, are

Question 1. Why countersigned by a single so ready, for the sake of the emolument, to
high functionary, instead of being made an take upon themselves the duties of the office,
order in council ?-- Answer. For responsibi- whatever it be, -- the first year's service
lity ; for when, instead of an individw, d, the should be performed gratuitously. On this
_ealled burthen of responsibility is laid on plan, a man who felt himself unfit for the
a multitude, the pretended burthen is an air. office, would be absolutely without motive
balloon, mad the ceremony a fal'ee, for seeking it, or so mueh as accepting it

Question 2. Why give this power to the even it offered : whereas, in the present orde_
Lord Privy Scal?_Answer. On the presump- of things, destitution for other cause than
tion that the ftmetionary to whom the duty judgment of l/nilt!¢ according to le_ml forms
of countersigning the instrument of lomtion on conviction of a erimiual offence being too-
is allotted, is the Home Secretary. The es- rally impossible, the consequence is, that in
sential point is, that the effective power of no other shape is any degree of inaptitude sef-
location and that of dislocation should not fieient to keep a man out of ofllee, mad pre-
be in the same hand. Why? Because the in- serve the public service from the evils to
dueement, whatever it were, by which the which his incapacity subjects or exposes it.
location had been effeeted, would, generally So much for that which ought to be : nosy
speaking, be sufficient to prevent the disloca_ for that which is. In the character of secu-
tion, howsoever merited, from taking place ; ritws for appropriate aptitude on the part of
for, by every consideration by which human the class of functionaries in question, the sup-
conduct is commonly on such occasions most posed securities, customarily provided under
powerfully inttuenced and determined, the the name of qualifications, may, without fear
patron Would stand engaged to continue his of refutationj be pronounced worse thml use-
pro_ection to his protg9J, less ; and the supposed securities provided in

Question3. Why not give to the Lord Chma- the present instance, are of the sort of those
t'ellor either the locative power or the dislo- which are thus customarily provided.
entire? Answer. Because, judging from his Of these same securities there are two:
relative situation, and from past experience, namely, 1. Aggregation of the candidate in
he would abuse it. It is of the situation, of question to a certain class of persons who
course, that I speak, not of this or that indi- are occupied in exercising, or endeavouring
vldualj to the exclusion of others. Not one to exercise a cel_ain profit-seeking profession;
of you, gentlemen, without fear of the impu- 2. Bearing a part in a eertaJn ceremony called
tation of wishing to giYe offence, not one is the taking an oath.
there of you, I camventure to assert, to whose Neither the one nor the other of these saw
amviction it has not been manifest what in- posed securities are means in any the smallest
jury has been done by equity judges under degree, conducive to that smnedeeisred end.
the pretence of justice, by counteracting the
intentions of the legislature, as m_nifeated on • See (when published) Diapatch Court Bill,
former occaaions, by the institution of regis- § xL etuxiliary Judgea
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I. The class of men to which the candidate plishment of this desired purpose. But in
for the office in question is regarded to have relation to the system thus formed, give to
been aggregated, is that of barrister at law, the chief registrar the powe." from time to
But, with the exception of age. to the power time to make whatsoever amendments shall,
of aggregating a man's self to that same class, in hi_ eyes, have afforded a promise of being
no other condition is necessary than the hay- conducive to that end; subject to disallow-
ing eat or appeared to cat a certain number ance either by the King alonej or by either
of dinners in the same large hail in which of the two Houses.
other men are, at that same time, engaged in For the giving of this inithLtive and de-
that same occupation, feasible power of legislation, the reason iB

Among the writings which have for their at once simple and conclusi'ce. For their
object the contributing to the instruction o[ guidance, no experience whatsoever will the
these same men, is one that has for its title, framers of the act have had, whoever they are.
,' Jocular Customs of divers Manors." One Full experience will have had thi_ same rune-
of these same customs consists in the emis- tionary, to whom the trust is thus proposed
sion of gas from the intestines, ou certain to be confided. True it is, that ffof any other
solemn occasions, for the entertainment of of the arrangements made by the act, the
the company assembled. The egesta in this effect were to give to him an interest in the
latter case would not, in the character of a deterioration of the system, together with
securit_for appropriate aptitude, constitute a the power of promoting, at the expense of
less appropriate or less efficient one, than is the univer_l interest, that same particular
far,fished by the ittgesta in the former ease. and sinister interest, a well-grounded objee-

2. Now as to the oath. As in the nature don would thus be opposed to this same pro-
of the case, so in practice, there are two kinds posed arrangement. But, l. in the first place,
of oath -- the assertor_/and the promigsory, by what has been proposed under the last
The one here in question belongs to the pro- preceding head, he will be seen to stand ef-
missor_ sort. In the case of the assertory fectually paged of all such sinister interest.
oath, in my Petitions for Just_ee_ the worse 2. In the next plaee, an additional and as yet
than uselessness of it has been held up to ] unexampledsecurityagaiuste'dlinthatshape,
view, and proofs, uncontested and b_eontes- ] is provided by the power thus given to each
tible, may be there seen of its being so: and, ] one of the three component sharers in the
with no less truth may these same proofs be I power of the supreme legislature.
seen applying to promissory oath, in the pro- I In several unconnected parts of the bill,
sent as well as in all other IYases. ] as it stands at present, power ol_ making re-

A supposed seeurit v which is inefficient, is ] gttlatious respecting the details of the bl_inesa
not negatively and simply useless ; it is post- Jis conferred on this same functionary ; but,
ti_'ely mu_h worse than useless: it is a source as to the matters in relation to which this
of delusion, producing confidence where con- [ power is given, nothing else is done_ in and
fideoce has no ground to stand upon. So far !by the bill ; nor is any power of disallo_oance
as it is a security for an?/thing, it is a seen- g_ven to any authority other than that of the
rity for relative inat_titude, whole legislature. Between the eases in which

On a similar occasion, to Sir Robert Peel, without inconvenience, power of regulation
when home secretary, were observations to by the hands of aal authority other thail the
this same effeCt presented : presented, but legislature may, and those in which it cannot
without effect, be given without preponderantly evil conse-

It pains me to think, and to have to say quenees, it would not (it is imagined) be easy
that, on the present occasion, these same to draw the line ; by the expedient here pro-

observations have been equally unavailing, posed, all need and all use of any such lion
Against truths so incontestible and so im- are done away.

portant, the eyes of p_blic opinion will not Eminentl_ unpalatable to the taste, because
al_ays remain shut ; and, no sooner do they so eminently and equally detritnehtal to the
open, than any draughtsman, in whose draught particular interest of some of the opposers of
either of these same sham securities has place, the principle of all-comprehensive codification,
will be covered with a wrapper of ridicule, would the here-proposed arrangement be :
in which it would pain me to see enveloped dried up by it in no inconsiderable degree,
any of the gentlemen to whom I have the would be the source of the ind_fmlt_y lengthy
honour thus to address myself, train of amendments upon amendments, with

IV. FOUNTS O_ECT to be accomplished theprofitofthebranchofamendment.malring,
_on the part of the mac/dneryof the system, which this branch of Mateldesa C_tit_oa
aptitude to be maximized, has contrived to put into their hands; a profit,

Means of effectuation, these-- which canno_ but have had no inconsiderable
In the text of the act, do whatsoever an- sharein the producing of the opposition which

teeedently to experience, presents itself as continues to be made to the only arrangement
capable of being dune towards the aceom- by which anything like complete effect can
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be given fo any the most salutary and indis- f is the instance in which it cma be oflmro
pensable arrangements, or individuals be pre- I wise ?
served from punishment, for the not doing of t An all-comprehensive original being thus
those things which it has thus been rendered, [ formed, then, of the several parts of it should
and continues to be rendered, impossible for _ be taken a copy of each of the several pari_es
them to do ; for how great is the evil, which, I contained in the whole territory ; with corres-
in their eyes, would be too great for the whole poodent provision for extra-parochial places.
community to be afflicted with, for the sake But here a two-fold difficulty presents it-
of putting any the smallest sum into one of self:
thenobleorrighthonourablepockets? how I.Causeofthedifficulty,inthefirstplace,
extensivethe conflagrationthatwouldbe too theirregularitiesin thesurfaceof theearth.
extensivetobemade forthepurposeofroast- Exhibitedby thissurfaceare allimaginable
ingforhim a singleegg? But,by a reformed diversificationsofcurvature;whereas,inthis
parliament,letus hope,howsoeveraccordinggraphicalrepresentationof it,on the only
tocustomthe malefactorsmay be leftcorn- surfacewhichitpresentsto view,no oneof
fortablywraptup inimpunity,the maleficentallthesediversificationsisexhibited;thesur-
practicemay be puta stopto. faceis,thewhole ofit,inone and thesame

Of theappropriateand bestadaptedmode plane.
ofmakingamendmentsinexistingregulations, 2. Inthenextplacecomestheentirefigure
by whatsoeverauthoritymade, a descriptionofthe earth,consideredinitscharacterof a
may be seeninthepartalreadypublishedof solidbody--an oblatespheroid--themode
the proposedConstitutionalCode; namely, ofcurvature,theformof itsdivergenceand
in ch.vi.Legislature,§ 29, Members' Mo- aberrationfrom a rightline,not uniform
finns; and of the mode in which,without throughout,as in the caseof a sphere,but
detrimenttothesupremepowerofthelegis-varyin9.
future,alterationsmay be made by authori- Generalconsequence,ina degreemoreor
tiessubordinateto it,an exemplificationis lessco]isiderable,incorrectnessin a repre.
givenintheas-yet-unpublishedpart,namely, sentationgivenoftheportionoflandinques.
voL the third,ch.xii.JffDICIARYCOLLEC- tiOn,ineverymap thateverhasbeen,orever
TIVELY,§ 19,Judge'scontestedinterpretation-can be,made ofthissame surface.
reportin 9 function ; § 20 Jud_je's eventually Consequences in particular, these.
emendative function ; to which reference is Where there are maps, in the case of each
made in ch. vi. Legislative, § 34. _ecurities division of the surface, say in the case of each
for appropriate aptitude, art. 44. mile, the quantity of the land given by the

Having, so far as depends upon me, intro- portion of the all-comprehensive map _ the
duced and applied to this same business the generalmap--wouldnot agree with that given
hands which, by situation, will be in the by a particular map of the sense spot, taken
highest degree well qualified for the perform- without reference made, and regard paid, to
ante of it, I shah there leave it, and save to the all-comprehenslve map.
myself the time and labour of framing any 2. -- The number of the products of the
proposed arrangements of detail for the put- next subdivision, say the acres, stated in the
pose in question, and to the gentlemen I am title-deeds as belonging to each proprietor or
addressing, the time and trouble necessary to set of proprietors, would not agree with the
the taking of any such arrangements into number of acres represented as belonging to
consideration, him or them in and by the corresponding pot.

V. FIFTH OnIFCT to be accomplished-- tion of the all-comprehensive map.
zeeurity for the efficiency of the process in 3. -- All round each mile exhibited by the
question _ namely, the process ofregistratinn, portion of an all-comprehensive map would

maximized, be a sort of fringe or border which by that
Means of effeetuatlon, an appropriate all- map would be represented as belonging to

comprcher_ve map.
Altogether indispensable seems to me to one proprietor or set of proprietors, while bythe particular and separate maps, together

be this muniment ; without this for an object guth the number of the acres as stated in the
or standard of reference _ without such an assurance, they wouht be spoken of as belong-
anchor as this to be fastened to, _ surely to ing to a different one.
a vast proportion of the landed property in In every instance in which the same mite
the kingdom will the title remain floating in is parcelled out between proprietors or sets
the ocean of uncertainty, of proprietors more than one, each would, in

In one part of this vast aggregate, the and by the number of acres stated in the as-
assuranceshavemapsofcorrespondentextent surancesasbelongingto him, togetherwith
for their accompaniments; in another part in the maps, if any, with which those same
the vast remainder, no such means, or say assurances were accompanied, be represented
in_ruments of identification, have place. If as hnving a larger part in it than he really lure
Ilecessary or useful in any one instance, where or could have ; each would therefore be in
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the assurances stated, and in the accompany- Think of the exper_e which, by t]ds course,
qu_aamapor maps represented, as possessing a would have to be produced in the ea_ of a

natty more or less considerable, which he church, or any other similarly expensive pub-
could not possess but at the expense of the tic building !
part possessed by the other or others; and On the continent of Europe, in countries
thus in every part of the male there would be more than one, the thus proposed sort of
a portion more or less considerable which muniment has actually been brought into
would be represented as belonging to two existence, and continues to be beneficis_T
different proprietors at the same time. employed.

69. In relation to this, it will naturally be In this country, among the pamphlets whleh
observed that, by this discrepancy, no actual of late have been published on the subject of
collision, litis-contestation, or inconvenience, assurances, several there are in which this so
in any shape, is known to be produced : for essential an auxiliary to the efficiency of the
that by the natural boundaries which have main institution is recommended.
place upon the land itself-- that is to say, the In those foreign instm_ces, the al]-compre-
hedges, ditches, fences, palings, and the walls, bensive map* forms an appendage to a cor-
--what portion it is that belongs to each respondently all-comprehensive cadastre, as
such proprietor, or set of proprietors, is indi- it is called, containing a body of information,
cated and demonstrated beyond dispute, of which that which is exhibited in and by

True, in so far as boandaries of any sort the sort of muniment called in English, a
have place, this cause of doubt and dispute is Terrier, forms a part.
obviated and excluded. But, in every acre in The all-comprehensive muniment called
which boundaries are wanting, this remedy Doomeaday Book, framed so early as the
to the deficiency has no place, eleventh century, a short time after the Nor-

What then would be the remedy ?--Answer. man conquest, is a sort of inchoate exempli-
It would be thus expressed. Take an account fication, though imperfect and inadequate in
of the number of feet and inches in the actual the degree that might be expected at so early

• occupation of each proprietor, or set of pro- a stage in the progress of society.
prietors, or their respective lessees : divide, Trifling, in eomparison of the usefulness
then, in the map, the whole mile into such of it, would be the expense of providing this
or such a number of parts or portions : divide same instrument of ge_Jeral security. For
the correspondent mile in the all-comprehen- the single purpose of defence of the country,
sire map into that same number of parts or by means of fortifications, against invasion by
portions situated with relation to one another a foreign enemy, a document of this sort,
in the same manner. In so doing, mark their instituted at public expense, by order and
several proprietors as exhibited by each one under the direction of the Board of Ordnant_,
of the correspondent portions in the all-corn- is in considerable advance. Of the total num-
prehcosive map, the same as those in those bet ofconnties0n England and Scotland52,)
which are given by the number o['aeres ; and 18 or ]9 are already on sale: among them
_o on in case of any ulterior or minuter dirt- the two largest, _ namely Yorkshire and De*
sion of the land among different occupiers, as vonshire._
i/I the case of towns. For giving facility to the recurrence made

From the adjustment thus made would re- to a representation of this sort, a species of
sult the demarcation proper to be made in the indication, applicable to any map whatsoever,
correspondent portions of the all-comprehen- has already been employed and is actually in
sire map ; and where, on the land itself, use. A map with this improvement in it lies
between one property and another, there is before me. It is a map of Paris. The whole
not any actually existing boundaries, the lines surface is divided into pare,llelegrams by lines
on which the boundaries ought to be placed, composing a sort of lattice-work. In one direc-

In the country (or say in French, in the tion, these parallelograms, as they follow one
platpays) differences of no greater an amount another, are distinguished and designated by
than that of a few feet would not, generally the letters of the alphabet, a, b, c, &e. ; in
speaking, be very material. Not so in towns, the cross direction, by numerical figures, 1,
or in the precise spots anywhere where fixed 2, 3, &c. In the margins are inserted, one
fences of any kind, more especially those corn- under another, in alphabetic order, the nantes
posed of brlck-work or cemented stone have of the streets and other divisions, preceded
place, a man whose fence in any direction had :
been too advanced, would have to pull it " C_r_ni is the _ of whom tbe muniment
down, and to be charged with the correspon- ofthatsort censtruetedinFraneebeemthename_
dent quantity of expense, and soin the case Cl_rt_ T,_gouomeSrigue (if I am not raisin.
o " . _formed) the nameof the munlment itself.f water-courses. Other cases mlght be + If I am not misinformed, ofl'e_ has been
brought to view; but for the particular ex- made. either to complete that anrvey or to make
ample in proof of the importance of the gone- a new one, and coestruct the hereby dedred map
tal observation these may suffice, for £50,000.
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respectively by the letter and the figure, by if any such there be, in willch by the b_l/ul
the conjunction of which the place or places imposed in all shapes taken together (peeu-
which the reader is looking for m_y almost uiary expense included) the beaefit will be
instantaneously be found, outweighed. But this same burthen--on

Over and above the information, of which him by whom the existence of it is alleged,
theseveral parichesand extra-parochial places lies the obligation of making proof of its ex.
in the territory in question are the subject- istence ; and this obligation he will fulfil, on
matter, this same document might be made pain of seeing his silence in relation to it
to serve for supplying the like information regarded as a virtual confession of the ground-
respecting the division styled Moa_ors. lessness of the opposition made by him to the

Between parishes on the one part, and proposed measure.
manors on the other part, various are the re- Means of effectuatlon, these
lations that have place :-- I. Subject-matters of property (moveable

1. In some instances they eolncide, excepted) all admitted : copyhol(l, leasehold,
2. In other in.Cainces, manors more than incorporeal ; thence, in correspondent hum-

one are contained, every one of them in an bets, the proprietors.
entire state, in one and the same parish. Is it that the expense is such as would out-

3. In others again, parishes more than one weigh the benefit ? On the contrary, the ex-
are contained, every one of them in an entire pense would ire next to nothing. Such it was,
estate, in one and the same manor, for example, I. In the ease in which the body

4. In others again, in which manors one or of information obtained for the use of Par-
more than one are contained in an entire state liament had for its subjeet-matter the popu-
in one and the same parish ; tothezeintegers lation of England, Wales included." 2. In
stand attached fragments more than one, the ease in which it had for its subject-mat-
which extend over parishes more than one. ter the provision made throughout for the

5. And v/ee versa, in other instances in education of the people in Scotland.
which parishes one or more than one are con- Second means of effectuatioo--
rained in an entire state in manors more than 2. Fees (as above) none ; avoiding to give
one, to these integers stand attached frag- to any part of the remuneration the shape of
merits one or more than one, which extend fees.
over ram,ors more than one. Question--Why not ? Answer, short and

Various are the signs and devices, by any conclusive ; reasons the following :--
one of which this relation between the sites 1. To all who are unable to pay the price
of parishes on the one part, and manors on thus set, the service is denied : and, in every
the other part, might be exhibited to the eye instance in which the evidence which by that
and held up to view. service should have been preserved and ren-

As to the particular nature, the need of, dered accessible, is for want of such service
and benefit derivable from, tbe ascertainment rendered unobtainable, jnstiee itself is thereby
of the several manors in existence, and the denied.
mode in which the obtainment" of this infor- 2. To all those to whom, whether in qua-
mation may most effectually and commo- lity of i_cumbents or in that of patrons, in
diously be accomplished, it belongs not to the whole or in any part a profit is suffered
the subject of registratioa ; but some sugges- to be reaped from this source, an interest is
tions of mine in relation to it, may perhaps given, and that a but too efficient one, in
find their place on another occasion under the maximizing the amount of it.
appropriate head. The modes in which this increase is given

" Give me," said Archimedes, "give me to it are these-- 1. Increasing the numherof
but another place to stand upon, and I will the occasions on which each fee is exigible ;
give motion to the earth." ,' Give me," say 2. On each occLsien, increasing the quan-
I, " give me but a map to point to, and I will tity of the fees thus exigible ; 3. In the ca_
give rest and quiet to ' all that inherit' this where the service consists in copying a writ-
our portion of the earth's surface." ten instrument, or performing any operation

VL SIXl'H O_ECT to be accomplished _ in relation to it, and the amount of the fee
Extent of the application made of this same or fees increases with the length of the in.
security, maximized, strnment, increasing the length accordingly ;

If the institution is productive of be_fit, 4. If to the rendering of the s_rvice a
who are they who in respect of justice ought journey is necessary, giving increase to the
to be left destitute of it?--a question this, number of such journeys, and to the length
which a_uredly it is incumbent on him to end expensiveness of each.
answer, if any such person there be, by whom Thus, upon every occasion is addition to
opposition is made, in any shape, to the ut- an unlimited amount made to the e_7_emw.
most possible extension that can be given to
this same benefit. • See Return intituled Parish Regi'sters; Ho-

"F,xceptions,---_lways excepted are all cases, nourable House pal_t_ date of orderfor printing25th and 30th March 1_1_ No. 298.
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3. So as to delay; where and in so far as --for the producing in the mind of the pub-
the means employed for making addition to lic a notion of the existence of benefit in stone
the profit consist in making addition to the sha.pe or other, _ the word a/acr/_, or some
number of the occasions on which the fee or eqmvalent locution, has been employed. But
fees are exigible, a means contributory to the by no person has any attempt been made to
effeet is the minimizing the quantity of the show-- by no person will any suecelsfu! at-
service on each oecasion performed, that the tempt be made to show--that benefit in any
number of successive days on which it comes determinate shape has ever been experienced
to be performed may be maximized : here then by any person from this.source, nor how it is
there are so many intervals of delay pro- ever likely to be experienced.
duced. Moreover, in instances to an indefi- In the case of the fie:fund, completely is
nite number, so it is that by addition made to the door shut against this supposed benefit.
the length of the interval between occasion Emolument, none; alacrity, none. The sole
and occasion, addition may be made, and ac- assignable cause ceasing, s_ does the effect.
eordingly is made, to the number of the ocea- Put aside the fee-fund, thereupon comes
casions on which a fee or fees are exigible, into consideration the nature of the service
and accordingly exacted, in the several shapes in which remuneration

4. When, and in so far as this is the shape in this shape is desired to be attached to it.
in which the remuneration has place, the Let any one by where the benefit issupposed
amount of it is in a perpetual state of uncer- to have place, look into the service in each
tainty ; and, whatsoever be the most proper case, and say how it is that from the attaching
amount, from this same proper amount it is to it remuneration in this shape, benefit, in
continually divaricating; being ahnost always, the alleged shape or any other, can be seen
and to an indefinite extent, either too great to follow.
or not great enough : at one time the public is Let him look out for the several interessees
suffering by the excess ; at another time the for the parties whose interest is any way eg-
functionary is suffering by the delinquency, fectod : these he will find to be on the one

5. When this is the mode of payment, the part the several suitors, who, in person or
amount of the emolument and the sources at a distance, have need to hold intercoorse
from whence it flows, are kept concealed from with the several functionaries; on the other
the public eye ; and the application of the part, those same functionaries ; and as to the
check which by that all searching instrument suitors, they wilt be seen to be either_
would be opposed to abuse is thus averted. I. Persons applying to have their documents

True it is, that by the institution of the or information thereof received into the at-
fee-fund already mentioned, the efficiency of chives of the offices ; or, '2. Persons having
the inducement to make addition to the ex- need, or being desirous of making inspection
pease is more or less diminished, and may into or inquiry concerning the contents of
even be extinguished altogether. But of its those same archives.
being extinguished altogether, there can be True it is that under the fee-fund system,
no a_tequate ground of assurance. For so long while the functionary is secured against/o_
as by and from the hands of individual suitors he has, in some cases, a chance and hope of
benefit in any shape is expressly allowed or profit; and in that hope a source of alacrity.
may be received without danger, so it will be ; But what an atmn of good is this to set against
and however strong, and in appearance suffi- the weight of the evll whieh has been shown
cient, the door may be which is shut against to have place in the other scale !
it, crevices _ill be found or made in this Note that for the tutelary inspection per-
_ame door, and at these crevices emolument formed by the eye of public opinion, a eooti-
wilt flow or ooze in. nual demand will be created by the danger

True it is again, that saving the above ex- lest, by a conspiracy between the fun&km-
eeptions, a limit beingthus put to the amount, aries on the one part, and solicitors or other
expense in excess--in one word, depreda- agents of suitors on the other part, additlooa
tion--is solar successfully obviated. But the be made to expense, and for that purpose to
eye of the public being thus excluded from delay, as above.
the scene, abuse in other shapes is thus left Shocking, in the extreme, to the delicacy
without controul : for example, that oppres- of gentlemen in both these situations wilt,
stun, which, without benefit rendered by it of course, be any such suspicion. Rut what
in any other shape to the oppressor, may be has happened once may happen again ; much
practised for the gratitieation of pride or en- more what has had place universally as well
ratty, as constantly. How it is that by a conspiracy

In _ word, in no shape whatsoever wiU between the species of judges styled Masters
benefit be shown to flow from the giving this in Chancery on the one part, and the solici.
shape to the mass of official remuneration, or tors of patties on the other part, may, to an
any part of it. enormousamount.havebeen habitually,---ira.

For the producing of a semblance of benefit der and by virtue of the matchless corruption
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engendered and fostereo by Matchless Coast/- Here follows, then, of that mine article,
tution,- a pitiless extortion obtained from such part as regards the manifold mode of
suitors on pretences knowingly false, and writing. [Here follows the passage, from
justice thereby to all but the very few de- -Now as to Registration" near the end of
nied, and to the few sold, has now not only p. 405, to " Marriage Settlement," near t_e
been completely authenticated, but rendered beginnin 9 of p. 408, antea.]
universally notorious. And whether the founo Gentlemen, you have read what is above.
talnofthiscerruptionbeyetdriedup, letany I now call upon you--I hereby call upon
one who is so minded speak, you-- either in your report or proposed law,

On this subject, matter may be seen in to give to that instrument of justice and se.
various works of mine, but more particularly eurity against fraud on one part, and ruin to
that which is untitled " Justice and Codifi- countless individuals on the other part, the
eatinn Petitions," &c. ; for on most points attention and employment so incontestibly
close is the analogy between the sort of ore- due to it, or /f not, to say why not ; for, on
cial servi_e by which what is called justice the score of conciseness, this locution 1 am
is administered, or professed to be adminis- content to borrow even from the judicatories
tared, by the judges and their subordinates which by so sad a misnomer call themselves
and that by whieh pre-appolnted written evi- Courts of Equitg.
deuce is registered. The case is, that the Yes; fixed upon you already is the publie
sort of service rendered by the functionaries eye ; and under the sharpened eye of a re-
belonging to a register-office of the kind in formed parliament, t_astened upon you it will
question, is, as elsewhere observed, subsidi- be with unprecedentedly searching energy.
ary to the sort of service rendered by the Pretences, indeed, l have heard-- reasons
functionaries who are considered as belonging I will not caU them -- the name of reason I
to the judiciary establishment, and is liable will not profane with them --pretences, then,
accordingly to abuse in the same shapes pro- I will eaU them ; but such pretences-- I am
dueed by the same causes, ashamed to think of them. I am ashamed to

3. The manifold mode of writing employed : think from what lips it is that I have heard
thence (besides the production of other bane- them. Name those lips I will not : they were
fleial effects to a vast amount) by reduction such from whieh I should have hoped for bet-
made in the expense, contribution made to tar things. " Of any such number of copies
the maximization of the number of the per- (said the voice)-- of any greater number of
sons to whom the benefit of registration is copies than are at present in use there is no
imparted, need. The remuneration for skill in a labo-

In an essay of mine on the subject of the rious profession ought not to be eut down too
late Mr. Humphrey's work on RealPropelty, low." Then there is the paper--the paper
is contained a description of this invention, not white enough--the ink not black enough.
with a detailed explanation of the uses to In a word, the thing was (I fmmd) an inno-
which, in the field of registration, it is ca- vation--tbe offspring of theoretical fancies
pable of being applied. This essay made its --instead of conformity forming a perfect
appearance in the form of an article in the eontrast to the preeious fruit of ancestor-wis-
Westminster Review, _N'o.XII. for October dora--the existing practice. As to practice,
1826 ; and, having reserved some numbers true it is it had already been in use for years.
for gratuitous distribution, I took the liberty In use?--but with whom? Is it for official
of presenting a copy to each of the gentlemen dignity to put itself to school ? -- to school _
to whom, in their quality of Commissioners -- to the school of a newspaper ?
of Inquiry into the Law of Real Property, 8o much for the arguments against the use
this paper is addressed. Of all these copies of this instrument of security against forgery
the reeeipt hss been acknowledged, and of reduction of expense. Now for some

Of a contribution so highly important as matters of fact, some states of things, in fa-
this invention seemed to me to be to that your of it.
service to the cause of justice, the conferring 1. First, as to the notion about uselessness.
of which was the purpose of the commission I turn to the masterly and admirably-instrue-
given to them, to find no notice taken was to tire work,the gratuitously-distributed volume
me a disappointment of no ordinary severity, of one of your number, Mr. Tyrrell, intituled,
But, at present I have in hand a security for "Suggestions tothe Commissioners appointed
the cognizance which they will take of it ; I to inquire into the Law of Real Property."
mean, the engagement which I set out with In it I read the following passages:_
begging their attention to _ an engagement, Page 263. " If it be thought improper to
fruit of that publie spirit by which they stand take the custody of wills, which may include
so eminently distinguished-- I mean the en- any personal estate, from the Eeclesiastieal
gsgement to give publication in their reports, Courts, o_ee copies of them might be regis-
to whatsoever suggestion I shall have sub- tered upon being authenticated by an affidavit
I_itted to them for that purpose, made by the officers who have examined them,
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m_ henry penalties should be imposed upon ployed in the correction of _hose same rots-
them in case of negligence in overlooking a takes ?
mistake. The errors in the o/]icial copies Not to speak of the quantity of time ecml
r_ade at Doctors" Commons ,,,_ o,, .frequent, sumed in the discovery of the error, and the
that few counsel will vantttre to advise upon applying the correctire to it.
an obscure will without requiring to see the 5. On the supposition, that in lieu of the
original, or requesting the solicitor to aseer- ordinary mode of taking copies, exemplars
taia the accuracy of the copy. 1 have met all of them equally entitled to the appellation
with several instances of important mistakes, of originals-- were taken in the manifold
in one office copy which was examined with way, what possibility would there be ofa, ny
the original by my desire in the lastyear, four one such mistake ?
verbal errors were found in about as many True it is, that, supposing the number of
lines, every one of which altered the interest such exemplars to e_ceed 14, there woulff
of the devisees." not be a possibility of furnishing an exemplar

Page 264. Speaking of Judgments: "They to each of the persons in question, without
are not binding, under the present act, upon the necessityofa transcript from the original
hmds in a register couuty until they have beeu set of exemplars ; in which extraordinary ease
registered in that county, and in like manner a possibility of mistake would have place ;
they should be required to be registered se- and perhaps it might even happen that the
paratety with respect to every diflbrent county number in which in this ease the marks were
iu wifich there may be estates intended to be sufficiently clear, might not he quite so great
charged wfth them, and not to be effectual as that of the copies taken. But in this case
as against ether securities or assurances of nothing could be easier nor more efficacious
lands in such county which may have been than the remedy: namely, a few words writ-
previously registered." ten on one of the lea_es of the ulterior batch

That which it seems dear to me was, on or batches, stating them not to belong respee-
lhis oecasfon, contemplated by Mr. Tyrrell, tively to thefirst.
is -- an indefinitely repeated process of regis- Page 278. '" The duplicates of registers of
tration ; and, if this be really what was meant births, marriages and deaths, shmdd be kept
by him to be propo_d, the consequence is, in the public office for the county in which
that in relation to the demand it presents fbr they may be made. _
the manifold mode of writing, it makes no To this passage applies with equal propriety
difference where the scene of the operation the observations made on the passages in
lies : whether in one and the same edifice or p. 263 and 264 ; in which observation is stated
in so many difi%rent edifices. I say in so many the ground on _vhieh 1 concluded that what
different edifices, or at least in some con.-i- he assumed the existence of was, on each
derable number of different local edifices : for, occasion, a not improbable demand for inde-
as between the one plan and the other, the finitely large numbers of copies.
option is (in p. 274) stated by him as hanging Page 276. " An official copy of any deed,
nearly in equdibrio, will, or other document, might be given to

Page 275. "' An official copy of any deed, any person entitled to an interest in the estate,
will, or other document might be given to an_? and might be signed by the two clerks by
person entitled to an interest in the estate, whom it may have been examined with the
and might be signed by the two clerks, by original, and who should be liable to a pc-
whom it may have been examined with the nalty for every mistake in it."
original, and who should be liable to a penalty Thus far Mr. Tyrrelt. Now then say L
for every mistake in it." Where is the man that wilI undertake to set

So says Mr. Tyrrelt. Now then for a few any and what bounds to the number of the
questions to him : _ copies which for this purpose it may happen

1. To the number of the persons to each to a will, for example, to present the need of,
of whom it may happen to have an interest with the skilled labour necessary to the exa-
in this same estate, what is the limit that can ruination applied to each of them ? that sk_led
be set ? labour to the inadequacy of which to the pur-

2, Accordingly, what is the limit that can pose of preventing evil consequences to an
be set to the number of the copies which on indefinite extent, you have just been seeing
tiffs plan might be needfid ? with a fee for him bear such ample testimony ? On the other
eaeh?_a fee inereasing with the length of hand, see how the ease stands on the suppo-
each such ,_opy? sition of the writings being performed in the

3. Or to the number of the fees, payable manifold mode: 8, 10, 12, or even if neces-
in respect of these proposed double attests- sary as many as 14, written by one and the
fleas? same hand, at one and the same time. I _ay

4. Or eventually to the number of the mls- 14 : this is capable of being done ; for this
ta_s to which it may happen to have been has been done. If of the whole number any
wade, with fees for the se_'eral persons era- one is correct, so are all the rest. If in any

Vo._. V. _e
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one there be any error, that same error has one for all the counties together, is stated at
place in all the rest ; and tbr the detection being nearly a matter of imtifference.
of it in them all, no skilled labour is neees- On the plan proposed in the above extract,
sary or of use. here would be for learned gentleman the

Then as to the correction of-these errors, profit, arid for unlearned parties the expense,
With pen and ink, in the emnmon way, eor- I of skilled labour to be employed in the draw.
rection made in the manner in which coffee- mg of these same synopses with the danger
tions are made in a proof sheet in printing of errors therein occurring, and the certain
having been made in any one of them, the expense of corrections to be applied to those
number of words the aggregate of these cor- same errors: in the case of the manifold exemo
rection_ consisted of, would be all that would plat of the document at large, no demand for
be to be c_opied in the others ; and of these any stmh synopsis, nor any possibility of any

•errors-- one or all of them- how great so- such errors.
ever may be the importance, not frequently Page -078. " The office," he goes on _o
can ii h_ppen that the number should be very say. "might be divided into two departments,
considerable, one for ascertaining the authenticity of doco-

When the worst comes to the worst, all ments proposed to be registered, and theother
that would be to be done is, the copying over for preserving and affording facility of refer-
again such of the leaves, and such of them ence Cothem; and they might be so regulated
only, in which the errors make their appear- that the one should afford a check against
anee. And this is one advantage resulting negligence or error in the other. The latter
from the moderateness and uniformity which department might be divided into as many dif-
may be given to the size of the leaves, where- ferent offices as there are counties or ridings,
as for anything that appears in the bill, the including the cities and towns, which are
documents sent into the office for registration counties of themselves in the districts in
may be of the great and greatly diversified which they are locally situated : and there
extent of which papers and skins of parch- might be an additional effice for such docu-
ment are susceptible, ments as relate to more than one county."

Page 278. " It would be convenient to Thus far Mr. Tyrrell. For my part, I do
require that every deed, will, or document, not clearly perceive the utility of this _edu-
brought for registry, should be accompanied plication of the expense : still less the pre-
with a short synopsis or statement of the ponderance of the benefit in this case over
contents; in order that, when found to be the bm'then : all that in relation to this matter
correct, it might be copied into _he register I do clearly perceive is--that, by the u_e of
book, as a marginal index to the copy of the the manifold, the expense, whatever it is,
instrument, and also with such other descrip- would be nearly, and the danger of error al-
tion of the nature of the document as ought together, done away.
to be inserted in any of the indexes or books So much as to the notion about needless.
of reference." hess.

Supposing the sort of abridgment in ques- In fine, to the employment proposed to be
tion to be of use, and for facility of eoncep- given to the manifold mode of writing, is
tion (it should seem) it would be-- for _ it there now any really operative objection,
is in the case of a bill and an act of parlia- other than that which is opposed by the._es,
ment, it might be ordained to be made in the which by it would be kept out of the pockets
original, in which case it would have place of of learned gentlemen, and kept from taking
course in each of the several exemplars of it. their departure out of the pockets of un-
But a standing and universally-applylng rule learned suitors ?
should be enacted, declaring that no words While writing this, I am also employed
employed in the abridgment shall be under- on my plan for extinguishing the factitious
stood as influencing the construction to be delay, factitious and mis-sealed expense, with
put upon the text at large, the thence-resulting sale and denialofjustice.

Will it be said that by the employing ex- The n_anifold mode of writing applied to the
emptars of the whole of each document in- minutation of evidence, is a means and in-
stead of the proposed abridgment, the bulk of strument altogether indispensable, the era-
the aggregate number of the deposits would ployment of it a condition sine qud non, to
be swelled to _ueh a degree, that the expense the giving to that unspeakably-important be-
of the building_ necessary for the reception of nefit the degree of perfection it is susceptible
them would be so great as to constkute a of: and of its usefulness with reference to
decisive objection against the use thus pro- that ulterior purpose, mention may be seen
posed to be made ofth_ manifold mode? At hereinabove made.
any rate, this objection would not lle in the By adoptingand exemplifying these my sug-
mouth of any man to whom (as in p. 275) gestlonsinrelationtoit, it depends upon you,
the choice of having a building for each one gentlemen, to bring under the eyes of all
of the forty-two counties, and the having but whom it may concern, a demonstration of its
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practicability and usefulness, for that the most For, to the smallness of the walue of the sub*
important of all purposes, ice,matter in question, no limit can be set.

The subject-matter committed to our con- In regard to feeli_gs, what the smallness
sideration(sayssomebod_)is, uot how justice of the value in question is too apt to do_
may be administered at least expense, but indeed, to a _reater or less degree, it may
how the respective owners of what is called be affirmed, l_as accordingly done, --in the
real property may be best secured against the breast of every public man by whom the
loss of it. True: but if the instrument in mattcr has e eer been taken into considera-
question, be it what it may, is good for the tion, is, to diminish the idea of the pressure ;
purpose in question, it_ being also good for and that in such sort as to exclude from his
another purpose, or for other purposes in any affections all regard for it : _mhappily no such
number, is most assuredly, to any intelligent effect has it upon the feelings of the indivio
mind, no reason why use should not be made dual who is thus dealt with.
of that same instrument to that same purpose. 2. -Fees, as above, none : remuneration of

Yes : should it (which I ardently wish that the functionaries, the whole of it, in another
it may not, and venture to hope that it will shape; namely, that of salary.
not) be my misfortune, gentlemen, to see you Of the importance of this object, consi-
wilfulty suffering this grand instrument of dered in another point of view, namely, the
justice and security to remain unemployed, minimization of the expense, whatsoever be
ibr want of any endeavn_lrs on your part to the shoulders on which it is laid, -- a view
_iveadoption and support toit, andthecom- has been already given; that ls to say, under
munity to remain destitute of the benefit of the head of the first object _ EXP_NSE m-
which it affords so bright a prospect, -- par- NImz_u.
l:ament, and through parliament, or without 3. l_leans of eomn_unication for documents
parliament, other nations as well as this shall _ and other writings, the letter-post" thence,
hear of it ; and to the latest posterity the expense of separate communication through
shame of such a wilful neglect shall lie on the skilled labour, saved.
heads to which it belongs. No ; never so In the bill, I have the satisfaction of seeing
long as I have a voice, or a pen, capable of this mode of communication ordained to be
giving utterance to these my wishes,--never employed. How well adapted it is to this
shall cease my endeavours for the adoption of purpose, and how prodigious the saving made
it-- my incontestably just reproaches for the by it, in comparison with that mode of corn-
neglect of it. munication, by special messengers, which is

VII. OI_J_CTwm_ S_V_nTH.-- Minlmiza- employed where law proceedings are the sub-
finn of the burthen in the shape of expense, lect, has been abundantly shown, and is much
with which the benefit produced by rcgistra- too abundantly felt.
tion is clogged. In a work of mine, intituled Petltionsfor

Means of effectuation, these-- Justice and Codification,--namely, in p. 158
1. Burthen transferred from individuals to of the .Petitlonfor Justice, art. 9, of the part,

public, which has for its subject-matter the judiciau/
The burthen thus transferred from the establishment,--a proposition to this effectis

shoulders least able to the shoulders most contained: " Thal, for trustworthiness and
able to bear it. economy," (says the passage in question)

In the shape of fees, unless proportioned "the business ofn_essage.carrying be, as far
in each instance to the pecuniary ability of as may be, performed by the machinery of the
the individuals at whose hands respectively letter-post."
they were called for (which is what they Gentlemen! I have now said my say.
could not be,) the burthen would, in so far For your part, you have a choice to make :
as paid, press on each individual with a you will either break your engagement and
weight 0fafltiction more and more hear)', in consign these pages to oblivion, or keep to
proportion as he was less and less able to bear ;our engagement, and to this address, preo
it; and, in individual instances to an indefi- sumptuous as it is, give publication in your
nite number, the individual not having where- next report. _O/xL Jm_Y BEr_THA_.

withal to pay the fee or fees, would exclude Queen's Sq_mrePlace.v¢o_._tmi_-t_r,
him altogether from all participation in the 4th Ja_ _aa:.
benefit of the institution.
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ADVERTI SEMENTo

CONTAL_Er_ in the present publication are IL Petition for J_:STICE in an abridged
three papers :-- form. Parts of it these.-

Paper the first. Proposed Petition for Jcs- Part I. Abridgment of the case part of t],e
TlCE, at jhll length, full-length petition.

Paper the second. Proposed Petition for PartI1. Prayer part. Matter of it the same,
JUSTICE in an abridged form. word for word, as that of the full-length pc-

Paper the third. Proposed Petition for tition : reference aeeo_'dingly sufficient; repc-
CODIHCATIO,_. tition, needless.

Reasons for the two different form% these :
I. Petition for J_;STICEat full length. Parts ]. In the full-length petition, nmnber of

of it these:-- the pages, as will be seen '207. Cnmbrous
Part I. Case nmde: -- Grounds of the would an instrument of this length be, if pre-

hereby proposed application to the House of sented in the only./br_n in which it wmdd be
Commons: inaptitude, to wit, of the existi_g received,--cmnbrou% and that to such a de-
system of jtldicial procedure, with reference gree, that its bulk might of itself be found _m
to its alleged and supposed ends, as also of insurmountable ohslaele to its being carried
the judicial establishment occupied in the ap- about for signature. This fi)rm is--that of
plieation of it : proofs, the several heads arid a roll of parchment, composed of skins tacked
instances of abuse and imperfection, which on, one to another ; length, whatever is ne-
are accordingly brought and held up to view. cessary for receiving the signatures, in addi-

Part II. tYa!/er consequent :-- Remedy tion to the matter of the petition.
proposed, for the disorder composed of those '2. Compared with that of the abridged
same abuses and imperfections, instrument, the expense of the operation or"

Prayer, its parts,-- engrossing would of itself be a serious ob-
Part I. Outline of the proposed judicial stacle.

establishment. 3. -Readers in greater numbers--readt'r._
Part 2. Outline of the proposed system of and thence signers, may of course be expected

procedure. Model, the domestic system : that, for the shorter than tbr the longer instru-
to wit, which is pursued of course by every ment : to each reader the two will here pre-
intelligent father of a family, without rely I sent themselves for choice.

such idea as that of its constituting the mat- ! For reading, the instrument presented to a

ter of an art or science: sole difference the person looked to as disposed to promote the
necessary enlargement and diversification, design, will be of course a printed copy of
correspondent to the difference in magnitnde this work. In this way it is perusable by any

between the two theatres, t number of persons at the same time ; while,
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if there was no other copy than the above- sented to every person on wb_e part any
mentioned roll, years might elapse betbre this disposition has place to employ his signature
instrument could pass through the nmnber of in applying to the disorder its sole possible
hands in succession, to each of whom a single remedy. To wait till a draught to this extent
day might suffice ibr the perusal of a copy presented itself, to no part of which he saw"
of it. anything to object, would be to wait till the

llI. Petition for ComrICATlos. Intimately end of time !
connected is the subject-matter of this pert- In regard to er_lification, included in the
tion with that of the petition for justice. No object of this publication, is, it wilt be seen,
otherwise than by codification can the reform not only the presenting to view the i_uit of ,
here prayed for--or any effectual reform in the author's own labours, but the engaging
any shape--be carried into effect. A petition, other candidates in the greatest number oh-
in the terms here seen, having been honoured ruinable in the stone, so supremely and all-
by the approbation of Mr. O'Connell, has by comprehensively important, service.
that gentleman, as a letter of his informs the Nor to this purpose is the same sanction of
author of the_e papers, been pot into _he authority altogether wanting. By implication
hands of the Cathohc.4ssociativn for the pur- at any r_e, codification has in its favour the
pose of its being circulated for signatures, declared opinion, and recommendation of the

Of this publication--the ultimate object Real Property Commissioners : witness the
being the engaging Parliament to take into questions circulated by thorn. Sufficiently
consideration the subject matter of it, the manifest at any rate is the recommendation,
immediate and instrumental object is, the on- while, in pursuance of their labours, some-
gaging individuals to concur, by their sign_ thing should be done. Bat by Parliament,
tares, in the endeavour to induce Partiauwnt whatever it be, either by codification or not
to take the desired course, at atl, will it have been done : and whatever

Persons looked to for signatures, who? be the length to which this indispensable
Answer : Every person, in whose breast any operation has been carried-- why it should
such desire has place as that of seeing made, stop there or anywhere short of completion,
in relationtoanysubject-mattertouchednpon is a question to which it rests with any de-
by it, any change not looked for by him from clared opponent of codification to find, if it
any other source : any change whatsoever, be be in his power, anything like a rational an-
the complexion of it ever so different from, swer: by his refusal to answer it, or his
or ever so opposite to, that of the change here silence, in relation to it, judgment of theol,-
proposed, sistency against him will be signed.

What? (says somebody)--co-operation These things considered, requisite assn-
expected from persons entertaining desires di- rances are not wanting, that as soon as the
rectly opposite ? Yes, even front them. How press of more urgent business admits, tl.e
so ? Because, supposing Parliament taking matter of hoth petitions will, by appropriate
the matter into consideration,---to cach per- motions, be brought to the view of the He,
son, for the seeing such his own desires gra_ nourable House.
tiffed, would thus be afforded a chance, such Instructions as to the mode _f proceeding
as he would not possess otherwise, for obtaining signatures.

But if, at the hmids even of persons enter- Provide a skin of parchment, tack to it, one
taining opposite views and wishes, such co- after another, others in sufficient number to
operauon may not unreasonably he expected, contain the matter of the petition, with the
with how much stronger assurance may it be addition of signatures in such number as you
expected at the hands of persons whose views expect to obtain for it. A thing desirable is,
and wishes are more or less in accordance that all persons who join in the petition may
with what is here endeavoured at ? be distinguished, each one from mty other:

Now as to the ground of expectation in for this purpose, let each sut*seribes add to
regard to Parliament. This is the distinctive his name at length an indication of the place •
character of the present work, presenting, as of his abode. If it be where there is not a
it does, in addition to the statement, and that town, the name of the county and the parish
an all-comprehensive one, of the alleged dis- will be the proper mode ofdesiglmtion : if in a
_rrder, a proposed remechj. So far as regards town, the name of the town, with that of the
the mere disorder, the work is an operation, street or other mode of address, employed in
aneasierthanwhicheouldnoteasilybefound: sending a letter by the post. Toaave bulk
at no time can any hand be incompetent to and expense, -- divide the roll iti'{o parallel
it. While, in any such task, as that of the columns, each of them wide enough to re-
exhibition of a remedy so much as approach- eeive a signature of an average length, in
ing to co-extensiveness with the disorder, no which ease, when it exceeds that length, two
grmmd appears for supposing any other hand lines will always be necessary, though corn.
at present engaged, --or, without invitation, monly sufficient. To each signature prefix rt
likely in any way to engage. I number expressive of the order h_ which it

• This or none, such alone is the option pre- ] stands.
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As to the instrument thus employed--in own language, so many incompetent, inerv.
general, if not exclusively -- it will be the dible, and altogether inadmissible witnesses.
abridged petition: the full-length petition Of this publication one natural effect is
being much too large, and the transcription the producing addresses, in one way or other,
of it too expensive, for general use. To any to the author_ from correspondents, to the
person disposed to use his endeavours to oh- number of whom no certain limits can be pea-
rain signatures for the longer petition, should _lieted, and which, if precautions were not
it present itself as being too long, an easy taken, might be such as to be oppressive.
operation it will be to strike out of it such For, so it is, that whatever probability there
parts as, it seems to him, can best be spared, may be of the presentation of petitions, or
Where any abridged petition is the one era- though it were no more than a single petition,
ployed-- in this case, a copy of the petition in the course of the presrnt session, the like
at length, as printed, should be left with the probability may continue during an indefinite
peeson applied to, that he may peruse it, if length of ulterior time : but tbr the arrange-
so inclined, before the roll is put into his meat thus requested, this publication might
hands for signature therefore have for one of its effects the ira-

Of the opposition which every _b coad- posing upon the author a charge to an lade.
juror has reason to expect, it is material that finite amount, and not terminating but with
he should be sufficiently aware. From all his life.
persons to whom any change in the existing On this account it is requested that no
tystem would be an object of regret, such communication be addressed to the author
& the reception which should of course be but through the medimu of the bookseller:
looked for and provided agatha: and in this nor to the bookseller, but either post paid,
number are included of coarse all those by or accompanied with an order for a copy of
whom, to any amount, in any shape, in any the work.
way, direct or indlreet, profit is derived, or Lastly, as to the usefulness of this pro-
thought by them to be derived, from any duetiom aJ_d the endurance of which it is
abuse or imperfection, to which, by the pro- susceptible. To those whom the design may
posed draught, a remedy is endeavoured to be forttmate enough to number amongst its
be applied: more particularly all attornies well-wishers, axed the pro_luetion among its
or solicitors, as of latq_years they have been approvers, a consideration that cannot fail to
called, and perso._s especially connected with be more or less agreeable is, -- that, what-
them by any tie of interest or relationship, soever may be its capacity for attractingsig-
not to speak of judges, other persons be- natures, the same may remain to it during
longing to the judicial establishment, and an indefinite length of time : and that so long
barristers, as the remembrance of this puhlieation lasts,

Nor as to the whole class, and its several no one to whom the existing self-styled in-
ramifications, let it ever be out of mind, tlmt, strument of security is a source and instru-
on their oven principles, by their own show- ment -- of depredation, of oppression, in a
lag, being incontestably interested, they are, word, of injury in any shape, can be in want
one and all, in relation to this matter, not. to of a ready vehicle for the communication of
speak of so many other matters, to use their his complaints.

PRELIMINARY EXPLANATIONS NECESSARY TO BE FIRST READ.

I. IN the introductory advertisement will [ -- were the operations found to have been
have been seen, the consideration which gave performed.
birth to the proposed abridged petition forjus- 4. Of this variety of operations, -- imper-
flee, in addition to the full-length petition, faction, in respect of clearness, conciseness,

2. When that advertisement went to the and methodical order, on the pa_ of the draft,
press, the drawing up of the abridged petition considered as a literary composition, has bees
had proceeded about half way : and, from the the indispensable consequence. But, should
progress at that time made had been deduced it be seen, as the a_tlmr trusts it will be,
an assurance, delusive as it has proved, of that without detriment to the praetica/pur-
completing it within the desired compass: pose, no different course could have been
the compass, both as to tEme and space, pursued, _ no material dissatisfaction on the

3. From that time, the further this part of part of the reader wilt, it is hoped, have
the work went ca, the less apposite was place.
perceived to be the appellative abridged, 5. Practical end or purpose, _ change for
by which it had been originally designated: the better: means employed, _maximizing
till, at length, instead of the one operation the number of the persons known to enter-
abridgment, four distinguishable ones _ sub- ruin the desire of seeing such change take
traction, addition, repetition, substitution, place : mode of making this desire known,
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atiaehment of each one's signature to some this last _y may be _ dealt with three
copy of a petition praying for such change, devices : namely, Device XI. Dec/s/on

6. Now, then, for maximizing the number grounds avowedly .foreign to the merits; De-
ofslgnatures, one means is--the maximizing vice XII. Juries subduedand_ubjugated; and
the number of copies, offered for the recep- Device XIV. Result of theflssur¢ (in Device
tion of those same signatures. But, by the XIII. mentioned) 9rotmdless arre_tioa far
bulkiness of the aggregate mass of the matter debt. As the pressure produced by the influx
by which the reasons for the change stand of additional matter increased, these more and
expressed, will the end and purpose be oh- more efficient modes of reduction may beseen
structed? No : it will be promoted. How successively employed.
so ? Answer: Because the instrument may be 12. The two drafts taken together being in
cat into smaller instruments, in any number, this state, comes now the question _of the
to each of which, signatures may be fbund compound mass--any mid what portion_Js
obtainable, from persons frmn whom this ex- there, that can with truth be pronounced use-
pression of concurrence would not have been less ? Answer, Yes : namely, the aggregate
obtainable for any one other of these same of the paragraphs reprinted without variation,
component parts, much less for the whole. After this deduction, every other assign-

7. Now, then, as to the particular use and able portion of the matter may be stated as
purpose of the two here proposed instruments having its use.
__full-length and abridged petitions--taken 13. The case in which, ff at all, the cor-
together. This _ as-- the maximizing the rectness of this proposition will be most quea-
number of the arrangements in the existing tionable, is that in which, of two paragraphs,
system, seen by the several readers to be ad- the one is, as above, but a condensation of the
verse to the ends of justice; to which end, a other: but, oven in this case, so it may be,
means manifestly conducive was-- the tying that the one of them may be the most apt in
up, as it were, of those same arrangements the eyes of one set of proposed subscribers ;
into bundles, characterized and distinguished the other, in the eyes of another such set.
from each other by appropriate names. This, 14. In the disposition made of the matter
accordingly, is what has been done by the list of the original draft,_and tbereafter of tha¢
of devices, of the abridged draft, --a method, as service-

8. Considerations, showing the course ace able as it was in the author's power to give,
tually pursued to have been the most con_ has been given to it, But now--take the
ducive that could have been pursued, the worst ease that can have place: Suppose no-
following:- thing to have place that can have any claim

9. In proportion as the operation went to the appellation of method :--the whole
on,--matters of detail, deemed, all of them, matter--is it useless, and thelabeur thrown
contributory to the common ends, but which away ? By no means.
had not, all of them, presented themselves at 15. For, the purpose being to prevail upon
the time of drawing up the first-drawn peti- the constituted authorities to take the whole
tion,--came into view. By exclusion put of the mass of existing law in question for
upon any of these additional grounds and in- the subject matter of" consideration _ and
ducements, would the chance for the attain- this for the purpose of reform and amend-
ment of the common end have been increased ? meat, -- of no blemish in any shape, can any
No, surely, indication, in any language or form, be given,

10. True it is--that, in the ordinary ca_ that will not be more or less contributory
of an abridgment,--between dearness and and conducive to the purpose.
conciseness, a mutual repugnancy has place: 16. Upon the whole, -- proposed for the
as conciseness is increased, clearness is dimi- choice of all persons, disposed to be contri-
nished. But, in the present, case, happily no butory to the proposed design, by framing
such repugnancy has place : no mutual coun- drafts for circulation, for the purpose of ob-
teraction but what is capable of being effee- raining signatures, will be -- the options, ex,
tually got rid of. Decomposition, as above, staples of which are the following :_
is the operation by which this reconciliation I. To employ the full-length draft, with-
is capable of being effected ; and is accord- out alteration, as it stands.
ingly here proposed to be effected. 1L To employ the abridged draft, without

11. Now as to the course which may be alteration, as it stands.
seen actually taken, as above, in pursuance IIL To employ either draft, with amend-
of the design of abbreviation. First came ments, such as may appear meet: amend,
condensation ; as in the ordinary case of an ments, whether additive, subtraetive, or
abridgment : then, simple elimination, or say substitutive.
subtraction, applied to certain paragraphs IV. To form drafts of their own ; com-
be oag_ng to the device in question : lastly, posed of matter--none of it contained under
elirldaation applied to the .,bole of the matters any of the heads employed in the above drafts.
con "rainedunder the head of a Device. In V. To form drafts, composed of matter of
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Chair own. with or without use lraLdeoftlmse I still better course left, which you might have
same heads, and with or without insertion, taken, and which is still left open to you to
dechrred/y given to more or less of the matter take ? From the matter of the original fall-
contained under them. length petition and the abridged petition taken

VI. To frame drafts composed of matters together, might not you have drawn up
exclusively their own, without reference made might not you even now draw up -- a new
to, or use in any way made of. any part of draft, consiglfing to the flames both the ex-
the matter contained in either of these same isting ones ? Answer : By ttme and expense
drafts, taken together, intimation is given of two

17. Of these several options (to which objections, the first of which might of itself
others might have been added) the one last be conclusive : considering that, during the
mentioned (it wilt of course be supposed) is time thus occupied in an operation little bet-
not of the number of those which +.he author tar than mechanical, all other works, of greater
expects to see embraced. But, even supposing usefulness in this same time, would be at a
it were,- whatsoever be the number of the stand.
drafts, thus framed, and, with attached sig- 24. But another answer still more conelu.
natures, presented to the constituted autho- siva, and it is hoped satisfactory, is this. By
titles, --correspondent will be the service no means, by any such ulterior and amended
rendered to the cause of reform and improve- i abridgment, would the purpose of it be an.
ment by these pages, swered. For, while for the purpose of it, a

18. A lottery (suppose) set up; and para- survey were taken of the field, fresh weeds
graphs of the abridged petition, some or all wmdd be seen springing up, and pressing
of them, drawn out of it, and written down themselves upon the extirpating hand. In this
on the roll in the order assigned to them by way, after enlarged as well as abridged edi-

fortn_e, -- even in this case, a petition, so tions, in any number--each superseding all
framed and thereupon signed, would not be former ones, _ still the demand for another
altogether without its use. and another would be presenting itself: nor,

19. So long as that most all-comprehen- for the consumption of labour, time, and rot-
siva, most grinding, and most crying of all hey, would the demand cease, till the work,
grievances--the tyranny of judge-made law of which an outline, and nothing more, is here
_continues uuredreased,--the correspondent professed to be presente_, had been brought to
public service unperformed--so long as the Istate regarded asastate of completeness.
torrent of human misery, flowing from it, 25. Suppose it now in that state, the fol-
keeps rotating on ;-- be the number of ages lowing is the form in which it would present
during which it will have continued ever so itself to view : of the here-proposed system,
great, never will the use, whatever it be, the part called the prayer, in the very words,
which the matter of these proposed petitions or as lawyers say, tenor of it, occupying the
is capable of being put to, be at an end. foremost places : but, by the side of it, all

20. To the care of posterity, should the along, a delineation of the several eorrespon-
time not be yet ripe, the author will recom- dent features of alleged inaptitude, ascribed
mend this matchless service with his dying to the existing systems : to the principal text
breath, would thus be subjoined a sor_ of perpetual

21. Hapless individual, whoever you may commentary thus composed.
be, whose lot it is to behold your means of 26. In conclusion, a word or two as to the
subsistence torn from you, and plunged into numerical figures, which, in the abridged pe-
the gulph called by a cruel mockery a court tition, stand prefixed to the pa_'agraphs : in
of equity, there to be devoured by the ap- tim abridged petition only; in the original
pointed sharks,--in these pages you may at one not ; the demand for that help to role-
all times see samples--samples ready mmle fence not having as yet presented itself to

of the only sort of instrument, which it is view.
in your power to make application ot, in the 27. For all but the two .first of the above
character of a rcmedy:_ with this in hand, proposed six options, indisputable assuredly
you may go about, and look about, for assist- is the facility that will be found afforded by
ants and coadjutors, in those companions in this little additament. Witness, sad experi-
misery, whom, in such deplorable abundance, ence of the result of the non-employment of
you will behold presenting themselves all them. By means of these instruments (than
around, which nothing can be more familiar or indis-

22. :Nor, _ hile for companions in misery pensebly useful, _ or even, by the constituted
you look sideways, forget to look upwards, authorities themselves, more universally up-
for the authors--cruel hypocrites, in pretence plied to portions ot the matter of law,
allevlators---in reality preservers--of all parts except where the production of uncertainty
of it anxious and industrious preser_'ers, when and mistake is among the objects aimed at)
neither creators nor exacerbators, reference is, in the coneisest manner possible,

23. But (says somebody) is there not one made to any assemblage of words what.soever,
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without danger of mistake: -- without them, tion, were not intended to be made. Of tbese
mistake and uncertainty may, to any amount, instruments of clarification, the use and lmr.
be produced, pose here in question is-- the subject/rig to

28 "Accordingly, wherever, in relation to decomposition the supposed too bulky bodies.
a law or a body of laws, to maximize the exe- --that out of them, other bodies in any re-
cation and effect given to it is really an ob- quirod number, potype like, might be framed.
ject of desire. -- numerical figures, prefixed But, in the ease here alluded to, no such de-
to the several portim_ of discourse, are the composition was contemplated.
instruments employed. Witness the practice Comes now another use, of these small but
in every civilized part of the globe ; England effective instruments of precision: call it, for
__lawyer-ridden England--alone excepted, example, the argumentative, or argmnent.as.

29. On the other hand, wherever the de- sisting use : calling, for distinction's sake, the
sisal entertained is--the giving increase to one first mentioned the simplyiadicative. Of
such uncertainty, with its attendant miseries, these same httle instruments is constituted
--objects in view the benefit of the lawyer a support--and that a matchless one _for
class, and those connected with it by any corn- close reasoning.
munity of sinister interest, -- the use of this, 32. Pitiable, in good truth, will be seen to
together with so many other instruments of be the condition of the disingenuous oppo-
cer 'tainty, is pertinaciously and inexorably ab- nent, who, casting an eye on a body of argu-
stabmd from : imitated thus the fabled bar- meat which he stands engaged to eneotmter

. barity of Mezentius: kept bound up in the andattack, beholds it armed with them. Thus
closest contact with carcases in an ambiguous distributed into so many articulate parts,
state between life and death, is the whole for the clear, correct, and complete designa.
stock of those statutes, which are still de- tion of each of which, u single word is effee-
signed, as welt as destined, to be employed tually sufficient, _the discourse, be it what
aslivingones. Witness the latest ofthe string it may, presents to him, in each part of it,
of bilL%framed exactly as if they had for their a determinate and never - misapprehemlble
object, on. pretence of diminution, the aug- object and standard of reference. "Here, sir,
menmtion and perpetuation of depredation is proposition the first. What say you to it?
and oppression. " Repealed- such an act has it your assent? has it your dissent? If
(thereupon designated by its long and wordy your dissent, for what reason or reasuns?" Un-
title,) and such an act (designated in the same apprised of the existence of these defences,
conception-confounding manner) and so much --he comes (suppose) with his quiver full of
of such an act--in like manner designated." devices borrowed from the Booh of FaUaeies.
--Somuch? Hownmch? Learned sir I Right See, then, the condition in which he finch
honourable sir ! whichever be your right name himself. Instead of doing as he had flattered
--renderitpossibleforustoknowhowmuch: himself with doing, _ instead of shooting fal-
instead of consigning to complete ruin, by lades into the middle of the discourse at ran-
alleged mistake as to the how much, on the dom, Iorenvelopingthe whole expanseofit,
part of a wretch, who has been half ruined as it were, in a net,-- he feels himself pinned
by some petty tyrant, clothed in the autho- down, under the pressure of a most distress-
rity of a justice of the peace, at whose charge, ins alternative. Taking in hand the chain of
on the faith of parliament, that compensation discourse, -- either he must grapple with the
has been sought, which would not have been links which it is thus composed of, one after
promised, but for the foreknowledge that it another, -- or remain motionless : _ remain
would never be granted. -- " So much ?"-- motionless ; and thus, by a token more uric-
Once more, how much ? -- Till of late, fol- quivocal and demonstrative than it is in the
lowed upon the words " so much" the words _ower of words to be, acknowledge the ob-
" as relates to the subject of .... :" where- ect of his hostility to be unassailahleo
upon came some sort of designation given of Nothing can he say-- (for such is the sup-
it. Now, even this due is refused, and the msition, and this is a supposition which may
tmssage evaporates in nonsense. _ontinually be seen verified) _ nothing can

30. To these figures,-- when the question he say, but what is to be found in this or that
was as to the mode of preparing drafts for chapter, section, and article of the Boo/¢ of
receiving signatures,--an objection was made Fallacies: some article, in and by which, be-
on the ground of unusualness. To the quar- fore he ever took this device of his in hand,
ter from whence the objection came, nothing it may be seen ready confuted. Looking _t
short of the most respectful attention could the mark,--nothing can he find to hit it witih
be paid. But the use, to which on that oc- but some witticism--some well-worn pieco
easion it was destined, was no other than that of nothingness -- some vague generality
of being applied to an instrument which was which,--like a cloud,--dark or more or less
then actually in a state for receiving signa- brilliants--hanging in the air,--is seen to have
tures: and to which accordingly, references, no substance--nothing that can be brought
for an_ such purpo_ as the one then in ques- to bear upon the object of his warfare.
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33. " Well, sir,"_ssys now to him the tion of the disingenuous and self-condemnedt
master of fair and close re_soning :--" here, would-be assailant, -- when, by every fresh
sir, is the proposition : what say you to lz proposition, he beholds a fresh triumph over

What ! nothing ? a man -- for ingenuity him thus secured.
and promptitude so highly distinguished, kept _ After writing what is above, came the
mute by prudence, becaose unable to find conception and the hope, that an additional
anything which a man could utter without optional petition might have its use : and that,
shame ?- What! still m_lent? Well, then: --by the same observations, by which exo
the demonstration is complete: the proposi- planation and just_eation have been given
tlon uncontrnvertible. Yes, altogether un- to the two first, -- the like service might in
controvertible ; since you, sir, even you, can a sufficient degree be rendered to this third:
find nothing to object to it. by the title of the More _4bridyed Petition,

34. Think now, once more, of the condl- it is accordingly subjoined.

PETITION FOR JUSTICE.

_"o the Honourable the House of Commons in Parliament assembled.
JvsTIc_!justice!accessiblejusticel Justice, functionaries against internal adversaries.
not for the few alone, but for all ! No longer What if to the army power were given to
nominal, but at length real justice I In these exact whatever contributions it pleased, so
few words stands expressed the sum and sub- it were from those alone who had been suf-
stance of the humble petition, which we, the ferers from hostile inroads ? By those military
undersigned, in behalf of ourselves and all functionaries this power has not ever been
other his Majesty's long-suffering subject% [ received; by judiciary functionaries it not
now at length have become emboldened to only has been received, but to this day, con-
address to the Honourable House. tinues to be exercised.

At present, to all men, justice, or what The tax called strip-money found a ttamp-
goes by that name, is either denied or sold ; den to oppose it ; to oppose it at the expense,
denied to the immense many _ sold to the first of his money, then of his life. Neither
favoured few; nor to these, but at an exten- in its principle was that same ship-money so
sively ruinous price. Such is the grievance, absurd, nor in its worst natural consequences

As to the cause, it is undeniable. Power would it have been, by a vast amount, so mis-
to judges to pay themselves--to pay them- chievous, as this justice-money, for so, with
selves what they please, so it be at the ex* not less propriety, might it be called. Ship-
penso of suitors, money produced its Hampden : the Hampden

The denial and the sale follow of necessity, forjustice-me_ey is yet to seek.
Be the pay in each instance but a farthing, Taxes, imposed on suitors at the instance
to all that cannot pay the t_rthing, justice is of ministers were bad enough ; but they are
denied : to all those who can and do pay the not, by a great deal, so bad as those imposed
farthing, sold. by judges. Ministers cannot, without the

And the persons on whom alone this bur- sanction of P._rliament, give increase to taxes
then is imposed, who are they ? Who, but imposed at their instance. Judges can, and do
the very persons, who alone, were the exemp- give increase, at pleasure, to taxes imposed
finn possible, should be exempted -- alto- for their own emolument, by themselves.
gether exempted from it. Distinguished from Out of our torments they extract their own
all other persons are suitors, by the vexation comfort ; and in the way in which they pro-
which, as such, they endure. The security, cced, for each particle of comfort extracted
whatever it be, which, by this vexation, these for themselves, they, of necessity, heap an
so dearly pay for, all others enjoy without it; unmeasurable load of torment upon us. By
and on each man, the greater the vexation in every fee imposed, men, in countless multi-
other shapes, the higher (it will be seen) is tudes, are, for want of money to commence
the tax ; for the longer, and thence the more to carry on a suit, deprived of rights to any
vexatious, the suit, the more numerous are amount, and left to suffer, without redress,
the occasions on which payment of this spe- wrongs to any amount; others made to suffer
des of tax comes to be exacted, at the hands of judges, for want of the money

What if this faculty of setting, in the same necessary to enable them to defend them-
way, their own price upon their own _ervie_.. _lves again_ m_iust suits.
were given _ (and why might it not as welx in all o_ner cases, the presumption is, that,
be given ?) -- to functionaries in other de- t if left to himself, man will, upon each occ_
partments?_say, for example, the military. ] sion, sacrifice to his own, every other lute-
The business of military functionaries is to ' rest : and uuon this aunnosition are all laws
lfive security against external, of judiciary grounded : what is there in irresistible pew ,

/
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INTRODUCTION.

wrapt in impunity, that should make it-- so is it now. flow things are, will be
what is there in an English judge that should by its being seen how they came to be so. To
make him --an exception to this rule ? the arrangements, by which the existlngsya-

Such being the grievance, and such the tern has been rendered thus adverse to the
cause of it, nowas to the remedy. The cause ends of justice, will be given the denomilm-
we said, for shortness ; the causes, we should finn of devices: devices, having for their pur-
have said, for there is a chain of them ; nor poses the above-mentioned actual ends of
till the whole chain has been brought to view judicature: and under the hendofeaeh device,
tan any tolerably adequate conception be en- in such order as circumstances may in each
tertained of the sole effectual remedy -- the instance appear to require, the attention of
natural substituted to the existing technical the Honourable House is solicited for the con-
system of procedure. Cause of the opposite- siderations following :
hess of the system to the ends of justico, the 1. blisehievousness of the device to the
sinister interest on tile part of the judges, public hi respect of the adverseness of the
with whom it originated. Cause of this sinis- arrangement to the ends ofjustiee.
ter interest, the mode of their remuneration : i 2. Subserviency of the device to the pot-
instead of salary paid by government, fees poses of the authors--that is to say, the
exacted from suitors. Cause of this mode of judges, and others, partakers with them in the
remuneration, want of settled revenue in a sinister interests.
pecuniary shape : for military and other pur- 3. Impossibility that this adverseness and
poses, personal service rendered to govern- this subserviency should not have been seen
ment, being paid tbr, not in money, but in by the authors.
land. Cause of this mode of payment, rude 4. Impossibility, after this exposure, that
state of society in these early times, that same adverseness should not now be seen

But for the Norman conquest, no such sinis- by those W whom the device is a source of
ter interest, in conjunction with the power profit.
of giving effect to it, would have had place. 5. Incidentally, orlginally-established apt
At the time of that disastrous revolution, the arrangements, superseded and excluded by the
local field of judicature w_ found divided device.
into small districts, each with its appropriate The ends of justice, we must unavoidably
judicatory ; still remaining, with small par- remind (we wi/1 not say inform) the Honour.
eels, or faint shades of the power, are the able House _ the ends of justice are,_ 1.
denominations of those judicatories, county The giving execution and effect to the rule
courts, for example, hundred courts, courts of action; this the main end; 2. The doing
leer, courts baron. In each such distriet, in so with the least expense, delay, and vexation
the powers of judicature, slmrers (in form possible ; the collateral end.
and extent not exactly known) the whole In the main end require to be distinguished
body of the fi'eeholders. Form of procedure, two branche_ : 1. Exclusion of r4iadeeido_ :
the natural, the domestic; natural--that is 2. Exelusion of non.decision. Non-decision
to say, clear of all those forms by which the is either from non-demand or after demoted.
existing system --product of sinister art, and The first ease is that of simple denial of jus-
thence so appositely termed the teehnicul-- rice: the other case is that of denial of ins.
stands distinguished from it : forms, all of tiee, aggravated by treachery and depredation
them subservient, of course, to the ends of to the amount of the expense : of the eoll_
judicature ; all of them opposite, as wilt be feral end, the three branches, delay, expense,
seen, to the ends of justice, and vexation, have been already mentioned.

Let not any such charge as that of unwar- To these same ends of justice, correspon*
rantable presumption attach on tlxe views, dent and opposite will be seen to be the ends
which we, your petitioners, venture thus re- _ the originally and still pursued actual ends
spectfuily tosuhinit to the Honourable House. --of judicature : from past misdecision, comes
Be the occasion what it may, _when by nu- succeeding uncertainty; from the uncertainty,
merous and promiseuous multitudes, ex_pres- litigation: from the litigation, under the ex-
sion is given to the same opinions, as well as isting fee-gathering system, judge's profit:
to the same wishes, unavoidably different are from the expense, in the more immediate
the _urces from which those opinions and way, that same sinister profit : from the delay,
tho_ wishes are derived : in some reflection increase to expense and thence to that same
made by themselves ; in others, confidence profit : from the expense and the delay vexa-
reposed in associates. Among those in whom, t-ion: this not indeed the purposed, but the
on the present occasion, the neee_sary con- unheeded and thence recklemly increased re-
lklence is reposed, are the_e, the whole adult suit. Of the ann-decision and the delay, ease
part of whose lives the study of the subject st the expense of duty will moreover, in vast
luu found devoted to it. proportion, be seen to be the intended, and

History and description will now proceed but too successfully cultivated, fruit.
lured-in-hand. As it was in the begimfi.ng, Manner, in which this mode of pa_aeat
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took place, this. Originally, king officiated IX. Mechanical, substituted to mental ja-
net only as commander-in-chief, but as judge, dicature.
From this reality came the still existing tic- X. Mischievous transference and bandying
finn, which places him on his o_-a bench in of suits.

Westminster Hall, present at every cause. XI. Decision on grounds avowedly foreign
At the early period in question, in the in- to the merits.

struments still extant under the name ofurrlts, XII. Juries subdued and subjugated.
king addresses himself to judge, and says -- XIIL Jurisdiction, where it should be entire,
" These people are troublesome to me with split and spliced.
their noise : see what is the matter with them XIV. Result of the fissure -- groundless at-
and quiet them--he amplias clamorum au- rests for debt.

diamus." Explanations (we are sensible) are requi-
Thus far explicitly and in words. Implica- site : explanations follow.

tion added a postscript : " This wilt be som_

trouble to you ; but the labourer is worthy I. Device the First -- -Parties excluded fromof his hire."
Nothing better could judge have wished judges" presence. -- Demandant not admit-

for. All mankind to whom, and all by whom ted to state his demand ; nor defendant his
injury had been done or supposed to be done, defence : admitted then only, when and

because they cannot be shut out : admitted,
were thus placed at his mercy : upon the use just as strangers are : admitted without theof his power, he had but to put what price
he pleased. To every one who regarded him- power of acting for themselves.

self as injured, his assistance was indispen- In,this device may be seen the hinge, on
sable: and proportioned to plaintlffs assurance which all the others turn: in every other,
of getting back from defendant the price of an instrument for giving either existence or
such assistance, would be his (the plaintiffs) effect, or continuance to this indispensable
readiness to part with it. To the defendant, one.
permission to defend himself was not less in- Only by indirect means could an arrange-
dispensable. As to pay, all the judge had to ment so glaringly adverse to the ends ofjus-
choose was between high fees and low fees tiee have been established : these means (it
High fees left at any rate most ease ; but the will be seen,) were the unbLteUigible language
higher they were, the less numerous: the and the written pleadings.
lower, the more numeroos the hands by which At the very outset of the business, the door
they could be paid. Thus it was that, by shut against the hest evidence : evidence in
kings, what was called justice, was adminis- the best form, from the best sources. No light
tered at next to no expense to themselves, letin, but through a combination of mediums,
the only person, by whom the burthen was by which some rayswould be absorbed, others
borne, being the already afflicted. Bad enough refracted and distorted.
this; but in France it was still worse. Indc- No information let in but through the hands
pendently of the taxes, imposed under that of middle men, whose interest it is that re-
name directly, on the proceedings, profit by dress should be as expensive, and for the sake
maleofthepowerofexactingthejndge'sfees, of their share in the expense, as tardy as
was made a source of revenue : and hence, possible.
instead of four benches with one jndge, or at For what purpose but the production of
most four or five judges on a bench, arose all deception by exclusion put upon truth, and
over the country large assembly rooms full of admission given to falsehood, coold any such
judges, under the name of parliaments, arrangement have been so much as imagined ?

For tej_inating a dispute in a family, was
Of the Devices io which we shall now in- ever father mad enough to betake himself to

treat the attention of the Honourable House, any such course ? Better ground for a corn-
the gollowing are the results : __ mission of lunacy would not be desired ; no,

L Partle_exclndnd fromjndges' presence, not by any one of the judges, by whom the
IL Language rendered unintelligible, profit from this device is so largely reaped.

HI. Written instruments, where worse than Upon each occasion, the father's wish is to
useless, necessitated, come at the truth : to come at it, whatever

IV. Mendacity licensed, rewarded, necessi- be the purpose : giving right, giving reward,
tated, andbyjudgehimselfpractised` administering compensation or administering

V. Oaths, for the establishment of the punishment. The father's wish is to come at
mendacity, necessitated, the truth : and the judge's wish--what else

VL Delay in groundless and boundless ought it to be ? For coming at the truth, the
lengths, established, means the father employs are the promptest

VIL Precipitation necessitated, as well as surest in his power: what less el-
VIII. Blind fixation of times for judicial ope- fectual means should be those employed by

rations, the judge ?
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Forget not here to observe how necea_ary To go back to the primeval period, which
the thus inhibited interview is to the ends of gave rise to this device, where, in a cotmtlea_
justice--how necessary accordingly the pre- swarm, fee-fod assistants and they alone had
vention of it to the actual ends of judicature, to do the business with their partner in tradc_

Where the parties are at once allowed and the fee-fed judge, the reverse of this took
obliged, each, at the earliest point of time, to place ; and continues to have place of course.
appear in the presence of the judge, and even- Everything was and is kept back as long as
tually of each other ; where this is the case possible : operation was and is made to follow

and in small-debt courts it is the case,) the operation _ instrument, instrument -- that
emandant of course brings to view every fact each operation and each instrument may have

and every evidence that in his view makes its fees. On the one hand, notices, rendered
for his interest : and the defendant, oil his as expensive as possible, are sent for the put.
first appearance, does the like. If the de- pose of their not heing received : ontheother
mand has been admitted, demaodant applies hand, of notices that have been received, the
himself to the extraction of admission from reeeipt is left unacknowledged or even denied,
defendant, defendant from demandant. Ori- and in either case assumed not to have place.
ginal demands -- cross demands--demands on True it is, states of things there are, in
_he one side-- demands on the other side-- which, either at the outset, or at this or that
relevant facts on one side -- relevant facts on time thereafter, neither in the instance oflmth
the other side--evidence on the one side-- parties, nor even of either party, can the up-
evidence on the other side _ all these grounds pearanee in question have place. For a time
tbr decision are thus at the earliest point of longer or shorter, by distance, or by infir-
time brought to the view of the judge; and, mity, bodily or mental, a party may stand
b} anticipation, a picture of whatsoever, if debarred altogether from making his apI_ar-
anything, remains of the suit, pourtrayed in ance before the judge ; or though appearing.
its genuine, most unadulterated, and most in- the aid of an apt assistant may be necessary
structive colours, to him. _'hen the party interested is a body

Of the goodness or badness of each suitor's corporate, or other numerous class, composed
cause, of the correctness or incorrectness of of indivfdnals assignable or unassignable, of
his statements, all such evidence is presented agents, and other trustees of all sorts, the
to the judge's view, as it is in the nature of attendance may, at the outset, or at some later
oral discourse, gesture, and deportment, to period, be necessary, with or without that ot
afford, their respective parties.

As to mendacity, say, in the language of But, whatever be the best course, the hn-
reproach, lying, licence for it could no more practicability of it, in one instance, is it a
be granted to a party, in this supposed state reason for not pursuing it, as far as prantl-
of things, than to a witness it is in the exist- cable, in any other ?
ing state of things. Under the system, in its present state, cer_

Continue the supposition. For the truth fain sorts of suits there are, to which the
of whatever is said, every man by whom it is exclusion does not apply itself. What are
said is responsible. From the very first, being they ? They are suits in which, if thus far
in the presence, he is in the power of the justice were not admitted, the exclusionlsts
judge. Moreover, for continuing such his re- might themselves be sufferers : suits for tour.
sponsibility as long as the suit rendersit need- der, theft, robbery, housebreaking, and so
ful, a mode of communication with him may forth. Judges, whether they have bowels c_
be settled in such sort, that. for the purpose no, have bodies : judges have houses and
of subsequent operations, every missive, ad- goods. A year or two at common-law, ten
dressed to him in that mode, may, unless the or twenty years in equity, would be too long
contrary be proved, be acted upon as if duly to wait, before the criminal could be sppre_
received, hended. But, that purpose accomplished, off

In thejudleatoryofajustlceofpeace, acting files justice : six months or twelve months,
singl_, and in a small-debt court, conducted as it may happen, the accused lies in jail, if
in this way, many and many a suit is ended i guilty; just so long does he, ifinnneent. But
almost as soon as begun : many a suit, which, of this under the head of Delays.
in a common-law court, would have absorbed But, says somebody, why say exelttded_
pounds by hundreds, and time by years ; am], When, in any one of these courts, a suitor
afterthat, or without that, in an equity court, makes his appearance, is the door of the court
pounds by thousands, and time by tens of shut against him ? Did no instance ever
years ; as often as, upon the demaudant's own pen, of a suitor standing up in court, and sd°
showing, the demand is groundless, to him, dressing himself to the judge? Oh yes: once
who, under the present system, would he de- in a term or so ; scarce oftener. And why
feadant, all the expense, all the vexation, not oftener ? Even because, asevery man se_,
attaehod to that calamitous situation, would nothing better than vexation is to be got bY
be saved, it. And, if at any, at what period can tides
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be ? Not at _ o_t_ not _ll the _t_z f Quar_ert_If upon vassal _r vm_l,run out an imlefiul_e pm_ of its destined the king was perpetually on the move: iu
length : the judge being in by far the gr_.ate_t l_ train moved a judge or judges.
number of individual m_t_, from f_t to last, To th_ trahl, whatecer part of the coan_
invislble : nor yet au invisible agent, bat an try he had to come from, every man, who
invisible non-eg_t: mechanical, as will be ex- had anything to complain of, had to add him-
plained; meelmnical from the outset behlgthe self. To the place, whereverit was, that the
mode, to a truly admirable length, substituted train happened to be at, the dei'endant had to
to mental judicature. But suppose the un- be dragged. When there, these sa_e suitors
happy outcast in court, proceedings, by the there found a judge or judges, who, speak.
devices that wilt now immediately be ax- ing a different language, could not, or would
F,lained --proceedlug_, and even language, not, understand what they said.
have been rendered, he finds, unintelligible The language of the Normandy-bred law.
to him. Even if he has counsel, of whmn, be- yers was a sort of French. The language of
sides one for use, he must have at least one, the country from whence they _une, these

and ma_ be made to have half-a-dozen for lawyers spoke : the language of the country
show ; if, though it be but one of them has into which they were come, they disdained to
opened his mouth, the mouth of the unhappy speak. The rules, such as they were, by which
client is not indirectly as above, but directly, the procedure of these foreign despots, --in
and with the most shameless effrontery, in- so far as memory served, and setf-regardlng
exorably closed. The one in whom all his interest permitted,--could be guided, would
confidence is reposed, may, by treachery or of course be such as their own language gave
negligence, or craving for greater gain else- expression to : rules which, as well as the
where, have forfeited it. Three hundred rest of the language, were, to the vast majo-
guineas have been given with a brief, the fee rity of the suitors, unintelligible : meaning by
left unearned, and restitution refused. If, in suitors, on this occasion, not only those who
such circumstances, a counsel though it be were actually so, but those who, but for this
one who, not expecting to be needed is un- obstacle, would have been, but could not be
prepared, has but opened his lips ; no (says so. Justieiables they are called iu French. In
the judge,) counsel has spoken for you, you British India, this state of things may, with s
shall not speak for yourself. A plaintiff, had particular degree of facility, be conceivable.
he ever such full licence to speak, could he Here then by a plaintiff, if he would have
compel the appearance of a defehdant ? Not his demand attended to, by a defendant if he
he, indeed. If both were in court together, could be admitted to contest it -- here were
by accident, could either compel answer to a two sorts and sets of helpmates to be hired ;
question put to the other ? As little, interpreters to convey what passed between

parties and their advocates, and between wit.
IL Device the Seeond--Lan_yuage rendered nesses and judge ; and advocates to plead tile

unintelligible. --It was by this device that, cause on both sides.
in the first instance, the exclusion was el- Between advocates and judges the con-
fnete& nexion was most intimate. Like robbers act.
To Saxon judicature succeeded that of Nor- ing together in gangs satd without licence, --

man conquerors: to Saxon liberalism, Norman these licensed, irresistible, and unpunishahle
absolutism. In Saxon times reigned, in ade- depredators, linked together by one common
quate number, local judicatories: not only interest, acted as brothers, and styled one
county-shlres, but, so to speak, still lesser another by that name.
judge-shires : hundred courts, courts leet, Thus circumstanced, they h_l but to take
courts baron, and others, measure of the disposable property of the

Then and there, people or lawyers made no suitors, and divide it among one another, as
difference ; language was the same. From the they could agree.
presence of the judge, in any one of these In and by this confederacy, in a language,
small and adequately numerous tribunals, di+ intelligible seldom to both parties, most com-
reetly or indirectly, was suitor ever excluded ? monly to neither ; or, what was worse, to one
No more than in a private family, contending alone, was the matter talked over and set-
children from the presence of their t_thers, tled. As to the truth of what was said, how

Under the Norman kings grew up Nor- much was true, how much was false, was no_
man French speaking lawyers. Whether in worth thinking about ; means of ascertaining
the metropolis or elsewhere, along with his it there were none. Parties while exhausting
horses and their grooms, one train of these themselves in fees, either looked onand stared,
domestics was always in attendance about the or, seeing that by attendance nothing was to
person of the king. To this train was given be got but vexation, staid away. At an early
the cognizance of all such suits as, from such period, minutes of these conversations came
varied distances, so various and some of them to be taken by authority, and continued so to
Imlong, could be made to come to it. be till the end of the reign of Henry theVIiL,



: WRITTEN INSTR_T_ WORSE THAN USELESS, M

mmo1546,_om wh_time,,m_er the au_ ofwri_g, in_f_r:a_peoperlyspplie& Pr_
ple_ of _, tbey_hlve been _inu_d perty applied it is to three fl_u_,s : instrument
down to the prement. Under _the name of the of demand under the appropriate heads; L_t-
year.books, from the eommei_mWnt of the strument of defence under appropr_e heads;
reign ofEdward L aavo 1272, th_ave, in stolon both v_ies ev/dence. To nooveof
gre_ter or less proportion, extm_ ia print, these three heads belong the so much worse
having been prints4 anno 1678. than useless written instruments, styled/_d-

By this one al.l_powerfal indicatory (me- i:_gs. Behold, in the first place, the use and
lropolitan it might have been styled, had the demand there was for instruments of this
place of it been fixed,) by this one great sort; meaning always with reference to the
French-speaking judicatory, the little local sinister interests of Judge and Co., then af-
]_nglish-speaking judieatories were swallowed terwards their particular nature.
up. Remains to be shossm how this was ms- By the unintelligibility given to the Inn.
naged, guage, absolutely considered, not inconside-

A suit, from which, if given _Jr him, a man rable was the profit gained ; comparatively
saw he should reap no benefit, would not be speaking, relation had to what could be done,
commenced by him. When, in a local jodi- and was done accordingly, very little.
catory, in which the plaintiff's demand being Of the French language, the usefuhtess to
so dearly just, the defendant would have Judge and Co. was wearing out. Nottospeak
been sure to lose, a suit was depending, the of amicable and commercial intercourse, war
j_dges on each occasion, at the instance of the was, ever and anon, sending Englisbmen into
defendant, sent to the hos_oever distant ju- France, lower and higher orders together, by
dmatory an order to proceed no further, and tens of thous_nd._ at a time. Uuder Edward
to the defendant an order to come, and, along III. a hundred thou_nd at one time made
_xith the plaintiff, add himself to the tram, that fruitless visit to the walls of Paris.
a_ above. This having been made the prac- _hile the use of the French language was
tice, and been extensively felt and uni versalty thus spreadin_ itself, so was the art of writing,
seen to be so ; thus, all over the kingdom, and with it the use of the Latin language ;
was an end pnt to the business of all these among the priesthood it was common ; and
English.speaking and justice-administering amongst the earliest lawyers were priests.
judicatories. Now was come the time for pressing pre.

If a man, who was rich enough, beheld eminently useful art, and not altogether use.
within the jurisdiction of one of those judi- less erudition, into the service of discourse.
catories, another whom, by enmity or any Written pleadings were added to oral ones,
other cause, he was disposed to ruin, all he added, not substituted ; prefixt, being inter-
had to do was to commence a suit. either in posed between the delivery of the original
the great travelling j udicatory, or in the first scraps of parchment, and the debate in court.
instance in the little first indicatory, and French the spoken matter, preceded by Latin,
thence call it up into this all-devouring one. and that written ; thus was darkness doubled,

Appeal, on such occasions, does good ser- and difficulty trebled. Of this darkness the
vice ; this practice (evocation, in French, it La_in part continued, unimpaired by any the
is called) was, anybody may see to how great faintest ray of light, till towards the middle
a degree, an improvement upon it. of the last century. By statute of the 4th

If, from all these judgeshires, howsoever of George If. anno 1731, the darkness in_i-
denominated and empowered--county courts, sible transfigured into the existing darkness
hundred courts, courts leer and courts baron, visible.
_appeals had been receivable, this would Contemplatingit, the nll but failure, Black-
have done much, but this would not have stone cannot hold his exultation.
done everything. Some indeed would have Notice to dishonest men, in general, was
passed through the strainer, and yielded fees. then given by the fee-fed judges. Is there
But by far the greater part would have stuck any man whose property, or any part of it,
by the way, and have thus been useless. _ you would like to have?---anyman you would
Upon the vulgar modes of appeal, evocation like to rain ? Ifyouc_ndroppence withthem
was no small improvement. On an appeal, into my till, tilt they are tired, do what you
misdecision on the part of the inferior autho- like, and if they call upon me to help them,
rity required to be proved. Presumption is stand fast ; they shall have their labour for
shorter then proof. By an evocation, this their pains. Or, if you cannot come at them,
presumption was regularly made, an_ being I will do the thing for you. This was neither
made, acted upon. cried, nor sung, nor said. But when acts

speak, words are needless. Such was the
III. Device t]te T]drd_Written Instruments, language then-- such is the language now.

where worse than useless, necessitated. As to the uses _ the advantage obtained
So far from being worse than useless, in- through mendacity will be brought to view

di_pen_ble to perfect judicature is the art under the next head: even supposingtheliae
VoL V. F f
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of truth ever so rigidly adhered to, still the demned to hear : all labour, without profit.
advantage could not fail to be considerable, different the case when this preliminary writ-
To no inconsiderable extent, incapacity, cape- ten alteration came to be added : once com-
eially in that rude state of society, would do menced, then on it went of itself, like a pump
the work of sinister art. Only by the caps- set a going by a steam-engine : the judge
city of paying on the one part for it, would receiving his share of the profit on it, neither
any bounds be set to the extent to which, his ears nor his eyes being any part of the
without aiming at excess, a rambling story time troubled with it: so much for the ease
might be spun out on either part. accmmt. But of this further under the head

Even from the first, to the purpose of of" Mechanical vice Mental Judicature.
giving the proposed det_ndant to understand Yet another use : The additional and so
he was expected to make his appearance, on unhappily permanent, served thus as the sub-
s certain day, at a certain place, on pain that ject-matter and groundwork for the subse-
should follow, was applied (it would seem) quent and evanescent mass of profit yielding
a scrap of parchment (paper as yet unknown,) surplusage.
with a scrap of writing written upon it. Of By the plaintiff`', his story had to be told to
the writing, Latin was the language ; by any- a sort of agent called, in process of time, an
thing so vulgar as the conquered language, attorney, a word which meant a substitute :
conquerors disdained to sully hands, lips, or from this statement, the attorney had to draw
ears. It was between this writ (so it came up a case : from this case an advocate, styled a
afterwards to be called)--between this writ sergeant contour, afterwards simply sergeant
and the viva voee discussion that the plead- (originally styledapprentlces--barristers were
ings were interposed, not hatched,) had to draw up the pleadings,

On the occasion of each suit, four thing_ commencing with that styled, as above, the
there are, to distinguish which clearly from declaration : attached to each of these learned
each other was, and still continues to be persons was his clerk : masters and clerks, by
found a task of no incensiderabte difficulty: each one of them was received his fees.
these are-- 1. The service demanded of the Father of a Family ! when you have a dis-
judge at tl/e charge of the proposed defen- pate to settle between two of your children,
dants, _y in one word tl_e demand; 2. The do you ever begin by driving them from your
portion of law on which the demand was presence ?--do you send them to attorney,
grounded ; 3. The individual matter of fact, special pleader, sergeant, or barrister ? Think
which, it is alleged, has brought the indivi- you that by any such assistance, any better
dual ease within the sort of case, for which Chance would be afforded you for coming at
the provision has been made by the law; the truth, than by hearing what the parties
4. The evidence, or say the proof, by which h_ut to say for themselves ?
the existence of these same facts was required Page upon page, and process upon process,
and expected to be made manifest : not to each process with fees upon fees, -- all these
speak of the hw, where there not being any for the production of no other effect thau
really existing portion of law bearing on the what is every day produced all over the eoun-
sort of ease, the existence of a portion of law try by a line or two in the shape of a sum-
adapted to the plaintiff's purpose must of monsorawarrantfromajustieeofthepeare;
necessity be assumed : assumed -- that is to a hundred-horse steam-eugine for driving a
satv, created by imagination, in a form, ad- cork out of a bottle.
justed in some way or other to the demand. " Tell Thomas to come here," or " bring
Correspondent was the course necessary to Thomas here :" this is what a father, when
be taken on the defendant's side. his wish is to see his son Thomas, says to his

As to the demand, next to nothing was the soo John. Father of a family ! if your power
information given in relatiou to it by the of endurance is equal to the task, wade
lorit. Remained therefore to be given by the through this mass of predatory trash, and iron-
pleadings the partieular nature of the service, gine, if you can, the state your family would
:as above demanded, together with a state- be in, if by no one of your children you ceuid
ment of the facts, on which the demand was ever get anything done, without the utter-
grounded, with which was chemically corn- anee of it. Well then: exactly as necessary
bined, adram of the portion of common, alias --exactly as contributive is it to the giving
judge-made law, which this same demand execution and effect to an ordinance of the
took for its ground, king in parliament, as it would be to the

Signal was the service rendered to the in- giving txeeution and effect to sa order ad-
ventors by this deeree:--l. Spoken words dressed by you, on the most ordinary oeea-
could not be sold at so much a dozen : the sion, to an.y child of your's.
written words could be and were ; so much The judge was, in a word, a shopkeeper.
for the profit account : 2. Of the word of A spurious article, stampt with the name of
mouth alterations, not a syllable could be justice, the commodity he dealt in. Byhcar-
ugtered, which the judge did not sit con- ing the applicant--the would-be phintiffia
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pecson, nothing was to be got: by serving the "' Thomas Nokes took my horse on such a
,crap of parchment, a fee was to be got: one day" _naming it,)msays I, John Stiles (the
fee, and that one, like the queen bee, mother plaintiff,) to the judge, Make him give me
of a swarm of others, back the horse, or give me its value. In this

To conclude this same subject of written may be seen the instrument stated: first llnk
pleadings, and the use of it to lawyercraft, in the chain of written pleadings--I saw
Well might Blackstone thus triumph asabove: the defendant take the horse, says Matthew
well might he felicitate himself and his part- Martyr, afterwards, at the trial. This is
ners in the firm. To his analysis is subjoined called proof on evidence. Matthew Martyr,
an Appendix, in x. numbers, the vii. last of if what be thus says is false, is punishable.
which ere precedents of contract or proce- But if John Stiles, though conscious that the
du_e, chiefly procedm-e, still in use. Num- defendant never took the horse, declare that
bers vii. divided into sections 22 : and, in he did take it, and this for the purpose of oh-
each of several of the sections, distinct instru- raining the value at his charge, why should
meats more than one. An exhibition more he be unpuuishable ? Rational cause for the
eminently and inexcusably disgraceful to the distinction, none.
head or heart of man, scarcely would it be in On the other hand, for the purpose of de.
lhe power of reward to bring into existence, predation under the mask of justice, -- the
_'ot one of these instances is there, in which, reason -- the use _ the ingenuity of it is ad-
in an honest, intelligible, and straightforward mirable. By taking off the punishment from
way, the purpose might not with facility be this stage of the suit, the door was thrown
accomplished : in not one of them, in any open to every dishonest man who, being rich
such way, is the purpose actually aimed at. enough, felt disposed to hire the judge, to
In every one of them the matter of it is a enable him, then as now, by means of the _
jargon of the vilest kind, composed of a mix- costs of suit to accomplish his dishonest pur-
ture of lies and absurdity in the grossest pose. By suffering the punishment to be
f(,rms. In maleficence, much worse than capable of attaching at the last stage of the
._impleuonsense. By nonsense, no conception suit, no advantage was lost; before the suit
of anything being presented by it to anybody, had run this length, the defendant's ruin may
no deceptiou would have been produced : by have been accomplished.
this matter, to every eye but that of a lawyer, Moreover, if by this or that man in the
a false cmmeption is presented ; and, in his character of a witness, wilful falsehood comes
mind, if he be not sufficiently upon his guard to have been committed, so much the better:
against it, will be produced, for here, if the purse of the party injured by

Such was the use derived from this inven- falsehood not being yet drained, passion has
tlon in its original and most simple state: got the better of prudence, here comes an-
remain to be brought to view the increments other suit: the suit by which the infliction of
it received, earlier or later, from the other the punishment is demanded.
sources above mentioned : from the suborned The nature of the destruction thus esta
mendacity -- from the established delays, blished, behold now the several application
from the groundless nullifications, on grounds made of it: _ the lwence, or say permission,
avowedly foreign to the merits : and as in the remuneration, or allowance, and the corn-
process of time, jurisdiction, as will be seen, puls_on, all together. By a pre-established
came to be split, then came the ulterior im- harmony, evidenced byusage, thejodge stands
provements, introduced by equity, and spi- determined, that, ff the deibndant, having
rituality : equity and spiritualit, y--those two received, or been supposed to have received,
favourite handmaids of the d_emon of chicane, this samefirst link in the chain of pleadings,

does not, on his part, add to it a secoad, he
the judge, will cause seizure and sale to be

IV. Device the Fourth--Mendaclty : licensed, made of the defendant's goods ; and the pro-
ten'staled, necessitated, sad by Judge hun- ceeds, to the amount in question, delivered
self'practised, to the plaintiff. What the dishonest plaintiff
(_l this contrivance, the root will be seen knew from the first was--that for no lie, by

in a distinction taken between pleadings and which he gave, as above, commencement to
ewaence. To mendacity in evidence, no el- the suit, would he be punishable : here, then,
Jowance is given : to mendacity in pleadings, was the allowance, or say licence : what he
tall allowance. Why not to mendacity in also knew was_that, ff the first tL_sueof
evidence ? Because if, to this last stage in lies failed of being, in appointed time, an.
lee suit, the allowance bad been extended, swered by the defendant in correspondently
not so much as a shadow of justice would mendacious prescribed form, _he, the dis-
have been kept on foot : society could not honest plaintiff, thus rendered sobythejudge,
have been kept together, by the invitation virtually given to him and

Now, for this same distinction, what ground everybody by this his hired instrument and
there in the nature of the case ? l_ot any, accompiiee_would receive the contemplated
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reward for his dishonesty : here, then, comes species of discourse could it be applied wi_h
the remuneration and the compulsion : the I more indisputable propriety, thsal to the dis_
remuneration thus given by the judge to the _ course of a judge, uttered for an evil put.
dishonest plaintiff: the compulsion thus ap- I pose?
phed by the judge to the defendant ; and so I How much to be regretted, that for the
on through any number of links in the chain I designation of the sweet and innocent on the
of pleadings, one hand, the caustic and poisonous oil the

Had justice been the end aimed at, would other, the same appellation should be contin.
this have been the course ? No : but a very ually in use ; it is as if the two substances,
different one. No sale of dear-bought strips sugar and arsenic, were neither of them known
of parchment, befouled by judge's lies. From by any other name than sugar / But the abuse
the very first, no suit commenced but by an made of this recommendatory word is itself
interview between the suitor and the judge, a device: an introductory one, stuck upon the
No ear would the judge have lent to any per- principal one.
son in the character of plaintiff, but on con- So much for the delusion ; now for the cri-
ditio_, that, in case of mendacity, he should minality.
be subjected to punishment, including in case Obtaining money by false pretences is a
of damage to an individual, burthen of corn- crime : a crime which, except where licensed
pensation. Thus, then, vanishes the distine- by public functionaries, or uttered by them,
lion between pleadings and evidence; and of to and for the benefit of one another, is pn-
the dishonest suits that then were, and now rushed with infamous punishment. Power,
are, bornandtriumph, avast proportion would in so far es obtained by fiction, is power ob-
have been killed in embryo. Of whatever, rained by some false pretence : and what
on this occasion, were said by the applicant, judicial fiction, that was ever uttered, w_s
not a syllable that would not be received uttered for any other purpose? What judidal
and set down as evidence" received, exactly fiction° by which its purpose has been aIJ-
as ff from a stranger to the suit ; and so in swered, has Failed of being productive of this
the ease of the defendant. Wherever it were effect ?

worth while, in the thus written evidence, the If obtaining money by false pretences is an
now written, and above-described unpunish- immoral practice, can obtaining power by
ably mendacious pleadings, would have their false pretences be anything less so? If silver
so uneontrovezgibly beneficial substitute, and gold are to be had the one for the other',

so can power and money ; if then either has
value, has not the other likewise ?

2Vo,v./'or Mendacitg practised. _ By mend,_- If obtaining, or endeavouring to obtain
city is understood the quality exemplifi_'d money by false pretences is an act presenting
by any discourses by which wilful falsehood a well-groumied demand for legal punishment,
is uttered : habit of mendacity, the habit so in its origin, at any rate, was riot the act
of uttering such discourse, of obtaining, or endeavouring to obtain, by
Uttered by men at large, wilful falsehood those same means, power ? power, whether

is termed wilful faisehood : uttered by a judge in its own shape, or in this, or that other
as such, it is termed iietien : understand ju- shape?
dieialfiction. As to the period -- the time at which this

Poetieat fiction is one thing: judicial fie- device had its commencement in practice can
tion, another. Poetical fiction has for its scarcely have been so early as the original
purpose deleetatinn : producing, in an appro- period so often mentioned : lies are the instru-
pria_ shape, pleasure: the purpose here a ments rather of weakness, than of strength;
good one, or no other is so. To a bad pur- they who had all power in their bands, had
pose it is indeed capable of being applied, as little need of lies for the obtaining of it.
discourse in everysbepeis. But in its general On every occasion, on which any one of
nature, when given for what it is, it is in- these lies was for the first time uttered and
noxious, and in proportion to the pleasure it applied to use, persons of two or three dis-
affords, beneficent: no dceeption doesit pro- tinguishable classes may be seen, to whom,
duee, or aim at producing. So much for poe- in different shapes, wrong was thus done : the
tical fiction, now for judicial, functionary or functionaries, whose power

In every instance, it had and has for its was, by and in proportion to the power thus
purpose, pillage : object, the gaining power; gained, invaded and diminished: and the peo-
means, deception. It is a portion of wilful ple at large, in so far as they became sufferers
fahehood, utterod bya judge, for tbe purpose by the use made of it: which is whag, in al-
of producing deception ; and, by that decep- most every instance, not to say in every in-
tion, sequiesoenee or exerdse given by him stance, upon examination, they would be seen
to power not belonging to him by hw. to be.

If, by a lie, be understood a wilful false- In the present instance, Foneticnaries, or
hood, uttered for an evil purpose, to what say authorities, of two elatses are discernible.
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The authority, from which the power _s Take, for example, the common recovery
thus filched, was either that of the sovereign, fiction ; a tissue of lies, such, that to convey
their common superordinate--or the eo-ordi- to a non-lawyer any comprehensive concep-
hate authority, viz. that of some judge or tion of it, would require an indefinite multi-
judges, co-ordinate with that of the stealers, tude of pages, after the reading of which it
In a certain way, by the deception thus put would be conceived confusedly or not at all.
uponhim, the sovereiga_ was a party wronged, But what belongs to the present purpose will
in so far as power was taken from any judge be as intelligible as it is undeniable.
to whom it had by him been given. But this 1. Descriptions of persons stolen from,
.was a wrong little if at all felt: the only three :--l. Children, in who_e favour a mass
wrong felt certainly and in any considerable of immoveable property had been intended
degree, was that done to another judge or set to be made secure against alienation ; even-
of judges, tual subject-matter of this property, no less

Say stealing, or what is equivalent, as being than the soil ofalt England : 2. Landowners,
shorter than to say obtaining under false pre- by whom, by payment of the fees exacted
tences. In each instance, if deception, and from them, was purchased of the judges of
by means of it power-stealing, was not the the court in question-- the Common Pleas_
object of the lie, object it had none ; it was that power of alienation which they ought to
an effect without a cause, have gratis, or not at all: 3. Professional

By a man in a high situation, a lle told for men-- conveyancers (the whole fraternity
the purpose of getting what he had "already, of them)--despoiled in this way of a share of
or could get without difficulty without a lie such t_eir business, by the intrusion of these
_such conduct is not in human nature, judges.

As to sufferings, nominatooly, asaboveob- Now for the falsehood--the artful and
served, were they on the part of the supreme shameless predatory falsehood-- by which all
and omnipotent fimetionary ; here, supposing these exploits were performed. Officiating
them real, no sooner had they been felt, than at all times in the court in which these judges
they would have been made to cease, and no were sitting, was a functionary, styled t/;e
memorial of them would have reached us. crier of the court ; his function, calling indi-

:Not so in the ease of learned brethren : viduals, in proportion as their attendance was
stealing power from them. was stealing fees. required, into the presence of the judges.
Accordingly, when, towards the close of the Sole source and means of his subsistence, fees;
seventeenth century, a thef_ in this shape had in magnitude, the aggregate of them torte-
been committed, war broke out in West- spondenttothenatureofhisfunetion. Behold
minster-hall, and fictions, money-snatching now the fiction. A quantity of parchment
ties, were the weapons. But of this under having been soiled by a compound of absur-
the head of Jurisdiction-splitting. dities and falsehoods, prepared for the par-

There, all the while on his throne sat the pose, and fees in proportion received for the
king: that king, Charles IL But, tea Charles same, a decision was by these same judges
11.,not to speak of a king in the abstract, war pronounced, declaring the restriction taken
between judge and judge for fees, was war off, and the proprietors so Far free to alienate:
between dog and dog for a bone. to the parties respectively despoiled, a preo

Now come the real sufferers -- the people, tended equivalent being given, of which pre-
Subjection to arbitrary power is an evil, or sently. Persons whom it was wanted for_
nothing is ; an evil, and that an all-compre_ (not to speak of persons not yet/_ ease, and
hensive one. in whose instance accordingly disappointment

Now, every power thus acquired is in its might be prevented from taking place) young
essenee arbitrary ; for, ff to the purpose of persons in existence in indefinite multitudes,
obtaining anything valuable --call it money, from whom, on the several occasions in ques.
call it power -- allowance is given to a man, tion, their property, though as yet but in ex-
on any oecasiou, at pleasure, to come out pectaney, was thus taken--taken by these
with a lie ; which done, the power becomes same judges, whose duty it was to secure it
his, what is it he eannot do? For where is to them. Now for the equivalent. To all
the occasion on which a lie cannot be told ? persons thus circumstanced, it was thought
And, in particular, on the whets expanse of meet to administer satisfaction : it was by u
the field of law, no limits being assigned, speech to the following elfoct, that the heaA.
where is the lie which, if, in his conception, ing balm was applied :_" Children, we take
any purpose of his, whatever it be, will be your estate from you, but for the loss of it,
answered by it, may not be told ? you will not be the worse. Here is Mr.

Accordingly, wilful falsehoods, more pal- Moreland,",, (that was always the gentleman's
pably repugnant to truth, were never uttered, name:) he happens to have an estate of ex-
than may, by all who choose to see it, be seen actly the same value : this we will take from
to have been uttered, mad for the purpose of him, and it shall be year's."
o_'_ning power, by _nglish judges. Exactly in this way, on one sad lhe sa_e
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day, were estates in any number disposed of without mixture. This reality, for such it is,
at the appointed price by these supposed, and may help to explain one use, and that auai.
by suitors intituled, ministers ofjustice. Such versally applying one ; the purpose, whatever
was the proceeding then : and such it coati- it be, is it by the truth that it is best served ?
hUeS to this day.* The argument is drawn from the truth side.

There we have one fiction : now for a pa- Is it by the fiction ? Side from which the at.
raltel to it. Once upon a time, in Fairy land, gument is drawn, the falsehood.
in the court of a certain judge, under the seat Such beiug the emblem, now for the appIi.
ofthecrierofthecourt, was a gold mine. On cation. Be the mess what it may, truth is
a touch given to the seat by a wand, kept for ahvays the substance of it ; lies, how coarse
the purpose by the judge, out flowed at any and gross soever, but the seasoninq. The pur-
time a quantity of gold ready melted, into an pose, whatever it be-- is it by the fiction that
appropriate receptacle, and on the turning of it is best served ? From the fiction side it is
a cock, stopt. Here we have a fiction, which, that. the argument is drawn : is it by the truth
if it be a silly, is at any rate an innocent one. alone that the purpose can be served ? It is to
Be it ever so silly, is there anything in it the truth, with whatsoever reluctance, that
more palpably repugnant to truth than in that [ recourse is hau. Thus quacunque via data,
predatory and flagitious one. I as the law Latin phrase has it, the point is

Two points, could they be but settled, ] gained.
might here afford to curiosity its aliment : _ t 2. Lastly, as to tile benefit from the conftl-

1. Point the first. Those fictions, such as f stun that, proportioned to the extent to which

they are, in what number could they be_ieked I non-conception, or what is so much better,
up like toad-stools, ha the field of common I misconception in regard to tile rule of action,

law ! By dozens at any rate, or by scores, to I has place on the part of _hose who are made
go no farther, they might be counted, t to suffer, in proportion to their oou-compliance

Roman lawyers too, have theirs. But for with it, the particular interest of Judge and
every Rome-bred fiction, a dozen English-., Co. is served : these are propositions, of which
bred ones, to speak within compass, might be the whole substance of this our humble peti-
found, tion is one continual proof. That thegiving

2. Point *he second. Birth-dayofthefietion to these two so intimately connected states of
latest hatched, and let fly to prey upon the things the whole policy of this class of politi-

people -- was it the day next before that of clans, has from first to last been universally
the first newspaper ?-- was it that of the last directed, is another proposition, to which the
witch burn_ or hanged ? Be the species of ira- same proof applies itself with the same force.
position what it may--be the field of decep- But to say, that by and in proportion to the
tion what it may, a time there will always be, degree of confilsion that has place in the ag-
after which new impostures will not grow on gregate mass of ideas produced by the aggre-
it. But, as to the time when those which gate mass of discourse, expressed in relation
have root at present will be weeded out, this to the subject and received, this same purpose
question is a very different one. is answered, is but to say the same thing in

By the operation here in question, good other words.
will it be said ?) good, in a certain shape, was If, to the intelligibility of that which is
one?--good, for example, of the nature of here said about uriintelligibility, any addition

that which it belongs to political economy and can be made by the sort of imagery so much
constitutional law to give indication ? Be it in request, -- out of each one of Judge aml
so. But, be itever so great, good, considered Co.'s double fountains, rises at all times a
as actually resulting, is, on this occasion, no- thick fog. Each one after another will be
thing to the purpose : only lest it should be brought to view, namely, under the head cf
thought to be overlooked, is mention thus device the eleventh--Decision on grounds
made of it: the only good which is to the foreign to the merits.
purpose is the good intended.

Lastly, as to certain ulterior uses of this
species of poetry to the reverend and learned V. Device the Fiy2h--Oathsfor the establish.
poets. Those of the coarsest and most ob- meat of the _lendacity, necessitated.
vious sort-- power-stealing and money-steal- That the ceremony of an oath is the instru-
hag-- having been already brought to view. ment by means of which the licence to commit

To complete the catalogue, require to be mendacity is effected, has just been stated.
added, -- 1. Benefit from the double fountain, Now as to the mode of applying the instru-
constituted a_ above ; 2. Benefit from the meat to this purpose. Nothing can be more
thickening thus given to confusion, simple. On the occasion of any statement,

I. First, as to the double fountain. A jug- about to be made, on a juridical occasion, or
gler there was, and a fountain he had, out of for an eventually juridical purpose, i_ it your
which at command flowed wine, red or white, wish (you being a judge) that mendacity

t The form was abolished by 3 & 4 W. IV. should _ot have ptace, you cause the indivi-
c. 74, (28th Aagust 18'_o3.)--Ed. dual by whom the statement is made, to hayer
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just before the making of it, borne his part in : by evidence. No _herwise than in as far as
this same ceremony : on the occasion of any thus grounded and warranted, can any law
statement so made, is it your wish that men- whatever be anything better than an act of
daeity should have place, you abstain from wanton despotism. Most laudable aceordingly
requiring the performance of this same cere- --unmatched in any other country upon earth,
monv : and, at the same time, you give to the is the scrutinizing attention and perseverance
naked statement so made, whatsoever effect so constantly employed by your Honourable
it suits your purpose to give to it. House in the collection of appropriate wit-

Not that it was tbr this purpose that the nesses, and the elieitation of their testimony.
ceremony itself was invented : for, along with Of their testimony ? and in what shape? In
the time, the cause of its invention is lost in that which is the very best possible : oral ex-
the darkness of the early ages : all that, on amination, subject to counter-interrogation
this occasion, is meant is -- that it is tbr the from all quarters, re-examination at any time,

purpose of organizing mendacity, and giviz_g and with the maximum of correctness secured
to that vice every practical increase, that the to it by being minuted down as elicited, and
ceremony, being found already in use, was subjected afterwalds to correction by the in-
taken advantage of. dividuM from whom it emanated. Behold here

Properties, which we shall now present to a mode of proceeding, dictated by a real de-
the view of the Honourable House this instru- sire to elicit true, and appropriately complete,
ment as possessing, are the following : they information : the desire accompanied with a
consist in its being-- thorough knowledge of the most effectual

]. Needless; to wit, for the purpose of re- means tbr the accomplishment of it.
pressing mendacity on judicial occasions, or Well then. For securing to each article
for a judicial purpose, of information thus elicited, the same eha-

2. Inefficacious, on these same occasions, raeter of truth at the hands of each witness,
3. Mischievous', to an enormous extent, in putting out of the question the splritual mo-

a variety of ways. tive, what are the temporal motives which,
4. Inconsistent with the received notions in the shape of eventual punishment, in ease

belonging to natural religion, of mendacity, your Honourable House makes
5. Anti-scriptural. application of? Answer: in a direct shape,
6. Useful to Judge and Co., eminently sub- imprisonment only; with or withoutflne : in

servlent to their particular and sinister in- an unimmediate and indirect shape, fine, for
terest ; and as such cherished by them. the extraction of which the imprisonment is

First, as to needlessness. For the need- the only instrument.
lessness of this ceremony, on the sort of oc- Now then, as to the ceremony eaUed _r-
_ion, or for the sort of purpose in question, ins, or taking an oath. Whether it be for
we humbly call to witness your Honourable want of power, whether it be for want of
House: prime in legislation is in effect the will-- (the single ease of election judicature
part borne by you. In your hands is the pub- excepted, and that no otherwise than in pur-
lie purse : with you, with few and casual suance of a special act of parliament)--no use
exceptions, laws originate. Take any law does ),our Honourable House ever make of
whatsoever, in the scale of importance what, this same ceremony. What follows ? Does
in comparison with the power of making that mendacity find the ttonoucable House impo-
same hw, is the power of exercising, in rela- tent ? On the contrary: much more effectual
tion to it, an act of judicature, reversable of is its power against this vice than that of
course at pleasure by the powers by which the ordinary judicature, with its expensive prose-
taw was enacted ? Well then -- when at the eution and severer punishment. Why ? Be-
instance of the Honourable Itouse a law has cause, while the mode of elicitation emphiyed
been enacted--this same law, was it passed is such as needs not the assistance of the
upon determinate grounds, or was it ground- ceremony, its mode of procedure is such, as
less _ To style it groundless, would be to pass is able to cause the punishment to follow
condemnation on it. It having determinate instantaneously upon the offence. Yet, has it
grounds, and those grounds appropriate, of as yet a weakness, to which consistency will
what then are those same grounds composed ? one day, it is hoped, apply the obvious re-

Answer : Of matters of fact, and nothing reedy. Standing at the highest pitch at the
else ; for nothing else is there of which they commencement of ea_ parliament, it sinks
can be composed. On the occasion in ques- "this indispensable power) as the parliament
tion, these same matters of fact, whatsoever idvances in age, till, at last, it is sunk in
they may be, will respectively either be con- utter decrepitude.
fidered as already sufficiently notorious, or After such a demonstration of the needle_.
not: if not, then will the existence of them ness of this ceremony, but for the importance
for the purpose of this same act of legislation, and novelty of the subject, other proofs might
as for the purpose of any act of judicature, be put aside, as being themselves needless:
be conmidered as requiting to be established important the subject _.ay well be ate,ted, or



no a_er is so: £o_, _ long _s this.em_mony least say_ the solem_a _) _ when reee_ved
his p_e, justice, to _ pro_'oum extent m_d communicated, behold the preservative
ttmt wig be seen, is a]nm_tety _atcapalde of power of the Holy Ghost in these minds
Wing place, against perjury.

To _e benefit, of the testimony of Quakes, Example the second : In England, through
ever since the year 1696, justice h_, with- the university of Oxford, pass one half of the
out the benefit of this ceremony, by wrious 12,000 or 13,000 Church-of-England clergy ;
l_ttutes, been admitted, in eases called dv/l through the university of Cambridge the other
roses: and now, by a stattrte o£ 1828, in cases half. In Oxford, pre-eminent in uselessness
called criminal ami penal cases. If, then, as and frivolousness, a volume of statutes re-
a security against mendacity, the ceremony eeivesatentrance from each member, in every
is indispensl_ble in the case of all other men, article of it, as security for observance, aa
can it be needless or safely omitted in the appropriate promissory oath.
_ase of these? Now for the effect. On no day does any

Moreover, on any one of these occasions, one of these academics tread on the pavement
what is there to hinder a non-Quaker frmn of that same holy city, without trampling
personating a Quaker ? Clothed in the habit, upon some one or more of these oaths. Held
and speaking the language era Quaker, sup- up to the inexorably conniving eyes of the
pose a non-Quaker, by his evidence, giving constituted authorities, has been the con-
success to Doe, in a case in which, otherwise, tempt thus put upon this eeJ emony, _ held
it would have gone to Roe. The imposture up, not by strangers only. but by members
afterwards discovered, would success change -- not by lay-members ooly, but by clerical
_alds? members:--for more than the last half eea-

On the evidence of an tmpostor of this sort, fury, by a clerical member--Vicesimus Knox
suppose a man convicted of murder, and exe- --in a work, editions of which, in number
,_uted. The in,posture being afterwards dis- between 20 or 30 are in circulation.
covered, would the felony be transmuted into So much tbr promissory oaths. To rome
a non-felony, and the hanging operation be, back to assertory oa_hs. Stand forward cus-
in law language, declared void ? tom-house oaths.* For demonstration of the

Not only in the ease of a class of men so inefficiency-- the uncontested and ineontcs-
well known as this of Quakers, but in the tibleinelficiency--these two words supersede
case of a class comparatively so little known volumes : exacted to a vast extent the asset-
as that of Moraviaas, has justice been in pos- lion of facts, of which in the nature of things
session of this same benefit, ever since the itis not possible that the assertor should have
year 1749, by statute 22 Gee. IL eh. 30. had any knowledge. How prodigious the

Of detriment to justice from this allowance benefit to finance and trade, if asseveration,
in what instance was any suspicion ever ca- with appropriate punishment in case of men-
tertained? Was not the assuredness of the dacity, were substituted, and by adverse its-
absence of all increased danger of mendacity, terrogation, a defendant made subjectible to
from this admission, in civil eases, -- was not a limited loss, a_ by equity interrogation he
thls the cause of the extemioa given to it in is to loss of all he has_ Thus simple is the
criminal cases ? arrangement, by which, without the illusory

So much for needlessness, assistance of the thus universally contemned
2. Now as Ix) inedfflciency. Considered with eeremony, finmlee might be made to assume

reference to the purpose here in question, a new and healthful thc,e ; trade be made to
oaths stand distinguished into assertory and receive changes in great variety, generally
prorais.sor!/: but, in both eases, the sanction regarded as beneficial ; and pounds, by hun-
is precisely the same. Take then, for example, deeds of thousands a-year -- not to say mil-
oatlts of the promissory sort : because these lions, be saved.
stand clear of various points of contestation, So much for needlessness and ineffieacious-
which have place in the ease of asserto_ ness.
oaths : whereas in the case of a promissory 3. l_,'ow as to mischievousness. Of the ira-
oath, if violation has place, seldom does the meuse mass of evil constantly flowing from
fact of the violation stand exposed to doubt, this source, a part, and but a part_ has as

Now then for the examples. Example the yet been presented to the view of the He-
first: Protestant sees in Ireland, bishops 22: nourahte House : _ namely, under the last
arehbishops 4: together 26. Previously to head, the head of mendacity.
investiture, oath taken by every bishop, pro- 1. By so simple a process as the declining
misting to see that in every parish within his to act a part in this ceremony, any man, who
diocese, a sehool of a certain description shall has been the sole percipient witness to a crime
have place. Of the aggregate of these oaths, may, whatever be that crime_murder, or still
what, in the year 18"25, was the aggregate worse _ after appcari_g as summoned, gi_'e
fruit ? Performances 782 : perjuries 480. impunity to it: without the trouble or for.
When received and eommunieated--(so at * Vide _upra, p. l_;_l.



matity,prodnei_thus the effectof pardon: .pu_hmenti_a.lie_tmi_,_tr_Alu_hty__
sbaringthuswlthhis majesty this branch of isth_teheJetdo_mmUuothi_? TIaem_.
the prerogative, and even in cases, in which _ver is, yes; on _a_ Im_ieular _
his said majesty _ands debarred from exer- ammmtingalmoha_ly,to_g'o: l_tofthis
eising it. pres_m_by. " ....

2. By the same easy process, in a else By the induetiag of the_e _me t_ere_d,
called civil, may any man give to any man _ightreverend, ondmo_treverehd,_ff.styled
any estate of any other man. peD.'urers (for so they are speei_

"Not quite so easy (says Somebody.) For to be by these their own statutes,) tm_ been
would not this be a contempt? and would he established the _tiomd school of church of
not of course be committed ? England orthodoxy.

May be so : but when the murderer has These things considered, and the uae made
been let off, or the man in the right has lost of oaths on judicial oecasions,_Westminster
his cause, would the commitment last for life ? Hall, not to mention its near neighbourhood,
--in a word, what would become of it? ma.vit not be styted tYaegreat 2Vationat School

But to no such peril need he expose him- of perjury?
self. A process there is which is still easier : What, then (says semehodv,) are all texts
'"I am an atheist." He need but pronounce meant to be thus condemned?" Oh no: tests,
these four words. The pardon is sealed ; or for declarations of the party concurred with,
Doe's estate is given to Roe. by a man, on this or that occasion, may be

But of this, more, presently, useful : useful, and even necessary ; and at
Behold now perjury established by law : es- any rate unexceptionable : in some cases by

tablished on the most extensive --established acceptance, in other cases by non-acceptance,
onan all-comprehensive scale : esIablished by useful indications may be afforded. On an
nnpmfity, coupled with remuneration alto- occasion of this sort, who are they whom you
gether irresistible. Such is the effect of test choose to be emmidered as siding with ? This
oaths. Of these oath% some are or may be is the question, propounded by the call to
assertory, some promissory, some assertory join in the declaration ; and in this case no
and promissory in one : declaration of opinions mendacity need have place.
entertained: declaration of course of actions 4. So much for needlessness, inefficiency,
determined to be pursued, or of opinion de- and mischievousness, l_iowas to repugnance
termined to he entertained : to be entertained, to natural religion.
spite of all conviction and persuasion to the This supposed punishment for the profa-
contrary. For pe_:iury in this shape, premium, nation, on whom is the infliction of it sup-
the highest given for good desert in any shape, posed to depend ? On the Almighty ? No ;
-- for appropriate aptitude, in the official but, in the first instance at any rate, on man
situations, the most richly remunerated. Of alone. No oath tendered, no offence is corn-
the whole of the expenditure of government, mitred: no offence committed, on no man
a vast proportion thus employed in raising punishment inflicted. According to the oath-
annual and continually increasing crops of employing theory, man is the master, the
perjuries ; and while such is the reward, ira- Almighty the servant. In reapect to the
punity is absolnte and secure, treat_aent to be given to the supposed liar,

Oh the admirable security ! A man who, the Almighty is not left to his own choice.
with or without pecuniary reward, has, tbr In the event in question, at the requisition
any number of years together as above, been of the human, the divine functionary is made
leading a life of perjury, is to be regarded-- to inflict an extra punishment. Exactly of a
not only a_ capable, but as almost sure, of be- piece with the authority exercised by a chief-
ing stopt from giving his acceptance to any justice of the King's Bench over the sheriff
of the very richest rewards in the king's gift : of a county, is the authority there, by every
stopt by the fear of no more than what, if any- man who has purchased it, pretended to he
thing, may follow t_om one single instance of exercised over the Almighty. In Westmir_
perjury, and that a completely unpunishable ster-Hall procedure, the chief-justice is the
one -- made to refuse for example, an arch- magisterial officer ; the sheriff of the county
bishoprick of Canterbury, with its .£'25,000 in question a ministerial officer, acting under
a-year, and its et c_teras upon et cteteras H! him : a written instalment, called a wr/t, the

Sowing oaths and reaping perjuries is a medium of commuuication, through which, to
mode of husbandry, in a particular instance, the subordinate, the command of his supar-
affected to be disapproved by Blackstone. But ordinate is signified.
in that instance, compared _hth this, the scale In the case of the oath, the man by whom
is that of a garden-pot to that of a field, the oath is administered performs the part of

Bidding thus high for perjury, is it possible the chief-justice ; the Almighty, that of the
that of the self-same man it shouhl be lhe sberiffacting under him; and the kiss given
sincere wish to prevent it ? to the book performs the service of the writ.

What, then (nays somebody,) the fear of Is i_ by a country attorney, dig_dfiedb_
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the title of Master-extraordinary in Chancery any such ceremony. Says man to God, _ I do
--is it by this personage that the oath is ad- perform this ceremony, and thou shal_ punish
ministered ? In this ease, it is the attorney everyinstance of disregard to it. Suppose the
that the Almighty has for his master now ; Almighty prepared to punish every or any in.
and by the shilling paid to the attorney--by stance of disregard to this ceremony, you sup.
this shilling it is, that the Almighty is hired, pose him employed in sanctioning disobedi.

On the expectation of the addition thus to enee to his own express commandments.
be produced to the spiritual punishment up- If, to the compellers of such oaths, punish.
pointed by the Almighty of himself for men- merit, in a life to come, were at all an object
daeity- on this alone depends the whole of of consideration, the punishment attached to
the molehill of advantage, if any such there disobedience--to commandments thus plain
be, capable of being set against the mountain and positive, would produce in their minds an
of evil that has just been brought to view. impression rather more efficacious, than what

Of mendacity, variable is the maleficence, has been seen produced, as above, by the
on • scale corresponding to that of the male- punishment supposed to be attached to a dis.
fieent act, of which it is made, or endeavoured regard for the pmely human and recently is.
to be made, the instrument : of the profana- vented ceremony.
tion of the ceremony, the guilt, if any, is one But, for the use of so useful an instrument
and the same. of profitable maleficence, no punishment is

Infinitely diversified in respect of degree of too great to be encountered. '" The punish-
importance, are the purposes to which this ment," say they, " what matters it? Turn-
instrument, such as it is, is wont to be up- ing aside from it, we extinguish it."
plied. Does it, in its nature, possess any The thus imagined supernatural punish-
capacity of being, by its variability in quan- ment, has it really any efffciency in the d_a.
tlty, and thence in form, accommodated to racter of an anxiliary to human punishment,
these several purposes ? Not any. and a security against maleficence in its se-

The punishment, if any, the infliction of veral shapes ?" If yes, why thus narrow the
which is expected, is in every instance the benefit producible by it ?--why not make out
same, for which the attorney, for his shilling, at once a complete list of maleficent acts of
draws upon the Almighty. This draught, all sorts, fit to be, in due form of law, con-
wiI1 it be honoured ? vetted into offences? This done, collectively

But (says somebody,) for binding a man's or upon occasion severally, the promissory de-
attention to the importance of the occasion, claration may be attached to them, and the
some mark of distinction between an asser, book kissed.

tion that/s, and one that is not intended to This done, and no_ before, consistency will
be legally operative -- may it not be of use ? take the place of its opposite ; and so far the
Yes. doubtless. Bat for this purpose, no such practice of swearing, against conviction, cease.
preposterous pretended assumption of autho- 6. So much for needlessness, ineffeieney,
rity over the Creator by the creature is either repugnancy to natural religion, repugnancy to
necessary, or in any degree useful. By the revealed religion, as well as abundancyin mis-
word asse_eratio_ the appropriate extraordi- chievousness. Now for _e to Judge sad Co.
oary application of the faculty of attention is _ Multifarious and extensive is this use. The
already sufficiently indicated. _apital use, establishment of the mendacity-

On occasions of the sort in question, in licence, with the increase given to the profit
the instance of the people called Quakers, by by written pleadings, keeps pace with the mis-
specialallowance from the legislature, already chievonsness of the practice, and has been
m use is the word afllrrm_tioa. This word already brought to view.
might not improperly serve. But the word But the use of oaths to the partnership
m_severation is, perhaps, in some degree, pre- does not stop here. The greater the quantity
retable ; since it presents to view more as- of immorality, in all shapes, but more pard-
aaredly than does the word affirmation, the colarly in that of injustice, the greater the
idea of a special degree of attention and de- quantity of the profits : for, the more immc_
cision beyondwhat hasplaee on ordinary and rality, the more transgressions; the more
comparatively unimportant occasions, transgressions, the more suits; the more suits,

5. Now as to repugttaxcy to ;Scripture. _ the more fees. This series presents a el_e, or
" Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord say a key, which comes to the same thing, to
thy God in vain :" so says the second of the all the arrangements which enter into the corn-
ten commandmonts. " Swear ant at all:" position of judge-made law.
these are the words of Jesus, as reported in By the confusion with which the field of law
the gospels. " Above all tJiimys, swear not :" has thus been covered, observance of oaths,
these are the words of St. James, in his or breach of oaths, according as countenanced
Epistle_ But for texts of Scripture, when by a judge, being regarded as a merit and a
troublesome, there are rules of interpretation: duty, thus it is that judges have come to
one of them is, the rule of contraries, be r%,arded as invested with the power of

Says God to man, --thou shalt not perform converting right into wrong, and wrong into
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right: right and wrong following continually Answering to his call, this man tdaees him.
the finger (as the phrase is) of the taw. self in the witness's box. The learned counse_

Decency, as well as that inadequate degree has his instructions. " Sir," says he, " do
of efficiency which their own particular lute- you believe in a God?" What follows? An-
rest requires to be given to those parts of the swering falsely, the proposed witness is ad.
taw on which personal security depends, join mitted; be cannot be rejected : answering
in necessitating, as above, some restraint on truly, he is silenced, and turned out with ig-
mendacity in certain cases : at the same time, hominy. The martyr to virtue, the martyr
their official and professional interest requires to veracity, receives the treatment given to
that, to a vast extent, that same security a convicted felon.
should be inefficient. By a compromise be- The atheist was unseen and silent. These
tween these two antagonising interests, has lawyers drag him into broad daylight, and
been produced the form of the prosecution force into the public mind the poison from
for perjury, this confessing and thus corrupting tongue.

Not applying the temporal punishment but What will not the advocate do-- what will
in the comparatively small number of in- not thefee-fed judge support him in doing
stances in which it has been preceded by for their fees ? An inquisition, this high
this ceremony, and application of it requiring commission court, all over. For the purpo_
a separate suit, with two witnesses to give of thus punishing the offence, they create it :
effect to it -- a suit, of which the expense to tbemsdlves accessarles before the get: them-
the prosecutor is great, and the advantage, selves suborners.
in case of success, limited to the few cases Individuals they thus invest with the power
in which it has for its effect the reversal of of pardon -- thus do these sworn guardians
the judgment grounded on the false testi- of the king's prerogative. Individuals ?--and
mony, they thus make a show, and no more what individuals? In the first place, these
than a show, of wishing to extinguish the same atheists ; in the next place, all Chris-
vice, to the propagation of which, so far as liana and other theists, whom they have
profitable to them, their endeavours have succeeded in rendering mendacious enough
been so diligently and successfully directed, to pretend to be atheists.
Bating this rare case, ere any such prose- A murderer (suppose) is on his trial: ne-
cution can have been instituted, signal must cessary to conviction is the testimony of an
have been the triumph of passion over pru- individual, who has just mounted t.he box.
deuce. Among ten thou_nd perjuries corn- Befbre the oath is tendered,--" First (may it
mitted, is there so much as one punished ? please your lordship,) let me ask this man a
For tea might have been put a hundred, or question," says the counsel for the murderer.
for a hundred a thousand. Thereupon comes the dialogue. Counsel

Built originally for t_asting, Westminster " Sir, do you believe in a God ?" Proposed
Hall is thus become the great national school witness --" No, sir." Judge _" Away with
for perjury, him ; his evidence is inadmissible." Out walk

Picking out men, in whose breasts the they, arm-in*arm, murderer and atheist to-
aversion to mendacity is strongest and most gerber, laughing : murderer, to commit other
incontestible- picking out these men, and murders, pregnant with other fees.
expelling them from the witness's box with Robbers in gangs go about (suppose,) and
ignominy stampt on their characters --is to suppress testinmny, murdering all _hom
another service extracted by Judge and Co. they rub, and all who are supposed by them
from this ceremony, to have seen or to be about to see them rob.

In the instance of one half of that order of On being taken, one of them (anppose) tm'_
men, who are so richly paid for professing to king's evidence. Question by prisoner or pri-
impress morality, in all its shapes, upon the soner's counsel -- Do you believe in a God ?
conduct of the rest of the community, the Answer in the negative: offgoes the wltne_,
mdversality of habitual perjury has been al- and off with him goes the prisoner. Will it
ready brought to view. be said, that the condition, not having been

One of those suits, which the existing sys- performed, that is to say, the procurement of
tern engenders in such multitudes-- a suit in the defendant's conviction, the pro'don will
which one of the parties is conscious of being not be granted, and the accomplice will be
in the wrong, has (suppose) place. One per- hanged? Not he, indeed. No sooner does
ciplent witness there is, who being tendered any one of these murderers enter the witne_
tbr admission as a narrating witness, is on box, than by Judge and Co., if not an atheist
good groundsbelieved byihis dishonest suitor already, he" is thus converted to atheism.
to be an atheist. But, atheist as he is, nothing The consequence is_the necessary evidence
does it happen to him to have, or to be so being thus excluded, the virtual pardon of
much as supposed to have, to bias him, and the whole gang-- this man along with the
warp his testimony one way or the other : rest-- takes place of course.
sad no man is maleficent without a motive. Another use to Judge and Co., f_om th_
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aILcorruptlng ceremony: the shilling per oath t the occasion, in so far as it is in the course of
received for the administration thereof: the ] a suit actually commenced, that the assertion
shillings in front, with pounds, in many cases, ! is elicited : j'adicial the purpose, that is to
in the back-ground. Hence, patronage, with say, the eventual purpose, where the assertion
reference to the situations in which this profit I is uttered for the purpose of being eventluflly
is received. Considerations these by no means employed as evidence, should ever a suit have
to be neglected. What is there that is ever place, on the occasion of which it might serve
overlooked in the account of fees ? as evidence.

Another case. An instrument in the hand Take, for instance, a false recital in a cor_
of hypocrisy -- an instrument to cajole a jury veyauce, in an engagement meant to be obti-
with--is another character in which the ee- gatory ; false vouchers in accounts.
remony is of special use to a judge. It forms Thus, in the case of a voucher, Receptor
a charm, by the fence of which, transgression in account with Creditor, produces from Ven-
in every shape is rendered impossible to him. ditor or from Faber a vouehe_, acknowledg.
Gentlemen of the jury, you are upon your ing the receipt of a sum of money for goods
oaths : I am upon mine. Mine calls upon me furnished to Receptor, to be employed in the
to do so and so, quoth the ermined hypoerite : service of Creditor. In fact, he has received
out comes thereupon whatever happens to no more thsa_ half the sum : the other half
suit his purpose. On any adequately great being undue profit divided between them.
occasion, appropriate gesture-- application Under the existing system, on evidence in no
of hand to bosom, might give increase to stage better shape, are accounts audited : evidence
effect. Speaking of a noble lord, as having received as conclusive, the mere production
been saying so and so--" My lords," said of a receipt. To Creditor in this ease, what
a jndge once, " he smote that sacred taber- difference does it make whether it be by a
nacle of truth, hisbosom." Youroath? What forged receipt that he is defiauded of this
oath ? Who ever saw it ?--where is it to be money, or by a falsely asserting, thongh ge-
seen, unless it be on the back of the roll on nuine receipt, as above ? Yes, for no such
which is written the body of your common false assertion is there any punishment up-
law ? One of three things. Either you never pointed under the name of punishment : under
took any such oath at all, or if you did, it the name of satisfaction, refunding of the ua-
was either a nugatory or a maleficent one : due profit, yes. But for this a suit in equity
a promise, for example, on all occasions to is necessary ; a suit in which, for the recovery
make sacrifice of all other interests to the of five shillings, at the end of five years, or
interest of the ruling one. An old printed in case of appeal ten years, creditors may have
book there is, intituled The Book of Oaths: to advance £500 or £]000, losing in case of
and of one or other of these two descriptions success a fourth part of the money in unai-
ere the several oaths therein stated as taken lowed costs. On no better security against
by judges. At any rate, whatever oath you fraud than this, have public accountants re-
took, if any, in no one's presence was it taken eeived discharges for hundreds of millions of
but that of him by whom it was administered, pounds.
In what better light, therefore, than that of On the ground of any such voucher, any such
a fresh act of mendacity and imposture, can Veaditor or F, zber might be made examinable
any such mention of an oath be ever regarded it any time, and in case of original fraud, as
by a reflecting juryman ? above, or false asseveration in the course of

So much for the punishment of mendacity the examination, punishable according to th0
trader the existing system. Now suppose a i quality and quantity of the wrong.
system substituted, having for its ends in view Fraudulently or otherwise mendaciously
the ends of justice. Great beyond present falserecltalin eonveyanceshoriu engagements
possibility of conception would be the seen- meant to be obligatory, (including contracts)
rity which against frandand deception would _ falsehood in the recitals of instruments,
be given, by attaching punishment to men- in which registration of obligatory dealings
dacity. In whatever instance mendacity had of either of those two elasses is performed,
been uttered, either on a judicial occasion or newspaper or other paper under false denomi-
for a judicial porpose, punishraent would stand nations, printed and circulated for the purpose
attacbed to it of course. Against fraud and of influencing the prices of public securities
maleficent deception, to whatsoever purpose _all these vehicles of falsehood would thus
endeavoured to be applied, great not only receive a mode and degree of repression at pro-
beyond example but beyond conception would sent unexampled and until now uoconceived.
be the se_arity thus afforded. Oaths and per- Thus intimate is the connexion between
juries abolished,_punishment for mendacity legalized swearing and fraud : in a word, a_
would be at liberty to bend itself, and would has been seen, between this compulsorily and
of course bend itself to the form of every irresistibly legalized vice, and crime and ira-
offence, to every modification of which the morality in every imaginable shape: with
evilof an offence is susceptible. Judicial is lawyer's profit from every imaginable sourco.
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Swearnot_ all!_ ceaseto takethename Finally,inwhatsoeveristonydeemed Lud
of the Lordin vain ! By these commandments, taken to be perjury, guilt, over and above
repeated every day at table, with or without that which consists in the mendacity, either
the grace before meat in every house, more has or has not place: if guilt there is none,
would be done towards the extinction of then, by the supposition, the ceremony by
crime and immorality, than would ever be done which the mendacity is constituted perjury,
by preaching, thougheveryhouseweretohave is of no u_e: if guilt there is, we humbly
a pulpit in it. pray that whatsoever by the Honourable

ttow long will men continue to seek to ttonse can be done, may be done, towards
cause God to apply a punishment he had no exonerating us lnd the rest of his Majesty's
-:ntention of applying ? -- To cause him l---say subjects fi,om the burthen of it : and in par.
rather to force him, leaving only the time and tieular, such of us, whose destiny on any oe-
the quantum to his choice ? For, on the cere- easion it may be to serve as jurymen : for if
mony performed, the everlasting punishment in perjury there may be guilt, we see not how,
is assumed to fotlow as a thing of course, by men's sitting in a jury-box, it is converted

When will legishtors and judges cease to into innocence.
be suborners of perjury ? -- of perjury on an Accordingly, that which, in relation to thi_
all-comprehensive scale ? subject we pray for, in conclusion, is_that

The passion for these universal oaths, and by the substitution of the words afzrm and
(which is the sazne thing) for perjuries, can affirmation, or asseverate and asseveration, to
t here be no means of administering to its gra- the words swear and oalh, all persona at whose
tifiestion without the boundless expenditure hands, on a judicial occasion, any declaration
of crime, immorality, and consequent misery ? in relation to a matter of fact is elicited or
If without the special and specific mischief received, may be put upon the same footing
produced in so many shapes as above, simple as, in and by the statute of the 9th of his
oaths, with correspondent perjuries, will con- present Majesty, [George IV.] chapter 32,
tent them, perjuries of both sorts, assertory Quakers and Moraviaus are, in respect of maC-
and promissory, they may have their fill of. ters therein mentioned: and that on no ocea-
Each man may perform them for himself, and sion on which, in the course of a trial, a person
he may have strings of beads to tell them on : is called upon to deliver evidenco, any question
each man may thus perform them for him- be put to him, havingforitsobjecttheeatudng
self; or, in proportion to his opulence, he him to make declaration of any opinion enter.
may, for adequate remuneration, cause them, tained by him on the subject of religion.
in any desirable quantity, to be performed by Now for the petty juryman's oath. Asset-
others. By means of pre-established signs, tory or promissory?_ to which class shalllt
he might even for this same purpose press be aggregated? As the interval between pro-
into the service the powers of machinery and raise and performance lessens, the promissory
steam. Hemight perform therein theChinese approaches to, till at last it coincides with,
st_le: and for every oath taken, have a san- the assertory. Assertory, beyond doubt, is
cer broken : and th'us, at no greater expense the witness's oath : as clearly would be the
than the sacrifice of religion, morality, and juryman's, if the verdict followed upon the
happiness, confer a benefit on that branch of hearing of each witness's testimony as prompt-
trade. For the toss by assertor9 perjuries, area- ly as the delivery of that same testimony fol-
teurs might indemn_, themselves by increase lows upon the performance of the swearing
given to the stock of promissory ones. ceremony.

If this be not agreeable, l_t all hitherto Of this instrument, the inefficiency as tO
published editions of the Bible be called in, theproduetionoftheprofessedlyde_ir edeffe¢_t
and appropriately amended editions substi- _ that is to say, the exclusion of mends-
tared. Out of, " Thou shalt not take the city, _its efficiency, on the contrary, as to
name of the Lord thy God in vain," let be the production of the opposite effect, with
omitted the word not. For " Swear not at the perjury in addition to it, -- these are the
all," after the word swear, let be inserted the only results, the exhihitien of which belongs,
words swear and cause swear, whatever you in strictness, to the present purpose. But
to///, whenever by you or yours anything is another point, too closely connected with
to be got by it. Thus would be wiped clean this, and too important to be passed over, is
the irreligiousness of the practice ; and no- its misel_ieevusaeas. Another distlnguichable
thing would be left in it worse than the ira- point is the absurdity of this part of the in-
morality of it. stitutinn : and without bringing this likewise

Not inconsiderablois the service so recently into view, neither the inefficiency, nor the
rendered by the extending to cases styled cri- whole of the miseflleieney_ can be brought
minal, the admission so long ago given to Qua- to view,
kers' and Moravians' evidence in cases styled Indeed, to shay the absurdity of the notion
civil. Yet how inadequate, and thence how is to show its mischievousness : at any rate,
tavonahtent tho remedy, ff it stops there ? if inte.Uectual imbecility in the lmblie
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be a mischief, and adherence to gross absur- Having taken them up from these several
dity a proof of it. courts--taken them up from the seat of at.

Mark well the state of the ease. Men act- gregate wisdom, which they occupy altoge.
ing together in a body, twelve : business of thcr, -- pass through this machine the twelve
the body, declaration of an opinion on two judges, you saveargnmentsbeforethesesages;
matters taken in conjunction-- matter of fact pass through it the members of the House of
and matter of law. Lords, you save arguments on appeals, and

First, as to the matter of fact. Subject- writs of error before the House of Lords.
matter of the declaration, a question between To return to the unlearned twelve. To
A and B : A being either an individual, or each one of them, application is at the satne
a functionary acting in behalf of the public, time made of two distinguishable, two widely
On a certain occasion, at the time and place different, instruments.
in question, did an individual fact, belonging One is the oath. Of the application made
toaeertain speciesoffacts, take place or not ? of this instrument, what in this ca_e is the
This species of fact--is it of the number of object? To secure, in this instance, verity
those in relation to which provision has been to that declaration of his which is about to
and continues to be made by such or such a be made.
portion of the law? The other instrument is a certain quas-

Of this sort in every case are two points, tity of pain : pain, according as he and the
in relation to which, each man of the twelve others comport themselves ; increasing, in a
is called upon to deliver his opinion, as ex- quantity proportioned to the duration of it,
pressed in one or other of two propositions, from the slightest, imaginable uneasiness, to
one or the other of which, they being mntu- a torment such as, if endured, would exTin-
ally contradictory propositions, cannot fail of guish life ; but which no man in the situation
being true : laying out of the question, for in question was ever known, or so much as
simplielty's sake, the rare case of a sort of supposed, to have endured.
verdict called special. A compound of several pains is this same

Yes ; on the question of law : for, the corn- pain : principal ingredients, the pains of hun-
parativety rare case of a special verdict ex- ger and thirst : slighted, and first commencing
cepted, in the subject.matter of the opinion ingredient, the pain of privation, consisting in
declared is the matter of law included, as the non-exercise of whatsoever other occu-
olden as a verdict is delivered. Say, in eases pations would have been more agreeable.
called civil, bat implicitly : but in eases called Under these circumstances, if so it be that,
penal, as often as the verdict is against the as soon as the evidence with the judge's ob-
defendant, most explicitly. For, in the legal servations on it, if any, are at a close, either
sense of the word gui/ty (which is the only of the two mutnally opposite opinions is really
sense here in question,) I_e the act what it entertained by all of them, on the part of no
may, doing it is not being guilty, unless that one of them does any breach of his oath take
act stands prohibited by some law: really _lace; as little, on the part of any one of
existing law in the case of written statute them, does pain in any degree take place :
law : feigned to exist in the case of common the verdict is pronounced by the foreman,
law, in this one of the four or five different without their going out of the box.
meanlnffa of the word, But, as often as, instead of their delivering

Be the subject-matter of opinion what it their verdict,, they withdraw into the room
may_ be the class of men what it may_ he prepared for them, then it is that a difference
the number of them what it may, _ to cause of opinion has :place ; and then it is that, on
them to be all of one mind, all you have to the part of all twelve of them together, the
do is to put into their heads the opinion it is appropriate operations begin to be performed.
your wish to see adopted, and having stowed Then it is that, to an indefinite amonnt, all
them in a jury-chamber, keep them till they twelve arc made to suffer, that that same
are tiled of being there, number of them. from one to eleven, may

In what abundance might not time, labour, be made, and until they have been made, to
and argnment -- all these valuable eommodi- utter a wilful falsehood, and thus break the
ties_thusbesavcd? Take the uncertainty oath which they have just bcen madc to take,
of the law : this, if not a proper subject for under the notion of its preventing them from
redress, is at any rate, in no inconsiderable uttering this same falsehood.
degree, an actual subjectomatter of complaint. True it is, that if any one of them there be,
Make but the full use of the jury-boxes, or in whose instance pain has had the effect of
though it were but of one of them, this un- causing him no longer to entertain the opinion
certai'nty may at command be changed into first entertained by him, but to entertain,
unammlty ; and this unanimity, if not the instead of it, the opposite opinion declared
mine thing as the certainty, will at any rate by the verdict, no such falsehood will in hi_
be the best evidence of it ; or, at any rate, instance have been uttered. But exists there
the best consolation for the want of it. that person who can really believe that, in
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the ease in question, pain can have any such A contest (and such a contest i) between
efl'ee_? will and will: and by whom set on foot? By

And, even supposing the effect produced, the creator of the unanimity part of the in-
where is the benefit to justice ? Of the two stitution. And by whom kept up ? By the
opposite verdicts, to which is it that the pain supporters of it.
will produce the transition ? fer it presses In the declaration of the opposing will,
upon the whole number of them. Upon the others, in any proportion to the whole ham-
adopters of the verdict eventually delivered, her, may have joined ; thereupon has the pain
as well as upon the opposers of it; and which- continued to be endured by all, till those on
ever of the verdicts it be that is thus adopted, one side, unable any longer to endure it, have
what reason can there be for regarding this gone over to the other side.
as being more likely than its opposite to be Exists there that man, in whose opinion.
the proper one ? by the power of pain, any such change of the

]_ut though to produce a change in the judgment from one side to the other ever had
opinion really entertained is a thil_g which place ?
paincannot do in the instance of any one, yet Exists there that man, in whose opinion,
to produce a change in the opinion declared on any future occasion, any such effect from
to be entertained, is a thing which pain, and such a cause is probable ?
this very pain, not only can do in the instance So much for opinion : now for experience.
of some one of them, but is even known not Experience says, that, while in this assembly,
unfrequently to have done in the instance of in which there is torture to produce it, una-
all but one. nimity thus constantly takes place,--in an-

Of this so triumphantly trumpeted, so anx- other, in which there is no torture to produce
iouslypreserved, and so zealously propagated it, instances in abundance are continually
unanimity, what, then, as often as the jury happening hi which it does not take place.
quits the box, is the result ? Answer-- Two It is by the institution of another sort of
doses: one composed of pains, the other of jury--the grand jury--that the experience
wilful falsehood and perjury. The dose of is furnished. Every day, where this insti-
falsehood, some number, from one to eleven, tution has place, before these same petty
are made to swallow ; the dose of pains, alt jurymen, in number exactly twelve, had pro-
twelve : all this without the least imaginable nounced their pretended unanimous opinion
benefit to justice, on that same question, they, under the name

The verdict, with the opinion expressed by of grand jurymen, in number from thirteen to
it, being given, comes now the question--in twenty-four inclusive, with dissentient voices,
what way is it, that, on that side, and not in any number, from one to eleven inclusive,
on the other, the victory terminated? An- had been pronouncing theirs.
swer--In this: the foreman, having been Yet, only-on one side does a grand jury
the object of the general choice, the person hear evidence : on the two opposite sides the
the most likely to prepare for acceptance one petty jury. In the opposition and conflict
of the two verdicts, is this one. If, then, by which in the petty jury case has place, is
any one or more of them the opposite opinion there anything that is of a nature to render
is entertained, declaration wLll of course be coincidence of opinion the more assured ?_
made of it by all those who entertain it, and more assured than when the evidence is all
the number on each side will thus be seen at on one side ?
once. .Now, if in either of these eases there could

Whereupon it is, that ff to any one of them be the shadow of a reason for the eompuhory
a reason occurs, which, as appears to him, unanimity, in which ease would it be ? In
has not been brought to view by advocate or the case of the grand jury assuredly, rather
jadge, naturally and generally, every one who than in that of the petty jury. Why? Be-
has in his own mind any such reason, will cause, in the grand jury, as above, only on
out with it. What, in this ease, does doubt- one side is evidence ever heard : hi the petty
les_ now and then happen is, that after all jury, constantly on both sides. Is it by con-
the observations delivered by the experienced ttiet in evidence that agreement in opinion is
advocates and judge together, have failed to more apt to be produced than by agreement
produce the impression in question, an ob- in evidence?
servation pronounced by one of the compara- Such being the absordity of the device, such
tively inexperienced jury has succeeded. But its inefficiency to every good purpose, behuld
this case, though sometiines exemplified, can- now the bad purpose in relation to which it
not be stated as the common one. is efficient. One ease alone excepted, of which

The oath to make a man speak true : the presently.
torture to make him speak false. Such is the 1. First, as to justice. Assured possessor
contrivance. A two-horse cart; the horses of the irresistible evil, the fabled wishing-cap

shetback to bank, with a cart between them: is yours : enter in triumph into any jury-box
this behold its parallel, you please : on your will depends the verdict.
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Compared with thla power of yours_ what eadunmee, have been capable of predueing
is the influence of the most skitfuljudge? He any considerable effect : or accordingly, that
can but cajole: you necessitate. Behold how it is consistent with Almighty wisdom to
sure your success, how small the cost of it. employ it to such a purpose. And, as to the
Every time the jury have staid out of court cessation of the endurance after a duration
so much as an hour, not to say every time comparativelv so short, why make an attempt,
they have gone out of court at all-- there has the success of which is plainly impossible ?
been a difference of opinion, and next to a That in these considerations there is more
certainty, perjury. Scarcely more than one or less of reason, will hardlybe disputed. Blot
instance of endurance of the uneasiness for so from this it follows not, that they will pre.
long a term as forty-eight hours has ever been sent themselves to everybody : and, in every
known. Yours being the verdict, behold in eye, to which this, or something to this el-
this sufferance the limits to the utmost price feet, does not present itself, the efficiency of
you can have to pay for it. the religious sanction in its natural state will,

Man of desperate fortunes t would you re- to say the least, be, by this supposed rein-
trieve them? In civil cases, as often as it forcement, greatly weakened, not to say re.
happens to you to be on a jury, and the value duced to nothing.
at stake is such as makes it worth your while, By these considerations is moreover aug-
if on the wrong side there is consciousness of gested a course of experiment, by which, on
wrong, and the case next to a desperate one, the degree of efficiency, if any, on the part of
the more depraved the character of the wrong- this ceremony, no small light would, it should
doer, the more assured you will be that an of- seem, be cast. Continuing to apply the tor-
fer to share it with you will not be refused, ture as at present in all instances, apply the

In penal cases, keep on the look-out for ceremony in some, omitting it in others : then
the richest criminals, let observation be made of the proportionable

Defendant, with another man's money in number of instances, in which the jurors be-
your hands, look well over the jury list :-- take themselves to the retiring room, and of
observe whether there be not this or that one those in which they do not : and in regard to
of them, whose surely effectual service may those instances in which they do give this
be gained by appropriate liberality, proof of the efficiency of the religious (not

Murderer, incendiary, go through the whole forgetting the moral) sanction, minute down
liJt: if one experiment fails, pass on to an- the length of the endurance.
other: you have nothing to lose by it--you Of those fight reverend persons, who, a_
have everything to gain by it. above, had sworn, each of them, to set t_p

2. Now, as to religion. Behold the effect and endow schools, the majority are knos_n
here. to have actually forborne to commit the cot-

Lowering the efficiency of the religious respondent perjury. But, as to jurors, on the
_nction in its natural and genuine state, clear part of all those who have ever sworn to for-
of this spurious pretended additament,--is or bear to express an opinion opposite to their
is not this an evil ? In scarcely more than one own, notwithstanding all torture --in other
known instance has the force of the oath had words, to forbear from perjuring themselves,
the effect of causing the torture to be endured what instance was ever known of such for-
for so long a time as eight-and-forty hours, bearanee ? Conclusion this. Supposed or pre-
Thus weak being the religious sanction, even tended effect of this spurioos additament
with the benefit of this reinforcement, what strengthening the instrument it is added to:
would be the amount of its influence, if opera- real effect, weakening it.
tins alone ? Next to nothing would decidedly Mark now the sort of charity which the
be the answer, were it not for the torture, unanimity part of the institution, and the use
But, by the torture, this argument in proof of such an instrument as the oath for the pro-
of the inefficiency is, at any sate, weakened, duction of the effect, proves and inculcates:
if not repelled altogether. For, from the in- proves to have existence on the part of the
sufficiency of the religious sanction to prevail creators and preservers of it : inculcates into
over pain when screwed uptosucha pitchas those minds to whom the force of it is up-
to extinguish life, it follows not that any such plied. Numbers (suppose) eleven on one sid.',
insufficiency has place where no such pain has one alone on the other. Says the one of them
place. Oath or no oath, perjury or no per- now to himself-- Do what the others may,
_ury, scarcely will any man apprehend for him- never will I perjure myself. Saving this, d_s
self, at the hands of the Almighty, punishment he not at the same time say this also : Yes--
for nml-fulfilment of an obligation, for per- these my brethren, eleven in number_alt
formance of which the physical capacity will, these I will make perjure themselves: damned
in his eyes, be altogether wanting: at any I will not be myself: but damned shall be
rate, scarcely will it to any man appear pro- these my brethren. If the word damned be
babte, that, to any considerable extent, the not the proper one, substitute, ye who object
obligation will, in quality of a cause of such to it, substitute that which is,
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Ye-- if after this exposure any such there sary to the suhstiLution of a good one, a more
be--ye who, persisting in the application beneficial result than these two conjoined,
madeoftheceremony: in the application made cannot be wished for.
of it, in any case, and in the case ofj ur) men's Thanks to this carelessness ? Yes : for it
oaths in particular, -- d_ really believe, that, is by arbitrary power above, that the arbitrary
for every instance of perjury, a punishment power below_ superior on many occasions to
over and above that tor simple mendacity, will that of its creator, has as hath 1)eenseen been
in the life to come be suffered by the_delln- crea_ed. By arbitrary power in one quarter
quent --think of the magnitude of the evil, or the other, thus it is that everything i"
which you are endeavouring to perpetuate ! done : in both, the law is trampled upon. O_
Take balaucein hand, and say--whether, by the mixture of oaths, perjury, aml torture
the application thus made of"the ceremony, it this is one effect therefore of the oaths.
is in the nature of the case, that good, in any Blind and speechless acquiescence, under
such quantity as to outweigh the evil, shouhi an absurd tyranny, being the result, by what
be produced, process of reasoning were the inventors led

Take any man by whom, in any instance, to expect it ? Answer--By the following:
this perjury has been committed: either he On each occasion, the portion of law, to
believes that punishment in the life to come which the jury are called upon to join in
will attach upon him, or he does not : if not, giving execution and effect, being _upposed
then is the oath in ils profe__sed character, in beneficial, -- as for the purpose of the argu-
the instance in question, completely ineffcc- ment it cannot bat be, one thing desirable
tire : if he does, think then of the suffering is, of course, that, in the instance an question,
which it produces. Inefficient or mischievous and by means of the verdict pronounced, exe-
(and who can say to what a degree mi_chic- culion and effect should be accordingly given
onus?) such is the alternative, to it. But, at the same time, another thing

_'ow tbr the benetit from this unanimity: alike desirable is, that that same desirable
meaningthe benefit--if not to tim creators, effect being produced, it shall, by the people
to the preservers and promoters, at large, be believed to be so.

To entertain any such opinion, as that, by This desirable belief, if produced, in what
pain, unanimity ot real opinion, on the part way then will it be produced ? In this way.
(,f every or any twelve men is actually pro- Izt the body of men thus selected, the people
duced, may be or not be in the power of hu- at large behold their own representatives,
man fot|y. But to produce the desire and the and moreover their own reporters. Better
endeavour to ca_se this same opinion to be ground ibr their persuasion than the report
elltertained, is but too much in the power, made by these their reporters, they cannot
and too abundantly in the practice of human have. On the occasion in question, they (the
knavery. To the existing s)stem of EnglL-h- people) have not themselves had the means
bred jury law in general, and to this part of of infbrming themselves : these, their repre-
it in particular, contnme_ to be ascribed this sentatives and reporters, haz,e.
miracle. Then comes the practical use. A Now then, how _o make the people believe
system by which such miracles are at all times that, on every occasion on _ hich a petty jury
wrought, and these miracles such delightful is employed, everything is thus as it should
(,nes, -- how impossible is it to change it for be? Such was the problem. The solution,
the better ! how dangerous to meddle with it ! this : On this, as on any other occasion, take

In so conspicuous a part as this, no change any considerable number of unobjectionable
in the English-bred judiei:_ry procedure sys- persons ior judges,-- the larger the portion
Tern could be so made or attempted, without of those who agree in the same opinion, the
drawing the public eye ui;on the whole of it : greater is tbund by experience the proba-
but, let but the pubhc eye pervade the whole bility of their being in the right : thence it
of it, behold, it falls to piece¢, is, that, on ever), occasion, in the majority

Such of Judge and Co. wa. the end in view. of such men, the confidence is greater than
and such to Judge and Co. has been the u_-e. in the minority. Still, however, remains thin
_uch moreover it will continue to be, so long same mimJrity by which, in prol_ortion to its
as jurors shall continue to be nmde of clay, number, this so desirable confidence is di-
and judges the potters workingit. But under minished, and prevented from being entire.
their hands, thank_ to their carelessness, it Now then, let but this troublesome obstacle
h...s grown and continues to grow st_ffer and be entirely done away, entire is thereby ren-
s:iffer. While teaching these their pupils thus dered this so desirable confidence. Well then
to contemn the law, these sages have them- -- apply the torture, the minority vanishes.
selYes fallen to such a degree into contempt, Another feature belonging to jury-trial is
that the scholars themselves have at length the seeresy of which the retiring chamber is
begun to contemn their own teachers. Every the scene. But, not belonging to the sub.
day is this contempt increasing : and if so it ject of oaths, this feature belongs not to the
be, that contempt of a bad system iz ncces- prese,t purpose.

YOL, V. _; z
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Wotdd but the mendacity content them, That but, to too great an extent the above.
this they might have without the oath: with- mentioned disastrous supposition stands cert.
out the oath, the torture wouldgi,'e itthcm fied, isbut tooundeniabte. Under the existing
at least as surely as with. But, for soch ira- system, take away this irregular power of
portant purposes as above, this same instru- the jury, neither are laws wanting, nor power
ment of imposition was needed: and on the conjoined with will, to give execution and el-
same occasion in particular, to make men by feet to them, sufficient to convert the form of
the terrific appearance shut their eyes, and government, such as it is, into as perfect _n
prevent them from seeing into the absurdity absolutism as anybody could desire.
of the contrivance. Determined instruments of absolutlsm, q

In the shape of an exception, allusion has and, as such, with scarce an exception, de-
been made to one good effect of the power terrnined and inexorable enemies of the press,
of conquest thus given to the strongest of have at all times been--all English judges:
the twelve wills. The good effect is this. accordingly, on every occasion of a prosecu-
A law (suppose) has place, by which, were tion for a so-called libel, in which ceasurein
execution and effect given to it, maleficence any shape has been applied to the conduct of
would be infused into the whole frame of any public fimctionary, in that same propor-
government : absolutism, for example, with tion has been the constancy of the directions
all its attendant miseries. Individuals at the given by them to juries, to pronounce for
same time are not altogether wanting, each their verdict the word guilty. Yet every now
of whom, if, in his capacity of juryman, the and then has an English jury refused to ten-
law in question were brought before him for der itself in another sense guilty, by the st-
execution, would oppose to it this irresistible terance of that same momentous word.
will, would in a word apply his veto to it. By ,Now then, admitting the effect to be good,
the king and the lords, this veto is applicable in what way--by what means--has thi_ same
to the laws in the first stage of their progress determined will been productive of it ? By

the stage of legislation : by juries, in the contributing to give execution and effect to
last stage -- the stage of judicature, the body of the law ? No ; but by successful

In the case of offences styled polit&al, and obstruction and frustration applied to it.
in these perhaps alone, is its usefulness in- Accordingly, in this instance isit any part
dispensable, as it is concentrative : meaning, of our prayer that the torture, thus applied,
by political offences, those by which the el- should be taken off? No; but that so long
fectivc power of the functionaries exercising as the form of government continues what it
in chief the powers of government, is struck is, it should be continued.
at : treason, for example, sedition, and poll One set of cases there is, in which the real,
tical defamation : meaning, in this last case, or what comes to the same thing, the sup-
acts striking at the reputation of men in of- posed interest of the ruling few, is in a state
ficial situations, considered as such, in which of but too decided opposition to that of the
class of cascs, constituting as it does the main, subject many; and to the whole extent of
not to say sole security against absolutism, these cases, our prayer is, that this same state
rather than part with it, better it were to of things, anarchical as it is, may continue
endure much more than the evil of it in all unimpaired.
other cases. Thus much for elucidation : to make out

That by the fear of punishment at the any catalogue of these cases, belongs not to
hands of the Almighty, scarcely endtlrance to this place.
the amount of two days has ever been pro- Wilt it be said, that in some of these cases
duced, is indeed matter of demonstration : it is to the direction of the judge, and not to
since, as above observed, to that amount, in the evidence, that the verdict has been in
no instance whatsoever, has the effect been opposition ? Perhaps so. But, at any rate,
produced at any time. neither are cases wanting, in which, with the

But that, in instances relatively not unfre- salutary view in question, verdicts have been
quent, by sympathy for the happiness of the given by jurors in the very teeth of evidence.
community at large, corroborated by antipa. Upon their continuing prepared upon occa-
thy towards men regarded as acting in hosti- sion so to do, depends, so to us it appears,
lity to it, instances of endurance such as have all possibility of escape from the jaws of sb-
aCtually been productive of this good effect, solutism.
there seems reason sufficient to believe to have Not that we are not fully sensible that, in
had place, various particulars, the power of the jury is,

To this generous self-devotion does the in the nature of the institution, of essential,
country appear to be altogether indebted for not to say indispensable, service t_ justice;
such portion of actual though unsanctioned in particular, in respect of the obligation it
and ever precarious liberty, sole security for lays the judge under, of giving reasons for
all other salutary liberties the press is in pos- his conduct, and bestowing on the question
s_asion of. the degree of attention neees_ry for that
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purpOse; as also, the furnishing to him such in some sort against sufferings at the hands
information respecting various grounds for it, of external, they were subjected to it at the
as he could not otherwise be in possession of. hands of internal evil-doers ? Answer--By
Bnt, as an ultimate test of truth, that the the suffering produced by the foreign advero
least should possess a better chance than the saries these judges would themselves have
most exercised and instructed judgment, of been sufferers. By the sufferings produced
being the most apt, is a notion which we do bythe domestic adversaries they were gainers.
not feel it in our power to embrace. But on Look now to professions.
the subject of juries, more will be to be said What if, on being called in by a man with
under another head. a stone in his bladder, a surgeon were to say

to him, " Lie there and suffer while I am
anaasing myself: four months hence I may

VI. 1)evice the Sixth--1-)elay, in groundless perhaps come and cut you." By surgeons this
and boundless lengths, established, is not said. l_{o surgeon has a monopoly of

Delay (need it be said) is denial, while it surgery. Judges do say this. Judges, in
lasts. One third of the year, justice, pre- small numbers, have among them the mono-
tended, as above, to be adzmmstered : the poly of the commodity sold under the name
two other thirds, not so much as pretended, of justice.
Such was the state of things determined upon, In the eyes of Blaekstone, all this evil is
and produced accordingly, so much good. First., because it was done ao

A calculation was made : one third of the early in the good old times. But, above all,
year was found to suffice for getting into the because it was done by lawyers. To a bus-
law granary all the grist that the country bandman, during harvest time, attendance in
could supply it with; that was the time for a conrt, he observed, would have been at-
the mill to go : remained the two other thirds tended with inconvenience. T,'ue : and this
on which the miller was free to amuse him- was one reason why, instead of two or three
self. " One third of the year," said he, " will hundred miles, he should have had but ten or
suffice for getiing in all the money that the twelve miles to travel ere he reached it. At-

whole people can muster for laying out, in our tendance to get back a farming stock unjustty
shops : work fi_r one third of the year, amuse- taken, would have been inconvenient. True :
meat for the two other thirds." Sittings out but leaving it in the hands of the depredator,
of term time belonged not to those day's. At and thus leavin_ the harvest to rot in the
the present day, wlule some judges, as far as ground, was still more inconvenient. So
gout will let them, sit at ea.e, other judges much tbr harvest time. But all the year is
overwork aud overfatten themselves. But so not harvest time, and the whole remainder of
managed is the work, that the delay, with the year had its judge's sahbatbs as well as
its profits and it_ miseries, continues undlmi- har_:est time : sabbaths, not of days, but of
nished. Mmeover, by the delay was left a months continuance.
correspondent interval for incidents capable What the people now suffer from the system
of being made productive of fresh fees. of delay thus organized, --what the judges

What is the day on which justice ought to now get by it, belongs not in strictness to the
sleep ?-- what the hour ? That on which in- _re_ent head. But neither is it without claim
justice does so too. to notice.

Look now to other departments ; see how Chiefly to the cases called eit'il applies what
things would go on if like delay were there : is above..Now for cases called penal. Behold
What if, during one part of the year, taxes here the interest of judges changing, and with
being collected, during the other two thirds it, of course, the provision made by them.
they were left uncollected ? In penal _ases, and in particular in those

_hat if, during one third of the year, the most hzghly penal, not a day in the year but
naval force being on duty, during the other courts are open to receive complaint : and,
two thirds the seas were left open to enemies complaint made, men complained against,
and pirates ? guilty and innocent together, are put into jail.

What if, during one third of the year, the How so? Because, as above observed, judges
army being on duty, the other two thirds the have bodies, judges have good_, judges have
country were left undefended, while enemies lives : so also as well as other men, have all
were at the work of plunderage and devas- those who, in point of intercst, are in any
ration ? partic_fiar way connected with them : bodie.%

l_rom internal enemies, for want of justice, goods, and lives, which, but fro' some such
the sufferings of the people would not be so ,rotection, might be wounded, carried off, or
great as from external enemies for want of destroyed.
defence. True ; but a suffering's not being When in jail, there they are, guilty and
the greatest, possible, was no reason why innocent togethe,', from two days to 182, as
men should be subjected to it. How came it chance pleases. How so ? Because, to judges
that, in those days, while men were guarded and those who are in league with judge#
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whether in this case a man is innocent or 1. One is, non-fortheomingncssofevidence:
guilty--stays in jail two days or 182 days, of this cause, the influence, it is manifest, ex-
makes no difference: not to speak of eoun- tends itself to every c-use, to every species ot
ties and cases in which the 182 days may be suit.
doubled. 2. The other is complication : complicated.

Oh yes: to Judge and Co. the time c'oes ness of the subject-matter or other eircmu-
make a difference: for, frmn the difference stances belo_,ging to the suit. This applies
between the two days and the 182 days_ crone not beyond a particular class of suits : but,
fees. Jail produces bailing, aud bailing pro- in the nature of thin[,_, this is unavoidably
duees fees. Innocent or guilty, those who hut too extensive. Subject-matter (suppose)
can find bail and ibes, are let out : those who a mass of property : in the comse of the suit,
are too poor to find either, stay"in. How can operations to be performed on it, collection
it be otherwise? Under English judge-made and distribution of the component parts of
law, the only unpardonable crime is poverty, that same mass: as in the ease of the dis-

Contamination [ contamination! Between posal made of the effects of a persm_ lately
uncompleted examination and definitive t_ial, deceased, or of a person in a state of insol.
whole days, weeks, and months, are rolling vency. Over what parts of the globe may it
on : contamination thickening all the while, not happen to the sub leer-matter, on the one
Complaints of this evil not sparing : not least hand, to both debtors and sharers in the ba-
abundant by this or thatone, ofthosebywhom lance, if any, on the other, to be disper_e(l?
it is caused. He, who can remove tt_e evil, S_ hkewlse where, without death, on suspi-
and does not, causes, if not the commence- eion of in,olveney, demand is made of all ac-
merit, at any rate th: continuance of it. Of count, by a party to transactions to which it
such contaminators, the mo_t in¢eu_ible, the may happen to have been not less complicated
most obdurate, the most inex_)rahle, the most than the above.
inexcusable, arc they not legL, lators ? In a country cause, by this or that accident

All contamination in wisons--all unin- --abtence, for example, of amaterial _itness
tended sufferings in prisons--all po_-_ibility --trial, without loss of cause to the party in
of escape frmn prisons,--the3 might prevent, the right, is at that moment rendered impos-
and they will not. Why will they not ? One sible. What is the consequence? The cause
word, Panoptieon, explains the mystery. Pitt goes off for six months: expense of witnesses,
gave ac,,eptance to it while he lived--_,_aw • counsel, attorne)s, all disbursedin waste: aud
support to it. such as he was able. Ro?al at the end of the six months, if it happel_s
vengeance stopped it. Interest, sinister and to it to be on the remanet list, fi)r another
all-powcrfid interest, opposed to everything six months-- unless the party is ruined by
good in proportion as it is good, keeps it still the preparation for the first trial, profit to
out of existence. A little while, and the in- Judge and Co. upon the second, and perhaps

ventors will, both of them, have the merit of [ upon a third. .Necessary or not, motion tbr
being dead: when their eyes eannot, be re- a new trial, with addltiorml profit thereupon,
joieed at tile sight of it, then will it rise from according to circumstances.
under the oppression which has thus long Suppose now the court sitting all the year
kept it down' then will the public e)e open round: the accident of one day may now be
itself: then will public indignation kindle; repaired the next.
then will the public voice hrcak out afresh, Of filrther particulars as to the evil and
and resistance no longer be deemed compa- causes of delay, mention will require to be
tible with prudence. To conclude-- Delay made under the head of Jurisdiction Spht.
gave ease: delay bred incidents: incidents

were made to breed fees : so it must have VII. Device the Seventh-- Precipitation 5_e-
been in those early times : so it is in these pre- cessitated.
sent times_ Ease and fees--fruits so sweet,

both together from one plant : how felicitous ! Under the fee-gathering system, states of
Two causes there arc, by either of which, things the nmst opposite--delay and preci-

without blame in any shape to anything or pitation--concur in giving existence to the
anybody--to a judge, or to the _ystem of desired effect.
procedure--delay, to any amount, may be Of delay, tim mode of establishment and
necessitated, the relative usefulness have just been seen.

Of these causes, those whose interest is Tile precipitation grew by degrees out of the
served b):the delay, and by the system in delay. At the early period in question, scarceIy
which it is an inseparable ingredient, take of eoulcl it have been contemplated: not but that,
course their advantage, amt do what depends from the first, precipitation, with its evils,
upon them towards making the people believe were among the natural effects of the oppo-
that the existing delay is alike necessary in site abuse. But at present it flourishes, and
the cases to which these causes do not apply, on each occasion produces its fruits : and only
as in those in which they do. i for the purpose of the present time is the
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state oftLe system at that early period here [ the whole machinery running round in a
brought to view. *circuit. .At each as'_ize, -- upon the blind

Be the business what it may, if, of the time I fixauon principle (of which presently,)
that might and should have heen allotted to i allotment made of a (_ertain nmnber of days :
i$,a portion is kept unemployed, proportioned ! -- two, three, or four, as the case may be:
to the increase given to the quantity of the I business, for which two or three hours might
business will be whatever hurry takes place have been more than sufficient, or two or
in the course of the time which the business three months less than sufficient, crammed
is allowed to occupy. , into tile compass of those same two or three

Suits at common law, and as such brou_'ht ! days. By leaving evidence unheard, argu-
for trial, or pretended so to be brought be- i meuts undelivered or unattended to,--one
fore a jury, mayhe divided into two classes: part, of the whole number of suits set down
those of which it is known that, hy possibi- ' for trial, is now made to undergo that pro-
lily, they may be tried by a jury, and those of _Jcess: the other part remain unheard, and are
which it is known that they can not. I called remanets or remanents. Six months is

Cause of incapacity of being brought under ] the shortest interval befbre they come upon
thecognizaneeofajury, complexit_, t)fmodes ' the carpet a second time ; that is to say, if
of complexity capable of producing _his effect, i come they do : for, various are the causes, by
examples are the following : -- any of which they may be extinguished : de-

1. Multitude ofthcts which, by one and the petition of evidence, drainage of purse, death ;
same demand or def_.nce are mldertaken to be death, in a certain case, whether natural or
proved or disproved on one or both sides: for no, not the less violent because lingering:
example, in an account, offence, manslaughter (to say no worse) :

2. Multitude of wltnessesliable to be exa- manslaughter by Judge and Co. with their
mined in relation to each alleged fact : espe- delay, expense, and vexation : suhstitutes--
eially if alibi evidence, or evidence as to eha- how safe, convenient, and profitable i --to
ratter, is received, poison, sword, and dagger.

These sources, however, are hut two of a l_emanets increase and multildy. Begotten
multitude of distinguishable sources, out of by the remanets of spring, are the remanet$
which complexity i_ in use to arise, of Michaelmas.

Suit called on, jury in box, the impossibi- Eminently instructive would be a regularly
]ity of trial is universally recognised. What published list of all of them.
follow_? Offthesuitgoestoarbitratmn. Aptly _Now as to town causes, tlere the scene
learned and well-wigged gentlemen in plenty, changes. Of delay, considerably less: thence,
there they sit, all known a_ such by the judge, so of precipitation. For trials, in the whole
Choice is made of one fbr each side, or the of England. with the exception of the metro-
same for both. Now again comes the time polls, assizes in the year no more than two;
for delay. Five guineas a-day, or less, secures in some comities, no more than one. In the
and maximizes iv: exemplary are then the care metropolis, terms tbur : with sittings before,
and dehberation. For securing the whole of in, and after each : total, twelve : and in each
the mass of evidence which the case affords, of the twelve, upon an avelage, more days
the powers are not now altogether adequate, than m an assize. Under these circumstances,
But neither would they have been found so, in the metropolis, may be seen a choice made :
had the trial gone on: for under the existing no_ made by one ttercules, but by two of
_-ystem, no assemblage of powers, adequate to them. The one who has fewest causes gets
the purpose, has place anywhere, most ease : the one who has most causes gets

Setting aside this deficiency and premium most fees. Ileahh suffers: and martyrdom
for delay, here may be seen the natural mode to duty is the name given to canine appetite
of procedure. Supposing the judge hut one, for fees. Velocity in horsemanship sees itself
with an audience sufficient in quaiky and rivalled by velocity in judicatme.
quantity to compose a bridle for his di._cre- Mark now how admlrably x_ell adapted is
tion, and he salaried instead of tee'd, here thi.- compound of delay and precipitation ¢o
would everything be as it should be. But the ends of judicature. Carried on to thelast
the misfortune is--that, instead of being suh- link through the chain of useless proceeding%
stituted to the elsewhere established techni- has been the corresponding chain of fees: so
cal mode of procedure, the natural mode is much for.fees. Pending, the suit may have
here added to it, leaving the burthen unalle- been for years, not a syllable all the while suf-
vialed, fered to pre,ent itself to the mind of a judge,

So much for all jurycauses taken together, such is the fruit of the mechanical mode of
Enter now the topographical distinction-- judicature (of which presently) substituted to
eountrycauses and town causes. The country the rational: so much tbr ease. Then comes
outweighing the town causes in the scientific the agreeahle circumstance of making recom-
mixture of delay and precipitation, mendation of the man or men, by whom,

Countr_ causes are dispatched post haste: though without the name, the functions of
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the judge are then to be performed : so much a person acting asan attorney for the plaintiff,
for patronaqe, the appropriate instrument, the writ (as the

The boots that fitted all legs- the seven- phrase is,) is taken out : in plain I_nglish,
leagued boots--may be seen in fable. The bought at the justice shop of a clerk, em-
judicial establishment which, should parlia- ployed by the judge, in serving out the com.
ment so please, would fit itself to all quan- modify to every one who will pay for it, no
titles of business, may be seen, as below, in question asked. The writ itself is a mass of
aober truth. Deputation is the name of the unintelligible absurdity: but the result is. that
instrument, by which this quality would be if the proposed det_ndant does not constitute
given to it. Powers of deputation is the name him_f such by appointing an attorney to act
given to the so highly elastic and self-accom- fi)rhim in the correspondent manner, the judge
modating boots, will, at his charge, cause the plaintiff to have

whatever it is that he demands.

_'IIl. Del,ice the Ei,/hth--Blind Fixation In regard to defendants, setting aside for
of Times lbr Judicud Operattons. the present the question as to witnesses, co-
" " pursuers, and co-defendants, what is clear is,

"ghere flexibility is necessary, fixation nmde. that, sooner or later, to each proposed dct'end-
lExample-- most prominent, effective, and ant the faculty ought to be afforded of acting.
instructive--that which is afforded by the if _ disposed_ in contestation of the demand
Bppointment of days for attendance at the made at his charge, b_ the individual admitted
judgment seat: attendance of parties, or wit- as pursuer. But, to his so acting, a necessary
aaesses, or both. condition is, that he shonld have received no-

Commeneement (suppose5 given to the suit. tice of his being" called upon _o to act. To his
as, in every case, it might and should be being so. another condition neee.sar_ is. that
by application, made by some person in a mandate for the purpe*e should have been

quality of suitor, or, in ease of necessity, by delivered at some individual spot, _hich, at
some substitute of his, at the sitting of the that _ame moment, is the place of his abode
judge. Where a suit is intended (simple in- Now then, at to this same abode, it may be
formation without suit being out of the ques- within a stone's throw of the justiee-cham'ber,
tion,) the applicant demanding, that he him- or without, being out of the local jurisdiclion
self, or some person mentioned by him, be of the court, at about three hundred miles
admitted as pursuer against some person as distance, more or less. In the first case, sup-
proposed defendant. If, on this first occasion, posing the defendant at home. and the judge
the suit for the commencement of which the athome, anddisposedtohearhim,twoorthlee
application is thus made, is not dismissed, minutes wmdd suffice for the production of
some day for the continuance of it will of the necessary intercourse, i. e, the interview
course be to be appointed: some day there- between him and the judge in the chamber
after, say for example, in ordinary eases, the of justice; in the other case, twice as many
second, third, or fourth day, as it may happen, days would not suffice. What, on an oeca._ion
distance in place taken into account, reckon- of this sort, does judicial practice ? It appoints
ing from the day on which the originating one and the same day for every individual
application is made. So much as to what defendant; no regard p_fidto distance in place
should be the practice : now as to what it is. or quantity of time necessary to be expended
In pursuance of the device here in question-- in passing from the one place to the other.
say upon the blindfi.ration princwle , the ex- So much for the operation, -- the operation
isting sysrem appoints for all eases without of attending, or, as the word is, appear,ng.
distinction some one day by general rule : for Now for instruments. Where all that is to
each subsequent operation, fifteen days sup- be done at the appointed day is appearance
pose, reckoning from the one last preceding, in a chamber mentioned, short in comparison
Blind fixation, say without difficulty : for, is the interval that may suffice for adequate
blind, when made by a universally and indis- notice : and such and no other was the state of
criminately applying rule, such fixation can- things at the primeval period all along in view.
not but be. But where, within the appointed interval, an

As to the originating application, -- in net- ulterior operation comes to be performed, that
ther Case can in the nature of things any fixed operation eonsisting in the dra_dng up and
day for it have place. Such appheation ira- exhibition of a written instrument of a eer-
ports actual appearance of a suitor in the rain sort; in a word, say one of the sort of
presence of the judge. But, applied to the written instruments above spoken of by the
existing system, how erroneous is this con- name of u_'itten pleadinys ; widely different
ception! For, such istheestabbshedetiquette, now is the aspect of the ease: the time re-
to no suitor, till the day on which conclusion quisite may, upon a scale of indefinite length,
is to be given to the suit, is his lordship at be varied by the quantity of writing necessary,
home. What then is the mode by which corn- not to speak of an uneonjeeturable variety of
mencement is given to it? Answer, this : By other circumstances. And thus it is, that in
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this ease, so rt may be that by the next day i is not of course. For motions are div_ded i_to
may be afforded notice long enough, or by the _motions of course, and motions at large, or say
next day two months, notice not long enough. I not of course. Of the mention thus made of
Against the notice's being neither too ion I the distinction, the objeet is, that notice may
nor not long enough, the chances, it is evi- thereby be received by the Honourable H_.use
dent, are, so to speak, as infinity to one. that every sum obtained for making a motion

Of the individualin whose instance attend- of course_ is money obtained from the suitors
anee is requisite to be paid, or some other ope- by extortion, practised on false pretences, no
ration performed,--some instrument already motion being really made : sharers in the pro-
in existence and established, or some written duce of the extortion, the attorney, the ad-
instrument, not already in exk-tence, to be vocate, the subordinate judicial officers, and
framed, and thereupon exhibited, the real- the judge.
dencc is, as above, supposed to be within the Of this contrivance for the manufacture of
jurisdiction of the court. But, on the other motions, -- mark well the absurdity, in any
hand, it may, in fact. be in another hernia- other character than that of the manufacture
phere; and _ it frequently is. No matter, of fees. If in judicature this is right, let it
the day is fixed, -- fixed by the general rule : now be applied to legislature, and observe the
fifteen days (suppose) are given for a proposed consequences. Except where the appropriate
witness, with his ewdence, to make his ap- facts are deemed of themselves su_elently
pearanee from British India, or Austraha, or notorious, no operation is ever performed by
"Peru. the Hononrahle House, no proceeding carried

Such, then, under the direction of this blind ! for which a determinate ground has not been
fixation principle, is the practice throughout made by special evidence. By your Honour-
the whole of the existing system of the teeh- able House, either in the whole House, or in
nical judicature. It was the natural, and, in and by its committees, according to the oe-
a manner, the neces_ry result of the virtual easion and the purpose, evidence is eonvened
and effective exclusion which, at the primeval tkom every part of the island, and upon oe-
period all along in question, by the exclusive easion from every part of the globe. Now
use of a language foreign to them, was put then, for argument's sake, suppose (what in
upon the parties, realit_ is not possible)-- suppose an honour-

Of this same blindness, behold now the able member to stand up and make a motion,
consequences: for in these consequenves may that, on every occasion on which any person
be seen the moti_,e,--the motive, by the ope- is ordered to be in attendance at the House,
ration of which the eyes were at that time tbr the purpose of being examined, the day
shut, and to this day continue to be shut. In of attendance shall be on a day certain, and
each of the two opposite events, disservice is m every instance one and the same: say, for
rendered to the interest of justice, correspon- example, the fifteenth day, reckomng from
dent service to the interests of judicature, that on which the motion shall have been

The time allowed, is it too long? If yes, made. A motion made to any such effect,
then by tbe overlength is created so much --would it not be regarded,as evidence of
needless delay; and of evil in that shape, the mental derangement, and that but too con-
consequences have been already brought to elusive? Yet in judicature this is no more
view. Is it too short ? Then comes a de- than what has atl along been the practice ;
mand for the enlargement of it ; and with this and till this moment without objection by all
demand comes down a shower of fees. judges, professing at the same time to be di-

A motion requires to be made: a motion recting their practice ro the ends of justice.
having, in a common-law court, commonly ! But justification will perhaps be attempted:
for its support, some alleged fact, or set of and if it be, imagination will be set to work
facts, with an affidavit or set of affidavits, by l for the creation of it: process, fallacy: result,
which allegation of their existence is made ; in so far as successful, illusion and deception.
and of this motion, the ground made is here, Principal instruments of the fallacy, the
by the supposition, in point of reason, ineon- words irregularity and regularzty.
testible. But it follows not that, in point of The mode in which they have acquired this
f._ct, it will not be contested. From the too- recommendatory property seems to be this :
tion have, at any rate, come some fees ; and With the word zrregularity sentiments of dis-
from the eontestation, if any, will come many approbation have from the earliest time of
more fees. life stood associated : at school, irregularity

Every motion made is, in fact, a suit within has betrayed itself by straying out of bounds :
a suit ; and of the thus needlessly interpo- at a later period, by purchase of present plea-
lated suit, the expense is abundantly greater sure at the expense of greater good in future
than under a system having for its ends the contingency. Irregularity is therefore a bad,
ends of justice, would, in the vast majority thing ; and, as such, attended _5th bad eonse-
of eases, be the whole of the needfid expense, quences. But bad consequences ought to be

By motion, understand here a mo_ion which vrevented ; and to this end, whatever opera-
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tion is chargeable with irregularity ought to Mechanical this mode may truly be st_led,
be set aside, and to this purpose considered in opposition to mental : of no such faculty as
as not having been pert_brmed ; whence the those the aggregate of which is termed m_,d,
motion for " setting aside proceedings" (as any appli 'cation being at any part of the time
the phrase is) tbr irregularity, made by him : Jrrational and non-rationd are

Bt_t of irregularity, regularity is the oppo- terms that fall short of the monstrosity of it.
site : irregularity being a bad thing, regularity A cider-press, worked by steam, is the era-
is in a proportionable degree a good thing, blern of a indicatory, acting in pursmmee of
_ld whatsoever is good, ought to have plaee this device. B_ the press, with its moving

everywhere. Apply it accordingly to judicial power, the juice is squeezed out of apple,_ :
procedure: whatever operation requires to be by judges, and by means of the machinery of
performed, a day certain ought to be fixed for which their predecessors were the iuventors,
the performance of it : and intimate is the con- and themselves the preservers and i:nprovers,
nexion between regularity and certaiuty: and the money, in the _hape of fee.% is squeezed
as fixation is the mother or daughter, no mat- out of suitors. By the piston, no thought is
_er which, of regularity, so is she of certainty, applied either to the apples or to the sweets

In proportion as the interval is tot) short, extracted from them. By the .ltJdge as little,
and thence the existence of motions for en- to the operations performed and instruments
targement more certain, the rule receives the exhibited under the authority of his name, (*r
praise of strictness : for strictness is regula- to the effects of them on the suitors : not so
rity, in a transcendent degree, or say in per- as to tbe sweets : little are they in danger ef
fection. Accordingly, equity practice teem_ being oat of miud.
with rules of this kind -- (say time:fixation An attorney, along with a fee, puts a writ-
rules)--eomplianee with which is notoriously ten paper into a box, the judge knowing no-
and confessedly impos_ihle, thing about the matter. '/'his doue, into the

Rule--ls it a good tbing? Yes. in so far as same or anolher box, another fee is dropped,
directed, and with success, to a right object : w_thanotherwritten paper_ ofwhiehthejudge
no, if directed to a wrong object : no, even has the same knowledge.
if laid down without an object : for, on the By each fee, the agent on one side purchases
field of law. all rule imports coercion : and, of the judge the taeulty and benellt of plum
taken by itself, coercion is evil, and that evil dering, impoverishing, and vexing at the same
pure. Now then, lhe rules in question--what time his own chent, and the smtor on the other
are they? To ou:ward appearance, nothing side; whereupon, the agent of the party o._
worse than rules without an object : bat in the other side does the like : and thus the
inward nature and d_sign, rules with a bad emnpliment, as the phrase is. is returned.
object : rules laid down for a bad purpose ; For elucidation fi*ltows an example : that
for the purpose of producing by extension, of *iqmnq iudgrae_t : by this one, all others
under colour of justice, the objeet of the all- may be rendered needless. " ] have signed
ruling passion--fees, judgment," says somebody: who, would it

be supposed, is this somebody ? A judge ? no,
IX. Devicethe_rznth---.'b[echa_deatsnbstitated but an attorney: thc att_rl_ey of one of the

to xlIental Jl_dicatare. parties. Whatl--is not, then, the judge the
Of the arrangement by which the par_ics, person by whom the ac_ of signature is per-

and in particular the first applying party, the formed ? Not he indeed : but the attorney i_
plaintiff, was excluded from the presence of he by whom alone any thought is applied to
the judge, this was an immediate result, a._ the subject, anyjud.qment exercised; the judge
well as an b_tended fruit. Already, in the signs nothing: a clerk under the judge signs
blind-fixation device, may be seen part and what is haven him to sign as above. Under
pareelofit: apegoranaildrivenintoaboard, the fixatmn system, as above, a day has been
is the prototype of a day fixed, fixed for the attorney of the party, say the

How to eause the suit to be carried on down defendant, to do something: say. to send i_l
to the last stage without the judge's knowing some written instrument, on pain of loss of
anything of the matter: this was the problem cause. The day passed, the attorney takes
to be solved, and salved it was : fruit of the to the proper officer the instrument styled the
contrivance, profit gained : all trouble, all judgment, and so, as above, a clerk of the judge
time, all labour, all responsibility, saved, puts his signature to it.

By the parties in conj unction, that is to say, The problem has been already mentioned.
not the parties, but their respective _gents, The result aimed at in the first instance i_
with the judge's subordinates, allimpregnated judicature without thought. In so i:ar as this
with interests repugnant to the interests of is effeeted, the solution is complete ; in so far
parties, everything requisite to be done was as tiffs is unattainable, next comes judicature
tube done: agent fighting against agent, with with the minimum of thought: in this ease,
arms respectively bought by them at the shop an approximation is all that lies within tile
kept by the judge for the purpose, power of art and science.
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Of the case in which -the solution is corn- I

ptete, that in which a clerk's is the hand by I X. Device tl_e Tenth -- _f_ct_ievous Trans-
which the judgmen_ is signed, is an example: ference and .Bandyiny of Suits.
the judge whose name has been written by When justice is the object, cases of neees-
him on a piece of paper or parchment knows Isity excepted, in whatsoever j udicatorya suit
no more about the matter than his learned ] is begun, in that same is it continued and
brother who is sitting at the same time upon ended.
the Calcutta bench. Where fees are the object, it is without any

At alltmaes, of the whole number ofactlons I such necessity or use, transferred of course,
commenced, a great majority would probably from one judmatory to another: where, after
be found thus disposed of. For such wxtl be t transference, it does not return to the judi-
the case, where the so styled defendant, being I catory from whence it went, say transference
bv indigence disabled irom bccounng so in where it does return, say bandying.
rcahtv, sits helpless while the suit is taking t Appeal is not here in question. In case of
the course which the mecimmsm has pro- appeal, a suit is not, without special cause,
estabhshed, sent off from one indicatory to another: in

As to his property, instead of going in the ca_ here in question, it is _ithout any
proportionable shares among his creditors, it cause.
is in the first instance, by Judge and Co. dip Instances of cases in which justice is the
vided, if not the wlaole of it, always a large ohject, are afford¢41by one of the two classes
part of it, among tbemselve_, of the cases in which jurisdiction is given to

Creditors are made to abate from their de- justices of the peace, acting singly.
rounds : Judge and Co. know not what it is Preparatory and definitive_ by these two
to make abatement, appellatives let them be distinguished: pre-

One littleimprovement remains to bc made : paratory, where, from the judicatory in which
sabstitution of an automat on to the judge_ it originated, asuit, to receive its termination,
Written by a tmnman of"thi_ sort have been must be transferred to some other: definitive,
scan haas more bcantifu[ than were ever when it is in the originating judicatory that
written by a judge. Of the essential charac- the suit is not only begun, but continued and
teristic of English judicature, the grand in- ended. To the class of cases in which the
strument of delusiun -- the masquerade dress j tn'isdiction is definitive betong those in which
--this deputy would not be lcl_ destitute, justice is the object.
Bowels, if given to him, would be but sur- In the preservation of the practice, not in
plusage: if his prii_cipal had had an)', he the invention and creation of it, consists, in
would not have been where be is. this case, the device.

Suppose now a system of procedure under First, as to the simple transference. In
which everything was done by the appearance the case in which the jurisdiction of a justice
of the parties in the presence of each other, of the peace is of the preparatory kind,--
betore an unfee-fed judge. Creditors more from his indicatory, according t_ the place ia
than one--equitable adja_tmc_t, as the phrase which the suit ori_nates, the nature of the
is, would have place : equitable adjustment, case, and the gravity of the punishment, it is
without that injustice for which this phrase transferred to one of four others.
has too often been made a mask: for the I. If in London and Middlesex, in the grave
reducing, on both sides taken together, the cases, to the Old Bailey.
burthen to its minimum, the arrangements 2. If in the country, i'n these same cases, as
requisite would be made. To the debtor also in the lighter ones, to the assizes.
respite might be granted, where, to both in- 3. In the metropolis, as above, in some
terests taken together, the grant were deemed cases to the assizes, in others to the general
more beneficial than the denial of it. Respite sessions of the justices of the peace.
to the debtor is, indeed, _o much delay to the 4. In the metropolis, in the lightest cases,
rreditor ; but delay to the one may be a less to the sittings before, in and after, term in
evil than ruin to the other, the King's Bench.

Where, besides the creditor by whom the In its way to each of these ultimate or pc-
demand has been made, other creditors re- nultimate judicatories, if it bus arrived at its
rosined unsatisfied, all of them being called destination, it has been strained through that
in, a composition would be made among seat and instrument ofsecresy, partiahty, and
them. they appearing in person, as far _s irresponsible despotism, the grand jury.
needful, under the direction of the judge: Evidence, time, and money: of all these
the effects would be divided among those to valuable articles, loss, m vast and incalculable
whom the shares were due, instead of a fel- abundance, is the consequence.
lowship, consisting of attorne)s, com_sel, In all these instances, the case is, in one
bankruptcy commissioners, judiciary func- degree or other, a penal one.
tionaries of various sorts, and their universal Fol a faint conception of all these losses,
patron, by whom the seals are put to the and of the useless and mischievous eomp!:-
universal sy,tem of phmderage. ' cation by which they are effected, take now
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that stale of things which, in respect of the iv. General sessions of the justices of _hs
evidence, is most simple, and which, at the peace. In the year, sittings 4. Times of
same time, is not unfrequently exemplified, trial, these same sittings, days of sittip._,

Percipient witness to the transaction, but upon an average. : Time lost, da)s
one: cireumstantialevidence, none. Suppose from 1 to .
the originating judieatory aptly constituted, IlI. Now for loss in money : Only for re-
and appeal allowed ; what, in this case, should membrance sake can this item he set dov_ :
hinder the smt from being ended where it to determination it bids defance.
began ? So as to the loss in the two other above.

A duty that might be imposed on the judge, mentioned shapes : from anything that could
as upon the justice of peace it is imposed, -- be done towards filling up the above blanks,
is that of causing to be set down every syl- the benefit would not pay for the burthen.
lable of the evidence. This done, why should According to his opportunities, every person,
it not be made thereupon his duty to pro- whose regard for human suffering suffices for
nounce judgment, and in case of conviction, the motive, will pexfbrm the operation for
give execution and effect to it ? What (says himself.
somebody) if death were the consequence ? So much for simple transference : now for
Answer-- 0 yes : though death were the con- vibration, or say bandying ; that is to say
sequence: provided always, that, in every after sending the suit from the originatblg
case, appeal were allowed: appeal to a judge judicatory to another, regularly bringing it
with jury, in cases to which the powers of a back fo the first. Neither was this bra_eh
jury were deemed applicable, of the device part and parcel of the original

ls this the course ? No. From the justice system. In process of _ime, two causes con-
of the peace it must go to a grand jury ; from eurred in the production of the effect.
the grand jury, if not sunk in that dark pit, Cause the first : As opulence, and with
it must go to one or other of the four judica- itthepossibilityoffindingthe purchase-money
tortes above mentioned, for the chance tbr justice received increase,

Three times over must the talc of this per- the local judicatories being killed, business
cipient and narrating witness be told. Here, kept flowingin togreater amount than King's
then, in every case, is thelabour, expense, and Bench and Common Fleas together knew
complication of two appeals, without the be- what to do with, in the compass of that por-
nefit of one. Were appealinstituted, it would tion of the year, which, under the name of
no otherwise be allowed than upon grounds terra-time, had originally been allotted to it.
deemed sufficient, and in so far as it was I Cause the second: At the same time, the
deemed subservient to justice, say, in one t burthen attached to jury service, borne as it
word, of use. On the other hand, under the was twice in the year by men in dozens from
existing system, there is the complication of each county, travelling for King's Bench suits
appeal organized and established in all cases, in the train of the king during his rambles,
including those in which the operation is or though it were only to a fixed place, such
without ground, and without use. as London, from Cumberland or Cornwall,

Were the matter of the first narrative pre- was s_ch as, in the aggregate, became into-
served, it might serve as a check and a secu- lerable.
rity for the correctness of the second : and so Hence came the circuit system : that sys-
the first and a second for the correctness of tern, by which part of the time, originally
the third. No : neither of the second nor of under the name of vacation, consecrated to
the first is such use, or any use, made. idleness, was given up to business, and, to s

Moreover, for deperition of the evidence correspondent amount, ease exchanged for
Dydesign or accident, -- by purchase, emigsa- fees : judges being detached from the West-
tion, sickness, or death, all this time, all these minster-Hall courts, to save to jurymen a
c.hances, are allowed, more or less considerable proportion, of the

I. Here then is toss the first : loss of evi- time and money, necessary to be expended on
deuce, journeys and demurrage.

II. Now for loss of time :_ As to the local judieatorles thus extln-
I. Old Bailey.. In the year, sessions 8. guished, they sat every day of the 365 : st

Average duration of each session, days 10. least, nothing was there to hinder these days.
time lost, days, fi'om 1 to Was anything like an adequate equivalent

I1. King's Bench. Terms 4_ sittings, be- allowed for the 365, by the circuit-system
• fore, in, and after term, as many. Times of principle, the allotment of a finite and minllte

trial, these same sittings. Time thereby lost, quantity of time for an infinite quantity of
days, from 1 to bnsiness? Brhen it is conducive to public

IlL Assizes. In the year, days of sitting health that, by medical men, wounds shall be
in most counties, 2: in some, but one: in each dressed, teeth drawn, and limbs amputated at
town, from 1 to 3 : days lost, from 1 to 182 : full gaUop,_the circuit mode of trying causes,
i_ some cases, no less than 364. at like speed, will be conducive to justice.
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Under the technical system, if ever, in a judge, under whose direction has been per-
ease such as this, evil receives alleviation, it formed the el]citation of the evidence.
is from some other evil. It is from the device Auspices were what a Roman emperor con.

by which mechanical operation is substituted tribnted and received admiration and praise
to mental: it is from this, that the evil pro- for, when a victory was gained a thousand
duced by the bandying device, by which a miles off: auspices are what the judges of s
suit is dealt with as if it were a shuttlecock, Westminster-hall judicatory contribute to tt
may be seen to receive such palliative as it is suit begun and ended in their courts.
susceptible of. When from the circuit the record is brought

That the series of the proceedings of which back by the judge, under whose direction the
a suit is constituted, should be divided be-evidencehasbeenelicited, totheWestmiuster-
tween judicatories more than one, is a source hall court in the office of which the suit and
of rnisdccision, for which, in some cases in- the record took comnmncernent, the form by
deed, necessity aifords even a justification, which judgment is pronounced receives the
but for which nothing short of necessity can handwriting of the chief justice, as in hi_
afford so much as an excuse. Why ? Because sleep a plate of glass would his breath, with-
in this case, the judge, on whose judgment out his knowing it ; and thereupon, if the
the fate of the suit depends, has had before judgment be in favour of the plaintiff's side,
him no more than a part of the matter of and money is to be raised in satisfaction of a
which the ground of that judgment ought to debt pronounced by the judgment to be due,
be composed. _ssent down ordinarily to the county, to which

In the ease of circuit business, this source the record's useless journey had been made,
of rnisdecision is purposely established and an order called a writ offierifacias, by which
universalized. In every one of the three com- a functionary styled the sheriffof the county
rnon-law courts, in the metropolis it is that is required to raise the money by sale of the
the suit takes its commencement, and with it defendant's goods, and remit it to the office of
the history of it, called the record. When, the court in which the suit was commenced.
on the circuit, the detachment of judges, sent : When it was at Westminster, and thence
from Westminster Hall in couples, make their in the very justice chamber in which the suit
progress through the counties, with them tra- took its commencement, that the el]citation
re] these same records, and so again on their of the evidence belonging to it had to be per-
return: whereupon, they are reconveyed to formed, here was no journey forthe record to
the offices, from whence they issue : of this perform: next to none when in the city of
p_ctiee of dealing with a record as with a London, at less than two miles distance. /t
_hattlecock, what is the use ? None whatever : trial performed at a county town in the course
always excepted, the universal use: serving of a circuit was said to be performed at the
as a pretence for fees : a shuttlecock is lighter assizes : a trial performed in Westminster or
than a record, and would, in these cases, be London, as above, was said to be performed
an advantageous substitute to it. at msi prias: nisi prius, when interpreted,

Of the whole proceedings, in each suit the is unless before : and with that interpretation
essential part (need it be said?) is the evi- your petitioners choose to leave the matter,
dence. Well then ; of each record this same rather than attempt to lead the Honourable
evidence constituted (one might have sup- House through the labyrinth, through which,
posed) the principal part. Well then ; does often, beginning at nonsense, the mind must
it compose the principal part ? No : nor so make its way, ere it arrives at common sense.
much as any part whatever : a mixture of But the county at which the el]_tation of
immaterial truth and absurd lies : such is the evidence is to be performed_ what shall
the matter of which the principal part is corn- that county be .9 Under the natural system,
posed, there would be variety, but without difficulty:

As to the evidence, instead of a complete _dthout difficulty, because without decision:
written designation of everything relevant without decision, because by the judges, an-
that has been said, traced by a responsible fee-fed as they would be, nothing would be
hand, the judge takes or does not take what to be got by it.
he _alls his notes; which notes are of course, Under the existing technical system, ehi-
in quality as well as quantity, whatever it cane is busy : difficulty proportionably abun-
pleased him to make them : on a motion for dent. Hereupon comes a sort of a thingcalled
a new trial, but not otherwise, they are read. a venue : Question, shall it be changed or re-
Now then for the palliative. It consistsin this : main unchanged ? In plain English, the county
setting aside occurrences, which are purely in which the trial is performed--shall it be
accidental, and which happily do not take that which, by means of the appropriate gib-
place, -- perhaps in one suit out of twenty, _ berish, the plaintiff's attorney had fixed upolx
no more than one judge is there, in truth, for this purpose?
whose mind is, in any part of the proceedings, Such is the stuff, out of which, under the
applied to the matter of the suit. This is the technical system, what is called science is
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composed. If a suit were sent to be tried at merit of it. But by him, by whom, for the
the venne, and the motion were for change of designation of the decision pronounced or
unless before, the profundity of the science sought by him, this phrase was employed, all
would be rendered still more profound, veils were cast aside, and the prindple acted

One thing is throughout intelligible : At upon, avowed and exposed to all eyes, in all
the bottom of everything are fees: at the its deformity and foul nakedness. To all
bottom of the unless betitre, are fees: at the eyes ? Yes: but these eyes-- whose were
bottom of the changeable venue are fees : the they ? Under oneor other of two descriptions
greater the quantity of parchment in the shape they all come : eyes of'the sharers in the guilt,
of a record, the greater the quantity of gold with its profit, or eyes-- which, by the de-
in the shape of fees, the greater the patience vices that have been brought to view, they
of us his Majesty's subjects, the more cruelly had succeeded in bhnding, concealing from
will every one of us be trod upon by every them the cause, and the allthors, of the snfo
dishonest man who is richer than he, and by fering tbey were experiencing all the while.
the men to whom, under the name of judges. But for thi_ blindness, insurrection would
we are delivered over to be tormented, the have been universal, the yoke of lawyer-craft
more insatiably squeezed for fees. shaken off, all tlLe oll,er devices rendered

Particular case just alluded to, that of a useless.and universalabhorre2_'e, not to speak
motion for a new trial. Judges of the three ofcondi_.n punishmenL the onl) ultima._e fruit
Westminster-Hall common-law courts. 1"2: reaped from so much ill-spent labour by the
before one alone it is that the trial has been authors.
performed. Two to one, therefore, is the " To dec_de, sometimes according, some-
chance that the above-mentioned palliative, rimes not according to the merit--such has
such as it is, win not have had place: for. been my habit, such continues my determi.
upon the notes taken by the one judge, atihe nation." What a profession this for a judgeI
assizes in the county, or nisi prius at the me- In what other ela_s of men could any instance
tropolis, is grounded the decision of the four of such openly-avowed depravity ever have
judges in Westminster Hail, on the question been found ?--in what other part of the offi-
whether the uew trial shall or shall not have cial establishment any such avowal of accom-
place, plished inaptitude ? Look to the military:

Under natural procedure, supposing a new My design is smnetimes to obey my tom-
trial, it might, instead of the next quarter or manding otliecr, sometimes to disobey him.
half year, take place the next day; and thus Look to the financial : My design is sometiines
before the witnesses were dispersed, to hand over to tlLe treasury tbe money I

Let not mistake be made. AbsoluteIy con- have collected ; =ometimes to put it into my
sidered, neither on simple transference nor own pocket. Look to the medical profession:
vet on bandying, can condemnation be passed, My design is sometimes to cure my patients,
_:onsistently with justice. Suppose two hun- sometimes to kill them. In the soldier, the
dred local judicatories, having each of them tax-collector, and tile surgeon, if such there
in its territory a witness or a party, whose could be, by whom respectively such lan-
testimony was needful in one and the same guage could be held, would be seen the exact
suit. On such case, transference to some one, parallel of the judge, who avowedlyand pur-
er bandying the suit to and back from each. posely decides otherwise than according to
might perhaps be productive of less delay and the merits.
expense, than the fetching of them all to the In painting the deformity of this practice,
originating judicatory, can any power of exaggeration go beyond the

The grievance consists in the performance plain exposition of the simple truth ?
of both operations, conjointly, and as a mat- In what instance, on what occasion, did
ter of course, where there is neither need nor the Honourable Itouse ever profess to make
use. Sending, for example, on the strength a decision, not in accordance with the merit.,?
of the word venue, suit, parties, witnesses, On the occasion of any dispute between child
and record, to Cornwall or Cumberland, and child, between servant and servant, &d
when all are within a stone's throw of the ever any member of a family, non-lawyer, or
_eat of ultimate judicature, even lawyer, ever declare himself thus to de-

cide ? The essential word merits, being a word

XI. Device the elet_'ntlt--Declsion on grounds over the import of which something eta cloud
avowedlyforeiDn to the Merits; or say, De- may on'this occasion appear to hang, what-

soever may be necessary we humbly hope willcision otherwise than on the Merits; or,
more shortly, Decision not on the Merits. not be regarded as mlsemployed, while era.

• ployed in dissipating it.
Under all the devices as yet brought to To have a clear view of the sort of ope-

view, the sinister design has shrunk from ration meant by a deciding not according to
observation, and with but too much success the merits, a man must first have a eorre-
sought _omething of a veil for the conceal- spondently clear view _,¢ tke sort of opera-
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tlon meant by a deciding according to the not aeeording to the merits, is accordingly
merits, a decision by which, if the defendant wan

Taken in its all-embracing description, a guilty, he is pronounced not guilty ; ff not
decision according to the merits, is ill every guilty, guilty.
ease a decision by which, on the occasion ill Here then are four distinguishable fovn_
question, execution and effect is given tothe of injustice: and by every decision not ae-
law : to the really declared will of the legis- cordingto tire merits, in some one or more of
lature ill the ease of statute law: to the these tbrms, is injustice committed.
imagined will of the imagined legislature in Moreover, in no other than in one or other
the ease of common law, in thin sense in which of these same four forms, by a judge acting
it is synonymous to judge-made law. as such, can injustice be committed : into

In the sort of case called a civil case, that one or more _fthem will be found resolvable
which is done by a decision according to the ! every decision To which, with propriety, in-
merits, i_, giving to the plaintiff the benefit justice, or say, contrariety to justice, can be
eisimed by his demand, if so it be that his imputed.
individual ease is contained in the species of Of the injustice committed by means of
case in which it has been declared by the law this device, the prime instrument is the word
that, by every individual, whose ease is in- nulhfication, with the other words, nouns
ctuded in that same species of case, a benefit substantive, nouns adjective, and verbs con-
of the sort so designated shall, on his demand, i netted with it, and the phrases in the com-
be put in his possession by the appropriate position of which they have place : null, void,
judge : thus giving to the plaintiff the benefit null and void, bad, error, irregularity, flaw,
in question, if his case is within that same vacate, avoid, avoidance, quash, set aside,
species of ease, and thereby of necessity sub- annul, nullity, thtal, quirk, quibble.
jeering the defendant to the correspondent Compared with this of nuUifieation, of all
burthen : refusing the benefit to the plaintiff if other modes put together, in which injustice
his ease, as above, is not within the species of is capable of being committed by decisions
case, and thereby keeping the defendant clear not according to the merits, the importanc_
mid exempt from the correspondent burthen, would be tbund inconsiderable: the burthen

In the sort of case called a penal ease, a of research and examination would not, on
decision, according to tire merits, is a decision this occasion, be paid ibr by the benefit of
by which the defendant, if guilty, is pro- the acquisition.
nouneed guilty : if not guilty, not guilty. In the group, composed of these four great

On each occasion,two questions, essentially aggregates, are united tbur elementary ingre-
different, how intimately soever cmmected, dients, by universal consent acknowledged
come necessarily under consideration : the in the character of so many modifications of
q_lestion of law and the question of fact. But injustice; these are punishment ex-post-faeto,
of this distraction, for the present purpose, or as some style it, retro-aetive--disappoint-
nothing further will require to be said. Only ment of established expectations, complete
that it may be seen not to have been over- arbitrariness, mis-seated punishment. Of
looked, is this short mention made of Ft. retro-aetive punishment, the so flagrant and

Such being the description of a deelsion incontestable injustice is an established and
according to the merits, now, in exact con- fiequently drawn-upon source of condemns-
trust to it, comes the description of a decision lion : and this even under statute law, under
not according to the merits, which it is so rarely inflicted, even by the

In its general description, as above, a de- worst constituted and worst exercised go-
eision according to the merits being a decision vernments.
by which, on the occasion in question, exe- In the ease of judge-made law, this retra-
eution and effect is given to the law : in the activity is of the very essence of this speeies
case of a decision not according to the merits, of law-, as eontradistinguished from statute
on the occasion in question, execution and law : and this even when the decision is on
effect is not given to the law. the merits.

In a civil ease, a decision according to the But, when not on the merits, it stands upon
merits was a decision, by which the plaintiff ground very different from what it does when
_as put in possession of the benefit in ques- on the merits: ground widely different and
lion, as above: a decision not according to much worse.
the merits, is accordingly a decision, by which, When on the merits, there is always some
hi that same same case, a refusal express or analogy between the state of the ease on the
virtual is made, so to put him in possession, occasion of the decision in question, and the
s above, state of the case on some anterior decision or

In a penal case, a decision according to decisions, to which reference is made: and
the merits, was a decision, by which, if the those to which the analogy it bears is looked
defendant was guilty, he was pronounced upon as being the closest, ase uniformlytholm
guilty ; if not guilty, not guilty : a decision ! which arc looked out for in preference.
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constantly opposite in this respect is the case come to this pass, not only allowance but up.
where the only grounds on which the decision plause has been bestowed on a departure.
isformed,aresuchasavowedlyhavenothing Then itisthatthejudgefindshimselfatper.
to do with the meritsl--bearno analogy i_ctlibertytogiveorto refuseimpunityto
whatsoeverto themeritsl themurderer,at pleasure:ifhe refilsesit,

As to punishment,thename ison thisoc- liberalityishis word: ifhe givesit,stare
casionemployed,because,whetherorno the deeisis.
anlferingproducedisproducedunderthenameNow as to the complete arbitrariness.
ofpunishment,suchupontheindividualwho Arbitraryto a degreeofperfection,ifinany
suffers is the effect, ease, is the power ofa judge in a case in which,

Now as to disappointment. Of an occur- _thout danger either of punishment at the
fence from which expectation of benefit in any hands of the law, or so much as censure at
shape experiences disappointment, pain, in the hands of poblie opinion, he can give sac- '
some degree or other, is a constantly attached cess to plaintiff or to defendant, according as
consequence: in the exclusion put upon this he happens to feel inclined. Such is the ca_e
pain may be seen the sole but perfectly suffi- where, within his reach, he sees two opposite
cient immediate reason for giving to every sources of decision, from either of which he
man whatsoever is deemed his own, instead can draw at pleasure : one which will give
of suffering another to get or keep possession success to the plaintiff, the other to the de.
of it. No otherwise than by statute law, and fendant. A sort of vase has been seen, from
in proportion to the extent of it, can this so which, at command, wine, either of one colour
desirable exclusion be effected :by statute law or another, has been made to flow. From this
pre-established, fore-known arid fore-notified, emblem, the name of the double.fountazn prin-
Of judge-made law, the generalincapacity of eiple has been given ; to the principle on
conveying this same so desirable information which, by this means, and in this shape, a
is the essential and distinctive characteristic, power, which to the extent of it is so com.
But, on every occasion, as above, even under pletely arbitrary, has been established.
judge-made law, it is more or less extensively To such a pitch of perfection has the exer-
au object of endeavour to confine this sort of else of power in this shape been carried, tha_
uneasy sensation within as narrow bounds as of late days a judge has been seen scoutingthe
may be ; to exclude it altogether, if possible; quibble one day, giving effect to it the next.
and at any rate, on each occasion, to render To what cause such inconsistency shouhl be
the probability of its having place as small as ascribed-- whether to corruption, or to that

possible. On the contrary, in the ea.se of a I wrong-headedness which, to so great an ex
decision not on the merits, the probability of tent, judge-made law cannot fail to props
the existence of evil in this shape is at its I gate, it is not possible to determine : _o-day
maximmn : in a word, it coincides with cer- it is probably wrong-headeduess : to-morrow
tainty. For, unless where, in the individual it may be the other cause.
case in question, corruption, or some uncom- While decision on any other ground than
mon distortion of the intellectual frame, on I the merits is allowed of in any case, thus the
the part of the judge, is supposed or suspected i matter must continue : and for the extirpation
to have place, by whom is it that the existence of this enormity, nothing short of art entirely
of any such phenomenon can naturally be ap- new system of procedure can suffice.
prehended, as that of a judge so lost to all Lastly, as to rots-seated punishment. De-
sense of shame, as to stand tbrth a self-de- linquency, such as it is, being imputed to one
dared perpetrator of injustice ? person, not on him, but on some other--and

Now then, by the practice of deciding on that other one to whom no delinquency in any
grounds palpably foreign to the merits, has shape is imputed, is the burthen of suffering
power to this degree arbitrary been actually imposed. The attorney (say of the plaintiff)
established in themselves by English judges, is supposed to have written some word wrong:
In general, they are expected to tread in one for this impropriety, real or pretended, if real,
another's steps: and in the degree, in which intended or unintended, his client, the plain-
this so indispensable habit is conformed to, tiff, is made to lose his cause. If the case be
depends altogether such feeble and even va- of the number of those in which, in conjunc-
eillatingdegreeofseeurity, as it is in the poWer tion with the individual, the condition of
of judge-made law to afford. But when at the public at large is considered as suffering,
length the eyes of the public have to a certain as in the ease of robbery and murder--of those
degree opened, the evil which has been the in which the evil diffuses itself through the
result of their thus treading in one another's public at large, without infringing on any one
steps in some cases of quibble, has become so individual more than another, as in the case
palpable andgrossly mischievous _givingim- of an offence affecting the revenue,--in either
punity, for example, to murderers, because of these cases, it is the public that thus, for
ItOmeword has been miswritten or left un- the act of the individual, is made to suffer:
Written by somebody, _ when things have to theguilty individual, impunityis thus dealt
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out: to the not guilty individual, or public, hour prescribed ; while on aeircuit, thejudges,
groundless sufferings, with their et c_teras, are eircumgirating, al

In the expression by which, upon any opera- if by steam, on a wheel without g drag.
tlon or instrument, n_llificatioa is pronounced, Humanity, that humanity which has penny
employment given to a sort of fiction is in- wisdomforitscounsellur, thathumanitywhlch
volved. One operation which has been per- can see the one object under its nose, but
formed is spoken of as ff it had not been not the hundred of the like objects at a few
performed : the instrument which has been rods distance, a.pplauds the impunity given in
brought into existence is spoken of as not this case : consistency would, if listened to,
having had existence : at any rate, things are extend the impunity to all other cases : then
put, and professed to be put, into the state would society fall to pieces : and in Black-
in which they would have been, had no such stone's phrase, everything would be as it
operation, no such instrument, had place, should be.
Amidst instances of mendacity so much more All this _upposes the _'_se to be of the
tiagrant, scarcely would such a one as this number of those called erimlnalorpeaal: for,
have been worth noticing: but for exempli- to these words substitute the word civil, the
fication and explanation of the effects, this eyes of humanity are closed. In every case
mention of it may be not without its use. called civil, a new trial may be granted : in
An offender, for example, has beeu brought cases called penal, not: in the case c_lled e/v/l,
to trial, and conviction has ensued : in the the loss a defendant stands exposed to, may
instrument of accusation (say the indictment,) amount to pounds, by tens of thousands a-ye_,
one of those .flaws, manufactured perhaps for in the case called penal, it may not amount
the purpose, has been discovered : in conse- to ten shillings ; but cases called civil may,
quence of the observation, arrest of judgment, on revision, be found pregnant with fees to
as the phrase is, has been pronolmced. What any amount : cases called penal are compa-
is the consequence? Whatever has been done ratively barren.
is to be considered as if it had not been done : When the immediate effect is no more than
information which has been elicited, is to be dilatory, the evil is not so complete, nor in
considered as not having been elicited : e_- every part certain. But, to a more or less
tlence, by which the fact of the delinquency considerable extent, evil has place in every
has been put completely out of doubt, having such case _ evil by delay ; and delay ofjus-
been elicited, and with perfect accuracy com- lice is, so long as it lasts, denial of justice:
mitted to writing, is to be considered as never add to this, evil by expense of the repetition :
having had existence. -- that evil, out of which cometh forth that

In civil cases, the effect is the same. The same relative good _ Judge and Co.'s profit
same convenient extinction of evidence has _the contemplation of which constituted
place, when a new trial has been granted and the motive and efficient cause by which the
brought on: though in this case not being arrangement was produced.
needed, no such word as nullLfication, or any Add now the effect of the instruments of
of its synonyms, as above, is employed, regularly organized delay called terms and c,'r-

Peremptory and dilatory : by these two words cults, combined with that of the blindfixatian
are designated the two so widely different el- principle, applied to days. Now, in the case
fects produced in different cases by nullifica- ofanewtrial, comes ml interval, in some cases,
tion. Case in which the triumph of injustice of half-a-year, in others of a whole year, in-
is most complete, that in which the effect is terposed between the original series of pro-
peremptory, or say definitive : because a word eeedings, and the repetitional proceedings, if
has been rots-spelt by a cop_ing clerk, a con- granted. In this state of things, to a prodi-
rioted murderer, for example, walks out of gious extent, the dilatory operation of the
court, under the eyes of his deliverer and ac- virtual nullification put upon the original set
eessary after the fact--the quibble-sanctioning of proceedings becomes in effect peremptory
judge_tocommitulteriormurders. Through- and conclusive. A necessary witness dies,
out the whole field of penal law, of nullifica- goes off of himself to the antipodes, or is
tionpronounced out he proceedings on grounds bought off: of the suitors, at whose charge,
foreign to the merits, this, _ccording to the in case of nullification, the quibble has been
general rule, and expressed in the language of made to operate, or without need of nullifi.
ROmanlaw by the words non his in idera, is the cation the necessary piece of evidence has
effect. Needlessly promutive of guilt as this been kept out of the way, the purse or the
rule would be in any case, it would not be near spirits have become exhausted. As often as
Jo amply so as it is, were it not for the blind this has place, the dilatory effect, though in
fixation principle, applied to days, as above, name and outward appearance less pernicious
Endless is the variety of accidents _ endless than the peremptory, is in reality much more
the variety of contrivances _ by any one of so: the expected remedy is extinguished : and
which a necessary witness may be kept from to the expense and vexation attached to the
being forthcoming at the day and within the pursuit of it, a fresh quantity is added.
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Such is the advantage which, by the so Twelve was the number of the apollo: in
elaberatelymtd successfully organized system, favour of no other number could so eoge_lt,
is given to dishonesty when conjoined with unanswerable a reason be assigned.
opuleaace, that, in mmly instances, to the pur- Be this as it may, in the very nature of the
pose of the preponderantly opulent depredator ease, never could juries have been altogether
or oppressor by whom the depth of his des- acceptable associates to judges. How should
lined victim's purse has been sounded, so far they, any more than independent Houses of
as regards ultimate success, the difference CommonstoKings? Whatsoever was tbe dis.
between the peremptory and the dilatory position of the judge, partial or impartial,
effect of nnllifieation may be made to vanish, crooked or upright, proportioned to the share

they took in the business, most frequently by
intellectual inaptitude, but sometimes by iI_.

XII..Device the Twelfth -- Jnries subdued
and sul_uyated, telleetual aptitude, sometimes by moral apti-tude, they would be troublesome. Act they

Not at the period here in question was this could not, without being so. By their mere
exploit hatched: juries, it seems probable, existence a troublesome duty was imposed
were not at that time in existence. But it upon the judge : the duty of giving somethin;_
was at that period that the foundation was in the shape of a reason for the course pre-
laid, of the power by which this subjugation scribed by him.
was accomplished : m_d the only use of the Here, then, on each occasion, on the neck
inqniry being how the yoke imposed on the of the judge was a yoke, which, if it could
people by Judge and Co. may be shaken off not be shaken off, was to be rendered a_ light
_a yoke of which this forms no inconsider- as possible. In case of non-compliance, i_
able a portion, a topic so important could not might by nullification, as hath been seen, be
be left untouched, got rid of. But nullification, as hath also been

The origin of the jury institution is lost in seen. did but half the business. True it is.
the clouds of primeval barbarism : inference that, when applied to cases called ci_'il, it
must here he called in to do the work of nat- could always prevent a well-grounded demand
entire. That which inference suggests is this : from taking effect ; but it could not so con-
Of some greater number, twelve or any other stantly give effect.to an ungrounded one. Ap-
determinate number could not but have been plied to penal cases, it could at pleasure give
a sort of committee. To the eyes of the his- impunity to crime ; but especially in capital
torian not uniformly distinguishable was the and other highly penal eases, scarcely of itself
entire body and the committee. When the could it be made to subject immcence to pu-
one supreme criminal judicatory--the some- nishment.
times metropolitan, sometimes travelling ju- _/hat remained applicable was a compound
dicatory--was instituted, then, all over the of intimidmion and delusion : intimidation
country, were extinguished the small territo- applied to the will ; delusion, to the under-
vial and adequately numerous local judica- standing.
tortes, in which the inhabitants in general Of the intimidation employed, the one
took that part, which, scarcely in those rude word attaint, will serve to bring to view a
ages, could be welt defined, and if ever so specimen. Persons, all twelve, imprisoned;
well then defined, eouht not now be deter- moveables, all forfeited ; dwellings, all laid
named and stated. What was to be done? low; habitations, lands, completely devasta-
Even under the then existing thraldom, sub- ted ; with et ceteras upon et ceteras. _lale-
version, completed at one explosion, might ficence must have been drunk _hen it came
have been too shocking to be endurable, out with this Pandora's box; actual eautcry
" Come to me, wherever I am, and sir under applied, as often as a flea-bite was to be cured.
me, as you do now under your several judges. Down to the present honr, this is law : con-
Come to me : I do not say all of you, for in tinued such by judge-made law. In the course
that ease all production would be at a stand of a few centuries, statute law added a few
_bnt a part of the number selected tkom the trifles, that these serious things might remain
whole ; in a word, a committee ; and let the unaffected. Statute law is repealable : corn-
number of it be twelve." When from one of mon law unrepealable. Parliaments are al-
these small jndieatories a suit was first called lowed to correct their own errors : judges,
up to the one high and great one, something under the name of the tyrant phantom, remain
to this effect must, it should seem, have been irresistible, uncontroutable, and incorrigible.
said. The shorter the journey, the le_ bur- No otherwise, it is true, than by compliance
thensome the duty. Whether this be more on the part of twice the number, could ven-
er less barthensome, the more important the geanee be taken for the non-compliance of the
occasion, the more plausible the excuse for the twelve. But the instances first chosen for
imposition of that same duty. Thus it was, this infliction would naturally be those in
that practice might make its way by degrees, which, on the part of the sufferers, the dctin-
As to the number, why twelve ? Answer _ queney had been least questionable. At any
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rate, upon Judge mad Co. would infliction in tory effectual, as well as the appeal to public
such sort depend, that, of non-complmnee, at. opinion, strengthened by extension given to
taint could scarcely tail to present itself as a publication : under such a system, greater
more or less probable consequence, might, be the power reposed m the expert-

Of an infliction thus atrocious, the ire- enced, less in the unexperienced hands.
queney, as it presents itself in the books, is " Thus stands the law ?' Under the exist-
perfectly astounding to a reflecting mind. No ing system, when a declaration to this effect
otherwise than by attaint, could the effect is made by a judge, from what set of men, m
produced in these days by new trial, be pro- the situation ofjurymen, can non-compliance,
duced in those. As often as a new trial is how necessary soever to justice, be ordinarily
granted now, conceive the Pandora's box expected? In this case, that being assume_
opened there, as true, which, in every common law ease, is

Note well the efficiency of the instrument, so opposite to true -- that is to say, the exist-
Lake the famed razors, it performs the work ence of the law in question--to the judge
of itself, without need of a hand to guide it. mu_t this same law be knomqa, if to anybody ;
As it is with corruption, so is It with intimi- as to these his unlearned pupils, tothem it is
dation. To produce the effect, neither dis- completely unknown : so the inward eonsei.
course nor expression of will in any other ousness of each man of them testifies. With
shape, is necessary : for the production of the the law, which thus, at the very moment of
effect, relative situation is perfectly sufficient, its being made, is revealed to them, begins
Where the intimidation was inapplicable, af- and ends "theirknowledge, hi such a state of
terwards when at length the stream of civi- things, so effectually, by the eoneclousnesa of
Fzation had washed it away altogether, -- their own ignorance, were they and are they
remained, as the only instruments applicable, blinded, their appointed guides may, to any
arrogance and cajolery. Of the two instru- degree, be blind, without being seen by them
meats,arrogancewas,of course,totheope- to be so. Under thesecircumstances,w_a_
tutor,the more acceptable.The useof it but blindcompliancecouldthenbe--aye,or
presentedno greatdifficulty." The law, can now be_the generalpractice?What
quoththejudge_issoand so." So farthe exceptionsthereare,aresuchasareformed
,dge: butwhat law? No law was therein by hereandtherearareoccurrence,operating"
thecase.Who made it? The law-- meaning upona rarelyexemplifiedsetofdispositions.
that portion of it to which he gave the force Of the acquitted decapitator, mention has
of law--it was he who made it ; made it out been made above, lf, by a union of past ab.
of his own head, made it for his own purpose, surdity and present arrogance, a jury can be
whatsoever that purpose happened to be. brought to this, to what is it they cannot be

Take, for example, libel law. A libel ? brought? But, in that case, how much is to
What is it? Answer _ If I am a judge, any be ascribed to judge's influence, how much to
piece of printed paper, it wouht be agreeable jurymen's abhorrence of death in the character
to me to punish the man for. Is he a man I of a punishment, cannot be affirmed with oct-
choose to punish ? I make it a libel : is he a tainty : and so long as the punishment is
man I choose not to punish ? I make it a non- death, impunity will, every day, be approach-
libel. But is it possible that, to a man in mg nearer and nearer to the being every day's
power, it should be agreeable to leave unpu- Jractice.
n_shed any individual audacious enough to say

anything otherwise than agreeable to a man XIII. Device tl_e T_irteenfh --Jurisdiction,
m power ? O yes ; it is just possible. Wit- where tt should be entire, split and spliced.
hess Morning Chronicle in the days of Perry
mid Lord Chief-Justice Ellenborough. Jurisdiction has two fields --the locad and

Now suppose a code in existence. Juries the logical: the local, or say territori¢2, all-
are now emancipated. Judges in effect now : vided into tracts of territor F; the logical, di-
no longer dupes; no longer tools; and, by the vided into sorts of cases. In the local field,
shacklesimposedon the mind.made slaves,ithatwhichtheinterestsofjusticerequire is,
Judgesineffectnow, becauseennobledand ashathbeenseen,r_altiplicit9; inthelogical
qualifiedsoto be. The law (saythey)isso field,aswillbe seen,unity.So much fortea
andso:howshoulditbe otherwise?not be son:now forpractice.Where, by thelute-
whattheythussayitis? The bookisopened: restsofjustice,multiplicitywasrequired,the
therethe passageis_they seeit. More el- interestofJudgeand Co.established,ashas
fectuallylearnedwould be the leastlearned beenseen,theunity:where,bytheinterests
juryman in such a state of things, than, under of justice, unity was and is required, the ow
the existing system, the most learned judge, posite interest of judicature, that is to _y,

To the existing system apply (be it re- that same sinister interest will now be seen
membered) these remarks: not to an improved establishing m_Itiplicity.
system,underwhich judgeswould be made From theexpreslaon3arlsdiction¢plit,let
responsible, and appeals to a superior judiea- it not be conceived, as if at the initial point

Vo_.. _'. H b
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of time in question, the field of' legislation and in so far as profes_onal assistants ars
was, in its whole extent, covered as it were called in, administration becomes judicature.
by one large block ; and that, at different Mode of operation, gradual ; members of the
times thereafter, by the introduction of wedges court, a portion of those of the aula regis.
or.otherwise, the block was broken into the 3. Splinter the third, Chancellor's jurisdie.
existing splinters, connected together, as they tlon. Stock or block, the Auia Regis jurisdie.
may be seen to be, by the conjunct sinister tion. This functionary, decidedly a member
interest. The case is, that it is by degrees, of the Aula Regis, officiated therein as se-
as will be seen, that the aggregate composed cretary of state : and, at the same time, his
of the splinters has been brought into its pre- being the office from which issued the instrn.
sent "so commodious state: namely, in some ments, stillstyled rriginalwrits--instruments,
instances by fissure, in other instances by the bywhieheommencementwasglventosomany
gradual addition of portions of new matter sorts of suits, exercised thereby, in subordi.
spliced to the older. Splitting and splicing-- nation to the legislative authority of the too-
by the union of thc_e two operations has the narch, a sort of unperceived, but not the less
acttml aggregate result been brought into real authority of the same kind. Species of
existence, operation, the splitting : mode, the gradual.

Matter of the aggregate this: Of the sub- 4. Splinter the fourth, jurisdiction of the
stantive branch of law different masses, three court of Common Pleas. Stock or block, the
or four: and, for giving execution and effect jurisdletiml of the Grand Justiciary. Spe-
to them, more than twice as many of the eies of operation, the splitting. Mode, the all.
matter of the adjective, or say procedure at-once mode. Splitting instrument, mug_u_
branehoflaw; constituted every one of them, charta : remnant of the original stock or
et_liy of the fictitious, or say judge-made block, the court of King's Bench. Business
sort; with only here and there a patch of now styled civil, allotted to the Common
real law _ of legislature-made law-- stuck Pleas ; business now styled criminal or penal,
in. reserved to the King's Bench: also, either

In the keeping of these portions of matter reserved by original institution, or acquired
in the hands of different sets of judges, not by encroachment, the appellate's superiority
in the originalO placing them in these or any over the Common Pleas.
other separate hands, consists, at present, the 5. Splinter the fifth, equity jurisdiction of
sinister practice-- the device : in the union the Chancellor's court. Stock or block, the
of them, in each territory, in one and the same aggregate of this same functionary's authority.
hand, the sole remedy. Species of operation, splicing: mode silent,

As to the splitting, in some instances, the unperceived, gradual. Remnants, the corn-
operation by which it was effected was per- mon-law business, now styled the petty-bag
formed at one stroke ; that is to say, by one jurisdiction : petty in name, petty in bulk
statute : call the mode, in this case, the all- and nature.

at-once or declared mode ; in other instances. 6. Splinter the sixth, equity jurisdiction
silently, gradually, and imperceptibly : call of the court of Exchequer. Stock or block,
it, in this case, the undeclared or gradual the common-law business of that same court.
mode. Species of operation, splicing. Mode unper-

So likewise, as to the splicing, ecived, gradual : performed in imitation of
Short description of the modes of opera- the Chancellor's equity jurisdiction.

tinn in the two processes this : -- 7. Splinter the seventh, Bankrupt Petition
Original stock or block, the grand judicial court. Stock or block, the Chancery juris-

authority, instituted by William the Con- diction. Species of operation, splicing. Mode,
queror, and styled the aula regis : Anglic_, the all-at-once mode. Splicing instrument,
the king's hall or court, the statute 34 and 35 Henry VIII. eh. 4.

1. Splinter the first, court Christian, alias S. Splinter the eighth, Insolvency cou_.
Spiritual, alias Ecclesiastical: species of ope- Stock or block, again the Chancery jurisdie-
cation, difficult to say whether the splitting tion. Species of operation, splicing. Mode,
or the splicing. Mode of operation, at any the all-at-once mode. Splicing instrument,
rate, the gradual. By the terror of punish- 53 Geo. III. oh. 102 : Subsequently applied
ment in the future life, it acquired, as will instruments, 54 Geo. IIL ch. 28, and 3 Gee.
be seen, powers of legislation and judicature IV. oh. 123.
in the present. 9. Splinter the ninth, jurisdiction of the

2. Splinter the second, courts of Exche- justices of the peace acting collectively in
qwer, stock or block, as above, the,4ula Regis general sessions. Stock or block, the King's
jurisdiction. Out of the administrative autha- Bench jurhuliction. Species of operation,
rity, now called the reeeiptof the Exchequer, splicing: mode, theall-at.oncemode: splicing
instituted for the collection of the revenue, instrument, statute 1st Edw. III. st. 2, ch.
grew the indicative, called the court of Ex- 16.
chequer. Where contestation has place, if 10. Splinter the tenth, jurisdiction of ins,
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t|ees d the peace acting collectively in not stances in which judicial procedure has had
fewer than two at a time in petty sessions, for its main ends the ends ofjustiee.
Stock or block-- original, the King's Bench Essentially repugnant to the ends of jus-
jurisdiction, as above : immediate, the above- tlce (needit be said?)---essentially repugnant,
mentienedgeneral-sessloosjurisdictioa. Spe- if anything ean be--this systemofdlsunion:
cies of operation, splicing. Splicing instru° proportionally subservient to the actual end_
meats, various consecutive statutes. On the of judicature: hence the arrangement so re-
part of each, mode of operation, the all*at- cently employed in keeping it up : in partl-
once mode : on the part,of the aggregate, the cular, as between equity courts and common-
most thoughtful, silent, or unperceived and law courts.
gradual. Conducive to the ends of justice will thlf

11. Splinter the eleventh, jurisdiction of splitting and splicing work be said to bei"
jugtices oftbe peace acting severally through- Well then : here follow a few improvements.
out the suit. Stock or block-- original, the on the same principle. To the ban_uptcy
King's Bench jurisdiction: immediate, tbege- court., "adda stock-brsakin 9 court: to the iu-
neral-sessions jurisdiction, as above. Species solvency court, a non.sob_en_ court, a non-
ot operation, mode of operation, and instru- payment court, a non-lfffuidation court, and a
meat, as above, nw,-di,charge court: each, with. a different

1'2. Splinter tbe twelfth, jurisdiction al- mode of procedure. Taking for __le twelfth-
]otted to justice's of the peace acting se re- cake the j nrisdiction of the A ula Regis, let lots
rally, and exercising, at the outset of a suit, be drawn by all these courts, for these their
a i?agment of jurisdiction : the suit being, respective styles and titles. Allot to each of
for its completion, transferred to some one of these courts one commissioner to begin with ;
fimr other j udicatories: as to which, see above, then three commissioners (the number in the
Device X. M_schievous transference u_d insolvene 9 court in its improved state,) then
baadym 9. Stock or biock--the King's Bench the square of three, 9; then the cube of
jurisdiction. Species of operation, splicing, three, "27: then the fourth power of three,
Mode, the all-at-once mode. Splicinginstru- 81 ; by which last, the number of the com-
ment, statute l &2 Phil. and Mary, ch. 13. missioners of bankrupts, or bankruptcy, wil4

13. Splinter the thirteenth, jurisdiction of be surpassed by eight, and proportiormlly
small-debt courts. Original stock or block, improved upon. To secure what is called
the Court of Requests in Westminster Hall, qualification, meaning thereby appropriateap.
long since abolished. Species of operation, titude, impose as a task and test the having
splicing. Mode, in the instance of each, the partaken of a certain number of dinners, in
all-at-once mode. Splicing instruments, a mul. some one of four great halls. Of situations
titude of statutes, each confining its opera- of different sorts, in, under, or about these
tions to some narrow portion of territory, courts, number capable of being occupied by

Note, that in almost every one of these the same person at the same time, ten : by
cases, the course taken for the ascertainment which the number occupied by a son of the
of the truth, in relation to the matter of fact, ex-chancellor, the Earl of Eldon, will be out-
is different : as to this presently, stript by one. To complete the improvement,

Ecclesiastical judicatories for maintenance conclude with pensions of retreat, after ten
of discipline among ecclesiastical functiona- years' service, and pensions for widows, or-
ties : -- military judicatories for maintenance phans, and upon occasion, sisters.
of discipline among land- service military At the end of a certain length of time, the
functionaries : -- the like in relation to sea- existing incumbents will be found, each of
service military functionaries. Admiralty them, at the same time insufficiently and more
prize-courts : on the subject of these judiea- than sufficiently apt, as was the case with the
tortes, the demand for explanation not being metropolitan police magistrates : then will be
cogent, and room being deficient, the sole the time for adding one-third to their salaries:
purpose of the mention here made of them is with or without the like addition to the other
the apprehension lest otherwise they should i just mentioned so equitable and comfortable
be supposed to have been overlooked, appendage.

Mark here the chaos I Different branches, We proceed now to present to the view of
or say masses, of substantive law, spun out the Honourable House the evils, of which
in this dark way by judge-made law, thus this system of disunion is, and so long as it
lamentably numerous ! and for giving execo- continues in existence cannot but be, so abun-
tien and effect to them, to each a different dantly productive : we shall point out the
mass of procedure, or say adjective law : cause by which it has been produced: namely,
masses framed in so many dtfferent modes, the mixture composed of primewal inexpert-
and upon different principles ! ence and sinister interest.

Single.justleecourts, petty-sesslonscourts, i In particular, in regard to imprisonment
and small-debt courts, the more entitled to for debt. on its present footing, to wit, at the
remark, as affording, perhaps, the only in- commencement of the suit--a period at which
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it is so frequently groundless, and so con- of these manui_ae_0ries, a concept|on, it is
atantly ungrounded, it will be seen that it hoped, tolerably clear and correct, may be
had no better origin and efficient cause, than formed, of the manner in which this speoies
sinister interest, in its foulest shape : special of manufacture has been, and continues to be,
original cause, as will be seen, of this abuse, carried on. These are -- 1. Equity courts ;
the splitting of the Commou Pleas jurisdiction 2. Common-law courts ; 3. Courts christian,
from that of the King's Bench ; thereafter a£as spirituM, alias ecclesiastical courts.
immediate cause, the grand hattte between I. Turn first to the self-styled equity courts.
the two courts, in the reibm of Charles the Words comprising the raw materials, trust,
Second. .fi'aud, accident, ialuuction, account, with the

The use of confusion has already been word equity at their head--here we have
brought to view: behold now one prc-emi- the whole stock of them, or thereabouts :
nently useful mode or efficient c_use of it. stock in words small : but in matter as abun-
In the practice of a large proportion of all dant as heart can desire. One of them, the
these courts, both branches of law spun out master-word equity-- so rich isit, that out of
together, the substantive branch out of the it, and by the strength of it, anything could
adjective, in the shape of twist, by the judge yet, and to this day can be done, that lust
in the course of the operations of proce- of power or money can covet. What can it
dure, the twist afterwards woven into piece- not do ? It can take any ward, every infant,
goods by the firm of report-maker, report- out of the arms of any and _very i_ather, and
maker's bookseller, abridgment-maker, and at the father's expense, keep cramming it
his abridgment's bookseller : and in this way with the pap of imposture and corruption,
it is, that, ol, pretence of judicature, over the till the father is reduced to beggery, and the
whole field of law, power of le_slatiou con- entire mass of the child's, rendered as foul
tinues to be exercised : exercised by the eom- as that of the crammer's mind.
bination of such essentially and flagrantly Equity? what. means it? Abettermost,
incompetent hands I yes, and that the very best, sort of justice.

Are you a chief justice? IIave you a law But, justice being, the whole together, so
to make ? to make on your old established good a thing, what must not this very be_t
mode ? The following i's your recipe. Take sort be ? Be it what it may, that which, on
any word or number of words'the oczasion each occasion, is done by the judge of an
requires : choosing, as far as they go, such as equity court, is it not equity ? Well then, by
are already in the iaoguage : but if more are the charm attached to this fascinating word,
wanted, you either take them from another to whatsoever he does, not only compliance
language, old French or Latin, or make them a_d acquiescence, but admiration and laud,
out of your own head. To these words you in thc accustomed and requisite quantity, are
attach what sense you please. To enable you secured.
to do, by this means, whatever you please, IL Next as to the common-law courts; and
one thing only is now wanting. This is, that, in particular the great criminal-law court--
in the accustomed form, by some person other the K*ng's Bench.
than yourself (for you cannot yourself, as in Conspiracy, blasphemy, libel, malice, breach
some countries, give commencement to a suit,) of peace, bonos mores, with their et caete-
the persons and things to be operated upon ras -- of these raw materials is composed the
must be brought before you by the king's at- stock of the common-law manufactory. That
torney-generat, or an individual iu the eha- which equity does for chancellor, that or
racterofplaintifl'. Thisdoue, you go to work, thereabouts, the single word, conspiracy,
according to the nature of the case. Is it a would of itself be sufficient to do for chief°
civil one ? To the plaintiff you give or refuse justice of King's Bench. With this word in
as much of defendant's property as is brought his mouth, what is it a chief-justice cannot
before you. I_ it a criminal, or say penal one ? do ? who is there he cannot punish ? what
You apply, or refuse to apply, to the defen- is there he cannot punish for?
dant, the whole, or more, or less, of the pu- Persons conspire, things conspire- to pro-
nishment demanded for him at your hands, duce effects of all kinds, good as well as bad.
This you do in the first instance before and In the very import of the word conspiracy is
without any law to authorize you: for no therefore included the conspiracy to do abaci
such authorizing law have you any need of: thing: now then, so as proof has been but
after which, in the way just mentioned, what given of a conspiracy, that is to say, of the
you have done receives, in print, authority, agreeing to do a something, or the talking
extension, and permanenee, from the above- about the agreeing to do it, the badness of
mentionedhamh%heingbythemmanufaetured this same something, and the quality and
into a sort of fictitious law doing the office quantity of the badaess, follow of course
of, and upon occasion overruling, an _¢t of they follow from the v/s termini, the very
I_rliament. meaning of the word, and n_y therefore with-

From theprocesspursuedinthe principaloutspecialproofbe assumed.
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So far, sO good, where you have two or penance and the exeommuni_tion them_l_e_
more to punish. But how if_there be but one? Lave been made Idquifiable into fees.
In this ease, a companion must be fouud for Sin, in this case, it was necessary should
him. But this companion it is not necessary be the word : not crime or civil injury. But
he should have a name : he may be a person the same obnoxious act might, and may still,
ttnknown : for, because one of two criminals be made to receive all these different appel-
is unkno_al, is it right that the other should lations ; and, on account of it,, the agent dealt
escape from justice? _4th in so ninny different ways; m_le, to

So much for the King's Bench manufactory wit, after the truth of it has, by the thre_
taken singly. Now ior ditto said Common different authorities, in and by their _everal
Pleas m_i_ed, cases and suits called civil: different and mutually i,aconsistent processes,
verbal stock here-- case, trover, assumpsit, been ascertained.
with their et c_teras. The act suppose a blow, and the sufferer,

Conspiracy, blasphemy, peace, and malice a clergyman. Common Pleas gives to this
_these words were found already in the stone sufferer money for remedy to the civil
_an_gtmge,and, whatsoever was the occasion injury : King's Bench takes money from the
or the purpose, required only alittle twisting man of violence, for the king: Court Chris-
and wresting to make them fit it. 13oaos tian takes money from the same for the good
mores, trover, and assump_tt, had to be ira- of his soul, distributing the bonus among the
ported ; bo_ws mores and assumpsit from It aly ; reverend divine's spiritually learned brethren.
trover from France : al] of them had to un- True it is, that, upon proper appheation
dergo, in the m_chinery, more or tes_ of ira- made, -- one of these same judieat_iles (the
provement, ere they were fit tbr use. Face King's Bench to wit,) may stop proceedings
would have been as intelligible as ease, and in one of the others -- the Court Christian
served as well, had fortune been pleased to to wit. But defendant -- what gets he by
presentit; clover, as trover: mumpsit asas- this? One certain suit, for the chance of
surap_it: but case, trover, and assumpsit, had ridding himself of another. And note, that
fortune on their side. in this fourth suit, the mode of establishing

III. Now as to Coart Christian. Nofissure, ! the fact which is the ground of the applies-
violent or gradual, requisite here. Nothing tion is different from every one of the modes
requisite to be done otherwise than in the respectively pursued in the other three.
quiet way, by splici_ : by splicing performed Such is the species of manufacture : spin-
imperceptibly, and in the dark ; in the pitchy ning out of words, the sort of pieee-good_
darkness of the very earliest ages : no need called/am, and that of the goodness that cloth
of custom, of snatching, in the manner that would be of, if spun out of cobwebs. Nov(
will be seen presently, from any other branch then, even from early time -- time so early
of the Judge and Co. firm : simple addition as the year 1285 -- time not posterior by
was the only change needed, more than two centuries to the original pc.

Mode of proceeding, or say recipe, this: -- riod all along in question -- what need or
Take any act of any person at pleasure ; ca_l pretence has there been for it ? Not any. 8o
ita sin: add toit a punishment; call tLe earlyas the year t283, parliament gavebirth
punishment a penance. Observe, that the to an idea, by which, had it been pursued,
agent has a soul : say, that the soul wants to appropriately-made law might in no sma'l
have good done go it : say that the penance proportion have been made in such sort as to
will do this good to it. If, frightened at the occupy the place usurped by the spurious sort
word sin, the people endure to be thus dealt thus spun out blindfold, in the ex-poat-faeto
with, anybody is employed to accuse anybody way, in the course of judicature. At the tail
of any one of these sins : if then he fails to of a paragraph, having for its subject-matter
make answer in proper form, you make him an odd corner of the field of law, the scribe of
do this penance : so, of course, in ease of that day, as if by a sudden inspiration, _osrs
conviction, aloft, and as if from an air-balloon, es_ing

Now as tofees. Fees you reeeive for ealling his eyes over the entire field, goes on mul
for the answer : fees for allowing it to be says, " And whensoever from henceforth it
made : fees for making it ; and so on sueees- shall fortune in the chancery, that in one
aively for every link in the chain. But, sup- ease a writ is found, and a like ease,
pose no soda answer made ? Oh, then comes under the law, and requiring like remedy, is
exeomr_mnicatioa : an operation, by which, found, the clerks of the chancery studl
whether he does or does not think that be in making the writ:" after which, for appro-
will be made miserable in the other world, pilate confirmation, follows reference duty
he will at any ra_ be made sufficiently so in made to the superordinate authority, the next
tide. parli_mnt.

A eireum_ particularly convenient in Bdaoldhere provisionmade foreoeKfieatinm.
this ¢m_, was mul is, that, besides the fees Here _as seed sown, but the soil not yet
received in the eeurse elr the prosecution, the in a state to admit of the growth of it. In
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_be barbarous mode of ex-post.facto judge- /ence the privilege of off,tinting as it_ ins_ru.
madelaw, werethereforeofnecessity fumbled ment.
out such indispensable arrangements, without 3. Thirdly, as to accident. Of the import of
which society could not have been kept to- this term, the vagueness immediately strikc_
gether, the eye. But, for bringing to view some con-

For ages, by common law alone, equity not ception of the application on this occasion
being grown up to sufficient maturity, were made of it, -- the two words-- conveyance
these arrangements made. But, after all that and obligator!l-engagernent , may here serve.
had been thus done, and amidst all that was Of the provisions requisite to be made under
afterwards doing by common law, abundant this head, the principal beneficial purpose is
and urgent remained the need of such ar- the prevention of di_ppointnuent : the grand
rangements, in addition to those the topics and all-comprehensive purpose, by which the
legislated upon, in this same blind and spu- purport of the portion of law occupied in the
rious mode, by chancellors, with the word giving security for property, requires to be
equity in their mouths, may serve to show. determined.

I. Trnst, 2. fraud, 3. accident; these three 4. Fourthly, as to injunction, applied to [he
have been already mentioned. Add to them purpose of restraining mischief to immoveable
--4. injunction (meaning prohibition,) as to property ; it!function, meaning interdiction,
use made of property in immoveables ; 5. in- or say inhibition or prohibition : for, in ordi.

junction as to pursuit of remedy at common nary language, we speak of e_joininq a man
law; 6. acCount : expressionsallthesesohandy to do a thing, as well as to t;Jrbear doing it.
and commodious, because single-worded. Add As to the operation performed under this
to them moreover, 7- obligations_to deliver name by a court of equity, it has for its car.
in hind, thinys due ; 8. obligation to perform respondent and opposite operation that which,
in kind, services due : these, with the excep- under the name of a mandamus, is performed
tion of injunction, as applied to common-law in the courts of common law. In the case of
surfs, belonging to substantive law. Add to the mandamus, the act commanded is aposi-
all, the following, which belong to adjective tire act ; in the case of the injunction, cam-
law, or say judicial procedure : 9. elicitation manly a negative act.
of evidence, from the parties on both sides, Note ilere, by the bye, that to the provi-
-- oral from their testimony, real and written sion made by both these remedies together,
from their possession; 10. at the time el- belongs the property of inadequateness. For,
lotted to elicitation of orally elicited evidence, to the evil, whatsoever may have been the
the quantum rendered always adequate to the amount of it, which, antecedently to the st-
demand; 14. elicitation and retardation made, tempt made by them respectively to stop it,
for eventual use, without actuat suit. has already taken place--no remedy do they

All these objects had and still has common attempt or so much as profess, to make appli-
law, as we shall show, left in a manner to cation of: no compensative remedy, no saris-
shift for themselves = left either without any faction in any other shape, no punitive : and
provision at all made for them, or without at the charge of an honest, what is the profit
any other than such by which the purpose which a dishonest man will not be ready
cannot, in any tolerably adequate degree, be to make, if assured that the worst that can
answered. _ happen to him for it, is the being stopt from

Think now, of the enormity of the deft- making more ? To himself no punishment ;
¢iency left, and inaptitude exhibited, by the to the party wronged no satisfaction ? But,
assemblage of all these gaps : _ as to any such ideas as those of all-compre-

l. First, as to trot. Think of a system of hensiveness andadcqua_, nearer would they
law, under which, in relation to this head, be to a bed of Colchester oysters, than they
nothing, or next to nothing, was done. Over are to a bench of English judges I_a bench
the whole field of law, particularly over -- whatsoever be the number of seats on it,
the civil, extends the demand for the matter whether one, four, or twelve.
which belongs to the head of tr¢_. Power 5. Fifthly, ]ujuncticm, as applied to the
exercisable for the benefit of the possessor, it mrsuit of remedy at common law. Now for
is called power : power, in so far as not exer- arlddle. To itself by itself this operation
¢isable but for the benefit of some ot_er per- would not naturally be expected to be seen
son or persons, is called try_st. In particular, applied : it would be to the same operation
in the hands of all public functionaries, eo_- performed by equity, what suicide is to the
sidered as such, what power soever h_ place, species generally understood by the name of
is so much trust, homicide. As little would it, under the same

2. Secondly, as to fraud. Over the whole judicial establishment, have been applied to
expanse of the field of law, more particularly the operations of any judicatory, by another
the penal branch, extends the need of provi- calling itself a co_t of Equity, if, to tom-
sin_ in relation toframt: in whatever shape man sense, in union with common honesty, it
ma[efl¢¢_ op_r_tee, fiend shar_ with v/o- were pos_ible to obt_n admisskm into such a
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the_re. Setting up one judicatory, to put the unities. Thisbusinoss the oulyjndleatory
a stop, at the command of any mail that will capable of going through in all cases, is the
pay for it, to the operations of another, and Equity court. This has, it is true, machinery
frustrate what in profession were its designs, enough, and takes time enough. But, the ms-
and this, without so much as a supposition ehinery of it haviug for its object and effect
of error on the part of the judicatory so dealt the multiplication of fees, and thence the pro.
with, -- in an arrangement such as this, may longation of time, the only sure result is the
be seen a flower of ingenuity that assuredly division of a large proportion, if not the whole,
would in vain be looked for in any othtr field of the property of the accountant parties,
than that of English judicature. But, though among the tribe of auditors : and it is like a
no common-law court, as such, nor therefore prize in a lottery, if any portion of the net
any common-law court which is merely a balance finds its way into the pocket of him
common-law court, has as yet, it is believed, to whom it is due.
been in the practice of thus dealing by itself, 7. Seventhly, as to delivery of thin_?sto th,
yet an English indicatory there is, which, right ownS: the case of restitution included.
being, like the marine corps, of an amphibious, Think of a system of law, by which no ona
and moreover of an ambodext.rous nature, has moveable thing whatsoever was, or to this
been, and as often as called upon continues day is, so much as undertaken to be secured
to be, in the practice of robbing the chancery to the rightful owner ! No : not so much as
shop of this part of its custom, by employing undertaken. For ifa man, not even imagining
one of its hands in tying up the other, and himself to have right on his side, has possessed
one portion of its own thinking part, such as himself (as, without exposing himself to pu-
tt is, in frustrating what had in profession nishment, he may do) of whatever moveable
been the designs of the other. This riddle thing of yours you most value-- (a horse, a
is the court of F_xchequer. For a parallel, picture, an unpublished manuscript, for ex-
suppose this:_-Enactment that no public ample)--what remedy have you? An action.
building shall ever be erected -- no church, Behold now how much better off, in this case,
no palace, no prison, no posthouse--without your dishonest adversary, the wrong-deer, is,
employment successively given to two archi- than you, the party wronged ! Only in ease
toots, the first to erect a building in one style of its not being worth so much as it is valued

say the Gothic -- the second to pull it at, does he give you back what he has thus
down, and erect upon the site of it another in robbed you of.
adifferent style--say the Greeian. Taken in And by this action, what, even in ease ot
both its parts, matchedthusinabsurditywould succcss, is the ntmost you can get ? Not(m_-
the equity injunction system be : exceeded it less the man who has thus injured you so
would not be : were the mental cause of the pleases) the thing itself, but, instead of it,
evil mere tblly witbout knavery, Gotham itself what is called the value of it : this value be-
would find itself here out_Gothamised, ing what has been set upon it at full gallop,

6. Sixthly, as to account. Think of a judi- by twelve men brought together by chance :
ciary establishment, with three superior courts twelve men, not one of whom, unless by ac-
in it, professing, each of them, to settle mu- cident, understands anything about the mat-
tual accounts to any amount, and on that ter. The estimate having been thus made,
ground receiving fees before anything is done, this same wrong-doer it is, who, after the daya
and at the hands of all applicants : these pro- or months he has had for consideration, takes
fussed auditors two out of the three all the his choice, and determines whether to let you
while unprovided with the machinery, with- have your property back again, or to convert
out which that which they undertake to do it to his own use. And this money, when the
cannot be done. jury have awarded it to you, will you have

The case is--the process of account is-- it dear? Not you, indeed: not this money
not, as in other cases, a simple and transitory, will yon have, but the difference between this
but a compound and a continuous process, the and what you will have to pay your attorney,
subject-matter being an aggregate, composed after he has reccir.ed what, in the name of
of two sets of demands ; made one on each costs, has been awarded to you at the expense
side, each of them, in ease of contestation, of the wrong-doer. And the amount of that
capable of affording the matter of a separate same money received--what will it be? Some.
suit. The process, continuous as it is, the thing or nothing, or less than nothing, as it
Common Pleasthe only one ofthethree courts may happen : provided always that the said
which, in a case between subject and subject, wrong-doer has the money, and that money
took cognizance of it by fight, gave itself no capable of being reached by the so preeari-
means of perfo/_ming, otherwise than within ously effective process of the law: estates in
the relatively short and determinate space of land, money in the funds, shares in jolnt_stock
time, into which the business, if performed companies, with property in an indeterminate
at all, could be injected and condensed, like number of other shapes, being of the number
the business of a p/ay, under the dominion of of things not _hus reachable.
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8. gighthly, as to fidfibaeat of obligatory by any such impertinence, and if a question
_nya_wat_ Think of a system of law, which of this sort were to be allowed to be put, w hat
gives not effect to any one sort of engage- reason could be given for refusing to 8ire al-
merit, which men, living in society, have need lowance to any other ?
to enter into, unless the intellded violator of Considering how unpleasant it would be to
the engagement pleases, a dishonest man, with an honest man's money

In this case, behold the .same favour to the in his hands, to part with it ; still nmre so to
wrong-doer as in the just-mentioned case : in- a malefactor to do anything that could con.
stead of fulfilment, money received from the tribute to his punishment -- considering all
dishonest man, if he has it, and choose to give this, and in all sincerity sympathizing wkh
it ; unless he choose to give it, none. Agree, these their partners and best friends--con-
for example, for the purchase of an estate, science, in these tender hearts, revolts at tile
Common law does not so much as profess to idea of any soeh cruelty. Thus it is with the
give it you. Natural proceduce wonld give common-taw branch of the firm.
it you in a few days. Equity will'give it you Somewhat less sensitive are the nerves of
or not give it you, but when? At the endof the equtty branch. Evidence it has brought
several times the number of years, itself to draw from this so surely reluctant

The ca_ is, that, bating the obtainment of source. But it is on one condition : and that
a lot of land in entirety, or a portion of it by is--that years be employed in doing that
partition among co-proprietors, or a portion which might be so much better done in a few
by a writ called aa eleqit, in lieu of a debt,-- minutes, and pounds by hundreds or thousands
a process too complicated a_ul rarely exem- : in doing that which might be so much better
ptified to be worth describing here,--such is done at no expense.
the lameness of the law, that, for administer- 10. Tenthly, as to the time allotted to the
lag to a party wronged, satisfaction for the elicitation of real_ elicited evidence ; and the
wrong, the only species of remedy which the adjustment of the quantity of it to the demand.
cerumen-law partners in the firm of Judge and Very little to the taste of the common-law
Co. are (saving the narrow exception afforded branch is any apt adjustment of this sort. In
by the case eta raaadamus) to this hour pro- what manner it reconciles opposite mischiefs
vided with, is that which consists in money: --delay and precip_tatioa--turning them both
money of the deibndant's, if, after paying to account, has been shown under these same
charges, by good fortune any such money is h_'ads. General rule--the less the quantity
left., and eau moreover be come at : for which of such evidence, and the less the time con-
purpose, the sheriff of the county, that is to samed in the elicitation of it, the better : fi)r
say, under his name, and by his appointment, nothing is there to be got by it. As to eliei-
a nobody-knows-who seizes and causes to be tatinn in the epistolary mode, nothing, even
sold whatever is come-at-able and saleable : at this time of day, does common law knew
the remedial system being in such a state, that of any such thing. For this employment of the
n man may have to the amount of any num- p_n, neither at the primeval period in ques-
bet of millions in the shape of governme_t lien, nor for many centuries thereafter, were
annuities, and each one of a variety of other hands sufficient to be found. That sort for
shapes, without the sheriff's being able, were which alone there was, h_all that time, clerk
he ever so weU disposed, to come at a penny power in sufficiency, was that which, being
of it : one consequence of which is, that a essentially false, was distinguished, as above
dishonest man, with other men's money in mentioned, by the name of pleadings -- wri:-
his hands, may consume it in luxuries, or do ten pleadings : and by which, as much money
anything else with it he pleases, if he had thus employable as the pecuniary means of
rather continue in a comfortable apartment the country coubl furnish, was to be got. So
in a prison, than part with it. much for common law. For equity it was

8o much as to substantive law: now as to that fortune reserved this the richest mine in
adjective law, and therein as to evidence, the fietd of procedure. Observing how much

9. Ninthly, as to elieitation of evidence.from was to be got by penmanship, it sets its in-
the testimony aRd the possession of parties ventive genius to work, and havi_g invented
Think of a set of judges, with whom it was this new mode of elieitation, slept in, prof-
and still is a principle, to keep justice inexo- feted its services, and got to itself this new
rably destitute of evidence from this its most branch of the evidence- el4citing business :
natural, most instructive, and oftentimes sole terms and conditions as usual ; time, by years:
and thence indispensably needful, source ! . pounds, by htmdreds or thousands, as above.

A defendant (suppose) is in court. Is this, t Under the head of the mendac/ty device re-
or is it not, your bandwriting? My lord chief- I terence is made to the present one. for a hot-
justiee---wil_l he put any such question to him ? _bed, and mode of culture, in and by which
Not he, indeed. Will he suffer it to be put to I this fruit, so ddieious to learned palates, is
him? Aslittle. Good reason why. Infinite is 1forced. Now for a sketch of it. Freq_mntly,
the crop of fee_ that would be nipt in the bud I not to say generally, a part mine or less con-
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_|dorable, of the evidence necessary to sub- and absurditie_ above de_xibed i _or_ was
stantiate the p"laintiiFscase, has for its source there for the evidence, the only sort of ma_
the recollection of the defendant. Of course, ter which presented a ehlmee.of being 3:_f-
not always _ithout more or less of hurt to his ly composed of relevant and material _t/_.
feelings can this sort of information be fur- Accordingly, in the mass of matter e_ied the
nished by this same defendant. In tender record, no sort of matter can there be so He
consideration thereof, common-law judges, as of not being found, as that which strands di_
above, refuse so much as to call upon him, or tinguished by the name of evidence.
even to suffer him, to furnish it. The keeper Not but that, to prove its own existence t
of the gr_,at seal and of the king's conscience the entire hodgepodge may, on a partieulsx
is not qmte so difficult. He has his terms, occasion (fees being first received,) be. ad-
however, to make with the plaintiff, and they mitted under the name of evidence: to prove,
are these: "Whatever the defendant knows for example, that a man was ennvieted of
that will help your ca_e, you will, of course," murder : but by what it was that the murder
says his tord_hip to the plaintiff, '" be for ask- was produced _ whether, for example, by an
ing him for, and putting questions to him ae- endeavour to kill the man, or by an endeao
cordingly. Good : and lhe answers he shall your to kill a fowl, (for, for this has a man
give. But, it is upon this condition. Before been convicted of murder)_ if this be what
you ask him how the matter stands, you must at present you want to know, in the news-
yourself begin and tell him howit stands: paper you may be sure to ilnd it ; in the record
otherwise, no answers shall vou have. This you will be sure not to find it.
is what you must do, as to every fact you Such, for exigencies of all sorts, being the
stand in need of. Now then, to do this, you provision made by common law before the
must, of course, for each such fact, have a birth of equity, -- made in the eommon-lsw
story framed, such as will suit your purpose : courts, before the formation of the equity
but that it is your counsel's busilress to do for courts, _ behold now the account given of it
you : he, and he alone knows what is proper by Blaehstone.
i'or the occasion. What it consists of, is a par- Speaking of an old book in Latin, eslled
eel of lies, to be sure. But that's his concern, the Registrum B_e_ium, -- composed chiefly
not your's : you have not to swear to them. of forms of orders called writs, given in the
I and mine get money by all this : so there is name of the king to the sheriffs,--in it (_ys
no harm in it : and, as you do not swear to it, he, Ill, 184,) " Every man _oho is iajt_l'ed
you can't be punished for it. will be sure to find a method of relief exaedy

" As to another world, th_ to be sure there adapted to his own case, descrl'oed in the com.
is, and with a God's court in it. But there, pass of a few lines, and yet without the o_is-
it is your counsel that will have to answer sio_ qf any material circu_stnee." So much
for it, not you : you can't help it: no, nor he for Blaekstone. Tothedrsam oft_isreporter,
neither, without losing his fees. l, ibr my would you substitute the sad reality ? For
part, have some thousands of these lies upon a put no : for omisslon put insertion : make
my back, or I should not be where I am : these corrections, the picture will be nearer
look at me : what am I the worse for it ?" the truth. Dates none, arrangement none,

l l. Eleventhly, as to elicitation and recor- other than the alphabe|ical, either in the col
dation, made, for eventual use, without suit. leetion itself, or in Judge Fitzherbert's com-
Be the occasion what it may, be the source mentary on it, and in the additions made to
what it may, evidence obtainable to-day may that commentary in any subsequent editions
cease to be obtainable to-morrow. Here then made of it. 8o much for the universalot_tele.
may he seen a deficiency : but, as to the want Such is the source from whence the notimw
of supply for it, at the early age in question, of the universal unlearned, as to what the law
no wonder it should have had place. In the is, have doom to this time been derived !
field of justice, much insight into future con- To return to Equity court. In the provi_
tingeney was not to be expected from men sion made by common law, gaps requiring to
who, to so vast an extent, were blind to what be filled up, sure enough sufficient: sufficient
was, in this same field, passing under their in number, sufficient in magnitude : n_y
own noses, of filling up sufficiently urgent. But, for the

For this deficiency, eqt_t9 had no objec- filling them up, was any additional court,
fion to afford a supply : but of course upon her either a necessary or so much as a proper in-
own terms, --those terms, which have so strument? An additional court thus kept
often been brought to view. Those terms distinct and separate from the court to which
required a _/t on purpose : for, a suit was it was added ? More particularly, a court in-
_ceseary to equ//_, how little soever neees- vested with such powers as, in relation to
warytojustice, the court it was added to, were _umed by

As to reeordation, -- at the early period this _me so called court of eq_it_ _--_
above mentioned, clerk-power enough there superior to it in effec-ti_e power, and yet
_',t_ fc_ the pleadi_j_-- the mixture of lies without being, either in m_me or _, a
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court of appeal from it ? Taking up the mat- in another sort of case, in a Christian court,
ter at the pleasure of any man, who, without name of the instrument, libel.
any ground whatsoever, would pay the price II. Under the species of suit termed or/.
set upon the injustice at any stage of the suit, miaal or penal-- common to all these courts
riding over the competent authority, and ren- in one sort of case, is one sub-species, attach-
dering useless everything that had been done, ment : to which denomination is in some cases
and throwing away every penny that had been substituted the circumlocutory and milder
expended in that same judieatory? The thus denomination, constituted by the antecedent
maltreated judicatory aU the while not the operation- _loliou that the defendant may
less abundantly lauded, for the being regarded answer the matter qfthe ql_dav_t (this being
as requiring to be thus dealt with ? the initiatory instrument:) in another sort of

A sort of severance this, mischievous case, ill the King's Bench, name of one sort
enongh, -- and, as such, worthy enough of of iILstrument, indictment; in the same sort
remark at any time. But, at present, a cir- of case, in that same court, name of another
cumstance which gives to it, in the particular sort of instrument, information : name of the
case in question, a particular degree of im- antecedent operation, motwn .for leave to file
portance, -- gives, to the particular ease of an INFOnMATION:in the same sort of case,
severance here in question, and produces ae- still in that same court, name of the instru-
cordingly the need for thus dwelling on it, is ment again, i_formatzon : name of the ante-

the care, which, on the occasion of *he re- dent operation, fihn 9 an inforraation, to wit
centl!/institutedimprovements, has been taken, by the attorney-general, without motion ; in
to keep it up (this same severance.) and, of another sort of case, in the Exchequer, name
course, along with it, the mmertainty, delay, of the instrument qui tam i_{fi_rmation: in an-
vexation, expense, and lawyer's profit, engen- other sort of case, in the Christian court,
dared by it. name of the instrument, libelagain : note here,

Lastly, as to the aggregate composed of by the bye, in the ease of this word libel, the
the four courts thus instituted, _ the several confusion further thickened, by the giving to
separate denominations of necessity attached one and the same appellative the commission
to them, tbejurisdietion formed by the several of officiating as the sign of two opposite things
splinters thus put side by side, and the mis- signified: namely, an alleged disorder, and a
chievous consequence flowing of course from professed remedy.
the very nature of the operation -- splitting Sufficient, it is hoped, this exhibition, with-
and splicing operation, out the addition of the rarer sorts of suits,

Of the application thus made of so many such as the scirefacias and its et eeeteras.
different names, the consequence is-- the ira- Such is the enrichment which the voea-
plied infurmstion and assurance of the exist- bulary of English jurisprudence has actually
enos, and thence of the necessity, of so many received, from the principle pursued by this
different natures, and modes of proceeding practice : the employing different operations
on the part of the several courts thus differ- with different instruments, for the attainment
ently denominated, of the same end. What bounds are there to

In the case of these denominations, what the ulterior enrichment, which, from the same
serves to fix and thicken the cloud composed principle, it might, with as good reason, be
of them is, their being derived from different made to receive ? Take a few examples :--
sources: in some cases, the source is the name First, as to courts : by multiplication given
of the spec/es, or rather, as will be seen, the to the names, and with them to the species,
sub.species of suit ; in other eases, the ini- of these judicatories. One example may here
tlatory process-- that is to say, the written serve. Take for a model the court of equity,
/nstrument by the delivery of which, or the with this its sentimental name: additional
operatbTa by the performance of which, the courts with like imitative nmnes -- court of
suit takes its own commencement. Behold probity, court of integrity, court of common
them; here they are : -- honesty, court of honour, court of righteous-

I. Under the species of suit termed civil, hess : another such winning name, court of
name of the initiatory process, if in the Corn- conseieytce, in point of propriety, forming a
moil Pleas, action : if in the King's Bench, striking contrast with the court of equity, has
in one sort of case, action likewise; in an- already been brought into employment by
other sort of case, comes the name of the statute law.
instrument, mandamus; name of an operation Take secondly and lastly, for the instru-
by which it is preceded, motioufor amanda- ment of multiplication and confusion, the
mus; in another sort of case, name of the name of the instrument, by which commence-
instrument, quo warranto; name of the an- ment is given to the process. Model, in this
tecedentoperatJon, motionforaquowarrauto: case, the word libel;--a word meaning, in
in an Equity court, including the equity side the original Latin, a little book: proposedimi-
of toe amphibious c_urt _ the Exchequer _ tativenamesofinstruments_le_f, sheet, rol[,
b//l; in the common-law side thereof, action; scroll, volume. Yes, volnn_: for, in some ease_
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in equity more especially, scarcely to the ex-
isting sort of instrument -- the bdl, to wit -- XIV. Resu/t oft]re Fwsure _
would even this appellative, notwithstanding _-4treatfor JDzbt.
the seeming exaggeration, be altogether mis- Comes now the battle royal :--battle of the
applied, courts : battle for the fees. Result, gronmL

Now as to the degree of appositeness, with less arrest. As at present, on pretence of
which the signs are here coupled with the debt : effect, imposed on innocence an aggre-
things signified. For an emblem of it, take gate of suffering, vying ilt severity with that
two hats : into one put the things ; into the inflicted on the aggregate of crime.
other the signs ; which done, then, having Let it not here be supposed, though it were
drawn out of the one a thing, draw out of the but for a moment, that, on imprisonment for
other a sign for it : as, on a Twelfth-day, styles debt, condemnation without reserve is meant
and titles are coupled with slices of cake and to be pronounced. Condemn in the lump--
names of cake-eaters, condemn without exception--imprisonment,

In the aggregate of all this surplusage, may and even imprisonment for debt ; for debt you
moreover be seen, one out of the host of Vi- would condemn all satisfaction, and as well
sible examples, of the way in which, by the might you, for all crime, condemnall punish-
English lawyer, as by the astrologer, -- and ment.
for the same purpose, -- has been created, out Look for the proper time, you will find it
of nothing, a sort of sham science, in that of the second of the operations requi-

Correspondent to this science, with the art site to be performed in the course of the suit :
belonging to it. is the list of omcial function- at the time of, and by, the first, the existence
aries, employed, on this occasion, in the ex- of an adequate demand for this same second
ercise of the art. Note well the multiplicity operation having been ascertained: improper
and ingenious variety of their denominations, time, that of the first operation: this same first.
By one single one alone of the four Westmin- operation being the arrest itself, performed
star-halt courts, the King's Bench, is furnished without any such ascertainment : performed
the list which follows. But, for a standard of by the judge, without inquiry, and at the
comparison, note first the sorts of function- pleasure of any one who will purchase of him
aries which, under the official establishment this service, at the price he has set upon it :
hereinafter proposed for giving execution and -- upon so simple a distinction turns, in this
effect to the here proposed natural system of case, the difference between the perfection of
procedure, would be requisite and necessary good, and the perfection of evil.
under the command of the judge. Here it Aseertaioed (asks somebody,) the exist-
follows :-- 1. Reglstrar; 2. Prehensor, or say ence of this same adequate demand, by what
_4rrestor; 3. Summoner; 4. ])oorkeeper; 5. means? Answer : By this means--To give
Jailor. Now then follows the list of those commencement to the suit, attends in court
actually in existence as above under the King's the plaintiff', and stating his demand, states at
Bench :*--" 1. Chief clerk ; 2. Master ; 3. the same time the need there is of the arras-
Marshal of King's Bench prison ; 4. Clerk of ration : subject-matter of it, either the body
the rules; 5. Clerk of the papers; 6. Clerk of the proposed defendant, or some property
of the dockets, judgments, satisfactions, corn- of his, or both : this operation in the next in-
mitments, &c. ; 7. Clerk of the declaration ; stance : otherwise on hearing of the demand,
8. Clerk of the common bails, posteas, and off'go person, or property, or both, and there-
estreats ; 9. Signer of the writs; 10. Signer with all hope of recovery for the debt _ all
oftbe bills of Middlesex; 11. Custos btevium: hope of effcct_lal justice.
i _. Clerk of the upper treasury ; 13. Clerk of Mark now the security afforded by the here
tbeoutertreasury; 14. Marshalandassoeiate; proposed course, against the oppression now
15. Sealer of the writs; i 6. Judge's clerks ; so completely established, and so abundantly
17. Sheriffs of London and sheriff of Middle- exereised--the oppression exercisable at pica-
sex; 18. Secondaries ; 19. Under-sheriff; 20. sure by any man in the character of plaintlt_
Ushers, tipstaffs, &e." Here at length ends on almost any man in the character of defe_
the list of the swarm of locusts which buzzes dant : at the same time, the superior efficleney
about this one of the four courts--the King's of the means afforded for the recovery of the
Bench : places of feeding, no fewer than ten : debt.
some of them not less than three miles from Being thus in the presence, the applicant is
one another. Calculate who can, the quantity completely in the power, of the judge: no.
of time consumed, with expense correspen- limited is the amount of the punishment, to
dent, by attorneys, in the journeys necessary which, in case of purposed and mlschievoas
to be made all over this labyrinth, misrepresentation, he may be subjected. In

w Taken from an instructivelittle treatise, in- this state of things, two opposite dangers pre-
timled_ a Complete History of an Action at Law, sent tbemselv'es to the judge's choice : in case
&e. by Thom_ Mayhew, Student of Lincoln's of the non-exercise of this power of precau-
trm, 18_8 : pag¢_ no more than 82. tionary seizure, -- danger of irtjustice to the
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detrimentoftheplaintiff,bylossofthedebt; For the institutionof thislittlecluster
m caseof the exerciseof thissame power, of arrangements,a combinationof common
dangerof injustice,toan indefiniteamount, sense,and common ingenuity,withcommon
tothedetrimentof the proposeddefendant honesty,_as indeednecessary,but at the
thusdealtwith. same timesufficient.Inthe provisionmade
Betweenthesetwo oppositemiscbiefs,who by the existingsystem,whereistheretobe

doesnot see,thatno otherwisethan by a seenany symptom oftheunionofthesesame
scrutinyintothecircuutstancesof eachindi- requisites?How shouldtherebe? Without
vidualcase,canany tolerablywellgrounded theexistenceoftheapplicantinthepresence
choicebe made? and,forthisscrutiny,no ofthejudgeattheoutsetofthesuit,nothing
6ourceofinformationhasplaceasyet,other ofallthiscan be done: and,asthereissuch
thantheevidenceoftileapplicant,extractedcontinualoccasionto observe,sealcelycan
by hisexamination:an information,without thepresenceof a dun be moreappallingtoa
which,or any other,undertheexistingsys- spendthrift,than,ina ci_'ilcase,toan Eng-
tern,arrestationisperformedwithoutscruple; fishsupreme-courtjudge,the presenceofan
thatisto say,on thebody;and withaslittleindividual,whose property(and underthe
mightitbe,thoughatthisstageof the pro- systemofmechanicaljudicature,ashathbeen
ceedingsitneveris,on property, seen,inmostcaseswithoutknnwiaganything
Thispower,then,eitheritisexercised,or aboutthematter)he isdisposingof.

it is not. If yes,securitywillneed to be Now, forwant ofsome suchasthesepro-
takenfortwo things: I.Forthe applicant'sposedarrangements,underthe existingsys-
effectualresponsibility,to the purposeof tern,beholdthestateofthings.Generalrule
compensationorthatofpunishment,orboth, this: At the pleasureof any man, without
as the casemay require; 2. For hisbeing groundsexisting,orsomuch aspretendedto
eventuallyreachedby a mandate,or,incase exist,any man may bearrestedandconsigned
of need,bya functionaryarmed witha war- to a jail,withno otheralternativethanthat
rantforarrcstatiou,wheresoeveritmay hap- ofbeing,ifableand willingtopayfortheac-
pen tohim to be,duringthecontinuanceof commodation,consignedtoanarresting-house,
the suit : _ a security this last, the demand called a lock.up-house, or a spungiag-houte.
for which (it may be seen) has place in the Exceptions are--l. Where the debt does not
instance of every person, to whom, for what- amount to so much as £20 ; 2. Where, when
ever purpose, in whatever character, it hap- it does amount to that sum, the plaintiff omits
pens to have presented himseff to a judge, to make an affidavit, whereby he avows upon
a security with which, for reasons that will oath that the sum demanded by the suit is
be seen, Judge and Co. know better than to justly and truly due. And this, without add-
have provided themselves with. ing upon the balance : so that a man to whom

Why sayattendaace, not appearance? Be- another owes £20,000, may be arrested by
cause, by lying lips and pens, the word up- him, on a Particular account specified, for
pearaace has been to such a degree poisoned, £20. Originally the sum mentioned on the
as to be rendered imfit for u_ When, in the occasion and for the purpose of the limitation
record, entry is made of what is called the thus applied, was no more than £10 : it is by
defendant's appearance in court, what is the a recent act that it has been raised to this
real fact? Never that he, the defendant, has same £20, in the year of our Lord 18'26-
made his appearance in court; always that original act, that of the 12 Geo. L oh. '28;
an attorne_y employed by him has made his year of our Lord 1725. Date of the act an-
appearance : nor even this in the court, but tier which, for the benefit of the Court of
in another place; to wit, in one of the offices, Common Pleas, the practice of arrest for deht
of the nature of those contained in the above- was established, yearof our Lord 1661 : thus
mentioned list. had the abomination been reigning a hundred

To return to the applicant's here proposed and sixty-five years before so much as this
actual attendance. In most instances it will alleviation was applied to it. Yet, such as it
be possible, and with advantage pcactieabte, is, keen in Judge and Co. was the sense of
But in some instances it will be either ira- the injurythuadone to tbewholepertnership.
possible, or not with advantage practicable. Faces, lengthened by the recollection and re-
Of these last eases, for the purpose of the [ port of it, were witnessed by persons yet
here proposed system, a llat has been made !alive.
out : so likewise of all the shapes, of which Oh precious security ! Mark now a set of
the just-mentioned seeurity is susceptible ; incidents, any one of which would suttee for
which list may be seen below: so likewise rendering it ineffectual :
of all the several diversifications, of which 1. In ease of mat_l accounts, a man who
the mode of securing intercourse, or say corn- is a debtor on the balance, and moreover in
manieation, with an applicant, or any other a state of insolvency, in such sort as to be
person who has made his appearance during incapable of making compensation for the
the contintmace of the suit, is susceptible, wrong, is free to make use of it in such sort
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as to inflict vexation, and perhaps ruin, on at the expense of the judges of the King's
the creditor thus dealt with. Bench. The power thus obtained was, ttmt

2. No limit is there to the multitude of of employing, in an action for de6t, this same
knowingly false demands, which,to the w_rong operation of arrest, in giving commencemetlt
of one man, may thus be made by any other, to the suit. Bytbe known acquisition ofthla
and this without his being at the expense of power, was made, to all who would become
a perjury ; by which, however, if committed, customers, the virtual offer of the advantage
he would not, in more than the trifling de- that will be seen, In the ease of the hover
gree which, m_er the head of oaths has been plaintiff, it consisted in the ohiahdng his right
seen, he exposed to hazard, m a manner more prompt and sure than be-

3. To a man who is about to leave Eng'- fore : in the case of the dishonest plaintiff,
land, having therein no property, or none but to this same advantage was added, as has been
what he is taking with him, or none which, seen, the power of ruining other persons, in
by such inadequate means as the law affords, a number proportioned to the compound of
can be come at, this apparent check is, it cupidity, malevolence, and opulence belong-
will be seen, no real one. ing to him, at pleasure.

4. On so easy a condition as the finding This plan succeeded to admiration. Corn-
another man, who. being a man of desperate mon Pleas overflowed with customers: King's
fortunes, will, for hire, perform his part in Bench became a desert. Roger North, bro-
this so extensively contemned ceremony,-- ther and biographer of Lord Keeper G_//d-
any man may cause his intended victim to be .ford, at that timechief-justlce of the Common
arrested for sums to any amount, and thereby Pleas, depietures, in glowing colours, the
for a sum for which it wilt not be possible value of the conquest thus made. At this
for the victim to find bail. time, Hate--the witch-hanging Ha/e--prime

5. The assertion is admitted, without object of Judge and Co.'s idolatry_was
being, in any case, subjected to cross-exami- chief-justice of the King's Bench. Chagrined,
nation. Hence the invitation to mendacity to the degree that may be imagined, by the
and perjury, falling off of hfs trade, he put on, of course,

6. To those alone whose connexions on his considering cap. What was to be done?
the spot, in addition to the opulence of their After the gravest consideration, he at length
circumstances, admit of their finding bail, is invented soninstrument (as a manuscript of
the privilege of being conveyed to a spunging- his, published in Hargrave's Law Tra_s, in-
house instead of a jail, ex_ended, forms us,) --an instrument, with the help of

So much for inadequacy : now for ineon- which he himself, with his own hands, sue-
gruity. To the above-mentioned efficient ceednd in stealing that same power which the
causes of inadequacy, may be added the fol- legislature had given to the court of Common
lowing features of incongruity, relation had Pleas. Yes: so he himself informs us: oo
to the existing system : -- blind to the wickedness of telling lies, and

1. Swearing to the existence of the debts, getting money by it _ so dead to the se_
the uffidavit-man is forced to swear to his of shame had been made, by evil communi-
knowledge of the state of the law: that same cation, this so eminently pious, as well as
law which, with soeh successful care, it has best-intentioned judge, that ever _t upon a
been rendered and kept impossible for any Westminster-Hall bench. Name of the in-
man to know. strument, the ae etiam : description of it not

2. The testimony thus delivered, is testi- quite so short. To give it, we must go back
mony delivered by a man in his own favour, a little.
m contradiction to a rule and principle of At the primeval period so often mentioncd,
common law. Note that inconsistency, not the great all-competent judicatory had re-
inaptitude, is the ground of condemnation ceived, of course at the hands of the Conque-
here. ror, this same power of arrestation, applicable

General result- with the exception of the at discretion. At the time when, by the ori_
privileged few, every man exposed to ruin at giant fissure, the allotment of jurisdiction
the pleasure of every other, who is wicked was given to the Common Pleas--to that
enough, and at the same time rich enough, to judicatury, to enable it to give execution mad
accept of the invitation which the judges and effect to its decrees, was given the power of
their associates in the iniquity, never cease operating, to this purpo_, on prol_rty , in
thus to hold out to him. certain of its shgpes : the power of operating

So much for the evil done by the battle, on person not being given to this court ; ex-
andthegoodwhlch soobvionsly should have cept that, at the end of a long-protracted
oecupiedthe place of that same evil. Now course of plunderage, of which presently,
for the battle itself. Origin of the war_ came the process of outlawry: outlawry
power, thence custom, surreptitiously ob- a rich compost, in which, in atruly admirable
rained from parliament by the judges d the manner, barbarity and impotence, to the pro-
Common Pleas, a little after the Restoration, per and professed purpose, were combined.
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On this same occasion, the cases remaining, I and vexation, attachedto the prelimin_try, _'ld,
to the King's Bench branch of the all-corn- J as will be seen, so ingeniously wire-drawn,
prehendingjurhdiction, afterthefissare, were _ ,rocess of the Common Pleas. Ejeetedmeans
tho_ in which, under the name of punish* I turned out by tossing : and how could anybody
meat, suffering was purposely inflicted: some* be tossed out of anything withotrt tbrce?
times called penal, sometimes criminal, was Emboldened by success thus brilliant, they
the class composed of these cases. By the went on--these pre-eminently learned and
words treason,felon_j, and misderaeaanr, were ingenious combatants- to the case of aduL
originally marked out so many degrees (trea- ter/¢. Here, court Temporal had r_ fight with
son the highest) in the scale of punishment: court Christian, alias Spiritual Court Spi-
with like effect, between felony and misde- ritualhad seen in this practice a sin, and dealt e
meauor, was afterwards inserted the word with it accordingly. With this sin Common
premuaire. In process of time, a little below Pleas had found no pretence for intermeddling.
misdemeanor, King's Bench contrive_ to slip More fortunate, more hold, and more sharp-
in the word trespass : and thus armed, as op- sighted, was his lordship of the King's Bench.
portunity served, it began its encroachments He saw in it (so he assured and continues to
on the jurisdiction and fees of the helpless assure the sheriff) a species of rape : a crime
Common Pleas. of some sort it was necessary he should see

Misdemeanor meant and means misconduct, in it, and the nearest sort of crime was this
or say misbehaviour: trespass meant trans- of rape. It was committed, he said, vi et
9ression : transgression, in the original Latin armis - by .force and arms. This invention
transgressio, isthegoingbeyondasomething: was quite the thing: that arm, had, in every
the something, on this occasion understood, case, more or less to do in it, was undeniable :
was of course a law. Not that any such thing and seeing that, on the occasion in question,
was in existence : no matter. On this, as on motion could not but have place, and consi-
every other part of the field of common law, daring that motion can scarcely be made
it was feigned, without a correspondent degree of force, thus

When, for anything or for nothing, it was was this part of the charge made good: and
the pleasure of the king, or of any man whom in return for their custom, injured parties re*
it pleiad him to allow thus to act in his i calved from the learned shopkeeper, at the
name, that a person should be dealt with in charge of the adulterers, money under the
this manner, plaintiff's attorney went t_ the name of damages.
shop, and the foreman, on hearingit, sold him Inconsistency was here in all its glory :
an order directed to the sheriff, in the body crime had punishment alone, not dama,qes, tbr
of which instrument that functionary was in- its fruit. This was a principle : yet adultery
formed that defendant had eommitteda tres- was thus made into a crime, and at the soane
pass; and from the sheriff, the information time made to yield damages: it was thus a
would, in course, pass on to the defendant, rape and not rape: rape, that it might be
when the time came for his finding himself made into a crime ; yet not rape, because, if
in Lob's pound, it were rape, adulterers would be all of them

In process of time came a distinction : a to be hanged : to which there were some ob-
distinction between trespass simply, and tres- jeetions.
pass upon the case. Much the wiser the de- Of the weapon employed on this occasion,

_enda_t was not for the information, in either the form was the same, as that of the weapon
lustance, how much soever the poorer: tres- employed, as above, in the war with the court
pass meant nothing except that the man was of Common Pleas; and here follows a further
in the way to be punished, and trespass upon explanation, for which, it must be confessed,
the case meant just as much. that former place was the more proper one :

Here, then, were two instruments: now but, in discourse, clouds are not quite so
for another such : this was the word force, easily dissipated as formed. Speaking to the
Whatever was done, by force not warranted sheriff after commanding him to take up the
by legal authority, was (it was seen) in every- defendant on the ground of an accusation of
body's eyes a crime: out of this word was trespass,-- trespass not giving intimation of
accordingly made this other power-snatching anything, except the eventual design of pu-
iustrument. One vast acquisition thus made niching as for a crime, _his lordship went
with it, and it was a vast one, was the cngni- on to add, as also to a demand on the score
zmaee of suits having for their suhjec_matter of debt, to an individual (naming him.) Here
title to landed property. To every man who then, by his learned lordship, were two real
claimed a portion of land, intimation was crimes committed in the same breath, for the
given _tlmt, if he would Jnty he had been purpose of pretending to inflict punishment
turned out of it, instead of turned out using for, and really reaping profit from, this one
the word ejected, relief should be given to tmaginary crime: one at the charge of the
]aim by King's Bench: relief, by exemption Common Pleas judges, to whem alone, by
from no small portion of the delay, expense, Magna C_tarta as above, belonged the cog.
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nlzanee of ea_es of debt : the other, at the I Such was the plan of the counter.mvlion.
charge of every member of the community, Serious and sensibly felt it cannot but have
thus subjected to the power of groundless been, to the potentate whose domain was
arrest m_l imprisonment, as above. On this thus invaded.
occasion, in dumb show- dumb indeed, but I How to get back the advantage was now
not the less intelligible -- was this his Inn- t the question. Under English practice, deeep.
guage : -- " All ye who believe yourselves to [ tion (need it now be said,) is, on each ocea-

be in the right, and all ye who know vonr- sion, the readiest, mostefficient, and favouriteselves to he in the wrong, but, at the'same . instrument A man had forged a hand:m
time, wanting the accommodation for the pur. " Don't trouble yourself about proving the
pose of ruining some person you have fixed forgery," said his'learned adviser ; " forge a
upon, come to my shop : there is my prison, release." A similar instrument _ accord-
and to it he or she shall go." ingly ti_bricated by the Common Pleas, and

Thus much to wished-for customers. Now succeeded. Notbut the re-conquest hadc_ae
to the sheriff.: ,' Take up Thomas Stiles, and difficulties to contend with : for (as honest
put him into your jall : when there, he will Roger informs us,) king's tax and chancellor's
be in our power, we will make him pay a sum fees were affected by it : but these dittieulties
of money which John _'oahs says he owes being the only ones, and these removed,
him." Such, in the address of the chief-ins- King's Bench's mouth was thus closed.
rice to the sheriff, was and is the language of No hypocrisy here. For a cloak of any sort,
the appropriate document -- the only source, no demand so much as suspected. Two sharp-
from which any conception could be formed, era playing off their tricks against one another
of the calamity into which the proposed de- --such is the character in which, even with
feadantwasandisthusdestinedtobeplunged, his approbation, the two lord chief-justices
It was a writ, addressed to the sheriff of the arc held up to view, by this confidential bro*
county in which the defendant was, or was ther of one of them. " Outwitting," one of
assumed to be, resident--" Will be in our the words employed : "device," another. In-
power ?" Be it so : but. suppose him actually crease of bltsiness the avowed object : of
in their power:- his being so, did it give business such as has been seen: proportioned
them, in relation to their younger brethren to the success, the exultation produced by it :
of the Common Pleas, any right which they proportioned to the amount of the booty, the
did not possess before? triumph of the irresistible robbers.

As to his being already in their power, Sole interests so much as pretended to be
neither was this the case, nor was it so much consulted, the interests of Judge and Co. Of
as supposed to be. But, should it so happen this firm, his Majesty was, as above declared,
that the sheriff, had taken the man up and one of the partners : the swinish multitude,
brought him to his lordship, whose clerk's with their interest, no more thought of, or
signature is to the writ, then the destined professed to be thought of, than so many
victim would be in his said lordship's power, swine.
and then be would make him comply with the The King's Bench was not the only place
demand, or defend himself against it, or abide at the hands of which the helpless offspring
the consequences, of Magna Charts lay"exposed to invasion.

As vet here is no lie. But. if the supposed Another inroad was that made by the court
residence of the destined defendant were any- of Exchequer. In the pretence made in this
where but in Middlesex, then came the de- case, no such downright and all-involving lie
mand for lies, and with it the supply. Lie was, however, included. In this ease, the
tb.efirst--averment that defendant's residence king was indeed stated as delivering the corn-
is in Middlesex : and by this was constituted mandment ; and, forasmuch as his Majesty
the warrant, such as it was, for writ the first, knew not, on any occasion, any more of the
with its fees. matter than the Pope of Rome --in this shape,

Lie the second-- said defendant is lurking and thus far, was a lie told. But that which
and running about (latittat el discurrit) in his Majesty was represented as insinuating,
this county of : the blank being though but insinuating, had commonly more
filledupwlththenameofthe countvin which or less of truth in it. It was, that the plain.
it suits the purpose of the plaintiff, or his tiff. was in his Majesty's debt: a state oftifin_
attorney, to suppose him to be. This is what which would, of course, have place, in the in-
he was and is told, in the text of another writ, stance of any man, who had tax to pay, or
addressed to the sberiffof county the second, service to render.
for whose information the writ, addressed to But this same court of Exchequer, to which
his brother of Middlesex, is thus recited, and no such power had been given, what budnets
the difference between the cost of the one had it to meddle or make, while there sat the
writ and that of the two writs, is a tax or Common Pleas, to which the power/tad been
penalty, which all persons who omit to live and continued to he given? Had there even
in Middlesex pay for such their default, been no such judieatory as the Common
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the only person_, in whose instance anything Of the modifications of which this process
done bythe Exchequer eoutd contribute to the is snscaptible, we shall present ly imve occasion
proposed effect, would have been such as were to present a view to the Honourable House.
in a state of insolvency: nor yet all of these : On each oecaslon, to the circumstances of
for, till all demands on the account of the the individuals in the individual case, does
king were satislled, never was so much as a the nature of things render the adaptation of
penny allowed to be touched by any other it necessary : and on no one occasion, under
creditor than his said Majesty. Yes, as above the existing system, can it be thus adapted.
observed, insinuating and nothing more. For Iu some cases, of which the present case is
all that his Majesty is represented as saying one, on the defendant ; but in other cases,
is, that the plainti_s_s be owes a debt to and on the occasion of every suit in the first
his said Majesty, not that such is really the instance, that is to say, at the outset of the
case. suit, on the plaintiff; does the obligation re-

So much for this enormity. Out of it grew quire to be imposed. In each such instznee,
another, to which the word bail gives name. to the elieitatiou of the same individualizing
Findin 9 bail, as the phrase is, is the name of circumstances, the examination of the indi-
one species of those securities, allusion to vidual by the judge himself is necessary : and
which has been made, _ above. In this ease. to this process (one exception excepted, of
after having been arrested by an emissary of which presenOy,) not more unquestionable
the sheriff's, and consigned tothe appropriate can be the abhorrence of the most profitable
gaol, or, on paying for the indulgence, kept rnaMfide suitor, than. under the existing prac-
in the house of this same emissary, or some tiee, that of an English judge.
person eormected with him (name of the house, On each occasion, the subserviency of the
a tuck.up-house or spnnginy.house,) he is, if operation to the purposes of justice will de-
certain persons render themselves responsible pend upon the proportion of the hardship of
to the sheriff, or without this security, if the being subjeeged to the particular obligation
under-sheriff'so pleases, liberated. These per. in question, and the ha_-dship which, were it
sons are styled the bails: number of them, not imposed, might have place: probability
one, two, or more, commonly two. As to being, in both eases, taken into account.
what they undertake for, it is, in different As to incarceration and confinement, the
cases, different : but, fur the most part, it is more extentious and vexatious the modes of
the consigning the defendant to the gaol, or them respectively are, the more urgent is the
else satisfying the plaintiff's demand, motive by which the sufferer is impelled to

As to the remedy which this same security make choice of this bad-tlnding, or any other,
affords _nothing could he more completely mode of escape from them : escape, perpetual
of a piece with the so industriously and inhu- or temporary only, as the ease may be: choice,
manly fabricated disuse. To the eompara- that between the fire and the frying-pan.
tively opulent, an alleviation _ to the europa- Whichever it be that is embraced, the exL
ratlvely indigent, an aggravation. Complete, gencies of the lord chief-justice were of course
in an admirable degree of perfection, is the effectually and abundantly provided for: from
machinery employed in the application of it : the bailing process, fees upon fees : from the
to such a degree, that lengthy treatises are oc- incarceration, a vast mass at once in the shape
cupied in the description of it : enormous the of patronage. Forty thousand pounds has been
complication _ proportionable, of course, the stated as having been refused : on the occasion
delay, vexation, and expense, produced by it. of the recently alleged mutiny, from 4'8,000

As to all this suffering, what do Judge and to ;EIO,O00 a-year stated as being the profit
Co. care about it? Just as much as they care of the jailor. To ascertain in each case the
for the rest of the mass of suffering which the quantum of the enjoyment extracted bythese
system, in its other parts, organizes_what a two associates from the misery of the many_
steam-engine would care for the condition of the quantum, and thence the proportion--is
a human body pressed or pounded by it. among the operations, the performance of

Directed to its proper end, the process of which we beg leave, with all humble submis-
judicial securi_.-fiadin 9 is an operation, havo sion, to propose to the Honourable House.
ins for its object alleviation to the hardship Required at the hands of 1Fdaiati2_, the se-
h_sepacable from the process of subjecting a curity would have kept out dishonestplaint_'s
patient to the sorts of operations performed _ Judge and Co.'s best friends and custom.
upon him by the judge : in eanh individual era. Of coupe it was not to be thought of.
ease, applying the maximum of the alleviation Hypocrisy required tl-_ the profession should
of which that particular ease is susceptible, be made : and so, in the language of some of
To all the several modifications of which this the courts, it was made : _ sifeeerit tn _-
hardship is stt_ceptihle, to apply one and the rnm : sinister interest required that it should
same mndification of this prneess_is about be no better than a pretence.
as reasonable a_ it would be to apply, to every Performed or exanted of defendants, dl-
_eies of disease, one and the same medicine, rectly opposite is the effect of this stone seen.
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rltV: thus placed, the obl'ugation reliefs the piees: the attorney, mind and legal learning:
above-ment_aned ample service, legal learning, an accomplishment in which,

As to this matter--the jakes, of late so authorized by their sanction, the one, in so
notorious by the name of the secoadary's of- inferior a degree learned, thinks it not robbery

flee in the City of London--this aboaiina- to be equal to the four sages.
tion, with the immense mass of filthy lucre If, with the requisite amendments, neces-
at the bottom of it, and the ibrty yeats' pa- sitated by change of times, the system of
fienee of the constituted authorities under loeal judichtories were restored,--eaehjudge
the stench of it, speaks volmnes, would, for all purposes,obe provided _'ith hi8

To the ease in which the process of taking own ministerial subordinates: and for all of
examinations was, and is, an object of abhor- them he would be responsible.
fence to the judge, an objection has just been In the city of London, the acting function-
alluded to as having place. It is this. To the ary under the sheriffs is styled the secondary.
sight of mere parttes, and in particular in the F_rty years of depredation, production of so
situation of plaintiffs, at the outset of the. many unheeded mountains, heaped up ca_e
suit, at which stage the examination might upon another, of correspondent misery, have
nip it in the bud. abhorrence unassnageable: at length attracted to the subject the allen-
-to persons coming in, at a stage at which tmn of the local authorities. But, while
the suit is estabhshed, and the examination eyes are shut against causes, eloquence may
can have no such injurious effect, open arms abound, effects atl the while continue unda.
and weh:ome. Why this difference ? Answer : minisbed.
At the first stage, the examination would ex- Moreover, in the game bailing proce_ there
elude fees : at this subsequent stage, it he- is a gradation : witness the phrases bml be-
eessitates fees. low, and bait above. Bail below, are hail whose

To the performing or hearing the examS, aptitude is established by the attorney. Bail
nation of a party in relation to the matter of above, arebail whose aptitude, afteror without
his suit, the horror of m_ English judge i_, opposition, is estabhshed by the four sages.
as above, insuperable. To the hear/as aI_d Bail above are. in some eases, the bait below,
conducting the examination of the same man thuspromoted : in other ea_s, a fresh couple.
under the name of a bad, in relation to a Above and below together, bail generate
matter foreign to the matter of the suit,-- bail-bond: bail-bond, assignment thereof, with
repugnance none. Cause of difference, thc eventual suit : bond, assignment, and suit.--
sooften assigned universal cause. Examlna- fees. To justice, use for hail and assignment
tlon of the party, the time being that of the the same as for an old almm_ack.
*._ut,et of the suit, would, a_ above, nip the From these particulars, imperfect as they
f_.e-harvest in the bud : exami_ation of bail are, some conception, howbmdequate soever,
gives increase to it. may be formed, of the proportion in which

After aI], it depends upon incidents--in- the aggregate property of all the unfortunates
cide,rs too mtzicatc to be here developed -- so arrested, is trmJsferred from the ordinary
whether it is by lhe h3ur sages-- or now, of and undignified destination of operating in sa-
lute dass, one _f them--that the opposition I tisfaction of debts, to the dignilied thnetion
and evel tual justification-- so the examma- J of eontr;buting to the fund provided tbr the
tton is called of the bad--shall be performed, i remuneranon of legal science.

or by some attorney, s*ithout the benefit of t Note here, that he who makes a prudent
that'same scrutinizing process. I use of the offer so liberally held out by the

The attorney is an under-sheriff; _-the I judges to every man--the offer thus made
under-sheriffofthe comity in which, asabove, I to ruin for him, on joint account, as mm,v
the species of egg called the venue, has been I men as he wishes, will take care dmt the del_t
laid, or into which it has been removed, sworn to shall be greater than the utom_t

The under-sheriff is, on every oceaslon, sum, for which, for love or money, bail can,
the deputy of the sheriff. The sheriff is a by the destined victim, be procured.
great land-owner who (every year a fresh
one,) is appointed by the king: a servant ttere end_ our exposition, and we humbly
who, in the teeth of reason and scripture, is hope the sufficient exposure, of the deviee_,
appointed to serve not two only, but twice by the too successful practice of which, the
two masters : that is to say, at the three attainment of the end_ of radically eorrnpt
Westminster-ttall common-law courts, with judiceture have been substituted to that of
the addition of the court of general sessions the ends of justice.
of the peace. Praying thus for justice, and that justice

To this same business, as well as to all accessible, we proceed to pray for the means
business but that of parade, the sheriff con- necessary to the rendering it so : rendering
tributes_ what a Roman emperor used to it so, to all of us without exception. In par-

songrilmte to a victor), gained at a thousand I tieular,_of the arrangements which, ha o,at
males distanee_aastoiees: the sheriff, aus-_ eyes, are ealettlated to produce tha_ so deal-

"CoL. V. Ii
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rubleeffect,and fortheestablishmentofwhich ithedemand:judges,thenceforward,nonebat
we accordinglypray,-- a briefintimationis suchashaveservedan apprenticeshiptopure
presentedby thepropositionsfollowing:-- justice,and notto theindiscriminatedefence

L First,as tothe JUDICIAIty ]_STABLISH- of rightand wrong,asatpresent.
_r.NT. 7. That,seeingthat,ifthepower of de-

I.That,forsuitsof allsorts,criminalas putationbe conferredas above mentioned,
wellascivil,therebe two instances,or say handsinnumber sol,cleatforeveryexigency
stages, orde.qrees, of jurisdiction :"style and need never be wanting ; every judicatory in
title of the judges, before whom the suit is the kingdom will hold its sittings every day
brought in the first instance,judges immediate in the year, without exception, unless need-

of those before whom it is brought in the less delay and denial of justice are not deemed
second instance, or say in the way of appeal, more consistent with regard for justice on

judges appellate, some days than on others : and that no ex-
2. That, with two exceptions, and these as eeption be made by the Sabbath, unless mid

limited as the nature of the service will per- untd it shall have been proved that the God
mit, to each judicatory, cogn_ance be taken of justice is indifferent to justice, and that he
of all sorts of causes : those included, cog- who was content that an ox or a_ ass should
nizance of which are at present taken by the be delivered out of a pit, would be displeased
aggregate of the several authorities by which at the animals being delivered out of the hands
judicature is exercised : which courts will of the wrong-doer ; and that the _le of mac-
have to be abolished, as soon as the causes kerel on that day is a work of more urgent
respectively pending before them, shall have necessity than the gratuitous and uninter-
been disposed of. This, to exclude compli- rupted administration of justice : lastly, that
cation, nncertainty, eolit_ion, delay, and use- no exception be made by the night time, un-
less expense. : less and until a night shall have been pointed

3. Timt these exceptions, and these the out during which injustice sleeps ; in wtfieh
only one% may be the followil_g:_hlilitar!/ so may justice likewise; seeing, moreover,
judicatories, for the maintenance of dis- that to certain purposes, under the name of
eipline, land and sea service included : and police, justice is, in certain places, in that part
eccle._ast_ealjudicatories, for the maintenance of the twenty-four hours, even under the ex-
of ecclesiastical discipline, on the part of ec- isting system, actually administered.
clesiastical fnnctionaries, belonging to the 8. That, to each such indicatory, be at.
established church, taehed a competent set of ministerial offcers,

4. That, for taking co_nizanre of suits in sufficient for giving, in all ordinary ca_es.
the first instance, judicatories may be esta- execution and effect to its mandates: but
bllshed in such number and situations, that, with power, as at present, in ca,e of neres-
byan individual whose house is the most re- _ity, to call in aid all persons in general, the
mote from the judicatory which is the neare,t milirar) fl_rce included. Thi_, instead ot the
to it, the portion of time, during which in the ._heriff, that one man who hitherto, in despite
day in question the justice-chamber is open, of scripture and reason, has been employed to
may be passed by him therein without his serve not merely two, but twice two masters.
sleeping elsewhere than at his own home: This, to exclude the complication, with the
and that, accordingly, no individual may"have consequent collision, litigation, useless ex-
more than twelve miles or thereabouts to pense, delay, and vexation, which from this
travel, in order to reach his own judicatory cause have place at present.

5. That, as in the existing principal court, 9. That, of these ministerial officers, such as
there he not, in any instance, sitting at. the are now en ployed in the intercourse between
same time, any more than one single judge, judges on the one part, and the respective
This, for individual responsibility _ the sole subordinates as well as parties and witnesses
effectual--as well as also for saving expense on the other part ; such as are now empowered
and delay by mutual consultation and argu- to use force, as well as to officiate without
mentation, force, be distinguished by some such nmne as

6. That, to obviate delay and failure of prehensors or arrestors ; the others distin-
justice, every such judge be empowered and guished from them by the name of judiciary
obliged to provide substitutes, styled as in messengers, or, for shortness, messengers :
Scotland, deputies, one or more, having for and that for trustworthiness and economy,
_heir sole remuneration the prospect of being the business of message-carrying be, as far as
,l_nstitutedjudges principal: and that when may be, performed by the machinery of the
sere has been time for a competent length letter post.

_d probation, no man, who has not served as 10. That the remuneration allotted to ju-
4tepute, shall be capnhte of being constituted dietary functionaries, ministerial as well as
judge principal, in which way :he provision magisterial, be, the whole of it, in the shape
of judge power will be as it were elastic, ad- of salary ; and that, by no functionary be-
justing itself at all times to th_ quantity of longing to the judiciary establishment, money
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or any other valuable thing or service, under effeetuative, being tha_ on which the effect
any such name or in any such quality as that of the _uit depends, being, for the sake of in-
of a .the, be receivable on any occasion, on dividual responsibility, allotted exclusively to
a,y pretence. This, to exclude the expense, the judge. Functions thus exercisable, these:
delay, extortion, and vexation, which have -- t. Auditive, applied to everything that is
ever hitherto been produced by the multi- to be heard; 2. Lective, applied to every-
plieation of judicial instruments and opera- thing that requires to be read ; 3. l_speetive,
tions for the purpose, and with the effect apphedtoeverythingthatrequirestobeseen;
of giving correspondent increase to the masses 4. Interrogative, applied to all questions that
of tees. require to be put; 5. Comrr_,ntatire, applied

11. That such remuneration be paid, the to all observations which they think fit to
whole of it, at the expense of the public at make ; 6. Ratiocinative, applied to whatever
large ; no part of it at the expense of any reasons they think fit to give for anything
individual or body of individuals interested : which they say or do ; 7. Opmative, exercised
fines fi_r misconduct asbelow, excepted. This, by declaration made of opinion, in accordance
to avoid excluding of any person t?om the or discordance with the opinion which, onthe
benefit of justice: every person who in the occasion of the exercise given to the effectu-
suit in question is not able to pay the whole ative fhnction, is pronounced by the judge :
mass of the fees exacted on the occasion of exercised collectively, as by juries under the
that suit, being at present, as well as having existing system, the opinative : exercisable in-
at all times hitherto been, thus excluded : and dividually, all the rest.
because that which the rest of the eomomnity 16. That the class of cases, in which the
enjoy without, litigants do not obtain other- effe_'tuatt+:e function, as above, shall be exer-
wi_ than brand with litigation, with its vexa- ei_ble by the jury, so far forth as to render
tion and eX_pense,-- the benefit of justice, of no effect a judgment of coT+victnmif pro-

1+2. That, to obviate the danger mid suspi- nounced by the judge alone, shall be tbat in
cion of partiality through private connexion, which the higher functmns of government, as
no judge-mmmdiate principal shall remain in sLzet_,have, or may naturally be supposed to
the same jmiicatory for any longer term than have, a special personal interest : for example
three years, or thereabouts : and that, tbr this -- trea.son, rebelhon, _cddivn, defamation to
purpose, an appropriate s)stem of c*rcaiOug the ir_jury of a public functionary, or set of
be accordmgl) eslabti.-hed : but that, for con- public functionaries, as such, and the like.
tinuing in an unbroken course the business ot 17. That for lessening the burthen of at-
recordation, or say re[/istraOon, the function- temlance on juries, -- instead of a number so
ary by whom it is perlormed be statmnary, superfluous as twelve, a lesser number, and

13. That. in every justice-chamber, for the that, for the sake eta majority, an uneven one
better administering of that security, which --that is to say. three, or at the ul"most, five
it is in the power ofpablw ol,+nion to afford. -- be employed : by which arrangement, the
for eouduet apt in every respect on the part practice of perjur) on the part of juries, in a
ofjudges,--eommodiou._ situation be allotted mnober varying frmn one to eleven,-- per-
tbr two etasses of persons, uuder stone such _ury, to wit, by lalsely reported unanimity,
naale as that of indic'iraT tnspectors: the one, with tortt_re ior the production of it, will be
composed of suitors, waiting for their suits made to cease: for the better direction, one
to come o_, say expecta,_t mr*tots or suitors tn out of three, or two out Of the live, beilig of
waitiaq : the other, of probat*oaary In,Tiers, the cla_s of special jurymen : the foreman
of whom plescntly, being to be of this class.

14. That. in all sorts of suits, without ex- 18. 'I hat the in.-titution of a grand jury,
eeption, a jur!/shall be employable: but, to with its useless delay, incomplete, secret,
lessen the aggregate weight of the burthen natulally partial, mtd bieonsistently, though
ofattendance,--not till after an or_qina[ hear- happil) limited, applieabihty,--be abolished.
ing, before the judge sitting alone, nor then 19. That, tbr receiving appeals from the
but. by order of the judge, whether spouta- decrees aud other proceedings and conduct on
neoas (for example, tbr the purpose of con- the part oftho above-mentmned judges imrae.
fronting such of the evidence as requires to diate, there be judieaLories appellate, all single
be confronted,)or else at the requisition of a seated, in such number as experience shall
party on one side or the other; in which ease have _bown to be necessary : if more than one,
it shall be obligatory on him to order and station of all of them the metropolis: that
carry on a fresh hearing, termed a recapitula- being the central spot, to which persons from
tory heariay, or say a new trial, before a jury, all fmrts of the country have occasion to re.
organized in manner following, sort for other purposes ; and at the same time

16. That in cases of all sorts, one excepted, that in which the best-formed and most effec-
all functions belonging to the judge, one ex- tire public optnion has place-- public opinionl
eepted, shall be exercisable in common with most influential and salutary cheek upon the
him, by the jurors: the imperative, or say the conduct, sad security for the good conduct,
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of these as well as all other puhhe function- jurisdiction is, in so large a proportion, at
aries : and, as below, no evidence being pro- present employed, nor could ever fail to b-
posed to be received other than that which employed, as an engine of delay and expense.
has been orally elicited in the court below, operating to an his blajesty's subjects but a
and consigned to writing, no attendance by comparatively few as a denial ofjustiee,--it
parties or witnesses will, on this occasion, be may please their lordships to confine the ex-
necessary. And that, niger the outset of the erclse of their judicial ihnction to the above.
here l_rOposed change, no person be capable mentioned cases, with the addition of sucl
of serving as judge appellate, who has not criminal cases, in which, at present, a memhe,
for a certain length of time served as judge of their own House is party defendant:-
principal immediate, thus making a generous sacrifice of their un-

20. That, in each indicatory, as well appel- contested rights on the altar of justice.
late as immediate, for officiating in suits in 27. That, when it has been covered by a
which government, on behalf of the public at co_ting of legislature-made law, the field o*,
large, is interested-- there be a functionary, legislation be preserved from being overspread
under the name of the government advocate, by an overgrowth ofjudye.raade law : tor in.
with deputation and on the part of the princi- terpretation or mehoration, amendments pro-
pat, migration, as in the case of the judge: posed in terminis by judges, on the occasion
and superordinate to them all, a 9overument of the several suits, being, by appropriate
advocate general machinery attached to the code, of course,

21. That, for administering professional unless negatived by a committee of the one
assistance to suitors who, by relative weah- House or the other, -- and that, when these
uess, bodily or mental, are disqualified from arrangements have been made, no reference,
acting as plaintiffs or defendants, for them- for any such purpose as that of interpreta-
selves, -- or, by relative indigence, t_om pur- tion, to anything said by a judge in any one
chasing assistance from professional hands,-- suit, be permitted to be made in any other
there be in each judicatory a public functionary suit. Of this arrangemenL another use will
under the name, for example, of eleemosynary b_"- that of their applying the necessary pre-
odvocate: alan with deputes, and migratmn as veative to the mischief which might other.
above, wise be produced, by discrepancy between

22. That, consideringhowopposlteintheir the decrees of the several appellate judica-
nature are the duties and habits of the judge tortes, if more than one. This, when the field
and the advocate, --impartiahty the duty of of law has been covered by legislature-made
the one, partiality the duty, and proposed mis- l,m_ : and in the mean time (though not equal
representation the unavoidable practice, of f_cihty,) equal necessity will there be for the
the other,--no functionary be transferahle like provision, during the time that, to so
from one to azmther of these lines of service, immense an extent, the field has no other

23. That, at the head of the judiciary es- covering than that which is composed of
tablishment, there be placed a single func- judqe.made law : -- of judge-made law--that
tionary, styled, as in other countries, justice spurious and fictitious'kind of law, if such it
_dni._ter; at whose recommendation, subject must be called, with the dominion of which,
to his Majesty's pleasure, as at present by the so far as it extends, all security is incompa-
Chancellor, shall be filled up all other judicial time.*
situations. So much as to the judiciary estabtisbme_t:

24. That accusations or complaints made follows what we humbly pray in relation to
against a judge, immediate or appellate, on procedure.
the score of official delinquency, or relative 28. That, as in former times, no suit shall
inaptitude from any other cause, be heard and receive its commencement, but by the per-
determined by the justice minister, sonal appearance of some individual in open

25. That accusations or complaints, made judicatory, which individual shall be respon-
t_orthe like cause, against the justice minister, sible for his conduct in relation thereunto :
be heard and determined by the ttouse of and, to that purpose, shall, before he is heard
Lords : and that, on that consideration, no for any other purpose, make declaration
person, during the time of his officiating in not only of his present abode, but of such
thesituationof_asticemiaister, shall be capable abode or abodes, at which any mandate issued
of sitting in the House of Lords ; nor yet in by the judge may be sure to reach him at a£!
the House o.f"Commons. times, down to that of the termination of the

26. That, considering the inherent and in- suit : that, for the purpose of att ulterior ju.
defensible comparative inaptitude of so nu- dicial processes, every missive addressed to
merous a body for the purpose of constant and him be considered as having reached him:
protracted judicature, in aH cases, m_d the except in ease of any such accident as, with-
_aext to universal habitual non*exercise of this * Drawn up tot this r,arlmse, a cemptete plan
funetlon on the part of their lordships in er/- of operations, expre_ed in terminis, rs alrdady
m/aal cases ; _ and that in civil cases, their in er.istence.
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out bhrme on his part, may come fo be al- he given the whole extent of tbe applieatlo_
leged byhim for the purpose of excuse : saving and good effect which the nature of thin_
to such applicant the faculty of changing such allows to be given to them.
address, from time to time, on giving timely 36. That, accordingly, all the sorts of pc
information thereof, casions on which, and all the modes in which

29. That, exceptions excepted, the person it is capable of being employed, be looker
so applying be a party whose desire it is to out for :-- for the purpose of employing, on
be admitted in the character of pursuer: of each individual occasion, that mode which
which exceptions, examples are- I. Giving may be employed with the most advantage
simple information of an offence, appearance to all interests concerned.
on behalf of any person or persons ; 2. Pur- Of modes of such security capable of being
pose of the appearance, giving simple infbrm_- employed, examples are the following :
tion, without desire to be admitted pursuer: I. Interventimt of bondsmen, styled au_vl.
say pursuer, in all eases, instead of plaintiff in liary bondsmen, one, two, or more, according
eivil eases, and prosecutor in eriminal cases, to the magnihlde of the sum regarded as re-
as at present, quisite, and their capacity of contributing to

30. That, for non-compliance with judicial make up such sum ; each individual contri.
mandates, an all-comprehensive system of buting such part as his circumstances enable
appropriate excuses be looked out for, and on him, and his inclination disposes him, to con-
the supposition of the verity of the alleged tribute : as to the party's joiningin the bond,
facts, allowance given to them. it would, under the here proposed system,

31. The person by whom the matter of be a needless and useless ceremony, the ju.
excuse is submitted, will in general be the die"story having his property as effectually at
person to whom the mandate is addressed: cmnmand without it as with it.
but, in several causes, such as sickness, ab- II. Deposit of money by the party in the
sence, &e. from other persons, excuses for hands of the registrar of the judicatory.
him must of necessity be accepted. IlL Deposit of money by these same bonds.

32. That the institution of excuse-giving men in the hands of the registrar.
which, under the name of casting essoins, had 1V. Deposit of any nwveable subject-matter
place in former days, when the attendance of or subject-matters of property of considerable
parties, insteaA of being as now prevented, value in small compass, in the hands of the
was compelled--be, tbr this purpo_, re- registrar.
viewed : and the extension which the exi- V. Implgnoration, or say pledqing, of any
genee of justice requires, be given to it. invnoveable or any incorporeal su'bjeet-matter

33. That, on every occasion, the proceed- or subject-matters of property belonging to
ings be regulated by regard paid to conce, any such auxiliary bondsmen.
nience, to wit, the mutual convenience of all VI. With consent of the party, ambulatory
individuals eoneerned, parties and witnesses: confinement of his person, he staying or going
this being a matter which, they being on all where he pleases, so it be in the custody of
occasions in the presence of and under vxa- a person or persons appointed fro' that put.
ruination by the judge, can, on each occasion, pose.
be ascertained : whereas, under the existing VII. Under the same condition, stationary
technical system, the rule being framed, with- confinement in a place other than a prison.
out the possibility of knowing anything of VIIL At the instance of the party himself,
the distinguishing circumstances of hldividual imprisonment. Notwithstanding its afflictive.
persons and things, the necessary consequence ness, it may happen to this security to be
is-- that, in a vast, majority of instances, the necessary ; for example, in a case where, se-
convenience of individuals, some or all, is eurity being deemed necessary to be exacted
made the subjeet-rnattex of a needless and of the other party, and the finding of that
reckless sacrifice, security highly afflictive, the party in ques-

34. That, all judieatories being sitting tion is by strangership, relative indigence, ot
every day in the year without intermission, bad character, disabled from finding any se-
evidence, in so far as indication of its exist- curtly less afflictive.
enee has been afforded by the applicant, when 37. Of occasions, requiring that such security
admitted as pursuer, be, in such order as in be exacted, examples are the following : --
each suit shall be indicated by the exigency I. At the charge of a defendant, need of
of the individual ca._e, from each source, as security to a plaintiff, the defendant being on
soon as obtainable, called for and elicited : the point of expatriating either his person o¢
and this without distinetion, as between co- his property, or both, and the value of what
pursuers, co-pl_ntiffs, defendants, and ex- is dcmande_] at his charge bearing a large pro-
traneous witnesses on both sides, portion to his property" at the same time tk_

35. That to the institution of secarity:flnd- supposing the demand groundless, or the seca-
I_j in [renernl, and that of sponsorship, or rity needless, the wrong done to the deften
my auxiliary bondsmanship, in particular, -- dant, ff either his person or hisproperty werl
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detained, might be ruinous to him : as, for 41. That, instead of being applied, as in
instance, the whole of it being on the point equity practice, without necessity, and to the
of bciog expatriated on a commercial specu- exclusion of the best, that is to say the oral
lation in a vessel engaged by him for that mode, the epistola_ mode of eliciting evi.
purpose, and he about to embark for the pur- deuce be no otherwise employed than for one
pose of superintending the disposal of such or other of two causes : nmnely--l. Either
his property, for exclusion of preponderant evil in the shape

II. On the occasion of the establishment of delay, expense, and vexation ; 2. Or of
of a mode of intercourse, as above, with the necessity, elicitation in the oral mode being
judicatory during the continuance of the suit, impracticable: as, for instance, where at the
want of trust-worthiness may produce the time in questmn the residence of the person
need of the exaction of security, at the charge address_,d is in the one or the other of the
of the individual in question, sister kingdoms, in a distm_t dependency, or

IlI. Whenever, for any purpose, it may be in the dominions of a foreign state : in all
requisite thatsecurltybe exactedat the charge which cases the expense and delay of corn-
of a party on either side of the suit, need may missioners sent to the places in question will
also have place for the exaction of a counter- thus tie saved.
security, at the charge of the party applying 42. That, ibr avoidance of perjury, and
for it. abolition of the encouragement given to false-

Note here, that of the infinite variety of hood, by the distinction between statement
_ecas_ons, on which the need of securLt._:l_nd, upon oath, and statement to which, though
ing is liable to have place, the practice of made without oath, efficiency, equal to that
bailing is but one, and on each occasion the which is given to statement upon oath, is, as
chances of its being the least ineonvenient above shown, in many cases given,-- no oath
one are as infinity to one. shall, on any judicial occasion, or for any

38. That, in regard to evidence, whether eventually judicial purpose, be in future ad-
the source be personal, real, or rea&j u'r_tten, nfini_tered. But that every statement made
no distinction be made between parties and on may such occasion, or for any such purpose,
witnesses who are not parties -- say extra_e- shall be termed an ad_'rmation, or assevera.
ous witnesses ; that is to say, that from both, tion ; and that, for falsehood in respect of it,
it be alike receivable and exigible: seeing whether accompanied with evil conscious-
that so it is ira the existing small-debt courts, ness, or say u'ilfulness, or with temerity, or
in the aggregate of which more suits have say culpable heedlessness, any such punisl_-
place than in all other court_ put together ; meat purely temporal shall be appointed, as
in regard to exaction, penal suits not except- the nature of the case may be deemed to re-
ed : seeing that, in the equity courts, sueh quire : consideration in each case had, of the
exaction has place, though, by means of it, nature of the olfence, to the conmussion t.f
the ridmst proprietor may be divested of the which such fal.,ehood shall have been deemed
whole of his property; and instances are subservient: and that, as often a_, in the
known, in which, rather than submit to such course of the suit which gave rise to the false-
a loss, men have sustained imprisonment for hood, -- all the evidence that can bear upon
life. the question of falsehood has been brought

39. That the mode employed in the elici- forward, conviction and punishment may have
tafion of evidence (under which appellative place, even on the spot, without the formality
is included every averment made either by an and expense of an additional suit on purpose,
applicant or by a party on either side) be, in just as, at present, in the ease of an act,
each individual suit, according to the demands styled an act of contempt, committed in the
of that same suit, in respect of general conve- face of the court.
nience, one or more of the three modes fol- 43. That, for rendering substantial justice,
lowing : to wit -- 1. The oral, elicited in the and for avoidance of needless multiplicity of
originating judicatory ; _. The oral, elicited suits, statements, and other evidence, rcla-
in another, say a subsequential indicatory, to tire to the whole of a series of wrongs, be
which, for the convenience of a party resi- elicitable on the occasion of one and the same
dent in the territory thereof, the inqttiry is, application : such satisfaction, in so far as it
for the purpose of his examination, trans- is in a pecuniary shape, being a_ljusted to the
ferred; 3. The epistola_.t, by means of inter- state of pecuniary circumstances on both
rogations approved of by the judge of the sides : this, where it is on one side only, that
originating judicatory, complaints have place : and that, where there

40. That no respmase in the epistolary mode are two parties, between whom, for a greater
he received, otherwise than subject to the or less length of time, a quarrel has had place,
eventual examination of the respondent in the each, in the way of recrimination, may elicit
oral mode, at any time, sholdd demand have evidence of divers wrongs, of different sorts,
place for such examination, in the judgment at different times, from the other, in which
of the judge, case, v,hat, on the aggregate, on the score of
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compensation, is due from the one, forms a more be needed on the score of Iranishment,
set-off'to what is due from the other,-- saris- than is due on the score of compensation :
faetlonbeaecordlnglyaltottedtbrthebalanoe: forasmuch as the burthen of compensation
a_ also, on one of the parties, or both, if, in produces, as far as it goes, the effect of pu-
the judgment of the judge, the case requires nishment: the effect--and, commonly, even
it, -- a fine be imposed for the benefit of the more than the whole of the effect : forasmuch
public, on the score of the portion of tile time as, by the consideration that t_om his pain his
of the judge and his subordinates, which, at adversary is receiving pleasure, will naturally
the expense of the public, has thus been be produced a chagrin, which cannot have
occupied, place in the case when the profit goes into

44. That, with the exception of suits in the public purse.
which, by reason of their comparative unim- 47. That, as weU of the judiciary establish-
portanee, it is purposely left unpreserved, -- merit code, as of the judicial procedure code,
all evidence, elicited in the oral mode. shall, the language be throughout such as shall be
under the care of the registrar of the judi- intelligible to all who have need to under-
catory, be minuted downasit is uttered: and stand it : no word employed but what is
that of this, with the addition of any such already in familiar use, except in so far as
evidence as may have been adduced in the need has place for a word on purpose: and
ready-written form, or elicited in the episto- that, to every such uuawfidabtv-emploved
/ary form, be constituted the main body of word, be attached an exposition_ comported
the docmnent, which, under the name ot the altogether of words in familiar use: and that,
record, shall, in case of appeal, be transmit- throughout, the signs thus employed be, of
ted from an immediate to the appellate judi- themselves, as characteristic as may be ot
eatory : and that, for this purpose, the mode the things signified.
in which the minutations are made, may be
that, in which, under the name of the ntani- Now for the general character of ti_e two
fold mode, is already in use, and in which opposite systems: that which is in existence
legible copies, say rather e_,emplars, to the and that which is herein, as above, humbly
nmnber of eight or more, are written at once: proposed as a succedaneum to it.
whereby all danger of error, as between one Behold first the existing system :-
such exemplar and another, mid all expense Justice, to Judge and Co. a game ; Judga_
of the skilled labour requisite for revision, and Co. the pla?ers: stake, in different pro
are savc_l, portions, the means of happiness possessed

45. That, towards defraying the unavoid- by the azgregate of all litigants.
a 1le costs in the ca_c of per_u s m able to Established a universal chain of tyrannies
dctray them, --a fund be established, under established, by power to every individual t6
tl_e name. fhr example, of the Helpless Liti- tyrannize over every other, whose ch'cum
ga._t's I_md. stances are to a certain degree less affluent

46. That all factitious costs being struck in every case, instrument of tyranny, utter
off, and unavoidable costs transferred on the ruin : utter ruin, by the enormity of the ex-
revenue,--and professional assistance, in so pense.
far as needed, provided gratuitously as above, Alike well-adapted to the purpose of the
--fines, or say mulcts, be imposable on an? oppressor, that of the depredator, and that
party in proportion as he is in the wrong; of him who is both in one, is this same in-
which imposition may have place in a de- strument. This in baud, a man may oppress,
tree of amplitude, far beyond any which, he may plunder, the same person at the same
under the existing s_stem, would be endu- time.
rahle, if added to the burthen at present Considered with reference to its real ends,
indiscriminately imposed under the name of could any more accomplished aptitude_eon-
costs on the injurer and the injured : and that sidered with reference to its pretended ends
of these fines the produce may constitute the --could any more aceomphshed inaptitude be
ba_s of the Itelpless Litigant's Fund: in the obtained by a premium directly offered for
ease of the wrong-doer, the requisite dis- the production of it ?
tinetion being all along made, between evil So much for the existing system. On the
consciousness and rashness, or say culpable other hand, such, as hath been seen in brief
heedlessness, not accompanied with evil con- outline, is the system of arrangements die-
seiousness: and that, forany incidental mis- tated by a real and exclusive regard for the
conduct manifested in the course of the suit, happiness of the community, in so far as it
such fines be moreover impesable, even un a depends upon the application made of the
party who, on the main point, is in the right : power of judicature. We imSte the well-
so also on an extraneous witness : not forget- intentioned, _ we challenge the evil-inten-
ring, however, that where the ease presents tioned, -- to elicit and hold up to view. all
to view a party specially injured, no such proofs and exempiiiqeations of its inap_:itude.
line can with propriety be imposed, unless Whatsoever alleged imperfections have been
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found in it, _ of course, in case of adoption, !sequence will really follow: t_e otImr is-._
be removed by the constituted authorities, that while, by this same cause, the power of
But, considered as a whole, we cannot but the law will not be diminished, the security
flatter ourselves, that, in quality era subject- for its t_d_ingits proper direction wilt be in-
matter of adoption after such amendments creased,
made, no arguments will be found opposable First, as to the apprehension of the evil con-
to it, other than ungrounded assertions, vague sequence. Produced by a superficial glance,
generalities, narrow sentimentahties, or cus- natural enough this apprehension must be
ternary m_d already" exposed f_llaeies, acknowledged to be: by a closer view, it

Now for au apology : an apology for the will. we trust, be dispelled.
freedom with which the vices of the existing I That which produces the effect aimed st
s_stem have been subjected to exposure, and I by the law--what is it ? Is it a_lything other
its utter inaptitude fo_ its professed purpose, than the expectation, that, on contravention,
we trust, demonstrated. In this inaptitude, the inflictions at the disposal of the function-
coupled with the ap*.itude of the proposed aries in question will accordingly be applied

succedaneum, will be found the bear, and to the contraveners? But of any such inflic-
we hmnbly hope a sufficient apology for this tiou, when the decree for it has passed, will
boldness, how striking soever the eontra_t it the application depend upon public opinion ?
forms with accustomed usage. No, surely : on no seth fluctuating basis does

Another apology we have to make is, that public security reqt : the persons on whom it
which is so undeniably requisite tbr the free- depends for its efficiency are, in the first in-
dom with which, in addition to the character stance, the judges themselves ; in the next
of the system, that of the class of persons place, in case of need, the supreme authority,
concerned in the administration of it is held with the whole force of the country in its
up to view. For this liberty, our plea is that hands. When a judgment has been pro-
of indispensable necessity. For, unhappily, nouneed, is it in the power of this or that in-
the state of manners considered,-- on their dividual or individuals, in any number what-
part, at any rate on the part of the great ma- soever, to prevent the execution of it ? No,
jority, it is not in the nature of man that assuredly.
this or any o_her system should be received Now, as to the desirable good consequence.
by this class, otherwise than with opposition, This consists in the giving strength to the
arid that opposition hostile and strenuous in limitative check, applied to the power of the
proportion to the serviceableness in the thus judge, by the power of public opinion--sole
exposed system, and the disservieeableness source from which, on the several individual
of t_e here proposed system, to their respee- occasions, this so necessary and from all other
tire real or supposed particular interests: on hands unobtainable service can he received.
which occasion, what again is but too na- Yes ; we repeat it-- sole source. True it is,
rural is, that, beholding with serenity, and that, in theory', and by the practice of times
even delight, the torments out of which, and now past, impeaolLment is presented in the
in proportion to which, their comforts are character of an appropriate remedy" : ha_lds by
extracted by it, the unction of their pane- which it is applicable, those of the Honour-
gyries will continue to be poured forth upon able House. But, in fact, only- in appearance
the thus exposed system, in proportion to its is it so. On no other condition than that of
need of them, which is as much as to say, in leaving -- and that to an indefinite degree --
exact proportion to its misehievousocss, inadequately done, or even altogether undone,

Thence it is, that the doing what depended its superior and altogether indispensably/e-
upon us, towards lowering, as Faras consist- .qialati_e duty, -- could be undertaken by the
ently with justice may be, the estimation House, this judicial, and, as such, inferior and
in which their authority is held by public comparatively unimportant function. Witness
opinion, --became, how painful soever, an the testimony so amply afforded by expert-
indispensable part of this our arduous enter- ence : witness the Warren Hastings impeach-
prise : _ assured as we could not but be, of ment : witness the Melville impeachment.
its finding that so influential al/thority in its Take away the check applied by the tribunal
whole force, with all its weight, on every of public opinion--here then is the power of
point, pressing down upon it. the judge, nominally and theoretically con-

Of an imputation which will of course be trouled, really and practically uncontronled :
cast upon the llne of argument thus taken by mid of this same uncantrouled power, what
us, we are fully aware. This is-- that the sort of use has been made, and, so long as it
weakening the force and efficiency of the continues upon its present footing, cannot
whole power of the law is a natural effect--- but continue to be made, has, we humbly
not to say the object _ of these our humble trust, been sufficiently seen already.
endeavours. Well then : of the power of public opinion

To this charge we have two answers :-- in consequence of the information hereby el-
Oriels---that, from thls cause, nosuchcon- forded to it, what is the application reason-
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ably to be expeeted? The univerval power I the reforming proee_ would, by a bill broag_t
of the whole country -- will it employ itself J in in consequence, so much as take its
aga_st itself? But, the lower the trustwor- I meneement: long, beyond cal_adgtion, not-
thiness of these same functionaries is in the J withstanding the utmost possible exertior_
scale of public opinion, the tess efficient, on I employed in giving acceleration to it, would
each occasion, wilt be eapabte of being made be the time occupied in the continuance of
its resistance to this indispensable cheek : -- that same process : tong, even supposing both
the only one, as hath been seen, from which _ Houses unanimous in their approbation of the
any eontroul can be experienced by it. measure considered in a general point of view:

Undangerous in perl_ction, gentle in per- i and how much further could it fail of being
feetion,continuallyimproving, self-improvlng, i lengthened, by the exertions which it would

what other power can be so completely I be so sure of finding everywhere opposed to it
incapable of being abused as this ? Only by -- opposed bythe best exercised and stronge_
the check applied by it can the efficiency of hands ? Such is the length of time during
a judge's sinister leanings be lessened : only which all such professional men as the hill
by the force of reason can the direction taken found already in possession of business would
by this guardian power be determined, be enjoying the fruits of it, without diminu.

As to any such fidl a_ that jus_ mentioned, tion or disturbance.
-- whatsoever may be the sensation produced So much for that class. All this while, all
by it,--in their predecessors and themselves, men who, bnt for the apprehended fall off,
these functionaries may behold the original would have engaged in the profession, will
authors whom they have to thank for it. In- have had before their eyes the prospect of
stead of being what it has ever been, and it, and the notice and warning given by that
continues to be, and never can but be,--had prospect. On the other hand, in like manner,
the use made of their power been the direct will these same eyes have had beibre them
reverse of what it has been,--no such state the augmentation (and it has been seen how
of the public mind,--no such sensation in ample a one) given to the number and value
the individual mind, could have had place, of the aggregate lists of judicial situationL

While speaking of this same downfal, it Correspondent will accordingly be the hum-
is not withont unfeigned regret that we can bet of those whose destination will, by that
contemplate the hurt, which, by this our hum- I prospect, be changed from the indiscriminate

ble petition, cannot but in a greater or less t defence of right and wrong, in the capacity
degree be done to the interests and feelings of professional lawyers, to the pure pursuit of
of individuals: and this, not only eventually I the ends of justice, in the situation of judge.
by the establishment of the here proposed I Moreover, proportioned totbe amount ofthi,
system, but actually and immediately by the secession would be a further indemnification
picture here drawn of ihe causes by which to those already in the possession of brained:
the demand for it has been produced. _ man3; men whose course has thus been

But, well-grounded as these their apologies changed, so many competitors removed.
cannot be denied to be, no reason will they The class upon which, chiefly, the loss
afford why the exertion neeesserv to the put. would fall, is the attorney class. A certain
ring an end to the abuses apologized for should cla_s of suits there is by which, on the pre-
in any way be slackened. The surgeon, with sent footing, business with its emolument is
whatsoever concern he may behold the suf- afforded to the attorney, none to tl_e advocate
ferings of the patient under the necessary class: busineas, for example, begun, altogether
caustic, cannot hold himself exempted by the without prospect of sueeessfid defence, and
consideration of them from the obligation of thence carried through actually without d_-
putting it to its use. fence : action, for example, with or without

Nor yet under these regrets, for this hard- arrest for indisputable and certainly procurable
ship on individuals, is alleviation, indepen- debt. Barristers not deriving any profit from
dently of that afforded by the co_ltemplatioo the pr_ent existence, would sustain no !o_
of the all-comprehensive benefit to the pub- from the eessation of these actions.
lie, altogether wanting. But as to the length of the interval before

Chsses, the interests of which would be commencement, as also the exclusion put
affected by the proposed reform, these two: upon competition,- in these advantages the

the professional and the offieiaL attorney class would possess an equal share.
As to the professional class, not to near so As to the official elass, nothing whatever

great an amount, if to any, as at first view in a pecuniary shape can any of its members
might be supposed, would be the detriment have to apprehend from the ehange: from all
to their peenniasy interests. For, long would such apprehension they stsa_d effectually so-
it be before their situation could be in any cored by the application so constantly made of
way affected by the change. Suppose the the indemnification principle, to the interest
matter already before a committee of your of men of their order at any rate, whatsoever
Honourable House : long would it be, b_fore ] ground of complaint, on th/s score, may, in
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but too many iastanc_ have been felt by us all who thus complain, can take upol him_
functionaries belonging to lower orders, self to say or stand assured -- that, in the

After all, of all regrets from such a sourcl same circumstances, his conduct would have
the complexion would be, what it would be been other and better than that which, on such
if the sufferings, instead of the_, were those irrefragable grounds, he is thus passing con-
of medical men from improvements made in detonation on, and complaining of?
the state of genera[ health and longevity: Of tbe existing race, whatsoever may be the
improvement such as that made by the sub- demerits, they have at once, for their cause
stitute of vaccination to inoculation : ima- and their apology, not only the opposition in
ginahle improvement by discovery made of a which, in their instance, interest has been
never-failing specific, for example, against tbe placed with reference to duty, but the ex-
ague, the rheumatism, the gout, the stone, ample set them in a line of so many centuries
the cholera morbus, the yellow fever, the in length, by their predecessors; and in an-
plague, or by the universal drainage of all cestor worship, how this our country has at
pestiferous marshes, all times vied with China, is no secret to any

Now, as to the effect producible on esti- one.
marion, and thence on feelings. Altogether The concluding observation, how small
unavoidable, and indispensably necessary to soever may be the number of the individuals
the establishment of the everlasting good, to whom it will be found to have application,
upon the all-comprehensive scale on which it is-- that, to the imputation of hostility _o
is here endeavoured at, --has been the pro- the universal interest, by persevelancc in tl_e
duction of the transient evil upon this corn- preference given to personal interest, it de-
paratively minute scale. Before the running pends upon every man to remain _ubject, or
sore, kept up at present under and by the ex- liberate himself iYmn it, a_ he feels inclined :
isting system, could with any the least chance and the more powerfifl the temptation, the
of success be endeavoured to be healed, it more transcendent will be the glory of having
was necessary i_ should be probed, and the surmounted it : and whatsoever may have been
sinister interest in which it has had its cause, the strenuousness and length of his labours in
brought to light and held up to view. the augmentation of the disease, anlple may

Now, in the case of the class of persons un- be the compensation and atm_ement made, by
avoidably wounded, so far as regards damage his contributions to the cure of it.
to estimation, are alleviations, and those very Such are the considerations, from the ag-
_fficient o_ms, by any means wanting? In the gregatc of which our regrets for the manner
fitst place, comes the consideration, that what in which the feelings of the individuals in
is important tothem, so far from being pecu- question cannot but be affected, have expe-
liar to them, is nothing more than what has rienced the diminution above spoken of. But
placeineontestablyand confessedlyinallother were those regrets ever so poignant, our en°
classes of men whatsoever. In the minds of deavours for the removal of the boundless evil

the men here in question, indeed, but another- of the disorder wmdd not be (for, will any-
wise than in those of all other men, with the body say they ought to be ?) in the smallest
exception of the heroic few, prevalence of degree diminished, by the consideration of
self-regard over all other regards, and this on the partial evil thus attendant on the appli-
every occasion, is among the conditions of cation of the sole possible remedy: assuredly
existence. Place all regard for the interest of ours will not ; nor will, as we hope and be-
A in the breast _ not of A hut of B, and so lieve, the accordant endeavours of the great
reciprocally, the species c_mnot continue in majority of our fellow-subjects.
existence for a fortnight. True it is, that On this occasion, a circumstance to which
in this or that heroic breast, on this or that we cannot but intreat the attention of the
occasion, under the stimulus of some extra- Honourable House, is the uniform and almo,t
ordinary excitement, social feeling, upon the universal silence, in which, by professional
scale of such an all-embracing scale, may, men, in bringing to view, or speaking of pro-
here and there, be seen to tower above regard posed reforms or meliorations, this universal
forself:buttonomancanthenotbeingahero cause of all the wrongs and sufferings pro-
be matter of very severe reproach. When, duced in the field of law, has, as if by uni-
therefore, as here, interest from the very first versal agreement entered into for the purpose,

interest real, or (what comes to the same been, as far as depended upon them, kept nut
thing) imagined--has been made to clash with of sight. Of the several elements of appro-
duty, sacrifice of duty is, with exceptions too priate aptitude, a_ applied to this case,_in-
rare to warrant anyinfluence on practice, sure, tellectual aptitude and active talent are, on
and Qs such ought to be calculated upon, and this occasion, assumed to be the only ones, in
taken for the ground of arrangement and pro- which any deficiency in the appropriate sOti-
tending, in all political arrangements, tude of the law itself in any part, has ever had

Men are the creatures of circumstances, its source: the only ones on which the degree
Placed in the sama circumstances, which of of this same aptitude depends : the only onei,
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of s defic|eney in which there can ever be any to !he urgency of the demand for the remedy,
dan_er. As to appropriate moral aptitude,-- of which, at the hands of the physicians of the
on every such occasion, exclusively intent on body politic, we thus humbly, but not the less
the interest of the public, without so much earnestly, entreat the application.
as a thought about their o_m interest, in any To some it may be matter of no small won-
respect, and in respect of profit in particular, der, how such sufferings, as at all times have
--that all persons in this department sharing been experienced, should at all times have had
in the possession of power, and with them all fortheiraccompaniment, suchalmostuniversal
persons engaged in the exercise of the profes- patience. But, in this case, patience has been
sion, are, arid at all times will be, -- this is the natural fruit of ignorance ; the language
what is tacitly, but not the less decidedly, in which these torments of _he people have
assumed : assumed ? and with what reason ? in this case had their instrument, being about
With exactly the same as if the assumption as intelligible to the people at large, as is the
were applied to all persons engaged in trade, gibberish spoken by the race of gypsies.
Now then, in this state of things, while on We beseech the Honourable House to ask
every occasion universally thus referred to the itself whether, of the enormitiesabove brought
wrong cause, what can be mo,e impossible, to view, one tenth would not suffice to jus-
than that the disorder should ever receive tify the practical conclusion here drawn/ram
from the sole true recipe, deduced from the them ?-- whether, of a system thus in eve_
knowledge of its true cause, its only possible part repugnant to the ends of jnstJce, and
remedy? Vain, however, how extensive so- injecting into every breast, with such rarely-
ever,-- vain at any rate, so far as regards us resistible force, the poison of immorality in
your petitioner%-- will henceforward be this so many shapes, the mischief can be removed
so decorous and prudential silence, the nature otherwise than by the entire abolition of it,
and magnitude of the mischief, and the ha- coupled _fith the substitution of a system di-
ture of its cause, being at length alike known rected to those ends, and pure from all such
to us. eorruptive tendency?--whether the inaccessi-

As to this silence, the decorum attached to bility of justice be not of the number oftho_
it notwithstanding, we humbly trust that in enormitics?--and whether the House ttself
the Honourable House it will not any longer will, hencetbrward, be anything better than
be maintained: for so long as in that sole an cnemy to the community, ifwitheyesopen,
source of appruprmte relief it has continuance, and hands motionless, it suffers that inacces-
so long will all po._sibility of effectual remedy sibility to continue ?
be excluded ; and so long as the disorder con- For our parts-- respectfully, but not the
tinues unremoved, by no silence anywhere less earnestly, we conclude, as we began, wath
else can our ears be closed, or our tongues or the contlnual, and, tillaccomplishment, never-
our pens be stopt. ' about-to-cease cry --" Holy ! Holy I Holy !

Yes ; as to us your petitioners, the film is Justice ! accessible Justice ! Justice, not for
now off our eyes : thus wide open are they the few, but for all I No longer nominal, but
to the disorders of which we cmnplain, and at length real. Justice !"

ABRIDGED PETITION FOR JUSTICE.

To the Honourable the Honse of"Comraons in Parliament assembled.

I. JusTiCE ! justice ! accessible justice ! jus- be made, nor if made continued, the effect is
flee, not for the few alone, but for all! No such- that, in eases called civil altogether,
longer nominal, but at length real, justice !-- and in eases called penal to a vast extent, jus-
In these few words stand expressed the sum tiee is not only sold at a dear price to all the
and substance of the humble Petition, which few who have wherewithal to purchase it.
we, the undersigned, in behalf of ourselves but utterly denied to all who cannot ; and
and all other his Majesty's long-sufferlng sub- that those who are thus oppressed are thus
jccts, now at length have become embotdened subjected to wrong, in all shapes, without
to address to the Honourable House. The redress.

ease we accordingly take the liberty to state, 3. That the delay is such, that, in many
followed by aprayer, humbly suggesting a plan eases, in which, under a proper system, a few
for the removal of the grievance, is this: _ minutes would suffice, _ and even under the

2. That, of the expense, without which, system established does in eases to a narrow
application to judges, for the service which, as extent actually sufliee--more than as many
Ire'oh they axe appointed to render, cannot years elapse before a man can obtain poest_-
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slon of what, at the end of that interval, are the patron (o his son : and that, even were
universally seen to have been, and to con- this same supposed remedy effective against
tinue to be, his manifest and indubitable further increase of the grievance- which,
rights, however, it is not in its nature to be--still

4. That, while thus unapt for redress of the system of factitious expense, delay, and
wrong, it is exquisitely well adapted for the vexation, offspring of the sinister interest,
commission of wrong : for, such is the mode would remain as it does in all its misehiev-
in which commencement is given to suits, ousness.
that is to say, without security given for corn- 9. That the boundless weight of human
pensation for wrong if done by means of the suffering thus imposed is not, in any part of
suit, that, without so much as imagining him- it, as some suppose, natural and unavoidable,
self to have any just ground of demand what- but in the whole artificial: as also in the
soever-- any mart, who is able and willing to whole removable ; as, in and by the sugges-
pay a certain price, may, as we shall show, tion contained in the prayerofthisour humble
stand assored of effecting the utter ruin of petition, we will humbly show.
any one of nine-tenths or ninety-nine hun- 10. That, amongst others of the devices
dredths of the whole body of the people, which, in consequence, and by means, of the

5. That this state of things has for its cause Norman conquest, have been contrived and
the undeniable fact,--that, from fir_ to last, employed, ibr the compassing of this same
the interests of all persons concerned in the sinister object, the results are these which
administration ofjustice have been in astate follow:--devices, some of them first era-
of opposition, as direct as possible, to their ployed at and during that same period, oth_:s
acknowledged duty, and the interests of the at different successive periods, grafted on,
community, or employed in fertilizing, the first devised

6. That thls oppositeness had for its orl- radical ones.
ginal cause the penury, under which govern-

ment at that time laboured ; it not having, 1l.- I. Device the First- Exclusion of the
in its then existing state, wherewithal to pay
salaries ; and being thereby laid under the Parties from the presence of the Judge.
necessity of allowing the fonetionaries of jus- This at the very outset of the cause, down
rice to exact, for their own use, payment in to the last stage : that thereby, parties in
the shape of fees : payable for processes _ar- general, and the most opulent in particular,
ried on in the course of the suit : for processes may be. as they accordingly are, necessitated
carried on,-- that is to say, either for instru- to employ in all, even the most simple eases,
ments(writteninstruments)communicnted, or as substitutes, a class of men whose profit
thereby or otherwise, operations performed, rises in proportion to expense, delay, and

7. That, under and by the influence of the vexation ; and who, exercising their profes-
sinister interest thus created -- has been sion under the dominion of the sinister in-
generated the existing system of judicial pro- retest, which they have in common with that
cedure : a procedure, having for its ends-- of the judges, have the benefit of their sup-
instead of the ends of justice-- the swelling, port towards the reailing and increase of this
toits utmost endurable amount, the evilcom- same sinister profit : a master device this,
posed of the expense, delay, and vexation, for serving as a necessary instrument of the era-
the sake of the profit extractible out of the ployment given to most of the hereinafter
expense, to the use of the several partners ensuing devices.
in the said sinister interest : to whom, taken 12. A collateral mischief is-- that, by this
in the aggregate, may accordingly, without exclusion, the door is slmt against evidence
injurious misrepresentation, and with in- from that which is commonly the most in-
structive and beneficial application to psac- structive source, and thereby decision neces-
flee, the style and title of Judge and Co. be sarily given in favour of the side in the
allotted, wrong, in every case in which no other than

8. That though, by a late act, in the ease the thus excluded evidence is obtainable.
of the judges of the supreme Westminster- This in some cases : while, in other cases,
hall courts, salaries have been substituted to by a glaring inconsistency, the titus excluded
fee_,--yet, this substitution, not being ex- evidence is admitted.
tended to those their subordinates, of whose 13. In particular, ha the judieatories ealted
sftuations t hey have the patronnge, the eompa- egaitytourts, inwhiehtbeplaintiffisadmitted,
rative sinister interest, in unabated efficiency, in and by his bill, to extract evidence, through
stiU eontiaaes: ._fl being still allowed ; and the medium of the pen, from the bosom of the
gift being, in all cases, a source of propor- defendant : in which state of things, the de-
tionable benefit to the giver : in some eases fendant. -- unless his professional assistants
of even greater pecuniary profit than sale is : are deficient in appropriate aptitude _ moral
as in the ease of the gift. made of the next intellectual, or active, _ slides in, in and by
presentation to an ecclesiastical benefice, by his answer, whatsoever averments present, ha
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I_ and their joint opinion, a probability of 20. Now then, as to the supposed ne¢_.
operating in favour of his side. sariness and usefulness of these same iustru

14. Not but that, for two distinct purposes, merits. Really necessary are, and in every
in so far as may be without preponderant ease, on the plaintiff's side,--ststements,_

evil in the shape of delay, vexation, and ex- 1. Of the demand made by him ; 2. Of tire
pense, is necessary to justice the thus ex- 9roundofit in point of law; _. Ofthe ground
eluded attendance :-- 1. For bringing to view of it in point offaet; 4. Of the evidence by
all facts which are of a nature to operave in which it is supported ; 5. Of the persons on
favour of any party oll either side ; 2. To whom the demand is made. These are--l. In
serve as a cheek upon the sinister interest, the first instance, as above--the defindm_t;
whereby their respective professional assist- 2. On failure of compliance on his pnrt, by pel-
ants are prompted, as above, to swell to its formance of service demanded at hishanda--
maximum that same evil, for the sake of the the judge ; the service demamled at his hands
profit extractible out of the expense, then, the correspondent sere'ice, rendered by

15. Note also that, so far as it can be effec- bringing about that which was demanded at
ted without preponderant evil as above, not the charge of the defendant, or what is re-
less needful is this attendance on the part of garded as an equivalent to it. In like man-
principal_, or say intended bcnefitees, (for ex- her, in ease of non-complianea on the part of
ample, wives, chihlren and their offspring, the defendant, correspondent statements in
wards, and members of associated companies,) justification of such non-compliance.
for the protection of their interests, against 21. Of all this matter, what is there in
misconduct on the part of their respective these same written pleadings? Answer--
trustees : that is to say, husbands, fathers, and Really and distinctly expressed, nothing : no-
other progenitors, guardians, and agents of thing but a conflised and redundmlt, yet ira-
various detrominations ; with or without col perfect hodge-podge, composed of more or
lusion with their several professional assis- less of it.
rants in the suit. 2"2. Moreover, for procuring custom, at the

hands of individuals who know they are in
the wrong, _as well as for giving increase

16.--II. Device the Seeond--.Lamyuage to the quantity of jargon which parties are
unintelh_/ibilized.

!con_rained to buy,- a distinction has been
Instead of the mother-tongue of the parties, made between pleadinys and et_idenee; and

the language, originally employed in word-of- this in such sort, that while, on the one hand,
mouth discussion, being the lmlguage of the of s_atements to which the name of evidence
conquerors ; that is to say, Norman French : is given, pnnisl_ment, under the name ofpa-
and the language, employed in written iustru- nishraent, is, in case of wilful falsehood, made
ments, the Latin. the consequence, _ on the _her hand, to

17. Thence was created the necessity of those to which the name of pleadings is given,
employing these so littletrustworthy trustees, no such consequence is attached : and thus it
not only as assistants and advocates, but even is, that, to all such left, purposely-unpunished
as interpreters between the English-speaking falsehood, allowance, or say licence, is given :
parties and the Freneh_peakingjudyes. at the same time, to these same masses of

18. Out of these two foreign languages, in falsehood, which are not so much as pretended
conjunetion withthemother-tongue, hasbcen to be entitled to the name of evidence, is
made up the jargon, by which, to so great a given a surer effect than to any the best and
degree, the same continuance has been given most satisfactory evidence : since, when the
to the same design ;--the translation, at pasty on either side has come out with one of
length made by order of parliament, notwith- these pleadings, the party on the other side,
standing: whereby, to so great an extent, if he fails to encounter it with a correspon-
f_lse and delusive lights have been substitutad dent mass, is visited with the loss of his cause:
to total darknesS, and thereby with a suffering, which may be

any number of times as great as that pro-
duced by punishment under the _me of pa-

|9_III. Device the Third--Written Plead- nishment would be : and thus it is, that the

lays worse than useless, necessitated, licence so given to mendacity operat_ as
Bythis mesus, jtmtice was denied to all who enconragement to, and reward £or, the corn-

could not afford the expense of hiring the ma- mission of it.
nufacturera of this sort of ware _ sold to all Now then, this same failure, when it takes
who could and would be at the expense: and, place _ what has it for its effa_ient ¢lmse ?
even now, such con_ to be the cBse: aod, His being in the wrong, and at the name time
being paid in proportion to the quantity, thus conscious of being so, answer Judge madCo. :
it is, that, by this sinister intexest, they stand if both these fail, his inaction is drcmmzta_
eu_ged to give every practicable increase tial evidence ; and to this we give the
toat, of eon_Iv.siveevidence.
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23. Such is the conclusion : now as to the inquiry was ordained to be carried on, t'a_,_
_mess of it. Not to speak of others, -- one you, now that that course is thus laid open
circumstance which the failure is not less to you, -- can you for a moment suppose that
.ikely to have had for the efficient cause is-- justice was ever the end in view ? Can any
want of wherewithal to pay for this same man of common sense suppose it ? Can any
thus necessitated mass of surplusage: and, man of common honesty declare himself to
the greater the quantity of it, the more pro- suppose it ? Can it really be believed by any
hable this fulfilment of the dishonest suitor's man, that dispatch is promoted by an inexor-
wishes: and thus it is, that, by continuance ably standing stall for four or five months?
given to the length of the mass, any man may

make sure of consigning to utter ruin any 27. IV. Device the Fourth _ Mendacity li-other man, whose circumstances are to a cer-
tain degree less affluent : and, under the name ceased, rewarded, compelled, and by Judge
of justice, the faculty of oppression is sold to himself practised.
the best bidder. Of the manner in which, by and for the

24. Addressed to the supporters of the ex- benefit and profit of Judge and Co., falsehood
istingsystem, follow a few plain questions :-- has begun and continues to be hcensed, re-

If, in relation to any point, it were on any warded, and on some occasions compelled, it
occasion your wish to learn the truth of a has been necessary to give some iutimation
ease of any sort from a child of yours, or from under the head of wrLtten pleadings ; false.
a servant of yours -- hood, wilful or not, as it may happen, on the

1. Would you refuse to see him ? part of the utterers, wilful at. any rate on the
2. Would you send him to, or keep him part of the judges--tt_e suborners. Follow,

at, a distance from you ? under the pre_ent head, instances of eompul.
3. Would you insist oa his not answering sion more manifest and avowed, as also of

otherwise than in writing ._ the practice of it hy themselves.
4. Would you, on the occasion of such his '28. First, as to cc_npulszon. In the pro-

writing, insist on his coming out with a mul- ceedings of the courts styled courts of equity,
titude of l/es, some stale and notorious, others in coatradistinction to courts of common law,

and out of his own head ? it is -- that features of compulsion are in a
5. Would you so much as consent to his more particular degree prominent. Afterthe

mixing up false information, in whatever process which has the effect of a summons
quantity he chose-- and that in an undisfin- the instrument, with which the suit begins,
guishable manner_ with whatsoever true in- is a paper called a bill, commencing with a
formation it was that you had need of? case, or say a story, and continuing with a

6. Would you establish an interval of four quantity of interrogative matter, by which an-
or five months' forced silence, between state- swers are called for : answers, to a string of
meat and statement, question and answer, or questions, grounded on the several statements,
one answer and another ? or say averments or allegations, contained in

7. Would you take any such course, if you the case. To these averments is given, on
were acting as chairman of a House of Co;n- this o¢_asion, the name of charges.
rAons committee, making inquiry into the state 29. Now then, of this same case, _ what is
of things ia relation to any subject, for the the composition? Falsehoods, in a more or
information of the legislature? less considerable proportion, it cannot bat

S. Would you, if acting in the character of have ; and in the larger proportion it corn-
&justice of peace, whether singly, or as chair- monlyhas. Penalty, on non-insertion of them,
nma, at a meeting of a number of justices of refusal to impose on the defendant the obli-
the peace, sitting in special sessions, and g_tion of giving answers to the question ; in
making inquiry into the matter of a question which case, they will not be of any service
of any sort, civil or penal, coming within your to the plaintiff's purpose ; they will not be
competence ? contributory to his obtainment of his right:

25. WeU, then: this, however, is, all of it, the evidence sought for by them at the hands
the exact description of what has place, as of the defendant remains unelicited.
often as the process of delivering written 30. Seat and source of the falsehood, this :
pleadin#s is carried ml ; carried on, as it is, Into the composition of the case or story,
under the eye and by order of all the judges: enter commonly two distinguishable parcels
and this, as well in the equity courts as in of alleged facts, all supposed to be relevant
the common-law courts. This is what, in the to the matter in question, and _eeesswty., or
t'ommon-law courts (to go no higher,) has at any rate conducive to the purpose of con-
place from begilming to end; has place until stituting an adequate ground for the demand
the suit reaches the jury-box :_ not to go made at the charge of the defendant, by thi_
along with it any further, same instrument of demand : object of it, a

26. Now, then, on the part of those by _'v/ce in some shape or other, at the hands,
whom _ was the course in which judicial end at the charge, of the defendant; and_
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eventually, in default of compliance on the ' existence, and if yes, what, it consists ot',and
part of the defendant, the correspondent ser- so forth, win a judge compel any answer to
vice at the hands of the judge ; namely, the be made ? Not he indeed : otherwise than
production of such compliance, or some other upon condition. And this condition, -- wlmt
service regarded as an equivalent for it. is it ? Answer-- That, in the bill, a multi-

31. Contents of one parcel of these same rude of declarations, or say averments, tamer.
facts, such of them as, without any informs- tions, or statements, shall be inserted -- state.
tion from the defendant, are (so the plaintiff` meats, giving an account more or less partio
conceives) known to him (the plaintiff`,) as eular, oftheseveral above-mentioned unknmaa
also to some other person or persons, regarded facts : facts, by the supposition unknown to
by him a_ having had perceptim_ of them, and the very individual, who is thus compelled to
being able and about to be willing to declare assert that he knows them ;on which o_,
them : or, at any rate, as being in some way the learned draughtsman finds himself under
or other in his power to make proof of: this, the not altogether unpleasant or unprofitable
in whatever degree of particularity/is neees- obligation, of bringing to the view of his lord-
sary to constitute the requisite ground :--call ship (who will never see it) a statement of
_hese the already known facts. As to this every sort of thing, which it is regarded as
parcel, all that is wanted at the hands of the possible should in the aggregate mass of the
defendant, is admission : seeing that by this, property in question have been contained ;
the need of application to any other person and, the richer the quantity of this poetry in
for the purpose of information, will of course prose, the richer the reward to the industry of
be superseded, the firm of Judge & Co. in all its branches.

32. Contents of the other parcel, such sup- 35. Note, by-the-bye, in the case where no
posed facts as, in contradistinction to the information is wanted at the hands of the de.
foregoing, may be styled unknown or sought- fendant, the consequence of resorting to him,

fdorfaets ; sought, to wit, at the hands of the in this mode, for admission, instead of to a
efendant : the ease being, that, for making non-party -- say an extraneous witnesa_ for

proof of them, information, such as it is in information, and thereby for proof. Conse-
his power to affford, and perhaps in his alone, quence naturally expected (that is to say, by
is regarded as requisite : in relation to these a man who has never looked into equity pro-
facts, all that, in the plaintiff's mind, in a cedure) delay and expense saved : for, to the
form more or less particular and determinate, defendant, application (says he) must be made
has place, being a conjecture, or say suspicion, at any rate for payment of the debt. Thig
of their existence. (continues he) being necessary, when you are

33. Now then, as to these same sought:for about it, add to the demand of the motmy
facts,_for what reason is it that by the plaintiff due, a demand of the information necessary
they are thus sought for ? Answer -- For this to the proof of its being due : -- the informa-
very reason, because they are not known to tion being thus obtained, and from the deles-
him. Yet, in relation to the facts thus un- dant himself, saved thereby is the delay and
known to him, is he obliged to-make deela- expense of the endeavour to obtain it from
ration that they are known to him : which sources in number and distance altogether in-
declaration is constantly the offspring of the definite. Such, as to delay and expense, is
inventive genius of his"professional advisers the economy in appearance. How stands it
and assistants. Without such false declara- in reality ? Answer- In natural procedure
tion from them -- writing in the plaintiff's it would have place; butin equity procedure,
name, --noinformation at all will the learned what the plaintiffgets by it, if the defendant
judge softer to be attempted to be elicited (being rich enough) so pleases, is -- in regard
irom a defendant,. Purport of the rule expres- to delay, substitution of years to minutes, and
sive of the obligation, this: --Every interro- in regard to expense, hundreds or thousands
g_tory must have a charge for the support of pounds to shillings.
of it. Is this handwriting yours? Yes, or no?

34. Plaintiff, for example, creditor of a per- For the answer to a question to this effect,
son deceased; defendant his executor. To spokenbyajustieeoftbepeaee, less than even
some amount or other, property in some shape a second of time would serve ; and by an an-
or other, is left by the deceased : but, to what swer in the affirmative would be decided many
amount, and in what shape, this is what the a suit which, under equity procedure, while
plaintiff is altogether ignorant of; for infor- questions and answers are written, occupies
marion in relation to it--information in such gears.
shape as shall constitute an adequate ground 36. So much for licence, eemuneration, and
for the demand made ofthe debt--this is what compulsion of mendacity. Now for the prae-
h thus soaght for by plaintiff, at the charge rice of it : practisers, as well as compellers
and at the hands of the defendant. Well of mendacity -- never, for a moment, let it
then : to a question, asking whether property be out of mind, -- the judges themselves.
el'the deceased to the amount requisite is in Fiction is the appellative, by which the sort



Nor ws_ the choice thus made of the appel- of the_e fictions has bee_ established, th_ is
Iative a b/lad one. _tabHshed they found it wlth truth and falseho_d. Ontbeindi_dual
it in a situation of favour in the p_l_ic mlmi, occa_on in question, to this or that sinister
_ established by-means of. the s_p_li.ti.on purpose of the judge, which o£ the two is it
made ofit to the tmrpoae of d_gn_try that is most suitable? I_ it the falsehood?
aml romance : and th_s it wa_ th_t_ int O s Out comes, as usual, ° the established false-
portion of the favour, _ with those hood, _ad on this it is that the proceedings
always agreeable and sometimes useful p_o- are grounded. Is it the truth ? Back goes he
ductions o_ the imaginstive faculty, they thus to the original truth ; and on this are the pro-
contrived to let in these constantly not otdy ceedings grounded now. Consequence to jug-
useless, but enormously mischievous ones. gter's reputation, what ? At the hands of the
So much for the nature of this species of people, anything in the way of censure ? Oh
poetry, no : they look on and stare. Instead of een-

37. Now for some accompaniments belong- sure, comes in either ease praise : on this oc-
ing to it. In every case, of the utterance casion, as on every other, praise at the hands
given to these falsehoods, evil consciousness, of Judge and Co. and their dupes,- praise
_styled in their language mala fides,--lms without stint, for everything, be it what it
on their part been an geeompaniment : .fradn- may, which by these same hands is done.
lsat ol_tain_ent, the object : subject-matter of Whichever be the ground taken by the de-
the obtainment, money : to wit, either imme- eision, praise, appropriate in shape and quan-
diately, that is to say, in the shape of fees, tity, stands prepared for the reception of it.
or mediately, through the medium of power, ls it the laalsehoud ? Topic of eulogy, strict-
parent of fees : persons thus wronged _ in so nsss of the regard manifested for established
tkr as the subject-matter was composed of rules : for the precept expressed by the words
mone9--the people, in the capacity of suitors : stare decisis. Is it the truth ? Topic-- libe-
in so far as it was composed of power, the rality and paramount love of truth and sub-
fellows and competitors of these same judges ; stantial justiee : who shall blame the holy love
as also, in various indirect ways, the people of substantial jnstiee ? Of the double .fvun-
again : one way-- the being, in the course of rain, one form this : under the head of" De-
the scramble between judge and judge, con- cision on grounds foreign to the merits," will
signed to imprisonment ; and through impri- be visible another.
sonment, frequently to utter ruin, as, under 41. Thus it is, that, on each occasion, ac-
the head of groundless arrests for debt, will cording a_ it happens to him to feel disposed,
be found distinctly visible. So much for the disposed by whatsoever motives-- whether
morahtg of the practice, by corrupt profit to himself, by sympathy or

88. Now as to the effects of it. Beneficial antipathy towards individuals or parties _the
effects, none : mischievous effects, these :_ judge has it in his power to determine the suit

I. Mischief the first and most promi]_ent : in favour of the one side or the other : and
depredationand oppression, as above : on each this without any the smallest danger, either
individual occasion, at the charge of assign- of punishment at the hands of government,
able individuals in the capacity of suitors, or so much as censure at the hands of public

39._ II. Mischief the second: arbitrarg opinion.
power acquired and exercised. Allow a man 42. -- IV. l_iischief the fourth. In the
to assume the existence of a matter of l_aet, minds of well intentioned judges, generated

of an event, or state of things, by which, by the incongruous mixture, confusion, thence
_upposing it really to have had existence, the relative intellectual inaptitude -- one efficient
assumption and exercise of power would have cause of misdeeision, on the part of the judge,
ajustifieative eause,--allow him this, what delay in the proceedings, with expense and
is the power which you do not thus allow him vexation at the charge of suitors.
toassume? Ofthisindireetmodeofassump- 43.--V. Mischlcf the fifth. Of that part
tion in preference to the direct, what is the of the rule of action, which continues in the
eonsequenee_ any diminution of the evil ? aerial shape of common, i_t contradistinction
No: but, on the contrary, an addition to it ; to statute law, --the texture vitiated, and
namely, the evils produced, as will be seen, by the all-persuading and incurable inaptitude
the natt_re of the instrument thus employed, increased ; and this as weU in the substantive

40. -- IIL Mischief the third : birth given as in the adjective branch of the law : it being
to a particular instrmnent of arbitrary power: through the machinery of the adjective branch,
an instrument to which exposition and ex- or say the system ofpro_dure, that the cob-
ptmare have been given elsewhere, under and webs, of which the substantive branch or main
by the name of the double fountain. Mechan- body of the law, in so far as manufactured by
_m thus alluded to. a vessel invented by ju 9- judicial hands, is composed : and thus it is.
9le_s ; contained in it, wine of two sorts and that, in the minds of the manufacturers, the
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the werk the eonaeqaent_ inaptitude, ex- ! impunity to crime iu every shape, the meet
tends itself over the whote fabric: which by obvious not excepted. In the hands of every
this means is manobetared into an opaque man, -- the most worthless and mi_hievot_
mass, in_ which the most/earned among i_w- not excepted,-- does it place the power of
yen_ve no better than an _nct insight, producing this effect: thus sharing with the

we, the people at large, next to none : at .sovereign the prerogative ofpurdo_ Celled
my t_te, none such asenables u_%of ourselves, into the witae_box, cenw/eace (he declares)
to guide our course by it. Witness, in par- wilt not suffer him to bear a part in the core-
tieular, the taw of real proper_, mony. Not lmfreqnently have iustancet o£

44. _ VL Mischief the sixth. By the ex- such refusalmade their appearance: wone, ia
ample set by a class of persons who, by all which punishment, in any shape, has been
these devices, hereinbefore mentioned, and attached it: the insincerity, howsoever real,
hereinafter mentioned, have hitherto sue- not being manifest nor provable, punishment
seeded in rendering themselves objects of for the refusal would be persecution; and
almost universal respect and confidence, and that persecution, happily, too odious to bD
by means of those sentiments, in addition to endurable.
their uneontroulable power, masters of our 49. Without the ceremony, for this lon_
conduct, the public mind has been, and con- time, in civil cases, now of late in criminal
tinues to be, to a deplorable degree, impreg- cases, admission has been given to the testi-
hated with the poison of mendacity in this so runny of Quakers and 3/foraying. " l am a

highly eorruptive shape: and thus it is that Quaker," or " I am a Moravian," (suppose)
demoralization and disintellectualization go is in purport the averment made by the per-
lured in hand. son thus called upon:--this said, who shall

gainsay it ?
45. -- V. Device the Fifth -- Oaths for tt_e 50. Suppose even punishment applied, how

JEstablishment of the Mendacity, necessi- would the matter be mended? Applied it
tared, could not be, till after the impunity had been

As intimated on the occasion of the written effected.
pleadings device, mode in which the ceremony 51. Moreover, even were the infliction
of an oath has there been employed as an in- sure, it might be made worth a man's while
strument of mendacity, and, as will be seen, to undergo it.
maleficence in so many other shapes, the fol- 52. So, in any case called a c/v// case,
lowing: -- To assertions, on the occasion of may he in like manner give or sell success to
which the ceremony is employed, the distine- either side.
tive appellation of evidence is applied, and to 53. Murderous robbers might thus go on in
wiffal falsehood contained in such assertion, impunity for any length of time, in the corn-
punishment is attached : while, to falsehood, mission of the crime. In the number regarded
the assertion of which is not accompanied as requisite they join in it; a reward, a high
with the performance of this same ceremony, I amount with pardon, as usual, being offered
no punishment is attached. In mendacity has t to any one of them for information, some of
been seen an instrument by which such enor- I them -- one or more, proffering testimony
mous increase is given to the evil produced f against the rest: trial coming on, they de-
to suitors, thence to the good produced to I clare themselves atheists; whereupon they
Judge and Co. by written pleadings. In the ] refuse to bear a part in the ceremony: true

ceremony of an oath may now be seen an in- [ it is, that in this ease conviction not taking
strnment, by the use of which the production I place, pardon is not earned ; nor need it, for
of the mendacity is effected, no testimony being delivered, acquittal fol-

46. Purposes for which this ceremony is lows of course: acquittal en the part of the
employed, two : -- I. Securing veracity at the prisoners, for no evidence is there against
hands of witnesses ; 2. Securing fulfilment of them : on the part of the informer, for no
duty at the hands of functionaries, more par- evidence is there agab_st him. But (says
ticularly on the part of ju_iymen. 1. z_/is- somebody) by simple and direct refusal to
ehievous, in both instances, we trust it will, swear, unaccompanied with any such deela-
on examination be seen to be ; thus efficient ration of opinion, will not the same effect bo
to evil purposes ; 2. ine_icient ; and 3. need. produced ? and is it not produeed accordingly,'
/ess to all good purposes, in both cases. Natural enough this question : but to find an

47. -- L First, as to its application to tea- answer to it, belongs not to the present pur-
t/mo_, and on that occasion, as to its mis- pose.
ehievmumess: I. Abundantly sufficient to 54. Yes, atheists ; of Quakerism or Mo*
warnmtmuinecossitateaholitionwoutdsurely ravianism, declaration can no longer serve;
be its above-mentioned property of producing but atheism remains as good u ever: power
mendacity, were it the only one. of pardon, a share in the king's prerogative_

48. -- 2. But to this is added another, of remains the reward for it.
YoL V. K k
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55. _ II. Secondly, as to its inefficiency, of failure on the part of honest ones; and
still as applied to testimony :--To a mode of thence the addition of dishonest to the aggre.
punishmei_t, which might, in an almost unex- gate of honest demands and defences ; the
stapled degree, be efficacious, it substitutes a profit to subordinate judicial functionaries,
mode in an extraordinary degree inefficacious, by the fees, partly in the direct way, partly
Of contempt of court, when, in any other in various indirect ways, necessitated ; m)d
shape, committed in court, commitment to to judges their superordinates, correspondent
prison being an _nstantaneous consequence, profit in the shape of patronage , -- all by the
the same consequence might be attached to clumsy and complicated machinery, which, to
such contempt in this shape. Under the name so large an extent, is, on this occasion, em-
ofe_.idence, testimony, when orally delivered, ployed.
not being received without an immediately 61. See the cmmtry over, for example, at.
previous oath-taking ; thus it is that meads- torneys converted into masters extraordiaar_
city, whenever it is thus committed, is com- in chancery, and for no other purpose.
mitted in the shape of perjury ; and in this 62. Note now the consequence as to delay,
shape this mode of proceeding against it has and non-decision and ntisdeeision : or in one
been--if not employed, at any rate threat- word, failure of justice. No machinery at
ened: in which case no iadividual is there, hand, no oath capable of being administered;
on whom the expense and vexation attached and the testimony, how important soever the
to the character of prosecutor would be ira- purpose, lost, and the purpose frustrated :
posed : accordingly, what in relation to this frustrated M always for a time ; not unfre-
matter we shall have humbly to propose is quently for evermore.

that in every case in which it is seen that 63. So much for its effect when employed
the whole of the stock of evidence which on a judicial occaszon, as well as for a judicial
the suit affords, is brought out at the time of purpose. _'ow as to its effect when employed
the perjury, punishment for it may instan- on an occaszon not judicial (there not being
taneously follow, any actual suit in the case :) only for an even-

66. So much as to efficiency when the ce- tual judicial purpose, to wit, in case of pro-
remony is not employed : bow stands it now secution for perjury in respect of it. Under
that the oath is so almost universally era- this head, in proof of its ine_eiency, the bare
ptoyed? Punishment none, without the con- mention of the words eustom-howse oaths
current testimony of two witnesses: nor then, might of itself be amply sufficient.
but at the expense of a separate prosecution, Other instances, in which the quality of it
commenced at a distant point of time, and is demonstrated and the number ascertained
with such disadvantageous prospects as to might be adduced; but the range of them
success. Proportion of the nmnber of cases being less extensive, respect for religion and
in which prosecution has place, to the num- its teachers commands our silence _ one ob-
berinwhichdelinqueneyhasplaee,_at what servation alone excepted; namely, that to
shall it be set ? Say, for example, at a yen- oaths, whether assertory or promissory, the
ture -- out of ten thousand, scarcely so much sanctzon is the same.
as one. So much as to inefficiency. 64. So much for testimonial oaths. Now

,57. Thirdly, as to needlessness. For a as to _eial. Various are the occasions on
complete and conclusive demonstration of this which, correspondentty various the purposes
property of the ceremony, we humbly beg for which, under the existing system, the ob-
leave to call on the testimony of the Honour- ligation of giving employment to this eere-
able House. Compared with the importance runny has place.
of the legislative, what is that of the judicial Principal occasion, that of en6rance upon
function ? When, for the formation of a office: declaration with relation to opinions
ground for a legistational proceeding, evidence _promise with relation to conduct. On nei-
is eaUed in, in what instance is employment ther of these occasions is punishment as for
ever given to this ceremony by the Honour- perjury, or punishment in any other shape,
able House ? attached to what is regarded as a violation of

58. Thus efficient to bad purposes, ineffi- the oath. In all these cases, whatsoever good
eient and needless to any good purpose what- consequence is looked for, from the solemn
soever in partieuiar, --in particular, to that promise with the oath attached to it, would
of giving execution and effect to the law, -- (we humbly contend) he equally obtained by
far indeed is it from being so, to the sinister a promise declared with like solemnity, m_-
interest of Judge and Co. incumbered by the oath,

_9. Already mentioned has been its need- 65. In all these cases, intended or supposed
fulness, with relation to the profit by written effect of it is -- its operating as an instru-
p/ead/7_Ts, meat of secur/Xy: real effect, operating as an

60. Add to this, the encouragement and instrument of deception and consequent in-
invitation given to dishonest plaintiffs and security : reliance being placed on this inefli-
defendants, by the chance which it produces cient security, others that would be efficient
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and applicable, remain unlcoked out for and of the Almighty is at the disposal of any and
unapplied, every man, who for any purpose chooses to

66. Take, for example, the fee-fed judge : employ it : of any man, howsoever bad, for
whatsoever line of conduct--eonlbrmable to any purpose howsoever bad, tile Creator an
justice or adverse -- that it happens to be instrument in the hand of every one of these
agreeable to him to take, -- pronounced with his creatures !---an instrument, on the part of
appropriate emphasis, out come the words-- which eompliaece is more assured, than it
*"My oath/" His oath -- does he say ? What can be on the part of a slave !--the Almighty
oath ?--who ever saw him utter any form of more surely obsequious to the will of the
words under that name ? And if uttered, most wicked man upon earth, than a sheriff
what would it be found to amount to ? Just is to that of the judge!
nothing: some vague generality, vying with 71. Look, lastly, to revealed reliyion. On
cobwebs in effectively binding torte, this score, we humbly beg that, now at length,

67. Enter now upon the stage jurymen's by the cxmstituted authorities, and in the first
oaths-- and with them the everywhere abun- instance by the ttonourable tlouse, it may he
dane and perennial crop of jurymen's per- taken into consideration, whether, in addition
juries. To the exercise of this importaut to these considerations, or even without the
function, the indispensable obligation of hear- aid of them, the words Swear not at all, in
h_g the supposed effective and so much relied more passages than one, attributed to the
on part in this eeremony, stands attached: at holy Author of our religion, might not suf-
the same time, for the production of declared flee to put an end to swearing, in compliance
unanimity, _ truly or falsely declared as it with emnpulsion, imposed by those same au-
may happen, continuance in one and the same thorities.
apartment without respite or refreshment, 72. As to mendacity, fine produetlon of
except by permission of the judge, though this so abundantly thus produced c_ommodity
death by inanition, with the antecedent course _ is this then the object ? Neither to this
of torture, be the consequence: torture to purpose is it at all needful. Legislators, if
such a length, at no time ever endured or en- shnple mendacity will content you _ mends-
durable, city without perjury for a zest to it _abolish

68. Here then as to the consequence in the the certbmony : there remains the torture,
shape of perjury. Declaration of opinion it which is quite sufficient to produce the thus
is, opinion itself it is not, in the power of desired effect.
torture to produce. Here, then, as often as 73. Note here, the effect of the _rture in
diversity of opinion has place, here are two the production of mendaeity belongs not pre-
antagonizing forces applied to one and the cisely to the present head. It is howevertoo
same man, at one and the same time: here is influential on justice, and the efficiency of
the oath to make him speak true, here is the the main body of the law, to be suffered to
torture to make him speak false : the torture pass without notice. It is-- the placing the
_this altogether irresistible instrument, em- decision, and thereby in so far the lot of
played in the manufacture of perjury, the partie_--the placing both under the earn-

69. First, as to the prevention of mends- mand of the strongest will: in other words,
city. To Ibis, altogether needlesL on inspee- of the most long-suffering and persevering
finn, will be seen to be this ceremony, with stomach.
the perjury thus essentially sticking to it : 74. Of this ceremony, such as it is, is what
thrown away the price--and it has been seen is called a violatimh a sin ? So many times
how dear a one-- paid for the use of it. Look, as, being employed, it is violated, so many
in the first place, to naturalreligion. If men- are the sins created, not to say committed :
daeity, independently of this or any other abolish the _eremony, the manulketure of
ceremony, does l_ot stand prohibited, -- pro- these sins is at an end: and sins, in number
hibited, which is as mueh as to say, visited altogether infinite, saved from being cam-
with punishment, what else is there that mitred. Such the security supposed to be
does? What, then, is the additional security thus given against mendacity. True it is that
that it affords ? No other can it be than that times were, when -- not merely on a certain
which would be afforded by some extra pu- occasion for a eert_n purpose, _not merely
nishment apprehended in the future life, at in conjunction with other securities for ve-
_e hands of the Almighty, as about to be racity, _ but singly, and to the exclusion of
undergone on the score of the thus supposed all such other securities, _ this eeremony_
aggravation, over andabove that which would having been hlstituted, was frequently per-
be apprehended, ff the oeremony were not t formed.
employed. I 75. Witness the so stated wager of law.

70, Now then, for this supposed additional I Occasion, demand of money on the score of
tmeurity, what is the price paid ? An assump- [ debt : purpose, the obtaining a discharge from
Zion is made and acted upon: and what is it ? / the demands. Witness, the defendant him-
That, to the purpose in question, the power [ self; testimony, assertion in general tertm_
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denying that the money forming the subject-
matter of the demand, is due. With this 80._VI, T_ceieetAe_ixtA.--Delay, i_gro_md.
witness came a chorus, consisting of twelve less and boundless lengths , establld_ed.
others, styled compurgators ; subject-matter Delay is, so long as it lasts, denial: and we
of their testimony, their belief that what their invite and challenge any person to say why,
principal and leader of the band -- the de° though it be but for an hour, denial of justice
fondant --had been saying, was true. But should have place.
these times, what were they ? Times of pri- 81. In the process of judicature, -- of the
meval and grossest ignorance, superstition, various sources, or say causes of delay -- all
and barbarism, of them factitious -- the work of Judge and

76. In conclusion, as to the whole of this Co.--samples (will it please the Honourable
momentous subject, and our respect for the House to behold them?) the eight here fol-
time of the House not permitting us to do lowing :--
anything like complete justice to the impor- I. Source the first, vacations. _ The year
taoce of it, we humbly beg leave to give split into terms--four in the yearmwith in-
intimation to the Honourable House, that tervals between them, styled vacations: du-
the form of a petition, in which fuller con- ring which last, so far as could be contrived,
sideration is given to it, is in print, and uni. denial of justice remains established. Terms,
versally accessible, four: vacations, as many.

77. That, in no case, this part of the in- In the whole year of 365 days, aggregate
stitutlon is productive of good effects, is more number of days allotted to administration of
than we take upon us to affirm. On it de- justice, 9l : to denial of justice, 274: add
pende, for its existence, the latent, but not Sundays in term time, 13 ; total, 287 : to
the less effieient, virtual veto possessed by justice not so much as a fourth part of the
the jury, and thus by the strongest stomach time allotted to injustice.
among them, over the laws. If, on any point 8"2.--II. So_rce the second, circuits.wFor
of law to which jury-trial applies, the statute country causes, no trial but on circuits ; tit-
law and common law together is in a state cults, in the year, at the most no more thmt
of opposition to the weLCareof the commu- three ; till the other day, but two : in _ome
nity, -- in this respect, beneficial, in so far, is counties, now two; till the other day, no more
the effect of jury trial in its present shape : than one. In these cases, what is the crime
and on this part of the institution, we beg it for which denial of justice -- in a word, out.
may be considered, whether that liberty does lawr9 (for this it is, so long as it lasts) is thus
not depend--the liberty of the press, to wit made the penalty ? Is it the crime of living
--on which everything else, which, ina pe- at so great a distance from the metropolis?
euliar manner, is good in the form of govern- If not on the account of crime, on what other
ment, depends. But to this and the other account is the condition of one part of his
cases, in which the constituted authorities majesty's subjects, of all ranks, rendered, in
have a particular interest, more or less ad- so essential a respect, to such a degree, lure-
verse to the general interest, such as treason, riot to that of all besides ?
sedition, and the like, this feature may be 83.- IIL Source the third, fired days.
preserved, without its extending to any other Between one proceeding and another, intervals
eases, established byfired days, of which, furtlberon,

78. In any case, to produce whatsoever under the head of Blind F'_rution : days the
good effect is expected from the ceremony, same, length of interval the same, for every
the substitution of the word q_rmation (or, individual suit : say, for example, of a fort-
to give indication of deliberateness,) asseve° night, whereas necessary will be, in some cases,
ration, to the words swear, oa_, and maheth no interval, in others a day, in others again a
oath, might, we submit, most fully and effec- year or years : none where, upon plaintiff's
tually suffice, own showing, his demand is ungrounded ; a

79. To conclude, neither to the prevention day or less (for notice) when the residence of
of mendacity, nor (if such should be the plea- both parties is in the near neighbourhood:
sure of the _ng in parliament) to the preser- years one or more, when, at the moment, de-
ration and augmentation of mendacity (or, as fendant's residence is, for example, at Aus-
it is more familiarly called, lying) is the pre- tralia.
servation of this cumbrous and dissension- In this fatter case, if, as in the established
sowing ceremony necessary. This we have mode, inaction on the part of a defendant is
already taken the liberty to observe and by the judge acted upon as ff it were conelu-
show: and we humbly trust, thatto the pre- sire evidence of the justice of the demand,
servation of that veto, which, as above, so and judgment and execution take place ac-
long as the government of this country con- cordingty _ here delay gives place to what is
tinues in its present form, is so indispensable, still worse : namely, precipitation _of wldeh
_this same ceremony will not be found to presently) with misdecisima and mxsconduet
be in any way more necessary, for its certain consequene_
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t_4.--IV. _ource the fourth, t_rltten plead- 91. Epistolary mode. Employed at corn-
/rays. -- Of these, above. If, a mass of writ- meneement, questions styled interroyatories ,
ten allegations being exhibited, loss of cause put by plaintiffs to defendants : name of the
is, as under the existing system, established instrument of which they form a part, the bill
as a penalty for the non-exhibition of eorre- 92. Between each such string of interro-
spondent counter-allegations,--allowance of gatories, and the correspondent string of an.
time for framing them is necessitated, and, swers (name of the aggregate, the answer,)
on each individual occasion, time adequat_ to an interval of months. In one amply exten-
the need, delay in indetinite quantity, is thus sire parcel of the whole number of these suits_
made necessary to justice, the end in view, as prescribed by interest, is,

85. -- V. Source the fifth, mischievous re- on the plaintiff's side, the maximization
movals.--_eedless transference and bandying not of dispatch, but of delay : that interest
of stats, transference of a suit from the judi- being accompanied with thejhculty of multi-
eatery in which it has been commenced, to a plying those intervals of delay by an unlimited
different one in which it is to receive termi- number. Sufficient of itself is this state of
nation or continuance, as to which under the things to spin out into years, a suit, to which,
head of Device the tenth, mischievous trans- by an interview between the parties, in the

feronee, _c. presence of the judge, as in the case of pro-
86. -- VI. Source the sixth, egnHty proce, cedure before a justice of the peace, termina-

dare. -- The mode which has pla,'e in the tion might be given in the same number of
judicatories called courts of equity : a mode minutes : debt, for example, on a note of hand,
altogether different from that which has place whether for forty shillings or forty thousand
in the judlcatories called the common-law pounds.
courts ; and in the shape of delay, as also of 93. To elicit, per eontra, for the benefit of
expense in a prodigious degree still more pro- the defendant, whose self-disserving evidence
duetlve of torment, has thus been elicited, the like evidence from

87. -- ell. Source the seventh, court chris- one who is plaintiff in this same suit, another
tiun, alias spiritual court, alms ecclesiastics such suit, commenced by a bill styled a cross
court, procedure. -- Of this mode, differing bill, is made necessary. Thus, lest the above-
again from both the others, -- and, in len_hi- mentioned delay should not be sufficient,
hess of delay and expense vying w_th that of what, in a common-law court, would be but
the equity courts,--mention is made only to one suit, is split into two.
show that it has not been overlooked: for 94. Note, that as yet not a particle has been
though, in delay as well as expense, it vies elicited, of that which comes from the only
with the most dilatory of the two, -- yet, the source from which a common-law court will
number of suits carried on in it is to such a sufferanyevidencetobeelicited,--namely, the
deglee comparatively small, that the use de- testimonial or other evidence capable of being
rivable from the picture of the additional furnished by extraneous witnesses ; extraneou_
torment produced by it, would not, on the on the present occasion, so called of neces-
present occasion, pay for the space of time sity, to distinguish them from parties, where,
and labour it would necessitate, as above, information is received from them,

88.--VII[. Source the eighth, procedure in or called for at their hands ; say accordingly
appeals ; that is to say, demands made to a party witnesses, or testifying parties : and, be-
superordinate judicatory, for reversal or other fore the eticitation of any such evidence is
change, in the judgments, otherwise styled so much as commenced, money, to the amount;
decrees,--ultimate or intermediate, styled in- of hundreds, or even thousands of poundg,
terlocutory,--pronounced in the judicatories, may, at the pleasure of the plaintiff, if rich
_orlginal, or say imwediate,--in which the enough, be extorted from the defendant, if
suits respectively took commencement or re- he has it : and thus is his utter ruin produced.
oeived continuance. 95.--II. Oral mode employed subsequently

89. To procedure in equity courts and on in the elidtation of the evidence of extranc-
appeals, development is to the present pur- ous witnesses, and sometimes in the elicits-
pose necessary, and here follows, tion of ulterior evidence from the defendant.

First, as to cquityprocedure. Endless would Scene, the examiner's office : mode of exami-
be the t_k of giving anything like a correct nations, secret.
and complete sketch of the system of delay, 96. _ IiI. Oral mode employed in addition
ofwhiehthejudicatorles,_yled, as ifin mock- to the above, in the elicitation of evidence
cry, courts qfequity, present the scene : a few relative to matters of detail Scene, the office
slight touches are the following : -- of the subordinate judge, styled a master ix

90.--L In regard to elicitation of evidence, chancery. For attendance at this office, not
modes in one and the same suit_ three: namely, more than an hour at a time ever allowed in
tJ_e epistolary, or say written mode ; and two the same suit : and by any one of these actors,
varlegiea of the oral, or say word-of-mouth of all of whom it is made the interest to maxi-
mock, mize the delay, the hour may be cut down to
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a time too short for the doing any part of the law courts and their proceedings, a_ if, in the
business. Nor does any such meeting take practice of two sets of courts, with their
place till after three appointments, with an branches of jurisdiction, to such a degree en-
_nterwal of several days between the second tangled throughout the wholefield._it were
snd the third. For these actors, if so they possible to make any sabstautial improve.
may be _alled, for every one of them, fees, mentsRimprovements in either, --without
extorted by the power of tbe superordinate change, and tor that purpose, all-comprehen.
judge, the chancellor, ms if they had all at- sire scrutiny, applied to the other.
tended : the master establishing this mode of 101. We humbly entreat the Honourable
obtaining money under fktse pretences, and House to consider whether it be in the ha.
sharing largely in the profits of it. Of late ture of man that a separation of this sort,
years, the salaries of these functionaries have thus deliberately made, by, or by the advice
received large increase : and this and alltheir of, persons perfectly conversant with the
other modes of depredationleft undiminished, whole of the business, could have had any
Had the enactment made by parliament (it is better object than the giving perpetuity to a
that of the 22 Gee. IL ch. , § l,_) been up- system of depredation and oppression thus
plied to them, as it would have been had _hey portentous.
not been in a public trust, not one of the We shudder at the bare idea of the He-
judges by whom, for several generations, these nourablc House rendering itself an accomplice
situations have been occupied, _ not one of of such enormities, by remaining silent and
them who would not, over and over again, inactive, after receipt of this our humble
have been either whipt, pilloried, or trans- petition, and forbearing to apply either the
ported ; for only by power, and consequent remedial system, which we shall take the li-
impunity and complicity with judges of a still betty to suggest, or some other not less effec-
higher order, not by innocence, are they dis- tnal, if any other such there be.
tinguished from those delinquents who, under 102. Now for the remaining source of de-
the name of swindlers, are every day so dealt lay -- appeals and writs of error. Omitting
with. particular cases, in endless variety, when, on

97.--IV. By these judges, vacations made the ground of allegt.d m_sdecision, a suit is
for themselves: some, of not less than seven transferred from a relatively inferior to a re-
months out of the twelve : witness, declara- latively superior court, -- if it be in equity
lions made by men of the first eminence in procedure, appeal is the name--the name
the profession : made in print, years ago ; and given to the operation, or the instrument by
confirmed by the confession implied in unin- which the transference is effected : if it be
terrupted silence, in common-law procedure, writ of error is the

98. All this forms as vet no more than a name. Appeal is the term thus put foremost,
part of the length ofdelayestablished in equity as presenting, to an unlaw-learned mind, a
procedure, clear idea ; writ of error a confused one.

In the greater number of the individual 103. Note, that only for alleged misdeci.
suits carried before the superior common-law sion, that is to say, either at. the conclusion,
courts, -- q_er the common-law suithas been or during the continuance of the suit, are
made to run its length, still farther length either appeals so called, or writs of error, re-
may be added to it ; added by any defendant, ceived. But, not more effectually done is in-
who, being rich enough, has an interest in so justice by misdecislon than by non-decision:
doing ; namely, by a suit, styled, as above, by non.decision, whether q_er a suit insti-
an injunction, tuted, or for want of a suit instituted.

99. In the year 18"24, April 25, year 5th 104. Causes of such want, any one of these
of the present reign, issued a commisgon: which follow:_On the minds of persons
purpose of it (so therein declared,) introdue- wronged_
lion of improvements and changes : subject- I. Opinion of the relative inaptitude of the
nmtter, declaredly confined to equity courts system.
and their proceedings. Five years, within a II. Opinion of the relative inaptitude of the
trifle, have elapsed, and in all this time no judges, one or more, employed in the appli-
improvement made; in consequence, no cl_ange cation of it.
made but such as, in comparison with the III. Fear of being, at any time after corn-
abuse, was, in extent, conspicuously trifling, meueement, and before conclusion, sunk into
and, in quality, has proved to be worse than the gulf of ruin by the weight of the purse
none. on the other side.

100. In addition to this, another eommia- IV. Or, in other situations, relative indi-
sion instituted in the year 18"28, composed of gence, such as to prod uee an utter incapacity of
a different set of commissioners: subject-mat- giving so much as commencement to the suit.
ter expressly confinedto the superiorcommon- 105. In some instances, in the case of s

writ of error, the appeal goes immediately
Ch. XXVII. might correspond to a certain : from the four-seated court in Westminsterextent with the remarks: perha]_ the act meant

is 30 Geo. lI. c. 24.--Ed. Hall to the //oure of Lord* : in other in-
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Atance_, another and more numerously-seated ] 12. m II. When the suit is in the first in.
Westminster-Hall judicatory of appeal is in- stance before the Viee-ehancellurj each party
terposed, under the name of the Exchequer has the option hetween, an appeal immediately
Chamber. to the House of Lords, or, first to the Chart-

106. By an appeal, in which and whatso- cellor ; then from him,---as in the instance of
ever way denominated-- an additional moun- this same appellant, or of the party on tim
rain of delay is set down upon the mountains other side,--a further appeal may bemmie to
above sketched out. But of appeal, in both that same Right Honourable House.
cases, there are stages upon stages, moun- 113. -- IIL So, where the suit is in the
talus upon mountains, set down, one upon first instance brought before the other subor-
another, dinate equity judge, whose title is the Master

107. For an example of the sta.ees, or say of the Rolls : a functionary, who, under this
stories, in this pile--behold in Blackstone absurd title, has for centuries exercised the
the following : sorts of cases to which they functions of a substitute to the Chancellor ;
apply, those called civil : _ in a word, those of a Vice-chancellor, though

I. From various "inferior courts," to the without the name.
Common Pleas (iii. 40.) 114. In equity procedure, stages of appeal

IL From the Common Pleas to the King's have place, disguised under different deno-
Bench (iii. 40, 56.) minations.

IlL From the King's Bench to one of the 115.--I. Under the name of exceptionsio
three courts, all confounded under the name report, appeal from the judicatory of a Master
of the Exchequer Chamber, composed of so in chancery, to that of the Chancellor, tile
many different lists ofjudgea (iii. 56.) Vice-chancellor, or the Master of the Rolls,

IV. From the Exchequer Chamber to the as the case may be.
House of Lords (iii. 56.) 116. -- II. Under the name of a rehearing,

108. Note well the organization of this appeal from any one of those functionaries to
chaos, his successor.

From thefour judgesofthe Common Pleas, 117. -- III. Under the name of a rehear.
appeal to the four judges of the King's Bench : iny, appeal from any one of them at one time,
from these, back again to those same four to himself at another time ; for thus are two
judges of the Common Pleas ; who are thus sorts of proceedings, so different in tendency
expected, every one of them, to pronounce disguised under the same name.
condemnation on his owm act, with the ad- ll8. By the Master of the Rollsorthe Vice-
dition, however, of the four judges styled chancelloradefinitedeeree(suppose)hasbeen
.Barons of the .Exchequer : which same court pronounced: plaintiff or defendant, losing his
of the Exchequer is "' inferior in rank," says cause by it, proposes to himself to take, by
Blackstone, iii. 43, "not only to the court means of appeal, another chance. To which,
of King's Bench, but to the Common Pleas then, of the two judicatories, shall the ap-
also." Thus, to apply conviction to all alleged peal be made ?--the Chancellor's court, or the
error in one court, the business of two others House of Lords ? For answer _ the solicitor
is put to a stand.still. To complete the eon- of the losing party takes the soundings of the
fusion, nothing more is wanting, than to give two purses, of his client's and of the adver-
an ulterior appeal from the exchequer chain- sary's : if in his client's there is depth enough
ber immediately, or through the medium of for both courts, he recommends the chancel-
the House of Lords, to a court composed of lot's as the most eligible court; namely, that
the judges of some one or more, or all of the from thence if, without reproach to himself,
judges of the courts herein just mentioned, he has the good fortune to succeed in making
under the name of the " inferior courts." his client lose his ease a second time, he may

109. Of the gradation here exhibited, was carry it into the House of Lords, in which
ever any instance exemplified in practice ? there being no ultermr j udicatory, it will be
Probably not. But why not ? Answer -- Be- his interest, for reputation's sake, and accord-
cause the rapacity and wickedness of judges ingly his endeavour, to gain rather than lose

creators and preservers of this system-- it: from the Chancellor to the House of
have to such a degree outrun the wickedness Lords; that is to say, from the Chancellor
of their pupils, the attorneys, and the opu- under that namej to him, said Chancellor, un.
lence of individuals, whom they have thus der another name.
employed in the endeavour to convert them This course, it being that which, in the
into dishonest suitors, situation of a solicitor, it is every man's in-

110. Now as to appeal and its stages, in retest to take, is that which, with a view to
the so.eaRed equity courts, legislative arrangements, every man, unless

111. -- L When the suit is in the first in- prevented, calght to be expected to take; and
stance brought before the Chancellor, stage as to a solicitor, so should this expectation
of appeal, but one--appeal to the House of apply itself to every dishonest plaintiff or de.
Z_rd,. fendant, who being in the wrong, and know,
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ing that he is so, has formed a plan for ! 123. In the business of the department of
purchasing of the judges in question the fa- justice, is factitious delay useful, and as such
fruity of acquiring or retaining the estate in justifiable? If so, apply it to the finance and

uestion, by the ruin of the destined victim, defensive force departments : apply it to the
ereby availing himself of the offer which, military departments, laud service and sea

though not in words, is not the less in deeds, service : in particular, in time of war : not
held out by the several members of the more indefensible is it in those than in this.
learned brotherhood to all who are respect- 1")4. Whence this difference ? Ansu_er
able enough to be able to give acceptance to In these eases, were any such factitious delays
it : yes, respectable enough ; for, in the lan- established, government Would fall to pieces:
gauge of the opulent, opulence and respect- in these cases, accordingly, they are not es-
ability are names of the same thing, tablished : in the justice department, govern-

119. A word or two as to the particular meat, however badly, can go on, the delay
lources of profit : profit to Judge and Co. notwithstanding : in these accordingly, they
from the delays mauafaetured as above, are established.

I. By the delay are produced, a_ above, dis- So much for government. Now for surgery.
honest suits and defences, which otherwise To a patient who wants to be cut for the
would not have place: the evil hour is thus stone, does the surgeon ever say, wait with
staved off to the last moment. To a dishonest the stone in your bladder till I have nothing
defendant, the delay produces, for a time, if else to do? No : by the medical man, no such
he be solvent, at any rate common interest thing is ever said: by the fee-fed judge it is
qfmoaey correspondent to.the duration : add in effect, as often as he makes a plaintiff wait
if in trade, profit of trade; if he be insolvent, fur his money, when ,_nted for making pay-
the faculty of converting the whole to his ment to the surgeon. Whence the difference ?
own use. Of this profit, what part, if any, Answer-- From this : -- To produce the de-
shall be net, depends upon the proportion as lay without losing the customer, is not in the
between debt and costs of suit. Of the costs power of the surgeon : it is in the power of
one constant portion is-- that which is laid the jud_,e : and, so far from losing, he is a
hold of by Judge and Co., the dishonest man's gainer by it.
partners and accomplices; laid hold of in 125. On this occasion, as unhappily on so
the first instance, and before so much as a many others, religion is pressed into the ser-
farthing's worth is paid to any one of those vice of injustice. To St. Hilary, a Catholic
to whom the debt is due. saint--to St. Michael, a Protestant as well

120. -- II. When the debt is such, that the as Catholic saint -- to Christ Jesus-- to wit,
interests amounts to still more than the price by the word Easter, nay, even to the whole
paid to Judge and Co. for the delay, the de- incomprehensible Trinity, as St. Athanasius
lay follows of course, so truly styles it, -- does this misery-making

121. _ III. Delay breeds incidents; inci- employment stand assigned.
dents, fees. Who shall number the varieties 126. Out of the Sabbath is made another
of these prolific incidents ? pretence. " Which of you shall have an ox or

IV. Bred out of one incident -- namely, an ass fallen into a pit, and will not straight-
the incident of death--one inducement to way pull him out on the sabbath-day ?" By
delay is, in eases to a large extent, the ex- whom this is said, may it please the Honour-
tincflon put upon the suit, by the death of able Hoase to consider. If, when it is by
a party, on one side or the other, -- and, on mere accident that the damage has been pro-
either side or each side, deaths of parties may dared, worship of the God of Justice is no
have place by dozens and scores. Invited by sufficient warrant for delay of justice, how
Judge and Co. for joint profit, the injurer, much less when it is by injustice ? _ by
by delays made when in the situation of de- groundless distress for rent (suppose) or by
fondant, helps to eonsigu the injured plaintiff robbery ? By the worship of the God of Jus-
to a lingering death, the result of vexation ; flee, would not an appropriate overture be
Judge and Co. having taken care to exempt furnished to the oratorio of judicature ?
from the obligation of making compensation 127".Wives converted into widows, chil.
the murderer's representatives. "' A tort is drcn into orphans ; both by slow murder ren.
a sort of thing that dies with the person :" dercd destitute ; depredators fattened upon
such is the expression given to the rule, in the substance of these victims, Judgeand Co.
the lawyer's dialect of the flash language, contrivers and sharers in the booty, _ such

122. __ V. When these factitious delays is the scene presented by the fruit of this
were first instituted, the minor portions of wisdom _ ofthis branch of ancestor wisdom :
the year sufficed for as many suits as money the branch to which we are indebled for the
could be found in the country to pay for, in plantation of judge-made law.
fees: the major part being consecrated to "Whensle_ps|n_ustiee, lomayJu_t_cetoo:
ease: in proportion as opulence ha_ ineres_,d, Delft, th_ wtck_ m_ke; _ _ured rue."
ease has been exchanged for fees. These two memoriter verses it is our hum-
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vie wish to place in the memory of the Ho- plaintiff, exhaustion of the powea- of find_
laourable House. the matter of fees. But for this, r¢m4aaets, in

swarms, might go on, begetth_ one mmther
128.--VIL Device the Seventh--Precipita- to the end of time.

tion necessitated. 135. When one of these indeterminable

Excess on one side is tans made the parent suits comes to be called on, brought to view
of excess on the opposite side. By delay is then is the discovery-- that, from the first,
produced precipitation : and, reciprocally, by such it was in its very nature. Re-discovered
precipitation, more delay. Grand and prin- on every circuit is this discovery : re-dis.
¢ipal instrument of precipitation, jury-trial, covered for centuries past. But, the jury-box
as hitherto conducted; but, to its efficiency, is not the less worshipped. Why ? Aaswer_
vast addition made by circuits. Because, as at present constituted, trial by

129. Of the suits out of which a pretence jury is, in every instance, trial with _wyera.
for recurring to this mode of trial is menu- 136. Fresh suits produced by precipitation
factured, dassestwo: one, composedofthose are--I. In an immediate way, new trials;
which, by the very nature of the case, are 2. In an unimmediate way, namely, by means
rendered incapable of receiving their fermi- i of remanets, arbitrations.
nation from a judicatory so composed. 137.--L First, as to new trials. Greater

130. Instance, account: a case in which, in this case may to the parties be the expense,
under the name of one single suit, may be greater accordingly to Judge and Co. the
included suits in a number altogether inde- profit, than by the original suit. For, preo
finite ; suits, as many as the account contains ceded always is the new trial by motion for
items, each with a separate batch of evidence ditto : which said motion is one sort of suit,
belonging to it. carried on for the purpose of determining

131. The other class of these indetermin- whether another suit shall be carried on or
able suits, is composed of those which are not: shape of the evidence on which the
rendered such by accident; that is to say, by original suit is determined, the best shape :
the magnitude of the aggregate of the evi- shape, in which the exeretitious suit is some-
denc_. In the case of Elizabeth Canning, times determined, the worst shape--namely,
prosecuted for perjury,- time, about the affidavit evidence. Barristersnocessarilyem-
middle of the last century, -- seven days ployed as well as attorney: whereas, in the
passed before the trial was concluded. Since original suit, it may have been carried down
then, instances of still longer duration might, to triM, and perhaps most commonly is, with-
perhaps, be found, out the intervention of argumentation by

13'2. In the interval that has place at pre- barristers : commonly, that is to say, where
sent between circuit and circuit, what limit the general issue (as the phrase is) being
can be assigned to the number of suits that pleaded, no demand has place for written
might present themselves, if the door, shut pleadings of more than a determinate and
against them by this institution, were thrown comparatively short length.
open? 138.--II. NOWas to arbitrations. Of the

133. Behold now Judge and Co., syringe disadvantages this sort ofsoit labours under,
in hand, forcing and injecting the whole mass with correspondent advantage to Judge and
of all the suits into a compass of three days, Co., samples are these:-
or in some eounties two days. What is the 1. Power for the attainment of evidence
consequence ? On condition of their being comparatively ilmdequate: not comprehend-
heard badly, -- in regard to some portion of ing the power of obtaining it from all places:
the whole number, possibility of being heard not ascertained whether in it is universally
has place, and accordingly heard they are: comprisedanypowerforrenderingettendanee
in regard _o the rest, even under that eondi- on the part of witnesses effectually
tion, no such possibility has place, tory.

134. On those which remain in hand is 139.--2. If not, then, on many oecadons,
stamped the appellation of remanents or re- the body of the evidence will be not merely
manet& For Judge and Co. themore remanets incomplete, but, in the sinister sense of the
the better: the more fresh suits for redress word, partial: admitted, and perhaps exela-
of one and the same wrong, sively, witnesses, with a bias on their testi-

Not that the number of these disastrous mouy__,,willingwitaesses,'as the phrase is:
effects is--at all times, or even commonly-- and these, biassed all of them in favour of
altogether as great as that of the efficient the same side : of which state of mind t_e
muses : for common|y, by the postponement, very fact of the willingness affords some, el-
some, in number more or less considerable, though not conclusive, evidence.
are, at this stage of their existence, prema- 140.--IIL Evidence ofparties. Admitted it
turdy killed : cause of death, deperition of cannot he, without giving up, as completely
evidence, ordeath of a party: more frequently adverse to justice, the general exclusionary
perhaps than either, on the part of the injured i rule; excluded, not without substituting nut.
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decision, or denial of justice, to right decision,
in a large proportion of the whole aggregate 146.--VIII. Device the Eighth -- Blind Fiz,
number of the sttits, demand for which has ation of Ttmes for Judicial operattons.
place. Yes, denial of justice, for, in so far I. Only in relation to the exigencies of the
as it is foreknown that by the exclusion put case, and the interests of the sincere among
upon evidence necessary, to success, all chance suitors, not in relation to Judge m_d Co.'s
of success is exetuded,--in so far the suit will profits, will, in this case, the blindness be seen
not be instituted, manifested.

141 .--IV. Professional persons, if chosen as 147. -- II. Blindness to the exigencies of
arbitrators, must be paid. here--be the pay- the case ? Yes, to all exigencies : to all dif-
ment ever so moderate and well-regulated-- ferences between time and time, to all differ-
here will be a vast addition to the expense : enees between place and place.
the ren_neration being over and above that 148. _ IlL Between &shonesty and insa-
which,/it the expense of the whole commu- airy, on the part of the creators and preservers
nity, is given to thepermaneatjudges--judges of this arrangement--that is here the ques-
so styled and intituled, tion--What ?--for holding intercourse with

142. --V. But, in eases thus disposed of, the judicatory-- for paying obedience to its
the mode ofpayment is in a flagrant degreecor- mandate--appoint, in all eases, the same day
ruptive and adverse to the professed end: it for every individual subject to its authority?
is payment by the day; a mode, by which a mon wbateverspot, wherever at the time he
premium is given for the maximum of delay happens to be, whether within a stone's throw
and extortion : corruption, delay, and extor- of the justice-chamber, or at the Land's-end,
tion, which it is not in the power of human and whether in England, or in Australia, in
sagacity to prevent, punish, or so much as Peru, or in Nova Zembla? Except for the
discover and hold up to view: corruption, purpose of deception, is it in the nature of
whichitisnotlathepoweroffleshandblood man that any such arrangementshallhave
to remove, presenteditselfto a sanemind? No :notof
143.--VI.Theseprofessionaljudges,who honestblindnessisthisthe result; but of

arethey? Naturallysuch,of the choiceof sinisterdiscernmenton thepartof"the con-
whom, self-regardingorsympatheticinteresttrivers,takingadvantageof thatblindness
ismore likelythanregardfortheinterestof which,on the partof thepeople,has,with
justice--morelikelythan appropriateapti- suchdeplorablysuccessfulindustry,beenor-
tudem tohavebeenthecause.Inthetrainof ganized.
thejudgecome always,alongwiththebrief- So much forthe policyof dishonest.v.
holding,brieflessbarristers.Of the choice 149.Beholdnow the policyofcommon ho-
made, causenot unfrequent,and certainlynestyandcommon sense:yes,andeverywhere,
none so natural,as recommendationat the butinthelandofchicane,common praetwe.
handsofthejudge.Proportionedtothevalue L No suitbeing(suppose)evercommenced,
ofeverysituationisthatofthepatronageby butby applicationmade toyou (thejudge)
whichitisconferred: and,recommendation inyourjustice-chamber,bya proposedplain-
taken,patronageisexercised, tiff,--or,incaseofnecessity,a substituteof

144.--VIL Question,whichof the suits his,-- settlewith him, beforeyou lethim
shall be tried ?--which, by being left untried, depart, the means of intercourse with him du-
converted into remanents _ This will depend ring the continuance of the suit ; the further
upon the result of the conflict of interests, obligation being at the same time laid on him,
Yes : but of whom?--the suitors? No: but of continuing the line, or say chain or series
of learned lords and ditto gentlemen. By of those means, by timely information of
sinister interest, full is the swing enjoyed in every such change as shall eventually have
this ease : into it, is it possible for the eye of place : reference being moreover at all times
public opinion in any degree to penetrate ? made to such other individuals, whose assist.

145. In respect of favour, manifest it is ante to these purposes may eventually be-
here, upon how different a footing stand the come necessary.

focced arbitcafums brought on in this circui- 150. -- II. Learn from him, as far as may
to_ mode, compared with those spontaneous be, the like means of intercourse, in the first
ones which or/9/aate with the parties. So instance, with all otker individuals, whom his
many spo_anemas arbitrations, so many usur- examination presents to view in the character
patioM upon the authority of learned judges, of defendants, extraneous witnesses, or co-
Moreover, mosteommonly the arbitrators will plaintifl_, or say co-pursuers.
be anpaid, or at any rate, unlaw-learaed, in- 151. _ III. At the first attendance of each
clividuals : whereas, on the circuit, a suit will" such other individual, make with him the like
not only have already brought grist to the settlement.
learned mill, but have moreover brought with 152. -- IV. Should any sabeequent attend-

a sopenor chance for finding learned arbi- ante on the part of the same or any othe_
lastor_ individual be, for the purpose of the suit, no-
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eessary -- accident and other exceptions ex- J 163. Return we now to the policy of di_
eepted --let the time fxed for it be as earl_ I honesty, as it presents itsetfto a _oser vieW.
as, without preponderant evil ill the shape of I On the part of each such individunl, requisite
expense and vexation, it can he. [ will be the performance of some operati_

153. -- V. Accidents : for example, death, [ and, included under the head of operatiorcs_
sickness, impassablencss of ways, calamities, [ is that which is performed by the exhibition
casualties, confinement, or transference by I of some written instrument or other moveabh_
toree, by fraud, or the like. source of evidence, as above.

154. -- VI. Correspondent arrm]gemcnt as 164. Behold now the course, which, in re,
to inspection : inspection of things moveable, " gurd to each such operation, and each such
requisite to be inspected by you, in the eha- instrument, the dishonest plan prescribe_
racier of sources of real evidence. For each such operation, on the part of

155. -- VI I. So as to things immoveable, every individual concerned, --fix one and the
156. -- VIII. So as to pe_ons, hy sickness same day. Then, to the minimization of the

or infirmity, rendered immoveable, evils in question_the evils, to wit, of delay,
t57.- So, as to instruments in writing : vexation, and expense, you will substitute

whether already written ; or, for the purpose maximization: for, in each individualinstmlce,
iv. hand, reqmring to be written, allowance the chances, against the so fixed day's being
made in this last ease for the quantity of time a proper day, are as infinity to one.
likely to be made requisite by the quantity, 165.-- I. In regard to operations, it will be
or the quality of the matter, your care to maximize the mmaber of those by

158. -- IX. As to tim requisition thus to which birth is given to written instruments:
be made of the maximum o1 dispatch, note for in this ease, superadded to the profit
the exceptions tbllowing : -- profit in the operation--is the profit upon the

I. When, of two individuals, attendance at instrument. On this occasion, reciprocal go-
the same time is requisite, the residence of neration has place: operation produees instru-
both or either,- from each other a_d from meat; instrument, operations.
the j udgment-seat, -- is at the time, at a cer- 166. -- lI. So, the length of each such mo
rain degree of remoteness : in this case, for the strument.
attendance of him whose resideuce at the time 167._III. So, the number of the instances
is nearest, postponement ; that is to say, to in which, for the performance of the several
the earliest time, at which attendance can be operations, days are appointed on which the
paid b_ him whose residence is most remote,-- performance of those same operations respeC-
ts necessitated by the exigency of the ease. tively is impossible: for bv the impossibility

159. -- IL So, in regard t_ may greater the need of ulterior operations and ulterior
number of individuals, on whose part conjunct instruments will be established.
attendance is necessary. 168. _ IV. So, mid thence, the number of

160. -- I 1I. So, when the exigency of the instances in which need of application forfitr°
ease requires the attendance of one indivi- ther time, and application accordingly, shall
dual to be postponed till after attendance haveplaee; inpartieular, theuumberofthose
paid by this or that other, in which the allowance of such time shall be

161. With each individual, with whom, for a subject-matter of contestation.
the purposes of the suit, intercourse is holden, 169.--V. So, accordingly, of the instance9
_plae.s for intercourse, and in that respect in whieh the notices, without which eompli.
modes of intercourse, two :-- 1. The justiee- anee cannot have place, shall not have been
chamber; 2. Other places at large: in the received.
justice-ch_mher, by attendance of the indivi- 170.--VI. So, accordingly, ofthosein which,
duals there : other places, in extraordinary the notice shall not have been giver,.
cases by visitation, transition, or say migra- 171. --VII. So. likewise of those in which
lion, ttfither on the part of the judge. Thus whether the notice has or has not been re°
as to intercourse in the oral mode. For inter- eeived and given respectively, -- shall be the
course in the epistolary mode, in ordinary subject-matter of contestation.
cases it will be carried on by transference 172.--VIII. So likewise the expense of
made of the written instrun_ent or other special messengers, employed by profe_iomd
source of evidence, from place to place ; trans- assistants (in this instance chiefly of the at.
ferenee of letters, by the post, for example : torney class)in making communication ofsuvh
from and to the justice-chamber, will be this notices, _tbe expense, to wit, for the sake
transference, in most eases, of the profit extractable out of the expense.

162. In this way will conjunct provision 173. _ IX. So, sceordingly, the nnmber of
be made for the exigencies of each individual such journeys, and the lerajth of and d/_c_/t/_
suit, and for the convenience of each indivi- attendant upon each.
dual concerned ;_delay, expense, vexation 174. _ X. So likewise, in regard to the
_all minimized. So much for the policy of journeys employed in the o_king _=m_, ds-
_esty. f_tive or promsional mid iastramental, w.lm-
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ther of persons or thlags, for the purposes of these same purposes, how exquisitely well
justice : that is to say, whether for execution adapted is the system of mechanical, substi.
and effect to be given to a decree of the judge, tuted as far as possible to mental, judicature.
or for e, ldeace to be elicited for the purpose 182. Nor yet, for reconciling the public
of constituting a ground for it. • mind to this host of enormities, and of suL

175. Admirable, under the existing system, ferings produced by them, _ are pleas alto-
is the equipment made for this species of gather wanting: pleas with which pleasingor
chase : _ party-hunting, to wit, and witness- imposing ideas stand associated : words, such
l,untin9:--a chase in which the fox, instead as they are, have been found in uniformity,
of being the huntee, is the hunter, and his regularity, and strictness: pleas furnished by
object is to catch--not as ear_l, but as late, the ascendency so extensively prevalent of
as possible, and through as many turnhlgs imagination over reason.
and windings as possible, 183. Uniformity? What noiformity? An-

176. Behold here an example. For the swer--That produced by the fabled arrange.
purpose of obtaining, at the hands of the de- ment in which, between the bed and the men
fendant, the service he stands engaged for w. reposing on it, uniformity in length was pro-
say the money he stands engaged to pay-- duced by cutting off the redundant part of
engaged, to wit, by a bond, to which his sig- each body which was longer, and stretching
nature stands attached, adequate ground for out to the requisite length, each body which
regarding it as being his signature, is neces- was shorter, than the bed. Here is unifor-
sary. This defendant the judge sees standing ratty; and, this being done according to rule,
or sitting in court. Shall this same judge here is moreover regularity/; and, for the dis-
say to same defendant, " Is this your hand- play of the heroic strength of mind, requisite
writing ?" Not be, indeed : no, nor any and produced by this branch of the gymnastic
person by word of mouth. Never since the exercise, added not unfrequently is the word
Conquest was any torment thus barbarous strictness : strictness in the observation of
inflicted. By word of mouth, nobody. The justice-killing and misery-begetting rules.
hardship of saying Yes, or 2Vo would be un-
endurable. In writing? Yes, so it be by the 184.--IX. Device the Ninth--Mecl_rnieal,
plaintiff and by a bill in equity, length from substituted to Menial, Judicature.
half a dozen pages to any number of sheets In so far as, in the production of any effect,
of ordinarily-sized letterpress : as to time, at machiner_l is employed instead of human la.
the end of years five or more as it may hap- hour, machinery is employed instead of mind :
eean. Yes, or by word of mouth, so it be by for example, in the shape of a man, an auto-

rned counsel to a witness who has been maton figure, such as has been seen, forming
hired to come, say from Australia for this writings with its hands.
purpose, if there be no person, whose rest- 185. Origin of this device, a problem: a
deuce is less remote, and by whom the infor- problem from the beginning, proposed to one
marion can be afforded. Both those resources another by Judge and Co. Purport of all this
failing, the defendant, by the hands of Judge --how toadminister justice without a thought
and Co., pockets the money : the right owner about the matter : reward for solution, --
loses it. trouble, time, labour, responsibility,--all

Think of a judge, with this spectacle be- minimized : meaning ulways by time, Judge
fore his eyes, turning them aside from it-- and Co.'s time : ditto, profit of course, on
lifting them up to heaven, and proclaiming, this, as on all other occasions, maximized.
in solemn accents, his love of justice ! Nowhere in Euclid is to he found any prob-

17/. By the arrangements hereinaf'ter sub- lem more skilfully and effectually solved than
mitted, put down altogether would be this by Judge and Co. this.
pastime. 186. For proof as well as elucidation, one

178. As tofers, inexhaustible is the source example will supersede all need of recourse to
of them, thus created by ch_ about others. This is --the operation styled s/ga-
notice, ia 9 judgments. Machinery and mode of oper-

179. Under the existing system, to this ation, this.
relatively so desirable state of things, with 187. Machine, a pair of scales, invented by
what consummate skill and success, and not the demonofchicane, in derision of the scales
less eousummate effrontery, the bla_fixation of justice. Kept in one scale, papers styled
device has been adopted, may now be, with judc3meats ; kept vacant the other, for the re-
sufficient distinctness, visible, ception of fees. Drop into it the appropriate

180. To all these sinister purposes, it has fee, up rises the appropriate judgment. This
been seen how indispen_hiy necessary was the attorney (the plaintiff's attorney) takes
the primordial radical, and all- producing in hand, and off it goes to the sheriff for exe-
deviee_e_rclttzioa of parties, severally and eution. Such is the way in which money,
vo_Icetively, from the presence of the judge, to the amotmt of hundreds of pounds, thou-

18L So will it _tly be seen, to a11 sands, or tens of thouzands, is made to
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from defendant's pocket into plaintiff's. His crime ; and whether, by the addition of ex-
lordship, under whose auspices this legerde, tort]on, and, on the part of a suitor, the lab
main is performed, what knows he of all this ? possibility of avoiding to comply with the
Exactly as much as his learned brother in Ca]- demand so made, the moral guilt attached to
eutt& the idea of chicanery, or say swimtling, is in

188. To such perfection is the invention any degree lessened. We acknowledge that
Drought--so complete the mechanism pro* it is in the power of the Honourable House,
dueed -- not so much as even in pretence is it with the assent of the House of Lords and his
vythejudgethattheeffecciveoperationis per- Majesty in Parliament, not only by enrmi-
formed. "]have signed judgment ,'' quoth plain- vance, but by express enactment, to give im-
tifl_sattorney. Noryetisso much asthistrue, punity and encouragement to the above, and
What /s true is-- that it is by a iourney- any or all other persons, who, being consti.
man of the chief-justice's that the slgnature tuted in authority, obtain money by false
is performed : all that the attorney has done pretences ; and this, while persons not coast].
is the paying him for so doing. And the jour- tuted in authority are, for obtaining money on
neyman-- what knows he about the matter ? false pretences, punished in manner above
Answer--That an instrument, which, on the mentioned : and moreover, that it is fully in
blindf_ation principle, as above, should by de- the power of that authority of which the Ho*
fendant's attorney have been put in by a car- nourable House is a branch, to give impunity
taln day, had not been put in by that same day. and encouragement to every enormity, to

189. Now for a reason for such judicature : whatever extent malefieent, and by so doing
where shaU it be found ? Without so much to cause the act not to come with propriety
as a particle of blame on the defendant's part, under the name of a cr/me, nor the actors to
or even on his attorney's part, in how many be, with propriety, denominated crimi_mls;
eases may it not happen that the failure took and accordingly, to cause to be punished, as
pi_e ? for a libel, all persons speaking of these under

190. In a system having for its end the ends that name : which, acoording]y, we forbear to
of justice--in a word, in the here proposed do otherwise than hypothetically, as above:
system, eases forming so many grounds of but we humbly entreatthe Honourable House
excuses, would, as in the intancy of English to consider whether it would not be more for
_urisprudence, received under the name of their honour mid dignity to endeavour to re-
essoigns, be looked out for, and a list formed press maleficence in this, as well as in every
of them. But, suppose even blame, and to other shape, than in this, or any other shape,
any vanount, might not compensation, if to the give impunity and encouragement to it.
same amount, suffice ?---compensation instead 192. If, instead of this mechanical, mental
of the ruin, of which execution given to the were the mode of judicature, how would the
judgment may be productive ? matter have been managed? Answer--Of

191. "Persons .... obtaining money .... by each individual case, of each individual person
false pretences .... may be punished by fine concerned, the circumstances would be looked
and imprisomnent, or by pillory, whipping, to; of each individual person the feelings taken
or transportation." These words stand part for objects of sympathy and consideration ;
of the marginal abridgment of the first section respite upon occasion granted ; pecuniary air-
of the statute 30 Geo. lI. ch. 24, § l, in the eumstances, vn one side as well as the other,
statutes at large ; which statute is. in Ruff- taken into the account : claims of other cre-
bead's edition of the stat utes, referred to under ditors not neglected, though not paxties to the
the head of clteat, swind/er, as the name by suit, nor privy to the application by which it
which, in common parlance, persons so offend- was commenced.
ing are designated. Seeing this, we humbly
entreat the Honourable House that it may be 193. -- X. Device the Tenth -- Misehienotts
considered whether, by the high-seated rune- Transference and Baadyin 9 of Stzits.
tionaries by whom fees are obtained by war- Instead of transference and bandying, the
rantsforattendance paidbefore them,although one appellative, removal, might better have
such attendances were never paidnor intended been employed: removal--that is to say, of
so to he, money has not at all times been ob- a suit from one judieatory to another.
rained by false pretences ; as also to consider 194. Removal may be, and is, either _ l.
whether if there be, either in a legalor s moral Established ; or, 2. Incidental : established,
sense, guilt in the obtaining money by such when by usage it takes place in every
means, the guilt is lessened by the power by vidual suit of the sort in question : inc/dcnta_
means of which such obtainment is affected : when it does not take place but in emu_
whether, if functionaries so seated in those quence of some extraordinary operathm per-
lind other judicial situations, were not, to formed by some person for that purpose ;
every practical purpose, in this respect, above some person usually, if not exclusively, sparty
the law, obtainment by anch means would on one side or the other of the suit.
trot be aa act of extortion, and_ as such, a 195. Under the ezi_fin 8 system, when it
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has place ineidentally, a certiorari is the name herein, as above, termed mlschiemms: good,
of the written instrument by the issuing of at the same time, in correspondent abundance,
which the removal is produced : of this fur- relation had to Judge and Co., and their par-
ther on. ticular and sinister interest: and thence in

196. Subject-matter of the established re- relation to tile actual ends of judicature.
morals, two : namely--L Incorporeal the ope- 205. To return to the here proposed sys-
ratiea, performed on the occasion of the suit; tern, and to the good effects which under it
enrporeal the written instruments, brought are deducible from the removal in question,
into existence, or into the custody of the ju- and would accordingly be deduced from it.
dieatory, in consequence of the commence- Executioh, evidence, intercourse ;--to one or
ment given to the suit: including every such more of these objects will be found referable
account, or say history, as happens to be given everything that can be said of the operations
of these same operations : as also any such or instruments which have place in judicial
other tldnys moveable, if any, as happen to procedure.
have been presented, or intended to be pre- 206. -- I. Execution, to wit, of the enact-
sented, to the view of the judges, in the cha- meats of the substantwe branch, or say the
ratter of sources of evidence -- that is to say, main body of the law : under which head is
tea/evidence, comprised everything that does not belong to

197.- IL In ease of removal, whether the adjective branch, or say procedure : en-
t_tablished or incidental, the suit is by some aetments, really existing in the ease of legis-
other judicatory received: call this the re. lation-mede, imaginary in the case of judge-
eipie_t or subsequential : and for distinction, made law.

the first-mentioned judicstory the_origi- 207.--II. Evidence, for the purpose of for-
D_l, oriyiaal, or primordial ruing a ground for what is done in the way

198. -- UL If, _fter removal, the suit does of execution.
=or return to the primordial judicatory, call 208.--III. Intercourse, to wit, between the
the removal transference, or _.mple transfer- judge and all other persons concerned, for
erie; if it does return, escillationorband!ling: obtaining evidence and effeeting execution:
in case of handyin 9, the trazisference is tbl- including the securing the means of such in-
lowed by retrotransferenoe, tereourse from the commencement to the

199.--IV. Emblems--of oscillation, a pen- termination of the suit.
dulunt: ofbandying, batdedoreandshuttleeoek. 209. _ IV. Giving, to all these several ob-

200. _V. Where oscillation has place, re- jeers, accomplishment, with the minimum of
turns are in any number secured by what has delay, expense, and vexation, to the hldivl-
been called pre-established harmony: at battle- duals concerned.
dore and shuttlecock, to every return a fresh 210. -- I. First, as to execution. For this
application of mental power is indispensable, purpose, need of removals- of removals in

201. -- VI. As to preeipient judicatories, a number altogether unlimited -- may have
they have place of course in a number eor- place. In proof of this, a single example may
respondent to that of the oscillations of the suffice. Judye*shires (as herein proposed) say
pendulum, or the strokes of the battledore, two hundred. For whichsoever purpose

202.--VII. From theopcration here termed say satisfaction to a party wronged, or pu-
removal, distinguish that designated by the nishment- seizure and sale of defendant's
word appeal Under every system, appeal effects requisite: within any number of these
is for cause assigned, namely, on the part of judicial territories, so many portions of these
the _udge of the originating judicatory, either effects may happen to be situated. In this
misdectsion, or non-deeisioa produetive of the case, even though perfect intercommunication
same effect as misdecisioa: misdecision, either of jurisdiction was to have place between the
xlltimste or interloentory, or sayinterventional: judge of each judge-shire and the judge of
in any ease, misconduct. In the case of what every other ; still preponderant convenience
is here meant by removal, no allegation or sop- might require, that for this purpose employ-
position of any such misconduct has place, meat should be given to the power of the

203.__V IIL Under the here proposed sys- judge of this or that subsequcntialjudge.shire.
tern, incidentally, both simple transference Originating judge-shire, or say judicatory,
and removal have place. But in every case suppose in London : of the effects, one parcel
it is for cause specially assigned : thence in in Liverpool Of seizure and sale, the pur-
the way of bami_iag; not in the way of os- pesemight perhaps as eonveniently be futfillad
c///at/on, by mandate from the London indge-shire.

204. Under the existing system, in no case But, for the discovering what they are, and
will the removal be seen to have any good in whose possession situated, suppose ev_

sasigned or assignable, Good cause, necessary, and that evidence composed of the
_ene: hut m to eJy_'eets,bad effects in abun- testimony of a person resident in Liverpool:
dance; bad in relation to the interest of the here, expense and delay in no small propor.
_mmuaity md the _ ofju_ic¢: thence, tion will be luaved, if it be by s Liverpool
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judge instead of the London judge that the catories, in any number, according to the exi.
examinstinn of the Liverpool witness is per- gency of each individual case.
formed. 219. Eventually subsequent to epistolary,

211.--II. As to evidenre. In regard to eel- oral elicitation : now for the first time this
dence, what is desirable is, that, in each in- arrangement: object of it, check upon, se
dividual case, whatsoever evidence the case eurity against, falsehood.
affords, be obtainable, in whatever part of the _._>0.Where, for correctness and complete-
globe it happens to be situated ; whether in hess of the whole body of evidence, the con-
England, Ireland, Scotland, a distant depeu- frontation of all persons speaking to the same
dancy, or a country under foreign dominion : fact is regarded as necessary, -- confrontation
obtainable with the best security for its corn- accordingly : not otherwise : place, either the
pleteness and correctness, and with the least original, or some subseqnentlal judicatory.
delay, expense, and vexation : with least de- 221. So, order in respect of time of eticita-
]ay, and accordingly from persons and things tion as between the several examinands: that
in any number, at the same time. is to say, co-plaintiffs, _f any, m defendants,

212. Good effects in this respect obtainable and other persons at large, in the character
from removal, and not otherwise, these.-- of extraneous witnesses.

I. Obtainment of evidence not otherwise 222. Now, as to retro-transference sad
obtainable, retro.reeeption, or say, return o£ the suit to

213.--II. Obtainment of it in the best sl_ape, theoriginatingjudicatory. DemandforitwiIl
that is to say, that which it assumes when in some instances have place, inothers, not:
elicited in the oral mode : when, otherwise, it purpose of it, continuation of the series ot
could not be elicited but in a less instructive operations, by which commencement had been
shape ; namely, when elicited in the epistolary performed.
mode. 2"23.By all these arrangements taken to-

214._IIL Obtainment of it from its several gether, minimized will be seen to be the bur-
sources, namely, persons and things, in any then of the expense : that is to say _ 1. By
number at the same time, for the purpose of minimization of the extent of the judgeshire,
the same suit ; and, in each instance, in that the quantity of the expense, of journeys and
one of the two modes which, on that indlvi- demurrage; 2. By transferring to the letter°
dual occasion, is best adapted to the aggre- post the conveyance of such of the written
gate of the purposes of j ustice, instruments as are contained within the com-

215. -- IV. Accomphshing the elieitation, pass of an ordinary letter, expense of inter-
not only with the minimum of delay and vex- course in so far minimized ; 3. By laying on
ation ; but that minimum laid, in each indi- the shoulders of government, and thereby of
vidnal instance, on the shoulders best able to the public at large, that same expense, toge-
bear it : namely, those of the public at large, ther with the whole of the remuneration of
in so far as practicable without preponderant all judicial functionaries,--minimized will be
evil in the shape of addition made to the ex- the hardship of the burthen, by its being laid
pense, on the shoulders best able to bear it. Thtm

216. For all these several purposes, re- provided for by far the greatest part of the
moral of the suit from the originating judi- expense : other part., by fines for delinquency
eatory to some other or others, is eventually on the part of defendants, where there is _o
necessary ; that is to say, in so far as the individual specially wronged, and for m/scan-
means necessary for the accomplishment of duct in the coarse of the suit, on the part of
these three several objects respectively in the suitors on both sides : particularly if in the
best mode, fall of being in the power of the shape of falsehood : always remembered, that
oripinatin 9 indicatory, and at the same time the burthen of compensation has the effect,
are in the power of some other, which ac- and even more than the effect, of money to
eordingly is constituted the subsequerdial and the same amount exacted, and applied to the
Teeipient judicatory, use of the public, or in any other way dis-

217, Of the benefit in all these shapes, s posed of.
necessary instrument will be seen to be the 2'24. By the evidence-l_older, understand the
division of the local field of judicature into person whose testimony is requisite, o¢ who
the above-mentioned compartments, styled is in possession of the writin 9, or other _/_9
on thAs aecountjudye.sldres: extent of each which is the source of the evidence. When
judge-shire limited, in such sort that, the jus- of this evidence-holder, the residcnoe is It
t/ce.chamber being in the centre, every inha- the time in the dominion of afore/pn power,
bitant, not disabled by infirmity, may, during elicitation in the epistolary mode may be pra_
the sitting of the judieatory, he in attendance ticable or not with advantage, according to
therein, without passing the night elsewhere circumstances. Practicable it will be in
glmn at his own home. far as, by any means, he happens to he in e_

218. Mode ofelieitation_ oral or epist_ary: feet subject to the power of the _y :
ldacea_ the originating or subsequential judi- means of such subjecth_, subj__g
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property, whether _ or/mmo_ab/e, in in upon the whole expm_e the full light of
p_m_don or expeetm_y, certain or eorttin- day, would be an endless enterprise: on|y,
gent, so cirettmstanced as to be susceptible of by way of sample, upon a hole-a_ld-corner or
seizure by the judge. So, as to subject-mat- two, can a few rays be endeavoured to be
ters termed iacorporea[_ that is tO say, rights east.
of all kinds. From the imprnctteability of 230. -- L Sample the first. Mode of esta-
making thiJ mode of elicitation available in blishedremoval, tilesimpletransferencemode.
some eases, no reason assuredly can be de- 1. Class of cases and suits, that called crimi.
duced, for the nat employing it in any case hal. Species of cases, that called by the now
in which it can be made available, sensical term, felony : thus denominated from

22_. Ia so far as, for any of the above put- the sort of punishment attached to it : non_
poses, on any of the above occasions, removal sensical, because no idea does this denomi-
in each of the two modes, with or without nation afford of the nature of the evil ; nor
retro-transference to and retro-raception on therefore of the cause for which it is thus
the part of the originating judicatory, has not dealt with.
place, --manLfest it will now (it is hoped) be, 231. Course taken by the suit in these
that the jurisdiction of the whole territory cases, this: --
cannot but be, ss the phrase is _ lame : and Case the first :-- Judleatory in which the
in whata multitude of its organs and muscles suit is tried, the orlg_nal common-law judi-
jurisdiction is under the existing system lame, catory, having for its seat, in a country cause,
and to all good purposes impotent, will be the assize town.
manifest to every person, in proportion as his L Originating judicatory, that of justices
conception of that same system is correct and of the peace, one or more, acting othcrwi_
complete, than in general sessions, as above.

2"26. For extraordinary removal, sole ease IL First recipient judieatory, the 9ra_
this :---By ajudieatory, or by a tribunal of ex- ju T for the county, sitting at the place where
ception, cognisaneetaken (suppose) of a suit, the trial is about to be performed.
which lies not within its competence ; here IIL Second and last recipient judicatory,
will be a case--either for the extinction of that in which the trial is performed, as above.
the suit altogether, or for the removal of it In this ease, it is in that same town that the
into the sort of judieatory, to which (those judgment is pronounced. Place of execution
exceptions excepted) cognizance is given of! varying ; but no return in any ease to the
all sorts of eases. Tribunals of exception originating indicatory.
these : _ Military judicatories for the esta- 232. Nole that, in the case of homicide
blishmeltt of appropriate discipline among a crime belonging to this same class of J_/on9
military functionaries, in both branches- --an ollginating indicatory, taking eogni-
land branch and sea branch_ of that service : zance antecedently to the above, is the court
ecclesiastical functionaries (in a countly in called the Coroner's Inquest: judge, the co-
wh/eh an eeclemastieal establishment has toner: with a jury called the inquest jury.
place) for the establishment of discipline 233. Of these removals, note now the con-
amoltg ecclesiastical functionaries, sequencesinregardtoevidence. Shortaceount

2g_. Removal in both shapes will, in some this : Shape in which the evidence is elicited,
eases, of necessity, have place in the same more or less different in all these cases; the
judgeshire; for example, as between the judge mass elicited on the first occasion made no
principal and judge depute,_in case of death, use of either in the second or the third : the
aimple transference : in case of temporary in- mass elicited in the second made no use of in
ability through iUness--perhaps simple trans- the third : the two first masses _ after the
feren_perhaps oscillation or bandying, may expense, labour, and time, employed in the
he the more eligible course, elicitation of them, thrown away.

Only that it may not be supposed to be 234. Even of this third mass no use is ramie
everlooked is this need mentioned, for any purpose subsequent to the verdict.

_8. Enter now the existing system. Short For, being elicited in the oral mode, it is not
acoount of it, as to this matter, this: _ The committed towriting, byanthority ;---only by
parpo*esforwhich,_theo¢ces/o_son which, accident, that is to say, by this or that in-
so as to be conducive to the ends of justice dividual, by whom the profit on pubh'catinn is
--say in a word usefu/,- the removal will looked to as affording a sufficient return for
take place, have been seen. Under the ex. the labour and expense of m_aatat/oa.
i_ting system, for none of these purposes, on 23.5. In one class of cases, the suit does
none of these oceusions, has it place : on none receive its termination in the same judicatory
bat where (the rare ease_th_t of applying in which it has received its commencement:
a check to usurpation alone excepted) It is these cases are of the number of those con-
worse than use|eu, sidled to the cognizance of a justice of the

229. lntrleate is here the complication, peace acting singly, or two or more in eon-
lmtthe_ ¢omtrueted byit: to?mr juaetion, out of general seuiom_ Nowtben,
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supposiv_ the judicatory aptly constituted, nor that in which the trial wa_ 1_:
why (ezespt in the cases provided tbr under it is the office of the sheriff of the eouwty in
the herein proposed system as before) why which the suit was tried.
should it not so do in these, and, in a word, 2,42. Such is the operation of thejudq_
in all other cases ? And where is the case, when it has for its sub,cot-matter, a person,
in which the judicatory should be otherwise or a tldn 9 moveable or /mmoveable: where-
than aptly constituted ? upon the officer causes hands to be laid up_m

236. Intheoriginatingjudicatory--namely, the person or the thing; and, in the ordinary
that of the justice of the peace acting singly, course, does by that same person or thing
_ sometimes a part only of the stock of cvi- what by the judgment he has been bid to
deuce which the individual can afford, will do. But, in some cases, the suit has tbr its
have been elicited -- sometimes the whole of subject-matter nothing on which hands cml
it, as it may happen ; but where the whole of be hid; --nothing hut a fictitious entity
it does happen to be elicited, the suit is not an incorporeal thing -- to wit, a r/ght, or an
the less sent in to those other judicatories, i obligation; in wifieh cases, as execution con.

237. Moreover, where, after the whole of sists in the extinction of the obligation o_
the evidence which the suit affords has been the right, words contained in the judgment
heard, including the evidence on the defend- suffice -- words, without acts and deeds, foe
anus side, --be this evidence in its own na- the performance of it.
turc ever so satisfactory, and as against the 243. Now for removal upon an almost uni.
defendant conclusive, yet thereupon, when versal scale--removal by certiorari.
the suit has been transtbrrcd to the secret Exceptions fow excepted, f_om all courti
judicature, _ the grand jury, it is liable to a suit is, at any stage, removable into the
be, and not unfrequently is, decided the op- King's Bench. Ial_rument of removal, a writ
posite way, on evidence heard on one side styled in the Judge and Co.'s dialect of the
only: meantime evidence-holders have had flash language, a certiorari: in the language
fromadaytohalfayeargiventothem,--to of houest ignoranee, a sis_erary : witnessthe
go off of themselves, or to be bought off,-- threat, " I'ti fetch you up with a sisserary."
and, in prison, the defendant, guilty or not 244. Eminently mischievous to the com-
gllilty, that same time, for contaminating, as munity at large, correspondently beneficial to
the phrase is, or being contaminated, or both : Judge and Co., is this same monster. Mis-
ff not guilty, there to moan under the opprcs- chief it does in two ways : -- 1. By its opcra-
sion, thus, for the benefit of Judge and Co., ion when not killed ; 2. By its dead carcase
exercised on him : and, whether he be guilty when, by a clause in a statute, killed. Of
or not guilty, the country is made to suffer such as are let live, the effect is-- from a less
under the expense of keeping him in a state expensive, and comparatively to Judge and
of forced idleness. Co. unprofitable, judicatory, to send up the

238. Cases in which removal in the oscil- suit to a more expensive and more profitable
lation or bandying mode is employed, these : judicatory: as to the caresses, they are those

All suits termed civil, commenced in any of the certioraris, killed in embryo, or en-
one of the three common-law W_tminster- deavoured so to be; tha_ is to say, in and
hall courts, by ever}" statute, by which additional juris-

2;]9. In Westminster Hall, they take their diction is given to a justice of the peace, or
commencement withoug elicitation of evi- other summarily actizLgindicatory. In th_
dence:theireommeneemcnt, viz. in the officv case, one of two things : -- either, by the
of a clerk : mode, the mechanical mode, as iasertiou of the clause by which the death is
above ; the judges not knowing anything produced, so nmch rubbish is shot down into
about the matter : applications, incidental the statute-book, or else danger of ineffici-
and accidental, excepted ; for example, for ency is ]ef_ by the non-insertlon of it.
&ave to plead, or for putting o_the trial Note by the bye, that in every such statute,

240. For elicitation of evidence, in a court- this is but one of a string of efficient causes
try c_use, offgoesthe suittoan assize town, ofinefliciency, whichmust bethusdeatt with,
there, as the phrase is, to be tried; to wit, or the like effect will follow.
by the elicitation there performed, by a jadge 245. Yes, endeavoured to be : for (as law-
dispatched thither from one of the Westmin- books show,) not in every instance ha_ the
ster-haU courts, with a petty jury. endeavour been successful : on this occasion,_

241. The trial performed, back it comes to as on all others, in comes the established
the indicatory from whence it had emanated ; habit of Judge and Co. : when a ctsuse of an
and there it is that, in the mechanical mode act of the legislature is brought before them,
as above, it receives judgment, they pay obedience to it, or rtm counter to

This done, then hack again it goes to the it, as they feel inclined ; mou/d/n9 the law',
samecountyforen_ecution; but, forexeeution, is among the phrases on this occ_m_ era,
tl_e office it goes to is _ not any office be- ployed.
lw_ging to the court in which it originated, 246. Now for the/_m-uJeat and docmmmt,
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which, in ease of remove/, whether established cord, every syllable of the evidence ellc_ted.
or incidental, is the corporeal subject-matter Witness--l. The Chancery court : including
of this same operation ; the suit being the its subordinate branches, the Vice-chanceL
incorporeal subject-matter of it. Of this in- lot's and the Master of the Rolls' court ;
strument, the proper contents will be earn- 2. The courts held by the bavkruptcy com-
posed of a statement, or say history, of the missioners, and which are also courts subor-
several proceedings, carried on in the course dinatc to the Chancellor's court ; -- 3. The
of the refit: proceedings, -- that is to say. ap* equity side of the Exchequer court.
propriate operations performed, and written "254.Between the real state of things, and
instruments framed and issued or exhibited : the pretended state, as intimated by the de-
contents, for various purposes, proper : for nomination thus given,-- whence this seem-
the purpose of appeal, and in so far as that is ingly strange difference ? Answer _ By the
in contemplation, altogether indispensable, common-law court it is that this noruen-

9.47. Of this history, by far the largest, clature was framed. Courts to which the
the bulkiest part, will consist of an account depreciatory denomination was attached by
of the evidence : to the evidence which by this them, the shops of their rivals in trade : rival._,
means, for this purpose, has, in the course with whom for a length of time they had
of the suit, by the correspondent operations fierce battles ; till at last an accommodation
been elicitedin the word-of-mouth mode :_ was come to: -- of course, at the expense
the expression given to it by the pen, by the of customers, and of those who should have
taking *t down, as the phrase is, or m one been, but by the expense were kept from
word, the minutation of it, will eon_.itute a being, customers.
written instrument. 255. Of the particulars contained it1the

248. Hereupon, in the instance of each in- instrument styled the record, as framed in
dtvidual suit, will arise two questions. -- 1. the court_ self-styled courts of record, what
[;hall the minutation be performed ? 2.When shall be the account given ? Short account
it is performed, shall the result be, for any this :
and what length of time, preserved ? To I. Written pleadings, which ought not to
both these questions, the proper answer will have been exhibited.
depend _ upon the proportion between the II. Mendacious assertions, by word of mouth
profit in the way of use elicitable from the and in writing, which ought not to have been
document, and the loss composed of the ex- uttered.
penses : always understood _ that whereso- III. Delays such as have been seen, which
ever appeal is in contemplation, preservation ought not to have been made.
will of course not be less necessary than IV. Ulterior delays--fruits, such as have
creation, been seen, of the precipitation established.

249. As to all matters besides the evidence, V. Products, of the blind fixation as above
to small in comparison will in every instance --days appointed, for operations, which it
lie the bulk of them, that of what is neces- was foreknown could not on those severM
sary to either of these operations, of no part days respectively be performed.
can the expense be grudged. VL Operations, which, in pursuance of the

250. Obvious as may seem these observe- system of mechanical, vice mental judicature,
lions, not so obvious are they as to be super- are stated as having been performed by the
litmus: for by them wilt judgment have to judge, though, if performed at all, it is not
be pronounced on the practice of the existing by him that they have been performed.
systemin relationto the subject-matterof VII.Removals made,whichoughtneverto
them. have been made.
251.Enternow accordingly,the existing 256. Prefacedthe whole by a fabulous

system. To the difference between courts of history of apparitions : statements asserting
record and courts not of record, prodigious appearances as having been made by unhappy
is the impm'tanee attached by it. Mountains, defendants (and in these courts what defend-
in the survey taken of them, the courts of ants are not unhappy ?) who from beginning
record : mole-hills, the courts not of record, to end never did appear : they not knowing,

252. Now as to the treatment given by the nor having it in their power to know, what
two sorts of courts to the mass of evidence to do, bad they appeared : and knowing hat
belonging to the suit. too well that, had they appeared, their ep-

In the record of the courts of record, not pearance would have been of no use.
a syllable of this same evidence is ever in- 257. As to the written pleadings, _ note,

rted: and in particular, in those of the that though otherwise than in an eventual,
estminster-hall courts---the King's Bench, indirect, and disguised way, as above, the

4e C_mmon Pleas, and the common-law side effect of evidence is not given to them,
,$I[the half common-law, half equity court _ not unfrequently more voluminous are they
_he court of Exchequer. than the evidence is, or would have been If

t_i3. In the records of the courts not of re- properly elicited.
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9.58. As to suit and record taken together I 14. Remembrancer of the Court of Exche-
w under the existing system, general coneluo qucr.
idea, as intimated at the outset, this : To any 15. Commissioner of Bankruptcy.
useful purpose, removal none: to purposes 16. Commissioner of the Insolvency Court.
worse than useless, removal in abundance. 17. Justice of the peace.

18. Chairman of the quarter-sessions of the.9,59.- XI. Device the Eleventh--Deczsiou
on grounds avowedbl foreign to the ]_Ierits. peace.19. Recorder.

For the matter belongingto this head, 20. Common Serjeant.
reference may be made to the Full-length 21. Commis_ioneroftheCourtofRequesta.
Petition. 22. Privy Counsellor.

23. Chancellors ot tile duchy of Lancaster.
260.--XII. Device the Twdl_h--Juries of the hishopriek and county palatine ofsubdued and subjuoated.• Durham.

For the matter belonging to this head, 24. Vice-chancellor of a University.
reference may be made to the Full-length 25. Lord Delegate.
Petition. 26. Dean of the Arches.

27. Chancellor of an Episcopal Diocese.
261. -- XIII. Device the Tldrteenth--Juris. 28. Surrogate of a Diocese.

d_etion split and spliced. 29. Commissary of an Archdeacon_-.
In the Full-length Petition (pages 482 and 30. Assistant-harri_ter (in Ireland.)

483) have been seen, the sorts of courts, 31. Grand Juryman.
splinters from the one original Aula Regis, 32. Constable of the night.
each with a different scrap of jurisdiction. 33. Annoyance Juryman.
Number, not tess than thirteen: without 34. Coroner.
reckoning others which in process of time 35. Steward of Manor Court.
came to be superadded. Number of judges in 36 Warden of the Stamlaries.
these respectively, from one to an undefinable 37. Warden of the Cinq,e Ports.
greater number : species of functionaries, ._8. Vicar-_zeaeralofthePreachers. (Quere.
acting in various ways in subordination to the whether judicial ?)
judge, in one alone of these same thirteen 39. Ottieial Prineipal of the court of Arches.
sorts of courts (as per Full-length Petition, 40. Master of the Prerofzatire Court.

page 400) more than twenty ; not to speak 41. Master of the Faculty Office. (Qucre,
of the other sorts of subordinates acting in whether judicial?)
the other sorts of courts : all these species, 42. Official principal to various de_onries
instead of the four or five. which, in every and archdeaconries.
court would (as per page 491) with the ad- 43. Commissioner of the ttaekney Coach
dition of no more than two or three others Office.
in some special cases, be sufficient. 44. Commissioner of Excise.

262. That confusion may be still worse 45. Commissioner of the Cu_oms.
eonfmmded, behold now a sample of the di- 46. Commissioner of the Audit Office.
versifieationwhieh, in thesesamejudieatofies 47. Auditor-general (of Greenwich 1los-
with their additaments, the denomination pital.)
given to the character of judge has been sub- 48. Commissioner of a Court of Claim.
jeered to: the function belonging to that t
character being disguised, under and by most i' 263. As to the eonfitsiou in which the enu-
of those several denominations: a sample on- I meration thus made of them is involved,
ly -- not a complete list : for the labour of I, so far from being a blemish, it may be stated
making it out would have been unrequited, as a merit : serving, as it does, to render the
and unendurable. Here the). are-- portrait the more appropriate and perfect a

1. Lord High Chancellor. representation of the original.

2. Lord Keeper of the Seals. t 264. Behold another evil, produced by the3. Lord Commissioner of the Great Seal. jurisdiction.splitting, and not brought to view
4. Master of the Rolls. in t_e full-length petition. This is--the ell-
S. Vice-Chancellor. pervading denial of justice, produced by the
6. Lord Chief-justice of the King's Bench. exclusion put upon one or other of the two
7. Lord Chief-justice of/he Common Pleas. _remedies which wrong in every ,shape calls
8. Lord Chiet=baxon of the Court of Ex-/for: namely, the satisfaetwe and the punitive.

chequer, j Modes of procedure, the fiss_re makes two :

9. Puisne (pronounced puny) Justice of the --the one styled civil, the other criminal: in
]King's Benc_ and Common I'leas. and by the civil you may demand the satisf¢_.

10. Puisne Baron of the Exchequer. tire; in and by the criminal, the punitive : in
11. Master in Chancery. some cases, you may have the one ; in othe_
t2. Master of the Crown-office. cases, the other : but with scarce an exceptio_
13. Prothonotary of the Common Pleas. both together, _ either by one and the mm_
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suit. or by two different suits,_yon cannot but that the unprivileged ehsse_ ahou,d
i_ave. As to courts,-- the satisfaetive remedy, I preserved, as far as might be, from depreaatiou
you are admitted to demand at the hands of and oppression at the hands of one another:
either of two courts--the King's Bench or otherwise production would cease; and with
theCommonPleas;nottospeakoftheExehe- the subject-matter of depredation, the power
quer : the punitive, you are not admitted to of exercising it. To this purpose it was there-
demand in more than one of these two courts fore necessary, that application of the punitive
namely the King's Bench. Moreover, there remedy should, ioa more or less considerable
is another sort of court in which in some eases degree, be kept free from the clogs, by the
you may demand the punitive, namely the pro- strength of which the satis.factive remedy had
vincial court-- the qgarterly-sitti_js justice been rendered unattainable to the unprivileged
of peace court : whether, after obtaining in and devoted many.
this court the punitive remedy, you can take 268. How to effect _he severance was how.
your chance for obtaining in one or other of ever the difficulty. Of this difficolty, the pri-
the two metropolitan courts, the satisfactive, meval penury, brought to view at the outset
-- say who can ; never yet (it is believed) has of the fulblength petition, had been certainly
the experiment been made. :bloreover, from one cause : the want of sufficient discernment
this local court, the suit may, without reason and talent, perhaps, re*other. Whichever were
assigned, by means of a sort of a crane termed the case, so it happened that the machinery
a certiorari (as per 244,) be raised up into employed in the application of the punitive
one or other of these two higher and more ex- remedy, was no other than that employed in
pensive courts : and this, either by the author like manner upon the satzs.faetive : whence it
of the wrong, or by you--the party wronged, happened, that the load of factitious delay mid

265. Of this severance, by co-operation and expense, laid upon the one, pressed abe upon
a sort of tacit concert between Judge and Co. the other.
on the one hand, and the rest of the ruling °-69.Without the fiat of a grand jury, for
and influential few on the other, -- advantage example, eaptlon of the prisoner could not
was taken, to give additional strength to their take place ; and, except at the metropolis, no
power of exarcising depredation, as well a_ grand jury sat, but at the assizes : and the
oppression, at the expense of the subject assizes were not held oftener than twice a-
many. By the high price put upon the chauce year in any county, nor than once in some
of receiving the article at the hands of Judge counties ; nor in any county did they last more
and Co., the satisfaetive remedy, in so Faras than two or three days : and, suppose the cap-
not obtainable but by procedure i_ the re,/u- tion effected, trial could not take place tilt
/at mode, was effectually denied to the vast the next assizes. What, as to offences, were
majority of these same subject and oppressed the cousequences? Abundant as they were
many. So far as dependent upon law, these upon the continent, criminal offences oper-
that were unprivileged were thus laid corn- ating by force, were in England in still su-
pletely at the mercy of the thus privileged perior abundance. In the time of Henry VI.,
classes, in all cases to which the application Fortescue, then chancellor, takes notice of
of the punitive remedy did not extend itself, this superiority, and makes it matter of boast,

266. Dear, it is true, was the price ; stLll, In the reign of Henry VIII. (as may be seen
however, in the eyes of a large proportion of in Barrington's Observations on the Statutes)
those to whom the privilege was thus granted, no fewer than 72,000 individuals suffered
the advantage was and is worth the purchase, death by hanging, _ about 2000 a-year npoa
By each man the privilege is possessed, and, an average : this, out of a population not half
whether exercised or no, exercisable at all so great as at present.
times, all his life long, and to a certainty : 270. Of the marriage of Queen blary with
whereas the inconvenience of paying for it, PhiLip of Strain, one consequence was--the
namely by the expense of going to law, or putting England, in this respect, upon s level
being at law, -- is a danger, the magnitatde of with the continent. Rome-bred was the
which is, by each man's confidence in his own species of law, by which the continent was
good fortune, concealed from his regards, then, as now, prhw.ipally governed: and, under

267. This being the imposed price,-- how Rome-bred law, persons accused of crimes
happened it that the intended victims were might be apprehended at all times. By a sta-
laot deprived of the benefit of the punitive tute of PhiLip and Mary, this power was given
remedy, as well as of that of the satidactive? to justices of the peace. Inthe ease era
Answer_This they could not be, without an criminal suit, thus was caption, with commit-
aU-eomprehensive sacrifice of all security meat accelerated: still trial remained at an
against wrong, _a saerifiea in which the sa- undiminished distance. But, how inadequate
_'ifiCers themselves, as well as the intended soever to the purpo_ of deterring others,
victims, would be included. To the security commitment made in this mode would, of it.
of the privileged classes it was neeeasa D, that self, so long as the incarceration continued,
ant only they themselves should be preserved give effectual security as against future often-
_om depredation end oppeession altogether, ees on the part of the same delinquent : for.
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_ w_ne a nmn is/n jail, he caonot commit crime for small debts, in this case, there oo_ht to be
out of it. Sagacity neither was nor is want- no remedy. Why no remedy ? Because af-
lug to perceive this incontestable truth, fording a remedy against injustice encourages

271. With this arrangement, the contract- extravagance : as if, with this or any other
ing parties--Judge and Co. of the one part, eneouragement, that could be given to extra-
m_d the rich and powerful of the other part vaganee, the extravagant could ever be the

were, and continue to be, well satisfied, majority ; as if, without consent on his part,
True it is, that upon this plan, this so regu- wrong in a pecuniary shape could not be done
larly and uniformly applied lot of suffefing of to a man in a variety of ways ; as if disho-
about twenty-six weeks, or fifty-two weeks, nesty were not still worse than extravagance;
applied without regard to quality of guilt, is, as if, whatever were the amount, the loss of

when, in consideration of quality of gnlilt, what is due to him were not a greater evil to
a few weeks, and not more, ought to be suf- any man, than the payment of what is due
fered, -- applied in addition to those few from him to another is.
weeks. True it is, moreover, that it is aft- 274. In pursuance of this same policy, pro-
plied to the innocent who ought not to suffer petty, in a shape in which noble lords and
at all. True it is, moreover, that all this [ honourable gentlemen have more of their pro-
while the innocent part of the thus forcibly perty than in all other shapes put together,
mixed company, thus dealt with, are (as the is exempted from the obligation of affording
phrase is) contaminated; and the guilty are the satisfactive remedy--in a word, frorr_the
occupied in contaminating as well as in being obligation of paying debts, while property in
still further contaminated. " But what care I these other shapes is left subject to it. Noble
for all this ?" says to himself noble lord or lords or honourable gentlemen contract debts,
honourable gentleman ; "none of it can ever and instead of paying them, lay out the money
fall upon me or any friends of mine. No dan- in the purchase of land : land "beingexempted
ger is there of our being thus taken up, and from the obligation of being sohl tbr payment,
if we were, we should be hailed of course, creditors are thus cheated, l_'obte lord's son
Then, as to the eontaminatioo, this could not is too noble, honourable gentleman's son too
be put an end to without innovation ; and honourable, to pay the money, but not so to
that would be out of the frying-pan into the keep the land.*
fire. Besides, there is a satisfaction in having 275. For the like reasons, msrlgages and
thus to talk of contar_unation: as it is the poor other charges upon land are not to be, in an
alone that are exposed to it, it gives a zest to effectual way, by registration or otherwise,
the pleasure we feel in the contempt we pour made knowable. Why? Because, if they were,
upon them ; it magnifies the great gulf which money, of which it were known that if lent
is fixed between them and us." Such is the at- it would not be recovered, would not oe .ant
mostuniversallyestablishedsentimentalitymld extravagance would thus be lessened ; swin-
correspondent language in the upper regions : dling, as above, would thus be lessened ; and,
as if by far the most, maleficent of contamina- in a country in which a man who is rich and
lions were not that, which (as hath over and not honest receives more respect than a man
over again been demonstrated) in these same who is honest and not rich,_ obtainment of
upper regions, mid in particular, in the part undue respect for opulence not possessed
occupied by Judge and Co. h_ its source, would thus be lessened.

27"2. Thus it is, that over and above the 276. ForD_vice XIV. -- Result of the fisstlre
power of depredation, as well as oppression, -- Groundless Arrests for .Debt. -- See the
which (from the nature of things) the rich Full-length Petition.
and powerful, as such, unavoidably possess, at 277 or 80. Supplement to Device V. Oaths
the expense of the poor and helpless.--they

necessztated. (Full-length Petition, pp. 454
possess this vast additional power derived to467. Abridged Petition, p. 516, art. 79.)_
(how indirectly soever) from positive law. Consummation of the mass of evil shown tO

273. By this confederacy it is, that the be produced bythis device as above. Bythis
most powerful obstacle to law reform is con- one instrument, evil is capable of being pro-
stituted. Judge aud Co. having, by the price duced, more than by all others put together.
put by them upon what is called justice, placed For by it, besides the evil produced by itself,
the satisfactive remedy out of the reach of eternity is capable of being given to the evil
tdl but the favoured few, _ noble lords and produced by all those others.
honoomble gentlemen run in debt, under the 278 or 81. Even without this addition,
assurance of having it in their power to cheat sufficient for any ordinary appetite for the
creditors : and thus by the higher orders are pleasure of maleficence, should be the power
the lower orders spoiled, as by the Israelites of the singly-seated absolutist. Infinite, how-
the Egyptlm_s. So completely, by tt mixture ever, is the addition, which the power of ira-
of pride and cupidity, is all sense of shame posing oaths is capable of making to it.
_pable of being extiJ_guished, that fight ho-
nourable and noble lords h_tvebeen heard to • By 3 & 4 W, IV. e 104 (29th Aug. 1_.) fceebo_

and oopyhold e_tates were re.nde._'_. _ for
say, and without contradiction to insist, that and contractdebts.--_:d.
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279 or 82. Extirpation of all heretics _ 281 or 84. To the extent of the evll pro-
extirpation of all liberals,--conceive a Don duced by this instrument, addition may be
.Ferdinand, conceive a Don Miguel, bent upon i made day after day : and, as to duration--if
procuring for himself these two gratifica- by it the existence of the evil can be secured
.finns --either of them, or, which would save for two days together, so may it be to the end
trouble, both together :--for the accomplish- of time.
ment of these objects, added (suppose) the 282 or 85. Those, who are so fond of it,
obligation of making re.application of those when employed, in giving support to their
tortures, the application of which used to be own sinister interests or prejudice% on one
common for some of these same purposes.-- part of the field of law,-- might do well to
Nothing can be more easy. Two formularies think, how capable it is of being employed
for this purpose are already to be had from ! against those same interests or prejudices, on
geography and history. He goes to work thus : a_mther part of that same field. A radic_,
An appropriate oath of the promissory kind who wishes to see it. continued to be era-
is framed. All public functionaries take it : ployed against catholicism, should have con-
functionaries, administrational --judicial-- sidered how capabIe it is of being employed
military. All schoolmasters and schoolmis- against radicalism. Against radicalism? Yes:
tresses take it : they administer it -- all of or against any the smallest melioration in the
them--to their respective boarders and scho- form of the government.
lar_ All husbands administer it to their 283 or 86. Lord Castlereagh and Lord Sid-
wives : all parents, to their children, who by mouth, when they enacted the Six Acts,
the form of it stand engaged to transmit it to should, after making a few more such acts--
their children, and so on to the latest poste- whatsoever were necessary to complete their
rity. Behold here a sort of estate tad, for the plan -- have taken this method of giving per-
barring of which nofine, no recovery is avail- petuity to it. Without touching the invalu-
able. able coronation oath, an amendment tacked

280 or 83. Dangerous enough in an abso- to it would have done the business at once.
lute monarchy, of which there are so many The heavier the yoke thus laid on the necks
examples, _ it is still more dangerous under of the subject many, the more exquisite would
a pure aristocracy, of which there is one ex- then have been the tenderness of all royal
ample, and under that composed of monarchy consciences.
and aristocracy, of which there is another 284 or 87. Will it be said _" No : for-
example. A monarch has caprices : an aristo- midable as the instrument is, the application
eracy has no caprices. By the monarch of the made of it will never be carried to any such
day, the oath imposed one hour, may be taken lengths?" Let him that says so, say---at what
off the next hour. The oath imposed by the point it is that the application will be sure to
monarch of one day may be taken off by his stop. Let him say _ at what point the ap-
successor--the monarch of the next day. petite for power will be sure to stop. This
Under an aristocracy, relief has no such point found, let him say- whether, after
chance. Long before the aristocracy-ridden having reached that point one day, it may not
monarchy of England had begun to lighten go on the next.
the yoke of religious tyranny on the necks of 285 or 88. Observations these _ which, by
the Catholic subjects, Austrian monarchs had their importance, may, it is hoped, atone for
nearly removed it off the necks of their Pro- the irregularity committed by the insertion
testant subjects, in this place given to them.

MORE ABRIDGED PETITION FOR JUSTICE.

To the Honourable the Itouse of Commons ; the Petition of the Undersigned, •

SHOWETH, clause of it; yet, in respect of that same
I. TrIAT, so far as regards the law in gene- clause, is this same fundamental law grossly,

ral, and the constitutional branchin particular, notoriously, and continually violated : rio.
the main object of attachment and veneration luted by all judges who are styled judges, and
is_the law called Magna Charta, the ear- that violation connived at by legislators.
liest of all statutes now recognised as such ; 3. That though, in and by this clause it is
and upon occlusion, as such it is spoken of by said in so many words _" To no one will we
all legislators and all judges, delay, to no one sell, to no one deny justice;"

2. That although, in large proportion, the meaning by justice, judge's service--the sort
happiness of us all does in truth depend upon of service performed by a judge as such. yet
the degree of observance given to a certain is this same justice, inallcommoa-law, equity,
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and eeeleslastieal courts, wilfully delayed to I and subordinates, has place between the

all- sold, at a vast and extortious price, to [ whole of the official class and the whole re_

those who are able to purchase it, -- and rosining class (that is to any, the profeasiotmt)
de_ied to all those who are unable: in which their emolument being cowposed of payment
sad ease are the immense majority of the made for service done, or supposed to be done,
whole people, to their respective clients -- the parties : the

4. That the sale, thus made of the service more suits tile one class gets, the more suits
performed by a judge, was produced, and is the other gets ; and the more money the one
continued, by the mode in which remunera- gets, the more money the other gets, upon
tion was made for such service : the matter each suit : and thus it is that, by the judges
of such remuneration coming out of the poc- to swell their own emoluments to the utmost,
kets of those by whom alone the benefit of the suitors, who would be sufficiently vexed
such service was supposed 1o be reaped, aml by the suit without being taxed, are taxed
increasing with the nmnber of the official three times over : by payments to the judges,
operations, performed, or falsely said to be by payments to their subordinates, and by
performed,--and the number and length of payments to the professional lawyers: the
the written instruments framed, or falsely classes of whmn are, for the same sinister puro
said to be framed, -- on the occasion of such pose, multiplied without limit : and not only
service: of which remuneration, each distinct without use to, but greatly to the detriment
portion so received is styled afee. of, truth and justice.

5. That, setting aside the ease in which he 9. That, while thus benefiting themselves
is paid (as by money in the shape of salary,) by the *ale of justice, the same judges_ by
without prospect of increase of pay by length the same means-- produce benefit to tbenv,
of time, -- there are two modes in which a selves by the denzal of justice ; for that, in
workman of any sort is paid for the service so i:ar as a judge saves himself from being
done by him, or supposed to be done: one is called upon to perform his appropriate servic*,
that in which he is paid for the quantity and without losing money by so doing, -- he oh-
quality of the work done, or supposed to be tains ease ; and, as the total amount of the
done; this is called payment by the job, and remm_cration depcnd._--partly upon the num-
theworkisealledjob-work: the other is that ber of the suits, partly upon the amount of
in which he is paid according to the time, profit upon eaf-h suit,--and the number of
during which he is occupied or supposed to the purchasers decrea._es asthe price increases,
be occupied in doing the work ; this is called -- the price demanded will consequently be
payment by the time, and the work is called always a_ high as, without lessening the total
time-work, profit, by le_seumg the number of the pur-

6. That, for letting in operations upon chasers, it can be made to be. Here then, in
operations, and written instcaments upon the sale of what is cMled justice, as in the
written instruments, and applications for en- sale of goods, a constant calculation has, at
mrgementofthetime,--aproportionatequan- all times, been carrying on; and, that the
tity of delay has been and is made necessary : price is no higher than it is, is owing to this
and here may be seen the sinister interest in -- namely, that if it were higher, more would
which the factitious part of the delay has its i be lost I)y the number of the persons preo
source. " _ vented from being customers, than gained by

7. That, in whichsoever mode the payment the extra tax imposed upon those who become
is made,--where, in official service, there customers.
are masters and servants (styled superior and 10. That thus, although in point of morn,
sohordinate) occupied or supposed to be oc- litv it _, and in point of law it ought to be
eupied in the same work, -- there are two made, the duty of a judge--to make the nuts-
modes in which the benefit of such remune- her of those to whom his service is rendered

ration finds its way into the pockets of the as great, and the service rendered to each
soperior-- in the present ease, the judge : as great, and as cheap, as possible, -- yet so
one, according to which each fee is paid to it is, that it having, as above, been made him
himself; the other, according to which the interest, as well as put into his power, toren-
fee is paid to the possessor of some office der the number of those to whom his service
under him, of which he has the patronage ; is rendered as small, and the service rendered
and that thus, it being the interest, and put to each as small, and dear, as possible, _ his
into the power, so has it been and continues interest is thus, by these arrangements, pttt
to be the practice, of judges--to raiseto the into a state of opposition to such his moral
utmost the price paid, by the suitors, fbr the duty : -- opposition, as complete as possible.
service of the subordinates of these _e ll. That, in respect of expense, such is tim
judges, effect of this sinister interest, that, where

t_. That the same community of sinister money or money's worth is the subject ofdi_
interests, which, in the ease of the official pute, -- in the cemmon-law courts, the l_
¢la_ of lawyers, has place between superiors : amount of the expense is_ on each aide, uad_
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the most favourable circumstances, upwards months, there to linger, before the definitlv#
of _ ; while, in cases to a large extent, it examination called the tr/al is performed.
amounts to hundreds of pounds, and in the Thus is produced the swmuch-law_nted con-
equity courts to much more : and, by appeal tamination : a disease not least deplored by
t?om court to court, one above another, an- those to whose profit, and those by whose
tier different names, -- it may be, mid is, raised indifference, it is suffered to continue. All
to thousands of pounds : in the equity courts this while, if for a single moment injustice
to little if anything short of tens ofthou_nds sleeps, why should justice ? Even in sabbath
of pounds : and this in cases in which, under time, if the God of justice forbids not the
the only mode of procedure really conducive drawing of an ox or an ass, at that time, out
to, or a_ming at, justice (of which mode pre- of a pit, --with what reason can he be sup-
sentiy) the suit would be heard and deter- Iposed to forbid the drawingan innocent man,
mined, without any expense in the shape of [woman, or child, out of a plison ? or to for-
tunney, and at an inconsiderable expense in the : bid, for a moment, any operation necessary
shape of time. i or conducive to the prevention, suppression,

12. That, in cases of banhr_q)tcy and insoL or punishment of crimes, or to satisfaction for
vency, matters arc so ordered, that,_in a the suffering?
great, not to say the greater, part of the indi- 15. That, in an equity court, an answer,--
vidual instances, --the persons ammlg whom which, by proceeding as by a justice of the
the greater part, not unfrequently the whole, peace, might be brought out in the same mi-
nt the effects are distributed, are -- not the nute as that which produced the question,-
creditors, but the lawyers :--the lawyers of may be made to take five vents or more to
both classes : and. as if to thicken the con- extract,_ifhe to whom it is put will distri-
fusion and increase the plunderage,--iasol- bate among the judges and other lawyers the
vency and baahr*tptcy, in themselves the same price put upon the delay ; and, in cases to a
thing, are dealt with, by two different sort., great extant, when the answer is thus oh-
of judicatories,--examining into the facts in rained, all the use made of it is---the enabling
two different sorts of ways, upon two differ- a man to give commencement toanother stilt

eat sorts of principles: every insolvent having -- a suit at common law : the common-law
moreover g_ven to him the means of making judges,--whatsoever question they allow to
himself a bankrupt, be put to a witness at the trial_ that is to say,

13. That, in the courts called equity courts, towards the conclusion of a suit,--not suffer-
matters are so ordered, that, when a fortune ing any question to be put to a party, at the
is left (for example to a female) by a last will, commencement of that same suit. Aud why ?
so it is that, in cases to a large extent, she Even because, if they did, suits in large pro-
cannot receive it, till it has passed through portion would, in less than an hour, be each
an equity court ; and the consequence is that, of them nipt in the bud ; --these same indi-
if the fortmm--say £t0,000--has fallen to vidual suits, of which, in equity, the mere
her at a period of early infancy, az,d, upon the commencement may, as above, be made to la_
strength of it, she has made and received pro- more than five years.
miseofmarriage,--uponcomingofage, when 16. That, on pain of losing his right_
she should receive it, ff at the end of eight whatsoever may be the value of that same
years from the death of the testator, she has right,-- this is the course, which a man may
received so much as a penny for her subsist- i be obliged to take, in order, fro" example, to
ence, it is a favourable case for her : and, by putit to another man to acknowledge or deny
an opponent, if he chooses to be at the ex- his own handwriting: _this beingthe only
pease, may this delay (as witness a trastwor- course which can be taken, when no third per-
thy writer*), be '" "doubled or trebled:" the son--who hasseen him write, or in anyother
¢roeeeds being in the meantime swallowed way is sufficiently acquainted with his hand-
ap by the judges and their confedcrateg writing,--can be discovered, and made to an-

14. That, by intervals of inaction between swer : common-law judges refusing to suffer
one part and another of the same suit_iu- any such q_testion to be put, to any person
tervals of from eighteen to one hundred and who is a party to the suit : to insincerity thus
twenty days between term and term, and of scandalous, on the part of a suitor who is con.
six months or twelve months between assizes scious of being in the wrong, affording in this
and assizes, _matters are so ordered, that, way encouragement and reward.
an the occasion eta penal suit, which, by pro- 17, That, on a proceeding before a justice
eeeding as before a justice of the peace, would of the peace, or in a small-debt court, the
have been heard and determined in a few matter of/aw, and the matter of fact on which
minutes,_the accuse.d, guilty or innocent, is the derag.ad is grounded, are brought forward_
confined in a prison for six months or twelve at the very outset; and, in manyif notmost

eases, the ev/_ in support of it atthe same
* Cooper on the Court of Chancery, anrm time : and so, either at that same time, or or*

1828, p. 9L as early a day Mmay be, it is, "mregard te
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the defence: And here, if, in any one ease, who onthisorthatformeroemdoalmsfrmaed
this mode ofprneeeding is, in a greater degree his decision on grounds eoutlm'y to the merits,
".hemany other that can be employed, condu- declines, ff he pleases, to pro-sue this course,
eive--not only to the exclusion of needles_ and makes a merit of so doing: that, in th_s
expense, delay, and vexation,--but moreover "way, any set of these judges may,_under the
to right decision, _ we humbly entreat the direction, as usual, and in compliance with the
Honourable House to consider, whether it will, of the chief, _give the thing in ques-
can be any otherwise in any other ease. tion_the estate or the money--to whidb

18. That, in the common-law courts, _ ever of two men he pleases; by which means,
both in cases called criminal or penal, and in without possibility of discovery, corruption
cases between man and man, called civil,-- tunny amount may, outhe part ofjudgee in
so lost are judges to all sense of shame, that any number, have had place.
not ordy do they carry on, but openly avow-- 24. That, by all judges who are commonly *
yes, and in so many words--the practice of styledjudges--common-lawjudgesaswellas
giving" decisions" not 9rounded on the merits; equity judges (not to speak of others who are
that is to say, of deciding contrary to justice : not so styled,) mendacity, in one shape or
for, by a judge, how is it that justice can be other, is-- openly, as well as habitually _ li-
contravened, or injustice emnmitted, if it be censed, rewarded, necessitated, and practised:
not by purposely deciding otherwise than ae- and, by these same judges, by such mendacity,
cording to the merits ? And to this dissolute- is filthy lucre knowingly and wilfully ob*
hess is given the denomination, and the praise, tained.
of strictness : and, such is the blindness pro- 25. That, by habit, to such a degree is all
duced by the arts of delusion on the public shame for the practice of so scandalous a vice
mind,_that this abomination is, by non- extinguished, -- that when a criminal who,
lawyers, commonly supposed to be, because conscious of his being guilty, confesses himself
by lawyers it is said to be, necessary, or at so to be,--the judge, as a matter of course,
any rate conducive, to justice, by persuasion purposely applied, engages hint

19. That, accordingly, it is without scruple to declare himself not guilty : as if, supposing
that they give one man's whole property to it desirable that other proof should be made,
another man, for no reason than that some it could not as well be made without that lie
lawyer, official or professional, or some clerk as with it.
in the employ of one or other of them or of 26. That, in llke manner, what frequently
some third person, has inserted, in some word, happens is -- that when, no one entertaining
material or immaterial, in some writing, ms- the least doubt of the man's guilt, he is ac.
terial or immaterial, a tetter which is, or is said cordmgly by the jury about to be declared
to be, a wrong one, -- or has omitted a right 9ttilty, -- the judge, by persuasion purpose*
one. ly apt_lied, engages them to declare him not

20. That, by the same means, and on the guilty: and--so wretchedly, by tboughtiess
same pretence, and without any the least excess in the punishment, has the law been
symptom of regret, they give. habitually and contrived--the law, or that which passes for
constantly, impunity to crime in every shape : such -- (meaning the common law in eontra-
the most mischievous and atrocious not ex- distinction to the statute law) --that, in the
¢epted. individual instance, more evil is perhaps ex-

21. That, for example, it was but the other eluded by abatement in that same excess, than
day, that a man,_ who, beyond all doubt, produced by the immorality and the insubor-
had cut off the head of a child, was, at the dination thus exemplified.
instanee of a judge, and for no other reason 9-7. That, in common law, under the name
than that a word in a written instrument had of judges, and in equity, under the name of
been wrong spelt, acquitted : by which same masters in chancery, -- judges have been, and
means, with the approbation of all the judges, habitually continue to be, in the practice of
impunity may, at any time, by any man, in exacting fees for operations never performed:
the situation of a lawyer's eleT"k, be given for attondanees (fbr example) never paid:
to any other man, for any erim_tttand, under thus adding extortion to fraud: at the s_ae
favourable circumstances, the crime may be time, not merely admitting but compelling
planned, and impunity secured to it, before- the lawyers of the parties to be sharers in the
hand. same guilt, thus multiplying the expense to

22. That this practice is the more flagrantly the suitorq, for the sake of the profit to the
inexeusable,--inasmueh as, while it is car- lawyers: -- and this abomination_ though
tied on bya common-law judge, it is not bronght to their view by evidence whida they
carried on by an equity judge; nor, t,nless by have caused to be printed, _the eommis-
accident, and in imitation of the bad example sioners, appointed for the purpose of perpe_
so set by superiors, is it, by a justice of the tuating, on pretence of abrogating, abuses,
peace, or by a smal]odebt court, have, together with the above-mentionedsnd

23. That, on any occasion, the came judge, so many other abuses, suffered to pass with-
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out calling for its abrogation, --and witl_at aether, but for three things : nnme]y, ]st, The
cen._ure, or token of disapprobation, circumstance- that the man of law, though

28. That, under the system thus faithfnlly, from delinquency in the shape off rand, from
howsoever imperfectly, delineated, _every which, in his view of it, he has little or no-
man who is to a certain degree wealthy, has thing to fear, -- he has more to profit than
it completely in his power to ruin any other to suifer, -- yet, as to crimes of violence,-
man who is to a eertain degree less wealthy under the impossibility of providing protec-
than himself: at the expense of a proprietor, tion for himself without extending it to the
--whether the property be in the possession community at large,--he feels it his interest
of the one or the other,--gratification may to do more or less towards the exclusion of
thus be given by the wealthy man to his them;--2d, The guardian influence of public
avarice : at the expense of any man, proprie- opinion, under favour of that liberty, preca-
tot or non-proprietor, to his avarice, or to his rious as it is, which the press is left in pus-
groundless hatred or vengeance : the poorer session of; -- 3d and last, An expectation, --
the vietim, the less time and money will the though produced hy delusion in spite of ex-
gratification thus afforded to the oppressor perienee,- that, on each occasion, will be
cost him : hi the lawyers of all classes, and done that which ought to be done, or some-
more especially in the judges, -- on condition thing to the like effect : on which last aeemmt
of distributing among them the requisite sums we cannot but acknowledge, that it were
in the established proportions, _ he will, on better the delusion should continue, were it
this as on other occasions, behold and find his not that it is not possible that the disorder
ever-ready instruments, should, any further than it is laid open, re-

29. That, accordingly, under such judges ceive any effectual remedy.
and such laws, security tbr whatsoever is most 32. Finally, in regard to the so often-men-
dear to man- property, power, reputation, tioned summary system, which is of course
personal comfort ; condition in life, life itself represented by lawyers, and thence regarded
_is an empty name: --witness, in regard to by others, as having nothing but dispateli to
all real property, the printed declaration of recommend it ; we humbly insist, and chal-
an honest lawyer, whose name is so happily lenge them to disproveit, that, for rectitude
to he found on the list of the commissioners of decision, and thence for giving execution
appointed to make report to the Honourable and effect to the law in all its parts, --it is
tIouse on that subject. " No title" (says he far better adapted -- not only than the system
in so many words,) at present, can be consi- styled regular, but moreover than any other
dered as perfectly "safe .'*-- and it is by the that can be named.
sinister interest herein holden up to view, 33. _re therefore humbly pray_ that. with
lhat this, as well as the other portions of the such extensions and other amendments as may
law, have been brought to this pass. be found requislte,-- this same system of

30. That, to keep the door shut, as close summary procedure may be universally esta-
as possible, against all endeavours to apply blished--ajudiciarg establishment, suited to
to that system of disorder and maleficence the application of it, instituted,--and the sys-
any effectual remedy, _ pains are constantly tern styled regular completely extirpated.
taken, to induce the persuasion, that of all 34. For further particulars of the grievance
these disorders, the cause is to be found _ and the main cause of it, but more especially
not in human maleficence, but in the un- of the remedy, -- we take the liberty hmnbly
changeable nature of things : _ but, in any to refer the Honourable House to the forms
such notion, what degree of truth there is, of petition, intituled Full-lenqth Petition for
we leave it--after the exposure thu_ made, Justice, Abridged PetRion for Justice, and

we leave it to all men to imagine, and we Petition for Codification, _ all beating the
humbly leave it to the Honourable House to name of JeaEMV BESTHAU, who thereby
pronounce, has made himself throughout responsible for

31. That, should it be affirmed that this the correctness of the statements therein con-
our humble representation is exaggerated, and rained : and to those who cannot fred time
in proof of its being so, should it be asked_ for the perusal, we leave it to imagine and
how, if the provision made for the support of say, -- whether a man, by whom a life of
rights and exclusion of wrongs were no bet. more than fourscore years has been passed
ter thlm as above represented, society could without spot, and more than sixty of them
be kept togethcr;_should this be asked, employ_d on works on legislation, which in
the answer is- that it would not be kept to- every part of the civilized world are known

and regarded with approbation, _ would, on
Suggestions sent to the Commissioners ap- a subject and occasion of such importance,

laointed to inquire into the lua_aof Real Pro- --in the face of that same world, lightly
perry, bv John TyrrelL of Lincoln's Inn, Bar. hazard anyasserfion without some substantial
_: London, 1829, p. 168. ground.
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SUPPLEMENT,

WHICH MAY BE ADDED OR NOT TO ANY ONE OF THE TIIREE OR
ANY OTHER PROPOSED PETITION.

SECTION I. the power of the giver : and because s pro-
CORF.UPTION--ITS IMPUTABILITYTO posed giver will not, without such a sum in

]ENGLISHJUDGES, his hands as will (he thinks) suffice to out-
weigh the fear of the risk ill the mind of the

1. CORRUPTIONis generally spoken of as the judge, incur the risk of being delivered over
ne plus ultra of depravity ill a judge. By Eng- to punishment by that same judge.
lishmen, the English are commonly spoken 4. In a direct way in the shape of money,
of as forming, in respect of clearness from small indeed, comparatively speaking, is the
this stain, an 2eunourable contrast with the probabihty, that, on the part of an English
judges of other countries. After reference judge, corruption should have place. Why?
made to what is above, we entreat those Because, so far as concerns reputation, --by
whom it may concern, and the ttonourabte a judge, a bribe could not be received in a
House in more especial manner, to eonsider direct way without his putting himself, as

whether, either corruption, or something ahove, in the power of the bribe-glver. But,
still worse, is not, beyond dispute, with few indfreet ways there are, in which no such
or no exceptions, but too justly imputable to danger has place : _ where, for example, it is
English judges. For--if denial and sale of not the judge, but a connexion of the judge's,
justice, withprq_t by the amount of the sale, that receives the benefit in question ; _and
be not corruption, or something still worse, that from a cmmexion of the party; espe-
what is ? eially if it be in the shape- not of money,

2. Like other trades, --the trade, which but, for example, of a lucrative office, or a
may with propriety be termed the trade of lucrative bargain.
corruption, may be carried on -- either in the 5. Note here, that on the part of a judge,
retail or in the wholesale way: in the retail as on the part of any other man, -- where,
way, when it is at the charge of individuals in this or any other shape, misconduct has
only that it is carried on; in the wholesale plaee,--the amount of the evil in aR shapes
way', when it is at the charge of hundreds of taken together being given, it matters not
thousands and millions that it is carried on : what has been the motive, ha the ease of a
by sale of justice at the charge of tens of thou- judge, -- besides self-regardiny interest in re-
sands, with benefit in the shape of pecuniary spect of money ormoney's worth at the bands
profit : by denial of justice, at the charge of of individuals,--temptations to the operation
millions, with benefit in the shape of ease. of which his probity stands exposed, are_

3. By the word eorr_tption, only in that self-regarding interest in respect of desire of
whieh iaas just been styled the retail mode is the matter of good in that and other shapes,
the thing itself commonly brought to view. at the hmlds of government, together with
In this case, the conception formed of the sympathy, and antipathy as towards indivi-
magnitude of the evil produced, is naturally duals or classes of any sort,_on whatever
much exaggerated. Cause of the exaggera- account--private or public. Now then_
tion, this : In so far as carried on in the re- to corruption,-- (if corruption is the name
tail mode, whatsoever intercourse has place to be given to misconduct otherwise than
on the occasion is of course carried on in from blameless misconception) _to eorrup-
secret : by the seeresy, suspicion, and that on tion in _he retail mode, from all these sources,
the most incontestable grounds, is excited; the probity of the judge stands more or
facts, though it were in small number, tran- less exposed, _ in all eountries, mad in all
spiring by accident,--especially when other judicatories. Why ? Because, by all these
persona of note are concerned in them, or efficient causes, miseonduet, in any shape,
affected by them -- suffice to produce in the may, on the part of a functionary, in that as
public mind the conception _ that the in- in any other situation, be made to have place,
stances in which it has place are much more without need of intercourse with any other
numerous than in reality they are. Under go- individual ; and this, unless circumstantial
vernments, andin judicatories, in which means evidence be received as sufficient, without
of corruption, producing profit by money or possibility of its being, for the purpose of
money's worth received in the direct way, i censure, proved either in a legal tribunal, or
h_ve place,- the probable number of these even in the tribunal of public opinion.
im_anees is not very great. Why? Because 6. Thus it is, that, in respect of entrap.
in this ca_e the receiver must put hlmselfin tion, carried on by tunetionaries in all sittm-
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/"ions in the rctaitmode, England is not much springs from behind the throne: he alone exo
otherwise than upon a footing with other cepted, who for himself has nothing to wish
countries : while, in respect of the corruption for, nor has relation, friend, or enemy. What
trade, carried on by judges in the wholesale then, but either deceiver or deceived, can any
way, as above, she is altogether unrivalled, be, by whom, in the situation of an English

7. Without any the smallest fear of punish- judge, any such quality as independence is
meat,- without even any considerable fear, said to have place?
if any at all, of any such disrepute as he is Two laws--made, both of them, by these
_apable of being influenced by, -- an English same judges who " never make any law,"
judge, on a question in which the ruling one two laws--either of them, much more both
or the sub-ruling few are supposed by him to of them together (not to speak of the fullest
take an interest, may commit injustice to any assurance at the hands of legislators, of which
amount in favour of that side : without dan- presently,) suffice to keep banished from the
ger of any snch disrepute, for two reasons: -- mind of an English judge, all apprehension ot
]. Because, at the hands of all with whom he punishment, in any shape, for anything done
is in the habit of passing his time. or is in any in the exercise of his power. One is -- that
particular way connected, -- instead of dis- which enables a public man, to whom miscono
approbation, approbation is the sentiment he duct is imputed, to bring down punishment
will make sure of experiencing ; 2. Because, on the head of the imputer, without exposing
in the situation of a judge,- partiality in himself, on that occasion, to any such un-
favour of that side is so general, not to say pleasant accident, as that of hearing the truth
universal, and is the result of influence nolo- of the imputation proved, out of the adver-
rlouslv so irresistible, that, on the part even sary's, or any other mouth: the other is, that
of those who suffer by it, slight is the degree which preserves him from the still more un-
of disapprobation which it calls forth : a mere pleasant accident of hearing it proved out of
nothing in comparison of that which would his own mouth.
have place, if it were by hard money, to the Where the procedure is by information,
same valne, that it was produced, true it is -- that, in some instances, the court

8. In the case of an alleged libel, for ex- has refused to grant what is called the rule
ample, against a government functionary, as (namely, the rule by which it is suffered to
such, -- what man is there that ever expects, go on,) without an adffdavit denying the truth
that the chief-justice will fail to do his ut- of the imputation. But, for preserving an
r_ost to procnre the conviction of the alleged oppressed complainant from being punished
Jibeller?--or, on the prosecution of a justice instead of the oppressor, what would this
of peace, to screen him from punishment ? practice do, were it ever so sure to be adhered
If indictment be the mode, the jury will be to? Just nothing. Whether any judge, whose
directed accordingly ; if information, the ira- pleasure it has been to receive a bribe, will
punity wilt, as far as possible, be conferred have received the bribe-giver, with a third
alan earlier stage :--the rule will be refused: person in his band, to bear witness of the
the established maxim about motives-- (no transaction, may be left to be imagined : aml,
conviction withoutproofofa corrupt motive) without such third person, the evidence of
--being of itself equivalent to a statute law the bribe-giver will go for nothing; for, for°
granting impunity to every abuse of power asmuch as to conviction in case of perjury,
on the part of every individual plaeed in that two evidences are made necessary, a licence
same office. A justice of peace, supposing it is thereby granted to every person to commit
possible that punishment be his desire, would perjury, wherever no evidence, in addition to
not be indulged with it : for, by the example the testimony of one witness, has had place.
of his punishment, delinquency on the part But, suppose an extraordinary case : slml-
or"others--4000 and more, acting in that lar or other evidence, not only in existence
_'ne office--might be more or]ess checked: but obtainable, un the strength of which it
not to speak of official men, in other offices, is possible that conviction may take place:
whether below him, on a level with him, or how stand the relative situations of the per-
even above him. In as far as in that office a ties ? Against conviction of the doubly guilty
man is deterred from abuse of its powers-- functionary, guilty of the original oppression
it is by fear--not of conviction (a disaster or depredation, guilty of the perjury coin.
to which he does not stand exposed) but of mitted for the purpose of transferring all pu-
twoseeutlon ; to which, whatsoever can be nishmont from the injurer to the injured, the
dune for him, he cannot but remain exposed, chances are several to one : while, to the
at the hm_ds of any such adequately _putent oppressed or plundered accuser, or other pro-
individuals, in whose breast resentment has so secutor, punishment is applied to a certainty:
far got the upper hand of prudence, punishment, that is to say, peetmiary punish-

9. As to incorruptibility and/adherence, moat, and this to an amount not sacartainable
_under Matchless Constitution, every judge beforehand; but frequently not less than
ia, on every oceasinn, acted npon by that same some hundreds of pounds. True it is, that,"
matter of corruption, of which the fountain in this case, not punishment but eostJ is the
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given tO it : but whether, by this change 2. On this octagon may be seen two etm_
of denomination, any abatement bemade lathe _icting interests, by which the minda ol
imiFeting produced by the thing denominated, legislators axe everywhere operated upon :
may be left to be imagined, legislators, and the ruling fewin general: to

True it is again--amode there is, inwhich, which class belong of course the judges;
if a judge, or any other functionary, or any whose case comes, on this account, a second
other person by whom oppression, depreda- time under consideration ; of these same con.
tion, or any other crime, has been committed, flicting interests, the one acting in accoedavee
wishes to see it exposed to public view, -- with the official duty, the other in oppogition
he is at liberty to put in for the indulgence : to it.
this is the mode by action : for in this case 3. First, as to duty in respect of the main
the alleged libeller--the defendant_is left end of justice: namely, maximization of the
at liberty to prove the truth of the impute- execution and effect given to the several ex-
tion; which, if he does, the criminal, whose isting laws, by whomsoever made. To the
guilt has thus been proved, obtains no da. legislator for the time being, if to anybody,
mages, and perhaps pays costs. But, some- belongs assuredly this duty, in the character
bow or other, a desire of this sort is not very of a moral duty : necessary to the fulfilment
commonly entertained, of which (as there has so often been occasion

]got that in all cases the guilt of the pro- to observe) is prevention, not only of m/sde-
secutor is thus demonstrated by the mode of cislon, but of non-decision, where, audio such
prosecntion chosen by him. For where, as in sort as, decision is necessary to the production
the cases of indictment and information, the of that same e./_ct : so likewise in respect
suit is of that sort in which punishment is of the coUateralends of justice; namely, mini-
applied under the name of punishment, to the mizatlon of expense, delay, and vexation.
author of the injury, -- and no compensation 4. Thus much for duty. But, as to into-
given directly and avowedly to the sufferer rest, unfortunately, in the breast of the le.
by the injury, --in this ease, the tcstiulony gislator, as well as in that of the judge as
of"the sufl_t'cr is admitted ; and not only so, such,--against that interest which is in
but as capable of being taken for sufficient, accordance with duty, fight other interests
without corroboration from any extraneous wl_ieh stand in opposition to it. Interests in
evidence, flat, in the case in question, ex- accordance with duty, those which beinngto
traneous evidence, and that adequate, never him, in common with all other members of
can he wanting. It is gicen by every man, by the commtmity ; interests in discordance with
whom a copy of the alleged tibel has been and in opposition to duty, all those which,
purchased, being peculiar to the few, cannot be promoted

Accordingly, if any such criminal act is but at the expense of those of the other men_
imputed to a man: to any man, mid in par- bets of that same community ; in a word, of
titular to a judge, --he will proceed by one the s_bject-many.
_rt of suit or another, according as he is ,5. So much for conflicting interests : now
guilty or not guilty. If not guilty, he pro- for/aw. In the aggregate body of the laws,
coeds by action : if guilty, he proceeds by some there will always be, by which the pro-
indictment or inlbrmation ; by inibrmation _ motion of the interests of both sections
either in the ordinary way, or by information that of the subject-many, and that of the
in the ex o_cio way : in the ex oa_c/o way, ruling few _ ,,viii have been endeavoured at,
that is to say, by the mere act, if obtainable, and in a greater or less degree compassed :
of the attorney-general, without application others again there will be, by which the in-
for leave, made in public, to the court. This terests of the ruling few will be promoted,
beingthe case,_ifit bein any one oftbese or be endeavoured to be promoted, atthe
three last-mentioned ways that he proceeds, expense of those of the subject-many : others
_to what a degree be exposes his character again by which the interests of the subject-
to suspicion, not to say gives it up, is sufll- many will be promoted, or be endeavoured to
eiently obvious, be promoted, at the expense of the particular

interests, or supposed interests, of the ruling
few.

SECTION IL 6. So much for legislators at large. Eater
now in conjunction such of them as are law-¢ernla sov_css or oPFosrrm_ To LXW
yore, and lawyers at large, official and pro.

lgEI_OR_, fessional, both in one, and profesdonal at

1. Ir it be of use, that, in the situation of large ; looked up to, all of them, by legish-
Itdge, the opposition of interest to duty un- i furs as their advisers. These being the only

der the existing system should be held up to persons, who _n so much as profess to have
View, _ not less so can it be in the case of ! sue general acquaintance with the law as it
.those, by whom the conduct of all judges is is/--:_ thence it but too naturally crones to
eetermiagb_ pass -- that, as often as _y propm_ Ior tim
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melioration of the system is brought forward, in any number, were, on each occasion, to be
the opinion by then declared is, as of course taken in hand and moulded.

referred to, as that on which the determina- 10. Thus, on a common-law bench : and, in
tion respecting acceptance or rejection shall equity, the Earl of Eldon, though without
be grounded. Bat, it being in the highest de- the use of the word, was not backward in de-
gree their interest that it shall be in a state claredly following the example.* As for up.
as opposite to the interest of the people, in prehension, no very strong sensation of this
respect of the above-mentioned ends ofjus- sort could reasonably be entertained, by a
rice, as possible, -- and, whatever it be, as Lord Eldon, sitting in his court of equity, of
little known as possible, -- of course, so it is, the same Lord Eldon sitting in judgmcnt or.
that supposing any such change proposed, as his own conduct in his House of Lords. Now,
affords a promise of rendering it etmformable i for above these four years, has indication of
to the ends of justice, whatever knowledge this mode of ruling, by vigour, over the law,
each man possesses is applied -- not to the been betbre the eyes of the public. There it
promotion, but to the prevention of it ; pre- is ; and who cares ? Just as much the Tortes
vention of it -- by any means and in any out of place as the Tortes in place.
way ; in an open and direct way, or in a dis- 11. Connected with this prominent and un-
guild and indirect way; in particular, by deniable interesL may be seen another par-
the promotion of such narrowimprovements, ticular and sinister interest, which, though
apparent or even real, so they be _ either by so much less extensively shared, will, by its
uuadaptability, or by their narrowness and latentcy, and the consequent appearance of
the consequent length of time requisite for disinterestedness, naturally operate, in the
their establishment, -- obstructive of all ade- simster direction, with still greater force.
quate as well as beneficial change. This is the interest of the cx-lawyer. Inte-

7.Accordingly,whcnaplanhasbeenbrought rest affected, and feared for, by the lawyer
forward, having for its object the establish- in office or practice, pecuniary interest : trite.
ment of an all-comprehensive, uniform, and rest affected, and feared for, by the ex-law-
self-consistent rule of action,---conducive, in yer, interest created by regard for reputation,
endeavour at least, in the highest degree pos- : reputation of appropriate wisdom. Well-
sible, to the happiness of the whole commu- grounded altogether is this fear, it must be
nity, taken together,---and this at the earliest confessed: for, proportioned to the acknow-
time possible,--little less than universal have ledged beneficialness and extent of any such
been the anxiety and the conjunct endeavour beneficial change, will be sure to be the real
to frustrate its design. For this purpose, folly which has all along been covered by the
silence, being at once the most commodious, veil of apparent and boasted wisdom. Occu.
and the most efficacious, has been the means pied_first in the study of this system, then
generally resorted to: the most efficacious ; in the acting under it, and all along in the
forasmuch as by declared opposition, atten- magnification of it, the labour of a long life,
tion would be drawn to the subject, and to -- and now, after all, and all at once, a corn-
the validity of the arguments in favour of the pound of mischievousness and absurdity is
plan ; and the futility of the ablest and strong- found to be the character of it ! What a shock
est arguments capable of being brought against to vanity and pride !
it, would be the more extensively perceived. 12. Not merely in proportion to the change

8. Hence it is -- that, under the existing effected, but as soon as the change is deter-
system _ while, on the part of judges, not mined upon, will the sad sensation be pro-
only acts of wilful mnission to give execution duced. Ill-gotten wealth and power excepted,
and effect to the law have place, but acts are all that the great man has been accustomed
committed, by which the authority of the will to be valued upon, or to value himself upmh
declared by the legislature is avowedly over- vanished !
ruled, _se perfectly undisturbed is the tran- 13. In the train of these sinister interests,
quiltity manifested by legislators. In cases, come interest-begotten prejudice, and autlw.
in which no particular detriment to the par- rlty-begotten prejudice. But of these sources
titular interests of the ruling few is percep- of opposition to whatseever is at once useihl
tible, as plenary as can be wished is the in- and new, --in one place or another, so conti-
*lulgenee : in these cases, these hired servants nually recurring, has been the need, -- and,
o| _e law ace left to obey it or break it, as with the need, the act,_of making mention,
is most agreeable to them. _that every further mention of them here

9. Parliament enacts one thing: equity may well be spared.
rules, or acts, the opposite thing. The Earl 14. Such being the explore made of the
of Mansfield, ablest as well as most zealous opposing causes : now for its practical uses.
absolutist that, since the aristocratieal revo- Uses of it may be seen two: -- One is, sbew-
lution, ever sat upon an English bench,--had ing, that, taking the existing system all toge-
for use a word admirably adapted to this pur-
pose. According to him, gtatRte_ shLgly or • Indications respecting Lord F_.ldon_ ._
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t_er, no proof of its fitness to exist is decla-
rable from its having thus long been in ex- I. Applying to Device IIL -- Written Plead.
istenee, inns worse than useless, necessitaged.

15. The other use is--showing, that against From the Examiner for $0th November
no one distinguishable article of the here- 18"28:--" An action has been brought against
proposed system, or of any proposed system, the ' select' (of St. Giles's and St. George's,
--to any declared opinion of any individual Bloomsbury) to try their title; £'200 were
belonging to any ooe of those same classes, therefore abstracted from the funds raised
so far as it seeks to operate in favour of the for the support of the poor, and thus stimu-
existing system, should any weight be attri- lated, his (the solicitor's) industry was ex-
buted--any regard be paid. On the contrary, traordlzmry, for he put in fifteen special pleas
it should be looked upon as an argument in covering the surface of 175 folios I On Tues.

.favour of that system to which the opposition day- week, however, the Court of King's
is made : in favour of it, and for this reason. Bench reduced the number more than one
With this subject, as with every other, the half," and thusthe select have incurred per-
better acquainted a man is, and the greater sana]ly the needless and vexatious expense to
his appropriate ability, the better able will which they resorted for obvious purposes."
he be to bring forward whatsoever relevant
arguments in support of his declared opinions 2. Applyinff to Device V.- Oaths, for the
the nature of the case affords :and the stronger establishment of the Mendacity System, he.
the reliance placed by him on the effect looked cessitated.
for from his mere opinion, the stronger the From the Windsor Express, August 2,
evidence of the consciousness of the depravity 18'28 : --" At the Manchester quarter-sea-
of the system, and the weakness of all argu- sioos, a woman was arraigned for stealing a
meats producible in favour of it. shawl from a child in the street. A little boy

16. To conclude. In this state of things, was brought forward to give evidence of the
i£, from the pressure of the enormous and fact; instead of being suffered to do this,
perennial load of misery, from which relief is however, the chairman examined the child
hereby endeavoured to be obtained, any such as to certain theological doctrines. After the
relief is to be expected, --it must be at the child had said he knew it was a bad thing to
haa_s of one or other of three distinguishable tell lies, the chairman said, do you know
descriptions of men in the situation of legis what becomes of those who tell lies ? ' No,
tutors: one, in which a sense of moral duty I don't.' Chairman : ' Do you eversayyour
has place, and that same sense strong enough prayers ?' ' Yes, I said my prayers once."
to eonstitnte an effective cause of action : nil- Chairman : ' And what prayer was it you
other, that to which it appears that its own said?' ' I said Amen.' Upon this the chair-
particular interest is so bound up with the man refused to receive his evidence, and the
general weal, as to have more to gain than to woman was set free."
suffer, from the substitution of the good sys-
tem to the bad one: the third and last, that 3. Applying to Det, ice XL _ Decisions on
in which a salutary feat',in sufficient strength, ground_ avowedly.foreiRn to the Merits
has place : the fear, lest, wearied by the o W l_xemplification of the Crime- licen_in9
pression, and enlightened at length by the in- System.
formation received, as to the causes and the From the Windsor Express for July 19_
authors of it, --the subject-many should, in 18'28:--" At the present Berkshire assizas,
sufficient number, concur in doing for them- a woman was charged with murdering her
selves what ought to have been done for them, child by wllfully suffocating it. Before any
and in so doing cease to exhibit that compli- evidence, counsel submitted that the woman
.anee, by, and in proportion to which, all power must be acquitted of this murder, because at
Is constituted, the coroner's inquest, the name of one of tk¢

jurors was stated to be Tlmmns WinterBorae,
Still, before this Supplement is concluded, instead of Thomas Wtnter Burn.

a few more articles, particularly the fifth and " Mr. I_aron Vanghan -- ' I cannot hold
last of them, may, it. is hoped, be found not that Berne and Burn are the same name, and
altogether without their use. As to the third I am clearly of opinion that this objection
and fourth, exhibiting impunity given to mur-
der, and right tram pled upon _ both without • In the reduction thus made, may be seen a
the shadow of a reason _ the practice is of sample of the sortof law reform, which, were the
such continual occurrence, that these in- matter left to them, would be established by

Judge and Co. As to the reductio_ made in
stances of it would not have been inserted, the gibberish,_what was the reduction made
but that, at the moment of sending off the by it in the expense, or what the expense of the
matter to the press, the memorandums made a_llcation made for the reduction _ andtheteir
of them happened to present themselves to o_"thesav/ngw thepartie_fromthesetedactim_
view. what was the net amount P
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., SUPPLEMENT TO THE PETITIONS FOR JUSTICE.

I_ts_ _ to_e ease.' The prisoner must tile ltever negle_ed p_rp_ of _KC]LK_w

_e _ged'-- • • from the practice of judicature, the light of
" Another ease occurred on Tuesday in publicity,aud thencethe mdy cheek, towhieh

the King's Bench. Fisher v. Clement. It in various situations _ aml more espeeiall_
came out during the trial that the defendant, in that of a judge who is styled judge,
who had been found guilty in the Common power, otherwise completely arbitrary, stands
Pleas, was allowed a venire de _ovo by tile exposed. Speaking of the judicatory of the
King's Bench, becau_e in one of the counts sort of judge styled a justice qf the peace, in
in the declaration, the words ' of and con- the cases in which he acts, or may act, with-
eerning' had been omitted." out any other with him, --so shameless have

been judges of the sort styled judges _ to
4. Applying to Device XIV. _ Groundless such a degree shameless, as to declare _that

Arrest for Debt. it is nota court of justice : and that this being
From the F_'aminer of I Ith January 18"29, so, he who presides is not under _he obl;ga-

page 28 :--" The rules embrace a suburb, hn- tion of carrying on the business otherwise
medzately adjoining the King's-Bench prison, than in secret. Is not a court of justice ?
of a cireumference of about fromtwo tothree Whatthen is it? Acourtof injustice? This
miles, and containing about six miles of open it must be, if anything ; unless between the
roads and streets. This advantage to debtors one and the other a medium can be found.
is somewhat similar to that accorded to pri- Other instances have been afforded by the
_ooers of war on their parole d'lwnneur, with sort of judge styled a coroner, who presides
the exception, that, in this instance, the law in the judicatory styled the coroner'e inquest.
fLYingthe marshal for the debt of his prisoner To what purpose, unless it be that of sharing
whenever the latter shall be found without in the privilege of giving impunity to past,
the limits of ' the rules,' that officer very and thereby encouragement to future murder,
properly takes care to receive sufficient se- possessed and exercised, as above, by judges
¢urity. It is by the privilege of granting styled judges?
4 the rules' to prisoners, that the marshal Behold here an example, of the way in
realises the greater portion of his income, which the judge-made law styled common law
which is said to amount in the gross, to from is made. King, Lords, and Commons, altoge-
,£10,000 to £20,000. The charge for the ther, would they dare do any such thing?
rules is in proportion to the amount of the
debt, the rate demanded being .£8 for the 6. Applying to alnmst the n,hole constellation
first, and _ for every other £100 of the de- of Devices.
tainers lodged against a prisoner. The bonds Under the Mosaic code, justice was admi-
are also prepared in the marshal's office, and nistered at the city gates. Why at the gates ?
leave their profit in his pocket. _ King's- Even because there was the greatest affluence
a_eneh Gazette." of passengers : affluence--not of paid, but of

The patronage of this office, whatever may gratuitous observers, and thereby inspectors,
be the emolument of it, being in the bands on the principle above submitted to the Ho-
of the chief-justice of the King's Bench, as nourable House. Of factitious expense or
the patronage of a living is in the hands of delay, in no shape, under that system, is any
the proprietor of the advowsou ; and it being trace visible. Exclusion of parties fromjudges'
thus his interest, that oppression and depre- presence _ unintelligible-language --useless
elation, at the charge of men thus under afflic- written instruments---subornation and praz_
tlon, should, in proportion as any increase in rice of lying_ cessation of judge's service for
the amount of the emolument is the result, six months and twelve manths together
be screwed up to the highest pitch possible, blind fixation of times for judicial operations
_these things considered, what regard can _mechanical, substituted (as hath been seen)
be due to the ipse-dixit authority of any- to mentaljudicature_useless transference in
thing which, by a man in such a situation, is bandying: add- transference of suits from
ever said in favour of the existing system, judimt_rytojudicatory--decisinnongrounds
may be left to be imagined, avowedly foreign to the merits _jurisdictian,

when it should be entire, split and spliced,-
5. Applyin9 to Device XIIL --Jurisdiction of any one of all these abominations, not a

split and spliced : Abridged Petition, at- vestige visible.
tide 262. Whence, now, this difference? Whence,
Not by any means a matter of indifference but that the God of Moses was the God of

is, in this case, the appellation employed. Justice ; the God of Judge and Co. the De-
To many a functionary, by whom, as such, mon of Chicane.
the power of a judge is exercised, the appel-
latiun of j_dge is not wont to be applied. 7. October the 3d, 1829: one more last
laramie, a Justice of the peace. Mind now word : fic/t indiq_atio verbum _ indignation,
tim advaata_ taken of this cireum_umce, for called forth by the occurrence of the moment,
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h_ produced it. But, the very last word this and ye touch not the burdens with one o"
must be : for, if the like cause were constant- your fingers." Read thia_ ye fee-fed delayers
ly productive of this same effect, never would deniers, and sellers, of what ye calljus_ce!
this publication find its close. 14. The power, given to judges by Lord

8. Two guineas for one minute occupied Eldon and Mr. Peel--the power ofimposing,
m bearing a part in the useless and mlschiev- on the indigent and already afflicted, taxes
ous eeremony_the swearing ceremony I Fees without stint, putting the produce into their
to this mnount extorted by a Master (ordi- own pockets -- this power has already been
nary) in Chancery, for a business, which, by over and over again held up to abhorrence;
a solicitor arrayed in the title of MASTEREx- and, on each occasion that seems favourable,
Tg,W_)I,_,RY, is done for half-a-crown t Five will be so again, as long as any blood remains
guineas to the same extortioner for the bare in the hand which gives motion to this pen.
reeeivia 9 of a paper styled an answer : besides Of the purpose and use of the creation and
travelling expenses for a useless journey of preservation of this power, this case presents
from six to twenty miles, an exemptifit_ttion. And this is called 9o-

9. Plunderage, to these amounts, extort- vernment/--and this is called justice t
ed, or endeavoured to be extorted, from pan- 15. Rebellion, forsooth ? "Durumest," says

rs, whilst in prison ! _in prison, -- during a maxim of their own -- Oh yes __ derum
• And for what ? For no less a crime (it enough--durum eat torquere teges, ad hoe,

is true) than that of rebellion. But, the proof " ut torqueant homines."
of it is _ what ? No other than the inabi- To torturemen,the tyrant wordsdistort8:
lity to pay costs: the costs, all factitious ; Theseare the foe-fedlawyer's cruel st,otto.
tares, sown by the demon of chicane ; crop, ]6. Of these sham convictions of rebellion,
for the sowing and gathering in of which, the --if persevered in, with the practical conse-
eenrtsofiniquity, somiscalledcourtsofequity, quences deduced from them,_what more
are kept on foot. apposite requital than a real and successful

10. Of this same eventually intended life one ? *
imprisonment, in one ease seventeen years
already passed. Of this case, with six other • Seen_ for the hi_tory of this business_ have
similar ones, the disclosure produced by a! been the documents tbllowing:--1. Account of the 8oticitor-General's visits to
visit to the Fleet prison ; namely, the visit, the F4eet prison on the Ilth and 12tb: headed
forced from the foremost of the anti-codifica- CI_I_'cEnvREFonMs.--_Ioruing Chronlele_
timusts, and anti-reformists in all shapes, in 15th September Ilia. "From the Bn_h Tra-
Honourable House--the new solieitor-gene- yeller."
ral --imported into it, with his minute scraps 2. Account of these sume visits : one of seveneases mentioned in the above, the last four omit-of reforms and sham reforms, for the special
purpose of keeping the door shut affainst all ted.--Morning Herald, 15th Septcnd_er; headed(?HANCERY BEFORItIS_ Vlsits_&c. "From tL'e
adequate ones. British Traveller." f

11. Behold the letter written by him-- _. Article, headed C_tANCEar Rzron_s,
written to one of the victims of the oppres- COXTE_tv'rs OF COCaT.--3iorn_uA, 11erald,
_ien : giving him the assurance, that it would b'eptembcr 17tz_.4 Masters in Chancery-- their charge_. I_ abe "his own fault" if he continued to be thus " . . - ,

oppressed. Behold in this letter a genuine letter signed_ A Soheltor. Aructe head_l (.O_-TEMPTS OF CItA_CER_'. -- _lornin_ llerald,
English lawyer's sermon, on the text _" I October 2d.
was in prison, and ye visited me." ] 5. Article headed " C_A_CEnY PrtACTIC_.

The
12. "Woe unto you, lawyers ! for ye have t Soheitor-General and the rebel Pickeri_g_" -"

taken away the key of knowledge : ye entered I containing a bill of eost_ -- Morn_tg Chronicle,
not in yourselves, and them that were enter- ] October ;Id.
ingin ye hindered," Luke xi. 52. Read this, i Not seen, the British Traveller--the original -source of the intbrmation bn this subject.
ye anti-eodificationistst l g_" A beneticial exemphtication of pubh¢

13. "Woe unto you also, ye lawyers ! for ye spirit would be a republieataonoi the above mat-
lade men with burdens grievous to be borne, rex in a cheap form.

or. t,. _[m
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THE PETITION OF THE UNDERSIGNED,

Humbl9 Showeth, -- That, in so far as our That when, seeing men put to death, and
respective consciences wilt allow, we enter- otherwise grievously punished by order of
rain the sincerest disposition to conform our- judges, a man asks by what authority this is
selves in all things to the good pleasure of done, he learns that it is by the authority of
those who are set in authority over us. statute law or common law, as it may hap-

That when, by any of us, a wish is ex- pen: andifhe thereupon asks whether, when
pressed to know what that pleasure is, he is it is upon the authority of the common law
bid to look to the law of the land. that the judge does this, it is not by this same

That, when a man asks what that same law judge that this same common law is made, he
is, he learns that there are two parts of it: still receives the same assurance--that no
that the one is called statute law, and the judge ever makes law, mid that a question
other common law, and that there are books in what part of the law is of his making, would
which these same two parts are to be found, be received with indignation, and resented as

That, when a man asks in what book the a calumny: while the truth is--that, on each
statute law is to be fbund, he learn_ that, so occasion, the rule to which a judge gives the
far from being contained in any one book, force of law, is one which, on this very oeca-
howsoever large, it fills books composing a sion, he makes out of his own head: and this
heap greater than he would be able to lift. --not till the act for which the man is thus

That, if he thereupon asks, in which of all dealt with has been done: while, by these
these books he could, upon occasion, lay his same judges, if the same thing were done by
hands, and find those parts in which he him- the acknowledged legislature, it would be
self is concerned, without being bewildered spoken of as an act of flagrant injustice, de-
with those in which he has no concern, -- siguated and reprobated, in their language,
what be learns is--that the whole matter is by the name of an ex postfiwto law.
so completely mixed up together, that for him All this while, we are told that we have
to pick out the collection of those same parts ri.qltts given to us, and we are bid to be grate_
from the rest, is utterly impossible, ful for those fights : we are told that we have

That, if he asks in what book the common duties prescribed to us, and we are bid to be
law is to be found, he learns that the collec- punctual in the fulfilment of all those duties ;
tion of the books in which, on each occasion, and so (we are told) we must be, if we would
search is to be made for it, are so vast, that save ourselves from being visited with con.
the house he lives in would scarcely be sot- dign punishment. Hearing this, we would
fieient to contain it. really be grateful for these same ri.qhts, if we

That, if he asks who it is that the statute knew what they were, and were able to avail
law is made by, he is told, without difficulty, ourselves of them : but, to avail ourselves of
that it is by King, Lords, and Commons, in rights, of which we have no knowledge, being
Parliament assembled, in the nature of things impossible, we are

That if, in continuation, we proceed, any utterly unable to learn _ for what, as weU
of us, to ask who it is that the common law as to whom, to pay the so-eaUed-for tribute
has been made by, we learn, vo our inexpres- of our gratitude.
sible surprise, that it has been made by no- As to these same duties, we would endea-
body ; that it is not" made by King, Lords, your at least to be punctual in the fulfilment
and Commons, nor by anybody else : that the of them, if we knew but what they were ;
words of it are not to be found anywhere : but, to be punctual hEthe fulfilment of duties,
that, in short, it has no existenee ; itisamere the knowledge of which is kept concealed
fiction ; and that to speak of it as having any from us, is equally impossible. That which
existence, is what no man can do, without is but too possible, and too frequently expe-
giving currency to an imposture, rieneed by us, is the being thus punished for

When, upon observing that, by every judge, not doing that which it has thus been ren-
it is spoken of as a reality, and that he professes dered impossible for us to do.
to be _ting under it, we ask whether it is not Thus, while the right, we are bid to be
he that makes it ? we are told, that this is what grateful for are mere illusions, the punish-
no judge ever does, and that, by any of the meats we are made to undergo are sad tea.
learned judges, a question what part of the lities.
law is of his making, would be received with Finally, thos it is that we, who, in so far
indignation, and resented as a calumny, amsuch oppression admits of our being so,
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his M_jesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, are him to send in such his work, in manusMpt,
&aaltwithaswerethechildrenofIsraelunder to any person authorised by the House to
their Egyptian taskmasters, print its proceedings : that is to say, for the

We hear of tyrants, and those cruel ones : purpose, and, subject to the ]imitation here-
but, whatever we may have felt, we have inafter mentioned, under the asmlrance tha_
never heard of any tyrant in such sort cruel, the same will be printed, along with the other
as to punish men for disobedience to laws proceedings of the House, in like manner a_
or orders which he had kept them from the acts of parliament are at present.
knowledge of. 3. As to the persons of such contributors,

We have heard much of cruelties practised we humbly insist, that, from the liberty of
by slaveholders upon those who are called sending hi draughts for this purpose, no per
their slaves. But, so far as regards the mode son should stand excluded. No; not any per-
of treatment we thus experlence,-- whatever son whatsoever. For suppose, for example,
be the cruelties practised upon them, never a foreigner to send in a draught better adapt-
have we heard this to be of the number of ed to the purpose than any draught sent in
those cruelties. The negro, so long as he byanyofhisMajesty'ssubjects,_weseenot
does what he is commanded to do, and ab- why his being so should debar us from the
stains from doing that which he is forbidden benefit of it: and assuredly we see not any
to do--the negro_slave as he is, is sa|_. reason whatever for any soch apprehen_ion,
In this respect, his condition is an object of as that, by the Honourable House, the cir-
envy to us, and we pray that it may be ours. cumstance of the draughtsman's being a fo-

We have heard not a little of the pains reigner should ever cause a less well-ada_cd
taken by the Honourable House, in the en- draught to be employed and sanctioned, in pre-
dcavour to put an end to those same cruel- ference to a better adapted one.
ties. We cannot refuse to any such endeavour 4. As to the expense that might be even-
the humble tribute of our applause. But we tually attendant on the printing of such
hope we are not altogether unreasonable in draughts, it is no more than we are perfectly
our wish to receive, from the hands of the aware of. But there are two arrangements,
Honourable House, the benefit of the like which, taken together, we cannot but rely on
endeavours, as sufficient to reduce within a moderate corn-

That which, for this purpose, we have need _ass the ammmt of that expense.
of (need we say it ?) is a body of law, from 5. One is, that it be an instruction to every
the respective parts of whieh we may, each contributor, that no such contributor shall
of as, by reading them or hearing them read, receive the benefit of the accommodation thus
learn, and on each occasion know, what are afforded, unless, to each article or set of a--
his rights, and what his duties, tides in his proposed code, the reason, or sef

The framing of any such body of law can- of reasous, by which it was suggested, on
not indeed but be a work of time. This is which it is grounded, and to which it trusts for
what we are fully sensible of. But the sooner its explanation and reception, be appended.
it is begun, the sooner will it have been corn- 6. The other is--that, by the Honourable
pleted : and the longer the commencement of House, power be reserved to itself, by the
it is deferred, the more difficult will be the hands of any person or persons for that pur-
completion of it. Completed, indeed, it can- pose, thereto appointed,--to put a stop at
not be ; and of this too we are fully sensible, any time, to the printing of any such draught:
otherwise than by the King and the Lords, after which, should the impression be con-
in conjunction with your Honourable House. tinued, it will be at the contributor's own ex-
But, to the taking in hand this most ira- pense. But that, to assist him in the faculty
portaat of all works, there is a preparatory of thus making a virtual appeal to public
operation, which, we have been assured, and opinion, such part of his draught as shall
verily believe, is within not only the power, have been already printed, shall be deliver-
but the practice of the House-- of the House ed to him, to be disposed of as he shall think
acting in its single capacity, and by its sole fit.
anthority. This is what we hereby pray for, As to the obligation of attaching the above-
and it is as follows : _ mentioned rationale, we trust to it as a power-

1. That the House, in and by its votes, ful incentive, to the framing and sending in
may be pleased to give invitation to alt per- well-grounded draughts, as well as a power-
sons so disposed, to send in, caeh of them, a ful instrument for keeping the service unin-

t_ ,:f at. a_i-to'n?rohen_iv_ cole, f_'.low_t eum_red with _'t_I,grom_dell vncl r..x_ro_ ded
ythatextthereof; tl_stext, either the whole ones. To france a ptct, tnu:| ccae _t 4iv s,

of it at the same time, or in successive por- with apt reasons all along for its support, is,
tions, as he may find most convenient, m our eyes, the most arduous, as we]] as the

2. That, for indemnifying each such con- most useful, of all purely human tasks that
tributor from the expense of printing, the i the human faculties can employ themselves
House may be pleased to give authority to i upon : and, proportioned to this our persu_
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=ion,is of eour_ oar de_re_timt, without in com_teractlon to its proposed object,
my exception, the door should remain open above. It would operate as a notice of ez-
to all contributors, as above : while, on the elusioa, to every man who could not regard
other hand, to frame proposed laws, destitute himself as situated within the sphere of per-
of such support, is what no hand that can give sonal favour; and, the higher the reward, the
motion to a pen would feel to be out of its greater would be the number of those who
power : it is what not we alone, but our too- would regard themselves as thus excluded.
thers and our grandmothers likewise, would We beg to be believed, giving as we do our
be capable of doing, and might peradventure assurance to the Honourable House, that it
be disposed to do : and it is (we have some- is not to any such purpose as that of seeing
times heard) no altogether uncommon sight, so much as proposed, much less effected, any
to see hands, little better qualified, thus oc- change in the hands, in which the supreme
cupied, power of government is lodged, that this our

To each such contribution should be at- humble petition is directed; and accordingly
tached a z_xmeand address : this, not for the what we not only consent to, but wish and
purpose of determining the a=thm.ship (for desire is, that, out of the field of the proposed
that might be left to each one's desire,) but for otherwise all-comprebensive code, all those
the purpose of respoasibility, in the case of parts which regard the prerogative of the
any inapplicable matter, sent in for the pur- King, the privileges of the several Members
pose of derision, by persons engaged by sinis- of the two Houses of Parliament, collectively
ter interest in the endeavour to render the and severally possessed, and the consideration
measure abortive, of the hands in which the elective function is

As to remuaeratlon_ we humbly insist that placed, be excepted; unless it bewthat, for
none, -- in any shape other than that of the the sake of symmetry and completenass, ex-
eventual honour of distinction and public ap- pre_sion be, on those several subjects, given
probation, with the benefits which in so many to the law as it is, or is conceived to be : it
shapes, in amounts proportioned to the de- being undmlflmo_ i.kat, by the expression
grees of it, cannot but be among the fruits of so given to mstt_ of this description, the
such approbation,--ought to be allotted to draughtsman is not understood to express
any work so sent in: so far from promoting, either approbation or disapprobation, in re-
say such remuneration could not but operate lation to any part of it.
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r_BOA CONSTRICTOR, m'ias rtELLUO CURIAiCI,=J.

SPEECH of LORD CI_AlVCgLLOR BROUGH,I.'_, as printed in tl_ Morning

Chronicle of Friday, September 2d, 1831, in the Article headed Court of

Chancery, on announcing his " resolved on " absorption of the Courts of the

Vice-Chancellor and the Master of the Rolls into that of the Lard High

Chancellor.

TxIE LORD CHANCELLORsat this morning I beg leave to add, that I have now the most
to deliver the fewjudgmentswhich remained sanguine hopes of being able to relieve his
to be pronounced on matters which had been Honour the Vice-Chancellor from hearing the

greater part of causes, such as those which have
previously argued before him ; and having dis- been heard by him since the .year 1813. Theposed of them,

His Lordship addressed the Bar to the fol- i appeals whieh I have disposed of within these
lowing effect : _" It is a great satisfaction to few months have been 120 : of those, 108
me, in taking my leave of the Bar and of the have been fully argued and decided --indeed
suitors, to know that I have been able to dis- all of them, except Miller v. TraDers, which
pose of all the arrears of the business of this i stands for the opinion of the two Judges who
Court, and that there are no appeals unheard, I assisted me in it. The tt,-ne taken in the at-
no petitions unanswered, and no causes now ] guments upon the appeals (the average time
unheard, except those which are not ready, [ being several hours to each) shows that every
and which have been put upon the files of the i one of them were eases of importance, and
Court subsequent to last June. It is a very that there has been n(_ short cause heard by
great relief to the Court--it will be a very [ way of appeal before me. This has been the

great relief to the Bar--it will be a very great I eau._e of the length of time that has been oc.
relief to professional men, as I know it will I eupied in getting through the long attd heavy
be a very great relief to the suitors---for them arrear--the arrear of) ears. When I look into
to feel that they shall have their business this statement, I find also, that in the proper-
henceforward going regularly on, not incum- tion of six to ibur, or of three to two, are the
bered by arrears, and not having their minds number of appeals from his Honour the Vice-
oppressed with the har_sing prospect of never Chancellor to those eoming from his Honour
getting through their business. In the course the Master of the Rolls-- arising, no doubt,
of next term, the benefit of all this will be from the great number of causes decided in
felt, and it will be found that the time has the Vice- Chancellor's court, and .from that
been well bestowedwhich we have been lately eircumstaace only. It is dear, therefore, that
occupying, though it may" have pressed hard at least three months of the time of this Court
upon the Bar, upon suitors, and upon other would have been entirely saved, if that at.
professional men, who have been anxiously rangement could have been made, which (fore-
attending the Court. It has pressed hard also seeing this) Ipropouuded, but unsuccessfully
on the Court, but I have been willing to bear propounded, when I came into the Court. I
that pressure, knowing well that the public thought that every cause whieh was either of
will feel the full benefit next term. It was some importance in point of value, or difli-
said to a great man, the most illustrious of all culty in point of law or of fact, that came
my predecessors, that he allowed the pressure before their Honours the Master of the Rolls
of business upon him to be more than he could and the Vice- Chancellor, almost inevitably
bear ; to which he replied, ' The duties of life found its way here by appeal---and generally,
are more than life :' memorable words, to be certainly in the majority of eases, only led to
had in everlasting remembrance by all men great expense, great delay, and great ineon-
who serve their country I The kindness and venienee, whether there should ultimately I_
attention I have received from the Bar are an affirmanee or reversal. I propo_d, there-
such as to require my most grateful aeknow- fore, that all causes ofd_culty and importance
ledgments, which I now respectfully offer, i_ poiat of value, or from tb_ law as apptfin$
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fo them. sh_uM at once be tree,erred here. up merely for the sake of the cos_. The duty
nd heard by me, as thereby the inevitable up- of the judge there is somewhat like that of as-
peal would be averted. The event has justified sessiny damages ; and in the exercise of suel_
my prospective conjecture, and leads me now discretion, it is better to hare three judges than
to form the plan which 1shall certainly adopt one. Last of "all, where there tare great and
-- name_., that of transferring at once the bulk difficult and important points of law and equity
of that business into this Court. Such a re- to be settled, it is much more satisfactory to
suit was long ago foreseen by eminent men. suitors, and to the profession which cultivates
It was the opinion of Sir Samuel Romill_ -- the scienees, to have that laa, considered and

n most venerable nnme-- it was the opinion settled by more judges than one. These, then,
of Sir John Leach, then a member of parlia- : are the considerations which prineipaLy move
meat, and of many others, that the erection of me to the adoption of the resolution I have
a Court .for his Honour the I_q'ce-Chaneellor i formed. But, at the same time that I stop the
would have, among other things, the effect of great bulk of business going before his Honour
inerensin 9 litigation; and that a mass of bu- the Vice-Chancellor, I shall not deem it ne-
siness, which did not then exist in Chancery, eeasary to recommend elsewhere that may step
would be added to the business of the Court. should be taken at present to terminate his
How far that conjecture has been proved by Court, though in the 53d year of George III.
experience, must be visible to all men ; since it was expected that it would end in getting
64 out of the 108 eontested appeals were from through the arrears. Though we have now got
his Honour the Vice- Chancellor, and have through the arrears, I do not yet see my way
taken up three months constant, laborious, to that which as an ultimate result must be
and expensive attendance to all the parties deemed highly desirable. His Honour the
concerned. If, however, that arrangement Master of the Rolls is more sanguine as to
can be made, which I look forward confidently the speedy accomplishment of it than I am ;
to accomplishing, I shall then deem it to be but still I do not shut out from my mind the
my duty to give to the suitor the full benefit, indulgence of the hope that I may see its ter_
in all difficult and important cases, of having ruination at no ver_"distant period. As long,
threejudges instead of one to hear their causes, however, as that Court shall continue to exist,
If this cannot be done by the law as it now Ishallendeavour to avail nujself, in alldi_itndt
stands, I trust the Legislature u'ill assist me and important cases, t;f the assistance of that
in effeetin9 it. My opinion is, that it can be most learned excellent, and able ju&¢e, in thi_
done without altering or adding to the law as Court. I have said thus much, because 1
it now stands. I have the power at present thought it fit, before terminating business, to
to ashfor the attendance o.fany orall thejudges let the profession know it was not for nothing
in Westminster Hall, and I know not why I that I had imposed on them the haldship
should not have the power of asking to be of the_ long and painful sittings--sittings,
assisted by the presence of the Master of the however, not much later--only two days later
Rolls and Vice-Chancellor, whcn necessity than Lord Eldon has sat ; for he having sat to
requires. Other Chancellors have had the the 29th of August, 1 have sat only two days
Master of the Rolls to sit for them when ab- longer. At the same time I admit, that though
sent ; I have never required that, and I trust I have sat only two da,.tslater than usual, yet
I never shah ; but I think I may have the I have sat many more hours in the course of
assistance of their Honours, on hearing causes the day, and I am aware of the embarrass-
of extraordinary di[flculty and importance, ments and inconveniences that this may have
The bulk of the eases Chat are appealed from caused. I am not, however, aware that its
are not of extraordinary difficulty or import- tendency has been to abridge arguments in
anee ; but, in all cases of that class, the suitor any case, .for I am sure I have endeavoured to
shall have the benefit of the other Equity judges show as much patience as any man could pos-
beingpresent. There are two or three branches seas, that I might not indicate the slightest
of judicature in whieh the presence of three indisposition to bear the longes; arguments.
judges is infinitely better than that o.fone : first, Even where I have thought argument super-
when conflicting facts are to be discussed, or fluous, I have hardly ever stopped the reply,
conflicting evidence to be heard, a jury is the in cases where I have been iu favour of the
best forum for suvh a ease--a single _udge is side on which the reply was to be made, and
perhaps theworst; but three men, with minds still more rarely have I disposed of eases oa
variously constituted, are much more likely hearing one side onb!.* I, therefore, cannot
to come to a satisfaetory conclusion than a charge myself _th having got rid of this ar-
single individual. The next is, where anything rear. and accomplishing this dispatch, at the
like discretion is to be exercised, either in expense of curtailing the hearing of causes.
awarding damages, or saying what costs are The best proof in the world of this is, thai;
to be paid, which is often a very important, one of the last I heard took up eight hours,
or not unfrequently difficult and delicate in-
qmry, as too many cases are brought and kept mWhy not ?
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the one preceding it took seven hours, and provided notice be given on the Wedne_a 7
another immediately before it took six hours, preceding, to one of my officers. I have di*
Three causes, therefore, took upwards of rooted an order to be made to that effect. 1r
twenty-one hours in being argued at the con. do not mean to make any private arramjeme_ts
clusion of the sittings, which surely is a proof a consideration, but I wish to have the notice
that there was no great desire on my part to of the motion sent to me on the Wednesday,
curtail the argument s, or not to hear counsel, that I may arrange respecting my attendance
The profession, therefore, and the Bar, I am in the House of Lords, because I am about
sure, will "rejoice as well as myself when we now to sit from day to day in the House of
find we have not attended in vain, while we Lords during the remainder of the Session ;
very soon shall witness the benefit conferred but I shall not sit there any Saturday when
upon the country by having got rid of this my attendance may be required here. ! think
accumulation of business ; and also in the this Court, sittiu 9 by one _f its branches
prospective arrangement touching the Vice- throughout the vacatton, .for the purpose of
Chancellor's Court, to prevent delay and un- hearing pressing applications, is one of the
necesso_7/expense, to raise the character of the most essential reliefs that can be afforded to
Courts of Justice in this country/, and to an- I the suitor, and is almost essential to the useful
swer the arguments used by persons uneon. ! existence of the Court and the due discharge
nected with them-- arguments so frequently I of justice. It was a remark of a learned and
levelled against the legal profession at large. ! venerable friend of mine -- one amonq the
'/'he profession _511 feel not only that cam- greatest sages of the law_Imean Mr. Jerome!
fort and peace increased, but even their own .13entham--that one of the qreatest erlL_arisin'#
character exalted. In conclusion, I have to ' Cramvacations was t'he shutting up the Court_
state, that as long as I remain in town, which at the very time when suitors might have the
must be for some weeks longer, I shall de- greatest occasion to require access to them. 1
vote one day in every week--Saturdays_to do not tl,ink I can sub_ribe to the whole
hear motion._ ; I shall hear them in the private extent of"his doctrine on this point ; but, un-
room; and I entreat suitors not to depend on doubtedly, that there is a great benefit to be
counsel who are absent:, or to get counsel to conferred by keeping always open some part
remain iu town for the purpose, but to take of the Court for pressing business, I most ca.
such counsel as are in town. I have made tirety agree with him in holding."
inquiry, and I find that there will be several His Lordship's address was listened to with
counsel of the greatest, ability remaining, and profound attention, and received wtth uma_
I will hear them upon any motions by eonsent_ fast satisfaction.
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By the Boa Constrictor, alias Helluo Curia- new one : in relation to the firtt, my w_s_
r_, is meant, as will be seen, the deelarcdly- were in entire accordance with tlmse of m_"
determined author of a measure for the noble friend; in the other alone consiste_I
stranghng and swallowing up of the two the difference.
courts styled the Vice-Chancellor's and the Throughout the whole course of my In*
Master of the Rolls',into the Chancery Court. bours, I believe that one rule has, with unde-
To place it -- in the manner that will be seen vlating adherence, been conformed to by me
_in front of, or so much as to give insertion _be the institution what it might, never to
to it into, this publication, formed no part of engage in any such attempt as that of pulllng
the original intention. The only puhlication it do_m, but for the purpose, and with the
originally intended, was that of which the endeavour, to raise up something that to me
Bankruptcy Court is the subject-matter. But seemed better, in the room of it ; of the oh-
the closer the scrutiny into that measure be- [ servance of this rule, exemplification will, on
came, the more deeply did I become impressed the present occasion, be seen under thehevd
with the painful persuasion, that in a man in of Amendments, in the first part of these Ob-
whom, for so long a course of years, I have servations, p. 578.
had the honour and happiness to possess a The smallness of the type had for its cause
familiar friend, it was in conclusion my un- the intention of making use of the letter-post
happy lot to behold an adversary-- and that for the conveyance of this tract : little did [
an irreconcilable one--an adversary, and to then think of the length to which it was de_
what ? To law reform--to that at] important tined to be drawn out.
undertaking, to which, frmn boyhood, the Thingsleftundoncthatoughttohaveheen
whole of my long life has been devoted. The done-- things done that ought not to have
consequence was, that, in my _iew, so long been done,--to these two heads will be
as he continued in the all-powerful situation found referable the charges here made against
which he now occupies, whatsoever hopes I the institution, the effects of which are now
had ever entertained of witnessing a consum- beginning to show themselves : among the
marion so devoutly to be wished, could not things left undone, consigning to one and the
but remain in a state of extinction : and that, same judicatory the business performed by the
with all the feelings of a friend in relation to court called the Bankruptcy Court and the
him, I saw no choice but acting in relation to court called the Insolvency Court ; that is to
him as I am hereby doing-- and alas I in so say, under the jndieiary establishment as at
harsh a way--the part of an enemy,- the present constituted, with its system of pro-
exclamation " Et tu, Brute ! "' all the while cedure : for, under the system which I haw
sounding, as it were, in my ears. ventured to propose, suits of all sorts, with-

This determination being taken, the pre- out any exceptions worth particularizing,
f_ing the shorter paper to the longer one would be takcncognizance ofbyaset oftbe
vresented itself as a sort of preparatory men- same single-seated judicatories, prooeedi_g
_re, that might be conducive to the end in according to the same simple, natural, un.
• iew. technical, quasi-domestic system of procedure.

As to the measure more particularly here In the publication intituled Justice and Ca.
, question : from first to last, to see the bill [ dification Petitions, may he seen a slight
4nrown out has never formed any part of my J sketch of it As to the things which in my
fishes. Two restdta I saw included in it ;_ [ notion of the matter ought not to have been
me death of the existing state of things in / done, to hold up to view a part of them, nor
ehtion to this part of the judicial establish- vet more than a part of them, is tbelmdnem
dlent, with its procedure, and the birth of a of the ensuing pages.
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OBSERVATIONS
ON

TIIE " RESOLVED-ON" ABSORPTION OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR'S

COURT, AND THE MASTER OF THE ROLLS' COURT, INTO THE LORD
HIGH CHANCELLOR'S COURT.

A Boa Constrictor, of the first magnitude, authority of the aforesaid noble and learned
appropriately wigged and gowned, crushing Lord, as displayed in the string of dictums
in his embrace the bodies, and extinguishing s_ated in the Morning Chronicle of the 9.A
the life, ofthelr two Honours, the Vice-Cban- of this instant September, as having been
eellor and the Master of the Rolls, both of delivered on the occasion of an announced
them also appropriately wigged and gowned absorption of the Master of the Rolls' and
_no bad subject, this for the graver of a Vice-Chancellor's into the Lord Chancellor's
Cruil_a_ All plea_ntry apart, I cannot Court: which said oracles of our said Moanus
but felicitate those whose hard lot it is to 2fpol[o are in the words following ; that is to

sa '#become suitors in equity, at the prospect y-- There are two or three branches of
which such a change presents to view, one judicature in which the presence of three
erase ofappeatl at least, and perhaps in some judges is infinitely better than that of one.
eases two, made to evaporate. Of this hal- 1. " First, where conflicting facts arc to
eyon state of things it seems to me that I see be discussed, or conflicting evidence to be
a glimpse; may it not prove a phantasmagoric heard, a jury is perhaps the best .forum for
one [ such a case--a single judge perhaps the worst ;

So much for what the Lord Chancellor but three men, with minds variously c_msti.
calls his " resolved-on" arrangement. Bat tared, are much more likely to come to asa.
an arrangement is one thing: a principle on tisfactory conclusion than a single individual.
which that same m'rangement is grounded, is 2. " The next is-- where unytl_ing h'ke
another: by one and the same person the one discretion is to be exercised, either in award-
may be approved of, the other disapproved of. ing damages or saying what costs are to be

•" Number in an Od_ce"--of these words is paid, which is often a very important and not
formed the title of section 3 of chapter IX. unfrcquontly difficult and delicate inquiry, as
intituled MINISTERS COLLECTIVELY, in my toomanycasesarebroughtandkcptuproerely
Constitutional Code : a proposition I have for the sake of the costs. The duty of the
there advanced is--that, exceptions excepted judge then is somewhat like that of asses-
(and rare indeed, if any, arc the exceptions) sing damages, and in the exercise of such dis-

be the department what it may, single, cretion it is better to have three judges than
seated should be every office in that depart- one.
ment.* Sinyle-seatedf For what reason ? 3. " Last of all, where there are great
Answer -- For many reasons: but the prin- and difficult and important points of/aw and
dim] one, and the most appropriate of them equity to be settled, it is much more satin-
all, stamls expressed by the single word re- factory to suitors and to the profe&_ion which
•poadbiliO d : responsibility --itself a host of cultivates the sciences, to have that law con-
reasons, sldered and settled by more judges than one.

•' 2Vamber in a Judicatory"-- Of these " These then," concludes his Lordship,
words is formed the title of section 5 of chap- " are the reasons which principally move me
ter XIL intituled JUDICIAE£COLLECTIVELY, tO the adoption of the resolution which I have
in that same Code: in that section, to the taken."
several arguments which, in support of single- There we have hie Lordship's dicta.
seatedness, had been applied to the case of For my part, my work intituled " Con-
the Administration Department, are added stitutional Code ; being," as the title goes on
others which presented themselves to me as to say, ', for the use of all nations and all
applying in an exclusive manner, or with pe- governments entertaining liberal opinions;"
tuliar force, to the Judiciary Department. and, for the support and elucidation of the

To these reasons (of which further on) [ proposed enactive matter, the said work pie-

here the mortification of finding opposed, the seating throughout a correspondent quantity
of ratiocinative matter; it would have b_-

t The department then and there in qu_tion_ no small satisfaction to me, to have _._ th4
the Administration Department. truth of my atgunmnts, which, as Lbes e_ a e
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delivmrad in support of siagle.seatedness in _ February 1828, in and by h;s s,_lf-lmblist_ed
judicature, subjected to the scrutiny of so I speech of that date, p. 5.*
eldightened a mind, and to have given to the [ Now, then, comes the puzzle. Th_sfoema
work in question the benefit of his lordship's _ being the perfection of aptitudc w of appro-
observations on the one side or the other, or / prints aptitude, with relation to this very
on both : seeing that tile questions are not a t case, -- why not on the occasion in question
few, as to which, with perfect sincerity, by t take it in hand and employ it, instead of_

one and the same man (as Sir Roger de Co- I three.seated judicatory--a tribunal which,verley was wont to say) " much may be said titres-seated as it is_ yet, its seats being in
on both sides." This satisfaction I might I numbers no more than a quarter of those of
have had, had his Lordship been pleased to _the forum, yields still to it in point of tins

_4 " "
add them to the pap which he was pleased ] same aptitude ?
to say pray for, and take from a tea-spoon of In the course of the tract intituled " Ob-
mine, when sitting on my lap, at the hermi- t servations on the Bankruptcy Court Bill,"
tege from which I write : those of the said I those same arguments may perhaps be given
arguments [ mean which apply to the case of at length: meantime, an)" something being on
the Administration Department, that part this occasion better than nothing, a sort of
of the work being then already in print; to abridgment of them may be seen in the pro-
which arguments he might have added more- position following :
over those which apply exclusively to the case As to the conduciveness ofsingte-seatedaess
of the Judiciary Department: tbr though not to the ends of justice, comparison had with
yet in print, they were even then in manu- maay.seatedness, no otherwise can any esti-
script ; and, were it only for the chance, how- mate of it be formed, than by the degree of
soever feeble, of their now receiving that appro_riateap¢itude, in all its branches, which
honour, I have some thoughts of sending them in the two cases is likely to have place on the
to the press immediately, and adding them part of the judge or judges, relation had to
to this paper, before I have done. Speaking the functions of their office. For determining
of those same wished-for observations, I take on which side the aggregate of such appro-
the liberty of supposing them as having place priate aptitude is likely to have place in the
on the one side, on the other, or on both. greatest degree, let attention be applied to the

Unfortunately, neither in any one of the following propositions:-
above-mentioned dicta, nor in all of them put 1. As in the case of any other functionary,
together, can I find any portion of that sort so in that of a judge. The state of the/aw
of matter called ratiocinative, which could being given,_for every practical purpose,
with propriety be made to occupy a place in appropriate moral aptitude must be considered
that same work of mine: for, for the support as exactly proportioned to the strictness of
of his Lordship's proposed enactments, ratio- his dependence upon public opinion.
cinative has, in ip_e dixitical matter, found, 2. Singly-seated, a judge finds not any per-
on almost every occasion, if not a more in- son, on whom he can shift off the whole, or
structive, at any rate a more compendious, any part, of the imputation, of a mischievous
and, to the furnisher at 1cast, a much more exercise given to any of his functions. Not
commodious substitute, so, when he has a colleague.

Now, then, for the three ea_es in which, 3. No person does he find to share with
according to his Lordship, three judges are him in the weight of that odium.
better than one. 4. No persons does he find in the same

Case L '" Conflicting facts to be discussed, situation with himself, engaged by the con-
or conflicting evidence to be heard." Of the junet ties of serf-regarding interest and syto-
sorts of eases for which three j udges are, ac- pathy, to support him under the apprehension
carding to him, better than one, this is the of it, by the encouragement given by their
first mentioned. But here comes a puzzle, countenance.
Good for this case as are three judges, an- 5. He has it not in his power, without
other fwrum he descries and points to as being committing himself, to give to an indefensible
for this same case still better: nay, so much exercise made of his functions, tinlfthe effect
better as to be the best possible. And this of a vote, _ namely, by purposed abseatatioa
other forum--what is it? Even his Lord- and non-participation.
ship'sold favourite, "a jury." And of what 6. He finds not, in the same dtuation with
sort of men is the population of that _me

forum, according to his Lordship's declared * " And in my mind" said his Lonhhilh "he

conee pt_on of it, compo_ed? Of" any twelve was guilty of no error--he was da_ge_le withno exaggeration _ ne was betrayea oy n_ amcy
mea_ so they be "good" ones, and "put into into no metaphor, who once said, that all we ace
a box. n _ _, no EXAGGER&TION" here ; so about us _ King, I_rds, Commons, the whole

h', . .ordsbip was pleased to assure us. Such, machinery of the state, all the ap_..tus of
sft_ the most mature deliberation, was his system, and its varied workings -- ewam w_ply
Lor0shlp's opinion, as declared on the 7th of bringing twelve goad mum into a box."
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himself, any person to share with him, and in the conduct of a judge, that any men think
proportion draw off from him, the whole, or worth their notice ; and any advantage that
any part, of any lot of apprebation, whether can ever have happened by accident from such
on the part of his superior officer, or the multiplicity can be imputed to nothing but
public at large, that may come to be attaeh_i the char ee it affords for publicity.
to eztra merit, in any shape, manifested, on 20. The advantages obtainable from a plu-
_he occasion of any exercise given to his rality of heads, independently of exertion, are
functions, needed in no more than a small number of

7. His reputation stands altogether upon cases; and, in proportion as they are needed,
the ground of his actions. He finds not in may be had, by the help of advocates and
the same situation, any person to help him, courts of appeal, without putting judges,
as numbers help one another, to raise a schism more than one, into the same court.
in the public,--and, by the mere force of 21. To suitors--that is to say, to person8
prejudice -- without evidence, or in spite of having business at the office, -- causes of de-
evidence, in relation to specific actions,- fay axe, in a large proportion of the number
to draw after them the suffrages of the unre- of individual cases, to a greater or lesser
flecting part of it. amount causes of exp_nee.

8. Of the quality correspondent and oppo- 22. If these principles be just, the saving
site to appropriate moral aptitude, the most they will produce in the expense of the esta-
mischievous effect is--disposition to exercise blishment is prodigious. In the expense at-
arbitrary power. But that which constitutes tending the collection of taxes _ in the terms
arbitrary power in judicature is- not the of loans--in the adjustment of most other
wnity of the judge, but his exemption from plans of economy in finance, a saving of a few
the eontroul of a superior,--from the obliga- units per cent. is thought a great matter;
tion of assigning reasons for his acts,--and here it runs to hundreds per cent., and the
from the superintendi:Lg scrutiny of the public least saving is a hundred.
eye. Then as to fileility. The judicatory pre-

9. The reproach of arbitrary power belongs, sents a diffÉculty of which the forum stands,
on all the above accounts, to the authority of or (if you please) sits, clear. In the judica-
many judges, especiallylargebodiesofjudges, tory, a condition required is, that the minds
in contradistinction to that of one. of the members be, all three of them, vari-

10. The circumstances which render plu- ously constituted ; and in this qualification
rality indispensable in sovereign legislature, resides the dijferential character (as the to-
do not apply to judicature, gicians say) of the tribunal, its distinctive

11. So many seats, so many sets are there, excellence, its sole alleged title or claim to
of persons, who, by community of sinister in- preference. But, of this q-al;fication, how is
retest, stand engaged to secure the possessor the existence to be ascertained? There I see
of the situation against responslbility in every a knot, which, staring his Lordship in the
shape, for delinquence in every shape. So face, cries aloud to him --" Nay, but you
much for appropriate moral aptitude, must untie me."

I2. Now as to intellectual and active up- Is it by identity--in the first place, of
titude. In a singly-seated judge, most in- professional practice,--in the next place, of
te//igence is likely to be found, in so far as official functions? Is it by the " viginti,"
intelligence is the fruit of exertion, and ever so many more than the " vlgiz_tl an-

13. A judge, by being single, exerts him- norum lucubrationes" applied by the whole
self the more from his seeing no resource but fraternity of them constantly, and with a
in his own powers, more than ordinary degree of attention, to

14. Hence, only in the case of a singly- the same subject, that this same indispensable
seated functionary can promptitude, or say " variety of constitution" is to be produced?
d_vl atc1_, be maximized. Uniformity, rather than the promised variety,

5. A singly-seated functionary has but one is the effect I should have looked for from
opinion, and one set of rec_soas, to give. such a set of causes. Shaken out, by " the

16. No person's opinion has he to wait for. indiserimiuate defence of right and wrong"
17. No person has he to debate with, to carriedon, throngh so long a course ofycars,

gain over, or to quarrel with. by "the indiscriminate utterance of truth and
18. No person has he to put unnecessary falsehood," common sense and common he.

quest/ons to him, -- to propose unnecessary nesty make their escape, while the remaining
steps, _or to necess_te useless adjourn- mutter contracts in proportion, subsides and

coalesces in all alike into a paste of appro-
19. All the advantages that can be ex- priate shape and colour, as if cast in one and

pected from a multiplicity of judges, may be the same mould: insomuch that, when, after
insured, in a much greater degree, by a nu- the fire of London city, gratitude hung up
laerons auditory, with the addition of the the portraits of the twelve judges in that
Wt_ole world for readerz_ as to everything in case, had not magnificence been preferred to
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ee_omy, one portrait might have served for I mean are the common jurymen: formo_g
all _welve: as in the Nuremborq Chro,icle, them there will he as many different habits
in the list of the progenitors and descendants as there are trades.
of Abraham, so strong (it was found) was i Now as to " conflicting facts and een-
the family likeness, that one venerable head flicting evidence." As to this matter, a ¢iro
and shoulders, was so managed as to serve, cumstance which, on the present _,
without objection, for divers generations, seems somehow or other to have dropt out

Turn now to the jury-box. Here all is of his Lordship's mind, is--that it is from
(as a sailor would say) plaia-soilin 9. Ac. these same conflicting facts and evidence that
cording to his Lordship, all that is here re- judges themselves deduce their conclusions:
quisite is--that there be men--that they be and not only common.law judges, but even
9ood--that there be twelve of them,- and equity judges: and not only equity judges in
that they be " put into a box." Sir Robert general, but even his Lordship himself. Yes:
Peelrequires other qualifications: one is, that even his Lordship himself. For does he not
they be capable of being packed: but the bear bills and answers ?--does he not hearan-
above is all that his Lordship requires : no swers to interrogatories ?--does he not hear
need of any " variation in the constitution" affidavits ? And do not these same bills and
of the/r minds: so far from needing it, sooner answers, interrogatories and affidavits, relate
or later, full or fasting, nolens volens, they to " conflicting facts to be discussed, and
must be every one of them of the same mind. conflicting evidences to be heard ?" I speak
•' Variety of constitution :" by any such pro- under correction :but really his Lordship puts
petty would the twelve minds be rendered one in mind of Monsieur Jourdan, who had
the more easily liquifiable into one ? Not they been talking prose all his life long without
indeed: they would, in proportion to the ever being aware of it. AIltheirofficlallivea
degree of the aforesaid variety, be more in- long, added to their professional, have all
tractable and insoluble, judges -- learned judges -- been in the habit

So much as to the question between single- of hearing and dealing with this sort of in-
_¢atedness and many-seatedness, and in par- tellectual matter: a jorynmn- the first day
tleulas triple-sestectness. Now for j,dges and of his being put into the box-- ]ms not heard
bozes. If, after all, it be really true, that a syllable: which first day may also be the
identity of habits is so surely efficient a cause last. Here, then, we have on the bench the
of variety of constitution, a little arrange- maximum of experience ; in the box the max-
w_nt cx two there is, which I would humbly imum of inexperience. Here, then, we have a
suggest tot hts Lordship's consideration, as problem calllngon his Lordship for solution:
premising an ulterior improvement, grounded required, to show the advantages which, on
on his own so deliberately established priu- this occasion (not to speak of other ocea-
eiples. Let him take the reverend judges, sions,)inexperieacepossessesoverexperle_ee.
all twelve of them, or whatever be now the In the box, men have the evidence elicited
number of them, and pat them into a jury- from them in the best shape; on the bench,
box, setting down the box in the court of in three of the worst shapes it is in the power
Chancery; and to makesure of that good- of human ingenuity to devise: namely, aft}-
hess which is the characteristic quality of a davits, answers to bills, and answers to writ.
juryman, and that nothing which appropriate ten interrogatories, without any answers to
learning and wisdom can supply may be want- such questions as those same answers might
iug, let him for this purpose borrow from suggest : the deduction depending upon, and
Lord Tenterden thevery jury-box which has varying in great measure m proportion to,
so long been diffusing its goodness through the badness and deceitfulness of the shape :
the King's Bench. As to his power for making but still, is it not on facts _ conflicting facts
this transference, in his own view of it, at --and conflicting evidence, that the adjudi-

any,rate, it stands, not exposed to any dispute"; : cation is made and pronounced in the one
I have power' says he, accordingly _" I case as well as in the other ?

have at present power to ask for the atteno True it is, that in the case of the bench
dance of any or all the judges of Westmin- the conclusion is styled a judgment or a de-
fter HAIL" cree: in the ease of the box, a ver&'ct: but

On the other hand, ff this be a little mis. what d_fference this denomination makes in
take of his (for .emomortalium omnibus ltoris i the nature d the matter, I must, with an
rap/t0 and if accordingly diversity of habits anbmissien, leave it to his Lordship to de-
is a mlror cause than identity is of variety of termlne.
eo_titution, let him once more betake him- i True it i_ moreover, all this while, that
self to his old favourites the good men and thequestion_the prineipalqueatiou--is be-
true, and _t them down comfortably in their twcen judges and j udga; not between judges

nthbox. I mNn netthe _edaljurymen: and juries: the question, as to juries, being
¢ s_tnire_ehy , _ aristocrats, are all blown in, by his Lordship, as it were by a

¢_ in the same mould. The jurymen whom z_/e w/m/--in the form of a parentheots. But,
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howsoever it may have got in, this doctrine marion do I mean to convey as that the comae
was by far too important to be passed by my noble and learned friend means to retain.
re,noticed. For here may be seen --and from mend is the law of tyrants: aii I mean to say
those _e most impressive lips, the confes- is, that, when employed in certain ways. tile
aion, Video_tioraproboque, deteriorauquor, word discretion is the word of parrots: and
The jury-box, with its contents, being the that, though the lip it comes from should
best machinery of the two m indeed, accord- belong to a head which had ever so full b_t-
ing to your own declared opinion, the best tamed a wig over it, no determinate idea
of all possible machineries,-- what, on any no idea capable of entering into the compo-
occasion, and this in particular, should hinder sition of any tolerably effective argument
you from making use of it ? Surely not any would come in company with it. So much
_npopularity that you can see in it ? for the word discretion, Meantime, on the

2. Nowforcasethesecond--namely,"Wbere present occasion, what is at the bottom of it?
a_thing like discretion is to be exercised ;" If anything, it is this: -- when the subject of
anbject-matters of the discretion in this case, decision is -- not a quantity already deter-
" damages" and " costs :" operations to be minute, such as a house, or a horse, or a sum
performed by the light of the discretion, certain, due on a note of hand-- but s quan-
•' awarding the damages, and saying what tlty which remains to be deter_niued, such as
costs shall be paid." Thus far his Lordship. a sum of money in compensation for a wound

Where anything like discretion is to be ex- _ wound to body, reputation, or dmnestic
ercised? This read, I fell to rubbing my peace (vu_o, crim. con.l--then so it is. that
eyes, andsaid tomyself--Am Inowawake? that which in the way of decision is to be
That there may be judges who, on this or donets---upon a scale of greater or less length
that occasion, are capable of acting without to make choice of some one degree, to the
discretion, is indeed conceivable enough; and exclusion of the rest. The operation of fixing
perhaps his Lordship may not have any very upon this degree is what goes commonly by
great distance to look to find one. But, that the name of liquidatmn. This exposition you
there should oe in existence any such judge will not find in Coke upon Littleton ; but
as one who, by speaking of the ease in which upon examination, should you deem it wmlh
sometI_ing llke diseretLon is to be exercised as the trouble, _ou will not the less find it to
being a particular ease -- should give it to be be correct : and so it is, that this mode of (Iv-
understood, that, in his opinion, by a judge, cision, commonly called l_quidatmn, is of the
8enerally speaking, neither discretion itself-- number of those, the formation of which has
no, nor so much as anything like discretion-- from time immemorial been in the hands of
ohould be exercised, -- this it is that makes a jury. Now, then, as to this same operation,
me stand aghast, true it is they are used to it. But are they

The plain truth is, that this same word exclusivelyfit for it? Semble que)wn : no; m,r
discretion is a sort of arrow, which learned so much as equally fit for it. Used to it they
judges, when in a state of conflict with one are indeed ; but how _ even as eels are used
another, and in a rhetorical mood, have been to be skinned. No eel is used to be skinned
seen letting fly at one another. In days of successively by several persons ; but one and
yore, Hector and Achilles were Lord Camden, the same person is used successively to skin
_Lord Cbencellor--and Lord Mansfield, Lord several eels.
Chief Justice:_"Discretion,"exelaimedone So much for damages = now as to costs.
day Lord Camden--" JDi_cretion is the law When tbr its reasonableness the quantum of
_/rot$1rants.'' Whence came it to be so? Even the allowance made in the name of costs de-

m this :-- namely, that something about pends upon file propriety of the degree chosen,
di_'ret_oa, and in favour of it, Lord Macsfield as above,-- as, for example, in the case of
had been iu&'screet enough to utter. There- the sort of allowance made to a witness for
upon, as if Achilles had been slain, in placard diet in part of travelling expenses,--they may
types _s trumpeted forth in the Whig pe- be in this respect, and in so far, upon a footing
riodieals and pamphlets of the day, this dictum with damages : but in so far as they consist of
•)f their Hector, who, after all, found himself fees of judicial officers, in this ease they are
compelled to turn his back upon Seals and so in but a small degree : generally speaking,
Bench. Disc_cetion is the law of tyrants ? Yes these same fees are so many determinate quan-
---and sure enough, in an unguarded moment, [tities : and so in the case of costs as between

Iomething o_thde: approbativeetionhthan otherwise _attorney and client: so are the fees actuallyof the use o " cr t" n had dropt from the ] paid to counsel--degrees and liquidation are
lips of the Lord Chief-Justice. I say an- { altogether out of the question here. But all
$1urded : for had he put before it the word I this while, all this talk about costs (not to
spud, there would have been nothing to lay I speak of dama.qes) -- what is it to the par-
I_old of, and the bolt would not have been ] pose ? Be the functionary in question mjury-
md_o_ nor, if shot, have stuck upon it. _man or a judge, make what you will of d_-

L_t me not be mistaken. No such int/- [ cretion, what difference can it make -- what
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_erenee whether the decision to be formed feetly how to dew this is what, over
be called a _rdict or a decree_ liquidation, overagzln, he has done_this is what he has
as above described, or any other operatioo ? been suffered thus to do, and witho_t ar_ythe
Talking is one thing ; thinking is another : least notice taken of it : such has been the
_]king (at any rate, in any determinate man- stupidity or supineness, or such the treat_ery
net) is tess needful at the Bar, more needful and cunning of those individuals by whom,
on the Bench. On the Bench, talking without in conjlmetinn with their fellow-le[_lalator_
thinking makes bystanders shake their heads, this contempt of the highest authority in the

Another thing. Of this same reasoning of state has been left unpunished. As to proof_
his Lordship's, application being made by him looking out for proof of the perpetration of

not only to c_es " where somethilag like this crime would be looking out for proof of
discretion is necessary," in saying ', what costs the existence of the sun at noonday : in the
are to be paid," but also to cases where some- mind of any law practitioner or law student
thing not less like discretion is to be exercised of a year's standing, the single word registr¢_
in awarding " damages :" in such sort, that, tion will suffice to call up a swarm of exam.
in those cases likewise, three judges are, ac- pies of this same securiticide practice. In the
cording to him, in no less degree better than miscellany intituled '"Oj]icial Aptitude," &c.,
one : this being the case, may it not be that in that one of its papers which is intituled
these cases likewise are among those which "Indications respectin 9 Lord Eldon," may be
are resolved by him to be brought within the seen an example, not merely of the practice,
field of his jurisdiction, as abeve_ in the same but of the avowal w the open avowal of it.
manner as these others ? So much for settlement. Now for satisfa¢_

If so, then so it is, that, notwithstanding tlon and its conjugates, satisfactory and sati_
that for these same ca_s juries are so much f_ctoriness. In this same saCisfac_'on,we have
better than judges, their jurisdiction is ac- the end in view which the noble and learned
tuaUv resolved by him to be taken from those judge has thus deelaredly set before him, on
samefavourltes of his. If so, then, alas ! how the occasion of the " resolution" declared to
feeble and slippery a thing is fondness in high be on this occasion tome to by him -- the
places _" pot not thy trust," says somebody resolution to bring about this great change.
in holy writ--" put not thy trust in princes. " Satisfactory ?_ to whom satisfactory ? Some
In princes then shall we put our trust ? No : person or persons, in whose breasts the a#ree-
nor _et in chancellors, able sensation designated by the term _t/s-

3. Case llI." I_ast of all, where there are faction will have place, in consequence must
great and difficult and important points of be found, or no such quality as tha_ which is
law and equity to be serried, it is much more designated by the attributive satisfnetorycan
satisfactory to suitors, azld to the profession have been produced by this same change.
which eultivates the solences, to have that Outofthesbeve-mentionedthree"branehes
law considered and settled by more judges of judicature" brought to view by his Lord-
than one." ship_ as furnishing that same number of ¢a_ea

Settled indeed [-- settled -- by judges, and in which "the presence of three judges is_
those Equity judges, three _n number, the so much "better than that of one"_ in two,
Lord Chancellor himself included [---as if any namely, the first and third, this same word
" great and important points of law and satisfactory is inserted in the sentence, and
equity" or any points at all of law or equity, employed in giving expression to this so
ever bad been settled by judges _ by judges highly desirable effect. But in the first of the
in the number of three or in auy other num- two cases _ namely, where "conflicting facts
bur: as if it were in the nature of the _se are to he discussed, or conflicting evidence to
that any poiots at all, of law or equity, ever be heard,"-- in this case, of the persons in
should be settled by judges _ by judges in whose breasts the sensation is to be produced.
any number, acting as such : as if any point no intimation whatsoever is conveyed.
of law could ever be settled by any other in- Remains, as the sole case in which any
|trument of settlement tha_ that which is such information is afforded to us, case the
eompmed of u determinate assemblage of third -- namely, as above, the case - where
words, acknowledged to be the words of a great and difficult and important points of
determinate person or set of persons, in- law and equity are to be settled." In this
vested with the branch of power styled the case, then, who are the persons in whose
legidatlve, breasts this same agreeable sel_satinn is to b_

Settled indeed ! Yes: if instead of settling Iproduced ? Answer -- Persons of two elasse_
the one thing needful were unsettling, this is or descriptions ; namely, 1. " The suitors --*
what is in the power not only of the three !2. " The profession which eult_vatca tim
judges in question acting collectively, but of sciences" _ meaning (for what other tmmm
• single one of them, that is to say, the Lord i can it have meant ?_ the audienceof :taw. stud
.C_eaneellor, acting severelly. This is what the science of equity.
_e ma do _this is what he understands pet- Now then, a* to these mine two ehumu
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be made _da_tory, is what I can con- neitSr.r the one nor the other is, ia its eo-
eetve ; though as to its being actua//_ made tirety at least, the subject-matter 0fa science.
so, this is more than I could venture to pro- The subject-matter of a science is a thing
raise myself: this class is that designated by capable o£ being known : hut a thing which
t_ae name of the "profession which cultivates has no existence, is act a thing capable of

sciences." But as to the other class -- being known : of that which is called equ/tff,
the _ composed of the suitors, whatever no part has any existence ; of that which is
I may have supposed on first takingthe mat- called law, that part which, in contradistinc-
ter in hand, nothing, upon a closer inspec- tion to statute law, is called common law, has
tion, can I descry in the change -- nothing not any more existence. An act of parliament
that has any tendency to produce any such is really a law: to know what there is in
agreeable effect. Yes, if neither of their two this or that act of parliament --to know, for
Honours were to be on any occasion thence- example, what, under and by virtue of an
forward present in any court other than that act of parliament, a man is to pay in the way
in which his said Lordship sits ; on which of a tax,--is indeed to be in possession of so
their own courts would take the flight to the much ]_nowledge, and that useful knowledge :
moon : whereupon, as above intimated, there hut it is not to be in possession of what is
remaining no more courts than one, to these meant by science; any more than to know
same suitors the corresponding quantity o/de- what o'clock it is. To know how to get
lay, expense, and vexation, would be saved, money, by pretending to know what, on each

But to say that to both these classes, -- several occasion, law says, or equity says,
namely, suitors, and the profession which this may, perhaps, indeed, be _id to be a
cultivates those same sciences, _ one and the science : at any rate, the actually getting too-
same arrangement will be satisfactory--to say ney in that way may be said to be exercising
t/ds, is as much as to say, that to the sheep the correspondent art. But, sure enough,
and the wolf one and the same arrangement neither the doing this, nor the knowing how
of the field or the sheepfold will be satlsthe- to do it, is what his Lordship meant when he
tory: to the sheep (need it be said,) the at- spoke of "cultivating the sciences."
rangement which, on this, as on every other The knowledge of what /aw owht to be --
occasion, will be the most satisfactory one, that is to say, of that rule of action, confor-
is that, whatever it is, by which the several mi_y to which will, on each occasion, be in
quantifies of delay, expense, and vexation, the greatest degree possible contributory to
are minimized : to the profession which, ac- the happiness of all persons interested,
cording to his Lordship, " cultivates the this is indeed a science. But, this science --
sciences," the arrangement which, on this, how many are the men of law that ever
as on every other occasion, will be most sa- thought of cultivating it ? What has ever
tlsfactory, is that by which the q_mntity of been to be got by it ? What motive, of any
delay, expense, and vexation, will be maxi- sort, has any man of law, as such, ever had
mized : not that, considered by itself and for for cultivating it ? What Bench is there that
its own sake, delay will be thus satisfactory: it has ever led to ? His Lordship -- did he
no; scarcely would it be in any degree sa- himself ever stoop to cultivate it?--did he
tisfactory, were it not for the use it is of ever deign to bestow a thotieht upon it ? Is
in making addition to the expense, and the it anything better than theory ? And with
addition made to lawyers' profit by addition what disdain do not noble and learned lords
made to that same expense, took down upon theory from the haghts of

That to his Lordship, the arrangement thus practice l
by his Lordship resolved to be made, would, So much for rules and corresponding prin-
if made accordingly, be satisfactory--this is ciples :--Lord High Chancellor's rule, three
what may, withou_ difficulty, be conceded : judges on a bench better than one ; corre-
but tids, howsoever it may have been the end sponding principle, the tTiple-seatedness-pre.
in view aimed at, is not any part of the end letting principle : _ unofficial theorists' rule,
in view professed to be contemplated, and one judge on a bench is better than three or
endeavoured to be accomplished ; insomuch, any greater number ; corresponding principle,
that when the offspring of the mountain, the sinyle-scatedness-preferring principle.
which in her confinement has had so hard a So much for rules and principles. Now for
time of it, has been looked for, not so much the application made of these same rules and
as a mouse, it is believed, will be found, principles_ the application made of them by

Moreover, as to the fields, which, speak- his Lordship to the particular case in qae_
ing in general terms, his Lordship speaks of tion. What now shall I say of it? To speak
as having for cultivators the persons he me_l- of it, I must either profess to understand it,
tiona, these are "sdences :" but of the only or profess not to understand it. Of these twe
two fields in particular, which, as above, are opposite professions, the first is what I fee_
me_oaed b_ him as being caltlvated (name- myself utterly unable to make, comdsta_
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With trut_a : irresistibly, therefore, the other procedure, according to which that establish.
l_-ecs-itself upon me. Ofthls dictum of his ment conduc_s its operations_an establish-
Lordship's, the meaning not being tangible, ment and a system ha_Sng for their object or
lett to me are the words : these I most take end in view, in as large a proportion as may
in hand, and send my thoughts abroad in be, the dividiwg between the learned profes-
quest of some meaning for them. stun and its best customers, _ name3y, the

At a tbrmer time, to which I see allusion dishonest among the relatively opulent, the
is made by him, what be proposed stands property of the relatively unopulent suitors:
thus expressed:--" I proposed, therefore," for such is the effect _the mmtifested, the
_ays he, "that all causes of difficulty or ira- uncontroverted, the uucontrovertible effect
pnrtanee, in point of value, or from the law _of factitious costs, and the system of pro-
as applying to them, should at once be trans- eedure organized for the purpose of giving
ferred here and be heard by me, as thereby admission to them in the largest quantity
the inevitable appeal" (meaning, I suppose, possible : demonstrated may all this be seen

the otherwise inevitable appeal) " would be i in the IJetltion for 3"_stice.
averted. The event," continues his Lord- I Well: but, tbr argument's sake, let it be
ship, "has justified my prospectire conjec- I admitted that some causes there are which
ture, and leads me now to form the plan I are not of importance. Thereupon comes the
which I shall certainly adopt -- namely, the question -- how -- by what criterion -- call
transferring the bulk of that busiuess" (mean- those who are empowered, and at the same
ing equity business in general) " to this time disposed, if any such there be, to dis.
court," (meaning the Lord ttigh Chaueellor'_ tinguish, -- and distinguish in time to prevent
Court, in cont_adistinctiou to those of the suffering, -- those causes which are not of
Yice-Chanccllorandthe Master of the Rolls.) importance, from those _hich are: and, in
Thus far his Lordship. addition to tbis, comes, moreover, that other

Now, then, as to importance, not to speak question, as to d(_c,lty--the question
of difficulty, on the occasion of the application between those which are not of difficulty,
made of the law,-- where is the cause that is and those which are. In the case of each in-
not of importance? If that which is of ira- dividual cause, is there to bca sort ofpreli-
portanc.e to the suitors, or to one of them, is minary trial, or equivalent to a trial, for the
ofimlmrtance , then (as the madrigal has it) purpose of ascertaining whether or not it be
"teu thousand pound to one pem_y"-- no of importatwe ? And so, moreover, in regard
o,_e such could be _bund. A cause which to di_culty ? If so, by what course are these
swallows up the whole of the property a several p_chn**nary suits or causes to be re-
suitor can command--is that cause of the spectivcly conducted ?-- by ball in equ*ty?_
number of those that are of " importance ?" by pet*tioa, as in a bankruptcy case ?-- by a
In point of wdue, sufficient to swallow up the grand jurg, as in common-law penal cases ?
wlmle of the property of nine-tenths of the -- or by action, real or feigned, as in a civil
good people of England, not to say ninety- cause "?-- or wotdd not trial by cross aadpile
nine hundredths, wouht be found to be, in ! be preferabt- zo them all? for, at any rate,
the case of the least importance that ever it would sac'e, or at any rate, if his Lordship
came before the court, the costs expended t,leased, might be made to save, costs.
upon it before it had received its termination One thing we are informed of, and that is,
the costs, I say, over and above the v',due of -- that of the aggregate number of caures,
the subject-matter of the dispute, the great bulk will eujoy the benefit of tiffs

Now, then, if so it be, that on the subject same exaltation ; but still the numher of them
of importance as applied to a law or equity -- the absolute and relative number--remain ' .. •
suit, there be in his Lordship's mind, eu- to be grasped at by conjecture.
lightened as it is, anything of a miseoncep- Now, then, comes the transference-- the
finn, where shall we look for the cause of it ? so determined transference. What. on this
Shall it not be in the loftinessofthesituation occasion, can his Lordship have meant by
occupied by it? In the eye of the learned trun._ference_.-- to what causes was it mem_
profession and the opulent aristocracy, there to apply ?---to causes already in existence, or
are two classes of men whose happiness is of future contingent _mses, and thnse only?_
importance ; namely, the said p:ofessional or to both classes? In each of these two re-
class and the said aristocratical class ; form- spectively, by what hands is the transference
ing, together, say between one-tenth and ego to be made?--in what hands is it to originate?
hundredth of the whole cmnmunity: there is Will his Lordship, ex mere motu. go to the
one class, the happiness of which is of no ira- court below, take in hand the record, lay i$
portance ; namely, the remaining nine or ou his shoulder, and thus carry it buddy into
ninety-nine. On this theory, on a carotid the court in which he so illustriously reigns?
examination, has been found to be built the sa_ing or not _ying--this cause is of suffi-
whole structure of the judicial establishmc=t cient impgrtance to be, in the first instar_ce,
in England, and the whole of the system of i and thereby to a certainty, heard and deter*

Vo_. V. _ u
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mined by me?_of too great importance to a box, and call it a jury-box; they run into
be entrusted at all to such a man as you, Sir it at first, word. Vice-Chancellors and Mas.
Launcelot Shadwell, or to such a man as you, ters of the Rolls-- the more I think of them,
Sir John Leach, otherwise than in leading the clearer I am that they would run rusty.
strings, with myself to hold them ? Or will I hear them remonstrating and preaching-- I
he wait for some one else, and who, to move see them kicking and sprawling, with clouds
his Lordship for leave to bring up the cause of powder flying out of their wig's, before the)
into his Lordshlp's high court ? In this latter ¢'_nbc brought, if ever they can be brought,
ease, the motlon--will it be a motion of to sit still under his Lordship's eye, and nod-
course, or must it be a motion for a rule to drag approbation in obsequious silence.
show cause why this new sort of certiorari Before I leave this topic, let me give at-
should not issue, with liberty, oil the other terance to another humble wish I have _brmed,
side, for cause to be shown accordingly? which is the wish to know, whether (jury-

Difficulties upon difficulties thus stand in men apart) the [)reference given to the greater
the way of this arrangement, the design of over the lesser number stops at the number
which is to remove difficulties--difficulties, three, or whether, if he couhl get any, and
and those such as I cannot but think will be what greater number for his puisnes, he would
found to be insuperable ones. do so, his stopping at nmnber two having no

So much for the eau.,e_, and thetransference other cause than that he knows not very well
soresolved to be performed of those same howtogetanymoreofthem. Tomyhumble
causes. But now for the ju_.es--the two apprehension, if in any degree that " variety
other judges, whose destiny it is to hear, or of cubist[tat[on" in which he puts his tr_s_
he present at the hearing of, and to help de- were to be found in number three, it would,
term[he, or be present at the determination in alt probability, be found in a still higher,
of, those same causes. By what means, in degree in number four; and so on in the
what manner, are they to, be t_ansferred from numeration table. If it be in superior magni-
their respective inferior benches to his Lord- tude in number, in conjunction with " varietl!

ship's superior bench ? This same transference of constitution," that he put_ his trust, 1 could
will it be agreeable to them respectively? I point to situations more than one, in which

Will it be (to use his Lordship's word) sat[s- he might find judicial characters for puL-nes
factory to them ? May it not happen to them with less danger of difficulty than in the two
to be more or less recalcitrant ? On the one tufty ones he as yet speaks of: for example,
bench sits the Master of the Rolls : but an- Masters in Chancery, Magistrates paid, Ms-
other seat there is, on which, if not now, it gistrates unpaid, men qualified to be special
may happen to him to sit any time ; and that jurymen, men qualified to be grand jurymen;
is a seat in Honourable House. In that house and, to add dignity ab ext_ to intrinsic apt[-
sat lately the most illustrious of his prede- rude, even a Lord or two might, with less re-
cessors, Sir William Grant ; and in support luetanee than the Master ot the B,)lls (not to
of aristocratieal swindling, and agahlst the speak of the Vice-Chancellor), be prevailed
cause of moral honesty" and paymant of just upon to lodge their sitting-parts on the high
debts (Romilly _ contr,,) knight's service did bench.
he do there. For my own part, my own opinion, right

Should, then, either of these demur, wilt he or wrong, is at any rate clear, determinate,
send his messenger to them, as did in Charles and self-consistent : it is -- that so far as
the First's time the Honourable House, to depends on number, in the case of a judicial
take them bodily off their own benches, and situation, aptitude is as the number of the
set them down on his Lordship's ?--or will functionaries occupying it, inversely ; were it
he himself take them up in his noble arms, only because responsibility is so: or in other
and on each shoulder, St. Christopher-like, words, inaptitude is as the number directly,
carry them off, and so deposit them ? and for that same reason. Now, then, what

To save this trouble, will Lord Tenterden on this occasion I could wish to know is,
lend him u mandamus _. Scarcely without an whether in his Lordship's opinion this same
act of parliament to warrant it, the attain- proportionality has place--the only difference
merit of which, in case of need, seems indeed between us being that between the inverse
to be among the number of his Lord Chan- ratio (I speak here to the noble and learned
cellorship's resolves. But then will come mathematician) and the direct; or whether
committees, and first, second, and third read- the numbers to which on this occasion he
ings to both houses, and objections upon oh- gives his preference, follow one another in
jections, perturbate order (as Euclid has it,) like cards

Somuch freer from difficulties would be the in n pack well shuffled, or in the regular rank
jury plan--the plan so decidedly pronounced and file order of the numeration table.
by his Lordship to be the better of the two. If Masters in Chancery would be " satig-
" Good men," in the shape of jurymen, are factory" to him, I dare answer for him and
as tame and obedient as spaniels. Show them them, he might, without any dissatisfaction
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on their part, "have them to sit with him ; sent state of things it is snatched. This hope,
and in whatever number would be most ,' sa- alas ! has now, for some time past, been dis-
tisfactory" to him : especially if they were sipated. " My wish was t_ather,'' my inmgio
to have, each of them, all the while, a news- nation mother, "to that thoughL" Still would
paper to read, or pen, ink. and paper, to write At their two Honours, pressing, not less hen-
letters with (as some learned judges of supe- vily than at present, with their dead-weight
rior order have been seen to do, while learned upon justice. Delay, far from being dimi-
counsel were straining their throats:) the nished,would, as above ob._erved, beinereased;
Master's clerks doing, all ,lie while, at their fur while with their sitting parts on the High
respective chambers, the business which their Bench, they were constituting part and parcel
s,id Masters were paid- by a fee for each of the living stock of hmc%ionaries of tlmt
business--for pretending to do. An addi- court, the business of their own court would
,tonal source of sat_fact_m in this case is, be at a stand.
that those same assessors would, every one Of this disastrous trufl_, a sad confirwmtion
of them, know kis place. This place is, on is afforded (how could I overlo_Jk it ?) in and
each side, that which is as far from that of by one of the very sentences, in which his
his Lordships,he Lord High Chancellor-- Lordship makes mention of this transference.
as possible: his person being encompassed "I have power," says he. " to ask for the as-
wi[h an atmosphere the repulsive quality of sistance of any, or all of the Judges of West-
which is strong enough to produce that de- minster flail ; and I know not why I should
corons effect. Such, at least, speaking from not have the power of asking to be assisted
the testimony of my sense% used to he tile by the preseucc of the Master of the Rolls and
state of these things it, fo,zner days: nor theViee-Chancellor, whenneee._sityrequires;"
could I, without a sentiment of eommisera- havingin view, of course, the familiar phrase
tion. behold one of these learned gentlemen " ask and have." Now, then, what is dear
in the state of humihatinn to which he seemed is--that no such "resolution" can ever have
doomed: his Lordship not taking any more taken possession of his Lordsbip's mind, as
notice of him than if he were a post. A , that of absorbing into and swallowing up in,
Master of the Rolls or a Viee-Cl_ancellor _ his own noble mM lean_ed maw, the whole
would he submit to this? I question it. power of all those same learned judges put

This et,ange, then, supposing it effected,-- together: as well might he swallow up those
what would he the effect of it ? du_t so much _mte learned persons themselves-- flesh and
pare evil--evil, without a particle of the mat- blood, bones, wig mid gown. and all ; nor at
ter, or in the shape, of good : the business of the same time is any distinction expressed,
the two subordinate courts interrupted and between what he proposes to do by the two
deteriorated : and the business of the high- Equity judges-- the Master of the Rolls mid
est sphere --of the sphere illumined hy the i the Vice-Chaneetlor--on the one part, and

brightest huninary of the law--the business t what he proposes to do by those same corn-
of' the superordinate court, not benefited nor l mort-law judges, on the other part. Arid as to
advanced, but retarded also : the suitors of I the resolvedly devoted pair ot judges, what is
the subordinate courts--such of them at least t it that it is his resolve to do?--to keep them
as are in bondfide, not wilfitlly employing the tethered down to his girdle, in his own cus-
power of those same courts as an insu'ument tody, during the whole of their official lives ?
ufdepredationoroppression_theseilt-starred Oh no: only "when neeessit*]requires:" and
men, vexed by delay : the practitionersinthose this her requisition -- when is it that Dame
same subordinate courts vexed likewise, and .Necegsqty will make it ? T/*at will depend al-
by that same cause : and to conclude the train together upon his own noble and learned dis-
of mourners, the two unhappy subordinates-- cretion. To his Lordship, on each individual
mutes, arid, for the loss of their own business, _yes, individual--occasion it will belong to
mourners--their two Honours, vexed like- determine in what place or places they shall
wise : vexed, by being k_miliated, dislocated, be ; and, for aught that anybody else will be
disempowered, dishonoured, and metamor- able to _:ell, they may, at all times, be in a
phosed into mutes : singing, when out of state of vibration, hke a pair of pendulums,
court, diswigged mnl disgowa_ed _ singing in between the Court of Chancery and their own
doleful ditty and duet, proper courts. ,,,,

_' NO* i_tottorati et donis putruel_btt_ orbL"

As for me, when I entered upon this dis- As to myself and my own lahours,_I have
eassion, as the reader may have obser_'ed, a spoken as above, of the retribution they have
ray of hope beamed upon my mind. lmagi- received by the tokens of approbation here
nation pre_ented to my view stage:slot appeal, and there expressed in relation to them. In
one or even two, eliminated: so much delay, and by the following passage, with which this
expense, and vexation saved : the matter of same speech of my noble and learned friend
a mixed mass, composed of salaries and .fees, concludes, I cannot but behold a rich reward
kept in the pocket out of which in the pro- --honourable to me on whom it is bestowed
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not much less so to him to whose magna- A subject which I contemplate with s_n.
nimity, under such provocations as it has core and unalloyed delight, and with whica
happened to him to receive _rom me, I am in- it rejoices me robe able to conclude this un-
debted for it : --" It was a remark," says he, avoidablypolemic discussion,i_thedispatch__
" of a learned and venerable friend of mine, the altogether unexampled dispatch--spoken
one of the greatest sages of the law-- I mean of by his Lordsbip in this same speech, as
Mr. Jeremy Bentham--fhatoneofthegreatest given by him to the business of that court,
evils arising from vacations was the shutting on which it casts so bright a lustre. In what
up the courts at the very time when suitors light does it not place the job--the justice-
might have the greatest occasion to require obstructing court, set up by the most indefa-
access to them. 1 do not think I can sub- tigable, implacable, and irresistible enemy to
scribe to the whole extent of his doctrine on justice and human happiness, that his sitn-
this point ; but, undoubtedly, that there is a ation was ever filled by : _ thai .fi,b, which
great benefit to be conferred by keeping al- Romilly, one of the earliest and most attached
ways open some part of the court for pre_s- of my disciples, so strenuously and so fruit-
ing basiness, I mo,t entirely agree with him lcssly fought against.
in holding." By the " indiscriminate defenders of right

On the social part of my mental frame, this and wrong," this dispatch, with the relief
token of kindness has made the sort and de- afforded by it to suitors, is murmured at and
tree of impression which it could not fail to attacked. Against these attacks, one part
make : but neither by this nor any other ira- of the defence I had rather not have seen.
pulse, am I to be turned a_ide from my duty When convinced, from the statement of the
to that public, to the service of wbich the party's own advocate, -- convinced of his
labours of my life have so long been devoted, being in the wrong,-- this judge's way (he
That I am not to be corrupted'by gold, is tells us) was--to keep the other causes wait-
already pretty welt kno_l : it will now be ing, while the advocate, on the other side,
known that I am not capable of heiug eor. was taking up the time of the court, in la-
rupted even by gratitude, bouring to prove hi.-. being so. F_vour_,ble

Would that; by anything Icouhlsayor write, and gratifying to advocates is, of course, such
I could turn aside my noble mad learned friend patience, such hconce, such indulgence. Yes,
from bit-by-hit (the word is his)--from bit- indeed, to advocates-- but what is it to

by-bit, and ill-considered, um'oncocted, inco- suitors ? This eolnes of having judges, whose
herent, and unseasoned, supposed reforms or i apprenticeship, instead of being served trader
improvements in legislation. My portfblio, t masters whose interest is identical with, is
my arms, my heart, are still and always will served in fellowship with those whose into-
be open to him. Had he hut on this occasion rest is irreconcilably opposite to, that of the
had the command over himself to re.,ort for I whole people besides, in their capacity of
information to that. source from whence, at suitors, and those who, but for the prol_ibi-
his desire, information on kindred subjects tire factitlousexpense, would be suitors. But
had been so amply communicated to him, and this is human nature. Who is the lawyer's
in some sort profited by, (alasI that it had but neighbour ? His brother lawyci" : this is the
been a httle more profited by!) the disap- man whom he loves next to himself. This
pointment to which so insufficiently coast- is lawyers' law and lawyers' gospel. Being
tiered a proposed and declaredly-resolved-on competitors, they, indeed, like harlots of the
arrangement seems inevitably doomed, with other sex. hate one another : but not thete._s
the mortification inseparable from the failure, do they, like wolves, herd together, and join
would not (I cannot but think) have been in hunting and devouring their cnmmou prey.
experienced. Not quite so much regard as is wished by

To the functions of judicature, then, let the Bar is paid byhim (1 hear it said) to an-
him confine his exertions and his " h_pe of terior decisions. May be _ : but, be it ever
glory :" as to legislation, so t_ar as rcgards so little, quite as much is it as is wished by
origination of measures, leaving the field to me. Are you an Equity judge ? Pay no re-
him, whose proficiency in that branch of art gard at all (say I) to anterior decision : set
and science was recognised some years before before you, on each occasion, this one end in
_he existing successor of Lord Bacon saw the view-- this one principle _ the disappoint-
light, meat-minimizing principle. Pay any regard to

Never, without violence done to my feel- them ? Why should you ? No other_ise con-
ing_, is condemnation, howloudty soever the tributory to human happiness was any one
occasion mayappear to me to call tbrit, passed of those decisions, than in so far as it ope-
by me upon any part of the character or con- rated in conformity to that all-beneficent and
duct. eta friend ; never, without satisfaction all-comprehensive principle. If so, then why
to those same feelings, is commendation, not, under its guidance, take the direct road,
when it presents itself as deserved, paid by instead of passing through those tortuous
me, even to an enemy, tracks, which, intentionally orunmtentionally,
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have s_ continually turned themselves aside the most appropriate number for the seats on
from it ? When, with equity on his lips, a an official bench, -- before the public eye, and
chancellor first entered upon this devious thus courting that of my noble and learned
course, what regard paid he to the anterior friend, has, for this twelvemonth or more,
decisions of the till then only class of judgc_s been talc opinion : witness my Constitutional
--the common-law judges? :For justifying Code,* on which occasion, with scarce art
such his deviation, what plea could he have exception, single-seatedness, as opposed to
made, if it was not this ? " Pursuing on this many-seatedaess, is advocated as the only
occasion their rules, the judges would produce defensible arrangement.. True it is, that the
disappointment : taking the course Itake, 1 only offices there under consideration are
prevent it." Such, in spirit and in purport, those of the administratim_ department : and
must, if questioned, have been the defence those here in question belong to the judicial
of the first equity-administering judge. Such, department. But in that section, with its
at any rate, is the doctrine which, in my pro- sixteen pages, not an argument is there which
posed experimental measure of law reIbrm-- applies with less three to the judicial than it
m? EquityDi_patch Court Bitl--I venture to does to the adminlstrational department. In
p,'t.ach--the c(,urse which I propose that my another part of that same work,'_ to the ar-
all.patch court judge shall be empowered and gument-, which, as above, apply in common
c,,lled upon to take : he to whom it appears to both departments, are added others, which.
th,,t he " knows cause or just impediment in an exclusive or peculiar manner, apply to
why'" the same should not be taken, let him the judiciary. To these, they not being yet
' declare it."--" This the first" and " last in print, I may perhaps, before 1 have done, *'
tn,_e of a,king." give insertion here.

Not onl) on the subject in this speech

mentioned by him--namely, the undi_con- * CIL IX. I_'IINISTERS COLLECTIVELY;

finuity of the admlni_tration of justice,-- § 3. Number in an OJflre: Vol. L p. °16.
but moreover, on that which, on the present -_-Ch. XII. JUDICIARY COLLli_CTIW1ELY;

occasion, is the p;il_cip,d _nbjeet, --namely, § 9. zVumber in a Judicatory.

II. OBSERVATIONS ON THE BANKRUPTCY COURT BILL.

THAT the "rights"in question '" may be en- at present is held by the Lord High Chan-
forced with as little cxpen._c, delay, and un- cellor : the other-- the inferior _ to act in
certaiuty, as possible"-- thi_ (a_ld in these lieu of those which are at present held by the
words) is the professed end in view, as pro- existing Commissioners, seventy in number.
fessed in and by the preamble. In the superior court, at present existing,

Thus much for l,r@e.ssioa -- placed thus, and by this determined to be superseded, what
and with uncontrovertible propriety, in the i_the number of the judges? Answer: Num-
front of this imr,oT'allt instrument. Between bet, one : one, and no more.
this profession and practice, let us now take Here, then, is innovation : and for this in*
the earliest opportmfity of observing what novation, what reason assigned ? None what-
sort of agreement, or other relation, ha_ place, ever : no, nor so much as the shadow of one.

L Firstastoexpense. Thishastwobr,mehes: But this determination--this ea_'ct--has, like
one, that which is charged upon the public every other effect, its causes ; and, in patti-
stock; the other, that which is laid upon the cular, itsfinal cause--its end in view: and
shoulders of the parties, this end in view--what is it? Auswer" Until

First, then, as to that part of the expense some other shall have been assigned--profit
which is charged upon the public. Itere pre- to the Lord Chancellor-- the author of it :
_sents itselt; to the very slightest glance, and profit to him in the shape of patronage.
without possibility of eontestation, ground Now as to the amount of public money thus
sufficient for denominating the judicat(,r!/ a caused to be wasted ; and of the private emo-
pickpocket court--and the measure a pick- i lument for the sake of which the waste *s of

t dained.

Judges, in number four, to do the busine s Ipocket measure, s The expense is distinguishable into two
of one: superfluous situations with supertlu- / parcels: that which is laid on the shoulders

;[_!d:_ii_:fi_iOi:hrli! 1 of t he public at large ; the other upon thos.

of the individuals interested.
l. First as to that which is laid on the shoulo

ders of the public. Mark well the items ofit_ "
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Lords' Bill, page 16, § 44 : in tile Commons' and, as thisjudicatory acts sometimes aecor.
Bill, nothing on the subject making its ap- ding to equity rules, as well as sometimes
pearance, according to common-law rules (what a sys-

tem I) this idea of it may (it was hoped) be
i. Chief Judge ..... £3,000 0 0 suggested by the words "' &w and eTm_]."
2. Puisnes, three, . . . . 6,000 0 0 Good. But what will their three puisneships
3. Commissioners, six, . . . 9,000 0 0 be the better for this precedent, such as it is?
4. Chancellor's Secretary of_ Of the business, the cognizance of which be-

Bankrupts, . . . . _ 1,200 0 0 I longs in common to both, has the four-seated
5. Registrars, two ..... 1,600 0 0 judicatory ever had--what shall we say, a
6. Deputy R%dstrars, eight,.. 4,800 0 0 fourth, an eighth, a tenth part---of that which
7 Secretary's First Clerk .... 500 0 0 the chancery court has had? Not it indeed.

8. Secretary's Second Clerk, . . 300 0 0 In other words, has it had a fourth, sixth,
- - -- / eighth, or tenth part of the confidence ? Not

£26,400 0 0 it indeed.
2. Next, as to the " Secretary of JBank-

E'.'ENTUAL rupts" under the new court of Bankruptcy,
PENSIONS OFRETREAT. as it is called. What is he to do? Answer:

1. Chief Judge ..... £2,000 0 0 What the secretary of bankrupts under the
2. Puisnes, each ..... 1,000 0 0 " Chancellor's court of Bankruptcy" used to
3. Commissioners, . . . . 1,000 0 0 do, will uf course be the answer, if any an-

swer be attempted to be given. And under

SUPERANNUATIONPENSIONS, the Chancellor's court, what was it that the
After Forty ]rears' Service, or Disabilitative secretary of bankrupts used to do? In the

]Aodily Affliction. business of procedure _ of judicial procedure
1. Secretary of Bankrupts, . . £600 0 0 I --absolutely nothing, if I can believe my
2. Secretary's First Clelk, . . '250 0 0 eyes. Look overallthe booksthat have ever
3. Secretary's Second Clerk, . . 150 0 0 been published on the subject of bankruptcy:

what one piece of busmes_ will you see stated
:Nowthen for the severalfunctionaries thus as being done by him? Not one. Under the

appointed and salaried, denomination of registration would crone the
I. A_ to the three P_dsnes. W'hat is the i operation pertbrmcd by him in relation to

use of them ? None whatever. What is the i bankruptcy, it any operation relative to that
J_retenee for them? Pretence alleyed , none business bad been performed by him ; andia
whatever. Pretence iusznuated, perhaps this: that ease it would fall to be performed by the
_nmnely, that which is, perhaps, in § I, at functionaries instituted bythe bill, under the
the bottom of the words, " shall be and con- name of rey*strars. Bat the case is, that no
stitute a court ofLau, andEquity." Nowthen, such operation was performed byhim. What,
before the word equity, why insert the words then, is it that he used to do ? If anything,
•' law and?" Answer : Because, whereas a that which a dishonest portcr sometimes dues
court, which is called a court of equily, arid at the house of a nobleman, when, for the
nothing hut a court of equity, has in it but confession that his lordship is at home, he
one judge, and therefore is not understood to exacts a fee for admission into his tordship's
need to have more than one judge: on the presence.

. other hand, a judi_tory, which is called a If; then, by the learned lords and gentle-
court of common law, has always had four men concerned in the drawing up of the bill,
judges, to whom has been recently added an- it had been intended that, for this same salary
other, and is therefore understood to need of £1200 a-year, anything should be done,
to have four judges. This being the ease, by that which it was intended should be done
these same well-imaglned words " law and," by him would in this same bill have been
to all men who, superior to public opinion, specified ; but in no part of it have 1 been
are determined to concur in picking the pocket able to find any such thing specified.
of the public of £Cd)O0, reasons in abundance A curious enough circumstance is this.
will be furnished : by these words, at any rate, Under what title is it that this same £1200
if not to any other words in the same hum- a-year is given to him? Under the title of
bee; though tbr these same three situations, Secretary to the new court substituted to
by no other person in these same words will the Lord Chancellor's court-- namely, the
he seen any reason at all, or so much as the so called "Court of Bankruptcy ?" b/o ; but
• hadow of one. under the title of " the .Lord Chancellor's

The Cuurt of Exchequer_may not this ju- secretary of bankrupts," a denomination by
tlicatory have been looked to as a sort of prop which, in this bill, he is constituted a lane-
to the pretence ? -- seeing that in this same tl.oaary of and in a judicatory, which by this
eemrt of Exchequer there have been in all same bill is put. out of existence.
tlays four judges, and now of late days, five : 3. Then comes the secretary's first clerk,
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talary .£500; and for this same ,£500, what [ part of the field of judicature. --" so maw
is it he is to do? Anz_ver: Help his master ] there are of us," said they-- '_ so many neq's
while doing nothing, l you will see, on which, tinder the newr_-

4. Lastly comes this same secretary's second [ rangements, a number, more or less eonsi-
clerk. And what is he to do? Answer : Help I derahle, of new offices _ one two, and so on,
his master and his fellow-servant while they ]a_. fdr as eight may be hu_; with salaries,
two are doing nothing. I raised, each of them, to the greatest height,

Meantime, as to this part of the business, i which there can be, any reasonable hope that
one thing there is that fil s me with astoni,h- f the pubhc will endure the weight of: and
mont. Money matters are all these. ?den- I whereas, in the case of the existing system of
tiou of them-- where is it to be found ? In _the hats huog upon the pegs, the number is
the bill brought into the tlouse of Lords. at;d I so great, and the aggregate of the expense
printed for the use of the ttouse of Lords. I coI_sequeutly so great--hence it is, that
Where is it that iris not to be found? In the i under the new system, to the several pegs,
bill moved for, that brought into the House _ with the comparatively small number of hats
of Commons, and printed for the use of the ! hanging on them, may, without scandal, be
House of Commons. At the moment at whicb _,a_tached (it is hoped) a mass of emolument
I am writing, no provision is there for this I much greater than any which, under the ex°
part of the expense. Provision ? No ; nor _ i_mg system, has been attached to any one
much as any the leas_ intimation of any ex- ' ot _he situations belonging to this part of the
pease which therewas to be. Everything of field of judicature. These matters--these
the sort remains to be introduced in the tbrm matters of primary-- not to say of sole-- ira-
of an amemlmeat. Of this manoeuvre, what t portance -- being settled, the next question

:it might seem) would naturally be_ whatwas the object ? Tile answer 1must leave to . .
those who are conversant with parliamentary are the functions which it may be proper to
manoeuvres; to me it is a perfect toystery, allot to _these several official persons?_ to

A money bill--a money bill, in effect as attach to tbe_e several official situations ?
well as form--a mona) bill, with all the But, to these same questions, the answer,
money d,mses, the sums _mt left in blank, if given, would be tiresome to the reader, still
but specified--brought into the IIouse of more so to the draughtsman, and, not impos-
Lords; into that branch of the co_stltution sibly, calhng upon him for attainments, for
in whom the exercise of any such power is which he might rummage his mind longer
a violation of the declared principles ot that than would be agreeable to him, before he
same constitution : those same clau._es not to found them : and thus it was that the salaries
be tound, any one of them, in the bill brought were left to stand upon no better ground
into the House of Commons--in the bill than what has been seen. Such, as will be
brought into the only house which is corn- seen, the number of these pegs, all of them
petent to the insertion of them: this same hollow and empty. On the _urface, the name
House of Commons' l_ill being, at the same of an office ; beneath it-- within it--tune-
time, in the wording, in all other particulars, tions, none : " a beggarly account of empty
identical _4th it; save and except § 18 and boxes."
42, nothing corresponding to which has place These same sweets of office (the salaries)
in the Lords" Bill : though there is not, in being tbusas yet inpetto, remain to be brought
either of them, anything that could emJsti- upon table in the sort of char_er styled an
tute an objection to its being there, amendment. In addition to this amendment,

Mark now the considerations, which in the or string of amendments, or ra_her in lieu
mind of the f, ndator inciplens (to judge from of some of them, one other anmndrnent, or
all appearar_ces) gave birth to" the financial string of" amendments, I wouht venture to
part of the measure ; mark well the order in propose, instead of being.wasted upon three
which they appear to have presented them- logs, designated by the style and title of
selves. Matter of the existing grievance, the '" other in@as"-- as if for the purpose of
enormous multitude of the existing official standing in the way of the one only efficient
sittmtions, and thence the enormous bulk of judge styled the chief judge, --let the _61)00
theaggregatemassofemolumentflowingfrom a-vear be sans f_mon put at once into the
them. These sources of emolument being tic- pocket of their cre'ator and patron desigrmtus
retrained to be extinguished, and with them the noble and learned father and author of
the emolument itself, now comes a problem the measure. Yes : seriously it is _ yea, in
to this effect : what is the maximum of the sober sadness -- that I come forward with
massofemolument, which, consistently with thescamendments. Waste of money, tbesame:
the rules of prudence, can, on the most plmt- but from the list of the public functionaries,
sible grounds that can be found, be estab- of whose emoluments the matter of eorrup-
z bed m hen of It ? Such being the question, tion is constituted, three would thus be struck

for answer to it, presented themselves tile off: and, what to so many thousands of on-
several name_ of od_ces, now existing on this happy and legally plundered debtors and ere-
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ditors is still more sensibly important, so (all upon the same stage) by the ex_:stlng se.
many instruments of certain delay and pro- venty commissioners :
babte misdecision, and exemption from re- 2. Appellate judicatory, the court held by
spousibility, mmihilated, the Lord Chancellor.

Thus manifest are now the tokens of self- These stages, the only ones : from Chan.
conscious guilt, which have betrayed them- cellor to House of Lords, appeal none.*
selves in the face of the measure. In an Stages additional erected by the bill, three _,
ordinary case, the sums arc tcft in blank ; left total number, five : they here follow altoge_
to be fillcdmp in the committee. Even this is ther ; aseendeudo, as before : --
bad practice ; and b _d practice recurred to, 1. Immediate judicatory, court held by ono
_ot without a correspondent bad purpose, commissioner. See § 6, 7.
For, how many are the cases, where the sums 2. Judicatories next above that-- .say up.
belonging _o the measure constitute the vital pellate judicatories of the first, mcaning the
part of it ; insomuch, that let the sums be so lowest, order; two courts, styled Subdivi-
and so, the measure is a right mid proper stun courts, held by some three (quere, what
one; if so much more, a wrong and indefen- three ?) out of the six commissioners above
sible one. What, then, would be the proper mentioned. Com't appealed from, the six
course? Answer : To put figures in every courts constituted by the six commissioners,
instanee--a general miderstanding having each acting singly, as above. See § 6, 7.
place, as at prese1_t, that in a certain stage 3. Appellate judicatory of the second order,
of the business the propriety ofthi_ will come the judic_tory of which the style and title is
under discussion. " the Court oflIanhruptey,'-- with its four

So much tbr ordinary practice, judges, as above ; but under the name of
But, in the present case, what is the course Ceurt of Review; courts appealed from, the

takeu? Nut merel_ are the sumsleft in blank, two _ubdivision courts just. mentioned. See
but the se.,:tious (i6 m number,) of which the § 2.
snm_ in qt_estion arc the subject-matter, have 4. Appellate judicatory of the third order,
nt_t, an) ,me _f the,u, a [,lack in the bill, as the court held by the Lord Chancellor : corot
printed by order of the Honourable House. appealed fi'om, the said court ui bankruprc),
So tbat now, on Tuesday October the 4th under the nmnc of the court of review. See
(the day to which, after astrt_ggle to prevent § 3.
adjournment, ad_u_irr.meut was made of it,) 5. Appellate judiratory ofthefi_urthorde!,
this part-- the _ital part-- of it --the most the court compo_ed of lhe House of Lord_ :
manifestly and flagrm_tIy objectionable part court appealed fi'om, the court held by the
of it-- will not be befnre the IIoase. Lord Chancellor. See § 37.

Yet, for information thus indispen_ole, a Ili. Lastly, as to uncertainty. Promise,
snccedaneum wa_ at any rate to be found, m;.nimiz_tion of it: performance, at*:/me_tt,-
And this saeeedaezeum--what was it 9 A t_oa: maximization, the magnitude of which
verbal statement by the Attorne)-Genend : bids defiance to all burred-. On this head.
against misconception, against misrecollcc- matter tar a vohnne n_ight bc f_;und ; a few
tion, no security. Time requisite fi_r coast- specime_ls may (it is hoped3 suliice ; at a;ly
deration thus denied ; and, for this miserable rate, they will exhibit as much as, perhaps
advantage, such as it is. the course taken so more than, will be found endurable.
extraordinary--not to say (though so Ishould 1. Under the head of delay, mention has
expect to find it) unprecedented• just been made of the Lamedtate Court, held

1I. So much for expense to public : of ex- by a siugl!/-seatcd com:aissioner, as eonstita-
pease to suitors, a little further ml. Now as ring the first stage. But this same first st_tge
to delay ; after noting, ea passant, that of de- is wrapt up in a thick cloud.
lay. expense to suitors is an accompa_fimcnt Iu § 6, it is stated, and without room for
inseparable, doubt, that of the six commissioners therein

Mark here too the sort of relation between mentioned, every one may sit and act by him-
promise and perfi_rmance. Promise, delay mi- self; and so likewise in and by the next § 7 ;
nimized ; pecjbcmaaee, by adddion made to and thus we have a sort of promise or shadow
number of stages of jurisdiction, not to speak of six ela_/le-seated judieatories. But these
of other causes, delay more than &_ubled : to same six single-seated j udicatories, supposing
the two stages foundin existence, three others them to have existence, who can say how
added: and note -- that. whilc in each stage many of them, and at what time or times re-
it is only in a retail way that delay is pro- spectively, they shall be in existence? Look
duced, "-:-it is in a wholesale way that, where here to the text. In and by § 6, it is pro-
an additional stage of jurisdiction is the en- vided, that " the six Commissioners may be
gine, this nuisance is manufactured.

To come to particulars : stages found in • " From the decision of the lxml Chancellorin ca.qes of bankruptcy, there is no appeaL"--
existence, two :--. .4rchbold on Bankruptcy_ p. 21, 2d edition_ anna

1 Immediate judicatories, thecourts held 1827.
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formed into two Subdivision Courts;" and of timewbatsoever, suppose tbem_o rema_
this provision stands before that by whleh au- not thus formed : are they to _ idle?
tho_ty is given to them to act singly. Now No ; they eon_itute a court, of which no
then, if and when of these s/x functionaries subdivision nor yet division has as yet
are formed two courts, each court with three made, nor perhaps may ever be made : here
of the six in it, how many will there be left then we have our lost sheep -- the division
to act in singte-seotedne_ ? Andin what cases, court we were looking for. In this _ew of
and on what occasions, will they so act ? the matter, the division court (it should

" The said six commissioners may be seem) is the actual court, to which, though
formed into two subdivision courts," says only by implication, existence is given, in the
§ 6-- "two subdivision courtg, consisting of first instance : potential courts latent _ no-
three commissioners for each court." Well thing more, the two snbdimsion courts ; for,
then, these same two subdivision cour_ -- by be the objeet what it may, existence it must
whom, at what time or times, in what _,_a_ner have, before it can be divided: much more,

by nleans of what written b,_trument-- are before it can be subdivided.
t!:e? to be formed ? In regard to earh of these Another puzzle. According to this same
same six commissioners, in whom shallbe the section 6, two, and no other, is the number
determination-- st what time and times he of the subdivision courts, into which the
shld| or may be acting in single-seaiedness-- six commissioners are to be " formed." But
at _shat time and trams in triple-seatedness, now comes the very next. section (§ 7) by
in company with two, and which two of his which they are made formable into a court
colleagues, in a subdivision court ? or courts containing respectively any other

What a sourceofuncerlaint?] allthis!--and number not greater than six. For (says the
moreover, along with and by means of the bill) " In every bankruptcy, it shallandmay
uncertainty, what a source of corruption and be lawful for any one or more of the said six
zntri:/oc ! commissioners to have, perform, and execute

'_ hen the assets amount to half a million, all the powers, duties, and authorities by ar_v
and a single debt to a tenth or a fifth of that act or acts of parliament now in force vested
sum, what intriguing to get the case brought in commissioners of bankrupt, in all respects
linden the cognizance of this or that commis- as if ..... appointed ..... by a separate
stoner, foreknown to be, or, for the purpose, commission under the great seaL"
made to be, favourable I In the existing three- Now for a simple amendment; which made,
s"ated, four-seoted, orfive-seated.ludieatories, so far as regards the nua_ber of lhese tune-
as it may be, corruption in this form can tionaries, everything would be as it should
searcelvhavcbeenpracticable. By the single- be. After the words " any one," dele the
seatedi_ess it may be seen how, in this ease, f words " or more;" and thereafter, after the
it may be let in. By the single-seatedness ? I words "in all respects as (f,"insert the word
True_ but against sil_gle-scatedness no objec- I he, and dele the words, "or any one or more

tion is thus formed ; for not without the i'lelp of them." Thus shouhl we have singleof the power of ch,dce left thus arbitrary, seatedness, with the restitution itself in all
anti the exercise ot it thus unscrutable, as its utility, and the desiynation of it in all its
above, can corruption insinuate itself, intel|igibility.

Note how the cloud thickens. -- Subdivi- Thus, moreover, would be removed the

sion courts: yes; subdivision is the word. cloud raised in § 6, by the talk about " re-
By this word we are sent of course to look ferenees or adjournments," and " sickness, or
for the word divLsion : by the sort of court other sufficient cause ;" _" references and
called a subdw_sion court, for another sort of adjournments," which are to be made by a
court called a division court ; by the mention single commissioner, " unless" he, the maker
thus made oF these two parts, ibr the u,}wle, thereof, "shall think fitother_fiseto direct."

of which they are parts. Look ever so long, Yes, in the very act of doing the thingin one
no such string should we find. Even if_ in- way, the man who isdoingit is to " direct'"
ste_d of subdivision court, the appellative were -- whom ?_ himself, or somebody else, not
a diris_on court, still we should be sent by mentioned_somebody else (guess who 1)to
it to look for the whole of which division had do it in a different way.
been made. At Westminster school, some three or four

Actual division court decidedly and cer- and seventy years ago, I remember we used
tainlyestablished, none: bat a sort of l)oten- to be taught to make in Latin certain so-
ttal division com't, zn nubibus, hanging over called nonsense verses, as a preparatory exero
the field, in 'the clouds, in the capacity of else for euahfing us, one day, to make verses
being brought into existence, is this: " The that should wear the appearance of sense.
said six commissioners," says § 6, as above, In the present instance, it looks as if the
"may be formed into two subdivision courts, noble and learned schoolmaster, having in
consisting of three commissioners for each the course of his studies on education heard
court." Now then, for and during any length of this, was sending himself abroad to learn_
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by exercising himself in the art of making fully and honestly attached to the sitlmtion
nonsense laws, how, one day, in God's own to which you have given your acceptance.
good time, to make sense laws. It would be against a fixed principle of mine

But here the examination of this exercise --the disappointment.preventing, or (as far as
must end, or at least pause : for, if continued prevention is impracticable) -minimlzin 9 prin.
to the end of the bill in the same strain, such ciple : -- that all-comfurting principle--first-
is the length of the exercise, that a volume born of the greatest.happiness principle : --
--who can say of what size ?--might be oc- that principle which affords the ooly reason
cupied by the examination of it. (nor can there be a more substantial one)

Now torah argument, which is nothing to for securing to every man his own, whatever
the purpose :--" By the abolition of these it may be--black men and white men, in a
seventy commissionerships, I lose so much state of slavery, excepted.
patronage : for, of the patronage substituted,
the value is not so great as of that which I Now as to expense to suitors. To this topic
give up." reference was made, in speaking of the ex-

Answers, these : -- 1. If you did your duty, pense to the public. Alas, poor suitors I car-
the patronage would not be worth anything respondent to the disinterest_lness of the
to you. If you did your duty, you would, in noble and learned arbiter of your fate, is the
the instance of each situation, fill it with that tenderness of the mercies, to which, on this
man who, in your judgment, was most fit for occasion, you are consigned.
it: and, against that man's being most fit for Within the all-enveloping cover of the rule-
it, by whose filling it you would get anything, and- order- making power, which you have
the ehances are as infinity to one. seen, is concealed the power of plunderage

2. Supposing, however, that the situations without stint : nothing legislated ul_n ; ac-
in question are money's worth to you, and cordingly, everything left to be legislated
that, for indemnifying you for the loss of this upon : and whether, by a noble and learned
money's worth, you ought to receive a cam- person, whose relish for fees has been so con-
pensation, patronage is not the shape in which spicuously self-declared, any labour or inge-
it ought to be given to you : the shape should nuity, which can contribute to convey to tile •
be -- that of an equivalent addition made to watering mouths a treat so delicious, is likely
the salary attached to the office. Why this to be left unemployed, is a question, the
shape ? Answer: Beeaose, in addition to the answer to which may be left to any persou
evil produced by the institution of these whose patience has carried him thus far in the
worse than useless offices, --so far as regards perusal of these pages.
emolument, to put you in possession ofa quan- Pre-eminently delightful to the eyes of a
tity of emolument to a given amount, will learned lord or gentleman is the case, where.
cost the public more, if given in the potro- within his grasp, there exists already a .fund
nage shape, than it wiI1 if given in the q_eial, to draw upon. In this predicament are in
salary shape, general the eases, by which the forty millions

3. As to patronage, under the generally of pounds, or thereabouts, now in the court
established system, taken as it is, so far from of chancery, have been placed in it. When
affording a security against unfitness, it ape- the hands in which is lodged the money cam-
rates as a security.for unfitness: for, be the posing the remuneration for the labonrs and
object of the patron's bounty who he may, merits of learned lords and gentlemen, official
the less fit he is for providing subsistence for and professional, are those of trustees-- per-
himself in and by any other profit-seeking sons to whom no part of it is understood to
occupation, the more pressing is the need he belong, -- in this state of things, at parting
has of the re?fief that would be afforded him with it, no such pang is, generally speaking,
by the official situation, whatever it be. felt, as is felt by those in whose case the

4. But, not content with the prq#t of in- money taken out of their pockets is their
terestednsss, nothing will serve you, but you own : always excepted the case, in so far as
must have the praise of &sintcrestednsss. it has place, where the trustee, out of the
Would you deserve it ? Every penny, then, money placed in his hands for the benefit of
must you give up, of this useless--this so others, makes money for himself. At each
much worse than useless _ patronage. This fee, under the name of costs, pumped out of
praise of disinterestedness, what is it that him, a party or proprietor of the money does
you want it for? Only that, under favour feel a pang, and, as ruin approaches, may at
of the delusion spread by it, you may obtain every stroke of the pmnp give a squeak : the
the profit of iaterestedaess to the greatest fund has no feeling, and takes it all in pa-
amount possible, tience.

Not that it is any opinion of mine, that In an ordinary case, _ not a farthing, but
you ought to be made to act as if you were in the shape of a fee, is capable of producing
disinterested : not that I want you to be a denial of justice : and such has been the
made to lose any part of the emolument law- effect of it, in every inCamce in which the
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farthing has been unobtainable : and such it fioner thereof, [other than the sitti_; at
has been, in the instance of every marl, from which any person may be adjudged •battk.
whom, by the machinery of what is called rupt,]
justice, the uttermost farthing has been ex- 2. " or any fitting for the choice of ueig.
tracted, nees,

In at} ordinary case,- though one of the 3. "or any sitting for receiving proofs of
parties is always in a state of sufferance, an- debt prior to such choice,
other may be in a state of enjoyment : and in 4. "or any sitting at which such bankrupt
this state is every man, who, by the ever- shall pass his or her examination,
ready and never-failing assistance of learned 5. " or any sitting at which any dividend
lords and gentlemen, official and professional, shall be declared,
keeps the money of another in his hands. 6. " or any sitting at which the bankrupt's
But, in a case of bankruptcy, all parties, on certificate shall he signed by the commis-
both sides, are in a state of sufferance and stoners."
affliction. In Bankruptcy court, accordingly, Doubts pour in here in torrents. The o_ _
learned lords and learned gentlemen have, for pound, --is it, during the whole of the pro- -
their accommodation, this agreeable eircum- eeeding in the case of the bankrupt in ques-
stance, namely, that from this part of the }.ion, to be pant once, and once oa/y f -- or is
field of plunderage, no cry of demal el justice it to be repeated ? The figures are here in-
is wont to issue, serted for the purpose of expressing the hUm-

Out of this so convenient, tank, how many bet of the times at which, according to my
horse-power is that of the pump, which the conception, it was intended to be repeated.
learned lord so skilled in hydraulics, will, on Then, as to the word ether ? The brackets,
this occasion, put to use? To his own dis- here inserted, show how far, aeeording to my
eretion has everythine of this sort been left conception, the apph'cation of it was meant to
by him. But, eyes there are which are upon be carried ; hut, there is nothing that I can
h_m, as he will _ee : and, to such objects, the see, theft can prevent its being carried on to
e)es of succeeding honourable gentlemen are the end; namely, to the end oftheclause here
not likely to be quite so stone-blind, as at all distinguished by figure 6.
times have been those of all their predeces- Then, as to the application and import of
sors. this important word an.tl. The requisition

Now then for the fees which are provided made by it, --will it be sati*fied by"one pound,
by this act ; that is to say, by the act passed once paid ; namely, for the sitting, which, for
by the Lords alone, and in a part thereof, of the porpose in question, is, on each occasion
which the representatives of tile people have mentioned ?--or, on each such occasion, is it
not as yet (October 7) been allowed to see to be rnultiplied by the number of the sittings?
anything. On this last interpretation the meaning, at,

§ 41. For afiat, in lieu eta commission of any rate the effect, of the word any, is the
bankrupts, to the Lord Chancellor's secretary same as that of the word every._
of bankrupts, £10. Qu_ere, by whom this me- The stock of uncertainty and unintelligi°
hey is to be paid ? this is not mentioned, bility afforded by this same 42d section is not

§ 4"2. Fees to be paid--Qumre, for what? yetexhansted. For, hereeomesamsssof_elf.
nor is this mentioned, -- £ 15. contradicting nonsense, a parallel to which
Person by whom it is to be paid, the offi- could scarcely be found, even in the whole

cial assignee: time, " immediately after the statute book. In line 14ofthissection stand
choice of assigmees by the creditors ..... the words that have been seen, to wit, " or
out of the first monies which shall come into any sitting at which any dividend shall be de-
his hands." Qu_ere, how are they to be got dared :" hereupon, in the very next line but,
into them ? Person to whom it is to be paid, one-- namely, in line 16,-- come these words
the Accountant.General. Money taken out -- to wit, " and for everysuch sittingat which
of the pockets of those afflicted persons for a dividend shall be declared, the sum of three
• commencement, and to a certainty, £'25. pounds." Now for a lesson in arithmetic. To

Now for other sums, not certain, nor aseer-
tairmble, which, by this their said Lordships' coming forth in the way of equivocal geuerathm.
bill, are destined to be taken out of those See, as to this, what is said under the name of a

division judge_no such person is in any other
same pockets. First comes the sum of one part of the Lords' bill named.
pound. And for what, and how many times -_-For several years past, I have occasionally
to be repeated ? Answer who can : I, who am been occupied on a work to be intituled xVomo.
copying it, am utterly unable. The clause graph!/; in which, amongst other things, what
follows in these words' _ t depends upon me is doing, towards shutting the

1 " F-r ..... ; d�\#t�”�_'fthe cou"t of bank- I dooragainst such doubts, and the ruin with which
- _ ,_w o.,_;: B ._ . * ' is* I they are pregnant: _ doubts, raised by the teno¢

ruptcy, or ox any cuvtswn judqe or comm [ of acts of parliament_ and other written ir_ru,
........ l ments, by which everything that is dear to ttum
• _'ote here, a Diritlon judge: an animal l is disposed o£
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the any cme purred, add everg three pounds; mode de Brougham, it might moreover be
what will the sum be? made to serve for the telling of the forty rail-

Nonsensical as it is, here at any rate may lions which in some way or other are already
be seen one conclusion that may he deduced at his Lordship's disposal: and, in the mean
from it, and is incontrovertibly warranted by time, till a proper gridiron can be made, might
it. Here, then, for the purpose of givin_z in- not that gridiron be borrowed, which, had he
crease to money pouredinto lawyers' pockets, not forgotten it, a prophet of these days was
increase is given to expense --to�factitious to have broiled himself upon, and which can-
expense ; and, for the purpose of this increase, not but remain clean as a penny, not having
increase given to delay likewise: so many been put to its destined or any other known
sittings at each of which a dividend is de- use?
dared, so many three pound fees. For this But now as to Mr. Secretary --" the Lord
service rendered tothe profession, at the ex- Chancellor's Secretary of t_ankrupts"-- I
pense of the afflicted, a premimn offered to know not whether 1 have not his secretary-
all those in whose power it is to earn it : this, ship's pardon to beg. Somewhere before this
in performance of the promise made in § 1-- (so I cannot but suspect) I spoke of him as
" that the rights ...... be enforced with having nothing to do. It seems now to me
as little expense, delay, and uncertainty as that he has a great deal to do-- he has all
possible." this money--this ma_s of money to an tin-

So much for these same fees and the poct_ets known amount-- which lie is cominual]_ to
oat of which they are to be pumped. But be receiving, told which is by him to he pwd
now what is it that is to be done with them ? " once a-week or oftener" (for the teatlled
Short answer : Giventothenobleandlearned stomach cannot stay long,) '* as the Lord
attthor of this bill, to do with them what the Chaneellor shall think fit to direct'" . . . .
Duke of Newcastle claims a right to do with " to a separate account to be entitled ' the
hisown ; that is to say, what he pleases. For Secretar_ of Bankrupts' Accmmt.' "
the tong answer see Lords' bill, section 41. What, I have humbly proposed, as above,
t_erson to whom they are to be paid, " the is, that of all the above-mentioned fees (of
Lord Chancellor's secretary of bankrupts-- the receiving and disposing of which the sole
..... paid .... to a separate account, to occupation of his secretaryship seems to con-
be entitled, the Secretary of Bankrupts' Ac- sist) not one should be torn from the afflicted
count :" and '- all monies to be paid _nto the persons interested : and shmdd this my hum-
said account shall be subject to such general ble proposal be acceded to, this occupation of
orders touching the payment in, investment, his secretaryship-- this his sole occupation
aecmmting for, and payment out of such -- would be gone.
monies, for the purpose hereinafter provided, Before parting with his secretaryship, one
as the Lord Chancellor shall think fit to pre- more curious circumstance in relation to him
scribe." There ends this 41st section. I cannot forbear noticing. Ul_der what title

By this provision, an instrmnent to the is it that his £1200 a-year is thus given to
consideration of which the mind is unavoid- him ? Is it under the title of Secretar) to
ably led is that, over which, when, into a the eourt of Bankrupts? No : but under the
eertaln court, money is to be paid, the money title of "the Lord Chancellor's Secretary of

(it has been said) is told. The instrument Bankrupts." But hy this same bill, the court
is a gridiron : and the court is the court of in which the Lord Chancellor at present takes
t_xehequer : meaning the court called the cognizance of bankruptcy business, is sup-
_eeeipt of.the Exchequer. For the telling of pressed, and the business of it transferred
these momes, what is it that his Lordship to that same bankruptcy court. He is there
" may think fit to prescribe?" Animate in- fore (as it should seem) a sort of amphibiot:
strument--animated by the £1200 a-year-- animal, living in two media at. once : and, 1_
animate instrument, part and parcel of his live despite of a maxim of holy writ alld commo,
stock, hisabove-mentioned secretary : this is sense, serving two masters.
already "settled ;" but the inanimate i_lstru- BelbJ e this topic of expense -- expense by
ment--part and pareel of his dead stock-- fees extorted from the already afflicted sui.
this remains to be settled, tors-- is dismissed, note well one ciremn-

The gridiron, if that be the species of in- stance, by which, were it the only one, th_
strument employed for the business of this sort of feeling this measure wasbrought forth
tellership--what shall the individual instru- by and all along nursed, would be instrue-
meat be ? Shall it be the one kept, as above, tively indicated. Of the stock, or say fund,
in the Exchequer, and from theatre borrowed ': out of which these fees are to be drawn
or shall it be a bran new instrument kept for namely, the aggregate amount of the assets
the purpose in the court of bankruptcy, un- got in by the assignees-- what is the mag-
der the care of the said Lord Chancellor's nitode? Answer: A magnitude so variable,
said secretary of bankrupts ?_in which ease, that while in some instances it has amounted
with the help of a little improvement, a /a to halfa million or more, in others it has been,
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_osmall,thatthefee_thusdestinedto beex-Icourtof bankruptcy,and in § 22_,by tlm
totted, would absorb the whole of it. Behold ] word rules ; though in this case without the
here how, by men in power, their fellow-men _ word regulations or the word orders. Be they
are operated upon and worked at as if they [ called what they may, now comes the ques-
were deal boards : the money thought of-- [ tion-- by what authorityare thev to be made _
that, and nothing else : by men, themselves Answer ("On different occasions, by two dif-
without feeling (without feeling for other ferent authorities: namely, on the one occa-
men,) their fellow-men dealt with and ope- sion (by § I l,) by the Court of Review, with
rated upon asif they had none. Who shall say the consent of the Lord Chancellor ; on the
in how many instances (if this bill of the Lord [ other occasion (by § 22,) by the Chief and
Chancellor's pasts into a taw,) in how many I other Judges, with the consent of the Lord
i_stanees the whole of the bankrupt debtor's t Chancellor." On the first of these two oc-
property, instead of being divided among his i casinos, the subject-matter of regulation is
creditors, will be snatched from them and put f unlimited, andall-comprehensive: in the other
into the pockets of the said Lord Chancellor's it is limited -- confined to the nomination of
creatures, official assignees.

But all this about the fund for fees is but Now for the difference between the two
adigression. It is high time to return. Speak- authoritles; and the final cause of that same
ing of the House of Commons' bill, "every- [ difference. The court of bankruptcy is the
thing, I said, is there left to be legislated I authority by which these same all-compre-

upon." To be legislated upon ? and by whom ? I hensivc ruh.s and regulations, or say rules and
By whom but the noble and learned author I orders, are to be made? Oh no: but the
of the bill. And, how and where does th'.'s court of review. And why not by the court
appear? Answer : In the bill printed by order of bankruptcy ? and why by the court of
of the House of Lords. I review ? Why not by all four judges ?--why

Yes : to that instrument, which is the ex- by no more than three of them ? and those
pression of the will of the House of Lords, three the three puisnes, styled by the some-
and of the House of Lords alone--to that what whimsical title of " other judges ? '"
instrument have I been obliged to resort, that Perfectly intelli_dble when once mentioned,
being the only instrument in which it is de- though somewhat recondite reason, this :
dared how ir is, and by whom, that the money namely, that by this means, with the con-
which belongs to the affiiL_ed -- to the insol- venience and benefit of secresl/of proved ure,
vent debtors and their creditors -- is to be of which presently, the noble and leanmd au-
disposed of. thor of this bill might be enabled to savour

Into two parcels is divided the money to the sweets of arbitrary power.
be drawn from this so pre-eminently scanty Not by the court of bankruptcy are these
source. Parcel the first--" fees .... s ch rules and regulations to be made, but by the
(says the bill. § 40) as are provided by this court of rewew. And why not by the court
act :" Parcel the second-- such (it.continues) of bankruptcy ? Answer : Because, that in
as are "set ibrth in any schednle of fees to the court of'bankruptcy there must be foul"
be settled and allowed from time to time by judges--namely, " the chief judge and the
the said Court of Review, with the approba- three other judges." And why by the court
tion of the Lord Chancellor, and to be ccrti- of review ? Answer : Because (as per § 2)
fled by them to both Houses of Parliament." the said judges, or any three of them, shall
Mark well--" settled and allowed by the and may tbrm a court of review: any three
said Court o.f_eview, with the approbation of of them ; which three rrmy, therefore, be the
the Lord Chancellor." Of this presently, three puisnes.

Settled and allowed ? Aadhowsctttedand Is it, then, for no reason, that on this
allowed? On the present occasion, in this occasion, when rules and regulations, or say,
§ 40 of the Lords' bill, this is not said. What rules and orders, are to he made, the chief
is here settled is, by whom ? By this we are judge is so caretizlly left out ? Oh no : it was
sent upon the look-out to see how it is--that for a very important reason : it was to secure
is to say, by instruments how denominated, obsequiousness, and under and by virtue of
_hv these e_)njnnct authorities other mat- such obsequiousness, with secresy, as above,
ters are settled. Turning to § 2, we find that for a common cloak (wrap-rascal -- absit vet-
what is there appointed to be done is to be bo invidia -- was. at one time, the name of &
done by "rules and regulations" to be made a species of large cloak,) to secure to his own
in pursuance thereof, nbble and learned self, as above announced,

We are thus brought to these same rules the delight of savouring the sweets of arbitrary
and regulations, on which occasion I venture power (not forgetting fees.) The judge, who

assume, that the sort of instruments thus is thus left ont, has no higher seat to look to :
denominated, are meant to be the same _dth the three judges who are taken in, have each
those which, in § l], arc denominated "rules of them that same higher seat to look to o
nd orders" for regulating the practice of the i they axe each of them in the case of a bishop
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of Gloucester or Oxford, with Canterbury and puimes the power of thus legislating by them.
York in view ; not to speak of those bishop- selves, he would have had no pretence for
flea, such as London and Winchester, which having, on this all-comprehensive occasion,
are also blessed with m_ extra portion of that anything to do with them. ttad he taken the
mammon by which the gates of heaven are power to himself alone, the disposition would
shut against the possessor, have been too glaring, still more revolting,

To speak more particularly and plainly (for altogether in the teeth of precedent, and cola-
I _sh to be understood:) in the three pos- pletely exposed to responsibility. Wrapping
sessors of the £2000 a-year each, he beheld so them up ill tbe same cloak with himselt_ and
many aspirants to the situation which affords that a cloak of secre._., he metamorphosed his
,£3000 a-year. A thousand a-year, though it mace into a wand, and the court of review
be but in expectancy, being thus part and par- into the den of Cacus.
eel of the premium for obsequiousoess, for And here, peradventure, in addition to the
being, on all material occasions, (according to £6000 a-year patronase , may he seen a reason,
the so constantly pronounced formulary) "c:f in a certmn sense, for the a¢ldlng the three so
the same opinion "subintelleeto with my Lord much worse than needless and useless, and,
Chancellor, -- rebus sic stantibus, on any such in respect of number unprecedented, judges,
material occasion, for the purpose of any to the one needful and exclusively custmnary
practical conclusion and operation, can the one.
existence of identity of opinion be regarded I have said,- in the teeth of preeedent.
as exposed to doubts ? For, not more filthy in the teeth of reason is

For producing this same identity, on dif- the arrangement than in those of precedent:
forent occasions, different instruments have for, in what instance, on the occasion of the
the approbation of this our legislator: in the powerexercisedbythe makingrulesandorders
case of twelve men, who, be they what they (as the phrase is) have the judges of any ooe
may, are rendered infallible by being put into of the courts called superwr courts, found
a box, the instrument, in addition to the box themselves m_der the necessity of obtaini_g
is torture, in the case of the three men termed the consent of any authority superordinare _
"otherjud_/es," who must have eaten a hun- their own ? and in particular, to that which
dred dinners in one or other of four great halls, stands next above them ?
and remained alive at least ten years after the The bay is now cat : aa_dthe eat-- has she
last of those same hundred dinners. The in- not been let ont of it ?

strument is .£1000 a-year in expectancy : the Now for a most curious mess of muddle-
.£1000 a-year hanging in the air before the headedness. To save the brains of the reader
eyes of tf_eir respective minds, as does the from the rack, before _he riddle I feel it ne-
New Jerusalem in the eyes of certain belier- cessary to put the solution : it is this : -- In
era, In this latter case, the instrument is no1 the draughtsman's conception, the idea of the
in its nature quite so cogent as in the former species of judge called a commissioner, is con-
ease, but it is sufficiently effective for all pran- founded with the idea ot the entire of this
ileal purposes, and is to all parties a much newly-to-be-engrafted branch of the judiciary
more pleasant one. establishment- it is confounded with the

Nor let it be forgotten, how variable are idea of the whole, of which this same commis-
the members of the body, by whom, on dig sioner is a part. So much for the solution.
ferent occasions, the several sets of rules and Now for the riddle.
regulations, or say rules and orders, may be In § 38 of the Commons" bill, behold how
made, nor in what a degree on his Lordahip's the commisioners are spoken of as being mem-
willand pleasare the eomposition of this same bersoftbe court of bankruptcy, aswellas
body has been made by him, on each such or- the judges. " And be it enacted," says the
casion, to depend. They may be made (these bill, "that the said judges and commissioners
rules and regulations) on one occasion, one of the said court of bankruptcy shall, in all
set of them, by the said three other judges ; matters within their respective jurisdictions,
on another occasion, by any such two of them have power to" do so and so. Had it stood

as it may please his Lordship to choose, with as follows, that is to say, The said judges of
the addition of the chief judge. On ordinary the court of bankruptcy, and the said corn-
occasions, this will of course, for the reasons missioners, shaH, &e., the absurdity and con-
above mentioned, be the said three "other fusion would not have had place. Was this
judges :" but on this or that extt_aordinary a stlp of the pen, an oversight of the clerk,
occasion, a case that may happen is-- that of or au error of the press ?
the three, one having disappointed expects- To one or other of these causes it would,
tion, and being on terms more or less rebel* of course, have been to be ascribed, if with
lious with his creator, may run rusty, while no more than the ordinary degree of inapti.
the chief of the four creatures continues to be t_lde the bill had been penned. But in a bill,
everything that can be desired, in which proofs of such never-till-now-ex-

Had his Lordship given to these his three empIified inapt_,tude are so abundant, no ab-
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sm_tRy can be too gross to he ascrihed to the whom the said bill is admired so s_reIy,
penner or penners of it.* defended so stoutly, and understood so per-

So much for the solution. Now for the fectly ?
_iddle. This same court of bankruptcy, __ In the first edition of the Commons' bill,
who are to be the members of it ? " The his Division-judgeship does not make his up-
chief judge, and three other judges," says pearance. But in the second edition of that
§ 1 ; and this, so fur as it goes, is perfectly bill, which in so many points is so different
intelligible. But in the Lords' bill, § 42, men- from the first, he does: and in this second
tion is made of a judge under the name of a edition, the number of this section is not, as
division judge, Now, then, who is this same [ in the Lords' bill, 4'2, but 48 : so that. on

division judge ?-- what is the court in which i maturer thoughts, this same division judge,he is to sit ?--where is the bench on whwh he in his above-mentioned state of imaginary, or
is to sit ? None does the Lords' bill, by whom say potential existence, the honourable and
he is created, mention: air--thin air--or a learned recommitters of the bill,--who, as
vacuum- a still thinner substratum--is the above observed, understand manufacturing a
seat on which his sitting-part will have to rest. bill of twenty.two folio pages, as the phrase is,
However, as he himself is but a fictitious on- in no time (Mr. Attorney-General, shall we
fity, t not very severe (it is hoped) will be say? mld Mr. Solicitor-General--theehosenof
tlle suffering produced by the want of it. tile noble and learned creator ?)--yes, in their

When speakilzg of eo_rts,-- that of the two maturer thm,ghts, this same division judge,
halves, -- the subdivision courts, -- the bill though nothing upon earth do they give him
gives us no iateyer , no such court as a diviswn to do, they are determined to have.
court, having been instituted or mentioned by So much for the division judge , in § 42 of
it, has been already noticed (see p. 569.) In the Lords' hill, and in 48 of the Commons'
this same 42d section, however, we have tMs bill, second edition, mentioned. Now for
same division judee, the commissioners, in those same places men-

Be he who he may, in his character of Eng- tioned. The court of bankruptcy havingbeen
fish judge, he will be a harpy, -- and, being mentioned, what is the style and title given
so a harpy, in addition to his wig and furred to him? A_swer: Commissioner thereof: the
gown, he will have winys; with these wings court of bankruptcy being the last antecedent.
he may keep fluttering over the court in which Now, in _ hat sen_ or senses, if commissioner
th_ chief judge and three "other judges" are thereof, is it possible he should be so ? Two
sitting, waiting to receive, at the hands of only, say I : namely, that of member thereof,
his noble and learned creator, his existence : and that of person commissioned thereby :
talking theology to the other incloses animos which lat_er sense, by the bye, is bate strained
superumque ad lumen ituras, of whom Virgil one. Let any man produce to me a third sense
singeth. One dab", let us hope, -- one day, in that will bear examining, _erit mihi magnus
his noble and learned creator's own good time, Apollo.
we shall know who he is :--be will appear to Lastly, this same word or, by which, in
us in the flesh : -- some individual composed its quality of conjunction copulative, the dirt.
of flesh and blood, with two feet, and (.,ave sion judye and the commissioner are coupled
and except harpy's /bathers as above,) with- together, in which of two senses is it to be
out feathers, we shall see, and hear, answering understood ? that which is called the disjunc.
tothe name of Mr. _Division Ju@e. Shall tive, or that whieh is caIled the subdisflmctive ?
be, for example, be Mr. Solicitor-General, by If the &_unctive, then are there two sorts o[

these £11_c_ionarieameant ; if the s,tbdisjunc.
" 13th October 1831. Looking at the second tire, then one only ; these two names being

edition of the Commons' hill. I find this same each of them a name, by which that one per-
38th section reprinted in it in terminls; and, son is denominated. In this latter case, in.
in this second edition, the section is the 38th,
as in theflrst. In the Honourable House votes stead of or, I should have written or saT.
of the 1lth-- 12th October, I read these words: In a word, unless otherwise provided for,
"22. Bankruptcy court bill. Order for further he would die of inanition ; in which case,
eonsideringreportread;biltre.vommltted,"&m peace be to his manes} Howthen shall he
At the same tmae, ataboutl0A.M, ofthel2th, be provided for? He must he metamorphosed
_ong with this same paper of votes, came in the into the sort of harpy called a sinecurist.
atmve-memtionedsecond edition of this bill, ready Now then, were it not for the solutiol.printed : and this same second edition is, in a
multitude of particulars, quite different fromthe given at the outset, _ of everything, which,
first, overand above tho_ of the sections which in the Commons' bill, first edition, is said of
it has reprinted from the l,ords' bill. these same commissioners, what would be

•_Ens ration/s--the technical logical deno- the result? Answer: That, severally and
rnieation_be must not be called by: lest, by collectively, these same commissioners, six
thisappellation, intimationshouldbeunderstood in number, are and are not me.bets of the
to be conveyed, of his being the offspring of court of bankruptcy, in such its qua[it'C, and
otreas°n'_ewtmtinsteadofit.°f his being, as he is_ otfsprivg in its quality of a court of revie_ ; and
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_hat they have, and have not, a r_9_ to s/t Answer this question who can: one sad an.
in it. swer may, and with but too well-_ounded

Another curious operation to perform, and confidence, _bemade; namely, that by every
which, were there time for it, should on this touch of the comb, will be made to flow the
present occasion be performed, is the deter- blood of afflicted patients.
mining in what cases the several commis- Ill the first edition of the Commons' bill,
sinners, six in number, are authorized, each the sections in which this same court of re-
of them, to act singly, and in what other view is mentioned, are § 9., 3, 7, 9, 10, ll,
cases one is indeed authorized to act, but no ]7, 21, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37. Be|bre these
otherwise than in conjunction with another pages are at an end, I may perhaps print, One
fellow-commissioner, or two others, or others after valother, the several clauses, in which
in some number greater than two. For the mention of this same court of review is
present, this operation must be dismissed: made. Meantime let it be noticed, that of
but, of this state of things, enough is said al- all these sections it is in the last--it is in the
ready to constitute a ground for the follow- 37th of the first edition of the Commons'
ing practical concluslm_, which, in the form bill, that a finish is p_lt to that unintelligi.
of a question, will be deduced from it. bility, by wtueh this bill may be seen so

Comes accordingly the question, which, to pre-eminently distinguished, from and above
the noble and learned author of this bill, pre- everything that ever went before it.
seats itself for an answer. According to a Secresy!--secresy in judicature! To this
position laid down in that speech of yours subject, and the anxiety betrayed by the
made from the bench, on declaring _,our re- noble and learned author of this hill, to en-
solution to swallow up your Vice-.Chancellor velope his o_a proceedings, and the proceed-
and the Master of the Rolls, many-seated- ings of these his new judicatories, allusion has
ness, and in particular triple-_eatedness, is already been made, and explanation promised:
preferable to single-seatedness, in judicature: for this explanation the time is now come.
and accordingly, now, on the occasion of the Secre,y!--_ecresy!--secresy in judicature,
instituting of a swarm of judicatories for and to an unhmzted extent, sought to be es-
taking cognizance of the bankruptcy business, tabli_hed by law, established in an act of
for no other advantage than what you expect parliament, now when reform of parliament
from the superior aptitude of man)-seated- is the order of the day! Am I awake ?--can
hess in the case of the superior court, tbr this be ? Yes: hcrei_ the passage: anditis in
no other advantage is it ttmt you quadruple this same § 7, and forms a tail to it, -- not
the expense : while, in the case of the court being of importance sufficient to form a sec-
below it--in the case of the court of imme- tion of itself:--" And the said subdivision

diate jurisdiction in which all the business courts may sit either in public or private, as
will be begun, and (so lct us hope at least) they shall see fit, unless where it shall be
by far the greatest part of it ended, you era- otherwise providedby this act, or by the rules
piny many- scatedness and single- seateduess to be made as hereinafter mentioned."
plomiscuously, as if, in regard to aptitude of If, as hereinafter proposed, the two sub-
judges, and consequent effect upon the rights division courts were blown away, this aho_
and welfare of suitors, there was no differ- ruination, this practice and power copied from
enee. the Holy Inquisition court, would therefore

If not promiscuously, but with distinction, be blown away along with it: for, on no one of
then, of the distinction which you make-- these same six commissioners acting singly, is

giving the jurisdiction as you do, in some eases this power of unbridled maleficence conferred.
to the one, in other cases to the two, the three, ]Jut no! these are not the only hands in
the four, the five-- what is the ground? which this right of doing wrong is lodged.

Now for a mass of entanglement--a very So early as in the second section, it is esta-
plicu Polonica. Look to the court of review! blished, and lodged in the hands of the four
look at its functions! What are they'? En- judges of the court of bmakruptey, or any
tangled in a most curious manner with those three of them acting under the title of a
of every other in the cluster of five courts : court of review; "which," says § '2, "shall

with those of the court of bankruptcy its alzays sit in public, save and except as may
superior, with those of its subordinate, the be otherwise directed by this act, or by the
division court (supposing it to have exist- rules and regulations to be made in pursuance
enee) -- with those of the two subdivision hereof." Now, as to any direction to a d,f-
courts--with those of a commissioner acting ferent effect, no such direction is there in the
singly -- with those of the commissioners act ; but, as to direction to tiffs same effeet,
acting in courts composed of any number of an instance has, as above mentioned, just pre-
them not exceeding the six- with those of seated itself to my astonished eyes.
the Lord Chancellor_and with those of the Seeresy thus endeavoured to be made to
House of Lords. This sameplica Poloniea-- envelope in its baneful covering this part of
what hand shall disentangle and unravel it? the field of judicial procedure! and this part
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tkato in which, if not above a//, at any rate been able to find an an._wer. Is it, lest, were
at,ore most others, the benefit of the light the proceedings public, from the affirmation
spread over it by publicity is greatest. " By made of the debt, the reputation of a solvent
publicity, (it has been said*) the temple of trader should receive injury ?-- is it, lest an
justice adds to its other functions that of a insolvent, and about to he, and properly, de_
_ehool: a school of the highest order, where elared bankrupt, should withdraw his person,
the most important branches of morality are or more or less of his property, out of the
enforced by the most impressive means : a reach of the power of the court ? Into the
theatre, in whieh the sports of the imagina- propriety of any such anegedjnstification, the
tion give place to the more interesting ex- present occasion does not call upon me to
hibitions of real life. Sent thither by the inquire. Sulficient is it to observe, that, un-
self-regarding motive of curiosity, men ira- dec the existing practice, at this stage of the
bibe, without intending it, and without being proceedings, whatsoever be the meaning or
aware of it, a disposition to be influenced, end in view of it, the privacy is at an end :
more or less. by the social and tutelary ran- after it come the meetings, to which is given
tire, the love of justice. Without effort on the denomination ofpubhc meetings: mid the
their own parts, without effort and without one only judicatory, in which, by law or
merit on the part of their respective govern- practice, authorization is given to privacy of
meats, they learn the chief part of what little procedure, is that of the e_mmissioners, of
they are permitted to learn (for the oblige- whom there are either three, four, or five,
finn of physical impossibility is still more never fewer than three, _ whereas by this
irresistible than that of legal prohibition) of bill, authorization is given to the sittings, as
the state of the laws on which their fate de- well of the four or three bankruptcy court
pends. _ judges, as to those of the commissioners,

No other subject-matter (the observation when (as pet' § 6) "formed" into their two
has been made to me, and it is my expeeta- subdivision courts.
tion that I shall find reason for acceding to Well : but this same Lord Brougham and
it) no other subject-matter of judicial proce- Vaux that now is-- this Henry Brougham
dare is there, i?om attendance at which, to that so lately was _and who at. that time
numbers of men in so large a proportion, in- was among the best-tempered and best-hu-
formation and warnin_ so usefi_l might be moured of mankind-- can you lay your hmM
derived : frauds, for example, of which pre- upon your heart, mad deliberately pronounce
meditated bankruptcy has been the instru- him determined upon the exercise of acts of
ment--imprudences, by which, step by step, secret tyranny arid eruelty_ the most male-
in the road of prodigality, men have been led fieent of all tlae deeds of darkness ? Oh no 1
to insolvency. As to _he sittings of corn- no deliberate plan of tyranny; no hardness
missioners under the existing practice, they of heart ; only a little giddiness of head, such
are public and open in appearance ; but for as a sudden elevation is so apt to produee.
the purpose of any such inlbrmation a_ that, " Father, forgive them ! for they know not
dosed in effect : such is the hubbub and con- what they do." Who has not heard of this
fitsion ; -- the same commissioner, acting in heavenly pray er ? and who, that has any re-
two or three cmmnissions alternately, in the membrance of what Henry Brougham so lately
same minute, was, could be so hard-hearted as to wish to

Of all other judicial proceedings of any ira- deprive him of the benefit of it ?
portanee, reports are published : published-- Not but that it does appear, that at the
1,*t only in books, but in newspapers : of bottom of all this secresy, in which he was
these proceedings, in which money, by hun- thus putting it into his power to envelope the
dreds of thousands, is disposed of, scarce ever proceedings, there was some sinister desigTL,
is any account visible or accessible, and, in particular, some fee-gathering design,

True it is, that under the existing practice, for assuaging his hunger and thirst after --
at the eommeneement of the proceedings, a what shall we _y?--not righteousness, but
meetiny_that is to say, of the commis.sioners, the mammon of unrighteousness ; either this

a meeting, to which the name of private or else, that while penningthese two sections,
is given, has place : and at this stage of the in the second of which he returns to the
proceedings, meetings, in the plural, is the charge and care of seeresv, he was thinking
word sometimes employed. But, this stage either of nothing at all, or'of something which
passed, there ends everything private, what- was nothing to the purpose : tbr example
soever was meant by the word. London Universities--uneommunieated, or

Now, ofthissmneprivaey, whatistheneed useless, under the nature of useful know-
or use ? To this question, in no one of the ledge, -- or hydrostatics, _ or some theorem
works on the subject of bankruptcy, have I or problem of pure mathematics, for the in-

struction of the Royal Society; or, lastly,

. " RaSonale o.fEvidenee_ B. II. Ch. X. Pub. that, not caring to be at the trouble of so
heity and Privacy, _fc. wearisome a job, as that of penning a paulo-

VoL V. 0 o
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post future act of the legislature, on the corn- missioners, let them all, on every occasion,
position of which millions of money, and the act singly.
fate of tens of thousands°of men, women, and 3. Si.r being tlle number regarded as suffi.
children, would every year have to depend,-- cient for the whole of the business, taken at
he shot down the load upon the back of this its maximum-- appoint, in the first instance,
or that one of his dependents, who was seen some smaller number, suppose three : with
to be in possession of a pair of shoulders, but power, to each, to appoint a depute,* sitting
byaccidenthappenednottohaveaheadupon (in the same manner as his principatl) by
them. himself ; mld, during a prohatiomlry year,

Ah ministers! ministers! deep may be your serving thus, as it were, as an apprentice ;

regret, when you come to learn what the and, as such, serving without pay.
people think of you, for having, at such a Reason 1st. No man who in his own opt-
price as the forcing through of this job, pur- nion is not fit, wilt accept the office.
chased the support of this one " indiscrimi- Between the several deputes, emulation will
hate defender of right and wrong," by the have place: each of them being a candidate
indiscriminate utterance of truth and false- tbr a commissimmrship; so many deputes, so
hood. Had he been left where you took him many rival tmndidates.
from, you would have had less aJnuscmeut The commissioner principal would see it
given you by personalities; buL by how much to be his interest to depute whatsoever man
less would have been the majority against appeared to him to be the fittest. Why?
you in the House of Lords ? Some of you -- Because the greater the fitness of the depute,

know not how manvof you-- have (while the gleater his chance of being appointed
writing this I hear) felt this same regret. 1 commissioner.
forgive you : may the people forgive you ] 2d. By appointing a depute, so fit as to be
Yes: but on no other condition, than that appointed commissioner, he would thus, and

of your throwing Jonas overboard, or making w_th honour, exercise patronage ; if not so
him into a scapegoat, and sacrificing on the fi_ as another, he would have no patronage ;
altar of justice, him by whom justice herself if conspicuously unfit, instead of' patronage,
is endeavoured to be sacrificed--sacrificed his lot would t'Je--disgraee.

to his own sinister interest. I Behold here the securities afforded for up-
The country kept thus long in a ferment _propriate aptLt_de. Confront with them th¢*se
and for what ? For no better a cause than ] constituted, in § l, bvgears of standing ; and,

the forcing through parliament this one job ! I in § 8, the nugatory formality of a vagtie

And you (says somebody to me)--and you, generality oath.
who are thus crying out against secresy -- m 4. For each commissioner, acting singly as
your proposed codes, are there no instances above, whether principal or depute, let there
in which you autl_orize it ? Oh yes ; instances be a registrar.
there are to be sure : but in no instance is 5. When a commissioner deputes a comntis-
any such authorization given without spe- stoner depute, as above, let him appoint a
cial reasons: and few and narrow indeed are registrar deltaic, to act under that same corn-
those instances ; nor may mm is there, in missioner depute; the registrar, in like man-
which the secresy has not its limits in re- ner, serving his probationary year gratis.
spect of time ; and that in such sort, that in 6. To take and keep an account of every-
no instance can the secresy be applied to any thing which is said or done in the course of
abusive purpose, but that the abuse will, the procedure,--such, in generalconception,
sooner or later, be brought to light, and the is the business of a registrar.
authors subjected to condign punishment. 7. Let the appointments of the several

In every judieatory, of whatever, by any principals be (as in the bill) by the .King,
person concerned, is said or done in relation but with special mention of its being at the
to the business, minutes will be taken, word recommendatian of the Chancellor. The state
for word, as in select committee of the House of the case would not thus be different from
of Commons. what it is at present : but, by the declara-

tion thus made of it, responsibility to public
Now for the proposed aMENDMENTS. TO opinion would be fixed upon the Chancellor,

give them in terminis, and with application much more strongly than at present.
made to the text, would occupy more time 8. No fee to be taken by any functionary,
and space than the exigency admits of. high or low, of either court, on any pretence :

Forconve)_ngageneraleonceptionofthem, for every fee so received, punishment as for
the following short beads may serve : -- corruption or extortion, or beth. A fee to a

1. Strikeoutallthesuperfiuoussituatious; subordinate is still more mischievous than

namely, in the court of bankruptcy, those of * In the Scottish Judiciary Establishment _
the three puisne judges--and those of the sher_f_ (judges of the shires) appoint sher_'_-
secretary, with his two clerks, deputy. [They are called sheriffs._ubstitute.

2. Whatsoever be the number of the corn- .
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t/_e same fee to his patron. The patron has { cannot have any use: if neither can act with-
it in his power, and the fee makes it his in- t out the other, no limit can be assigned to the
terest, to ms.ximize the number of.the occa- [ D_:LaY with which the 9ett_ng in of the as-
swns on which !he xee shall be received; and ] sets, and the distrilmtion of them, amy be
this without being seen to do so: every fee ] clot_,_ed. But, by the probationary system
allowed to be taken bv any subordinate tune- [ abe_._eproposed, "this difficulty will at least;
tionary, of whose situation the judge is pa- ] be much lessened, if not entirely excluded ;
tron, is a premium on the manufacture of ] the natural causes of delay will be brought
expense by the judge: of expense, as also of / to view, and, by the view taken of them, the
delay; namely, tbr the purpose of magnifying naturld and appropriate remedies will be aug-
the number of the occasions for fresh t_es, gested.
mid thence for increase to the expense. It is Under the system established by the hill,
by the having given this shape to the remu- --of the official assignees (of whom, from
aeration, that the existing state of things, in the second edition of the bill, it appears there
respect to the judicial establishment and svs- are to be thirty, with c:noluments, in rely-
tern of procedure, has been produced : a state tion to which not a svUable in that same se.
of things, in and by which, to so vast a ms- cond edition have 1 been able to find out the
jorit? of the people, justice has been utterly business,) the emoluments, in so far as con.
denied; and, to all besides, sold at an extor- stituted by fees, would, of comae, receive
tious price, every po,sible extension, as occasions hap-

9. Let lot determine the order in which pened to present themselves.
the business, as it comes in, shall be carried Under the here-proposed system, not only
before the commissioners; that is to say, I to the several situationsofeommissienerand
which commissioners shall be the first to official assi_ee, but to that of Lord Chan-
appoint a depute, which second, and so on. cellor also, would this check upon abuse ap-
When each has thus appointed his depute, if ply itsel£ More conspicuously than it would
ulterior bankruptcies renmJn to be taken cog- be otherwise, wouhl his reputation be at
rfizanee of, let lot determine the option of stake upon the aptitudc of the choice made
appointing ulterior deputes, asbefore: ands_ ! by him ofcommissioners and official a_signees.
toties quolies. On this plan, is there any dan- By the choice made by him of eommissioners,
gcr of a superfluity? None whatever. By and by every choicemade of an unapt dcputy,
appointing any depute over and above the a commissioner would show that in choosing
lmmber likely to he found nced(ul, no corn- him, the Lord Chancellor had made a bad
missioner would have anything to gain: were choice; and so in the case of an official as-
he to do so, he would discredit himself, and signee.
disoblige the depute or deputes aheady up- Proportionable to the efficiency, of the se-
pointed by him. curity against abuse afforded by this arrange-

10. As to official assignees, let one such meat, wouhl of course be the aversmn to i_
assignee be appointed with a salary, asin the on the part of hls Lordship; for, it would
case of a commissioner, with power to ap- narrow the arbitrariness of his Lordship'a
point deputes as need called ior them, as choice, and operate as a check upon the ap-
above: or else, for every commtssioner prin- poiutment of unfit and worthless dependents,
cipM, as above, establish an official assignee flatterer_, parasites, and other favourites.
_rincipal. Of these two arrangements, the A propo_qtion, having for its end in view
tbrmer is the most simple. Each such depute the opt_mizb_g the judicial establishment with
should be removable, at any time, instanter, it_ procedure, and maximizing the happiness
hy each one of his three superiors ; namely, of the people under it-- a proposition which
his principal, any commissioner under whom hms for its end in view, the abolition of the
he had been officiating, and the bankruptcy sacrifice of the interest of all besides to the
court judge, sinister interest of la_3"ers, along with that

Withoutthisarrangement, prodigious would of tlJe ruling few,--at the sound of a pro-
be the difficulty of determining what is the posilion so horrible, I behold learned and
numberofthesetrasteesnecessary, snd thenee honourable gentlemen (how little less than
the aggregate amount of the pay necessary to all that the Honourable'House contains I) all
be given to them : as also of obviatang abuse, thrown into convulsions.
on the oeeasion of the intercourse, between 11.9. Appeal, from every commissioner to
these functionaries chosen by the govern- the bankruptey court judge. Jurisdiction to
ment, and the assignees chosen by the indivi- him, -- immediate, none : none but tlfis a/_.
dual parties. _ellate.

As to the relation and intercourse between 12. Power to the judge, from time to time,
the official assignee and the non-official assig- :o establish rules and orders ; intimation given
aces, this is a subject naturally loaded with -- that, wherever, on the face of it, the need
no small difficulty. If either can act without of the rule is not plainly obvious, _ reasann,
the other_ the t_ing them in any way together annexed to it, are expected at his hands. _iO
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blockhead _o stupid as not to be ahle to pen in particular, those under the head of un.
rules, for which no reason need be given: certabztg, judge--whether the business, by
--while, by the thus imposed obligatzon of which the salaries are required to be earned,
giving reasons, --by this obligation, though would be able to stir a step, stuck so fast a,
not of the sort which by jurists is called a it will have been seen to be, in the mire of
perfect one, is established a test of aptitude, I nonsense.
for the legislative function thus exercised ; I 16. At any rate, ]et the duratio_ of the act

test, the tendency of which is--to drive be but ternporary:--say three years. In
from the task all who are conscious of want I the practice of parliament, a provision to this
ofat_titude for it. ]effect is, as everybody knows, in frequent

13. Power to Lord Chancellor, at any time i use. Not many, surely, can have been the oe-
to repeal, or say di_'aIlou, (no matter which I casions, on which any stronger demand for It
be the word.) any or all of the rules and / than on the present occasion, ha. had place.
orders so established. Power to him, at the This same principle of probationership--
same time, in relation to the subject-matter the applications made of it being, moreover,
of them, to substitute new ones : on his part followed by choice made out of the proba-
likewise, intimation that, in both eases, rea- tioners,--let it be considered how vast the
sons are expected. Under the existing prac- extent is to which it is capable of being ap
rice, be the rules and orders of a jndi("atory plied to the filling of official situation_ : and
ever so mischievous, the mischief is without in the character of a security for the maxi
remedy : without remedy applicable by any mum of appropriate aptitude, aml still mere
hands other than those of parliament, in the character of a security against the maxi-

By this means, responsibility is fixed on- . mum of correspondent inaptitude. --let it be
tire : -- in the first instance, upon the bank- considered whether the beneficence of it be
ruptcv court judge ; then, after him, upon not correspondent to that same extent.
the Lord Chancellor : whereas, were they tt) Proportioned to its efficiency in that cha-
concur in the establishment of the several rooter will of course he tile horror inspired hy
rules and orders, the responsibility would he it into the mind_ of all expected prot,:9,:s , tu
divided, and, by the division, greatly weak- whom their re,peetlve condolences present a
ened, not to say destroyed, certificate ofirJaptitude : item, into the minds

14. All these rules and orders, as well of all expected p¢ttrons, to whom their re-
those of the Lord Chancellor, a_ above, a_ spective cons,ience_ present a certificate of
tho_e of the bankruptcy court judge, let them intended abu,e of patronage.
be certified to the two Houses; and by the In conclusmn ot thi_ not as yet completed
House of Commons printed, of course, with list of proposed amendments, comes now one
the other papers, for the use of the members ; word on the subject of tour-seatedness.
with additional copies of the same impression Suppose the nccc_sity of it. to the exelu-
to be exposed to sate. sion of single-seatedne_% established as a prin-

The cheapest way would be to print, at ciph', -- behold the consequence. In case of
once, under the care of the functionary by single-seatedness, for a system of local judi-
whom these same rules and orders were made, catorie_ embracing the whole kingdom, money
the whole number of copies necessary for the enough (suppose it agreed) can be fmmd; in
use of the members of both Houses, and for case of Ibur-scatedness, not : on this suppo-
sale ; one copy, authenticated by the maker's sition, what is the consequence ? That, by
s_gnature, being trar, smitted to ouch House; this artifice, accessible justice is impossibl-
notice thereof being at the same time pub- lized ; factitious expense and delay, eternized.
fished gratis in the several newspapers. Still, as now, and so fi)r everlasting, justice

15. As to salaries, let not any one of them denied and sold--sold to the best bidder;
commence till the business of the court in for such is always the rule and the res*dt : the
which they are to be earned has commenced ; largest purse is sure to carry it.*
commenced, in each instance, by the actual This is the design of which I stand forth
appearance of a suitor in that stone court. -- and hereby accuse the noble andlearned head
Under the bill as it stands, "' this act," it is of the law. This is the problem, of which I
said, '" shall take effect from and after the accuse the noble mathematician of having
passing thereof, as to the appointment of the proposed to himself, and, at the end of it,
judges and other officers hereby authorized; written Q. E. F.

and as to all other matters amt tl_ings, fi'om " Of the existence of this state of things, a
and after the eleventh day of January next." demonstration may be seen in the work intimled

Gloria Patti! Glory to the n¢;ble and *' Petitlons for Justice, "&e. That the abomi-
learned lather of this hill ! To secure the pay- nation has s_elledtothis efformousl?iteb, andthat
ment of the salaries, nothing is there that is such, as above, was the origin of it, is what, of

the vast multitude of men of prime talon% whose
necessary to be done tbr them ! Under this interest it is to controvert it, not so mueli as one
act, let any man, who_e patience has carried has ever yet felt himself able so to do in print,
him through the foregoing observations, and with any prospect of sueeesa
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As yet, so general, not to say universal, is the question, in which of thefive courts instl-
the preference given to what is old and bad, tuted by the bill instesd of two, the fees are
how bad soever, to what is new and good, to be paid, in schedule I. nothing is said : in
how gnodsocver,--so generally current, even schedule If. namely in item 3, mention /_
among well-informed men, the aphorism "too made of the court : it is " the court of re-
9ood to bc practicable," _ that, the more firm- view:" solikewiseinitem6: inthntinstaace,
ly I am assured that the above proposed ar- it is " a subdivision, court." Schedule I.
ra_gements would, if adopted, be productive bears for its title these words--" The.first
of the effects intended, and that, taking them schedule of fees bef,_re referred to : "_ re-
in the mas_, nothing rational can be adduced ferred to ? where ? this is not said. The title
in opposition to them,-- the more thoroughly of sehedule II. is--" The second _chedu_ of
am I as._ured, that in the existing tlouse of .fees b_fore r_ferrcd to : "--where referred to,
Commons, reft_rm-preachingas it is. all adop- is not said. Of this obscurity, the cause (it;
tion of it is hopeless, b,_orwii] xt be le_s so, is true) liesin parliamentary practice _ in the
so long as the hea't of the law stands t_pon shapeless shape given to bills_the shape in
the shoulder_ upon which it stalids at pro- which sh_ appeared to Milton : division none;
sent. ohject of referem'c, accordingly, none : to the

Oh ! grudge him not his pension of retreat ! noble or honourable and learned draughtsman,
Oh no! anticipate it--make him apont d'or, or draughtsmen, all that can be justly ira-
too long m'.d too wide it cammt be -- so he pnted is-- the advantage taken of the oh-
does but consent to pass over it. seurity, and the confusion produced by it.

And who then shall be his successor ? Hap- In this stygian darkness, one thing alone is
pily, of his name all mention is a_ needless, as clear : and that is the determination to maxi-
to him it would be unpleasallt ; to him who, mize the weight of the burthen heaped upon
iu nothing whici_ c)n this sut,jeet has by this the afflicted.
pen been written, has had any, the least parti- Now for proof. Of fees, in the instance
cwation , nor, perhaps, at this momer_t knows of which it is the interest of those to whom
of the existence', or _ much as of the design, the power is by this bill given, to give increase
of it. to the number of the occasion.s on which they

Taught by Tacitus, this tplendour I throw are received, or to the Tmntlty of the matter
around him. Speaking t,f s_m,es; " 1)r_e- in proportion to which the amount of the fee
ful_jebaut," sa 3s the Roman historian, if I do receives increase, behold the seven examples
not misrecotleet him--"pr_t_d:lebantBrutus following:-
or Cas_*us, eo quod non vi_ebantt_r.'" 1. In schedule I. item 4-- For every _rrder

on hearilJg ........ £1 5 0
2. In schedule II. item 4--For every

Now as to .fees. As to fees, the Lords' bilt order pronounced by that co_lrt (namely, the
said nothing: the Commons' bill, in the first court of review, as per th." last preceding
edition of it, as little : in the second edition, item,) ....... .£1 5 0
comes thelist of fees. Why _or till the second A word here, as to the instrument here
edition? Answer : t3ecause, at the time of denominated order. In these two cases, is it
its being delivered in, the determination hay- the same thing, or a different thing ? No bad
ing been taken to hurry the bill through both subject-matter h)r llfi_-eontestation this;
/louses, with a precipitation in such a case that is _o say, should the t:ee-gatherer of any
altogether without example, it was seen that one of the five courts other than the court o]
all examination of it would thus be rendered r_vien', claim a fee to this amount, for an
the more assuredly impos_,ihle, order thereot, which is not an orderJbr hear-

Obscurity here, as exquisite as ever : Of ing.
these lawyers' sweetmeat_ -- to ,uitors, pills 3. In schedule I. item 5-- For every pre-
so bitter--the list is d_vided into two sehe- sinus minute of order, . . . £0 3 6
dules. .Items, iu schedule I. ]0; in s(.hedule In _chedule II. item 5.... 0 2 6
II. 12. _Soarces from whence the precious INote-- that, for every order, there will of
matter is drawn--that is to _ay, operatwus course be a previous minute thereof.
m_d uwitten instrume_,ts, --in eight of the 4. In schedule Ii. item 6--" For entering
twelve items of the second schedule, ulna I every matter for hearing in a subdivision
the fkee of them, the sameas in thefirst. In I Court," . ....... £0 1 0
three of those eight instances, for one and the 5. In schedule II. item 7 -- For every order
same operation, the fee in the second schedule pronounced there, . .... £0 5 0
_s, as above, different tkom what it is fix the Note now the tk.es, of which, (they being
first. Of course (reason never having a_ _et payable on the occasion of a written instru.
been able to find its way into an act of p_r- _,eat exhibited,) the amount will increase
tiament) _ for no one of all these differences w_th the number of the words in each such in-
"s any reason ,_ssigned : and as to the cause, strnmeut, as well as with the number of the
for this also we are left to conjecture. As to instrumep.ts, which can be contrived to be
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cited: coati'red, aa above, by rules and orders by the neu_ commissioners, and without thil
of the Lord Chancellor and his confederates, predatory formality of sending the question
the three puisnes, or by the practice of the to be tried by an issue? If in those instances
judge or judges of the several courts, in or by the mode employed in determining this same
which these instruments are respectively exo question of fact is a proper and sufficient one,
_tibited. -- how caa it be otherwise than sufficient, in

6. In schedule I. item 10-- in schedule any of those instances in which these learned
lI. item 11 :--in both schedules, the descrip- judges are authorized to load the suitors with
tion of the source of the fees is the same the burthen, and their own pockets with the
-- namely, for copies of affidavits, ord,_,s, benefit, of this tax ? Then agaln--in the case
and other proceedings, per folio of ninety in question, is the established fiction to be
words, . ....... _£0 0 14 employed ?--the fiction of a feigned action il_

In these three halfpence, behold the pre2 a court of common law, with the fees, the ex-
mium which so manylearned persons, of whom pense, and the delay attached to it ? For the
one is noble, and divers and sundry others shutting the door against this money-snatch-
honourable, are giving themselves, for every ing lie, so regularly told by judges and their
ninety words they can contrive to get put into accomplices, I see no promise in this bill-
these several written instruments. Taken by nor, to my recollection, has the door been shu_
itself, this sam, three halfpence, is no great ag_inst it by any act of parliament. Were
matter: but, many littles (says the p:overb) the practice a common one, the abomination
make a mickle ; and four of these littles con- constituted by the chancery and so- called
stitute more than many a debtor or creditor equity proceedings, could not, even by the
has for a day's sustenance : and, when taken so-much-too-patient people, have been thus
from him, will deprive him of it. long suffered.

7. In schedule II. item 8 -- For fees on But, of the twelve good men and true, with
the trial of every issne, to be paid by the suc- the burthen imposed on them as well as on
eessflll party ....... £2 0 0 the suitors-- where, in this case (not to speak

ttere presentsitselfa puzzle :_ This anx- of other cases,) is the need, not to speak of
iety to place the load on the shoulders of the use ? True it is, above all price is the ias_i-
successful party, whence crones it ? this party, tution of a jury : and that on two distinct and
according to every natural presumption, will widely different accounts. One is--thepub-
be the p_rty zn the right : and, in the mind licitg it has been the means of securing to all
of every man, this presumption will be the proceedings in which it has phwe; the other
stronger, the higher his opinion is of the up- is--the veto, with which, at the price of suh-
titude of the judieatory by which this same mitring to torture and committing pmjury, it
thing called an issue is to be tried ; the judi- enables the people_ to go great an extent, to
catory -- that is to say, in this ease, a jury: paralyze tyrannical and libertieide laws and
and, in the opinion of the noble and learned judicial practice. But, on which of these two
author of this bill, how much lower than the properties will the noble and learned author
seventh heaven is the place occupied by a of the bill lay his finger, as being, on the pre-
jury, of what sort of men soever composed, sent oc('ac_ion (no_ to speak of former oec_-
so there be twelve of them, and the twelve sions,) the property by which the institution
put all of them into a box? This penalty, hasbeen recommended to his favour? and that
why thus imposed upon a man for having been, with such effect, as to have produced this his
by a jury, pronounced to be in the 15ght? determination to force it into this branch of

Then as to poehets : _ the pocket, or poc- business, to which it has hitherto been almost,
kets, into whmh this same £2 is to find its if not quite, a stranger ? Thus to force it in,
way ; to find its way _in the first place ira- and thereby to put this additional instrument
medzately, -- in the next place, ultimately : of evil into the hands of every maldfide suitor
where are these same pockets-- whose are _every dishonest suitor, who, knowing him-
they to be ? Be this as it may, the court is in sel to be in the wrong, trusts to the relative
this case the court of review, and the judge, and comparative indigence of an opponent, for
befo/e whom the issue is to be tried, is "one his success ? Assuredly to neither of the pesi-
of the judges thereof:" so _ys § 4 of this tions, by which these two properties are pro-
second edition of the Commons' bill. nouneed beneficial, will he subscribe: which

Now, then, tv what purpose other than being the case, should he venture to attempt
the fee-gathering purpose, is organized the a justification of this arrangement, he will find
complication produced by the mention thus himself reduced to his old aphorism_namely,
made of the word issue ? Can any bounds be that, provided they be in number twelve, and
assigned to the amount of the property, in all twelve put into a box in a chamber called
relation to which, in the ordinary course of a court of justice (not a hox in the Opera-
things, in every day's practice, questions offact house)-- men, no one of whom had ever been
have been decided upon by the existing eom- in a court of iudicature in his life, will an-
missioners, and will have to be decided upon derstand the t_usinessofjudi_turebetter th_al
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-aman whohas passed hatf his tifeintheprae- to them• They have an irksome and an re'-
rice of it." d_o(Is duty to perform ; and if no motive be

Here follows an extract from the self- held out to them, the natural consequence
published speech of Henry Brougham, Esq., must be, as long as men are men, that they
spoken in Honourable ttouse, February the will have a disposition, growing with their
7th, 1828, on moving the Local Judicatory years, to do as little as possible.
.Bill:-- " 1, therefbre, would hold out an ituluee-

Page 16. -- " There are two observations, ment to them to labour vigorously, by allow-
sir, which I have to make, relative to the ing them a certain ntoderate amount of fees.
judges generally, and which I may as well I say a very moderate amount, a very small
state now I am upon that subject. I highly addition to their fixed salary, wotdd operate
approve of paying tho_e learned persons by as an iuccntive; and if this were thought ex-
salaries, and not by fees, as a general principle ; pedient, it ought to be so ordered that such

but so long as it is the plactice not to promote fees should not be in proportion to the length
the judges, which I deem essential to the in- qfa suit, or the number of its stages, but that
dependence of the bench, amt so long as the the amount should be fixed and defined once

door is thus closed to all ambition, so long for all, in each piece of business finally dis-
must we find a tendency in them, a_ in alt posed of.$
men arrived at their resting-place, to become " I am quite aware that this mode of
less strenuous in their exertions than they I payment is not likely to meet with general

would be if some little stimulus_ were applie(1 support, especially with the support of the

------ reformers of the law; bat I give the sugges-
* For all tbese judicatories, where are to be the t tion as the result of lonff refleetlon,i t which

several and respective .justice-ehaml, er_'? On I -----
this occasion, let us hope that a eoJt-buildin_ Certain occasions there are (suppose) on which
job is not intended to be addcxl to the church- I the excrtion_ might, by thls supposed stimulusj
bMldingjob. I. sayl.'u_tiee-chamber -- to keep i Le producible: to the_e oec_astons is the applies-
clear of the ambtgu_lq involved in the word court, _ tam of It confined ? Not it ind ted : it is altogether

as well as in the_ wor_| char, h: an ambiguity, by 1 imbscrmfinate.
which so many worthle_ and maleficent real I Stimulus indecd ! Exertion made strenuous !
entities are respectively er_ct_-d into, and con- _ O ve._ : certain occasions there are, on which
founded witb, one venerated fict,tious entity_ eertainpurpo_es t!_erc are_ fbr which _ the pro-

As to the restitution of a.jur?/ so far am I from perty of a fee to act as a stlmu]us-- to produce
exertions_ and those strenuous--and made tobeing an enemy to it_ tb,_t, to everything in it

which is beneficial_ I gi_ e an extent_ in a vast pro- act, and with effect, with but too much effects--
portion beyond what it has at present ; namely, shall not be disputed : purpose, the producing on-
by me ms of an improved substitute, m winch 1 casmns lbr the demaaad and gathering in of tees;
give the name of qurlsz-jttr]¢, occasion, ewry occasion on which a cause, or

+ Stimulus indeed I Pro.qt_ which i_ t'_e same, a pretence, for such demand can be mmmfae-
l_either more nor less, exertion or l'a) exertion, tured.
and, if exertion, how strenuous or how little stre- Yes: to lk_s stimulative power of fees--to
nuous soever it may be, -- in this state of things, the stimulauvc power of fees when thu, applied,
what is the exertion _ h_ch the stiumlus is capable -- to this it is that the whole technical system of
of affording ? -- a profit, moreover, which, more I procedure -- every part of it-- that productive
or le_s of it, if not all of it, is received and poc- system of which his Lordship has done so much
keted__not by the man in question -- the judge [ towards augmenting the dIicleney: -- to this it in

but by his locatee -- the man appointed by hnn I that the people are indebted ibr that system of
to a diflhrent office, though indeed an office of factitious expense and delay, by which justice, or
w_qeh he has the t_atronage ? Stimulus indeed ! I what goes by the name of it, is denied to the vast
Of those same subordinates of his, be they who majority of them_ and at so exorbitant a price mid
they may-- even of these men, how is it, t'hat to to all besides.
any exertions of thetrs, by these stone fees, any 8tinmlus indeed ! 0 yes: as to the work of
stimulus can possibly be applied ? tbr, in their in'- generation,so far as expense, delay, and vexation,
stance as wcllas in his--exerti:,n or noexertion are the fruit of it, approdlsmes --cantharides_

exactly the same is the protit_ neither more nor of altogether incontestible, irresistible virtue, are
less. these same fees.

This same exertion -- how is it to come ? what + A "piece of badness," what ? Of this same
is there to call it forth ? One man puts his name pmce of busmen, what dlspo_mon rs xt that
to a paper, and for so doing receives a fee: .'br will be universally understood to be a "final"
the fndtiofi thus given to his band, what arc the one ?
ex2rfionsneeessary--whatthedegreesofstlmu- II Lo_g refi_etion.] Long reflection indeed!
l,dednes_ they are susceptible of? This was anno 1_:._, when he was plain Henry

Another man takes the copy of a paper.and for Brougham _ plain barrister.at-law- how farne_
this same copy takes a fee : what are the exer- soever in the same. Two years have elapsed
titus here? he is now Lord High Chancellor--he is now

Tell us, good Mr. Brougham, I said whilom; omnipotent -- he is now invested with the power,
--tell u_ good Lord Brougham, I say now.-- the magnitude of which cannot be more appo-
What ! mute ? O yes: to all these questions_ sitely or impressively displayed or testified, than
mute you ever have been, mute you are, and mute by the circumstance of its giving existence to a .
you ever will be. , measure such as this. In this it is that we ha_
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has produced a leaning in my ufind towards I _men who are among the soundest and mo_

some such plan. I throw out the matter for ] zealous supporters of reform in the couJrts vl

inquiry, as the fruit of actual observation,* law."
andnot from any fancythat Ihavein my own 2"2d Feb. 1831, Mirror of Parliament, p.
head. 409. -- " The fourth principle,_ and the last

"But I may also mention, that some friends
of the highest rank and largest experience in expense, more or less, of as many thousand

the profession agree wlth me _ in this point, pounds. ]No : the question as to the disposition
of those same men, who, being " in the p_otes-
sion," are among those " of the highest rank

the only shadow of a use_ which his imagination and largest experience" in the same, -- the ques.
powerful and fruitful as it is-- is able to frame tion as to their agreement on this subject, with

for putting it to in idea. And now, what does his then Barrister_hlp, now Lordship, is n ques-
he ? He has taken m hand the instrument-- he tion out of winch no such, nor any other doubts,
has studiodit--he baspronouneed ita good one, can be generated : nor, i_ regard to these same
and fit for use: yes -- fit for this use : _nd after learned gentlemen, need it be stated as matter of
all, the only use which he can find hardihood great doubt_ whether they are among the "most

zealous supporters of reform in the courts ofenougil to speak of with approbataon- tlus use
he does not put it to: all the uses, on which, on law."
this oecasmn, be has passed condemnation-- con- _ Thefonrthprinelple.] (1.) "Judges should
detonation wtueh, though but implied, is not the be remuneratedtbrtheir labour .... (2.)Judges
less manifest-- and on other occasions (as will ought to be _'llremunerated ..... (3.) Judges
be seen) such vehement eondemnation--aU these labour .... ought to be amply but not exlrava.
uses he now not only approves, but, in numbers gantl?/paid fbr."
of instances altogether countless_ will be seen " l: The patient should be physicked for his
putting them to. disease .... 2. The patient ought to be u,ell phy.

Oh no[ not fees alone, but salary eke also:-- sicked .... 3. The disease ought to be aridly
ttatary, so it be added, not substituted to them_ but not extrav¢_'antly physicked 1or." $_ ha_
he has no objection to. should we say of a medical practitioner whose

* Actual observation.] Actual observation ? prescription should run thus ?
Quere, of what ?--of the moon ? or of the satel- A genus of discourse there is, which go¢_ by
htes of Jupiter ? or of any of those conjunctio,s the name of twaddle: may not this be stated as
by which days are pronounced lucky or'unlucky, being a species of it ?"
and fortunes told ? Yes : if you are a man of craft, exquisite is

+ Agree with nw.] Agree with him ? O yes : the subserviency o£ this apparently silly matter
to this assurance, credence, may be given without to your purposes-- to any of them that will nat
much danger of error. Suppose an enactment bear the light. Talking all along in vague gent-
made, aiming, in appearance, at this object, -- no ratities, composed of words of indeterminate sig-
want, assuredly enough, would there be of lees : nification -- no line drawn anywhere between the
fees generated by doubts and consequent stats ; quantity that is and the quantity that is not eli-
fees of the genuine deseriptmn_ generated by glble : _ talking thus_ let but your language run
doubts as to the souree out of which this new- smoothly, everybody, as he thinks, understands
invented spurious fee. or rather so.c',dledfce_ was you-- understands you in his own sense -- in the
to be understood to flow. sense most pleasing to himself--in the sense

Of this same stimulant, what shall bethe dose ? whieh accordingly renders him most pleased with
Shall it be the same in every sort of bankruptcy you : talk thus -- and_ so far as depends on him_
case ?.--shall it be the same in every individeud )-our point is gained.
bankruptcy case ? InEqu_ty, an in_tance may be Yes--everybedy: not merely those who,
seen ot a suit. in which the value of the property having a sinister intereSt to _rve_ are_letermmed
in question did not exceed some such matter, s to be sattsli.'ed with whatever it is that you say-
;El0: others, in which it has not been less than not only these, but even the few, who, if they
aome such matter as a million of pounds. I speak knew how, and if' it did not require too great a
thus loosely, because, on an occasion such as thts_ sacrifice, nor give them too much trouble_ would
trifling errors are not worth guarding against: ratherdo, andbethoughttodorightthanwrong:
nor_ m bankrupt(y matters, is the case much dff and who are in the Hous% either to oblige a friend
ferent. In all these cases, is this lee (call it the or for a lounge, instead of Brookes's_ .41mack's,
clenching fee_ or the quiett_s fee) to be the same _ the ]kthenzeum, the Opera_ or a private party.
or different ? If different. -- the magnitude of it Advice, descriptive of this policy, with reeom-
hearing a certain proportion to the value of the mendation to employ it--advice to this effect,
subject-matterofthe suit(thissame value_quere, would make a most appropriate match with Ha.
how to be _scertaiued ?) what shall be that pro- milton's Parlian_entary Logic; and_ if not al-
portion ? tlerc, then, would be to be made a scale ready there_ should in the next edition be inserted
of fees : here would be to be made matter for a in it.
schedule. Thus, then_ would learned gentlemen E.o much as to persons at large. ,Now as to his
have matter for doubts -- matter for _'great noble and learnec_ l_ordship.
doubtst"matterforswarmsofsuits_ each of them Wall then --this same twaddle, when he was
pregnant with swarms of doubts : _uits, out of thus talking it, was it with him as with _ltonsieur
any one of' which, with the assistance of a Lord dourdan, who had been talking prose all his life
J_ldon, a malgt aqde suitor, having for his object w_thont knowing it? 0 no: perfeetl_ welt what
the ruin of a man marked out by him for his vie- he was about knew he, :Exoterie aodesoterie--
tim _ destruction of his property, with or with- what was that school ? was it not Pythagora.,'s_
out the aequisitmn of it-2- might be able to drag in which men are all along taught how_ in ann
it on to five, ten, ar fifteen years' length, at th'e by the name set of words, to deliver two different
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with which I shall trouble your Lordships at (and I know not why it _bould not always be
present, is to provide, where it is po_ible, possible,) that judges should be remwaerated

and even opposite doctrines -- one of them de, hour :" here we have the wedge in the place into
signated by the one_ the other by the other, of which it has been introdue_l _ simple'insertion
these two words--exoterie tor the deception and into the prepared fissure. " They oug-_ht to be
_atisfaetion of the people without doors (tbr that well remunerated :'" here we see it in-the place
is the meaning of the word) --profanum uric, us made for it by the first stroke given to it. "Their
(a.s Horace calls them) -- the esoteric tbr the use, labours ought to be aoply but not eaqravag'antlq
purpose_ and informatmn of people within doors paid _br :"here we see it in the place made t-or it
-- the elmiee few _ the noble lord.% honourable by the second stroke_ which some may think la

rather a bold one.gentlemen, and select vestrymen, ot those days ?
Of the doctrine thus preached by their noble and Look once more at this same _ principle," with
lesru,_ professor, the obwous sensewas the twad- the propositions it consists of: do but see _hat
dllc_ the exoterie _ sense; but besides th_s, had nice, sweet, innocent, unobjectionable things they
it not an esoteric sense ? O yes : that it bad. are : " Judges should be remunerated lbr their

A man who, for a particular purpose, puts on labours :" well then_where is the labourer that
a character different from, upon occasion even ought not to be remunerated for his labonr?
directly opposite to, his own, is no novelty in this So much ibr the first of these his three corn-
wicked world of ours. For the purpose of slay- mandments : look now at the second¢ anti the
lug tyrant Tarquin, did not one of the Brutuses second, may we not see, *' is like unto iL"_
wrap h_mself up in the garb of insanity ? For a " Judges ought to be well remunerated." See
similar purpose, did not Ha_aalet _"rap himself tap here t_o : be he ever so perve_e -- be he pervero
in the hke garb ? site itself, exists there that man that can be per-

In tbrnter days, monarchs, for their amusement ve_'se enough, so much as to wish to say, or if he
were tt:ey not wont to have wits, under the be. with all bJs ingenuity ingenious enough to

garb and name of fools._ Look then atone noble find anything to say_ against this ? Put it to
arm learned twad'dhst_look at hun a little him to find if he ean a thing whieh, ifdoneatall_

ought not to be well done.closely-- look at him in his relies__and ask
_ourself, whether on this occasion you do not see So much for the second of these same proposi-
nlm covering them with the garb o'f a simpleton ? tions. Now for the third and Last : -- " Judges
Anti why in _ character so opposite to his own ? ought to be a_nply but not e.rtravagantl!! reran-
Oh! only/be the purpose of putting a little bit nerated." 8o here again : be the men whotbey
of deceit upon us simple folks- upon us the ma_', especially men whose labour is so " high
people without door_ ! And why thus deceive us ? antlintellectual_'" so a._ it be not e,vtravag'antl!l_
Oh ! no harm to us ! all for our own good ! The can there he any harm in its being aoply remu-
puq_ose (_t nmy be seen) divides itself into two nerated ?
parts: Part 1. engaging Flou_s Right Honour- So much for quantity: now as to shape: for
able and Honourable to concur in the giving_ in receiving justification, and thus completing the

addition to salary, the dear detightfnlh fee; : here operation, nothing now remains but shape.we have the e_teric doctrine-- t edoet ine for Not less triumphant will this justification be

the reception of which they were and are, byhabit _i "" " '-, -- " ° '" ::

as wellasdispo,qtton, sowell prepared: Part2. _ii__i_i _

engaging us who_c place is without doors to be-
stow our acqmeseem'e m this same so agreeable
an arrangetne it.

O yes : when you _ee the noble and learned is r!_oired for? _'ell tben: in the present ease,
_reaeher_ Wlt_l the robes of Judge nridoison over of t.ese same purposes there are two ; for one of
uis own, delivering th_s same twaddle doctrine ; them, salary is required ; for the other, f_t.
call it, if you please, by that name : but, when Now, then, these same judges, learned as they
you have done so, mark well the ingenuity with are, pure and disinterested as they are, _ still are
which, in the prosecntion of this same purpose, they_ after all, _ still are they_ alas ! but mona
it is employed -- employed in raising clouds _ accordingly, not an inch will they bndge, without
clouds of dust_ for the purpose of blinding such tl_e stioulus _ wRhout some little gentle touch
eyes as the purpose required to be bhnded --those of it. V_rcll then_ as to the expense of this same
of the people, who are standing and staring with. necessary tickle-toby: is it for the public to be
out doors, and those of such of the noble lords, made to bear the whole burthen of it ? the indL.
if any such there be, who are not m the secret_ _iduals bearing no part of it_the iodi_ddaals by
and who, were their eves open_ might be shy of whom is reaped the whole of the benefit of tbe

'_ h_¢h serriees._" The interest of the whole
pubhe, is it to be made a complete sacrifice of_
to the interest of a h.andful of individuals ? For-

givin_ their ennenrren'ee.
Be|mid him accordingly taking in hand the

above.ment:oned three _nothings, and holding
them up to view io the guise of so many some- bid it_ justice !
things: behold him taking them in hand, and Let it not pass unobserved, that that which
mal_mg t_tem into a wedge _ a wedge for insi- under the name of a "prineipld'---one principle,
ousting the job, and_ when once in, driving it on name/,, " the fourth urincivle"-- the last in the• _ • " " "n * as
into adoption. . . . tram of principles we _ave been seer g_ _s ( the

Soadmirab]_" well adapted to its purpo¢e is th_s reader may have observed) a sort of a principle
_rne wedg'e_ ttaat it unites with tt the properties with three l_eads to it : a sort of a Cerberut_ era-
of an artesian arrow with barbs to it--an v]oved to guard from spoliation the so-ingcni.
arrow too firnllv fixed to be ever drawn out ; es- _us_ly.disco_ered and about-to-be-so-well-worked
l?ecially out of "bosoms -- noble and honourable mine, with its treasures_ composed of salary and
lmserns -- an little disposed to part with it. fee_

•t Judges should be remunerated for their la- Be tF,at as it may, by hook or by erook_ every.
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for their labours. It relates to the remunera- cots, and they ought to be well remunerated
tion of the judges raid their subordinate offi- for if you would have men fit for the station

thing is now settled. Now have we, m the words if ever, been seen thus v_brati.n_, or even ml.
of an old toast, an old Oxford mast, "all we wish, grating. Hut whence is this ? Is it that they
and all we want, and all our wanton wishes :" would not accept ? No : but that they were never
here have we completed this same delicious corn- chosen. But for this, to-day his Lordship would

be for Earl Grey; because he lover liberty: to-
morrow for the Duke of _'ellington ; because

pound, composed of salary u, ith fees. Now ma_,
we write Q. E. F. ; for now is the'problem solvea.
Solved ! and by what but by the twaddle ? he hates licentiousness. _Voutd not this be the

Before we have done witl_ it, view it in a still case ? Reader, look at what goes before this--
more enlarged point of view. and mark well how look at what follows after it-- and then judge.
admirably well suited to this its purpose is this Meaning to hold up to view an accommodating
same twaddle. Adnure the stretching-leather it standard, Lord Bacon typifies it somewhere by
is ccnnposed of : extendible or eontraetible_ as the name of the regula Le#bia : when lyin_ on
the oecesion_ whatever it be. may require, the shelf, it is strait, as rules should be ; t_ken

Constructed ulmn the most approved models in hand and employed, the right hne, if wanted
you will see this Implement to be. Have you an so to do, bends and is transformed into any sort

of curve. Put together, '_ liberty and lieen-
tloustwss'" make a regula Lesb_a : so likewise

abuse to establish or defend F $'ou cast your eye
on 2t, of course, to see whether this same imple-
ment is applicable to it. To be applicable, it must " amply, not extravagantly." As to how this
present to view a scale divisible into two parts sort of implement came to I_emade at Lesbos, let
which have no _eterminate bounds: tbr example any one who feels so disposed, go and inquire : I
in physi,'s, the scale commencing at the most have not time.
splendid light, and terminating in utter darkness. Think not that your attention--think not that
In morals and politms, you have a correspondent
scale, commencing with perfect liberty, and ter-
minating at consummate licentiousness. Look

all the attention you can bestow upon this sub-
ject--can be ill-bestowed : for thi_ even this_
is the language in which all the depredation that

at the example : you will see in it the very sort of has bronght on the reform measure has its sup-
thing you want. You take it in hand_ and pro- port. " Al.titude," _ays this doctrine, '_ is as
e_eed thus: liberty (you say ) is a good thing_ and opulence :" be the situation what it will, a man's
ought always to I_eallowed ; no man can be more aptitude for it will be exactly as the quantity of
sensible of this than I am : but licentiousness Is money you cram his pocket with : do but as his
a bad thing, and ought ,lways to be pumshed, learned'lordship bids you --make but his remu.
Is there anywhere aliberty taken that you don't neration al_ptc enough _and, as it is written,
liketosee takenF You lay hold of it aceordingly, '_all other thinzs needful shall be added unto
stamp upon it the word licentiousness, and punish yon." Yes : w_en the new parliament meets,
for it. In thus doing, who is there that can prove then by its order (as by a former'parliament in a
you have been doing wrong F--who is there that ease within my memory was done by a book, a)
can prove that what you have thus been punishing should this same maxim--aptitude is as opn&'nee
for is not llcentiousness--is uothingbut llberty._ -- be burnt by the hands of the common hang-
To make this proof, he must show the bounds by man ; which, by the bye, is the only employment
which the licentiousness and the liberty are I would give him. One of these days, may per-
divided : he must exhibit that which has no ex- haps be seen in Honourable House, written up
istenc_ in letters of gold--aptitude is inversely as opu-

" Viewed upon this more enlarged scale, liberty, lencc: -- one of these days, when the inventor
it will be seen, shmfld be amply but not extra- and demonstrator of it is no longer in existence
vagantly anowed; licentiousness, amTly but not to behold it.b
extravagantly punished.

Thus will ]t be with judges, so Iongms they _ Drolt le Roy : Anthor, a man whose name
are taken from the order of advocates--' the in- began with a B '(wasn't it Broderiek ?) an attor-
discriminate defenders of right and wrong." On ney, member of Lincoln's Inn : in Ireland, he
the outside, you see the robe of the judge : but was hanged for murder. Object of Droll le Roy
underneath it, and for a lining, remains still the --and that o_ect very decently accomplished --
silk gown of the advocate. Look at it through the showing that all the doctrines_ which the most
glass here presented to you : the judge's robe will determined ultra Tories could preach and wish
be gauze ; the gown scarlet satin underneath it. to act upon, had tbr their support, and were fully

1,ittie boys in their cricket have every now and borne out, by those delivered from time to time
then a functionary, whose style and title is Jack. by learned judges, from the timewbereofmemory
on.both-sides; not on both sides at onee_ that runneth not to the eontrary_ down to the time
being impo_ible; but on both sides sucees.sively then presentornot fardistant. Whetherbespoken
and alternately. So it is with a b_.rrister : on one or no, the dose was deemed too strong to go down,
and the same point, if not in one and the same even in the estimate of George the Third_ and his
suit, he will be for plaintiff at one time, for de. LordChief-JustleeofBank leRoy(Lord 2_lans-
fondant at another : whichever he is tbr_ that one field_) and other cabinet mimsters: ibr disavowal,
wilt be everything that isgood; the adversary_ itwasaecordingthusdealtwith. I_wthebook,
everything that is bad. and turned it over; but did not buy it. For many

V_rben understandings are to be eonfoundedand years past, I have made fruitless search after it.
made dizzy_ a party man, writer or speaker, may Could a copy be recovered, a second edition might
be on one side and the other, not only on the same be enriched with valuable matter from Lord Et-
oeeasion_bnt, as we have been seeing, at the same don: a specimen may be seen in "Indications
time, talking backwards and forwards in the same re, peeling Lord Eldon,'" inserted into ,c O._clal
breath: not less easily may he be of the one Aptitude Maxlmlzed_Expense Mimlnffzed."
party and the other at di_'erent times. As to b See " Official Aptitude Ma:_im2,_t __Ex-
chancellors, true it is. that they have not often, tw._se Minimized."
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of judges, the high and intellectual species of amply, but not extrava_t_l, paid for. But
labour you expect from them ought to be what I say in point of pr/ncip/e, is, that, au-

To the operation of cramming fuller and fuller seldom find expression in a number of words
the pockets of functionaries, on pretence of se- small enough to admit of its periorming this
curing aptitude, what shall be substituted ? The offie_
answer has been already given--cornpetition _ In tile instance here in question_ not very ex-
that is to say. on the part of all candidates in ceptionable (it is true) on account of its length,
whose instance appropriate aptitude, in alI its how much soever on other accounts, is the form
branch,, has been made manifest by the test of of words, by which expression might have been
examination, as above spoken of under the head given to a rule suited to the purpose of convey-

of proposed amendments, mg the advice which it was his Lordship's par°
So much for the principles of the noble and pose to g:ve. and see taken : and this advice was

learned lord. ]:]3ve you a curiosity to see r_set of the number of tl.ose which, on no occasion,
of a different sort ? Turn, then, to some of those find established, in noble breasts, any more than
books, which have for their author a person who, [ in honourable ones, any violent aversion to them
when, by Whig nurses, Radtcal pnncipt_ were ! _any very obdurate reluctance either to the re.
to be overlaid at their birth, and honourable ! eeiwng, or to the acting upon them _Make the
noses were to he turned up against them, was ] rem_,neration of all off_ee# as large aa the people
sv_ken of as being a man _ho " knew more of I will endure to "#eeit made; m these words may
books than of men :" turn to those hooks, and I be seen the rule :- tlmt noble and honourable
there you may see, for example, the two above- I y_mnger s,ms, and ehlest sons durJ,g the lives o[
exemplified principles _ tile _reatest-happiness their respcctive noldt, .fathers (not to speak _f
principle _ the _wn-dlsappointment, or say the said fathers themselves,) may be pror,id*'d fin" as
dis,tppointment-mitdra_ngprineipie. Is your _toblvasposs_ble: heremay'be seen thereason
cdrm_ity strong enough to carry you any further ? of tl]e rule.
Cro then to the p:ineiple which prescribes the con- Now tbr the conclusion of this same principle

junetmn of interest with duty--sa_ the interest. _" what I _y in point of principle is that,
aud-dul_/-con]o_n_ng prim'ill/C; _ tt!ence, on to the generally speaking, their remuneratlon ought to
principle by _'hieh qffidal aptit_tde is ,asserted to be by _lary. and not by fe_es." " And not by
be augmented, not m proportion as official emo- fees,_'_see herepro.fcssion:_ibr performance,
luv e_t is a_tg'mented, but in proportion as it is see his Lordship's schedule the second, with its
reduced;--these, with any number of other_ eleven sources, out of which .fees are made to
you please from the same mint. But byanyone spring. All th_s talking backw/_rds and forwards
of these, were his Lordship to take it in band (for, we have had. and here we have the result of it :
for the purple of argument_ even the impossible and thus we have before us, and in senses more
may be suppo._ed existing ) by any one of them, than one, his said Lordship's principles.
were hN /_ordship to take it in hand and make If, in the expc_ition above given of these same
application of it from the woolsaek,--such a scene so-styled principles, any errors should be found,
ufnausea might be produced by _t --such a _cene I the cause of them may perhaps befit may at
as delicacy lorbids the mention of. [ any rate be thought to be_in the author's being

In order to its answering its purpose, in what I iu that ca.se in which, in days of yore_ he was by
state should aprinc_plc be ? Answer: It should I the noble lord looked upon as being_namely
be in the highest state of condensation ; corn- [ that of one ': knowing more of books than of
prised in the compa._s of two or three words, con- [ men." Assuredly, whatsoever in this particular
sisting tbr example, of a substantive with its I may be the case with other men, tomyselfit ba_
attached adjective, or (as some sa._ ) attributive: [ rot happened for so many days in the year as it
though the'mtjecdve may be a substanUve used [ has to his Lordship to be in the midst ot_,and have
adjeetively, and either [he one or the other, or 1 for the object of knowledge, the noble brother.
hoth_ may be eompesed of words, two or even hood of those high and mighty lords_ who_ on
any greater number_ so _s there be not a verb : ever,,' occasion, as they never cease to bear wit-
the words strung together m the manner of the ness_ bane for the seleobjeets of theircare, charch_
name given to a parliamentary bill in the votes, king, and people (church first, then king, then
and the name given to anytlnng in the German people,) with only now and then a small scrap
language. Now, then, say here, for examples, of care for their respective families_ and even
_' greatestha. pt_iness t_riueiple," . _ " non-disap-, this never otherwise than in due subordination
pointment principle." lu th_s way, the pro_- to that care paramount, which has for its objeets
ciple, with its two or three words, exhibits the the said church, king, and people : too noble,
substance, and performs the office, of a rule: -- each one of them_ to take any thought for him-
of a rule which, if expressed at length, would self_ had he not his noble friends for flappers:
occupy perhaps more than as many lines. Now_ their motives, accordingly, on each oeeasion_ din-
then, wily employ the matter in this form, rather mond._-diamonds of the very first water--water
than m that ot_a rule ._ Answer: Because, when of the parent kind, scorning the use of filtering.
thus reduced in bulk, it is, in every instance, stones ; their breasts having for compositima and
_pabte of being made to enter, and accordingly covering, instead of flesh and blood, plate glass;
always does enter, into the composition of a sen- having, that is to say, either having already, or
teae_ : whereas a rule, and, in particular, the rule at least (as was the ease with a certain noble lord
ofwlfieh the priuclple isasortofabridgment, can in former days, when he with "aU the rest of the

.. talents" were in power) wishing that they had.
This principle, it is true, we may, by and Let me not here be accused of exaggeratiom

b_¢. see his Lord'ship himself holding up to view. In all this, no more is there of exaggeration than
]/es : but how ? let Pope speak _ had place in the language of the noble and learned

"Dm_rmwith faint pr_se, assent with ei_'ll leer : lord, when, anno 1828, on the 7th of February, in
And, without _neering, others teach to atteer.'" his character of law reformi_ he came for_a'd
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nerally speaking', their remtmeratiou ought to They are men standing in a high and consp_.
be by- salary, and not by fees." euous station --men selected for their unspot,

So much for zhrr. Brougham : come we now ted a_wl unimpeachable integrity, t as well as
to Lord Brougham. -- Mirror, 22d February for their great experience and generalfitness:_
1831, p. 409. --" When you remunerate a for their exalted stations. They are likewise

judge by.f,es, according to the steps of pro- under the observation of a watchful public,1 _
eedure, you expose him to the temptation" and a jealous Bar,§ and many of them have

of encouragip.g delay and expense in order to seats in either House of Parliament,¶ where
increase his own emoluments, and thus, in they may be called upon, as responsible offi-
the(rr_ at lea_t, if not in effect, you set inte- eers, toexplainanypartoftheireonductwhieh
rest iu opposition to duty. To be sure, the may be considered objectionable. Neverthe.
judges in the higher courts are not apt. to be less, I am of opinion that public men, however
swayed by such f_elings from the straight line high their character may be, ought not*" to
of their duty, whatever he the tempt,ztion." be placed in circumstances in which thor in-

with that glorious undertaking of his, by which, eyes wide open to the temptation, and. at the
'" all exaggeration" expressly denied, perfeetmn same time, thenobteandlearned mouth _yingits
was virtually promised to the judiciary establish- prayers to the lords, and beseeching them to de.
merit, with tts system of procedure-- all by so fiver him from that same evil, into which, at that
simple an operaffon as that of taking m hand any _!me moment, he was doing what depended upon
twelve men, so they were but celled good an_t ham-- he wa_ putting his rhetorical powers to the
true, puttiugthem into abox,_andthus, asinan stretch--for the purpose of teading and plunging
omnibus, travelling them over the whole field of over head and ears himself, and the whole train
judmial procedure, of the creatures he was occupying himself in the

To returu to purity. In this _ame state of creation of. Witness schedule the first of' the
purity Isis Lordship will not deny them to be-- billin question, in the last edition of it; witness
noble lords,--noble, and most noble, right reve- the act, into which in due coupe, it was prede_-
rend, and above all, most reverend--all of them tinated to be transfigured, with its schedule the
together. No, assuredly ; tbr in it, lest it should _econd. and the several fees contained in it.
escape the memories of this _ manner of men," _ Uuspntted and unimpeachable inte_,rriDl.]
neveris he tiredof'remmding them tbat they are. Scene, Utopia. Of the romance so infituted,

As to those jndges who will have to how down characteristic features are, effects-- felicitous el'.
to him and hail him as their creator--those, to t'ects, existing without causes ; figs growing on
wit, whom we shall see him alluding to under the I :horns; grapes on thisdes.
name of' "" hid, her ]udges," -- they are not, it ap- I _ Fitness. ] By what means _eertained ? ltere
pears, regarded b_; him as being in that state of [ zou have the effect : anal where have you the
absolute purity, after the manner of pure gold [ cause ?
rendered so by having passed through the re- ] I1 Over men such as they are, and selected as

finer's fires : some little ,d|oy of a less noble metal [ they are, what need of any such or any other m-we shall lind hzs discernment reeognisingin them : spectors ?
encompassed as they are wtth "'temptation," §Je, thmsBar.] Interested in all the abusest_y
they may be conceived at least, if not absolutely wlaich the judge_in question make their profit;
believed'to be_ capable of yielding to it : for their anxmns to [,e ratsed to the situation in which th._t
being brought into that "same desirable state, profit grows, and in those same situations to come
there needs however but one simple and obvious in for shares in ttmt same profi_ : eves clo.,ed, as
recipe, which is their being placed in that same is the oyster shell against the knife,'against tho-e
exalted and purifying situation of theirs_ in which same abuse_ Jealous men such as these ? O yes :
all men and all things are pure. but of what? Of everything which can lessen

To these judges, the said creator, of course, the abuse, or prevent the augmentation of it :
eon_iders himself as aggregating his said crea- such being their interest, and without so much
tures--his chiefand" other judges," and by that as a duty, asin the caseot those same judges, for
same simple operation enduing them with the re- a counterbalance to it.
quisite portion ofF,,flay : in wbieh glorious state _, I_ Parliament.] Occupying thus two in.
we shall for the moment leave them. cx)mpatible situations--undertaking the fullil-

ment of two duties, tim conjunct fulfihuent of
which is (utAess one and the sarne man can be in

Thus much fi_r the entire foundation of the [
noble and learned lord's magnificent edifice : ti_e 1
foundation, composed as it is of "principles," twodifferentplaees atoneand thesametime)_hy-
four in number; of which principles, the t-hird. ] sicMlyimpossible:oneofthemasituatiouin which,
when it comes to be laid down, is styled, not a I if accused, each man will be his own judge; and
principle, but a proposltiau ; and the fourth, [ thus, by the assurance of fruitless and uncom-
which is st$1ed a principle, is not a printqple, !
but a composition, composed of three proposi.
thins-- namely, the three propositions which the

pensated odium, stopping the mouths of all who
might otherwise be accusers, and enjoying the
assurance of impunity for every profitable and

reader has been seeing, and with which, in a de- every agreeable mal-praetice.
greebest known to himself, hecannot failtohave "" Ought not.] $'es; of opinion that they
been edified, ought not: and this at tire close of a string of

TemptalloT_ ] Behold here-- and not here arguments for which the noble and learned brain_
t_nly_ but in page 415 alao--the noble and learned have been put to raek for the Durvose of making

• • -- -- " Ofus beheve that that which, in eonsiderataon
a Self-published speech of Henry Brougham, the danger, "ought not" to be done, may, under

Esq, M.P., 7th February" 18'28, on his motion and in spite of that same danger, be'nevertheless
for a law reform commission_ p. 5. done; and which he accerdAn_ly proceeds to do.
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_rest comes in eonfllct with their duty. But the eye eta watchful public andjealotts.13ar,
even if it were certain that his interest would and who are themselves men of learning and
succumb to his duty, it is of the greatest ira- inteyrity, the least likely to be swayed by in-
portanee to avoid placing a judge ill a situa- terested aml selfish eonsiderations,--that evett
tion where he must be an objee_ of jealousy they ought not to be placed in situations in
and wary suspicion. ° which it is posstble foranyoue to suspect that

" Such are the grounds on which I conteml they can have any other object than that of
that even the hiyherju@es,_ who act under the diligent,active, and impartial performa.nee

of_heir respective duties. Now, if this be the
• 3"usp_eion.] Whereupon, having strained principle which ought to be kept in view, in

ever'/theimrposener-ve_ andofsat_sfyingS¢UeezedOUtusthatWhatfeesiSabove,ran!/fOrbereterence to the hlyher judges, it is still more
allowed without the production of preponderant important to act upon it in reference to all
evil, he says they ought not to be allowed : and int_erior officers of justice, They do not stand
thereupon proceeds to allow them to the judges, upon such hiah and open ground _ they are
of whose benefices he is patron, and whose profits not so much "inthe view of the public_ they
are accordingly his profits, and for whom, for the are not so im_nediately respon.¢sble to parlia-
multiplication of those profits, he provides the
ecctJsions, twelve in number, which form the mat- meat--and they ought to be emphatically ex-
ter of the second of the two schedules, eluded fi'om su.ch situations, even if the judges

"1"Hi_her jndge*.] Higher judges indeed! -- are not.
as if, in those same h[_ber jtld_,es, the appetite " There is one nicety in regard to this point
for fees were le_ rabid than in the criers of their which ought to be noticed, A judge doing
respective courts; as if the existing system, with his duty under the eye of the public will be
all its atrocities, by which the cry for law reform mdueecl to perform it well and diligently, sincehas been ealled forth, has had any other cause
than the rabidness of the appetite of those same upon its due and diligent performance will de_
judges, and those " whose estate they have"_ pend his t_ameand esdtnation with the public,
with their hunger and thirst for the dehcious and this although he should be remunerated
matter of which those same tees are composed, by a salary, attd not by fees. But it is not
• " Men of learniug and integrity! .... least always the same with inferior officers; arid I

likely to be swayed by interested anti selfish con- am told that in lrctand, where an alteration
siderations,".., men of whom it ts barely "pos-
sible for any one to suspect, that they can have similar to that which I propose relative to the
any other object than that of the diligent, aeuve, ! judges has been made, some inconvenience
and impartial pertbrmanee of their respeetwe has been felt from remunerating inferior offi-
duties :'" such are they, under the painting brush cars by salaries instead of fees ; for it is said

of hts Imrdship : in a word, the in.?'tree llomtdi the laudation thus bestowed upon every man onnotwitbstm)dlng, as to every thing but sex, youth,
and beauty, so many ( a_sars' wives in sin,all- whom a judgeship shall have been be.,towed_that
clothes are these same'learned judges, profit was in contemplauon which has accordingly

Behold here the imagination of the then come into posse,sion _namely, lhe profit cmn.
learned, and now noble and learned rhetoricmn, po, ed of the difl_renee between a bounded mass
mounted in one of his air balloqns, and in it_ way of emolument in the shal_e of salary/, and an un-

• bounded ditto in the shape of.fees. "to the moon touching at the planet UtoFia, and,
in the person of oneof the judges of that radio% Oh the ingenuity -- the exquisite ingenuiW
thus sketehin_out " e portrait of a '_Vestminster- of this contrivance ! A time there had been,
hall judge. "Now, then_-- these vagaries, were when_ the purpose being thought to require iN
they mere flightsofpoetry in prose, flights takeu condenmation was passed by him on that pesti,
for mere self-amusement or a Forg;et.me-_wt, no lenee, and, reasons on that side being in exist.
notice would, on this occasion, have been taken enee_reasons, and those unanswerable oues_
of them: had they been the prodnetion of a West- those same rea, ons, or some of them, were ae.,
minster sehool-t_oy, a silver groat would have cordin_glyadduced. ]Now, the plague being now
been given as an appropriate reward for them. to be moculated_ what was there, that, for this
But no! all this is acted-upon- acted upon as purpose, after what had been done, could be
if it were literally correct and true; and accord- done ? _hat was there that the nature of the ease
ingly, the means of self-payment ad llbitn m -- furnished and admitted of ? To answer this ques-
the means of gorging themselves with the plun- lion, and do what it v#aspossible to do towards
dec of the afthcted _ secured, in so thr as words undoing his former untoward doings,-- behold
from this quarter can go, secured in and to the hun taking in hand this same infection, _ and,
hands of these same judges, to put it in good odour, infusing into it the only

Men the most distinguished for their success semblance- faint as it is _the only _mhlauce
in " the indiscriminate defence of right and of a rea_n that the nature of things allowed the
wrong," by the indiscriminate utterance of truth power of ingenuity to find for it. This is a use
and f'atsehood_ men the most distinguished for which it would be capable of being put to _ but
their success in the most misehiewmsly and in what case ? In a ease which can never happen,
Shamelessly mercenary of all professions, pre- Haviog thus taken the benefit of the only chance
rained thus to be above all ofl_ers mort disinter- of success, which he saw the nature of thiug_
ested!Andcnibono_forwhatailthislaudation? thrnishit_g, then it is that he turns round _ takes
forwhat but for " valuable consideratiOn?_" By in hand this bit of a reason, such as it i_, and
waeeessthl faudation of a prosecuted murderer or employs it in the propagation of the profitable
sv_ndl_er_nothing more was to be got than the pestilence, and thus relmiring the anteeeden_y
tee_ the five gumens_ once paid: where_ from false steps.
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that the consequence has been, that these February 22, 1831, ldTrror, p. 414. _ In
officers are disposed to earn their salaries more page 414, immediately before the mention of

easily than, and not so welt as, formerly, and mentsonLordBacon. BeholdithatheStipendiary
that they do not perform their duties so ae- 5Iagistratcs' Salary.raisingact. Atthefirstinsti.
lively as if their remuneration depended on trojan in 1792, it was .£400 a-year ; in the eyes of
fees. the mag4strate_ themselves, this £400 a-year was

" But I think the true distinction may be sufficient ; plain proof--if not, they would not
made, and the line drawu somewhat in this have accepted it : to them, it was satisfactory:
directton. Those o:_eers may be made depen- Patrick Co[quhonn_ whose activity was greater
dent on fees alto qether, where tile muttiphca, than that of all the others put together, and who• in all other re_-pectswas fully equal to the best
tian of the fees shall not depend on their own of them-- Patrick Colquhoan, _ho was lmown
discretion.'; to everybody, and the only one of them who was

2_l_rror, _2d February 1831, page 412.-- known to an)body--said as much tothe author
*' If those allowed to remain were made not of these pages. But, though in the eyes of the
dependent on fees, that would be an improve- incumbents there was enough of it, not so was
meat.*" there in those of the noble or right honourable

patron, whoever he was: and so it was made halt"
* Improvement! 0 yes: a capital inaprove- as much again : it was made £1JOOa-year. Well,

re.ent. Dependent _ _ndependent--capital, de- what fi_llowed? When they had got it--this
lightful tools to work with--to work well with same £fi00 a-year--still they were not every-

thing tbat could he wished. Thereupon camethis same pair _ this tovingpair -- not the less
loving by being opposites. ¥es: here we lmve Sir Robert, and gave them a couple of' hundreds
again our old acquaintaoee_Aptitude is as a-year more; the £600 he made £P,(_. Now
opulence. On the further oceasion_ it was the then, what was to be done with tins £800 ? As
intellectual branch that was to be provided for : to t_ture men there was no di_culty. Rut thelh
provided for, but in joint tenantcy with the t_o there were the then present ones: what to do ia
other branches _ the moral and the active : the regard to them. What ? Oh, they were entitled
provision now made has the moral braneh all to to it on a double account ; so indifferently had
Itself. they behaved themselves, that for this reason it

Aptitude is as independence-- this is the had been found necessary to give them the £2_0
maxim now: and can independence be too corn- a-year more_ to make them behave better : at the

same time, so well had they behaved themselves,
pleten_owbehol_? No theSUrelY'applieation.Therewe have the maxim : that gratitude joined wxth"equahty aud consist-

Be the man who he may, either he is already eney in requiring that the_e known and tried
rich, or he is not: if ye% in that ease, be he ever men, by whom such merit had been displayed,

should not be left unrewarded, when the resolu-so rich, he cannot be made too independent. If
he is not rich already,--in that ease the reason lion wa._taken, that men m_known and untried

should be thus advanced, bt_ll this was but a son
is the same, but the need is mere urgent ; and the of degeneraUon : for at the first augmentatio:_
quantity needed is the greater, the further he is they got half" as much again a_ they had bcfi,re;from being rich already.

• Everything cannot be done at onco. Stinginess and at this second they got no more than one third
_jast now, stinginess is the order of the day. as much. But Sir Robert was faiot-hearted : his

8tin_ness being so much in fashion, his Lord. i Lordship is made of better metal; and he willship" feels it prudent to content himself with his act accordingly : let but occasion call, and, cm_ting
fifteen hundreds a-year, his two thousands a-year, I off all disgxdsc, he will stand up and say" (speak-
and no more than one three thousand a-year: _ing of his bate_ ofjudge_s with their followers)-
and so, for some time, things must perhaps con- I Yes; the worse they behave, the more they shall
tinue. Wait awhil_ and there sits Sir Robert have. "/'he only man he can be afraid of is-- 81r
Feel, who has a book, a leaf out of which his Robert Peel; and, on this ground, Sir Robert

will feel his mouth stopt; stopt by a preeedem0f
his own making; stopt_or (as we lawyers _ay)

Lordship has at command, and may borrow with
advmatage. Sir Robert is a great admirer of Lord
Bacon : "he is brimful of the noble philosopher estopped-- prevented by an estappeL
and ehmaeeller; he has him at his tlnger's ends. In regard to objeets_ one man has one _rt of
The great departed statesman is prayed in aid, object; anotherman anothersortofobjeet. Then,
as we lawyers say, by the great living one, when in regard to experiments-- experiments in ]mr-
any of his great things are to be done. Fiat ex- suit of the object _ one man is forone sort o! cx.
¢erimentu_,was the characteristic motto, on the periment; another man, for another sort. 3ly
ktrongth of which the fame of Bacon has soared object is a double one ; to secure officialaptitude,
to a height so much above that of all other men. and to save money. For seeurhag the aptitude,
Fiat experimentum, was the motto of Lord Ba- I have the sccurit'ies hereinabove referred to, and

hereinafter exhibited: tbr saving the money, and
con; Fiat e.vperimentnm, is the motto of Sir at the same time and by the same operation pro.
Robert : he is for doing all good things gradu- riding those same securities, I employ an .alreadyally ; he is for consolidation, to the exclusion of
codification. He is for going on giving to every approved .instrument" ._ _yes'.the very_ mstru-,br
man the possibility of knowing what he is to be men[, which in all uther cas_ everybody _s tpunished for not knowing: going cm_hut at emp oy" g, and employs accordingly. Good:
such a pace, that after some hundred years em- but this instrument _ what's the name of it ?--
ployed in doing it, the business would be still to The name of it'." Why, oompetilion ! _¢o_
do; and at this rate of travelling his I_ordship for an exhibition--Scene- Right Honourable
may, at any time, without prejudice to his own House. At the sound of the word comj?etltion,
plans, be in full accordance. . out pours a deafening scream in grand c]mlras_-

Now then for one of Sir Robert's practical com. " Competition ! 0 horrid_ horribl_ and horrid.
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a _ottom, mount up to the text, and therein, J 22d February 1831, Mirror, pp. 414, 41,5.

thus you will find it written :--" That noble [ --" Bottomed on these recommendations, I
and learned lord (Lord Eldon) laid a report p_opose to )-our Lordships that no fees shall
on the table of this ttouse respecting the in future be taken by the masters, and I would
taking of fees as salaries, in which, on exa- '
ruination, your Lordships will find some ex- i was intended to be done ? Answer ; That which

has been done accordingly. Here is a malady--
celtent principles laid down. Another report a most excruciating malady : compare the npe-
was presented to the Itouse in d_e year 1798, rotors, anti note their several performances. The
in which the subject of fees is again taken tormer operators eonfiraled it; but they did ,tot
up. It is there said, that no inquiry should exasperate it ; this last operator has co,_firmed it
be made whether a fee was claimed bv esta- and he has exasperated It. Immediately in lus

schedules will this be seen by readers, and in
bllshedp*actice, but whether it was one'which proce,_s of time, as die act comes into operation,
ought to be continued, and, if it was not, it teh by suitors.
should be cut off. Accordingly it was reeom- ' " Fee as salaries.q" No : --et sic vide diver.
mended that some of the fees then existing s_t**tem, as Lord Coke says. Take them not as
should be abolished, and anmngst others those salaries. No : take them a.s something else ; take
called copy-fees, as unfit to be continued. I ! them as anything else: for example, as eonsti.

• " ', tuting a stimzdas ; and by the first opportunity
might also instance the recommendation of_ let men "behold how good and joyful it is :"_
the Chancery Commissioners in 1826-- that i c,dl it "_afair Mim_d_s." Capita| indeed i_ this
fees, as salaries, in most cases should be done . distraction__choice the discernment exemplified
away with."" i in the making of it ! Behold the stress laid upon

it; figure to yourself learned lords and learned
est horror !" The cry subsided, and the facuhy gentlemen, ode after another, nmunted upon it a
of speech, and something in the guise of argu- cock-horse, and riding off upon it.
mentation retained, comes thereupon something to " Excellent principles." Yes, excellent prin.
thi._ effect:-- Competition ? yes: good in every ciples doubtle,,s. But what were they? (says a
other ease: good as applied to furntshers of goods reader.) 'What were they ¢ answer h this {_t_ore
of all sorts: good as applied to furnishers of than I know : and I will spare to *n_j._elf the la.
personal services of all sort_:--yes: gotM in tmuroflookingoutforthem, a,..dcor_m_;entiogon
those c:_e_: hut in this case, what can be m(nc '.hem, and to you the labour of reading them.
absurd. Absu_tl ? "What, are not _gfie_alserwees ;Vhat he has now be_bre tmn nmy surely, and
Fer*e_al services ? Yes: but these must be ex- i without injustice, be taken tar a lkir sal{_ple of
tepted. Excepted? and for what rea_on? For i them. And the resuh of tbem--what is it ? ltis
whm reason ? O don't talk of reason. No -- not } this : be the f_e what it may -- if it ought not to
on this ueeasiol_: occasions there are, on which be continued, it ought not to be continued : if it
there is nothing for reason to do : matter_ there ought to be cut of_ it ought to be cut off.
are. ,_hieh rea_on ha_ nothing to do with. nor they But, even after taking tile benefit of this re-
_ith reason : matters, ff ,,pt)hed to which, reason servation -- of this distinetiom in virtue of which
is out of place. Ye% that there are; and this is they might be taken, in so far as they were not
one of them. taken as _ala.ies--not taken qu(t salaries, -- even

nmeh for Right Itonourable House ; and, they -- all of them -- all the ingredients in this
to save trouble, the same scene may serve for sweet paste---are they t,_ be dove away with ? Oh
llonourable [louse. no ; that would be carrying things too )'i¢r : some

Mark with what refinement and astutia it is of them. yes; but only some of them.' Thus far
wo.rded--thisso.ealled bl_provemeat of his Lord- anna t7'38. But, anna 1826_ with tile benefit of
slip's. Is it that there shall be no fees? Oh no: a course of consideration carried on during the
only that, how much soever there is of them, the interval of eight.and-twenty.years, learnedlords
learned persons are not to be left " dependent '" and gentlemen had stretched their legs, in such
on them. Accordingly. in the first place, ther, sort as to have got a step farther: the reeommen.
are to be fees, at any rate : this for the sake of th_ datlon (as we see) then was -- that "fees as sa-
sl_mula_; and as to what fees, see section the larles shouhl ill most cases be done aw-ay with."
second, as above. But whatever may turn ant What : not in all eases ? not without the benefit
to be the amount of timse fees, what a sad thing of this distinction ? Oh no: What! anti, not
would it not be, if men were left dependent on even u.ith the benefit of this distinction ? No ; not
them 7-- and_ so uncertain is that amount, would even in this ease: that would still be _going too
not this be the case, if something certain were far ; only in some eases; whereupon, in all the
not added ? Thereupon comes the necessity of a other cases, in every one of which the same sort
salary ; which, as independence cannot be too of mischief is produced, they remain established.
complete, eannot (so you have seen 'already) be Behold the problem solved: qnod crat/be{endure
too _ a_ple. ,_

* Done away with. ] A delicate matter this :_ cst faetum; and x = y are found to be _ 0.l_ang h',dfand save half, says a familiar adageg

a truly delicate matter : and, each time, what is this adage learned lords and gentlemen haveit that hasbeen done. _l,uwer: Just what was taken in hand, made it into a maxim, and im-
intea_ded to be done. proved upon it : say hang half and save the _4_ot_

Anna 1798, was made one report : and what --saying this, you have _t in its improved state.
was done ? That which had been intended. Look at the _ees called copy-fees: on them may

Anna 18'26, another: and what was done ? That be seen a mark set : they are marked out to serve
which had been intended, as a scapegoat to be sacrificed. To be sacrificed ?

Anna 183t, was made this speech : this speech and why ? That the rest may remain unsaerificed,
made, and in pursuance of it a bill brought in, and be'saved. But this seapegoa h _as he there-
and that bill passed into an act. And now, what : upon sacrificed ? has he since been sacrificed
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have those of the clerks so regulated ss never all great temptatlo_ to m_ip_ forms, mad

to exceed afixed maximum ;" and that, while create del_v and expense to the suitors, are

Qwua_re eeo. Is he intended to he saerifleeS_? ] sums accordingly, by those same noble and

sit and .,_ee. learned hands, put into the pre-eminently learn.

Directions to public servants, such as legisla- ed though not ennobled pockets; between which
tots and reporting ehairmen ofeommittees; taken and the- noble one there is a communication.
from Dean Swift's " Dieeetions to Servants :" Suppose this, and you will see in what way it is
_Wheu you have anythingto report upon_ what that, upon his Lordship's plan, " all temptafloa
honest men wish to see done away with, and you . lo multiply.[brnzs, and create delay and expense
do a_ot like to part with, recommend that it shall to the suitors" is to be removed. Moreover, here
be done away _sith_ but take care that the quan- again comes the '" s/_fnnlltt_ :" for, whether b.*/or
tity so recommended to be done away with, shall _totwithsta_tding such removal, " enough (their
be an indeterminate quantity ; _somG" for Lordships are assured) will be left as a fair sli-
example ; or in case of pressure, you may even m_dus to the speedy dispatch of business." For
_ay mo*t : in the toni ensemble of this return- refi:eshment, preparatorily to this part of the
mendation, people will see your _ood disposition, speeelb instead of an orange, presents himse|_
yourgood *ntent*on: m the qualifwngadjunct here to nay nnagmatmn h_s Lordstup taking nut
some or most_ they will see your ca_tion -- your of the learned pocket a bottle, and out ot the
l_tu&'nee. Seeing all this, how can they he so bottle a good swig of Lethe water, to enablehim
unreasonable, these sanre people, as not to be ] to forget that, in the ease of an office sweetened
satisfied? SVell then ; if tl',ey are satisfied, then with emolument: as the office has, so has the pa-
et, er?tthlng" is as it should be : and there the tronage of it, a determinate value ; and that dais
matter rests. I value ri_es_ and that in a determinateproportion,

And, what if they had been inten,ted to bo J with the value of the office.
abolished ? what if _ey had been abolished ac- ] .Fi.rcd or ullfizccd : -- in one or other of these
cordingly _ that is to _y, in so far as it was ar.d I two cases must he the amount of this same ms.ti-
ts in _e power of parliament to abolish them ? I mare of tbis same mnriate ofgotd: it' fixed, off
What thcn_. Ask Lord Tenterden. The table of i flies the stimulus: if unfixe'd, then flows in the
these fees hung up or not hung ul_.-hung up, ar:d I temptatwn _ that temptation, which, by metl in

in the sight of everybody-- the fee in question the situatiol_in question, always has been yielded
being of the number,--will it be thus kept from I to--that temptation, uhich." so long as man is
being exacted ? Oh no; not it, indeed. It wdl not [ man, wdl continue to be yielded to-- that letup-
the less continue to lie exacted ; at any rate_ if it I tattoo,which, seeirg all this, and seeing it so ab-
be under and in virtue of a situation the patronage t solutely irremoveai;le, his l,ordship is so deter-
of which belorgs m his l,ordship. _Vetl : but I mined to '_ remove."
suppose a table of fees e_tablishe_ a table sta- ] + Temytatiom] Yes : here we have tenlptalimt
ling the mverat occasions on which fees may be I again. Already we have seen htua stating what
taken, and the tbes that may be taken on those the temptation is--showing, demon,,trating, and
several oceasions, and on this or that occasion a I by uncontrovcrtiLle reaset_s_ that it is one which
fee taken to an amount greater than that which [ no judge_ nor any o_cer in an office stibmdmate
is so allowed :--suppose this done, and tbe extor-1 to that of judge, ought to be exposed to; and
tion brought before his Lord,hip_ will not the ex. thereupon, eyes wide open to the irresistibleness
totter, as such, be punished fi_r it ? Ob no. What ] of it, and the mischievousness of is, comes the
then ? Why_ restitution will perhaps be ordered. I determination to expose them to it- to expose
8uppose_ for example, six shillings the amount them to it, all of them, judges and their subor-
ofthefeeallowed.andten.and.sixpencethemoney dinates together: which said determination we
taken : you have but to make application to the have seen accordingly in his bill_ now passed
court ; and, so it be not in the way of"a criminal into an act_ carried into practice.
prosecution, but in a quiet clvl/way, it will cost Yea, verily;- here have we this same temp.
you not more than some number of tilltes as many ration again in tbis same speech, taken into con-
pounds as the shillings you sue tbr; and restitution sideration a second time ---laid before their lord-
of tbe whole ten.and-sixpence, or of the four-and- ships and the public a second time; and the con-
sixpence difference, will or will not be ordered: a sequences of at a second time full in view ; the
amt so totles quoth,s, as often as you please, determination a second time formed _the deter-

There you see the power of parliament -- there mination to expose his judges to it_ his judges
you see the effect o/it, when applied with the and their subordinates,-- and thus to bring upon
purpom, entertained or pretended, of preventing the whole country the evils so fully in his view
extortion by, or in any way direct or indirect to -- rite evils of factitious expense, delay, and vex-
the profit o'f_ learned judges, ation, with their aeeompaniments_ denial and sale

" A ]Lred ma.vimum.] Each fee a sum deter, of justice: _sale of it to the comparatively few
minat_ and nntncreasabte._ Yes : if indeed that --denial of it to all besides; that is to _y, to the
be tire meaning, so far so good. But of those vast majority of the thus oppressed arid plun-
same uninereasable sums, suppOse the number dered people.
left i_wreasable, ad i_altum, -- increasable, at But for all this evil, a compensation _ a per
the pleasure of those whose profit rises in propor- eontra _ is now and in the same breath spoken
lion to the aggregate amount of them ; inereas- of as provided : and by this same per contra we
able, by means to the existence of which the are to understand the evil to be overbalanced.
noble and learned eyes were open: in the manner And this same per contra _ what is it ? It is
and to the degree that we have seen : and these ] neither more nor less than a stimulus ; namely,

the old stim*dus, which we have seen already,

In QOieial Aptitude 21laa'irnlzed, _e.. see and which, tot the present nurpo_e, is, on the
r_tdlcations resjoevtlnt,, Lord JEldon_ pp. 359 to present occasion, again brought forward, _ and,
_62. m that its former character, re.exhibited.
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removed, enough will be left as a fair stimulus* called, as in every respect most objectionable.
tb the speedy dispatch of business." If I were not disposed to adopt a circuitous

22d February 183t, Mirror, p. 415. _ mode of describing those sums, as gratuities
" These high incomes from fees are not c_n- for administering what is called j_stiee, I
fined to the Masters. Theft clerks also have should be tempted to call them by that brief
incomes averaging about £1600 a-year each : but expressive name by which the public
two have as much as £'2500. There is only would call theme' bribes;' and I shall be
one who has as little as £1000, becau_, in able satisfactorily to prove them such to your
his ca_e, I think very properly, it was refuged Lordships. These gratuities, or whatever
to allow any fees to he taken. I mu_t own other name they deserve, are not taken by
I look upon those ' 9ratuities,'f as they are the Masters; I wish they were, as then the

high character and station of the Master would
* Fair stlrnulus.] Yes; sure enough, here we prevent the imputation, that for such _hinqg_

have another old acquaintance--a w_y old ac- justice was sold in one of the highest of ourquaintance. It has now, however, received a
considerable improvement. In the former in- courts. I could wish that, even in tliat ease,
stance, on the6_rmer occasion, it was a " tittle" the temptation did not exist ; but, in practice,
one; that was the best and the most that could the taking them by the Master would not
then be ventured to be said of it. The time being have the same bad effect as in the case of the
(it seems to have been thought)come, the epi- Clerk."
theefair is applied to it, and with this polish put Page 417. --" You do not do so in other
upon it, it is presented to us for acceptance: and
such (it seems) is its virtue, and so ample the eases : -- in the Court of King's Bench, for
service it always has rendered, and never will fgil instafice, you pay the judges out of the con-
to render to justice, that the good effects of it are soLidatcd fund. It may be correct to take
regarded as overbalancing, as just mentioned, aLl these fees from the suitors, to levy on them
the evil ones apprehended from the temptatlou in all the expenses of the proceedings ; it may
conjunction with which it is now mentioned, be proper to make Chancery suitors pay the

The case (as we have seen) is-- that, tbr the judge on the Bench, and pay the expenses ofmeasure in question -- namely, the establishment
of the mode of remuneration thus (as we have I the Chancery Com't ; it may be right that
seen} exposed by his Lordship--for this men- the suitors should be taxed--all this I will
sure, composed of the real evil, and the imaginary admit ;_ but then I contend that no more
good by which that same evil is supposed to be
overbalanceS, he has now (you see) if you will is determined in each i nd_vldual instance: de-
believe him, found a bottom. By this bottom termined, and, by what ? By the need which the
(it must be presumed) what is meant isajusli#, suitor has of the services of the functionary; that
i'ation. The justification being thus pleaded,- it is to say, by the evll which it may happen to him
would be injustice not to exhibit it: here accord- to be afliicted with, if, at the time in question_
ingly it may have been seen exhibited; and of those same services fail of being pe.rformcd: by
the breadth of this bott_m_,if such it be, wehave, the amount of this evil, coupled wtth the tgmflrr, s

of the two parties _namely, on the one part, the
degree of hardfihood; on the other part, the de-
gree of timidity. From one and the same solicitor,
a bold functionary will exact any number of times

as above, been taking measure.
Good heavens ! (_ys somebody) what a pother

is all this ! _ all about a word -- a single word!
True: a single word; but once more, think of
what importance itis--this same word! Be- theanlountthatatimidfunctionarywould:from
fore you_ you see a man to whom, in eloquence a timid solicito% one and the same function-
and deceptive language, scarcely does the whole ary will exact any number of times the amount
countr_'contain any known rival -- this manyou of what tie could from a resoluteor.e: the _olio
see caJling forth his matchless powers-- what° c/tot, I say, rather than the suitor; the case be-
soever of them he can muster--and employing ing--that, throughout the whole fieldof regular
them in support of this inexhaustible source of procedure, matters are in such sort arranged_
human raiser'v-- the practice of denying and sell. tixat, for the suitor to see tohis ownbusiness -- to
ing justice --'selling t't to the tens of thousands, look after, and take care of, and make provision
denying it to the mfllious, and thus devoting the for, his own interest,-- is impossible: the hands
miRiuns to wrou_ without remedy : and in this in which the care of it is lodged being those of aone wordis contained the whole of what the vast set of other men, m confederated swarms, of each
arsenal of his resources can furnish for the de- individual of which the interest is, on each occa-
fenceorso much as the palliation of the enormity : stun, in relation to that of the bon6 fide _itor, in
this considered, a few lines, or even pages, ran a state of diametrical and constant opposlt_or_
they be grudged or justly taxed with superfluity ? _. Admit.] Somewhat wide admissions these,

+ Grcauitie#. ] Confounded, in a manner, with However, if _,dvcn no otherwise than hypotheti,
fees, are these same gratuities -- we see how. cally, and for the purpose of the argument-- not
After speaking of "flea," he imme_iiately after, categorically and absolutely-..let them pass. let
without having noticed any disuuctiou, says them not, however, pass unheeded_ tl_csetrier,
"these L_ratulties." Things m themselves sodff- ances thus lightly dealt with; look at them a little
ferent, flow came they here to be thus confound- more attentively.
ed ? Foul as is the abuse of fees so extorted, as 1. Grievance the first--Taxes onjustlee, or say
has been seen, _ still fouler is the abomination, la_ taxe*, in the shape of aamp.dutie#. For
towhich the name ofgratuit_e* has been attached, receiving on their shoulders a portion, whatever
In the case of a fee, the quantum is fixed; in the it be, of the burthen laid on the people for the
caseof a gratuity, it is unlimited: predeterminate aggregate of the expenses of government,--selec,
Limitit has none; limit it 'hasnone but that which tion made of the individuals already suffetir, g

Yo_. V. P P
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should he taken from the pocket of the suitor and judge. Instead of thls_ however, I re.
than goes to pay the expense of the court commend you to make the judges of the

under a particular affliction, in preference to those bridles_ supposed to be put into their mouths, are
who are not suffering under any such affliction: arms put into their hands ; that is to say, if, and
the amount of this burthen varying, in unknown in so tar as, under the appellative ofl_t_gious you
quantities, upon a scale of such length_ that_ in include him who in the burthen beholds a means
an unascertainable proporfton, the vicftms even of obtaining for himself an undue benefit, by
aink under it, andareeompletelyerushed. Vt'ould givingeffeet tOanunjustdemand_orb_depriving
you be consistent ? To thv_e same objects of your of effect a just one.
oppression, add then the lame, the blind, the Not that they are not bridles : teotrue; bridles
maimed _ and thos, e afflicted with the rheuma- they are ;--but'on whom ? On whom but tim poor

man_ who, by the rich man, has been fixed upontism 2 the gout, and the stone; and, tbr farther
conststeney_ if th_e be not enough, theorp|mn, ashisvictim?Onhimtheyarenntmerelyb_idtrs
the widower, and the widow, for and during the retarding, his motions; they are ropes, hy which
first year of mourning : all this for the purpose his hands'are tied hehind him. his feet tied to.
of keeping offthe burthen from the members of gether, and all possibility of defending himself

wrenched from him.the community at large, on whom, when distti-
[rated among them, it would lie but as an int. Taxes upon justice-- checks upon litigation !

Such being the doctrine,--resd, mark, and learn,
-I_dpableidtogetherP°Wder'imperceptible.athepressure of which would be who the doctors are by whom it is propagated.

2. Grievance the seeond.-.an abuse :--taxes on They are the dishonest non-lawyer, and his ever-
jusftee in the shape of law fees. Persons selected ready accomplice the fee-fed lawyer : the non-
far the being subjected to the burthen, the same; lawyer, who beholds in them, and fir, ds in them.
the produce carried to the particular account of an instrument, applicable, ar, d with certainty of
the expense employed in the remuneration of effeet_ to the purpose of cheating his eredil,_rs;
judicial functionari_; some rendering more or or on pretence of debt, wrenching property out
less service, some rendering none. Distinguished of the hands of men who are _¢,t his debto_ s : --
from and above the before mentioned is this _e. the lawyer, to whom every non,h_wyer is what
cond tax_ by its capacity of being augmented _ a sh_p is to a wolf; and every brother-lawyer,
we have seen how _ au_.lented to the utmost _ what a wolf is to a wolf of the same herd.
bythoae wht_e interest tt is so to augment it, and By the lawyer, however, a dlstiuction is of
who, accordingly, to the power add constantly and course noted _ the distinction between the law-
on each occasion the inclination, the determina. taxes imposed in the shape of stan_p-dr_ties, and
*.ion, and the endeavour so to do. To the burthen the law-taxes imposed in the shape of fees. 3 he
imposed, as above, by the legislature in the shape stamp.duties he will probably not be averse to the
of stamp duties, augmeatafton cannot be made abmg,tion of; on the contrary, he will rather be
by any other hands than those of the legislature, desirous of it : for, the gre_ter the defalcathm
To the burthen intposed_ as above, by judges, for from the ag_egate of those which are expen._es
their own benefit, augmentation can be made _ from which he does not derive profit, the more _s
made to an milimited amount, and accordingly left in the pocket of the suitor to be employed in
has been made--hy the hands of those same that same suih and in any other suits from which
judges ; and of course, unless and until the t_*wer he will profit. In so far as he contributes to the
of so doing is taken out of those same learned I removal of these bars to jusftce_ he will exhibit
hands by the legislature, wilt continue to be I an apparently good title to the praise of dlsi_t-
made.

Not unlustructive is the mutual relation and teresiedness : he will wear the face of a law re-formist: and, in that character, he may look for
difl'erenee between the two grievances. I more or less of that public confidence, by which

Nor should we here forget a vulgar error _ an t he will be enabled, with moreor less effect, to act
error whtch has been laidhold of, and converted t in the character of an adversary to law retbnn.
intoafallacyhythosewhoprofit byit. According [ So likewise even in regard to those taxes, the
to them, taxes uponjustlre (not that this is the I produce of which flows into the common per.
denomination employed by them) _ taxes upon ket of the profession; so many div_si_ms as that
justice operate (say they) as all taxes do, in the receptacle contains, so many-groups of profit-
way ofprohlbitlon_ and thence in that of preven- seekers, from each of whom law reform may
*.iota: li_gation is a had thing; they operate, and receive support at the expense of the otllers, and
in proportion to their amount, as preventives to without loss to himself.
it: they are as bridles in the mouths of the lift- By the barrister class, for example, may be
giou_. 8o says error: what says truth ? That these advocated reforms bv which defalcation will be

• made from the prot{ts of the solicitor class; by
a Of the above-mentioned arrangement, the ' the common-law barrister, front those of the

mischievousness and blindness were demonstrated equity class ; and _4ee versfl. So again, as be-
fix-and-thirty years ago _ demonstrated anne tween .speaking barristers and the variov._ _rts of
171_5-- in Protest against La_ Taxes, by the mutes e'alled chambee counsel. In the power of
an_hor of these pages; and taken off in pursuance t any of these it may be, without any considerable
of it was a considerable part of that portion, the ] real sacrifice, not only to profess _hemsetves re.
.produce of whieh_ under the name of *tamp du- t formists, hut even to act as such, and thusexhibit
ttes, goes to the pubhe revenue tbr all purposes, [ the a_Ft_.aranee of disinterestedness.
and could not be _'aereasable by judges; this taken | To the author of these pages, atvaxious timeS,
off_ while the whole of the l_grtion here in ques- ] advances have been made-by learned gentlemen,
finn _ namely, that which has for its purpose ] with whom he had not the honourto be personally

[he paying the judges, and which is increasable | aeq[ualnted; and, of the truth of the above obser.
y those same Judges, and to an mflimited 1 rations, he finds, in every s_eh eivility_ exempli-

amount, to and for their own benefit_ was left ou. | fleatlon and den_stration, yt_
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Court of Chancery an annual ample allow- Lords, these form the bulk of the ch_aget
anee, and to dmcontinue the present elmnsy which I contemplate effecting ; and 1 haw
tmjust method of raising from the public and only shortly to refer to what I hope will prove
from the suitor three times as much as would to be the benefits to result from their ope-
pay the one Master and the one Master's ration; and these are,--a better decision of
clerk, which are .all that are necessary ; while, causes-- a more full possession by the ere-

by doing which, you reduce the Masters to ditors of bankrupts' estates --a more speedy
the positive necessity, in these matters, of a_lministration of justice to such creditors,
increasing the expenses: --not that I blame and to all persons interested- a great dimi-
the Masters, -- I blame the system." My _ nution of business and delay in the Court of
--'------7--2_..--- .-7- -- --i Chancery--and even eventually, probably,

Frequently is the observation made, that al- I the saving of one of the judges in that court."
ready, even among law!/ers, there are, and in [
increasing numbers, law reformi*ts : bat. if true i 22d February 183 ], Mirror, p. 419.--" I beg
_as beyond doubt it is--small indeedsh_mld be _ to remind your Lordships that if I have eu_

the extent, in which it is expected so to be; off seventy phtces from those in the disport,
otherwise than subject to limitations and excep, i sation of the Lord Chancellor, I l_ave alsoeut
dons such asthe above; ....... [ oJ_' £7000 or £6000_ a-year from his emolu-

2_n examlue--everyoouy se_ now Illustrative ]
as well as illustrious an one.--may be seen, even [ there would have still remained to them, for ex-in the instance of his noble and learned Lord. ample, the faculty of efl_cting the extortion of the
ship. Exemplary has been his devotion to that I sum oi_ d_570, in payment of a man's name put
one of the infernal deities whose name is common I by him to a paper Without lookin_ at it ; an ex-
la_ ¢ strenuous his exertions to garni.ql the i turtion, the fruit of which is continued 'to be fed
pockets of her votaries with prog_ picked out o[ ] upon in full security.
thcrse of her sister eqnil?l. _A ituess, speech of I 3"wi_dling 2 Yes ; swlndllng ; that is to say,
18o8 : witness again the lo'caleonrts bill; with plan t " obtaining money" (as the statute words it) by
and speech touching and concerning the same. If alscpretenees : pretence twre.that of having done
Fur thi_ phenomenon, would you find an expla- }-this ar that piece of business_ich_ in fact, had
nation ? Forget not to con_ider, that at neither of I not beendone ; attendance, for example, averred

these epochs were the Seals in immediate view, I to have been paid, at a time when no such attend-
and that the learned labours continued still era. ] ante was paid--no such business_ nor any business
played, moulding into the bespoken shape the at all, on the occasion of or in relation m the suit
contents of the wonder-working "' box." ] in question_ was, by the functionary in question,

So long as lie is man, thus will man comport I done. Before the public, ever since the year 1fl02
himself: to be angry with him tbr _ doing, is"to I --beibre the pubhe, now Ibr these twenty years, has
be angry with him for existing. But where, and [ been a work, in which thi_ abomination _spainted
so _aras, a man's endeavours are in oppo_itmn to t in its appropriate colours. Desert i_ a term, ill
file welfare of the community, will any one say, relation to _htch I have on several occasions ob-
that by his not being a proper subject tbr urge'r, served, that though it is with propriety coupled
the need of a defensive torte for its protection, as with reward, it is not with propriety coupled with

against,,. them, is in any. degree dmfim_hed" ? punishment : if, however, it be assumed to be pro-
Right .... to make the suitors pay the perly coupled with punishment, punishment has

_udge on the bench, and W-Y the expenses of the been still more richly deserved by every man by
('.haneery Court." Ye_ : those ._uitors who have whom that office has been occupied, than by al_y
wherewithal to pay_ though it be their uttermost other sort o1'man to whom, in speaking at him,
farthing. Welt : but those of them who have no the appellative of swindler was ever applied : the
farthing at all ; whether the suit found them thus swindler-- a malefactor to whom, by the so-often.
d_titure, or took it from them; these men, how referred-to statute, punishment by fin% interj.
are they to be made topayit ? No: to them jas- sonment, pillory, whipping, or transportarmn_
tice is denied: to them, imprisonment is g_ven in was applied; _ those sever',d punishments, one or
ins stead: while, to those who have wherewithal more of them_ at the option and discretion at the
to pay forit, " what is c_lledjustiee" (to usehls judge.
LOr&_hip's so apt expression) -- that same drug Thus then stands the matter. D_sea_e, a cam-
is sold, and continues to he sold, so long as they plicated case-- extortion coupled with swindling.
continue to have wherewithal to buy if--sold by_ Remedy_ as prescribed by the noble and learned
and for the benefit of_ the judges and the swarms doctor, powder-of-post.
of other lawyers. Well: no lon'ger (suppose) by the clerk are

The system.] Just twentyyearsago---namely, they taken, those saute tees -- no longer by the
anna 1811, in thh work intituled Tlt_ric des 1_- clerk; but according to prescripuon (prescription
compenses, by the author of these pages, this same by the noble and learned doctor) by the Master.
_.t_tem was t, blamed," if exposure of turpitude (load : and what then ? rVhy_that in the course
is " b/ame." The system? Yes; and the said inquestiontheywillkeepgomgon_the_same
Masters into the bargain,- if calling men, and Masters : these same Masters. with their '" h.gh
proving them to be, extortioners and swindlers, is character," and in their "high station ;" going
blaming them :_ blamed by him were system anti on, as they did in 18t l, and have done ever since,
men together; and thus freely, his eyes not being unless by any very recent arrangement, unknown
tfllavp enough to descry any s__.h necessity as that to me, it has happened to them to be stopped.
which, to _e noble and learned eyes, is thus ms- + £8000 a-!_ear. ] Whence this same sum of
nifimt. Could thevtwenhaveprevailedupouthem- £7000 or £8000 a_year is m come_ is what I am
_lves toabstainf'rom thismodeofswindling,there utterly at a loss to conceive.
would still haveremained tothem the facuhyofin- [ Among tim House of Commons papers of the
grouting their emoluments ad i_nitum_ as above; I last session is one numbered _14 -- date of t_m
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ments: h_ emoluments arising from bank- £8000 a-year, every farthing of which will
rupt_ amounted to the sum of £7000 or be cut off by the bill I am about to intro.

duee."
order for printing, 8th October 183| -- intituled What has been seen, belongs to the account

" BANKRUPTCY ]_'EES. NO. 2. An account of of regularly/received benefits. ]Now as toall sums of moneypaid by the clerk of the
Hanaper to the Lord High Chancellor, in each of the sort of benefit casually received, in the
the three last years.'* shape of patronage.

" The Lord High Chancellor," it goes on to 22d February 1831, 2tlirror, p. 417.--" First
say, ,t receives from the Hanaper office certain of all, there will be an immense reduction of
payments and allowance under his Lordship's pa- o_elal patronage ; the scheme will convert
tent_, which amouut in each year to the unvarying seventy places, at present in the gift of thesum of ......... £1096 19 0

" Deduct Hanaper fees, . . . 10 19 6 great seal, into ten."
Page 4]8.-- " But, if tweSJe be not too

"NetsumpaidtotheChancellor,£1086 19 6" many--and they have to examine evidence,
Lost am I here in astonishment I and perform many other important duties
This same sum of £1089 : 19 : 6, --is it not the and if two Masters* ought to be added, we

wholeamountoftheenlolument whichmaretur shall cut off seventy oJfices, and have an in-
called ibr by the House of Commons, is stated as
being derived from the source in question -- the crease of eleven. We shall cut off seventy
bankruptcy business ? This the amount really small offices, and we shall have a remainder
b'ivenup by his Lordship,and byhis _id Lordship of eleven large ones.
L_tto0, or at the least _7000 a-year, asserted to
be the amount given up by him ? anerror, on such • T_oMasters.] This bears reference man.
an oecasmn, to such an amount, and in such a other.lob, which seems to have been abandoned.
proportion ? and this in a matter to which hi_ at-
tention had thus pointedly been called for and
directed ? first of these years, namely the year from" April

Canithavebeenofanythingle_sthanthewhole 1811 to Aprd 1812." comes a statement in these
of the emolument derived from that source that words and figures : --

*_ Total received for the Lord'} #2 s.d.this order calls for, and accordingly the return oh-
mined by it contains, the statement ? True it is, Chancellor_ subject to the deductions I
that the tlanaper oj_ce is the only source from of a proportion of the salary allowed ] 93.3 16 fi
whlchtheinformati_nis called for; but, had there by his Lordship to his puree-bearer,
been any other such sources, would not they have which, accordiog to the amount of ] 250 0 0
been, all of them, included in the order, and con- other business, in the purse-bearer's ] --

account,is ........ J 6{g3I(15"sequentlyinthereturns? Of any suchorder_what

could be the object ? _ what other than the aster. In page 16 -- in these same annual accounts,
tainingand bringing to light the whole of what the the year in which the mass of emolument Ls at
office ]illed by this high tunetionary was deriving its ¢*dnimum, is the year intituled April 1824
from this part of the business of it ? This--is it to April 18'26 ; and in that year it stands
a sort of matter that could either have escaped his thus : .......... £'f51 0 6
notice or his memory? J)eduedons as before stated, . 280 0 0

For the sake of round numbers, or from the

hurry of debate, an error of a few per cent. ? Yes : £401 0 6
but an error off or 7 hundred per cent. ? an error In page 17--in these stone accounts, the year in
ofsuchmagnitude in the conception entertained by which the mass of emolument is at its _aaimum,
amanofhisownineome? Not le_s distinguished is the yearinthuled April 1826 toApril 1|_'27;
for the liveliness of his im.a_nation, than for so and in that year it stands thus: _ _l_.q0 14 0
many other brilliant accomphshments, is the noble Deductions as before _tated, . 280 0 0
and learned Lord : but an Imagination that could
carry a man thus far above the truth _is it not £1110 14 0
strong enough to carry him aloft upon the wings 27. B. The substitution of this £2l_0 to tho

of it, till, as Horace in a certain case looked to do, pt eeeding _250 wears the appearance of a
he ran bump against the starry firmament ?a clerical error.

Amount of tillS emolument upon an average
I ofthe two years, ...... £756 lO 3a Apprehensive of the guilt of misrepresentation

sad injustice, I have hunted out a report made in V,rhether_ by this last account, my astonish-
tt former year--a report having for its subject- meat can have been lessened, the reader will
matter the aggregate of the emoluments received judge: for, on adverting to it, the amoont de-
by the Lord Chancellor, in the chancellorship of clared in proof of"disinterestedness, turns out to
Lord Eldon. In it I find what follows : date of be, instead of the 5 or 6 times, about 10 times as
order for printing, 12th April 1827 ; No. 265 ; great as the real amount. At the time of this
general title, "Bankrupt Fees. Returns and ae- speech of his Lordship's, at the making of which

% count of receipt and appropriation of fees in bank- the magnifying glass through which he looked
_, ru .prey." Particular account, pp. 12 to 17, both at the sum, hadswollen it to the £7000 or £1}000

"_cMsive :--" 3. Anaccountofu//feesreceivedby a-yeax, the average was no morethan this same

tfl_ereLOrdChanceUor'spursebcarer, fromthedd_ £756:10:3. Astothe£10BS:ll:6, whichwse
ere_ branches of bankruptcy business, in each the amount of it in the year 1831, he could not_

yy_r from 1811 to 18"26 ; distanguishing the ape- at that time, have known anything of it, unless
_llcuppropt4_tionthereof." he had himselfcausedittobe token,aralhad it

In page 12, at the end of the account of the b_foze him in mauuserilm
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" Your Lordships u411 not suppose that are lopped off from the patronage of one of
these two descriptions of offices are the same ; the ministers of the crown. Great dimlnu-

for a man who delights in patronage, who tion will also take place in other departments
wishes to indulge kindly .feelings, seventy of the court, in addition to those which I
small qfflces are much more convenient* than have named ; but, wishing to understate the
eleven large ones. He call give away the se- advantages of the plan, rather than indulge
venty small ones among his friends; he can in any exaggeration, I omit them for the
oblige t a colleague with one ; but he cannot, present. By my propositions, delay will be
he dares not, make a judge of a man who is abridged, decisions improved in quality, and
incompetent ;+_ he dares not go himself into a their dispatch promoted, and expense will he _
court, over which he has placed an unfit per- considerably lessened, going even upon the
son. bare supposition that nothing finds its way

" At present, the persons who are made into the pockets of suitors, except the saving
judges are not made by favour ; they are not resuhing from the abolition of ti_es."

obliged by the choice, and God forbid that 22d February 1831, ]t[lrror, p. 418.--" It
they should hold their office by any other is quite clear that these parties, who are corn-

title, pelled to contribute the heavy expenses x_hich
" Thus, bythls arrangement, seventy places arise out of chancery suits, are the last per-

sons _hosa interests, as connected with the

• Cm_venient.] A convenient word this same pecuniary cost of legal proceeding, has been
word convenient. Where the purpose is de- vet consulted. The total saving in one branch
ception, proportioned to its obscurity or ambi- of the bankrupt department will be _e60tK)
guity is the convenienee of the diction employed a-year ; the expenditure in the office of se-
in speaking'of it. Pride, on this eecasion_- the creta_t of bankrupts being reduced frmn
pride of tile candidate--speaks more plainly. £9000 to £3000, and the whole reduction,Where the emolument attached to the situation

bears so small a proportion to the value of the in all departments connected _ith hankrtlpt
time and labour necessary to the performance of affairs, after due provi._ion for the new court,
thedutiesof_t,a_adatthesan_etimeaffordingthe amounts to £26,000* a-year net saving of
minimum of the provision tapable of en_tbling a fees to suitors.'"
man to keep up an appearance suit,lble to his " 22d February 1831, 3[irror, p. 419.--" But
station in society, without affording wherewithal it may be sald-- Oh T you are taking greatto support a famdv, in s_ch sort that the gift of
iz wmdd scarcely I_e regarded as a iavour, it will pains to reform the expenditure of this court,
not sell for anything ; where it rises to a certain b_t you are taking excellent tare to keep the
elevation, it will fetch a._ much as an annuity, chancellorship to yourself, fi_r nobody corn-
clear of all burthen in the shape of service. Of potent to fill the office will take it, with the
a living, the income of which Is not greater than reductions you have made in it.
that of a euracy_ the advowson will not sell for
anything: while, of a living whi._h is rich to a " Very well: but is it to be supposed that_
certain mnount, the advowson has been known to I should have consented to give up the money
sell for as much as 14 years' purchase. In mi- arising from my professional exertions, and
litary offices, moreover, the like proportion has donsent to support the burthen of the peer-
place. An ensigney of foot_ pay 5s. 3d. a-day, age, if I was not to take some fair chance of

sells for no more than £450 ; while of a lieute- compen_tion ? My Lords, I could not afford
nant-calonelcy_ pay 17s. a.day, no more than to do it .......
about three ttmes a* much as that of the ensign,
the regulation price is £4500 -- ten times as " Permit me, however, to add, my Lords,
much. The increment added by this eireum- first and last, once and fbr all, that if I sug-
stance to what his I_ordship, with his disinterest, gestcd any increase of the emoluments of the
edness, gains by the change, might be proved Great Seat, I would rather add to the retiring
and expressed in figures, were it worth while, pension _ of the Lord Chancellor, than I

fromS°Ureean°fofl_eialtheseaecountant.Staternents'information obtained would augment_ his working_ salary.". _ _ •
Oblige.] By his eommi_ionerships of £1500 * £26 000.] As to this sum, evidence other !

a-year_ his judgeships of .£2000 a.year_ and his than as above, none: and of the new fees e_ta-
chief judgeships of £5000 a-year, his Lordship blished, unbounded and ever increasable as is the
can " oblige" persons so high in rank, influence, amount of them, nothing said. For the real.
and eapaoty of obliging him, that they would ' amount, see below.
not have accepted of'any of the abolished eom- "I" Retirin_ pension.] The more rapidly the
missionership_ with their three or four hundred lord high jobber drives on his coarse with his

learned job-horses, the nearer will be the finsa-year.
Incompetent.] Howsoever, in this respect, contemplated fall of this modern Phzeton apart

the ease may be wxth a hypothetical Lord Chan- his bed of down _ the retiring pension, -- andgel - --1 or, in reazaxd to an actual one, if in what I the greater the importance of any addition made
have heard _rom various quarters there he any- W it.
thing in any degree welt grounded_ the case is "in When the service of fighting and subduing
no incoonsiderable degree different. Of the four their opposition l_ordships has been accemplisb.
judgee_ against one in particular the,outcry, on ed, the unpopularity which_ by that time, will
the scereofinaptitude_ is, if I am not egregiously have thickened round hirn, will have impressed
misinformed_ loud and extensive, his colleagues in the cabinet with the uece_ity
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14th October 1831, Mirror, p. 34)53. _ _rreadered the patror_ge of tma ahe_re
• ' The Lord Chancellor ...... I cannot help places of £12,000 or £14,00(_ per annum;
observing, that I have heard with really great so that, by the operation of this bill, there i8
concern, that some imputations-- I will nag a great diminution of the patronage and ad-
say imputations, for 1 hope I may consider vantages now belonging to the Keeper of the
myself above imputations, wbut that some Great Seal."
cavils * have been raised, out of the House, I_low again for a battle-- a second battle
with respect to my motives in bringing for- _ between the principle of single-seatedness
ward this bill; and I regret the more sin- and that of _mJ_y-seatedoess. Scene of ac-
cerely thai such cavils should have been raised, tion, the commissioners" court : problem to be
becauqe they have been entertained by per- solved --in what cases, or say on the occao
sons for whom I am bound to pay every re- sion of what sorts of busine.s, is employment
spear, and particularly by one person--a by this bill given to commissioners acting
gentleman of great le_trning, a personal friend singly -- in what other cases, or on the aces-
of mine, -- a man of extraordinary learning ; sion of what other sorts at business, is era-
the t_ther of the English Bar, and the father ployment given to commissioners in numbers
of law reform, greater than onc,--that is to say, two to six

" And he says, that the anxiety which I i_clusive. Sections on this occasion to be
have evinced (and which I still feel) to pass looked to, in the first edition, § 6, 7 : so
this impertan_ measure, looks a_ if I were likewise in the second edition, in whichthey
snatching at a patronage of £26,000 a-year, are the same, word fbr word.
besides the patronage of the Great Seal. l. IA_k at § 6. " The said six eommls-

" But this apprehension of my excellent sloners," it says, " may be fi,rmed into two
friend arises, I must say, from a total igno- subdivision courts, consisting of three com-
rance of my nut,ire, and I witl add, too, of missioners for each court:" after that, it says,
the provisions of this bdl.t I have only st*b- " and all references or adjournments (meml-
stituted .for a patronage of £35,000 a-year, ing probably and adjournments) by a single
_ne of £18,000.$ In addition to this, I have commissioner to a subdivision court, by virtue

of giving him his quietus, and consigning hun of this act, shall be to the subdivision court
to his thus anticipated retirement. The se_v.e to wi_ich he belongs, unless," &c.
entertained of the retardation opposod to partia- tiara, if only by implication, at any rate
mentary retbrm by the job here in question, can beyond do'.tht _¢e have a single-seated court
scarcely have failed m hold up to the view of the authorized.

public, in the proper colours_ the expediency of 2. Leak now at § 7. " In every bank-
such a measure, ruptey prosecuted in the said court of bank-• Cavils.] By oavils, seems to be commonly
understood hn_n-ounded and groundless censure, ruptcy, it shall .... he lawful," it says, " for
How far it is in the present case applicable, the any one or more of the said six commissioners"
reader wiU already have been in some measure to do so and so : " Provided always, that no
enabled to judge.

% Ignorance of thi_ bilL]If, for the provi- single commissioner shall have power to com-mit," &c. " otherwise than," _c.
sions of this bill, anything like an apology be to Here, then, we see authorized single-seat-
be found, the reader will judge whether an it.
noranee of the substance, qualities, and probable edness, double-seatedness, treble-seatedness0
effects of it, on the paxt of an concerned in the quadruple-seatedness, qumtupte-seatedness,
drawing of it. but more especially of the noble
and learned draughtsman at the head of them, ]] £12,000--£14.000.] Magnificent indeed i$

not constitute the least bad apology that can the show made by these figures. But this large
be found for it. Annther point on which tbe cob.nut has been craeked_ and the kernel has
reader is hereby requested to pronounce judg- been found wanting. I could not but suspect as
merit, is --whether, to the removal of that same much; and_ by a publicution which has made its
ignorance, some contribution has not been made appearance while these pages were writing, this
by him¢ to whom this *' total ignorance" is thus sus_cion haabeen pretty well confirmed : a from
imputeS, which the true value appears to be _ 0: to which,

In this Same reqt_st may also be included the perhaps, may be _ab._dtated x; ifx be taken for
article of "motives " By a man who is not in a very small number.
the habit of looking into his own mind, the too- As to the above acknowledgments, the candour
tires from which hiseonductderives its direction and good ieeling displayed by them is such as
are frequently not so correctly or comprehensively would be matter of astonishment from any person
und_cstood as by by-standers. In these observa- but the best good-tempered and good.humoured
tions, if his Lordship will be pleased to continue man that was ever seen in that high office, not to
his researohes in this view, be may perhaps find speak of any other: but, intimation has been al-

ready given, that _mehow or other so it happens,
a sort of microscope by which that operation wit1 in such sort is my stomach constituted, that notbe more or le_ facilitated.

$ £"J5,000--£18_000.] Whether in these fi- even in this shape of soch t_ebly refined sugar,
tares there be not some considerable errors of can anything in which the taste of a bribe is pez,
the press or of the pen, is another point on which ceptible be swallowed by it,
the raader will presently be in a condition to pass
_udgment. a Legal Observer_ October _ 1831. p. _JL
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and sexttrp|e-seatedness : six different courts 5. Look to § 21. " In all cases," saya the
for the more effectual exclusion of " unecr- bill, " ill which power is by this act given to
tainty," as promised in the preamble, any one of I_he said commissioners toact, ouch

3. Look now at § 13. " Every fiat pro- power may .... be exercised by the said
secured in the said court of bankruptcy shall chief judge, or by any one of the said other
be filed," it says, " and entered of record in judges : and where any such judge so acting
the said court, and shall thenceforth be a would, in c_se he were a commissioner,_ make

record of the said court: and it shall there- any retbrenee or adjournment to a subdivision
upon be lawful ior any one or more of the court, such reterence or adjournment shall be
commissioners thereof,"_ (namely, of the made by such judge to the court of review,
court of bankruptcy, in which are these six instead of to a subdivision court."
commissioners, it seems, as well as the four He, e again may be seen single.seatedaeea;
judges)--" to proceed thereon in all respects I single-seatedness mentioned, many-seatedneas
as commissioner_ acting in the execution of I not.
a commissimJ of bankrupt, save and except as 1 6. Look to § 22. Place and words the sarue
such proceeding may be altered by virtue of in both editions. Subject-matter, official as-
this act."" signees. Here again may be seen, it is true,

4. Look to § 20. " It shall be lawful," many-seatedness in all its nine degrees ; bug
says the bill, "for any commissioner who shall not the less true is it, that so also may be seen
make any adjudication of bankruptcy, to ap- sia]le-seoted_ess. " The proceeds in ques-
point two or more ,neetings instead of the lion," the bill says, " shall .... be posaes_d
three meetings directed by the said recited and recelved" (possessed before they are re-
act,f for the bankrupt to surrender atld con- eeived) " by such offmial a_ibmee alone, save
form, the last of which said meetings shall be where it shall be otherwise directed by the
in the forty-second day by the sand act limited said court of bankruptcy, or any judge or
for his surrender._ commissioner thereof."

* This act.] Yes: aceordiz_g to this act, at one * Question here *'br argmnent : Judge, either
and the same time, in relation to one and the the judge whose proceedings in the imagined ease
same supposed act of bankruptcy, in two diffe- are to be guessed at_ or some other and what judge
rent ju_uee-ehambers, by two different sets of or iudges: question, what the said judge would
judges, the one subordinate to the other, one and do" were he a commissioner ? Not thalh in this
the same set of proceedings is thu._ to be carried 3magined ease, there is anythingof inconsistem'y
on ; and these same proceedings are (_t seems) to or impos_ibihty : for thou_h_ as above_ every
heft'led, &e. in the offh'e belonging to one of those eomnuss_oner is a judge, it is not true that every
same sets of judges-- namety_ the tour judges of judge is a commissioner.
the court of bankruptcy _ in that oI!ice alone ; Be this as it may, here we have a most ample
and thereupon _"any one or more of the eommis- recognition of the principle of single-seatednesg.
sioner._ thereof," namely, of the said court of Not only six justice-chambers do we see with a
bankrnptey, of and m which, in one sense of the eomndssiourr in each, but.thor other justice.
xvolds co_rt of&_nkrufltcy, thereare f_ur judges_ cl_ambers with ajudA_e in each.
and no one _ommissmner; in another sense of + Now suppose a different direction given hy
those same words, there are also at the same time each ot any two_ or by every one of all these tert
eommissiolaers in any nurzlber not exceeding six_ members of the court of bm_kruptcy _ namely
as also in the sever,_l numbers two, three, four. the four judges who are not commissioners, anc[
five, and six, who are _t to prOCeed thereon," the six eomrlussioners who are_ and are not
{says the bill and the act) and so tbrth as above, judges. What _ to be the consequence ? Theun-

_ould any exercise be better imagined for the happy wight-- the official assignee _ should he
puKaose of being translated into Latin verse for be, as he may be, pal.led at the same time ten
the instruction of Westminster school-boys in the ddl_rent ways, what is to become of him ? Still
art of poetry, as above proposed ? greater would be his embarrassment than that o£

This, however, is an episode_ Be this as it Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy, or 1-1er.
may, here again we have (_t is true) many-seated- cules in the print between Venus and hf_rterva :
hess iu all its five forms : the said commissioners, more nearly resembling would his con&lion be to
whatsoever be the number of them, sitting in the that of a French traitor under the aneien reg_nw_
laps of the four judges ; of the said four judges, when palled four oppostte ways by so many wild
the three puisnes saying they are " of the sa,ze horses.
opinion" with the ehiet_ and all four" singing to After this, in this same se_-_tion,comes a clause
the commissioner or comndssioners, " Lullaby, sveakin_ of ,t such rule and regulation .... ml
baby." t_e Lor_ Chancellor, or the said court of review.

+ Note that, in neither edition of this hi]l_ is or any judge of the said court of bankruptcy, il_
there any such or any other act recited, authorized so to do by any general order of the

++ In the second edition also, this same section same court." As to this same if, is it to both
stands twentieth, and is, without variation, in the the subie£t-matters iamaediately lrceeeding
Same words. Here then we have a commissioner namely,'the court of review, or any judge of the
acting under the direction of an act which has no said court of bankruptcy _or to the last of them
exlstenee¢ much good may it do him; not to alone, that it is to be uo dersto°dtobearretL'renee-_
speak of the suitors. Here, and without doubt, Here likewise we have a recited aet_ a said recited
we have aingle-seatedne_: Yes---and/_re in all act, which is not anywhere recited: so.much the

aimplicit_" and purity, better for the otiicial asslgnce_ who. ff it were re..
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7, Look to § 80. " Anyone of the six which saideourtshatlproeeed wtth tmeblu¢_
commissioners may," says the bill, ,' cm_'o_ mentioned examination." *
the examinations of any bavkrupt or other per- After that, in this same section, comes a
_on, to be taken either before a subdivision proviso, "that in case, before the said c_m-
court or the court of review, or, if need be, missioner or subdivision court, both parties

before both eo_zrts in succession .... and may .... consent to have the validity of any
likewise adjourn the examination of a proof of debt in dispute tried by a jury," (which, by
debt, to be beard before a subdivision court; the bye, they will not do, ualess they are

egregiously misadvised,) "' an issue shall be
cited, might have to be charged with intere, t, prepared, under the direction of the said corn-
with which, as the matter stands, he cannot be missioner or subdivision court, mid $ent for
e_;arged : and which, aeeordingly_ the fault will trial beibre the chief judge or one or more ofbe hi_ if he does not pocket.

Note, moreover, that on this occasion the words the other judges ; and if one party only sp-
are not, as elsewhere, rules and re_o_ulation* in plies for such isstte, the said commissioner or
the plural, but rule and regulation in the sin- subdivision court shall decide whether or not

gular: and thus it stands, not only in the first such trial shall be had, subject to an appealedition, but in the second also ; and that, a|_ter
revision made. Now theu_ as to this one rnle and as to sueh decision to the court of re vlew."_
regulation. Suppose it made by a single judge Before this fruitful section is dismissed,
ot the court of review, what rule an.i regulation another rather singular provision in it must
is there, power fbr the making of which is left not be left unnoticed. .Not content with
either to the court of review in its iute¢ralifI¢ authorizing and requiring the judge or judges
(inte/.,'rality. not iutc_rity) or the Lord Chan- in qttestion to " adjourn," or say transfer, the
eellor ? An_ suppose that,'by _,ery one, or even matter in question to a indicatory, at his orany oneof these functionaries, the o{{erule and re-
gulation thus authorizenl has been made, what their discretion ; it authorizes and requires
|_oweris there left for tl.e eventualamendmentof them respectively to do this favour to two
lt--fbr the amendment of it, whether in the way judieatories in succession, one after another ;
of subtraction_ addition, or substitotmn ? By the _ thus producing the effect of an appeal, whe-
flrst exercise giveu to it, zillnotthis_amepower ther the parties, or anv one of them, is de-be exhausted ?

Moreover, as to these rules and regulations, { sirous of it or no ; in other words, although
when they are in the plural, what is to be done ] .........
with them ? According to § 1, they are to be J * Here again the already-mentioned difficult),
"estab/isla'd;'" according to § 11, they are to be { re._xhiLits it.self: this same operation, whatso-
m, tde: according to _ "22, rules are to be made _ ever it be, any one of these five commissioners
{doing as well as they can without either r,'g,u- [ (all of them at the same time members of the
lationJ or orders c)according to § 34, "Rules [ court of bankruptcy) may perform, -- whatever
and orders are to be made and directed:" and t may be done by the t_o, three, four, or five
thus it stands in both editions: they are to be I others to prevent it. As to ae_journmentz by
made_ that is to say, in this section _' rules and I adjouru, the learned draughtsman means (it ma)r
arder,_'" by which (it seems but fair topresume) I he presumed) transfi'r: the occasion on which
is meant the _ame thing with what (as above) is, adjourn is the term cbmmonly employed, is when,
in ot_'er places, meant by " rules and regala- I th'_ body being the _me, tl;e transference is of
lions." ] that same body to a meetipg at another time, and

Whatever th_ng it is you mean, how man_j [ at the same place or another pbtce. But, for
times so_'ver ili the same port_on of disctmrse you ] aught I know, precedents of employment given
hare occasion to mentiou it be stJre never to era- I in this sense to the verb to adjoura_ may_have
Ioloy the same l_:cution in the designatloa of it. met the leanaed draughtsman's eye.
.A ;q_le to this effect, though the observance of it W Thu_ far the bill : so that, inter alla, should
has never vet been made obligatory by thepositive t the question, such ms it is, be decided upon, in the
enactmen{ of a law of parliameut, hm% of late first instance, h)' the said three other judges, the
days, been made little less effectually obhgatory appeal against sueh decision of thee same other
by a law of fashion. In a speech spoken_ or apa- judges may be heard by these same odler iud_es
ragraph in a periodical, it serves not an_ mo_e sitting under the name of the court of revi'e_e_
important purpose than that of ornament. But_ The appeM will be from theanselves to tliemselves_
when conformed to in and by an act ofparliament_ I and will accordingly be heard by themselves.
it is of more substantial u_e; for, whatsoever be In the law of procedure, in this provi_ion_ a nev¢
the mmabe: of times at which this decoration is improvement_ h la Brougham, is exhibited. An
employed, the same is the number of grounds on appeal from the Lord Chancellor to the Itouse t_f
each of which a lawsuit may be erected, and up- Lords has long been understood to be (accident
]proprlate remuneration for learned industry and excepted') an appeal from his noble and learned
ingenuity administered. Loruship in one place, to his said nobleand learned

As to rules, regulations, and directions, ru_es Lordship in another place ; but, how effectually
and regulations are in use to be made, as also to soever produced, th_s mode of obviating uneer-
be established; nor are they altogether unaceus- taiaty, though not without some relatively bene-
tomed to direct_ and in this way to be aetlve: ficiat'addition to expense and dela?/, has (tt is be.
but as to tt:e being directed, and accordingly pas- lieved) been authorized and established by act of
•ive, dT/cfs (says the common aphotism) are stub. parliament. It may aecordingly be considered as
born things _ and it seems questionable whether an addition made to the list of the improvements,
the like stubbornness may not be apprehended at made or m_titated by the noble and learned author
the hands of rules and regulation¢, of this bill_ in the f_brio of ttxv law.
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R be against the desi_ of all parties into- peered dividend or dlvlde/rds on the debt hi
rested: --" Any one of the said six commis- diSlmte in such proof, may"be set _art in the
sioners," says the bill, as we have seen, ', may hands of the said acoountant-l_enerat, until
adjourn the examilmtion of any bmtkrupt or such decision be made ; and in like manner
other person, to be taken either before a sub- there may be an appeal on the llke matter o[
division court or the court of review, or if taw or equity from lhe court of review to the
need be, before both courts in sUCcess*on,and Lord Chaneeltor."_
may likewise adjourn the exaniination of a 9. Look lastly to § 32. In arid by this _e-
proof of debt to be heard befbre a subdivi- tion, the crown may be seen put upon the
sion court." * aptitude of single.seatedness ; and not abso-

8. Look to § 31. " If such eommissioner_ lutely and merely is its aptitude recognised,
orsubdivision eourt,"says thebill, "shall de- but also the comporative superiority of its
termine any point of law or matfer of equity, aptitude, in comparison of triple-_eatedner_
or deeide on the refusal or admittance of evi- and quadruple-seatedness. Look on till you
deuce in the ease of any disputed debt, such come to the words " one commissioner," and
matter may be hrou;zht ureter review of the then observe the feats which his corn ruissinn-

court of review by the party who thinks him- ership is rendered capable of performing.i!
self aggrieved, and the proof of the debt shall
be suspended until such appeal shall be dis- t _*Notehowin this_etion(which IbUowsframe.diately upon the last.mentioned one.)lest the quau.

posed of, and a sum not exceeding any cx- tity of' this pie-eminently neeessar_ remunerationshould not ) et be sufficient: provi_ton is made tbr
"Thus far the bill : a turn,us enough document _ two appeals : t_o appeals, o_e above another,

would he the/brmuht by whith this appeal, with- I Ossa upon Pelion ; nan_ely_one from any or all
out the name'ofan appeal--thisappeal i_ dg*g,ise t of the six judieatones just mdicated_ appea.lt _II e
--this quasi-appeal, as it m_y be termed, -- is ] court o/revie_v: die other from the court of re.
orderexl to be made" its place would be an_ong t view to the Lold Chancellor : but, rich indeed
the rule_ and regulat_ou_, or say rules and orders'_ I must be the fund, if_afterhaving been drawn upon
so olten _poken of. by these drains which we have been seeing, there

"lhu_iti_, that hereagain wehave slngle.seat- remamany veryeon_iderabteptckingsibrhtssaid
tdaess : and of the six commissioners, each one Lord._hip, and his immediate subordinate% in his
i_ if he think fit so to do, issuing a dff_brent de- Court of Chane(ry.
tree _ makmg_ on one and the same occasion, on tt Appeals may, moreover, here be seen mount.
one and the same pellet, in any number as far as ed one upon another in a pile, hy which the tower
_ix, different decrees, each of them contradictory of'Babel will naturally be made to p_esent itself
to every other; on the supposition tha% to this act, to the mind of any person who has ever seen the
and to this clause in it, rite execution called for by elevation of it upon a Dutch tile.
it is given accordingly: so that, should the money, " If the court of reviews" says the bill, "shall
_ay£_0, be by commissioner A adjudged to The. determine in any appeal touching any decision in
mas Noakes, by commissioner I3 to John _tite._, matter of law upon the whole merits of any proof
by eommissioner C to John Doe, by commissioner of debt, then the order of the said court shsll

l) to Rlehard Roe, and so forth, then, andiusuch finally deterndne the question as to thcsaidcase, the said Noakes, Stiles, Doe, and Roe, &e. proof.' t]avmg gone thus tar, a debtor or creditor
will receive, each of them_ the _atd sum of £'50 to by _ hem the bill were perusing, would naturally
his own proper use. expect and hope to fit,d the course of plunderage

To the quantity of the m_ss of arg,umenfalion at an end. VMn, alas ! the expectation ;for no-w
e_Fable of being extraeted from tilts one seetton comes m the pile of appeals, introduced by an
-- to the quantity of t_mc the said argumentation unless : " unless," continues the hitI_" unle_ssan
may be made tooceupv_to the quaunty of mmtey appeM to the Lord Chancellor be le_lged within
it may be made to puh'_pup out of the fund lodge_i one month from such determination :" this mouth
in the hands of tile assignees, official and non- being interposed tbr the more eflk_ctualfulfilment
official _ to the print capable ot being extracted of the promised minmtiza_iun of dday and un-
outofthesaidmohev, in theshapeofremmleration certaimv. But, alas, _,nee more [ this is butthe
for the services of learned judges, learned corr_- beginnihg of sorrows : /'or, '_and in ease of such
nnssioners, and learned gentlemen,-- who shall _ppeal.'" continues the bill_ _ the determination
a_sign any limit% other than those of the _id fund of the Lord (*haneeilor thereupon shall in like
it_lf ?_ all for the more eflbctual minimization mariner be final touching such proof; but if the
of e.rpc_t._edelazt, and uncertainty, in fulfilment appeM e_ther to the court of Review or the Lord
of the prtm_ise made m the prean, bte. ( hauceltor .,hall relate only to the admission or re.

Nate moreover, that by theword_ofthiselause, fusal of evidence, then and in that ease the proof
when the learned persons in question, be they who I of the debt shall be again heard by the commts.
they may. adjourh the examination of any hank- sio,ers or sub-division court, and the said evi-
rupt or other person, he or they are to proceed -- donee shall be then admitted or rejected aecordi, g
not with thai same examination, hut wzth the ex- to the determination of the court of review or the
amination of a different matter ; namely, a proof Lord Chancellor.'" Here the _ection ends.
of_bt..-.Sueh is the mode of proceedi_g, for tl_e Here, then. in the ci'araeter of a _curity_ an
earrvingonofwhiehthelearne_]draught,manhas additional security, against misdeeision, is as.
made ptovi._ion, aud with an anxiety the tokens sumed the propriety of an appeal from the Lord
of which axe upon the face ot the p_.-age so con- Chancellor ; yea, even from the Lord Chancellor
Spwuous. to a commission _ to any one of the six eommi_

"1"Here again may be e.eensi,Adc._catedness : stoners, at the choice and pleasure of the par_y_
cttne_ "s_¢h commissioner." or of chance_as it may happen. But_ if ex_
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10. Lookto§40. No_flaelastpreeeding of tubeaptitude--not to say the superior up-
was not -- this is _ the concluding article :-- titude -- of single-seatedness. After what has
the article by which a close is put to the list just been seen, this progress (it must be ae.
of the proofs given of the virtual recognition knvwtedged) is but an anticlimax : but the
which, by the noble and learned advocate of llst--the whole list--having been under.
raan_-_eatedness, has thus been virtually made taken to be given, will naturally have been

expected to be seen, and without production
delay, and uncertainty, be put out of eonsidera- of disappointment could not be left ancom-tion (and more completelyput out of ennsideration
they can scarcely be than they are in and by the pleted.
whole tenor of this bill,) security (it must be ad. This section has for its subject-matter the
mitred) can never be too secure. Here, then, is ease where a bankruptcy, being by the act
this same scale or pile of appeals, at the pleasure found lying under the cognizance of the ex-
of any one of the parties (and, in particular, of isting commissioners, is transferred to that of
any one of them whose plan it was to gain his
lmint by exhausting the matter of fees from the the five new courts now instituted. To the
pockets of the rest,) reproduced; and this, not six commissioners, each of them singly.seated,
once only, but totics quoties, till the exhaustion are (it will be seen) in and by this section,
is completed; and thus may the original repetend given the two powers following:--l. Power
be improved into a circulate, and, _br the benefit the first_" power to appoint," says the bill
of the learned, useful application thus made of of the aforesaid officiat_assigmeea
mathematics to jurisprudence : and the tower of " some one

to act with the existing assignees ;" 2. Powerl_bel turned, toties qewties, topsy-turvy, and then
set right again, as in the case of an/wur-g/as_ the second--" power to direct," says the bill,
with sand in it_ an hour-glass, that formerly " the existing assignees to pay and deli_'er
useful implemen% somuch prized by the wisdom over to such official assignees" (in the plural)
of our ancestors, now so extensively supplanted "all monies, &e." Thus far the bill. But
by clocks and watches, direction is one thing, compliance is another

With incontestible propriety may these same thing ; and suppose that in consequence ofappeals in disguise, a_as quasl.appeals, be thus
put upon a level with appeals commonly so called, such direction compliance has not place, what
_Whyso? For thisphsmreason: because in point then is to be the result? Answer: Exactly
of expense mid delay_ no difference is there be- that which tbr the remuneration of learned
tween the one case and the other ; and so long as labour is to be desired. _Iotion will have (o

the quantity of money taken out of the poekets be made in the appropriate eourt, say the
of suitors is the same_ and the quantity of tirnc

sin#Iv-seated commissioner's court--motionwasted is the same, what matters it what the name
is which is given to the legal operation or instrn- to show cause why the said monies, &c. are
meat by whieh the evil is produced ? the effect not so paid and delivered over : whleh ran.
being the same, what matters it what the name tion, being there decided upon, may or may
is w_iieh is given to the cause?

Now then for the scale, or say pile, of apneah not be carried upwards, or upwards and down-wards, into the scale or pile of appeals above
these same appeals so called, and appeals not delineated ; and thus it is, that to that pileso called, put together. For shortness, let the

name of appeal be given to each one of them. which can never be too high --namely, the
I. Appealthe firstwehavehadalready; namely_ pile of remuneration for the services at_d me-

by section 31 _Appeal from "such commissioner rits of noble and learned lords and gentleman
or subdivision court" to " the court of review." -- a correspondent addition will be made.

2. Appeal thesecond (by seetions 31 and _2)-- As it is with tlogarth's prints, so have I
from the court of review to the Lord Chancellor. found it with this. if not irfimitable, let us

3. Appeal the third (an appeal in disguise)-
Apical from the Lord Chancellor to me corn- hope never-about:to-be-imitated bill: look

as often as you will--look again -- new ime-nn_toner /,the single-seated commis._ioner) or
subdivision court, by whom or which "the proof I resting objects will you flint in it : till this
of the debq" says the bill, shall be a_a_n heard, day (t)ctober the 19_th,) not more than five

4. Appeal thefourth(anotherdisguisedappeal) judiea?ories had I observed to have been
_Atrpeal from the commissioner or the court established by the bill, in lieu of the two
of rewew, to that same court of review. Appeal,
ab eodem ad euadera, as above noticed, which it found in existence. On looking into

5. Appeal the fifth (another disguised appeal_ a section which had escaped me, -- namely,
disguised under the same cloak as appeal the sc_'tion 5th, 1 find by it another judicatorv
fourth) _ from the court of review to the Lord added ; namely, that of a Master in Chanter}':
Chancellor. Yes, that of a Master in Chancery ; and so

6. As yet we have but five appesl_ declared, or far so good. But does the matter end there ?
say appeals pateat; but a sixth disguised appeal, Oh no : for, from the decision of his Master-or say an appeal htte_rt_if not a seventh, may be
discovered m the words commissiouer or sub. ship lies of course a virtual appeal, _ under
division court ;" for_tn a former section, namely the name of exceptions to his report, _ either
the sixth, may be seen established an appeal from immediately or through the medmm of the
every single-seated commissioner to a subdivision Vice-Chancellor, to the Lord High Chancel-
eoart ; and, in another, namely section the third, lor in his quality of Supreme Judge (save and
from every subdivision court to the court of re. except the House of Lords) in matters of
view, from whence., as above, lies the appeal to equity ; so that thus we have not one onlythe Lord Chancellor.
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but three more stages of appeal " All costs far as it depends upon him, depends upon the
of suit," says § 5, "between party and party conjunct existence of two states of mind
in the said court of review shall be at the inclination and abdity : and, if inclination be
discretion of the court, and shall be taxed absent, ability--all the ability imaginableN
by one of the Masters of the Court of Chan- will be of no use. If it be by an interest off"
eery." All costs of suit ? and to the sum of posite to that of the commu¢_ity that his con-
these sweet things, what Umit is there that duct is guided, inclhmtion will be_not on
can be assigned ? By the blessing of God upon that, but on the opposite, side. Disinterest-
learned industry, to thousands of pounds in edness, as the word is commonly understood,
any number may these same costs be made is the quality, not of him whose condu_ is
to amount : and out of the stakes constituted not determined by any interest (for that
by the bsnkrupt's assets, and played for, as would be a mariner whose vessel never sails
a pool of fish at Pope Joan, by noble and but in a calm ) but of him who, on the oc-
learned lords and gentlemen -- out of this casiou in quast;qn, is not under the guidaa_ee
fund and no other shall these costs be taken ? of any inter_ _pposite to that of the com-
Semble que non : and if not, then by the ere- murat v at l_._e : to the possession of this
dirors, in lieu of the so much in the pound to quality he has been, and will be seen to be,
be received, comes so much to be paid. laying claim : as the old law phrase is, con-

tinual elatm. Into the validity of this claim,
the inquiry now continues itself. By himself

So much as to everything that has any ira- --by any one for him- will this contesta-
mediate application to the particular matter tion be complained of? He has himself to
here in question ; that is to say, to the meats thank for it. By him ha_ the gauntlet been
and demerits of the bill, now passed into an thrown down : by this inquiry it is not thrown
act. But, in the course of this inquiry, has down, but taken up.
unavoidably been started another question-- So much for inclination. What, now, if
no less than whether, under the pre_ent head the other requisite _ ability_ be wanting
of the law, as between melioralwn and de- likewise ? As to this, some judgment the
terioration of the whole mass taken together, reader is prepared to form already ; meaning,
deterioration is not of these two opposite re- always, appropriate ability : for, as to orato-
suits unhappily the most proi_able. Now then, rical talent, supposing inclination opposite, so
important as is the principM question, still far from being the better, law reform would
more so (as everybedy sees) -- incalculably be all the worse for it.
more so-- is tlus collateral one. To him, so To return to inclination. Of what, in the
long as he continues in that highest of all shape of patronage, his Lordship has given
high law situations -- to him belongs, so far up. and, per coatra, of what he has gained,
at learnt as concerns prevention, the attribute mention has not, in any other than general
of omnipotence. Without his concurrence-- terms, been thus far seen made. Now for
or at least permls_ion--for no melioration, particulars.
to any considerable extent, can be seen any In the customary order, profit cc.aaes be°
chance: for no me]iuratmn worth mentioning, fore loss : but, in the present case, the most
much less for an all-comprehensive one. suitable order is _ loss before profit,

Of an)' beneficial effect, the produetmn, so Here f_llows the aecotmt :
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Patronage given up, as follows :_ Per rontra ..... Patronage gained, tat

!. Commissionerships. 70. under: --
2. Average annual emolument of each, £380 1. New functionaries, 23.

3. Average number of vacancies every _ 2. Aggregate of their salaries,¶ £26,400
year,_ ....... } 4 3. Average number of vacancies

4. Hence, average value of the whole every year: belugas the number
number of the incomes, the right of new functionaries (23) to
of appointment to, or say in one tbatofthe former functionaries
word, the patronage of which, is (70,) say, for round numbers
Wen up,--that is to say, the 69: that number being 4,_
value in the hands of a man who this will be one-third of 4,
has it in perpetuity, . . . £1520 namely, l_.

5. Average number of years' eontinu- 4. Hence, average amount of the
ante of the same man in the salaries placed every year at
Chancellorship, 8._ the disposal of the Chancel-

6. Ycarg purchase, which an annuity lor, by the vacancies of that
for eight years is worth, between year ...... £1530
6 and 7; for round numbers attd --which sum, to give the
ready calculation, sa_ it 7 total value of his patron-

..... age, over and above that
Six and a half would be more of the appointments al-

correct; but, the thus assumed ready made, will be to be
number 7, being the same on multiplied by 7, asbelow.
both sides, the difference will not • 5. Average nmnber of years'
be material, continuance of the same

7, Hence, total value of the patron- man in the chancellorship
age g_ven up, . .... £10,640 as per contra, say 8._
-- tills beingthe average value 6. Years' purehate which an
ofthefour salaries, namely, the annuity for eight years is
above £1520, multipliedby the worJ:h, as per contra, t! 7
taumbel" of years during which,
according to the above-men- 7. Hence, total present value of)

tioned calculation, the right of patronage exercisable in fu- [ £10,710
appointment may be expected ture, . ..... j
to renmin in the same hands. Hence, total value of the patronage

gained ........ £37,1 l0
Patronage given up, ..... 10,640

Net profit, after deduction of the £26,470
patronage given up, . .

Thus is the value of the patronage gained, supposition of any receipt at all, at any rate,
more than three times that of the patronage of any receipt approaching to the like of any
given up. such amount, what ground will you find?

So much for calculations and results: now Yes : if he had children and gral(dchildreu,
for objections to them. " Vast," says some- all of whom he had to make provision for,
body _ " vast (it must be confessed) are and would have made provision for out of his
these sums : vast, accordingly, would be the own means, had it not been for this resource.
value of the patronage in question--the pa- But, for any such supposition, is there so
tronage gained by the noble and learned au- much as the shadow of a ground ?"
thor of the measure,--supposing this same Not much (answer I:) not much_I must
sum actually received by him. But, for the confess. But neither by this confession is

• On the per contra side_ in the correspondent of the diflbrence_ in the instance of the functton.
parts_ the words are, as far as may be, the same, aries in question, vacancies produced by changes
the .flgurvs alone different : of this identity, the and prmuotions.
use and consequence are-- that_ to the purpose .4 Taken from the list of Keeper8 of the Great
here in questmn_ any error that may happen to Seid, as per Beatson's Political Index.
be found may be seen to be the le_ materiaL II By report o,'an oi_eial accountant, consulted

As per report from individuals by whom ob- for this purpose, about 6_.
servation has been made of the vacancies which ¶ £26_400.] In a tract, intituled " The Bank-
occur from all causes whatsoever_from vacancies rupt Aet_ witt] introduction, notes, and index..,
occasioned by ci_anges and promotions, as well as by a Barrister, p. 23_ the sum at which the tots.
by mortal:ty. By tables of raortabty, it would is set down is £'24,000_ and uo more: a _lil)t
nut_ as I have been told_be so mae.h _ 2: cause surely_ either of the pen or the 1)reds.
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confessed the impropriety of placing the sum that so curmusan effect is produced--ringing
in question to the account of profit gained, the changes upon these eight words. The

In the first place--the question of chief foUowing is a _unple of the topics on which
practical importance, though it is but a cot- that same incense grounds itself: --
lateral one, being as above shown, the one His admirable proficiency azld exquisite
relative to disutterestedness; and this ques- skill in the art of disseminating " useful
tion turning--not upon absolute, but upon knowledge "'t -- the sound diseqrnment and
comparative values, namely, as between mat- sound judgment displayed by him in the choice
ter given up, and matter of the same sort of subject-matters and operators--his skill
gained,--the consequence is, that if the sub- in the creation of universities -- tlmt skill, of
jeet-matter in question were mere moonshine, which Lond_nta _"has already had, and her
it would not the less be entitled to a place in Alma Soror Reg_a is about to have, the be-
this account, nefit--his complete mastery of the theory

In the next place, this is one of the oeca- and practice of legislation as it ought to be,
slons to which the old saying about meal and as exemplified and demonstrated in and by his
malt applies : if he has it not in meal, he has local courts' hill, and this his bankruptcy
it in malt; if he has it not in money, he has court bill, now so happily and triumphantly
it in money's worth, erected into an act.

Reader, before you lie now the two sides No great chance is there (I must confess)
of the evidence : which side _ask yourself) --no great chrome is there, of any Honour-
preponderates ?--his Lordship s ? I_is Lord- able Brougham, -- who, smelling at *he same
ship's, cry aloud in chorus the vast majority nosegay with the Lord Erskine, may with
of those whose eyes either gratitude or hope, him, in an unlearned state, teed with thanhs-
more especially the stronger power, keeps giving on about five thousand a-year, and
fixed upon the contents of the rich box of with hope, on about as much more- exo-
boa.boas which his Lordship has the distribu- nerating his noble and learned _ather of the
tion of: those member_ of the fourth estate whole of this expense.
not excepted, whose high lot (it has been Profit, in this shape, it is true, he has not:
said) it is to behold a frequent knife and [brk but various othe_ shapes there are in which
lying before them at the noble and learned he has it--shapes, having each of them its
table : accordingly, to no persou so beatified, beauty ; and in variety there is pleasure.
is the question addressed. And. but for such Calculate who can, the correspondent ad-
patronage, fi'om whom would this incense _ ditional number of those, whmn, like the
all or any of it- be received ? members of one of James the First's par|in-

For topics for this same incense, from ments, tile additional patronage will throw
which inthis way the _alue ot h_s Lordship's " upon the knees of their hearts" (for in
patronage receives increase, can there be any those days hearts had knees :) calculate this,
demand still remaining ? No, surely : but, and when your calculation is made, ask your-
for argument's sake, suppose there were-- a self what, when the means of sustenance are
SOuree from which it might receive comple- provided, what is it tbat money is good for,
tion, and that in a manner the most satistac- but to cause men to do the will of him who
tory, is a verse that may be seen, I do not has it in his pocket? and, in a word, look
remember in what page, of the Grades ad tile world all over, and say by how much is
-Parnassum, the assistant so wetl knowm to the appetite more canine tbr mammon in the
all manufacturers of the so highly valuable shape of money, than for mammon in the
Commodity c_lled a Latin hexameter verse, shape of power in general, and in particular
It consists of a verse by which any man to in the shape of patrona.q_ ?
whom it happens to have a tancy tbr taking February 22, 1831.3lirror, p. 420.--" The
an airing in Greece at the top of Mount Par- only motive by which I am actuated, is the
nassus, may with all facility, and as quickly anxious and earnest wish to purit)" and amend
as he could say Jack Robinson, as the saying the defects in the institutions of my coun-
ts, give himself that gratification. It con- try."
sists of eight words, which, when thus put to- Such is his Lordship's " only motive."
gether, Constitute a panegyric on the blessed Nothing cares he abaut fees : nothing cares
virgin, and have the curious property of corn- he about salary : nothing cares he about pa-
posing an entire poem, of which any man who tronage : nothing cares he about emolument,

emious enough may make himself the au- in any inmginable shape: by an)" one, or all
thor. The property to which it is indebted for together, of the objects by the love of which
this magic power is this : the words m'e so the conduct of ordinary men is to such a de-
selected, that in every order which they are gree hard driven, not a jog is capable of being
capable of being made to assume, this sort of given to his immoveable mind.
verse is composed of them. The verse is _ See IVe_tminater tlevlew tbr April 1_1.

*,his :_ '_ Tot tibi sunt virgo dotes quot s_dera "1"For his management of the University
ratio :" it is thus, by aalarithmetical process, London_ see £aa,niuer for Auguat 28_ l_K
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So much for the shadow; now for the sob- paper styled "The Parliamentary Candldate'_
s_ance : so much for ma_e-bdwve disinterest- Declaration," &e. Purposes of it, amongst
edness. Reader, have you any curiosity to see others, the_ : -- 1. To furnish to the time-
a sample of what, in relation to these same tionary, as far as it goes, a distinct compre-
arrangements, real disinterestedness, in con- hensive view of the field to which his labours
junction with appropriate intellectual apti_ will be to be applied; 2. To call in the aid
tude, would have produced ? If yes, take the of the popular or say moral sanction, for me-
trouble to read what follows : -- curing approprlate moral aptitude, against

1. As to the number of the functionaries of departure from the right path, in ways to
all sorts; this number, not greater than that which the power of thr legal sanction is not
which has been found necessary: and to find applicable ; 3. To plescnt to the minds of
what is the number necessary, proceed in treaters, a standard to which they may make
manner elsewhere recommended. Proceedup- application of what _hcy understand to be
on the deputation system, as above explained, the characters of the several persons locable,
Begin with the minimum number; add other whom the occasion offers to their choice.
functionaries, one by one, as the need re- Locater. on the preseltt occasion, the Lozd
eeives demonstration frmn experience ; in two Chancellor : pcrson_ locable, all persons in
words, fiat experimentum : this is what cmn- whose instance adequate ground has place for
men sense, when it has for its companion regarding them as endowed with sufficient
common honesty, prescribes; this is what intellectual and actice, without objection on
gave immortality to Lord .Bacon: be not the ._ccre of myra', aptitude.
either ashamed or afraid to take a leaf out of Will it be said or thought, tlmt for the
the book of Lord Bacon. commissioners in question, a more extensive

'2.. Next, as to remuneration in the shape portion of btw-learniaq is requisite, than for
of emoluments: for the purpose of reducing police magistrates? To _nysuch supposition,
them respectively to a milfimum, employ I make answer--
eompetitioa: fear not to employ in this case 1. Not more, nor yet so much. Of theme
that instrmnent, the application of which has commissioners the juri._dictiou is confined, in
the approval of everybody in every other case. the branch of law called the civil, to a corn-

This you will do, unless the advice of corn- paratively narrow corner of that field : and
men sense, in union with common honesty, with the penal branch it has nothing, or next
be found or deemed too hard to be digestible, to nothing, to do : of the police magistrates,

As to emolument, is that same exclusively the jurisdiction spreads, in one way or other,
adequate instrument so startling, that blindly over the penal branch in its whole extent,
employed precedent is preferred to it? Look, and over sub-branches in great variety of the
then, to the case of the London police ms- civil branch.
gistrates.* In that case, four hundred a- 2. For the posmessmn of this so desiratfle
year was sufficient for their emolument, and an endowment on the part of his fee-sucking
therefore would be for these commissioner- children, no real provision whatsoever, in
ships, as has been elesewhere demonstrated and by this act, does the noble said learned
by uncontroverted and uneontrovertible rea- father of it make : for the possession of this
sons ; in addition to the demonstration air- branch of appropriate aptitude, no better nor
forded by the urgency of the applications at other security does it prowide than was pro.
all times made for these same defunct corn- vided in the police magistrates' salarg-raising
missionerships, act,by the righthonourablesham reformer,

So much forgeneralsuggestions.Would inwhose stepsthe nobleand learnedlord,
you wishtoseethem appliedto particulars?on thisoccasionat least,treadsblindfold.
Proceedon,and readwhat follows:_ Eating,or makingbelieveto eat,a certain

I.In theimmediatejudicatory,jedgeone, number of dinnersin one or otheref four
and no more. large apartments called halls, fbltowed by a

2. So in the appellate judlcatory, relative fast kept holy during a certain hum-
3. Grades of jurisdiction, these two, and her of years, is the security with which Sir

no more. Robert Peel, in despite of all my remon-
4. Appeal to the Chancellor, not m_y. stranees, remained inexorably well satisfied :
5. Appeal to the House of Lords, not any. and when, in the form of a bill, this same
To this sham security, exists there any bankruptcy act was concocting, all the while,

person, by whom an efficient and honestly- on the noble and learned table lay that work
meant security would be regarded as prefer- of mine, in which the absurdity and misehie-
able ? Of the sort which I would venture to vousness of that same sham-security stands
propose to him, a mod_l may be seen in the demonstrated.

3. On the occasion of his appointment, to
• In " Official Aptitude Maximized," &e. relevant and appropriate law-learning no re._ Observations on Mr. PeePs Police M_gis.

wares' Salary.r_ising Billf' anne 182_. .4ales, gard, or next to none, is ever paid : it is not
p. 328. the fashion. Tlmt which in this respect is the

4
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f_hlon, there has been occasion to hold up to ! has provided for appropriate aptitude in _he
view elsewhere in these pages. Of what is judiciary department.
called equity, what. knew Lord Lyndhurst, For the good people at large, when the fu|-
whentbeehargeofdcalingoutthathigh-prieed ness of time shall have been accomplished,
commodity in so high a grade was put into his is all this information designed : -- all this
hands ? What knew of it Lord Brougham _ information, the object of which is-- so to
what knew of it Lord Vaux _ or either of manage matters, as to cause the interest of
them ? What opportunities_what means-- functionaries, in all official situations, to be
of such knowledge had they had--these noble in exact coincidenee with their respective
and learned persons, any of them ? No : con- duties. As to learned lords and gentlemen,
siderations styled political, alias party, were. whose eyes are so pertinaciously dosed %_ainst
as everybody knows and says, the cause of all such information by a compound of slats-
choice in those cases ; the like considerations ter interest, interest-begotten prejudice, and
or private and personal benefit, or good-liking, authority-begotten prejudice, where is the
have of course been, and will continue to he, lever long enough to wrench them open ?
in these. To doctrines such as these, when will pub-

Thus much for a stay.stomach, until the lic functionaries in general, and law-learned
time is arrived for application made of the lords and gentlemen in particular, tend a
all-comprehensive local judicatory system : willing ear, and act accordingly? When the
the business of this temporary and make-shift population of Newgate and St. Giles's lend a
institution of a special judicatory for bank- like willing ear to a sermon having for its
ruptey business, will then be absorbed and text " Thou shalt not steal," amend their
merged into the common mass of the business ways, and act according to those words.
of those several judicatories. Alack-a.dayI a little more, and t should

Noble and learned eyes I can you carry your- have fbrgot to acknowledge the oath--the se.
selves so far as to the other side of the T weed? curity afforded by that phantasmagoric cable,
In Scotland, is there rely bankruptcy court ? with such care and ponctuality provided for
No such thing. Any insolvency court ? No binding a functionary to his duty. Well then,
such thing. And _heassets of insolvent debt- here it is. Nut so much as one of all the
ors_are they the less effectuall._ disposed of whole three-and-twenty new functionaries_
for the benefit of creditors? No snch thi_:g, creatures of his Lord_hip's creation -- not so

In Scotland, had not the noble and learned much as one of them all is there by whom
father of this act, if not the whole., the last ! that same cable has not been, nor of the fu-
and finishing part, of his educatim_ ? In his t, ture contingent ones, hy whom it will not
advocate's shape, did not- in his chancel- have been, swallowed.
lot's state, have not already- those same In regard to qualifications and security,
noble and learned eyes fou,d need to carry thus, then, stands the matter. For appro-
themselves all over that part of the island ? priate intellectual aptitude, we have the se-
There sits, moreover, the Lord Advocate. curity composed of the mandueatory and the
Scotland-- has not she a sort of Attorney- jejanial, as above mentioned : for appropriate
General, but with attthority much more ex- 'moral aptitude, we have the oath : equivalent
tensive than the English Attorney-General, to which mockery, and instead of noxious, as
in the person of that same Lord Advocate ? that is, perfectly exempt and pure from all
To the Lord Chancellor, had no opportunity evil would have been the loyal song of God
ever presented itself of hearing how matters save the king ; or, in learned language from
stand, in this respect, from that same Lord the grammar of the royal school at Westmin-
Advocate ? Exists there that man with whom star, the tmrmonious couplet
he is in habits of closer intimacy, or more con- ,' Liters si prmeatvoealispura vocatur,
stantcommunication, thanwith that _tlne Ceareu'r;impttraes_tP reeeatsic°nt'°na,c_utat."

Lord Advocate ? and here, in this same couplet with the word
Appropriate eramination ; and, for aseer- pura, as a gem set in it, might have been seen

raining the maximum of the pecuniary remu- Morality, with her sister intellectuality, hand
aeration needful, eompetitiaa--eompetition in hand. Nansen., so far as regards contri-
mnong those by whom the examination has button to the end which ought to be kept in
been undergone--competition, that operation view, nonsense treing the matter which that
by which, between dealers and customers, chosen formula is eomposed of, I propose this
prices in general are settled : -- these are the for a substitute to it, as being composed of
Instruments by which, aceordlng to my prin- less trashy nonsense l
eiples, economy and official aptitude are sc-
ented, mad made to dwell together in perfect
anaity. This, in both departments--the ad- HereendsthethreadoftbeseObservatior_:
miaimtrational and the judiciary : but in the and here would end the whole poblicafitm, but

jldieinry in particular, these form no more for the demand for the reason of the change
than a part of the securities which my code of the title from_Observations o_t t_ _Btlab..
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ruptey Court .Bill to Lord ,Brougham Dis. been laid before the Honourable House, may
tMayed, be seen the amount of the business, with its

Important as is this subject, there is one profits, for wkich they stand indebted to this
which is still more so ; and that is, his con- one of his institutions oil that score.
tinuanee in the office now filled by him. Law Had anything better than power, patron-
reform, or a sham reform--on him, more than age, and anabition-serving popularity--had,
on any other man, depends the solution of the in a word, the happiness of the community
mmnentous question, which of the two shall been at the bottom of all this care of his,
be our lot ? Shall it then continue, or shall would he, when the prospect of power and
it cease to be, filled by him ? This is an ul- patronage had ceased, have turned his back
terior question; a question, on the answer to upon this same charity business, and left it
which it depends whether during our joint to deteriorate by neglect? No, surely. Now
lives any fruit can, with any hope of success, then, mark well how he dealt with it.
be looked for by the labours in which my long 1. Quantity of time left unemployed in the
life has, the whole of it, found the gIeatest business, four months out of the twelve ;_ so
part of its occupation, and the dearest part of says an acknowledgment made by the chair-
its hopes. Now, then, what is my situa+ion? man of the board_the person whose situa-
That of a man who finds imposed upon him tion rendered it his interest to make the
the painful necessity of stopping the course proportion of time employed in that same
of those same lalmurs, fi_rthe purpose of doing business as great as possihle.
what depends upon him towards conferring 2. Quantity of time professed to be era-
this benefit on his country and mankind, ployed in the journeys, not more than tbur

Four occurrences present themselves, as months out of the twelve._
the most prominent of those which have con- 3. Quantity of time professed to be era-
cuffed in the production of this distressing ployed in digesting the docmnentary evidence
persuasion : -- 1. The charity inquiry job ; and drawing up the reports thereupon m:_de,
'2. The advocacy of fee-gathering; 3. The the remaining four months--a quantity _f
opposition made by him to the ballot; 4. His time equal to that prol_'s-ed to be cmpl,_._ed
education jobs. in the journeys and the elucidation ol the

I. First, as to the charity inquiry job. evidence together.J"
For anything like a fldl and detailed exa- 4. Every member left at liberty to errploy

ruination of it, this is not the place : by a few lfimself in his profcs_muat pursuits for any
general and leading observations, the course portion of his time, at pleasm'e -- of' the time
adapted to an instructive and useful examina- he was to be paid fbr at the rate of £15_
tion of it may, perhaps, be seen to be pointed a-year at the public charge (so ordains the
out. act ;) on the cireuit_ not excepted : actually

1. So long as the judiciary system, with so employed, these same functionarie, one or
its procedure, continues to be what it is, not more of them : one of them for and duril_g a
good, but evil, is what the inquiry, carried on more or less considerable portion of h_s time
as it is, not according to, but in contraven- occupied in the exercise of another olliee in
tion of, the greatest-happiness principle, will Ireland -- namely, that of commissioner cf
have for its net product, frish edaeation._

2. So enormous is the t_actitious expense 5. By loss or destruction of documents,
of procedure in the judicatories called equity through negligence or wilfulness, charities in
courts, in which this business would have to unknown numbers left exposed to be extin-
be and is carried on, _ that, before it had guished.
proceeded any comparatively considerable 6. No thought bestowed onthe prevention
length -- any length capable of contributing of breaches of trust in this shape in tia,e fu-
effectually to its professed purpose--namely, ture.
the institution of a system of all comprehen- 7. For the preservation of the several do-
sire national education,- parliament, the euments constitutive of title, an act stone
nation, aud the treasury, wouhl naturally, years ago having passed, the fruit of his so-
not to say necessarily, b'ejome impatient of anxiously fostering care, the object of it car-
it, and that in such sort, that to prevent fur- tied into effec_ in the instance of no more
ther effusion of the life-blood of the treasury, than a few counties, and then left in the state
a bandage would be applied to it. of a dead letter.*

As to the patronage, the persons by whom Three several modes there are, in one or
the benefit of it has been reaped, are his l
learned brethren the profession, in every "1"House of Ctmmons paper, Maseh 18, ltt28,
branch of it to which the business has given No. 225, intltuled "Evidence taken before the
employment. Finance Committee, and the Return laid beforethe Committee in 1828, which were presented to

In the report* which on this subject has the House upon the 24th day of June 1829._
e No. 361 : date of the order for printing, 8th John William Warren, Esquire_ _Ued in and

May 1_ : tiff% Court of Chancery. , examined."_Pp. 2 to 6.
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more of which it is in the power of the fee- On two achievements is based whatsoever
gatherer to make additions--and, generally can be done in the way of taw retbrm---
speaking, to aa indeterminate and unlimited namely, appropriate codification, and appro-
amount--to the quantity of the depreda- priate iudicu_ry establis],aent, with its system
tlon commttt,:d by him by means of this in- of procedure. To tim last of them his Lord-
strumeot : one is--by addition made to _he ship's implacable hostility is but too india-
quantityof the written matter, m prol,ortion putabte; it has already been held up to
to whmh the addition is allo_ved to be made ; view ; to the former, it is bu_ too probable,
another is -by addition made to the numt_er not to sa? certain--sinister interest,interest-
of the occasion,s on which the fee is al_(,wed begotten prejudice, and interest-begotten
to be exacted; and a iM,'d is--by addition sympathy, j.*in with consistency in calhng
made to the number ofd_,ys or other portions for it at his hands. Before him has all
of time at which he is occupm'}, or supposed along lain that volume of mine, in which
to be occupied, in that same quantlty of bu- the demand for cod*Ii,_'atiou, and the demand
$iness. be it what it mac ; thus splitting the tot a new judiciary estabhshment, with its
whole time into a number of tractions--their procedure code, are spread out Ill detail : of
distance from each other determinate and the l_tter, what use has been made by him,
limited, or indeterminate a,M unhmited--for may b_ seen by whosoever has the requisite
the purpose, and with ti_e effect, of exacting curiosity and patience.
a fee lor each such parLm.e of time ; thus By all these jobs uf his, he has stretched
giving increase to the e.rpe_se imposed up, m out the right hand of fellowship to jabbers
the p_rttes mterc,ttd, as al_o to tim delay, of all sorts, whose jobs are not of a magni-
in proportion not only to the nm_:ber oI rude too small to be included in such an
the_e same partmies of time, but also to the alliance: giving thereby an invitation to
chstanee between each of them : three modes maximizv the number of the several jobs,
--all of them so many cot_ce_led modes-- the profit from each, and the quanUty of
over and above the open mode, by addition the sustenance and life-blood of the corn-
made to the amoant uf ezch fee so allowed munity let out by every stab thus given to
_o be exacted ; ot winch last, the effrontery i the constitution.
of it notwithstanding, examples are not In Ilia eulogium on education--in his
wanting. * "schoolmaster sent abroad"--he may have

By tbe quantity-eJargin 9 shape of the seen (and who will say of him that he did
abuse, Is produced tne maleficent lengthiness not ste?) the schoolmaster sent abroad by
of each portion of the statute-bool_ iu tile him throughout all natmnsin the quall:y of
existing _tam of it : and thence will be pro- collector of t/to customs, in the shape of praise,
duced the obstruction _hich will of course --to gather in the tribute of praise and
be opposed to every proposal ior the removal popularity for his o_vn behoof: laying it up
of i_ : by the other, the ttmc-splitttn(j abuse, m store, in readiness to be applied to what-
the enormity of the tacUtmus quantity ot soever purpose the turn-up ot affairs should
delay with wi_ich are loaded the proposed at any time present hnn w_th an opportunity
laws termed jprivate bd/s, throughout the of employing it to advantage. Actions are
course ol their passage through parham_nt, no bad interpreters of intentions. Yes, to

By its quant_ty-eMa_yi_g shape, in c,mjunc- whatsoever purposei and already have we
tiou with the u_ter at_senc_ oI aii c_as_lfica- seen to what sort of purposes his Yreasure,
lion and order in the disposition of the] m this shape, has actually been apphed.
matter, zs produced the impossibility a man "And by this service," says some _ne,
is under ot c ,mmg at the know'ledge of the "has not great benefit been actually and
rights of the benelit of which, wi_.hout such already rendered ?--rendered, certainly to
knowledge, he must be depr_ved; of the tla'z country, probably even to others: and,
wrongs to whmh, but for such knowiedge, be for this benefit, ts no_ correspondent grati-
mu_t, Wltilout reme(_y, remain exposed, at rude unquestionably his due?" A_swer:
the hands ot all other mdividua!a i and the N_t altogether so assuredly. Gratil_cation?
punishmer_ts which tie must remain expo_d Yes--gratitication on our part ; but grat_fi-
to suffT by the hands of government : and, eath)n and gratitude are different things :
in short, to till up the measure of malefi- cause for grat_j_ea_ioa is in proportion to
canoe, to this abuse, in conjunction with r_uhs: but, cause for gratitude depends
the leaving ¢he rule of action in the shape upon mtenUons. On the pro,ant occasion,
of the imaginary sort of law called un- the question is--th_s ail-needtul benefit,
wriLten law, alias Jurisprudential law, alias shall _t or shaft it not be received by tm
common taw, alias 3udye-made law, is owing with gratitude ? And if, how great soever
_2_e uoa-existenc_ of an aLl-comprehensive the benefit may be, the party tor whose
code. service the benefit was intended, was not

ourselves but himself alone, what is the

• See "I_d_cat_ous respecting Lord Eldon," claim it gives him upon our gratttude ?
m '"O_c_al Apt_t_de Max_mzzed." &c., anteo, BMlof what shaft 1 say ot the battot_--
/a. 348. what of Ins Lurdship's sen timen ts in regaxd to

Vo_. V. Q (1
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it?_to the question whether the opinion, tions. Often does it happen to him to
the wish, the exercise given by man to his speak of me; seldom in any other terms
power as and for his own, shall be the result than such as are a mixture of affection anJ
of his own will, or that of another man--of even more than respect ; never in terms of
amanwho acts as a tyrant over him?-- the opposite description: to this effect is
whether such his act and deed shall be what it has been my good fortune to hear,
genuine or an imposture ?--whether, by from a variety of quarters--with what a
hundreds of thousands, Englishmen shall t mixture of surprise and gratitude let any
remain subjected to no other option, than [ one imagine. H_d tile thought of a filtip
that of each man violating his own con- to a single individual who has thus shown
science, or suffering pecuniary loss to an 1 how httle he cared about it, outweighed, ill
amount to which there is no other limit t my mind, one of the most important ingre-
than tha_ of the whole means of his sub- i dmnts in the welfare of the most extensive
aistence? In this one feature, as in a empire upon earth, not to speak of "the
mirror, behold the frame of mind of this our rest which it inhabit," I _hould have done
self professed reformist,* otherwise; but, considering whmn i_ has

Alter an attack made, and thus made, been written by, let any one judge, whether
upon one of the most admirable members anything, that could be written with the
this country ever saw of the most highly v&u,--the public a:M a[l-importan_ view_
talented profession _ one of the most l these pages are written with, could be

amiable men I can think of in private life, 1 regarded as superfluous.
I now take this my last departure from the [ JzRE_tY B_THX_.
subject. 1Well, then, this being the manner in
which I deal by him, what is the manner in I

which he deals by me._ and this, after having AF:rEn POSTSCRIPT.
seen the first part of these same Observa-

the last word of this present work

* In this my conception of his Lordship's frame had been written, a book, wihch bears for
of mind. do l_stand almte _ Of th_ col_rarv, _iie its title Y'£e t3;¢_ck Book, was put into my
folto_mg epigram x_dlpresent a demonstraho[l. It hands by a frlend_ wl_o had been witness to
has for its author an official person, who has l_r th_ writing of the pages of this work as it
his duty the r_ mrtmg his opinion of certain went on, and bv whom the discover)- hadOffiela proceedings: m how great a de_ree tSe
tmventy of the character g_ven of his said Lord,h_p not been made before the day of los giving
in that flight of fancy, goes beyond that given of the information t<_me. It is inserted here,
him by this dlsc_/s¢ton, m the gt_,mg of which i am as another piece of evidence of t_:e nature
now occupied, wdl be visible to every e)e. By of tiiat adduced in the preceding note.

th_s se, enty, tx_o thm_s will be demonstrated: ':BROUGHAM, HENRY, (_Vi_c/_elsea_)1, That this uf mine is not singular; anti 2. That
an far is mine from hems so, that o_e person there Bnrrister at Laa,.
is, v,hose qualifications are objects ot respec_ to
more than one e_en of his Lordsmp's devoted "The political tendencies and acquir_-
frieads,--yes, one person, at leas L there l_, who merits of this _[emb_r have been so oltell
e*en goes beyond me In severity, set fortb_ that it would tie a waste of the

(l_XromThe Exarnz_zer, of August 14. 1831.) reader's time to in lulge irl disquisition on
TIlE _'ATE OF A BROOM. so trite a theme. A strange fatality seems

AN ANTICIPATION. tO attend every project to which Mr.
to! in e_rruptinn's lumber-room, Brougham directs his efforts : no one has
The renmantz ot a wond'ron_ Broom, abounded in more useful StlggeStlOnS_ nor
That walking, talking, oft was ,een, evinced greater and more searching powers
Making _tou_ promise to _weep chmn; in the exposition of aflu_es ; yet it cannotBut everlnore_ at ever)" push,
]?roved but a _tump without a brush, be sand he has originated and carried
Upon its handl_ top a _eonce. through a single measure by which the
Like ]_rahma s, lo_ked fonr way_ at _nee: commumty has been materially benefited.Pouring on Kin_. l,oriL-, (;hutch. and I;abble,
Lon_ fluods of fa_ our-curL x it_g _abtdt. This is a very "lame and impotent eonclu-
From tour-fold nmuth-p_e_'e, ",dk_av_-_i)mn ng ainu" after a puhhe life of great bustle and
I'ro]ects ot plau_ble b_gnnnmg, " considerable duration.
Whereo_ saia sconce did ne'er intend
That any one should have au end : "lVlr. Brougham's exposure of the abuses
Yet. stiff, by shilts and quaint inventions, of Charitable _'oundauons, by which he
Got credit tor its good intentions, showed the Poor had been robbed of near
.Add.ng no trlllc to the store, Two _ILLIOh8 of annDA/l revenue by_A'here_ath tile Devil paves his floor.
Found out at In,t, worn bare and scrubbish, blshop$_ parsons, and gormandizing corpo-
And thrown a_ide, with other rubbish, rations, did him infinite honour ; but
We'll e'en hand o'er the enchanted stick nothing useftfl has r_.sulted from the dis-
As a choice present for Old :Nick,
To sweep, beyond the Stygian lake, covery of this mine ot pious plunder. The
The pavement it has heli_e¢l to make. learned genth, man surf led Ida bill on the

Mac,eho18:H. subject to be lri_iercd _t a_l its u_efulness
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and ei_[ciency; the job got into the hands :attention. It is a plty, I thlnk_ _he corn-
of commissioners, who. with enormous ducto-s of themshould so exelusivelydirect
salaries, have been perambulating the their attention to the d_ffusion of a know-
country for years, under tile pretext of _edge of the merely physical sciences: with-
investigation; they have published thirteen out del_reciating any branch of knowledge,

. folio volumes of reports, and have thrown it is not conceivable how the lot of the
part of the property into chancery, but not working-classes can be bettered by all
a shilling appears yet to have been saved acquaintance with mechanics, acoustics,
from the cormorants, and apphed to the electricity, galvanisn h and other branches
uses tbr which it was originally intended, of natural'philosophy, which constitute the
All this delay and cumbrous machinery reiterated topics of institutional lectures.
might have been saved; a single bill for a The miseries of society, in my opinion,
general restitution, or a local inquiry by result much more from moral and political
persons not interested, was all that was causes than a want of physical knowle¢lge
nee,ted. 'and power. NAture has given to man

_bi ! b_!S;aO!;!it!_ H_rn_a_ii_!!:_.d_eh:: fer_il_ land, sun, and air, to produce his
1 fo,)d, and it is the waste or misapproprtatmu

of the product of the_, her almost spon-

they pleased no party, and came to nothing. I taneous gifts, that chiefly creates ignorance,
The last project which has iatteu under his I penury, and deperidence.
paratizmg t,Juci_, is the London university, i "PotLticA1 t_conomy is a science of general
and even this great and salutary scheme application; every one, as iandlord, met-
appears either dead or stru:gling for life ch_rlt, or workman, being interested in the
under the il)fluence of his baneful counte_ laws which regulate rent, profit, or wages.
nance. What the learned gentleman It also elucidates the Important relatton
chiefly desiderates, is more concentration' between subststence and populatiom Till
of purpose; like water spread upon a plaiu_ this great problem is univers_llyunderstood_
his great powers are lost by d_ffu_ion : _t is we emnot look Iorward to any permanent
true, such discursive irrigation may fcrtihz _. ' ia_provement m the conditi_)n of the people.
for a season, an extensive surface ; but it 1Ji_ysical science may augment our pro-
is too weak to turn a mill, or pro_tuce per- duetive powers, new machinery may be
manent and visible effects. .a_nother cause invente,1, ra_:-roads may be constructed,
which impedes the usefulness of this really And the application of steam ex_ended;
worthy man, and creates misgivings among [ still the lot st the people will not be
lfis friends, is the uncertainty of ins mora,l improved : wages will be no h)gher, pro-
and political organization: he is not gay 1 vlsio_m no cheaper, the hours oi labour no
and profligate enough for a Tory ; he is too slmrter; the only resuit bei_:_, that they
independent for a Whlg part,san, which w_ll be taste, nu_erc,_, their dependent and
doti_:g faction never forgave him calli_g necessitous cond_tma remaining the same as
their late Grand Lama :Ponsonb3", "an old bef_re.
woman ;" stilt he is often to,, c_rcuu_speet " Why, too, not have more frequent dis-
andperso_u_l in his pursuits fl_r a tllorough courses _m the medmal art? It is lament-
patrmt or reformer; and his late repulsive able to observe how muci_ misery results
and snappish behaviour at Appleby shows from ignorance of the lm_nau .constitution
that nature never intended him for a --timpropertmsoffood--tt_e regulation of
popular leader. These points are all exem- ate and exercise -- and o_her means by
phfied in the Honourable Member's wtry which the health is preserved and the con-
and sinuous career, from his first introduc- stttution iawgorated.
lion to Mr. P_tt, through his cnrvettings "The tbundation of laws and morals
w_h the Westminster reformers, to his might be explained, and the connexmn
final and hopeless fixation in the Whig between these and individual and social
slough of despond, happiness would open a delightful field for

"Leaving these general touches, I shall : eloquence and elucidation. H_story, espe-
come to a subject on which Mr. Brougham tinily of our own country, and, more par-
is entitlqd to uoqualified praise ; I mean his ticularly, that portion of it which refers to
efforts in favour of popular education. In the rise of c_ties and towns, and the eman-
the promotion of this noble object, his c_patmn of the great body of the people
endeavours have been unceasing and in- from a state of worse than West-Indian
valuable; and he is the more entitled to bondage, would form an instruetivemqmry.
gratttude, because it is a pursm_ from To these n,ight be added geology, organic
which hc can expect no personal advantage, remains, and natural history, whmh would,
wluie the benefits he may confer are I thh_k, form popular themes; they would
incalculable. There is one point connected ! hberahze and expand the mind, abstract it
w_th the Mscux._xcs' I._sv_r_o_s, in the i from gross and vulgar pursuits, and create
success of which he takes so deep an lan_ appetite for intellectual research and

interest_ t_ which I should wish to call his t d_squ_ition.
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"I have only one more su_estion to sub- publications were not conducted with
mit to Mr. Brougham. I trust, as soon as ' absolute wisdom ;' some of them were
the new paxliament assembles, he will move diabolical in their object, vulgar, viotent_
for the repeal of the 1 Geo. IV. c. 9, that and un-E_g|ish in the extrem-. But alo_,g
act which restains the sale of CHEAV rye- with these evits, considerable good resulted :
L_CAT;O_S.by fixing the minimum of price they generated a taste for reading, ineul-
at which they may be sold, and the smallest cared a feeling of independency, _zave the
number of square inches on which a writer people a glimpse of their importance in the
may circulate his ideas. This Vandal law social scale, and, no doubt, sowed the seeds
was passed during the administration of of that intellectual activity which promoted
that poor, illiterate, and shortsighted the establishment of the Mechanics' Insti-
mortal, the Marquis of Londonderry. It is tution, and diffused a ttllrst for an acquaint-
nothing less than a tax on the knowledge anee with natural and mechanical truth."
of the poor, and its injustice and iniqulty
can only be equalled by that which taxes The work from which the above has been
the bread they eat, for the support of an extracted was pubhshed in Oct _ber 1826;
overgrown aristocracy. Such a motion is and it can hardly have escaped ob-ervatmn
reqmred of Mr. Brougham for two reasons : how prominently his Lordsh_p's deficmncies
first, to evince the sincerity of his wish to on the subject of the diffusion of moral and
enlighten the popular mind ; secondly, as an pohtic_i koowle¢]ge have been subsequently
atonement for a iormererror, when, moving dewdoped, in coauexian with the _o¢',iety
on one of his pohtical tacks, he launched instituted forDiffusion of UsefulKnowledge,
into declamatory invectives on the seditions and also with reia_iuu to the Taxes on Know-
and blasphemous tendency of the 'two- ledge.
penny trash" It is true, all the chea

[In t]_ original Edition, here follow Extracts jS'om the Constitutional Code,

vlz. Chap XII. JUDICI_kRY COLLECTIVELY, § 5. _Number in a Judica-

tory, and § 3"2. Judges, &c., Securities for Appropriate Aptitude.

TI, e_e will be found i_ their afi_'vprlatc 21aces iz_ thi_ Collection.--Ed.]
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